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A
Abu Bakr *Abdu'l-lah b. Muham-

mad Razi, 399.
'

•

Abu'I-Qasim Qiishayrl of Nishapur,
396.

Abil Sa'Td, biograplw of, 398.
Acromitus rabanchatu, 529.
'' adhiraja Bhoja," 267.
Adiposia rhadinaea, 5,

Aegithina tiphia ynulticolor, 563.
Aefhostonia rostratum rostraium,

662.
'* AfTfu'dDm Abdu'l-lah b As'ad

Yafl-i, 400.

Agathokleia, 263.

Ahicchatrapura, 289.

Abmad-i-Jam, biography of, 397.
Alcippe phaeocephala karenni, 563-

AJgebraic Equations, 251.
'AH b. *Uthman al-Jullabi al-

Hujwln, 396.
Allaliabad pillar inscription of

Samudra2:upta^ 265.

Ainpullariidae (Indian), 585.
Athtalikita (Antialkidas), maha-

raja, 269.

aniuta-padani of the Besnagar in-

scription, 269-70.
Anandapala of Sialkot, 268.

Animals, luminosity of, 581.
Annual Address, As. Soc. Beng.,

by Sir A. Mookerjee, 1921,
O. 15.

Ansari, 389.

Antialkidas. 269.
Apidae, 23.

Apollodotos» an Indo-Greek king,
262-63.

Argeia Dana, 7i>.

Aupamanyava of Kamboja, 258.

Aurangzeb, Nusratabad Rupee of,

N. 35,

Automatic '* make and break "

Key, 221.

Awadhi dialect, 305.

'Aynu'l-Qudat Hamadani, works
of, 397.

B
Bahadur Bnrah, 4:22,

Baker, C. Stuart, remarks on his
volume on Birde, 559.

(

(

Baladitya, king of Magadha, 266.
Balbani Kings of Bengal, 408-27.
Baliiora bt^ucei, 5.

Bassia latifolia, 571.

Bat-flowers of the Mohvva (Bassia
latifolia)y'' by M. L. Cleg-
horn, 571-76.'

Bees, Indian, 17.

Bengal Chronology during In-

dependent Moslem rule, 407.
'* Bengali (?) dramas in Nepal,"

by Gangananda Sinha, 253-
256.

Bengali, old, 254
Beroe cucumis, 581, 583.

Besnac^ar inscription of Heliodoros,
^269.

Bhagadatta Raja, 417.

Bkagavaias, 269.

Bh-indarkar, D. R., on the origin

of the BrahmT alphabet, 231.

Bhoja Pratlhara, 268,

Bhoodev Nripati, 412.

Bhupatindra Malla of Bhatgaon,
253.

*' Bibliography^ of the Fauna of the

Fresh and Brackish waters
of India (1912-1922)," by
Cedric Dover, 533-54.

'' Bibhography of Tibet," by J. v.

Manen, 445-525.
Birds, volume on, by C. Stuart

Baker, 559.

**Biv^alve molluscs injuring brick-

work in the Calcutta Docks,"
by N. Annandale, 555-67.
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'* Bogra stone inscription," by

Haridas Mitra, 439-43.
'* Bon ima2:e," by J. v. Manen,
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tris, 568.

fusciflavescens, 568.
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Brachypodius poioccphahis^ 508-
Brachypodiiis, 507.

Brachypodius atriceps major, 567.
Brahnn alphabet, 231.

Brickuork iajuring bivalve mol-
luscs, 555.

septen-

\

C

Cakrayudha, kiag of Kanauj, 267.
CathoHcs in Dacca District, num-

ber of, 59.

Catholic Mission at Hashnabad, 40.
Ceylon, colonisation of, 436.
Chanda, Raraaprasad, views on

BrahmT test-Ietterg, 228-231.
Chalukyas of Badamz, 267-
Chand. a kind of devotional song

in modern AwadhT, 345.
Chloropsis Cyanopogan

trionalis, 504.

Chorao, Monserrate on, 349.
Christians (Catholic) of Eastern

Bengal, origin of. 25-60.
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Jaunpilr," by H. M. Whittel,
N. 10-35.

'Coins of Muhammad Akbar as
claimant to the Mu shal
throne/' by
head and S.

N. 3-10.

Colletidae, 23.

Congregation de Propaganda Fide,
57.

*' Contributions to the History and
Ethnology of North Eastern
India—HI/* by H. E.
Stapleton, 26-60.

Coolidge X-Ray tube. 221.
Corbula gracilis Preston, 556.
Criniger ochraceiis ochraccus. 565.
Cylindrospermxim doryphorum,

Briihl et Biswas, 677.
** Cylindrospermum from Bengal—

Cylindrospermun) dorypho-
rum/' by P. Bruh) and K,
P. Biswas, 577-80.

Cylindrospermum Goetzi, oil.
(ropicu?n, 578.

R. B. White
H. Hodivala,

I

D
Dacca district. Catliolic.^ in, 59
danamukha, • gift/ 62-^63.

Danujamarddana, coin of, 407.
Decapoda .Alacrura, 69
Demetrius, an Indo-Greek kinff

261-62,
*'

DendrocittQ celadina, 561.

Dhanapati, liis Mathavanala Kama
kayidala, 254.

Dharmapala, 267.
" Dhupi Copper-plate Inscription

of Ramasiihha/' by K. M.
Gupta, 73-79.

Divar, Monserrate on, 349.
*' Dihyah-al-Kalbi/' by A. H.

Harley, 273-85,

Diplophryxus Richardson, 70.
" Diplopterous wasps in the Indian

Museum/' by C. Dover and
H. S. Rao, 235.

Dramas, Bengali, 253.

Dryonastes Chinensia leucogenys,
561

Dye- injection experiments, 89, 92.

E
Edwardsia tinctrix, 529.

Enayetpur, coin from, 41G-17.
Eukratides. an Indo-Greek king,

262.

Erpornia Xanthohnca interpoaita,

503.

Erythrocichla hicolor bicolor, 562.

Eumenes affinisima, Sauss., 237.
architectua Smith, 236.

—— arcuata Fab., 238.

differ var. gracilis Sauss., 237.
var. esuriena, Fabr., 237.

Gircinalia Fabr., 237.
Conica, Fabr., 238

dimidiatipenni'^ Sauaa.,
237.

edwardsii Sauss., 238.

flavopicta, Rlanch., 238.— hpeletiari var. aainiia Sauss.,
239.

maxillosuSf var. petialatua,
237.

quadrispino^a, Saui^s., 236.
Eumenidae, 22.

Euthydemos, an Indo-Greek king,
261,

F
Fakhru'd Din -Iraqi, 400.
'^ Fauna of the Fresh and Brackish

waters of India/' by N,
Annandale, 627-64.

Bibliography of, by Cedric
Dover, 533-54.

G
Gahadavala ofoccupation

Magadha, 82.

Gane^a, his Ramacaritra, 253.
Gangetic Delta, luminosity of some

animals in, 581.
Garndax leticolophup^ 5('A.
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Garrula.c pectoralis, 561.

nieridionalis Robinson
and KIoss, 561,

Garutla, in Boa religion, 200.

Garuda-dhvaja of Vaaudev^a, erec-
' tion of, 269.

Generalised Quanta, theory of, 291.

Ghiyasuddm TuA laq Shah , 4 1 S-26.

Gopa-grha, 439.

Govindacandra, Maner Copper-
plate of, 81.

Greek ambassador fcoin Taxila

,

2(59-70.

Greek occupation of Madra, 201.

Gulgulawali katha in modern
Awadhi, 338.

Gupta rule in the Punjab, 2G5.

Gurwitsch, experiments of, 118.

Gypsies in Persia, words used by,

379.

H
*Hala' or 'Hrila\ 77.

Harpodon nr.hereiis^ oS\ , 583.

Hashnabad, Catiiolie Mission at,

40.

Hatim Khan, 415.

HelioeIes,an Indo-Greek king, 263.

Heliodoros, Besnagar inscription of,

230, 232-33, 2G9.

Hemiarthrus Giard and Bonnier, 70.

Hill- stream fishes, modification of

the swim-bladder in, 5.

*' Hi.story and Ethnology of North-
Eastern India," by H. E.

Stapleton, 407-30.

Hiuen Tsang, his account of the

Huna State, 266-67.

Homology of the Weberian Ossicles,

by Sunder Lai Hora, 1-4.

Hflnap in the Punjab, 265-67-

I

Ibn Batutah, 418.

IbnuM • Arab!, works of, 399.

Ibrahim 'Adil Shah II of Bijapur,

epithet used on copper coi

by, N. 36.
'' Indian Wasps and Bees, " by

Cedric Dover, 17-23.
'' Tsopoda of the family Bopyridae

parasitic on Indian Decapoda
Macrura," by B. Chopra,
69-71.

*'Ismailitic pedigree," by W. Iva-

now, 4l'3-06.

Ixos, 565.

J

Jaintia kingiiom, organisation of,

77.

Jalaluddin Mahmud, 415-16.

Jiami'sNafahat, s of, 385.
** Jangala Desa," by Gangnnanda

Sinha. 287-89.
Jaunpur, coinage of the SharqT

kings of, N. 10.

Jayapala, of Sialkot, 268.

K
Kalb tribe, 273.

Kamboja, 258.

Kamyaka forest, 288-fe9.

Kanjur and Tanjur, bibliography
of, 459-62.

Kapya Pancaia, name of a teacher
of xMadra. 258, 260.

Karkota dynasty of Ka?5mTra, 267.

Karsapana, 78.

Kaahfu'l-mahjuh of 'AH b. ' Uth-
man al-Ju!labi al HujwTrT,

396.

Ka^Inatha, his Vidya-vilapa, 253.

Kasiputra Bhagabhadra, name of

a king, 269.

Katra taka, a silver coin of t!ie

Jaintia Kings, 78.

Kedara system of measurement,
77.

* Kharoslhi inscriptions,'* by N.G.
Majumdar, 01-67.

Khasi Hills, tadpoles from, 9.

Kidney secretion, neo-Ludwig
theory of, 131.

Kirtivarman 1, conquests of, 267.

Kobelt's nomenclature of theb (

Indian AmpuUariidae,'* by
B. Prashad. 585-91.

Kfanadeva, his Mahabharata, 253,

Kuru-Jangala country, 287-8H.

Knshan rule in the Punjab, 265.

L

Labeo rohitay 2, 5.

Labufi humbertianus Saiiss.. 236.

'Lakhimpurl—A dialect of Modern
Awadhi," by Babaram Sak-

sena, 305-47.

*Lala,' by H. C. Ray, 43.1-37,

Lama'at
'

of Fakhrud'-Dln * Ira-

quT, 400.

Lataif'i-Ashrafi
401.

dar bii/an-i~>jlfl.

Leander potamiscns, 71.

styliferus, 70.

teniiipes, Henderson, 581, 583.

Loriyan Tangai inscription, 63.

** Luminosity of some Animals iu

the Gangetic Delta,'' by

B. Prashad, 581-84.
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M
•' MachhlTdar Silbah Avvadh coins/*

by R. Burn, N. 1-2.
" Madra," by H. C. Ray, 257-68.
Madra country, 287.

Madra of Panini, a synonym of
bhadra and mangala, 258.

Madras, matrimonial alliances of,

258-59 ; manners and customs
of, 260 ; Greek occupation
of, 26I--G4; 6aka, Ku^an,
Gupta and Hilna occupation
of, 264-67; contact with the
CaTukyas. 267; an autono-
mous tribe, 265; under the
Pratlharas, 267-68; Muham-
madau conquest of, 268.

' Madreya-Jangala,' meaning of,

_ 287.

Mahaban inscription, 65-66.
** Mahubharata and the Besnagar

inscription of Heliodoros,
by H. C. Raychaudhuri,

_ 26_9-7U
Mahabharata, its connection with

Taxila. 271.

Mahabharata of Krisl.iadeva, 253.
Maithili words in Nepalese dramas,

255-56.

Malacocincla abbotti abhotti^ 562.
Manuqibu'l-'arifin of Shamsu'ddin

Aflakr, 400.

'Maner Copper-plate of Govinda-
candra,'' by N. G. Majum-
dar, 81-84.

yiei\yQ.v'\~pattala, 82.

Manikiala inscription, 67.
Marteaia fluminalis Blanford, 557.
Muthavanala Kama-^kandala of

Dhanapati. 154
Manuscript in an old Gypsy-

Darwish Jargon, 376-77.
yiarte3ia fluminalis, 555.
Mastigonema aerwjineujn, 577.
Megalophrys montana, 12.

Megalophrys parva Boulenger, 9.

Menander, an Indo-Greek king,
262

; date of, 263 ; his capital
Sakala, 264.

Microhyla achatina, 12-!3.
Mihirakula, name of a Hiina king,

son of Toramana, 265-67.
Mir,-aduhibad of Abil Bakr *Ab-

dullah b. Muhammad RazT,
399.

Mixornis ruhrivapilla connectens,
563.

Modification of the Swimbladder
in Hill-stream fishes," by
Sunder Lai Hora, 5-7.

Modiola !^triatula Hanley, boo, ool.
Mohwa tree, 571,573, 574.

MoUuscs, bivalve, 555,

Molucus, Monserrate on, 349.

Monserrate, Father A., 371.
**Monserrate, Father A, and Capt.

F, Wilford," by H. Hosten,
371-74.

** Monserrata, on Salsete, Chorao,
Divar, and the Molucus
(1579),'* ed. and trans. H.
Hosten, 349-69.

Montezumia biirmaiiica Bin^, 239.
Muhammad Akbar, coins of, N. 3.

Muhammad ibn Tughlaq, and his

clemency to Bahadur Burah,
422 ; Be^ngal coins of, 425.

Muraparil, coins from, 407-8.
Muslim coins of Bengal, 42S-30.
Mutillidae, 20.

Mymar taprobanicua , 20.

N
Nafahat of Jami, 385.
Nandin family, genealogy of,

439-40.
Nasiruddln Mahmild, king of

Bengal, 408-10.
Nasiruddm, Sultan of Lakhnauti,

420.

Nemachiliis vittaiuSy 5.

Neo-Ludgwig theory of kidue}''

secretion, 131.

Nepal, Bengali dramas from, 253.
Newtonian Motion, 291.
Nizamu'd-DIn Gharlb Jamani, 401.
North-Eastern India, history and

ethnology of, 25.

"Nusratabad Rupee of Aurangzeb,'*
by Prayag Dayul, N. 35-36.

O
Odynerus abdominalis Bing, 239.

diffiness, Sauss., 240.
guttntua. Smith, 240.
metalliciim, Sauss., 239.
miniatus, Sauss., 239.

nitididum, Fabr., 239.
punctum, Fabr., 239.

**01d Gypsy-Darwish Jargon," by
W. Ivanow, 375-83.

Olixon teataceum, 22.
*' Oral apparatus of the tadpoles of

Megalophrys parva Boul-
enger/' by Sunder Lai Hora,
9-15.

Orbione Bonnier, 70.
Ossicles, 1,2,3,4.
Oyster, see ' Pearl formation.'
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P

Pachylabra conica (Gray), 589.

Compacta (Reeve). 590.

var. expan^a (Nevill), 590.

daliodes (Reeve), 588.

var. Wood vvardi, (Dobrn),
588.

globosa (Swainson). 58B.

largillierii (Philippi), var.. 580.

layardi (Reeve), 587.

var. cinera (Reeve), 590.
• paludinoides (Philippi), 587.

theohaldi (Hanley), 589.

virens (Lamarck), 589.

Padmasambhava , 204 , 205 , 206,

207, 208.

Paraicaria bicolor Grib., 247.

Parthian rule over Madra, 265.

Patika, Taxila copperplate of, 64.

patria postestasy primeval custotn

. of, 431,4.33.
'* Pearl formation in the Indian

pearl Ovster," by James
Hornell, 213-219.

Penaeus semisulcatus , 70.

Persia, gypsies in, 379.

Pleurobrachia globosa ^ 581 , 583.

Pleurocypta Hesse, 71.

Polistes adiistiis, Bing., 247.

dawnae, sp. nov. , 248.

maculipennisj Sauss., 247.
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566.
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Sylhet, 73.
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of, 225.
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Panini, 258.
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Madra, 258.
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Sharasuddin Firi3z,king of Bengal,

411.
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242.

Sharql Kings of Jaunpur, coinage
of, N. 10.

Shihabuddin Bu^rah Shah, 418.

Shi'ism, system of, 403.

Sialkot. 268

Sihavahu, king of Ltila, 435. 437.
'* Sources of Jami's Nafahat," by

\V. Ivanow, 385-40 2.

Sphegidae, 21.

Stegias Bichardsony 12,
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eximia Bing, 24!.

eximioideti sp. nov., 242.

fraferna Bing, 240.
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sarawakensis sp. nov., 240.

scitula Bing, 240.
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240.
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modification of, 5.
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and the Relativistic New-
tonian Motion," by S. C
Kar. 291-303.

Thringorhina Hriolafa guttata, 562.
Thynnidae, 21.

Tibet, bibliography of, 445-5:5.
Tibetan book-collections, 467.

book lists, 475-88,
booksellers, 469.
literature, extra-canonical,
462.

presses. 472-74.
Toramana, founder of the HQna

kingdom of Madra, 265.
Trachycomua Zej/lanicua, 565
Traaivadra, 62.

Trochalopterum erythro.cephahim,
58L

Tseh-kia, the Hilna (or Chih-kaj
State, 266.

Turbinella pirum^ 213.

Turbinicola, Annandale and
.shad, 591.

ficixen (Reeve), 591.

Pra

Tnrdoides polioplocarnus polioploca
vitis^ 562.

alriatui^ r^62.

U

Uddaluka Aruni, 258.
•* Ujhani as a mint town,''

H. Nelson Wright, N. 2-3.

Uttara-Madras, 257.

bv

V

Vairaiya, meaning of, 257.

Vajrapani, 201, 209, 210.

Varigas, country of, 435.

Vespidae, new forms of, 235.

Vespa auraria Smitii, 249.

basalia Smith, 249.

bicolor Fabr., 249.

dorylloides Sauss. , 248.

diicalis Smith, 248.

germamca var. flavi-ceps

Smith, 249
orientalis Linn., 249.

Vespidae, 22-23.

Vidyavilapa of Ka4Inatha, 253.

Vijava, conqueror of Ceylon,
435-36.

W
VV^ardak vase inscription, 64.
Wasps, Indian, 17; diplopteroug,

235.

Weberian Ossicles, homology of, 1.

Wilford, Capt. F,, 371.
Wima Kadphises, a Kusan king,

265.

Wise, James, his account of the
Portuguese in E. Bengal, 41.

X
Xanthixus flavescens pollens , subsp

nov., 569,
X-Rays, 221.

Y
Yafi*I, works of, 400.
Ya^odharman, 266.
yona, * a Greek,' 269.

Z

Zafar Khan, 412.
Zethits doloms Bing., 236
Zia ud-dln Barnl, 418.
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I. The Homology of the Weberian Ossicles.

By Sunder Lal Hoe^, M.Sc, Assistant Superintendent,

Zoological Survey of India.

(Communicated with the permission of the Director, Zoological Survey

of India)

The work, of which a summary is published here, was under

taken at Lahore in 1918-19 under the guidance of my profes-

sor, Lt.-Col. J. Stephenson, to whom my best thanks are due.

At that time I was engaged in the detailed morphological

study of the Weberian apparatus in Cyprinoid fishes such as

Laheo rohita, but mv attention was diverted to the study of

their homology bv finding considerable variation in the struc-

ture of the triirasf Since I have joined the Zoological Survey

of India, pressure of other work has not left me much time

to study this problem further. This short note is published

with a desire to brmg to the notice of other workers the views

I hold regarding the homology of the four ossicles which, with

an interossicular ligament, form the Weberian apparatus.

Bridge and Haddon ' have critically examined the views

held by previous writers regarding the homology of thrae

ossicles and after an exhaustive study of the anatomy of_ the

Siluroid fishes have summarised their own views on the subject.

For all previous references, therefore, one has to consult their

valuable paper. In the writing up of my descriptions I have

adopted their nomenclature.

1 Bridge and Haddon, Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. London, CLXXIY. pt.

I.B., pp. 260-261 (1893).
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In Labeo rohita the sides of the neural arches of the first

vertebra are incomplete. There is a wide gulf between the

dorso-lateral portion of the neural arch bearing the spine

and the centrum. The two anterior ossicles of the Weberian aj)-

paratus—the claustrum and the scaphium—bridge over this

gulf and in a dried skeleton almost complete the neural arch
of the first vertebra. The scaphium has always been homo-
logized with the neural arch of the first vertebra, but the claust

^^ r ^^

rum has been regarded either as a neural spine of the first verte-
bra or as a part of the skull. In Labeo rohita and also in several
other Cyprinoid fishes that I have examined, the first vertebra
possesses a distinct neural spine and so the claustrum evident-
ly cannot represent that structure. As regards the second
view, I have not been able to find any evidence from an exa-

Text-fig. 1—Front view of first vertebra in Labeo rohita showing
relative positions of claustrum and scaphium. n.sA = neural spine of
first vertebra; n.aJ = neural arch of first vertebra; ^^.1 = transverse
process of first vertebra; Lp,^ = transverse process of second vertebra;
cL = Claustrum

; sc. = scaphium.

mination o£ the occipital region of the skull that the claustrum
once formed a part of it. 1 am of opinion that the claustrum
IS another piece of the neural arch of the first vertebra. Its
very position strengthens my conclusions.

The intercalarium has usually been regarded as a modi-
fied neural arch of the second vertebra, but Sagemehl ' was
of opinion that it represented the rib of the second vertebra.
Accordmg to Bridge and Haddon, the ossicle is a compound
bone consistmg of two elements—the neural arch of the second
vertebra and its transverse process. In Labeo rohita the second
vertebra possesses a defined transverse process, with
which I think the rib has fused. In my opinion, therefore, the
mtercalarium represents a part or whole of the neural arch of
the second vertebra.

1 Sagemehl, Morphol Jahrb. X, p. I (1885.)

V
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The tripus is by far the largest ossicle. It has been homo-
logised with either the transverse process of the third vertebra
or its rib.^ But I have found it to be a compound bone
formed by the coalescence of three distinct elements. The
drawings given below from actual specimens illustrate this
clearly. In fig. a, there is a distinct bony element (t.p.^)

which runs from the dorsal aspect of the anterior process of

cre^.P
(Zrt.p

cirt.P

crcs cmt.p.

Text-fig. 2—Tripus, a compound boue.
a. Same as seen from above.
6. Same as seen from below.

Both figures are not drawn from the same specimen.
Ant.ii, — Anterior process of tripus; t.p.^ = transverse process of

third vertebra; art.p. = articular process of tripus; r-** = rib of fourth
vertebra; cres p. = creseentic process of tripus; r,^ = rib of third
vertebra.

the tripus (ant.p,) to its articular process {art.p). Below the
articular process it is separated from the main body of the
ossicle by two cavities, which when followed in a large series

oi preparations, become gradually reduced and ultimately

vanish altogether. Thus the two distinct elements at the

anterior end become fused and indistinguishable. I am of

1 Regan, Ann. Mag. Nat Hist. (8) VIII, p. 14 (1911)
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opinion that this piece of bone represents the transverse pro-

cess of the third vertebra, which has become directed forwards

and in its origin corresponds to the other transverse processes.

When the transverse process of the third vertebra became
directed forwards^ its rib was inflected backwards and for some
distance lay close to the transverse process. The portion of the
ossicle marked r^ represents this rib. The crescentic portion

of the tripus {cres.p.) is formed by another element as is shown
in fig. 6. It runs as far forwards as the articular process.

This new element in the posterior region of the tripus is the
rib of the fourth vertebra, whose transverse processes have
been modified to form a platform against which the bladder
rests anteriorlv.

may now be summed up as follows

:

Weberi

Claustrum
Scaphium
Intercalarium
Tripus

a part of neural arch of first vertebra
a part of neural arch of same,
neural arch of second vertebra.
transverse and rib of thirdprocess
vertebra + rib of fourth vertebra.

Thus it will be seen that the missing ribs and transverse
processes of the third and fourth vertebrae are accounted for.
The first two vertebrae possess well developed transverse pro-
cesses, but apparently their ribs are missing. I suppose that
either the ribs of these vertebrae have fused with their respec-
tive transverse processes, or that they have been lost altogether
for want of room, since the processes are greatly enlarged and
are directed outwards and slightly backwards.



2. The Modification of the Swim-bladder in Hiil-stream
F

Fishes.

By Sunder Lal Hora, M.Sc,
Assistant Superintendent, Zoological Survey of India.

(Read at the Ninth Annual Meeting of the Indian Science Congress and
communicated with the permission of the Director, Zoological Sur-

vey of India.)

In the taxonomy of fishes great importance is attached

to the presence, form and position of the swim-bladder. It

is supposed to be a hydrostatic organ and its size and extent,

so far as I know in Cyprinoidea, is directly correlated with

the performance of this function. In a typical Cyprinoid

fish, such as Labea rohita, the bladder is large and lies free

in the abdominal cavity. It is constricted in the middle to

form an anterior and a posterior chamber and is joined to the

oesophagus through a pneumatic duct which opens in its con-

stricted region. In those Cyprinoid genera that liv^e in rapid-

running waters and consequently lead a ground -habit of life,

the bladder undergoes considerable degeneration ; this consists

firstly in the gradual reduction of the two chambers and the

ultimate disappearance of the posterior, and secondly in the

thickening of the walls. In extreme cases such as some

loaches of the genus Nemachilus, the bladder becomes com-

pletely enclosed in a bony capsule derived from the transverse

processes of the adjacent vertebrae.

In the genus Psilorhynchus , the members of which in-

habit the torrents of north-east Bengal and Assam, the pos-

terior chamber is greatly reduced and the anterior is covered

bv a thick fibrous coat. In NemacMlus vittatus, ki own
the lakes and streams in the Kashmir Valley, the anterior

chamber is laterally flattened and covered by a bony capsule,

while the posterior chamber is small and thick-walled. The

pneumatic duct is still present. In Adiposia rhadinaea, the

anterior chamber is divided into two lateral chambers, which

are connected by a canal, while the posterior chamber is

minute and bulb-like ; the whole of the bladder is enclosed

in bone and the pneumatic duct has disappeared. In several

species of the genus NemacMlus the structure is very similar

to that described in Adiposia rJiadinaea with this differ-

ence, that the posterior chamber vanishes altogether. In

extreme cases such as Balitora hriicei, the two lateral portions

of the anterior chamber are much reduced and are somewhat

separated from each other.
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The various phases described above represent a conti-

nuous series in which the posterior chamber is being gradually
eliminated and the anterior greatly reduced and enclosed in

a bony capsule. The members of the genus Diplophysa are
very peculiar. They inhabit the deep waters of Central Asia
and in that situation require a hydrostatic organ. They
posses a fairly ^yell-developed bladder free in the abdominal
cavity and have in addition a typical bladder of the Nema-
cliilus type anteriorly. The free bladder has a pneumatic
duct at its anterior end and it appears to me that either it is

a new acquisition to meet the new requirements or as Dr.
Annandale suggests it represents the posterior chamber of the
normal Cyprinoid bladder, A^hieh has become nipped off. The
latter proposition is strengthened by the type of bladder met
with in the genus Botia. In B. hymenophysa, the members of
which inhabit the sluggish streams of Manipur and Burma,
the anterior chamber is partly enclosed by bone, while the
posterior lies free in the abdominal cavity and is fairly well
developed. In Botia almorhae, from the Almorah Hills of the
United Provinces, the whole of the bladder is reduced ; the
anterior chamber is enclosed in a bony capsule, while the
posterior chamber is long and slender aiid lies free in the
abdominal cavity. To derive a bladder of the Diplophysa
type from that of one described for Botia hymenophysa is very
easy. What is required is the complete separation of the two
chambers. On the other hand the members of the genus
Diplophysa are closely related to those of Nemachilus, and it
is quite possible that they are derived from them for the
difference between the two lies in the fact that in Diplophysa
there is a free bladder with a pneumatic duct while in Nema-
chilus there is none. Assuming the close relationship between
advanced members of Nemachilus, in which the anterior cham-
ber has become divided up into two lateral chambers, and
those of the genus Diplophysa, it appears to me quite probable
that the anterior bladder of Diplophysa corresponds to that
found in Nemachilus, while the posterior bladder is a totally

wu""-
^*^"/*"^^ evolved for life in deep waters secondarily.

Which of the two propositions is correct, is very difficult to
Judge.

Having described some of the types of bladders met with
in hiU-stream fishes, it remains to account for the modifica-
tions enumerated above. The reduction of the bladder seems
to be correlated with the ground-habit of these fishes. Hav-
ing this habit they possibly do not make vertical movements
and, therefore, do not need a hydrostatic organ. But why
the reduced bladder should be enclosed in bone, is not clear
to me. I have found on dissection that the vestigial bladder
IS connected through the Weberian Ossicles to the internal
ear and comparatively speaking the ossicles are not as much
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reduced as the bladder. It is possible, therefore, that a bony
capsule is developed round the bladder to provide it with a
protection so that it may be able to carry on the function,
which it performs in correlation with the ear. Or perhaps
according to the neo-lamarckian school, the reduced bladder
caused some irritation on the adjacent bones and consequently
a capsule of bone was developed. At present, however, no-
thing can definitely be said on this point. The reason for
the reduction of the bladder is quite apparent, for in fishes
that live in rapid waters a balloon-like structure is of great
disadvantage. What animals living in mountain torrents
require is solidity and not bouyancy.





3- Some observations on the Oral Apparatus of the tadpoles
of Meyalophnjs pftrv^i Boulenger.

By Sunder Lal Hora, M.Sc,

i

(Read at the Ninth Annual Meeting of the Indian Science Congress and
communicated with the permission of the Director, Zoological Survey
of India.)

During a recent visit to the Khasi Hills I obtained a large
number of specimens of the tadpoles of the genus Megalo-
phrys in a small stream at Dumpep. They were found in
.clear and fairly rapid -flowing water among weeds. The tad-
poles were brought alive to the bungalow and were kept under
observation for four to five hours. During the short time at
my disposal, I could not make extensive observations on the
probable function of the float and, moreover^ I was then
quite ignorant of the literature on the subject. On coming
back to Calcutta and going through the literature, I found
that my observations differed to a certain extent from those
previously recorded and, I therefore, take this opportunity
to place them on record.

I am indebted to Dr. N. Annandale for the identification
of my specimens and for the great help and valuable sugges-
tions that he gave to me in the preparation of this note.

It was observed that the funnel only expanded when the
tadpole came to the surface. In this position the surface
immediately above the funnel slightly projected upwards.
The animal was occasionally seen to be parallel to the surface
but more often it either lay obliquely against the side of the
bowl or hung vertically downwards from the surface film as
figured by Dr. Gadow.' Under water on the other hand the
funnel was always folded and presented the appearance of

two horns turned upwards and inwards. The animal was able
to float even with the funnel folded. The tadpoles under water
were seen either lying flat at the bottom, standing obliquely
in a vertical position by resting their tail at the bottom or
floating in the middle of the water. When floating the tail

was always slightly curved to secure equilibrium and stability.

By blowing over a tadpole floating under water, I was able to

carry it round and round the bowl without disturbing it.

It was also observed that the tadpole could not lie at

^ Gadow, Amphibia and Reptiles (Cambridge Nat, Hist,), p. 59
(1901).
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the bottom for an indefinite period but after every ten to
fifteen minutes it came to the surface, remained there with its

funnel expanded for a short time and then sank under water
with the funnel folded. When the

O/.

Text-fig. 1.—Tadpoles of Megalophrys parva Boulenger-

iil ?}^^^'^^S parallel to and in touch with surface film.
(0) Floating in mid-water,
(c) Resting on bottom.

tadpoles xyere observed to give out fairly large bubbles of airand sometimes "' *
" - »

mouth cavity.
solid particles were also ejected from the

'^
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Great controversy centres round the probable function of

the lozenge-shaped apparatus surrounding the mouth of tad-
poles of several species of the genus Megalophrys. The follow-
ing functions have been assigned to it so far:

—

F

(i) Prof. Max Weber, ^ who observed this interesting struc-

ture for the first time, assigned to it the function
of.flotation.

(ii) Dr. Gadow^ suggested that the teeth on the inner

side of the structure-were used for scraping the
leaves of water-plants, while Dr. Van Kampen *

attributed to the teeth the function of rasping the

algal slime,

(iii) Besides the two functions given above, Dr. Annan-
dale * in his latest paper on the subject added two
more, firstly, respiration and secondly crawling.

(iv) Dr. Malcolm Smith ^ has quite recently advanced
the view that the chief function of the funnel is to

assist the animal in feeding and has doubted the

possibility of its acting as a float during floods.

I take up the various functions attributed to this struc-

ture one by one and discuss them separately in the light of

my observations and also in the light of the evidence afforded

by the morphological and histological study of the structure

of the float, which is given towards the end of this short note.

My observations have convinced me that the oral appa-
ratus is capable of acting as an efficient organ of flotation.

The very fact that I was able to carry a floating tadpole

round and round the bowl by gently blowing over it, is very
significant in this connection. Dr, Annandg-le's ^ suggestion

that the very action of the folding of the funnel causes the

animal to sink is not borne out by my observations. The
animal is capable of floating irrespective of the fact that the

funnel is expanded or folded.

Though I have not made any observations on the feeding

habits of these tadpoles, in the absence of a strong muscula-
ture in the funnel, it seems improbable that the teeth on
the inner side of the structure are capable of either scraping

the leaves of water-plants or rasping algal slime. In the

case of the hill-stream fishes, which have largely to depend
on algal slims for their existence, the jaws are specially

strong and are provided with big muscles to work them.

^ Max Weber, Ann. Jardin Bot, Buitenzorg, Supp. II, p. 5 (1898).

2 Gadow, Amphibia and Reptiles (Cambridge Nat. H?sl.) p. 59 (1901)

3 Kampen, Weber\^ Zoolog, Ergebn. IV, p. 409 (1907).
* Annandale, Bee, Ind. Mas. VIII, p. 30 (1912).

B Malcolm Smith, Journ, Nat. Hist, Soc. Siam II, p. 271 (1917).

6 Annandale, Fascic. Malay., Zool, p. 280 (1903).
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Dr. Annandale's^ suggestion that the funnel is used for

crawling over vertical rocks is quite feasable. The muscular

energy for this action, as he points out, is provided by the

powerful tail, while the role of the oral apparatus is quite

passive in the performance of this function. But the study
of the funnel shows that that cannot be its primary function.

Dr. Annan dale informs me that the observations, he
made on the habits of these tadpoles in 1906, have recently

been confirmed by him by keeping the tadpoles in an aqua-
rium.

As regards the function of respiration; I am not able to

express a definite opinion. The fact that the animal rises to

the surface and expands its funnel for a short time when
in contact with air, favours the vie^v that the funnel is pos-
sibly used as a secondary respiratory organ. Tadpoles of

Microhyla achatina ^ behave exactly in the same way, as has
been recently observed by Malcolm Smith. Their funnel onh''

expands when they come to the surface, when, according to

him, the purpose of the oral apparatus '^ is to act as a funnel,
and to furnish as large an area as possible for catching any
minute particles floating upon the water, and w^iich are drawu
towards it by the strong sucking action of the creature." The
same explanation is offered by Dr. Malcolm Smith for the
tadpoles of Megalophrys montana I have not made any
observations on similar lines and am, therefore, unable to
discuss this view,

I agree with Dr. Annandale Hhat the histological struc
ture of the funnel does not reveal any vascular tissue of blood
vessels and in the absence of such a tissue it seems wrono" to
assign to it the function of an accessory respirator v organ. It
may, however, be pointed out that fishes which live in moun-
tam torrents have their gill-openings greatly reduced and
have in all probability their paired fins modified for the func-
tion of respiration.

Another point worth considering here is the probable
use of the teeth present on the inner side of the funnel. I
have already discussed Dr. Gadow's and Dr. Van Kampen's
views regarding them and have not been able to find anv
evidence from the minute structure of the tissue to support
them. Accordmg to Dr. Malcolm Smith the teeth act as a
hlter to hold up particles that are too big for assimilation.
Dr. Annandale considers that the arrangement of the teeth
on the funnel supports Dr. Malcolm Smith's view The
teeth are arranged in such a manner that a definite Qfroove is I

I

1 Annandale, Journ. As. Soc. Bengal (N.S.) 11, p. 292 (1906).

3 Annandale, Fascic. Malay., Zool. II, p. 275 (1903).
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formed between them on each side of the funnel, leading

from the lateral angle down to the mouth and both Pr.

Annandale and Dr. Gravely have observed a current of water
containing minute particles flowing along this groove in the

living animalj in which they tell me that the groove is much
more conspicuous than in preserved material. If one were to

agree with Dr. Malcolm Smith's view regarding the feeding

habits of these tadpoles, the function he assigns to the teeth is

quite probable, but for the reasons given above I do not pro-

pose to enter into any discussion at present on this subject.

Dr. Annandale^ moreover, suggests that the ridges on the float

Text-fig. 2.—Dissection of oral apparatus from ventral surface to

show its muscular arrangement (diagrammatic).

of Microhyla achatina and the so called teeth on the funnel of

Megalophrys tadpoles, are probably used for breaking through

the surface film when the tadpoles rise up and expand their

funnel, but we are yet ignorant of the exact purpose of the

tadpole in rising up to the surface. I agree with Dr. Annan-

dale as regards the structure and arrangement of the teeth.

In section they appear as ridges of the body- wall, the outer

cells of which are filled with black pigment and are some-

what cornified. In most of the points I agree with Dr.

Annandale's description of the minute structure of the funnel,

but I believe that the central mass between the two wallfi
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consists of a loose connective tissue, whose main function
appears to support the funnel.

The musculature of the oral apparatus is quite interest-
ing. I agree with Dr. Annandale as regards the arrange-
ment of the muscle bundles in the funnel itself. My dis-
sections show that the muscles are only present in the
" ventral " wall and that they arise in a semicircle below the
mouth. The number of branches that originate from the
semif?ircle appears to be indefinite but the whole sj'stem is
distributed in a fan -shaped manner. The shorter " bundles
are situated in the middle, while the longer radiate to the
side of the funnel. Behind the semicircle the muscles are
continued backwards as two well-marked bundles running
parallel to each other and posteriorly fixed on to the hyoid
apparatus. One of these bundles was examined microscop-
cially and was found to consist of striped muscles. By pull-
ing these two muscles backwards, T was able to expand the
funnel. So it is clear that the unfolding of the funnel
mvolves a muscular action on the part of the tadpole itself
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4. Resume of Recent Progfress in our Knowledge of the

Indian Wasps and BeesJ
L J

By Cedric Dover, F.E.S.

(Read at the Ninth Annual Meeting of the Indian Science Congress,)

When Lt. -CoL C. T. Bingham's volume on the wasps an^l

bees in the '' Fauna of British India " series appearsd in 1897
about a thousand species were described ; but the stimulus the
woik gave to the studv of the group has caused the number of

species now known from the Indian region to be almost
doubled (as the writer of the review of the book in Nature
predicted), and numerous other additions to our knowledge of

l8i)7 have also been made. Of recent years the fact that this

mass of information is scattered through a number of journals

no doubt accounts for the general fallingj-oft of interest in the

subject by entomologists in this country, and now the only
really serious workers on the group are a few European
specialists.

It is hoped that this brief review will draw the attention

of the Editors of the '-' Fauna " series to the urgent need of a

new edition of Bingham's volume with all up-to-date informa-

tion. This 1 am afraid would be too laborious a task for one
man, so that it would perhaps be best to issue the work in

three volumes : Introduction and Diploptera, Fossores, and
Anthophila ; each written by a specialist or some one willing

and in a position to undertake the work.

Of recent Indian entomologists who have done work on

the Hymenoptera I may mention Mr. T, V. Ramakrishna
Aiyar of the Agricultural College in Coimbatore, who has

rendered yeoman service to those cont^^mplating the study of

the wasps and bees by compiling a catalogue of the new
species/ which with a few additions could easily be brought up-

to-date. Mr. G. R. Dutt of Pusa appears to have confined

himself mainly to the biological aspect of the subject, but has

also published a few purely systematic papers on the Fossores.^

His paper in the Entomological series of iWemozV^ of the Depart-

ment of Agriculture for 1912 is one of the most thorough

investigations into the life-history and habits of the group

that has yet been published in the East, Notes on the habits

i Journ. Bom.b. Nat. Hist. Soc. XXIV-XXV, 1916-17.

2 See i?ec. Ind Mu3, XVI, p. 259, 1919; also Mem. DepU AgrUi^

Ind, Entorn. Series, VIT, p. 29, )921.
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of Aculeates will also be found in Lefroy's " Indian Insect
Life " and Dr. Gravely has listed a large i^roportion of tiie

literature in his paper on the habits of Indian Insects, etc., in
Rec. Ind. Mus. XI, p. 492, 1915. A number of notes have
appeared in the Bombay Journal and the Pusa publica-
tions.

Tlie late Mr. C. A. Paiva of the Indian Museum was much
interested in the Aculeate Hymenoptera, but his more serious
studies on the Rhynchota prevented him from doing realh
original work on the group. He did, however, publish a few
papers containing records of the known species in Bee. Ind.
Mus. from 1907-12 and one in Journ. As. Sac. Bengal (n.s.) II,

p. 347, 190G. The Apidae of the Abor expedition were worked
out by him and the wasps by Col. Nurse.* Nurse collected
largely in Western India and wrote a number of papers,
mostly on his own collections, which have appeared in Ann.
Mag. Nat. Hist, and Journ. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc. from about
1900-1910. Col. Bingham himself also published^ till 1908,
and Mr Peter Cameron's prolific but none too steady work on
Hymenoptera in general is too well known to need mention
here. I must not forget to mention Mr. 0. S. Wickwar'^
paper on Ceylonese Aculeates in Spolia Zeyianica, II, 1908.

The -ecognised specialists of to-day are all resident out-
side India Mr. Rowland E. Turner is the living authority on
the iossores. He has probably done most work on Austra-
lian forms, but has also published many papers on Oriental
species m Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. and
irans. H^nt. Soc. Lond., and hi Indian publications. So manv
cnanges have been made in the arrangement of the fossorial
wasps that I am afraid few but himself could assign a collec-
tion even to their proper genera, and I think he would do
Indian entomologists a great service were he to publish a
synops^is of the Indian genera with notes.

The untimelv death at the early age of thirty-three of Mr.
GeofTroy Meade-Waldo of the British Museum has deprived
entomology of one of its most steady workers. He was a

ZrlV t"* '°'i*^
^" Diploptera and had also done consi-

fnnt. J -'^r ^^"^ bees. Most of his papers on Indian forms
appeared m Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist, from 1910-16.

is Jl iT'^'^-P.'^.-
^o^^^^'^ll oi the Universitv of Colarado

nortiV 7t-^ ^^*/''^'"S ^^P^^'* °n *^e Apidae: The major
portion of his work on Indian forms is contained in his series

Lr^.f' ^^.^'^K^
" Descriptions and Records of BeesMag

" in

him rAlof; : T J- ^ ^^^ ^^^^ twenty years, but notes byhim relative to Indian species will also be found in a number

; f/=.- f«^;
'^{"'- VIII, p. 75 and p. 443, 1912-14.

one in'SnlMul ''"' ^"' ''"'' ^^"^"- ^«"'^- ^«'- ^-^- ^-- -^
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of other journals. Quite recently he wrote me that he is

contemplating a classification and check-list of the bees of
the world showing in what museums various species may be
found^ This would certainly be a very valuable contribution
to Apidology and one to which every entomologist will look
forward,

work of Mr. Ashmead on theWe
classification of the Hymenoptera, but unfortunately the
material at his disposal was not extensive and as a conse-
quence his work is open to much criticism. His papers
appeared in the Canadian Enlomologist from 1899-1903 and
Trans. Amtr. Ent, Soc. 1903.

The Rev. F. D. Morice and Mr. J. H. Durrant a few
years ago reproduced a longdost paper by Panzer in Trans.
Eat Soc. Lond. 1914 and treated it as if it were valid. The
'' Erlangen list" as it is called has, I think, only added con-
fusion to an already somewhat confused subject, for opinion is

divided as to its validity. Mr. Morice is a well known autho-
rity on Hymenoptera.

My own studies have so far been only of a preliminary
nature and I cannot claim to have published anything very
valuable. I have, however, with the assistance of Mr.
H; SrinivasaRao worked out the Diplopterain the collection of
the Indian Museum and have also compiled a; paper on
Fossores consisting only of additions to the geographical
distribution of the species described by Bingham with notes
on synonymy, etc , culled from the literature. An annotated
list of the Hymenoptera of Barkuda, an island in the Chilka
Lake, has been published in Rec. Ind. Mus. XXII, 1921, the
journal in which the other papers will also probably appear.
Of the bees I have determined all our specimens of the genera
Xylocoj)a and Bomhus and a short note on them has recentlv
been published in Rec. Ind, Mus, XXIV, 1922. With regard
to the genus Xylocopa, I would draw the attention of Indian
Hymenopteri>^ts to a paper by Dr. H. Brauns which gives
some interesting notes on the wintering habits of South
African species. Similar work could perhaps be done here by
patient investigators.^ At Professor Cockereirs suggestion
Mr. S. H. Ribeiro of the Zoological Survey and I are at
present drawing up an annotated and synonymic catalogue of
the bees of India, Burma and Ceylon, and he has promised
to edit it and to incorporate a number of MS. notes that he
made on a recent visit to Europe. It is probable that we
will also catalogue the Diploptera and the Fossores.

At the risk of being guilty of a slight digression I would

I I believe this paper will be published before long in the Journal of
the Biological Society of Willowmore, Cape Colony. I hope shortly also
to publish a note on the life-history and synonymy of Xylocopa aestiians.
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like to make a few remarks on that most interesting little

group of the Parasitica—the Mymarides. It is regarded by
some as a distinct family, while others place it in the Procto-
trypidae. In Genera Insectorum, 1909, it is classed as a sub-
family of the Chalcididae and I suppose this arrangement is

generally accepted. The group was monographed by Pro-
fessor Westwood in 1879 in Tratis. Linn. Sac. Land. (H), I.

Mymar has been taken by sweeping among low herbage, and
Dr. Annandale has described ' a new species of Alaptus^ which
dropped into clove oil while he was doing microscopic work
Recently I found Mtjmar taprobanicus , a Ceylonese species of
which many specimens were collected about fifty years ago, in
a collection of insects which I received from Mr: C. N. Barker
of the Durban Museum. So far as I know the species has not
been taken lately in Ceylon and as no species of the genus has
ever been taken in any part of Africa, the record is of con-
si-lerable interest. Unfortunately the slide of the insect has
been damaged, but Mr. Barker has promised to send me
specimens should he ever obtain any.

It might now be useful to give a few comparative notes
with our knowledge of 1897 under each family. For conve-
nience I have adopted the arrangement giyen by Bingham.

Family Mutillidae.

About 250^300 species are now known from our limits
as compared with the 1 19 described by Bingham. A thorough
revision will of course cause a large reduction, as the greater
number of the forms have been described by Cameron, whose
work as I have already said was not of the soundest. The
genus Apterogyna and its allies are dealt with by Saunders in
Ent.. Mag. 3889, p. 228. The majority of Cameron's species

Van-?
^'^ described in Mem. Manch. Phil. Soc. from 1896-

IJOO, and Jsurses in Journ. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc 1902 and
Ann. Mag. Nat Hist. 1903. Andre has a paper in Ann. Soc.
Ent. France. LXYU,l898,8.nd in Deuts. Ent Ziets. 1907 he
gives a list of Ceylonese species with descriptions of new forms,
while Turner in Spolia Zeylanica, 1911 describes a number of
species from Ceylon

. Bingham reports on a collection from the
Indian Museum in Rec. hid. Mus. II, 1908. Species of Odon-
tomuUlla, Rhopalomutilla

, Spilomutilla, Promecila, and Dasy
lahns have also been described from within our limits »

1

1 Rec. Ind. Mus. Ill, p. 299 (1909).

Francl\7)%n n '^-T'nl'.'l
''°*' ^'"'^ '^^* Signoret, Ann. Soc. Ent.

euZL^S'JJl]L±.t' ^'^''^ ^--^^ ^^"P^-^ -- one of the chiefenemies of the Aleurodes,

m an?'l5l"%fr- ^"'•^'•«f^^.
1903, pp 426-27; Spol. Zeyl. VTII, pp.nnd 151, 1911

; and Deuta. Lnt. Zeits., 1907, pp. 252 and 283.
r
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Family Thynnidae.

The genera and species are listed by Turner in Genera

Insedorum, 1910. My
the Scollidae, is now placed in that family. Many new species

from the Indian region have not been described.

Family Scoliidar.

This group has been split up into a number of subfami-

lies, many changes have been made in the generic nameSj and
about fifty or more new species have been described since

1897. Turner has some important papers in Ann. Mag. Nat.

Hist. 1908-09, and in Proc. Zool. Sac. Lond. 1912 he deals

with the species of the genus Elis as understood by him.

Family Pompilidae.
V

In the paper previously mentioned Morice and Durrant
.showed that the typical genus Pompilus was found a few

years earlier to have been called Psammochares and the family

should therefore be called Psammocharidae- This is yet

another instance of one of those unfortunate changes which
are the result of a strict appliance ol the rules of priority.

The family is now one of the most difficult for the beginner to

tackle and a definite concept of each of the numerous genera

has not yet been published collectively. Over a hundred new
species have been (often vaguely) described. The majority of

the descriptions have appeared in Journ. Bomb. Nat. Hist.

Mag

Family Sphegidae.

Modern authorities regard sections of this group as

distinct families. About 300 or more new species have been

described and some new genera. The literature is rather

scattered. Full references will be found in Aiyar's catalogue.

Family Rhopalosomidae.

The position of this family has alwaj^s been a source of

contention among hymenopterists Morlej^ in describing

Bhopalosoma ahnormis ^ from Ceylon and Calcutta showed that

the genus has been placed by various authorities among the

ants, the Fossores and the OphiDnid Ichneumons. Westwood
doubtfully placed it among the social wasps as the remark
''•quoad ajfinitates animum txcjucians ^' indicates, and Morley

I T-ana. Ent. Soc. 1910, p. 38(1. The Indian Museum has the fe-

raalo type from Calcutta.
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himself thought it an Aculeate closely related to the >Scoliidae.
In 1917 Turner and Waterson ' added the genus Olixon
Cameron, which had been placed by its author in the Braco-
nidae to the family, and remarked that the genitalia showed a
very close relationship to that of the Eumenidae and was
certainly derived from the same stock. Personally I am of
opinion that it is an Aculeate (as the number of abdominal
segments and the number of Joints in the antennae of the
male and female prove), in certain respects related to both the
Fossores and the Diploptera. But even if we grant this we
can do little more than say with that great hymenopterist,
Frederick Smith :—" Place Sihyllina ( = Rhopalosoma) in anv
group of the Hymenoptera and it will as it were stand alone

;

it has little affinity that I can discover, certainly it has no
strong affinity with any other known insect " It does not
seem necessary to erect a new group intermediate between the
Aculeates and the Parasitica for its reception, but perhaps it
would be best to place it in a separate division between the
Fossores and the Diploptera. Or (as Morlev says) have we
here an " ancestral t^rpe " of Hymenopteron?"

The Rhopalosomidae is widely distributed and consists at
present of two genera : Rhopalosoma

, of which two species are
known, e.g., R. poeyi from Cuba and R. abnormis from Calcutta
and Ceylon

; and Olixo7i, the type of which is O. testaceum
Cam., from Panama. Judging from the description and
tameixm s figure this species seems to be abundantly different
irom Rhopalosoma.

Family Eumenidae.

About 80 new species and a new genus have been de-
scribed smce 1897. Meade- Waldo's papers on Oriental forms
wiJJ be found in Ann. Marj. Nat. Hist., 1910-14. The other
papers are scattered and Mr. Aiyar's catalogue should be
consulted. A magnificent monograph of the Eumenidae and
Vespidae of the Belgian Congo has been recently published

f^iQ '^i
;Bequaert in Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist. XXXIX,

iJiS. Ihis paper contains a classification of the diplopterous
wasps with notes on specific characters and a list of Ethiopian
species. Some notes on Indian species are given, the genericname of his Icana been changed to BopaUdia, and Rhun-
chium IS sunk as a subgenus of Odynerus.

Family Vespidae.

More than 30 new species have been added to the Oriental

fZ^' fan. ^^^r^?""
monographs the family in Ann. Sac. Ent.

France, 1904. The genera and species are listed in Genera

^

~

^»^«^^«»^^^^^^^

Fill _T_^^^^^^ ^ *^ ^

' Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. XX, p, IQI, 1917.
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Inseclorum, as are many other groups of the Hymenoptera
;

but the articles aie mostly written by foreign authors and

their ideas on classification are very often not coincident with

our own. In Bequaert's monograph the name of the interest-

ing genus Ischnogaster is changed to Sienogasiery hut without

comment. Mr. Rao and I have been able to prove that this

change should be maintained.

Families Colletidae and Afidae.

Many genera, or groups of genera, of the bees are now
iven family rank. Numerous new si)ecies have been de-

scribed since 1897, and in a new edition of the '' Fauna " the

bees alone would probably number a 1,000 or more species, in

contrast with the 295 recognised in Bingham's volume. It is

impossible to mention here the many papers that have been

published on the group, Mr. Aiyar has listed the literature

fairly completely- The most work has been done by Professor

Cockerell, who writes me that the chief difficulty in dealing

with the Himalayan forms is their relationship with the species

found in Turkestan and adjacent localities, the descriptions of

which are published in foreign languages, and the types them-

selves are in most cases not available, so, as Nurse found,

there are uncomfortable possibilities of making synonyms.

Important contributions to the subject have also been made
by Strand, Friese, Nurse, Bingham, Cameron and Meade-

Waldo. Friese has monographed the leaf cutting bees in

Das Tierreich, 1911.

In concludingr this review T would like to avail myself

of the opportunity publicly to express my thanks to our Presi-

dent, Dr. N. Annandale, for the repeated favours I have

received from him and for his encouragement and advice in my
zoological studies. To Dr. S. W. Kemp I am also indebted for

much advice and criticism while the valuable help 1 have

received from mv two friends Mr. H. Srinivasa Rao and Mr.

Sydney Ribeiro must not pass unmentioned. I must also

thank^ Professor T. D. A. Cockerell, Dr. J. Bequaert, Mr. R-

E. Turner, Dr. H. Brauns, Mr. T. V. Ramakrishna Aiyar, and

Mr. G. R. Dutt for the unfailing courtesy I have received at

their hands in the course of my studies on the Hymenoptera,

while for miscellaneous entomological favours I am indebted

in particular to Mr. C. N. Barker of the Durban Museum and

to Mr. T. Bainbrigge-Fletcher, the Imperial Entomologist.

-^ -' '^^^ ^ ^ ^ J-





5. Contributions to the History and Ethnolog:y of

North-Eastern India

—

III ^

By H. E, Stapleton, I. E.S., A^p^ciaZ Officer, Dacca University

The Origin of the Catholic Christians of
Eastern Bengal

(Together with an Appendix on the History of the Portuguese

in Eastern Bengal, by the late Dr. James Wise,
Civil Surgeon of Dacca)'.

(Plates 1 and 2).
r

Little hitherto appears to have been published regarding

Ihe origin of the Catholic Christians in Eastern Bengal who
bear Portuguese names, and Dr. Wise's researches on the sub-

ject have, up to now, only been available in the extremelj-

rare volume entitled '' Notes on the Races. Castes, and Trades

of Eastern Bengal, '' of which twelve copies were privately print-

ed in London in 1883. OAving to the fact that these Firingis (as

the}^ are called by their Hindu and Muhammadan neighbours)

bear Portuguese names it is generally supposed that they are

descended from the Portuguese pirates who infested the Delta

of the Ganges in the 16th and ]7th centuries. The Portuguese

annals constantly refer, however, to the baptism of Indians

under Portuguese names, and it is noteworthy, as I pointed

out in 1907 in a Monograph published in the Quinquennial

Report on Education for Eastern Bengal and Assam, that

their own priests do not regard these Christians ns anything

else but Indians. They speak usually nothing but Bengali;

they are indistinguishable from Bengalis in dress and means
of livelihood; and until quite recently they made no claim to

be of Portuguese descent. The following no^e^ on the names
in common use amongst them attempt to deal with the sub-

ject from a point of view which, I believe, has not hitherto

been discussed.

During a visit in 1913 to a school for these Christian

children that is attached to the Portuguese church at Husain-

abad (locally pronounced Hashnabad) in the Nawabganj
Thana of Dacca District, I was struck, firstly, by the absence

A The second paper in this series is to be found in J. A 5.5., Vol.

VI (1910). pp. 1519-648. As internal evidence will suggest to the reader

the materials of the present paper were chiefly collected before the war,

but the enforced delay in it? publication hay enabled much further infor-

mation to be incorporated, especially in the historical portions of the

writer's own paper and in the notes to Dr. Wise's account of the Portu-

guese,
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of Portuguese names from the register, and, secondly, by the
apparent occurrence of strictly Bengali names among the Christ-
ian boys. The Pandit, who was himself called Gabriel Gomez,
explained that in_ addition to the Christian surnames, most of
the boys have Dak-nams ol' customary names of address which
are often n corded in the register ; and even surnames are gene-
rally replaced—Welsh-fashion—by the name of their father's
harl (homestead). Father Menezes, the local Goanese Vicar,
who was present during my inspection, further explained that
as nearly all the Christians possess one or other of the four
surnames—Gomez, Rozario, (Da) Costa and Rodriguez, some
other nomenclature has to be adopted to prevent confusion
between boys of the same name. Ar. other reason for the use
of dak-nams is that, following Muhammadan custom, boys
are often called after their grandfather, and as any direct
mention of the father-in-law's name by a daughter-in-law
would imply lack of respect on lier part,^ mothers are in the
habit of L'iving their sons nick-names to avoid mention of the
boy's grandfather's name. It is also significant that the
Muhammadan custom of calling fathers and mothers after
their first child is prevalent at Hashnabad, e.g. I noticed in
the records of the adjoining church that one woman was called
Moll ma (Moti's mother). ^ Seeing that I was interested in
these people, Father xMenezes was good enough to call two or
three mtelligent men and the results of mv enquiry into the
names given in the school register are noted" below. ^Except in
the case of boys of the same homestead or ddk-nam, the order
is that found m the register, and the only omissions are where
names that have already been explained happen to recur.
Ihe explanations of the local Firingis have been considerablv
supplemented from information obtained at my request by
the late Father Altenhofen, C.S.C, who, until some time after
the outbreak of the European war, was stationed at the Bishop
ot Dacca s Mission at Bandura, a village close to Hashnabad.
1 have also availed myself freely of criticisms by educated
Hmdiis and Muhammadans who have seen this paper in proof.

fw<R
"" NiDHAN.—The latter is evidently the Bengali

2. DojjiKGo LALMOii.—Lalmohati is a favourite Bengal
s^^ eetmeat: but is also a common name amongst the lower classes
in Eastern Bengal.

r;j.«-
"*2"/*^'''^^' besides the dak-nam, each person po.sseases a

th«
«,""" °^,?;!*"'°^°gi^fi> name. This is kept concealed from every one from

fonn^^^'- 1°"-'
u^-'"

*^^* '^ ^* becomes known to an enemy, mischief willroiiow owing to it being possible to tell the approximate time of the owner's

recpn/l?™ . f*
'^"*''; °^ *^^ "''™«- ^^- Haraprasad Shastri has

Phri^f •
^''Sgested to me that one possible reason for the suppression of the

thPm in" ^"'"^^^f ^™°^g t'^e Dacca Christians may be that they regardthem in somewhat the same way as a Hindu does his ras-nam.
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3. DoMTNGO MiJKTA.—The latter is the Bengali W ' free '

:

or it may be the corruption oE another word meaning pearl, ^^1

.

4. (a) Albert! AuDARBART-—Several explanations were
(6) Alois j given for the name of the boy's house,

none of which can be regarded as altogether satisfactory.
The first was that, thenauie of his great-grandfather was Adu,
which was said to be a corruption of Antony. The possessive
form of Adu has been con apt ed in Audar. Father Altenhofen
later informed me that this explanation was not, in his opinion,
correct, and that Adu was a corruption of Adari, 'a common
Mussalman name.' Educated Hindus on the other hand pre-
fer to look upon Adu as a corruption of Adarini — a female name
meaning ' beloved,' which is sometimes given to children whose
predecessors have died in infancy, and who, to avert the evil

eye, are deposited for a short time after birth, near a latrine, or
chital ( rubbish pit ) . "

An entirely different explanation is that given by Father
Menezes, viz . that Audar is short for Havildar after one of the
boy's ancestors who served the mission as tax-collector. A
more possible alternative to this latter explanation would seem
to be that the name is a corruption of Howladar, the common
ternv for a petty Talukdar in Eastern Bengal.

• Alois, the name of the second boy, is f^nother form of the
Christian name *Aloysius'.

5. Antony Pocha.—This latter word is a well-known nick-

name in Eastern Bengal both amcngst Muhammadans and
Hindus. It is simply the Bengali ''\^\ ( ' sick ' or ' rotten ') and is

given to a boy whose elder brothers have died in infancy, to avoid
the further intiuence of evil spirits. TheHashnabad Christians
who were present all admitted that the boy's parents had previ-

ousl3^ had children who had died in infancy, but denied that they
believed in evil spirits. That they do, however, is beyond
question, and those who know them best agree that they often

show themselves to be still as superstitious as the most ignorant
among their Hindu or Muhammadan neighbours,

6. {a) EscoLASTAS ) PeshkIrbart.—Father Menezes in-

[b) Trtnatus \ formed me that the first Christian
name is a corruption of Callistus. while Trinatus is the Latin-
ised form of Trindade—the Portuguese for T^init3^ As for

the house name^ the priests in the Christian settlement at

Nagori (near Kaliganj on the Lakhya River) still employ a
servant called a Peshkar, or Dewan, in Zamindari matters.

This man acts as a sort of confidential clerk or secretary.*

The name of the bov's house seems therefore, to show that a

similar officer was once used in the Hashnabad Zemindari. Or,

^ *• Peshkar is one who puts up papers before a king or Court.
Pew^a has the same meaning " (M.M. H. P. Shastri).
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alternately, he ma\^ be descended from some immigrant from
Nagori.

7. Paul Gopal.^—The latter is a common Hindu name.
8. Martin Gomez.—This is one of the few instances found

in the register, of the use of a Portuguese surname. It was found
on enquiry that the boy came from Dhana Khalifar-bari, " the
house of the cook ^ (called) Dhana. " This latter is a favourite
name amongst Hindu mothers, being the Bengali «i-1 (rich).

9. Joseph Naibbari.—An interesting story was told me
in connection with this name. The house is called after the
boy's great-grandfather who was the Manager of the Hashn-
abad Estate in the middle of the last century. It was decided
by the Mission authorities that two priests who had just been
appointed to Hashnabad should manage the Mission Estate
themselves. The Naib resisted, and a "Battle" took place
in 1274 B.S. (1867 A.D.). Both the Naib and the priests were
imprisoned in consequence of a man being killed in the fight.
The priests were released after six months by the direct inter-
vention of the Viceroy. When the Naib was subsequently
let out of prison, he asked pardon from the priests and became
their Dewan He was a very strongly built man, and, as a
proof oHvi^s power of leaping,' the marks of his two hands in
black gab juice are still to be seen on the roof of the anteroom
of the priest's house. 11 ft. from the ground. A story is also
told of how he won a piece of contested land for the Mission
by takmg some earth from Hashnabad bv night, and placing
It in the field under dispute. The next morning, standing on
this earth, he swore in the presence of the rival Zemindars "that
to his knowledge the land on which he stood belonged to the
Mission, in consequence of which it was handed over to the
resident priest.

10. (a) Monte \Haus-Mustibari.—Father Menezes said
(&) Dhana J the first name was a common Portu-

guese one. The second, Dhana, has already been referred to
under No. 8.

' Haus ' is the local name for a place where fresh water can
be constantly obtained, like a pucca well, or reservoir (CB^^tss

)

for ablution before namaz. As for ' Musti, ' I was informed
that It was probably a corruption of Muchi, one of the lowest
of the Hindu castes, as the family in question occupies a very

/
/

1.
The honorific title of Khalifa, which really means " Successor "

is
alsoapplied to tailors. It was used in the first instance to indicate the
successors of Muhammad, and is still found among the Faraizis of East-

11 ?-°^," if J^ri^''"'''^^
^®^* °^ Muhammadans) as the title of their

hZ rT;J^-^^- ^- ^- '^,^^'*" P°™t^ °"* t^^< by similar misuse of

swL^f*" i L''°°'''T ^^'>^ Maharajas in the United Provinces, andsweepers, Mehtars or Jamadara, in Bengal,
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of Musjid (the entire house-name in this case suggesting that
the harl was originally built on the disused site of a mosque)

;

or, less probabl}', of Mittasaddi, the title of a Treasurer or
Cashier in Muslim times,

11. AuGTJSTiN MoTi —The latter is a common Hindu and
Muhammadan nick-name, meaning ' Pearl.' It is used by
Hindu boys and Musalman girls. It may however also be a

corruption of MatthewJ
12. Francis Shod an.—The latter is either from the

Bengali ('*tt^'-) pure^ or a corruption of the common name
'' IJadhu Sudhan.''

13. Joseph Mistrieart.—The latter name does not mean,
as might be thought, that one of the boy's ancestors was a

carpenter, but that he is descended from a Mestre—the
Portuguese for a catechist or sacristan.

14. (a) Balai "\Matbar-Bari:-—The name Balai may be

(h) Mohan /a contraction of the Hindu name Balaram,
while Mohan is a common Hindu name. The name of the

homestead shows that the family descended from a former
Headman (^t^^^) of their village NayansrI—a mile away to the

west of Hashnabad.
15 Manuel Raza.—The latter was said to be either a

corruption of the Hindu name Rajendra, or more probably a

mispronunciation of Raja (King), a name often given to an only
son.

16. NiMis Simarbari.—The former is either a corruption
of a Latin name Nimesius or. more probabi\^, of Nehemias.
Simar, the local Christians considered to be a corruption of

Simon. The Simars belong mostly to the Jola caste [vide No.
24 infra),

17: Augustine Gaspal.—The second name is said to be a

corruption of the name Gaspar.

18. Joseph Boita Shonarbari.—This boy is said to be
descended from a dwarf (^t^S1, baitta) whose ddk-nam was sliona

(C7!T^1 golden).

19. (a) Assis i Imamnagar.—Assis may either refer

[h] Janu
I

to St. Francis d' Assisi or is a cor-

(c) Laurence ) ruption of the Muhammadan name
Aziz.* Janu is said to be a Muhammadan name and not, as might
be supposed, a corruption of John. The village name hnamnagar

1 Other corruptions of Eiiropean names found among these Christiai^s

are : Giri^Grogory ; Tufani—Stephen ; Bintu—Benedictus ; Anig—Er-
nest ; and Ambo—Ambrose. Tufani is, however, a name constantly found
amongst Namusudras, and may only refer to the fact tliat the person who
bears it was born during a storm.

2 Father Hosten prefers the first explanation of Assis. He writes:
** Assis should be considered as a Portuguese form of * de Assisi. ' There
was a Father d' Assis at the Boytakhana CImrch, Calcutta, for many
years. "
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also seeras to point to a Muliammadan origin for this family.
Tt is situated on the opposite side of the small river Ichhamati
to Hashnabad.

20 (a) Shuku "^ Shikdarbari.—Shiiku is from the Ben-
(6) Nagar > gali ^1, happiness; Xagar is said to
(c) NalmonJ be a corruption of Nagen, or it may

simply mean ' town' as in Nagarbaski—si fairly common name
amongst low caste Hindus ;

i and Xalmon is a corruption of
Lalmohan {vide No. 2). I Avas told that the homestead name
indicates that the boys aie descended from the petty village
pleader who used to appear in disputes before the priests, and
that the family came from Malikanda, near Narisha, before it
was cut away by the river. The ancestors ot the family held
good positions when indigo was still largely grown in Eastern
Bengal. It may, however, be noted here that in Bikrampnr
Shikdar is the usual name of the nafrs (or former slaves), who
now hold land from Zemindars on condition that they perform
cettam menial duties when required, e.g. they clean the cook-
ing utensils of the household, and at weddings they have to
carry the bridegroom and bride in procession.'^

21. Senny Bilu-Sadu-Bari.—This extraodinary name
appears to mean that the boy, to avoid ill-luck, was called by his
parents after the Hindu planet Sani (»rR Saturn), and that he is
a sen Oi Bilu who was either descended from' a Hindu Sanyasi
(mi )---this word m turn is derived from SadJum (intensive
racditation)--or whose father was called Sadu-a corruption of
the Muharamadan name Saadat Ali. It was suggested that Bilu
IS (he equivalent ot William, but Bilu is a common Hindu andMuhammadan name. It is a corruption of Bilva, the Bel tree,
which IS regarded as sacred by Hindus, as it is supposed to be
the favourite tree of Mahadeva (Siva) : no mndupuja can be
pertormed without its leaves. "

Ur J"" -M^T^ f*ir
""'""^^^^ ""^^^^^ *^® Christians present free-

y admitted that they were descended from Bengalis, and in

wlttld^h ,7 ^°^tuguese names do not imply descent, -

1 was told the following story :—

«nfl,nr,-Hr?'
'^'^^^ objection was made by the Educational

near H. 1 I ^fT^l'^'i ^5' '^''''^' ^^ ^^^^^"^ t,oys from Golla,near Hashnabad (who had obtained admission on the strength

desoP^t
«"^^ames to a European School) to be of Portuguese

th.rnll"v.„^f^ '"""T"
""^ ^^'^ 'P^^^^ ^° the Christian villagesthat all but those whose surname was ' Gomez ' had been ac-

narn^'k^rS^Srka?.'^^^^ '' "^^^'^^ '^''^-'' ^ ^ ^ri Krishna's

beea'prlvL^LVSlrreJ^lTn 'th '
'\'-''^^')^ "«e of high titles that has

Muslim rule in R^rfli fi! % ^ ^°^^ °° ^°- ^ ^^'P''^ ^^ the time of

3/a/'X wire ghin^'the tile J 9^" f-^'^'
of Revenue divi.ion.s termed

History of Be4a/! J.i^^.'^^^sls'^pf?[ri'o?i^^'™^""'
^^''^''^^^^ ^^^
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cepted, the reason being that this name is regarded by the
Firingis as the usual synonym for ' native Christian/ ^

22. GoLAP Shardakbari.—Golap is a Hindu name mean-
ing ' Rose. ' I was told at the time that Shardarbari meant that
the family is descended from a loader of the village Paiks, the
militia of the middle ages in Bengal ; but I have subsequently
learnt that the title of Shardar was formerly given to tlie

Headman or President of the guild of ' Pobres ' (undertakers)
or Church servants in Calcutta. This title of honour is still

used by descendants of these men in their native villages.

I may add that the Church at Bandura is sometimes ref-

erred to in the' Catholic Herald about the middle of the 19th
century as the ' Pobries ' Church, presumably because it w^as from
this neighbourhood that Calcutta then drew ' its inexhaustible
stock of cooks and ' pobrys '

" {idem, Dec. 15, 1865).
23. MuKTA Kalu Shikaribari.—The first mame has al-

ready been mentioned under No. 3 I was told that the boy's
grandfather, who was called Kalu ('' Blackamoor") was a
hunter of pigs on the Faridpur chars (sand dunes). Another
homestead in the vicinity is also known as Bagh Shikaribarl,
'' The house of the Tiger liunter/' Kala is a name used both by
Hindus and Muhammadans, and in the case of Hindus is an
abbreviated form of Kali Mohan {'' the charmer of Kali, "

i.e.

Siva). It was suggested, however, by one of my informants
that among the Christians it might also be a corruption of
Carolus.

24. Adu DAURiJOLA-BARi.-For Adu cf. No. 4 above.
Dauri at first was said to be a Mahammadan name connected,
possibly, with '' Dari," beard. It is, however, a common name
among the lower Hindu cartes, and as the word is used as an
adjective in the sense of ' wet and rainy ' it may refer to the boy
being born on a stormy day. Another explanation is that it is

derived from the Bengali ?ft^1 a man who does not stick to his
word, '

' an untrustworthy person.' Jola means that this fami-
ly is descended from Musalman weavers (c^rt^il).

25. (a) Mangal ) Paramanikbari.—Mangal is a Bengali
(b) Jani ] name used both hy Hindus and Muham-

madans, and means 'fortunate.' .Jani is a Muhammadan
name meaning ' beloved.' Paramanik probably shows that
the family is descended from a Hindu barber, but like

Shiqdar (vide No 20 supra), it is an honorific title now adopted
as a family name in several castes, e.g. the Suvarnabaniks.

r

1 I add here a note by Father Altenhofen on the precise local mean-
ing of the word 'Firing!': " Miissahnans call any Cliristian * Firingi '

;

but as the native Christians are black compared with Europeans, they
are called sometimes * Kala Firingis/ In the Muffusil they are simply
caUed Firingis, becatise there are no white Christians there. That Firiogi
is mere the name for 'Christian* than* European' is shown by the
expression still in use Firhigi Kara^' to baptise'."
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26. Joseph Atai Kantubarf.—Kantu is said to be a
Musalmau name (? Kandu). iVtai signifies that the boy is des-

cended from a man who was an eight months' child.

27. PocHA Khaitabar[.—For Pocha vide No. f), Khaita
is the Bengali ('<tfl5t), a dwarf Locally it seem^ to ba used, like

Pocha, as a charm against the evil eye.

28. Felu KoiLABARi.—Felu is a Musalman name Koila
is a nickname meaning ' charcoal.' or *a coal-black person' {cf.

No, 23).

29. Martin Shumastibari.—The boy's homestead is said
to be a large one and the name may therefore mean simply
' big house, ' (Bengali ^^-3).

'

30. John Turkuli.—Turkuli was alternately said either
to be a Musalman name ; or • a big worm that lives in mud.

'

Mv Musalman servants did not however recognise either, nor
had the local Sub- Inspector of Schools ever heard before of sucli

a word as Tarkuli. Father Altenhofen subsequently wrote :

"The question of Turkuli I solved simply by telling tlie school
children to bring me that ' worm.' I got a number of a very
common insect, which ahvaj^s flies round the lamp in the
evening, especially in January and February."

31. MoTi Talgasivabari.—For Moti vide No. 11. The
homestead name signifies that formerly a big palm tree {^1^ V^
Tal gach) stood near it. A similar name is seen in the next boy
in the register Laurence Tetulgasiya-bari, whose home is near a
big tamarind tree (c^^^ sii^).

32. Kanai Bhogatrbari.—Kanai is a typical Hindu
name, being one of the names of Krishna. Bhogai was said to
be a corruption of Bhagirath, the name of a Hindu ancestor.

33. Felu Khalpartabari. —Felu is a .Vlusalman name
vide No. 28. Khalparia bari is so called because the homestead
is situated on the bank (par) of a Khdl (water channel).

34. Juma Dundarbari.—The first name is probably a Mu-
salman name, though if it represents a Christian name it stands
for James. The Christians suggested at the time of my inspec-
tion of the register that Dunda was from the word meaning the
scoop (made from a hollowed -out palm tree) that is employed
to lift water from one field to another (cfft^ donda). I after-
wards learnt that dunda is the local name for a quarrelsome
woman. As the joint family system is still observed by these
Christians, there are often many women in one ban, and if they
habitually quarrel, neighbours soon get to call the house
Dunda-bdri, the ban of the quarrelling women.

35. Shuku Nairabart.—For Shuku vide No. 20(a).
Nairabari is said to be derived from Nur, a Musalman name.

36. Francis Dayal Dukhaibari.—The boy's grand-
father who was called Dukhai (from ^i^ sorrow) is said to have
become a disciple of a Fakir and when he returned to the
Christian fold, the priest is said to have suffixed to his name
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Dayal (^^t^) meaning "the too-broad-minded one" by way of

punishment.
37. NiDAN Baktabari.—For Nidan t;trfe No. 1. Baktais

the Bengali ^^, *' Religious/' Father Menezcs was inclined

to agree with Dr. Wise's remark that it was a name criginallv
'' given to the Secretaries who also acted as catechists in the
absence of the Pastor." For further information on Bhaktas
vide p. 41 of the reprint of Dr. Wise's paper, and note (2) on
the same page.

38. Shukai Dacaitbari.—The first is a Hindu pet name
from the same root as Shuhu, vide No. 20(«). As regards the

homestead name, the Christians declared that the boy's ancestor
was not a dacoit, but that his ancestor was given the name
because he killed several buffaloes who strayed on to his land.

In Bikrampur generally, Dacait is colloquially used for a rash
or headstrong man.

39. Joseph Kanshabari.—Kansha was said to be the
Bengali ^- ^^r' ^^ Khanclia'' a large wooden plate; but it

seemed to me at the time more likely to mean that the ances-
tors of this family were braziers (^'"t, brass). Subsequently I

learnt that the true derivation was quite different. An ances-
tress of the family had given birth prematurely to a child on
the edge of the slope (Kansha, ^t^^') of the earthen mound on
which the house was erected. The child was given the name
Kansha with reference to this incident, and it has been kept
by his descendants.

40. GuLU Dalibari.—Gulu is a Musalman name but the
Christians said that it is a corruption of Golap, vide No. 22.

The name of the homestead would appear to imply that the
boy's ancestor was a shield-bearer, {^^T^, Dhali) ; especially as a
leather shield and some old Eamdaos (swords) still hang in the
anteroom of the Priest's house and are taken out on Good
Friday for use in the procession on that day. The Christians,

however^ asserted that the name showed that the boy was
descended from a Dali {^If^i), the local name for a superior kind
of sweeper who supplies plantain leaves for a feast, and clears

away the refuse afterwards. In Bikrampur, Dali is identified

with Beldar (c^^lu), or Muhammadan sweeper.

41. Antony Aunju,—Father Menezes informed me that

the latter was a corruption of the Portuguese name Dos Anjos.
42. Felu Karikaebari.—For Felu, vide No. 28. The

homestead name shows that the boy is descended from a Jola

or Musalman weaver. Karikar is a title used by men of this

caste.

43. Mdkta Daei Shanerbari.—For Mukta, see No. 3.

Dari Shauer was explained by the Christians as being derived

from Darikandi (a village name) ; but it appears more likeh^

to be a compound from the word Dauri that occurs in No. 24

;

and Shona^ vide No. 18.
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44. Paul Musi Matbarbari.—Although the Christians

denied the derivation, the name Miisimatbar appears to show
that the boy is descended from a Headman of the Miiclti or

cobbler caste. The appellation Musi (Muchi) may, however, be

derived from the low-caste nickname given to a child by parents,

whose previous children have died, to ward off the effect of the

evil eye. The procedure is to sell the child to a very Ioav caste

man for an insignificant sum—even a broken cowrie will do—and
then to redeem it for a much larger amount, say Rs. 2. Once
this is done, and the child given the name of the low caste pur-

chaser, the superstitious parents believe that the child will

survive, the evil spirits not caring to waste their time in harm-
ing any one of apparently such a low caste. In this case,

therefore, a Muchi may have been the purchaser of the child,

while the child's descendants probably retained the name from
/limilar motives.

Uually, however, in* Hindu circles, the parents do not go
so far as to change the family name, but only prefix a name
indicating the price for which the child was sold, e.g. *' Tinkari

"

Banerji.

Whatever be the true story, the family to which this boy
belongs ranks among the lowest grades recognised by Firingis

and finds it difficult to obtain bridegrooms for its girls.

45. Ma]sik Faktrbari,—This is an altogether Hindu name.
Manik means a Jewel (ruby), and the original ancestor of the
family appears to have been a converted Fakir.

46. MoTi Kala-Bola,—This would also appear to be an
entirely Hindu name, Kala-bola is said to be a corruption of
Kalu Bholanath; but may also come from Kala Balaram, the
former a name of Krishna, and the latter that of his elder
brother.

47. Nagar Gayaneari.—This again is altogether a
:\luhammadan name. The homestead name shows that the
family is descended from Musalman singers ('tl^^).

48. (a) ShonaI Bobarbari.—For the two dak-name see

(6) Jani / Nos. 18 and 25 (6) respectively. One of
tlieir ancestors was either dumb (Bengalr i-^\^\), or received the
nickname Boba.

49. Shodan Oibarbari.—For Shodan vide No. 12. Oiba
is said to be a corruption of Habibulla and indicates descent
from a Muhammadan of that name.

50. Simon Domingo.—This shows that the boy Simon is

the grandson of a Christian called Domingo.
5L Francis Dagarbari.—His grandfather was called by

the Mu^^alman name Dagu which may be derived from the
Bengali mi, to scratch.

This concludes the list of names found in the school
register

: but the following additional names that are in use in
the locality may also be briefly referred to. They are chiefly
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selected from the Parish Registers which are very excellent! j^'

kept and deserve more careful study than T was able to give
to them during my short stay at Hashnabad.

52. Amrabaztyia Bari.—This is said to be derived from
Amlrabad, a Bikramj^ur village near Narisha, which has now
been cut away by the Padma. When this happened the people
migrated to Hashnabad. The name of the village fir=.t appears
in the Hashnabad Registers in 1780, and in 1841 there were
still 25 Christian families there. It is evidently a different
place from the ' Amidabad' mentioned by Rennell in his Journal
as the northernmost of the islands in the Megna, east of
Rajabari {Memoirs A,S.B., Vol. Ill, No. 3, 1910, p. 38). In
proof of the dialectic change of a terminal ' d ' to ' z ' (or ' j

')

in Dacca District, I may mention that when subsequently
visiting a girls' school under P.O. Amirabad, Thana Raipura,
J noticed that the girls wrote the name of__ the post office as

53. SiTABART.—This is a nickname given to a man who
was so lazy that he would not plant onions properly, one hy
one, but scattered them over the field and then went home,
expecting that they. would grow. It is from the Bengali f^^\

Chhita (pronounced sita), a careless sower,
54. MuLKHAR Bart.—This is named after Muluk Chand,

an ancestor of a family called Rozario. The homestead is other-
wise known as Jaishariyar ban as Muluk Chand's father came
from Jessore. These names at .first suggested to me the pos-
sibility tliat this family might be connected with the son of the
Zemindar of Busna, one of the Twelve Bhuiyas of Bengal, who
"was the chief agent in the success of the Augustinian Mission
in the 17th century. Under the name of Don Antonio del
Rosario he had joint charge in 1679 of the Parish of NoricoL
This place was a little to the east of the present Janjira on
the southern bank of the Padma. Don Antonio is not, however,
recorded as having had any children (though he had a wife)
and he probably ended his life as a monk at Nagori {vide note
I, p. 4, infra). Some Christians seem to have remained behind
at Noricol after the exodus to Nagori in 1695, and it is said
that it was their migration to Hashnabad that led to the erec-
tion of the church at Hcxshnabad,^

Another homestead is called Bhuyarbarl which also suu-

1 Rennell notes in his Journal on the 14th February, i7*>o :
*' The 14th

in ye afternoon passed Luricule which is situated on the south aide of the
[Mulfatganj] creek. Luricule, once a remarkable village, lies almost half
way betwixt ye Ganges and Megna, is about 28 miles S.^W. from Dacca
and 3 ESE from Rajanagore. Here are ye ruins of a Portuguese Churcli
and of many Brick Houses." (Memoirs ^A.S.B.^ Ill, p. 39.) It would be
interesting to discover what led the Christians to desert their settlement.
The ruined buildings remained visible til! 1880 when the epot was swept
away by the river [idem, p. J 35).

.
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gested, at first sight, some connection with the former Twelve
Lords of Bengal. On the other hand a simpler explanation
might very well be that the original owner was a taluqdar, as,

in Bikrampur, cultivators still address their immediate landlord
as BTiuiya. Further enquiries showed as a matter of fact that
the original ancestor of the family was a Muhammadan land-
owner called Muhammad Ali who lived at Dapari (near Nawab-
ganj) and Masurikhola (near the western mouth of the Buri-
ganga) about seven generations ago, i.e. c. 1700 A.D. The first

Christian of the family settled in Bandura.
55. Paltan Shikdarbari.—No. 20 maj' be seen in connec-

tion with the homestead name. The first name indicates that
some member of the family was a soldier, employed in guarding
the old military road from Calcutta to Dacca. After crossing
the Padma near Moinat steamer station^ this road reaches the
Ichhamati River at Nawabganj. There are still numerous
"Paltans" in the villages of the Nawabganj Thana.

56. FoiTABAZiYA Shonarbari.—This is called after a man
Shona {vide No. 18) who came from Fathabad, the old name
for the present districts of Barisal and Faridpur. The Bengali
poet Vijay Gupta mentions " Muluk Fateabad " in 1494 A.D.
(c/. Dinesh Chandra Sen—" History of Bengali Language and

No. Ill, March." 1913, p. 457).
Q

57^ Tatka Basi Bari.—The first dak-nam of the man
was Basi (^i^), which means "stale." As however he was
in the habit of talking too much at meetings, he wa;^ given an
additional nickname Tatha (5i^^1) which means "fresh. "^

The name is in phonetic accordance with certain Hindu names,
e.g. Nadlyarba si (^fimtfl't) inhabitant of Nadia ; and Mohan-
basi { cit^^il^t, melodious flute )

.

58. (a) Ali ") Costa.—These two names suppW an ex-
(6) Minga ) ample of a Muhammadan name being

used in the same family as a Portuguese name, Minga being
said to be a corruption of Domingo. Ali mav however be short
for Ali Chand, the usual Firingi corruption of Alexander.

59. Chandi Akaliabart.— .a. former owner of the home-
stead was originally called Akalia because he was born in famine
time. When, afterwards, he went to Calcutta, as many of the
Christians do, to serve as a cook, he worked with Maghs,
amongst whom he was known as Chandi. The name stuck to
him on his return.

60. (a) Fani Badarbari-^ The first two supply instances
(b) Jamailarbari C of Muhammadan names

;

(c) Hirarbari ) while Hira is the Hindu name
Hiralal. Rani Badar refers to a man called Badar ( after Pir

I This explanation seems rather far-fetched.
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Badar, one of the Patron saints of boatmen, whose shrine is

at Chittagong). The man's mother was so fair that she was
admiringlj^ called Rani. Jamail is a corruption of the Musal-

man name Jamal.
These sixt}^ items appear to show fairly conclusively that in

the great majority of instances the Christians of Hashnabad
are not descended from Portuguese at all but are merely con-

v^erts from Hinduism and Islam. Additional proof of this is

afforded by the fact that all the Christians near Hashnabad
belong to one or other of four sub-castes between which little

intermarriage has hitherto taken place. These, in approximate
order of social standing, are :

—

(1) Chasha ( cultivators ) ;

(2) JoLA or JoLAHA ( weavers )

;

(3) NiKA (descendants of a remarried widow)
;

(4) Chaeal (Chandals, who now call themselves

Namasudras).

The first two chiefly claim to be of Mussalman descent

though some of the Jola class are known to have been Hindu
in origin. Father Altenhofen informed me in 1913 that the
proportion of Musalman to Hindu Feringis at Hashnabad and
the neighbouring Dacca Mission station of GoUa is roughly 3 to

1. Though in no way superior in character to the Christians of

Hindu descent, the Musalman Chasha Christians consider them-
selves much superior in social status and only for a third or

fourth marriage, if no other woman can be obtained, will one
of them condescend to marrv a Hindu Chasha Christian. Jolas
marry much more frequently with Charal Feringis ; but absolute-

ly no marriage is said to occur between the Nikas and other

Christian castes. The name Chasha suggests that even this

class may have been originally Chasi Kaibartta ( the Hindu
caste which now prefers to call itself Mahish5"a ) and that before

Havshnabad Kaibarttas became Christian there was an inter-

mediate stage of Muhammadanism. The inclusion of persons
of both Musalman and Hindu descent among the Christian

Jolas also points to the accuracy of Dr. Wise's remark that
even the Muhammadan Jolahas were probably once low caste
Hindus, though the classification adopted by the Hashnabad
Christians seem to indicate that their original caste must have
been of somewhat higher status than Namasudras.

All this tends to support the evidences of history in

alhrming that the Portuguese missionaries of the 16th and 17th
centuries did not chiefly deal, as Dr. Wise seems to have con-
cluded, with the descendants of Portuguese, but that their main
work was to minister to converts from both the Muhammadan
and Hindu fold. Prior to the advent of the British, Musalman
converts were compelled to remain ' Hidden Christians,' as
open conversion involved the capital penalty both for convert
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and missionaiy' and it is therefore probable that these early
missionaries obtained their eheif successes amongst the lowest
Hindu castes, just as at the present dav, Christianit}^ in Bengal
is only making headway among the Namasudras,' and stfch
semi-Hinduised castes of as the Koch-Mandai of Bhowal.
With extremely few exceptions, none of the existing Catholics,
who reside m Mofussil villages of Eastern Bengal, make anv
caim to be of European descent ; they all freelv admit that
they are descended from either Muhammadans or Hindus
The priests unanimously agree that their flocks still follow the
same customs as their Hindu and Muhammadan neiahbours
and are only slowly dropping those observances that are not
in accordance with Christian teaching

; while the emphasis that
IS still laid upon caste bears a strong resemblance to the
practices that the missionaries of the latter half of the 17th
century so bitterly complained of in the case of the whollv
Indian converts of Antonio del Rozario. We thus arrive at the
conclusion that the Catholics of Dacca District who have formed
the subject of this paper are Indians pure and simple : and. but
tor then- Portuguese names and the occasional use of articles of
European dress-both of which are sufficiently accounted for

JA
^(;J<^!^*^"' Hist one de la Mission du Bengale de la Compagnie da

itZ ,^^*f
^"^^^^S'^^ 1914, pp. 6 and 7 (referring to Dacca and Bhowalabout 1

,
50). For proof of the firmness with which caste and other Hindu

Zf£rZ7^^V^^T'^ ^J ^°" Antonio's converts from Hinduism at an

F Onin ' 't y^'^l ^*; ^- S^n*'i«<^i'« letter to the Rt. Rev. Father

Lrint?HT' /tL"^'^^
°^ Ethiopia, dated January 1683-tlie portions

?q?7 ^ 7o/ xf^'''^F?^*'^" '" *h« Catholic Herald of India for Nov. 21st,

is iL^'tw'th °^- ^f^' P- ^'^' *"^ ^«*^- 12th, pp. 848-9. From these it
IS clear that the Hmdu converts still considered themselves to be Hindus.

this naofr'"^ni?; *
""^ '-e^ently by M.M. Haraprasad Shastri, after reading

Px-lr;^^£qK f^-^ ""^fy
""^^^^^y ^''°™ his own experience the power still

DurTn??!,.
^'.'^%'*^ '•"

^H^
^.^'^ °^ «th«^ ^ates in North-Eastern India,

of rSf«f «^ f.^^^.,^^ff,
fara'ne of 1866. missionaries assisted in the work

wnrknt.T
"'^.^^^^'^lly made many converts. They followed up the

converts' Sf"" ^^ T^^^S provision for the English education o^f the

celebrate htt' ^l^
"'t^^^tely a Brahmin's son passed the B.A. To

uasseJved T^'^ ^^u^*"'^
''•' ^^'^"^^ « feast at which chicken currv

- There wa:f«^^*"''=i'?'^^''
^**^^'* ^««^™« ^'«^>' ^^^VY- He said:

food Ind ,^^
famme and food was not available ; the Padri Saheb gave u.s

give un or i ? ?"f'*"^-
,
What if we were made Christians ! Did w.

beef Zl Z-^^ ^'^ "'^ ^'^^ ^<^"g^'i Christians, eating chicken andoeel and givmg up our caste ?

"

' &

I quote the story below in all the vividness of the original Bengali :-
-_^** Tfcai ^f^qjtg ^t¥t5i ?5 I ccftc^ ^t|c5 ^n ^^—^l^l^ mai m i

iitZU I TT +-»• -sJ.^ L^^L. ^ ^^ M .
•*^tfs f^^ I

\^^
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by the prolonged influence of Portuguese Catholicism on Eastern

Bengal—they would probabl^y never dream of alleging that they

have any admixture of European blood.

I add as an Appendix (I) the introductory note that is found

in a register belonging to the Hashnabad Mission, in which
some account is given of the origin of the Mission, As it was
only written in 1880. it merely embodies current tradition, but

the opening sentence is of some importance in confirming the

argument of this paper that the Portuguese Missions in the

interior of Bengal were to converts, and not to descendants of

Portuguese. No earlier documentary evidence regarding the

history of the Mission appears to be available at Hashnabad.
I also reprint as a second Appendix (II) Dr. Wise's histori-

cal essay on the Portuguese of Eastern Bengal that was men-
tioned at the beginning of this paper and to which reference

has been made more than once in subsequent pages. This 1

do. not only to rescue it from the ill-deserved obscurfty in

which it has hitherto remained, but also because, in addition

to supplying an excellent summary of the early history of the

Portuguese in Bengal, the author is inclined to adopt a some-

what different view of the origin of the Catholic Christians

from the one I have been led to by the facts stated in this paper.

It is reprinted from a copy of Dr. Wise's volume on the Tribes

and Castes of Eastern Bengal that was presented to me by
the late Mr. Harinath De, IE S., when I first came to Dacca in

1905, and which has since been my constant guide in all

matters of caste. Full notes have been added to bring the

j)ax:)er up to date, and to correct any inaccuracies that crei>t

into Dr. Wise's account, and for these I have to express my
special indebtedness to the Rev. Father H. Hosten, S.J.

A third Appendix has been added which summarises the

work of the Propaganda Mission in Eastern Bengal. The
figures, by comparison with those quoted by Dr. Wise, will

furnish some indication of the progress of the Mission during

the last forty five j^ears.

I cannot bring this paper to a close without a few word»

of further acknowledgment of the help that was so freely given

me in 1913-15 by the late Father Altenhofen, C.S.C., when the^

materials on which the paper is ba?ed were being gathered and

sifted. Just as the present edition of Dr. Wise's remarkable

essay owes any merit it may possess to the generous assistance

1 have received from Father Hosten, similarly J would have

hesitated to publish my notes on the origin of the Catholic

Christians of HashnabSd, if Father Altenhofen had not been

available to supply the many additional details of custom that

only one living in the vicinity of Hashnabad could ascertain.

Born an Alsatian, with his home close to '' the starting point

of the German army marching upon Longwy "-(letter of Aug.

10th, 1014) he came ont to India in October, 1007, and from
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1911 to February 1915, he worked at Bandura and the
neighbouring mission at Golla. Had he lived, there is no doubt
that Father Altenhofen would ultimateh' have published much
useful work on the origin and customs of the villagers amongst
whom he laboured ; but this was not to be. For some time
after the outbreak of the war, he was preserved from intern-
ment by the intervention of friends who stood surety for liim.
When at last this was no longer permitted, and he was about to
be sent to Ahmednagar, he fell seriously ill and after an opera-
tion m the Mitford Hospical, Dacca, he died on November 23rd,
1915. He is buried in the Catholic church at Tezgaon. Re-
quiescat in pace

!

APPENDIX I.

" Aiiour THE Catholic Missiox at Hashx.abad.
'•

prefatory note in one of the Mit
ivritten about 1880.)

It IS more than 300 years ago that some natives of different
parts of Bengal were converted to the Roman Catholic Religion
through the efforts of the Portuguese missionaries.

Rev. Fr. Raphael' was the first priest who came to Hashna-
bad and establishing himself in various places, converted a
good number of people to his religion at Noricul, now attached
to Furredpore, and thence he passed to Hashnabad. Gollah,
-Malikanda, Solepore, Ikrashi and Bandurah of the District of
IJacoa. Dos Mahomed Osman of Hashnabad, being enraged

4

» As Father Hosten has pointed out to nie, the Rev. Father RaphaelWho IS here mentioned, is probably the Fray Raphael das Anjos who was
priest at Fadri Sibpur in and before the year 1764 (c/. Beveridge, Eackar-
yan), pp 106-109). This is also confirmed by the writer's statement——which he did not notice contradicted the date of 300 years ago for the
toundation of the Mission at Hashnabad—that the Muhammadan Zemin-
. I'

-^°s* ^l^i^ammad Usman, sold his property to Friar Raphaelwhen the English dominion was established in India.' According to theAnnuano da Archid de Goa, 1897, pp. 193 and 194 (quoted by Father
ttosten in his notes to Archdeacon VV. K. Firminger's translation of Pere
Barbiers letter of 1123-Bengal : Past and Present, Oct.-Nov., 1910). the
±la.^nabad Mission dates from 1777 so that Fray Raphael would appear
lo have conducted his missionary labours in the Dacca District subse-
quent to foundmg the Christian settlement at Padri Sibpur. Further
confirmation to the date of 1777 is furnished by the Church registers at
na^inabad, the first entries having been made in 1780. In view of
Kennells statement in 1765 that the church at Noricul was already inrums {vide^supra, p. 14, Note), I am inclined to doubt this local tredrtion
or tne original Christian colonists of Ha^inabad having come from Nori-
cuj or Ox leather Raphael's alleged connection with that place.

IhQ touzi number in the Dacca collectorate office of the estate held
oy the Portuguese Mission of Ha^mabad is No. 1288 Taluk Padrean :

out no reference to Dost Muhammad can be found in the collectorate
papers regarding this estate.
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at the conversions of his tenants to Christianity, ordered that

Fr. Raphael should be arrested and his hands and feet being
tied up should be thrown into a ditch or well. He defied the

new converts saying: ''If your priest is a true minister of

Almighty God let us see whether he dies or not.'* And
after a long time hoping Fr. Raphael was already dead,
he ordered the Christians to take out and bury him, but to the

great glory of God, to the extreme joy of the Christians, to

the immense confusion of [the] heathens, Fr. Raphael was
taken out alive and found unhurt. Then Dos Mahamed Osman
asked pardon of Fr. Raphael and offered some landed proper-
ties for [the] establishing of his mission and his disciples.

Hence Fr. Raphael built his church about 300 years ago,

converted many more people, and brought for missionary work
another priest named Fr. John. When the English dominion
was established in India, Dos Mahomed sold his Zemindary to

Fr. Raphael and went away. The official documents of the

Zemindary exist in the name of Dos Mahomed Osman. There
is no difference between the Christians with regard to their

social intercourse and they constitute and consider themselves
as one family and they make a weak distinction in respect to

marriages onW ; those who descend from Mohamedans, w eavers,

farmers, etc., w^ant to have marriage with those of the respec-

tive origin ; but at present this distinction is getting vanished
owing to many mixed marriages. All documents of the former
times are destroyed by white ants.

APPENDIX II.

PORTUGIIESB IN EASTERN BFN(iAL.

By the late Dr. James Wise, M.D., of Dacca.

[ p. 409 ]
'* The first Portugall, '' as far as Antonio Galvam

knew,' '' which drunke of the River Ganges was a knight, called

J. Coello. '* In 1516, Fernando Perez de Andrada was sent

with a letter to him, but the credit of having discovered and ob-

served the country is due to Don John de Silveiraj who was
commissioned in 1518 to negotiate w^ith the King of Bengal.

Tho embassy was hospitably received by the governor of

"Ciiatigan, " but a quarrel arose, and though speedily quelled,

broke out again, and with great difficulty a treaty was conclud-

I '• The Discoveriep of the World. " Reprinted by the Hakluyt Socie-

ty, p. 131.

[According to Pere H. Josson op. cit. August 1913, p. 285) Coello

was sent by d^Andrade to the Court of Bengal—then under Sultan Hu>ain
Shah. The Portuguese Viceroy of India at the time was the famous
Alphonso Albuquerque (loOO-lolo): and he was succeeded by Lopez
Suarez. H.E.S- J
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eel. The governor, however, was only dissembling. The

Portuguese vessels were attacked by a swarai of war boats,

which they repulsed, but were obliged to retire to Cejdon in a

very crippled stateJ

Another account is, that Silveira, being sent to establish

a factory in Bengal, met with a most unfriendly reception

owing to a rumour that his fleet was a piratical one. The ex-

pedition passed the winter amid great hardships, especially

from famine, and the crews would have perished miserably but

for the opportune arrival of another flotilla under Juan Coello.*

It is in connection with this expedition that Dacca is first

mentioned in history. Fonseca refers to a governor of the city

of "Daracca, '' and Castanheda stvles him "do Senor da Cidade

Darra9ao.''^

In 1527 a Portuguese vessel was wrecked on the coast of

Chakaria, south of Chatigan. The crew on reaching dry land

were ill-treated bv the inhabitants and one of them killed.*

As earl}^ as 1528 the Emperor Baber casually mentions that

the Bengalis were famous for their knowledge of artillery, ac-

quired, there is reason for believing, from the Portuguese. k
few years later Mahmud Shah, king of Bengal, hard pressed by
the Afghans under Shir Shah, applied for aid to the Viceroy at

Goa [Nunode Cuna]. In 1537 a small force was sent under
^lartin Alfonso de [p. 410] Melo, but before it could reach
Gaur, that city had been taken by the Afghans. The Portugviese
soldiers were at first ill-used, but their bravery in holding the
pass of Taliagarh gained them better treatment" and permission
was granted to build a fort at Chatigan.

The Portuguese had no established government, settle-

ment, or fortress in Bengal at the end of the sixteenth century.
As a writer remarks, having no laws, no police, and no religion
they lived like the natives. A lucrative and thriving trade,,

however, w^as carried on at Hughli, or, as it was then called,
Colin and Porto Petiueno, as w^ell as at Chatigan, or Porto Grande.
Furthermore, numerous Portuguese adventurers resided with.
their families in Bandels/ trading in salt and cotton goods,
which were shipped in "Foists," or Jaleas, to Dianga,^ and the

» "Osorio da Fonseca, "p. 412; "Lopez de Castanheda," Lib. iv,
ce. 38, 39.

2 " Faria-y-Sousa", i, 220.
S "Fonseca," Lib. xi, 413; 'Castanheda", op. cit. [Father Hos-

ten notes that Dr. Wise is at fault in saying that this is the first mention
of Dacca The reference is to Arakan-Raeao in Portuguese.]

* " Histoire Generale des Voyage?," 1, 141.

I
From Persian " Bandar, " an emporium,"mart.
The site of Dianga is still doubtful. Du Jarric (Li v. vi) says it is

line ville 8i^e en ce port de Chatigam, ou les nefs qui viennent de I'Tnde,
mouillent 1 anchre. Van der Heiden describes it as " eene Stadt in d»
haven van Chatigam. "

[Dianpra is near the mouth of the Karnafuli River, on the left bank.
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Portuguese settlements on the Malabar Coast. Others took
service with native princes and fought bravely against Mughal
and Afghan. These mercenaries were regarded as rebels (levan-

tados del rey)^ because they neither assisted their countrymen
nor paid tribute to the Goa Government. Their character was
infamous. The majority was composed of military deserters,

ruined traders, renegade priests, and spendthrifts of all ranks
and professions, who, resorting to Bengal, led scandalous lives.

without any religion or law. The dishonour brought on the
Christian name forced the Church to interfere and at the end
of 1597 [May, 1598] a deputation,, consisting of two Jesuit
fathers from Goa and one from Uianga, was sent bj' the Arch-
bishop of Goa to preach the gospel in Bengal and ministc^r to

the Portuguese settled there.

'

In 1598, the fathers arrived at Hughli, where many Portu-
guese and native Christians resided. The number of professing

Christians far exceeded what was anticipated, and at ' Ciande-
can " or Jessore, the mission baptised two hundred free and bond
men. The toleration of the native rulers and officials is most
surprising. When the fathers left Hughli, after founding a
school and an hospital, the first in Bengal, the Mungif did not
exact the customary fees. At "Ciandecan'' they were given a
piece of land rent free on which to build a church, and got
permission to preach and convert at pleasure. At Sripur the

same liberality was shown. Six hundred pieces of gold were

I

»

Ruins of a church, etc. , are said to bo still visible there. Three miles to the
north on the opposite bank, half way to the present town of Chittagong is

Angaracole, which had also an Augustinian Church when Manrique visit-

ed Chittagong in 1630. In 1843, Father Barbe, the Vicar of Chittagong,
kvrote to the Bengal Catholic Herald (Vol. V, pp. 268-271) that 12 Christian
families still lived at Deang ; and that he had been told '* by a Mosulman,
who is about I years old, that he recollected the time when some of the
villages close to that place were all inhabited by Christians. Since that
epoch, some families are gone to Tipperah, some to XeacoUy ( Noakhali

)

and the remainder are in different places of the Chittagong District.

(c/. Father Hosten's notes to Pere Barbier 's letter (loc, cit , pp. 20 and 21

)

H.E.S.]
^ [There were, however, priests in Bengal proper before 1597, to

whose ministrations the occurrence of the Christians referred to in the

next paragraph was presumably due. Jesuits from Goa (Antonio \ az

and Pedro Dias) are mentioned in 1576 as having visited Bengal. Another
priest of Satgaon, called Julian Pereira, journeyed to the Court of Akbar
in 1578; and the impression he made on the Mughal Emperor resulted

in the invitation to Fathpur Sikri in 1580 of Aquaviva, Heiiriquez and
iMontserrate from Goa. (Josson, op. cit., pp, 289, 290 and 322). The names
of the two priests (not three, as Dr, Wise states), sent by Father Nicolas

Pimenta, Visitor of the Society of Jesus, to Bengal from Goa in 1598

were Francis Fernandez and Dominic Sosa. They were joined in the

following year by Andrew Bowes and Melchior de Fonseca ; but Father

Hosten doubts whether either of the latter came from Dianga, Fernandez
died in prison at Chittagong in 1602 from ill treatment at the hands of

the Arrakanese King. (Josson, op. ciL, pp. 290 and 291 ; Beveridge,

Bakarganj, pp 2S-34.) H.E.S.]
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assigned as an annual contribution ; Avhile at Bakla the salary

of two priests was paid by the Raja.

[p, 411.] Til 1601, the Jesuits had two missions in Eastern

Bengal, one at Jessore, the other at Chatigan. Owing, however,

to disturbances, the Jesuit fathers were withdrawn, and the

Church of Eastern Bengal was transferred to the care of August-

inian monks froin Goa, At the end of the sixteenth century

there were churches at Jessore, Bakla, Dacca, Sripur, and
Noricol, ' supported by Portuguese settlers and native converts.

'^

Very little is said of the internal condition of the country.

Dakaits infested the tidal branches of the Ganges at that time,

as they did two centuries later. The country generally Avas

remarkably fertile, and the abundance of corn and fruit almost

incredible. Wherever thev went the Hindu and Muhamniadan
inhabitants treated them with marked respect and kindness.

Father Pimenta has left us the following charming description

of the scenery of the Delta.
" The route from Bakla to Jessore [Ciandeca] is so agreeable

and picturesque that 1 have not seen its equal. Plains

irrigated by numerous rivers whose banks are adorned with the

most beautiful trees. On the one side 3'ou perceive large herds
of deer, on the other flocks of cattle. I forbear mentioning the

luxuriant fields of rice, the thickets of sugar-bearing reeds

(Arundineta calamis melUfliiis redundantia) , the hives of bees,

the monkeys bounding from tree to tree, and such like objects

that afford i^leasure to travellers. Tigers and crocodiles that
feed through our neglect, or fault, on human beings, are

common. In the woods rhinoceroses are seen, but this far I

have met with none."^
In 1602, the Portuguese of Chittagong, being harassed by

stacks of the Arakanese, made Sondip their chief stronghold.
This island, situated in the estuary of the Ganges, is probably
the oldest and most permanent of the group which the mighty
river is for ever building np and destroying. It had belonged
to the Kajah of Bakla, but the Muhammadans took possession,
and when Le Blanc and Caesar Frederick landed, between 1565
and 1586, the Moorish inhabitants were most friendly and
courteous. The fertility of the island was unparalleled, the
population large and prosperous, and the cheapness of food
extraordinary. The manufacture of salt and the trade of ship-
building were carried on with great energy and success.

t In Rajnagar, on the right bank of the Padma.
=J

For further particulars regarding the Jesuit Mission, see R.P-
Petri Jarrici, - Thesaurus, '*

iii, 2, e. xxix ;
** De rebus Japonicjis, Indicis,

t*.^- ,
A Johanne Hayo, Scoto S.J.P., 809; ''Exemplum Epi tolae P.

-Nicolai Pimentae. " Romae, 1G02. [Also Josson. passim.]
_ ^

*• Exemplum, " p. 9L [Father Pimenta is quoting from a letter
written in January, 1600, from Ciandeca by Father Melchior de Fonseea.
Jhe original Italian of this passage may be seen on pp. 31 and 32 of
Bevendge's Bakarganj. H,E.S.] '
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The Portuguese, under command of Dominique Carvallho,
a vassal of the Bakla Rajah, and Manuel de Mattes, from Cha-
[p. 412] tigan, seized the island, but before they could secure
their hold the King of Arakan' with a large fleet, and supported
by a hundred *' Kosahs '"^ from Sripur, sailed for Sondip. Tlie
Portuguese joined battle and were victorious, capturing over a
hundred war boats, but so many of their own vessels were
disabled that they hastily evacuated the island and retreated to
Bakla, Sripar, and ''' Ciandecan." The King of Arakan having
recovered Sondip^ invaded Bakla, threatened Jessore, and
boasted that he would conquer the whole of Bengal.

In Ma}^ 1603, Carvallho was at Sripur, a city belonging to
the Bhuya Kedar Rai, superintending the equipment of thirty
'* Jaleas, ''^ when a fleet sent by the viceroy, Rajah Man Singh,
and consisting of one hundred '* Kosahs " under " Mandarai, "*

hove in sight. Carvallho, hastily disposing his ships, engaged
the enemy, and after a stubborn fight captured several vessels,

and put the rest to flight. Mandarai was slain, and Carvallho
severely wounded. The Mnhammadan historian ^ gives a very
different account of the battle. Kaid Rai Zamindar of Bikram-
pur, he says, had been subdued by Rajah Man Singh, but in

1603, forming an alliance with the Mag Rajah, he rebelled and
laid seige to a fort near Sunnargaon. On hearing of this rebellion

the viceroy sent a force under Ibrahim Atka, and others. The
confederates were defeated and manv boats taken. The
narrative, however, ends with the suspicious statement that the
Rajah was compelled to entrench himself in front of the
imperial troops to provide safetj'' against their attacks.

Carvallho proceeded to Hughli to have his wounds treated,

and on his recovery, being invited by the Bhuya of Jessore to

join in a war against the Mags, he proceeded, in spite of many
warnings, to that court, where he was made prisoner and put to
death.

Although the Portuguese were turbulent and lawless, pillag-

ing Mags, Hindus, and Muhammadans without distinction,

they were sometimes entrusted with high military commands in

Bengal. For instance, Pyrard de Laval mentions'^ one '^ Jean
Garie, " who had under him ten thousand of the Bengal troops.

^ *' Rex Tiparae, Chaconae et Bengalae, Pegusii dominus. " De
Jarric, torn, ill, lib. 3, c. xxix.

2 A ** Kosah " was a war boat driven by oars, but having one mast.
3 A ** Jalea, " from Sanskrit "• Jala," water, was a name applied to

boats generally.
** *' Vir impiger et tota Bengala notissimus. " De Jarric. Mandarim

"Was the title given by the Portuguese to any governor, or commander in

the East, It is derived from " Mandar, " to command. The English title,

llandarin, for a Chinese official, is the same word.
& Elliot's *' History of India," vi, 109.

« *' Voyage de Francois Pyrard de Laval," p. 239. [
'• Pyrard de

Laval left India for Europe in 1(>K». Ho had been several years in the
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In 1607 the Mag Rajah made war, captured Dianga, and

[p. 413] drove the survivors to the islands of the Meghna.

Sondip, which had fallen into the hands of the Mughals, was
held by a force under Fath Khan, who had put to death all the

Portuguese and the Christian slaves in the island. A few

escaped with Sebastian Gonzales Tibao, and became pirates,

plundering viHages and conveying the booty to Bakla, where
they sold it. Fath Khan having equipped a fleet, set sail to

extirpate these pests, but Sebastian Pinto attacked his vessels

off Dakhin Shalibazpur, destroj^ed a great number, and killed

Fath Khan. In March 1609, the Portuguese, supported by
troops from Bakla, laid siege to the fort of Sondip, held by the

Mughals under a brother of Fath Khan, while the Hindu
population looked on with characteristic indifference. The fort

was stormed and taken after a gallant defence. The garrison

and all theMuhammadans in the island, a thousand in number,
were in retaliation massacred in cold blood. Gonzales perfidi-

ously broke the agreement made with the Bakla Rajah, anci

instead of paying him half the revenue obtained from the island;

refused to come to any understanding. The adjacent islands of

Dakhin Shahbazpur and Patela-bhanga w^ere annexed and
having in this lawless manner acquired possession of a small
territory, Gonzales ruled both with wonderful tact and sagacity.
Trade flourished, and the Portuguese became the envy and
dread of the neighbouring princes. Good fortune also favoured
them A brother of the Mag Rajah, expelled from his country,
sought shelter at Sondip. Gonzales married his sister, and
after exacting a large sum of money, is suspected to have
poisoned his brother-in-law.

^
The unsettled state of the eastern frontier, and the devas-

tation of the Delta by the Portuguese, forced Jahangir to trans-
fer the seat of Government from Raj-Mahal to Dacca, In 160S,
the Viceroy, Islam Khan Fathpuri, removed to the new^ capi-
tal and at once took measures to extirpate the Portuguese, and
secure a durable peace. The district of Dacca was then a
settled portion of the Empire, but farther south Mughals,
Afghans, and rebellious vassals ^ contended for power. In 1610,
the Mag Rajah made a treaty with Gonzales, in which it was
agreed that the latter should command the allied fleets and
act in concert with the Arakan army as it marched along the
coast, and that all territory conquered should be equally

Maldives where he was shipwrecked. An attack of the Mughs of Chitta-
f^ong (?) on the Maldives gave him an occasion to escape in February or
March 1607. He came for a month to Chittagong. " H. H.)

/i^/.ls'^^
a mosque at Farridpur is an inscription of the date A.H. 1013

Ub04), preserving the name of one 'Ajab Bahadur Khan Sultani, but
omittmg all mention of an Emperor, which could only have been erected
by a rebel.
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.divided between the two contracting parties. The campaign
began, Lakhipur and Bhaluah were overrun, but on meeting the
Mughal army the Arakanese, owing to the shameful defection
of the Portuguese, were totally defeated. Gonzales, a witness
of the disastrous battle,

[ p. 414 ] fled to Sondip, after putting
to death all the captains of the Mag fleet. The Mughals re-
occupied Bhaluah without opposition, but did not folloAv the
fugitives to Chatgaon. To consummate his villainy Gonzales
A\aged war against his late allies, plundered and burned their

'

villages, and, sailing up the Arakan river, attempted, but un-
successfully, to capture the vessels anchored there.*

Up to this time Gonzales had refused to obey, or
recognise, the viceroy at Goa, but in 1615, being hard pressed
by the Mags, he submitted and urged an immediate invasion
of Arakan. A fleet was accordingly sent under command of
D. Francis de Menezes Roxo. It sailed up the Arakan river on
the 3rd October^ but the Mags, assisted b}'' some Dutch vessels,
offered a stubborn resistance, and obliged the Portuguese to
retire. In November, Gonzales arrived with fifty sail, when a
combined attack was made, but De Menezes being killed, the
assailants fell into disorder and retreated.

Gonzales returned to Sondip, but his power and popularity
were gone, and his dispirited followers quarrelling among them-
selves, allowed the Mags to take the island. After ruling nine
years, Gonzales was stripped of his possessions ;

'' his sovereignty
passed like a shadoW; his pride was humbled, and his

villainies punished. " ^

The Portuguese never recovered from this defeat, although
their flag wav^d for many j^ears unchallenged in the Delta, and

i [For the origin of this account vide Faria y Sousa, Tom III, Pt. II,
Ch. IX, p, 179 of the Spanish edition. There is^an English translation of
his work in the Imperial Library. Calcutta. H.H. ]

5 ''Faria y Sousa," iii, 268. [After being forced to leave Sondip.
Gonzales took refuge at Sripiir, and sent George de Sousa, accompanied
bv the Superior of the Sondip Mission to obtain the permission of the
Xawab of Dacca, to establish himself there. As the Nawab refused to
allow the Superior to return to Sripur, this Father may probably be
regarded as the original Cathohc missionary in Dacca. Katrabo, on the
Lakhya River, is also mentioned about the same time (1616) a? a Christ-
ian settlement.

On the news of the capture of Hughli in 1632 reaching Dacca the local

Maulvies beat Father Bernard of Jesus so severely that he died a few day?
later. Another Bengali Christian of Sripiir by name Garcia was taken
prisoner to Agra where he died in 1634. (Josson. op xiL, pp. 322, 323, 363
and 364).

I was also informed by the late Father Altenhofen that Zaleski in

Les Martyrs de I Inde ( Lille 1900, p. 340 ) records yet another instance of

the murder of a priest at Dacca. He was beaten by Maulvies so severely
that after two days, he died of his wounds. *' P. Manuel das Chagos.August-
inian parish priest at Dacca, dies a martyr in this town, when visiting

some Christian prisoners of the infidels in order to hinder their apostacv on
Dec. oth 1650." H.E.S.]
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the imperial Navvarah dared not meet their '' Galliasses ^ in fair

ficrht. Bernier, ^ however, makes mention of another Porta-

guese adventurer who acquired temporary power. ''It was

these same pirates," he says, "who at this time took Sondip.

in which a certain notorious monk of S. Augustine, named
Fra Joan, acted the petty sovereign for several years, having

managed, God knows how, to get rid of {se dejaire) the command-
ant of the place."

For the next fifty years the Portuguese lived by piracy,

and by making raids upon the peaceful villages of Bengal.

Some entered the military employ of the Arakan monarch, and
commanded expeditions sent against Bengal, Pegu, and Siam ;

3

others joined the imperial artillery, and Jahangir was wont to

say that one Portuguese soldier would beat three of his own
people, [p. 41 5j Many assisted Shah Shuja in his ill-starred

rebellion of 1660, and when his cause was lost became Dakaits

infesting the Sunderbuns, and lying in ambush in a creek nea

Sagar, still known as *' Rogues' River," waylaid vessels beat-

ing up the Hughli. *

In 1662, the shipwrecked crew of the ''Ter Schelling " ^

arrived at Bhaluah, where they found Muhammadans speaking

Portuguese, and the Moorish commander protected hy a bodj^-

guard '' consisting wholly of Christians negro-born, and sub-

jects of the King of Portugal/' who were treated with especial

honour on account of their valour. Other writers, however,
give a different estimate of these '' negro-born" Portuguese,
and in the seventeenth century their usual sobriquet was
** Gallinhas del Mar " [Sea Hens] on account of their habitual

cowardice. The history of two centuries confirms the latter

judgment, and, except under very exceptional circumstances,
the Portuguese Eurasian has never proved himself a valiant

soldier.

1 Tavernier describes the *'Galea5a" as a long swift boat, often
with fifty oars a side, and two men to each oar. It was generally gaudily
painted and ornamented with blue colours and gold foil.

2 **Historiede la derniere revolution des fitats du Grand Mogol.

"

Paris, 1670. The incident is not mentioned by Faria y Sousa, whose his-

tory ends with 1640; and as Bernier left India in 1668, it must have
occurred between these dates, [if it ever occurred at all. H.H-]

3 ** Voyagede Wouter Schouten, '* ii, 168. [Josson records (op. cit.y pp.
364 and 365) that Father Manrique and other Augustine priests between
1622 and 1635 baptised at the Chittagonian ports of Dianga and Augara-
cole nearly 28,500 out of 42,000 prisoners taken by the Mughs and Ferin-
gis in Lower Bengal and Orissa, besides 6,000 others. H.E.S.]

* [This Portuguese fort at Saugor was first estabhshed after the fall

of Hughli in 1632 (Josson, op. ciu^ p. 363)]
&. A Relation of an unfortunate Voyage to the Kingdom of Bengala.

By Mr. Glanius, London, 1682, 8vo. This is merely an English transla-
tion of '* Vervarelyke Schip-Breuk van t'oost Indisch Jacht Ter Schel-
ling under het landt van BengMe." Amsterdam, 1675, 4to. The author
is Frans van der Heiden.
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The capture of Hughli in 1632, and the slaughter of its brave
defenders, was the death blow to Portuguese prestige in Bengal
and in 1666, when Shayista Khan determined on annexing
Chatgaon and the islands at the mouth of the Meghna, he threat-
ened the Portuguese with the fate of the Hughli garrison if thev
did not submit and become subjects of Shah Jahan. The
evil deeds which provoked the Muhammadan viceroy to inter-
ference are detailed by Bernier, a most prejudiced authority.
Bad as the Portuguese undoubtedly were, their cruelty was
exceeded by that of the Mags, who penetrated into the interior
pillaging and ravaging the country, and leaving behind a name
hateful even to modern Bengalis.

On the appointment of Shayista Khan in 1664 to the
government of Bengal, an expedition was organised against the
Portuguese banditti. The fleet, a very powerful one, supported
by several Dutch vessels, being put into the highest state of
efficiency, was directed to act in concert with the army pre-
paring to march on Chittagong. Alarmed by these prepara-
tions, and won over by bribes, manv Portuguese left Chitta-
gong '• In forty or fifty galliasses," and gave themselves up as
prisoners to the Nawab at Dacca, who overwhelmed them with
favours. Many were induced by large pay to enlist in the
Imperial army, while a settlement at Parangi Bazar
established for the old and physically unfit.

was

r
P; ^16] When the army and fleet of the Mughals advanced

upon Chittagong, the island of Sondip was occupied by Dilawar.
a Muhammadan, and troops in league with the Mags. A detach-
ment was landed, the fort was beseiged and taken, but a Mag
flotilla coming in sight, the troops were hurriedly withdrawn,
and the transports sailed to Nawakhali. In the following
December [Nov. 1665J a larger force occupied the island, and
held it. The main army then advanced along the coast, meet-
ing with little opposition. Letters were sent to the Portugues(i
in the Mag service offering advantageous terms on submission.
Several of these letters being intercepted, the Mag Rajah tried
to induce the soldiers to remove into the interior of Arakan,
but refusing to do so, they finally left in a body for Bengal.
On the 18th December, 1665, they arrived at Nawakhali, and
the leaders set out for Dacca, where they \vere graciously recei-
ved by the Viceroy. Some were enrolled as volunteers under
an Englishman named Captain Moore,' and joined in the expedi-
tion against Chittagong.

1. Xothing further has been learned regarding this soldier, but at the
present day a small " TappA " or division, in Bikrampur is named after him.
[As Father Hosten points out, Dr. Wise has strangely misinterpreted the
Portuguese phrase CaptaO Mor. It merely refers, as can be seen from
Shiltnbuddin Talish 's account of the conquest of Chittagong (J. X. Sarkar,
J.A.S.B. , 1907, pp. 405-125) to the Chief Captain (JIor=^[ajor) of the Por-
tuguese, and not to an Englishman at allj.
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On the 26tli January, 1666, the garrison of that town

capitulated and the Portuguese soldiers who had distinguished

themselves in the campaign received grants of land/

With the capture of Chittagong and the pacification of

the Eastern frontier the history of the Portuguese, as an inde-

pendent and aggressive power, terminates. Throughout the

Dacca and adjoining districts numerous settlements of Portu-

guese Christians are still to be found, but none can claim

relationship with the soldiers of the seventeenth century. *

The following sketch of the Portuguese mission since its

foundation in Bengal embraces the origin and histor}' of these

settlements.

The Portuguese mission in Bengal was founded in 1599, by
the Augustine, Archbishop of Goa. On arrival at Hughli the

raisidonaries obtained a grant of rent free land. This grant

originally consisted of 260 acres, but during last centurv it

dw^indled one-half, A chapel was built at Bandel, near Chin-

surah and dedicated to " Nuestra Senora del Rosario." The
first ''regent" was Fre Bernardo de Jesus, and to this church
all the other parochial churches in Bengal w ere affiliated.

Since the beginning of the seventeenth century the Bishop
of S- Tliome, or Mailapur, in Madras, has been the head of the

Bengal Church. In 1606, Pope Paulus V made S. Thome an
episcopal see and by consistorial letters annexed to it the pro-

vinces of Bengal, Pegu, and Orissa. The special mission to

{ p. 417 ] Bengal was vested in the Augustinian monks of Goa,
upon one of whom the title and prerogatives of Vicar General
were conferred.

A tradition is preserved by the mission, that in 1599, one
of their number, Fre Luis des Chagos, was stopped on his w^ay

to Silhet by certain Christians who besought him to relieve

them from landlord tyrann3\ On his return he bought the

villages and lands of Nagori and Bhagori in Bhowal, settling in

them thirteen families of Christians, including a converted
Brahmin. ^ A piece of land was also purchased at Narayan-
dih, a suburb of Dacca, which still belongs to the mission.

i [For a fuller account of the conquest of Chittagong c/. Shihabuddin
TaJish's continuation of the Fathiyyah-i-ibriyyah (abstract by J. N. Sarkar
inJ.A.S,B., 1906, pp. 257-260, and translation inJ.A.S.B,, 1907, referred,
to in previous note). H.E.S.]

* [If Dr. Wise had inserted the words ' so-called ' before * Portuguese
Christians," this sentence would have been much nearer the truth. But
apparently, from what ho says later the possibility that the posses.^ion
of a Portuguese name did not necessari^ involve the owner's descent
from a Portuguese, did not occur to him. H.E.S.]

3 [As Father Hosten points out, the date of 1599 is impossible.
The real name of Pre Luis das Chagos ( of the 5 wounds ) was Luis dos
Angos, and he died in Sylhet in 1 696 (0 Chroniata de Tissiiary, Nova Goa,
1867, Vol. II, p. 58 ) quoting from a report of the Father Provincial of the
Augustines dated 1750. Fre Luis had bought land at Nagori to settle
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The church of Nagori, however, bears the date 1664, and
is dedicated to St. Nicola da Tolentino, ' the patron saint of the
Augustine order.

During the seventeenth century the success of the August-
ine monks was most extraordinary. In 1602, three years
after its foundation, the Hughli mission consisted of over 500
persons, among whom were many '' grands seigneurs." and by
the end of the century the sacrament was administered to

10,000 converts.

The x^arochial church of Dacca, dedicated *' a la Assump-
cion de nuestra Senora " was at Tezgaon on the north of the
city, and its graveyard still contains the oldest tombstones
and epitaphs in Eastern Bengal.^ The early history of the
mission is very interesting. Its success was chiefly owing to

the conversion of a member of a distinguished Hindu family.

The son of the Zamitidar of Bosnah, ^ one of the twelve

there the remnants of the Christians of Don Antonio de Rozario, the con-
verted son of the Raja of Busna ( vide infra ). This settlement, accor-

ding to the same authority, took place in 1695, though the date given by
Dr. Wise in his next paragraph for the foundation of the Nagori Church,
viz. 1664, agrees with that quoted by Father Hosten from the Annuario da
Archid, de Goa for 1897

( pp. 193—194 ) : vide his notes on Archdeacon Fir-

minger's translation of Pere Barbier's letter of 1723 [Bengal: Past and
Present, 1910, p. 223). ' Bhagori' may be the village of Pangora near to

Nagori ; and the mention ot a converted Brahmin is presumbly a reference
to Don Antonio who belonged to this caste. H.E.S. ]

i S. Nicola da Tolentino died A.D. 1308, and was canonized by en-

cyclical letters of Pope Eugenius IV, in 1446. [The Nagori Church
apparently the * principal church' of the Christians visited by Bishop
Laynez in the spring of 1714, on his return towards Dacca from Ranga-
raati (Assam) and Husainpur (Mymensingh) c/. Josson op. cit,, 1914, pp.
^-7. H.E.S.]

^ [According to the Annuario da Archid, de Goa for 1897' (quoted
by Father Hosten on p. 23 of hib notes on Pere Barbier's letter already
referred to) the church of Tezgaon dates from 17 14. The earliest monumen-
tal inscription noticed by me in the church during a visit in 1913, was dated
1725. As noted by the late Father Altenhofen, Dr Wise here confuses two
churches. The original parochial church in Dacca was dedicated to Our
Lady's Assumption; that at Tezgaon to Our Lady of the Rosary. The
present Portuguese church in Dacca (which was only built in 1815) bears

the nanne of Our Lady of Piety. H.E.S.]
3 Donde assists Don Antonio del Rosario, hijo del Rey de Busna,

a quien no sole convertieron nostros religiosos sinoque le redimio del

cautiverio el Padre Manuel del Rosario, p. 24. '' Christiandad del

Japan. " Su Autr. El P.M. Fr. Joseph Sicardo. En Madrid 1G98 fol.

[For full details of this convert of Busna (N.W. Faridpur) c/. Josson,

op. cit., pp. 375-381 and Hosten in the Catliolic Herald of /ndia-weekly

numbers from Sept. 19th to Dec. 26,1917. AntonTO--his Hindu name is

not recorded—had been captured by the Maghs in 1663 and was ransomed
by Father Manuel del Rosario of Chittagong. Being a Brahmin he was at

first most unwilling to become a Christian, but St. Antony appeared to

him in a dream, and this ' sign from heaven,' led him to be baptised.

On returning to Eastern Bengal about 1670 he induced within a short

time over 30,000 persons to embrace the Christian faith; but the allegi-

ance to Christianity of the Kumar's people at all events seenas to have
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Bhuyas, moved by the preaching of the monks, was persuaded

to become a Christian. Being baptized as Don Antonio

del Rosario, he induced his wife and brethren to follow his

example.
Manrique,^ a Spanish Augustine monk, describing Dacca

in 1641, mentions that families of Christians resided in the

suburbs, at Narayandih, " Manaxor/' and '' Pulgari," and that

a handsome though small, convent, as well as a good church,

existed. Much intolerance was practised hy Muhammadan
Mullas, Pirs, and Darweshes, who denouuced all Christians for

eating animals slaughtered in an unorthodox way. The Nawab,
however, protected them and the position of the mission was

so secure that another chapel and residency were about to be

built in Dacca as well as two in the Bandels of Sriptir and

Noricol.'^ In [p. 418] 1679 the converts in Eastern Bengal

been largely nominal and Don Antonio had constantly to be rescued
from the debtors' prison at Dacca where he was consigned for debts, said

to have been contracted in converting his rj'ots to Christianity. About
1685 the Provincial of Goa " ne tarda pas a retirer ses missionaires de ce

champ infecond, " and finally, in 1695, the scanty remnants of the 30,000
u'ith some others whom the Father himself had converted to the fai*"h,

were removed by Father Luis dos Angos to Xagori which had been boiight
by this Father to prevent his Christians from being molested by non-
Christian landlords. Don Antonio is said to have gone there too, and died
in the end a good Christian.

From a list of places given in Fatlier Antonio da Magalhais' letter of

1678, especially the portion reprinted by Father Hosten in the Catholic
Herald for October 17th, 1917, it appears that Don Antonio's work of

conversion was chiefly carried on, not in Faridpur or Jes^ore, as one
might have expected, but in the north of the Dacca and south of the
Mymensingh districts along the Lakhya and Brahmaputra {c/. the villages

Sagordi, Simulia, Egarasindhu and Dugduga). From a mention of Sirot
and Baldacal, he may also have worked in Sylhet. H.E.S.]

' "Itinerario de las Missiones que hizo El Padre F. Sebastian
Manrique. " Roma, 1649, 4 to. [Previous to his visit to Bengal in 184U
Manrique had come to Hughli in 1628 and from there had gone to Arrakan
where he remained from 1629 to 1636. He died in 1669 {vide Father
Hosten's edition of the translation of the first 20 of the 89 chapters of

:Manrique*s work in Bengal : Past and Present for 1915-1918.) H.E.S.]
2 [In order to amplify Dr. Wise's excerpt from Manrique's Chap. V

—besides correcting slight topographical inaccuracies^I quote the relevant
passages from Father Cardon's translation (Bengal: Past and Present,
1916, and Vol. XIII, pp. 2 and 3). '* The City of Daack, or Daca, as they
say in Portuguese, is the largest of all the cities of Bengala. ... It is

situated in a beautiful and very extensive plain on the bank of the
famous and, at this place, fertilising Ganges. It extends for over a
league and a half along its banks, and has as its ornaments at both
ends the famous suburbs of Manaxor, on one side, and of Narandin and
Pulgari on the other. Those suburbs are inhabited by Christians, and it

is there my holy Order possesses a pretty, though small, Convent with a
good Church. ... I was told that the inhabitants of this Gangetic
emporium and its neighbourhood amounted to more than two hundred
thousand, without counting the strangers. They come hither in the
interests of their trade, to avail themselves of the great opportunities
the city affords them ; others the sons of Mars, come to enjoy on these
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were estimated at 30,000, and Don Antonio, attached to the

Church of Noricol in Rajnagar, had joint charge with the
'' rector " of 1,000 Christians.

At the end of the seventeenth century the Portuguese

churches in Eastern Bengal and Assam were those of **Chandt

pur'' in Tipperah, Banja/ Pippli, Balasor, *^Tambolin"-[Tam-
hik, Midnapore], Jessore with 300 Christians, Hughli, Tezgaon,

Dacca, and '' Arrayal de Bencamatis," or Rangamati in Assam,

In 1 713 Laynez, Bishop of S. Thome, visited Bengal. He found

Christian congregations at Hughli, Pippli, Chittagong Dacca,

Husainpur in Mymensingh, [Nagori"^ ] and Rangamati, in

Assam.
It is difficult to arrive at any certain conclusion regarding

the number of Portuguese Christians at different periods.

Bemier was told by the priests that Hughli contained over

8,000, and that in other parts of Bengal there were 25,000.

Monsignor Cerri,^ secretary of the congregation De propaganda

fide, writing about 1680. estimated the number at 22,000 divid-

ed into eleven parishes, each of which had a vicar and a

curate. It was, he admits, hard to find any adult converts save

Portuguese slaves, who had been bought and made Christians.

In 1840, according to Mr. Taylor/ the number belonging to the

frontiers {fronteras) the large niainas, or pay and salary, which are given

there. Not less marvollous is the abundant supply of implements and
eatables. Anything man's desire can wish for is to be found there,

especially in the numerous Bazars or markets (PlaQas). T would wonder
there at the sight of the quantity arid variety of fowls and wild birds,

all of them sold alive, and so cheap that it was like giving them away
for nothing. For less than a silver real (four annas), in f^ct, one could

very often get twenty turtle-doves or fifteen big wild pigeons, and all the

other things went for the same price, more or less , . . . The wealth of

this city is greatly due to the fact that it has in its neighbourhood

the fertile and delightful kingdoms of Bacala (North Bakarganj), Soli-

manvas (South Bakarganj) and Catrabo (North of the present Dacca

District). In this city ^Katrabo) the first Religious built another Church

and Residence, and a httle after two others in the Bandels of Siripur and

Noricul." Manaxor is Manaswar, a large village at the western extremity

of Dacca city, and Narandin is NarAyandia, at the eastern end of Dacca.

Both are ancient settlements, post Gupta coins having been discovered at

the former, while at Naravandia there is still a mosque with inscription

dated 861 AH. (1457 A.D. : vide J,A.S,B., 1910, pp. 141-145). Pulgari,

as Father Niard has already suggested to Father Hosten, may be Phul-

baria, a mile to the X.W. of Nar.'^yandia. near the present railway

station. Some Feringi Christians still reside there. H.E.S.]
1 [Dr. Wise adds in the text *' perhaps Banga in Farridpur *'

; but

Father Hosten'in his note 5 to Chap. V of the translation of ilanrique's

liinerario Oriental (Bengal: Fast and Present. 1916, Vol XIIT, pp. 19

and 20. ) shows that it was (like Pippli and Balasore) not far from Tam-
]nk—probably on the Haldi River.]

2 [C/- Note 4, p. 35.]

3 **An account of the Roman Catholic Religion throughout the world

traurilated by Sir Richard Steele. London 1715.

^ " Topography of Dacca", p. 252.
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three parishes of Dacca, Bhowal and Husainabad was 10,150.

In 1S73, the Portuguese vicar of Husainabad calculated that

3,000 i^ersons belonged to his church, while the French priest of

the adjoining parish [Bandura Golla] rated his at 1,200.

The census of the Dacca Faran2:is for 1877 and 1878 has
been kindlv furnished bv Mr. R. D. LvalL C.S., Avho considers
the returns of the French Mission more exact than the
Portuguese

:

Mission, Parishes. 1877. 1878.

/'Dacca .. 103 212

Portuguese . J ?^g«" • ^'221 1,266
*

y Tezgaon . . 140 122
(.Husainabad . , 2.820 2.823

French .

^

4,284 4,432

Bandura
Tnmilia
Sualpur >

5,000
• •

* *

1,440

2,020
[600 ?

]

[4060]

The total number of Dacca Farangis may therefore be estimated
at 8,500, but nearly 2,000 under the French fathers, bemg
converted natives, have no right to be called Farangis at all.

[p. 419] The system by which the Portuguese made converts
was not one that could prosper. Children of both sexes, either
kidnapped or purchased, were made Christians, while girls after
baptism became concubines and their offspring Christians. At
one time this trade flourished to such an extent that the slave
dealers boasted of having converted more Hindus in a year than
all the missionaries of India did in ten. When the Portuguese
power in the Delta was overthrown slave-catching ceased, and a
final blow was dealt to this novel plan of converting the natives.
With the seventeenth century the Portuguese mission ceased to
triumph, and during the last century and a half it has not
held its own against Muhammadan aggression. Many reasons
for this failure are assigned, but Monsignor Cerri refers it to the
immorality of the priests and laity, the former leading loose
lives, exhibiting great ignorance and extreme avarice, and
retaining large staffs of servants given up to all manner of vice
and lewdness. The Goa priests, to whose care the Christians of
Bengal were confided, have for many generations been half-
castes, born and bred at Goa. Each parish church, moreover,
IS endowed with rent-free land, or with propertv held and man-
aged by the vicar. Communication with S. Thome being irregular
and uncertain, the internal economy and discipline of the pari-
shes are not interfered with as long as the annual donation is sent
to Goa An illiterate priesthood, a rich isolated establishment,
and a simple credulous laity, was a combination of evils sufficient
to ruin any church. No one who has given a thought to the
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Portuguese clergy of Eastern Bengal can wonder that tliey,

inheriting a faulty system from their predecessors, have failed

to instil new life among their flocks. Occupied as they generally

are with the management of valuable church property, and of

law suits inseparable from the possession of land in Bengal, little

time, and less zeal, are expended on the spiritual welfare of

their tenantry. A school is always attached to the church,

but the instruction given is of the most rudimentary kind, and

no attempts are made to raise the standard of education.

Such being the actual state of matters, it is not surprising

that the congregation De propaganda fide has for long been

striving to gain possession of the churches and endowments of

the Portuguese mission. Various law suits have been instituted,

and in several instances, as at Dacca and Chittagong, the deci-

sion of the courts has been in favour of the congregation.' The
French mission, guided b}^ the able and benevolent Monseig-

neur Dufal has within the last fifteen years [i.e. prior to 1875]

infused new spiritual life among these neglected Christians.

The good bishop, assisted by an admirable staff of clergy, devote

themselves to improving the people, and their schools are crowd-

ed with hundreds of [p. 420] boys eager for knowledge. The
nuns of the " Sacre Coeur" are engaged in an equally bene-

ficient task. To them is confided the religious and moral train-

ing of the girls, and the schools conducted by them are models

of order and propriety.

Tw^o centuries ago the Portuguese Christians were divided

into three classes ''rej^nol," including those born in Europe,

castico/' those born in India of Portuguese parents, and

mestizo/' or half-castes. - These three classes no longer exist.

The modern Christians are for the most part the offspring of the

last and most numerous division, but they have lost all traces

of their European parentage. Here and there a face charac-

terised by large and rugged features, strikes a stranger accus-

tomed to the regular and more delicate lineaments of the average

Bengali, but in complexion the Farangis are as swarthy as a

Chandal. The distinctive and favourite appellation of these

Christians is Farangi, but the natives nickname them the '' Kala

Matti," earth coloured Farangis.

The Farangi peasant dresses exactly like the Hindu or

Muhammadan ryot, but on gala days, especially among the

wealthier classes, the peculiar costume, still worn at Chittagong,

<b

M

1 [The only case known to me in Eastern Bengal was that regarding

the right to appoint to the living of Padri Sibpur, Bakarganj, which

was ultimately lost bv the Propaganda {vide Beveridge's Bakarganj, pp.

107 and 108). The dispute was finally settled by a Concordat l>etween

Leo XIII and the King of Portugal m 1^86, whereby the Portuguese

Mission only retained jurisdiction over the churches and property they

then posses^^ed. If any members of their flock chose to go elsewhere,

they passed under the jurisdiction of the Bishop of Dacca. H.E.S.]
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is put on. Tfc consists of striped drawers, a shirt, or cloth
doublet, a skull cap with flaps fastened behind, and slippers.

The women on festivals wear a white lace veil, or mantilla,
covering the head and shoulders, while the common dress is a
petticoat and a loose muslin jacket.'

In Bhowal the title Bo€to (Sanskrit Bhakta, a worshipper),
is exclusively applied to the families of the first settlers, but in

other places the name, it is said, was given to the secretaries
who also acted as catechists in tlie absence of the pastor.'^

According to the French clergy, the Dacca Farangis are
more moral, but quite as improvident as those of Chittagong.
A poor man will not hesitate to borrow three hundred rupee
for his marriage, while the rich will often squander eight
hundred for the same purpose. The Bazar rate of interest being
exorbitant, the borrower becomes impoverished for life, and
rarely succeeds in clearing himself of the debt. The large ma-
jority of Fosrangis in Eastern Bengal are simple peasants, but
many young men go to Calcutta, taking service as cooks, or
undertakers ("Poberies" from the Portuguese Pobre, poor).

The peasantry are industrious though poor. They culti-
vate the church lands, but the profit of their toil goes "^to Goa
to support churches and monasteries. On the whole, their posi-
tion is an [p. 421] unenviable one, being worse than that of
ryots under good native landlords, who generally do something
for the improvement of their estates.^

The mirfor excommunication, depriving the sinner of the
sacraments until he yields and confesses his faults, is at once a
powerful and convenient weapon for subduing any quarrelsome
ryot. When the priest is only the farmer and a 'Brahman the
landlord, the edifying spectacle is seen of a peasant appealing
to the latter for redress, who if he thinks the punishment exces-
sive, issues an order to readmit the accused to all the privileges
of the church, and very rarelv is the order disobeved.

*' */

1 For further particulars regarding the '•* Feringhees," see *' Cal-
cutta Kevievv." Vol. liii, for 1871. [For the clothes worn at weddings vide
PI I, (3), and PL II H. E. S.]

.* T
^
?f^®

Barbier, however writing from Chittagong in 1713, says:
Les Chretiens du dedans des terres, nomra^s Boctos." Lettres Edifian-

tes u, 590. [These still exist near Sultanpur, 15 miles N.E. of Chitta-
gong, but they have lapsed to a sort of Hinduism. They claim to be
Kshatriyas, but communication with them is regarded as oolluting by
orthodox Hindus. Most of them serve as musicians and singers at fest-

*7i u^
^'^^^ ^^ ^^*® ®^^^^^ ^^^® taken to business (Letter from Father

Altenhofen quoted by Father Hosten in Bengal: Past and Present, 1910.
p. 221.)]

..
'^ [This paragraph certainly gives a wrong impression—at all events

ot thmgs as they now are. The Mission under the Bishop of Dacca has
no church lands

; and any surplus on the working of the Zemindari of the
Fortuguese priests is sent, not to Goa, but to Meliapur for the assistance
ot other muigionary enterprises. I am extremely doubtful also of the accu-
racy of the next paragraph, .save possibly in a few isolated cases in the
past, H.E.S.]
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The majority of Farangis read and some write Bengali,

which has become the vernacular of all classes. Each indivi-

dual is given at Baptism a Portuguese name, but an assumed

Bengali one is commonly used. A few^ Portuguese words are

still spoken, and the names of festivals and religious cere-

monies are the same as in Europe. Yet, strange to say. Lent

is called ''Roza/' the Persian name of the Ramazau fast. No
Farangi possesses a Bible ' but each one wears a rosaiy and a

crucifix. On Fridays they eschew flesh and during Lent ob-

serve a strict fast. In most houses a recess, containing an altar,

or *'Prie-dieu," is found, before which a lamp is lighted every

evening, and on which flowers are arranged on ''festa" days.

On account of the prejudices of Hindus and Muhammadans
there is no Farangi shopkeeper in the villages of the interior.

In Bhowal, swine are generally kept and large quantities of

ham, bacon, and pork sausages, exported to Calcutta.^

Farangis live in friendship and neighbourly sympathy with

the natives, and are generally esteemed for moderation and

liberality. They cannot, however, be considered the equal of

the frugal, sober, and industrious Hindu or Muhammadan ryot.

In blind subservience to their priests, in superstition, and in

servility to oppression, the Farangis are on a par with their

neighbours; but in their intemperate habits, against which the

pulpit fulminates in vain, they sink below the non-Christian

races around them.^

APPENDIX III.

"Historical PRi:cis of the connixtion of the Congre-

gation DE Propaganda Fide ayith Eastern Bengal.'"

{Together with recent figures relating to the number of Indian

Catholics in the Dacca District).

Through the courtesy of the Rev. Father A. E. Bliu, C.S.C.

,

Vicar of the Cathedral, Dacca, I am enabled to add the follow -

ing notes on the Propaganda Mission to Eastern Bengal during

1 ["There was no translation of the Bible for Cathohcs till \a.te\y

Avhen the Bishop of Krishnagar pubhshed the Xew Testament ;
but m Dr.

Wise's time there were catechisms, prayer-books and many other things

Dr. Wise did not know that the three first bool^s ever published m
Bengali, dating from 1743, were published by the Augustunan*. 1 he Je-

suits who laboured among the Christians of Don Antonio had been artive

too at preparing vocabularies, a grammar, a catechism, etc. H.M.

7-10-13"]
2 rSwine are no longer kept, so this trade has ceased. H.E.S. ]

3 [As in the case of most other Bengalis of the present day, blind,

subservience to any body is certainly a thing of the past and the com-

mon complaint of the priests ir; the refusal of their flock to listen to

reasonable advice or admonition. In tlie case, however, of intemperance

* distinct change for the better is said to he perceptible. H.h..fc>.J
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the last 85 j'ears, collected from two volumes of typewritten,
transcripts from the Catholic Herald and Indo-European Corres-
pondence (1845-1912) in the Library' of the Bishop of Dacca.

From 1834, when the Rev. Dr. St. Leger was appointed
by the Propaganda Vicar Apostolic of Bengal, till 1845, East-
tern Bengal formed part of the Vicariate of Calcutta. In the
latter year steps were taken to erect this portion of the Pro-
\ance into a separate Vicariate, the first acting Vicar Apostolic
being the Rt. Rev. Dr. Thomas Olliffe.' During his time, in

1847, the first Sisters (of the Loreto Order) came to Dacca and
established the Nazareth Convent in the house next to St.

Thomas' Protestant Church. On the death of the Most Rev.
Dr. Carew in November 1855, Dr. Olliffe assumed charge of
the Western Bengal Mission and for the next five years Eastern
Bengal was under the charge successively of the Very Rev. A.
Goiran, Vicar General (till 1857) and the Rev. L. A. Verite of
the Congregation of the Holy Cross (Pro-Vicar Apostolic)
This Order of Priests, whose mother-house was at Le Mans,
France, had first come to Eastern Bengal in 1853. On the
death of Father Verite in 1859, Dr. Peter Dufal of the same
Congregation, who had come as a Missionary to Bengal in 1857,
was appointed in July 1860 as the second Vicar Apostolic and
continued to hold charge of Eastern Bengal for the next six-
teen years, with the exception of a short interval in 1867-68
when he went back to France for about a vear as Superior
General of the Congregation of the Holy Cross.

In 1876, on the resignation from ill-health of Bishop DufaP
the Mission passed for a time into the hands of the Bene-
dictines, owing to the crippling of the resources of the Congre-
gation of the Holy Cross by the Franco-Prussian war. The
Rev. Father Cuthbert Downey, O.S.B., acted for two years as
Pro-Vicar Apostolic, but in 1878 the Rt. Rev. Dr. Ballsieper,
O.S.B., was appointed as third Vicar Apostolic of Eastern
Bengal. During his Vicariate, in 1882, Nuns of Notre Dame
des Missions of Lyons first came to Chittagong

; and in 1888 the
Mission in Dacca \\ as again placed in the hands of Fathers of
the Order of the Holv Cross.

%/

The final settlement of the dispute between the Propaganda
and Padroado (Portuguese Mission) was arrived at in 1886
when a fuller concordat than that of 1857 was drawn up and
a Bull (" Humanae Salutis Auctor," 1 Sept., 1886) was issued
to give force to the settlement. At the same time, the Indian
Hierarchy was established, and the whole of the country
divided into provinces. Dioceses, and Prefectures Apostolic.

c!
' J "S''"

^^^^^^ ^«s confirmed as Vicar Apostolic by a decree of the
bacred Congregation de Propaganda Fide, dated 15th February, 1850.

. V -if" o*V "^^° ^^'^ the title of Bishop of Delcona, i.p.i., died
at Nenilly-sur-Seine in 1898, aged 7G.

> ^ '
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Mgr. Ballsieper became the first Bishop of Dacca. ^ On liis

death in April 1890, the aged Mgr. Augustin Louage C.S.O.
was made Bishop (in 1891), and when he, in turn, died in June
1894, he was succeeded by the Rt. Rev. Father F. J. Huith.
In 1898 Sister Catechists of the Order of Mary Immaculate,
Paris, arrived in Dacca to take the place of the Sisters of the
Holy Cross who had withdrawn the previous year. Bishop
Kurth continued his worii until 1909, when he resigned owing
to ill-health, and the Rev. Father F. F. Linneborn, C.S.C.,

became the fourth Bishop of Dacca. Bishop Linneborn died
in Julj^ 1915 and was succeeded by the present (fifth) Bishop,
the Rev^. Dr. Joseph Legrand, C.S.C.

Beyond one allusion to Nuns of the Sacred Heart of Jesus
at Chittagong in the Indo-European Correspondence for Dec. 29fch

,

1886, I have been unable to verify the reference by Dr. Wise to

Nuns of this Order carrying on work in Eastern Bengal. At
the present time (1921) the nuns both in Dacca and Chittagong
belong to the Order of Our Lady of the Missions. They suc-

ceeded the Sisters of Marv Immaculate in 1912.

As regards the present number of Indian Catholics in the
Dacca District the subjoined table gives the latest figures

recorded by the missionaries themselves. ^ The Portuguese
Missioi7 figures are quoted from the Catholic Directory of 1914

;

while those under the Dacca Mission give the result of a Mission
Census in 1911.

Name of Parish. Number recorded

Portuguese Mission
I. Hashnabad « • V * 3,232
2. Tutail ^ ^ » 9 912
3. Dacca m • m * 66
4. Tezgdon • • » 225
5. Nagori

]

Total (P.M.)

2,054

* 6,489
Dacca Mission.
6. Bandura Golla

V ^

• • * • 2.217
7. Solepur • V m • 945
8. Tumilia • tt * 3,973

9. Maalsaid • • « 280
10, Basunbari (now removed to Kamala-

pur and other villages near Sabhar)

TOTAT. (D.M.)

150

7,565

The grand totalis therefore 14,054, or an increase of about

5,500 (or nearly 65%) during the 35 years that elapsed between

1878, the date of the collection of the figures given in the last

column of the table on p. 38, and 1913. The Dacca Mission is

increasing at nearly twice the rate of the Portuguese Mission

' The previous Vicars-Apostolic had only held titular Bishoprics
in partibf/9 infidelium.
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the proportions being 86% to 46%. This is due almost certainly

to emigration from churches under the Portuguese to areas

under the Bishop of Dacca, The total rate of increase is about

1*9% per annum as compared with 1.4%, the rate of increase

recorded in the Census for Dacca District generally betAveen 1881

and 1911.

It is only right to add that a considerable discrepancy

exists between the figures stated above and the government
census figures of 1911 and 1921. The 1911 census gave
11,468 as the total for the Indian Roman Catholics in Dacca
District. It may very possibly be the case that the Mission

census included family members who were away on service in

Calcutta and elsewhere when the government census was
taken : while, on the other hand, some of these christians may
have returned themselves on the government forms as Anglo-
Indians. The preliminary figures at the recent 1921 census

(for which I am indebted to Mr. J. H. Lindsay, C.S,, District

Magistrate, Dacca) showed a total of 12571—an increase over
the 1911 total of 1103 persons, or 9.6%- The total popula-
tion of the Dacca District increased during the same decade
by 5.8%.

U. hi. o.
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6. Notes on Kharosthi Inscriptions.

By N. G. Majumdar, M.A.

(Plates III-V).

1. /

This inscription comes from a place called Shakardarra
near Campbellpur on the North-Western Frontier, where it

was discovered in an ' old well \^ It was first brought to notice
in 1908 by Mr. R, D. Banerji who published it in Indian Anti-
quary, Vol. XXXVIII, p. 66 and plate. In 1910, Professor
Sten Konow utilised the record in his learned pap^r on the
Indo-Scythians/ where incidentallj^ in a footnote he gave his
own reading and translation of the inscription, which are, it is

worthy of notice, materially different from those of Mr. Banerji.
I now edit it from two excellent ink impressions kindly placed
at my disposal by Professor Bhandarkar.

The inscription is now in the Lahore Museum. It is

incised on a stone slab and measures 10" x 7|". The size of the
letters is between 2'' and |". It consists of 4 lines and is shghtlj^
damaged at tbt? right end.

The characters are Kharosthi of the Kusana period as
portrayed by Biihler in cols. X-XII of his Tafel I.—The
language is a form of Prakrit, but it does not contain, as
Mr. Banerji wrongly thinks, 'a strong mixture of some foreign,

dialect.' So far I can see, it does not possess any foreign
elements at all, being the same as the Gandharian Prakrit, so
famiViar to us from other Kharosthi documents. The follow-
ing characteristics may be noted : The r is retained in group
in all words except Pothavadasa (1. 1). The nominative
singular is rendered by o in Jcovo (1. 1), Ichadao (1. 1) and
danamuhlio (1, 4). In nikame (1, 3), we have a hardening of

g into k. There is only one case of assimilation, viz, of sth into

th in Pothavadasa (1. 1).—In respect of Orthography, the only
interesting point to note is the substitution of the lingual 7i

for dental ii in danamukho (1. 4).

1 i*ead the epigraph as follows •

Text.

1 Sam 20 20 Pothavadasa masasa divas [e].

2 vis'ami di 20 [l*] Atra divasa-kale 6a. .

.

3 nikame kovo khadao Tranivadrena sarii . ,

.

4 [gu ?]rave danamukho. ^

i This well must be the one mentioned in the inscripticn.

^ S,B.A.W,, 1916, p. 795, n. I.

^ After this tlieroare engraved a deer and a fruit.
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Remarks.

I have retained almost wholesale the reading of Professor

Konow. The only differences however between his text and
mine are the reading of Tranivadrena instead of Tronivadenao « • * *

in 1, 3 and the recognition of the letter ve, which hitherto had
escaped the attention of scholars, immediately after rain 1. 4.

With regard to the former, i.e. Tranivadrena, I have to point
out that at the bottom of the fourth letter dra. on the ridit-

hand side, there is a short stroke which inay be easily read as

the subscript r on a comparison with the same in the conjunct
group fm in L 2. Regarding the first letter of 1. 4, which I

tentatively put as gu 1 have some doubts. Because it has a
cumbrous shape unlike that of anv Kharosthi letter so far

known. I suggest however that, this might perhaps be due
partly to the unsmooth surface of the stone and partl}^ to the
carelessness of the scribe, and that the original letter might be
restored as gu so as to yield the reading gurave in company Avith

the two letters that follow. I am aware that the fourthcase
ending is generally substituted by the sixth case in Literary
as well as Inscriptional Prakrit. But Sanskriticism even in

case endings is not unknown. This somewhat rare use of the
dative may not therefore be considered as altogether impossible.^

Translation,

"On the 20th day of the month of Prausthapada, of the
year 40. On this day, in the town of Sa.., has been sunk a
well by Tranivadra {which is) a gift to [his) preceptor

Notes.

I have rendered danamukha simply as 'gift' after M. Seuart
who Avas the first to show that it "^is only a synonym for

dd7ia. This interpretation has been further strengthened
by the luminous notes of Dr. Thomas in JM,A.S.\ 1915,

pp. 97-99. But there are other scholars, who translate the
word as ' an excellent gift '^, no doubt on the assum^^tion that
danamukha = Sk. ddnainukhya. In addition to what Dr. Thomas
has already shown I here invite attention to certain Jataka
passages which actually contain the word danamukha. In all

these places, as will be seen, it can have no other sense possible
than 'gift/ In the Atthasadelajataka^ the Bodhisattva is said
to have been born in a rich Brahman family of Benares; he
received his education at Taxila and after his parents had died

fftm

^ In an article contributed to the Sir Asutosh Silver Jubilee
Volumes Prof. S. N. Majumdar proves the existence of the dative plural
in * epigraphic Pali,' As the paper is not j^et out I cannot refer to his
points in detail,

3 See e.g. A.S.R,, 1902-3, p. 164 ; Ep. Ind., Vol. XTI, p. 299.
3 Jataka Text, ed. Fausboll, Vol. Til, p. 428.
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spent all his fortune on gifts. In this connection we have
* sabbani vibhavajatani danamukhe vissajetva, ' etc. Again
in the Sasajataka^ the Bodhisattva is described to have made
a gift of his own body. Here occurs the passage ^ sakala-sariram
danamukhe datva,' etc. In both the cases, it will be admittedj
the word means simply ' gift' and nothing more than that.

The word kJiadao is equivalent to khato — Sk. ksata
which is^used in the lorm chata in a Nasik cave inscription. '*^

In the Ara and Zeda inscriptions^ the form is khade in place
of khadao.

2. Loriyan Tangai Inscription of the year 318.

This inscription which occurs on the pedestal of a
Buddhist image comes from a place called Loriyan Tangai on
the North-Western Frontier. It w^as first edited bv M. Senart in

Journal Asiatique, Serie 9, tome XIII (1899), p. 526, and then
by Professor Vogel in the Archaeological Survey Report for 1903-

4, p. 251 fFand plate. I now re-edit it from the original which
is in the Indian Museum, Calcutta.

It consists only of 2 lines and measures about VA" x 3|'^

The size of the letters is between \Y and ^". The writing is

in an excellent state of preservation.
The characters are Kharosthi of the Kusana period and

the language is a form of Prakrit.

1 read the epigraph as follows :

—

Text.

1 Sa 3 100 10 4 4 Prothavadasa di 20 4 111 Budhaghosasa
danamu[khe*]

2 Saghorumasa sadar-Esarisa.

Remarks.

The letter khe is a restoration. No traces of it remain on
the original stone, though Drs. Vogel and Bloch say that they
are visible (cf. AS.R., 1903-4, p. 251 and n. 3).

Translation.

The year 318, the month of Prausthapada and 27th day.
The gift of Buddhaghosa, (and) of Saghoruma^ along with his

wife Isvan.
Notes.

The word sadare.§arisa was left untranslated by Professor

1 Ihid.j p. bo,
2 Cf. Senart's remarks, Ep. Ind.. Vol. Vll. p. 10.

3 See Konow, ibid,. Vol. XIV, p. 143.

* Prof. Vogel compares the name Budhoruma of another Kharosthi

record.
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Vogel though he was right in taking the last member of the
compound to be Isvari.^

The names of the two donors are not connected by ca^

a feature already well known from other early inscriptions. ^

F

3. Wardak Vase Inscription of the year 51.

This important record has been edited by Mr. Pargiter in

Ep. Ind., Vol. XT, p. 201ff and plates, and re-edited hv
Professor Konow in S.B.A.W., 1916, p. 807 ff. The 3rd line of
the epigraph, according to Professor Konow's reading, contains
the following passage: avi ya naragra paryata yava bhavagra
yo adra—amtara—amdajo jalayuga ya yetiga arupyata sarvina
puyae bhavatu. In this passage it is prayed that the merit
acquired by the performance of certain religious acts might
tend to universal veneration of all creatures. And in this
connection mention is made of certain species of creatures
that are to receive this veneration.—They are: adra-amtara
amdajo jalayuga. Now what is meant by jalayuga ? According
to Mr. Pargiter it is equal to *jalayuka {jala + ayu -h Jca)

,

• meaning a creature which has its life in water.' Professor
Konow on the other hand, proposes to take it as an equivalent
oi '^jarayuka (jara + ayu + ka)., i.e. according to him^ 'living
beings.' I am, however, inclined to look upon jalayuga as
made up of jalayu (i.e. jarayu) + ka being the Prakrit correspon-
dent of Sanskrit jarayuja and Pali jalahujo. The word means
' born from the womb,' i.e. viviparous, and is exactly suitable
in the present case. The two other species of living beings are
adra-mntaraja and amdaja. The former is equal to ardr-
amtaraja, i.e. ' those who are born in the midst of moisture '

;

and the latter of course clearly means ' egg-born.' Classifica-
tions of this nature, be it noted, are found in abundance
throughout the Buddhist and Brahmanic literature. Thus
e.g. in the Mahavastu (I, p. 211) and the AbhidharmakoSavyakhya
of Yasomitra the Garudas and the Nagas are classified accor-
ding as they are amdaja, samsvedaja, jarayuja and so forth.
Again the same list occurs in the Dharmasamgraha edited by
Ma\- Miiller {Annec. O.v,) and in Manu, T, 43-45.

4.
•/

The standard edition of this highly interesting record is bv
the late Professor Biihler in Ep. Ind., Vol. IV, p. 54fE and plate.
Although the text has been on the whole correctly read and

1 A.S.R. 1903-4, pp. 252.

.-. * ^^; ®;^' ^^^^^^'itram Budhaiachidasa, etc., in A.S.R. , 1903-4, p.

Me
Mahachatravasct

Great Satrap Kusulaa Padika, (and) of the Satrap Mevaki ')—£». Ind,
VoL IX, p. 144.
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explained, yet in at least two j^laces I would like to offer a
different interpretation.

In 11. 1-2 Biihler reads: Cliahara {sa *] CuMisasa ca Chat-
rapasa [i*] Liako Kusidako nama [\^'] lasa jmtro Pa [ti] [ka^].

Now the genitive in Chatrapasa is quite unexpected. The
word refers to Liaka Kusulaka, whose name occurs immediatelv
after it, and is in the Nominative case. I propo>se that there
should be a virama after Chatrapa and the sa be taken with
the following clause Liako Kusuloko nama, I translate the

entire passage as :
" The Chatrapa of Chahara and Cukhsa—he

by name Liaka Kusulaka {sa Liako Kusnlako nama)—his son
Patika".

Professor Liiders has suggested, and 1 think rightlvj that the

inscription belongs to the time when Patika was yet a ytiva-

raja {J.B.A.8,, 1909, pp. 664-5). The ruling overlord was his

father Liaka* For an official endorsement of his son's record it

was perhaps thought necessary that he also should express his

approval in writing. On the reverse of the plate we accordingly

find the names of both Liaka and Patika. This portion of the

document has been read by Biihler as follows: Patikasa

chatrapa Liaka. He renders it as *'of Patika, the satrap

Liaka," which as it stands does not however convey any sense.

Biihler supposes, though without any satisfactory grounds, that

t means ' Patika's {father), the. satrap Liaka." But I do not
think there is any proper Justification for supplying the word
'father' in the translation. In my opinion the difficulty m
syntax is easily removed if w^e read the passage as : Patika

sa-cJialrajya-Llaka, that is, '' Patika along with the satrap Liaka."

There may be just one objection to this reading being accepted,

viz, that the name of the overlord (i.e. Liaka) conies after and
not before that of Patika. But this practice is rather common
and traceable in other records also as e.g. the plates of Pnriti-

varman of Gujarat* the concluding lines of which are: matam
raama Sn-Dantivarmmanah Srimad'AkalavarsadevasTiiioh tatha

matam mama Srl-Dhruvarajadevasya SrJmad-Akdlararsad^va'

sunoh. Here the name of Dhruvaraja who is the paramount
lord is mentioned after the name of his vassal Dantivarman.

5. Mahahan Inscription of the year 102.

This inscription which is now in the Lahore Museum (No.

42) has already been edited by M. Senart in his '' Notes d'

£pigraphie Indienne," Jour. As., serie 9, tome 4 (1894), Part

2, p. 5l4ff and PI. V, No. 35. I now re-edit it from two

excellent ink impressions received from Rai Bahadur Dayaram

Sahni through Mr. Ramaprasad Chanda, Superintendent,

.Archaeological Section, Indian Museum, Calcutta.

294
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Th
It is incised on a slab of stone and measures r4|"x7".

size of the letters is between 3" and 1'. The characters

are KharosthI of the Saka variety. The sa in putrasa (1. 2) is

archaic as' "in the inscriptions on the Mathura Lion Capital;

the mu in danamuJcho (1. 1) is not of the cursive type as found

in Saka and Kusana inscriptions ; and further the letter ka

has not that curvature in the head which is so characteristic

of later epigraphs. The most interesting however is the

conjunct letter t& ' in samvatSaraye which was read ts by M.

Senart^ Its resemblance to the Central Asian t^ is clear

enough and here the two distinct letter-forms t and i can be

easily detected in the body of the ligature. The ligature ts

Kharoathi documents. ThusWestern
in 1. 1 of the Paja inscription of the year 111 the compound
letter ^5 occurs, and not ti a& supposed by Professor Kono\T^;

and in this conjunct group the letter sa is very very promi-

nent. The language is a form of Prakrit.—The only interest-

ing point to note is that the nominative singular is denoted by

in danamukho in 1. 1 and hhuo In I. 3. In hhuo we have an

instance of the elision of ta. For similar elisions of the letter

see Professor Liiders' remarks, J.R.A.S., 1909, p. 664, n. 2.

Text.

1 danamukho [i*]

2 Makadaka-putrasa Vayira[sa*]

3 [ thuvo ] samvatsaraye 1 100 1 1 bhuo.

Remarks.

For the readino- of n in danamukho see Professor Konow
{Ep. hid.. Vol. XIV, p. 131). In ]. 3, the first two letters were

left unread by M. Senart. But 1 see clear traces of tha and va

here on the impression, though I am not certain that the

restoration ihuvo is beyond all doubt. Regarding the reading

U I have alreadj^ discussed above. The last word hhuo.

i.e. bhutak, was read as bhuho by M. Senart, who restored it as

hhu [ti] ho [tu]. For o cf. Thomas, Ep. Ind., Vol. IX, Table

opposite p. 146.

Translation.

'' Gift. The stu]^ {of)

finished in the year 102."

Notes.

Makadaka and Vayira sound like foreign names. For

Vayira cf. Vayula in a Pathyar Kharosthi inscrij)tion—£'P-

I See N. G. Majuradar, ** The Sue Vihar copper-plate ", Sir Asutosh

Silver Jubilee Volumes, Orientalia Sect., Part I, pp. 467-70.
a See Liiders, Sitz. Kon. Preuaa. AK. d. Wiss., 1912, p. 825.

3 Ep. Ind., Vol. XTV, p. 133 ; cf. PL, Ind. Ant., 1908, p. 65.
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Ind., Vol. VIII, p. 117. M. Senart, however, thinks that Maka-
daka = Markaiidaka and Vayira= Vajra.

6. Maniklala Inscription of the year 18,

This well-known record has been thrice edited by Senart ',

Liiders , and Pargiter ^ Yet it cannot be said that its deci-

pherment and interpretation have been placed beyond all doubt.

To show how much still requires to be done I pick up a single

passage (11. 9-11) which has been read in at least three different

wavs

:

Senart—Etena kusalamulena budhehi ca spavaspahi ca
saca sada bhavatu.

Lfklers—Etena kusalamulena budhehi ca savaehi ca
sacasana bhavatu.

Pargiter—Sadhakadana-kusalamulena budhehi ca span-

takahi ca sacasana bhavatu.

But the plates accompanying M. Senart's paper show
clearly in my opinion the following reading: etena kusalamu-
lena Budhehi ca athakahi ca samam sada bhavatu. I render it

mm

as: '' And by this root of bliss and by the Eight Buddhas let

there alwaj's be tranquility." As regards the reading samam
(i.e. Samak) I have to point out that the upper portion of the
second letter is a regular ma underneath which there is a short
curve stroke, apart from the letter itself, that may be easily

read as anusvara. For a similar use of the word sama cf.

the Sarnath image inscription of Budhagupta which contains
the following: yad — atra punyam pratimam karayitvd mam —
asfu tat mata-piitror — gurunam ca lokasya ca Sam-artham {Arch.

Surv. Rep., 1914-15, p. 125).

i Jour. AS.^ 9 serie, tome 7, p. I ff and plates.
2 J. R. A, S., 1909, p. 666.
^ Ibid., 1914, p. 646.
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7. Preliminary note on Isopoda of the family Bopyridae

parasitic on Indian Dccapoda Macrura.

By B. ChofrA; M.Sc, Research Assistant, Zoological

Survey of India,

{Read at the Ninth Annual Meeting of the Indian Science Congi-es?;

and communicated by the Director, Zoological Survey of India.)

Nothing has so far been published about the Bopyrid
Isopoda of the Indian Empire, and very little about those of

neighbouring countries. A considerable amount of work has,

however, been done on the European forms by several workers,

in recent years, among others, by Giard and Bonnier, Sars,

Bonnier and Tattersall. and the North American forms of both
the Atlantic and the Pacific coasts have been more or less

thoroughly investigated by Miss Richardson and some other

scientists. Stebbing has described a number of species from
Afi'ica. So far as strictlv Oriental forms are concerned, the

islands forming the Malay Archipelago have received the most
attention, though a number of species have been described

from the seas around Japan, Giard and Bonnier based two
of their new genera, Probopyrus and Palaegyge, on forms

collected at Amboina, and Weber recorded more species of

these genera from Sumatra and the neighbouring islands. Later

Bonnier described his genus Orbione from Hongkong; and
Bopyrella from the Amis Island, Oceania. Nobili in 1905

added another species to the former genus from Singapore.

Some of the forms described by Stebbing were captured

in the Indian Ocean, near the coast of Africa, and a few so

far east as the Maldive Islands. Horst has recently described

another species of Palaegyge from Java.
Woiking through the collection preserved in the Indian

Museum I find that the family Bopyridae is very richly

represented in the fauna of this country. In all I have

examined over thirt\^ species belonging to thirteen different

genera. As is to be expected in the case of specialized

parasites like the Bopyrids, most of the forms in our fauna

represent species hitherto undescribed. Of the thirteen genera

tw<:) are new to science, while all the species except five or six

have not been hitlierto described. Two other forms parasitic

on two species of Latreutes probably belong to a new genus

to which an already described form from the coast of North

America

—

Bopyroicks lalreiiticola Gissler—must also be referr-

ed. I have not, however, set up a new genus to accommodate

these forms as both of my specimens are in an unsatisfactory
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condition, being too damaged to be figured or described. Thus
in our fauna Bopyrids parasitic on Macrura are represented by
tliirteen genera (or fourteen if that parasitic on Lalreutes is to
be considered new) and over thirty species.

Argeia Dana, which was hitherto known from a single
species occurring chiefly along the Pacific coast of N. America,
is represented by another species collected at Port Blair,
Andaman Islands. The genotype of Bonnier's Bopyrella, with
which genus I have also combined Hay's Synsijnella, occurs
m the Andaraans. and besides this the genus is represented by
a subspecies of Hay's B. deformans and another species which
I have doubtfully referred to the genus. The genus Bo-pijrina
Kossmann is already known from several species both from
European and American waters. Five species have been met
with in India, four of which are new. Four of these come
from the Andamans, while the fifth is a coastal form found in
backwaters at Cochin. Bopyroides Stimpson is so far known
from a single valid species ; to this genus I have referred
provisionally another form parasitic on an Alpheid collected
at the Andamans. Of the forms so far described under the
genus Bopyrus Latreille, I have definitely recognised onlv a
single species— 5. squillarum. The Indian members of this
genus parasitic on the common prawn, Leander styliferus, have
'^®®"J^^.scribed as a variety of B. squiUarum. A new species
ot JSobih's Epipenaeon has been found parasitic on a common
-Bengal estuarine prawn, probably Penaeus semisulcatus. The
genus Palaegyge was hitherto known from eight species from
the fresh waters of the Malay Archipelago and another doubt-
tul one from the Canal zone in Central America. Of the
eight Malayan forms two have been met with in India, one
commonly m the Gangetic delta and the other in the deltaic
waters of the Godaveri. Besides this, seven new species
have been described, of which one is of special interest from
t^e point of view of its host. All the sixteen species except
tills one, are parasites of Palaemon, while it lives on a
Leander, a genus which was hitherto known to be parasitized
almost exclusively by members of the genus Bopijrus. The
genus Frotopyrus is represented by two species, one collected
in the Tale Sap in Peninsular Siam, the other occurring
tairly commonly in the Gangetic delta. Orhione Bonnier
Has two species living in our waters

; of these one, collected
near the Andamans, has received a new name. Hemiarthrus
l^jard and Bonnier (= Phryxus Rathke) was hitherto known
trom two species, one found both in the European and
American waters and the other exclusivelv along the Atlantic
coast ot JS America. Four new forms, all allied to the ex-
clusively American species, have been collected in waters
around the Andamans. Diplophrvxus Richardson also livesm Indian waters. Of my two new genera one characterized
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and

like Ste'gojyhryxiis Thomson and Stegias Richardson by the

possession of triramous pleopods, is known from a smgle
species parasitic on an Alpheid collected at Waltair
the Andamans. The other new genus allied to Pleurocrypla

Hesse, is also known from a single species, which is based
on a single specimen parasitic on a Synalphens collected in

Ross Channel, Port Blair, Andamans.
The distribution in Indian waters of the genera Probopy-

rus and Pcdaegyge presents a very interesting feature. All the

species of these two genera occurring in Malaysia are said to

be exclusively freshwater forms and are met wdth fairly far

inland. One species of Prohopyrus has been captured even at

high altitudes. On the other hand the Indian species of these

genera, though occurring for the most part in waters which
are almost or even quite fresh, are nevertheless found in

places within tidal influence, and some have actually been
captured in places where the water is slightly brackish. Thus
it is seen that the two genera which are exclusively fluviatile

in the Malay Archipelago, are deltaic in the Indian waters.

Dr. Annandale informs me that the same thing is observable
in the case of several other genera and that, in fact; there

seems to exist a more or less deOnite rule that certain forms
which live exclusively in salt water in the west migrate more
and more up stream as they proceed eastwards. As an instance

might be cited the case of Leander, This genus is exclusively

marine in Europe; in India some of the forms ascend for a

considerable distance up stream and one species, L, potamiscus

Kemp, is found in places where the water is quite fresh; in

China the genus occurs in inland lakes along with species of

Palaemon\ while in Japan the common freshwater prawn is a

species of Leander. The same is observable hx the Molluscan
genus Modiola. It is marine in Europe; in India it is mostly

marine but some species ascend up stream and become estuar-

ine ; while in China the genus is met with in the inland lake

svstem.

Another interesting point in connection with distribution

is the marked resemblance that the Bopyrid fauna of the Indo-

pacific region shows to that of the Atlantic coast of North
America. A nuniber of genera are common to the two regions,

and some of the species even show close affinity.





8. The phupi Copperplate Inscription of Ramasimha,
SakSbda, 1720 (A..D. 1798).

Bv Prof, KiSHORi Mohan Gupta, Assam Educational

Service.

Preliminary.

In March. 1921, J got information of a copperplate l^^ing

in the possession of the Mohanta of the temple (now in ruins) at

phupl within the jurisdiction of the Jaintiapur Thana in the

District of Sylhet and 23 miles from the Headquarters station.

I at once av^ailed myself of a holiday to visit the place and see
*/ V A

the owner of the plate and as a result I am able to edit and
publish this inscription for the first time. On examination
I found it to be the same as was briefly noticed bv Sir E. A.

Gait in his " Report on the Progress of Historical Research in

Assam " (page 16) in the following words :
'" In this plate is set

forth the grant by Raja Ram Simha of some land for the

temple of Siva which had been erected by him at Dhupi/'

The plate measures 8" x 5|" and bears the royal seal on the
^» ^m ^^

upper right hand corner. The seal is round in shape, having a

circle of dots inscribed wdthin two others. Inside the smallest

circle is the device of a lion jumping over a bunch of water-

lilies. The lion has its face turned towards the left hand side.

The inscription is in twenty-eight lines, excluding the short

invocatory line at the top and a few letters inscribed imme-
diately above the first line. These letters were omitted by
the inscriber from the main body of the inscription apparently'

through oversight. One of the omissions is fsi^t to be added

after nf^ in line 7, and the other ^] to be placed before the word

*I^W in line 28. Two parallel lines run along the four sides of the

plate; and there is a small ornamental creeper design slightly

below, or almost in a line with the last line, preceding the

^^entence bearing the date. This creeper apparently indicates

the place of ^1 just as the *• anunasika " sign in line 7 indicates

that of ^^^\ The lower part of the plate has sustained slight

damage in two places, without, however, injuring any letter.

Otherwise the plate is in good state of preservation^ and the

inscriber has certainly the credit of a good hand.

The characters are modern Bengali with a few exceptions.

The ra is written as in Assamese without the dot and with a

line drawn across the upper part of the triangle. The con-

juncts Bhu (eg. in line 2), Srt in line 19, luhi (line 9), Sta (line

9) 7ina (lines 7, 8. 22) and rna line 28 are slightly unusual and
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peculiar. The anusvara is written as in modern Nagri with, a

dot placed along, or sometimes above, the base line. . The char-

acters are all well-formed and beautiful to look at. The la)!-

gii^ige of the inscription is Sanskrit. The opening four lines

are a verse in the famous Sragdhara meter and the concluding

lines a verse in Anustup. The rest are in prose- Grammatical
mistakes ai*e few in number and are probabl}^ due to the inscrib-

er's ignorance of the language. Correct readings have been
iven at foot along with the text.

The inscription refers itself as already pointed out to

Ramasimha II- who is the twentieth kinoj in the List of Jaintia

kings given bv Sir Edward Gait (see Journal of the Asiatic So-

ciety of Bengal, 1895, Vol. LXIV, part 1, page 246). His
regnal years appear to have been from 1790 to 1813 A.D. The
king, after having built a temple for Ramesvara-Siva on the

Kapota tila (a small hill) in the existing village of Dhupi,
makes a grant of land for the carrying on of his daily worship
by Sri-Rukhada Paribrajaka or his disciples.

The inscription is dated Sunday, the month of Jyaistha,

fnll moon day, sakabda 1720 (1798 A.D.).

fsf^l ^^

Text.

{Edited from the original.)

^ ^Ir*

1. €f ^J^f^rrc^^, ^c^fc^'^i^^^n'^^i* ^^^Tcsjt^Ni^^^ c^^twif

3. l^. ^\^^s?^mrR5ifCT^ -*mi'^ QmmM ^^^m*

6. =^^ ^w!^^^^^^llii^RPi?^^n^c^nt^^i^

A To be inserted after ^f^ in line 7.

2 To be inserted in line 28 in place of the creeper design,

^ Expressed by a symbol.

* Read ""T^^l b Read '^siW^'^

3 The curve above the base line in f^ has been omitted.

-ST riT Meter: m'^\ 3 Read ^T^\kl,\

9 Read J5?(fn^i°
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11. C^^? ^^<iy!lT? C^>^[^?lf»lJT'IIf^t%'f^It° ^W%^^<^

16. T*55i5fFT? ^ft^^^? ^^f^^l^I^MtA 5^tf^'s"f>(f^^

18. f<^7\i ?[<5Jt*IH ^k^ffttJ^f^ft^lTl? 't^psi '<{^? 5^C^

ly- ffrani^m? l]^^T5m«rr«^ ?i]l^t^H?:=fsi c#t^»

28. ^Tfn >fs 1! '» n^w's i^o sftf^ ^^d'* %<5rf>nn

Translation.

(Salutation to) Sri-Durga.

Om (exj)resssed in symbol). A temple of Siva named Sri-

la-Ramesvara having been established on the Kapota hill, some
amount of land was endowed on Him by king Ramasimha on
Sunday in Sakabda, 1720 (expressed in astronomical language)

for the purpose of His daily service (to be performed) by Ku-
khada (lines 1-4).

Having established a temple on the Ka^iota hill in 1720

and having set up a Siva-phallus called Ramesvara (therein)

^ Eead ^t^f^T^i; 2 Road °s9B^ ^ Read -^^^I^^C^si

4 Read ""^^^^ & Read ^11° ^ Read ""Mx

^ Read «>«)^TCSr3^ 3 Read ^^Xm^"^ » Read 1^*=*

»o Read ^w'ifjW? J* Read °«?^^K ^^ «igl«^^

^3 Read %\, the omitted word, hefore »f^1^1 f* Read twi^
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<

the Puraudara (i.e, king) of Jayantipura, Sri Sri Ramasimha,
the chief among kings, gave him eight plots of land for His

maintenance (4-7).

This duty of maintaining (Him) should be discharged with

(the income from)* this land by Mendicant (paribrajaka) Sri

Rukhada or b^^ his disciples or by the disciples of his disciples.

The description of this land (consisting) of eight plots is as

follows (7-9):

To the north of this hill is tho First plot which adjoins the

land of Murtidhara, the Desammukha (literally, the chief of

desa or district)* in the east, and has in the west a ridge of earth

(setu), in the north the land known as Dauyatalabhitti and in

the south this (very) hill. This plot of land was purchased

from the inhabitants o( Chaila-khela in the province (rajj^a)'^

3f Jayantlpura for Two hundred Karsapanas (9-13).

The Second plot (lying) south of this hill has ridges in the

east and west, the land of the inhabitants of Naya-khela in the

north and the houses of the inhabitants of that khela (i.e. vil-

lage) in the south. This plot was taken away from the inhabi-

tants of that khela. (13-15).

To the west of this hill is the Third plot to the amount of

Six kedaras purchased from Murtidhara for One hundred and
forty karsapanas; the Fourth plot measuring Six kedaras was
but taken from the inhabitants of Naya-khela ; and the Fifth

plot to the amount of Four kedaras was purchased from the

Brahmana ^ri-Juda for Sixty karsapanas (15-19):

The Sixth plot to the extent of Twelve halas is known as

Jagaduviyakhala in the province (rajya)^ of Kharil (which is)

changeable for lands attached to the settled parts (khalangani)

in the woody region of Tapaibil near Baravakra (20-22).
The Seventh plot to the extent of Four halas in the land

known as Vanabaurbhaga was taken from the Commander-in-
Chief (22-23).

The Eighth plot has the marshy tract (vii) called Haulisa

in the east, the land called Gobhada ( ? govata) in the west,

the region called Srlpura in the north : in the south it is the

northern boundary of the land called Briddhala. This plot

was taken from the queen (mahadevi) (23-26).
He, by whom the endowments of Siva are seized, would

eat what is improper to eat and he would become a destroyer
of good in this world (26-28).

Dated Sakabda 1720, in the month of Jyaistha, on full

moon day (28).

Notes.

Political and TopographicaL—The title '' Furandara '* as-

sumed by the kings of Jaintia, is also to be found in their silver

^ See Notes. ^ gee Xote^;. -^ See Notes^
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coins. The queen similarh' had the title ** Mahadevi." This is

further clear from an inscription of queen Kasasati of Jaintia

(to be shortly published).

The kingdom of Jaintia appears to have been organised
into provinces called *' rajyas." Thus, for example, this in-

scription tells us of two rajyas, namely, Kharil and Jayantlpura.
The term '' Desammukha " (i.e. the Chief of Desa) suggests
that there were further subdivisions or districts called "- desas,"

each under a ruler designated '• Desammukha '' (desaniukhya).
The Marhatta government appointed officials under this desig-

nation (see also Sukraniti I, 374). In the districts, or desas
were groups of settlements called '• khelas " or ^' khalas " cor-

responding to villages. The word '^ grama " (village) or
*' gama " is also in vogue. I think there is distinction between
a ''' khela " or " khala " and a grama. The former being usuail}''

situated on elevated lands called tilas, lacks the compactness
of the latter, and the homesteads of a khela are often scatter-

ed in the midst of cultivable tracts.

Almost all the places mentioned in the inscription, I am
told, still go h\ the same names. I myself have visited some
of these places. Baravakra is the old name of the modern
Barak River. The mention of this river may help us in forming
an idea of the east and south-east boundary of the Jaintia

-

raj.

Economic— The inscription makes it clear that the king
was not the absolute owner of the whole land. He apparently
exercised the right oi ownership with regard to his *' demesne *'

land onl}', such as the 2nd, 4th, 6th, 7th and Sth plots of land

mentioned in the inscription, since he took away or resumed those

lands from their occupants without paying a price. But on the

other hand he had to purchase the lands taken from the inhabi-

tants of Chaila-khele, Miirttidhara, and Juda-brahmana.

The gift as recorded in the plate is unconditional, the ab-

solute ownership being transferred to god Siva, i.e. the property

is inalienable and free from any rent ordinarily payable to the

king. This is thus an instance of Devottara.

Measurement of land according to Kedara or Keyara and
Hala or hala is still recognised thus :

3 krantis=l kada
4 kada = 1 ganda
20 gandas=l pana
4 panas= 1 rekha

4 rekhas=l iasthi

7 iasthis=l poa

4 poas=l kedara or keyara

12 kedaras= 1 hala or hala

= 10| bighas

= 3i acres.
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The ordinary medium of exchange in the kingdom of Jain-

tia was karsa or cowries. There was also a silver money (coin)

called Katra taka which was priced at 4 as. according to the

Easb India Company's standard of a sicca rupee (see J.A,S.B.,

1805, Vol. LXIV, Piirt I, pp. 242-3). Local custom fixes the

value of a taka or rupee in terms of cowrie thus :

4 karsa or cowries= 1 gancla

20 garidas= I anna or pana

(Therefore, 80 cowries =1 pana of karsa or 1 karsapana)

16 panas (or karsapanas) = 1 kahana (karsapana or

kahapana of silver) or taka.

Karsapana or kahapana was a ver}^ aui^ient form of mone}'
and it was issued both in silver and copper. The silver issues

were called " rupyarupa " during the age of the Maurj^vas (see

Kautilya's Arthasastra, translation p. 92 and footnote 3).

The copper issues are referred to in the Dharmasastras (Manu^
viii, 134-8 : Yajnavalkya, I, 362-364 : Visnu IV, 8-14). As far

as my information goes no copper coin has yet been discovered

in Jaintia, and the probabilty is that the Jaintia kings issued

no copper coin, although they minted the silver pieces (katra

taka).

From the above data we may ascertain the value of land
at that time in Jaintia in terms of the E.I. Co.'s money (sicca

rupee) or roughlj^ in our money (rupee) which is, however, a
debased coin in comparison with the Company's

:

6 kedaras at 140 karsapana (lines 16-17) or Rs 8.

12 as.

1 kedara at Rs 1. 7J a?.

Again, 4 kedaras at 60 karsapana (11. 18-19) or Rs 3. 12 as.

1 kedara at 15 as.

Now, if the kahana or taka imply sicca rupee and not the
katra taka then the value of the kedara would be reduced to

I of the amount, i.e. about 4 as. This is not verv surprising,
for, even now a bigha (| of a kedara or \ of an acre) sells at
from Rs. 5 to Rs. 10. Price has gone up only twenty times
after the lapse of a century and a quarter. Money has also be-
come much cheaper now.

Religious.—This inscription together with a few more of the
series shows the great influence exercised by the cults of Siva
and Sakti m this part of India, especially at a time when Ben-
gal was benig shaken to the very foundation, as a result of the
waves of Christianity breaking upon her ancient superstruc-
ture of religious beliefs. This was the time when Raja 'Ram
Mohan Roy \vas founding a new system of religious thought
and the Christian Missionaries were making converts in number.

1
*.
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The inscription also sIiqavs the firm hold of Hinduism upon
the non-Aryan Sj^ntengs or at least upon their kings.

The present Mohanta tells me that Parivrajaka Rukhada
was, as indeed the very name suggests, an up-countryman. Ju-
da Brahmana, (line 19) who was already a settler in Jaintia, is

also apparently of the same nativity. The inscription of Bada-
gosayi (to be shortly published) too makes mention of a third
up-countryman as the spiritual preceptor of the king. From
these it w^ould not be unreasonable to assume that the expo
nents of Hinduism in the Jaintia court were to a certain extent
Brahmins from Upper India.
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9. Mancr Copperplate of Govindacandra, V.E. 1183

By N. G. MajuiMdar, M.A.

This copperplate comes from the village of Maner in the
Dinapore Subdivision of the Patna District in Bihar. It was
first noticed by Mr. E. D. Banerji, in his Banglar Itihasa, Vol.
I, pp. 295-9G, and the Palas of Bmgal {Mem, A.S.B. Vol. V),

p. 106. Subsequently a paper containing the text and transla-
tion of the inscription as well as a rather indistinct photograph
of the plate was published by Pandit Ramavatara Sarma in the
Journal of the Bihar and Orissa Besedrch Society, Vol. II, pp.
441-47. As the Pandit's article unfortunatelv contained manv
inaccuracies I drew up this note some two years ago. But
I did not venture to publish it because my transcript was
not based on an inspection of the original plate. I have since
been told that the original plate cannot be traced at present.
I therefore feel no hesitation now in placing my account before
scholars for what it is worth.

This is a single plate inscribed on one face only. There is

a circular seal attached to it, at the top. It bears the name
Snmad-Govindacandradeva right across the centre, a device,
which looks like a Garuda, just above it, and a Sankha or conch
shell at the bottom of the legend. The plate contains 26 lines

of writing Avhich seems to be well preserved. The characters are
Nagari as in other Gahadavala grants and the language is Sans-
krit.—The orthography calls for no special remarks excepting
that s is sometimes substituted by s e. g. siva for &iva (1. 17).

In the beginning there are nine well-known verses which invoke

,
the blessing of the goddess Laksmi and give the genealogy of

the dynasty up to Govindacandra. At the end again we find

as many as eleven benedictive and imprecatory verses, and
the name of the scribe in prose. The formal part of the grant

recording the donation runs from line 8 to line 19.

The inscription is one of the Paramahhattdraka Maharaja-
dhiraja Parame&vara Govindacandra, son and successor of the

P.M.P. Madanapala, who was the son and successor of the

P.M.P. Candradeva. The grant records that on Sunday, the 11th

of the dark'half of the month 0/ Jyaisfha of the (Vikrama) year

1183 (expressed both in words and decimal figures), he granted

the villages of Gunave and Padali in the Maniari-j?a«a/a ^o a

Brahman named Ganesvarasarman, grandson of Thakkura Siva

and son "of Thakkura Dedama, belonging to the Kasyapa gotra,

after bathing in the Ganges at Kanyakubja. The taxes herein

specified, which were the source of revenue to the grantee, are

hhagabhogakara, jpravamkara and Tuniskadanda , which are
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generally to be. found in almost all tlie grants of the Gahada-
vala dynasty.

. The grant was written by the scribe {Karanika) Thakkura
SrI-Visvariipa. He is most probably the same as the scribe

of the Ren/ the Raiwan* and the Lucknow Museum plate of

Govindacandra,^ and also one of Govindacandra's Kamauli
plates.* The date is regular. The 1 1th fi7M of Jyaistha, Vadi
of the Vikrama year 1183 (current) corresponds to Sunday, the
11th May, 1124 A.D.^ Regarding the localities mentioned in

this inscription, Maniari is the same as modern Maner, where
it was found in the possession of a Brahman family. The
Maniari -joa^^a^ajierein mentioned is evidently the same as the
Ma[na]ra-?9a«aZa of the Benares College copperplate of king
Jayaccandra^ son of king Govindacandra, dated 1232 V.E.,
i.e. 1175 A.D. Gunave and Padall must lie somewhere close
to the present village of Maner ; but these two localities I am
unable to identify.

This record supplies one more proof of the Gahadavala
occupation of Magadha towards the end of the Pala dynasty.
The Pala sovereignty, over at least a portion of Magadha
must have collapsed before 1124 A.D., the date of the Maner
plate, because in that year the Gahadavala king CJovinda-
candra made a grant of land in the district of Patna. At
various dates between the years 1124 A.D. and circa 1180
A.D. we find the Gahadavalas ruling over Anga and Magadha.
The Lar plates of Govindacandra'' dated A.D. 1146 prove
that he had by that year advanced as far as Mudgagiri or
Munger. There are indications that the occupation was by
no means a temporary one. In 1169 A.D., as the Taracandl
inscription of Pratapadhavaladeva ^ shows, the Gahadavalas
in the reign of Vijayacandra were occupying a territory, which
included at least the Shahabad District. Then we have the
evidence ^of the Benares College copperplate of Jayaccandra
dated 1175 A.D. In that year he granted a village in the
Ma[na]ra-;pa«aZa which I have identified with Maniari-?ja^^a?a
I.e. modern Maner, in the Patna District. Jayaccandra was
also the master of the neighbouring district of Gaj^a as appears
from his Bodhgaya inscription, dated area 1180 A.D". The
r:se of the Gahadavalas may therefore be regarded as one of
the greatest factors that finally brought about the decline of

1 Ind. Ant., Vol. XIX, p. 252.
S76irf.,Vol.LVI,p. 113
3 Ep. Ind., Vol. XIII, p. 297.
* Ejf. Ind., Vol. IV, p. Ill, No. I.

6 1 am indebted to Mr. N. K. Majumdar of the Calcutta University
tor the above calculation.

« Ind. Ant., Vol. XVllI, p. 131, 1. 20.
' Ep. Ind., Vol. VII, p. 98.
8 Journ. Amer. Orient. Soc, Vol. VI, p. .548.
" Proc. A. S. B. 1880, p. 78.
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the Pala po\ver. As I have shown elsewhere {Ind.AnL, 1919,
p. 48) no definite proof lias yet been adduced which can connect

f the rule of the Senas of Bengal with Bihar, The successors of
the Palas in Magadha and Anga were not the Senas, as is

^
commonly supposed^ but the Gahadavalas.

1^

t

1^-

EXTRACTS FROM THE TeXT.
f

L. 11 .... ^ Sriniad := Govindacandradevo vija}^! Maniari-
pattalayam Gunave-saha-Paclall-grama-nivasino
nikhila-janapadan = upagata-

12. n = api ca raja-rajiii-yuvaraja-mantri-purohita-

pratlhara-senapati-bhandagarik-aksapatalika-bhi
sag - naimettik - antahpurika-cluta-kari-turagapa^i

tanakarasthanagokula =
13. dhikari-purusariis — c = ajnapayati bodhayaty —

adisati ca yatha viditam = astu bhavatam 3'ath —
oparilikhita-gramah sa-jalasthalah sa-loha-lavan-
akarah sa-matsy-akarah sa-gart-osarah

14. sa-madhuk"amra-vana-vatika-vitapa-tri(tri)nayuti
gocara-paryantah s-orddh[v*]-adhas — catur-

aghata-visuddhah^ sva-slma-paryantah ttryaslty^'

adhik-aikddaSa-Sata'Samvatsare Jyesihe mast krisua

paks-aika-

15. daSyaih Eavidine — 2 iikatah sainvat 11S3 Jyaisljta'
vadi 11 Eavau Sri — Kanj^akubje Gamgayaih
snatva vidhivan — mantra - devamuni - manuja-
bhuta-pitri - ganaras = tarpa3^itva timira-patala-

patana-patumahasa-
16. m = Usnarocisam — upasthay = Ausadhipati -sakala-

sekharam samabhyarc3^a tribhuvana - tratur =
Vvasudevasya pujaiii vidhaya pracura-payasena

havisa huvirbhujaiii hutva mata - pittror

atmanas = ca pu-
17. nya-yaso-bhivriddhaye = smabhi gokarna-kusalata-

puta-karatal-odaka-purvam Kasjaipagottraya

Kasyap-Avatsara-Nidhruva-trihpravaraya Thak-

kura-Siva*-pauttraya Thakkura-Dedama-
18. putraya Thakkura-sri-Ganesvarasarmane Brah-

maniy = Scandrarkkam yavac •= chasanikritya

pradatto matva yatha-dlyamana-bhagabhoga-
kara-pravanikara-Turuskadanda-prabhriti-sarvv-

adaya-

J Up to this the text is exactly the same as in the KamauH plate of

indacandra, dated V.E. 1182, Ep. Ind., Vol. IV, pp. 100-101.

2 Read vUuddhah.
3 Read ""Hty.

* Read S'iva.
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19. n = a1navidhevibhuva dasvath = eti ccha
Bhavanti c^atra slokah^

26. . . . . Likhitam c = edam tamrapattakan'i karanika-
thakkura-Sii-Visvarupen = eti.

I Here follow the eleven verses beginning with Bhwnim yah prati-

grihiutti, Samkham hhadr-asanam ^ Sarvvan=etan hhavinah^ Bahubhir=
vasudha, Garn= ekarn, Tadaganamsahaaranath, Sva-datiam para-dattamva^
Sa.Hi-varsa-sahasranif Varihlnesv=aranye8Uf Yan-tka dattani, and
Vai ubhra-vibhramam.

I
/
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[Note. A word of explanation regarding the composition of thi»

Menooir is necessary. The Memoir is based upon the results of five years'

work and as originally submitted for publication (in England) contained
complete evidence for every one of my statements and was of the dimen-
sions of a book. The cost of publication prohibiting publication of papers
of this size, I was induced to re-submit it in the form of an abstract,

omitting all details of experiments, whereupon experts complained that

I had not submitted proofs of my statements! I now adopt a middle
course and while publishing the Memoir in a very abridged form, I provide
the details of a few of the more important experiments in the form of

Appendices. This is absolutely necessary, since the Memoir not only

ventures to correct the misstatements of several well-known physio-

logists but questions both the widely-accepted theory of kidney secretion

recently rehabilitated in Cushny's *' The Secretion of Urine", 1917, and
the still more widely-accepted view that the glomerulus filters off or

secretes at least the water of the urine. I may add that, residing in

Allahabad, India, I am wholly unacquainted with literature published

subsequently to 1917 and possibly with some important papers published

previously to that year.]
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PART I

On the Two Systems of Sinusoids in the
Frog's Kidney.

Introduction.

There exist two well-known examples of organs being
supplied by a vein in addition to an artery, viz. the hepatic
portal vein supplying the liver, and the so-called *' renal por-
tal" vein "supplying" the kidney of the majority of the
lower vertebrates. Since the former is known to be all-

important in connection with the hepatic function, it has not
unnaturally been assumed by physiologists that the so-called
^' renal portal " vein must at least play some part in connec-
tion with the renal secretion. On the basis of this assumption,
physiologists have further assumed that the '-'renal portal

"

vein Joins on to and forms an important part of the inter-
tubular plexus system of vessels present in the kidneys of
lower vertebrata—the only system of vessels the vein could

Certain considerations however exist which lead us to
doubt the first assumption. As I have previously pointed out
in 1906 (44, 45), ' such facts as that (1) " portal" kidnevs (i.e.

provided with '^ renal portal" veins, which, on the hypo"'thesis,
<ian only be regarded as aids to excretion) are only found in
the relatively sluggish cold-blooded Anamnia and not in the
active hot-blooded Amniotes ; that (2) " portal " kidneys are
not larger in size than non-portal kidnevs (well seen when
kidneys of both kinds co -exist in the same individual), though
the former receive, on the " portal " hypothesis, at least four
times (Indian frog—see Appendix Aj as much blood as the
latter; that (3) of the venous blood returned from the legs and
pelvic region, from one-third to one-half evades the passage
of the kidneys (see Appendices A and D), traversing the
anterior abdominal vein instead of the two "renal portal"
veins (and of the venous blood which does enter the renal
afferent veins, only about one-fifth comes into contact with
the kidney tissue, the remainder passing direct from the
renal afferent into the renal efferent veins—vide infra, p. 10—
whereas m the liver every drop of the venous blood in
the hepatic portal vein is compelled to flow through the
portal capillaries; that (4) the development of the hepatic
portal system is fundamentally different from the development
ot the 'renal portal" system (renal venous meshwork), the
former arising by the active penetration of the venous blood
channels into all parts of the hepatic mass, while the latter is

1 All literature references will be given at the end of Part IV.

^
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merely the '•' result of the penetration of the nephridia [kidney
tubules] into the cardinal vein" (38)—the penetrating acti-
vities of the blood and organ tissues are reversed in the two
cases

;
and that (5) whereas the liver continues to secrete bile

in a normal fashion for a long time after the hepatic artery
has been ligatured, the kidney, on the other hand, ceases
secretion immediately the arterial supply is stopped, and,
whereas bile secretion is at once arrested if "the portal vein be
occluded, kidney excretion remains unaffected when the
venous supply is eliminated, all furnish evidence in favour of
the view that the venous " renal portal " supply plays no part
whatever in connection with kidney excretion—a view which
will be amply confirmed by the evidence supplied in the first
three Parts of this memoir.

If then, the common assumption that the "renal portal"
system is of some use in connection with renal excretion be
open to doubt, it may well be questioned whether the further
assumption almost universally held by physiologists, viz. that
the intertubular plexus of the '^ portal" kidney is traversed
by a mixture of venous and arterial blood, is not also open
to doubt. This appears to be the more probable since Hvrtl
so long ago as 1863 (26), described two systems of blood
vessel? in the frog's kidney (the coarse network of large venous
^channels derived from the " renal portal" or renal afferent vein,
and the fine network of minute arterial capillaries derived
from the efferent glomerular arteries), and Vialleton (42) has
more recently confirmed this observation for the kidneys of
sharks. Further, as I shall prove, the evidence on which
physiologists base the assumption that venous blood traverses
the intertubular capillary plexus is extremely faulty. I may
here remark that the solution of this problem as to whether
or not the venous blood traverses the intertubular plexus of
the frog or other " portal " kidney is of supreme importance,
because, as the following pages will show, the demonstration
of the fact that venous blood does not traverse the minute
capillary -like sinusoids which alone supply the tubules, provides
evidence which enables us to state definitel}^ that in the
kidney it is the tubules alone which secrete the urine, the
encapsulated glomeruli taking no direct part (see Part IV).

The Ourrent Opinion concerning the Construction of the
''" Portal'' Kidney is ill-founded.

The assumption (almost universally adopted by physio-

logists) that the venous blood in the renal afferent vein mixes
with the arterial blood deriv^ed from the efferent glomerular

arteries and therefore traverses the intertubular plexus is

based on the results of oft-repeated dye injection experiments.
Tt has been stated on manv occasions that whether dye be
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injected via the renal afferent vein or via tlie renal arteries,

the result is that the dj'e is always to be found in the sinusoids
of the intertubular plexus. But it is evident that if we have
in the " portal " kidney' two distinct, though mechanicalh^
intermingled, systems of sinusoidal channels—the fine inter-

tubular plexus conveying arterial blood and the coarse renal
venous mesh work (" renal portal" system) convej'ing venous
blood entirely separate from each other save for the communi-
cations ' by means of which the intertubular plexus 'pours its

arterial blood into the renal venous meshwork on its way to
the renal efferent veins, then it is all essential that in dye-injec-
tion or perfusion exjyeriments we should maintain the same
relative fluid pressures in the two systems of channels as exist in
life. It is evident that if this condition be not fulfilled., then
the dye which, if injected via the renal afferent vein, should
only appear in the channels of the renal venous meshwork,
will, owing to the excess of pressure in the vein, penetrate into
the intertubular plexus, which, under normal conditions, does
not contain venous blood, and vice versa. It is thus useless
to rely upon the results of dye experiments in which the rela-
tive and absolute fluid pressures of the dye-injection fluids
in the two systems of channels have not been ascertained to
be similar to those of the venous and arterial blood pressures
in the kidney of the living animal, and worse than useless to
consider the results of experiments in which dye was only
injected through one vessel at a time.^ No previous dye injec-
tion experiments known to me satisfy these conditions of fluid
pressure, nor do previous investigators appear to have realized
the necessity of insisting upon these conditions. I may
mention however that some " double injection " experiments
of Bainbndge, Collins and Menzies (4) apparently happened
to fulfil more or less these pressure conditions, since their
results are strictly in accordance with the results obtained by

?^*u
•*„^"°*^ ^^^^^ authors' description of their experiments.

The fluids used consisted of (a) Berlin blue, and (b) carmi-
nate of Ammonia, in Ringer's solution. A few double injections
were made, carmine by the arteries and Berlin blue by the renal
portal veins. One gelatine double injection was also made,

wir^ 7nn^ r"fr Pf?'''^^ Grossenabnahme der ArteHe vorbereitet

d^n '•

(Hrrtir2tt'l75T*^
^'^''^'' '" dicke Venenwurzeln einmun-

nprfuJ^l /?nZ<?^®'
^*^?b",dge. Collins and Menzies (4) successively

Sf Immon nn;T,l)i^-r'.l '^^T^ ^*'^"« ^^^^ ^ weak saline solution

oL!'^
sulphide through the renal afferent vein alone under 10

SEme^rTr;>,^ ,™'''T'°'"'P^"^«^^^^''*'^^"y f°"nd in some of the

?ir« "fii
*^%gl°^«^"I\ remained free from it in the vast majority of

rS. llh "f^
this relatively low pressure. I have obtained similar

It in nJ.^'^A'^"''^'"''"^
'*""^ perfusion at 12 cms. pressure, but not

at w cms. or 7*5 cms. pressure.
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but in this case the pressure used was obtained by means of
an injecting S5^ringe [ ! ] and pressure bottle and Vas higher
than usual. It was found that whether the single ' injection
was made by the artery [aorta] or by the renal portal vein,
the wJiole of the intertuhular capillary network appeared to he
injected. ' In the case of the double injections [arterial bottle
head of fluid = 20-24 cms. pressure, and "renal portal" vein
bottle head of fluid =10-12 cms.], the glomeruli and efferent

vessels were filled with the arterial injection fluid, whereas
the intertuhular capillaries showed, some the arterial fluid, some
the venous, and some a mixture of hoih.^* ^ Thus these results

alone, imperfect as the experiments were, afford some evidence
in favour of the view that the 'intertuhular capillaries"
really consist of two distinct kinds of vessels (since if the
arteries and veins opened into a common plexus^ all the
constituent '' capillaries " would be filled with a purple
mixture)—those filled with " arterial fluid" (the intertuhular
plexus proper), those with '* venous" (the renal venous mesh-
work) and those with '^a mixture of both" (the distal portions
of the renal venous meshwork into which the intertuhular
capillaries have opened).

Conditions essential for the Conduct of trustworthy

Dye-injection Experiments.

It is evident that fluid pressure in any given system of

blood vessels perfused from a perfusion bottle depends not
only on the pressure head of the fluid in that bottle but also

on the calibre of the cannula nozzle tied into the artery or

vein and the resistance to outflow of the fluid from the system
of blood vessels. In my early perfusion experiments on the

frog I, like previous investigators, merely maintained the
height of the fluid in the aortic perfusion bottle 24 cms. above
the level of the aorta, and the height of the fluid in the renal

afferent vein bottle 10 cms. above the level of the vein, and it

was only when I discovered that, under these conditions, the

relative flows of fluid through the aorta and each renal afferent

vein respectively were very different (the flows via the renal

afferent veins always being excessive relative to the aortic

flow) from the flows obtaining in the normal frog that it

occurred to me to take the cannula nozzle calibres into consi-

deration. Assuming that the maintenance of correct relative

flows of fluid through the renal arteries and renal afferent vein

of each kidney will ensure the maintenance of correct relative

fluid pressures in the renal venous meshwork and intertuhular

plexus, I ascertained (see Appendix A) in five perfusion

experiments (1) that in the noriual Indian frog {Eana tigrina)

1 My IteJics.
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the flow (volume of fluid passed in a unit of time) of fluid in

each renal afferent vein is about 1,3, and, to avoid all pos-

sibility of any excess of venous pressure, should be maintained
at not more than 1/4^ of the flow through the aorta; and (2)

that the flow through each renal afferent vein is about three

times the flow through the renal arteries supplying each
kidne}^ i,e. the venous supply of the kidney of the Indian
frog is about three times as great as the arterial supply. To
reproduce these relative flows in perfusion experiments in the
Indian frog (average specimens of which are about ten times
the weight of an average specimen of Rana temporaria) I

selected a cannula for the aorta with a flow of about 70 c.c.

per minute at 24 cms. pressure, and two cannulae for the two
renal afferent veins, each with a flow^ of about 10-12 c.c. per
minute at 24 cms. pressure. Using these cannulae 1 raised
the aortic perfusion bottle to 24 cms. pressure, and adjusted
the heights of the two renal afferent vein perfusion bottles
(usually between 4 cms. and 7 cms.) so as to give equal flows,

each approximately one quarter of the flow from the aortic
bottle. Apart from the calibres of the cannula nozzles. I

found that, to obtain correct relative flows, the heights of the
renal afferent vein perfusion bottles had also to be adjusted
in connection with the osmotic pressure of the renal afferent
vein fluid relative to that of the arterial fluid (see Appendix C),
and with the size of the frog's body ^—the greater the osmotic
pressure of the renal afferent vein fluid relative to that of the
arterial fluid and the larger the frog, the more '' head" of fluid
required in the renal afferent vein bottles.

Another essential condition in these, .as in all other per-
fusion experiments, is for the perfusion fluid, besides being
approximately isotonic to blood, to contain sufficient dissolved
oxygen to supply the needs of the kidney cells. Thorough
aeration of the fluid is sufficient for this purpose, as was proved
by the facts that most of the results obtained from perfusion
experiments have been confirmed by those obtained from
experiments on the living animal, and'' that the urine secreted
by the kidneys in these experiments always diffoed in total
nitrogen and chloride strengths from the perfusing fluid, i.e.

the urine was not a mere filtrate. The investigations of
Vernon (41), which prove that the mammalian kidnev can

1 I can only explain this by supposing (the aortic bottle pressure
leraaimng constant in my experiments) that the smaller the body of the
frog, the greater becomes tlie arterinl pressure relative to the trans-
mission-capacity of the frog's blood vessels. The intertubular plexus is

shielded to a large extent from this excessive pressure bv the glomeruli
(Which are es.sentially pressure reducers) and the renal venous meshwork
to a less extent by the leg capillaries-the result being that the flow
through the renal afferent vein becomes excessive relative to that
through the intertubular plexus.
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remain in a living healthy condition (as determined by gas
metabolisjn results ) after perfusion with saline at room
temperature (therefore much lower in this case than the body
temperature) for at least eight or nine hours and can retain its

vitality even when wholly deprived of oxygen for a nmch longer

period, afford a sufficient answer to the off-hand criticism that

the results of perfusion experiments on the kidney must be
unreliable, owing to the kidney cells being necessarily in a
condition of '' partial asphyxia " and therefore unable to

function normally. It is moreover remarkable that those who
advance this criticism, even in connection with experiments

on cold blooded animals, are those who also maintain that,

in the living frog, three-quarters of the blood supplying the

tubules is venous, and that *' the tubules continue to receive a

more or less adequate suppl}'' of blood if . . . the renal arteries. -

.

are ligatured " (Cushny, 17, p. 75), though this last statement

is in direct opposition to the results of the experiments of

Schmidt (36) and Beddard (8). Finally, it may be remarked

that the well-known experiments of Bainbridge and Beddard

(3) (designed to remedy the deficiency of ox\^gen due to the

absence of the arterial blood supply by keeping some of the

frogs in an atmosphere of oxygen and so arterializing the

venous blood in the renal afferent veins) in reality afford no

proof at all of the necessit3^of employing oxygenated perfusing

fluids, if, as I maintain, the fluid in the renal afferent veins

does not normally come into physiological contact with the

tubules (the secretion obtained by these authors merely result-

ing from an overflow of the venous blood, highly charged

with diuretics, into the empty intertubular plexus). It is a

curious fact that though the results of these experiments are

universally quoted as evidence of the necessity of ox3^genating

(as distinct from merely aerating) the perfusing fluid, yet the

results themselves, when analysed, actually prove that air

dissolved in the blood (or perfusion fl'/id) is just as efficient

as oxygen. Thus in the twenty-two experiments recorded by

these'authors, 7 frogs kept in air for periods amounting in the

aggregate to 27 days, and injected altogether with 38 c.c. of

diuretics, secreted about 9 c c. of urine, whereas 15 frogs kept

in oxygen for periods amounting in the aggregate to 46 days

and injected altogether with 74 c.c. of diuretics, * secreted

about 22-5 c.c. urine : from which data it is certainly unjusti-

fiable to conclude that the oxygen had any greater effect in

inducing the kidneys to secrete than ordinary air—aeration ot

the venous blood was ju^t as effective as oxygenation

I mav here add that in all experiments the frog was

operated on from the dorsal surface, that all dorso-lumbar

veins and all small muscular and cutaneous arteries arising

from the aorta were carefully ligatured, that the lymph hearts

posterior to the kidney were extirpated, that the ureters were
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in every case dissected out (an easy operation with practice)

and the extremities allowed to rest inside the necks of glass

collecting tubes (the insertion of cannulae into the ureters is

unnecessary).

I

The Dye-Injection of the Kidney of Rana tigrina under

Normal Conditions of Fluid Pressure.

In all I performed tlurteen satisfactory experiments

with absolutely and relatively correct flows via the two renal

afTerent veins and the renal arteries. In all the experiments

0*6% saline was perfused, ?0 c c. of stock fresh human urine ^

being added to each 2000 c.c. of the aortic saline, and 46 o.c.

of the same stock of human urine being added to each 2000
c.c. of the renal afferent vein saline (vide infra). In six of

the experiments indigo-carmine was dissolved in the aortic

saline so that it became ink like, and in the remaining seven

experiments the indigo-carmine was introduced into one of

the renal aiTerent veins. After the dye had been perfused for

some minutes (at least ten minutes and usually longer), all

the vessels connected with the kidneys were ligatured simid'

taneously and these, with the kidneys, plunged into absolute
alcohol. In the experiments with the dye in the renal arteries

the urine secreted from both kidneys was ink-like, but in the
seven experiments in which the dye was present in one of the
renal afPererit veins, the urine of the kidney supplied by that
renal afTerent vein remained practically colorless, only the
faintest blue tinge being detectable (due to diffusion and not
to excretion of the dye). The fluid flowing forward in the
post-caval in these latter experiments was ink-like on the side
next the dye-injected kidney and colorless on the other side.

On examining horizontal sections of the artery dye-inject-
ed kidneys, dye was found to be present in every glomerulus
(though entirely absent from the cavities of the "^capsules), in
the minute capillaries in intimate contact with the walls of the
tubules and in the lumina of many tubules. Granules of dye
were also occasionally to be detected inside the cells of the
convoluted tubules (text-figure 1,A)- Dye was completely
absent from the large sinusoids which lie between the tubules.
Horizontal sections of the renal afferent vein dye-injected
kidneys, on the other hand, showed that dye was absent from
all the kidney tissues save the large renal venous meshwork

A \ ^^f^^}^
abridged statement of my results I am unable to supplv the

aetail3 of all the experiments owing to conslderationa of space, but I shall
be pleased to send these details, both of these and of all other experiments
referred to m this paper, to any body who mav wish to inspect them.

.i^- ^ n -
*^"^® (1918), I '^nitrogenized'' the perfusion fluids by

aaaing definite quantities of fresh human urine of uniform composition
Oecause 1 was unable to obtain urea crystals



Text-figure 1. Comparison of sections of artery and vein dye-in-

jected frog kidneys

A (x 330) Camera lucida drawing of a piece of a section across a

kidney injected with indigo-carmine via the renal arteries. Ink-like

urine was being excreted. Dye was present in various amounts in all the

glomeruli, but none in the capsules (in which position T have never

observed it; though if it occurred I should attribute it ,to inflow from

the tubule lumen). Dye was present in many of the intertubular capil-

laries and in the tubule'^lumina, and occasionally (rarely) granules of dye

could be detected in the convoluted tubule cells. No dye was present

in the large intertubular spaces (venous sinusoids).

B ( X 330) Camera lucida drawing of a similar piece of a section

across a kidney similarly injected with indigo-carmine but via the renal

afferent vein. The urine was practically colorless. Dye was entirely

absent from the glomeruli, capsules and tubule lumina and cells, but was

present in large quantities in the large intertubular sinusoids.

These two sections clearly demonstrate the existence of two distmct

and separate systems of channels traversing the kidney substance—the

fine network of narrow arterial intertubular channels (intertubular plexus)

and the coarse meshwork of large venous intertubular channels (renal

venous meshvvork). If these two systems of channels constituted a single

sy tern (as assumed in current literature) the dye injections of both kidneys

in the region of the tubules would have been similar m appearance, the

only difference being one of quantity.
^ , x* r *u

C ( X 5) Diagram (constructed from serial horizontal sections oi the

kidney injected with carmine via the renal afferent vein) of the renal

venous meshwork of the frog's kidney {Rana iigrina). The presence of

the large interlobular channels connecting the renal afferent vein with the

efferent renal veins shows that only a very small proportion of the venous

blood in the renal afferent vein itself actually traverses the network of

sinusoids.
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channels {text figure 1,B). These results thus afford ocukr
demonstration of the fact that two separate and distinct sys-
tems of vessels traverse the substance of the ' portal " kidriev

one which is normally filled with (arterial) fluid from the
renal arteries and one which is normally filled with (venous)
fluid from the renal afferetit vein. When dye is present in the
system containing arterial fluid (the intertubular plexus
homologous with that of non-portal kidneys), the dye appears
in the urine ; when dye is present in the"^ system containing
venous fluid (the renal venous meshwork)," the dye is not
excreted into the urine. This is but one of the many proofs
which can and will be adduced to show that the venous supplv
of the kidney is not associated in any way with kidney
excretion.

Another result of these dye-injection e.vperiments was to
confirm the observation made by Hyrtl (26), that in the- frog's
kidney, the renal afferent vein situated on the dorsal side°is
put into direct communication with the renal efferent veins
on the ventral side by means of five or six large interlobular
channels, the blood in which therefore does not traverse the
renal venous meshwork proper (text fig. I, C). Thus of ths
venous blood in each lenal afferent vein, at least four-fifths
passes through these connecting channels and so does not come
mto contact with the kidney substance. This again is proof
that the association of the rena] afl^erent vein with the kidney
must be of jery little importance—if the kidney (which has a
larger arterial supply, relative to its bulk, than any other organ
in the body) needed venous blood, it is not likely that it would
be content with the aid of a few microscopic venous sinusoids,
but like the liver, would require at least the whole vein. The
tact that only a very small proportion of the venous blood
actually traverses the kidney substance is also demonstrated
^^hen in a living frog, one renal afferent vein is ligatured-the
substances of the two kidneys remain exactlv the same red
colour, although one is supplied with bright red arterial blood
alone and the other with dark bine ^ venous blood three times
the volume of the arterial *

'/

stated, no Effect on thi Composition or Quantity of
the Urine, provided thai correct Relative

Flows be maintained.

fh . f
^^^^.^1?^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^"^ demonstrated in the previous Section

ciiat, with correct relative flow, the fluid in the renal afferent

%uL^°4and\1u7).'''"P"'P^^' ^' """^ ™^S^t suppose from Cushny's

^ This same fact is observed when in a double perfusion experiment
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vein is restricted to the renal venous meslivvork and does not
'' supply " the tubules and that the presence of in iigo-carmine
dye in the renal afferent vein fluid has no effect on the urine,
yet it is necessary, both in order to emphasize the physio-
htgical apaitness of the ''renal portal*' system from kidney
activity, and to bring forward new facts, to describe the results
of further experiments.

It is well known that venous blood has a higlier osmotic
p:essure than arterial blood, and it is evident that the reason
for this in the cases of the renal afferent vein blodd and renal
artery blood is that, during its circulation between the iliac

arteries and the renal afferent veins, the former has added to
it the nitrogenous waste matter from the tissues of the legs. '

If we divide the tissues of the b'»dy of a frog into (1) those
which eliminate their waste nitrogenous matter directly into
the blood which enters or mav enter the two renal afferent
vems (tissues of legs, thigh region and posterior portion of the
back) , and (2) those (the tissues of the rest of the body) which
pour their waste nitrogenous matter into all other veins, we
can distinguish the increase of nitrogenous contents of the
blood per unit volume in each cycle of the circulation due to
the former class of tissues by P, and the similar increase due
to the latter class of tissues by B. It will then be evident,
leavmg out of consideration the amounts of nitrogenous matter
abstracted bv the kidnevs from the blood in the renal arteries,

and, we will suppose, from the blood in the renal afferent

veins, in each cvcle of the circulation, that
the nitrogen strength of renal artery blood

j^ represented bv
the nitrogen strength of renal afferent vein blood ^

P + JB
the formula ^-^^—^' i e. the renal afferent vein blood is

2P ^ B
stronger in nitrogen than the renal arter}^ blof)d by P. No^v
if we assume that P and B are proportional in value to the

weights of the tissues producing them (and, apart from the

skeletal and connective tissues, this assumption may be taken
as roughly correct), all that we have to do in order to ascertain

the relative strengths of renal artery blood and renal afferent

with correct flows indigo carmine is perfused through the renal afferent

vein of one kidney, that kidney appears to the eye to be stained a dense

blue-black, but if it bo fixed in alcohol, it can be seen that the dye has
in reality hardly affected at all the colour of the mass of the kidney

tissue, only the large sinusoids being stained. This effect njay in part

be due to the renal venous meshwork being restricted to the deeper

parts of the kidney. On the other hand, when, in a living frog, the

anterior abdominal vein is ligatured and the two renal afferent veins

contain nnuch more blood than usual, the kidneys become markedly
darker in colour.

1 If saline be perfused through the Hmbs, the saline returning via the

renal afferent (or anterior abdominal) veins will be found to contain an

increased percentage of nitrogen.
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vein blood in excretable nitrogenous matter is to weigh, in
individual frogs, the masses of tissue which produce P and B
respectively, viz. the weights of (1) the legs, medio-dorsal
trunk muscles and skin, and the posterior part of the vertebral
column; and (2) the rest of the body. These two weights—
(1) and (2) in

P + 5 3female Rana tigrina, with the average result that — _
We assume then that in the normal R. tigrina the blood in the
renal afferent veins is stronger in excretable nitrogenous
matter than the blood in the renal arteries in the approximate
ratio of 4-6: 3,_and this condition was fulfilled in all mvordinary perfusion experiments (vide the 30 and 46 fluids of
the dye-mjection experiments referred to in the last Section).

wJf^ "Jt!
''^^

w?^'. ' '"^l"^
^ conducted in order to ascertain

whether the substitution of 30 fluid for 46 fluid or vice versam the renal afferent veins made any difference to the nitrogen

th^^wn'. T."^!^"^^*'^^
^^ *^^ ""^^ ^^^^^t^d' I f«"nd that

thrnnirf^ ?
"2'^' P^^^^^^^ ^^^^ the 30 fluid pcrfuscd

extra sod in^ 'I?' ^i
'^' ^® ^^^^ ^^ *^^ ^^^ition of a little

fulfifled anTn T"^' ^f' P" ^^ ^elow). This condition being

whpi It ? i'
^%^'' ^'™S correct/urine samples obtained

46 fl^ii^ r.r r ^f''""^
^""^^ ^^^^ ^"^d ^ith 30 and with

ouan? t/ f", r^l.^."'".^^"^^^'^^ ^^ nitrogen strength ^ and

So^en .f. .J f.
''°'^. ^^" «^^^^ ^^«"lt« ^« regards the

^h^fZ^ 7^ f ^^-^ 2"^^ ^^'^^° ^^^ nitrogen strength of

timer^Qm
"*. ^em fluid was twice (60) Ld even" three

Zl^u} ^'^'^^K^^ ]¥* «f the arterial fluid (30), though

strencrfhr ""^H^.r^r
'^ in greater quantity when the nitrogen

veTn 1lt-i ^^^'^^T °'r^^^" P^^^^«"^«) of the renal afferent

IlT?bf:!
^^^^- ^'^^^^' *^^» ^n the proportion of 46 : 30. In

fJ^L'Tur'^hf'^ '^' " pressure head " in the arterial

nercenta..^^^^
^* ^\'^^'' *^^ '^"'"^ contained a greaterpercentage of mtrogen than the arterial fluid (proof that the

theTortiA ffi f "^T ^^*'^^^^- I^ «^e experiment I lowered

siren^th .^n nnVo^.o^
''^^- ^^^ ^^^^^^^^ urine of a nitrogen

nilrofen .1 ?ffn!.^;
"^'^ ^ ''' *^^ ^^terial fluid having a

Xent vpr^^i^n onn?^^^^ S^' ^°^ ^^^ ^6 fluid in the renal

urine i IhZnL^'T'^^ ^^' ^^^ "^^^^g^" ^^rength of theunne is thus (other thmgs equal) purely a function of the fluid

ing exD^ertmentfff
^/

^fu^
supplied some details of these and foUow-

refuKtarned. ""^ ^ ^' "^^™P^"' "^ *^^« «^«*hod9 adopted and

1914! P 'Sn^'^D.tail' ^f"Il'^'' T*^°^ (•^°"''- Bio>- Chemistry. Vol. 18,

cal Organic an? R?nr^
the method are also given in Plimmer's "Practi-

of iSbad hrn^.\?!{"-''''y ' 1915 p. 557. The late Dr. E. G- Hill

practical details ^^ ' """^^"^ *° "^^ ^«*i^« ^^^ assisted me in
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pressure in the intertubular plexus, being inversely propor-
tional. In another series of experiments (Appendix B) I

ascertained that 0'025% of potassium ferroc3^anide present in

the renal afferent vein fluid alone did not appear in the urine,

and that with ferrocyanide present in both arterial and renal

afferent vein fluids, excess of strength of the latter up to three

times that of the arterial fluid had no effect on the urine. ^ In
a final experiment in which the following three fluids were
employed :

Aortic fluid=Ringer's solution + 05% urea, 0'00625% ferro., 0-01% KI.
'*46" „ = „ „ +00765% „ ,0-00958% „ ,0-0153 %KT.
''60" „ = „ „ +0-1% ,,,00125% „ ,0-02%KI.

the aortic fluid perfusing the renal arteries during the whole
experiment, and the three fluids being successively perfused

through the two renal afferent veins, the three samples of

urine obtained were identical in composition.

I may mention that control experiments were performed
in this as in all other series—the renal afferent vein fluids

being perfused via the aorta instead of via the renal afferent

veins—and in all these control experiments the urine composi-

tion corresponded in strength to the fluid perfused.

These results thus afford conclusive evidence that the arteri-

al fluid in the intertubular plexus is the only one concerned
with the secretion of urine and that with correct (i.e. nor-

mal) flows, the venous fluid in the renal venous meshwork does

not enter the intertubular plexus.

i/ a slight Increase of

Afferent

The results of the experiments described in the last Sec-

tion prove that, with correct relative flows and with the rela-

tive osmotic pressures of arterial and venous fluids specified,

the fluid contained in the renal afferent veins (thf. venous sup-

ply) has nothing to do with the secretion of urine. The case

is very different however if, in these experiments, the renal

afferent vein perfusion bottles be raised from 1 cm.—3 cms.

in height (according to the amount of deficiency of flow in the

renal afferent veins below normal, relative to the arterial flow),

thus increasing the flows of fluid in the renal afferent veins,

both absolutely and relatively to the flow of fluid via the renal

arteries. The flow of fluid in the renal afferent veins being

above normal relative to the flow in the renal arteries, indigo-

carmine dye injected into the veins at once appears in the

urine, likewise potassium ferrocyanide and iodide and excess of

nitrogen (as determined in over 20 experiments. See Appendix

1 Ferrocyanide estimated colorimetrically by addition of equal

quantities of a stock solution of ferric chloride.
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B for an actual illustration).^ This result can alone be due

to the excess of pressure in the renal afferent vein, and

therefore renal venous meshwork, causing the venous fluid

to penetrate to some extent into the intertubular plexus

via the openings of the latter into the meshwork and so lead-

ing to admixture of the venous fluid with the arterial. This

supposition, besides being the only possible one to account for

the facts, is con6rtned by the resvilts of dye-injection experi-

ments carried out with excess pressure in the renal afferent

veins— the dye can be seen to have penetrated into the inter-

tubular plexus under these conditions. Another result of ex-

cess of pressure in the lenal venous meshwork fluid, which I

may mention here, is that the arterial flow is retarded, and if the

renal afferent vein pressure be raised to about 20 cms. the arterial

flow is stepped altogether.

In the case of indigo-carmine injected into the renal affer-

ent vein and appearing in the urine, the intensity of colour of

the urine is, so far as I have ascertained, directly proportional

to the amount of excess of fluid pressure in the vein, but the

proportion is not a simple one—the urine increases in intensity

of colour at a greater rate than the excess of pressure in the

vein. This is possibly due to the dye behaving like common
salt, the percentage of which in the urine is directly propor-

tional to the fluid pressure in the intertubular plexus (vide

Part III). The increase of dye in the urine may therefore be
due both to admixture of the venous renal venous meshwork
fluid with the arterial fluid and to the increase of pressure in

the latter. In the case of excess of nitrogen being present in

the renal afferent vein fluid and appearing in the urine, on the

other hand, the results are different, the increase in nitrogen
strength of the urine by no means being directly proportional
to the amount of excess of fluid pressure in the vein. This
difference of result is due to the fact that increase of fluid pres-

sure in the intertubular plexus diminishes the percentage of

nitrogen in the urine (vide Part III) and the percentage of nitro-

gen found in the urine in these experiments is the balance struck
between the increased percentage due to admixture of the ven-
ous and arterial fluids and the diminished percentage due to

the increase of pressure of the fluid in the intertubular plexus.

If it be argued that these facts do not constitute evidence
for the venous fluid entering an intertubular plexus separate from
the renal venous meshAvork, because it may just as well be
supposed that the excess of pressure in the renal afferent vein

1 The same results are of course obtained if the arterial flow be
reduced relatively to the venous flow. This was illustrated in several of

my experiments in which, while the flows according to the bottle read^
ings were apparently all that they should be, the urine secreted was dis-

tinctly blue—the explanation being that I had overlooked a leakage from
the norta or a cut branch of an iliac artery.
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drives the venous fluid from the iiitertubular plexus (which,
according to current opinion, is traversed by both the aiterial

and the venous blood or fluid) into the glo'tnervli^ tlie repl}^ is

that this alternative supposition is impossible when the consid-

erable difference of pressure which exists between the blood
in the glomeruli and the blood in the iiitertubular plexus is

taken into account. As I shall show in Part III, even the slight

increase of blood pressure and flow produced in one renul

afferent vein by the ligaturing of the companion renal afferent

vein in a living frog is sufficient to increase the nitrogen-con-
tent of the HTine secreted by the kidnev retaining its venous
supply, and in this case (and in many of my pprfusion experi-
ments) it is incredible that the blood in the intertubular plexus
(usually said to be at about half the pressure in the glomeruli,
i.e about 10 cms; in reality it is much lower than this) could
ever penetrate into the glomeruli in which the blood pressure
is usually said to be at least 20 cms., even if we assume that
the increase of blood pressure above normal in the rezial afferent

vein amounted to as much as 2 cms. No physiologist has ever
suggested that glomeruli can be injected with a pressure of 2

cms. above the normal (say 12 cms.) from the renal afferent

veins while the arterial circulation is in full force, and indeed it

requires at least 10 cms. pressure to effect this when the arteries

are empty (4). The suggestion then that excess of nitrogen or

dye or ferrocyanide can apj^ear in the urine when the pressure
in the renal afferent vein is raised 2 or 3 cms. above normal
because the venous blood or fluid has be^ forced into the

glomeruli cannot be entertained for the simj^le reason that it

is physically impossible.

Apart however from the impossibility, examination of

sections of kidneys perfused with indigo -carmine via the renal

afferent vein in these expeuments (the kidneys having been
cut out after quick ^mnullaneous ligature of all the vessels

connected with the kidneys and immediately fixed in absolute

alcohol) demonstrate conclusively that In no case had the dye

reached the glomeruli. Thus in one experiment in which the

renal afferent vein flow was to the aortic flow as 91 : 200 and
the urine was a distinct blue, the kidney was found to be well

injected with the dve, but this was restricted to the renal

venous meshwork and intertublar plexus and in no instance

was dye to he observed in the glomeruli or capsules. Dye granules

were also to be seen in the tubule lumina and occasionally

in the cells of the convoluted tubules. The same result was

obtained in another experiment in which the relative flows

were as 97 : 214 and the urine was deeper blue than in the

preceding experiment. Here again the glomeruli and capsules

were quite devoid of dye, though dye particles were to be seen

in the convoluted tubule cells and of course in the tubule

lumina, renal venous mesbAvork and intertubular plexus.
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Similar results were obtained in another experiment in which
the relative flows were as 112'259 and the urine was a distinct
sky-blue, and in two others which I need not record.

These facts then prove, beyond possibility of doubt,
(1) that the dye was secreted by the kidney tubules and not the
glomeruli, and (2) that the intertubular plexus is normally
solely traversed by arterial blood or fluid (as in the mammal
kidney) and is structurally separate and distinct from the
renal venous meshwork which is solely traversed by the
venous blood at a pressure only a little lower than that in the
intertubular plexus. The theory of kidney secretion which
states that the urine is secreted by the tubules alone, the
glomeruli taking no share save in the capacity of pressure-
reducers and flow-retarders, I propose to call the Tubule cum
Rete theory (to be discussed in Part IV) in order to
distinguish it from the Bowman-Heidenhain theory which
assumes that the glomerulus secretes most of the water of the
urme.

Additional Evidence for the Structural Separateness of the Inter-
tubular Plexus from the Renal Venous Meshwork derived from.

Perfusion Experiments under Abnormal Conditions of
Osmotic Pressure.

In the experiments already alluded to in which I found
that the urme secreted by a kidney with 30 fluid in its renal
afferent vem was identical in amount and composition with
the urine secreted by the companion] kidnev with 46 fluid in
Its renal afferent vein, I found it necessary, in order to ensure
equal rates of flow through the two renal afferent veins, to

?n fl'*'•^'^^'!'?'^°°^''^
'^'* (t»-037%, e.g. added to the 0-6%) to the

l\. ^A fl -i^iM
^°^*^ained a smaller amount of added urine),

tne 4b fluid, like the arterial, consistmg of 06% saline. In
other words, I attempted to balance 'the test of equality
bemg equal rates of flow through the renal afferent veins)
osraotically the greater proportion of urine in one fluid by a
greater proportion of salt in the other. After completing
these expermients, it naturally occurred to me to ascertain

n
^°"|<^,^^JaDce osmotically the whole of the urine in the

one nuid by a preponderance of salt in the other (which
tlierefore contamed no nitrogen), and, if so. what efl^ect would
be produced on the urine excreted. In most of these experi-

,?rf' ^Pffused 40 fluid (i.e. 0-b% saline plus 40 c c. fresh

m fl ^A^a\
^"^ ^^'^ 2^^^ ^•'^- of the saline) through the aorta,

thr-n. I
^

'"'''
?^ *^^ """^ ^^i^g added instead of 40 c.c.)

through one renal afferent vein and 7% saline through the
he other renal afferent vein. The results' of these experiments

wftL n-'lT V ^ "^T ^^^^ (1) ^i*h correct flows, the kidney
v^itn u i /o salme only in its renal afferent vein secreted urine
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weaker in nitrogen than the kidney with 61 fluid in its renal
afferent vein, and that (2) the 07% saline in the renal afferent
vein caused the flow of urine from that kidney to decrease
and ultimately to stop/ the other kidney continuing to secrete
freelv.

Further experiments proved that the 0*7% saline solution
in the renal afferent vein actively abstracted nitrogen from
the arterial fluid in the intertubular plexus of that kidney,
and thus led to the nitrogen-weaker urine.

The data of the preceding experiments provide another
very powerful argument in favour of the separateness of
the renal venous meshwork from the intertubular plexus.
Thus, to take a typical experiment, the arterial fluid was of a
nitrogen strength of 000180 gm. in 1 c.c, the fluid in one
renal afferent vein was of a nitrogen strength of 0*000326 gni.,

and the fluid in the other renal afferent vein contained no
nitrcgen (pure 0*7% saline). The urine secreted by the
kidney with the renal afferent vein fluid containing nitrogen
was of a nitrogen strength of 0*000253 gm., and the urine

secreted by the kidney with pure 0*7% saline in its renal

afferent vein was of a nitrogen strength of 0*000180 gm.,
i.e. the relative nitrogen strengths of the two samples of

0000253 J ^T 1 i ,L i-i,urine were as ;r7^^7^i«^' arid the average relative strengths
0-000180 ^ ^

m SIX expernnents were as , \o\\ if we assume that the

venous fluid mixes with tlie arterial fluid in the intertubular

plexus, this means that three volumes of 0*7% saline are mixed
with one volume of 0'6% saline plus 0'018% nitrogen, and
this should result in the kidney supplied with pure saline

via its renal afferent vein, secretins; urine at least four

times weaker in nitrogen than the urine secreted by the
kidney which does not have its arterial fluid diluted (in

nitrogen) in this way but. on the contrary (according to

the hypothesis), strengthened bj^ admixture with the nitrogen-

stronger renal afferent vein fluid. Thus, aswuming that the
tubules secrete the urine, the comparative nitrogen strengths

of these two samples of urine in these experiments afford one
more definite proof of the entire separateness of the inter-

tubular plexus from the renal venous meshwork.
I may add here, that Just as, under these very abnormal

conditions of osmotic pressure, nitrogen can pass from the inter-

tubular plexus into the renal venous meshwork, so, under other

very abnormal conditions, i.e. when pure saline (devoid of nit-

i Perfusion with sahne alone, even through the renal arteries, gives

ii\ all cases a verv scanty output of "urine." See e.g Experiment 1,

Appendix H." Also see Experiment 4. Appendix C, in illustration of the

statement In the text.
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rogen) is perfused through the renal arteries and saline plus
nitrogen is perfused through the renal afferent veins, nitrogen
is found to pass from the renal venous meshwork into the inter-

tubular plexus, and the urine contains nitrogen. In other
words, under conditions approaching the normal, no diffusion
of substances occurs between the two systems of sinusoids in

the " portal" kidney intertubular plexus and renal venous
meshwork but under very abnormal conditions, the severe os-

motic tensions evoked by the abnormal conditions permit diff-

usion to occur.

Another series of facts affords equally forcible evidence,
both in favour of the separateness of the intertubular plexus
and renal venous meshwork and of the view that it is the tu-
bules which produce the urine and not the glomeruli. If saline
plus nitrogen be perfused through the renal arteries, while the
renal afferent vein is ligatured,"secretion proceeds apace, but
if pure saline be then perfused through the renal afferent vein
with correct relative flow, the arterial flow is retarded and secre-
tion at once becomes diminished. Apart from the abstraction
of some nitrogen from the arterial fluid, I attribute this result
mainly to the pure saline ( a fluid of relatively low osmotic pres-
sure ) in the renal afferent vein causing constriction of the inter-
tubular plexus capillaries. On the other hand, if a fluid of low
osmotic pressure in the renal afferent vein be replaced bv a fluid
of bagh osmotic pressure, also at correct relative flow the
artoTial flow is accelerated and urine secretion is markedly
increased, though the urine remains of the same composition, and
this result I attribute to the dilatation of the intertubular
plexus capillaries. I have repeatedly obtained these results
on many occasions with several kinds of perfusing fluids.'
ihese facts are again in favour of the view that the inter-
tubular plexus and renal venous meshwork are separate
systems of vessels because, on the view that the tubules
secrete the urme, the urine could not possibly remain
imaltered m composition if the renal afferent vein and
mtertubular plexus fluids were mixed in a common system of
vessels. On the other hand, the alternative view that the
giomeruJi filter off the urine from the blood is shown to be
quite untenable by these same facts. Quite apart from the
physical impossibility, with correct flows, of the renal afferent
vein fluid of high osmotic pressure being able to penetrate to
tne glomeruli^ (and even if it were able to initially, the result-

,.ro„^;/^ T?^^°l *M®
theoretical importance of these facts (Part IV) I have

provided the details of a few of these experiments in Appendix C.

or.». aT ^1 assume that it can do so and that it produces an in-

TvnTfx,^ J^.^^^^^
filtrate, this filtrate will be different in composition

rnr^.f fl ^ previously produced : but in my experiments, with

Z!ni,7 r'^t'
"Composition of the increased volume of urine remained

unait.red, whatever substance was employed in the renal afferent vein fluid
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ing increased rate of flow of the arterial fluid through the
glomeruli would soon stop the penetration), it is evident that
if, us I maintain, the high osmotic pressure of the renal affer-

ent vein fluid dilates the capillaries of the intertubular plexus.
then, on account of the resistance of the intertubular j^lexus
becoming reduced, the pressure in the glomerular capillaries
must also become reduced, and this will, on the hypothesis,
result in a diminution of the volume of glomerular filtrate

and not an increase. The filling of the intertubular plexus
also leads to increased absorption by the tubules—another
factor which should reduce the volume of urine. On the other
hand, if a fluid of low osmotic pressure in the renal afferent vein
constricts the intertubular plexus capillaries, this will raise
the fluid pressure in the glomerulus and should, on this
account, increase the volume of glomerular filtrate, but, as
we know, the contrary is the case.

The only possible conclusions from the facts are that in-

creased osmotic pressure of the renal afferent vein fluid causes di-

latation of the intertubular plexus capillaries and so increases
the volume and rate of flow of the fluid in it—with a resulting
increase of urine of the same composition as that obtained with
renal afferent vein fluids of lower osmotic preasure : that
lowered osmotic pressure of the renal afferent vein fluid
produces the opposite effect by constriction of the intertubu-
lar plexus capillaries ; that the intertubular plexus is phj^siologi-
cally and structurally separate from the renal venous mesh-
work, and that the tubules secrete the whole of the urine, the
glomeruli taking no direct part.

Conclusions and Brief Review.

I have, in the preceding abstract, stated five a jDriori

reasons, all of considerable weight, for regarding the *' renal

portal'' system (renal venous meshwork) as devoid of any
function. If these reasons be accepted as valid, it is practical-

ly certain that the renal venous meshwork (which after all is

only a broken-up portion of a purelj^ extraneous structure—an
adjacent vein returning blood from the hind limb and j^elvic

region) can have no physiological connection with, much less

form part of, the intertubular plexus of the Amphibian or other
*' portal" tj'pe of kidney. This conclusion is also in accord-

ance with such well-known facts and considerations as that

(a) the kidney is in the whole Vertebrate series constructed on

to raise its osmotic pressure. If it be argued that the high osmotic pres-

sure of the renal afferent vein fluid dilates the glomerular capillaries in the

same way as I suppose that it dilates the capillaries of the intertubular

plexus, the reply is that such dilation will reduce the fluid pressure in the

glonierulus and should therefore, on the hypothesis, diminish the glomi^-

rular filtrate: it certainly cannot increase it.
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a uniform plan, viz. a system of tubules each supplied with
from the efferent glomerular artery, and this planbranches

would hardly undergo such a fundamental physiological modi-
fication in certain groups as the filling of the tubular capil-

laries with a volume of venous blood three times the amount of
the arterial (b) purely venous blood invading the intertubu-

RRAV--
RRAV-

RVM

-PCV

CUF^RENT THEORY
Text-figube 2.

ACTUAL CONSTRUCTION

actual eonstr',Ptmr;'^RT T^u t
^"^^/pating the current theory (A) and the

cSrv Dleiu??iVl^^
.°^ ?* Amphibian kidney. In B the intertubular

from the rena^vinn^ ^ '^°'^°. *^ ^« structurally distinct and separateW W dLnS^ thefornaer is suppo^d to

venous meshworS If i
^'""^ *> ^^"^^ ^^"^ P"»ed apart. The renal

widrnorfenltmted ^ 'T'^'u^- ^' "^^'^^y ^ Portion of an originally

tubular nlexufwnnld f '"n°
""^'"^ ^^^ efferent capillaries of the mter-

DA dorfal aortl TrP "f"^. l^T ^^^' «"terior abdominal vein ,

lFv, lef pelvlVein I^V
''*."^"'*^ °*P^"^^ P^^^^^ ' ^' S^omeruUs;

vein RvCLl eAo^u^s^meX^Tr'
^""^ ^^^"^

^

'"•^^* ^^"^^ ^"^^^"'

as a consequence of the ciitting-off of the arterial
and ot raised osmotic pressure due to diuretics fas

lar plexu
v.ir.«^ fl^ V

'p— -va^v^u^o ui uiie ciirtnig-otr ot tlie arter

I'^i S^fhrn^iTt'^. fT.'t/^."^°^°*^^
pressure due to diuretics (

bus to th. r>f i^'^^\'^^
experiments-vide 36, 8Hs delete-

and though h
^^' eP^tlienum, causmg the cells t^ degenerate,and though the venous blood' is supposed to be diluted with

•• renal'pUar'' vofn 'iv f^'"^^^
°"*' ^"^^^^ (7) colors the blood in theportal vem of his figure U a bright scarlet and purple in his
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oue quarter of its volume of arterial blood^ in normal animals,
yet it is very doubtful if active glandular cells would, under
these circumstances, obtain sufficient oxygen, since we know
that the oxygen consumption per gram of kidney tissue is cer-

tainly not less than in other organs; and (c) *'when the same
kidney is perfused at different times through the aorta, and
through the renal portal system, there is a greater consump-
tion of oxygen in the former case than in the latter (double to

treble in four experiments)"^ (10), a fact which it is impossible to
explain on any other theory than that the '* renal portal " sys-

tem does not come into physiological contact with the tubules,
since the Bowman capsules (supposed to be mere filters) cannot
be supposed to absorb oxygen to any appi-eciable extent.

As we have seen, the evidence advanced by physiologists
in favour of the view that the renal venous meshwork and the
intertubular plexus proper form one common system of sinu-

soids supplying the tubules, is invalidatod by the lack of

precautions to secure correct relativ^e rates of flow of the
perfusing fluids via the renal arteries and the renal afferent

veins : in all previous experiments known to me the renal

afferent vein perfusion pressure has probably been excessive.

In the normal frog the flow of blood along each renal afferent

vein probably never exceeds one-third of the flow along the
aorta, and it is most essential in double dye-injection and other
perfusion experiments that these relative rates of flow should
be reproduced, since if, as I contend, the intertubular plexus
and the renal venous meshwork constitute tw^o separate
systems of channels (the former only opening into the latter

at points where the blood is near the efferent renal veins), any
departures from the normal relative rates of flow will cause
either the arterial or the venous fluids to penetrate into

channels which the blood the_y represent in the living animal
never enters. I have referred to numerous perfusion experi-

ments conducted by me, the results of which prove that under
normal conditions the fluid in the renal venous meshwork has
no influence on kidney excretion. The facts to be described
in Parts II and III will demonstrate that, in the living animal
also, the venous blood in the renal venous meshwork, under
normal conditions, does not affect the kidnej'' secretion. Under

figure 15. I need hardly say that there is no justification for either of

these colors. The blood in the renal afferent veins is as blue a^ that in

the post'-caval.

* It may also be recalled to mind that, owing to the heart of the frog

only possessing a single ventricle, the blood in the aorta is not purely

arterial as in higher Vertebrates but is already mixed to some extent
with venous blood.

^ The small amount of oxygen which is absorbed on perfusion via the

-'renal portal" system is probably due to the fluid penetrating into

part of the empty intertubular capillary plexus.
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abnormal conditions however, whether of excessive flow in the
renal afferent vein or of difference of osmotic pressure of the
fluids present in the renal venous meshwork and intertubular
plexus, the fluid in the renal afferent vein can and does
influence the arterial fluid in the intertubular plexus, the
amount and composition of the urine varying in consequence,
but these abnormal conditions of course never occur in nature.
The value of these experiments under abnormal conditions
however is that they afford additional proof of the two pro
positions which it is the object of this memoir to substantiate.
viz. the non -functional character of the so-called 'renal portal"
system (and therefore the separateness of the renal venous
nieshwork from the intertubular plexus) and the secretion of
the whole of the urine by the urinary tubules, the glomeruli
takmg no direct part (a subject which I shall' discuss more
fully in Part IV).

I should like here to express mv indebtedness to the late
1 rofcssor E. G. Hill, D.Sc, Principal of the Muir Central
College, Allahabad, for his very kind assistance in connection
with chemical work. Though in failing health at the time he
aided me m every way, and but for him and for Dr. A. P.
bircar,^ I should have been severely handicapped in my
enquiries I also wish to offer mv sincere thanks to Sir
Arthur Keith, F.R.S., for very kindly sending me a full
abstract of the paper by Gurwitsch (discussed in Part III) and
tor aiding me in other ways, and to Professor W. M. Bayliss,
i? .K.t5 lor the large amount of time he has generously devoted
to reading through the manuscript and supplying advice and
criticism. I also wish to thank Professor E. H. Starling,
t.K.b., and Professor J. P. Hill, F.R.S.. for similar assistance
kmclly given. Professor R. Moody, M.A., has also kindly aided
me in connection with certain calculations. Finally, I wish to
express my great indebtedness to Dr. S. W. Kemp for his
assistance m the publication of this memoir.

r *

PART II.

Kidney Secretion with and without the Renal
Afferent Vein Supply in Living Toads and Frogs, and

IN Perfusion Experimewts.

«fnf ^A-
^^^* ^' ^ ^^"^^ adduced sufficient evidence (though

Ltw-'"" """T abridged form) to prove (1) that the - capil-
arization of the renal afferent vein (the renal venous
meshwork) m the substance of the " portal " kidney is distinctand separate from the true capillarization of the efferent glome-
rular arteries round the tubules-the intertubular plexusA save

m
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w here the latter enters the distal portions of the former for

the exit of the arterial blood ; and (2) that the venous blood
takes no part in urine secretion under normal conditions. It

is obviously important to check the second conclusion by
experiments on the living animal, and during the years 1915-18
inclusive, I carried out a large number of experiments which
consisted of ligaturing both or one only of the two renal afferent-

veins in specimens of an Indian toad

—

Bujo stomaticus (Llitken)'

common in the United Provinces (India) and of observing the

effects (especially on the composition of the urine when compared
with that of the urine of normal control toads) produced in those
animals which survived the operation. I may add that I

selected toads in preference to frogs for these experiments

R.R.AV. ---- L.RAV

PELVICS

3.

Text-figure 3 (x 2j. The regenerated renal afferent veins of the

Toad J, from the ventral aspect. RRAV, right renal afferent vein;

LRAV, left renal afferent vein. The regenerated veins differed from
normal renal afferent veins in being plastered, so to speak, against the

dorsal peritoneum—they did not stretch acro=^s the body-cavity like

normal veins.

because the former can be kept under relatively dry conditions

(an occasional moistening of the belly skin being alone neces-

sary^ and hence sensis of the wounds is far less liable to occur.

The Lifjatiire of Both Renal Afferent Veins in Bufo stomaticus.

In nine toads, which I will designate A, B, C, D, E^ F, G, H,

and J, I ligatured (from the dorsal surface) both renal afferent

veins ^ (each vein being ligatured in two places and cu^

J Dr. N". Annandale informs me that this is the correct naming of the

B. Anderaonii of the " Fauna of British India."
* I did not ligature the dorso-lnrabar veins—an omission of no conse

•juence in view of their small size. The renal afferent veins were exposed
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between the ligatures), and the toads survived for the followincr
periods .

Toad A died after six weeks.
ToadB was killed after eight weeks (thin but healthv

inside and out).

Toad C was killed after twelve weeks (healthy save for
cysts present in the liver and mesentery).

Toads D and E died after three weeks and three days.
Toad F died after five weeks and four days.
Toad G died after five weeks and six days
Toad H died after twelve weeks and four days.
Toad J was killed after one year, nine weeks and two

days (perfectly healthy inside and out).

In all the toads which died and m Toads B and C no
of legeneration of the cut renal afferent veins were apparent
at the post-mortem but in the Toad J, I found that both renal
atterent vems had been completely regenerated (text-figure 3).The significance of this fact 1 shall refer to later

In all the toads except J, the kidneys had become appreci-
ably enlarged (i.e. the ratio

'^°**' weight of body at time of

,. Total weight of the two kidneys at

time of death ^^^ grater in these experimental toads than the

corresponding average ratio determined in 56 normal toads).

i

i-ms subject also will be discussed later. The liver did not
increase m size, though it obviously received more blood than

th T^^A^^T^^^
nitrogen output in the entire amount of urine of

load P (body-weight at time of experiment = 29-7 gms )t-xcieted during five consecutive days was 0-05047 gm.,^ while

Jm^\ ri
.

^^o™a^ control toads (weighing 24o gms. and 34 7

»^.!i-*-
"^^^^ ^^® ^^"^^ P^riocl and under precisely the same

conditions were 0-04125 gm. and 0-05790 gm /espectivelv.

t^^.V^u!''' *^^ "^^^g^* of *^ie body, the amount of nitrogen

^^+1 K *^^ ^°^^ ^ ^'^""g *^his period was certainly not
ess man the corresponding amounts of nitrogen excreted hv

:Z I''*' ,^°J?*^«^,
*oads. The similar total nitrogen output of

loads G and H (placed together in one Jar : G weighed at

lowesfr^rnt-^T^*^^ i'H^^y
/^^^° °^ *^e 56 normal toads was 233-9, theWest ratio bemg 1437 and the maximum 335-7. In Toads A. B, C, D, E.

to' a !«;;«..? ' ""T respectively 165-7 (and probably smaller owing

U9^ lf?.0 '^^^'f^"'T ^^'""^ '"«^"<^«^ ^ t^« body-weight), 137-6!

112-9; 120-3 89-9
«°«Joraic effusion included in the body-weight).

oolIeetS'lS°'^
""^

!^! f'""^ excreted during the five days was carefully

dSina^T nfr'r. f '°°' ^^^'^^^ ™*"«'- by filtration.' Total nitrogenuetermmati ^ns by Guhck s method.
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the time of the expeiimeiit 17'0 gnis, and H 22*5 gins.) durhig

six days was 0'01879 gni./ while that of one pair of control

toads (body-weights at time of experiment = 170 gms. and 20-2

gms.) during the same period was 001100 gm., and that of

another pair of control toads (body- weights at time of experi-

ment = I7'2 gms. and 16-2 gms.) during the same period Ma^
0-01822 gm. Thus, again, the kidneys of the Toads G and H
(deprived of a venous supply) each excreted as much nitrogen

in a given time as each of the kidneys (retaining their venous

supply) of four control toads.

During one month 1 estimated the nitrogen strengths of

four samples of urine ^ (volume of an average sample = 0'3o

c.c ) obtained from the Toad G, which were 0'00046 gm. in 1

cc, 000093, 000506 and 0'00220, the average nitrogen

strength of which is 0002 16 gm in 1 c c. The corresponding

nitrogen strengths of eight samples of urine (volume of an

average sample — 0*55 c.c ) obtained during the same period

from the Toad H were 0'00106 gm., O'OOISO, O'OOIOO, 000276.
0-00071 000114, 0-00256 and 0*00393, the average nitrogen

strength of which is 0'001S7 gm. in 1 c,c. And from the Toad J
{about three weeks after the operation and therefore long before

the two renal afferent veins could have been regenerated) the

nitrogen strengths of five samples of urine (volume of an

average sample = 0-68 c.c.) during the same period were

0-00094, gm., 0-0007 e5, 000128, 000053 and 0-00106, the

average nitrogen strength of which is 000091 gm. in I c.c.

In one normal control toad the nitrogen strengths of five

samples of urine (volume of an average sample = 095 c.c.)

obtained during the same period were 000096 gm., 000156,
000084, 00088 and 000172, the average nitrogen strength

of which is 0001 19 gm. in 1 c.c., and the nitrogen strengths of

single samples of urine (average volume of which = 047 c.c.)

obtained from nine other control toads (kept under precisely

the same conditions) were 000130 gm., 0'00120, 000072,
0-00012, 0-00068, 000100, U-00026, 0*00030 and 000080, the

average nitrogen strength of which is 0'00071 gm. in I c.c.

From these data it can be seen that the samples of urine of the

Toads G, H and J (witli kidneys deprived of a venous supply)

were neither less in volume nor deficient in nitrogen strength

1 It will be noticed that thla quantity is considerably lesw than tht-

quantity excreted by the single toacl F in five days. The difference is due
to the fact that the Toad F and its controls were fed on house-flies (a

hi<Thly nitrogenous diet), while the Toads G and H and their controls

were fed on crickets.
2 Samples of urine from toads and trogs can easily be obtained by

holding the animal over a funnel and rubbing the belly with a dilute

acid, when urine is almost immediately squirted, the bladder being entirely

emptied. With ordinary toads and frogs I employ dilate sidphuric but

this injures the skin in time: with experimental toads I use lemon juice,

v'hich however is not quite so effective-
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when compared with samples of urine obtained from control

toads (with kidnej^s retaining their venous supply)* These facts

once more prove that the venous supply of the'' portal " kidneys

is of no consequence in connection with urine secretion.

From the Toads A, B, C, F, H and J, I carefully removed the

renal arteries and compared them (average diameter) with the

arteries of twelve of the normal control toads. The conclusion

J arrived at from these few data w^as that the renal arteries of

the toads deprived of a venous supply to the kidneys are not so

large, relatively to the body- weight, as the arteries of many

R.P04T.

CAAO.
L. POST
CARD.

f?LNf>RAV

L-POST.
CARD.

'---LLNPRAV

R.POST,
CARD.

V 4 D
The two persistent posterior cardinal veins

' """ V, ventral aspect ; D, dorsal

renal af?erent vein

Text-figuee 4 (x 2).
in the male Rana temporaria labelled OD
rft^try

?L^'PR^V, right large non'portal ......
l.LJ\PRAV, left ditto. The small size of the right kidney is noticeable.
External diaraeter of the left " renal afferent" vein (posterior to the
kidney) was 0-883 mm. and of the portion anterior to the kidney 1033
mm. The external diameter of the right "renal afferent " vein was 0-930
mm. and anteriorly to the kidney 1-085 mm. The external diameter of
the anterior abdominal vein was 0-775 mm. The left kidney (with the
smaller "renal afierent" vein) weighed 0-072 gra., and the right kidney

*i

,'.

. on^'^"~*
difference of 0-033 gm. ! The kidney ratio (body-weight =

10-180 gms.) was 1498, whereas the kidney ratios of six normal male
«. temporaria were 147-7, 121-9. 137-4, 138-5, 1-25-4 and 163-3—the kidneys
therefore were not larger than usual,

normal toads, but are perhaps slightlv larger than those of the
average norma] toad. I arrived at a similar conclusion from
the measurement of the renal arteries of an abnormal specimen
of Rana temporaria (which I labelled OD,' text-figure 4), both
kidneys of ^shich were naturally devoid of a venous supply ow-
ing to both renal afferent veins (persistent posterior cardinals)
raamtaining a direct connection with the two pre-caval veins.

r^.T^^
^ V^ indebted for this rare specimen to the kindness of Dr. C. H.

U Donoghue who sent it to me.
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and comparison with the arteries of six normal control iJ. tern'

poraria of the same size and sex. If hypertrophy of the rena^

arteries of the experimental toads has occurred, it is evident

that it is so small as to be devoid of any sigaificance if regarded

as a compensation for the elimination of the venous supply.

This will be the more easilv realized when we remember that

the venous supply (as I have determined in the frog Rana
tigrina (see Appendix A, Part I) to the kidneys is a])out three

times the volume of the arterial supply, from which it maybe
deduced that if this venqus b^ood is of use to the kidneys in

producing secretion it would need a very considerable amount
of hypertrophy of the arteries to compensate for its loss.

The Cause of the Death of the Majority of the Experimental

Toads and the Regeneration of the Renal Afferent Vein-'^

in the Toad J.

Ligature of both renal afferent veins in the living toad

(or frog) necessarily involves considerable perturbations in the

blood supply of the body. In the first place, since the anterior

abdominal vein has to convey to the heart all the blood re-

turned from the legs and pelvic region: (1) the liver receives

nearly | times ^ as much blood as is normally the case— a quan-

tity which, though v^astly in excess of the normal, is yet less than

the entire quantitj^ of blood normally transmitted to the heart

by both renal afferent veins and the anterior abdominal, owing
to the relativel}^ increased resistances offered to the flow of the in-

creased volume of blood by the distended walls of the anterior

abdominal vein and of the capillaries of the liver. Again, the

rate of outflow of blood from the legs being therefore decreased,

and the iliac arteries still forcing blood in, though in diminished

quantity owing to the additional resistance offered, (2) the

veins of the hind legs will, with the anterior abdominal, become
greatly distended with blood (forming reservoirs), and therefore

there is so much the less for the heart to receive and therefore

to pump out—the result being a considerable deficit of blood

in the whole of the arterial system and therefore a paucity of

supply to the body in general; (3) the hind legs will receive

even less fresh blood than other organs owing to the increased

resistance offered by their already partially-blocked venous

system ; and (4) the arterial supply to the kidneys will be

dimini^^hed, as to all other organs, but the kidneys will suffer

more than other organs because not only are they posteriorly

situated (i.e. in a region of low blood pressure in the aorta)

.

but in order to function well, they, as is well known, depend

more than other organs on a large blood supply.

^ This estimate is founded on the relative areas in transverse section

(calculated from the external diameters) of the renal afferent veins com-
pared with the anterior abdominal (see Appendix D).
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During the first week or fortnight, while the toad is

recov^ering from the effects of the operation, the urine is gene-

rallv more dilute than normal urine, hut at the end of W\\^

periodj when the wound has almost or quite healed and the

animal is as lively as the control normal toads, the urine

excreted is, as we have seen, as plentiful and as strong in

contents (nitrogen) as that of the normal toads. We must
therefore conclude that during this convalescent period the

body has produced an additional quantity of blood sufficient to

make up for the quantity lying^useless in the enlarged anterior

abdominal and leg veins, and the organs in general will then

receive as much blood as formerly. But there are two excep-

tions to this statement, viz. the liver which, until the re-forma-

tion of the ligatured renal afferent veins, will receive more than
its normal quantity of blood, and the legs which, for the reason

already given, will continue to receive less. The toads (not

enumerated) which died in less than two or three weeks
subsequent to the operation probablj' died from the effects of

the operation
; Toad J, on the other hand, not only survived

the operation but also the physiological disturbances which
must ensue in connection with the liver and legs due re-

spectively, as already stated, to too large a supply of renous
blood and too small a supply of arterial blood. These disturb-

ances are evidently quite sufficient by themselves to account
for the re-formation of the two renal afferent veins, without
assuming that the renal afferent supply of venous blood to the

kidneys is in itself essential to the health of the toad. The facts

already recorded that toads can live three months in an
apparently healthy condition without a " renal portal " system
is sufficient to prove this, and it is therefore practically certain
that if we could perform the operation of making the two renal

afferent veins open directly into the post-caval or other large

vein, thus eliminating the "renal portal" system and at the
same time avoiding excess of blood supply to the liver and
deficient blood supply to the legs,^ the toads would after the
operation resemble normal toads in every respect and the renal

afferent veins would not re-form so as to re-establish connection
with the kidneys. Additional proof of this is afforded by the
discovery in a male specimen of Raria temporaria (the frog OD.
the renal arteries of which I have already referred to— text-
figure 4) of practically the condition of things which would exist

if the supposed operation I have just described were possible in

practice.

f ^1 ^f ^ ^^ abnormal frogs which have been described in which one
of t/ie kidneys is deprived by nature of a " renal portal " supply, the renal
afferent vein opens either directly into the postcaval or into a pre-caval
via a persistent posterior cardinal, t\\m in every case avoiding an excess
of blood supply to the liver.
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Toad B and possibly Toad C might have emulated Toad J
in surviving long enough to allow of the regenetation of the two
renal afferent veins had tliev not been chloroformed. Toads D.
E, F and H apparently died from the effects of the excess of
venous blood supply to the liver (liver unhealthy and contain-
ing many cysts full of grajiular matter, SAvollen gall bladder
and coelomic effusion) and the deficient arterial blood supply to
the legs (discoloration and sores on skin of legs due to gan-
grene), and possibly in some cases ineffective sterilization of the
M'ound (Toad G ?). ] have already provided evidence to show
that the ligature of the two renal afferent veins—the elimina
tion of the '' renal portal " system—was not per se the cause of
death or even disease in these toads; the kidneys can function
quite efficiently when deprived of their venous blood sup-
ply.

^^ff

i

^^[f

i

It may be argued that the enlargement of the kidneys in

toads with ligatured renal afferent veins is an indication that
the venous " portal " supply was of use to the animal, the
kidney enlargement being in compensation for its loss. But
hypertrophy of an organ is nearly always, if not always,
associated with an increased blood supplj^ and this is certainly
not the case in this instance, since not onlv is the whole of the
(supposed useful) venous supply cut off, but, as we have seen,
the renal arteries do not become enlarged. Moreover,, that this
kidney hypertrophy is of no significance in connection with the
problem of the '' renal portal " system is clearly shown by the
fact that in the abnormal specimen of Rana temporaria, referred
to above as having been devoid of a *' renal portal '* system
from birth (the frog OD), the kidneys were slightly below the
average in size (when compared with the kidneys of six normal
R. temporaria ), In this connection it is further interesting to
note that when one renal afferent vein is ligatured in a living
toad, one kidney therefore being non-portal and the other '* por-
tal. '* the non-portal kidnej^ does not increase in size compared
with the 'portal" kidney, though both may perhaps enlarge
equally' to a very small extent. In 1915, I ligatured the right

renal afferent vein in four toads. One died after three weeks
and three davs, one after seven w eeks and six davs, and the other
two I killed after seven weeks, six daj^s (perfectly healthy, in-

side and out) and eleven weeks, six days (health^' save for a few^

cysts in the liver) respectively. In the first toad the two kidneys
were exactly equal in weight (each = OHO gm ) ; in tlie second,

the left " portal " kidney w eighed 352 gm. and the right non-
portal 0-315 gra. : in the thiH, the left ** portal " kidney
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weighed 0^126 gtii. and the right non portal 0'133 gm. ; in the
fourth, the left '* portal" kidney weighed 0-123 gm. and the
right non-portal 0101 gm. In these four experimental toads
therefore not a single non-portal kidney shows appreciable in-

crease in size compared with the ^'portal," and only in one
case (the second) is there any marked difference of weight be-
tween the two kidneys, and this is in the reverse direction, the
'•portal'' being the larger. O'Donoghue (31), on the other
hand, maintains that in the few known example^=^ of abnormal
frogs {R, tempo) aria) in which the kidney of one side is naturally
deprived of a venous supply, the '' portcxl" kidney is always
the larger, and he considers this as evidence of the functional
importance of the '' renal portal " system. ^ Before describing
these few examples I may remark that one conspicuous diflEer-

ence between these natural examples of one-side-'' portal "-one-
side-non -portal frogs and my experimental toads is that in the
former the abnormal ''renal afferent" vein, instead of being
ligatured (and thereby increasing the quantity of venous blood
in the anterior abdominal and the other renal afferent vein), is

merely continued either into a persistent posterior cardinal
vein on the same side of the body or directly into the post-caval

'fferent

f

To be brief, I
ma}' say that O'Donoghue's contentioa is an impossible one to
maintain, as he himself would doubtless admit had he studied
the facts more in detail. In one of the abnormal frogs figured
by O'Donoghue (his figure 1), the normal left " portaf" kidney
weighed 0-105 gm. and the abnormal non-portal right kidney
weighed 0-088 gm.—a difference of 017 gm. ; and in another
frog figured by O'Donoghue (his figures 2 and 4), the normal
right ' portal" kidney weighed 0031 gm. and the abnormal
left non-portal kidney weighed 0-026 gm.—a negligible differ-
ence of 005 gm. In a more recent specimen labelled CH
kmdly sent to me by Dr O'Donoghue (text-fic/ure 5), the right
normal "portal" kidney weighed O'lOi gm. and the left ab-
normal non-portal kidney weighed 0099 gm.—again a negligible
difference of 0-005 gm. To ascertain if these differences occurr-
ed in normal E. temporaria I weighed the kidneys of sixteen /?.

temporarla taken at random and found that in one the differ-
ence of kidney weight was 0-018 gm., that in nine others the
difference in kidney weights varied between 0005 gm. and
0009 gm. and that in the remaining six the differences were
less than 0-005 gm. These data proved that the slight differ-

17 ^t^^A^^
these frog abnormalities which I have seen or read about (vide

tilk ;u
^'^'} « normal renal afferent vein is very small in comparison

with the renal afferent vein which opens directly into the post-caval or

"St.. P.°'*^"o'' cardinal, hence in these abnormalities the normal

iti?f !f/
l^idney receives much less venous blood than usual-a fact in

Itself of considerable significance (see text-figure 6).
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--L.POST.
CARD,

RSPRftV --LLNPRAV

V 5 D

Ji^
PPC--

RLNPR^V- -LSPRAV RSPRAV --LLNPRAV

A 6 B
TEST-FiotmE 5 ( X 2). The persistent left posterior cardinal vein in

the frog, <R. temporaria,} labelled CH. V, ventral aspect ; D, dorsal aspect.
RSPRAV, right small "portal" renal afferent vein; LLNPRAV, left

large non-portal renal afferent vein. The right "portal" renal afferent
vein only measured 0*341 mm. in external diameter, while the left non-
portal renal afferent vein measured 0*852 mm. Tlie external diameter
of the anterior abdominal vein measured 0*930 mm. and was therefore
small.

Text-figure 6. A, Persistent right posterior cardinal vein in a frog

(after Woodland, 43).

B. Persistent left posterior cardinal vein in a frog
(after O'Donoghue, 33).

The difference of calibre of the *• portal "and non-portal renal

afferent veins is conspicuous. PPC, posterior cardinal vein

:

RLNPRAV, right large non-portal renal afferent vein; LSPRAV, left

small '* portal" renal afferent vein; RSPRAV, right small portal renal
afferent vein: LLXPRAV, left large non-portal renal afferent vein.
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eiices of kidney weight found in the three abnormal frogs are
of no significanceJ

The CompariHon of Samples of Urine excreted by Frogs (Rana
tigrina) ivith Both Eenal Afferent Veins Ligatured, and

by Frogs with these two Veins Unligatured.

ince we have seen that ligature of the two renal afferent

veins temporaril}^ causes a diminished blood supply to the
kidneys via the renal arteries, it is useless to compare the urine
jjcput of frogs \\\i\\ the veins ligatured with that of frogs

S

retaining their renal afferent veins, since the former must,
under the conditions, necessarily be less during the 24 hours
over which the experiment extends (for the method of experi-
ment see Part Til). The nitrogen strength of the urine of th"O""' "^--'--j.

frogs with ligatured veins will also probably be less because of

the restricted circulation through the legs (which together
outweigh the rest of the body). In the toads with both renal
afferent veins ligatured, on the other hand, both of these
deficiencies must, as we have seen, have become remedied
during the several weeks over which the experiments extended
(probably by the genesis of additional blood and by enlargement
of the leg veins), but in the decerebrate frogs of these experi-
ments this is impossible. I confirmed these conclusions when
I compared the urine output of six frogs with ligatured renal
afferent vems with the output of urine of five frogs with intact
renal afferent veins (the two series of frogs being treated exactly
alike in all other respects) and found that on the average the
urine of the former was both less in amount and weaker in

nitrogen compared with that of the latter, though individual
frogs with ligatured renal afferent veins mav excrete more and
nitrogen-stronger urine than individuals with the veins intact.

Peri

Aff
I now proceed to state briefly the results of a number of

perfusion experiments which, since they concern the kidnevs
alone and are unaffected by changes in other parts of the body
afford more reliable data than preceding experiments. In these
experiments (ten in number described in detail in Appendix E)
the amounts and nitrogen and chloride (as NaCl) strengths of
samples of urine are compared when these samples were excreted
respectively by kidneys (1) possessing their venous supply,
and (2) deprived of their venous supply. The method adopted
in connection with these experiments was to perfuse 0-6% salin^

1 A conclusion amply conGrmed by the kidneys of the frog OD, in
which, though the two kidneys possess similar blood supplies, the differ-
ence of kidney weight was 0-033 em. See text-figure 4
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plus 40 c.c. fresh human urme added to each 2,000 c.c. of the
saline through the aorta and 0-6% salme plus 61 c.c. of the
same stock of human urine added as befc»re to each 2.000 c.c.

through each of the two renal afferent veins at correct relative
flows. In one part of each experiment urine was collected while
the renal afferent vein perfusion was in force ; in the other
part of each experiment urine was collected while the renal
afferent vein perfusion was stopped. These two samples of urine
were compared as to quantity, and nitrogen and chloride
strengths, due account being taken as to whether the experi-
ment was commenced with the renal afferent veins open or
closed.

The results I obtained, after the most careful elimination
of all factors which might defeat a true comparison, were that
(1) the amounts of urine secreted during the two conditions
(renal afferent veins open and renal afferent veins closed)
were on the average equal : (2) the nitrogen strengths of
the urine samples were the same under the two conditions

;

and (3) the chloride (as NaCl) strengths of the urine samples
under the two conditions were also identical. This last result
contradicts the statement of Bainbridge, Collins and Menzies (4)
that **a simultaneous arterial and venous perfusion, however,
seems to be more conducive to the formation of a very dilute^
urine than is arterial perfusion alone." Since, however, the
quantities of urine examined (by the refractometer) by these
authors were rarely more than O'l c.c, while my quantities
were rarely less than I'O c.c. and were estimated for chloride
(Mohr method) by an independent professional chemist (Dr.
A. P Sircar)

J
and since these authors give few or no details

respecting the conduct of their experiments, especially from the
point of view of the relative flows in the aorta and renal afferent
veins—in other words, the shutting-off of the renal afferent vein
perfusion may have, by restricting the outflow from the aorta,
raised the pressure of the aortic fluid and so have increased the
chloride content of the urine, the urine chloride content varying
directly with the pressure of the arterial fluid or blood (see
Appendix G, Part III)—I am of opinion that my results are by
far the more reliable (see Part III for additional confirmation).
Many of the conclusions of Bainbridge, Collins and Menzies (4), as
of other authors, are vitiated by the idea that the renal afferent
veins supply the kidney tubules, and I demur entirely, e.g. to

sol

perfused

1 My itaHcs. The term **diUite" here refers to sodium chloride, the
chief solid constituent. These authors also state that *• the urine
obtained on a simultaneous arterial and venous perfusion does not, so far
ns we could determine, differ in amount from that obtained on an arterial
perfusion alone," and Mias Culhs (16) comes to the same conclusion .
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tubules can be killed (except at great venous pressure) when
the renal afferent veins are perfused with 1/10,000 mercuric

chloride.

The facts supplied in the present Part II are then
corroborative of the conclusions reached in Part I. For the

most part they merely confirm, in the living animal, what has
already been demonstrated by, or might be inferred from, the

results of perfusion experiments. This confirmation however
is, quite apart from the value of the new facts described, of

considerable importance in view of the slur so often and
undeservedly cast upon the results of ]3erfusion experiments on
the kidney. In Part III further confirmation by experiments
on the living animal of the results obtained from the perfusion
experiments of Part I will be supplied.

PART III.

Repetition and Extension of the Experiments of
gurwitsch and interpretation of the results.

Theoretical Considerations.

Previous Experiments.

The experiments of Gurwitsch (20) constitute, so far as I

am aware, the only previous attempt to compare in the frog
the quantities of urine obtained respectively from a kidney
with the renal afferent vein ligatured and from the companion
normal kidney, i. e. with the renal afferent vein intact. Gur-
witsch wisely exposed the kidneys of the frogs he experiment-
ed on from the dorsal aspect and ligatured on one side the '' reno-
portal " vein and its confluent the dorso-lumbar (and in the
female the small oviducal veins were cauterized with a red-hot
needle), leaving these veins on the other side intact. Urine
or urea solution was injected into the intestine at the time
of operation as a diuretic. Gurwitsch only gives the quan-
titative results of two of his experiments, viz. that (1) the
total secretion of urine is very small in quantity, and (2) that
the hgatured kidney secreted less than the normal kidnev (the
igatured kidney secreted 0-5 c.c. and the normal or un-
ligatured kidney OS-l'O c.c. in two hours), and, so far as
I am aware, says nothmg concerning the qualities of the
samples of urine so obtained.

Deferring until later consideration of Gurwitsch's state-
ments of results obtamed by him on injecting dyes into the
frog s circulation under the above conditions, I will proceed
to state the results of my own experiments on the quantity
and quality of urine derived respectively from kidneys
with ligatured renal afferent veins and from normal control
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kidneys with veins intact, in specimens of the common Indian
frog, Rana tigrina—a very large species (some specimen«
weighing over twelve ounces—over 340 gms.~i.e. some ten
times the weight of the average R. temporaria).

^
I may add here that in all my experiments the cerebrum,

optic lobes and cerebellum were removed, the medulla being
carefully preserved intact in order to ensure the continuance
of respirator}'' movements, which of course are absolutely
essential to the success of the experiments. These respiratory
movements commonly continued for twelve hours and some-
times for more than twenty-four hours. The operation was of
course performed from the dorsal side. ^ In all experiments
water was placed in the dish to enable the belly-skin to
absorb what it required, and whenever possible I endeavoured
to collect samples of urine of at least 1 c.c.

Repetition of Gurwitsch's Experiments.

Only in four (out of fourteen attempted) experiments was
I able to obtain sufficient quantities of urine for total nitrogen
estimation. The results were not satisfactory, being contradic-
tory for the most part, the only certain result being that the
urine of the kidney with the ligatured renal afferent vein
(the '• ligatured " kidney) is never stronger in nitrogen than that
of the kidney retaining its venous supply (the *' normal"
kidney).

Improved Experiments to Determine the Amounts and Total
Nitrogen Strengths of the Samples of Urine.

In these experiments* I injected either urea sulphate (0'25
gm. dissolved in 100 c.c. 5% saline), urea(l gm. dissolved
in 100 c.c. 6% saline) or sodium sulphate (0 2 gm, dissolved
in 100 c.c. 0*5% saline) into the arm muscles but sometimes
intravenously (vein in arm), at the commencement of each ex-
periment (never during the course of the experiment) and
collected the urine in tubes from the two kidneys in the same
intervals of time. Out of thirty-three experiments attempted,
eighteen were successful (in the other fifteen experiments,
eleven gave either no urine at all or urine in quantities insuffi-
cient for accurate nitrogen estimation, and four were faulty).
Of these eighteen successful experiments, fifteen gave the result

urine
the average proportion of 1*4 : 1, i.e. the ligatured kidneys of
these eighteen experiments secreted 78 c.c. and the "normal'*
kidneys 54 c.c. in the same time) but weaker in nitrogen (add-

1 Full details of the mode of preparation of the frog are supplied in
Appendix F.

« Details of these and following experimenta will be published in tlie
Indian Journal of Medical Research: January, 1U23.
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ing together all the nitrogen strengths of the urine samples of

the two kidneys respectively, the average strengths were in

the ratio of 7: 1) than the virtue of the normal kidney.

The fact that the quantity ratio of 1'4
: 1 was identical with the

nitrogen strength ratio inverted (Tl ; 1 = 1 : 0'7) was doubtless

a coincidence, but it proves that on •/

total nitrogen excreted by the ligatured and ''normal'' kidney

respectively were equal (the ligatured kidnevs excreted a total

of 0*033474 gm. and the '' normal '' kidneys^ a total of 0'033750
gm.). In other words, the ligaturing of the renal afferent vein

in each of these frogs ynakes j^ractically no difference to the total

amount of 7iitrogenous matter which these ligatured kidneys

fact

d of

excrete as compared with the " normal'' kidneys, despite the

that the ligatured kidneys are, on the current view, deprive

three-quarters of their total blood-supply by the ligaturing of the

renal afferent veins. These results, obtained in 15 out of 18 ex-

periments must be regarded as the normal results, and the
three abnormal results must be regarded as having been due to
the preponderance of a j)articular factor, such as, e.g. the well-

known alternation of activity of the kidnej^s (e.g. at the
commencement of the experiment when secretion is most
vigorous the'' normal" kidney may have been at the ''flood
tide "of its activity and, if the experiment was brief, may
have therefore secreted more than the ligatured kidney for
this reason) or extra active absorption of water by the belly skin
(the influence of which will be appreciated when I have ex-
plained the cause of the normal results).

Further Experiments to Determine the Amounts and Chloride
[as NaCl) Strengths of the Samples of Urine.

Twenty -three experiments were attempted altogether (simi-
lar to those already described save that the urine was estimat-
ed for chloride by Dr. A. P. Sircar, instead of for total
nitrogen), of which fourteen were successful. Out of these
fourteen experiments, ten gave as their result that the urine
of the ligatured kidneys was greater in amount (the total amount
of urme secreted by the ligatured kidneys= 18-15 c.c. and

w*„ViH""^^,'^^^" .Sidneys =10-65 c.c, the ratio therefore

chloride as com-
>/ the " normal" kidneys. I may add that

in five of these experiments 06% saline was placed in the
dish instead of water and in all these cases the normal result
was obtained : in all the four experiments with abnormal
results, water was in the dish %

The normal results confirm me in my denial that the results
obtained by Bainbridge, Collins and Menzies (see Part II, p. )

are true. It will be remembered that these authors maintain
that, with a venous supply, the kidnev secretes urine weaker in

•/
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chloride compared with the urine which is secreted when
the venous supply is eliminated (the contention being that the
venous supply enables the tubules to absorb more actively).

The results just recorded, on the contrar}^ prove that a larger

venous snpplj^ than usual adds chloride to the urine.

The Interpretat1071 of the Preceding Results

Since it appears to be still a matter of dispute as to

Avhether quantit}^ of urine depends on the rate of flow or on
the pressure of the blood or other perfusing fluid, and since 1

have not met with any statement implying recognition of the'

fact that the composition of the urine depends, other things

equal, solely on the pressure of the blood supply, and since also

the acceptance of the truth in these matters is all important not
onl}^ for my explanation of the results described in this Part but
for the appreciation of the arguments to be advanced in the
next Part (Part IV) I have found it necessary, even in this

Abstract of my Memoir, to quote the experiments described in

Appendix G in full. The results of these experiments make it

quite clear and beyond dispute (1) tlaat quantity of urine is,

other things equal, directly dependent on the rate of flow

X volume of the fluid or blood perfused, i.e. on the flow of the
fluid or blood through a given length of capillary in a given
time

J (2) that the composition of the urine, on the other hand,
is dependent, other things equal, on the jyressitre of the perfus-

ing blood or fluid— the greater the pressure the less the percent-

age of nitrogen and the greater the percentages of chloride and
water, and vice versa. Thus quantity of urine is, other things

equal, dependent on rate of blood flow and not on blood pressure,

and qualit}'' of urine is, other things equal, dependent on blood

pressure, and there is every reason to believe that all other

glandular secretions conform to these rules (see Part IV).

Taking these truths as granted, the explanation of the

results of the preceding experiments is quite simple and
congruous with that of all other results described in this

Memoir. In these preceding experiments, it has first to be

recognized that the "normar* kidney retaining its venous
supply is not normal in the sense that its venous supply

resembles closely that of a kidney in a frog which has neither

of its renal afi'erent veins ligatured. On the contrary, owing
to the ligature of the renal afferent vein of the ligatured kidney,

the venous blood from the legs has to return to the heart via

two vessels (the remaining renal afferent vein and the anterior

abdominal) instead of three, and the remaining renal afferent

vein therefore contains appreciably more blood than usual.

This increase of blood pressure in the renal afferent vein of the
*' normal

"

recorded

the preceding experiments, viz. the greater
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secreted by the ligatured kidney and the greater percentages of

nitrogen and chloride in the urine secreted by the ** normal"
kidney. Tlie excess of blood in the renal afferent vein of the
*' normal" kidney raises the pressure in the renal venous mesh-
work and this retards the flow of the arterial blood in the inter-

tubular plexus,' and since quantity of urine is strictly depen-
dent on the flow of this arterial blood, the quantity of urine
secreted by the ^' normal " kidney is in consequence less than
the quantity of urine secreted by the ligatured kidney,^ which is

altogether devoid of a venous supply.^ Again, the excess of

pressure in the renal afl'erent vein of the "normal" kidney
causes the venous blood to mix to a slight extent with the
arterial blood in the intertubular plexus (vide Part 1 on the
results of a slight excess of venous pressure in perfusion
experiments) and this venous blood containing a greater
percentage of nitrogen* than the arterial blood, the result is

that the urine secreted by the ''normal" kidney is slightly
stronger in nitrogen than the urine of the ligatured kidney.
It is true that the increase of pressure in the intertubular

i This retardation of the arterial flow by raising slightly the pressure
in the renal afferent vein I have proved on many occasions in perfusion
experiments: on the other hand, successive increases of pressure in the
post-caval appear to be almost wholly ineffective in retarding the arterial
flow (see Appendix G), possibly on account of extravasation. Perhaps this
difference, if it exists, is correlated with the fact that the renal venous
raeshwork itself offers considerable resistance to the flow of the venous
blood through it.

« Giirwitsch (20), who apparently on the basis of two experiments (!)
comes to the conclusion that the ligatured kidney usually excretes le8$
urme than the unligatured, appear^j to imagine that the opposite (i.e.
my) result would be necessarily in favour of Ludwig's theory—the lack
ot absorption of water in the ligatured kidney tubules accounting for it.
But, unless he supposes that the stationary arterial blood which is laid
up m the half-filled renal venous meshwork of the ligatured kidney is
almost as potent functionally as the rapidly circulating venous blood
vvhich occupies the overfilled renal venous meshwork of the "normal"
kidney, it is difficult to imagine that a kidney with at least three times
(see Part I) more blood supply (supposed to be rushing through its
intertubular capillary system) than the ligatured kidney can surpass the
ligatured kidney so little in its powers of absorption of water from tha

glomerular filtrate as to reduce the output of urine only by— . If quan-

counts

1-4

1

'3

^^ 1 nave ascertamed m a number of careful experiments that the
emptymg of the renal afferent vein does not accelerate the flow of th»
arterial blood m the intertubular plexus and therefore does not increase

quantity of urine produced by the kidney.
The venous blood in these experimental frogs is even richer in

nitrogenous material relative to the arterial blood than normal froga

^r««^^-
'"^ the former P (see Part I, p, ) becomes artificially greater in

proportion to B owmg to the latter being lowered in value bv the removftl
of tissue m the preparation of the frog.
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plexus will lower the percentage of nitrogen in the urine but
this lowered strength in nitrogen is masked by the raised

strength due to the admixture with the nitrogen-rich venous
blood (vide Parti). As regards the superior chloride strength

of the '^normal'* kidney urine, since this probably has no
connection with the mixture of the venous with the arterial

blood, it can only be due to the increased pressure of the

arterial blood in the intertubular plexus (Appendix G).

The few exceptional results which 1 have described

in connection with nitrogen and chloride strengths I believe

to be due to the belly-skin absorption factor. Though the

absorptive area of belly-skin ^ presumably pours the absorbed
water into the anterior abdominal vein, the blood in which
does not supply the kidneys directly, yet small ventral absorp-

tive areas of skin on the thighs are drained by factors which
open into the renal afferent veins and so do '* supply" the
kidneys, and it is evident that if either water or salt is ab-

sorbed by the skin, this would reach the kidneys sooner via the
renal afferent veins than that absorbed by the belly skin.

Marked absorption of water will dilute the venous blood and
when this admixes with the arterial blood in the ^'normal"
kidney, the result may occasionally be that the ^'normal"
kidney secretes urine weaker in nitrogen and chloride than
that of the ligatured kidney. According to Pesci and Andres,
the frog's skin behaves as a semi- permeable membrane which
permits water to leave or enter according to the hyper- or

hypo -tonicity of the solutions—hence water may occasionally

enter in great quantity. On the other hand, according to these
authors, substances, like sodium chloride, dissolved in the water,
are always absorbed, and in the case of those frogs which
were placed in saline during the experiment, it is not surprising

that the "normal" kidney always secreted urine stronger in

chloride, because the venous blood probably contained more
chloride than the arterial blood. These are the onl}'- explana-
tions I can offer in order to account for the few exceptional
ro=iults which I obtained.

That the above explanation of the main results is the true
one is proved by the results of the perfusion experiments
which I have stated in Part I and by those which I have
described in Appendix G. In Part I, I showed that when
there wa? no excess of pressure in the renal afferent vein
containing fluid stronger in nitrogen (''46 fluid") than the
arteruil fluid, then the urine secret^ was of identical strength

with that secreted by the kidney with fluid of the tsame

Qitrogen strength (** 30 fluid ") as the arterial fluid in its renal

9^
f Tills area can be well demonatrated in Rana tigrina by innnerging

the animal for a few seconds in ammonia or acid solution, when it

assumes a distinct red colour.
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afferent vein. On the other hand, I showed that a very small
excess of pressure (flow) in the renal afferent vein causes the
*' 46 fluid " to affect the urine secreted by the actual penetra-
tion of the renal afferent vein fluid into the intertubular plexus.
The explanations of the differences in the amounts of urine
secreted and in chloride strengths are also, as I have already
stated, in accordance with the results described in Appen-
dix G.

Further, if the above explanation of difference of nitrogen
strength be the true one, it is evident that if the arterial fluid
be made relatively so strong in nitrogen as to render the in-
crease of strength in nitrogen, due to the contribution from
the leg tissues, in the renal afferent vein fluid, relatively
insignificant, then the urine secreted by the normal kidney
will be no stronger in nitrogen than that of the ligatured
kidney, since any slight increase due to the nitrogen from the
leg tissues will be counterbalanced bv nitrogen-weakening due
to the increase of pressure. I have proved this in four experi-
ments (not recorded). Further it is evident that if the
nitrogen contribution from the leg tissues be eliminated bv
Joming the iliac artery directly on to the renal afferent vein bV
means of a U tube (constricted so as to avoid excess of
pressure), then the urine of the "normal " kidney will certain-
ly be no stronger in nitrogen than that of the ligatured kidnev.
1 have proved that this is so in six perfusion experiments,
ine results of all these experiments therefore confirm the
explanation which I have provided to account for the results
J have described in this Part III.

Bepetiticn of Gunvitsch's Experiments on tlie Excretion of

§event
Kidneys in the same Frog.

jf theii

Normal

f 1.. ^"''",^^^^^i
-^<^^tes that in frogs operated on as usual from

the dorsal surface with dye injected into the blood, the urine

fh«f of ff
"'

""'J^
becomes only slightly coloured whereas

that of the '• norma " kidney is much moi^ deeply coloured.

nSrn

J

i'' f'.""'ff
*^ *^^ ^^^"1*^^ I ^ave obtained for

TnvS^. }^ .i^^^""^'^^ ^ repeated these experiments of
Ocurwitsch on three occasions. In each experiment I injected

sorHnt. ^W T^f^""
'^^^"'^1 ^•*^' '^f a solution of 0-2 gm. of

sodium sulphate dissolved in 100 c.c. of Oo% saline as a
dJnr^fJo - Vi r "*

,
''^^ ^" A"" C.c. ol Uo7o salinc as a

of a rwTi
later, when urine was being excreted, several c.c.

ot a deep-blue solntmn r^f ,•«,!,•„ •.*! • ^ -^/ ,• . _i,„
%, saline, also

exner n?.nT
"'"'•^''- ^^^ ligatured kidney urine of the first

experiment was, in intensity of coloration,' to that of the

and thirrTT)Th?!a?^ "fT "^T ^^^^^^ '" ^«"o^ tubes of equal caUbi eX over :£ t'Z''^
"'^''^ "^«-^ --« ^^ the same colour 4wed verti-cally over white paper,
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'' normal" kidney as 5 : 6 ; in the second experiment as 4 : G*

and the third experiment as 4*5 : 6, These results therefore aro

vsimilar to the chloride strength results and doubtless the same
explanation applies to both—indigo -carmine dye apparontly-

acts like chloride, increase of fluid pressure increasiTig its

percentage in the urine.

Some Theoretical Considerations,

In Parts I, IT, III I have proved conclusively both that

the so-called '* renal portal " system is devoid of function and that

it is distinct and separate from the intertubular plexus. It

remains to be added that I have already supplied in my
previous paper (44) a raison d'etre for the *' renal portal''

system. This, stated briefly, is to be found in the confined

position in which the kidne^^s of most of the lower Vertebrates

develop. Being pressed for space in which to develop, the

kidney tubules project during development into the lumen of

the posterior cardinal or other adjacent venous sinus, the thin

wall of the sinus being pushed in front of the wall of each
tubule (cf. e.g. the developinent of the excretory organ of

Crustacea in whicli the lumen of the originally wide excretory

organ of Crustacea in which the lumen of the originally wide
excretory sac becomes converted into an apparent network of

tubules by the in-pushings of the adjacent blood sinuses

vide 47 : in this case the blood tissue is developmentally
active and like all other capillarizations, penetrates the tissue

of the organ to be supplied for functional purposes, but in the

case of the *' renal portal " system the blood tissue is passive and
itself becomes fenestrated by the adjacent organ apparently for

mechanical reasons only). The successive antero-posterior

developments of the kidnej^ (pro-, meso-and meta-nophroi)

follow the paths of the posterior cardinal sinuses, being

relatively far apart anteriorly and near the median line

posteriorly, and the kidneys thus apparently select the site of

the veins because developmetit is most easy iu this position

—

there is more space. In the Mammals and Birds, on the other

hand, with powerful hind limbs, the limb veins need direct and
easy access to the postcaval, and the kidneys in such active

animals become greatly enlarged relative to the rest of thr

body, ' and for both these reasons the development of a *' renal

portal ^' system is impossible.

We conclude then that the vascular supply of the kidney
is identical throughout the Vertebrate series and that it is the

arterial supply alone which is utilized for urine secretion. Thi^

I I Imve determined the ratio ,^ , r^x i ^^>^
'— •" '^^'^^ numbeia

Wt. of both Kidneys
of individuals of all < lasses of Vertebrate^. The results will be pnbliah^-d

shortly.
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coaclusion however, while it clears the ground of a misconcep-
tion which has hitherto misled experimental effort and vitiated
inferences drawn, does not by itself assist us much in

coimection with the larger problem as to whether the urine is

secreted by the tubules or by the glomeruli, or by both. We
are as far off as ever from being able to decide between the
rival modified theories of Ludwig and Bowman, since it is now
useless to say, e.g. that a kidney with a ligatured renal afferent
vein is thereby deprived of three-quarters of its total blood
supply and thai since its tubules evidently cannot excrete as
much urine from the intertubular blood under these conditions
as the normal kidney with a venous supply, therefore the
excess of urine excreted by the ligatured kidney in the
experiments described above is definitely in favour of the
ueo-Ludwig theory—lack of hitertubular blood involving lack of
absorption of water from the glomerular filtrate giving an
excess of urine. On the contrary, we now know that the blood
used for secretion remains about the same in both kidneys and
that it is only due to experimental imperfection (the artificial
raising of the venous pressure in the " normal " kidney) that
the urine samples of the two kidneys differ slightly in amount
and quality. This imperfection in*^these experiments, and the
intentionally-produced excess of pressure in one renal afferent
vein in the experiments of Part I do however provide a clue
which inevitably leads us to adopt, as has already been
explained, a very much modified version of the Bowman-
Heidenhain theory—the Tubule cum Rete theorv, ' which may
be regarded as the theory of Bowman with the glomerulus a"8

a source of urine left out. According to the modified glome-
rular-filtration and tubule-absorption theory of Ludwig (the
ueo-Ludwig theory as I shall call it), so ablv put forward by
tushny (17), the mere facts that dye, potassmm ferrocvanide
and other substances can be perfused through the renal afferent
veins at normal pressure without appearing in the urine
(Fart I) prove nothing, because if the tubules are absorptive,
the presence of these substances even in the intertubular
plexus will not affect the urine filtered from the glomeruli,
provided that we assume, as Cushny assumes, that the absorp-
tive activity of the tubules is independent of the constitution
of the blood supplying them. Now we have seen that this

f-

We
Bowman

^oin«H h P
^^"*'' °eo-Ludwig is preferable to the expression - modern

"

i2^i ^ Vr ^^ ^°^ ^'"^ modification of Ludwig's theory, since the latter

from fh?f / question. The neo-Ludwig theory only differs essentially

fluM • H,t T K !" '^
'"L

^^^"niing that the tubule cells absorb Locke'*

of BowVnL f
^

^•r."'°
^^*^ ^^^°'y- °" the other hand, differs from that

ni^7o?rprodSfo^n^^r^' ^^^^^'^ •<*-«—"^^ ^^« •"^'''"
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assumption is untenable. We have shown repeatedly in

Part I and in the present Part III that when the fluid in the
intertubular plexus does become changed as the result of

excess of fluid pressure in the renal venous meshwork, causing
actual admixture of the venous blood or fluid with the arterial

blood or fluid in the intertubular plexus proper, then the urine

immediately indicates the admixture by an alteration in

composition, and this alteration in composition can only be thr

result of such admixture between the blood in the renal venouw
meshwork and the plexus, because it is impossible, with such a
relatively high pressure in the glomoruli; for the venous fluid

to affect the blood or fluid contained in the glomeruli (Part I).

Change of composition of the blood or fluid in the intertubular
plexus does then affect the composition of the urine secreted,

and this is proof that the tubules secrete the urine, because no
modification of an absorptive activity of the tubules Avould

enable urine to be secreted which contains constituents present
in the venous blood but absent from the arterial blood (dye
and ferrocyanide present only in the renal afferent vein supply
e.g.)

That the tubules can and do secrete urine, has alreadv
been proved by the experiments of Bainbridge and Beddard (3).

Ari is well known, these investigators ligatured all the renal

arteries hi individual frogs and by keeping some (the majority)
in an atmosphere of oxygen and others in air (thus preventing
the iiecrosis of the tubule epithelium which occurred in

Schmidt's and Beddard's experiments—36, 8) obtained (after

injecting strong diuretics into the lymph sacs) urine in

measurable quantity (i.e. at least 0*5 c.c.) in 11 out of 22
experiments. This urine was found to contain '' most of the
normal urinarv constituents "— all that were tested for. Since

in these experiments an arterial circulation was absent, it was
al] -essential from the point of view of deciding whether the
urine excreted was tubule or capsule-derived, to determine
wliether or not the blood supplied by the two renal afferent

veins ever intruded so far into the intertubular capillary

plexus as to reach any glomeruli. This necessity wat.

apparenth' complied with when, at the end of each
experiment, the vascular system of the frog was well washed
out (from the aorta) with saline *' and then thoroughly injected

with a saturated solution of soluble Prussian blue ** (presumably
at a pressure not less than normal arterial pressure). This
injection wa? made by the authors apparently solely in order

to be certain that all the branches of the renal arteries had
been severed by cautery and they did not recognize the

possibility of the dye reaching the glomeruli from the

intertubular capillary plexus ; nevertheless the injection

served both purposes, provided that the dye was injected at

a pressure not less than the normal arterial pressure. In Gout
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of the 11 successful experiments, the authors expressly state

that ** no glomeruli were injected " and that the tuhule

epithelium " appeared normal "
; on the other hand, in two of

the remaining five experiments glomeruli were found to be

injected at the extremities of the kidneys, and it seems

probable that this was due to influx from the intertubular

capillary plexUvS rather than to some twigs of the renal

arteries having remained uncauterized, ^ since we have seen

that Nusshaum's and Beddard's statement that '' it is

impossible to inject the glomeruli from the renal-portal vein"
is untrue, provided that the pressure in the vein be sufficient.

These experiments on the v.hole therefore (and possibly

those of Nussbaum (30) and Halsej' (21) who similarly obtained

urine from frogs with cut-out renal arteries, after injecting

diuretics directly into the blood—which, as Cushny points out,

would therefore be more potent than in Baiubridge and
Beddard's experiments— , though they did not sectionize the

kidneys afterwards to see if glomeruli had been included in the

circulation) afford good evidence that the tubules secreted

more or less normal urine (of course in reduced quantity as

compared with normal frogs because of the lack of flow)

without any assistance from the glomeruli. Since we cannot
accept Bainbridge and Beddard's compromise between the

two rival theories of Ludwig and Bowman, viz. that '' both
the glomerular and tubule epithelia definitely secrete urine,

and in all probability both can secrete much the same urinary
constituents in solution/' if only because we object to the

supposition that much unlike structures as the small capsules
with their thin squamious epithelium and the long tubules
with their thick walls of truly glandular cells perform identi-

cal functions, we are bound to conclude that the tubules
alone secrete the urine, the function of the glomeruli being
altogether different (see Part IV).

Bainbridge, Menzies and Collins (5) maintain, however,
despite the conclusive evidence to the contrary provided by the

control dye injections of Bainbridge and Beddard, that urine

formed by perfusion through the renal afferent veins, the

arteries being ligatured, is always produced by the fluid perfused
reaching the glomeruli, because whenever, in their exi>eriments,
urine was secreted as the result of verv high pressure in the

perfusion fluid, subsequent injection of Berlin blue always result-

ed in the dye being found in the glomeruli, whereas wheU; with

low^ pressure, urine was not secreted, few or no glomeruli were
found to contain the dye. This, I may remark without dis-

respect to these authors, is an admirable practical illustration

^ Each operation however was done from the ventral side, when it is

not so easy to be certain that every arterial twig lias been severed as it i»

Jn a dorsal operation.
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of a logical fallacy. Because witli a venous perfusion pressure
of 28-30 cms. urine is secreted and the glomeruli are found to
be injected, and with a perfusion pressure of 10-12 cms., urine
is not secreted and the glomeruli are found not to be injected, the
conclusion is drawn that the glomeruli secrete the urine. These
two pressures were apparently the only pressures employed by
these authors, and it is evident that in order to establish their

conclusion logically, the possibility of perfusing with a pressure
of intermediate intensity which uiight have resulted in urine
secretion without the glomeruli becoming injected should not have
been excluded. In other words, it is to me certain that the
high pressure (28-30 cms.) which injected dye into the glomeruli
also injected the perfusion fluid into the intertubular plexus (as
defined by me) as well as the glomeruli, whereas the low pressure
(10-12 cms.) which failed to inject dye into the glomeruli also
failed to inject fluid into the intertubular plexus to a sufficient

extent to produce urine. This source of fallacy was of course
not evident to Bainbridge, Menzies and Collins because they did
not recognize the separateness of the intertubular plexus from
the renal venous meshwork.

The proof that this interpretation of the results of Bain-
bridge, ilenzies and Collins is the correct one is to be found in
the results of five of my own experiments on dye injection
already briefly referred to in Part I (p. ). In these experi-
ments the dye \^as injected via one renal afferent vein at a
pressure of not more than 3 or 4 cms. above normal, the arterial

circulation being in full force, and I obtained distinctly blue

urine. On examining sections of these kidneys, dye was always
absent from the glomerular capillaries and capsules though
present in some of the intertubular capillaries, in the renal ven-
ous meshwork and in tubule lumina. These results prove con-
clusively that the tubules secreted the dye, and are much more
reliable than the experiments of Bainbridge, Menzies and Collins,

because in such experiments with venous flow only, the tubules
only secrete providing that diuretics are present and that the
volume ol fluid injected into the tubular capillaries is considerable
(see Part IV), and the pressure necessary to force in a lot of fluid*

is generally sufficient to enable it to penetrate into the glome-
ruli in varying amount. At least this is the conclusion I came
to when performhig six other experiments similar to those of

Bainbridge, Menzies and Collins and found, as these authors
say, that almost invariably, when urine was secreted, a few

' It is also probable that when the narrow sinusoids or rather capillaries

of the intertubular plexus are erapty and probably contracted, it requires
much more force to re-open and refill them than it does to cause venous
fluid to penetrate into them wlien they are already open and contain nina.
Hyrtl'a description (26) of the narrow openings of the intertubular plexus
capillaries into the large channels of the renal venous meshwork must be
borne in mind.
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glomeruli (a very small percentage of the total number) showed
traces of the dye.

PART IV.

The Tubules versus the Encapsulated Glomeruli—

a

BRIEF Consideration of the probable Functions of
Kidney

Contexts,

Some Facts subversive of the neo-Ludwig Theory of Kidney Secretion.
(1) Quantity of Urine is dependent upon the Quantity of Blood or

other Perfusing Fluid (Volume x Rate of Flow) traversing the
Intertubular Plexus and not on Fluid Pressure in the Glo-
j.j^(wjx nil.

(2) Reversal of the Current of Perfusing Fluid through theKidnev.
(3) The Quality of the Urine is dependent on Fluid Pressure.
(4) The Secretion of Substances solely present or present in

Excess in the Renal Afferent Veins of the Frog when the Fluid
Pressure in the Renal Afferent Veins is excessive relative to
the Pressure in the Arterial Fluid.

(5) The Increase and Decrease of Urine due to the Increase and
Decrease of the Osmotic Pressure of the Fluid traversing the
Renal Afferent Veins.^.-wtittx i^ncLmit veins.

Alternative Hypotheses to account for the Enclosure of the Glome-
. ^ . , .

ruius in the Capsule.A consideration of some other Arguments used in support of the
neo-Ludwig Theory,

In Parts I-III of this Memoir it has been necessary on
several occasions to refer to current theories concerning the
mode of function of the kidney, since our interpretation of the
signifacance of certain experimental results not infrequently
depends on the adoption of one or other of these. Three prin-
cipal theories may be said to exist, two of which have received
much recognition and the third but little. The first is the
J^owman-Heidenhain theory, the second the neo-Ludwig theory
(the modern theory " of Cushny, 17). and the third that which

Jt? r^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ cum Bete theory. To be brief I may
say that 1 do not propose to discuss the Bowman-Heidenhain
theory, tor the simple but conclusive reason that a theory
which considers that the functions of such dissimilar struc-
tures as the thm-walled diminutive capsule with its contained
glomerulus and the thick-walled typically glandular elongated
tubule are of essentially the same order ( 17, pp. 40, 56) is
ipso facto self condemned : as Cushny remarks, if one can
undertake the functions of the other, what call is there for the
aevelopment of "this very special apparatus," the capsule
with Its glomerulus ? There remain then the neo-Ludwig
tneory, which as is well known, assumes filtration through the
glomerulus of all the non-colloid contents of the blood with
reabsorption m the tubules of Locke's fluid the portion of
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the filtrate most required to be retained by the body——,and
the Tubule cum Rete theory, which is the very antithesis of the
neo-IiUdwig theory in that it assumes that all the constituents
of the urine are secreted by the tubules.^ The function of

the glomerulus, according to the Tubule cum Rete theory, is

that which is probably to be attributed to most or all other
forms of retia mirabilia, viz. the reduction of the arterial pressure
( since high blood pressure in the intertubular plexus means
excessive loss of salt and deficient elimination of nitrogen, i.e.

the reversal of the result demanded by the bod}-) and the
retardation ( rapid flow in the intertubular plexus involving un-
due loss of water from the body) and making continuous of
the arterial flow, while maintaining a large volume of blood.
The way in which the glomerulus produces these effects will be
explained below, and suggestions will also be offered in expla-
nation of the well-known but little understood fact that the
glomerulus, unlike most other retia mirabilia, becomes en-
capsuled.

For the sake of brevity I shall not attempt to discuss the
relative values of these rival theories from every point of view

;

all that I shall undertake is to state certain facts, mostly de-
rived from my own work, which I believe to be fatal to the neo-
Ludwig theory, to reconsider some other facts which are either
for or against this theory, and to answer certain objections
which have been or probably will be levelled against the theory
which I believe to be the true one.

Some Facts subversive of the neo-Ludwig Theory of

Kidney Secretion.

(1) Quantity of Urme is dependent upon the Quantity of Blood or other Per-
fusing Fluid ( Vohime x Rate of Flow ) traversing the Intertubular Plexus

and not on Fluid Pressure in the Olomeruli,

If the capillary walls of the glomerulus and the capsule
wall filter ofiE only the non-colloid constituents of blood, then
both blood pressure and blood flow must be important factors

in filtration, but in perfusion experiments in which the whole
of the circulating fluid is filterable, fluid pressure can be the
only factor concerned. If glomerular filtration be a fact, quanti-
ty of urine in perfusion experiments will, other things equal, be
solely determined by fluid pressure in the glomerular capillaries,

and rate of flow of the fluid will be of no account. This conclu-
sion is directly contradicted by the facts which prove beyond
doubt that in perfusion experiments quantity of urine is, other

things equal, directly dependent, not on rate of flow alone^ not on
tvlume of the perfusing fluid alone, hnt on both volume and rate

1 The only authors known to m#* who have previously advocated
this theory are Lamy and flayer (28).
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of flowJ. e. on the quantity of fluid which flows thronrjh a given

length of capillary in a given time—and has no connection with

fluid pressure * save in so far as pressure increases rate of flow.

In Ai^pendix G (Part III) I have given the results of nine per-

fusion experiments (six described in some detail and three

mentioned) in proof of the statement that quantity of urine

depends on rate of Aoav of the perfusing fluid and not on fluid

pressure- In Exp. Ser. A. I. P. increase of pressure occurs in

the aorta and this produces an increase of rate of flow in the

intertubular plexus, and the increased rate of production of

urine must be due to one of these, though even here there is

iuore proportionality between the initial increases of rates of

flow and the increased quantities of urine than there is between

these latter and the increases of pressure. In the Exp. Ser.

P.CJ.P. the increase of pressure occurs in the post-caval and this

pressure must to a large extent be transmitted up the inter-

tubular plexus to the glomeruli, so that in this series we again

obtain increase of pressure in the glomeruli but associated

uith a decreased rate of flow in the intertubular plexus.

Since in this series the quantities of urine produced show no

relation whatever to the increase of pressure, it follows that

the former must be a consequence of the rates of flow, since,

like these latter, thev fluctuate about a common level. Thus
in the AJ.P. series increased output of urine may be correlat-

ed either with increase of pressure or increased rate of flow;

in the P.CJ.P. series, on the other hand, the output of urine

is evidently correlated with the rate of flow, and, we may
therefore conclude, is also correlated with rate of flow in the

series A.I.P. ^

1 De Sousa (19), among others, has come to identical conclusions
regarding the relations between quantity of urine and rate of blood
flow and blood pressure from experiments conducted on the living animal,

2 I give the data in the two Series AJ.P. and P.C.I.P. for comparison.
Series A.I.P. Increase of Aortic Pressure=20 cms., 30 cms., 40 cms.

Increase of Rate of Flow = (Exp. 1) 17*3 c.c—50
c.c.— 115 c.c.

(Amounts perfused per (Exp. 2) 28-2 c.c—82
c.c,— 133 c.c.

30 minutes) (Exp. 3) 15-7 c.c—i7
•5 c.c.—80 c.c

Increase of Urine Output =(Exp. I) 0*5 cc— 1'2

c.c.— 1'25 c.c
(Amounts secreted in (Exp. 2) 0'18 cc—0*

85 cc.— 1-2 c.c.

30 minutes) (Exp. 3) 0-38 cc-O'
87 c.c—0-95 cc

Series P.C.I.P. Increase of Postcaval Pressure=(Exps. 1, 3, 4)0

cm.—2-5 cms.—5 cms.—7*5 cms.

(Exp. 2) cm.—6 cms.

—7*5 cms.
Rates of Flow (Exp. 1) 76 cc—94 c.c

115 c.c—131 cc
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Cushny suggests that one reason why, when pressure in
the glomerular capillaries is raised by increased resistance in
the post-caval, the output of urine is not increased (when in
living animals the arterial flow is retarded by constriction of
the renal vein the urine decreases in quantity) is because the
capsular epithelium becomes asphyxiated by the retardation of
the blood flow, and he adds that the capsule epithelium
"responds rapidly" to such asphyxia. To this suggestion I

may reply that, as shown by the well-known examples of the
frog's lung and the abdominal skin of the frog, the more mori-
bund an epithelium the more easily it filters, and Cushny himself
(p. 101) refers to Sollmann's demonstration that the "dead"
kidney can produce a plentiful "exudate" when the pressure
of the perfusion fluid is raised ; moreover there is no evidence
whatever in support of the assertion that the capsular epithe-
lium " responds rapidly'" to asphyxiation by becoming non-
filtrative. Again, according to Cushny, Tammann suggested
that owing to the slow circulation of the blood in the glome-
rulus, filtration of water must lead to an excessive concentra
tion of the colloids remaining in the blood and therefore to
an increa.^e of the osmotic resistance offered by these
colloids to further separation from the non-colloids, but this
suggestion does not apply to the results of perfusion ex-
periments with fluids devoid of colloids, and will probably be
falsified when reverse current experiments (vide m/ra)' are
performed with blood as the perfusing medium. Finally, Lud-
wig suggested in 1S61 that the non-increase (perfusion fluid) or
actual decrease (blood) in quantity of urine when the efferent
vein is constricted is possibly due to another secondary cause,
viz. "that the swollen veins press upon the tubules in the me-
dulla and narrow or close them so that no urine can reach
the ureter " (17, p. 105). The reply to this suggestion is that
given such a pressure producing swollen veins, the tubules
cannot only secrete urine, but can secrete urine at a much
greater rate than when the veins are not swollen, provided

(Amounts perfused per (Exp, 2) 66'fi c.c—71

c.c.—66 c.c.

30 minutes) (Exp. 3) 35-6 c.c—42-6
c.c—36-3 c.c—33-3 c.c.

(Exp. 4) 85 c.c—99 c.c.

—102 c.c— 100 c.c.

Rate of Urine Output =(Exp, 1) 87 cc—1-4

(Amounts secreted in c.c—05 c.c.—0-33 c.c.

30 minutes) (Exp. 2) 0-72 c.c—1-4

c c.— i'25 cc.
(Exp. 3) 7 c.c—0-75 c.c
—0-41 c.c—0-36 cc.

(Exp. 4) 0-75 cc—0-62

c.c.—0'55 c.c.— 62 c.c.
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that (in the total absence of diuretics) the fluid in the swollen

veins flows. This condition of things can be brought about by
perfusing the kidney in the reverse direction to the normal, i.e.

through the renal vein or veins to the artery or arteries

instead of vice versa. I performed five such experiments on

the frog and four on the rabbit, the results of which are

given in Appendix H,and they provide a sufficient disproof of

the suggestion put forward by Ludwig, and, at the same time,

and in conjunction with the results of Appendix Q (Part III),

a sufficient demonstration of the truth of the view that quanti

-ty of urine is, other things equal, dependent on rate of flow

and volume {i.e. on the flow) of the perfusing fluid, and that

hydrostatic pressure in the glomerulus (except in so far as it is

a cause of flow) and absorption in the tubules have nothing to

do with urine production. Son^e rate of flow is, under most
conditions,' absohitely essential for secretion, but the amount
of secretion will be small or even nil unless there is also volume
(well shown when, the renal nerves being stimulated, the renal

capillaries contract and the urine output is diminished, though
the blood pressure remains unaltered and the rate of flow must
be increased).

Additional confirmation of this view is afforded by the

familiar fact that in both the salivarv gland (Starling, 40, p.

m%) and the liver (Schafers '' Text-book of Physiology," Vol.

I, p. 565) blood flow is the chief factor concerned in quantity of

secretion, and not blood pressure, and the same fact doubt-

less holds for the pancreas (27) and all other glands. In all

these glands increased output of secretion^ always, other

conditions being the same, follows dilatation of the gland

capillaries, and though it is sometimes nssumed that this

dilatation is solely due to a local increase of blood pressure

(even when, as in the case of the kidney with the splanchnic

nerve branch cut, the pressure in the artery remains constant)

yet it seems quite as feasible to assume that the dilatation is

due to relaxation oE the capillary walls, the resulting Jowenng
of resistance facilitating inflow 'of blood and thus prt)ducing

that volume of blood which is so essential to secretion, even
though the rate of flow be slightly reduced.

Again, the re!=:ults of the experiments described in Appen-
dix C, Part 1, prove that marked increase of osmotic energy of

the fluid traversing the renal venous mesh work can accelerate

the rate of flow of the fluid through the intertubular plexus

_
1 Urine ran also be produced from prartically stationary bVod or

fluid in the inUTtnbular plexiig. provided that there be a sufficient

yohime of blood or fliiid and that thi<» contains sufficiently strorg diuret-

ics, Le. diuretics: can take the place of flow.
« As also increased absorption in the jint or placenta, or, as in in-

flammation absorption of toxic or useless matter, and all other forms of

Hood activity.
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(though the arterial '' head of fluid " joressure remains con-
stant) and cause increased output of urine, provide still fur-
ther proof of the statement that fluid pressure in the glome-
rulus is not concerned with the production of quantity of
urine.

Since the results of experiments dealing with filtration

through animal membranes prove that the quantitj^ of filtrate

'rises with the pressure (though in lower ratio in most cases)
and that with a fluid devoid of un filterable constituents, rato
of flow is of no account as a factor producing quantity of fil-

trate, it follows that the hypothesis of glomerular filtration

applied to the mode of function of the kidnej'- cannot be enter-
tained.

It may however be objected that filti'ation by the kidney,
i.e. the production of urine more or less identical in composi-
tion with the perfusing fluid, or at least the portion of it inject-
ed, undoubtedly does occur under certain conditions, as e.g.

when Ringer's fluid is injected into the blood-stream in such
quantities as to render relatively insignificant the colloid content
of the blood, or when Ringer's fluid or simple saline is perfused
through the kidneys at a certain pressure, but to admit this
is not to admit the hypothesis of glomerular filtration. On
the contrary, facts to ba stated below afford definite proof
that this filtration, like all other forms of kidney secretion,
occurs thiough the walls of the tubules, which, under these
peculiar conditions, fail to modify the composition of the per-
fusing fluid. Filtration in the dead kidney certainly occurs
through the tubule walls, as may be seen when a kidney is first

perfused via the artery with sa\^ chromic or picric acid fixative
(the filtrate exuding from the ureter being small in quantity
and soon ceasing) and afterwards perfused in the reverse direc-
tion via the renal vein (when the filtrate is large in quantity
and continues for along ti^ne), and if this be the case in the
dead kidney, what reason is there for suppasii^g that it is not
the tubules which filter when the sama results are obtained in

a similar experiment with saline on a livino[ kidnev ?

'

1 Jthas been argued that tJie dejn»jn?»tracion that the dead kidney can
pasa fluid from th»3 vessels into the tubules is proof that the " tjiina *' of
ordinary oalina perfusion experiments is aLo a mere filtrate, and not a true
secretion. But, according to Cushny. true rnicturat-d urine i it.^elt' only
afiltrate (modified by tubuleabaorptionj and supporters of the neo Ludwig
view cannot therefore object to the residt.s of perfusion experiment.-) on that
score. What they have failed to recognise id that the filtrate comes from
the tubules and not the glomeruli. The chief pomt to notice however is
that what U practicriUy filtration {i.e. passage of substances v\ithout con-
centration} deed occur under abnormal <"unditionH even in the living
organism (as when the blood contains a great excess of water) and if the
dead kidnev is orovod to filter vi* the^tiil)u!n-t and rioh f.hn olnm^nili fhftTi

the living kidney almost certainly does likewise. To ar^^ue that thd fluid
turned out by the ureter in valine perfusion experinientaia not a sacration
in the sense that micturated urine is. \a tn «nnnnan th^t f.hp LrJHnftv la
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(2) Reversal of the Current of Perfusing fluid through the Kidney,

In nine experiments (five on the frog and four on the

rabbit—vide Appendix H) 1 carefully compared the results of

perfusing the kidney via the renal arteries (the ordinary direct

current) and perfusing in the reverse direction, i.e. in at the

renal veins and out by the renal arteries. In the case of the

frog I perfused 0*6% saline plus 005% urea at 24 cms. pres^

sure at room temperature first through the aorta (the systemic

and iliac arteries and the renal afferent veins being ligatured)

and then through the post-caval (the renal arteries being cut) at

the same pressure. In the case of the rabbit I perfused 0'9%
saline plus 100 c.c. fresh human urine added to each 2,000 c.c. of

the paline at 100 cms (water) pressure at about blood tempera-

ture first through the renal arteries of both kidneys and then

through the renal vein of one kidney, the other kidney continuing

as before as a control. In the first frog experiment the reverse

current (R.C.) gave eight times the amount of urine obtained by
the ordinary direct current (D.C.) in the same time and of a nitro-

gen strength of 0000140 gm. per 1 c.c. as compared with the

0*000193 gm. of the direct current (the perfusing fluid was of a

nitrogen strength of 0000153gm.). In the second frog experi-

ment R.C. gave 8"5 times more urine than D.C. the R.G. urine

nitrogen strength being 0*000153 gm. and chloride (as

NaCl) strength being 0006154 gm., as compared with the D.C.

urine nitrogen strength of 0-000215 gm. and chloride strength

of 0-005406 gm. Hence, as usual, the increased pressure in
^

wholly indifferent to the nature of the fluid perfusing its sinusoids or

capillaries. But this is absurd. When the blood in a living animal con-

tains excess of water the first thing the kidney does is to get rid of the

excess, and the water eliminated naturally contains a very low percentage
of urea and other substances ; similarly, when the kidney is perfused with
saline, it endeavours to do the same thing, and the low percentase of

nitrogen in this case is no more an argument for the excreted fluid being
a mere exudation than it is for the product of hydraemia. In both cases

the kidney attempts to re-instal the normal percentage of colloids, and in

both cases the percentages of nitrogen and chloride are a function both
of the nature and the hydrostatic pressure of the perfusing fluid.

In the cas3S of the salivary and pancreatic glands, these are only

roused to activity when the gut is active and certain hormones are pro-

duced, and they naturally do not secrete when perfused with a saline

solution devoid of these hormones; the kidney, on the other hand,
depends upon no such special chemical messengers and its activity is

entirely regulated by the nature of the perfusing fluid, which, to it, is a

suflBcient indication of the needs of the body.
To condemn saline perfusion experinaents on the maramars kidney,

e.g, on the ground that it is necessarily dead under these conditions is

an argument only rendered possible by the fact that nearly everybody's
mind is obsessed by the idea of glomerular filtration. Glandular epithelium
in general (including that of the tubules) is only developed when secretion

occurs (i.e. when the substances extracted from the blood differ in con-

centration from those in the blood, and perhaps also when only a selec

tion is made) but this does not inhibit glandular epithelium playing more
or less the part of a filter when conditions demand that it should.

X
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the intertubular plexus diminishes the nitrogen .strength and in-
creases the chloride strength of the urine. Similar results were
obtained in three other similar experiments.

In the first rabbit experiment,' with D.C. through both
kidneys, the left kidney secret.^d 50 e.c. urine in 30 minutes of
0-00054P gm. nitrogen strength, and the right kidnev 20 c.c.
urine of G-0U037.3 gm. nitrogen strength. Tlie R.C. through the
right kidney produced in 28 minutes .{IS c.c. urine, while in the
same time D.C. through the left kidney produced 4-75 c.c. urine,
i.e. R.C. produced 6-6 times as much urine in the same time.
The R.C. urine (two samples) was 000453 gra. and 0000546gm.
nitrogen strength while the D.C. left kidney simultaneously
secreted urine 0000693 gm. nitrogen strength. In the second
experiment W.C. produced 5-6 times as much iirine as DC. and
similar results Avcre obtained in the two other similar experi-
ments.

The significance of these results in connection with the
present subject is that according to the neo-Ludwig theory
quantity of urine is directly proportional to the fluid pressure
in the glomeruli and inversely proportional to the absorbing
capacity of the tubule epithelium—the absorbing capacity of
the tubules presumably being proportional, as in the case of
the mtestlnal epithelium, to the volume of fluid present in the
intertubular capillaries. Now in these reverse current experi-
ments, the fluid pressure in the glomeruli, when the current is
rever.sed, is less than that during arterial perfusion because the
fluid has first to overcome the resistance offered by tlie inter-
tubular plexus, and on this account a le.ss proportion of urine
should be secreted during the reverse current ; further, the
intertubular capillaries during the reverse current contain a
vastly greater volume of fluid than they do during the arterial
perfusion and they should therefore be more actively absorp-
tive, and on this account also a less proportion of urine should
be secreted during the reverse current. But we have seen

' Both kidney.s had hud all nerve connections severed so that thin
factor, as regurds quantity of mine, wa?i absent. All the renal nerves in
the frog experiments, on tlie other hand, were left intact.

Another objection which may be urged against these experiments
on the rabbit is that " failure of ab-^jorption from overflooding is especial-
ly liable to occur in the rabbit in which absorption is peculiarly ineffec-
tive at the best " (17, p 50). Even allowing for this factor, the excretion
of the vein-perfused kidney in these experiments should still have been
less instead of more owing to the decreased pres.sure in the glomeruli, but
Cushny quotes an experiment on the rabbit in which, during sulphate
diuresis, the two kidneys, perfused via the renal arteries, actually excret-
ed at the rate of 5 c.c. per minute, and even at thia rate, according to
Cushny, the tubules absorbed 40%of the water pa^.sing through the kid-
oeys, i.e. the kidneys excreted 20% of sulphate while the serum only
contained 015%, so that in my experiments absorption should certainly
have occurred on the neo-Ludwig view.
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that the reverse current produces a volume of urine five to

eight times as great as that produced by the direct current, and
thus once again the neo-Ludwig theory is in opposition to

the facts. 1 venture to prophes}^ that when this experiment
is repeated on the Hving animal, i.e. with blood as the medium,
identical results will be obtained.

* _

*

(3) The Qualify of the Urine is dependent on Fluid Pressure,

^ The nine experiments recorded in Appendix G (Part III)

afford clear proof of the statement that increase of fluid pressure

causes the urine produced to contain an increased percentage

of chloride and a decreased percentage of nitrogen, and vice

versa—a statement which is also confirmed bj^ the results of

many other experiments. Now supporters of the neo-Ludwig
view explain the nitrogen-weakness and chloride-strength of

the urine obtained by increase of blood pressure in the aorta

as being due to the incapacity of the tubules to absorb from
the augmented volume of glomerular filtrate the normal pro-

portion of Locke's fluid, i.e. the normal proportions of water
(hence weaker nitrogen) and chloride (hence stronger chloride),

despite the fact that increase of aortic blood pressure implies

a correspondingly increased blood flow through the intertubular

plexus supplying the tubules. If w^e adopt this explanation^
for the excess of urine produced by aortic pressure, when pres-

sure in the intertubular plexus is relatively low, and the glo-

merular filtrate large in volume, the urine produced under the
very different conditions of increased blood pressure in the

post caval vein, when pressure in the intertubular plexus is

relatively high'^ and the glomerular filtrate scanty,^ should,

according to the line of argument assumed in this explanation,
be characterized by great strength of nitrogen and paucity in

chloride. But the experimental results recorded in Exp. Ser.

P.C.LP. (Appendix G, Part III) and illustrated by many other
experiments I could quote, prove exactly the contrary to be
the case—the urine of the post-caval pressure experiments is

qualitatively identical with that of the aortic pressure experi-

ments, being like it weak in nitrogen and strono- in chloride.*

1 The present writer of course explains the nitrogen deficit (and chlo-

ride excess) of the urine of this pressure diuresis as being due to the
excessive excretion of water (and salt) by the kidney tubules, just as the
salivary glands (2, 7, 22), sweat glands (14), liver (when stimulated with'

salicylate, vide 35) and pancreas (23) secrete excess of water (and salt)

when stimulated.
^ The capillaries being enormously swollen, i,e, in the same condition

as the capillaries in the villi when intestinal absorption is most active.
^ An equally favourable condition for absorption of water and salt

from the glomerular filtrate, according to Cushny (17, p. 49).
These characteristics of urine produced during constriction of the

efferent kidney vein must be known to physiologists and yet T cannot find
any mention of them in Cushny (17) or any text-book. Brodie and Cullia
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In other words, increase of pressure, whether it arises in tlie aorta

or the pofit-caval, always has the same effecb on the urine.'

This easily demonstrable fact proves conclnsively that (1)

absorption in the tubule does not take place; that (2) glome-

rular filtration must, on this account alone, be deemed a myth ;

and (3) that therefore the whole of the urine is excreted by the

tubules—the only possibility left. ^

(4) The Secretion of Substances solely present or present in Exce^iS in

the Renal Afferent Veins of the Frog when the Fluid Pressure

in the Renal Afferent Veins is excessive relative to the

Pressure in the Arterial Fluid,

As I have explained in Part I, it is possible with correct

relative Hows in the renal afferent veins and the renal arteries

to perfuse indigo carmine dye, potassium fertocyanide and

other substances through the renal afferent veins without these

substances appearing in the urine, but if the renal afferent vein

perfusion bottles be raised from 1 cm.-3 cms. so that the fluid

pressure in the renal afferent veins just exceeds the normal

pressure (relative to the pressure in the intertubular plexus),

these substances at once begin to appear in the urine. We have

also seen in Part III that the slight excess of pressure in the

r^nial afferent vein of one kidney due to the ligaturing of the

other renal afferent vein is also sufficient to cause the nitrogen-

richer venous blood to produce urine stronger in nitrogen.

Since the pressure in the glomeruli cannot be much less than

20 cms and if we assume that the pressure in the renal venous

meshwork and intertubular plexus is as much as 10 cms., it is

impossible to suppose that a rise of pressure in the renal venous

meshwork and intertubular plexus of 1-3 cms. is sufficient to

force the venous blood into the glomeruli (and so to cau^e the

dye, lerrocyanidc and excess 6i nitrogen to be filtered from

the glomeruli) in view of the fact that the glomerulor circula-

tion remains in full force and at a pressure at least 7 cms. (of

water) higher than that in the intertubular plexus. And if

tliis be an impossible supposition, the only alternative is to

assume that the tubules secrete the urine. I can conceive of

no possible answer to this argument (more full}' stated on

r

(12) state that when the ureter is slightly constricted tho urire excreted

also contains oxcess of water (less nitrogen) and salt, but this secretion

against a pressure is not the same thing a=i increased pressufe in the blood

of the intertubular capillaries,, though it leads to the same results and is

equally contradictory of the neo-Ludwig view of tubule absorption-

1 Similarly the experiments of Bainbridge and Beddard (3) show that,

the rena? arteries being ligatured and the oxygenated venous blood in the

renal afferent veins having penetrated into the intertubular plexus, the

urine resulting is as rich in nitroaen as normal urine, and this is of course

<Jue to the pressure (the arterial blood supply being excluded) in the inter-

tfzbular capiilanes being as low as in the normal kidney.
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p. 15 Part I) bv supporters of the neo-Ludwig theory— it
appears to me to be conchisive hy itself.

f

4

(5) The Increase and Decrease of Urine due to the Increase and
Decrease of the Osmotic Pressure of the Fluid traversing

the Renal Afferent Veins.

In Part I (p. 18 ) I have explained that when, with correct
relative flows, there is substituted in the rena! afferent veins a
fluid of higher osmotic pressure, both the flow of the arterial
fi inrl in i-\\r\ i»A 4-^«4-«tl% -,1««*^1 _ TjI - . __

to

sis.

fluid in the intertubular plexus and the urine are increased in
quantity. Conversely, when the osmotic pressure of the renal
afferent vein fluid is diminished, then both the arterial flow and
the urine are also diminished. I maintain that it is impossible
- --plam these results on the glomerular filtration hvpothe-

It IS inconceivable that the higher osmotic pressure of
the renal afferent vein fluid can so affect the glomeruli as
to hasten the flow of the arterial fluid through them, because
the g omeruli are shielded not only by the inner and outer
capsular walls but also, according to the neo-Ludwig view, by
a dim of filtrate. It is also inconceivable that, with correct
flows the renal afferent vein fluid can reach the glomeruli via
the efferent glomerular vessels, because if it could, the quality
of the urine would btcome changed and this it does not do

;moreover the very fact that the flow through the glomeruli is
quickened would prevent the venous fluid from entering the
glomeruli, quite apart from the differences of pressure. The

IrlJr ff^''^^ ^¥"J' *^ ^"'""^^ t^^^t the high osmotic

Fnf..? K f *^^^'^»'^' ^^^^^^nt ^«in fluid in some way causes the

^nll!i ^I/^p^'^
capillaries to dilate, and the additionalvolume of the fluid entering the intertubular plexus gives rise

ft>t h'^'i .""^-^P^V "'"^"- " glomerular filtration were aact the dilatation of the intertubular plexus would, by lowering

thL^, r'7T ^^' g^'^e''"!"^.- ^i'mnish filtration and so reduce

ilnm.nl fu'";"-^' ^f '^"'^ ^^''^ '' "«t tlie ca.se. it follows that
glomerular filtration does not occur.

osmnn""'^^''^^''
*^^ decrease of urine output when a fluid of lowosmotic pressure occupies the renal afferent veins can only be

si^ce .n ? w-^'"''' f ^^^ intertubular plexus capillaries, and

ZZrT '^u'^'l-
^^

f''
intertubular plexus shiuld. on the

flaZ \

^^^^'^^'°'' l^ypothesis, raise the pressure in the

thp^?rf w? "'' J^?«^ent the output of urine (especiallv since

llnZ ""

Z^ ^^f
^"t^^tubular plexus would diminish the

mnrp r^
capacity of the tubules), glomerular filtration once

morP iT ^""Tu^^^^.
^"^ *^"^^ ^'^ ^^^'^"nt for the facts Once

Zrfli flu^^^^ ?^ '^ '''PP^^^' *« "'^ to be impossible for sup-

ance wFfh
.^^/^^p-^^^d^^'ig view to explain these'^facts hi accord-ance with that view.

I
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Since in my opinion the evidence submitted under the
preceding five headings constitutes absolute proof of the truth
of the Tubule cum P.ete theory, 1 do not propose to offer

further original evidence nor to call to mind the large volume
of other evidence whicli has already been advanced by previous
investigators.

Alternative Hypotheses to account for the Enclosure of the

Glomernhis in the Capsule.

From the standpoint of zoo-physiology there is but little

need to adduce evidence in support of the assertion that, while
the large diameter and short length of the renal artery allows
a large volume of blood to supply the kidney at high pressure
and rapid rate of flow, the function of the glomerulus is to

reduce this pressure and retard this rate of flow to appropriate
values, ivhtle inaintaining a volume of blood which is relatively

large cojnpared with fhat supplied to other ghmds. Glands far

removed from a seat of high pressure are usually intermittent
in action and when functional depend for a temporarily in-

creased volume of blood on local vaso-dilatation, the length of
artery separating them from the aorta ensuring low pressure
and slow rate of flow. But the kidney, on the other hand, is

eontinually and intensely activ^e and thus needs a constant
large volume of blood in its vessels and this can best be secured
by proximity to the aorta provided that it is shielded against
the excessive high pressure and rapid rate of flow whioh such
proximity involves. The glomeruli are thus to be regarded
as the physiological equivalents of the length of artery which
separates most glands from the seat of maximum pressure and
this is the normal function of most kinds of known retia

mirabilia, of which the glomerulus is but one example. In short
the glomerulus is the equivalent of a waterfall in the course of

a large river near its mouth, the fall obliterating or minimizing
the "pressure head" and the rate of flow, while maintaining
the volume, whereas fhe lengths and small diameters of the
arteries which supply other glands are comparable to small
tributaries of the river near its source in which the volume of

water is small and the '** pressure head " and rate of flow not
necessarily very large. In both cases the pressure and rate of

flow may be about the same, but the volume of watei at the
base of the fall is enormously greater than the volume of water
in a tributary, and the latter can only be increased in the
tributary by the widening of the bed to form a pooL

But the glomerulus differs from all other known retia

mirabilia in that it becomes encapsulated in a glandular tube,
and it is this feature alone which, not unnaturally has ori4i-

nated the idea of the blood in the glomerular capillaries part-
ing with a portion of its water and some other constituents to
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form a portion of the urine ; it is evident that if the glomerulus
merely lay external to each tubule— adjacent to but not in
contact with—the ideas of glomerular secretion and filtration
would never have been advanced, and the tubules would be
regarded as performing the function of excretion in precisely
the same way as the urinary tubules of Leeches or Arthropods.'
Now, quite apart from the experimental facts which disprove
the idea of glomerular filtration, there exist other considera-
tions some of which have already been advanced many times,
which should cast doubt on this idea. One is the fact that
throughout the entire animal kingdom loss or the risk of loss
from the body of any portion of such a valuable fluid as blood
IS most carefully avoided. The development of a blood svstem
(haemocoele) is always distinct from that of the coelora, the
latter in most of the lower animals being primarily a hvdro-
coele or cavity containing water which receives excretorv matter
and IS drained off to the exterior'^ either by the nephrostomes
ot (therefore) open-ended nephridia or bv special ducts or nores.
Un the other hand, all closed cavities which mav be considered
to be the precursors of a haemocoele (eg. the parenchymal
spaces of Helmmthes and Nemertines and the blastocuele of
Kotifers. Entoproct Polyzoa and manv larvae) or are haemo-
ceoies (e.g the perivisceral sinuses of Arthropods) are provided
respectively with nephridia with closed inner extremities provi-

lll r A f""'^:^^^^! 1 ^"^ ^vith renal tubes also closed inter-
nally and devoid of flame cells;* that is to sav, the fluid in

ZjT'r'''^^^ '' ''^''^' ^'""^^^ t« the exterior by means of

XnJfir fT ^'
f""^'

°^^'"' °"t'^*^ ^^^'fcl^er, it is extremely

n!ltT .f '"'^'T
*^' "°*^^«'^' ^1^'^^n^d in most animals bVnephnd.a with nephrostomes, becomes secondarily connected

X
rw™—r^ ^^

Huoi r5)*h'ave nn?; '^'^"^f.^°^ T^ophobranch fishes, which, accDrding toiiuot Uo) have no glomeruh m coanection with them,

recently de'rl^frn'S^''* '" AUaha^ai, Dr. Karm Narain Bahl. has

pSre^naZJthll^l^^)^ W^ nephridia of a tropical earthworm,

line th ouCft r;.f .1^
"^^''^ open into the intestine in the mid-dorsal

conserv?nl th "w^^^^
"""^''^ ^«"g*h of th^ wor-n This means of

Sseood evirn- il'^'f'V^°"ld,f
herwise be lost b v drainage of coelomic

has in earthwo n^r ..i
^^.' 'J'P'"^'^ P' '^'•^ ^^"^^'^ the nephridial tubules

footLoL whTch mnr ".f '^ f^
'^'"' absorption. See also the preceding

branch fisheL^Tr- ^^'
u'?"

mtertubalar capillary plexus of Looho-branch fishes has hkew.se nothmg to do with absorption^

flagellaof Snnn.^r K-
,^^§^"* of <^o"rse play the part of the collar-cell

Stive mod/of - t-'" 'l^''''^
^"'^ '" the required direction This

SSer r^^f'?JPI"P"^--^o'^^^^ is not needed in the kidney tubules

and ess convXtJ "P^^' ^^^ Vertebrates) with their shorter, wider

and is t °erl?lr. f
Pf^'^^es or superior fluid pressures and muscular ducts

ilia in thrSnl^,- T
•

presence of the flame-cell flasella {and the

o more imSL^ ".'^P'"'r ^^ ^^« ^^""^ ^"^ other lower Vertebrates)lu more implies a constant nfl,.«7 «f fl.,;^ f ,_.,.'

' Tubules bathed in a blood supply are blind "
(18).
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with the blood system, thus assummg the function of a lymph
space, the nephrostomes immediately disappear and the nephri-

dia become of the internally-closed type. This has happened
at least twice in the animal kingdom, once in the Leeches in

which the restricted coeloniic spaces have become secondarily

continuous with the blood channels, and once in the lower

Vertebrata^ the kidney nephrostomes all disappearing when the

coelom assumes the functions of a lymph space (9), It is also

significant that the l^^mph never has any communication with

any space of whatever kind until this is completely shut off

from the external world, instances of which, in addition to the

coelom already named, are the brain-cavity and the cavities of

the eye-ball and auditory sac ; also that in every part of the

body at which the lymph does, on behalf of the organism part

with water and salts to the outside or a space continuous with

the outside, the cells concerned are, with one exception^

under strict nervous control. It follows then that if glomeru-

lar filtration be a fact, it is the unique instance in the entire

animal kingdom of blood freely (very freely !) filtering off into

a space continuous with the outside of the body.

Another consideration is the very familiar fact that no
other capillaries in the body are kno^^'n to filter off the non-

colloidal constituents of blood, leaving the colloids behind ;

even the most watery kind of lymph ^ contains 2% of proteids.

Moreover one of the conditions of lymph formation is the
** chemical '' influence exerted by the tissues traversed by the

blood—an influence entiiely absent iu the case of th*^ glomerular

capillaries : nor are the liver or limb capillaries under the

necessity of forcing their exudate through any membrane
resembling that of the capsule—many such membranes indeed

effectually prevent filtration (eg. the lining epithelium of the

frog's lung, the membrane of Descemet covering the cornea.

the lining epithelia of gland ducts and in all probability

the outer wall of the glomerular capsule itself).

Again, the development of such special structures as encap-

sulated glomeruli merel}^ to produce water and salts is so

obviously superfluous when we remember that the lungs and

skin, the salivary glands, the pmoroa^ and the liver can all

1 The one exception is the liver, and in this case the secretion is not
derived from arterial blood under high pressure but from venous blood

under low pressure, and, as in the kidney, the quantity of secretion ia

regulated by the blood supply.
« Exuded from the leadt permeable kind of capillaries (those of the

limbs) ; in more pern^eable capillaries, from which lymph is exuded more
abundantly, the contained percentage of proteids is from 4%—8%. Pro
fessor Bayliss has however referred me to the paper by Scott (Jour. Physio-

logy Vol. 50, 1015, p. 15.) in which it is concluded that fluid devoid of

ooiloids, can re enter the capillaries from the tidsues and it would therefore

appear to be possible for fluid, devoid of colloids, to leave the capillaries.
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oUminate water (and the salts) in equal or greater quantities in

the absence of these structures. If it be argued that the water

is required to *' flush " the tubules (5 or 6 cms. in length, 13)

either by setting up a '' pressure head " (11) or b}^ acting as a

purap, the needlessness of the glomeruli to effect this object is

evident when we call to mind the facts that the semi-solid non-

motile semen can travel down 50 cms. of a testis tubule, the

narrow passage of the rete testis and some 600 cms. of coiled

epididymis duct without any such aid, and that bile traverses

channels fully as narrow as and much longer than those of the

renal tubules in order to reach the gall bladder.

Finally, there is the possibility of alternative explanations

of the raison d'etre of the encapsulated glomerulus, and if there

be any evidence in support of these, then, in view of the objec-

tions to the current explanations and indeed their final dis-

proof, there is good reason for accepting any one or more of

them as working hypotheses. 1 propose to offer three explana-

tions, each non- contradictory of and to some extent supplemen-
tary to the others, for which I think there is much to be said.

The first explanation is based on the fact that most or all thin-

walled capillaries exude lymph and since the glomerular capil-

laries are known to be 'extremely thin ^' and the blood
pressure in them is higher than usual, there is some reason to

suppose that they exude lymph or would if they could, despite

the absence of a "chemicar' factor. Now if the glomeruli

merely lay between the tubules, adjacent to but not in contact

with them, this lymph would freely escape from the glomeruli
into the intertubular spaces in such quantity as to lead to an
enormous excessive production of urine and so to defeat the main
purpose of the glomeruli, which, as we have seen, is to limit the

output of water and salt while ensuring the due elimination of

nitrogenous matter. To obviate this escape of lymph, the

glomeruli become encapsulated, or, in other words, completely
surrounded by a thin non- permeable ' portion of the tubule wall

which effectually returns the exuded lymph to the glomerular
capillaries (or rather prevents its exudation) and so maintains
the distended condition of the tubular capillaries which is so es-

sential to secretion. The inner capsule wall, according to this

view, is then for the purpose of preventing that very exudation
a peculiar form of which many physiologists assume to occur-^

I If it be urged that it is difficult to imagine one part of the tubule

wall being impermeable while the remainder is remarkable for its

permeability, the analogous case of the physoclist gas bladder may be
adduced, in which, while the greater portion of the lining epithelium is

quite impermeable to the contained gases, the small area of the **ovnl

freely permits the oxygen to pass through into the blood.
*_I have not yet had an opportunity of meeting with a detailed

description of the exact way in which the encapsuluted glomerulus is

supposed to " filter. " To me it is difficult to imagine that filtration only
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If, as I hold, the glomerulus does not part with water, and if
the glomerulur capillaries are permeable to lymph, the'forma-
tion of a capsule of some kind might be logically deduced.

The second explanation is founded upon the possible
necessity for an automatic control of the amount of urine
secreted by the kidney. When an animal becomes active not
only is the arterial pressure raised but the percentage of
nitrogenous waste matter (diuretic) in the blood is increased.
The latter change widens the calibre of both the glomerular
and the intertubular capillaries and the former ensures a more
than sufficient supply o£ additional blood not only to fill these
enlarged capillaries but to maintain a rapid rate of flow through
them. The result of this enormously increased supply of blood
through the widened glomeruli, together with the direct stimu-
lation of the tubule cells by the added nitrogenous matter
(urea, etc.}, is to provoke the kidney to such a rapid output of
urine that if this were allowed to continue, the body might
soon become unduly depleted of water, salt and other useful
substances. This will be more easily realized when it is
remembered that high blood pressure, from the standpoint of
economical excretion, is a most unfavourable condition, since
it involves an excessive loss of water and salt, which are the
substances most necessary to be conserved, and a deficient
elimination of the substances (e.g. urea) which most require to
be eliminated (Appendix G, Part III). It is therefore evident
that it may be necessary for the kidney to poi^sess, on behalf
of the organism, an automatic mechanism for regulating the
kidney blood supply and thus preventing excessive activity on
the part of the tubules. » This, it may be argued, is provided
by the branch to the kidney from the splanchnic nerve, which,
on stimulation, effectively contracts the kidney capillaries and
therefore stops secretion. But it is possible that this means

occurs at those few points where the superficies of the capillary mass of
the glomerulus comes into contact with the inner capsule wallmvesting
them, even though the latter is said to be ^'especially thin" at these
points of contact, since it would imply that about 90% or more of the
surface of the glomerular capillaries takes no part in filtration. On the
other hand, if it be assumed that the capillaries exude lympfi into the in-
t«rca]>illaiy spaces of the glomerulus and that the inner capsule membrane
lets the water and salts through while retaining the colloids, it is not easy
to understand how it is that all the intercapillary spaces do not quickly be-
come permanently clogged with colloid matter which is unable to return
to the capillaries. The only way out of the difficulty is to assume that
colloid matter cjoes not leave the capillaries (see footnote 2 on p 69)

1 In other words, just as the tissues are relieved from receiving an
excessive supply of food material after a meal (intermittent activity of
the gut) by the mediation of the liver, bo under certam conditions they
may also require to be relieved from deprivation at an excessive rate not
only of their waste matter (which after all attracts the lymph with food
and oxygen) but of other substances useful to them by the mediation of
some other organ.
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may not serve for moderate control of the excretion, since, as is

well known, the kidney can function eflficiently when all its

nerve connections are severed ; moreover, it is equally well
tnown that only strong stimulation of the splanchnic contracts
the renal capillaries and this by abolishing or seriously diminish-
ing the excretion would not remedy matters ; on the other hand,
weak stimulation allows the few dilator fibres to have effect and
this would still further increase the output of urine. I suggest
that the encapsulation of the glomeruli is the automatic
mechanism required under the circumstances. The greatly
increased blood supply awakens the activity of the tubules
which swell out owing to the large quantity of urine contained
by them. This large quantity of urine is produced at a greater
rate than that at which it can escape and the consequence is

that the secretion pressure increases and ultimately exceeds the
blood pressure in the glomerular capillaries, the urine in the
tubule lumina in consequence being forced into the capsule
cavities and compressing the glomeruli.' The compression of
the glomeruli of course, results in a diminution of the blood flow
through their capillaries and there is by this means an auto-
matic regulation of the blood supply in relation to the secre-
tion pressure— the latter can never much exceed the former
because the act of doing so reduces the latter by diminishing
the blood supply.-^ In short this conceivable role of the
encapsulated glomeruli somewhat resembles the regulation of
temperature employed in connection with embedding baths and
mcubators—the temperature

( = urine) becomes excessive, ex-
pands the mercury (murine in the capsule) and the expan-
sion of the meroury diminishes the temperature by cutting
down the gas supply ( = blood)

.

There is some evidence that this suggested role of the

A3 r{rodie(ll) aays. " V pressure within Bownnans capmle greater
than the blood pre.^ure woul 1 at once lead to tho closure of tho glome-
rular loops an ! arrest of the circulation." The expansion of t!ie tubules
will hr.-t compress the adjacent intartubular capillaries and therefore
cause the glomaruh to swell, but the limit to the dist3nsion of the tubules
13 soon reached and co-isequaatly to the compression of the tubular
capillaries and when this limit is passed, the urine forced intr) the capsules
will compress m:.re effectively tha gIom3ruli. since, as shown in ca^es of
nephritu and by the expjrimants of Bro Ii3 ami Mackenzie (13). there is
no hmit to the compression of the glomeruli when the output of the urine
IS impeded. ^

* I have no doubt but that this idea of automatic control of urine
ts

ther

output has been su2ge.t3d before a.s the following quotation sugge*
Du. being m Irxlia [ am anahle to ascertain for certain. '• In uthu.

cases, such as the kilney, where the secretion pre^^ure canmt be raided
above arterial pressure, this is due t.y the nature of tlie min'ite anatomical
structure as a result ot which all supply of fluid is cut off from the secret-
ing cells before [when] the pressure in the ductules can exceed that in
the bloodvessels, and so the stoppage of secretion is a purely mechanical
ettect Benjamin Moore (24, p. I4j).
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encapsulated glomerule occurs in actuality. Tn the experi-
ments referred to on p 5 , in which I first perfused saline plus
urea via the renal arteries in the frog and obtained a profuse
secretion and then filled the perfusion bottle with chromic acid
fixative, so fixing the tissues of the kidney in the act of

vigorous secretion, I found, on subsequently macerating and
teasing up the kidney (in Marcacc''s fluid = equal parts of nitric

acid, glycerine and water) that in all cases the glomeruli com-
pletely filled the capsules. On the other hand, when I repeated
the experiment with reverse current (i.e. via the post-caval.
with ligatured renal afferent veins, the fluid making its exit via
the cut renal arteries) and the urine output was as usual several
times greater than with tlie direct current, I found that the
glomeruli were very much contracted—a large space separat-
ing the inner and outer capsule walls.' These results show
that when the pressure of the urine in the tubules exceeds a
certain value, the urine becomes forced back into the capsule
and the glomerulus becomes contractf^d.'^

Brodie and Mackenzie (13) come to the conclusion that
whenever a kidney is active, a space always exists between the
inner and outer capsule walls, representing, in their opinion,
the urine which is being exuded from the glomerulus, but this
space, observed by these authors, is due either (a) to differen-
tial contraction of the spongy glomerulus away from the more
substantial surrounding tissues which occurs when the kidney i.s

passed through alcohol and clearing reagents and later exposed
to the heafc of an embedding bath (I found by experiment that
this was the case in my chromic acid experiments) or (6) it is

due to the fact that these authors '' were never able to keep
the blood in a kidney th it was excised at the height of activity,
At the instant of excision such a kidney is hard and tense, and
Instantly becomes soft when the first' ligature is tied round
the pedicle. This is even the case though the vein be first
ligatured Even then there is a distinct escape of blood
through the Capsule [enclosing the whole kidney] and the cortex
rapidly pales in colour as the tension falls." In other words,
at excision, while unne secretion by the tubules continuesi
the blood pressure inside the kilney^falls and the urine secre-
tion pressure automatically becoming greater than the reduced
blood pressure, the urine is natural!/ forced back into the cap-
8ule.3 The intracapsular space observed by Brodie and Macken-

1 The condition of thp glomeruli in this latter experiment also sUowa
that the swelled condition of the glomeruli of the first experiment was
not due to the macerating fluid, as my friend Mr. R. H. Whitehouse
suggested.

i Tlio contraction of the glomeruli in these reverse current experi-
ments probflhly aiKo in part explains whv onlv a proportion of the
perfusnio fluid made its exit from the renal arterv or arteries arid hot the
whole.

S Brodie (II- p. 581) admits the poasiblity of this explanation and in-
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7-ie was probabl}- due to both of these causes combined. My
experiments, on the other hand, were free from both these
defects. The method I adopted for fixing the active kidney
avoided a fall in blood pressure, and the maceration method
avoided differential tissue contriction due to alcohol and the
heat of embedding.' Thus Brodie and Mackenzie's statement
that in the active kidney "a considerable accumulation of
secretion " is found between the inner and outer capsule walls
is erroneous and devoid of all value as an argument for produc-
tion of urine from the glomeruli. I may add that my in-
terpretation of the results of Brodie and Mackenzie is also the
mterpretation to be placed upon the .statements so often made
that when albumen, haemoglobin and carmine are injected into
the blood, these substances are to be found in the capsules of the
excised kidneys'^—statements which are advanced as evidence of
these and other substances having been filtered through the cap-
sules from the glomeruli. It is certain that the blood pressure in
the glomeruli is much higher than that in anvof the other kidney
vessels and it is also certain that the only other pressure which
can counteract and regulate it is the secretion pressure of the
urme produced, whence it is obvious that if the glomerular
blood pressure is to be controlled the glomerulus must be
available for the urine pressure to act upon, i.e. the glomerulus
must be either inside the tubule or enclosed in a closed space

^!JT^^^J!'^^^^"°
"'^^ *^® tubule. A similar condition is demand-

ed by the pump theory. If the glomerulus or glomus contracts
previous to each heart beat, then, in order to act as a pump, urine
must immediately flow into the capsule or other cavit v from the
tubule and the secretion pressure in the tubule being temporarily
lowered by the capsular inflow, more urine must be formed in
the tubule; when the glomerulus expands it will expel the
urme which has entered the capsule or other cavity and this
will aid in the expulsion from the tubule of the urine more
recently formed. The pump theory therefore demands a
residual amount of urine which flows to and from the capsule s

and which is only used in expelling urine more recently secreted,

deed both authors (13) furnish evidence of its probability when they state
that the capsules (and tubules) of an active obstructed (ureter constricted)
Kidney are more di.stenJed with accumulated fluid than those of an
active unobstructed liidney (the letters R and L should I believe be
transposed at the head of the measurements supplied by these authors).

Brodie and Mackenzie state that in the inactive kidney '.'the

g omerular surface alway.s lies in contact with the capsule wall "-the ex-
planation of which IS that the glomerulus and capsule are already so

StlTl shn-nka-e
''** ^"^^ ^'cohol have not much power to produce diffe

^ •
"^

,
i^^"^'^gt'^n Yorke (48) has adduced strong evidence in favour of tht,

view^that free haemoglobin in the blood i=i not excreted from the capsules.

;« fi^ t'^.f^
possible explanation of the encapsulation of the glomeruli

IS tnafc It w for the purpose of enabling the glomeruli to contract and ex-
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Personally I do not accept the pump theory for reasons already
stated (absence of suitable pulsation, no necessity, no evidence
for intracapsular space).

The third and last explanation of the Encapsulation of the
glomeruli is based upon the fact that all organs developed at the
sides of the vertebral column, between this, the stout peritoneum
and the powerful myotomes, are subjected to considerable cons-
tant and intermittent pressures, due both to the small amount
of available space and to the contractions of the myotomes in-
volved in locomotion. It is to escape these pressures, or at least
the intermittent ones, that the primitively paired lateral aortae
and posterior cardinal veins become median and single (aorta
and post-caval—^ 43) and that the gonads and kidneys (and to a.

|e.*s extent the blood vessels and ducts) project more and more
nito the coelom the higher the type of organism. Now each
tubule of the kidney is morphologically a separate segmental
organ (well seen in the Myxinoids and in most Vertebrate em-
bryos) and this is developed from the coelom in the dense con-
nective tissue in the situation Just described. Each suchtubule
is primitively supplied by a distinct arterial twig direct from
the aorta and it is evident that if, under the limited space condi-
tions stated, this twig is to develop an enlargement (the glome-
rulus) in its course, it will be most easy to do so in the proximity
of a space filled with a fluid under relatively low pressure and
bounded by ^n easily invaginable thin wall fcf. the formation of
tile " yenal portal " system, in which, under the same conditions,
the kidney tubules invaginate the wall of a venous sinus) than
in any other position. Such a space is provided by the at-first

thin walled tubule * both in the most primitive fishes and in the
highest mammals. It is evident that the kidney tubules need to
be kept under constant pressure (as is shown by the development
of i\\e Capsule enveloping the entire organ when this projects
into the coelom in higher Vertebrates) in order that they may

Pand without interfering with pressures in the other parts of the kidney. Tf
the space between the inner and outer capsule walls of each glomerulus
Were « vacuum, then at each contraction of the 2,000,000 odd glomeruli of
the human kidney, e.g. 2,000,000 capsules would contract, and this change
of volume of the capsules could not occur without causing considerable
portui'bations of flow and pressure in the capillaries and tubules compos-
ing tb^ rest of the kidney, since the whole substance of the kidney is con-
tainer^ under pressure by the kidney capsule. On the other hand, if con-
traction and expansion of the numerous glomeruli merely involves a slight
to and fro movenient of a small amount of urine, the capsules remaining
constant in siz®» ^^^ perturbations referred to would be avoided,

I The glon^eruli do not always protrude into the extremities of the
tubules, e.g. in forms with nephrostomes the capsules are sometimes a
considerable distance from the end of the tubule and in the lamprey and
in gorn© snakes (Tropidonotus, Vipera) the tubules or branches of them
end blindly some distance beyond the capsules (34). In Amphloxus the
glomerulus is represented by a small reticulation of the artery lying above
and not in contact with the nephridium.
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not expand unduly and secrete too vigorously, and I suggest

that it is this pressure which has led mechanically to the

encapsulation of the glomeruli and so provided the kidney not
only with an additional means of limiting the output of urine

but also a means of avoiding all possibility of extravasation
through the thin walls of the glomerular capillaries. The pro-

truding of " external glomeruli," and glomi in some Fishes and
Amphibia into the coelomic cavity instead of into the tubules
is but an additional illustration of the pressure I have predicat-

ed. The encapsulation of the glomeruli then may be regarded
as but one of several of the results due to the development of

the kidney in a confined space under intense pz'essure, and may
therefore be a purely mechanical product initially devoid of
any physiological significance.

I have in the preceding paragraphs suggested at least three
explanations regarding the origin of the encapsulated glomerulus,
all of which are possible in the present state of our knowledge
and perhaps probable and are at least free from the objections
which apply to the current hj'potheses of glomerular filtration

or secretion

.

A Consideration of some other Arguments used in support of the

neo-Ludwig Theory.

We will first consider as briefl}' as possible the arguments
advanced by Cushny (17) for the purpose of showing that the
kidney is distinguished from all other glands by certain morpho-
logical and physiological characters— the object of laying em-
phasis upon these supposed fundamental differences being to se-
cure a permit, so to speak, for the interpretation of kidney
activity on lines different from those adopted for other glands.
I have already stated my belief that the glomerulus is merely
the physiological equivalent adopted by the kidney of the
length of artery which separates all other glands from the
dorsal aorta, and I have implied that the encapsulation of the
glomerulus is possibly the equivalent of the nervous control
which regulates the activities of these other glands. The
reason for the substitution of both these equivalents is the
necessity for the kidney (1) of a large supply of blood at a rela-
tively low pressure and rate of flow and (2) a capacity to respond
to changes in the blood, both of quantity and quality, for the
benefit of the organism as a whole, and it can best comply with
both these necessities by being situated near the aorta and

1^1°^^"^ a device to reduce the pressure and rate of flow,
and by in large part reacting to the blood as a conveyor of
messages from the organism instead of depending on messages
conveyed by nerves (in which respect it resembles the liver!)

;

other glands, on the other hand, have to react to changes occur-
rmg in other parts of the body not in contact Avith them
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(salivary and pancreatic glands e.g.) and even to changes in a
part separated from the body (e.g. the activity of the mam-
mary glands is co-ordinated with the requirements of the infant)
and such rapport can only be established by means of nerve
control, the blood supply in these cases chiefly serving as a
supply of nutrition. It appears to be necessary to state these
obvious elementary facts because Cushny implies that because
the kidney in the main devotes itself to abstracting already-
formed substances from the blood, i.e. to performing the func-
tion for which it was developed, instead of manufactunng speci-
fic secretions (not required by the bodv) it is therefore the
more probable that its gland cells should differ from those of
most other glands in their mode of function, but it is notori-
ously not true that the kidney totally differs from other glands
in this respect, since we know that all glands do secrete with
or without change of concentration many substances already
contained in the blood and that the kidney is known to manu-
facture at least one substance.

Further, other glands do exist which, like the kidney, are
solely concerned with abstracting substances already present in
the blood and manufacture nothing on their own account.
The ordinary walls of the blood vessels and the cells of ordinary
tissues can allow oxygen to diffuse through them from the
blood, but when it is necessary to concentrate this oxygen before
passing it into an adjacent space, a typical gland is developed,
as in the oxygen gland associated with the gas bladder of
teleost fishes.^ Again, ordinary squamous cells can allow
calcium and other salts to diffuse through them, but when
it is necessary to concentrate these salts to form a skeleton,
typical gland cells are again developed, as the odontoblasts
and osteoblasts or the spicule-forming cells of sponges and other
organisms. And, even on Cushny 's hypothesis, the tubule
cells of the kidney (and the villus epithelium of the gut)
assume a glandular form though they are solely concerned in
merely passing through substances presented to and not
manufactured by them. If it be a general rule that a gland is

developed when, apart from the manufacture of special sub-
stances, it is necessary to concentrate or otherwise alter the
composition of in-coming substances, then the kidney is not a»
isolated exception but is, on the contrary, an excellent example
of conformity to rule, and the only exception to this rule would
be the renal tubule epithelium if, as Cushny assumes, it absorbs
unchanged the Locke's fluid portion of the glomerular filtrate.
We further object to the additional supposition—advanced
with the same object in view—that because the gland cells of
the kidney differ from all other gland cells in being developed

J See the author's papers published in tho Proe. Zool. Soc. London,
W\, p. 183. and Anat. Anzeig. Bd. 40, 1911, p. 225.
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in the walls of mesodermal coelomic tubules, there is therefore

still more reason for assuming that their mode of function
differs from that of other gland cells. So far as I know gland
cells can if required be developed in any duct, passage or

position in any germ-layer of the body— in the brain ventricles

and buccal cavity (ectodermal), in the gut and its outgrowths
(endodermal), in the genital ducts, urethra, supra-renal bodies,
and on blood-vessels (mesodermal)—and I am not aware that
difference of locality of development has in anj' of these cases
ever previously been advanced as a reason for assuming that
their modes of producing secretions must therefore differ in

principle. The kidney again is said to differ from all other
glands in its capacity of concentration of some of the subs-
tances abstracted from the blood, but this again is what it;

should do from the very nature of its function, since the water
which leaves the ureter is lost to the organism and is not reab-
sorbed like the water of bile, saliva, gastric or pancreatic
juice

; and moreover it is only a difference of degree since if

the kidney can concentrate urea and sulphates 60 times (or

even urea 150 times as in the cat), the oxygen gland of the
gas bladder of many teleost fishes can secrete from the blood a
bladder full of almost pure oxygen (95%) under a pressure of
forty or more atmospheres, the cells of siliceous sponges can
secrete a solid siliceous skeleton from sea-water containing 1

part of silica in 100,000 parts of water, the udder of the milch
cow can concentrate lime 9*4 times, the salivary glands of
Dohum galea can secrete 5% sulphuric acid, the gastric glands
secrete HCl of deci-normal strength, and so forth. Again the
kidney (17, p. 110) is said to differ from typical glands in the
tact that Its maximum secretion pressure lies from 40—60 mm.
(Hg) below that in the aorta, whereas the secretion pressure
m the submaxillary duct exceeds that in the arteries ;

never-
theless secretion from the pancreas ceases when it attains a
pressure of 21 mm. and this, like that of the kidney, lies far
below that at which the arterial blood circulates in the gland
arteries. Moreover, if the glomerulus is after all only a rete,
the chief purpose of which is to reduce the blood pressure,

^^"ij^^^
^^°°^ pressure with which the secretion pressure

should be compared is not that in the aorta or renal artery
but that in the efferent glomerular and tubular capillaries, and
the urine secretion pressure must easily be able to exceed this,

otherwise the secreted urine would be unable to distend the
tubules. In short all these supposed fundamental differences
ot origin and function which are said to distinguish the kidney
gland cells from other gland cells as an excuse for interpreting
the modus operandi of the former on a different principle
irom that of the latter are non-existent.

I proceed to the consideration of some of the remaining
pjeces of evidence advanced in favour of the neo-Ludwig
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theory. The fact that during diuresis the urine comes to
resemble more closely than normal urine the hypothetical
glomerular filtrate, i e. contains a greater percentage of water
and salt, is often advanced as an argument in favour of glome-
rular filtration, but since, as a perusal of the ordinary text-
books will show (see footnote 1 on p. 54), manj^ glands are known
to secrete a greater proportion of water and salt and therefore
a less proportion of solids when stimulated, this argument is

not of much value. Nor is the other argument, advanced by
Cushny (p. 96) that because the activity of the kidney (as
measured by oxygen consumption) shotvs no signs of increase
above the normal during diuresis due to injection of Ringer's
fluid, though the output of urine i3 greatly increased therefore
the energy expended in secreting this extra output of urine
must be due, not to the activity of the kidney (tubule) cells but
to an external source of energy, viz. the blood pressure in the
glomerulus, of more value as evidence for glomerular filtration,

since, as Cushny himself admits, the energy of the kidney is

devoted to the concentration of the urine constituents and not
to their mere passage into the lumen of the urinary tubules,' the
latter process being possible even when the tuhule epithelium is

dead, as shown by the experiments with chromic and picric acids
(see p. 51). All the facts in short point to the process being large-
ly one of filtration under the conditions named, but it is fil-

tration through the tubules, not the glomeruli, since no fil-

tration occurred when the chromic and picric acids were per-
fused via the aorta.*

* ** The energy spent on excreting water must be very little, aince
neither the COj output of a fasting eat was found increased by giving it

much water, nor was the O3 intake of a child influenced by an attack of
diabetes insipidus during which she drank eight litres of water a day "

(24, p. 202).
2 The perfusion experiments of Miss Cullis (G.) on frogs are some-

times referred to as affording deQnite evidence of production of water by
the glomeruli. Thus she states, ** There is no doubt that under all ordi-
nary conditions the water of the urine comes almost entirely from the
glomerulus, the cessation of urinary flow on cutting off the glomerular
circulating flow showing this quite conclusively. Apparently however,
the tubules can secrete water under a suflSciently strong atinmlug, as in
the experiments with urea and phloridzin, where at times a considerable
flow of urine was obtained on a venous perfusion only." Personally I
should have thought that such a statement was evidence for tubule secre-
tion, seeing that during both perfusions fluid traverses the intertubular
capillariea and urine is produced, whereas the glomeruli are only traversed
during the aortic perfusion. However the statement is not valid as evi-
dence for the simple reason that the separateness of the renal venous
meshwork from the intertubular plexus is not recognized, and further
comment is unnecessary save for the remark that to me it isdiflScult to con-
ceive how any stimulus can be "strong" enough to compel glands to make
.such a radical change in their mode of function as to give rise to different
products. The results of the classicai experiments'of Nussbaum (30)
obtained in living frogs are similarly useless as evidence for glomerular
production of water and for the same reason. The arterial blood flowing
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Finallj', apart from it being an attempt to explain the
encapsulation of the glomerulus, the neo-Ludvvig theory is

supposed to be superior to all rival theories in its simplicity.
This simplicity is supposed to lie in the statement that if we
assume glomerular filtration of the non-colloid portion of the
blood and tubular absorption of Locke's fluid, a key is thereby
provided for the interpretation of all the data of kidney activi-
ty. But, quite apart from the question as to whether this is

so or not, it is evident that the supporters of this theory are,
to begin with, running counter to all the rules of scientific
methodology not only in setting out with the assumption of a
process not known to occur in any other part of the Verte-
brate body' but in likening a secretion-producing organ like
the kidney to the absorptive portion of the gut in which the
blood only receives rather than to the numerous other kinds
of glands in which, as in the kidney, the blood chiefly relinquish-
es. I contend moreover that a theory which assumes that the
kidney is an organ which devotes about 99% of its substance
to returning to the blood f§ ths of what the 1% has abstract-
ed from it is anything but simple. Cushny however argues
(p. 53) that although for the daily excretion of 35 grams of
urea the neo-Ludwig theory requires 70 litres of glomerular
filtrate to be separated from the blood colloids and G8 of these
to be re-absorbed through the tubule epithelium, yet the
Bowman-Heidenham (Tubule cum Rete) theory likewise re-
quires 70 litres of plasma to exude into the lymph" spaces round
the tubules (only 2 of which pass through the tubule epithe-
Imra) and 68 litres of these to be " re-absorbed " bv the blood
vessels, and therefore " the two rival theories both require
about the same amount of fluid to come into contact with the
epithelmm" and therefore -"the di^cultv is almost equally great
m accepting either theory."

But this is not a valid comparison between the require
ments of the two theories, because, on the neo-Ludwig view, the
b8 litres of non-colloid filtrate are supposed to be separated
from the colloid part of the blood hy the whole thickness of the

It «c 1-^^ ^"*"^^' ^^^reas, on the Tubule cum Rete theory,
tlie 68 litres would only be supposed to be separated in the

m the renal arteries traverses the tubule sinusoids as well as the glome-
run ana since we now know that the venous blood does not supplv the
tubules. ftlt>ifir nt fli^»„ ~j. i . ,. , .. '. " ii_-

-A. ^ t^

water : the
J.

, , .
— "^ """ nuuw wiat tne venous Diooa aoes not suppi\

cuDuies, either of these structures may have supplied the wate/
argument for glomerular secretion or filtration is therefore worthless.

v^h- ^ l^^u ^^.^^^^^y asserted that no organ of absorption is known
wi.an absorbs fluid always of the same composition whatever changes may
^r"kVi i5T''*^

""^^^^ ^"^"^ in contact with it, not to mention those of

n;f« p °2 '". "" ti-averses its blood vessels. It is quite evident that, des-
pite uustiny s comparisons between the two, there can be no real likeness

kidne/r
^^*^een the functions of the villus epithelium and that of the

1
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sense that lymph is separated from the blood in all other ghmds ^

the term '' re-absorption" has not the same meaning in the
two cases- On the Tubule cum Rete theory, there is no more re-

absorption in the kidney (in the neo-Ludwig sense) than there
is in the salivary gland. Further we may well enquire from
supporters of the neo-Ludwig view in what Avay they suppose
glomerular filtration and tubule absorption per S6 to be superior
to the more simple, or at least more usual, process found in all

other glands ? Nobody will deny that glands in general can
( and do) abstract as much water and crystalloid substance from
the blood as the kidne}^ does, or that the ordinary type of gland
could, if the organism required it, concentrate urea, sulphate
and other substances to the required degrees by the usual
process ( and even on the neo-Ludwig view it is the glandular
tubules which effect this concentration—not the capsules or
glomeruli ) . All that such an ordinary gland would require
would be an abundant blood supply, i.e. it would have to be
situated near the aorta, and some devace for protecting it against
excessive pressuie and rate of flow. But the Vertebrate kidney
exactly answers to these requirements in both particulars.

Cushny again contends that " the Bowman-Heidenhain
theory [and therefore the Tubule cum Rete theory] . . . amounts
to little more than the statement that the kidney secretes the
urine by the vital activity of its cells " —and is therefore *' a
nebulous statement of the renal function," but the same may
be said of any existing theory of secretion applied to the salivary,
pancreatic or other gland. Further, if this statement " a& a
defensive position. . . is impregnable " in virtue of its '* nebu-
losity/' the same may equally be said of a large part of Cushny's
defence of the neo-Ludwig theor3\ For example on page 41 it

is stated as a '* grave objection " to the Bowman theory that

I See the excellent account by Beiijauuii Moore (24) of what may be
called the *' electrode" theory of secretion and absorption—a theory
which largely obviates the assumed traasmisaiuii of vast quantities of
water to and from the lymph for the conveyance of sufficient quantities
of substances to be excreted or absoi-bed, I am not aware that large
quantities of water are assumed to be absorbed and eliminated in the
absorption <»f oxygen from sea and fresh-water by the external gills

of Fishes and XTrodeles, nor from the blood by the oxygen gland of the
bladder of many teleost fishes, and I do not understand why it should be
assumed that the kidney should need to adopt what Starling rightly calls

such •* a clumsy way of arriving at a urine, whose comosition should b©
adapted to the needs of the animal " (40 p- 1 288). When it is realized what
gland cells can do in extracting 5sabstances from the blood, in concentra-
ing them and in manufacturing xiqxv substances all precisely adapted to
the requirements of the body as a whole, the idea that in the case of the
kidney the blood should have to exude the fluid part of its substance in-

to a space continuous with the outside world and that a special gland
should have to be developed to catch as much of this exuded fluid as
is of value to the body as the rata of escape of the fluid allows, appears
grotesque to say the leasts
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it " endows the reual cell with powers of discrimination of a
very high order" being " capable of detecting, and is aroused
to activity by, quantitative aberrations in the composition of
the blood," and that (p. 56) " the modern [neo-Ludwig] view
dispenses with the power of the kidney to discriminate between
minute changes in the composition of the blood, and this ren-
ders it superior to the rival view of specific secretion," whereas
on page 144 it is argued, on neo-Ludwig lines, that the inabili-
ty to detect dilution of the blood by ordinary methods of blood
examination " merely demonstrates the extreme sensitiveness of
the kidney {and the epithelium of the tubules in 'particular) to
changes in the concentration " ' of the blood !! Again (p. 48) '' the
absorption [by the tubules] of the optimal fluid [Locke's fluid] is

due to unknown forces." ' Again, when the question is raised as
to why, on the absorption hypothesis, tubule cells should absorb
a useless pigment, the reply is (p. 64) that these cells " are no
longer quite normal at this stage" '—a mode of defence which
amply justifies Starling's criticism that the neo-Ludwig ex-
planation of the presence of dye in the kidney cells is " somewhat
forced" (40, p. 1282). Again, when masses of secretion are
found m the lumen of portions of tubules devoid of glomeruli
(m the lamprey and snakes), it is replied (p. 68) that the argu-
ment is unconvincing because these kidneys are of a " lower
type " as compared with the mammal kidney though identical
in general plan of construction, and all results of perfusion
experiments on the frog's kidney are objected to (p. 83) on the
ground that " the frog's kidney is a very small object, and there
IS no security that a fluid perfused through one part of it may
not perfuse into other structures " (though I doubt if such a
remark would have been made anent perfusion experiments on
the kidneys of a mouse), that the frog's kidney is not a mammal
kidney (though identical in construction) and that " a perfused
kidney is constantly in a state of partial asphyxia and cannot be
regarded as in any way capable of such activity as the normal
organ (though the results of numerous perfusion experiments
exactly corroborate those obtained from experiments on the
blood -perfused kidneys of living animals). " In perfusion of the
mammalian kidney for example the capacity of secret-
ing urine is lost almost instantaneously after excision, though
nitration still continues possible." This last statement is not
at all intelligible. If it be meant that the mere act of excision
disqualifies a kidney from ever again secreting urine, I need only
leter to Cushny's own quotations (pp. 13, 14) of experiments
in which mammalian kidneys have not only been excised but
also grafted m different positions and in different animals, andm all cases the kidneys worked as well as before. If, on the
oiner hand, it be meant that the fluid usuallv called

'' urine
"

I My italics.
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is not secreted when the kidneys are perfused with Ringer's

or other solutions, I may say that no one acquainted with the

facts would expect the fluid normally excreted from blood to

be excreted from another fluid largely differing in composition

from blood. Whatever the fluid formed by the kidney it is

•excreted by the kidney from the fluid in the intertubular

vessels and if by *' urine" we mean fluid formed by the

kidney, then the secretion of perfusion experiments is as much
** urine" as that micturated by the living animal. If, on the

other hand, we restrict the term ** urine" to that which is

micturated, then neither can the term *' filtrate" be generally

applied to the fluid secreted in perfusion experiments for the

simple reason that only very rarely is the ** filtrate" isotonic

with the perfusing fluid, and then it is due to the same condi-

tions which cause the living animal to secrete what is practi-

<?ally Ringer's fluid after a copious injection of it into the blood.

But I have quoted sufficiently to prove that the neo-Ludwig
mode of interpretation \ih fully as elastic as the theory which it

proposes to supplant. I will only add that if the renal func-

tion could be fully explained on quasi-physical lines, it would,
so far from assisting us to understand the mechanism of secre-

tion in general and of the organism as a whole, only place one
more difficulty in the w^a}' by adding the problem as to why
such an unique organ as the kidney should exist.

'/ some of

Parts I-IV,

All true, i.e. functional^ portal systems are known to be
developed by activity of the vascular tissue ; on the other hand,
the ^^ renal portal " system is solely due to the encroachment on
and mechanical subdivision of the posterior cardinal or other

adjacent vein by the developing kidney tubules, and on this

ground alone, cannot be regarded as a true portal system
(Part I). Other a priori arguments against the idea that the
'' renal portal " system is functional are summarized in Part I.

Frogs and toads can live as well without as with a venous
supply to the kidneys, provided that other conditions remain
the same (Part II), and the kidneys of frogs deprived of the ven-
ous supply can, also provided that other conditions remain the

same, excrete urine equal in quantity and strength (nitrogen

and chloride) to that excreted by normal frog kidneys (Part III).

These results are confirmed by perfusion experiments (Part II).

Gurwitsch is mistaken when he asserts that in a frog the

kidney deprived of its venous supply excretes less urine than
the ** normal " comparison kidney ; as a matter of fact, the vein-

deprived kidney excretes more urine because the '^normal"
kidney is hindered by diminished flow in its arterial capillaries

due to increased pressure in its renal afferent vein. This same
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increase of pressure (due to congestion of blood consequent
upon the ligature of the corresponding vein of the vein-deprived
kidney) also accounts for the superior nitrogen and chloride
strengths of the normal kidney urine (Part III), the former be-
ing due to actual penetration of the venous blood (with its greater
percentage of nitrogen) into the arterial capillaries (intertubular
plexus), the latter to the increased pressure alone (see Appendix
G, Part III). Increased capillary pressure by itself leads to
nitrogen-weakening of the urine (Appendix G) and this occurs
if the fluid in the renal afferent vein is of the same nitrogen
strength as the arterial fluid, but the nitrogen-weakening in
these experiments is obscured by the strengthening of the
arterial blood due to slight admixture with the nitro'^en-
stronger venous blood.

°

The perfusion and dye-injection experiments of previous
investigators have failed to detect the essential fact that the
coarse vascular network formed by each renal afferent vein in
the kidney (renal venous meshwork) is distinct and separate
trom the network of much finer arterial channels known as the
intertubular plexus, owing to the non-emplovment of correct
relative rates of flow of the fluids in the renal arteries and renal
afferent veins respectively (Part I). The non- recognition of
this fact has not only led to wrong individual conclusions but
lias greatly confused the discussion concerning the respective
tunctions of the tubules and the encapsulated glomeruli.

Ihe results of many perfusion experiments confirm and ex-
tend the results of experiments performed on the kidnevsof the
iivmg animal which indicate that the glomeruli neither filter nor
secrete water or any other substances, all constituents of the
urme being eliminated by the kidney tubules. The facts which
aetinitely prove that the glomerulus does not produce water are,
Drietly stated

: (1) rate of output of urine is proportional to the
volume and rate of flow of the blood or other perfusing fluid
in tiie intertubular plexus capillaries and bears no relation to
piessure m the glomerulus, save in so far as this is a cause of flow,ims tact by Itself is fatal to the view of glomerular filtration

; (2)
•v^en the fluid perfusing the kidney is reversed (the vein being
anerent and the artery efferent) then, although pressure in the
glomeruli is reduced, the output of urine is enormously increased,
wnicn again is definite proof that the tubules secrete the urine
ana not the glomeruli

; (3) a reversed perfusion current throughme dead (fixed) kidney shows that when filtration does occur,
the hitrate is from the tubules and not from the glomeruli

; (4) in-
crease ot pressure in either the renal artery or the efferent vein
produces urine stronger in chloride and weaker in nitrogen : since
increase of pressure in the post-caval should, on the neo-Ludwig

(Ik P^°^"^^ "^i"e weak in chloride and strong in nitrogen

fill i" .r""^"'^
*^^ intertubular plexus capillaries are better

niiea than usual and therefore favour absorption and because
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the glomerular filtrate is diminished in quantity), this fact is

also fatal to the ideas of glomerular filtration and tubule absorp-
tion

; (5) the fact already referred to in this Summary that in

the '' portal " kidney a very slight increase of pressure in the
renal afferent vein increases the nitrogen strength of the urine
is proof that the tubules are secreting the urine, because under
the conditions such pressure increase could not possibly force
venous blood into the glomeruli (the arterial circulation ricmain-
ing in full force)

; (6) allowing for the nature of its role in the
bodily economy, the kidney functions in the same way as all

other glands, and there is no justification for the grotesque idea
that the kidney glomerulus filters the non-colloids from the blood
into a space continuous with the outside world (a supposition
without analogy in any other part of the body in any organism)
and that a special gland is developed in the walls of the tubule
to catch as much of this filtrate as is of use to the body as the
rate of escape of the filtrate allows. The glomeruli are simply
retia mirabilia, the functions of which are (like those of the
great length of artery which separates all other glands from the
aorta) to reduce the blood pressure (since high pressure lowers
the output of nitrogen and raises the output of chloride, and
this is the reverse of the result required by the body), to retard
the rate of flow of the blood (since excessive flow involves
excessive urine output) and to eliminate the heart beat, and
w^hich at the same time allow the kidney to be supplied with a
volume of blood which, relative to the'mass of the kidney, is

probably larger than that supplied to any other organ in the
body—a supply which it owes to the large calibre of the
renal artery and its proximity- to the aorta.

The enclosure of the glomerulus by a portion of the tubule wall
to form the capsule by no means necessarily implies the exuda-
tion of water and dissolved substances from the glomerulus in-

to the tubule lumen, and it is more than likely that the cap^
sule is formed for the very purpose of preventing the exudation
of lymph which might well occur if the glomerulus were naked.
1 have suggested two other purposes which are possibly served
by, and a proximate cause of, the encapsulation of the glome-
rulus.



APPENDIX A.

On (he Rates of Flow of Fluid through the Renal Arteries, the two Renal
Afferent Veins, the Dorsal Aorta and the Anterior Abdominal

Vein in Rana tigriua.

The
facts indicated by the above title was as usual prepared in a manner
similiarto that described in Appendix F, Part III. A large-bore cannula
was tied on the left side of the body into the coeliaco-mesenteric
artery and the fluid was perfused at 24 cms. pressure ; a similar cannula
was tied on the right side of the body into the post- caval, the free
end of the cannula being fitted with a piece of rubber tubing which,
lying on the dissecting board, allowed the escaping fluid to flow into
a beaker at the same level as the post caval. Both systemics were
of course ligatured and cut anterior to the ligature, and great care was
taken that no branches of the iliac arteries or renal afferent veins were
cut. No part of the gut or ventral body- wall, nor the gonads or fat-
bodies were removed, hence cut portal vein, anterior abdominal vein
^r other factors were not available as avenues of escape for the fluid,
ihe ureters were cut off close to the kidneys so that excretion might
nave free outflow.

ExpBRiMENT 1. 0-6% saline (made with tap water) was the perfus-
ing fluid. Experiment set going at 9-40, Be-
tween 10 and 10-15 the aortic flow (A.f.) was 271
C.C., and the outflow during the same period from
the poat-caval cannula (P.C.f.) was 125 c.c, which
means that 146 c.c, escaped via the cut systemic
arteries and cut capillaries. The nozzle of the
post-caval cannula must be kept from contact

TT- X -D. .„ „„ '^^^'^ the walls of the vein.
First Phase: I0-20-10-35 10-40-10-55 11-0-1M5
r.a.v. open

A.f.=202 c.c. A.f.= l76 c.c. A.f.= 175 c.c.
P.C.f. = 130c.c. P.C.f.= 135cc. P.C.F.= 134c.c.

At 11-15 I ligatured both the r.a.v. and cut both veins posterior to

but later filled out
^'^'^' ^"^^"^'^^"^ ^ *^^ ligatures became very small,

Second Phase: 11-20- 11 -35 11 iO-Hoo 120-1215
r.a.v. shut.

A.f.= 174c.c A.f.= 174c.c. A.f.= 175 c.c.
P.C.f.= 20c.c. P.C.f.=22c.c. P.C.f.=24c.c.
12-2U-12-35 12-40-12-55 1-0-1-15

A.f.= 177c.c. A.f.= 173c.c. A.f.= 168 c.c. (r.a.v. now
P.C.f.=28c.c. P.C.f.=32 c.c. P.C.f. = 35 c.c. half-filled)

1-20-1 -35 140-1-55 20-2-15
A.f.= 183c.c. A.f.= 161 c.c. A.f.= 161c.c.
P.C.f.=35 c.c. P,C.f.=33 c.c. P.C.f.=31 c.c.

i. A^^'^'^X}^
comparing the flows of the two phases of the experiment it

J^>.?fi!'r^ ? ^}^'^^ ^°'' comparison the flows during those periods in
wmcn the aortic flows were as nearly as possible identical, we will select

thpm t^^ fl
^. '^* ^^"^ P®"°^^ °f *1^« first phase and compare with

them the flows of the 4th. 5th and 6th periods of the second phase, since
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in these last three periods the average aortic flow is nearl^^ identical with
that of the two selected periods of the first phase, and moreover, the
post-caval flow in these three periods of the second phase attains its
maximum—in other words, the fluid supplied by the renal arteries has
penetrated into the empty channels of the "renal portal" system as
much as it ever will do, and therefore, in these three periods, the post-
caval flow represents the full outflow from the renal arteries, no fluid
being retained in order to fill out further the empty renal venous mesh-
work.

Now the average flows of the two periods of the flrst phase are :—
average aortic flow=175 c.c. in 15 minutes
average post-caval flow= 134 c.c. in 15 minutes

and of the second phase:—
average aortic flow^= 173 c.c. in 15 minutes
average post-caval flow— 32 c.c in 15 minutes

from which we may conclude (I) that of the 134 c.c. which escape via the
post caval in the first phase, approximately 32 c.c. are supplied by the
renal arteries, and the remainder, viz. 102 c.c, by the two r,a.v., i.e. the
combined flows in the two r.a.v, are approximately 3'2 times the flow in the
renal arteries, i e. the venous supply to the frog kidney is approximately
^'2 times as great as the arterial supply ; (2) that the flow in the aorta is

175
approximately 3-4 times {——— ) the flow in each r a.v. ; (3) that the

174-
flow in the renal arteries is approximately {~~r) 1/5 of the total flow in the

aorta
; and (4) that the flow in the anterior abdominal vein is approxi-

mately ':rr times that in each r.a.v.

I performed four other experiments similar to the above which, to
economize space, I will not record in detail. These only differed in the
bore of the cannula used, in human urine being added to the perfusing
saline or in the heart being cut out.

On comparing the results of these five experiments, I found that, as
regards the volume of the venous supply to the kidney relative to the
volume of the arterial supply, Experiment 1 gave the former as being 3*2

times greater than the latter, and in the other four experiments, 2-5 times,
3 times, 3 times, and 5 times respectively from which we may conclude
that the venous supply to the frog's kidney is normally at least 3 times as
great as the arterial supply.

As regards the volume of flow in the dorsal aorta relative to the
volume of flow in each renal aflerent vein—an important subject in connec*
tion with the conduct of perfusion experiments—Experiment 1 gave the
former as being 3*4 times as great as the latter, and the other four expe-
riments 2'5 times, 4 times and 38 times (Exp, 3 was untrustworthy
owing to undoubted aortic leakage ), the average of these values being 3 4.

Hence the rate of flow in each renal afferent vein in a perfusion experiment
should he at least 1/3, and, to ensure the absence of excess of pressure,
preferably 1/4 of the rate of flow in the aorta.

From the results of three of the experiments we may also state that
1/6-1/6 of the total blood in the aorta is passed through the kidneys (the

result of Exp. 3 in this connection was unreliable and the value of 1/10

of Exp. 5 is too aberrant to be considered).

Finally these perfusion experiments (excluding Exp. 3) state res-

_ .- . ii-i ..41 66 88*0 -

Dectivelv that the flow m the anterior abdominal vem ig =^j —_, -f;^, and

8S 0'9 1'8 1*4 1'4

~r^ times that in each of the renal afferent veins, or -5-, -r-, -^, and —^
b2 i 1 I I

'

There is thus apparently great variation in the volume of fluid passing
throucrh the anterior abdominal vein relative to that passing through.
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each renal afferent vein. I obtained the same variations in results on
attempting to estimate the relative dimensions of the anterior abdominal
vein and two renal afferent veins in R. tigrina. 1 adopted three methods
for each vessel: (1) I calculated the area of the lumen in transverse

section from the internal circumference (whenx 103 diameters and drawn
on Bristol board) and multiphed this into the average thickness of the

wall ( X 103) ; (2) the weight of the substance of the wall when magnified

103 diameters and drawn on Bristol board of uniform thickness; and (3)

the squaring of the external diameter of the vessel. In two female R.

tigrina y the first method gave the size of the anterior abdominal vein rela-

1'3 1*4 -

tive to that of each renal afferent vein as -r- and -r-; in five R. tigrina,

i'6 1*3 21 I'O ro
the second method gave the following values : — , — , -p » ^» -j-' *^'^®

14
average of which is -r- ; and the third method gave the values (in the

1'2 I'O
cases of two frogs) of — and --p. There is thus some evidence for assum-

ing that in R. tigrina the size, i.e. the blood-carying capacity, of the

I '3 1'4
anterior abdominal vein is normally only a little greater ( -r-, -^) than

that of each renal afferent vein. In the Indian toad, on the other hand
we shall see (Appendix D) that the anterior abdominal vein is about
three times as large as each renal afferent vein, and in E. temporana
about twice the size.

APPENDIX B.

Some Experiments recorded to illustrate the Statements
on pp. 12, 13 of the TexL

Experiments which prove that, with correct relative flows in the

renal arteries and renal afferent veins, variations of the nitrogen strength
of the renal afferent vein fluid have no effect upon the nitrogen strength
of the urine. In this first series of experiments fluids of the relative

nitrogen strengths of 30 and 46 were perfused through the two renal
afferent veins successively, i.e. both renal afferent v-eins contained the

same fluid at the same time.

Experiment 1. Aortic cannula (tied into the eoeliaco-mesenteric
artery and the two systemics ligatured) had an outflow of 74
c.c. per minute at 24 cms. pressure, and the two renal afferent

vein (r.a.v.) cannulae (tied into the two renal afferent veins

which were cut posteriorly to the cannulae) had equal outflows
of II c.c. per min. at 24 cms. pressure. Heart cut out to allow of

free escape of fluid. The aortic perfusion fluid consisted of 0-6^o
saline (made with nitrogen-free distilled water—Nfdw), 30 c.c,

of fresh stock human urine 1 being added to each 2000 c.c, and,
after being filtered, perfused at a pressure of 26 cms. The
nitrogen-strong perfusion fluid (stronger in nitrogen compared
with the aortic fluid in the ratio of 46 ; 30) used for the perfusion

of the two r.a.v. consisted of 06% saline (Nfdw), 46 c.c. of the

same stock of human urine being added to each 2000 c.c. and
filtered. I shall call this the 46 fluid. The nitrogen weak per-

fusion fluid (of the same nitrogen strength as the aortic fluid)

used for the perfusion of the r.a.v. consisted of 0'65% saline

} At this time (1918), I **nitrogenized " the perfusion fluids by
adding definite quantities of fresh human urine of uniform composition
because I was unable to obtain urea crystals.
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First

Phase :

30 fluid

in r.a.v.

(a little extra salt being added to make the osmotic pressure of

this fluid approximately equal to that of the 46 fluid, and, like

the 46 fluid, stronger than that of the aortic perfusion fluid 1 ).

I shall call this the 30 fluid. In all experiments T always endea-
voured to collect at least 1 c.c. of each sample of urine for

nitrogen or other estimation.
Two r.a.v. bottles at 6 cms. pressure. Experiment set going at

8*50, the 30 fluid perfusing the two r.a.v. in the first phase of

the experiment.
Put first pair of collecting tubes from 9*0-9 30.

lat left (IL) tube contained 1*6 c.c. urine. Not
9-0-9-30 ,, w estimated

1st right (IR) ,, ,, l-es „ [N.E.]

Substituted 2nd pair tubes from 9*30-1015 (by which time the

experiment was in good working order).

The contents of these two tubes added together

(IIL + TIR) = 5-2 c.c. (45 minutes) = " 30 urine."

o in ^i\ 1^ Aorta perfused 571 c.c.
j-^u-iuio

j^^j^ ^^^^^ perfused 137 c.c.

115 c.c.

4*5: 1 flows.

Second
Phase

:

46 fluid

in r.a.v,

Right r.a.v.

T then clamped the rubber tubes of the two r.a.v. carmulae,
siphoned off most of the 30 fluid contents of the two r.a.v.

bottles and substituted the 46 flui<l, which on unclamping the
rubber tubes, was perfusing the two r.a.v. by 10*25.

Put 3rd pair tubes from 10-30-1 10

IIIL + ITIR = 2-95 c.c. [N.E.]

Substituted 4th pair tubes from 1
1 -0-11 45

IVL + IVR = 2-9 c c. (45 m.) = •* 46 urine.
*

Aorta perfused 497 c.c.

ir0~ll*45 L. r.a.v. ,, 135 c.c.

R. r.a.v. ,, 115 c.c.

Experiment stopped at 11*45.

1 c.c. 30 urine contained OOODIGO gm. Nitrogen.

1 c.c. 46 ,, ,, 0*000160 gm.
1 c.c. 30 fluid „ 0000133 gm.
1 c.c. 46 „ „ 000200 gm.

4*8 : I flows.

91

In this experiment therefore, the 30 urine and 46 urine samples were
equal in nitrogen strength. The decrease in output of urine during
successive periods of 30 minutes each during the course of the experiment
is noteworthy : 3*25 c.c, 3 4 c c. , 2*95 c.c, and 19 c.c.

I performed seven other experiments similar to this and obtained

identical results. In half of these experiments I perfused th > 30 fluid first.,

in the other half the 46 fluid first. As a check on these experiments I also

performed two control experiments in which with 40 fluid (i.e. 0-6% saline

-1-40 c.c. human urine in each 2000 cc ) in the renal afferent veins, I

successively filled the aortic bottle with the same solution, with 50 fluid

and with 61 fluid, and obtained samples of urine of increasing nitrogen

^ In experiments in which the r.a.v, 30 perfusion fluid was not made
osmotically stronger than the aortic fluid (by the addition of sodium

chloride) the 46 urine (i.e. the urine produced during perfusion with the

46 fluid) was found to be appreciably stronger in nitrogen than the 30

urine (e.g. 0000253 gm. and 0000186 gm. compared with 0-000173 gm.

and 0-000133 gm respectively). This is but one of several of the various

osmotic pressure relationships which I found to exist between the renal

venous moshwork and the intertubular plexus. I hope to publish an

account of these in a subsequent paper.
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n

strength : thus in one experiment I obtained urine samples of the follow-

ing nitrogen strengths : 0-0000113 gm., 0*000140 gm., 0-00166 gm.
In one of the seven other experiments referred to, instead of excising

the heart, T tied into it a wide-mouthed cannula with a short piece of

rubber tubing attached. So long as this heart cannula and rubber tubing

lay on the same horizontal level as the heart I obtained the normal results

{the '' 30 fluid " of a nitrogen strength of 0'000046 gm. and ** 46 fluid"

of a nitrogen strength of 000073 gm. both giving urine of a nitrogen

strength of 0*000073 gm.) but on raising the end of the heart cannula
rubber tubing, at the conclusion of the experiment when the 46 fluid was
being perfused, to from 2 to 4 cms. above the level of the heart. I at once
obtained urine of a nitrogen strength of 0000106 gm, and, when indigo-

carmine was added to the r.a.v. fluid, of the color of dark blue ink I These
results show clearly that when the outflow is obstructed and the pressure

in the post-caval, renal venous meshwork and renal afferent vein there-

fore increased above normal, the 46 fluid makes its presence felt by
actually penetrating into and re-enforcing, so to speak, the arterial fluid

in the intertubular plexus, with the result that the urine increases in

nitrogen strength and, when dye is present, becomes dark blue. We
shall see later (Part III) that increase of pressure in the intertubular

lexus by itself causes nitvogen-iveakening of the urine (if the 30 fluid had
een in the renal afferent vein when the heart cannula tubing was raised,

the urine would have become weakened in nitrogen instead of strengthened

)

and it is only the penetration of the nitrogen-stronger (and dye-containing)
renal afferent vein fluid into the intertubular plexus which produces
the results just recorded.

In all of these experiments, the urine contained a greater percentage
of nitrogen than the arterial fluid when the latter was at 24-26 cms.

pressure. In one experiment I lowered the aortic bottle to 18 cms. and
obtained urine of a nitrogen strength of OO0O253gm., the arterial fluid

being 0-000093 gm. and the 46 fluid 0000193 gm. Decrease of pressure

therefore strengthens the percentage of nitrogen in the urine. These facts

effectually dispose of the notion that the ** urine '* of these experiments is

a mere filtrate and not a true secretion.
In a second Experimental Series the experiments only differed from

the preceding in that the 30 and 46 fluids were perfused simultaneoiisly,
each through one renal afferent vein, and the results obtained (eight

experiments) were identical, the samples of urine obtained from the two
kidneys being in all cases equal in strength.

Experiments performed to determine if Potassium ferrocya-

^ iodide behave like the Nitrogen {and

i
Experiment 1. The aortic perfusion fluid consisted of 0-6% saline

(Nfdw), 40 c.c. human urine being added to each 2000 c.c, per-

fused at 26 cms. pressure. The cannulae were the same as those

used in the last Series, The two r.a.v. were first perfused, at 5

cms. pressure, with a 0'6% saline (Nfdw) solution containing

0-00625% of potassium ferrocyanide. This solution gives, when
an equal volume of a weak stock solution of ferric chloride (the

color of rather concentrated urine) is added, a distinct transparent

blue coloration. As usual the heart was cut out and the two

r.a.v. were cut behind the insertions of the cannulae. Other

details as in preceding Series.
0-00625% The experiment was sot going at 8-45, and I put 1st

ferrocyanide pair tubes from 8'50-9-5
via r.a.v.

These samples, when mixed with equa^

IL=l-4c.c. (16 m.) volumes of the stock ferric chloride

IR= l-3 c.c. solution, were pure yellow in color.
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Put 2nd pair tubes from 9' 10-9-25
IIL= 1 c.a /j5 V + ferric chloride = yellow coloration only,
IIR=l c.c. ^

'^

aorta perfused 247 c.c. )

9IO-y-25 1. r.a.v. ,, 32 c.c. ^=6-0: 1 flows.
r, r.a.v. ,, 60 c,c. )

At 9-28 I clamped both r.a.v., siphoned off the contents of the
two J^ottles and substituted a 00125% solution (in 0-G% saline)
of K^FeCCN)^. The r.a.v. perfusion was re-started at 934,
and I put 3rd pair tubes from 9-40-1 0" 10.

0-0125%
ferrocyanide
via r.a.v. IIIL + IIIR =18 c.c. (30 m.) + ferric chloride =

yellow coloration only,
aorta perfused 448 c.c. "j _ - - ,

9 40-1010 1. r.a.v. ,, 79 c.c. f ^^
r, r.a.v. ,, 83 c.c. ^ ^^^^

At 1012 I substituted in both r.a.v- bottles a 0025% solution (in
0*6% saline) of K^Fe (CN)q and re-3tarted perfusion at I0'2I.

0-025% I put 4th pair tubes from 10-25-10-55
ferrocyanide
via r.a.v. IVL + IVR = O'S c.c. (30 m.) + ferric chloride=yeh

low coloration only.

aorta perfused 424 c.c. , c o
10-25- 10-55 1. r.a.v. „ 77 c.c. ) " ^'"^

=
^

r. r.a.v. ., 83 c.c. ^ ^'''^^•

At 10-57 I substituted in both r.a.v. bottles a 005% solution of
KjFe {CN)fl (in 0-6% saline), to each 2000 c,c. of which had been
added 40 c,c, human urine—the osmotic pressure of this soluticn
was therefore immensely superior to the preceding.

The r.a.v. perfusion was re-started at Hil.
05% I put 5th pair tubes from 11 -20- 11 '50.

ferrocyanide

+ urine VL + VR = 09 c.c. (30 m.)-ffeiric chloride = yellovA

with a slight green tinge.via r.a.v.

[

aorta perfused 391 c.c. ) _ ^j r.

1. r.a.v. „ 76 c.c. [ "J^^l^l
r. r.a.v. „ 79 c.c. ^ ^^^^

At 11-52 I siphoned off most of the aortic bottle perfusion fluid
(the tubing was not clamped) and substituted an identical soUi-
tion save that it contained 000625% K^ Fe(CN)5; the aortic
bottle was refilled by 11-58.

000625% I put 6th pair tubes from 12-5-12-20.
ferrocyanide
in aorta VIL+VIR = 04 c.c. (15 m ) + ferric chloride = a

solution of a deeper blue than that obtained by adding the
ferric chloride to the 0-00625% perfusion fluid itself.

Thus if we indicate the colorations given when the stock solution of
ferric chloride is added, volume for volume, respectively to the 0*00626%.
00125%, 0-025% and 005% K4Fe{CX)5 perfusion fluids, by the number^
1, 2, 4 and 8 (the 0*05% fluid became almost as blue as blue ink), the
strongest 0*05% fluid + //ie added urine perfused via the renal afferent
veins gave the urine a coloration of about 01 or 0*2, while the weakest
O-QO '25% fluid perfused via the renal arteries gave the urine a coloration
of at least 1*2. Since in all cases the aortic flow was at least 5 times as
great as the average of the two renal afferent vein flows, it is impossible
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to suppose that the 0-05% solution ( + urine, which gave a green tinge to
the urine excreted) can have reached the intertubular plexus, much less
the glomeruli, by reason of its fluid pressure ; it is evident that it was
due to its increased osmotic pressure, augmented as this was, not only by
the greater percentage of K4 Fe (CN), but also by the addition of urine.
It IS noteworthy then that with certain mixtures of substances an excess
of osmotic pressure of the Quid in the renal venous meshwork above that
normally obtaining, leads, Uke excess of fluid pressure, to admixture of
the renal afferent vein fluid with the arterial fluid and a consequent
cb ange in the urine excreted.

ExPERniENT-2 In the last experiment K^ Fe (CN)« was altogether
absent in the renal arteries: in this experiment I decided to add
It, as well as KI and urea crystals, to the arterial fluid as well
as to the r.a.v. fluids, in the proportions of 30 to the former and
46 and 60 m the latter. Using Ringer's Fluid (see formula
given by Bayhss, 6, on p. 211; I omitted the NaH^PO* con-
stituent) m this experiment instead of 0-6% saline, the three
perfusion fluids were made up as follows:—
Aortic fluid = Ringer + 05% urea, 0-00625% ferro., 0-01% KI.
"46 „ =Rmger + 0-0765% urea, 0-00958% ferro., 0-0153%

"60" „ = Ringer + 0-1% urea, 0-0125% ferro., 0-02% KI.
Ihe cannulae were the same as those in the last experiment,
the aortic bottle pressure being 24 cms. and that of the r a.v.
bottles at first 6 cms. Heart cut out and two r.a.v. cut
behind cannulae. Experiment set going at 9-5 with the
aortic perfusion fluid in both aorta and r.a.v.

30 " fluid Put 1st pair tubes from !)-I0-9-2o
in r.a.v.

IL +IR = cir. 0-2 c.c. (15 m
) [N.E.]

At 9-30 I lowered the two r.a.v. bottles to 5 cms. to obtain a

TTT t4. "^Z^^'^'
^""^ P"^ 2nd pair tubes from 930 10-30.

IIL + IIR = 1-6 c.c. (60 m.)= '« 30 " urine.

aorta perfused J 52 c.c. , . .

9-30-10-301. r.a.v. „ 104 e.c. f

=*"^
= ^

r. r.a.v. „ 116 c.c. )
°"^^'*- _

At 10-32 I substituted "46" fluid in the two r.a.v. bottles
and restarted perfusion at 10-37. I put 3rd pair tubes from

f <

[

<s >*n »J46 "fluid,
in r.a.v.

10-40-10-55.

PJ'.tu"^ ^ ""^^^ ^'^ ^•^- (1^ ™-) [N.E.I
rMt 4th pair tubes from 110-10
IVL + IVR = 1-3 c.c. (120 m.) ="- 46" urine.

r • aorta perfused 889 c.c. ^i ^ ^ ,

I
ll-O-l'O l.rav. „ 198C.C. f

=/3=l

I

r. r.a.v. „ 208 c.c. S
A^^^-

L At 12-0 I raised the two r.a.v. bottles to 5-5 cms.^
^.t 1-3 I substituted "60" fluid in the two r.a.v" bottles and
re-started r.a.v. perfusion at 1-8. I put 5th pair tubes from
fluid ^ ^ i.oA o.on7 60 "fluid

in r.a.v.
1-30-3-30-

VL+\R = 1-2 c.c. (120 m.) = - 60 '*
urine.

I, «^
aorta perfused 8'.)7 c.c. , - ^ , 1

1-30-3-30 l.r.a.v. , IBlc.c. =/*=!
I

r. r.a.v. „ 167 c.c. <
^^'^^^

|At 1-30 I had lowered the two r.a.v. bottles to
L 5 cms. and at 2-10 to 45 cms.
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From the three ''30'% "46", and '*60'' urine samples, and
from the three perfusion fluids, I took exactly equal quantities
of each (up to a mark on a pipette), put these in six small
cylindrical tubes (of equal diameter) and added to each an
equal quantity of the stock ferric chloride solution.

Aortic perfusion fluid sample = pale transparent bluish-green = I

4^"
yy ff M = transparent sky blue = 15

60"
,, ,, M = deep sky blue=:2

30" urine sample = pale transparent bluish-green = 1*2

>» = fj »» bluish-green= 1*2

>»
.

= M 9 9 bluish-green= 1'2

All three urine samples were then identical in color (and a little
deeper than the aortic perfusion fluid sample), despite the
rise in strength of K^Fe (CN)^ in the r.a.v. fluids.

T took six more similar samples and added to the six tubes
exactly equal quantities of concentrated corrosive sublimate
solution: this produced in each case a pinkish opalescence
which is quite distinct when the tube is viewed vertically over
black paper. This method, though somewhat crude^ gave
results similar to those just recorded for K^Fe (CN)^.

. I took six more samples and tested for nitrogen strengths, and
found that these were in the ratios of 20, 30, 40, 22, 22. 22.

Thus all these results indicate that providing the flows are correct,
the substitution of tlie stronger fluids in the renal afferent veins makes
no difference to the KiFe(CN)fi, KI or nitrogen strengths of the urine
excreted.

I performed two other experiments (one is described in Experiment
1 ,

Appendix C) in both of which I successively perfused solutions of KiFe
(CN) g and urea strengths of the ratios of 30, 60 and 90 (!) through the
renal afferent veins and obtained results identical with those just
described.

Control Expertmenx. This experiment was identical with Experi-
ment 2 just described save that the **46" and **60" fluids
were perfused through the aorta instead of through the r.a.v.
The flows varied between 3*7 and 4-5; 1 (the flows in the two
r.a.v. being equal).

30 fluid lL-i-IR:=0-l c.c. (15 m.) [N.E.]
in aorta IILh-IIR = M c.c. (45 m.) = 30 urine.

46 fluid IITL-t-IIIR =0*4 c.c. (lorn.) [N.E.]
in aorta IVLh-IVR= I'l c.c. (30 m )= 46 urine.

60 fluid VL +VR= 0-2 c.c. (15 m.) [N.E.]
in aorta VIL+ VIR=rl c.c. (75 m.) = 60 urine.

I took exactly equal quantities from all the three ** 30 ", ** 46 '*

and "60*' samples of urine and from the three perfusion
fluids and added to each an equal volun[?e of the stock ferric
chloride solution, the results being as follows:

If we denote the colorations of the '*30", "46" and "60'
perfusion fluid samples, as in the last experiment, by the
figures 1, 1-5, 2, then

the color of the ** 30" urine sample was about 1-1

''46"
,, ,, ,, between 1*3 and ("4

»t f* ,, f, "60" ,, ,, ,, between 1*6 and 2

Precipitating the KI with concentrated corrosive sublimate gave
similar results.

The nitrogen strengths of equal quantities of the '* 30", *' 46"
and " 60 " perfusion fluids and the *:30", "46" and "60"
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samples of urine were respectively in the ratios of 20, 30, 40,
20, 26, 32, the nitrogen strength of the urine therefore, with
the K^ Fe (CN) « and KI, increasing with the strength of the
aortic perfusion fluid, thus contrasting with perfusion via
the r.a.v.

APPENDIX C.

The Increase of Osmotic Pressure in the Renal Afferent Vein Fluid
causes Increased Flow of the Arterial Fluid and consequently

increased Rate of Urine Excretion.

On p. 181 have stated that the substitution of fluids of increased osrao'
tie pressm-e in the renal afferent veins accelerates the flow of the arteria
fluid in the intertubular plexus and therefore the production of urine, pro-
viding that other conditions permit. It will be as well if I now adduce
some concrete evidence in support of this assertion. The two experiments
referred to on page 83 in illustration of the fact that even when solutions
of KiFe(CN)fi and urea three times as strong in these substances as the
aortic fluid are perfused through the renal afferent veins, no diffusion or
osmosis of these substances occurs, afford some of the evidence now
required. I will describe the one which I first performed.

Experiment 1. In this experiment I made three perfusion fluids,
each consisting of 0-6% saline (Nfdw), and with the following
«^^""'^ ^'^ "'^^ ^"^^ ferrocyanide dissolved respectively in
2000 c.c. of the saline.

30 fluid. 1 gm. urea and 01260 gm. K.Fe(CN)fi
60 fluid. 2 gms. ,, and 0-2500 gm.
90 fluid. 3 gms. ,, and 0-3750 gm.
The 30 fluid was perfused through the aorta throughout the ex-
periment and at first through the two r.a.v. also, being followed
by the 60 and 90 fluids through the two r.a.v. As already
stated mthe text, the four samples of urine obtained in this
experiment were indentical in nitrogen and ferrocyanide
strength. Experiment set going at 915.

30 fluid 9-40-10-10

aorta perfused 483 c.c.

r.a.v. bottles 1-85 c.c. urine

at 6 cms. in .30 minutes.

»11. r.a.v.

r. r.a.v. ,,

=:4 9: 1

CO fluid

84 c.c.

110 CO.
flows.

10-40-1MO
aorta perfused
1. r.a.v. ..

r. r.a.v. ,,

= 4-8: 1

? 1 ? ?

565 c.c.

116 c.c.

117 c.c.

flows.

1M5-I1-45

r.a.v. bottles 2-0 c.c. urine

at 10 cms. in 30 minutes.

aorta perfused 556 c.c.
1. r.a.v. „ 137 c.c.
r. i\a.v, „ 152 c.c.

— 3'8 : I flows.

r.a.v. bottles 2-0 c.c. urine

at 12 cms. in 30 minutes.

UO fluid 1210-12-45

aorta perfused 570 c.c
1. r.a.v.

r.a.v, bottles 2*1 c.c. urme
at 12 cms. in 30 minutes.

r. r.a.v.

= 3-7

ft

99

I

139 c.c.

165 c.c.

flows.
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The preceding data show (1) that the higher the osmotic pressure of
the renal afferent vein fluid tlie greater tlie relative and absolute flow of
the aortic fluid; i (2) that greater fluid pressure in the renal afferent vein
bottles diminishes the rate of aortic perfusion (seen in 60 fluid perufsion)

;

and (3) that increase of osmotic pressure in the renal afferent vein fluid
increases the rate of output of urine (which would otherwise have fallen con-
siderably in the manner illustrated by most of the previous experiments).

Another experiment (Experiment 2) conducted in a similar way gave
similar results. I also performed a third experiment (Experiment 3)
similar to the two preceding but differing in that I ligatured the iliac
arteries and was so able to estimate the change of rate of flow in the renal
arteries apart from that in the whole aorta. I found in this experiment that
the mere cutting-off of the venous supply (the flow in each r.a.v. was
either 6 or 7 times that in the renal arteries !) had no effect whatever on
the arterial rate of flow, but that perfusing a fluid through tlie r.a.v. con-
taining three times as much urea as the aortic fluid increased the arterial
flow from 30 c.c. in thirty minutes to 90 c.c. in the same time (!).
though the rates of flow in the r.a.v. remained unchanged.

Experiment 4. In this experiment 0-6% saline with 30 c.c. human
urine added to each 2000 c.c. was throughout perfused through
the aorta and I successively passed pure 0'6%, 0*7% and 08%
saline through the r.a.v., the two bottles remaining at 5 cms.
Needless to say, with saline only in the ra.v., the amount of
urine produced was very small and the supply soon ceased with
0'G% saline inther.a.v. but was partially revived with the 07%
and 0'8% fluids. The chief purpose of the experiment is to
demonstrate the acceleration of flow of the arterial fluid caused
by the high osmotic pressures of the 0-7% and 0-8% saline
fluids.

0-6% 10-55-1M5 11-0-11-20 (20 m.)
1*2 c.c. urine, aorta perfused 148 c.c. { x Q=88S c.c. in 120 ni.

(20 minutes) 1. r.a.v. ,, 40 c.c. x 6=240 c.c.

r. r.a.v. ,, 62 c.c. x 6=372 c.c.)
=2-9: I flows.

11 20-1 20 ll'20-l'20 (120 m.)
cir. 0-2 c.c. aorta perfused 709 c.c.

urine (120 m.) I. r.a.v. ,, 239 c.c.

r, r,a.v. ,, 314 c.c.

= 2-5; I flows.
0-7% 1-30- 1-45

1 drop urine
(15 m.)
1 •50-2-50 1-50-2-50 (60 m.)
cir. 0-2 c.c. aorta perfused 432 c.c. (x2= S^4c.c. in 120 m.
urine (60 m,) I. r.a.v. „ 132 c.c. x 2=264 c.c.

r. r.a.v. „ 160 c.c. x 2= 320 c.c.)

= 2-9: 1 flows.

0.8% 3-20~3-50 3'20-3'50 (30 ra.)

cir. 0-3 c.c. aorta perfused 279 c.c. ( x 4= iii6'c.c. in 120 m.
urine (30 ra.) 1. r.a.v. ,, 71 c.c. x 4=284 c.c.

r. r.a.v. ,, 69 c.c. x 4=276 c.c)
=3-9: 1 flows-

I The figures given (4^3. 556, 570) represent the rate of out flow from
the aorta perfusion bottle ; the increased rates of flow occur through the
renal arteries only (see Exper. 3) and the effect of the raised osmotic pres-

sure in the r.a.v, fluid is to be estimated not only by the increases shown
by these figures but also by the absence of decrease of aortic flow wliirh
occurs in all rxperimcnts in which the perfusing fluid remains constant in

quality.
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Thus if we take for each of the three r.av. perfusing fluids the
amount of arterial fluid which was or would be perfused in
the space of two hours, these amounts are respectively 709
CO., 864 c.c. and 1116 c.c! Both the 7% and the 0-8% fluids
stimulated the kidneys somewhat but the '• habit " induced by
the 06% fluid needs a stronger diuretic than osmotic pressure
before this can be overcome. See also Exneriment 10, Appen-
dix E. Part IT.

^^

APPENDIX D.

On the Relative Sues {Areas in transverse section) of the Anterior Abdoyninal
and two Renal Afferent Veins in the Normal Control Toads enumerated
in the Text, and in the Six Normal Control Specimens of Rana tem-
poraria. The Resistances offered to the Passage of Venous Blood

via the Renal Afferent Veins db the Anterior Abdominal Vein
respectively.

V /t^^j^^^^^
toads and R. temporaria were preserved for a time in form-

alin (body cavity well exposed), and the veins (and other vessels) cut out,
dehydrated and mounted in balsam with pieces of glass to prevent the
vessels being distorted by the pressure of the coverslip. In all cases of
measurement I did my best to estimate the average external diameter

^^r^u ^f^f,- ?^"^® *^^ ^^^^^ were frequently not uniform in thickness,
ihe toUowmg lists give my results:

Toad.
(a) (b) (c)

Ext. Diam. of Ext. Diam. of Ext. Diam. (a) 2 x 07854
Ant. Abdom. V. One Ren. of Other

Aff. V. Ren. Aff. V. (b) 2 x 0-7854

Normal Control 0*466 mm.
Toad.

Another Normal 0-684 mm
Control Toad, (very small)

Control Toad U 0-341 mm.
(very small)

Control Toad VV 0'558 mm

Control Toad
No. 1

0-620 mm
(swollen)

Control Toad
No. 3

Control Toad
No. 4

0*883 mm.
(very swollen)

0-620 mm.

Control Toad
No. 8

0-755 mm.

0-248 mm. 0-248 mm.

0-713 mm, 0-666 mm

0-341 mm. 0372 mm

0-356 mm. 0-356 ram.

0-232 mm, 0155 mm.

0-232 mm. 0'201 mm

0-356 mm. 0-310 mm

0-341 mm. 0-465 mm.

+
(c) 2 X 0-7854

1

0-56

1

203

1

2-18

1

0-81

1

0-19

1

Oil

1

0-57

0^8

Control Toad
No. 9

0-620 mm. 0-403 mm. 0-403 mm
1

0-84

•
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Control Toad
No. 10

0"o42 mm 0-310 mm. 0-248 mm.
1

0-58

Toad J
(regenerated
r.a.v.)

0-697 mm. 0-387 mm. 0387 mm. 1

0-61

If we leave out of eonsideratioa the abei-raiit ratios of the ** Another
Normal Control Toad," of Toad U and Toads Nos. 1 and 3 (in the first

two of which the anterior abdominal is relatively abnormally small and in
the latter two abnormally swollen), the mean of the remaining normal

control toad ratios =^^^ —a ratio (practically identical with that of J)

which we may take as being the normal one in this species of Toad (S
stomaticus). In other words, in these toads the anterior abdominal is a trifle

7nore than three times as large as either of the renal afferent veins found in
the satne toad.

In the six normal control specimens of R. temporaria^ the fig

were as follows :

—

(a) (b)

Frog Ext. Diam. of Ext. Diam
Ant. Abdom. V. of One Ren.

Aff. V.

(c)

Ext. Diam
of Other

Ren. Aff. V.

(a) 2 X 0*7854

(b)^ X 0-7854

+
(c) 2 X 0-7854

I

Control Frog
No. I

1 -209 mm. 0-821 mm. 0*790 mm 0-88

1

Control Frog
No. 2

1224 mm. 0-682 mm. 899 mm. 0-84

1

Control Frog
No. 3

1085 mm. 0S06 mm. 0'713 mm. 0-98

1

Control Frocr

No. 4

1-348 mm. 0-558 mm. 0527 mm 032

I

Control Frog
No. 5

r085 mm. 0'775 mm. 651 mm ()-86

I

Control Frog
No. 6

1-317 mm. 0-852 mm. 0*806 mm 0-79

If we omit the aberrant ratio of No. 4, we shall find that the average
I

of the five remaining ratios — Tr^. or, in other words, the anterior abdominal

is on the average^ a trifle 7nore than twice the size of each renal afferent vein^
and is therefore smaller in proportion than the anterior abdominal vein
of the toads.

The ratio of the abnormal fro;; OD =-—_ the anterior abdominal^
2-07,

therefore being about equal in size to each renal afferent vein, and therefore
much smaller in proportion than the anterior abdominal of normal R.
temporaria.

Since, in the normal Indian toad and in Rana temporaria^ the anterior,
abdominal vein is respectively about 3 times and 2 times, as large as each
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of the renal afferent veins, we may conclude that in the toad about 3/5 of
the venous blood flows to the heart via the anterior abdominal and liver
capillaries and 2/5 via the renal venous meshwork of both kidneys, and in
R. temporaria about 1/2 of the blood flows through each of these two routes;
in other words, the resistance to flow offered by the liver capillary system
is in the toad about 1/3 and in i?. temporaria about 1/2 of the resistance
offered by the renal venous meshwork of each kidney. 1

Further, in the abnormal frog OD (text-figure 4) with two non-portal
kidneys, the anterior abdominal vein (sectional area = cir. 0'471 sq. mm.)
is smaller in size compared with each (mean sectional area of the two
" renal afferent" veins = cir. 0*649 sq. mm.) ol the two ** renal afferent "

veins (posterior ends of the two posterior cardinals) in the proportion of
0-7; 1*0, so that it would appear that the resistance to flow of the liver
capillary system is only a little greater (cir. 1-4 times) than that of a vein
opening directly into the main venous system ; and this conclusion is con-
firmed by the veins of the abnormal frog CH (text-figure 5), the sectional
area of the left (non-portal) ** renal afferent*' vein (posterior end of the
posterior cardinal) being 0-570 sq. mm. and that of the anterior abdominal
being 0-679 sq. mm., whereas the sectional area of the right renal afferent
vem (entermg the normal "portal" kidney) was only O'OOl sq. mm.
l?rom these data then, we may conclude that the anterior abdominal vein
and liver capillary system offer only a little more resistance to flow of
venous blood mto the heart than a persistent posterior cardinal vein open-
ing directly into a precaval vein, but that, on the other hand, the renal
venous meshwork of one kidney offers a resistance two (E. temporaria) or
three (Indian toad) times as great.

APPENDIX E.

Details of the Perfusion Experiynenis on Frogs' Kidneys respectively with
and without the Renal Afferent Vein Supply,

I supply the details of these experiments because my results, as
regards the saline strengths of the samples of urine, are distinctly con-
tradictory of those of Bainbridge, Colhns and Menzies (Proc. Royal Soc,
\ ol. 8b, 1913). and because it is important that the data on which 1 have
based the conclusions stated in the text should be available.

Experiment L—In this experiment only one cannula (74 c.c. per
mmute at 24 ems.) was used (inserted into the coeliaco mesenteric
artery), the fluid being 06% saline + 40 c.c. human urine added
to each 2,000 c.c, and perfused s^t 26 cms. pressure. Heart
exposed ventrally and ventricle cut off. The experiment was set
^omg at 90, both the renal afferent veins (r.a.v.) being left open.
Put first pair of urine collecting tubes from 10-15-10-45.

Open TL + IR 2 = 375 c.c. (30 minutes) = open vein urine
[I c.c. = OJ [1015-10-45 aorta perfused 363 c.c.].
At 10*46 I compressed the two r.a.v. between two pieces of glass^ -^--^—^ »^

These estimates are of course only rough approximations sufficient
lor present purposes. I attempted to ascertain experimentally the rela-
tive Hows of perfusion fluid via these two routes—the anterior abdominal
ana the two renal afferent veins respectively—but did not succeed owing
to a wrong method being adopted. The only method is to make three
cannulne with equal nozzle bores (i.e. with equal rates of flow at the same
pre^^sure) and to msert two of these into the two renal afferent veins
and connect both to the branches of a forked tube connected with a per-
lusion bottle

; the third cannula would have to be inserted into the poste-
rior end ot the anterior abdominal vein and connected with a second per-
fusion bottle with a " head " of fluid equal to that in the other bottle,

ii. + iK = 1st left collecting tube urine contents -h 1st right dittc.
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tied together and supported laterally by pads of putty,
completely eliminating the flow. Between lO-oO and 11 20 I

occasionally compressed the post caval in order to fill out the
two r.a.v. anterior to the glass slips, i.e. to re-establish the
former fluid pressure in the renal venous meshwork. By 11 '10

the two r.a.v. looked normal in size. I put second pair tube.s
from 11 -20-11 -50.

Shut. IIL -h IIR = 21 c.c. (30 m.) — shut vein urine (1st sample)
[I c.c. = S|].

[ir-20— 1 1 '50 aorta perfused about 350 c.c.].

Put third pair tubes from 11 '65— 12*25.

IIIL + IIIR = 1 -5 c.c. (30 m.) = shut vein urine (2nd sample)
[1 c.c. = S.2].

[ll-5r)-12-2n aorta perfused 279 c.c.].

Nitrogen Strengths.

Oi = 0-000060 gm. in 1 c.c.

S| = O-OOOOCGgm.
S.2 = 0-000066 gm.
1 c.c. perfusing fluid = 0*000073 gm. in 1 c.c.

Thus, providing that the pressure in the post-caval and connected
veins remains approximately constant, the presence or absence of the
venous supply to the kidneys makes no difference a=; regards the nitrogen
strength of the urine. Nor so far is there any evidence that the rate of
excretion of urine is affected.

Experiment 2.—Identical with the last save that the r.a.v. were
ligatured and cut behind in the " shut vein" part of the experi-
ment, that the cannula was smaller in bore (58*5 c.c. per minute
at 24 cms. ) and that the aortic bottle was lowered to 25 cms.
Heart cut out. Two r.a.v. left open at commencement of experi-
ment,

Onen f
IL-f IR = 0-35 c.c. (30 m.) [N.E.] ") Aorta perfused at

^
I IIL + ITR = 1-85C.C. (90 m.) [1 c.c, = 0] [ rate of 288 c.c.

J per .HO minutes.
cu„.f IITL-hllTR^O-.SSc.c. (13 m.) [N.E.] ) Aorta perfused at

""^ ^ IVL-hlVR = 2-1 c.c. (90 m.) [1 c.c. = S] > rate of 220 c.c.

Chloride Strengths.

= 003570 gm. in 1 c.c.

S = 0-004930 gm.
1 c.c. perfusion fluid = 0005848 gm. in I c.c.

) per 30 minutes.

»» 99

Nitrogen Strengths.

From what was left of the **Hliut" and " open" samples of
urine I took equal quantities and found that the nitrogen
strengths were in the ratio of 19 ("open") to IO(**shut").
I cannot account for this difference.

Experiment 3.—Identical with Experiment 1, save that the aortic
bottle wa.'^ at 25 cms, pressure.

Q f
IL + TR =: 105 c.c. (30 m.) [N.E.] Aorta perfused at

^^^[IIL + IIR z=zll c.c. (GOnu) [1 c.c. =rOj] / rates of 183 c.c.

I «S" 161 c.c. per
/ 30 minutes.

I
IIIL -J- IIIR = 0-7 c.c. (15 m.) [N.E.] . Aorta perfu.ged at

( IVL -»-IVR - 2-25 c.c. (60 m.) [1 c.c. :=^ S|] \ rates of 223 c.c.

& 222 c.c. per
30 minutes.

VL +VR = 07 c.c. (15 m.) [N-E.] Aorta perfused at

VIL-l- VIR = 2-1 c.c. (60 m.) [1 c.c. = O.^] |
rates of 213 c.c.

& 208 c.c. per
30 minutes.

Shut

Open
I
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Shat f
^^^^ + VIIR = 0-45 c.c. (15 m.) [N E.] 1 Aorta perfused

I VIIIL-^VIirR = 1-8 c.c. (60 m.) [I c c. = S^J | at rates.'of 139
y c.c. and 265

c.c. (!) per 30
minutes.

Excretion still vigorous when experiment stopped.

Chloride Strengths.

0] = 0-004318 gm.
Si = 0-004998 gm.
0-2 = 0-004896 gm.
S.2 = 0005304 gm.
1 c.c. perfusing fluid = 0*005848 gm.

The Nitrogen Strengths.

of equal quantities of O], Sj, O^, S^ were in the ratios of 2, 8, 13,
13, O-i and S.^ therefore being equal in strength.

Experiment 4.—Identical with the last, save that the smaller can-
nula was used (58*5 c.c. per minute at 24 cms.) and the two r.a.v.
were shut to commence with.

Shut J

IL + IR =^ M o.c. (30 m.) [N.E.] ) Aorta perfused at
II1L + ITB= 1-7 CO. (60 m.) Fl c.c. = S.I ! the rate of 324 c.c.

Open
{

J per 30 minutes.
IIIL + niR =0-7 c.c. (I5m.) [N.E.] -j Aorta perfused at
I\L + IVR = 2-4 c.c. (60 m.) [] c c. ^ Oj f the rates of 288

c.c. & 297 c.c. per

30 minutes.

Shut I )^^^^^?^ 0'* c-^- (15 t^^) [N.E.] ') Aorta perfused at
( VIL + VIR =z 14: c.c. {60 m.) [1 c.c. = S^] ( the rates of 195

Chloride Strengtlis.

c.c. & 186 c.c. per

30 minutes.

Si = 0004794 gm.
O =: 0-005440 gm.
§2 = 0005372 gm.

The Nitrogen Strengths
of equal quantities of S^ and O were in the ratios of 80 and 73,
and were therefore practically equal.

ExL'ERrMENT 5.--Identical with the last save that the larger can-
nula was used (74 c.c. per minute at 24 cms.) and that a wide-
mouthed cannula was tied into the ventricle of the heart.

Shut! ^'xr"*"^-^
^ ^'^^ ^^' (30 "^•) [^"".E.] -V Aorta perfused at

{ ITL +IIR ^ 2-5 c.c. (45 m ) [I c.c. = Sj] C the rates of 422

CO. & 326 c.c. per

30 minutes.

Open} ?J^^ + ^^^^ = 08 cc. (15 m.) [N.E.] ^Aorta perfused at
llVL + IVRz^2-45c.c. (45m.)[lc.c. =0] f the rates of 313

( c.c. & 294 c.c. per

30 minutes.

Shut I

yL + VR-0-6c.c. (15 m.) [N-E.] ^Aorta perfused at

I VTL + VIR = 1-2 c.c. (45 m.) [1 c.c.^ S.] / the rates of 304

Si = 0-005168 gm.
O == 0-005542 gm.
Sg = 0-005406 gm.

Chloride Strengths,

c.c. & 298 c.c. per

30 minutes.
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The Nitrogen Strengths

of Si and O were in each case 0'000313 gm.» both being therefore
exactly equal.

Experiment G.—Identical with the last save that the heart was
cut out.

Aorta perfused at

S,] ^ the rates of 323
Shutf ^^"*'^^= 0-15 c.c. (25in.)[N.E]

illL+IIR rO c.c. (60 m.) [l c.c.

Shut

/IIIL+IITR = ? (l5m.)[N.E.]
IIVL+IVR = 0*8 c.c. (90 m.) [1 c.c.

f VL-hVB =
I VIL + VIR

? (13 m.)[N.E.]
= 0-7 c.c. (90 m.) [1 c.c.

Chloride Strengths.

c.c. & 350 c.c. per

30 minutes.

^ Aorta perfused at

0] [ the rate of 406 c.c.

; per 30 minutes.
IRateB of flow not

So] ] recorded.

I took exactly equal quantities of S|, O and S^ and found that
their chloride strengths were respectively in the ratios of 61,

.
7"1 and 7'5.

One possible defect in all the preceding experiments is the fact that
wliile the renal afferent veins are open they are filled with fluid which
comes from the legs, but when they are closed they become filled with
fluid solely derived from the arteries, and we know that the former is

stronger in nitrogen than the latter. But since we have already demons-
trated in Part I that, provided the flow in the renal afferent veins is not
excessive, a considerable excess in the nitrogen contents of the fluid in
no way affects the nitrogen strength of the urine, this " defect*' can be
but of little or no consequence.

Another and perhaps more serious defect is that on the closure of the
t\i o renal afferent veins, all the blood returned from the legs must escape
via the anterior abdominal vein alone. Since one channel must offer more
resistance than three channels, this means that less fluid will enter the
legs by the iliac arteries in a given time, that the fluid pressure in the
aorta will thereby be raised and tliat therefore urine excreted under such
increased pressure will be weaker in nitrogen (and stronger in chloride)
than that excreted when the two renal afferent veins are open (Appendix
G, Part III). To obviate any possibility of this defect being of import-
ance I decided in the remaining experiments now to be described to ins^ert
cannulae into both renal afferent veins, cutting both of these behind the
cannulae.

ExpKEi-MENT 7.—Aortic cannula had an outflow of 74 c.c. per minuto
at 24 cms. pressure, and the two cannulae for the r.a.v. had pra <

tically equal outflows of 11 c.c. per minute at 24 cms, pressure
Aortic fluid consisted of 0*6% saline (tap water), 40 c.c. human
urine being added to each 2,000 c.c, and was perfused at 25 cms.
pressure; r.a.v. fluid was similar save that 61 c.c. human
urine were added. Two r.a v. bottles at 6 cms. pressure. Heart
cut out and two r.a-v, cut behind cannulae. The experime n
started with the two r.a.v. shut (i.e. the tubing was clamped).

Shut»^^ + I^ =

'^^"M IIL+IIR
20 c.c. {30 m.) [Ice. =
= 2'5 c.c. (45 m.) ( 1 c.c.

,^^^^r IIIL+IITR 0*4 c.c. (15 m.) [I c c.=

1 2c.c. {I19ni.) [I c.c.

SN] ^ Aorta perfused at
- SJ > the rate of 391 c.c.

» per 30 minutes.
OX] T Flows were as 4*0

~ O] j : 1, the aorta per-
fusing at the rates
of 372 c c. and
36(5 c.c.

minutes.
per 30
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Shut. VL + VR^2-I5c.c. (120m.) [1 c.c.^rS^j^Aorta perfused at
/ the rates of 378
C c.c. & 372 c.c. per
) 30 iiiinutes.

Nitrogen Strengths.

SN = 0-000073 gm.
Si = 0-000073 gm.
0N= 0000106 gm.
O ~ N.E. (insufficient after 1 c.c. set aside for chloride).
Sa = 0-000073 gm.

Chloride Strengths (determined by Dr. A. P. Shear).
Si = 0-005627 gm.
O - 0*005899 gm.
Sj = 0-006086 gm.

Quantity of Urine.

Since vvhile the veins were shut during the first phase of the
experiment 4'5 c,c. of urine were excreted in 75 minutes, while
the veins were open during the second phase of the experiment
l'6c,c. of urine were excreted in 134 minutes and while the
veins were shut during the third phase of the experiment 2'15
c.e. of urine were excreted in 120 minutes, it would appear from
this one experiment that the shut condition of the veins is

favourable to the production of urine, but this conclusion is

not borne out by the results of other experiments.

Experiment 8.—Identical with the last experiment save that the
r.a.v. were open to commence with. Two r.a.v. bottles at 6 cms.
pressure.

Open (
{I' + IR = 0-2 c.c. ( J5 m.) [N.E.] T Flows varied be-

I IIL + IIR == 2-45 c.c. (75 m.) [1 c.c. =0] f
tween 3'S to 5*4 :

1; aorta perfused

at an average
rate of 336 c.c.

J per 30 minutes.

Shut j i:{,Y-'
+ inRz=0-2c.c. {15 m.) [N.E.J ^ Aorta perfused

IVL-fI7R = 1-25 c.e. (120 m.) [1 c.c. =:S] r at an average
C rate of 290 c.c.

J per 30 minutes.
Chloride Strengths.

= 0005032 gm.
S = 0004964 gm.
hene© aa in the first two chloride determinations of the last
experiment, the '"open vein" urine is slightly stronger in
chloride than the ''shut vein" urine, and this is the more
remarkable in this experiment because the '* shut vein " urine
was excreted after the ** open vein" urine. In most of these
experiments the later the urine is excreted the stronger it is

in chloride—a fact which is possibly explained by the walls of
the kidney sinusoids (like other tissues) swelling wath the salt
and thus increasing the fluid pressure of the perfusing fluid

,

and increase of fluid pressure in the kidney is always correlated
with an increase of the chloride content of the urine (see Part
II).

Quantity of Urine.
This experiment furnishes no evidence in support of the view

that the closure of the r.a.v. accelerates the production of
urme.

Experiment 9.—Identical with the last experiment in all respects.
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Open [ }h'^ ^? = ^'^^ ^•^- (^^^ "^) tN.E.] ^ Flows varied be-lnL + IIR= 1-4 c.c. (90 m.) [1 c.c. = O] | tween 3-5 & 4-6:

1 ; aorta perfused
at an average rate
of 366 c.c. per

^30 minutes.

Shut |"l^ +inR= 2drops {I5m.)[N.E.] -Aorta perfused
(IVL + I7R = l-45e,c. (150 m.) [1 c.c. =S] ( at an average

rate of 382 c.c.

i-iui -^ C3. .1 ^ per 30 minutes.
Chloride Strengths.

O = 0-005066 gm.
S = 0-005644 gm.

Quantity of Urine.

r75 c.c. was excreted in 105 minutes with the veins open.
1-45 c.c, „ „ „ 150 „ „ „ „ shut.

Experiment 10.—This experiment was primarily devised toascertaitt
if, when the r.a.v. are shut, the flow through the renal arteries
is thereby increased. The experiment differs from the last in
that both the iliac arteries were hgatured and the aortic bottle
lowered to 18 cms. pressure, when the aorta looked normal in
size. In all other respects the experiment was identical with the
last and served the same purpose.

Open ( JJt+^^ = ^'^^ ^•^- ('^ "^•) [^-E-] 1 Renal arteries per-
^ I IIL + IIR = 2-0 c.c. (60 m.) [1 c.c. r-.- O] J fused at the rates

of 50 c.c. and
47;5 c.c. per 30
minutes; the cor-
responding rates
of flow of the two
r.a.v. being 172

Shut f ;"^ + ""^ = a drop (15 m.) [N.E.j
j Renal arteries per-inL+nR:= 0-4 c.c. (60 m.) [I c.c. = S] / fused at the rate
t of 44-5 c.c. per 30

.^ TTT -TT-r-w ^ minutes,
Open. VL +\R zz: 1 drop (60 m.) [N.E.] ^ Renal arteries per-

fused at the rate
of 45-6 c.c. per 30
minutes; the cor-
responding rate of

j flow of the two
r.a.v. being 193

I then clamped the two r.a.v. tubes, siphoned off the fluid in the
two r.a.v. bottles 'and replaced it with 0-6% saline + 90 cchuman urine to each 2000 c.c. (i.e. a fluid of greater osmotic
pressure) and then reopened the two r.a.v

Open VlL + VIR = 0-6c.c. (120m.)[l c.c. =90Oj]Renul arteries
^^*"

J perfused at the

I
rates of 51 c.c.

& 44 '5 c.c. per
30 minutes and

I
the two r.a.v.

at 197 c.c. and
J 195 c.c

Chloride Strengths.

stronger
fluid,

in r.a.v.

O = 0005134 gm.
S — 000539G gm.

90 O ^ 0-006141 gm.
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Thus (1) the mere closure and emptying of the r.a.v. apparent-
ly does not affect the rate of flow through the renal
arteries, which means that the fluid pressure in the
renal venous meshwork must be normally very low ;

(2) a fluid of higher osmotic pressure in the r.a.v. in-
creases the rate of flow through the renal arteries
and the rate of output of lu-ine (and percentage of
chloride ?)—vide Part I.l

To consider the conclusions which may be drawn from the results of
the preceding ten experiments. First, as regards the relative quantities
of urine excreted respectively (1) by kidneys with the renal afferent veins
mtact, and (2) by kidneys with the venous supply cut off, if we add
together all the quantities of urine excreted under these two conditions
and the times in which these quantities were excreted, in tho preceding
nme experiments, we find that, while the two renal afferent veins were
open, 2610 c.c. of urine were excreted in 854 minutes, and that, while
the two renal afferent veins were closed, 31-60 c.c. of urine were excretedm 1,168 mmutes

; or, in other words, with a venous supply, the kidneys
excreted at the rate of 35-69 c.c. in 1,168 minutes, and, with this venons
supply cut off, at the rate of 31-60 c.c. in the same time—a difference

i^if T*^^^^'
considering the small number of experiments performed,

and the fact that the venous supply to the kidneys is about three times
as great as the arterial supply, is negligible. But this comparison of
the rates of excretion is subject to an important qualiScation. We have
seen that durmg the course of each experiment the rate of excretion
decreases rapidly whether the veins be open or closed and thi.s being so,
It 13 essential for just comparison that half the experiments should com-
mence with the veins open and the other half with tho veins closed. In

!u^/if "^ *®° experiments only four (Nos. 4-7) weie commenced
with the veins closed, hence the above comparison must be qualified bv
this consideration-a quaUfieation which makes evident that the rates
ot excretion under the two conditions were even more equal than tho.se
1 have already stated. Thus Miss Cullis' conclusion (16. p. 259) that
cutting out the venous perfusion makes practicallv no difference in the

rate of secretion, even when the diuresis is at its' height, and this is
strongly against the idea that reabsorption plays any part in the secre-
tory activity of the kidney in sulphate diuresis" is certainly correct
(though T should omit the " practically") and agrees with the conclusion
1 have already foreshadowed in Part I.

If on the elimination of the kidney venous supply, the flow of urine
remains "^altered, it follows, on the view that quantity of urine is propor-
tional to blood-flow and not blood-pressure, that the rate of perfusion of

P,
.

*':''®"al "«id also remains unaffected and certainly does not increase.
iiiis further conclusion is borne out bv the results of Experiments 7-10
(tne results of Experiments 1-G cannot be depended upon in this connection
since the very act of closing the two renal afferent veins and compelling the

^t ^ °A.
*° escape by the anterior abdominal vein alone may

retard the aortic flow) and by the results of another experiment which I
pertormed especially for the purpose, the iliac arteries being ligatured and
au precautions taken to avoid leakage. This last experiment also showed
Clearly, what has been demonstrated in Part I, that though the presence
and absence of a venous "supply" of fluid of an osmotic strength of
io as compared with the osmotic strength of 30 of tho renal artery
nuia do not affect the flow of fluid through the intertubular plexus and
tneretore the output of urine, yet changes in the osmotic pressure of the

Conclusion (1) is founded upon this and two other similar experi-
ments

; conclusion (2) is based upon the results of at least a dozen
experiments with different perfusing fluids (some recorded in Appendix C)
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renal afferent vein fluid outside certain limits have considerable effect
both on the rate of flow of fluid through the intertubular plexus and on
the output of urine.

The opening and closing of the renal afferent veins in the preceding
ten experiments cannot be said to have any definite, if any, effect on the
nitrogen strength of the urine excreted. In the six experiments in which
the nitrogen strengths of urine samples were estimated, the samples were
of equal strength in three comparisons (Experiments 1, 3, 5) and in the re-
maining four comparisons (Experiments 2, 3, 4, 7) the *' shut vein" and

^

open vein " urines were alternately the stronger.
Finally

,
it is of some importance to compare carefully the chloride (a.

XaCl) strengths of the samples of •* shut vein " and ** open vein *' urine
respectively in the preceding experiments on account of their theoretical
significance. In making these comparisons however it is necessary, in order
to obtain true comparisons, to recognize the fact that in every experiment
the urine, at each change from *• open vein" to "shut vein" or vice
versa, apparently tends to gain in chloride strength, and it is necessary
to allow for this factor. Again, it will be noticed that in Experiments
1-5, in which, when the renal afferent veins were shut, the whole of the
fluid from the legs was compelled to escape by the anterior abdominal
vein alone (thus raising the fluid pressure in the aorta) in.stead of as usual
by way of three veins, the difference ot chloride strengtli between the
*' shut vein " and the *' open vein " urine samples is much greater than in
Experinients 7-10, in which, owing to the two renal afferent veins being
cut behind the cannulae, no such difference of pressure occurred in the
aorta when the venous supply to the kidneys was cut off.

Comparing the chloride strengths of Experiments 2 and 3, in which
the veins were at first open, with those of Experiments 4 and 5, in which
the veins were at first shut (S^ in both of these last experiments is omit-
ted because there is no O^ to balance it), we see tliat in Experiments 2 and

the average strength of '* open vein" urine was 0-004261 gm.
(three samples)

and ,, ,, „ " shut vein" ,, ,, 0-005077 gm.
(three samples)

and in Experiments 4 imd 5
the average strength of ** shut vein " urine was 0004981 gm.

(two samples)

M .» 19 ,, " open vein

"

,, ,, 0-005491 gm.
(two samples)

We thus see that it solely depends on whether the experiment is
started with veins open or shut as to whether or not the ''shut vein "
urine is stronger than the " open vein " urine or vice versa. It will bo
noticed that in Experiments 2 and 3 the difference of chloride
strength between the strong ''shut vein" urine and the weak ''open
vein" urine is certainly greater than the difference between the strong
•' open vein" urine and the weak ** shut vein " urine in Experiments
4 and 5, and this is due to the fluid pressure factor I have already
mentioned. In Experiments 2 and 3 the ** shut vein" urine is
stronger than the ''open vein" urine not only because of the change
from the one condition to the other but because of the increase of fluid
pressure in the aorta due to the shutting of the veins ;l in Experi-
ments 4 and 5, on the other hand, the "shut vein" urine is already
relatively strong in chloride owing to the high fluid pressure in the aorta
and when the veins are opened, the only access of strength which the
urine undergoes is due to the change of condition alone, hence the in-

^ Possibly this factor accounted for the results of Bainbridge,
CoUins and Mcnzies (4).
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and

crease in chloride strength is less marked than in Experiments 2 and
3.

Similar comparison of chloride strengths in Experiments 7-10 con-

firms this explanation. Thus in Experiments 8, 9, 10 (veins at first open)

the average chloride strength of *' open vein " urine was O'00o077 gm.
(three samples)

,, M »» » >• ''shut vein" ,, ,, 0-005334 gm.
(three samples)

and in Experiment 7

the chloride strength of *' shut vein " urine was 0'005627 gm.
,, ,, ,, ,, "open vein" ,, ,, 0*005899 gm.

The difference of strength between the '* open vein " and '* shut vein
"

urines of Experiments 8. 9,10 was 0000272 gm., and that of Experiment
7 was 0'000257 gm., these differences therefore being practically equal.

We therefore conclude from these results that the presence or ab-

sence of the kidney venous supply makes no difference to the chloride

strength ot the urine excreted, a conclusion we have already foreshadowed
from the toad experiments described in Part II, and which will be fur-

ther confirmed by the results of experiments on the living frog described
in Part III. This conclusion however is opposed to that of Bainbridge,
Collins and Menzies (4, p. 359) who maintain that'* the urine obtained on
a simultaneous arterial and venous perfusion does not, so far as we could
determine, differ in amount from that obtained on an arterial perfusion
alone, a simultaneous arteinal and venous perfusion, however, seems to

be more conducive to the formation of a very dilute I urine than is

arterial perfusion alone. "^ It is impossible for me to indicate what I

consider to be the particular fault in the exjjeriments of these authors
(and they quote no experiments at all similar to those I have described)
because, from my standpoint, they (as well as those of their later paper, 5)

are nearly all vitiated by the idea that the renal afferent veins supply
the kidney tubules, and 1 demur entirely to such assumptions that, e.g.

when the aorta is perfused with boiled Ringer's solution only the glome-
ruli are affected and that the tubules can be killed (except at great ven-
ous pressure) when the renal afferent veins are perfused with 1/10,000
mercuric chloride. Nor were these experiments conducted with any
perception of the necessity of maintaining correct relative flows and
osmotic pressures in the renal afferent veins and aorta, and on tliis

account alone most of the results given are devoid of value from the
present point of view.

APPENDIX F.

2Iode of Preparation of the Frog in the Repetition of GurwitscWa
Experimental

(A\-B.—The following description also appHea, with modifications, to
the preparation of frogs for the perfusion experiments per-

formed by me.)

The frog (always a male, so avoiding the ovi ducal veins, oviducts
and large ovaries) is first deeply anaesthetized with ether, and, when

^ My italics. The term '* dilute" here refers to sodium chloride,
the chief solid constituent.

=2 This assertion that while the total quantity of urine remains
unaltered, the opening of the r.a.v. lowers the percentage of chloride in
the urme implies that while salt is absorbed, water is not. My experi-
ence 13 that salt and water usually go together, i.e. whenever urine is

weak in salt, it is also relatively strong in nitrogen, or, in other words,
deficient m water (see Appendix G, Part III).
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well under, it is stretched out dorsal side upwards in a large dish with a
cork or wax bottom by means of cords attached anteriorly to one or two
digits of the arms and posteriorly to one or two of the digits of the hind
limbs (thus restricting very little the circulation in the limbs). The whole
of the cerebrum and optic lobes are then quickly removed (the two
longitudinal cephalic veins lying underneath the fronto-parietals should
not be cut, since loss of blood from every source must be avoided, low
blood pressure preventing kidney secretion), thus ensuring permanent un
consciousness and at the same time leaving intact the respiratory centres.
It is obviously all-o=^sentiaI that refrpiration should continue during the
whole course of the experiment, and if it has temporarily ceased during
the above operation I either wait until it is resumed naturally (and in

the vast majority of cases this occur^s) or stiiiiulate its resumption by
means of a small coil. For any experiment to succeed, the arterial blood
must be l^right red and the vessels full. When respiration is assured, the
dorsal skin is thtn cut medianly at the hind end of the urostyle and
continued along each side of the body to the base of the arin*^ (avoiding
the musculocutaneous and other large veins); it is then reflected over
the head, all the small skin arteries arising medianly above the backbone
being ligatured. Next the urostyle is cut through and raised so that the
muscular body wall can be cut along each side of the vertebral column
(external to the ribsj and turned down. All the dorso-lumbar veins
(varying from two to five in num}>er in this species) and small arteries
arising from the dorsal side of the aorta (all visible when the vertebral
colunm is raised) are then ligatured and cut on the distal side of the
ligatures. Next the vertebral column is cut through at about the second
or third vertebra and removed from here to the urostjde (thus effecting
the extirpation of the lymph hearts which Cushnj' (17) considers so
desirable), with the upper parts of the ilia (beware of small branches of
the iliac arteries) and the portions of muscular body wall at the sides of
the body. The stump of the vertebral colunm T tied to both sides of the
dissecting dish to prevent lateral movements. The kidneys, the two
ureters (lying above the rectum and converging posteriorly from under
the two iliac arteries to open into the bladder) and all the large vessels
and other viscera are now well exposed. I next remove the large nerves
of the sciatic plexus on each side (to expose more completely the ureter,
iliac artery and the renal afferent vein and to prevent reflex movements
of the legs) and dissect out (an easy operation with practice) each ureter
from near its opening into the bladder to its attachment to the kidney,
pass it, under the iliac artery of that side and allow its extremity to rest
inside the edge of a glass collecting tube, supported in a convenient posi-
tion by a pad of putty. It is most necessary that the portion of ureter
thus dissected out should be a=^ long as possible, so as to allow for contrac-
tion when filled with urine: it is also necesfciary for the two ureters in
each frog to be about the same length and for the opening of each collect-
ing tube to be at the same level as the point of attachment of the ureter
to the kidney, otherwise if two ureters were to pour out their excretions
at different levels, the question of secretion pre^^sure might have to be
considered. There is no need whatever for a cannula to be inserted into
the ureter—the urine flows quite freely so long as the ureter is not
damaged in any way : at the same time it is advisable to watch the ureter
when secretion ha? commenced in order to remedy any obstruction which
may prevent the urine from pat;sing out freely, but once the urine has
passed (as it usually does with ease) it may be safely left. This method
is preferable to the insertion of cannulae owing to its simplicity, and,
provided that the opening of each collecting tube is kept well away from
the rest of the body, there is no danger of fluid other than urine entering
the tube Next the renal afferent vein on one side is ligatured, and the
diuretic injected into some di^itant part of the body. Further, by means
of two paira of awls connected with string stretched across the ventral
body wall under and anterior to the kidneys, and over the cut ends of
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the ilia, I prevented reflex movements from causing parts of the body to
come into contact with the openings of the collecting tubes; I also in-
serted an awl at each side of the head to prevent this from moving
unduly. Finally, I placed sufficient water in the dish to enable the ven-
tral body wall to absorb this. Many frogs operated on as described lived
for more than twenty-four hours, breathing and heart pulsation continu-mg until the end. All my experiments were carefully watched and if
any imperfection were observed, the experiment was cancelled. I may
also state that I should have found it impossible or at least much more
difficult to conduct these operations from the ventral side of the frog, and
I may add that had certain previous investigators performed their ex-
periments from the dorsal side instead of from the ventral, there would
have been no dispute as to whether they had or had not failed to ligature
all the renal arteries supplying the kidneys, since by the dorsal method
all are rendered plainly visible when the aorta is raised and thev are put
on the stretch.

APPENDIX G.

Experiments on the Frog illustrating the Facts that (the Venous Supply
eliminated)

{I.e. Greater Pressure and Greater Rate of flow) yields Urine weak-
er tn Nitrogen, stronger in Chloride and greater in Quantity, where-
as Increase of Pressure in the Post-caval Vein {i.e. Greater Pressure
and Less Rate of Flow) yields Urine also weaker in Nitrogen and
stronger tn Chloride but less in Quantity : in other words, the

RTteofFlow
' <^'P^»<i^ on the Pressure, the Quantity on the

Increase of Pressure in the Aorta (Exp. Ser. A.I.P.).

ExpEEiMExx 1 (for nitrogen strengths of urine). Perfusion fluid
consisted of 1 gm.l urea crystals dissolved in 2000 c.c. ,0-6%

£.TJnf '''^' P?''*"^^^ through a large-bore cannula (out-

^J«5 -
''•'': Pe^^"^"te at 24 cms.) tied into the coeliaco-

rt"n?:"Htli^7^i^';f„*^J° !r^^^^^^ »>--^ ligatured).^ Heartn.7ZT aZ 7 ^
M-^

*'^° systemics being ligatured). Heart

fn.inn WM fl
7° '^'^'^ ^''**^"^" ^'^^ *^° r.a.v. ligatured. Per-

at 8 40
^"* ^* ^^ ''™''- P'^^^^"^-*^ and perfusion started

20 cms. Put 1st pair tubes from 9-15-10-45

Fq^lt i?.^
^'^

''i''-
^^ "'-^ = ^^* 20 cms. urine.

AVin-ifi t "T^
artery rate of flow=17-3 c.c. per 30 minutes.]At 10 46 perfusion bottle raised to 30 cms.

M) cms. Put 2nd pair tubes from I10-1I-30

rVpo^^S" '? ^•''- ^^ ™-) = 1^^ 30 ««^s. urine.

aV 1 1 .qi T^^ ^""^""y. ""^'^ °^ flo^ = 50 c.c. per 30 minutes.]At 11-31 perfusion bottle raised to 40 cms.
40 cms. Put 3ra pair tubes from U 45-12- 15.

n^A^Wlf' = V^^ ^ •"• (30 ™-) = 1st 40 cms. urine.
Lii 40-12-15 renal artery rate of flow = 115 c.c. per 30 minutes.]

^t^f f^
^^'*?"^,^^** 30 cms. gave the optimum flow for kidnev

excretion in this experiment. Though the flow at 40 cms. pres-
sure was more than doubled yet the amount of urine excreted

wi^t '!! -^ ^^"^ ^^™®' a^<*' as will be seen, was decidedlyweaker m nitrogen This result would not occur if the excre-
tion were a mere glomerular filtration.

not ^veTuch'cW rSuui"''
'*'°"^'' '°^"*^°"^ ^^«" ^^- ^'^^ "^^ ^^^

i
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At 12-17 I lowered the perfusion bottle to 30 ems.
30 cms. Put 4th pair tubes from, 12-30-1-30.

IVL + IVR = 1-7 c.c- (GO m.) = 2nd 30 cms. urine.
[I2'30-l-30 renal artery rate of flow = 89-5 c.c. per 30 minutes.]
At 131 perfusion bottle lowered to 20 cms.

20 cms. Put 5bh pair tubes from 1-45-2 45.
VL +VR = 105 c.c. (GO m.) = 2nd 20 cms. urine.
[I '45-2-45 renal artery rate of flow = 46-5 c c. per 30 minutes.]
At 2-47 I raised the perfusion bottle again to 40 cms.

40 cms. Put Cth pair tubes from 30-3-30.
VIL + VlRz= 1-36 c.c. (30m.) = 2nd40cm3. urine.
[3-0-3-30 renal artery rate of flow = 1.59 c.c. per 30 minutes.]

Nitrogen Strengths.

ist 20 cms. urhie = 0-000300 gm.
Ist 30 cms. „ = 0-000260 gm.
1st 40 cms. „ =0 000213 gm.
2nd 30 cms. ,, = 0-000186 gm.
2nd 20 cms. „ = 000220 gm.
2nd 40 cms. ,, z^ 0000 180 gm

1 c.c. perfusing fluid = 0*000233 gm.

These results prove clearly (1) that with increase of pressure in
the aorta (renal arteries) the nitrogen content of the urine diminishes
(for an example of low pressure giving urine strong in nitrogen, see experi-
ment mentioned on p. 12 , Part I); (2) that with increase of pressure
{and rate of flow) up to 30 cms. the quantity of urine excreted increases,
but that beyond this (optimum) pressure, the increased flow in the renal
arteries is unable to produce an increased quantity of urine; (3) that the
nitrogen strengths and quantities of the 2nd 30 cms. urine and 2nd 20 cms.
unne show clearly the effect of the previous 40 cms. pressure—kidney cells,
like other living tissues, show well the law of habit ( Adami) or law of inertia
(Weigart, 1896)— ''the law that once a cell is stimulated to perform a
certain act, it continues to perform that act ,for some time after the
stunulus has ceased to be in

i operation *'—a law which is quite inexplic-
able on the neo-Ludwig view of the mode of function of the kidney.

Experiment 2 (for nitrogen strengths of urine). Identical with the
last experiment The results, as wall be seen, were similar, the
only difference being that the maximum 40 cms. pressure had
more efTcct in increasing the quantity of urine excreted.

Quantities and Nitrogen Strengths.

1st 20 cms. urine (0-9 c.c. in 150 m.) = 0000361 gm.
1st 30 cms. urine (17 c.c. in 00 m.) =0*000280 gm*
Ist 40 eras, urine (1-2 c.c. in 30 m.) = 000213 gm.
2nd 30 cms. mine (1-2 c.c. in 60 m.) z:= 0-000106 gm.
2nd 20 cms. urine (0-7 c.c. in 60 m.) = 0'000280 gm.

1 c.c. perfusing fluid = 0000233 gra.

]5j)erforraed two other experiments similar to the above, only differing
in that the fluid escaped via the cut systeraics (the heart not being cut
out) and using 05% saline (tap water), 4 c.c. human urine being added to
each 2000 c.c. as the perfusion fluid, and obtained the same results.

I will recapitulate one more experiment to illustrate the fact that
increase of fluid pressure in the renal arteries increases the chloride
strength of the urine excreted (thus having the opposite effect to that just
described for nitrogen).

Experiment 3 (for chloride strengths of urine). Identical with
Experiment 2 The perfusion fluid was the same, but I must
remark that, though labelled 0*6% saline, it was probably (owing
to the salt being moist when weighed) of lower strength than
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this, I neglected to ascertain the exact chloride strength of the
rfuaing fluid in this experiment.

Quantities and Chloridr Strengths (Mohr method).
1st 20 cms. urine (Id c.c. in 120 m.) = 0-005202 gm. in I c.c.
ist 30 cms. urine (1-7 c.c in 60 m.) = 0-005950 gm.
1st 40 cms. urine {1-9 c.c. in 60 m.) — O00ol54 gm.

'> 99

5 > J>

Thus increase of pressure in the arterial fluid increases the chloride
strength of the urine—a conclusion T have confirmed in many other
experiments.

Dr. A.P. Sircar in all cases estimated for me the chloride strengths.

Increase of pressure in the Post-Caval Vein (Exp. Ser. P.C.I.P.).

Experiment 1 (for nitrogen strengths of urine). Perfusion fluid
and cannula as in preceding experiments. Wide-mouthed can-
nuhi tied into heart, with short length of rubber tubing attachedTwo ihae arteries and two r a.v. hgatured. Gut, fat-bodies and
gonads all retained intact, as in previous experiments, to avoid
leakage. Aortic perfusion maintained at 30 cms, pressure
throughout experiment. Heart cannula and tubincr lie in the
same horizontal plane as the heart at the commencement of tha
experiment = cm pressure. Experiment set goin^ at 8*45.

cm. 9'lo-10-15 IL4- IR = 1-75 c.c. (60 m.) ^ - cm. Srine."

,, renal artery rate of perfusion = 76 c.c. per 30
minutes.

1

heart cannula rate of outflow —71 c.c. per I

30 minutes. J

V^'^'M^^K^"^ t*'^
^""^ ^^ ^^® ^^^^^ cannula tubing to 2-5 cms.

above the level of the heart, at which height the escaning fluid
dropped into a measuring tube

2-0 cms. 10-30-110 IIL+I[R =. 1-4 c.c. (30 m.) ^ - 2-5 cms. urine.'^
renal artery rate of perfusion = 94 c.c. per 30
minutes.
heart cannula rate of outflow = 82 c.c. per 30
minutes.

- n
^^ ^^?. \ r'^^^ *^^ ^^^^^ cannula tubing to o cms.

o-O cms. ll-15-I215IIIL + IIIR^ 1-0 c.c. (60m.) ="5-0 cms. urine.'
ff renal artery rate of perfusion = 115-5 c.c. perl

30 minutes.
|

,1 heart cannula rate of outflow = 59 c.c. per 30 I

^ minutes. J
7." ,1 L^'^il^^

*^^ ^^^''^ cannula tubing to T'S cms.
7-0 cms. 12-30^2-.30 IVL -k IVR ^ 1-35 c.c.^ (120 m) =-7-5 cms

urine.

renal artery rate of perfusion =131 c.c. (!) per^
30 minutes.

j

\T?;^\. 'lu ^f^^^ cannula rate of outflow =:nil (!) |

aVo 01 T^ ^ ^^'" '^^^^'^ ^^^ g'^^at pressure in the post-*

n orvT o ii o o^'^''^^
^^® ^^^''^ cannula tubing to cm, againcm 2-45-3.30 VL -h VR = two small drop! (45 m.) N.E.

H ^% J^~\ >l^ J~* I m^ --- ^L L J ^ J^ M ^ ^ ..

J

,» renal artery rate of perfusion = 167 c.c. per 301
minutes.

j

I »f heart cannula rate of outflow = 125 c.c. per 30
j

I ,

minutes,
the leakage being the results of the previous high pressure, j

Nitrogen Strengths.
'' cm. urine " = 0-000126 gm
''2-5cms. urine" = 0-000113gm.
'* o-O cms. „ " = 0-000110 ^m
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-* 7-0 cms. urine " = 0*000080 gni.

I c.c. perfusing fluid = 0-000233 gm.

Thus, though the raising of the heart cannula pressure from cm. to
2*5 cms. did not lower the rate of flow of fluid through the kidney, this,

with the rate of excretion, slightly increasine:, yet the 2nd sample of

(2'5 cms.) urine was weak in nitrogen compared with the first. Subse-
quent samples of urine exhibit clearly the decrease in nitrogen strength
and rates of excretion of the urine samples consequ<^nt on the raising of

the fluid pressure in the post-caval vein (and kidney cai^illarics).

Experiment 2 (for nitrogen and chloride strengths of urine). Identi-

cal with the last experiment. Experiment set going at 9'30.

cm. 10 0-11-0 IL + IR = l*4u c.c. (60 m.) = '* 1st cm. urine.

,, renal artery rate of perfusion = 66"5 c.c. perl
30 minutes.

j

,, heart cannula rate of outflow = 52 c.c. per 30
minutes.

At ll'l I raised the heart cannula tubing to a height of 6 cms.
above the level of the heart (at 11-5 both the ligatured r.a,v- are

well filled out).

dOcms, 11-20-11 50TIL+IIR=^l-4c.c. (30m.)= '' IstSOcms. urine.

,, renal arter3- rate of perfusion — 71 c.c. per 30
minutes,

,, heart cannula rate of outflow=48'r) c.c. per 30
minutes.

At llv52 I raised the heart cannula tubing to 7 "5 cms,
7-5 cms. 12-5-12-35 TJIL + ITIR =: 1-25 c.c. (30 m.) = *' 7-5 cms.

urine."

,, renal artery rate of perfusion — 6G c.c. per 30
minutes.
heart cannulae rate of outflow ^^ nil.

At I2'36 I lowered the heart cannula tubing to cm. again (when
a lot of fluid flowed out of the tubing).

cm. 12-50-1-35 IVL + IVR = 1-4 c.c. (45 ra.) ^- '* 2nd cm.
urine." (IVR contains about 3 times as much
urine as IVL: IJIR contained only a slight

excess over JUL).
,, renal artery rate of perfusion =86 c.c. (!) per^

30 minutes. . j

,, heart cannula rate of outflow = 78 '3 c.c. per
[

30 minutes. J
At l';i9 T raised the heart cannula tubing again to 6 cms.

5-0 cms. 1 60-2-20 VL + VR = 1*35 c.c. (30 m.) = " 2nd 50 cms.
urine," (VR contained only a little more urine
than VL.)

,, renal artery rate of perfusion ~ 79 c.c. per 30
minutes,

,, heart cannula rate of outflow = 33 c.c. per
30 minutes.

At 2-21 I lowered the heart cannula tubing again to cm.
cm. 2-35-30 VIL + VIR = 11 c.c. (30m.)="3rd cm. urine.

,, renal artery rate of perfusion = 90 c.c. per 30
minutes.

,, heart cannula rate of outflow = 81 c.c. per 30
minutes.

Nitrogen and Chloride Strengths.
*' 1st cm. urine " = 0000166 gm. Xitrogen, and Chloride in the

proportion of lOj

' Thes*' chloride quantities are only expressed as ratios because
the samples of urine for chloride estimation wore in each case taken up

99

J

»»
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"Ist 5-0 cms. urine" =0000153 gm. Nitrogen, and Chloride in
the proportion of 2 0.

" 7-5 cms. urine" = 0000126 gm. Nitrogen, and Chloride in the
proportion of 2-1.

"2nd cm. urine" =0-000080 gm. Nitrogen, and Chloride in
proportion of 2-1.

" 2nd 50 cms urine "=0-000180 gm. Nitrogen (Chloride N.E.).
" 3rd em. urine "= O-OOOIOO gm. Nitrogen (Chloride N.E.).

r«-^j\"°Ti^^
^°'' *^^ unaccountable oliguria of the left kidney in' themiddle of the experiment and the natural decrease of rate of excretionas the experiment proceeds, the preceding data show well the connectionbetween rate of flow of fluid and amount of urine excreted, the law of

Jiabit and the other results to which I have already referred.

lft«f 5^™'^f^ 3(for chloride strengths of urine). Identical with thelast experiment. Experiment set going at 8-55.

cm.^ 9-:5-10-25 IL + TR = 1-4 c.c. (60 m.) = " cm. urine."
„ renal artery rate of perfusion = 35-5 c.c. per

30 minutes.
,, heart cannula rate of outflow = 355 c.c. per

j

30 minutes.
JAt 10-26 I raised the heart cannula tubing to a height of 2-5

ems.
2 5 cms. 10-40-11.40 IIL-f IIR = 1-5 c.c. (60 m. = - 2-5 cms. urine.

renal artery rate of perfusion = 42'5 c.c. per 30
minutes.
heart cannula rate of outflow = 35-5 c.c. per I

30 minutes. J
=J0 om^ ^*i ^i^.' J-''^™ ^^® ^^^""^ cannula tubing to 50 cms.o cms. 1I-05-1-20 IIIL + IIIR = 1-25 c c. (90 m.) = - o-O cms.

urme."
renal artery rate of perfusion = 36'3 c.c, perl
30 mmutes.

j
,* heart cannula rate of outflow = 6 c.c. per 30

(mmutes (at 11 -45 the two r a.v. were both well I

swollen).
J

crn^^
I raised the heart cannula tubing to a height of 7-5

7-5 cms. 140-3 ]0 IVL +IVR ^ M c.c. (90 m.) = - 75 cms, urine
M renal artery rate of perfusion = 33*3 c.c. per 30

mmutes.

»i

A+ "j.io T V
heart cannula rate of outflow = nil.

cnf {%- o'^f'^'^„*?^ ^r^t cannula tubing to cm.cm. 3-20-3-05 VL + VR = 2 small dro|s (30 m.) N.E.
renal artery rate of perfusion = 35 c.c. per 30^
mmute.s. I

heart cannula rate of outflow = 33 c.c. per 30
mmutes.

Chloride Strength
cm. urine 0005678 gm.

S-ocms. „ 0-005848 gm.
50 cms. ,, 0.005940 gm.
7-ocms. ,, 0-006124 gm.

J

other^^exnerTm^^**^
''?°?"'' *^°^ previously obtained. I performed one

neednoK!^n^r ^'"'^^'" ''^ *^^^ ^"^ obtained similar remits, which I

dete^rmine^ °T>.*^'' ^T^u' ^"'^ *^« ^°'"°^« "P *« this mark I did not

Dr. A p S.V..
^'^ ^" °*^^^ chloride determinations were made by
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The results of the preceding nine experiments (six recorded and three

mentioned) prove, as explained in the text, that quantity of urine is,

other things equal, dependent upon the rate of flow of the fluid perfus-

ing the intertubular plexus, I and that the quality of the urine likewise

depends upon the pressure whether this comes from the aorta or the

post-eaval. The reverse current experiments described in Part IV fur-

ther prove that quantity of urine also depends, other things equal, upon
the volume of the perfusing fluid, since the enormous output of urine

during the reverse current can only have been due to the unusual filling

of the tubule capillaries (unprotected by glomeruli). Flow without
volume is impotent to produce urino (this is the explanation of the fact

that whenever the arterial pressure falls below a certain point the flow of

urine fails—the pressure is not sufficient to force a sufficient "trickle"

of fluid through the efferent glomerular vessels ; on the other hand, fluid

under a very low pressure perfused via the renal vein, and therefore

traversing no glomeruli, gives an ample supply of urine) and likewise

volume without flow is equally impotent, as is indicated by the experi-

ments of Exp. Ser. P.C.T.P. On several occasions I tried in the frog the

experiment of perfusing saline and urea via the aorta at 40 cms. pressure

and then ligaturing the post-caval, the aorta behind the kidneyis and the

renal afferent veins, but in each case there was so much extravasation

that it was impossible to prevent flow, and this flow, together with the

high pressure (and consequent large volume) and urea diuretic, gave a

good supply of urine very weak in nitrogen. It must be mentioned that

the presence of diuretics like urea in the perfusing fluid can apparently

compensate for lack of flow to a very large extent, perhaps altogether

(vide e.g. the experiments of Bainbridge and Beddard (3), and other

authors).

APPENDIX H.

Reversal of the Current of Perfusing Fluid through the Kidney.

Experimental Series 1.—Perfusion through the frog's kidney in the
reverse direction to the normal.

Experiment L [In this experiment I first attempted to obtain a
sample of urine with 0'6% saline (tap water) only
in the aorta (at 25 cms. pressure), tlie tubing of

the cannulae inserted into the two r.a.v.

-0-G% saline

in aorta

:

_r.a V. closed.

Saline + nitrogen

in aorta : r a v.

closed.

clamped. The heart was out out and the two
r a.v. cut behind the cannulae. The experiment
was set going at 915, the two r.a.v. cannulae
being closed immediately after insertion.

tween 915 and 10*10 less than 2 c.c. urine had
been excreted, although between 9"20 and 10*10,

407 c.c. of fluid had perfused through the aorta.]

At 10 12 1 substituted in the aortic bottle 0-0%
saline (tap water), each 2000 c.c. containing 30
c.c. human urine. Put collecting tubes from
10 30-11*30 and collected I c.c. urine [1 c.c. - DC
(direct current urine) ].

[10'30-ir30 aorta perfused 695 c.c. (increased flow

due to increased osmotic pressure) ].

J A fact a/so well illustrated by the acceleration of the actual flow
due to increase of osmotic pressure in the renal afferent vein (see p. 18
Part I).
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30 fluid in

r a.v. renal
arts, closed.

Reverse
current of

30 fluid.

[At 11*30 I clamped the aortic bottle tubing and so
closed the arterial supply, and opened the two
r.a.v. cannulae and perfused the fluid, lately in
the aorta, through the r.a v. at first at 6 cms.
pres^'ure. At 120 I raised the r.a v. bottles to
12 cms. and at 12 30 to 18 cms. Between 11-45
and 1-45 only one drop of urine obtained.
[11-45-1-45, 1. r.a.v. perfused 747 c.c. and the
r. r.a.v 764 c.c] ].

At 1-45 I opened the aortic cannula and lowered
the aortic bottle to 9 cms. helow the level of the
heart, and ligatured the post-caval vein, so forc-
ing the r.a.v. fluid to make its exit from the
kidneys by the renal arteries, i.e. reversed the
current; I also raised the two r.a.v. bottles to 24
cms. (i.e. aortic) presstire. The two r.a.v. were
of course enormously swollen and most of the
fluid escaped via the iliac arteries and by extra-
vasation, very little fluid entering the aortic
bottle. By 1-48 urine secretion had become
vigorous. Between 1*45 and 215,4 c.c. (!) of urine
had been excreted [I c.c. = RC (reverse current
urine) ].

[l-45-2'lo, 1. r.a.v. perfused 205 c.c; r. r.a.v. per
fused 171 c.c. (the flows between 10 and 1*30,
I.e. before the r.a.v. fluid was compelled to escape
via the renal arter-es, were 215 c.c. and 210 c.c.
respectively) ].

DC =
RC

I c.c. 30 fluid

0-000193 gm. Xitrogen.

Thus with the direct
kidneys at a rate of about
aortic flow-see Appendix
arteries, 0-6 c.c. urin-

^!-(J00140 gm.
0-000153 gm.

>5

> J

rnormal) current fluid flowing through both
7o c.c. per 30 minutes (i e. 1/5 of the total
B, Part 1) at 25 cms. pressure via the renal

rPVArca r,.. ^ ^ .
^™^ obtained in 30 minutes, whereas with the

cZt Ir^^ .^""^'"^^^ ^^ ^ ^^^^ ^f ^^'<'''^ 376 c.c. per 30 minutes at 24

He ^urt r *r"S^ ^'''^' '^^^^^y« ^''^ the two renal afferent veins,

minnVoV/ Ti.'""'
^.^^^^ as much) were obtained in the same time (30

Sie nnnn.;/ f '^ ^^""^ ^^""^^ ^ ^^^^'^ ^lo^e proportionality between

tuLrr n / Pfl^^^^g fl^id (rate of flow and volume) in the inter-

at all h^f
^"^"^ ^^^ quantity of urine produced, but no relationship

evce sivlhr^"
glomerular pressure and urine quantity. Moreover the

eXS.''' J'^
condition of the veins in this, as in the following

lX?aTflnSvr*T"^^^ ^\^ ""^^ P^'^^'^"* "^'i"^ being secreted. During the

deShW J^ .i!
^•^?'"^'."''^^^^^^^ reduced the arterial pressure consi-

En™?r •
^^^^^^t^bular plexus, while in the renal afferent vein flow

urLrf/^ t'""
.^^^.^"^»"s was much higher than normal, hence the RCuimt is weaker m nitrogen than the DC urine (vide Appendix G).

EXPERTMEXT 2

Arterial

perfusion.

In this experiment I first perfused 0-6% saline (tap
water) + 0-05% urea through the aorta at 24 cms.
pressure. The heart was not cut out but a hole
was made in the postcaval vein for escape of
fluid. Both iliac arteries and r.a.v. ligatured.
Experiment set going at 10*10 and first pair tubes
put from 10-40^12-10.

IL -f IR z= 1-65 c.c. (90 m.) [1 c.c. ^ DC].
rlO-40-12-10 renal arteries perfused about

c.c, (by an oversight I omitted to note
Lesact quantity).

16'

the
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At 12-15 1 inserted the same cannula under the
same conditions into the postcaval vein, when
the vein of course became enormously .swollen
and the renal arteries, which I cut, hccanie stiff
with the escaping fluid. From 12-30-1-0 I put

Post-caval second pair tubes.
perfusion.

IIL +ITR = 4T>5 c.c. (30 m.) [I c.c. = RC].

I

1
2 -30" If) the post caval vein perfused 1 1 87 c.c.

^
I (!) most of which wag doubtless lost by extra-

|

I

vasation through the walls of the post-caval it-
|

„
I self and the intertubular capillaries or perhaps I

l^via the nephrostomies which open into tlie veins. J

DC ~ 0000215 gm. Nitrogen.
RC = 0001/53 gm. ,, ;

1 c.c. perfu.sing fluid = 000153 gra.

DC = 000540() gm. Chloride as NaCl.
RC = 0lW>154gm. ,, „ ,,

so. as usual, excess of pressure weakens the urine in nitrogen and
strengthens it in chloride (Appendix G). The other results are as in the
preceding experiment, the reversal of flow .increasing the quantity of
urine by about 85 times, while the reversed quantity of fluid perfused
was about 7 times that of the direct quantity of fluid perfused (probably
a little more since I noted at the time of the experiment that the nurabeV
160 should probably have been lower).

In a third experiment (Experiment 3), with the aortic l>ottle at 30
cms. dunng arterial perfusion (rate of flow = 61 c c. per 30 minutes) and
reduced to 15-5 cms. during post-caval perfusion (rate of flow =: 167 c.c.
per 30 minutes) I obtained 3U c.c. urine of 000066 gm. nitrogen strength
with arterial perfusion and 27 c.c. urine of 0-0iJ0l06gm. nitrogen strength
with post-caval perfusion -/Ae reverse current thus at half the pressure pro-
ducing nearly the same quantity of much stronger urine. The two samples
of urine were nearly equal in chloride strength, being 0-005916 gm. chlo-
ride and 0-006188 gm. chloride respectively. These results imply that the
pressure in the intertubular plexus was less during the post-caval per-
fusion than during the arterial perfusion, much of the fluid during tlie
former probably extravaaating and therefore not reaching the pk xus.

Two other experiments gave similar results.
In all five experiments the quantities of urine bore no relation at all

to the pressures either in the glomeruli or in the intertubular plexus: on
the other hand, though no f^trict proportionality apparently existed, yet
there was always some relation between the volume and rate of flow of
the perfusing fluid and the quantity of urine.

Experimental Series 2.—Perfusion of the rabbit's kidney via tlie renal
vein with 0*75 saline containing 100 c.c. human urine in each
2U00 c.c. at loo cms. (water) pressure.

Experiment 1.—Female rabbit. The perfusing fluid in the bottle
was kept at an ahnoit constant temperature of
41*' C. (not varying more than I") by means of
boiling water circulating through a coil of rubber
tubing placed in.*-idt* the bottle. Th<* temperature
of the fluid in the kidney was of course several
degrees lower than this but exactly how much
lower was not ascertained. Two tubes led off from
the neck of the perfusion bottle and were connect-
ed with two cannulae. During the first part of
the experiment both cannulae were tied into the
two renal arteries of the two kidneys, the renal
vein of each kidney being ligature<| and a slit
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Artery
perfusion
in both
kidneys.

Artery
perfusion
in left kidney

;

venous
perfusion
in right

kidney.

made in each for escape of fluid. During the
second part of the experiment the left kidney
remained as before as a control but in the right

kidney I removed the cannula from the artery
(which I cut through) and tied it into the renal
vein, so reversing the current. Both ureters were
loosened from the peritoneum and their ends (of

equal length) were inserted into collecting tubes.

Experiment set going at 10 60, both ureters excret-
ing freely. Put 1st pair tubes from ll-30-12'0.

IL
IR

50 c.c.

2-6 c.c.
(30 m.) [1 c.c.

[1 c.c.

DCIL]
DCIR]

ril-30-12 bottle perfused 110 c.c. = 18*3 c.c. per^
5 minutes.] j

At 12-0 1 inserted the cannula of the right kidney
into the renal vein and ligatured and slit the
artery. At 12' 15 I restricted the slit in the
artery owing to the flow being excessive, and
between 12-33 and I'O I found that the rate of
perfusion was 28*3 c.c, per 5 minutes, i.e. one-
third faster than during the first part of the^

experiment.
Between 12-39 and 1258 I had collected

from left kidney 4-75 c.c. (28 ra.) [1 c.c. =
from tliC right kidney 31-8 c.c. (28 m.) [1 c c.

DCIIL]
=: RCITRJ

Thus the reverse current in the right kidney
produced G-6 times as much 1 urine as the direct

current in the left kidney, though in the first

pai't of the experiment, the left kidney excreted
nearly twice as much urine as the right (possibly
owing to the cannula having a larger orifice).

- DCIL
DCIR
DCIIL
RCIIR(1)2
RCIIR(2)^

0-000546 gm. Nitrogen.
0-00037 3 gm.
0-000693 gm.
0'000453 gm.
0-000546 gm.

t J

» 9

9t

Both kidneys had had all nerve connections severed so that this
factor as regards quantity of urine, was absent. All the renal nerves
in the frog experiments, on the other hand, were left intact.

Another objection which may be urged against these experiments
on the rabbit is that '* failure of absorption from overflooding is especially
liable to occur in the rabbit in which absorption is peculiarly
ineffective at the best" (17, p. 50). Even allowing for this factor, the
excretion of the vein-p^^rfused kidney in these experiments should still

nave been less instead of more owing to the decreased pressure in the
glomeruli, but Cushny quotes an experiment on the rabbit in which,
during sulphate diufesis, the two kidnevs, perfused via the renal arteries,
actually excreted at the rate of 5 c.c, per minute, and even at this rate,
according to Cushny, the tubules absorbed 40% of the water passing
through the kidneys, i.e. the kidneys excreted 0*26% of sulphate while
the serum only contained 0-]5%, so that in my experiments absorption
should certainly have occurred on the neo-Ludwig view.

^
First sample taken during the first four minutes.

- Second sample taken during the first four minutes.
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Experiment 2

Artery
perfusion
in both
kidneys.

Artery
perfusion
in left

kidney

;

venous
perfusion
in right
kidney.

Thus the left kidney urine in both parts of the
experiment was stronger in nitrogen than the
right kidney urine, but the two urine strengtlis

were more nearl\ equal towards the end of the
experiment.

Male rabbit. The experiment was similar to tlio

last, the temperature of the perfusion bottle
however being maintained at 45°C. Experiment
set going at 1*40 and put tubes from 217-3'30.

IL
IR

7*9 CO. (73 in.) [1 c.c.

1-3 CO. (73 m.) [1 c.c.

DCIL]
DCTRJ

2-15-3* 15 })ottIe perfused 135 c.c.

5 minutes.

11'2 c.c. per

At 3' 30 I reversed the current in the right kidney.

3*o5-4-10, 35 c.c. perfused
4'15-4"45, 73c.c. perfused

11*6 c.c. per 5 minutes
;

12*1 c.c. per 5 minutes.
so the rate of perfusion in the second part of the I

experiment was about the same as in the first part. J

Between 4*17 and 4*45 I had collected

from the left kidney 15 c.c. (28 m ) [1 c.c.

from the right kidney 8.5c'c.(28 m.) [1 c.c.

DCIIL]
RCIIR]

Thus the reverse current in the right kidney pro-

duced in the second part of the experiment 5*r»

times as much urine as the direct current in the
left kidney, though in the first part of

ment the left kidney excreted over
much urine as the right kidney.

the experi-

6 times as

DCIL
DCIR
DCIIL
RCIIR

I c.c perfusing fluid

0-000186 gm. Nitrogen.
0-000320 gm.
0'00022(igm.
000 1 86 gm.

f$

f7

= 0000213gm.
Thus the reverse current urine is not much weaker
than the direct current urine.

I performed two other experiments similar to the above and with
similar results. In one of them thr* urines of both kidneys with arterial

perfusion were exactly equal in strength (0-(X)0320 gm.) and nearly equal
in quantity (DCIL = 3-75 c.c. : DCIR = 3 9 c.c.) but DCIIL was as nsual
stronger (0-000653 gm.) than RCIIR (0-000560 gm.) and both these latter

were much stronger than the perfusing fluid (0'00;)386 gm.). In the other
experiment I, at the end of the expei'iment, filled the perfusion bottle

with dissolved indigo-carmine and thus injected both kidneys with dye.
The vein-perfnsed right kidney became dyed deep blue and excreted blue
urine immediately the dye entered and in a few seconds both kidney and
urine were blue-black ; the artery-perfused left kidney and its urine took

much longer to become dyed blue—probably owing to the slower perfusion.

T subsequently examined sections of these kidneys and made the following

report :

—

Left artery-perfused kidney. All glomerular capillaries

but no trace of dye in capsules,

between inner and outer capsule

here and there in intertubiilar capillaries and in

lumina of collecting and convoluted tubules.

Lumina of tul>ule8 very wide. In certain small

contain dye
Large space
walls. Dye
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areas the nuclei of the convoluted tubule cells
were stained blue and numerous blue granules in
the cells but in most areas I could detect no dye.

Right vein-perfused kidney. Little or no dye to bo seen in the
glomerular capillaries but in a few places the
capillary epithelium was stained blue, also the
nuclei of the outer capsule wall. No trace of dye
in capsule cavities, D^-e here and there in inter-
tubular capillaries and in tubule lumina. Izi

many areas the nuclei of the convoluted tubule
cells were stained blue and the cells contained
grannies.

I give these facts for \vhat they are worth. The most significant
of them are that dye is never to be found in the capsule cavities, where,
of all places, according to the glomerular filtration theory, it should be
found and that the areas in which the convoluted tubule cells were
stained blue are much greater in the vein-perfused than in the arterv
perfused kidnev.
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II. Concerning a Bon Image

By JOHAN VAN Manen.

It is not generally kaown that members of the Bon-frater-
nity may be met in easily accessible places like Parjeeling,
Ghoom and various localities in the Darjeeling District. As a'

rule these representatives of what is commonlv called the
original religion of Tibet, are men of little learning who can
furnish but scant intelligent information about their own
beliefs, history and literature. Those of whom I heard, in
Ohoom and its neighbourhood, were eking out a precarious
existence by the performance of magical ceremonies, mostly
amongst the lower classes. Yet I am told that really learned
Bon-pos exist in Tibet, that there are monasteries of consider-
able size, and that there is an appreciable printed literature
current—not to mention manuscripts—which continues to be
published and sold in the Bon-po religious centres. Data
furnished on this point by Rockhill and Grenard endorse such
statements. What we know of the religion itself is so confus-
ing and incomplete that we must admit that the system is
practically as yet a completely sealed book to us. The litera-
ture on the subject up till about 1897 has been very completely
summarised by B. Laufer in his introduction to his Klu
hbum bsdus pahi snying po (Memoirs of the Finno-Ugrian
Society, XI, Helsingfors, 1898). From the appearance of that
work onwards the most important publications on Bon matters
have been the following :

1. Laufer's work itself.

2. By the same Author: Ein Siihngedicht der Bonpo.
Memoirs of the Imp. Ac. of Sciences, Vienna, XLVI, 1900.

3. The same : Uber ein Tibetisches Geschichtswerk der
Bonpo, T'oung-Pao, Second series. Vol. II, No. 1. Leyden
1901.

4. Sarat Chandra Das, The Tibetan Text of the rGval Rab
Bon Kyi Jung-nas, of which No. 3 is a review and

"^

discus-
sion.

Concerning this last publication it is a curious detail that
my copy bears the imprint " Calcutta, Bengal Secretariat Book
Depot, 1915," whereas Laufer, in 1901, refers to it in the
following terms :

" Vor einkjer Zeit iibersandte mir der hidi-
sche Pandit Sarat Chandra Das den in der Presse von Darjeeling
hergestellten, 61 Octavseiten umfassenden Abzug eines tibeti-
schen Werkes, das den Titel fiihrt : rgyal rahs hon gyi hbyung
gnas." Laufer's book and the copy sold by the Calcutta depot
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seem identical ; the bibliographical puzzle involved is imma-
terial for our present purpose.

5. We may expect that Hastings' Cyclopaedia of Religion

will soon bring some further valuable matter on this subject,

but the references to it will find a place under the heading
Tibetj and the volume containing T is not yet out.*

6. It mav be noted that in Rockhill's edition of Sarat
Chandra Das' Journey to Lhasa and Central Tibet, new edition,

London, 1904, though it gives on pp. 271-276 some interesting

details about the Bon-pos, the editor states on p. 284 in afoot-
note that he has there left out " several pages of text on the
ethics, etc., of the Bonbo, but they are so technical that I

hp.ve been obliged to omit them." The original edition of

S. Ch Das' record is very difficult to obtain or even to con-
sult.

7.

ou Tibet tt
des, Vol. 12, Ch. VI, Religion, pp. 153-162, which contains a
summary, mainly based on the data of Sarat Chandra Das,
without furnishing essentially new information.

So much as to the literature. Three descriptions of Bon
deities have been published to my knowledge. The first

again by Sarat Chandra Das, in the J. A.S.B., Vol. 50, Part I,

Xo. III. The second in J.B.T.S., Vol. I, passim, 1803. It is

not expressly stated whether Sarat Chandra Das is also the
author of this contribution, but that seems likely. It is richly
illustrated, presumably, as to the great majority of the gods
represented, from pictorial representations, not images. Yet
the data furnished by both pictures and description are con-
fusing and vague, giving little definite information. The third
contribution to the subject, first in point of time, is by Hodg-
son, who gives the pictures of the " chief deities" of the Bon-
pos m the J.R.A.S. for 1861, Vol. 18, p. 306. This volume has
not been within my reach as it is lacking in the Imperial Lib-
rary set and the copy of the Asiatic Society was out on loan
every time I asked for it. The reference is taken form Schlag-
mtweit's article Uber die Bon-pa Sekte in Tibet, in the pro-
cesdiugs of the R Bavarian Ac. of Sciences, Philos.-Philol.
Section, 1866.* Hodgson's illustrations were also based on

This was written before the last volume, completing the work, had
bean issued; and the hope was inspired by a cross reterence justifying
expectations. Alas, in thi.s, as in some other cases, the monumental
work has left us in the lurch and disappointed us. The promised refer-
ence to Bonism has materialised as a few superficial lines, altogether in-

adequate to the subject. This is one of the curious gaps in this uneven
book, though one which may be forgiven. But what to think of the
omission of an entry * Nidanas *

!

2 Through the courtesy of the Secretary the volume was recalled for
me after I read this paper before the meeting of the Society. The platea
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(C

pictures, not on sculptures or other plastic repiesentations.
The pictures in the J,B.T,S. are exceedingly crude and undistinc-
tive.

That the Bon-pos possess, however, a rich variety of idols

in plastic form is evident from the information quoted by
Schlagintweit {op, cit., reprint, p, 9) from the Annales [de la

propagation de la foi], Vol. 37.

He writes: *' The missionaries found in the monastery
they visited, and which had been denuded of its ' Gotter-
schmuckes/ a great number of plastic representations, whilst
the walls were covered with frescoes."

Desgodins (Le Thibet, 2e ed., Paris, 1885, p. 202) laments:
The learned Pon bo say indeed that their Kuntu-zang-po

(Supreme Spirit) is immaterial, absolutely perfect, and they
concede him even a certain eternit}^ during which he created
all beings. If they only stopped there, one could, by means
of a certain amount of explanation, arrive at some understand-
ing ; but then they give their immaterial god a wooden or

brass bodv, in which thev make him reside whom thev w^or-

ship."

It is then evident that Bon-po idols must exist, but in the
literature I have accessible I have found no authentic descrip-
tion or even mention of any such idol. An exception, per-
haps, is Hackings L'art Tibetain, collection de M. J. Bacot,
Paris, 1911, where the last three numbers 316-318 are
described as ' Divinite Bon-po ' and ' Image Bon-po/ No. 316 is

of * bois peint sculpte, cavalier vetu a la chinoise'; No. 317
' bois grossierement sculpte *; No. 318 a central garuda, surround-
ed by animal-headed other garudas, ' tres grossierement
traites,' with an image of Gshen-rab-mi-bo in the upper part.
As Bacot's collection numbers over 300 items and only three
Bon-po images form part of it,, one Chinese in treatment, and
the two others of rough workmanship, the inference is that
truly Tibetan Bou-po images of good workmanship must be
very rare.

Grenard; in his Tibet (English translation, London, 1904),
which has a valuable paragraph on the Bon religion in chapter
JX (Religion), slates, on p. 325: "They profess a profound
veneration for an idol called Kepang, made of a mere block of

given do not furnisli material throwing much light on the subject dis-
cussed here. From the brief accompanying text I quote only the follow-
ing passage :

—

•' Bonpa Vihdrs are still numerous and wealthy in Tibet. In the
Himalaya there is nothing of the sort, nor can the solitary exorcist of this
or that rude and unlettered tribe, himself a member of the tribe and
ignorant as his fellows, give one word of information as to the origin of
his creed," etc.

But Hodgson thinks that *' there can be no doubt it is an integral art
of Buddhism."
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wood dressed in bits of stuff." (Is this Sarat Chandra Das

'

Pehar ?

)

From all the abov^e it will be understood that I felt con-

siderable satisfaction when some time ago a Bon idol was
offered to me for sale by its owner^ a local Bon *' lama" in

Ghoom. All the more so as the image was of excellent work-
manship and decidedly better than many of the modern
Nepalese brasses which are so profusely in evidence in the
Darjeeling Bazar shops. As the original owner is himself a

Bon-po there is a prima facie probability that the image may
be authentic and I now give its description together with re-

productions of it, giving a front and a back view. I also add
some collateral matter connected with Bon problems. What
I submit here is the result of extensive inquiries amongst all

the Tibetans I consulted as likely to be able to throw light on
the matter.

The name of the god was given as ^^C^'^* g'^ang ba,

Avhich seems to mean The Secret One, or, perhaps, the Mystery
God, the god of mysticism, though the word in the ordinary
language has only the meanings ' secret,' or ' mysticism ' as a
substantive and ' to secrete ' as a verb. As we shall see it

seems a Bon equivalent or counterpart of ^l^C^'CJ^N^n' gsang-

bdag, an epithet of Phyag-rdor, g^'"^' or Vajrapani.

The image is made of brass, exactly 6 inches high, and 5|
inches in width at its widest point, from crown to crown of the
two prostrate figures bearing the god. The workmanship is

good, though not extremely delicate, and the lines are pure
with fairly refined details.

The bottom of the image is closed by a sheet of copper on

which a double or crossed dorje, "P E'Si'^TlS;!' is engraved.

Probably the hollow foot contains some auspicious material,
as usual in Tibetan images. When shaking the image, some-
thmg rattles inside, perhaps some grains of rice. At the back
a small square piece is let in, slightly under half an inch
square. This has in all probability served to allow of the inser-

tion either of the -life-tree,'' ?5cn"^C;' or of a mantra,

g^^'^ which properly consecrates the idol. On a base

(^^'^^^\ Pad-gdan, lotus-seat), the traditional lotus stool,

two figures lie on their backs. On them stands the god in a
' fierce" form, wide-legged and with arms extended. In the
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right hand he holds a dorje, with the left one he holds a garuda.
The body is naked, as shown by navel and breast -nipples, save
for a kind of loincloth on which an ornamental pattern is
worked. A kind of girdle, difficult to explain, encircles the
body well above the abdomen and the hips, or rather, is shown
only in front

; on the back it is not visible. I believe that it
cannot be the rim of a coat of armour which would be an
analogy with that of the Lcam-sring or Beg-tshe of Lamaism,
but it may be an iconographical remnant of this prototype.
See Grunwedel's remarks about the hem or rim of garments
indicated on female statues, Buddhistische Kunst in Indien,
p. 37. The body is encircled by a huge snake as a garland,
but I cannot make out with absolute certainty whether the
maker intended to represent two snakes or one, as it is pos-
sible to think that the coils are mixed up with a necklace with
elaborate breast-pendant. If there are two snakes, one inter-
twines tail and head on the back of the neck and the other on
the left shoulder. 1 am, however, inclined to think that there
is only one snake and that the second coil is rather a double
strand belonging to the necklace with large bows on the shoul-
ders. One of my consultants suggests, furthermore, that what
I take to be bows of the necklace are in reality the heads of
two other snakes. In that case the necklace itself would prob-
ably also be a snake, and then there would be three snakes
in all. If that were so then the maker would not have conti-
nued his details clearly on the back of the image and this in-
completeness of detail would be on a par with the absence of
the continuation of the girdle, mentioned above, on the back.
This would lead us to the very interesting conclusion that we
would have to be careful in distinguishing between the icono-
graphical canon and the actual execution of the artist. Four
smaller snakes function as ankle rings and wrist bracelets.
Round the biceps of each arm there is an ornamental armlet,
and, as already mentioned, a necklace with an elaborate pend-
ant hangs round the neck. The two ends of a scarf wound
around the hair tuft flow down on either side of the body.
The head wears a high coil or knot of hair. In this connection
the remarks by Grenard and Rockhill (Diary) may be remem-
bered as to the length of the hair worn by Bon-po lamas. The
Nying-ma-pas also wear their hair long when becoming hermits.

"^'B^'^', ^"^ Percival Landon mentions in his Lhasa (p. 123

of the one-volume edition, p. 227 of Vol. I in the two-volume
edition) that long hair is the mark of the immured Nyen-de-
kyi-buk hermits. (According to oral information this is the

name of a monastery, gk'5^'§^*g=T]' the happy caves of

upper Nyang.)
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On the head there is a diadem bearing five skulls, topped
by ornaments, probably representing jewels. The ears have
long earrings.

The image is in its natural metal but the hair of both the
god and the garuda are painted red.

Though the god is of the fierce type his expression is

fairly natural and not as hideous as in most lianiaistic ' fierce

'

gods. He ha& a third eye, the so-called fierce eye, ^CT1'C|(^^'

^TCn' or hon. ^S' In addition to the definitions given by

Griinwedel, Mytbologie des Buddhismus, Leipzic, 1900, p.

100, I am told that the wearing of a skull diadem is also a
characteristic indication of the fierce form, as is also the
stretching out of the arms and the spreading of the legs.

The two figures lying underfoot deserve special attention.
They are not corpses as in some Lamaist chos-skyong images,
nor does it seem that they are really being trampled on. They
are not represented as passive, but rather as actively bearing,
upholding, supporting the god on their own bodies. Each of
the two figures holds up a heel of the god with one hand, whilst
the other hand seems to indicate a mudra. I do not feel ex-
pert in the identification of mudras; readers may verify the
question by looking into it for themselves. Subject to correc-
tion it seems to me that the left hand figure, which has the
arm flat alongside the length of the body, with the four
fingers stretched out and the thumb crossed over the open

flat palm of the hand, exhibits the dharmadanamudra, ^'

f^'3^'^'j
*^® finger position of religious gifts, the bestowal

of religion. The figure to the right holds up the arm at a
right angle at the elbow, and joins the thumb and the middle
finger, slightly bending the remaining fingers so that the hand

is not perfectly flat. This seems the abhaya mudra, Q^^\^'

^^'3^W t'^e sign or gesture of fearlessness, safety or pro-

tection. This is the opinion of some of my Tibetan friends.
But some European friends disagree and name the two the
vyakhyana and bharada mudras. Experts in iconography
may perhaps be able to draw conclusions as to the identitv of
the figures from this detail. It should be considered whether
there is a significance in the fact that these mudras are shown
not in front of the figure, but hidden at the back, behind the
legs, so that the act of service is evident and the symbol of
religious action hidden. The two mudras seem the 'same as
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those in several images of Tara in my possession. 1 am told
that often the temple goda of modern Hinduism also exhibit
these two particular mudras.

The two figures are naked, save for a loincloth. They
may w^ear earrings, but this cannot be said with certainty foi
it may be that the lengthening of the ears is meant as in the
flesh itself. The hair is done up in a top knot, is otherwise
short without tresses, and shows no ornament. This top knot
may, however, represent the ushnlsha. Both figures seem to
represent males, and the total absence in either of them of
female-breast indication has its value in connection with
what follows. Finally, both figures stretch out one leg with a
slight bend upwards (not flat) and cross the other leg over it,

showing that they are represented as alive. The attitude of
the two bearing figures is far more one of adoration, worship
and self' humiliation than one of subjection or defeat. It

seems less as if the god tramples them down than that they
support him \vith their bodies out of their own free will. One
of my consultants describes their attitude as one of venera-

tion, g^'(5(^^'2'"^^'^c:^

The whole type of the image is, how ever, unmistakably
that of the Lamaistic chos-skyong or Dharmapala, and a Lamaist
whom T asked whom he thought the image represented answered
at once Phyag-rdor, Vajrapani, and then, as a second guess,

Hayagrlva, Rta-mgrin, £'5^^<3;' As remarked before Vajra-

pani is also called ^l^C;'"^^^'^ g^ang-bdag, the Lord of Mys-

ticism or Secrets, the Secret Lord.
Getty, in The Gods of Northern Buddhism, p. 134, states

under Beg-tshe, belonging to the Dhai*mapala class:
'* Little is known of the ferocious warrior-god, Beg-tshe,

who seems to be confounded by the Northern Buddhists with
Hayagrlva, whom some of the sects also call ' Protector of
Horses'."

According to Getty, p. 50, Vajrajiani has several Dharnia-
pala forms such as Vajrapani-Acarya and Acala-Vajrapani, as
well as a Garuda form.

As to the name ^^C^'-^' g^^ng-ba, I have not been able

to trace any authentic and satisfactorv quotation illustrating

it. Yet Sarat Chandra Das, J.B.T,S., Vol. I, Pt. 1, appendix,
p. 2, mentions 'the mystic god called Sangspo/ whom Gshen-
rab worshipped and through whom he acquired the three kinds
of occult powers of Bon mj^sticism', and in ibid.^ Pt. 11^ ap-
pendix IT, p. 13, he refers to a god *dPal mgon geang va lag-
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chen/ Avlio may or may not be the yame. In the Rgyal rabs
bon gyi hbyung gnas, the name seems not to occur. In a

little manuscript Bon treatise in my possession, called

C!^^'aj^'^3j-^dj'f:^g[:-q(^^-^^^'aj^-^ '' (Taken) from the be-
4

ginning of the precious garland of murder/' the name is men-
tioned several times without any further explanation, but in

"the form of 27]^C'q*Q^^2^'q' gsang-ba hdus-pa, the united,

collective, concentrated. Secret One. Another name occur-

ring in the same book, ^'=T]g^'p'qi':;j- sku-gsum khro-rgyal,

Three-body-anger-king, Angry-Trinitv king, is said to be a
synonym for the same god. S. C. D /mentions, in his diction-

ary, a Drag-gsum ^q|'q|^T?]' " the three fierce ones (the Bon

trinity).

For the interpretation of the image I was first told the
popular version based on the antagonism between the Bon-
chos and Lamaism, namely that the two prostrate figures
represent the Buddha being trampled underfoot by Gshen-rab,
with the explanation that the latter has conquered the former
and that the image symbolises the contempt of the Bon-pos
for the Buddha and Buddhism. I obje(!ted against this that
there is only one Buddha but there are two figures in the
image and that therefore another explanation must be sought.
Jn this connection we may recall Schlagintweit's description
[loc. cit., p. 9) of the god Tam-lha-me-ber (with a reference to
the Annales, Vol. 37, p. 415): " His feet trample down human
beings, often only two in number, and then Shakvamuni and
radmasambhava .

"

. ^^\^^ pn I had an occasion to discuss the imat^e with mv
triend the Lama Padmacandra who made several interesting
observations concerning it. He, too, holds that the two pro-
strate figures represent the Buddha and Padmasambhava. In
support ot this opinion he quotes a significant shloka from
the Bon rituals, the invitation or citation of the god,

^5^', spyan-hdren, which runs as follows :

and Sh^kTa Th h^^.
^°^^®^ ^^' *^^ prostrate Padmasambhava.
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We beseech the Bon god Flaming-Fierce- Power to come
here."

r^!fl]'^ snol-ba, here rather stretched out, lying down,

than locked together.]

According to Padmacandra Fierce-Power, or Strong-Fierce,

is a name for Tamdin, S'3^^|5!' or Hayagrlva, and he calls

our image a Buu-po Tamdin. Hayagrlva is said to stand on

mq'Q gqi' Vishnu, and ^^^'^^' Ishvara or Mahadeva. I

append here the following observations all furnished by Padma-

candra.

The Bon religion possesses all the gods of the Vajrayana^

s^E'^OTi:^' Padmasambhava's " religion," ^^^ Moreover,

Padmasambliava's reform or mission was in the nature of a

compromise between Buddhist and indigenous. ^5J practices.

He left three forms of worship untouched :

—

1

^'^^'3'<^^''!3^^'^S^'^§^^'^'^- I

"Padma did not subdue three Bon practices." These
practices are :

—

1- S'^Tl^sIfl^'^' devapuja, worship of deities, with refer-

ence to the gods.

2. ZTjy^Cgl^'rj* siddhikarana, producing success or for-

tune, witli reference to human beings, ourselves.

3. 5^^^^I'^^"'J^" with reference to the demons. For

the meaning of mdos see the detailed article s.v, in S. C. D^s

dictionary. A good picture of an exceptionall}' large mdos is

to be found in Customs of the World (London, Hutchinson &
Co.), Vol. I, p. 569. The mdos is a kind of artificial spider's

web, made of coloured threads, and may be often found near

Tibetan habitations, together with rejected torma cakes.

There is also another Bon practice, E'^^' ju-thig which,

according to the dictionaries, is a drawing of lots by threads

of different colours. Tn Lamaist rituals and worship coloured

threads play an important part. Other practices, such as
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gC'^' protection (by amulets), need further investigation.

There are three forms of Bon worship, qdj'^^^J'cn^sTg^J'^c T

They are

:

*• i^^^.'q'^ white,

^ 5jq]'lf^ black,

3 '^
[^'q-^ mixed, grey (lit. variegated, piebald, mam

coloured)

^^q^'^l'^C unsuppressed.

2 • ^-
^^^^"^^'^Sq^'^C;'^ completely suppressed.

^- "^-nj-qsiq^-^--^ half suppressed.

The white and grey varieties are still practised but of the

fnrKVl?"'^
^;.''''^^.^''°^' ^'"^ ^^ ^^ fou^f^' and the practice is

forbidden and made penal.

i.prl
j^^,\P^^^^ration of the above three practices is summar-

isecl in the saying :

success^«l^?nf^^^^^^^
practices connected with the gods andsuccess, all (others) have been suppressed (been put a stop to)."

\^\\ m the above saying, is "concerning," but not the

substantive ^^-q-^ '« circumambulation " or - turning round ",

""^'Inott/''
^!'° ^^' ^'"^^"g °^ th^ prayer wheel.]Another saying, embodying a command of King Tisrongde

them 'l^;V(L^eTrmT^^^^^ ^'^ ^^^^
'

'''

[^C; imperative of Q^^q = ^Q.'^^^
j

all th*e rolTf''S''5^^
^^""^^ *^^* *h^ Bon religion possessestne gods of Padmasambhava's religion. It is even held

that the true
^^'^S^'lf^'gqi^l as
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Padmasambhava's Tantrism. I suppose that this statement

has to be interpreted in the sense that the compromise effected

by Padmasambhava has resulted in mutual concessions and
adaptations which make it difficult to say where, in present

practice, the purely native and the Buddhistic foreign elements

begin and end. So it is said that in the ^{3['cS^' there are

nine progressive vehicles, acn'q'^^^S^'CJ'^cn" and that also in

the Old Sect, that of the Nying-ma-pas, there are nine succes-

sive vehicles
:
^•|[;-3q-q-q-^^'q-^3;|-q'«^2'^^

I

Each ceremony or cho-ga, ^*^}^ is divided, in both

religions, into three parts.

1. S^'^^' beginning, prologue

2. ^C5^'^(^' substance, essence, body.

3. S^^I'fS^iT]* winding up, final, epilogue.

These three divisions are sub-divided under nine heads

1. §^5^"a^g\ refuge.

2. 5<3J'f3.i!!^^' blessing, consecration

3. ^(S'CIn^;' invitation, citation

4. 51^'^' puja, worship-

5. ^^^^'CJ' praise, invocation.

6. ^^25vpcj' jfitpa, repetition, recitation.

7. JIJ^^I^'CJ' confession.

8. I^^'^^J" or qgr-^3:j- meditation.

9. jgrn*^^' mangalam, benediction.

These nine together constitute one complete ritual or

ceremony, ^2T]*<5*c^C:'
|

The similarity in torminolgy, doctrines and practices of

the two religions is explained as follows. The history of reli*
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gion in Tibet knows of two periods of religious persecution

and eclipse, the ^'qsq^^qS^'^^' and the ^'qSq^'

CIQ^*^^' The obscuration period of the (Buddhist) religion

S9

was under the reign of Langdarma; 9]C'^^'5^' and the Bon-

eclipse wag under that of R'gc;''^t^*'^^^* Tisrongdetsan.

In olden times the kings of Tibet had two ministers (or
perhaps this was especially so for Tisrongdetsan and some
others), namely a profane minister with nationalistic leanino

c;

in religion, a "bad" one, and a (Buddhist) religious one, or

good " one. The bad minister is called q =s«v*^* the devil-

minister, and Tisrongdetsan's devil-minister was called «

jgSJ'q*^ The good minister is called the /^^•::i(5' and the

^^1
^5^'^ This is another than the q]C'S,*EI]C;'q^<5" Gung-ri

Gung-btsan, whom S. C. D. in his dictionary mentions as the
son and successor of Tisrongdetsan.

During Padmasambhava's first efforts at converting the
iibet^ns Tisrongdetsan's sympathies hovered at first between
the old Bon religion and the new Buddhist doctrine. He at

A ilu
*° f^^ourage both and to let them flourish side by

side. When, however. Padmns!flmKVini7Q r,„A t-u^ "^^t.^ tlianmore thanC J
:"'"''"'' ^*^^' J^**'<^"iasamDnava and the * more tnan

a hundred pandits " with him, witnessed the bloody sacrifices
ot tne Bon priests, they threatened to return to India and to
cease their endeavours at converting the country if these
sacrilices were not stopped. Padmasambhava made it clear
to the kmg that the practice of both religions together in the
same country was incompatible with the ethics of Buddhism,
ana he put the choice before him either to have '' one king and
one religion " in Tibet, or to let him, Padmasambhava, with
his tollowers, retire. Contests in magic power between the
rival parties were an element in the settlement of the question
ana hnaJIy the king gave in to Padmasambhava and embraced
isuaahism whilst suppressing the Bon-pos. This was the
secona period of religious persecution in Tibet, but this time

of the old religion of the country, the qi;'qflS7?^'q5^'«^^\

The Bon-pos fled the country, in so far as they were not killed
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or forcibly converted, or did not manage to hide their views and
practices. They went chiefly to the outskirts of the countr

and Amdo (Kham), Byang, qc^'^C Kongpo, H]^*^' Sikkhim

and Bhutan are mentioned as the pLaces where they mostly
settled. This is given as the reason why the Bon religion

flourishes most on the frontiers of Tibet, It is significant that

a similar reason is attributed to the establishment of a seat of

learning in Kham, especially Derge, as to Buddhist traditions.

Tiie erudition of Derge is ascribed to the emigration of the
Buddhists under Langdarma's persecution, and it is said that
these early fugitives took with them not only valuable tradi-

tions of learning and doctrine, but priceless books and images
as well.

Very valuable details concern hig the second episode, the
conversion of Tisrongdetsan and the banishment of the Bon-

pos are to be found in chapters 66-68 of the q^Q.'^C^'^^-^'

o^gc:-, or in fall ig-g^i'^'^'^^-a^scqi^^^-^'g-^q^'^g^-

In connection with the question of bloody sacrifices, al-

luded to above, it is worth while to record an interesting

tradition, that the name Gshen rab, 271^5['^'^' of the Founder

of the Bon religion, should mean ''the great butcher," the
executioner par excellence.

There were, nevertheless, several Tibetans with strong Bon
sympathies who remained undetected and who masked their

beliefs. They hid the nature of their writings, it is said, by
the introduction of Buddhist terminology, and especially

^^5:'2<>*?J'(3^'ra^J*CI' a contemporary of Vairocana, Padma-

sambhava, and Tisrongdetsan, introduced many Buddhist
terms into Bon writings to save them from annihilation. On
the other hand, Vairocana, out of a spirit of diplomacy and
compromise, introduced Bon terms into his own writings, both
originals and translations, with a view of making them more
readily acceptable to the people of the old belief. He seems
to have succeeded in attracting the Bon-pos in this manner to

a considerable extent, but the result of both methods has been
the exceedingly hybrid nature of the terminolog}^ and practices

of the present Nyingmapa and Bon literatures and cults. The

Lishihi gurkhang, flJ'^'^^'^-^'pC mentions a few equations

between Bon and '' modern " terminology
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Nowadays Lamaists consider Gautama as the head of tlie

5^^'^*^' sautrantikas, whilst Padmasambhava is looked upon

as the head of the 27|^C^'^27]^'C|' tantrikas.

The Bon believers or " Bonists " are called Bon-po, ^cn'^'

^^^^' The Bon way,

manner or custom is called the ^^'^.S't^^^'Jffl]' or Bon

lugs, qi;-gq|^
]

w

Now to come back to our image, from the above it would
seem very likely that the two prostrate figures, indeed, re-

present the Buddha and Padmasambhava. Upon further
enquiry I obtained, however, the following statement from the
old owner of the image, which I print in its original form.

^^^C-q-a^-q-^
I

^-q'qj.^aj'^q'^cri-Hrai-gai-q'q^^'

^^'?'3'TB'^''^iS^*^.^3^•^'^=^ 1 'fj^'^^.'^^T^'^^^'^*^'

^^•q-^cT|'q-c;^r'(sjq-q-

F

" He who is called the Secret One, after having taken form
as the Fierce Teacher Gshen-rab, is also called the Rta-mgrin—
Phyag-rdor—Garuda Trinity. Those who are trampled under
his feet are tbe male and female Black Devils. These two
male and female Black Devils, after having said :

" We are the
teacher Gshen-rab," destroyed Gshen-rab's doctrine. Then,
alter having transformed himself instantaneously into the
fearful Trinity, he trampled these two Devils under foot.
ihese Devils are also called the Black Salvation Rutas
<Ru-tra)."

[Lexicographical note.
^'g^TgC^-qj^^q' is a q^^'^S"^',

bsdud tshig, abbreviation, ellipse, for rsig^ ^
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R^' 1
^^3^' ^^^ three, or trinity of , Hayagriva, Vajrapani

ai?d Garuda.]

That the Garuda plays an important part in the Bon
teaching is well known, and the kinship of our image with

Hayagriva and Vajrapani is already sufficiently proved by the
incident quoted before, of the identification of the Bon god
with the two Lamaistic divinities bv a Lamaist friend. There
is, however, no unmistakable indication that one of the minor
figures is intended to represent a female body. Also, artist-

ically, their conception is altogether normall}^ human not
demoniacal or mythological at all. Iconographically it is

difficult to believe that they either represent the Buddha and
Padmasambhava, or even a pair of devils. They are so en-

tirel}^ free from attributes and so naturally modelled that thej'

seem rather symbols of ordinary mankind and nothing more.

Whilst it would be possible to represent the Buddha by one of

the figures, the peculiar iconographic type of Padmasambhava
is so characteristic that we can scarcely expect to meet a Tibe-

tan figure that should represent him without any of the

characteristics associated with this type. One detail must be
noted, however, because it may prove to furnish a clue to the

solution of the problem. The figure to the right has a little

circle engraved between the ej'ebrovvs. or rather above the nose

on the forehead. It is a perfect little circle and does not look

like a third eye, oblong. The other figure lacks it. One of

my informants says that this is the urna or apanga, called in

Tibetan 5^^^*^* which sends out the marvellous ray of light

called 5^^'2v'?^a'a^*3^' See J.'s dictionary under this word.

The Tibetan belief is that this is not a circle of hairs, but one

single hair curled into a spiral. This mark, my informant

holds, indicates that the figure showing it is indeed meant for

the Buddha. Padmasambhava would be naturally without

it. If the circle represents an ordinary tilaka, Hit^**!, then

no inference can be drawn from it as to the sex of the wearer,

as both men and women wear tilakas.

Who the Rutas are (^'5' elsewhere written ^'5')* ^^^

also to be determined. An obvious guess might suggest the

Indian Kudra (Grunwedel, Mythologie, p. 180). Sarat Chandra

Das also lets the Rudras play an important part in the Bon
hierarchy of superhumans. The important place they occupy

in Lamaist tantrism may be learned from Sir John Woodroffe's

Shakti nnd Shakta, or Avalon's Tantrik Texts, Vol. VII, the

Shrichakrasambhara. Padmacandra says that 5.'5'^^'^*
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xqi'q* = ^T5i"^' = rakshasa. We leave this question open for

the moment. Cf. Getty {op. cit.), p. 65, on this matter, and
also S. C. D., Diet., under the various combinations of drag-po,

We have now considered the subject from all sides and
have to sum up. Our conclusion is :

that the Bon character of our image is well established,

that the name given to the god, qi^C^'q- is authentic,

that his prototype is the Lamaistic chos skyong, dharma-
pala, more especially Vajrapani,

that he is allied to Rta-mgrin and also connected with the
Garuda,

but that the character of the two figures which support
him needs further determination.

None of the explanations of these figures given above
quite tally with their expression as sculptured. Nevertheless,
the Bon-po owner's indications cannot be summarily rejected
because the legend told by him might, if elaborated and cor-
rected, after all prove to contain a satisfactory solution of the
apparent difficulty. Whilst wishing to reserve the Black
Salvation Devils as potential helps for obtaining our answer,
we are not inclined to reject altogether the theory that the
two enigmatic figures may yet be found to represent the two
great teachers of Tibetan Buddhism, but we are at the same
time far from sure that such an identification is beyond doubt.

To the above conclusion, however negative it already is,

a reservation must be attached. We called the Lamaistic
dhaj-mapala the prototype of our image. This view is only
held with reference to this particular personality or his class, as
shown by his attributes. A wider and deeper question is raised
by the query whether in general the "fierce" forms of the
Lamaistic pantheon are original, that is to say, have naturally
arisen out of elements inherent in Indian Buddhism, or whether
they have arisen under Tibetan influences, that Is, whether
they are the legacy of Bon traditions left to the conquering
laith. In other words, is the " fierce " element in Lamaism
essentially Tibetan, or perhaps even generally Mongolian ? To
answer that question we feel not at all competent, but the
enquiry suggested by it seems of great interest. It would
surely be worth while to know where we have to look for for
the origins of the skulls, blood, skeletons, intoxicating drink,
aaggers, flames and other "angry " paraphernalia of Lamaism,
and incidentally of much, especially is Bengal, connected with
tne wider subjects of Tantrism, Kafi worship and the like. To
me It seems that in Lamaism we find a fusion of two distinct
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though apparently similar elements, namely Hindu Shivaism
and Mongolian Bonism, which for want of a better word
may be provisionally called Shamanistic.

In conclusion, having had to say a good deal about Vajra-
pani, we may incidentally remark that the Raja of Sikkhim is

held to be his incarnation, though Amundsen, Primer of
Standard Tibetan, p. 85, states that it is ' the Abbot of Trashi-
lunpo' who is his incarnation.

• And now, may god Gsang-ba be lenient to us and forgive
\ the sinner who wrote this.
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12. Pearl Formation in the Indian Pearl Oyster

By James Hornell.

In the following brief note, I do not propose to traverse
the past history of the theories and researches upon this

subject ; the conclusions to which I have come after twenty
years' work on this and related problems are sufficiently

definite and, I believe, conclusive, in the light of the most
recent results obtained bv others, to stand bv themselves as

strictly conformable to the actual facts.

Pearls in the widest sense may be defined as more or less

rounded masses of shell substance made up of concentric

layers laid down around a nucleus. The shell substance may
be of any one of the four layers normally present in such
shells as the pearl oyster or two or more of these may alternate

in the layers. Some pearls consist wholly of periostracum
;

these are brown and on account of the lack of lime in their com-
position, they frequently crack as they yield up moisture. In
one example of a periostracal pearl in my possession, half the

sphere is coated with nacre ; had the process been extended
and continued, a complete coating of nacre would have been
deposited, converting a valueless pearl into one of consider-

able price, but of specific gravity less than normal. Perios-

tracal pearls are formed invariably in or close to the edge ol

the mantle, where are situated the cells normally engaged in

the secretion of periostracum. Nacreous pearls characterize

the pearl oyster, but in molluscs where the inmost layer is

porcellanous any pearls produced are themselves porcellanous

;

examples of these are the well-known pink pearls obtained
from the West Indian conch, Strombus gigas, the rare and
beautifully watered pearls produced by the chank (Turbinella

pirum) in our own waters, and also the lustreless white pearls

sometimes found in the edible oyster. Hypostracal pearls are,

in my experience, the most numerous of all in the local pearl

oyster, but they are usually minute and even microscopic.

They were called calcospherules in the Ceylon Pearl Reports.

They occur when present in and around the insertion ends of

the pallial and adductor muscles, often in great abundance ;

' nests ' of 20 to 50 are not rare when properly sought for.

Many of these become the pseudo-nuclei of nacreous seed-

pearls, the real nuclei being of course the nuclei of the calco-

spherules themselves. Not infrequently contiguous pearls of

this nature fuse into a compound mass of irregular shape, one

form of the baroque pearl, useful to the imaginative jeweller for
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the production of quaint pearl ornaments. One such compound
mass I have seen worked into the form of a mulberry fruit,

mounted with a spray of golden leaves. Other artists have

utilized such masses in the production of grotesqiie figures

when from time to time jewellery of this design is fashionable.

True gem-pearls are those composed of lustrous nacre and
of symmetric shape, round or pear-shaped preferably. These
are produced normally in the mantle in the region between
the pallia! line and the limit to which the deposit of nacre extends

marginally—from half to three-quarters of an inch inwards

from the free edge of the shell. 8uch pearls seldom occur in

the visceral mass area of the mantle or within the muscles.

As will be seen later, these gem-pearls have frequently som*:

foreign intrusive body as the nucleus, whereas the less valuable

pearls found in and around the muscle insertions have some
particle produced by the oyster itself, as the centre of deposi-

tion.

In all cases an envelope of secreting tissue—the pearl

sac—surrounds the developing pearl. In the case of gem-pearls
this arises usually as an invagination of the external epithelial

layer, for the intrusive foreign body is generally found in th*^

first instance between the inner surface of the shell and the

secretory surface of the mantle. The latter being delicate

yields readily to the pressure of the intrusive body which then
comes to lie in a pit within the mantle substance. At first

this pit is wide-mouthed, but as the foreign object sinks

deeper in, the mouth of the pit narrows to a neck, and even-
tually may close

; the next stage is for the cyst containing the
intrusive body to separate from its connection with the epithi-

lium and to assume a saccate shape conformable with that of

the enclosed body. For this reason, Prof. Herdman and I

named pearls of this origin' cyst pearls' in contradistinction to

the small and usually irregularly shaped ' muscle pearls
*

formed within the muscles. This classification has the merit
of simplicity and I see no reason to amend it.

Cyst-pearls in number are relatively very scare as compared
with muscle pearls, and large cyst pearls, the true gem-pearls,
are again relatively much scarcer than small sizes. The former
constitute the so-called Orient pearls, pre-eminent above all for

their lustre and purity of colour and for a peculiar suggestion
of translucency not seen in other pearls.

The origin of these pearls has been a battlefield of theory
in the past

; the resultant confusion appears to me to be due
m large part to the lack of recognition that there are these two
mam categories of pearls, differing in origin, and that in the
case of cyst-pearls the causative body may and usually does
differ with the locality and the species investigated. In the
case of certain mussels {Mytilus eduUs\ the causative nucleus
has been found in certain beds in France to be a larval trema-
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tode worm (Jameson and Boutan), and in certain fresh -water
mussels in one locality this is replaced by a little commensal
mite (Ktichenmeister). In the case of the Ceylon and Indian
pearl oyster, Prof. Herdman and the author found it in many
cases to consist of the dead body of a larval Cestode. To this

we gave the name Tetrarhynchus 'factor

lated it with an advanced larval Tetrarhynchid of typical
form found commonly encysted in the walls of the oyster's

intestine. At a later date we discovered that the adult of the
latter worm is found in the sexually mature condition in the
intestine of an oyster-eating ray, Bhinoptera javanica. At
one time we intercalated an intermediate host, one of the file-
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Fig. 1.—Three cestode larvae extracted from cysts found in the
tissues of the pearl-oyster fGulf of Mannar). A. is the youngest stage

found
; B. is an elongated form (older) occasionally found, while C-, seen

under higher magnification and slightly compressed, shows the beginnings
of a vascular system and also a terminal excretory pore. Note in all the

minutely spinous nature of the collar and the multitude of tiny calcare-

granules densely filling the body region.

fishes {Balistidae) but eventually the species found in the file-

fishes was found to be of a distinct species, not parasitic in

the larval condition in pearl oysters. 1 have, however, come
now to the conclusion that the spherical cestode larva found in

abundance in the tissues of the pearl oyster and frequently as

a nucleus in cyst pearls from the same mollusc, is not a

younger stage of the undoubted Tetrarhynchid larvae encysted

in its intestine. Possibly it is the larva of some species of

Tylocephalum or other closely related genus, but this is

subject for further investigation.

Few pearl ovsters are free from this parasite.

a

Usuallv

the gills contain hundreds, often very minute and never differ-

ing in any appreciable degree from those shown in figure 1
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where three larvae, freed from then" cysts and in different stages

of growth, are seen in optical section The digestive gland IS
MM ^ ^^^

another favourite location for these cysts, opalescent white

spheres conspicuous in the dark green of the gland. In figure

2 (A. and B.) are drawn two nuclei which I obtained by decal-

cification of small orient pearls ; there can be no question as to

their identity with the spherical larvae found alive in the tissues.

Neither Prof. Herdman nor I ever claimed that all cyst pearls

have such nuclei ; we recognized that other foreign bodies,

'*'> ^5^s

Oy.

^i^-r

is

c.

Fig. 2.—A. andB. are two nuclei obtained from Ceylon Orient pearls
by decalcification. In each a portion of the inmost conchyolin layers is

shown. Jn A. some of the minute calcareous granules seen in figure 1 are
observable, while B. shows the collar and proboscis (face view) of this
larva very distinctly. C. is the enlarged appearance of the pearl that
yielded nucleus B; note its resemblance in form to the outline of the
spherical larva shown in D. (c/ Fig. 1,A).

4

1

1.

1l

«

i

L

notably grains of sand, occasionally function as the intrusive
irritating factor and become pearl nuclei. We have also even
found a small nematode worm, coiled upon itself, forming
the nucleus. So far we went, over 16 years ago. Subsequent
mvestigation shows me that a further qualification is neces-
sary whereby cyst pearls mav be divided into two sections,
the one comprising pearls induced by the irritation of foreign
bodies and the other those with nuclei of periostraeal-like
substance derived from the oyster's own tissues. The former
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class comprises according to my investigations, the majority of
the larger cyst pearls, the latter of the smaller ones of this des-
cription, which, as I have indicated above, constitute by far
the larger proportion of cyst pearls. This conclusion to our
local researches disposes satisfactorily of certain objections
levelled at the cestode theory and places the latter in its

proper perspective ; we see that cestode larvae though less

frequently the cause of pearl formation than was at rirst believed,
are nevertheless the most important factor in the production of the

larger and finer of Orient pearls and therefore of supreme im-
portance from the economic and commercial viewpoint. Let
us now see how pearl formation proceeds,X«) in cyst pearls
formed around intrusive foreign bodies

; (6) in those with a
fragment of periostracum as nucleus, and lastlj^ (c) in muscle
pearls.

Some of my earliest experiments made in Galle in 1902,
have direct and fundamental bearing on this problem. These
were in respect of the power of the oyster to repair injuries to

the shell. They resulted in demonstrating that epithelial cells

are capable, at least over the nacre-secreting area, of an altera-

tion in the character of their secretive power upon emergency.
Thus I found that if a fragment of shell in the centre of the
valve were removed, exposing the mantle which previousl}^

had been engaged in secreting nacre, the first repair substance
formed was not nacre, but a yellow parchment- like material

apparently identical with periostracum. Only after a stiff

layer of this was formed, was there a resumption of nacre
secretion. Now in all the pearls I have examined and notably
in button pearls formed after the old Chinese method, and
within recent years refined and extensively employed on a com-
mercial scale by the Japanese, I have found that the nucleus,

whether it be a cestode larva, a grain of sand or a spherule of

mother-of-pearl (as in the Japanese culture pearls), is not over-

laid directly by a nacreous la\'er, but has interposed

between its surface and the eventual layers of nacre, a distinct

and well marked deposit of stiff yellow membrane identical

with repair periostracum, which indeed it is. It is evident

that the intrusion of any body into the ectoderm must affect

it in a similar manner to that caused by a direct injury, such

as a fracture of the adjacent shell would do ; hence the im-

pulse of the cells around the intrusive body is to pour out the

primary secretion employed to meet such an eventuality. The
inmost layer of such a pearl is invariably of periostracum.

Only after the effects of the shock have passed and normal

conditions are restored, does the nacre secretion begin to be

again deposited. What seems to me to be the explanation is

that the membrane repair substance is really the conchyolin

basis of nacre with the lime salts withheld. In other words,

after a shock, the epithelial cells intermit the secretion of
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lime salts, but continue the secretion of conchyolin thus

giving a periostracal appearance to what would normally be a

nacreous layer (conchyolin + carbonate of lime).

Another deduction which I have made from the investiga-

tion, is that only dead or dying parasites excite an irritation

of the character necessary to induce pearl formation. A living

parasite does not irritate the tissues in the same way ; indeed
it merely induces the formation of a tough connective tissue

sheath or cyst enveloping it wherein it lies quiescent and
harmless, giving no further irritation. But in the ease of a

parasitic larva that arrives in the epithelium in a dying con-

dition, exhausted or perhaps smothered in the secreted fluid

poured out by the epithelial cells, a different situation is found.

Instead of being within a layer of connective tissue, it lies in a

depression of the epithelial layer of cells and these act different-

ly from connective tissue cells—with a correspondingly diver-

gent result.

In regard to the second and more numerous class of cyst

pearls usually however much smaller in size than those of the
first class, decalcification shows no definite nucleus other than
a tiny amorphous scrap of brownish refractive substance, simi-
lar apparently to periostracum. Rubbel of Marburg has in-

vestigated the origin of pearls with a similar form of nucleus
obtained from freshwater mussels. He showed that granules
of the same appearance not infrequently appear in the secret-
ing epithelial layer of the mantle. These at times appear to

cause an irritation that induces the adjacent cells forthwith
to begin the deposit of nacre upon these refractive bodies;
later by radial division and multiplication these cells form a
minute pearl-sac around each nuclear body, which continues
the deposit of concentric layers of nacre and thereby produces
a pearl. The same sequence of events occurs in the Indian
pearl oyster eventuating as above stated in the production of

the majority of cyst pearls found in the mantle. The irrita-

tion produced is so slight that no shock is experienced and
therefore no periostracal repair substance is deposited prior to

the first nacreous layer.
The third class, muscle pearls, remain for consideration.

From their place of origin being invariably close to the inser-

tion of muscles attached to the shell and from the columnar
^^.*^^^. ^^ *^^^^ pseudo-nucleus, we may infer that their initial

origin is due to the dislodgment of a tiny particle of hypostra-
cum from the insertion surface of the shell, caused by some
exceptional strain set up, such as an excessive and sudden con-
traction of the muscle involved. A particle set loose in this

manner causes irritation in the same way that an intrusive
foreign body or an unwanted particle of periostracum does and
with similar effects : a minute pearl sac is formed, enveloping
the particle, which however in this case begins by secreting
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columnar hypostracum instead of periostracal membrane or of
nacre. This is consistent with its natural function. In the
nests of these pearls in a yexy early stage which T have often
examined, the columnar structure is extremely clearlv shown;
in optical section each pearl is seen as an oval body'made up
of lines radiating from an almost imperceptible nucleus of the
same refractive index. The pearl sacs of adjacent pearls are
very prone to coalesce both in this early stage, the calcosphe-
rule stage as Prof. Herdman and I named it originally and
at a later date when of larger size. In this way irregular
pearls are formed. Usually only one concentric layer of hypos-
tracum is laid down, but more may, rarel}^ be deposited. As
a rule the next layers laid down are composed of nacre, and in
this way the pearl finally assumes the normal appearance of a
pearl, at least of one of inferior quality. Owing to the crowding
together of these pearls as happens normally, mutual pressure
adversely affects their shape. Frequently they are found
partially coalesced, as twin pearls; more usually they are
irregular and mishapen in varying degree. They constitute
the bulk of the seed pearls put upon the market.

Very vigorously grown adult oysters^ particularly those of

exceptional size, are prone to form nests of these muscle
pearls. This is exactly what we would expect reasoning from
the facts stated above. In oysters of this description, the
strength of the muscle fibres is exceptionally great and as a
consequence dislodgment of tiny particles of the hypostracal
layer to which they are attached and disturbance of the cells

secreting this substance are more frequent than in smaller and
Aveaker oysters, where muscular force is distinctly weaker.
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Notice.

Foreign Societies who favour the Asiatic Society of Bengal
with their publications are informed that they may be sent either

to the address of the Society at Calcutta, or to the Agents of the

Society in London, Messrs. Luzac & Co., 46, Great Russell Street,

Avis.

Les Societes etrangeres qui honorent la Societe Asiatique de

Bengale de ses publications, sont priees de les envoyer ou directe-

ment a Tadresse de la Societe, 1, Park Street, Calcutta, ou k

I'agents de la Societe a Londres, Messrs. Luzac & Co., 46, Great

Russell Street.

Anzeige,

Ausliindische Gesellschaften welche die Asiatische Gesell-

schaft von Bengalen mit ihreu Pablicationen beehren, werden
hierdurch ersucht dieselbeu entweder direkt an die Adresse der

Gesellschaft, 1, Park Street, Calcutta, oder an den Agenten in

London, Messrs. Luzac & Co., 46, Great Russell Street, zu

senden.
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Proceedings of the Annual Meeting, 1922.

FEBRUARY, 1922

The Annual Meeting of the Asiatic Society of Bengal \va&

lield on Wednesday, the 2nd February, 1922, at 9-15 p.m.

The Hon'ble Justice Sir Asutosft Mookerjee, Kt.,
C.S.L, D.L., D.Sc, F.R.S.E.; F.A.S.B., President, in the chair.

The following members were present :

—

Babu Chotilal Jaina, Babii Hera Chandra Ray Choudliury.

Khan Saheb Moulvi Abdul Wall, Babu Ramesh Chandra
Majumdar, Mr. H. Bruce Hannah, Rev. E. Francotte, Rev. Fr.
H. Hosten, S.J., Mr. M. J. Seth, Babu S. N. Bal, Dr. P. Briihl,

Major R. Knowles, Khan Bahadur Said Abdul Latif, Babu
Satish Chandra Kar, Dr. Upendra Nath Brahm.achari, Babu
P. N. Banerjee, Babu Rama Prosad Mookerjee, Mr. K. N.

Dikshit, Mr. S. K. Belvalkar, Babu S. K. Mitra, Babu Nirmal
Chandra Chatterjee, Babu Pramatha Nath Banerjee, Mr. Johan
van Manen, W
Major T. C. Boyd, Col. T. W. W. Megaw, Dr. Napier.

The Presidei.t ordered the distribution of the voting

papers for the election of Officers and Members of Council for

J 922, and appointed Mr. R. C. Majumdar, Mr. Ray Choudhury
and Dr. L. L. Fermor to be scrutineers.

The President announced that the Elliott Prize for Scien-

tific Research for the vear 1921, would not be awarded a.s

no Essays had been received in competition.

The Annual Report was then presented.

<>•

/tNNUAL Report for 1921.

The Council of the Asiatic Society of Bengal has the

honour to submit the following report on the state of the

Society's affairs during the year ending 31st December, 1921.

Member List.

The number of Ordinary Members at the close of 1921

was 359 as against 368 at the close of 1920. The number of
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Ordinary Members elected during 1921 was 27, of whom 6

have not yet paid their entrance fees: the name of one mem-
ber was transferred from the Ordinary Member list to the list

of Hon. Fellows. The number of Ordinary Members thus
added to the list is therefore 21. On the other hand 14 with-

drew, 6 died, 6 were struck off under Rule 38, and 4 were
struck oflf under Rule 40.

The number of Ordinary Members in the past six years
were as follows

:

t

h

Paying. NoN Paying.
•
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<
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1

Year.
t
i

1

f

1

[

E

1
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145
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Resident.

Foreign.
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4

15

I
m

<
1

85
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1916 ..
F

"

1

159
Y

18
;

322 25 60 407

1917 .. 150
1

1

144
1

15 309 24 45 69 3)8

1918 ..

1

1

153 145 17 315
1

1

24 43 ! 67 382

1919 .. 141 128 15
,

1

284 25 64 89
1 1

373

1920 .. 161
i

134

1

15
1

310 26 32

1

58 368

1921 .. 160 132

4

16 3,08

1

25
1

26
1

61 359

year :

The following members died during the course of the

Mr. Jagendra Nath Das-Gupta, B.A., Barrister-at-Law

;

Babu Pratapa Chandra Ghosh, B.A. ; Lala Roormall Goenka

;

Shaikh Laiq Ahmad Ansari; Dr. Suresh Prasad Sarvadhikari

;

and Lieut.-Co]. C. T. Peters, M.D., I.M.S. (retired).
There was one death among the Hon Fellows, viz. :—

Professor E. B. Tylor, D.C.L., LL.D., F.R.S. During the year
we have elected Dr. F. W. Thomas of the India Office an Hon.
J^ellow. The number of such is now 28.

The number of Special Honorary Centenary Members
Temamed unchanged, viz. 2. There w^as only one Associate
Member elected, viz. Prof. Shahay Ram Bose. The number
now stands at 12.

Fellows of the Society.

Lieut Wall
7ttv \^ "till, vy.iTi.ijr.. i.ivi.o., u. IN. J5ranmacnan, ju.oh»

M.D., MA
, Ph.D., and B. L. Chaudhuri, Esq. D.Sc. F.R.S.E.,

^vere elected Fellows of the Society.
On the recommendation of the Fellows resident in Cal-
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cutta, the following additions to the regulations regarding

the election of Fellows were accepted by the Council of the
Society :

(1) That in Rule 2 A, the following words be added at the
end of the first sentence

** One at least of whom shall certify that he is personally

acquainted with the scientific or literary work of the can-

didates he proposes and is in a position from his own knowledge
to express an opinion on its value."

(2) That the following be added as Rule 2 B:—
'^ Any candidate who canvasses for support in his candida-

ture shall be disqualified for election."

The name of one Fellow viz :—Dr. M. W. Travers, F.R.S.,

has been removed ftom the list of Fellows in accordance with

Rule 40, being more than 3 years absent from India, and he has

ceased to be a Fellow under the Society's Rule 2 A.

The list of Fellows, now stands at 40»

Ofl&ce Bearers,

In February, 1921, Dr. S. W. Kemp reported that he

would be absent from Calcutta for about six weeks and Dr,

Baini Prashad officiated during the period as Biological Secretary

of the Society. In March, 1921, Prof D. R. Bhandarkar left

Calcutta, and Mr. Rama Prasad Chanda acted for him as the

Joint Philological Secretary, and continued to perform his own
duties as Anthropological Secretary. Major R. Knowles
left India for eight months and Dr. U. N. Brahmachari acted for

him. Mr. 0. Martin continued as the Honorary Treasurer

throughout the year until the 24th November. Mr. Harley

agreed to carry on the work until a successor was appointed.

Mr. VV. W. K. Page has consented to stand for election as

Honorary Treasurer at the next annual election. Mr. A H. Harley

continued, as Honorary General Secretary throughout the year

with the exception of one month when Dr. W. A. K. Christie

took charge of the work.
There have been no changes among the officers of the

Society since the last annual election.

Office.

Mr. J. H. Elliott continued as Assistant Secretary during

the year and gave prompt attention to the duties of his post.

Pandit MathuranathMajumdar, Resident Pandit in charge

of the Government MSS., was granted leave for three months on

full pav from 1st April to 30th June, 1921, on the ground of

ill-health. In November, 1921, he made another application

for leave for another six months oh the ground of ill-health, but

Council refused further leave until he had checked the Govern-
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ment MSS. collection under the superrision of the Joint
Philological Secretary.

Maulavi Hafiz Nazir Ahmad, First Travelling Maulavi
attached to the Arabic and Persian Search Department, has
been granted an extension of leave for another three months in
contmuation of the year's leave granted to him from 14th
December, 1920, and Maulavi Shah Moinuddin Ahmed is still
actmg for hmi. Maulavi Asaduzzman Khan was granted leave
from November, 1920 to February 21st on full pay. He returned
to duty from February 22nd to February 28th, but was
agam granted leave from March 10th to April 2oth on half
W, and from April 26th to September 30th without pay.Me made another application for leave for three months from
uctober to December, and three months' leave has been granted
to mm on half pay. He has not yet returned to dutv. For the
Department of Search for Arabic and Persian MSS. the Council
nasapomtedkaulaviNuruddin Ahmad and Maulavi Abdul Hadi
z^alicorul Huq on probation forsix months. Certain leave rules
attectmg the Society's staff and recommended for trial for a year

in A ^°!"^°\1 ^^^^re placed before the Monthlv General Meeting
in December 1921, and passed.

F

Society's Premises and Property.
The Council has received the followincj reply from the

Government of India as regards the clear title to the Society's

F^K,"^^'^^^'^®/".^''''^
*^ ^"^"'" ^^'"^^ ^'o. 205, dated the 18th

J eoiuary, 1921, I am directed to say that the Government of
India are advised that the land, on which the present premises
ot the Asiatic Society of Bengal are erected, must be regarded

fnnn i^'°Pf^'\^.^*^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^^Ject to the pavment of an
annua rent, which, however, is remitted while "the Society
actually occupies the land. They have therefore no objection
to the land being mortgaged by the Society."

of Tn^w .r^ ^^^'^ ^^'^"^ °f "^o^ey from the Imperial Bank

inVf fVf i°^™^ construction of the new premises have been

rPPrllnr f .^
"^' ''*''•' ^""^ practically complete. Before pro-

SnS^ .
erection of the new premises, however, the

\Z tlT ^''^''^^ ^°' *^^ accommodation of its library dur-mg tue two years that will be required for their construction.

wheeh^Jfr""'" n'^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^t^ted that they are not certain
wnether they will be able to provide accommodation in one of

l7dZ T,'"'^
oflndia's buildings in Calcutta for the Society,and the matter will be duly considered six months later.

Museum
No presentations were made over to the Indian Museum,
ine Director of the Zoological Survey of India was granted
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permission to send in exchange to the Lucknow Provincial

Museum certain duplicate specimens from the ethnological

collections belonging to the Societj^ in the Indian Museum,
During the year there has been no change in the Society's

Trusteeship, the Hon. Justice Sir Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya,
Kt., C.SI., D.Sc, F.R.A.S., F.R.S.E., F.A.S.B., continuing to

be a member of the Board of Trustees on behalf of the Society

under the Indian Museum Act X of 1010.

Indian Science Congress.

The Eighth Annual Meeting of the Indian Science Congress
was held in Calcutta from January 31st till February 5th,

1921 J under the presidency of His Excellency the Rt. Honour-
able the Earl of Konaldshay, G.C.I.E., Governor of Bengal.
The abstracts of the scientific papers communicated to the

Congress are in the press and copies will be sent to the

members when published.

It was arranged that the Ninth Annual Meeting of the

Indian Science Congress should be held in the Medical College,

Madras, on January 30th, 31st. February 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th,

1922. His Excellency the Rt. Honourable Baron Willingdon

of Ratton, G.C.S.I., G.C.I.E., G.B.E., Governor of Madras,

consented to be Patron, and C. S. Middlemiss, Esq., CLE.,
M.A., F.A.S.B., F.R.S., was appointed President, and J. L.

Simonsen, Esq., Ph.D., F.I.C., F.A.S.B., and C. V. Raman.
Esq., M.A.. Ph.D., Honorarv General Secretaries, and Capt.

C. Newcomb, M.D., A I.C, I.M.S., Chemical Examiner, Mad-
ras, and Khan Sahib Md. AzizuUah Sahib Bahadur, B,A.,

M.B., CM., Chemical Examiner's Office, Madras, Local Secre-

taries, and the Honourable Sir Lionel Davidson; K.C.SJ.,

LCS., Chairman of the Local Committee.

Meetings.

The Society's General Meetings have been held regularly

every month with the exception of the month of November
when those present did not constitute a quorum. No meeting
was held during the recess month of October.

Deputations.

The Society received a communication from the Joint

Secretaries, Second Oriental Conference, intimating that the

Conference will be held in Calcutta from Saturday, 28th Janu-

ary 1922 to Tuesday Slsf January, and inviting the Society to

send delegates and*^ representatives to the Conference. The

Council appointed all the officers and members of Counril as

its representatives.
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Agencies.

Q
re-appointed Messrs. Luzac & Co. as the Society's London
Agents. Q
the entire stock of the Society's publications including the
Bibliotheca Indica. They have now taken them over and sent
a list of them to the Society. Several consignments of books
have been sent to them during the year. During 1920 a large
consignment of six boxes containing the Bibliotheca Indica
publications asked for by Mr. Paul Geuthner, the newly ap-
pointed Society's Agent in France, was sent.

With reference to Messrs. Otto Harrassowit?. regarding
his re-appointment as the Society's Continental Agent, the
Council has re-appointed him on condition that his two out-
standing accounts amounting to Rs. 1,823-8-10 are settled.
The Society is in correspondence with the Controller. Local
Clearing Office (Enemy Debts Department), Simla, for the
recovery of the amount.

On an application from Mr. A. C. Coomaraswamy on the
subject of establishing an Agency in the United States, and
proposing that the firm " Orientalia," Oriental Booksellers, 22.
East 60th Street, New York, the Council agreed to offer the
firm the Agency for one year for the present, on condition that
the firm furnish the Society with a reference to a business
hrm m America. The manager of the "Orientalia" was
\^ ritten to but no reply has yet been received.

Barclay Memorial Medal.

On the recommendation of the Barclay Memorial Medal
Special Committee, the Council awarded the medal for 1921 to
Lieut.-Col. Sir Leonard Rogers. P.R.S., C.I.E., F.R.C.S., M.D.,
B.Sc, F.R.C.P., LM.S. (retired).

Elliott Prize for Scientific Eeseareh.

The subject selected for the Elliott Prize for Scientific
Kesearch for the year 1921, was Geology and Biology (including
1 athology and Physiology) and the notification appeared in the
(^alcutta Gazette, dated 26th January, 2nd and yth February,
1921 Only one essay, entitled ''Possibilities of Mushroom-
inaustry m India by cultivations" together with a printed
abstract of another article, "Artificial Culture of spore of Pan«-
oius cyanescens(Agaricaceffi)," by Prof. S. R. Bose, was received.
AS these papers had not been published, the Trustees decided
tnat they were unable to accept tliem in competition for the
i^l lott Prize for 1921 in accordance with the rules, and the
articles were, returned to the author.

There being no other essays received, no award was

{
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made, and no prize for 1921 will therefore be presented at the

annual meeting of the Society in February 1922.

The subject selected for the Elliott Prize for the year

1922 is Mathematics. This notification will be published in the

Calcutta Gazelle in January 1922.

Finance.

The Appendix contains the usual statements showing the

accounts for the vear 1921. Statement No, 19 shows the
ft/

Balance Sheet of the Society and of the different funds admin-
istered through it.

The credit balance at the close of the year is Rs. 2,14,171-

0-4, against Rs. 2,04,902-6-5. Of this amount Rs. 1,71,600 be-

longs to the Permanent Reserve, the working balance, exclu-

sive of funds administered for Governmeat, being Rs. 42,571

as against Rs. 33,902 at the end of 1920.

The Society has received the usual grants of Rs. 20,800

and Rs. 5,000 from the Government of Bengal and India re-

spectively
:

From Government of Bengal— Rs. Vide Statement

Anthropological Fund . • 2,000 No. 1

Bureau of Information .

,

1,200 „ 6

Oriental Publication Fund No. 1 9,000 „ 9

Do. No. 2 3,000 „ 10

Sanskrit MSS. Fund for catalogu-
ing and preservation of MSS. .

.

5,600 „ H

• ^ Total .. 20,800
w

From Government of Indica— Rs. Vide Statement

Arabic and Persian MSS. Fund.. 5,000 No. 12.

Statement No. 13 contains an account of the Society's

investments in Government Securities which are held in de-

posit by the Imperial Bank of India. We hold ^% Govern-

ment Promissory Notes of the face value of Rs. 2,74,200.

They cost Rs. 2.73,206-3-10 the average purchase price being

Rs. 96-1-6. The market price at the time of writing this

report is nominally Rs. 59-4. We also hold 4% Government

Terminable Loan of 1915-16 of Rs. 10,100 purchased at par-

la addition we have 3|% Government Promissory Notes of the

face value of Rs. 500, belonging to the Barclay Memorial bund.

Statements Nos. 14 and 15 show how the current Bank
i.„i . , ., . ^ J • \xr„^ n.-^nA and Treasurvbalance
Bills.Bills. . .

Statement No. 16 gives an account of the amount due to

and from the Society by way of subscriptions, publications

and contingent charges. , „ •.
v>

In statement No. 17 is shown the sura reserved, with
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interest thereon, kept in deposit with the Chartered Bank
of India, Australia and China, London, for printing the Kash-
miri Dictionary in London.

The Budget estimates for the year 1921 were :—Beceipts
Rs. 25,203, Expenditure Rs. 23,002. The actual receipts are
Rs. 32,171-6-0, including the " admission fees," and the actual
Expenditure Rs. 2L809-9-9, including '^ repairs," "summer
clothing" and "furniture" which were not provided for in
the Budget estimate. The financial position of the Society
therefore shows an improvement of nearly Rupees nine thou-
sand three hundred over last year.

^
During the year we have received Rs. 656 from Admis-

sion fees, and as usual the Permanent Reserve has been in-
creased by Rs. 600 (face value) transferred from the Tem-
porary Reserve. The Permanent Reserve now stands at
Rs. 1,71,600 (face value).

The Budget estimate of probable Receipts and Expendi-
ture for the year 1922 is as follows :—

Receipts

Expenditure
«

Rs. 26,264

„ 24,271

BUDGET ESTIMATE FOR 1922.

Receipts.

1921. 1921. 1922.
Estimate. Actuals. Estimate

^!r^-'''.'-®''H^"P4°"'-- 9,000 9,309 9.000
bubscnptious for the So-

ciety's Journal and Pro-

^.TJ'^iTu^^^
if/moiV.^ 2,040 1,944 1,944

Inlt.^^^r^'^''' •• 1'200 4,751 1.700

Rpnf f T?""
''^''^™'"*

• 1^'213 12,769 10.870

Mi 0.11 ^"^ •• 6'^0 600 '650
Miscellaneous .. ^qq 1^2 ^^Government Allowance—

for publication of papers

AZfZ:t- ''°°' 2.000 2,000
« m 656

Total .. 25,203 32,171 26,264

Expenditure.

--0..::
::

'''^ -^^ «ifo

Carried over • 9
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1921. 1921. 1922.

Estimate. Actuals. Estimate

Rs. Rs. Rs.

Brought forward
Stationery

Pension
Light and Fan
J. 31X63 . ,

Postage
Freight

• •

Contingencies

Books
Binding
Journal and Proceedings

and Memoirs
Indexes
Printing (Circulars, etc.)

Auditor's fee .

.

Petty repairs

Insurance

Repairs

Summer clothing

Furniture

150
180

200

1 ,405

500
200
400
600
600

153

180

268

1,495

827

166

429
1,200

643

150

180

200

1 ,495

800
200
400
800
600

9,000
200
500
250

6,162

* *

9:D

344
V •

• •

427
250
80

344
400
94
75

9,000

200
500
250
50

344

« #

• •

Total • > 23,002 21,809 24271

We therefore anticipate a saving of nearly Rs. 2,000.

Any expenditure for which provision has not been made
might be met from the above surplus.

Library.

The total number of volumes and parts of magazuies added

to the Library during the year was 2,674, of which 303 were

purchased and 2,371 were eitlier presented or received in

exchange.
. ,

During the war a large number of Societies; Institutions,

etc., ceased to despatch their publications to tiie Society. Every

effort is being made to complete the Society's sets, and in return

the Society is sending as far as available the Journal and

Proceedinas and Memoirs wanting from their sets.

Publications.

Five numbers of the Journal and Proceedings (Sol XVI,

1920, Nos. 6-8 and Vol. XVII, Nos. 1 and 2) were published du-

ring the vear containing 423 pages and 6 plates in all.

One 'number of the Memoirs was published. Vol. VI, l^ari

VII, containing 40 pages and 3 plates.

I
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One Numismatic Supplement, No. XXXV, was published
under the editorship of Mr. VV. E. M. Campbell, I.C.S. in the
Society's Journal and Proceedings, Vol. XVII, 1921, No. 1, con-
taining 184 pages.

The Philological portions of the indices to the Society's
Journal and Proceedings, Vols. XI-XIII, 1915-17 and the
Memoirs, Vols III and V have now been examined by the Joint
Philological Secretary and are being systematicallv arranged,
and will be sent to press at an early date.

Exchange of Publications.

Dunng the 5-ear the Council accepted six applications for
exchange of publications, viz. from (1) The Department of
Industries, Government of India—the Society's Journal and
Prccccdings and Memoirs in exchange with Journal of Indian
Industries and Labour; (2) The Instituto General v Tecnico de
VaJencia—the Society's Journal and Proceedings aiid Memoirs
for their Annals; (3) The Editor of Man in India the
society 8 Journal and Proceedings, for their periodical

; (4) The
University Professor of Modern Indian History, Allahabad
Universit\

Memoirs
tor the Journal of Indian History; (5) The Corresponding
Secretary, Glasgow University Oriental Society-the Society's
'Jownal and Proceedings and Memoirs for their publications ;

pIz^' ''?l''^ ^^^= Finland-the Society's JowmaZ anrf
/ tcceedings and Memoirs for their Acta.

Pr.cc^''''"^
^"^ increased cost of printing, the Yale University

Cr. TJT^^A '*' "^^^"^^-^^ *^ ^°^tinue the exchange of the

tvw' r • . ^^^f
^cfln Oriental Society for the publications of

thi. Society, and the Council decided to subscribe to it.

SnrJ, wT- '?''"\°^^^'^ Interior, United States Geological

fn fhi'Q '^"r"^
°''' ^''*''"S enquired whether it should supply

bv it t"""-! 5 ^.''P'''' °^ ^" "^^^' topogranhic maps published

nubIc..^" '^. t'o' Geological Survey, ^in exchange for the

wer! n^f
' ^-^ the Society, the Council decided that such maps

Nveie not required for its library.

Philology, etc.

Notpfl?^n^^^-'^'''.^'^' contributed a paper entitled "Further
, „ i!! .^" ^;Tn^=^ "^ P^^sia'' It is sunnlementarv to hissupplementary

Q
itoont.jnrr V ; ^' ^^^^- ^^ ^°^ 1^ 191* pp- 439-455

.

he GvnJ ^Tt"'^^^ ^^ ^^^"* 100 words collected amongst

notes onT'^
North-East Persia and is accompanied by

of theiHiSTX. f"S^^S^' '^"^1 ^1«» remarks on the conditionsui tneir Jite in that country
Timur's Apocryphal Memoirs.^ By H. Beveridge.
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The works of Jean du Bee. and Sieur de Saynleon on Timur,

alleged to be based on an Arabic original, are spurious. The
account of Timur by Abu Talib al-Husaiui is fictitious, Shah
Jahan caused it to be harmonised with the Zafarnamah of

Sharafu-d-din.

The premature death of Dr, L. P. Tessitori is a grievous

loss to scholarship. Vol. XVI, No. 6, of our Journal contains

the last Progress Report of this young Italian scholar on the

work done in 1918, in connection with the Bardic and Histori-

cal Survey of Rajputana. The report gives an account of the

manuscripts he received or purchased in the territory of

Bikaner, the works he edited and published for the State, and

his antiquarian researches.

Many other interesting papers have been contributed by

Dr. R. a Mujumdar, Mr. H. C. Ray Chaudhuri, Mr. H. K.

Deb and Mr. N. G. Majumdar. Perhaps the most important of

these is " The Gupta Empire in the Sixth and Seventh Cen-

turies" by Mr, Ray Chaudhuri. In it an attempt has been

made to give the general outlines of the history of the Gupta

Empire from the death of Skandagupta to that of Jlvita-

gupta TI.

Anthropology.

, Only one paper of Anthropological interest has appeared

in the Journal and Proceedings during the year, viz. Mr. Hem
Chandra Das-Gupta's paper On the discovery of Neolothic Indian

Script. In this paper Mr. Das Gupta contends that as the

neoliths that are alleged to bear writing have not been found

in situ, embedded in natural deposits, the markings on these

neoliths do not prove that writing was known in India m
Neolithic times.

Biology.

Four biological papers were published in the Society's

Memoirs
Notes on Persistent Oviducts and Abnormal Testes in a

Male Bana tigrina.—By D. R. Bhattacharya. Journal, Vol.

XVI, No. 7. . ^ ^,

Preliminary Observations on Cocoon -formation by the com-

mon Lahore Leech Limnati? {Poecilobdella) Granulosa (bav).—

By G. Matthai. Journal, Vol. XVI, No. 8. _ ^ „ ^
Records of Agaricaceae from Bengal.—By b. K. i^ose.

Journal, Vol. XVI, No. 8. ^ o u
The Genus Cerehella in India.-By L. S. Subramaniam.

Journal, Vol. XVII, No. 2.
, ^^ ^, ^ ^, „. .

Zoological Results of a Tour in the lar Last.-The ^ v -

sail.

Bv N. Annandale

Mysidacea, Tanaidecea, and Isopoda.-By VV m. laccer
Water
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Physical Science.

.

Two papers on Chemistry have been published by the
Society during the year. The first of these is on the prepara-
tion of urea-antimonyl tartrate by Dr. U. N. Brahmachari.\Vhen excess of solid urea is added to a very concentrated
acqueous solution of hyper-acid-antimonyl tartrate, and the

Soohol^'^TTf 'n'"^
^^- ^^''^"'° ^" ^^'^ ^^-^ter bath, and then

obtWH Th-
^^'^ '"'^*"''' "^^P"^ °f prismatic crystals are

char n fl.

^,^'%"«^^^««iFoimd is being used by Dr.^Brahma-

aJedesoll
''/"'"* ""^ ^'^^^-^'^' ^^"^ '''' ^J^^»»^'-l propertiesare aescribed in his paper.

stereoohpnf'?"'^ T^n 1'^i'"^
'^'^^^ ^^^ '^'^^^^' advances in

dress d.H Ti^^.u^'^^- F" ^ ^'''^^' ^^^^ originally an ad-

Indhn t n^
^^" ^"'^^°^ ^^ ^^'^ ^"^^gP^r Session of the

fun isheH . V
•"^''''- ^^^ '''^^''' °f optical activity has

eonh^bnted r ^^^'i^''"]
cliscoveries, which have materially

and h ftL'^'?;"^'
'\" ^^^'^l^P^^ent of modern chemistry

which he cW *^^^^"^J^^f "^^"er of the arUhor's addresswnicn he discusses at some length.

Medical

held D ?,' N^K..^'^' T'^^^'
^f the Medical Section were

papers on ^/f -^^^'^^J^^^'^^-^an, M.D., M.A., Ph.D.. F. A.S.B.. read

anTdiasLic bl oTptjut'^ byt""^^^ 'T
'^^^ '^''"^^

itSji:^o^^srrn^^-=-^^^-^^^ t^

overlapn'n. of 1 ^r^^-
'"^ ''''' "^ hydrocele by pliJation and

I.M S ?e{d a n n ^ T^^ Major H. W. Acton,

Popidation of tLt ^"^^1^^^^ ^"g paper '' On the Parasite-ridden

ChrCe Lead PoL
^•°^'''' /'^^ ^'- ^ J" Campos one " On

A Join paper '" nZ P 'V. ^T'"''^
^^'^^^ «f Calcutta."

the MedfcT^ollli H ^^'l^^^'
^^ Treatment of Cholera at

^i^ioTtF mlk^^ -- contributed by
The Medical SecSil-LV' ^^•' ^"^ ^'- ^- ^' ^"P^^' ^^•^•

activities
^"^ important section of the Society's
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off, and have communicated their decision to the Society with

a view to wind up this part of the Society's activity. The
Government of India grant to the regional bureau was not

sanctioned this year on account of the application made by
the Society having been received by Government after the

preparation of the budget. The part time clerk employed by
the Society discontinued his work and no fresh appointment

was made in his place.

Owing to the decision of the Royal Society to discontinue

the publication of the Catalogue, no index slips in addition to

those sent last vear were forwarded to the Central Bureau

during the year under report.

Bureau of Information.

There is nothing noteworthy in the work of this depart-

ment. A few minor queries only were received.

Search for Sanskrit MSS.

The search for Sanskrit MSS. having been terminated by

order of the Council, no purchases have been made during the

year under review.

Three volumes of the Descriptive Catalogue of Sanskrit

.:^ISS. are in course of being printed. Three Presses have been

engaged. The Baptist Mission Press lias printed off 736 pages,

and set up about 200 pages more of the second volume on the

Vedas. The Hare Press has set up 45 pages of the third volume

on Srarti. In order to expedite publication, the Banerji Press

has recently been engaged. It is hoped that the work will now

make satisfactory progress.

Manuscript j-n

During the year 1921, nineteen Arabic and Persian MSS.

were purchased on behalf of Government.

The First Travelling Maulavl was on leave throughout

the year. During his absence the work of the department was

carried on by the Second and Third Travelling Maulavis andthe

two Additional Travelling Maulavis appointed on prx)bation smce

Februay 192 1 . The Maulavis were engaged throughout the year

in the preparation of notices on important Arabic and Persian

MSS. in various parts of India. These notices prepared on the

lines of those published in the J.A.S.B. (Vol. XIII, 1917, No. 2

and Vol. XIV. 1918, No. 8), will shortly be ready for Publication^

Thev were also engaged in checking and examining the MSS of

the Government Collection and that of the A.S.B., and in the

preparation of the Catalogue of MSS. in the Government Collec-

"''' Durine the absence on leave of the Resident Maulvi, the
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Acting First Travelling Maulavi was deputed to do his duties for

about six mouths

Bibliotheca Indica.

Of the Akbaranama of Abu'1-Fadl— A history of the reign
of Akbar induding an account of his* predecessors, translated
from the Persian by Mr. H. Beveridge, I.C.S. (retired), Fasci-
culi XII and XIII were published.

Of the Odes of Shaykb Muslihu'd Din Sa'dl Shirazl. edited
by Sir Lucas White King. Kt., CS.I.. LL.D., the .'-econd fasci-
culus of the first part (Tayyibat), containing odes 154-312,
was pubh'shed.

Khafi Klian—A general
history of India from the Muhammadan conquest to the reign
of Muhammad Shah, Emperor of Delhi, edited bv Lieut.-Col.
SirT. W. Haig, KOI.E.,I.S.C., M.R.A.S., the fifth fasciculus
of the third part was printed off.

The non-Islamic publications have been as follows :

(1) Siva-parina'sa, a poem in the Kasmlrl language, bv
Krisna Ilajanaka (Razdan), with a Chaya or gloss in Sanskrit
by M.M. Mukundarama ^astri. Fasc. III. Edited bv Sir
George A. Grierson.

(2) Yogasastra,—A work on Jain Philosophy,—with the
commentary called ' Svopajnavivarana ' by Sri Hemachandra-
charya. Fasc. VI. Edited by gastravicarad Jainacarya Cri
Vijaya Dharma Siiri.

(3) Sadukti-Karnamrita, by Sridhara Dasa. Fasc. II.
Ji^dited by Pandit Pamavatar Sarma, M.A.

(4) Nyaya-varttika tatparva-parisuddhi — by Udaj'ana-

V ^S~~^'^*^^ ^ S^°®^ ^'^^^^^ Nyava-nibandha-prakasa. by
Varddhamanopadhyaya. Fasc. VI I. "'Edited bv M.M. Pandits
Vindhyesvari Prasad Dvivedin and Lakshman Sastri Dravida.

- (^^JJ-f'^^'^-^'atnakara,—A treati.se on Smriti bv Chand-
esvara Tbakkura. Fasc. I. Edited bv Pandit Kamal Krisna
Smntitirtha.

_
(6) MahabhaayapradJpoddvota, or a commentary on Pa-

cini Grammar, by Nageya Bhatta. Vol. IV, Fasc. IV and V.
Edited by Pandit Bahuballabha'Castri.

Coins.

-,««;J^"'"'"^i^^ V^"^ *^^ ''*^^^ of Honorary Numismatist was
again earned on by Mr. W. E. M. Campbell, I.C.S. During

pub isher^T .

Numismatic Supplement, No. XXXV, was
puDiisned. It contame.) seven valuable articles by Lt.-Colonel

In' onp.Tfl ^^^l"^
'"''^^^ ^^^ ^"'"^-^ge of the Sultkns of Debh.

relat?.n«^ f! ^^ conception hitherto held in regard to the

shownf £ f^'^^ ^^^ ^"^^^" ^^^o^ Shah and Zafar Shah is
snown to be fallacious, and the correct position and date of
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Firoz Shah Zafar (his proper title) is demonstrated. Colonel

Nevill has also discovered the coinage of anew Sultan, Mahmud
bin Sikandar Lodi. These seven articles with Major H. M.

Wh " give an

haustive account of the coinage of Dehli from the reign of

Ghiyasu-d dlnTughlaqto the end of the so-called Pathan period.

Another noteworthy contribution is Mr. F. D. J. Paruck'^

Bibliography of Sasanian Numismatics It is preceded by a

short historical account of the study and investigation of this

important series. Professor S H. Hodivala contributes two

more of his interesting articles on the Mughal series, and there

are two shorter notes, one by Mr. C E. Kotwall on a Bombay
Half-Rupee of Charles II. and the other on a seal of A'zam

Shah bv Mr. Pv. B. Whitehead.

Annual Address, 1921.

Gentlemen,

It is not incumbent on your President to deliver an

address at the end of the first year of his term of office, and if

I had decided to keep silent on the present occasion I could

have cited weighty precedent in support of that course. I

might also have justified my inaction on the ground that I have

already had the privilege to address the Society at the annual

meeting in recent vears many more times than any other

member. But I could not afford to forget that you did me
signal honour, when you chose me your President for a second

term, and I felt convinced that if I kept altogether silent, my
attitude might be open to misconstruction. I trust I may
accordingly rely upon your indulgent consideration this even-

ing, while T attempt to supplement with a few observations of

a general character the annual report which has been laid on

the table, and make some reference to the progress of the work

wherein we as a Society are interested, reserving for the next

annual meeting a more comprehensive review of the subject.

Let me invite vour attention, in the first place, to what

may be regarded as"'domestic matters. During the last twelve

months, our strength has been fairly maintained, and the

slight diminution in the number of members need not give rise

to serious misgivings. Amongst the members whose loss we

lament, stand pre-eminent Babu Pratapchandra Ghose and

Professor E. B. Tylor. An erudite scholar, the former was

closelv associated with the Society as an active member for a

long series of years, and even in his retirement continued to

edit for us valuable Buddhistic works in the Tibetan language

The latter was one of the most distinguished names m our roll

of Honorary Fellows whose achievements are too well-known

I
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to require detailed statement here. Our finances also are in a
sound and stable condition, and during the year about to
commence, we anticipate that our solvency will be amply
maintained. I emphasise this point, as our scheme for a nevv
buildmg IS about to materialise. It is reallv a matter for con-
gratulation that the doubt which at one s'tage was raised in
official circles, as to the nature of our title to the present site
which has been occupied by us for more than a century, has
proved to be entirely illusory. We have at length secured
trom the Government of India a declaration that the land on
which the present premises of the Societv are erected must be
regarded as the absolute property of the Societv, subject to the
payment of an annual rent which, however, is remitted while
the bociety actually occupies the land. This view renders it
possible for us fo raise the requisite funds by hvpothecationof

I I' n?"^.*^'
proposed buildings. I am hopeful that thiswork will be taken in hand without further delav, though I dono overlook the difficulties that will follow from the possible

dislocation of existing arrangements during the period of con-

.rr.;'°''^ V ^r "?* ^'''^ ^^^" '^^^^ to arrange for temporary

aZw i^'^.'^f
'''^''"' ^"^ ^^^ P'-^blem does not at present

hlTlrl^'fv
°^ ^" ^^^^' solution, as there is no prospect of

svL fZf .' ^f'^'' '''^'^'^ '^^ ''^"^ confidentlv looked for
sympathetic treatment.

tion ^fiU'f ^^T"" "L^"^
^° ^^^^ '''^'^ ^^'l^ic^ engaged the atten-

o ?hf!t fl
^^"^^^^^/unng the last twelve months. I venture

urn will if. f^^^f^
^'"/:^'^y ^"^^^t^ty ^"d qualftv. the out-

Lstanoe At "^''f^'*^^^^^"
^^ ^''^'y direction.^ Take for

M^iuLnr ^1 ' ^i
^^' antiquarian side Dr. Rameschandi'a

Snolo^v ^I'iT'f
'''•^^' ^"^^ l^^^"i"g tlie history and

KumaraTnn/ n '^^?'"'^ ^^"P^^ Dynast/after the death of

ff Mr R?H1^ ^'I'''^'
maintaining, contrarv to the opinion

thafthP K '^
n'^^'

^^'^^ ^"^^ ^^1'- Nalinikanta Bhattasali

V a. theto^Tf'^ ^^''^^^ mentioned in the Saranath Inscription

Sa iw" H.!'"^'?.''"'
"^ Narasingha Gupta. Mr. Panchanan

in n?eH tort^f'^^•^^n"''^^'^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ioi of foreign affinities

ean renndL^ '^^^
Egyptian and Mediterra-

orce' T R I ^^! ^^'^""'y °f ^^olation with considerable

di'coverv ;f^r •
"."^'^ Dasgupta cast doubt upon the alleged

times AT. V 'Vl^'"? °* '^ ^'"P<^ "^ I^dia during neolithic

hT'enerl Inl
'^'^^'^^"^.'^ Chatterjee traced primoleniture as

attemMed ^n\l '''T''^!'''
''" ancient India in vedic times and

ru e o eau.1 ". 7-k T-
'^ '^^^^^^^ ^^'^^ ^^'^^ to the prevalent

Majumdar Jhnt"^."''^^n^^ P^^P^^'^y. Mr. Narendrakumar

the Ca cut/a TTni
'
^r^^-"'^

^" ^^^^^ I^^i^ ^t the instance of

tical aid
"

tror'''''r!'
'"^ f'^''^ ""^ manuscriptsof mathema-

the Manava 9.^ 'f ^T\''^'' S^^^ ^^ interesting account of

ipiements, m a large measure, the corresponding

I

»
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works of the schools of Bauclhayana and Apastamba. Mr.
Kaye gave a note on the arrangement of the books of the Rig-
veda. The study of inscriptions, on the other hand, attracted
the attention of quite a number of scholars. Mr. Kisorimohan
Gupta edited for the first time the Dhupi copperplate inscrip-
tion which records a grant of land, by an Aryanised Synteng
King of the Jaintia Hills, for the worship of the God Siva in the
closing years of the eighteenth century. Mr. Haridas Mitra
wrote on the newly discovered Bogra Stone Inscription which
has been assigned to the tenth or even the ninth century on
palaeographic grounds. Mr. Nanigopal Majumdar, one of the
youngest of our members, has to his credit the largest number
of papers on antiquarian subjects. In one of his notes, he
traced the existence of the term Gauda as early as the fourth
century before the Christian era. In two other papers, he
discussed the readings of three Kharosthi inscriptions, namely^
the Shakardara inscription of the year 40, the Mahaban inscrip-
tion of the year 102, and the Loriyan Tangai inscription of the
year 318. He also re edited the Sue Vihar copperplate which
dates back to the eleventh year of the reign of Kaniska and
was first edited by one of our past Presidents, the late Dr.
Hoernle, from somewhat imperfect materials. In another
paper, he edited the Maner copperplate of Gobindachandra
which has an important bearing on the history of Bihar
towards the close of the Pala rule. But the paper of Mr.
Majumdar which attracted the most attention was that on the
Andhau inscriptions of the Kshatrapa Dynasty, discovered by
Prof. Bhandarkar in 1906. It is satisfactorily established that
what was supposed to have been borrowed without acknow-
ledgment from a paper by Prof. Luders was in reality a well-

known discovery of the late Pandit Bhagwanlal Indraji which
no one could think of claiming as his own. Amongst other
papers by some of the younger members of our Society may ba
mentioned one by Mr. Hemchandra Ray on Madra and another
by Mr. Jyotischandra Ghatak on the identification of the
plants Sarala and Devadaru so familiar to students of
Indian literature. Of papers contributed by veteran mem-
bers of the Society we are proud to welcome two which repre-

sent a good deal of laborious research, namelj', one by Sir

George Grierson on the Prakrita Dhatta Adesas and another by
Mr, Pargiter on a vocabulary of current Bengali words not
included in ordinary dictionaries. Mr. Stapleton found time
amidst pressing official duties to carry on his important
researches on the History and Ethnology of North Eastern
India, while Mr. Seth gave an account of the oldest Christian

tomb with bi lingual inscriptions, which stands in the Arme-
nian cemetery at Agra. Mr. J. van Manen carried us beyond
the limits of India and discoursed with characteristic erudition

on Tibetan repartee songs and on the relation between the

9
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little known Bon religion of Tibet and Buddhism. Mr. Ivanow
contributed an important paper on Ismailitica based on
materials collected by him during his recent travels in Persia.
k mally, we published the concluding instalment of the progress
report of the work of Dr. Tessitori, the brilliant Italian
schoJar who was engaged on the Bardic and historical survey
ot Kajputana and whose premature death is a serious blow to
ttie progress of research in an imperfectly explored department.
When we turn for a moment to the activities of our membersm branches of physical and natural science, we meet with a
number of abstruse papers on Chemistry, Botany and Zoology

;

ot tne^e, the most interesting perhaps are the investigations on
organic antimomal compounds by Dr. Brahmachari and his
CO leagues, which are capable of practical applications of con-
siderable importance.

I venture to hope that I shall not lay myself open to the
cnarge of partiality towards our Society if I maintain that the
activities of our members justify a hope that its reputation

li i'^.^f-'l-mamtained in the future. But I have heard itiir„«^ ^u r "^*""''*"'ea in the future. But I have heard it

oS 1 r''!
^'^ ""^ ^°^g®^ a^^e to repeat the brilliant record

?hp^ff .• r^"'- ^"^ *^^« connection I would like to invite

In th^fi ;°°i
"""y ^"*^^' *° two outstanding circumstances,

of exnll!f -^
""^'^^i?

pioneers in a new field have opportunities

to tW «t
"" ^°^ discovery which can scarcely if ever recur

Sace wh^r''''''^^^^^'^^^ ^^^^ a^d devoted. In the second

whS was vX'Yl' °^ '^'" ^'"^^^'' importance, the lamp

centurv?.
i'g^t^d.^y our illustrious founder more than a

which rn^i ' '"^'H^^
^^^^^« to ligl^t similar lamps elsewhere,

The darknlTr^"^-r '^^'^ "'^^h ours the glory of dispelling

last ce,,r'
^^^ t^^elopes the history of ou? past. During the

^ Eurone 'L'°A
''^''' ^^^ «th«r institutions have sprung up

limits Tin^- ^"^V""^' as also in Asiatic countries bevond the,

eSaL thefIf
•

T-*""'"
^^*^^^"t Indian History and" Culture

fn4stLLr« M*''*''
^^ ^^^d« of enthusiastic students and

thlstSe n."
^^''^. °^ *^^'^^ institutions are maintained by

public fiindrt"i?i^^^^?
^^^ supported by liberal aid from the

cenee Tf
' }^ ^^^^"' ^«""«1^ by reason of private munifi-

timeat mv ^""^ Practicable for me within the limits of the

of all of thpm T?T ^ ^^ evening to touch upon the activities

ments of ^nm' , 1 may remind you of the creditable achieve-

the cause of?
^'^^^ ''^^^ amongst those that have advanced

scientific de^arf""""?^ ? ^"'^ country Take for instance, the

gical GeoiS^rv''^^^^^^^ India, Archa^olo-

have'attaW? ' Zoological and Botanical, whose publications

lication. in ant ^•^m''*!^"
not surpassed by that of similar pub-

to the ArolT^^
civilised country. If we confine our attention

Annual RennrfTS- V'"'*''^-^
^'«n«' ^^ find that besides the

Memoir. Tn V^ /'^t^^^t progress has been made with the
•

^n that series, the one which arrests attention forth-

f
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with is the memoir by Sir John Marshall on the excavations at
Taxila, where he describes the Stupas and Monastery at
Jaulian, incorporating a valuable contribution by Prof, Foucher
on the decoration and evolution of the stuccoed stupas. In
the same connection, we have the numismatic work of Mr.
Whitehead and the study of Mr. Ramaprasad Chanda of the
half-burnt manuscript of birch bark found in the monastery.
When we turn to the Archaeological survey of Burma, we come
across a valuable monograph by Mr. Duroiselle on the TaJain
Plaques in the Ananda temple at Pagan, which was erected
towards the end of the eleventh century and abounds in orna-
mentation of special importance, as wellfrom t!ie artistic as from
the i)hiIological standpoint. The Epigraphia Indica continues
to furnish most important materials for the reconstruction
of Ancient Indian History, and one of the recent instalments
where Mr. Yazdani deals"^ with Indo-moslemic Epigraphy is
full of interesting information relating to the Bijapur Kings,
the Kutabsahi Kings of Hyderabad and the Khalji Sultans of
Delhi. If we travel further southwards we reach Travancore,
where the archaeological work commenced by the late Mr!
Gopinath Rao has been carried on vigorously by his succes-
sors

;
and we are now in possession of new information relat-

ing to Bauddha and Jaina vestiges in Travancore as also to
the Vishnu temple at Tiruvalla. If we leave aside for a
moment state institutions, we find that good work has been in
progress in the Bombay Asiatic Society, in the Behar and
Onssa Research Society, in the Bhandarkar Institute at Poona
and in the Mythic Society at Bangalore. Nearer home, the
Library of Jaina literature has made rapid progress at Arrah,
and the most important of the volumes recently published is
the Bhadrabahu Samhita, which gives an authoritative
account of Jaina jurisprudence. But the event of the year is
the completion of the fiftieth volume of the Indian Antiquary
which ha,s, for half a century, been the recognised medium of
communication of researches in every branch of oriental
scholarship and constitutes a mine of invaluable information.
If we pass on for a moment from the record of original investi-
gations to the rescue and publication of oriental works, we
cannot overlook that our activities in the Bibliotheca Indica
eries have been supplemented in a striking manner by the

several well-known series published in Bombay, Poona, Mysore,
invanclrmn and Baroda, even if I leave for another occasion
the splendid achievements for the promotion of investigation
into our Vernaculars by the Bangiya Sahitya Parishad in this
city and the Nagari Pracharini Sabha at Benares. Sanskrit
works of supreme importance have thus been brought to light
and placed in the hands of scholars in a reliable form. Let
nie refer as an illustration taken at random, to a recent volume
of the Caekwar Oriental Series, designated the Kavindracharya

S
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Suchipatram. Kavindracharya was a famous South-Indian
ascetic who lived at Benares in the middle of the seventeenth
centurj^ and is still remembered for his eloquent pleading
before the Emperor Shajahan in the Dewan-i-Am at Delhi,
which deeply moved the Emperor and induced him to remit
the obnoxious pilgrim tax levied in those days from pilgrims
at Benares and Prayag. He had a famous library of manu-
scripts of inestimable value to all classes of scholars who came
to Benares in search of knowledge, and the work now before
us is a catalogue of those manuscripts, revealing to us the
names of numerous treatises, which though in existence so
recently as the end of the seventeenth centurj^ can no longer
be traced.

I have not yet. however, turned j'our attention nearest
heme, because it is alwaj^s darkest under the lamp. To my
mind, the most hopeful augury for our future progress is the
creation of living centres of oriental studies in connection with
the Indian Universities, amongst whom the University of
Calcutta has been the pioneer in this direction. During" the
last two years the University has published seven volumes of
the Journal of Letters and several separate works which
abound in important papers on Indian Antiquarian Research

;

and the riiost pleasant feature of the situation is that we have
contributions not merely from veterans, but also from scholars
on the threshold of their career, such as Dr. Rameschandra
Majumdar, Dr. Benimadhab Barua, Mr. Panchanan Mitra.
Mr. Pramathanath Banerjee, Mr. Nalinaksha Datta, Mr.
Amareswar Thakur, Dr. Surendranath Sen, Mr. Praphulla-
chandra Bose, Mr. Dhirendranath Mookerjee, Mr. Prabodh-
chandra Bagchi, Mr. Susilkumar Maitra, Dr. Hemchandra
Kaychaudhuri, Mr. Nanigopal Majumdar, Mr. Hemchandra Ray,
Mr Masuda and Mr. Kimura. They have proved themselves
able and willing to enter the field along with scholars of estab-
lished reputation like Prof. Bhandarkar, Mr. Herbert Bruce
Kannah, Mr, RamprasadChanda. Mr. Haranchandra Chakladar,
Mr. Kokileswar Sastri, Dr. Abhaykumar Guha, Mr. Sarat-
char^dra Mitra and Mr. Bijaychandra Majumdar. Many of the
younger, hke the older, scholars are members of our Society
and have from tune to time contributed papers which have
been accepted by us for publication. The true significance of
the appearance of a new generation of investigators, anxious
to pursue research in the field of oriental antiquities, can hardly
be mistaken, and we should all of us, without hesitation, wel-
come and encourage them in what we hope may prove to be
tneir lifelong task. Our founder observed in ever-memorable
«ords that this Society would flourish if naturalists, chemists,
antiquaries, philologers and men of science in different parts of
Asia would commit their observations to writing and send the.^
to us; It would languish if such communications should be

i
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long intermitted, and it would die away if they should entirely
cease. Let us be thankful to Providence that there is now not
only no risk of even temporary intermission, much less of
permanent interruption of the beneficent activities of this So-
ciety, but that, on the other hand, the scope of the work com-
prehended to be within its sphere by the genius of Sir William
Jones has so vastly extended in amplitude and character that
it is likely to pr^-ide engrossing occupation to devoted bands
of investigators for generations to come.

J

The President announced the election of Officers and
Members of Council for the year 1922 to be as follows :-

President.

The Hon'ble Justice Sir Asutosh Mookerjee, Kt.,
C.S.I., D.L., D.Sc, F.R.S.E., F.R.A.S., F.A.S B.

r

Vice -Presidents.

Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri, C.I.E., M.A.,
F.A.S.B.

P. J. Briihl, Esq., I.S.O., D.Sc, F.C.S., F.G.S., F.A.S.B.
L. L. Fermor, Esq., O.B.E., A.R.S.M., D.Sc, F.G.S.,
F.A.S.B.

Upendra Xath Brahmachari, Esq., M.D., M.A., Ph.D.,
F.A.S.B.

Secretaries and Treasurer.

General Secretary :—W. A. K. Christie, Esq., B.Sc, Ph.D.,
F.A.S.B.

^

Treasurer :—W. R. C. Brierley, Esq.
Philological Secretary :—Dr. Bhandarkar, Esq., M.A.,

F.A.S.B.
Joint Philological Secretary :—A. H. Harley Esq., M.A.

/'Biology:—N. Annandale, Esq., D.Sc,
Natural History] C.M.Z.S , F.L.S., F.A.S.B.

Secretaries:—
) Physical Science :—E. P. Harrison, Esq.,

C Ph.D., F. Inst. P., F.R.S.E.

Anthropological Secretary :—Ramaprasad Chanda, Esq.,
B.A.

Medical Secretary :—Major R. Knowles, I. M.S.
Honorary Librarian :—S. W. Kemp, Esq., B.A., D.Sc,
F.A S.B.

Other Members of Council.

Sir R. N. Mookerjee. K.C.I.E.
P. C. Mahalanobis, Esq.. B.Sc, M.A.
Kumar Sarat Kumar Roy, M.A.
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A Subra^vardy Esq, Iftikbarul Millat, M.A.,Ph.D.,
F.A.S.B., M.L.C., Bar-at-Law.

T. 0. D. Dunn, Esq
, M.A., D. Litt.

S. Khuda Bukbsh, Esq., M.A., B.C.L.

The President also announced the election of Fellows tobe as follows:—
E. H. Pascoe, Esq., M.A., D.Sc , F.G.S.
Kamaprasad Chanda, Esq., B.A.

The Meeting was then resolved into the Ordinary General
Meeting.
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1921.

STATEMENT
Asiatic Society

Salaries .

.

Commisaion
Pension ,

.

Stationery
Light and Fans
Taxes
Postage .

.

Freight .

.

Auditor's fee
Petty Repairs
Insurance
Repairs .

.

Summer clothing
Miscellaneous

Dr.

To ESTABLlSH^rENT.

Rs. As. P.

7,997 14 1

618 5 9
180

To Contingencies

• 9

152 13
267 9 9

I ,495

827 3
165 14 3
250
79 15

343 12

400
94
429 11

Books
Binding
Furniture

To LiBHAKY AND COLLECTIONS

1 ,200

643
75

To Publications
Journal and Proceedings, and IMeraoirs .

.

To printing charges of Circulars, etc.

To Personal Account (Written off)

6,162
427

Balance «

Total Rs.

2
8
6 3

2
9

Rs. As. P.

8,796 3 10

4,505 3 11

1,918 15 3

6,589
603

2,14.171

2 9

8 4
4

2,36,484 2 5

'*

f
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No. 1

of Bengal W21

Cr

By Balance from last Report
Ra. As, P.

4 V

Rs. As. P.

2,04,902 6 5

Interest on Investments
Publications sold for cash
Rent of Room
Oovernment allowance-

Journal.

By Cash Receipts.

« «

inpapers
Fund.) ..

Miscellaneous

for publication of

(Anthropological

12,768
117

600

8
6

4

« •

2,000
142 2 7

By Personal Accottnt,

Members' Subscriptions
Subscriptions to Journal and Proceedings,
and Memoirs .

.

.

.

Admission Fees
Sale on credit
Miscellaneous

9,012

1,96S

656
4,159

168
9

2

1

15,628 11

16.953 11 1

Total Rs. A • 2,36,484 2 5

<Jakutta, 3lst Decetnber, 1921

A. H. Harley,

Hon. Treasurer
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STATEMENT
1921, Barclay Memorial Fund in Account

From a sum of Rs. 500 odd given in 1896 by the Surgeon
couragement of Medical

Dr.

To Cash Expbnditube.

Coat of Medal
To Balance

—

G.r* Notes (face value)
Accumulated interest

• •

« •

Total Rs.

Rs. As. P.

500
92 3 8

Bs. As. P.

12 10

592 3 8

604 13 S

192L
STATEMENT

Servants^ Pensioiv
Founded ia 1876 as the Piddington Pension Fund,

Bank's Commisoion .

.

Balance

Dr.

« r

Rs. As. P.

4

1,662 7 10

Total Rs. 1,662 11 10
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No. 2,

with the Asiatic Society of Bengal. 1921.
General, I.M.S.» for the foundation of a medal for the en-
and Biological Science.

Cr
Ra. As. P.

By Balance from last Report
G.P. Notes (face value)
Accumulated interest

500
89 4 4

Rs. Aa. P.

589 4 4

By Cash Receipt.

Interest ,

,

« • • «

Total Rs.

15 9 4

604 13 8

Calcutta, 3Ut December, 1921.

A. H. Habley,

Hon. Treasurer

No. 8.

Fund
with Rs. 500 odd from the Pidding Fund

wn.

Cr.

By Balance from last Report .

.

By Cash Receipt

Interest .

.

• •

Total Rs,

Rs. As. P.

1,613 II 10

49

1,662 11 10

A. PI- Harley,

Ca/ctata,:i]8i December, 1921. Hon* Treasurer,
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1921.

STATEMENT
Building

From a sum of Rs. 40,000 given by the Government of India to-

portion of the

Dr.

To Cash Expknditube.

Bank's Commission .

.

To Balance

—

G. P. Notes (face value)
Treasury Bills (face value)
Accumulated interest « «

Total Rs.

Rs. As. P,

• •

40,000
65,000

17,443 12

Rs. As. P.

1 11

1,22,443 12

1.22,445 7

1921.

STATEMENT
Bureau ofInformation in Account

From an annual grant of Rs. 1,200, made by the Govem-

Dr.
To Cash Expenditure.

Rs. As. P.
Government allowance (2 years' salary of

Officer-m-charge) aUotted for printing
Notices of Sans. MSS. .

.

_ 2,400
'oOO

Salary .

.

Balance .

,

Total Re.

Rs. As. P-

2,900
1,600

4,500
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No. 4.

Fund- 1921
wards the rebuilding of the Society's Rooms, and from the sale of a
Society's land.

By Balance from last Report
G. P. Notes (face value)
Treasury Bills (face value)

Accumulated interest

By Cash Receipts
Interest .

.

Cr.

4

Rs. As. P.

40 ,000
65,000
12,797 2

Rs. As. P.

1,17,797 2

4,648 5

Calcutta, ZUt December, 1921

Total Rs. 1,22,445 7

A. H. Habley,

Hon. Treasurer

No. 5.

witk the Asiatic Society of Bengal

ment of Bengal for the salary of the Officer-in-Charge.

1921

By Balance from last Report
By Cash Receipt

Government Allowance

Cr
Rs. As. P.

3.300
r

1.200

Total Rs. •
4,500

Calcutta, S\st December, 1921.

A. H, Habley,

Hon. Treaanrer
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I

I

t

STATEMENT
1921^ Anthropological Fund in Account

This sum is set aside for the purchase of

To Balance

Dr.

Total Rs.

Ra. As. P Rs. As. P.

968 4 3

968 4 3

I

t

%

\

1921.

STATEMENT
International Catalogue ofScienti-

Asiatic Society

From the subscriptions of subscribers, and from a sum of

incurred in connec-

\

\

Salaries ,

»

Contingencies
Postage ,

.

Summer clothing

Dr.

To Cash Expenditobe.

• «

Rs. As. P-

206
« •

• « 6

13

7

4
11

3

9

Balance « •

Total Rs.

Rs. As. P.

225 7

5,163 10

5,389 1
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No. 6.

with the Asiatic Society of Bengal. 1921
1

Anthropological books from the balance of 1918.

Cr.

By Balance from last Report .

.

« •

Total Rs.

Rs. As. P,

968 4 3

968 4 3

Calcutta, Mst December^ 1921.

A- H. Harley,

Hon. Treasurer

No. 7.

fie Literature in Account with the 1921

.

of Bengal.
Rs. 1 ,000 given by the Government of Bengal for expenses
tion.with the Bureau.

Cr.

By Balance from last Report .

.

By Cash Receipt

Subscriptions

Rs. As. P.

4,688 3

700 14

Total Rs. 5,389 1

A. H. Harley,

Calcutta, Slst December, 1921.
Hon. Treafiiirer
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STATEMENT
192L Indian Science Congress in Account

From the subscriptions of

Advance .

.

Contingencies
Postage .

.

Printing .

.

Blocks
Stationery
Bonus
Salary
Light

«

Dr.
To Cash Expenditure.

Rs. As.
600

1,561 9
227 6

2.131 6
97 U
38 2
133
25

200

* *

*

Balance

Total Rs.

P

9

Rs. As. P.

5,014 4 &

1,362 6 7

6,376 11 4

1921
STATEMENT

Oriental Publication Fund. JSTo. 1
From a monthly grant made by the Government of Bengal for the pubhca-

( Rs. 500), and for the publication of Sanskrit

Commission
Editing Fees
Salaries .

,

Contingencies
Postage .

,

Stationery
Printing ..

Fan and Light
Binding .

.

Summer Clothing

Persrmal Ace

Dr.
To Cash Expendituke^

• «

• #

• •

»

t (written-off) .

.

Balance

Re. As. P. Rs. As. R
69 2

67G
2,424 8 5

er 14 3
215 I 6

'i

16

3,969 3 5
31 9 6
25 4
13

l,mi 11

232 9
m V

9 50,743 14

Total Rs.

1

6
7

58,384 3 i

I

i
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No. 8

with the Asiatic Society of Bengal. (iU

members of the Congress,

Cr.

By Balance from last Report .

.

Rs, As. P.

«

By Cash Receipts.
Subscriptions, etc. .

.

Advance .

.

«

•

2.967 14

600

Rs. As. P.

2,808 13 4

3,667 14

TOTAI, R3. 6,376 11 4

A. H. HABiiEY, Hon. Treasurer,OaUutia, 3l5« December, 1921.

No. 9,

Acct. with the Asiatic Son. of Bengal. 1027.
tion of Oriental Works and Works on Instruction in Eastern Languages
works hitherto unpubhshed (Rs 250).

Cr.
Rs. As. P.

By Balance from last Report .

.

Rs. As. P.

46,019 n I

By Cash Receipts.

Government Allowance
Sale of Publications
Advances recovered

9,000
347 4 3
122 7 6

By Personal Account.
Sale on credit

9,469 II 9

« ft • # 2,894 10 4

Total Rs. •

GalcuUa, 3lat Decetnber, 1921

3

58,384 3 2

A. H. Harley, Hon. TrenMurer
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STATEMENT
1921. Oriental Publication Fund, c/Yb. 2, in
From a monthly grant sanctioned up to March 1922, by the Government

Historical Interest

Printing Charges

Dr
To Cash Expenditure.

Rs. As. P.
« t

Balance

Total Rs

Rs. As. P.

2,322 4

18,989 9

21,311 13

(

STATEMENT
Sanscrit Manuscript Fund in Acct

From an annual grant of Rs.

Salaries ,

.

Contingencies
Stationery
Bonus
Fan and Light
Insurance (>

Printing Charges
Postage
Summer Clothing

3»200 made by the Government of
cataloguing of Sanskrit Manuscripts acquired by

the same Government for the

Dr.

To Cash Expenditure.

Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P.

« 3,045 4 3

8 8 3
9 7 6

180
31 9
125

1,731 2

40 14

6

r

* « 3
n.l74 13 6

Balance • ft

Rs.

ft ft

ft «

16,058 10 9

TotAT, 21,233 8 3

»

}

r
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No. lO.

Aoct. with the Asiatic Soc. of Bengal. 1921.
of Bengal of Rs. 250 for the publication of Arabic and Persian Works of
(without remuneration)

.

Cr
Rs. As. P.

By Balance from last Report .

.

By Cash Receipts

Government Allowance
«

ToTATi Rs.

Calcutta, 31.y^ December, 1921.

Rs. As. P.

18,311 13

3,000

21,311 13

A. H, Harley,

Hon. Treasurer

No. 11.

with the Asiatic Soc. of Bcfi^al.
Bengal and at present sanctioned to March 31,1923, for the
the Society for Government ; and Rs. 2,400 from
salary of the Officer-in- Charge.

1921.

Cr.
Rs. As, P.

By Balance from last Report -

.

By Cash Receipts.
Govt. Allowance for Sans. MSS. Preserva-

tion

Govt. Allowance for Cataloguing
Govt. Allowance (2 years' salary of Officer-
in-Charge, allotted for printing Notices
of Sans. MSS.) .•

Sale of Publication .

.

3,200
2,400

2,400
13 2

Bv Personal Account
Sale on credit • • • •

Rs. As. P.

13,209 6 3

8.013 2

11

Total Rs, 21 ,233 8 3

Calcutta, :Ust Decetnher, 1921, A, H. Harley,

Hon. Treasurer.
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VJ2h Ata
STATEMENT

(uid Persidii MSS. Fund in

From an annual grant of Rs. 5,000 made by the Government of India and
and bind ng of Arabic and Persian Manuscripts acquired by the

and for the preparation of notices of Arabic and Persian

Dr.

To Cash Expenditure,

Salaries ..

Purchase of Manuacr
Contingencies
Stationery
Postage ,,

Insurance

pts

Balance

TOTAI. Rs.

Rs. As. p. Rs. As, P.

4,614 9

1 ,406

5 2

17 13

6 5

31 4

9

3

6,081 2

8,199 3m m 4

V V 14,280 5 4

W2L
STATEMENT

Invest-

Dr,

1 o Balance from last Report

Face Value.

Rs. As. P.

Cost.

Rs. As. P.

. 2,84,300 2,73,206 3 10

Total Rs. 2,84,300 2,73,206 3 10

Pekmankut Ukmkrvk. T i:\TpouAHy
rwDK

Filet' Valuo. Cost FaiM' Value.

Asiatti; Society
'^uildinL' Fund
Servants' Pension Fund

ToTAr. Us,

Rs.

01 0, 1,7(1,285 9

l,7o,00(ll

II 1.399
' * *

k\

p.

8

li- A. p.

i,7l,oU0 W

10,0011 II

RfeftKRVE.

1

1

F

Cost.

1

1

Total.

\U.

1,71,68415 s 2Jl.:50o

A.

4
3S,025 (I

ti3,49t),
'^1

• « -

Rs.
2,^8.781

:38|025

1 ,399

1,01.521 4 t 2.73,20B

A.

13

6

3

10

(I

I

f
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No. 12.

Acct with the Asiatic Soo. of Bengal. W2I
sanctioned from April 1919 for another five years, for the catalogiung
bociety for Government, for the purchase of further manuscripts,
manuscripts^ found in various libraries in India.

Cr

By l:5alance froui last Report .

.

Rs. As. P.

By Cash Receipts-
Government Allowance

> •

Rs. A^. P.

9,280 5 4

5,000

Total Rs. 14,2M0 6 4

GalcuUa, 'M.st December, U)2I.

A. H. Haeley,

Hon, Treasurer.

No. 13.

me/it. 1
(ii

By BalatK-e
* •

Cr.

•

Cof't.

Rs. As. P

2.8t.3t)0 2,73,200 3 10

Face Value-

Rs. As. P.

Total Rs. 2,84 300 2.7^,206 3 10

A. H. Harley,

Calcutta, :n8t December, 1921. Hon. Treasurer



1921.

To Balance from last Report
,. Purchase

38 0.

Dr.

• •

STATEMENT
War

Face Value.

Rs, As. P.

55,000
30,000

Cost.

Rs. As. P.

56,002 14 ]

30,690 13 9

Total Rs. 85,000 86,693 11 10

192L
STATEMENT

Treasury

Dr.

Face Value

To Balance from last Report :_
^'' "^^^ ^•

Bills for months from 29th October, 1921 65,000

Cost.

Rs As. P-

61.750

63,862 8

Total Rs. 1,30.000 1,25,612 8

i
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No. 14.

Bond. 192L

Bj^ Imperial Bank of India
By Balance

Cr.

Face Value.

Rs. As. P.

5,000
80,000

Coat,

Rs. As. P.

5,000

81.693 11 10

Total Rs. 85,000 86,693 11 10

Calcutta, 31s/ December^ 1921.

A. H. Habley,

Hon. Treasurer

No. 1

Bills. 1921.

Cr.

By Imperial Bank of India
By Balance

Face Value

Rs. As. P.

65,000
65,000

Cosfc.

Rs. As. P.

61.750
63,862 8

Total Rs. 1,30,000 1,25,612 8

A. H. Harlev,

Calciittay 31 5f December^ 1921, Hon, Treasurer.
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40 O

Dr.

STATFMFNT
Personal

To Balance from last Report
AHvHnoes for Postage, etc.
Asiatic Roriety
Orental Publication Fund, No
Sanskrit Manuscript Fund

1

Rs. As. P.

15.9.i3 11 1

2.«94 10 4
10

Bs. As. P.

3,906 II 4

242 12 9

18,819 5 5

Total Us, 23.008 13 6

W2I.
STAT EM P. NT

Fixed
(Chartered Bank of India.

Dr.

To Balance from last Report •

interest flU'i-4

Rs. As, P. Rs. As. P.

10,000

Total Rs in,ouo u i

i.
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No 16.

Account Jn^ 1

Ci

Hy Cash Keceipts ,

.

,, Aiaiatic Society .

.

,, Oriental Publication Fund, No. I

• •

•

« m

By naliince.

Membprs
Subscribers
Surj e-t -Hjide (Pill

Collector)

Miscellaiiei>u»
4 -

Due to tlie Due by the
bociety. bocic'ty.

Ur \8. r. Uft 8. r\

3.210 'i 1 l:H
;

8 B

• * *^ ^ fe

1

70 11
1

1

II

* t » > « » *
10O (» ft

5fi7 3 * ^ 258 3

i

6 I 56S 3 9

Total Rs

Rs. As. r.

# •

603 8 4
232 D C

Rg. A^. P.

10,028 9 4

733 i 10

3»244 2 4

23,008 13 C

Calcutta, ?Asl December, 1921.

A. H. Harlem,

Hon. Treasurer

No. 17.

Deposit.

Australia and China, London.)

IL)2L

^y Chartered Bank of

and China (£92-14 9)

,, Balance ( ,i, 138-19 2)

Cr

India. Australia

TOTAI* R^.

Rs. Ah. p.

* 4

Rs. As. ]'.

1,'^80 4 5
8,rti9 n 7

10,000

Oalcvtfa, 31,-/ December, l^rdh

A. H. Habley,

Hon. Treasurer
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192L

Dr.

To Balance from last Report .

.

,, Asiatic Society ,.

,, Barclay Memorial Fund
,, Servants' Pension Fund
,, Building Fund ..

,, Bureau of Information
,, Intsrnational Catalogue of Scientifi

Literature

,» Indian Science Congress
,, Oriental Publication Fund, No. I

Do. do. No. 2
,, Sanskrit MSS. Fund
,, Arabic and Persian MSS. Fund
,, War Bond
,, Treasury Bills

,, Personal Account
,, Fixed Deposit

Total Rs.

STATEMENT
Cash

Ra, As. P.

15,628
15

49
4,648
1,200

^
I

700
3,5fi

9,469
3,000

8,013
5,000
6,000
61,750
19,028

1,380

II

9 4

6

14

14

11

2

9
4

Rs. As. P.

18,623 5 7

9

4
5
1 ,38,451 6 n

• • 1,57,074 12 4

1921.

STATEMENT
Balance

LIABILITIES.

Asiatic Society
Barclay Memorial Fund
Servants' Pension Fund . ]

Building Fund ,

.

\\
Bureau of Information ]

'

Anthropological Fund '.

.

International Catalogue of Scientific Litera-

Indian Science Congress
Oriental Publication Fund, No.* [

Do. do. , No. 2 ;

bansknt MSS. Fund.
Arabic and Persian MSS. Fund

'

Rs. As. P.

2,14,171 4
592 3 8

1,662 7 10

1,22,443 12

1 ,000

968 4 3

5,163 10

1,362 6 7

50,743 14 7

18.989 9

16,058 10 9

8,199 3 4

Rs. As. P

Total Rs.

4,41,955

4,41,955

r,n 2 4

2 4

We have examined the above Balance Sheet and the appended detailed
Accounts with the Books and Vouchers presented to us and certify that it

^«nf/''''°^^"*'®
therewith correctly setting forth the position of the

^society as at 31 December, 1921.
^ ^

PRICE WATERHOUSE PEAT & Co.,
|
^yjitors

Calcutta^

\2thJuly, 1922. Chartered Accountants

.
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No. 18

Account 1921,

Cr.

*

of Scientifi

« «

By Asiatic Society .

.

,, Barclay Memorial Fund
,, Servaats' Pension Fund
,, Building Fund •

.

,, Bureau of Information
,, International Catalogue

Literature.

, , Indian Science Congress
,, Oriental Publication Fund, No. 1

Do. do. No. 2

Sanskrit MSS. Fund
,, Arabic and Persian MSS. Fund
,, War Bond
,, Treasury Bills

,, Personal Account

J9

» »

By Balance

Total Rs

Calcutta, 'Mat December, 1921

No. 19.

Sheet.

ASSETS

•Investments
War Bills

Treasury Bond
Personal Account
Fixed Deposit
Cash Account

Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P.

21,809 9

12 10

4
1 11

2,900

225 7

5,014 4 9

7,407 11 1

2,322 4

5,174 13 6

6,081 2

30,690 13 9

63,862 8

242 12 9

* •

1,45,745 16

11,328 12 9

1,57,074 12 4

A. H. Harley,

Hon. Treasurer

Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P.

2,73,206
81,693
63,862
3,244
8,619

1 1 ,328

3 10

II 10

8
2 4
11 7

12 9
4,41,955 2 4

Total Rs

Calcutta, 5l9t December, 1921.

4,41,955 2 4

A. H. Harlby,

Hon. Treasurer,

* Market value at 31-12-21 Ra. 1,67,800.
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Llfihilitips itp to 81st December, 1921.

FUNDS,

Asiatic Sopipty

Oriental Publication Fund, No.
Ho. do. , No.

Sans. MSS. Fund

1

2
# • •

•

• •

6,988
7,342
4.244
3,926

9

7

7

Total 21,501 7

Copy of Certified Statement of Se.-uritiea in Custody of Bank of
Bengal on account of Asiatic Society of Bengal, December 31, 192'

Z\ per cent. Loan of

3A .

*3

4

» J

» 1

>»

*•

1842-43

1 854- 56
1865 .

1879 ..

19<.0-1

• «

IH96-97

Terminrtble Loan of 1915-16
6 percent. Bonds, !926
5i „ •. War Bonds. 1928
Indian Treasury Bill

Total Rs.

16,700

1,54,100

44,300

8,000
51 100

500
10,100
S.nOO

75,000
65,000

4,29,800

[ Cashier's security deposit.]

1
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LIST OF OFFICERS AND MEMBERS OF COUNCIL

OF THE ASIATIC SOCIETY OF BENGAL
FOR THE YEAR 1921.

President.

The Hon'ble Justice Sir Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya. Kt., C.S.I.,

D.L., RSc, F.R.S.E., F.R.A.S., F.A.S.B.

Vice-Presidents.

Mahamahopadh^^aya Haraprasad Shastri, C.I.E,,M.A., F.A.S.B.

P. J- Bruhl, Esq., I.S.O., D.Sc, F.C.S., F.G.S., F.A.S.B.
L. L. Fermor, Esq., O.B.E., A.R.S.M., D.Sc, F.G.S., F.A.S.B.

Lieut-Col. D. McCay, M.D., F.R.O.P., F.A.S.B., I.M S.

Secretaries and Treasurer.

General Secretary:—A. H. Harley, Esq., M.A.
Treasurer :—0. Martin, Esq.
Philological Secretary :—Dr. A. Suhrawardy, IftikhSrul Millat.

M.A., F.A.S.B. (BaV-at-Law).
Joint Philological Secretary :—D. R. Bhandarkar, Esq., M.A.,

F.A.S.B.

Natural History Pi;^l^^gy ^-S- W. Kemp, Esq., B.A., D.Sc.

ere anes.
I^pj^ygjcal Science :—S. K. Banerji, Esq., D.Sc.

Anthropological Secretary :—Ramaprasad Chanda, Esq., B.A.

Medical Secretary :—Major R. Knowles, I.M.S.
Honorary Librarian :—W A. K. Christie, Esq., B.Sc, Rh.D.,

F.A.S.B.

Other Members of Council.

Upendra Nath Brahmachari, Esq., M.D., M.A., Ph.D
Ramesh Chandra Maiumdar, Esq., M. A., Ph.D.
Sir R. N. Mookerjee, K.C.I E.
G. E. Pilgrim, Esq., D.Sc, F.G.S.
P. C. Mahalanobis, Esq.. B.Sc, M.A.
E. P. Harrison, Esq., Ph.D.. F. Inst. P., F.R.S.E.



LIST OF ORDINARY MEMBERS.

H.=Resident. N.R Non-Resident. A.=Absent. L.M. = Life Member
F.M.= Foreign Member.

An Asterisk is prefixed to the names of the Fellows of the Society.

N,B.—Members who have changed their residence since the list wa.s

drawn up are requested to give intimation of such a change to the

General Secretary, in order that the necessary alteration may bo made
in the subsequent edition. Errors or omissions in the following list

should also be communicated to the General Secretary.

jMembers who are about to leave India and do not intend to return

are particularly requested to notify to the General Secretary whe-
ther it is their desire to continue Members of the Society; otherwise,

in accordance with Rule 40 of the rales, their names will be removed
from the list at the expiration of three years from the time of their leav-

ing India.

OMte of Eleccion

1919 Feb. 5. N.R.

1909 Mar. 3, R.

Abdul Kader Surfraz. Elphinstone Col-

lege, Bombay.
Abdul Latif. Khan Bahadur, 8ved, Under-

Secretarj^, Government
Revenue Dept. Calcutta,

of Bengal

.

1915 Feb. 3. N.R.

1903 Oct. 28. R.

1919 July 2. R,

1894 Sept. 27. 1 L.M.
|
Abdul Wall. Khan Sahib. 3, Alhnuddin

Streety Calciitfa.

Ahmad All Khan. Hafiz, Superintendent.

Rampur State Library. Rampur.
Allan, Alexander Smith, m.h. 17 & 18,

Esplanade Mansion'^.

Amin-ul -Islam, Khan Bahadur Nawab
zada, B.L.. Inspector General of Registra-

tion, Bengal.

1912 July 3. N.R.
j

Andrews, Egbert Arthur, b.a. Tooklai

;
i

Experimental Station, Cinnenara P.O.,

Jorhal. Assam.
1904 Sept. 28. L.M. j*Annandale, Nelson, d.Sc, c.m.z.s., f.l.s.,

F.A.S.B.. Director, Zoological Survey of

India. Calcutta,

Atkinson. Albert Charles. La Marliniere,1911 May 3. R.
11. Loudon Street, Calcutta. [Dacca,

1904 July 6- N.R. Aulad Hasan, Khan Bahadur, Sayid.

1917 April 4. N.R. i Awati, P. R., ma., Medical Entomologist,
!' Central Research Institute. Kasauli,
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Oiite <tf Election.

1919 April 2.

1914 Mar. 4. L.M.i Bacotj J. 31, Quai d'Orsay^ Paris.

1870 Feb. 2, L.M.
j
Baden-PowelL Baden Henry, M.A., c.i.e.

Ferlys Lodge, 29, Banhury Road^OxfonL
England.

R. : Bal, Surendra Nath. 44, Ritchie Koad,

Ballygungey Calcutta.

1918 April 3 jN.B. BallabhdaS; Dewan Bahadur, Banker
and Zemindar. Jnhbulpur.

1920 Mar. 3. R. ' Ballardie, J. H, de Caynoth. 1/1, Van-

I

sittart Row, Calcutta,

R.
! Banerji, Muralidhar. Sanskrit College,

Calcutta.

N.R. Banerji, Narendra Xath. Supdfc of

1 905 Mar. 1

.

1918 Feb 6

1919 Julv 2. R.

Telegraphs. Nag pur.

I

Banerji, Pramathanath, m.a., b.sc. Cal-

cutta UnivfiTsity, Calcutta.
1919 July 2. R. ' Banerji, Pramathanath m.a., b.l., Vakil,

High Court. Calcutta.

1918 Dec. 4.

1907 Jan. 2.. N.R. Banerji, Rakhal Das, m.a,, Supdt., Ar-

chaeological Survey, Western Circle.

:
Poona.

R.
i Banerji, Sudhangsu Kumar, Ghose Prof.

i of Applied Mathematics, Calcutta

i University. Calcutta.
R.

; Barman. Dnmodar Dns. 55. Clim Street,

Calcutta,

N.R. Barnes. Herbert Charles, m.a.. i.cs.,

Deputy Commissioner, Naga Hill''.

\ Kokima. Assam

1885 Nov. 4.

1898 Mar. 2

1909 .July 7.

1895 Julv 3.

Rangrath Khunraj. Oirgaon

1907 Feb. 6.

1915 April 7.

1 909 April 7

.

N.R. Bazuz.

Bombay.
L.M. Beatson Bell. The Hon. Sir Nicholas

Dodd. B.A., G.T.E., I.C.S., Chief Oom-

missioner of A.ssam Shillong.
N.R. Bell, Charles Alfred, c.m.g.. i.e.?. T'Ae

Elms, Dnrjeeling.
N.R. Belvalkar, Sripad Krishna, m.a., pIi.d.,

Prof, of Sanskrit. Deccan College.

R.
Poona.

Bentley. Charles A., m.b. .
d.p.h. Wriler-'^'

,^__ ^_ Building. Calcutta.
1876NOV. 15.; F.M. *Beveridse.' Henry, f.a.s.b., i.c.s.

53. Cnmffden House Road,

(re-

1917 Aug. 1.

tired).

W^. 8, London.
R. *Bliandarkar. Devadatta Ramkrislnia. M-A

1908 Nov. 4.
'

R.
35 Circular Road, Ballygunge.

Bhattacharji, Bisvesvar. 22, Vidyosagar..

Street. Cnlcvtla.
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iJate of Election.

1909 July 7.

1893 Feb. 1.

1912 July 3.

R- Bhattacharji, Shib Natli, m.b. 80, Sham-
bazar Street Calcutta. [Parganas.

M.
I

Bodding. Revd P. 0. Dumka. Sonthal

R.

1898 Feb. 2

1918 July 3

R.

1895 Mar. 6.

R.

Bomford, Capt. Trevor Lawrence, i.m.3.^

M.B., B.S., M.R.C.S , L.R.C.P. EdCff IlOs-

pital, Calcutta,

Bose, Amrita Lai, Dramatist, 9-2, Ram
Chandra Mattra's Lane, Calcutta,

Bose, Charu Chandra, Asst. Surgeon,

R.

Mrdical College. 52 2, M
Calcutta,

SL,

*Bosej Sir Jagadis Chandra, Kt., c.s.r., m.a.,

Presidency College,

1919 Jan. 6.

1917 Oct, 3.

R.

D.Sc, C.I.E.,F.A.S.B.

Calcutta,

Bose, Ojit Mohan, m.b, Ch.B. (Edin).

19L Bow Bazar Street, Calcutta.

N.R. Bose, Satyendra Nath, m.Sc. University

1910 Julv 6. N.R.
f

Willia

J 908 Jan. 1. R.
n, i.c.s. Shillong.

Brahmachari, Upendra Nath, m.a., Ph d.,

M.D. 82/3, Cornwallis Street, Calcutta.

1920 Sep. 1. [N.R. I Brandon, Major. F. G. Indian Army,
527id Sikh's, F.F, Jullundar.

Brierly, W. P.. C. 41, Bankshall Street,

Calcutta.

*Bro\vn, John Coggm, f.g.s., m.Sc, f.c.s.,

1921 Nov. 2. R.

1907 July 3. A.

Calcutta).

•/

1909 Oct, 6, ! R. Brown, Percy, a.r.c.a. Government

\

School of Art, Calcutta.

1909 Oct. 6. R. *Bruhl, Paul Johannes, i.s.o., d.Sc, f.c.s.,

F.G.S., F.A.3.B.

Road, Calcutta.

unge

1901 June 5. F.M. *Burkill, Isaac Henry, m,a., f.a.s.b. Bo-

\ tanical Gardens, Singapur.
1896 Jan. 8.

j
A. !*Burn. Richard, c.i.e., i.c.s., P.a.s b.

1900 May 2. N.R. Butcher. Flora, m.d. Nanda View Cot-

tage, Ranikhet, U. P.

1913 Apl 2.
! R. ' Calder, Charles Camming. Royal Botanic

1901 Mar. 6. I N.R.

1018 June 5.

1918 July 3.

A.

R,

i

Gardens, Sibpur, Howrah,

Campbell, William Edgar Marmaduke,
I.c.s., Commissioner Benares Division.

Benares.

Campbell, Major W. L., i.a. Europe

{c'o India Ofjlce).

Campos, Joachim Joseph, m.b. 16/2, Royd

Street, Calcutta.
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Date of Election,

igisTan. 6.

1920 Sep. 1.

1909 Mar. 3.

A.

R.

1905 July 5.

1920 Sept. I.

R.

Carter, Humphry G., m.b., ch.B., Eco-
nomic Botanist to the Botanical Survev,

Indian Museum. 27, ChowriJigJiee Roady

Calcutta.

Chatterjee, Nirnial Chandra. 52, Haris

Mukerjee Road, Bhowanipore, Calcutta.

Chakravarti, Nilmani, m.a. Presidency

1906 Jan. 3.

1915 Oct. 27.

1911 June 7.

1916 Jan. 5.

1920 Sept. L

1907 Sept. 25.

1893 Sept 28.

N.R
R.

College, Calcutta. [Gauhati,

R.

N.R.

R.

Chakravarti, Vanamali, Cotton College,

Chanda, Ramaprasad, b.a. 37^, Police

Hospital Road, Calcutta.

Chairman, John Alexander. Europe {cjo

Imperial Library^ Calcutta).

Chatter] ee,

Lucknow.
Atul Chandra, i.c.s.

R.

R.

R.

R.

1914 April 1.

1 907 July 3

Chatterjee, Karuna Kumar, f.b.c.s. 74,

Dharamtola Street, Calcutta.

Chatterjee^ Khagendra Nath, B.A., B.L.,

Attornev-at-Law. 12, Madan Mohan
Chatterjee Lane, Calcutta.

Chakladar^ Haran Chandra. 28/4, Saliana-

gar Lane, Kalighat, Calcutta. .

Chatterjee, Promode Prakaa. 8, Dixon

Lane, Calcutta.

Chaudhuri, B. L., b.a.; d.sc (Edin.),

F.R.s.E., -F.L.s. (Lond.). 120, Lower

1909 Nov. o

R.

Circular Boad, Calcutta. [Calcutta

N.R

1906 Nov. 7.

1915 Sept. 1.

1920 Dec. 1.

N.R.

1907 July 3.

1887 Aug. 25

R

*

Chaudhuri, Gopal Das. 32, Beadon Bow,

Christie, William .Alexander Kynoch, b.sc,

Ph,D.,F.A.s.B. Geological Survey of

India, Calcutta.

Christophers, Major Samuel Richmond,

Research Labora-

R

N.R.

1873 Dec. 3.

R.

F.M

M.B., F.A.S.B., I. M.S.

iory, Kasauli,
Clarke, Geoffrey Roth, i.c.s., Director

General, Posts and Telegraphs. Simula.

Cleghorn, Maude Lina West, f.l.s., f.b.s.

12. Alipur Road. Calcutta.

Connor, Lieut.-Col. F. P. No. 2, Upper

Wood Street, Calcutta.

Cotter, Gerald de Purcell, b.a., f.g.s.

Europe [cjo Geological Survey of India)

.

Criper, William Risdon, r.c.s., r.i.c,

A.R.s.M. Konnagar, E.I.R.

Barnes, Mansel Longvvorth, t.c.s. (retired).

Ventnor, Wodeland Road, Guildford,

Surrey, England.
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Date of ICleeUon.

1918 Aprils N.R.

1915 Sept. I.

1917 April 4.

1910 Jan 5.

R.

R.

1895 Sept. 19.

R.

N.R.

1917 June 6.

1921 Sept. 7.

1904 Sept. 28

R.

1906 Dec. 5.

1910 May 4.

1907 Oct. 30.

N.R.

1920 Aug. 4.

N.R.
L.M.
N.R.

R.

1898 Jan. 5.

1919 Nov. 5.

1909 Nov. 3.

1902 July 2

1909 Aug. 4

1917 June 6

1914 Sept. 2
1920 April 7

R.

N.R.

A.

R.
N.R.

R.

R.
R.

Das, Jagannath, Ratnakar, b.a,, Private

Secy, to Sriniati Maharani of Ajodhya.
The Rajsadan, Ajodhya,

Das-Gupta, Hem Chandra, m.a., f.g.s.,

Prof., Presidency College. Calcutta.

Datta, Rasik Lai, d.sc, f.c s., f.r.s.e.,

Industrial Chemist, Dept. of Industries,

Bengal, 78, ManicMola St,^ Calmdla,

David, David A. 55, Free School St.,

Calcutta,

De, Kiran Chandra, b.a., t.c.s., Commis-
sioner. Chittagong.

Deb, Kumar Harit Krishna, M.A., Zemin-
dar, Sobhabazar Rajbati. Raja Nava-
krishna St., Calcutta.

Deb, Profulla Krishna, Zemindar and
Landlord. 106/1, Grey Street, Calcutta.

De Courcv, William Blennerhasset. Led-

dlesdale Estate, Naduwatum P.O., Nil-
>

girts.

William Shillong,

F.A.S.B.

1910'April 6

1911 Nov, 1

R.

A.

Dhavle, Sankara Balaji, r.c.s. Rarichi.

Dixit, Sri Ram, b.a. Dewan of Banswara,

Rajputana.
Dikshit, K. N. Offg. SupdL, Archceo-

logical Survey, Eastern Circle, Calcutta.

Dods, WiHiam Kane, Agent, Hongkong
and Shanghai Banking Corporation.

Calcutta.

Dube, Babool Mayeshanker. 7?. N. High

School, Fathpur (Jaipur).

*Donovan, Lieut -Col. Charles, M.D., T.M.s.,

Europe (c/o Medical College,

Madras). [cutta.

Doxey, Frederick. 65, Park Street, Gal-

Drake-Brockman, Digby Livingstone,

i.c.s, Saharanpur, U.P.

Dunn, T. O. D. Europe (cio Education

Dept., Bengal). [cutta.

Dutt, B. C. 172, Manicktola Street. Cal-

Dutt,' Kumar Krishna. 10, Hastings

Street, Calcutta.

Elmes, Dr. Cecil II. Harrington Mansion,

Galcutta.

Esch, V. J., Architect. Victoria Jlemo-

rial Building, Cathedral Avenue, Maidan,

Calcutta.
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Date of Election.

1904 Aug. 3

1906 Oct. 31

1913 Nov. 5

1919 April 2

1903 Mar. 4.

1919 Nov. 5.

1912 Mar. 6.

1909 Oct. 7

1920 Mar. 3.

1921 June 1.

1905 Julv 5.

1912 Aug. 7.

1918 Feb. 6.

1907 Mar. 6.

1920 May 5.
r

1912 Sept. 4.

1919 Feb. 5.

1920 July 7.

R.

N.R.

R.

N.R.

R.

^jFermor, Lewis Leigh, a.r.s.m,, d.sc, f.g.s.,

F./N .s.B. Geological Survey of India,

Calcutta.

Finlow, Robert Steel, Fibre Expert and
Dir. of Agri. Dacca.

Fox, Cyril S., b.sc, m.i.m.e., f.g.s. Geo-

logical Survey of India, Calcutta,

Friel, R., i.c.s. JorJiat, Assam.

1919 Feb. 6. F.M,
N.R,

*Gage, Lieut.-CoL Andrew Thomas^ m.a.,

M.B.. B.Sc-5 F.L.S.; P.A.S.B., I.M.S. Eu-
roj>e {cjo Royal Bot. Gardens, Howrah)^

Galoostian, V. M. {Sanger, California.)

Gambhir, J. S. Shamaldas College, Bhav-

R.

R.

50, Faja Raj-

N.R.
R.

R.

nagar, Kathxawar.

Ganguli, Manmohan, b.e.

ballev Street, Calcutta.

Ganguli, Ordhendhu Kumar. 12, Gan-

guWs Lane, Calcutta,

Ganguli, Capt. P., i.m.s. Rawalpindi.

Ghatak, Prof. Jovotischandra. 5, Bolo-

ram Bose Ghal Lane, Bhoivanipore.

R.

R.

R.

R.

Gliosh, Amuha Charan, Vidyabhusana.

82, JIanicktolla Street, Calcutta.

Ghosh, Atal Behari, m.a., bj.. 59, Stdea

Street, Calcutta.

Ghosh, Ekendra Nath, m.d., ji.sc, Prof.

of Biology. i]Jedical College, Calcutta.

Ghosh, Prafulla Chundra, m.a. Presi-

117,

R.

1909 Jan. 6.

N.R.
A.

R

dency College, Calcutta.

Ghosh, Sukhendro Nath, u.a., b.sc.

Dharamtollah Street, Calcutta.

Ghosh, Tarapada. 14, Paddapiiker Street

Kidderpur, Calcutta. [Amraoti.

1910 Sept. 7.

1905 May 3.

1910 Mar. 2.

N.R.

F.M.

1900 Dec. 5.

N.R.

L.M.

GhulamMohiud-din Sufi. Nor7nal School

Gourlay, Major 0. A., i.m.s. Presidency

General Hospital, Calcutta.

Gourlay, William Robert, c.i.b., i.c.s.

Govt. Bouse, Calcutta.

Gravely, Frederic Henry, d.Sc, f.a.s.b.

Govt. Central Museum, Madras.
Graves, Henry George, a.r.s.m. 52, Crad-

*n
ington Road, Bedford, England.

Greig, Major Edward David Wilson,

M.B., F.A.S.B , I.M.S. Simla.
AUeyneGrieve, James Wyndham .

c/o Messrs. Coutts db Co., 440, Strand,

London, W C. 2.
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Date of Election,

1917 June 6. N.R

1915 Aug. 4.

1901 Mar. 6

1892 Jan. 6

1907 Aug. 7

1 908 June 3

1916 Jan. 5.

1913 Mav 7.

1885 Feb. 4.

1920 May o.

1912 Mav 1.

1908 April 1

1921 May 4.

1897 Feb. 3.

1911 June 7.

1919 Nov. 5
1908 June 3.

1920 Feb. 4.

1911 A?ril 5.

1891 July 1.

1919 Mar. 5. N.R

R.

N.R.

F.M.

N.R

A.

N.R.
N.R.

L.M.

N.R.

r

Gupta, Kisovimohan. m.a., Prof, of His-

tory, M.C. College. SyJhet, Assain,

Gupta, Siva Prasad. Satyaupavana

,

Benares City.

Gurnet, C. W., i.c.s. 12, Store Road,
BaUygange, Calcutta,

Habibur Rahman Khan, Raees. Bhikan-

pur. District Aligarh.

Haig, Lieut. -Col. T. Wolseley, c.M.o.,

Indian Army, H.B.M.'s Legation.

Tehran, Persia,

Haines, Henry Haselfoot, f.o.h., f.l.s.,

F.A.s.B. Europe.

Hallowes, Kenneth Alexander Knight,

B.A.. A.R.S.M., F.G.S., Assistant Superin-

tendent, Geological Survey of India.

Calcutta.

Hamilton, C. J. Patna University, Patna

Hankin, E. H., m.a., d.sc. Chemical Ex-

aminer, Agra.

^Haraprasad Shastri, Mahamahopadhyaya,*

CI.E., M.A., F.A.S.B.

Street, Calcutta.

26, Pataldang

R.

R.

N.R

Harcourt, Major E. S. United Service

Club, Calcutta,

Harley, A. H., m.a. The Madrasah, Cal-

ctttta,

Harrison, Edward Philip, PluB., f.r.s.e.

The Observatory, Alipur, Calcutta.

F.M.

Hartog, P. J. Vice-Chancellor, Dacca

R.

Universiity. Ramna, Dacca.

''^Hayden, Sir Henry Herbert, Kt., C.I.E.,

D.Sc, B.A., B.E., B.A.T., F.G.S., F.A.S.B.

uar

N.R
R.

N.R
N.R
F.M.

Hedayat Husain, Shams-ul-UIama Muham-
mad. 7-1, Ramsanker Roy's Lane, Cal-

cutta.

Hemraj, Raj Guru. Dhokalol, Nepal

Heron, Alexander Macmillan, n-Sc, F.o.s.,

Assoc. Inst. C.E.

India. Calcutta.

Hill.H.B.C, P.O.

logical '/

. Chabna. [Damoh, C.P.

Hiralal, Rai Bahadur, b.a., m.r.a.s.

Holland, Sir Thomas Henry, K.c.s.i.,

K.C.I.E., D.Sc, A.R.C.S., F.B.S., F.O.S.,

F.A.S.B., President, Indian Munitions

Board. Simla.
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Date of Election.

1910 Jan. 5 A

1921 Nov. 2. R.

1873 Jan. 2 L.M

1918 Feb. 6. R.

1911 Feb. 1.

1920 Dec. 1

1916 Jan. 5.

R.

R.

Hope, Geoffrey D., b.Sc , Ph.D Europe
{c/o Indian Tea Association)

Hora. Sunder Lall. Zoological Survey of

India. Indian Museum, Calcutta.

Houstoun, George L., f.g.s. Johnstone
Castle, Renfrewshire, Scotland.

Hiii, Rev. Sramana Wan. 4, Tiretta Bazar
Street, Calcutta.

Insch, Jas. Europe (c'o Messrs. Duncan
Bros., Calcutta).

"

Ivanow, W- 77, Elliott Road, Calcutta,

1921 Feb. 2.

1907 Sept. 25.

1908 June 3.

N.R Jain, Kumar Devendra Prasad, Secy. All-

India Jain Association. Arrah.
Jain, Chhoti Lall, ivi.r.a.s. b^jl.BurtoUaR.

1911 Sept. L

N.R.
R.

Street, Calcutta,

N.R.

1911 Nov. 1.

1891 Feb. 4.

1920 Feb. 4.

N.R.

1910 Mav 4.

1882 Mar, 1.

1920 Mar. 3.

N.R.
R.

R.

N.R.
R.

1909 AprHT.

1920 July 7.

1920 Julv 7.

R.

R.

R.

Jenkins, Owen Francis, i.c.s. Badaun.
Jones, Herbert Cecil, a.r.s.m., a.e.c.s.,

F.G.s. Assistant Superintendent, Geo-

logical Survey of India. Calcutta.

Juggarao, Sree Raja Ankitam Venkata.

Zemindar of Shermahamadpurani. Da-

ha-gardens, Vizagapatam.

Kamaluddin Ahmed, Shams-ul-Ulama.
The University, Lucknow.

Kapur, Raja Ban Beliari, o.s.i. Burdwan.
Keir, W. I., Asst. Architect to the Govt, of

Bengal. Writers' Building Calcutta.

'^Kemp, Stanley W., b.a., d.sc, f.a.s.b.

27, Chowringhee Road, Calcutta.

Kennedy, Pringle, m.a., b.l. Mozafferpur.

Khuda Bakhsh, S., Bar.-at-Law. 5, Elliott

Road, Cakiitfa.

Kilner, John Newport, M.B., l.r.c.s.,

L.R.c.p. 14. Garden Reach, Calcutta.

Kar, Sites Chandra. 47, Corporation

Street, Calcutta.

Knowles, Major R. 63, Park Street, Gal-

1910 Mar. 2.

cutfa.

R. W
1921 Dec. 7. I N.R

1920 Mar. 3. R

ings, Calcutta.

Kumar, Anand Kumar. Fairfield^Firoze-

pore Road, Lahore.

Lahiri, Jagadindranath. 91, Upper Cir-

cular Road, Calcutta.

t
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Date of Election.

1887 May 4.

1919 Nov. 5.

1889 Mar. 6.

1914 Aug. 5.

1921 July 6.

1911 Feb. 1.

1914 July 1.

1902 July 2.

1918 June 5.

1911 Mav 3.

1906 Oct. 31.

1870 April 7.

L.M.

R

L.M.

R.

R.

Lanman, Charles Rockwell. 9, Farrar

Street, Cambridge^ Massachusetts, U.S.

America.
Larraour, F. A. 60, Bentinck Street, Cal-

cutta.

*La Touche, Thomas Henry "Digges, b.a.,

F.G.S., F.A.s.B. Alfriston Hills Road,

Cambridge, England.

Law, Bimala Charan, b.a. 24, Sukea St..,

Calcutta.

Law, Netai Charan. 56, Sukea Street,

R.

R.

N.R.

N.R.
R,

N.R.

1893 Jan. 11.

L.M.

L.M.

1905 Aug. 2.

1913 Mar. 5.

R.

N.R.

1893 Jan. 11. L.M.

1910 June 7.

1920 Mar. 3.

1906 Dec. 5.

1911 Mar. 1.

1918 Aug. 7.

N.R.
R.

R.

R.

R.

96,

Martini

Calcutta.

Law, Narendra Nath, M.A., B.L.

Amherst St., Calcutta.

Law, Satya Charan, m.a., b.l. 24, Sukea

St.. Calcutta.

Leake, Henry Martm, m.a., f.l.s. Nawab-

gunj, Cawnpore.
Lees, Donald Hector, i.c.s. Jalpaiguri.

Lomax, C. E., m.a.

cutta.

Luard, Lieut.-Col. Charles Eckford, m.a.

(Oxon), Indian Army. Sehore, C.P.

Lyman, B. Smith. 708, Locust Street,

Philadelphia, U.S. America.

Maclagan, The Hon. Sir Edward Douglas,

M.A., K.c I.E., C.S.I., I.C.S., Lieutenant-

Governor of the Punjab. Lahore.

*McCay, Lieut.-Col. David, m.d., f.a.s.b.,

I.M..S. 15, Kyd Street, Calcutta.

MacMahon, P. S., m.sc, b.sc. Canning

College, Lucknow.
Madho Rao Scindia, His Highness Maha-

rajah Colonel Sir, Alijah Bahadur,

G.G.S.I., G.C.V.O., A.D.C., LL.D., Maha-

rajah of Gwalior. Jai Bilas, Gwalior.

Mahajan, Surya Prasad. Murarpur, Gaya

.

Mahalanobis,"^ Prof. P. C, B.Sc, m.a. 210,

Cornwallis Street, Calcutta.

Mahalanobis, Subodh Chandra, b.sc,

r.R.s.E., F.R.M.s. 210, Cornwallis Stree',

Calcutta

.

Mahatap, The Hon. Sir Bijoy Chand,

K.C.S.I., :\raharajadhiraj of Burdwan.

6 Alipur Lane, Calcutta.

Maitra, Jatindra Nath, Physician and

Surgeon. Beadon
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Date of Election.

1918 Feb. 6.

1 920 June 2.

N.R. Ku Indian

R.

1916 Feb. 2. R.

1912 Jan. 10.

1913 June 4.

N.R.

1918 Feb. 6.

N.R.

Institute of Philosophy. Amalner, Bom-
bay Presidency.

Majumdar, N. G. 70, Eussa Road, North,

Calcutta.

Majumdar, Narendra Kumar, m.a., Asst.

Prof. Calcutta University. Calcutta.

Majumdar, Rai Jadunath, Bahadur,
Government Pleader. Jessore.

Majumdar, Ramesh Chandra, m.a., piud.

1920 Jan. 5.

R.

Chandranath
wanipur, Calcutta.

Street, Bho-

1901 June 5.

1899 Aug. 30.

1919 Oct. 10.

1905 Dec. 6.

Manen. Johan van, Off. Librarian, Imperial

Library. Calcutta.

N.R.I Mangalik, Murari Sharan, Editor, "The
Lalita." Sivasadan, Meerut.

Mann, Harold Hart, d.sc, m.Sc, f.l.s..

Principal, Agricultural College. Poena.

L.M. Mannu Lai, Rai Bahadur, Retired Civil

•Surgeon. Hat Bareli.

Manry, Rev. J. C Ewing Christian

N.R.

N.R.
College, Allahabad.

1919 Oct. 29.

1920 Aug. 4.

1920 Aug. 4.

1919 June 4.

1920 Dec. 1. 1 R.

F.M. Marsden, Edmund, B. A., F.B.o.s. 12, Ekr-
dale Road, Hanipstead, London.

N.R.
I

Marten, John Thomas. Hotel Cecil, Simla.

A. Martin, Harold. « & 7, Clive Street, Cal-

[Calcutta.

A.

N.R.

1886 Mar. 3.

1884 Nov. 5.

1884 Sept. 3.

1912 June 5.

1916 Nov. L

cutta.

Martin, Oswald 6 & 7, Clive Street,

Matthai George'. Govt. College, Lahore.

Mazumdar, B. C. 33/1/C, Lansdowne
Road, CalciUta.

Mehta, Roostumjee Dhunjibhoy, c.i.e.

9, Rainey Park. Ballygunge, Calcutta.

N.R, j*Middlemiss, Charles Stewart, b.a., f.g.S-,

L.M.

A.

N.R.
R.

Europe (c/o

Jun R.

1919 Nov. 5.

19U July 5.

N.R.

1906 June 6.

N.R.

R.

F.A.s.B. Kashmir, Srinai

Miles, William Harry.
Messrs. J. Machillican & Co).

Misra, Champaram. Partabgarh, Oudh.
Mitra, Adar Chandra, b.l. 164, Bow Street,

Calcutta.

Mitra, Dr. Amulya Chandra, Medical

Practitioner. Burdwan.
Misra, Pramatho Nath, Pleader. Malda.

Misra, Rai Bahadur Pandit Shvam Behari,

B,A., I.C.S., Deputy Collector. Unao,

Oudh.
Mitra, Kumar Manmatha Nath,
SJiampukur Street, Calcutta.

34>
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Date of Election.

1919 April 2. R.

1920 Dec. 1

1916 Feb. 2.

1921 June 1.

N.R

R.

N.R

1895 July 3.

1906 Dec. 5.

F.M.

1919 Feb, 5.

N.R

R.

1912 Jan. 10. R.

1921 Feb. 2.

1921 Feb. 2.

1909 Mar. 3.

R.

R.

1899 Sept. 29.

1916 Mar. 1.

1898 May 4.

1894 Aug. 30.

1919 Feb. 5.

R.

R.

R.

R.

1886 May 5.

R.
N.R

L.M

Mitra, Panchan;\n. Bangnhasi College,

Calcutta.

Mohammed Akhar Khan, The Hon'ble.

Major, C.I.K., r.A.. Chief of Hoti.

N.W.F.P.
Mohammad Yusuf, Hashimi, M.A. The

Madrasah, Calcutta.

Mohammad, Muzaniilullah Khan, Klian

Bahadur, o.r.e., Hon. Nawab, Taluq-

dar. Alifjarh.

Monahan, Francis John, i c.s. Harrington

Mansions, Calcutta.

More, Major
Sikhs. Km

Moreno. H. W

James Carmichael. 51,st

Gulf
12, Wellesley

Street, Calcutta.

Muhammad Kazim Shirazi. Aga. 23,

Lower Chiipur Road, Calcutta.

M.A., B.T..

1908 Feb. 5.

1892 Dec. 7.

R.

R
I

1906 Mar. 7. R

1920 Feb. 4. NR

Mukorjee, Raraaprasad,

77, Russa Road, Bhoivanipore.

Mukerjee, Subodh Chandra. 97/2, 3Iu.s-

jid Bari Street, Calcutta.

Mukerjee, Brajala], m.a., Solicitor. 12,

Old Post Office Street, Calcutta.

Mukerjee. Jotindra Nath, b.a., Solicitor.

3, Old Post Office Street, Calcutta.

Mukerjee Prabhat Kumar, Bar.-at-Law.

14.4, Ramtanoo Bose Lane, Calcutta.

Mukerjee, Sir R. N.. k.ci.e. 7, Harrington

Street, Calcutta.

Mukerjee. Sibnarayau. Uttarpara, Bally.

Mukerjee^ Taraknath. Falka Colliery,

Nirshachate P.O., Manhhum.
*Miikhopadhyaya, The Hon. Justice Sir

Asutosh. Kt., C.S.I., M.A., D.L., D.Sc,

F.R.S.E.. F.R.A.S., F.A.S.B. 77. Rw«n

Road (North), Bhowanipur, Calcutta.

Miikbopadhyaya. GirindraNath, b.a,, m.t>.

156, Haris' Mukerjee Road {North),

Bhowanipur, Calcultu.

Mukhopadhyaya, Panchauan. 46, Bechoo

Chatterji's Street, Calculia.

Naliar, Puran Chand, Solicitor. 48, Indian

Mirror Street, Calcutta.

1918 Sept. 25. N.R

Narayan, Brij.

Road, Delhi.

Ro.<ihnnpnr(i, Egerton

Naravan, Prince Victor N. Cooch Bihar.
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Date of Election.

1916 July 5.

1914 Feb. 4.

1901 Mar. 6.

1917 Mar. 7.

1913 July 2

1915 April 7.

1907 July 3.

1920 Aug. 4.

1920 Jan. 7.

1904 Aug. 3.

1919 Nov. 5.

1910 April 6.

1906 Dec. 5.

1888 June 6.

1889 Nov. 6.

1914 Nov. 4.

1 904 June 1

.

1910 Aug. 3.

1 920 April 7

.

1918 April 3.

1914 Mar. 4.

1880 April 7.

1895 Aug. 29.

R.

R.

N.R,

A.

1889 Aug. 29., L.M.

N.R.

Naseer Hosein Kliayal, Syed. 78,

Prinsep St., Calcutta.

Nawab Ali Chaudliurv, The Hon. Nawab
kSyed. 27, Weston Street, Calcutta.

Nevill, Lieut.-Col. Henry Rivers, i.c.s.

Cranagh, Simla.

Newton, Rev. R. P., m.a. Europe.
Nimmo, John Duncan, c/o Messrs. Wal-

ter Duncan db Co., 137,, West George

Street, Glasgoio. [Gorakhpur, U.P.

A.

R.

N.R.

N.R
N.R

R.

A.

R.

L.M.

L.M. *

A.

R.

R.

NR

R.

A.
N.R.
N.R.

Norton, E. L., i.c.s., District Magistrate.

Otani, Count Kozui. (c/o Consulate-Gen-

eral of Japan, Calcutta.)

Page, William Walter K., Solicitor.

Europe {c'o Messrs. Pugh dj Co., Calcutta).

Panikker, N. Padmanabha, Lispector of

.Fisheries. Travancore.
Parameshara Aiyar, S. Travancore.
Parasnis, Rao Bahadur, Dattalraya Bal-

want. Satara,

Pascoe, E. H., m.a., d.Sc, f.g.s. Qmlo-

gical Survey of India, Calcutta,

Patuck, Pestonji Sorabji^ i.c.S. Europe

(c/o India Office),

Peart, Major Charles Lube, c.i.e., 106th

Hazara Pioneers, Europe {c/o Board

of Examiners).
PennelL, Aubray Percival, B.A., Bar.-at-

Law. Rangoon.
Phillott, Lieut.-Colouel Douglas Craven,

Ph.D., F.A.S.B., Indian Army (retired).

The Bury, Felsted, EsseXy Enpland.

Pickford, Alfred Donald. 2, Hare Street,

Calcutta,

Pilgrim, Guy E., d.Sc, f.o.s. Geological

Survey of India., Calcutta.

Podamraj Jain, Raniwalla. 9, Joggomo-

han Mullick's Lane, Calcutta.

Pradhan, Hariprasad. Pradhan Cottage

Darjeeling. [
Calcutta

Prashad, Baini, d.Sc, Indian Museum

Raffin, Alain. Europe. [pur

Rai, Bepin Chandra, GiridiK ChotaNag-
Rai Chaudhuri, Jatindranath M.A,, b.l-j

Zemindar. Taki, Jessore.
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Date of Election.

1920 Mar. 3 N.R. Raj, B. Sundara. Madras.
195>0 Mav. 7

1921 Dec. 2

190SFeb, 5

1917 June 6

1905 Jan. 4

1921 Jan. 5

IS90 Mar. 5.

1917 May 2

1900 April 4

1920 Mar. 3

1901 Dec. 4

1918 Julv 3

1921 Sept. 7.

1903 July 1.

1915 Oct, 27.

N.R.

R.

1920 July. 7,

1910 Sept. 7.

A.

N.R.

N.R.

N.R.

R.

R.

1920 Mar. 3. N.R.
1918 Aprils. FM.

^

Ram, Kamakhya Dat. 21, Clyde Road,
Lucknotv,

Ranking, Colonel, Geo. S., CM. a. U.S.
Clvh^ Calcutta.

Randle, Herbert Neil, b.a. Europe {clo

Queen's College, Benares).

Rangaswami Aiyangar, K. V., Rao Baha-
dur, Prof, of History and Economics,
H.H. The Maharaja's College, Trivan-
drum .

Rankin, James Thomas, i.c.s., Commis-
sioner. Dacca.

Ray, Maharaja Jagadisnath, Maharaja of

Dinajpore. Dinajpore.

Ray, Sir Prafulla Chandra. Kt., D.Sc,

F.A.s.B. University College of Science^

Calcutta.

Ray, Kumud Sankar^ m.a., e.Sc, m.b.,

ch.B. (Edin.). 44, European Asylum
Lane, Calcutta.

Raye, Narendra Nath. Bhagalpur.
Robinson, Herbert C, Director of Mu-
seums and Fisheries, Federated Malay
States. Kuala Lumpur.

^'Rogers, Lieut. -Col. Sir Leonard, Kt., c.i.E.,

M.D., B.S., F.R.G.P., F.R.C.S., F.A.S.B.,

F.R.S., I.M.S. Europe {cjo Medical Col-

lege, Calcutta).

Ronaldshay, The Right Hon. the Earl of,

Governor of Bengal. Calcutta.

*Ross, Sir Edward Denison, Kt., c.r.E.,

Ph.D., F.A.s.B., Director, School of

Oriental Studies. London.
Roy, Dr. Bidhan Chandra, M.D., f R.c.s.,

M.R.c.p. ( Lond.) , Lecturer, Campbell
Medical School. 36, Wdlington St.,

Calcutta.

Roy, Hem Chandra. TG.IA^ Upper Circu-

lar Ready Calcutta.

Roy, Maharaja Jagadindranath, Bahadnr.

6, Lansdowyie Road, Calcutta.

Roy, Kaviraj Jamini Bhusan. m.a,, m.b.,

46, Beadon St., Calcutta.

Roy-Chaudhuri, Hem Chandra. 43/2,

Amherst Street, Calcutta,

N.R.i Roy, Kumar Sarat Kumar, m.a. Daya-
ranipur, Rajshahi.

A.

R.

F.M.

A

R.

R.

L.M.

R.

R.
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Date of Election,

1919 Feb. 5. R.

1921 Feb. 2. R.

1916 April 5. N.R.

1913 Apl. 2. N.R.

1919 Sept. 3.

1916 July 5.

N.R.

R.

1898 Mar. 2. N.R
1909 Mar. 3.

1917 Dee. 5.

1915 Feb. 3.

1919 April 2.

1902 May 7.

R.

R.

A.

R.
R.

1914 April 1.

1897 Dec. 1.

1911 July 5.

N.R
R.

A.

1921 Nov. 2.

1909 Jan. 6.

NR

N.R.

1913 Dec. 3. R.

1908 Mar. 4.

1916 Aug. 2.

1902 Feb. 5.

R.

N.R

1913 Mar. 5.

N.R

L.M

Roy, Srijut Sasadhar. 31, Haris Muker-
jee Street; Bliowanipore, Calcutta.

Roy, Khagendra Bhusan. 6/3, Baindhan
Mitter's Lane. Calcutta.

Saha, Radha Nath. 16, Lachmikundu,
Benares City.

Sahay. Rai Sahib Bhagvati, m.a., b.l,,

Offg. Inspector of Schools. Bkagalpur.
Saksena, Debi Prasad, Offg. Dy. Inspector

of Schools. Jhansi.
Sarkar, Ganpati. 69, Baliaghata Main
Road, Calcutta. [Cuttack.

Sarkar, Jadunath. Ravenshaw College,

Sarvadhikari, Sir Deva Prasad, Kt., C.i.E
,

MA., B.L.

cutta.

Offi

Sastri, Ananta Krishna. 56;la, Sri

Gopal Mullick Lane, Calcutta.
Segard, Dr. C. P. Europe. [Calcutta.

Sen, A. C. SO, Lower Circular Road,
Sen, Jogendra Nath, Vidyaratna, m.a., 31,

Prasanna Kumar Tagore's Street, Cal-

cutta.

Sen-Gupta, Dn Nares Chandra. Dacca,
Seth, Mesrovb J. 19, Lindsay Street, Cal-

cutta.

*Sevvell, Major Robert Beresford Seymour,
M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., I. M.S. Europe {cjo

Indian Museum, Calcutta),

Shah, Emdadul Haq, m.l.c. VilL Bliowk-

sar, F\S. Chandina, P.O. Dist, Muda-
jarqar, Tippera.

Shirreff, Alexander Grierson, b.a., i.c.s.

Europe [cjo India Office).

Shorten, Capt. James Alfred, b.a., m.b.,

B.ch., i.M.s. Medical College, Calcutta.

Shujaat All, Nasirul Mamalik Mirza,

Khan Bahadur, Acting Consul-General
for Persia.

cutta.

'ford

Shukla, Ashwani Kumar, b,a., ll.b.,

Revenue Officer, Mewar State. Udaipur,

Shyam La], Lala, m.a., ll.b., Deputy Col-

lector. Naimadri, Agra.
*Simonsen, J. L., d.Sc. f.a.s.b. Forest

Research Institute and College, Dehra^

Dun.

1

I

t

i
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Date ol* Election,

1909 April 7. A.

1918 Feb. 6 N.R.

1894 July 4.

1912 Mav 1.

1899 Aug. 29.

N.R
R.

Simpson, George Clarke, d.sc, f.a.s.b.

Europe.

Simla.)

{c/o Meteorological DepL^

1909 April 7.

N.R.

1899 Nov. 6.

1913 July 2.

1894 Feb. 7.

1919 Nov. 5.

1918 Feb. 6

N.R.

L.M.

Singh, Badakaji Mariehiuian. 38, Khicha*
pokhari, Katmandu, Nepal,

Singh, Raja Kushal Pal, m.a. Narki.
Singh Roy, Rai Lalifc Mohan, Bahadur.

15, Lansdowne Bead, Calcutta.

Singh, H.H. The Maharaja Sir Prabhu
Narain, Bahadur, g.c.i.e., Maharaja of

Benares. Ramnagar Fort, Benares.
Singh, Raja Prithwipal, Talukdar of Su-

rajpur. District Barabanki, Oudh.
Singh, H.H. The Hon. Maharaja Sir

Rameshwara, Bhahadur, k.c.i.e. Dur-

N.R.
N.R.

Manga. [now.

N.R.

R.

1918 April 3.

1921 Feb. 2.

N.R.

1912 Sept. 5.

1913 July 2.

N.R.

N.R.

1920 June 2.

N.R.

R,

1920 Mar. 3.

1901 Dec. 4.

N.R.

Singh. Rudradat, m.a., ll.b., Vakil. Luck-
Singh, H.H. The Maharaja Vishwa Nath,

Bahadur. Ghhattvrpur, Bundelkhund.
Singh, Shyan Narayan. Under Secretary

to the Government of Bihar and Orissa.

Palna^ E,LE.
Singha, Kumar Arun Chandra, m.a. 120/3,

Upper Circular Road, Calcutta.

Sinha, Raja Bahadur Bhupendra Naraj'an^

B.A. Nasipur Rajbati, Nasipur P 0.

Sinha^ Gopinath, b.a., m.r.a.s. (London),

Zemindar and Rais. Mohalla, Qua-
nungu, Bareilbj, U,F,

Singhi, Bahadur Singh. Azimgunj, Mur-
shidabad.

Sivaprasad, b.a., Offg. Junior Secretary

to the Board of Revenue, U.P. AllaJm-

bad.

Skinner, S- A., Engineer and Director,

Messrs. Jessop & Co., Ltd. 93, Glive

Street, Calcutta.

Smith, P. Bosworth. Oorgaum P.O.

N.R. Spooner, David Brainard, b.a... Ph.D
,

I V3I A C3

I

1904 Sept. 28. A.

1908 Dec. 2.

1916 July 5.

1921 Mar. 2.

R.

R.

R.

F.A.S.B. Simla.

Stapleton, Henry Ernest, B.A., b.Sc.

Rnnna, Dacca.

Steen, •Major Hugh Barkley, M.B., i.m.s

1, Upper Wood Street, Calcutta.

Street, W. S. Messrs. Shaw Wallace db Co.,

Calcutta.

Sturrock, Lieut. -Col.

14, Park Mansions, Calcutta.

(ji. O., I.M.S.
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Date of Kleetion.

1907 June 5

1920 Jan. 7.

R

R

1916 Sept. 27. A.

1919 June 4.

1909 Jan. 6.

1914 April 1.

] 898 April 6.

A

R

R

R

1904 Julv 6.
,
F.M.

1910 Aug. 3. N.R.

1893 Am. 31

1906 Dec. 5.

1878 June 5

1909 Aug. 4

1904 June 1

1921 Dec. 7.

1861 June 5.

1917 Dec. 5.

1894 S«»p. 27.

N.R.

N.R

P.M.

N.R.

R.

*Suhra\vardy, Abdullah Al-Ma'mun, Iftik-

harul Millatj m.a., D.Litt., ll.d., f.a.s.b.,

Bar.-at-Law. 56, Mirzapur Street, Cah
cutia.

Suhrawardy, Hassan, m.d., f.r.c.s.t.. l.m.

(Rotunda), r.M.s., London, f.c.u., Dis-

trict Medical Officer. Lillooah, EJ,R.
Sutherland, Rev. W. S., n.D., Scottish

Universities Mission, Kalimpong., Dar-

jeeling Dist,

Tacchella, C. F. H. Europe {olo Indian

Institute of Science, Bangalore).

Tagore, Kshitindranath, li.A. 6/1, Dwar-
hanath Tagore Lane, Calcutta,

Tagore," Prafulla Nath. 1, Darpanarain
Tagore Street^ Calcutta.

Tagore, The Hon. Maharaja Sir Prodyat
Coomar, Bahadur, Kb. FathuriagJiatta,

Calcutta.

Talbot, Walter Stanlev, i.c.s. c/o Messrs.

H. S. King & Co. 9, Pall Mall, London,

S.W,
Tancock, Major Alexander Charles. Zlst

Punjabis, NowsJiera, N.W.F.P.
Tate, George Passman. 56, Cantonment,

Bareilly, U,P.
Tek Chand, Dewan, b.a.j m.r.a.s., i.c.s..

Deputy Commissioner. Gnjranwala,

Punjab.
Temple, Colonel Sir Richard Carnac, Bart.,

CLE., Indian Army. 9 Pall Mall, Land.

Thompson, John Perronet, m.a., i.c.s.

Chief Secretary, Govt, of the Panjab.

Lahore.

^Tipper, George Howlett, m.a., f.g.s.,

F.A.S.B. {cjo Geological Survey

India, Calcutta.)

of

N.R. Telang, P. A.^ Prof, of History. Benares

Hindu University y Benares City.

L.M. Tremlett, James Dyer, m.a., i.c.s. (retired).

Dedham, Essex, England.
Tripathi, Ramprasad, Reader in Modern

Indian History. The University , Allaha-
N.R.

R.

had.

Vasu, Nagendra Nath. 20, Visvakosh

Lane, Bagbazar, Calcutta.
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Date ol Electioit,

1901 Mar. 6.

1894 Sept. 27.

F.M

L.M

1902 Oct. 29.

1907 Juljr 3.

1918 Aprils.

1911 Feb. 1.

R.

R

1909 Dec. 1.

1913 April 2.

1915 Janv. 6.

N.R

N.R

N.R.
A.

1906 Sept. 19.

1915 May 5.

N.R.

N.R

N.R

1919 May 7. N.R
1906 Mar. 7. N.R

1908 April 1.

1894 Aug. 30.

R.

1911 Aug. 2.

1906 June 6.

N.R

A.

F.M

1910 April 6. N.R

1919 Feb. 5.

1919 July 2.

N.R

N.R.

*Vogel, Jean Philippe, Litt.D., f.a.s.b. The
University, Leiden, Holland.

Vost, Lieut. -Col. William, i.m.s., 26, Crystal

Palace Rack Road, Sydenham, London,
S.E

.

*Vredenburg, Ernest, B.L., b.Sc, a.r.s.m.,

A.R.C.S., F.G.S., F.A.S.B., Europe {c;o Geo-
logical Survey of India, Calcutta).

Walker, Harold, a.h.c.s., f.g.s., a.m. inst.M
,

Assistant Superintendent, Geological
Survey of India. Calcutta.

Wall, Col. F., CM.G , c.iM.z.s., f.l.s.

I.M.S. Sind Club, Karachi.
Waters, Harry George, f.k.t.p.h., Chief

Medical Officer, E.I.R. Allahabad.

Webster, J. E., i.c.s. Sylhet, Assam.
White, Bernard Alfred. Chartered Bank

Buildings
J
Calcutta.

Whitehouse, Richard H. (i.e.s.). Central

Training College, Lahore.

Whitehead, Richard Bertram, i.c.s.

Rupar, Umbala, Punjab.
Williams, L. F. Rushbrookj b.a., B.Litt.

Europe {c/o Allahabad University).

Wills, Cecil Upton, b.a., t.c.s. Nagpur.
Woolner, Alfred Cooper, m.a. Punjal

University, Lahore.

Wordsworth, William Christopher. Presi

dency College, Calcutta.

Wright, Henry Nelson, b.a., i.c.s. Ditit.

Judge. BareiUy.

Young, Gerald Mackworth, b.a., i.c.s.

Europe (c/o India Office).

Young, Mansel Charles Gambler. Khagatd
P.O. Dinapore, EJ.B.

Young, Capt. Thomas Charles McComhie,

M.B., I.M.S. Shillong, Assam.
Yazdani, G. Hyderabad, Deccan.

Zafar Hasan, Archceological Svrvey of

India, Delhi.
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SPECIAL HONORARY CENTENARY MEMBERS.

Date of Electiou,

1884 Jan. 15.
I

Revd. Professor A. n. Sayce, Professor of

Assyriology, Queen's College. Oxford. Eng-

1884 Jan. 15.

land.

Monsieur fimile Senart. 18, Rue Francois /er,

Paris. France.

HONORARY FELLOWS

Date of Electiou.

1879 June 4. Dr. Jules Janssen. Observatoire d\4.stronomie

Physique de Paris, France.
1895 June 5. Charles H Tawney, Esq., M.A., c.i.E. 0(0 India

Office, London.
Professor Charles Rockwell Lanraan. 9, Farrar1896 Feb. 5.

1899 Dec. 6.

1904 Mar. 2.

1904 Mar. 2.

190n Mar. 7,

1908 July 1

1911 Sept. 6

1911 Sept. 6.

1911 Sept. 6.

1915 Aug. 4.

1915 Aug. 4.

Street,

America,
Camhridge, Massachusetts U.S.

LLProfessor Edwin Ray Lankester, M.A.,

F.R.s. British Museum {Nat. Hist.), Crom-
ivell Poad, London, S.W.

Professor Sir Ramkrishna Gopal Bhandarkar,
K.c.i.E. Poona.

Sir George Abraham Grierson, k.c.i.e., fL.d.,

D.Litt., C.T.E., i.c.s. (retired), Rolhfarnham,
Camherley^ Surrey, England.

The Right Hon'ble Baron Curzon of Kedleston,

M.A., D.CL., F.R.S, 1, Carlton House Terrace,

London, S.W.
Lieut.-Col. Henry Haversham Godwin-Austen,

F.R.s , F.Z.S., F.R.O..S., Nora Godalming,

Surrey, England.
Lieut.-Col. Alfred William Alcock, c.i.e., M.B.,

LL.D., c.Mz.s., FR.s., T.M.s. (retd.). Heath'

', Erith Road, Belvedere, Kent, England.

Edward George Browne, m.a., M.b.,

Pembroke College,

Prof.

M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., M.R.A.S.
Cambridge.

Mahamahopadhyaya Kamakhyanath Tarka-

vagisa. Ill 4, Shamhazar Street, Calcutta.

Prof. Sir Paul Vinogradoff, f.b.a.. d.c.l.

Man
Oxford

21, Qm
London, W.

Anne Street, Cavendish Square
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J)Htc of Election.

1915 Aug. 4.

1916 Dec. 6.

1917 May 2.

1920 Feb. 4.

1920 Feb. 4.

1920 Feb. 4.

1920 Feb. 4.

1920 Feb. 4.

1920 Feb. 4

1920 Feb. 4.

1920 Feb. 4.

1920 Feb. 4.

1920 Feb. 4.

Sir Joseph John Thomson, Kt., o.M., m.a., sc.d.,
D.sc, LL.D., ph D. Trinity College, Cambridge,
Enqland.

Dr. G A. Boulenger, f.r.s., ll.d., British
Museum (Nat. Hist.). Cromwell Road,
London, S.W.

Herbert A. Giles, Esq., ll.d., University of
Cambridge . Cambridge .

Sir Charles Eliot, k.c.m.g., c.b., m.a., ll.d.,
D.c.L. H,M. Avthassador at Tokyo.

Prof. T. W. Rhys Davids, ll.d., Ph.D., D.Sr.
University College, London

^

Prof Sylvaiu Levi, College de France. Paris.
Sir Aurel Stein, k,o.t.e,, Ph.D.. nxitt , d.Sc,

Sri7iagar, Kashmir.
Prof, A. Foucher, t>.Litt,, University of

Paris.

Arthur Keith, Esq., m.d,, f.r,c.s,. ll.d., f.r.s.,

Royal College of Surgeons of England. Lin-
coln's Inn Fields, London, W,G. 2.

R. D. Oldham, Esq., f.r.s., f.G.s., f.r.g.s.

1, Broomfield Road, Kew, Surrey, England.
Sir David Prain, Kt., cm g., c.i.b., m.a., m.b.,

LL.D., F.R S.E., F.L.S., F.R.S., F.Z.S., M.R.LA.,
Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew^ Surrey, Eng-
land.

Sir Joseph Larmor, Kt., m.p., m.a., d.Sc, ll.d
,

D.c.L. , F.R.S., F,R A.s. Cambridge.
Sir James Frazer, Kt., d.cl. ll.d., Litt.D.

1, Brick Court, Temple, London, E.C. 4.

1920 Feb. 4.
|
Prof. J. Takakusu. Imperial University

\ Tokyo, Japan.
i

FELLOWS.
Dato ot Eleetioii.

1910 F^b. 2.

1910 Feb. 2

1910 Feb. 2
1910 Feb. 2

1910 Feb. 2

N. Annaudale, Esq., d.sc, c.m.z.s., f.l.s.

The Hon'ble Justice Sir Asutosh Mukhopa-
dliyaya, Kt.. c.s.i., m.a , d.l., d.sc, f.r.a.s.,

I. H. Burkill, Esq., m.a., f.l.s.

Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri, c.i.b.,

M.A.

Sir Thomas Holland, k.c.s.i., k.c.i.b., d.sc-,

A.R.C.S., F.G.S., F.R.S.
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Date of Election.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1911 Feb. 1.

T. H. D. La Touche, Esq., b a., f.g.s.

Lieut. -Colonel D. C. Phillott, Ph.D., Indian,
Army (retired).

Sir PrafuUa Chandra Rav. Kt., d.sc.

Lieut -Col. f^^ir Leonard Rogers, Kt., c.i.b., m.d.,

B.S., F.R.C.P., F.R.C.S., F.R.S., T.M.S.

Sir E. D. Ross, Kt.. ci.k.. Ph.D.

M. W, Travers, Esq., d.Sc
, f.r.s.

Sir H. H. Hayden, Kt., c.s.i., c.t.e., d.Sc, b.a.,

B,_R.. B-A.T-,r.G-S-iK-rt,S.

H. Beveridge, Esq.. i.c.s. (retired).1912 Feb. 7.

1912 Feb. 7.
j

8ir J. C. Rose. Kt.. c.s.t.. c.i.r:.. m.a., d.sc.
1912 Feb. 7. P. J. Briibl. Esq., rh d.. f.c.s

1912 Feb. 7

1912 Feb. 7.

1912 Feb. 5.

1913 Feb. 5.

Capt. S. R. Christophers, i.m.s.

Charles Stewart Middlemiss, Esq., b.a,, f.g.s.

Lieut. -Col. A. T. Gage, i.m.s. [f.g.s.

E. Vredenburg, Esq., b.i., b.Sc, a.r.s.m.. a.r.c.s.,

1913 Feb. 5. ! J. Ph. Vogel, Esq., Ph.D.. Litt.D.

1913 Feb. 5. Br. S. W. Kemp, b.a.

1915 Feb. 3. Major E. D. W. Greig, c.i.e., m.b., i.m.s.
1915 Feb. 3. "

1915 Feb. 3.

1915 Feb. 3.

1916 Feb. 2.

1916 Feb. 2.

1916 Feb. 2.

G. H. Tipper, Esq., m.a., f.g.s.

D. B. Spooner. Esq., ph d.

H. H. Haines, Esq., f.c.h.. f.l.s.

Lieut. Col. C. Donovan, m.d., i.m.s.

R. Burn, Esq., c.i.E., i.c.S.

L. L. Fermor, Esq., a.r.s.m., d.Sc, f.g.s.
1917 Feb. 7. I G. C. Simpson. Esq., d.sc, f.r.s.
1917 Feb. 7. • F. H. Gravely. Esq., d.Sc
1918 Feb. 6. J. L. Simonsen, Esq., ph.D.
1918 Feb. 6. Lieut.-Col. D. McCay, m.d., i.m.s.
1918 Feb. 6. AbuUah Al-Mamun Suhiavvardy, Esq., m.a., Ph.D.

1919 Feb. 5. J. Coggin Brown Esq., o.b.r., .m.i.m.e., F.G.s.

1919 Feb. 5. W. A. K. Christie, Esq., b.Sc, Ph.D.
1919 Feb. 5. D. R. Bhandarkar. Esq.. m.a.
1919 Feb. 5. Major R. B. Sevmour Sewell, i.m.s.
1921 Feb. 2. Lieut.-Col. F. Wall, cm.g.. i.m.s.
1921 Feb. 2. \ U. N. Brahmachari, Esq.. m.a., Ph.D., m.d.
1921 Feb. 2. B. L. Chaudhuri. Esq.. b.a.. d.sc, f.l.s., f.R.s.e.

I

f

1

\

V

\

1

!

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS
Dateon:iri'tioiu

1875 Dec. 1. Revd. J. ]). Bate. 15, 8i. John's Church Road,

Folkestone, Kent, Enaland.
1880 Dec. 2. Dr. A. Fiihrer, Prof, of Sanskrit, 5, Dorenbach-

strasse, Binningen, Basel, Switzerland.

I

\

\
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Dato of Elot'tion,

1899 Nov. ]. I Revd. E. Fraucotte, s.j. 30, Park Street, Cal-
cutta.

1902 June 4. ,
Revd. A. H. Francke Europe.

1908 July 1. Rai Saliib Dinesh Chandra Sen, b.a.

1910 Sept, 7.

19,

Visvakos Lane, Calcutta.

Shamsul Ulama Maulavi Ahmad Abdul Aziz
Azeez Bag, City-Hyderabad, Deccan.

1910 Sept. 7.
I
L. K. Anantha Krishna Iyer, Esq. Trichur.

1910 Dec. 7.
,

Rev. H. Hosten, s.j. 30! Park Street, Calcutta.

1915 Mar. 3.1 E. Brunetti, Esq. 27, Chowriiigliee Road, Cal-

cutta .

1915 Dec* 1. Pandit Jainacharya Vijayadharma Surisvaraji,

Yasovijaya Granthaynal Office, Benares City.

1919 Sept. 3.
j
H. Bruce Hannah Esq., Bengal Chth, Calcutta.

1921 Jan. 5.
\ Professor Shahay Ram Bose, m.d., f.l.s.

LIST OF MEMBERS WHO HAVE BEEN ABSENT
FROM INDIA THREE YEARS AND

UPWARDS.*
* Rule 40,—After the lax>,se of three years from the date of

a member leaving India, if no intimation of his wishes shall in

the interval have been received by the Society, his name shall

be removed from the List of Members,

The following members will be removed from the next
Member List of the Societj^ under the operation of the above
rule

:

Lieut. -Col. C. Donovan, m.d , i.m.s., f.a.s.b

Geoffrey D. Hope, Esq., b.sc, Ph.D.

Rev, R. P, Newton. ^r.A.

Pestonji Sorabji Patuck, Esq.. i.c.s.

Dr. C. P. Segard.
Herbert Neil Raudle. Ersq., b.a.

LOSS OF MEMBERS DLHl?

By flET[Ri:>IKNT.

1921

Ordinary Members.

Mr. C. A. Silberrad, i.o.s.

Rev. Anagarika Dharmapala.

Mr. G. R. Ka3'e. f.r.a.s.

The Hon. Justice T. W. Richardson, i.c.s
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Lieut. -Col. E. H. Brown, m.d., i.m.s. (retired).

The Hon. Mr. W. W. Hornell.

The Ven'ble W. K. Firminger, M.A., b.d,, f,r.g.s.

Mr. W. E. Andrews, b.a. (Oxon).
Sir J. G. Gumming, i^.c.t.e., c.s.t., o.t.b., i.c.s.,

(retired).

Dr. Gopal Chandra Chatterji. m.b.

Sir Edward Gait, k.c.s.i.. c.s.t., c.i.e., f.a.s.b., i.c.s.

Dr. G. D. Hope, b.sc, Ph.D.

Lt.-Col. F. O'Kinealy, iM.R.c.s. (Eng.), l.r.c.p.

(Lond.), I.M.S.

Lain Sita Ram. b.a.

By Death.

Ordinary Members.

Babu Roormall Goenka.
Bahu Pratapa Chandra Ghcsh, b.a.

Shaikh Laiq Ahmed Ansari.
Dr. Suresh Prasad Sarvadhikari.
Mr. Jogendra Nath Das Gupta, b.a. (l.m.).

Lieut.-Ool. C. T. Peters, m.b., i.m.s. (retired).

Hon, Fellow.

Piof. E. B. Tylor, d.o.l., ll.d., f.r.s.

Rule 38.

Abul Kalain Mohyuddin Ahmed Azad.
Babu Rama Nath Khantia.
Prof. Kazunobu Kanokagi.
Pandit Hamarayaii Shastri.
Ba])u Daya Ram Sahni.
Babu Kashi Nath Das.

Rile 40.

Capt. F. T. P. Ebdeu. 73rd Oamatic Fufaiitry.
Dr. A. M. Meerwarth.
P.ev. R. Oka.
Alam Raffin, Esq,
Morris William Travers, Esq.

ELLIOTT GOLD MEDAL AND CASH
Recipients.

1893 Chandra Kanta Basu.
1895 Yati Bhusana Bhaduri, m.a.
1896 Juan Saran Chakravarti, m.a.
1897 Sarasi Lai Sarkar, m.a.
1901 Sarasi Lai Sarkar, m.a.
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S^^^^^ Lai Sarkar, m.a.

( Surendra Nath Maitra, m.a.

1907 Akshoyakumar Mazumdar.

IQll i
Jitendra Nath Rakshit.

( Jatindra Mohan Datta.

1913

r Rasik Lai Datta.

3 Saradakanta Ganguly,
J Nagendra Chandra Nag
^vNilratan Dhar,

1918 Bibhutibhushan Dutta, M.Sc.

1919 Dr. Jnanendra Chandra Ghosh

BARCLAY MEMORIAL MEDAL.

Recipients.

1901 E. Ernest Green, Esq.

1903 Major Ronald Ross^ f.r.c.s., cb., c.i.e., f.r.s.,

i.M.s. (retired).

1905 Lieut. -Colonel I). D. Cunningham, f.r.s., C.i.k.,

I.M.s. (retired).

1907 Lieut.-Colonel Alfred William Alcock, m.b
,

LL.D., C.I.E. 3 F.R.S.

1909 Lieut.-Colonel David Prain, m.a., m.b., ll.d.,

F.R.S., I.M.S. (retired).

1911 Dr. KarlDiener.
1913 Major William Glen Liston, m.d., c.i.e,, i.m.s.

1915 J. S. Gamble, Esq., c.i.e., m.a., f.r.s.

1917 Lieut.-Colonel Henry Haversham Godwin-

Austen, F.R.S. , F.Z.S-; F.R.G.S.

1919 N. Annandale, Esq., d.Sc, c.m.z.s., f.l.s.,

F.A.S.B.

1921 Lieut.-CoL Sir Leonard Rogers, F.R.s., c.i.E.,

F.R.C.S., M.D., B.Sc, F.B.C.F., I.M.S. (retired).



NOTE ON

PROCEEDINGS OF THE ORDINARY GENERAL
MEETINGS, 1921.

These have been published in Volume XVII, 1921, No. 4,

pp. ccxiix-cclxv. No meetings were held in October and
November,

t



13 An Automatic "make and break *^ Key for Actuat-

ing the Heating and High Potential Circuits of a

Coolidge X Ray Tube.

By E. P. Harrison, Ph.D., F.R.S.E., F.Tnst.P.

n nd

Narenora Nath Sen.

Ill using a Coolidge tube for operations (such as photo-

grapliy of a Lane diffraction pattern) in which the tube has to

be ' run " for considerable periods with currents greater than

3 railliampere and during which the anticathode may become

seriously overheated it is convenient to allow the tube^short

periods of rest for cooling. To efle^t automatic " make " and

.^ break" of the three circuits (heating, interruptor and coil-

alJ! uj
^Eating cmcuiT

Fig. 1.

primary) the apparatus described below has been devised

By its use it is possible to run a Coolidge tube carrying a hea>

current without attention for an indefinitely long time ana

with no risk of overheating. --,,_• t,„ fu„n
Suppose it is desired to run the tube for o

^^^^^^''J'^^^
cool it for 10 minutes; run it for 5 minutes, once more cool

it for 10 minutes, and so on.
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The problem resolves itself into

(1) "Making
99

the 3 circuits in the correct order with
99

an interval of (say) 5 seconds between each *' make.

(2) Keeping the circuits '^ made " for 5 minutes (1st

stationary' state).

(3)
^* Breaking " the 3 circuits in the reverse order-

(4) Keeping them '' broken

tionary state).

for 10 minutes (2nd sta-

An American clock (Fig. J) with an alarm system is

employed to actuate the various keys. The axis 00' (^vhich is

the axis of the striking system

in the clock) and all wheels

and cams on it (P, Q, R, S, e)

remains stopped or can be

rotated by the clock : if free

to rotate 00' makes one revo-

lution in a few seconds, during

which,

H

(i) ^xcentric cam Q actu-

ates a lever L which

depresses D into its

mercury cups and
'' makes "the heating

circuit

;

(ii) The contact piece e

makes brush contacts

at E thus completing

momentarily a relay

circuit (Fig. 3) which " makes " the 220 volt circuit

containing the mercury interrupter

;

n

(iii) Excentric cam P actuates a plunger F which** makes

the coil primary circuit and starts the tube.

According to the angular adjustment on the axis of the

two cams P and Q and the contact piece e the order of the

above operations is determined. The order of contacts is

actually that described above.
The process by which the motion of the axis 00' is started

and stopped so as to produce 5 seconds intervals between

the 3 contacts and 5 and 10 minute stationary states, is as

follows

on
The axis 00' is set in motion by a double release system :

(i) by the lever M disengaging from the slots r or r

the wheel R, in which case the axis is free to rotate

through 180° unless prevented by;
i, i r

(ii) the catch N which engages with a pin on the wheel t

and stops the motion of 00' even if M is rai==ccl.

(Figs. 1 and 2).
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Suppose now that stationar^^ state II is just over and it is

necessary to ' make " the circuits.

The following operations occur :

The lever M is raised by one of the teeth on the wheel A
(minute-hand axis, period 1 hour). The axis 00' is however
still held in check by the catch N'; *"

under the influence of the teeth of the wheel B (period
seconds) N releases C and allows rotation of the axis through

seconds afterwards,

20

60°; tlien re-engages with C^ and stops the motion; after
another 5 seconds a new tooth in B causes N to release C
again, allowing a further rotation of 60^^ and no more.

After still another 5 second interval N releases C a third
time, allowing a third rotation of OO"" and no more,

At this stage after rotation of 3 x 00^^ 180^ the lever M
descends into the slot r' and stops the axis for 5 minutes. For
this stoppage to occur at the right moment^ A must be correctly
adjusted on its axis.

Ftj. 3.

The 3 connections D, E and F all being ''made" the
Coolidge '' runs " for 5 minutes. At the end of 5 minute.-*

M again rises and catch N actuated by B proceeds to permit
three 60^ revolutions as before, daring which, the cam P raises

F and breaks the coil primary; the contact piece e actuate;?

the relay (Fig, 3) and breaks the 220 volt circuit; the cam
'' Q/^ breaks the heating circuit.

As before there are 5 second intervals between the three

operations.

Finally, M descends into slot r again and stops the molioi

for lO minutes.
The circuits are now all/' off " and the Coolidge cools.

The process is then repeated automatically.

I

^ See Fig. 2. The catch K rigidly attached to N is pushed aside by

B (shown in fig. I) actuating the arm a in the direction of the arrow

parallel to the plane of the wheel C, thus releasing K from the pin p (on

C) and permitting C'to rotate
« To do this K comes back into position and again engages wjth the

stop-pin p.
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The following points are worthy of notice :—

1 Pince the heating circuit of the Coolidge is in connec-

tion with the secondary circuit of the coil, the cells, ammeter and

resistances used in the heating circuit are necessarily msulated

from the earth.
-r^ 4. i.

Consequently the heating circuit mercury cups D must be

insulated from the clock itself and must in addition, be

separated from the nearest conductor on the clock by an msu-

lator of length not less than the maximum alternative spark

jap used \nth the coil. To this end, the arm which carries D

is made of ebonite and is aboat 8" long. See Fig. 4.

#-

2. The wheel B revolves once in 15 seconds. Its energy

is small and it is inadequate of itself to stop the motion of the

axis 00' by engaging direct with the wheel S. Hence the

necessity for making the catch N, actuated by B engage first

with a wheel which in turn engages w^ith S, thus increasing
^

the mechanical advantage of B.

3. The periods to be adopted for the 2 stationary states.

w^hich periods depend on the conditions under which the

Coolidge is required to work, can be altered by alterine^ tlie

arrangement of the teeth on the wheels A and B.

various type can be prepared and put on as required.

Wheels of



14' Dates of the Votive Inscriptions on the Sttipas at

Sanchu

By R. 0. Majumdab, Dacca.

»j

The chronological classification of the ancient monuments
of India has of late engaged the attention of oriental scholars.
Sir John Marshall who has gone into this branch of study
somewhat deeply has arrived at more or less definite conclu-
sions regarding the dates of various mojiuments and '' traced
the history of early Indian art step by step through the first

four centuries of its evolution." His' theory is based on ** a
serious critical analysis of the sculptures carved upon these
monuments " and he has '-' used their style and technique as
-criteria to determine their date." It appears Sir John Mar-
shall did not rest satisfied with this line of evidence alone but
realised *• the necessity of working out the dates of the ancient
monuments of India also from palaeographic indications
With this object in view he hiitiated an enquiry into the
subject and evidently chose Mr. Rama Prasad Chanda, B.A.,
to undertake the work. It may be at once said that the
realisation of the importance of an enquiry on the above line
and the selection of the scholar to undertake the \vork alike
reflect great credit upon the scholarship of Sir John Marshall.

Mr. Chanda undertook the work in right earnest and the
results achieved by him are embodied in a beautiful memoir
published as the first number of the '' Memoirs of the Archaeo-
logical Survey of India." The net conclusions arrived at by
Mr. Chanda, so far as we are concerned with them here, may
be presented in his own words.

To sum up, the Brahmi inscriptions from the third

century B.C. to the second century A.D., may be chrono-
logically arranged in the following order :

1. Edicts of Asoka.
2. NagarjunI Hil! cave inscriptions of Asoka's grand-

son Dasaratha.
3. Besnagar Garuda pillar inscriptions.

4. {(i) Inscriptions on the railings of Stiipa I at

Sanchi.

[h] Inscriptions on the railings of Stupa II at

Sanchi,

(c) Bharhut railing inscriptions.

{d) Inscriptions on the remnants of the old Bodh-

Gaya railing.

5. {a) Besnagar Garuda pillar inscription of the year 12

\i
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after the installation of the maharaja Bhaga-
vata,

(6) Inscription of Naj^anika^ widow of the Andhra
king Satakani I in the Nanaghat cave,

(c) Bharhut torana (gateway) inscription.

6. Hathigumpha inscription of Kharavela king of

Kalinga.

7. Sanchi torana inscriptions.

8. Inscriptions of the time of Sodasa.
9. Inscriptions of the time of Kanishka." (pp 14-15)

It may be remarked here that although four classes of

inscriptions are included under No. 4 it is clear from the body
of the text (p. 4), that the author looks upon each of them as

earlier than the one following it. The Safichi torana inscrip-

tions thus occupy the tenth place in the chronological series

and are referred to by the author to '' the first rather than the

second century B.C." (p. 7). Mr. Chanda winds up the

summary of his results by the following remarks :

''' The con-

clusions arrived at above as to the relative ages of these early

monuments would perhaps carr}^ conviction enough if they
were based on considerations of palaeography alone ; but when
we find that they are borne out by another and wholly inde-

pendent line of evidence, then the conviction of their correct-

ness becomes almost a certainty.'* He then points out in

detail how the conclusions of Sir John Marshall, based on an
examination of the style and technique of sculptures, are in

substantial agreement with those propounded by him.
The striking agreement of the results achieved by

inquiries on different and wholly independent lines of evidence
is no doubt a gratifying circumstance and goes a long way
towards establishing the substantial correctness of both ;

but
before accepting this point of view it is necessary to submit
the working out of each independent line of evidence to a

.rigorous critical examination. It is the object of the present

paper to attempt such a scrutiny into the particular line of

evidence chosen by Mr. Chanda.
In the first place, the definiteness and the completeness

of the scheme suggests an element of doubt about its accuracy-
Mr. Chanda distinguishes nine or ten distinct stages of develop-

ment, marked by pronounced differences of greater or less

degree, in the system of Indian alphabet that was in use from the

latter part of Asoka's reign to the first century B.C., or in about a

century and a half. This would mean that in about fifteen

years' time on an average, the alphabetic system underwent a

definite change in those days,—a conclusion which seems to be

well-nigh impossible even^on general considerations, but the

weakness of which may be demonstrated also by concrete

examples. For, calculating on the same basis, we are entitled
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to expect at least six distinct stages of alphabetical develop-
ment in the series of inscriptions which begin in the third
year of Kanishka and terminate in the year 99 of his era.

For there cannot be an}^ valid ground for the supposition that
changes in the alphabet took place at much longer intervals
immediately or shortly after the Sanchi loranas were erected
than was the case before. The fallacy may be similarly
demonstrated by taking into consideration the inscriptions of

any other period of Indian history. The situation is rendered
still more complex by another consideration. Mr. Chanda
himself recognises the fact that the differences in the inscrip-
tions on the railings of Stupa I and Stiipa II at Sanchi are com-
paratively very slight and that '* the latter may be somewhat
later than the former." He even puts the two under one general
chronological division. Yet he sets down the interval between
the two as that of one generation (p. 4) which can by no
means be considered to have been less than twenty -five years.

According to his own views, therefore, the diiTerences between
the broad chronological divisions must be considerably more
than twenty-five years each. But leaving aside the fourth
group which, with its four sub-divisions, compilsed about one
hundred vears on the above calculatioti, there remains a
period of only fifty years or a little over that, for acoom-
\nodating the six broad chronological divisions mentioned by
him. It thus appears to be difficult to reconcile the different

views put forward by the author and one can only hope that
he will satisfactorily explain hi? position. In any case these

considerations seem to suggest grave doubts about the
correctness of the fundamental principles underlying Mr.
Chanda's work and the impression gains ground that there is

something wrong in his basic assumptions, an impression
which I regret to say, is strengthened rather than weakened by
a detailed examination of the work to which we next proceed.

There is a preliminary difficulty in any detailed examina-
tion of Mr. Chanda's theorv, which I think must be stated at

the outset. Mr. Chanda has not utilised the brilliant oppor-

tunity he had, thanks to Sir John Marshall, of making a chart

of all the different types of letters used in the Sanchi Inscrip-

tions on the lines laid down by Biihler. In the absence of the

facsimile of all the inscriptions, this alone would have enabled

his readers to judge for themselves the whole palaeographic

question in general, and the correctness of his own views in

particular. Instead of doing that Mr. Chanda has given us

merely the facsimiles of a few typical examples. It is

needless to point out that the typical e%an>})les chosen by an

author labour under the same defects as the eye copy of an

inscription : for, in both the author is prepossessed by his own
views about the matter. Thus his plates of the Sanchi

Inscriptions contain merelv the facsitniles of those inscrip-
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7?

tioDS which are written in what he chooses to call the'* regular

monumental type." He seems entirely to omit others which

abound in earlier forms, e.g. tlie inscription on the middle

pillar of the additional rail attached to the eastern gate. Ashe
himself admits that '' in palaeographic inquiry the most difficult

part is the selection not only of the test letters, but of the

test froms,— the regular contemporary monumental forms " (p.

14), we may be excused if, in this matter, we refuse to take on

trust the views of any scholar, however great, without having

an opportunity of judging things for ouri^elves. Mr. Chanda
expresses the very laudable desire that the j)lates in his book

are *' intended to help students to draw their own conclusions,

but as they are selected on a particular hypothesis, the}' are of

little value from that point of view. In short, the plan he has

followed seems to be defective, inasmuch as it does not place

before the readers all the materials necessar}' for an independent

Judgment of the whole problem or of the imrticular views put

forward in the book. With these prefatory remarks we proceed

to examine Mr. Chanda's theorv in detail.

In order to prove the priority of the first throe groups oi

inscriptions to those of the Sanchf railing Mr. Chanda has made
a comparison of the four test letters a, hJia, ra and 7ia (p. -)
Following his method we consider them one by one.

I. Regarding the shape of the letter a Mr. Chanda re-

marks :
—

'• Tiiis angle formed by the two arms of a meeting at

a point on the vertical line is the characteristic of almost alb

the as and as in the edicts of Asoka, and as and as with arms

that do not meet, but leave a little intervening space on the

vertical line (as n\ line 5 of the Saiichi pillar edict, E2)- If^d.,

Vol. II, plate facing p. 3o9) are exceptional "
(p. 2). This

does not seem to be a correct statement of facts. Even a cur-

sory examination of the published facsimiles of the Asoka in-

scriptions would convince anybody that " the angle formed by

the two arms of a meeting at a point on the vertical line " is

not the " characteristic of almost all the as and as in the edicts

of Asoka." Leaving aside minor varieties, at least five of

which were distinguished by Biihler, there are three types of ri

met with in Asoka's edictSj^-iz. the two noticed by Mr. Chanda,

and a third in which the
short distance to the left of the vertical and joined

arms meet at a point which is at a

of the vertical and ioined to it- by a

short horizontal line. Now, a general examination of the

records shows that each of these types occurs pretty frequentl3%

and none of them can be said to^ be the characteristic a or a

in the edict of Asoka. With a view to ascertain the propor-

tions in which thev occur in the edicts of Asoka, we have ana-

lysed all the as and as in the Cirnar version of the Foarteen

Rock Edicts. We find that there are forty-six examples of the

first type, in which the arms meet on the vertical line, forty-

four examples of the second type in which the arms do not
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meet but leave a little intervening space on the vertical line,

fifty examples of the third type in \\luc'h the two arms
meet at a point to the left of the vertical line and joined to

the latter bv a short horizontal stroke, and there is one
example of a minor variety. This analysis makes it difficult

for us to accept Mr. Ohnnda's views that the first type is tlie

characteristic of almost all the as and as in the edicts of Asoka
and that the second type is exceptional. It is equally difficult

to accept his statement tliat ''in the NagarjunT Hill Cave in-

scription of Dasaiatha the arms of all the as and as makt^
a sharp angle on the vertical line." It is quite clear even from
the blurred facsimile given iu Plate I of his Memoir that some.
if not most, of the as and as belong to the third type (cf. e.g.

a in anamlaliyrim in No, II, 1. 2. a in anamlnliyftm in Xo. Til,

1. 2, and a in abhishitena in No. Ill, 1. 2).

It is thus quite clear that the first type of a cannot be

looked upon as the regular momumcntal type either in the

time of Asoka or in that of his grandson, and that as such it

cannot be taken as a test letter to denote the age of the epi-

graphs. The same couclusion is also forced upon us when we
remember that this type of a was in use throughout the period

Mr. Chanda has passed in review and occurs not only in the

Saiichl inscriptions but also in the inscriptions of the time of

Sodasa and the Kushanas. (Cf. e.g. a in (1), ac/m plate IV,

No. 2, 1. I
; (2) achariya and arahamia, Ep Tnd., Vol. II, p H96,

No. 377, 11. 2. 4. (3) amohtniye. ayavati and anthata in plate

VI, No. 6, 11/3-4. (3) arahaEp. Ind , Vol II. p. 3S6 No. Vl
1. 2. Mr. Chanda has noticed theocourrencL* of this type in the

Saficlu inscriptions and has explained it avvaj^ as archaic, but

he has not referred to its continued use till the time of th

Kushanas.
It may be ai

throughout the

f\

•gued that altliougli the firrit type was known

period, it was more in u^e an A=;oka's time

than in any subsequtait period, and as such its presence in

greater or less degree may be taken as an indication of the

priority or posterity of the epigraplis in which it occurs Mr.

Chanda himself, throughout his work, lays great stress upon

this principle. Evidently he does not care so mucli whether

a particular form of lettei' was generally known in one period

or not, but his only concern is whether it was most in use.

This follows quite clearly from his arguments in the case of

tlie other two test letters Wia and m. He admits that the types

of these letters which are most in mc in the Sanclil Tn.-,criptions

are also to be found in the Asokan record^, but a^ they occur

but rarely in the latter thev are looked upon as decidedly ot

earlier date than the former. Now let us test this principle

by a concrete example. As has been already shown above, the

third type of a occurs most frequently in the Girnar record,

of Asoka and so far as I can see this also holds true of the
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Asokan records in general. Now this is the tA^pe mostly to be
found in all decidedly later inscriptions, such as those of

Sodasa, the Kushanas, the Andhras, the Western Kshatrapas,
etc., and the later the period ahiiost exclusive becomes its use.

But it is the second type of a that is used exclusively in the
inscription of Heliodorus and almost exclusively in the Saiichi

and Bharhut inscriptions. Now if the greater or less frequency
of a type, which is mostly found in a decidedly later inscrip-

tions, is looked upon as indication of later or earlier age, the
Pleliodorus inscription together with the Saiichi and Bharhut
inscriptions must be looked upon as earlier in point of time
than the records of Asoka!

Now there can be no question that at the time when the
Heliodorus inscription was composed all the types of a were
known,— for this is conclusiv^ely proved by the fact that they
were all used in later times. And yet the engraver selected
only one of them to the exclusion of the other two. This
proves, if proofs were necessar}^, that the greater or less fre-

quency of tlie different forms of a letter which were all fairly

in use at a particular period does not necessarily indicate an
earlier or later age,— I use the expression * fairly in use ' for the
stray occurrence of an irregular form which may possess some
affinity to a much later type does not at all count in this con-
sideration. Mr. Chandahas not, however, kept this point in

view in selecting m and hha as test letters. Thus the type of

hha which is mostly to be found in Asokan records also occurs
in the Sanchi inscriptions, and, reversely, the type mostly to
be found in the Saiichi inscriptions also occurs in the Asokan
records. Both the types were thus known to the engravers of

the two series of inscriptions and no necessary indication of

age is furnished by the fact that one of the types predominates
more in one series than in another.

Similar arguments apply to the third test letter ra. Tlie

corkscrew type of m which he holds as a test of early age, and
the presence of which in the inscription of Heliodorus marks
it, in his opinion, as earlier than the Sanchi inscriptions, occurs
also in the Bodh-Gaya railing to which he assigns a consider-
ably later date, on the strength of other tests. This is a

serious inconsistency and goes a long way towards proving
that the particular type of m cannot be used as a test of

age.

It may be noted iji this connection that the dagger-shaped
ka which is exclusively met with in all decidedly later inscrip-
tions including those of the Kshatrapas and the Kushanas
occur in the inscriptions of Heliodorus as well as those of Asoka^
but are practically absent from those at Saiichi which preserve
only the regular monumental form of ka used in Asoka inscrip-
tions. Thus the line of argument by applying which in the
case of ra Mr. Chanda places Heliodorus* inscription before the
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Sanchi group, would, when applied to ka lead to a diametrically
opposite conclusion.

As regards the fourth test letter ha Mr. Chanda himself
admits that tlie Saiichi type of ha occurs pretty frequently
in the Asokan records but that it is found almost exclusively
in some of the pillar edicts. '' But," remarks Mr. Chanda, ''

if

ha is derived from the Aramaic He turned upside down and
from right to left, the first type of ha should be considered w^
more archaic. Tn the NagarjunI hill cave inscriptions of Dasa-

,
ratha all the ha^ are of this archaic type. So the total ab-
sence of this type of ha in the older votive inscriptions of
Sanchi, as in other decidedly post-Mauryan inscriptions is

not without chronological significance ", Mr. Chanda lias also

advanced similar arguments in order to prove the antiquity of

the first type of a. But speculations on this line are of no use,

as the derivation of the Brahml alphabet from the Phoenician,
far less the derivation of the individual Brahml character from
those of the Phoenician alphabet, as suggested by Buhler^ are
far from being conclusively proved as y^i. Quite recently the
theory hag been vigorously challenged by Prof. D. R. Bhandar-
kar and he has produced facts and figures which go a great
waj^ towards demolishing it.

There is, however, a strange inconsistency in the above
argument. If all the ha^ in the inscription of Dasaratha are of

archaic type, it must, on the principle adopted by Mr. Chanda,
be looked upon as earlier in date than even the Asoka inscrip-

tions wherein the ^r/s of the later type occur as frequently as

the earlier

!

The above discussions will make it quite clear that a, hha,

ra, and ha are not really test letters, or, in other words, the

forms of these letters found in Sanchi inscriptions do not lead

to anj- definite inference regarding their age. As Mr. Chanda
has based the chronological divisions of the first four groups

of inscriptions solely on the basis of these tests this part of his

theorj' requires, in my opinion, further evidence before it can

be accepted even as a working hypothesis
It is indeed difficult to form any opinion on the age of the

letters of the Saiichi inscriptions till the estampage of the

whole series is available for comparison. But if an opinion

can be hazarded on the accessible materials, there does not

seem to be any valid reason for rejecting the views of Cun-

ningham and Biihler that the inscriptions on tlie railing belong

approximately to the age of Asoka ; for so far as I can see, the

facsimiles published by Mr. Chanda do not contain any sure

trace of a distinctly developed stage of alphabet.

Let me be not misunderstood. 1 do not mean to suggest

that the Sanchi inscriptions were incised during the reign of

Asoka or even within ten or fifteen years after its close, but

that they were engraved at a time uhen the Brahml alphabet
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had not yet reached its next definite stage of development.

It is always a difficult task to detennuie the duration of one

alphabetic epoch— if one might use the term—and it might be

anything like a hundred to a hundred and fifty 3 ears, or even

more.
In the absence of other evidence, therefore, the Saiichi in-

scriptions might have been roughly assigned to the period 250

to about 100 B.C., but a comparison with the inscription of

Heliodorus seems to carry back this lower lunit

This inscription seems to usher in the next stage of

development in the Brahml alphabet. It shows distinctly the

beginnings of the principal characteristics of the later period

in the advanced forms of individual letters as well as in a

marked tendency toAvards the angularisation of the letters and

the equalisation of their verticals. Cf. e.g. v in cJeva (1. I),

vadhamanasa (1. 7), and s in va[siLde)vasa (1.1) Diyasa (I. 3),

dasemna (1.7); angular h in maharajasa (L 4), Heliodorena

(1. 2); and the equalisation of the verticals of s in pnl{r)asa

(1. 6), and tralarasa (1. 6).

The presence of so many decidedly later characteristics

in a short record of seven lines marks it as belonging to a later

epoch. It is true that the beginnings of the tendency towards

angularisation and the equalisation of the verticals are just

perceptible in a few inscriptions from the railings of Stupa I

and II at Sanchi and also possibly in those of Asoka. (Cf-

e.g. h in No. 4, pi III; s in Nos. 6 and 8, pi. IV; Buhler's

Table II, Col. V. 39, and Col. VI. 40.) But a comparison of

these letters with tbo.ie of Heliodorus' inscription referred to

above would at once reveal the fact that the forms in the

latter are far more advanced. This fact together with the

other advanced forms such as the triangular v and angular s,

which are practically absent in the former group, point to the

Heliodorus' inscription as marking a new stage in the develop-

ment of the Brcahmi alphabet.. If it is ultimately proved,

when the impressions of the whole series of the Sanchi inscrip-

tions are available for comparison, that all these characteristic-

are altogether absent from them, it would follow that the

original construction of the railing^ was separated by a pretty

1 The massive Stupas like those at Sanchi and Bharhut were con-

structed, as the short donative inscriptions conclusively prove, by the

co-operation of a number of individuals. Now the different individuals

could either contribute in kind by supplying the parts of the building

over which their names are engraved or they could pay an amount or

money sufficient to cover the expenses of building them. The symrne-

try of the different parts of the building is, however, incompatible with

the first view, and makes it almost certain that although the donors refer

to their gifts of the different parts of the building, they really paid their

cost. This again, could have been done in two ways:—(i) by collecting

subscriptions for the structures and engraving, as soon as they were

completed , the names of the subscribers over the different parts selected
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long interval from Heliodorus' inscription, an interval which

can be hardly- set down as less than fifty years, considering the

long series of inscriptions that were engraved therein. As

Antialcidas mu.st be referred to the latter lialf of the second

century B.C., the railings of Stilpa I at Sanchi can hardly be

brought down to any date later than 200-150 B.C. In any case

with the evidence available at present, it does not seem possible

to come to any other conclusion.

with reference to the amount they paid; (ii) By first erecting them

and then asking the public to contribute towards the expanses in

the shape of paying the costs of 'their different parts which could be

easily calculated in this case. It seems, however, to be almost certain

that the first method was not adopted, for, in that case wo would find

the names of donors engraved on a symmetrical plan at the same time

by the same individual scribe or scribes. Even a cursory examination

of the varying positions of the inscriptions and the different varieties of

the characters in which they were engraved would show that this was

far from being the case. It must be assumed, therefore, that the second

method was adopted. Funds were probably advanced by some public

body and the amount was afterwards realised from pilgrims or other in-

dividuals who thought it virtuous to contribute towards the expenses of

these holy edifices, and who had the right of engraving their own names

as donors of particular parts of the whole structure if the amount ol

money paid by them would be sufficient to cover their cost. According

to this method it would naturally take a number of years to reahse the

whole amount, and it mav be, that the whole amount could never be

realised at all—a fact testified to by the absence of the donors' name in

many parts. An indirect result of this process would be the want of

symraetery in the inscriptions, and the use of a variety of types therein ;

for the engravings w^ould then be a matter, more or less, of private

concern, and extend over a pretty long period with uncertain mtervals,

so as to make it impossible for any central body to adopt a definite

Hcheme for recording the names of donors. If we believe that this

method was followed in building such structures we must be prepared to

accept the view that the inscriptions over them might extend oyer a

pretty long period during the interval between the first donor and the

last. It is not even beyond the range of probability that ^^'^ Pf^^'fl^

might witness some changes in the progressive development of alphabetic

form. In judging therefore, of the age of the railing at Sanchi Stupa, tor

example, we should be guided by the more archaic characters rather than

the more advanced forma which might have been engraved on the raiUng

long after it was constructed. In any case the presence of aayanced

forms in one or two inscriptions should not be allowed to modify tne

view about the date of the building which may be formed by a caretui

consideration of the generality of the inscriptions.
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IS. A Note on the Diplopterous Wasps in the Collection
of the Indian Museum.

4

By Cedric Ddver and H. Srinivasa Rao.
W

(Published with the permission of the Director, Zoological Survey
of Tudia.)

In the present paper descriptions of seven new forms of
Vespidae, and new records of the majority of the species of
diplopterous wasps described by Bingham' in his first volume
on the Hymenoptera in the " Fauna of British India " series
are given. Some of the species of which new locality records
are given here have been identified by the late Col. C'T Bing-
ham and Mr. C. A. Paiva.

Valuable notes on the taxonomy of the Vespidae are
given by Dr. J Bequaert in his memoi'r on the Vespidae of the

Stte™^^"^'^' Pi^blished in Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist. Vol.
, 1918. In this paper reasons are given for reducing

the genus Rygchium {^RhyncMum) to a sub-genus of Odynerus
and for changing the well-known name Imria to Ropalidia.
The name IscJinogaster is also changed to Stenogaster, but with-
out comment. After a study of the literature we find that
this change should be maintained, for the text of Duperrey's
Voyage de la Coquille, Zoology, Vol. II, in which Ischnogaster
fulgipennis is described on p. 269, though dated 1830 on
the title-page was clearly published after this, the publica-
tion probably lasting several years. It seems evident that the
pages containing the descriptions of the Hymenoptera were
published between the years 1836 and 1838 (a^s Guerin quotes a
work published by Lepeletier in 1836), but the Atlas was pub-
lished long before this. In a foot-note to p. 271 of the text
Guerin himself says that plates IX and X, on which /. fulgi-
pennis is figured, were published in December, 1831. The
generic name of fulgipeimis was here given as Stenogaster and
this therefore establishes its validity. In the text the author
changed the name Stenogaster to Ischnogaster as he believed
it to be pre-occupied in Coleoptera, but this was apparently a
misapprehension, for according to Agassiz' Nomenclator Zoolo-
gicus the Coleopterous genus Stenogaster was described in 1833,
and Guerin 's genus was certainly prior to this. It will be
seen that we have, therefore, no option but to adopt the
change from the well-known Ischnogaster to Stenogaster, but we
consider the case (like that of Icaria) yet another instance of
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the unfortunate chnnges sometimes necessitated by a strict

appliance of priority rules.'

In Dr Bequaert's paper (pp. 12-17) a new classification of

the diplopterous wasps is proposed. We are of opinion that it

is more satisfactory than previous systems and have therefore

adopted it here.

In the preparation of this note we have received much
help from Mr. G. R. Dutt of Pusa who looked over the rough

manuscript and suggested certain emendations and also addel

some notes based on specimens in the Pusa collection. To
him our sincere thanks are due.

Familv VESPIDAE.

Subfamily Zethinae.

Zethus dolosus Bing.

Sikkim ; Pashok, Darjeeling District.

Labiis humbertiaiiwi Sauss.

Kan^ra Valley; Sikkim; Kobo, Abor country, 400 ft

{S. W. Kemj), 3-xiii-ll) ; Mergui, L. Burma.

Snbfamily Eumeninae.

Eumenes quadrispinosa Sauss.

Nilgiri Hills. 2,50) ft. (//. E, Andrewes, vi'lO). Repre-
sented in the Pusa collection from Mayniyo, Burma, 3,500 ft.

(viiil4) and Margherita, Assam (19v20).

Eumenes architedus Smith.

Sikkim: Sukna, baso of E. Himalavas, 500 ft. {N. Anan-
dale, PviOS); Sadiya, N.E. Assam: Calcutta; Mergui and
Dawna Hills, Tenasserim. We have spscimens under the name
E. rufipes Ritsema, which is undoubtedly the same as this

species,, from Bangalore, Poona and Calcutta.

' The synonymy of the genus is as follows :
—

Genus Stenogaster Guerin Meneville.
1831. Stenogaster Gu6rin in Duperrey'^s Voy, de la Coq, Ins., pi- ^^^

fig. 9,

1838. Ischnogaster Gu6rin in Duperrey's Voy. de la Coq. Ins. II, P^-

2, p. 269.

1853. Ischnogaster ^e^Mss., Man. Guep. SocialeSj p. 6, pi. ii, fig- 1<^"1/-

1897. Ischnogaster Bing., Faun. Brit. Ind. Hym., I, p. 376.
1904. Ischnogaster DalU Torre, in Wytsman's Genera Insec.torunu

Vespidae, p. 83, pi. 6, fig. 4.
Typ?: Stenogaster fulgipennis Guerin.
Range: Australian and Oriental regions.
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Eumenes ajjinisima Sauss.

Mussorie, 7,000 ft. {E. Brunetti, 20-26-v07); Simla Hills,

9,000 ft [N. Annandole ai\d S . W. Kemp, \ 8 2V viO(}); Raj-
shahi, E. Bengal (N. Annandate, l-6n'07).

Eumenes punctata Sauss.

This is apparently a common insect in Sikkini. Dudgeon's
E. suhtestacea (? MS. only), the type of Mhich is in the Indian
Museum, is undoubtedly a synonym of this species.

Eumenes maxillosus var. circinalis Fabr.

Perak, Malay Peninsula.
N

Eumenes 7naxiUosus var. petiolatus Fabr.

Widely distributed in the Oriental region, extending to
Australia. Bingham remarks that the form does not extend
to the hills above 2^000 feet, but from specimens in the
Museum collection we see that it has been taken at consider-
abl}'' higher altitudes. In the Pusa collection there are speci-

mens from Naduvatam,Nilgiris, 7,000 ft. (v'04) ; Santikoppa,
Xorth Coorg (v. 14).

Eumenes maxillosus var. dimidiatipennis Sauss.

This is a fairly common Oriental and N. African wasp.
Cretin {Journ. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc. XIV, p. 820) gives some
interesting notes on the habits of this form. The above three

forms were regarded as distinct species by Bingham, but
Bequaert has recently shown^ that they are really varieties of

E. maxillosus^ which is a common and widely distributed

African species.

Eumenes caffer var. esuriens Fabr.

This is a common Indian wasp which has been taken also

in N. Africa and Queensland.

Eumenes caffer var. gracilis Sauss.

This form has a somewhat similar distribution to the

previous one, but Mr. G. R. Dutt tells us that it- is a very

rare species in collections. After fifteen years study of the

Hymenoptera, during which time he has assiduously collected

himself and examined the collections of some thorough col-

i Bull. Amtr. Mu.^. Naf. HisK XXXTX, pp..856-69, 1918.
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lectors, he was not able to find i:fi.6re than two specimens. In

the Museum there are twelve specimens ; two from Tibet, one

from Samarang, and the remainder from Singapore and Yoko-
hama- This and the above form were also regarded by Bing-

ham as distinct species, but we have followed Bequaert in

placing them as. varieties of E caffer, a, species which does not

occur in India.

Enmenes contca Fabr..•
' -

.

This widely distributed Eumenid is one of the feu Indian

species of the family whose habits are well known. Notes
have been published by Bingham in Journ. Bomb, Nat. Hist,

Soc, XIlj p. 538, and Ramakrishna Aiyar, ibid.
, p. 243. A good

account is given by Dutt in Mem. Dept. Agri, Ind. Ent, Series

IV, p. 231 (1913). Paiva records an aberration of this species

in Journ. Asiat. Sac. Beng. (n,s.) II, p. 349 (1906).

Eumenes edwardsil Sauss.

Sikkim ; Satara District. Bombay Presidency ;
Calcutta

;

Kumdhik, Nepal Terai. Represented in the Pusa collection

from Pusa (vi-07) ; Gorakhpur (xii-08) and Trichinopoly (G.

R. Dutt -'bred from solitary mud cells attached to grass

blades; the shape of a cell is roundly oval and it is 14 mm.
along the major axis and about 10 mm. along the minor

one ).
w

Eumenes flavopicta Blanch.

Bangalore; Nilgiris, 9,000 ft.; Satara District; Khempsa,
W. Ghats; Nedumangad, 10 miles N.E. of Trivandrum {N-

Annandale, 14-xr08) ; Cacara Bay, Portugese India {S. W.
Kemp, 15 ixl6). In the Pusa collection from Matheran,

2,500 ft. Bombay (iv08) ; Kannirode, Madras (vil7); Coorg

;

^idapur
; Sudaganga and Matale, Ceylon (iii- 19).

Eumenes arcuata Fab.

According to Bingham this species does not extend up the
«i X

great height, but there is a specimen in the

m Lebong, 5,000 ft. collected in September,
r

4

h

In September, 1914, Mr. T. Bainbrigge Fletcher found a

nest of this species at Moulmein (Burma), which was made of

mud, round the stem of a creeper, the nest hanging like a

Himalayas to any _
Pusa collection from
1908.

«c

fruit. The mud used was reddish yellow in colour. The nest

measured 2| inches in length and about | to an inch in breadth

and almost round tubular in shape. There were in all eleven

cells in the nest. The cells were arranged across the breadth

of the nest in pairs, only one at one end was single. In all
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ten wasps emerged up to 9th October, 1914, seven through cir-

cular openings made on one side and three on the opposite
side^ The eleventh cell was opened in August, 1915, and was
found to contain a dead pupa." {G. R. Dutt).

Eumenes lepeletleri var. asinus Sauss.

This forni^ is not recorded in the ''Fauna/' The Museum
possesses an example identified by Major Nurse and taken by
him in April, 1901 , in Deesa, a cantonment in the Bombay Pre-
sidency. Bequaert considers asiniis a variety of E. lepeletieri

which is widely distributed in the Ethiopian region, while the
form under consideration was previously known only from
Senegal.

^

Monteziimia hurmanica Bing.

Sikkim. Meade Waldo has shown ^ that Cameron's M. hi-

sulcata from the Khasi Hills is a synonym of this species.
- i

Odynerus {Rygchium) abdominalis Bing.

Sikkim ; Karachi ; Bilaspur, Central Provinces (viii-07)
;

Lyallpur, Punjab (xx-21) ;
'' Bhynchiiim'' as a separate genus

will, we think, have to be abandoned as it merges so astonish-

ingly with Odynerus that it is best considered as a subgenus of

that genus. Mr. Bequaert is also of this opinion, (cf. pp. 120-

122.)

Odynerus {Rygchium) nitidulum Fabr.

Calcutta ; Pusa ; Bangalore ; Lucknow ; Kashmir ; La-

hore, Punjab (iv08, Pusa coll.).

Odynerus {Rygchium) melallicum Sauss.

Represented in the Pusa collection from Pusa; Bhilsa,

C.P. (iv08); Surafc, Bombay (v04) ; Lyallpur (ix-21) ; Bur-

nihat, Assam, 800 ft. (x-20).

Odynerus ptmctum Fabr.

Calcutta; Siliguri ; Purneah District ; Lucknow.

Odynerus miniatus Sauss.
r

Meade-Waldo has shown ^ that Smith's PterocMlus pul-

cheUtis described by Bingham in the " Fauna " volume on

Mon
cit., p. 277. ,^,-,

» Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (8) V,p. 47 (1910)-

3 Ann. Mag Nat. Hist. (8) V, p- 101 (1910).
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wasps and bees is the same as this species. The Museum has

examples from Sikkim.

Odyncrus diffinis Sauss.

Dhikala, Garhwal District [R. Hodgarl, 9 v09)

Odynerus guitatus Smith

Calcutta ; Bangalore

Subfamily Stenogastrinao:.

Stenogaster fraferna Bing.

Perak, Malay Peninsula; 10 miles south of Kuching
Sarawak, Borneo (<7. W. Beebe, 25'vi*10).

Stenogaster scitula Bing.

Sikkim; Pashok, Darjiling District, 2.000 ft. {L. Hart-

less, ll'vl6); Sinla, Darjiling District, 1,500 ft. {Carmichael
Collection).

Stenogaster scitula var. assaynensis nov.
w

This is a colour variety of S. ^cifwZa differing in that it has
a dagger-shaped ochraceous marking, not a small central yel-

low spot on the clypeus ; there is a small ochraceous spot on
each side of the scutellum anteriorly; and a roughly triangu-
lar ochraceous marking on the sides below the wings.

Habitat : Margherita, Assam (Doherty).
There are three specimens of this variety in the collection

of the Zoological Survey and Mr. Dutt informs us that there is

another example from the Murphulani Tea-Estate, Assam in

the Pusa collection. Along with this specimen two others

were captured which differ from our assamensis only in the

absence of the scutellular ochraceous markings.

Stenogaster sarawakensis sp. no v.

A small blackish species.
Female: Head finely granular; an indistinct median ca-

rina on frons. Clypeus more or less flat, nearly pentagonal
anteriorly carinate down the middle, sparsely punctured, a

roughly U-shaped ochraceous mark on it silvery and golden

pile on the margins extending to eye-incisions ; flagellum ru-

fous beneath, piceous above, and scape fulvous below and
infuscate above.

Pronotum reddish on anterior and posterior margins.
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Mesonotum finely and closely punctured giving it a finely
granulated and striated appearance in different lights, a promi-
nent median carina anteriorly, and a characteristic semi-circu-
lar groove transversely about the middle continued forwards
and outwards to the anterior lateral margin. Scutellum al-
most impunctaet, a triangular reddish mark on the anterior
lateral margins. Post-scutellnm impunctate, a posteriorly
emarginate reddish band. Median segment finely obliquely
striate, a distinct median furrow and two small, more or less
triangular, reddish marks on each side of it at apex.

Abdomen uniformly shining black.
Legs brownish, from the femora outwards with golden

pubescence; outer side of coxae of first pair ochraceous, and
three fourths of femora, tibiae and tarsi ochraceous; coxae of
second and third pairs with an ochraceous marking on outer-
side, and extremities of femora ochraceous.

Wings semi-hyaline, iridescent; stigma brownish-black;
an ovate spot on sides below base of forewings, a lunate mark-
ing below this, and a spot below hindwitigs, reddish.

Length : 14 mm. ; expanse: 21 mm.
Habitat

: 10 miles south of Kuching, Sarawak, Borneo
[C. W. Beebe, 20-vilO).

Type in the collection of the Zoological Survey of India,
Indian Museum, Calcutta.

This species is allied to *S'. rufomaculata Bingham, Imt in

our species the mesonotum is grooved and the abdomen is

immaculate, while in Bingham's species the mesonotum is not
grooved and the abdomen has yellow markings similar to
those of 8. micans Sauss. Mr. Dutt has reminded us that the
reddish colour of the markings of our type may probabl}' be
due to discolouration by the action of Cyanide. If this is ~o
the original colour was probably ochraceous.

Stenogasfer nigrijrons Smith.
#

Sikkiin
; Margherita, Assam; Pashok, Darjiling District,

^,000 ft. {F, H, Gravely^ 26vl4) ; Tenasserira ; Mergui, L. Bur-
ma

; Hills neat- Taiping, Perak, Malay Peninsula [N. Annandule,
26-30xii 15) ; Venang, There are two specimens from Cal-

cutta (C. Dover, xi-20) one of which has the band on the base
of the third abdominal segment rather broader than usual and
uninterrupted in the middle, and in the other there are two
ochraceous spots on the anterior lateral margins of the me-
dian segment; the markings on the thorax are also somewhat
more conspicuous. We assign these specimens to the above
species.

Stenogaster eximin Bing,

Kandy, Ceylon (F. H, Gravely, K^vlO and ivlO).
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Stenogaster eximioides sp. nov.

A deep, brownish-black species.

Male : Head with very fine pale pubescence ; vertex

rather finely punctured ; face to a little beyond the antennae
yellow ; a distinct median groove extending from the anterior

ocellus to a little beyond the antennae; eye incisions yellow.

Clypeus yellow, closelj^ pubescent ; long, somewhat convex ; a

prominent median carina anteriorh'-. Antennae brownish
;

scape and tip almost yellowish brown. Pronotum with a
broad yellow stripe, posteriorly narrowed to a j)oint at base of

forewings. Mesonotum closely punctured and very finely

granular. Scutellum distinctly convex, pubescent; a promi-
nent median carina and two large semi-circular j^ellow spots
on each side of the carina anteriorly-. Postscutellum finely

punctured, pubescent; a broad medial] j" sinuated yellow
band. Median segment sparsely punctured ; a vertically im-
pressed median line ; a broad, j^ellow, longitudinal band on
each side.

Petiole of abdomen ferrugineous-brown, blackish at base
and apex ; rest of abdomen blackish ; a yellow semi-circular
band on base of second segment ; remaining segments similar-
ly but less conspicuously marked ; abdomen with pale, golden
pubescence.

Legs brownish ; femora, tibiae and tarsi of first pair
j^ellow on outer sides ; pubescence on tarsi more abundant
than other joints.

Wings flavo-hyaline ; forewings somewhat dark along
costal margin

; a small yellow marking on tegulae ; a yellow
spot on sides below wings, and a lunate spot of the same
colour below this.

Length : about 19 mm. ; expanse : 32 mm.
Habitat : Nadgani, Nilgiri Hills. 2,500 ft. {H. E. Andrewes,

ivlO) ; forest tramway, 10 to 14 miles, = 300 ft., Cochin State
{F. H. Gravely, 28ix-14).

Type in the collection of the Zoological Survey of India,
Indian Museum, Calcutta. Described from three specimens.

This species is likely to be confused with S. eximia Bing-
ham, but it difl'ers in that the yellow markings on the scutel-
lum are large and semi-circular, the median segment has a
vertically impressed median line, and the petiole of the abdo-
men is blackish at the base and apex, whereas in S. eximia the
scutellum has a pair of small, circular, yellow spots, the

median segment is without a vertically impressed median line,

and the petiole of the abdomen is unicolourous.

i

Stenogaster bicarinata sp. nov.

A black species.

Male : Head finely punctured ; a groove from anterior
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ocellus to the raised inter-antennal space ; a semMunate
yellow spot just above antennae, and two large, circular,
yellow spots below

; eye-incisions yellow ; two circular yellow
spots on vertex behind eyes. Clypeus sparsely punctured with
rich silvery pile; pentagonal, long, slightly convex, apical
portion elongate and acutely pointed. Mandibles dark-brown,
base somewhat yellowish. Antennae dark- brown

; underside
of flagellum lighter.

Pronotum very finely punctured : a small elongate, yellow
marking on the sides anteriorly and a medially interrupted
large yellow stripe posteriorly; a small shining, rounded
tubercle on lateral margin. Mesonotum comparatively coarse-
ly punctured; two median, parallel ridges anteriorly; a dis-
tinct groove on each side commencing from posterior margin
and extending to a little beyond the tegulae ; a yellow mark-
ing between tegulae. Scutellum very sparsely punctate, more
or less triangular in section ; a yellow marking on each side
anteriorly. Post-scutcUum almost impunctate; a pair of
sausage-shaped yellow markings anteriorly. Median segment
impunctate

;
a distinct median groove

;
pubescent along outer

margins
; two elongate, semi-lunate yellow markings extending

posteriorly to sides.

Abdomen shining black ; finely and somewhat sparsely
punctate

: thinly palely pubescent ; a circular ochraceous
marking on each side of second segment; at base a narrow,
medially interrupted, ochraceous marking; and two distinct,
parallel, elongate, ochraceous markings ventrally.

Legs brownish ; coxae yellow on outer sides ; underside of
femora yellow

; covered with pale golden-yellow pubescence
which is abundant on tibiae and tarsi of first pair, slightly less
so on second and third pairs.

Wings semi-hyaline; nervures brownish, darker along
costal margin; stigma dark-brown; a minute yellow spot on
tegulae

; a large spot below forewings, a lunate marking below
this, and a small spot under hindwings, yellow.

Length: 21mm.; expanse: 18mm.
Habitat: Ten miles south of Kuching, Sarawak, Borneo

{C\ W. Beebe, 25-vi-lO).

Type in the collection of the Zoological Survey of India
Indian Museum, Calcutta,

Subfamily Epiponinae.
V

Pdlyhia orientalis Sauss.

Sikkim; E. Himalayas from 500-5,000 ft.; Kumaon, 4,000-

0,000 ft. ; Margberita, the Lushai Hills and Yambung, 1,000 ft.

Assam
; Lower Burma ; Hong-Kong. Represented in the

Pusa collection from Maymyo, U. Burma (viii'14); Khasi
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Hills (iii09), Barapani, 3,100 fb. (vMS), Cauliiti (xll) and

Margherita and Lebong, 5,000 ft. {x-08), E. Himalayas. A
variable species dsscribed by Cameron under various names. ^

Polyhia siigma Smith-

Sikkim; Pashok, Darjiling District, 2,500 ft.; Rangoon;

Perak ; Dawna Hills, L. Burma, 400-3,000 ft. ; .Hills near Tai-

ping, Perak.

Subfamily Kop^lidinae.
t

r

Eopalidia jerruginea Fabr.

Bengal ; Orissa ; N.W. India ; Karachi ;
Portuguese

India; Pusa, Bihar; Akru, Bengal ; Minba, Burma; Coimba-

tore ; Travancore ; Poona, Surat, and Ahmedabad in the

Bombay Presidency (Pusacoll.) A widely distributed species.

Cameron describes the m:\Ie in Ann. Mag. Nat, Hist, VI. p.

495, 1900.

Bopalidia marginata Lepel.

Sikkiui ; Margherita, Sidiya, and Shillong. Assam; Ram-
nad, S.E. India; Bombay :\Hoshangabad, C.P. ;

Bassein

Fort (x'09), Sarat, Nadiad, Ahmedabad and Poona in Bombay ;

Coimbatore (Pusa coll.).

RopaUdia variegala Smith.

Sikkim; Siliguri ; Calcutta; Allahabad; Simla Hills;

Nepal; L. Burma; Caylon ; Java ; Andaman Islands. It is

also widel}^ distributed in Assam.

RopaUdia gravdyi sp. nov.

A blackish species.

Female : Head coarsely and closely punctured, with

sparse pale golden pubescence. Clypeus broader than long

roughly pentagonal, obtusely rounded apically, somewhat con-

vex ; anterior margin ciliated, black ; sides and anterior mar-

gin ochraceous; posterior margin sinuate. Mandibles dark-

brown, a yellow spot at base, three large teeth and one small

one. Inter-antennal space raised, carinate down the middle ;

a large reddish spot on frons above antennae ; eyes not deeply

incised
; a reddish stripe alongside inner orbits extending to

ej^e-incisions
; a similar stripe behind eyes. Antennae brown-

ish above, ochraceous below, scape somewhat lighter.
_

Pronotum somewhat coarsely granular ;
anterior halt

I Cf. Meade-Waldo, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (8) XIV, p. 406, 19U

I

I

*
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dark, and posterior reddish with a dark marking on inner
angle. Mesonotum closely and coarsely punctured ; a distinct
median groove anteriorly ; a short slightly curved groove close
to each tegula. Scutellum roughly rectangular, broader than
long, punctate and immaculate. Post-scutellum less closely
punctate ; a pale yellow band on posterior margin. Median
segment convex with a median, shallow excavation ; distinct-
ly grooved and obliquely striate ; a pale yellow, pubescent, cir-

cular spot on each side posteriorly close to median excavation
;

pale silvery pubescence posteriorly and on sides,

^
Abdomen dark-brown

;
petiole with a broad shelf-like

projection at the posterior margin. Second segment rather
distinctly punctured, with fine pale yellow pubescence ; a
transverse yellow band on posterior margin ; two large more
or less circular, reddish ochraceous spots, and a transverse
ochraccous band on posterior margins.

Apex of coxa of first pair of legs yellowish below ; tro-
chanters and femora dark; tibiae and tarsi brown; covered
^yith pale silvery pubescence all over. Coxae of second and
third pairs with an oval yellow marking on sides ; femora dark

. with ochraceous patches above ; trochanters dark ; tibiae and
tarsi dark-brown above and lighter below, and closely pnbe.'?-

cent.

Wings hyaline, iridescent ; costal margin, stigma, and a
small circular spot near apex fuscous.

Length : 9 mm. ; expanse : 17 mm.
Habitat: Kavalai, Cochin State, 1,000-3,000 ft. [F. H.

Gravely) ^

Type in the collection of tlie Zoological Survey of India,
Indian Museum, Calcutta.

Dr. Gravely also obtained two nests together with larvae
in various stages of development, and pupae. The nests are
small and of a dark-broAvn colour : one is roughly circular, the

other elongate
; the stalk is short and attached excentrically.

Each cell is hexagonal and the larva lies in it head uppermost.
The smallest larva is about 3x2 millimeters the largest

8x3 millimeters. They are of a dirty cream colour ; head
brown, more or less pentagonal, obliquely finely striate

with a pale longitudinal median line extending from tbe ver-

tex to the anterior margin of the clypeus. Clypeus approxi-
mately as broad as long, finely transversely striate. Body
stout, more or less cylindrical in general appearance, but

square in section, slightly flattened below, gradually tapering

towards anus ; the fiist three segments in the form of deep folds,

narrower than the rest ; a median groove on dorsal surface

First visible segment below broad, more chitinised than the

rest, with minute, black spinules. No logs.

The pupae are about 9 mm. long, and enclosed in the pupal

skin. General colour vellowish or cream. Head yellowish
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brown ; vertex with a median pale yellow line extending on

to clypeus. Clypeus convex, roughly pentagonal, anterior end

acute, yellow, with a pale band on anterior margin and a

median whitish line. Mandibles yellowish with four sharp

denticulations. Eyes dark-brown ; ocelli elongated, anterior

vertical and lateral oblique. Antennae pale yellow, arched

near eyes. Pronotum with thickened posterior margin. Meso-

notum roughly pentagonal, anterior margin rounded ; a pale

yellow median line, and an elongated median, yellowish-brown

marking continued anteriorly to the lateral margins.

Scutellum, post-scutellum, median segment, and abdomen
yellowish

;
paler below ; median segment excavated medially.

Legs pale yellow, folded close to the body ; tarsi of third pair

extending beyond second segment.
This is apparently a variable species. In an individual

from the same nest we have noticed that the clypeus is reddish

ochraceous except the anterior margin which is yellow, and

that there are two central, black, uniform markings. The
species differs markedly, in colouration especialW, from any

other species that we know.

Eopalidia krishna sp. nov.

An almost uniformly black species.

Female : Head punctured. Clypeus with a few, very

fine, scattered punctures
;
pentagonal, convex

;
posterior mar-

gin slightly sinuate, apex produced into a blunt tooth ;
a

yellow band on anterior margin, and ciliated with ferrugineous

hairs ; sides covered with pale silvery pile. Mandibles with a

yellow spot at base. Inter-antennal space raised, with an m-

disfcinct grove from this to anterior ocellus ;
eye-incisions not

deep. Antennae uniformly blackish.

Pronotum, mesonotum, scutellum, post-scutellum,
^

and

median segment closely punctured and granular ; an indistinct

;

carina anteriorly on mesonotum ; a distinct carina on scutellum

median segment divided by deep median groove ;
each half

convex.

Petiole of abdomen, and second segment closely punctured

and granular ; remaining segments less so and covered with

fine silvery pubescence.
Legs uniformly black with very fine, pale pubescence.

Forewings flavous ; apical half with the exception of a

small spot at tip, and costal margin dark-brown.
Length : 9 mm. ; expanse : 22 mm.
Habitat : Calcutta and environs {(7. Dover, xi20)^
Type in the collection of the Zoological Survey of India,

Indian Museum, Calcutta.
It8 uniform black colour, except for the yellow marking

on the clypeus, and its small size make this a distinct species.

»
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Paraicaria bicolor Grib.

Margherita, Assam; L. Burma.

Subfamily Polistinae.

PoUstes scfiach Fabr.

Sikkim
; Kumaon ; Kashmir

; Nepal Tcrai.

PoUstes sulcatus Smith.

Tibet ; Shillong, Assam ; Kashmir ; Nepal ; Batavia
Java.

PoUstes tenebricosus LepeL var.

This form ^ is not noticed in the ''Fauna." It is repre-
sented in the Indian Museum collection from Sikkim, Dehra
Dun, and various localities in Assam, Avhere it seems to be a
fairly common insect.

PoUstes Sagittarius Sauss.

Probably distributed throughout India and Burma ex-
tending to the Malayan sub-region and China. It is mainlv a
hill species.

PoUstes stigma Fabr.

Widely
to Malaya. This species generally builds its delicate paper
combs on trees overhanging a river or a pond. On the island
of Barkuda in the Chilka Lake it nests along the shore, chief-
ly on the southern end, but never in the interior. In a visit
paid to Barkuda in the middle of April, 1922, several indivi-
duals of this form were seen hovering just a few inches above
the mud at the edge of a small pond that has been dug on the
island. They would, not infrequently, venture out further and
sip at the water.

PoUstes macuUpennis Sauss.

This is almost entirely a hill species. Sikkim ; Mussorie
;

Simla Hills ; Kumaon ; Nepal ; Kashmir. It also occurs in

South Africa. Three specimens in the Museum collection
named P. marginaUs shaitan Bingham are remarkably simihir
to this species.

PoUstes adustus Bing.

Nepal
Sikkim; Darjiling District from 400-6,000 ft. ; Kumaon;

* Cf. Sauss. Mon. Quep. Soc. p. 51, 1853.
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Polistes dawnae sp. nov.

A black species.

Female: Head rather closely punctured with very close

silvery pubescence. Clypeus approximately as broad as long,

strongly convex
;
posterior margin sinuate ;

sparsely punctate,

covered with close silvery pile; anterior margin obtusely

angled with a few golden hairs; an ochraceoas stripe along

inner orbits, and another on vertex behind eyes ;
inter-anten-

nal space raised and tuberculate. Antennae uniformly black
;

scape shining ; flagellum with very fine cinereous pubescence.

Pronotum with an ochraceous ridge on posterior margin
;

posterior-lateral* margins closely punctured. Mesonotum
more closely punctured than head; a short longitudinal

grove alongside tegulae. Scutellum less closely punctured than

mesonotum ; a distinct median carina anteriorly. Post-scutel-

lum narrow, triangular, almost impunctate ; two transverse,

yellowish, elongate markings anteriorl\^ Median segment

flattened with a deep, median furrow ; distinctly transversely

striate ; a large yellowish marking on each half ;
closely

pubescent on sides.

Abdomen pruinose ; basal segment transversely sulcated

across the middle
;
yellow, excepting a black almost triangu-

lar mark at the base ; vertex of the triangle reaching about

the middle of the segment ; an ochraceous narrow band along

the apical margin and sides of the second segment ;
apical

margins of fourth, fifth and sixth segments faintly testaceous-

Legs blackish with fine silvery pubescence ; sides of tibiae

with an ochraceous line.

Wings hyaline, brownish yellow along the costal margin ;

radial cell slightly fuscous.

Length: 10mm.; expanse: 21 mm.
Habitat: Dawna Hills, 2,000-3,000 ft., L. Burma. (A^

Annandale, 2'iii-09).

Type in the collection of the Zoological Survey of Indian

Museum, Calcutta. Near P. aduslus Bingham, but distinct.

Subfamily Vespinae,

Vespa dorylloides Sauss,

Widely distributed and fairly common in the E- Hima-

layas, in Assam, Burma, Borneo and Sumatra. Tt has also

been taken on the N.E, Frontier, in Dehra Dun, Saharanpur,

the Malay Peninsula and Java. ^Mr. T. Bainbrigge Fletcher

tells us that this species flies by night and is often attracted to

light.

Vespa ducalis Smith.

Sikkim
; Nepal; U.Burma. Also common in Assam.
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Vespa orienldlis Linn.

Widely distributed. Various localities in Bengal ; Ranchi;
Persia ; Baluchistan.

Vespa basalis Smith.

Sikkim, 4,000-6,000 ft. ; Assam: Dehra Dun

Vespa hicolor Fabr.

Darjiling District ; Mishmi cc/untry, A.ssam Frontier

Vespa germanica var. flaviceps Smith.

Mussorie ; Kumaon ; Simla Hills ; Nepal. Bingham re-

garded this form as a distinct species, but Du Buysson ^ right-

ly considers it a variety of F. germanica, which together with
F. rufa was a few years ago, recorded from India by Cameron.*

Vespa auraria Smith.

Sikkim ; Shillong, Assam; Kashmir; Nepal.

1 Ann. Soc. Ent France, 1904, p. 64.
2 Zeits, Hym. DipL IJJ, p. 317, 1903.
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i6. On the Rationalisation of Algebraic Equations.

By Nhipendra Nath Chatterjee.

In continuation of a paper read on the same subject before
the Asiatic Society of Bengal on the 3rd September, 1919 ^
a new method is proposed for rationalising algebraic equations.

Let the equation to be rationalised

be x = j (/>"), [n an integer)

which can be put under the form

2 n-1

-^05 -4j, . . . An-x being rational.

If we put y X + A^, the equation becomes

n-\

y^A^f +^22>'' -^ ••• +^«-iP
"

(1)

2 n-1

multiplying both sides by P^ p", P^ p'\ . - • -P«-i P "
, we get

1 2 w-1

Pi^o + i'lSj 2>" + P,B., p" + . . . + P,B„_, p
n

. . . (2)

2 «-l

P^Oo-^P^O.p^ +Pfi^J^^ +...^P^Gn-lV
"

. - (3)

2 K—

P,_iFo + P„.|Fj2>"+P,_iF,2)''+.... +P„-iF,_ip" =0...(n)

where
w

i>03 5|, -o^, , • . (7o3 C^i, J l^o* '''^iJ • • - '''^"-i

are rational functions of y, p, A^, A^. . . ^„-i ; and P^, Pg, . .

.

P„-i being as yet undetermined coefficients.

Adding the above equations, we get

if

1^:2 2^2

(1')

(2')

^„_i + P,5„_i + PjC«_i + . . . + P«-iF„-i (^i')

J Cf. Jowm. ^sza^ Soc. Beng. (n. s.) XV, pp. 305-307, 191P,
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which equations are sufficient for the unique determination of

P P P

Substituting these values in (A) and putting y= —x + Af^,

we get the rationalised equation in x.

The equation in its lowest dimensions must be of the n^^

degree as otherwise proved.

The same method is also applicable to the rationalisation

of the equation
1 1^ I

I - i
where p^ y<t\T'\ . . . are not rational.



17- Discovery of Bengali (?) dramas in Nepal

Ey Kumar Ganoaxanda Stxjia

Seven rears ago four dramas were discovered in nnnti
script form ia Nepal. These are

2. 1\^^^ m^ *T^THRcT

3. ^5!¥r Wi ^W^^T^cI and

All of the::?e were written in Newari script. They are of
great importance in more than one way. The exact nature of
the popular plays in the 17th and the 18th century as revealed
by these compositions is worth considering. Here, however, I

confine myself to the discussion of the question of the language
of some of these dramas. The Bano^iva Sahitva Parishad has
published them in Bengali script and the collection is called

'*^Tr^ ^raw ^l^^ " (Bengali dramas in Nepal).

Of these, the first two were written undei the auspices of

Bhiipatlndra Malla, the last but one of the Malla Rajas of

Bhatgaon. His reign of 34 years, as we know from the His-
tory of Nepal (written in Parbatiya language by Munshi Shew-
sanker Singh and Pandit Sri Cunananda and translated by I).

5ht), included the years 817 Nepal Sarhvat (1697 A.D.) toWright), ii

841 Nepal Samvat (17'2I A.D.). The last two Avere written in

the reign of his son, Ranajit Malla.

A careful examination of these plays will show it beyond

doubt that the language of xj^^f^^ by ^^^ differs from that

of the other three works. For example, I give the following

extracts culled at random from the above mentioned books.

In ^T^ft^T^ Wi f^^rrf^^TTT we have (at p. 7)

"
3J^^ TTT^ IT^ %f^ IIW ^^ fW3(^)^ ^T^

ft

In JTfTHT^cT of ^m^^ we have (p. 43)

*' cfii^ Jsi^ %fil ^tf JTR (f^^) ^
^T^T^ ^TPT ^sr ^W^ ^T
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In Hm^T^l^ ^TJT^^^ of ^sixfffT we have (p. 219)

But ill the ^W^gft:^ of JUB^ we have (p. loo)—
** ^f^if'T, ^^^^ K%*T ^-ma

IT^^ =fXTf^ *tt(^)^ ^riK ^^ II

^H^ 5fff^^ iftK, XRH ^5t
II

^m ^K^ ^rf'T ^SMt 11%^ li

"

This fact attracted also the notice of Mr. Nanigopa,

Eandopadhyaj'a, the editor of this collection. But he believed

them to be the specimen of old Bengali, with admixtures of

foreign tongues. In the preface of the book he says ;

^5^^1[

jj

I wonder why he leaves out of account the last book, viz.

«TTV^T»r^^m^'^W . It has greater resemblance to f^gif^^"^ and

'i'^THTTfr than ^w^fr^ has. As a matter of fact f^i?iT^^T'^, ^'^

iTTTW and iiT^^Tsr^^rw^'^W are written in one and the same

language which is different from that of the x:T*r^<;^ -

The language of ?:m^^^ is distinctly Bengali and Mr.

NanigopalBanerji rightly points out some of the peculiarities

that distinguish the language of 'CFiTqrfr^ from that of the

remaining works. In f^rfNrPT and ii^iwrw he finds that * is

added to a word to make it a Genetive case, ?r^ to make it an

Ablative case, and f% to make it a Locative case. His atten-

tion was also drawn to the words ^, "^*T^T%, ^% and W^< •

But curiously enough, all these peculiarities in case-endings

and words, which appear to the learned editor as old forms of

Bengali, are really forms of Maithili. These peculiarities are

met with in the current speech of Maithils. They even now
use the words, mentioned above, in their ordinary conversation
as well as in literature.

Apart from these, it would appear quite clear to even a

I
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superficial observer that the followhig words which are selected

at random from f^ejif^^iq, ^^wy^rf and ^T^i^i-sr^r^m^i^^T are

not Bengali but Maithili. Tlicy are used by Maitluls in the
very same form ia which they appear in the above-mentioned
books.

^JT meaning ' near.'

Wi^, ^i^, ^f%,

^^T^^ meaning * to wash.'

^fn ^^'^K —an idiom, meaning ' Excessively.' Literal-

ly, it means ' covering the ankles ' and
probably it had its origin from the mode
of wearing clothes top to toe. -Sometimes
the idiom qualifies friendship.

These words are used as Participles.

flfr^»r meaning *what/

^f^' meaning ' as if.'

meaning ' Let us go.*

meaning 'You should (or let us) worship'
formed by the addition of "^

. They are

used in Potential mood ; second persoii.

Words in this form signify respect.

"^^fl^ meaning * there.'

^rRT meaning ' here.'

f^^r meaning 'daug^hter.'

^^f^r^ meaning ' You have done'

fi?^^

used in Perfect

tense ; second person. This form is used

in addressing the inferiors or persons near

and dear,

meaning * Save me.'

meaning ' learn this ' formed by adding

used in Potential mood ; second person.

This form is used in addressing the infe-

riors or persons near and dear.

1%% meaning ' m a nice way used as an Adverb.

^ meaning ^ took place.'

meaning ' belonging to sister.'

^^K meaning ' everywhere/ ' whole/ ' entire.'

'^'%\^ meanmg your.

WT^ meanmg attached.'

"D^^T^ meaning ' Came.'

= that.'meaning

^^:^ ^^ meaning * shall go to do/

^^m meaning * will occur.'
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flKff meaning 'will kilF or 'will hurt' used ag

simple future by adding ^rj .

^l^iT meaning ' Let it be '—Potential mood, second

person,

meaning " I tell you "— Present tense ; second

person. This form is used w^hen addressed

to inferiors or persons near and dear,

^fV^TP?" —a colloquial term meaning ' to show one-

self to be a great man/ In this form it

is addressed to inferiors.

But there is such a close resemblance between Bengali and
Maithili that one should not be surprised that the editor has
fallen into such an *error as this. Not to speak of the old

forms of these languages, even a piece in modern Bengali can
pass as Maithili

J
if only some changes are introduced into it.

Both these languages stand to each other as uterine sisters.

But the points noted above, which are points of difference

leave no doubt as to tlie language of three of these dramas
beincr Maithili and not Bengali.

V



i8. Madra.

By H. C. Ray, M.A

Madra has been generally taken roughly to correspond to
modern vSialkot and its adjacent districts to the west of the
Ravi in the central Pnnjab. But according to some it once
extended from the Beas to the Chenab and even to the Jheh^m.'

§ In
the general history of ancient India Madra has played not an
unimportant part

;
yet up to the present no systematic

attempt has been made to write out a connected narrative of it

by joining together the many scattered pieces of information.
In writing this article my humble aim has been to try to
present such an account.

In the Vedic literature Madra denotes a people and
appears to have been divided into two sections. The southern
Madras lived in the Punjab while the northern section—the
Uttara Madras probably lived as Zimmer conjectures, in

the land of Kashmir not far distant from the Kambojas."'^
They are mentioned in the Aitareya Brdhmana ^ as living

beyond the Himalayas {pare7ia Himavantam). According to

some scholars the Uttara Madras had a non-monarchical cons-
titution. They refer to a passage*^ in the Aitareya Brahmana
which mentions that among the Uttara Knrus and the Uttara
Madras the whole community (janapaddh) was consecrated to

rulership and their institution was called Vairdjya. M. Haug
for the first time took the word Vairdjya to mean *' without
king" because in the passage in question "are the janapaddh,
i.e. people in opposition to the king mentioned as abhishikta^

i.e. inaugurated, whilst in all other passages of this chapter,

we find instead of them the rdjdnah or kings."*

He has of late been followed by Mr. Jayaswal ^ and Dr. R. C.

Majumdar.'' But Dr. Raychaudhuri points out that Vairdjya

does not necessarily mean ' kingless.' It is derived from Virdt,

a dcisignation applied to great kings, as well as to the conse-

crated rulers of the northern Janapadas. In the Utkro&ana

' Cunn^'ngham, Ancient Geography of India, p. 185.

^ Altindisches Leben, p. 102. Vedic Index, Vol. I, pp. 84-85. It is

probable that the Uttaramadra country formed the cradle land of the

Madras from winch they subsequently migrated in the Punjab,
3 VIIT, 14,3. Ibid.
^ M. Haug's Trans, of the Aitareya Brahmana, p. 5l8n.

^ An Introduction to Hindu Polity, Modern Review, Vol, XIII, 19!t5,

p. 538.

^ Corporate Life in Ancient India, Isted, p. 89.
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passage of the Aitareya Brahnmna ' tin* king consecrated with

the Aindramahabhiskeka is called Virai, worthy of Vairajya.

The rendering of Vairajya by kingless would make according

to him a king worthy of a kinyUss State

Madra was once a centre of learning and noted for refine-

ment in manners. We have mention in Vedic literature of two

celebreties of Madra viz. (1) Kdpya Patanchala whojs repre-

sented as a contemporary and teacher of Uddalaka Aruni the

veteran Vedic scholar and philosopher of Kuru Panchdla'^ and

(2) Saimgdyani another teacher mentioned in the Vam&a Bra-

hmana^ whose ipupil w^s Aifpamanyava of Kamboja. Zimmer
conjectures with probability that the^ epithets Madragara and

Kdmboja attached to the names of Sauiigayani and Aupama-
nyava point to a connection of the Madras and Kiimbojas.*

The verv w^ord Madra as evidenced bv Pdnini (11.1^.73; IV.4.

67) is a synonym for Bhadra and M angola or that which is

good, auspicious and benificent. The description of Madra

princesses in the Jdfaka and Epic stories fully bears out the

truth of this surmise.

Panini mentions a place named Sankala^ which according

to some is to be identified with Sakala the capital of Madra.

But Sir R. G. Bhandarkar adduces good grounds for believing

that it should rather be traced to Sangala of the historians

of Alexander, a city which is quite distinct from Sakala.**

The Maddas and their capital city Sagala are often men-

tioned in the Jataka and the Epic stories. '^ In a verse of the

Vidhurapaiidita Jdtaka the Maddas are mentioned with lofty

Paficala,. Snrasena, MacchasandKekakas.^ The Birth Stones

and the Great Epic represent the Madras as living under a

monarchical constitution and we read often of matrimonial al-

liances with the neighbouring rcyal families. In two of the

Jdtalcas we hear of such alliances with the kings of Benares. In

the Mugapakkha Jdtaka^ Candadevi the chief Cjueen of king

Kasiraja of Benares was a daughter of a king of the Maddas.

So was Subhadda the queen of another Benares king.^*^ In the

Kvsa Jdtaka^^ princess Pabhavati the eldest daughter of the

J VIII, 12.

2 Brihadoranyaka Upanishad , III, 3, 1 ; 7, 1.

5 Indische Studien 4, 372, Vedic Index, Vol. II p. 149.

^ Altindisches Leben, 102 ; Vedic Index, Vol. IT, p. 123.

5 IV, 2. 75. t) Indian Antiquary, Vol. I, p. n. ^^^ ^^^
T The Jataka Trans. Ed. bv Cowell; IV, 479. V, 514, 531. VI, 5^»'

545, 547. Mhh. VITI, 40^45. '

8 VI. 545. 9 Vr,538.
,

. ^
10 V, 514. It is to be noted that in both the cases the Benares king

18 said to have possessed 16,000 wives. This is interesting in view ot tne

popular tradition about ^rikrshna and his 16,000 Gopis. In Jataka JNo-

531 the Malla king Okkaka is also said to have possessed 16,000 wive..

'1 V, 531. This story also appears in a variant form in Mahavasuh
Senart, II, 441 et seq.
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Madda king is married to the ugly prince Kusa, son and lieir of
the Malhi king Okkaka, who is said to be the ''chief king in
aH India/' while in the Kaiinga-BodhV and Vesmnlam
Jakfkas^ similar alliances are reported with Kalmga and Sivi
kingdoms respeciivel3\ I* is curious that in all these mar-
riages the Maddas aiw^ays supply the brides—a fact borne out
by the Great Epic and the Mahavamsa, In the former princess
Madri is married to Pandu of the House of the Kurus and in the
latter the queen of Suniitta king of Lala (Kadha) is the daughter
of a certain Madra king.^ According to a Buddhist tradition
one of the principal queens of Bimbisara king of Magadha was
Khema a Madra princess.** The reason why the Madra princesses
were in such great demand in the royal famib'es of India was
probably their exquisite beauty. The demand for ideal beauty
of a Kusa could only be satisfied by a Pabhavati from the lanrl

of the Maddas. Pabhavati was said to b:^ so fair that from
her person '' Stream forth rays of light as it were of the uew^lv
risen sun. When
there is no need of any lamp, the whole chamber i:? one blaze
of light." ^ In the Mahabharaia Madra women are mentioned
as ganri^i.e. faircoloured,^ while in the Mahavasla Avadana^
the daughter of a AJadraka king is described as one who in

beauty had no rival in the whole of Jambudvtpa. In the
Harivaiiisa (11.50. 2) we are told that the Madra princess
LaHhana was the sixth of the eight PattanavikSh or chief

queens amongst the 16,000 wives of Sri-Krishna.*

JVIadra has no place m the ' stereotyped ' list of the Sola"^.

n

mahdjajiapada, i.e. Sixteen Great Countries which occurs in no
less than four places of the AnguUara Nikaya,^ or in the slightly

different list of the Jaina Bhagavali Sidra} The early custom
of employing the name of the people to denote the country
which is in evidence in the list of the niahajanapadas in the

^ IV, 479. 2 VT. 547.
^ Mhh, I, 113; P.T.S. Trans by Geiger; p. 58. Lnla is sometimes

taken to correspond to Lata ie Gujarat. See The Cambridge History of
India, Vol. I, p. 006. But Radha seems to better agree with the geogra-
phical data contained in the Mahavamna.

* The Cambridge History of India, Vol I. p. 183. Khemn is prob-
ably the same as Madda who is mentioned in The Book of Kindred sayings
P.T,S, Trans, p. 38n as the mother of Ajatasattu,

& The Jataka VoL V, pp. 145-46.
6 JffcA VIII,44, 16-18. Madra women are still remarkable for the

regularity of theif features and comparatives fairness of colour.
'7 Le Mahavastu, Senart, II, 441 etseq. Here the rnrioub btatoment

is made that a Madraka king ruled in the city of Kanauj in the burosena
janapada. It is possible, however, that there was a second Kauauj in the
kingdom of the Surasenas over which the Madras had at this period

extended their sway or it might as well be that the 6urasena territories

hafl extended so far as to include Kanauj.
5 I, 213. IV, 252, 256, 260. Rhys Davids, Buddhist India, p. 23.

^ Hoernle Uvaf^agadasao Vol. II, App. pp. 6-7.
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Angtiitara Nikdya^ is also evident in the Jatakas and the

rulers are generally designated " King of the Maddas." The
reason probably for the absence of Madda in the above lists is

that in the period represented by the Nikaya and the Bhagavaii
Sutra, it was annexed to one of the neighbouring '' Great coun-
tries" probably Gandhara whose king Pukkusati in Buddha's
time maintained diplomatic intercourse with king Bimbisara of

Magadha.
In the Jatakas we do not get much about the manners and

customs of the Madras. This is supplied by the Karnaparva
of the Mahabharata, The Madra country in the period which
saw the composition of this portion of the Great Epic, was
looked down upon by the orthodox communities of the * middle-
country ' watered by the Sarasvati, Ganges and the Yamuna.
This is clearly revealed by the sharp passage at arms between
the Madra king Salya and Karna. Though some allowance
must be made for the fact that the descrijjtioa and epithets
were used in a quairel, there can be no doubt that there is a

substantial basis of truth in the remarlis. Karna here poses
as the champion of the orthodox community. Thus he says :

—

" There is a town of the name of Qakala, a river of the
name of Apaga^ and a clan of the Vahikas known by the
name of the Jarttikas. The praotices of these peoples are very
censurable. They drink the liquor called Gauda and eat fried

barley wdth it. They also eat beef with garlics .... of righteous
practices they have none . . . Their women intoxicated with
drink and divested of robes, laugh and dance outside the walls
of houses in cities, Maddened with drink, they call upon
one another, many endearing epithets."* And again

:

" How indeed would the Madrakas and Sindhu-Sauviras
know anything of duty, being born, as they are, in a sinful

country, being rnlecchas in their practices, and being totally

regardless of all duties ? " ^

The above quotations fully illustrate the contempt and
aversion with which the Land of the Five Rivers was held at this

period. This attitude of the Middle Country is a bit peculiar
and demands explanation. In the Vedic period Madra w^as

surely jiot a seat for unorthodoxy for we know from the

Brihadaranyaka Upanishad that Kdpija Patanchala was then
living among them. In the Jatakas 'we find the Madra prin-

cesses much in demand in the Eastern countries while in the

Great Epic itself a prinr^ess {Madri) of the House of Madra is

1 Carmichael Lectures 1918, p. 48.
* Rhys Davids, Buddhist India, p. 2'^.

3 Identified by Cunningham with the Ayak Nadi, a small stream
which has its rise in the Jammu hills to tho north-east of Sialkofc. The
Ancient Geography o/ India, p. 185.

•^ Mahabharata, Trans, by P. C. Ray, C.I.E.. VIII, XLIV, 10-18.
B Ibid., VIII, XL, 41.

,y. , '
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accepted in the Kiiru family, which, whatever might be said

against it, was never famous for heterodoxy. Had the Madra
country been so black as Karna paints it, such matrimonial
alliances would not have been possible. Moreover we have
already seen that Madra at least in the period represented by
Panini was used as a synonym for hhadra and mainjdla ; how
shall we then explain Karna's attitude ?—We know that the
Great Epic grew gradually and it might be that by the time
this portion of the Karnaparva was being com])osed there were
some foreign invasions and settlements in the Punjab by caste-

less barbarians such as the Greeks, Sakas or Pahlavas who
often make their appearances in the Muhahharala, and served

to lower the position of the once hallowed ' Sapta sindhava' in

the eyes of the orthodox communities which lay fuither east. ^

Now, have we any sure data to prove that the region

round Sakala was a centre of barbarian invasions ? In the

Milindapanho we read:

—

'Athi Yonakdvam nnnapniahliedanam Sagahm-nama naga-

ram'^ . . . Jawbudipe Sagalanag(rre Milinda noma raja ahosiJ^
The identification of Milinda with Menander the Creek
king is no longer doubted and this helps to corroborate onr

proposition.

But the question is how did the Greeks come to occupy
Madra ? The invasion of Alexander must have effected its

conquestj* but his invasion had no very permanent results.

The Indian provinces conquered by him with Madra soon

passed into the hands of Chandraguj^ta Maurya * who transmit-

ted them to the keeping of his son and grand^on*,^ But the

edicts of Asoka recognised the existence of Greek principalities

on the northwestern fringe of his empire and we have reason

to believe that soon after the 'Sun of the Maurya Empire
had set, ' these principalities gradually advanced their domi-

nions and some of them at least occupied the Madra country.

Towards the close of the 8rd century B.C. the Bactrian

throne \vas occupied by Euthydemo3 a native of Magnesia.

His son Demetrius succeeded him about the beginning of the

^ Of course it can be contended that the peculiarities in the traits of

the people of Madra were not entirely due to racial reasons or forri^n in-

fluences. But then they were due to the survival of the traits of the

peoples who composed the early vedic community in tlie Punjab, while

a different standard of morality and orthodoxy grew up further east,

thus creating a gulf between the two sections of the Indian community.

2 Edited by Trenckner, p. 1,

3 Ibid
, p. 3. -, • 1 -i-u 6-1 1

* Sangala of Classical writers i:* however not identical with bnkaift ;

Sangala was situated to the east of the Ravi, while Sakala was to t!ie

west. Ind. Ant, Vol. I. p. 22-23 V. Smith, Early History of India , p. 75 n.

& The Madrakas under the Mauryas appear to have been an auto-

nomous rajasabdopajibi Sathgha. iiau?*7ya, p. 378,
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2nd century B.C. and is said to have invaded India and pene-

trated far into the interior. From Straho it appears that he

conquered a considerable portion of Northern India, presumably
including Kabul. Punjab and Sindh. He is also credited with

founding a citv named after his father Euthydemos which ac-

cording to Ptohmy^ is the same as Sagala (Saknla). After he
was driven from Bactria and other Western provinces by
Eukratides, that city perhaps continued to be the stronghold

of hii dynasty which we shall call the Eutlivdemean line of

Madra. The founder of this dynasty seems to have a long

and illustrions career and, besides Euthydemia, is credited to

have founded several other cities.* He has.been supposed to

be the original of 'The grete Emetreus the king of hide' of

Chaucer's Knightes Tale^ and to be identical with the Yavana
King Dattamitra mentioned in the Mahahharata^ There is

also the greatest amount of likelihood that the Greek invader

meiitioned in the Mahahhasya of Pataiijali and in the

Malavikagnimilram of Kalidasa whom the Sungas claim to

have encountered and routed was Demetrius as Professor

Bhandarkar and [)r. Raychaudhuri suggest and not Monander.^
Two Greek figures loom large as the invaders of India during
this period, viz. Demetrius and Menander/ We know from
the synchronism of Demetrius uith Eukra tides who was
himself a contemporary of Mithridaies 1 (c. 171-130 B.C.)

that Demetrius was a contemporary of Pushyamitra Sunga
(c. 185-149 B.C). Now the invasion took place surely during

the early period of the reign of Pushyamitra when he was
still a sejiapati and when he had not \'et performed his

Asvamedha sacrifice— possibly before 150 B.C. But^ there

is no place before this date for Menander in the Sakala

region as we shall see later on. This finds additional support

from the testimony of the MilindaprnVto that thv^Yonaking
Milinda flourished in the 5th century after the Great Nirvana

{farinibhdnato 'paiicamssamle aiilckanie)J

Apollodotos w^as probabh^ the second king of this dynasty.

Wo know that Eukratides and Apollodotos w^ere contemporaries
from the restriking of the latter's Kapisa coins by the former.^

ri

I Ind, Ant. Vol. XIII, p. 350. The city was called Euthydemia.
Xobbe's and other texts give the apparently erroneous reading Euthy-
niedia.

^J,R.A,S. 1915, p. 830; Ind, ^n^ Vol. XL, Foreign Elements in the

Hindu Population, p. 12. In my treatment of the History of the House
of Eu hydemos I have mainly accepted the views of Dr. H. C. Raychau-
dhuri,

^ Rap«on, Ancient India, p, 123. * Mahabharata I, 139, 21-23-

6 Smith, Early History of India, App. I, p. 213. Ind. Ant., Vol. XL,
p. 11 n.

*> Strobo, (FaIconer*s version). Book XI, section xi. 1.

7 Edited by Trenkner, p. 3.

3 Rapson, Ancient India, p. 133; J.R A.S. 1905, p. 785-
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These coins are also an evidence of the transfer of the North-
western frontier of India from Apollodotos to thfs family of

Greek princes founded in Bactria by Eukratides, Coins of

Apollodotos bearing the figure of the Greek goddess, Athene,
hurling the thunderbolt which is a characteristic of the Euthy-
demean line are found in the United Provinces and all over
North-Western India. The wide distribution of his coins which
suggests a rule over extensive territories finds a corroboration
from the statement of the Periplus that the coins of Apollodotos
were still current at the port of Barygaza (Broach).^ On his

coins Apollodotos bears the title Philopatar, He must have
been an early if not the immediate successor of Demetrius as

the interval between the two could not have been long both
being contemporaries of Eukratides.^ His coin legend seems
to indicate that he was a scion of the roval house of Euthv
dem.os though the exact relationship is not certain.

The next rulers of this dj'nasty appear to be Strato T

and Agathokleia whose coins are of the Demetrian type. Whe-
ther the succession was immediate or not is not very sure.

Their succession cannot, however, be long after that monarch
for Ave know that Apollodotos was a contemporary of Eukra-

tides while Agathokleia and Strato I were contemporaries of

Heliocles^ the son of Eukratides. Agathokleia is taken by
Gardner to be the wife of Strato I but by others she is regarded

as his mother who was regent during his minority. In the

later portions of his (Strato I) reign he was associated in govern-

ment with his grandson Strato II>
All the above kings appear to have ruled over Sakala

region and so Menander has no place in the long chain formed

by the four reigns from Demetrios to Strato II. Now if De-

metrios flourished c. 200—171 B.C., Menander possibly could

not have flourished before the beginning of the 1st century B.C.

This finds additional support from the passage of the Milinda-

panho already quoted which says that king Milinda flourished

in the 5th century after the Great Decease.^

Menander seems to have been the next king in thi?3 family.

That he was a scion of the House of Euthydemos is indicated

by the similarity of the coin tvpes, his close association in litera-

ture with the Euthvdemean kings^ and lastly by the situ.v

' Edited by Schoff, pp. 41-42.
2 The as^uniDtion of V. Smith that Apollodotos was the son of t-ukra-

tidea and a parricide seems to be a gratuitous supposition. V. Smith,

Early History of India, 1914, p. 224. J.R.A.S. 1905, pp. 784-»5.

3 Thi8 is inferred from the frequent restriking of the com^ of Agattio-

cleia and Strato I by Heliocles. Rapson, J.R.A.S. 190o, p lb5^

Joint coins of the t.vo Stratos have been found. Whitehead 3

Catalogue of the coins iyi the Panjab Museum, Lahore, p. 81.

^ S.B.E. Vol XXXV, p. 6. „. r. • , 17^ eiiilnff'
6 Strabo. (Falconer's version) X[,xi, I; The Penplm. Ed. Schoff
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tion of bis capital in Sakala. He must have been a great ruler.

His coins were found in circulation b}' the author of the Peri-

plus (c. 80. A.D.) in Barygaza. Strabo in his Geography^
mentions Menander as one of the two kings who were instru-

mental in spreading Greek dominion farthest to the east in

India and as one who conquered more nations than Alexander.
He crossed the Hypanis (Sutlej) and penetrated as far as the
Isamos(?). Plutarch^ tells us that he was as a ruler noted
for justice and enjoyed such popularity that upon his death
diverse cities contended for the possession of his ashes. This
is of importance as showing the complete Indianisation of the
Yavana rulers of Madra. The identification of Menander with
king Milinda is now no longer in dispute and Milindapanlio
was surely based upon the tradition that lingered and kept
alive the memory of the great Indo -Greek king who was also
an admirer of the Law of Buddha. From the same book we
know that the king was born in the i.sland of Alasanda.^

Madra attained gxeat prosperity under the Euthydemean
line. There is a vivid description of the prosperity of the
city of Sagala in Milindapanho from which we shall quote a
few lines :

—

" There is a country of the Yonakas a great centre of trade,
a city that is called Sagala, situated in a delightful country
wise architects have laid it out and its people know of no
oppression .... Brave is its defence with manv and various
strong towers and ramparts .... well displayed are the
innumerable sorts of costly merchandise with which its shops
are filled Its streets resound with cries of welcome to

the teachers of every creed ..... Shops there fire for the
sale of Benares muslin .... and other clothes of various kinds

guilds of traders in all sorts of finerv display their goods
in the bazars So full is the city of money and of gold
and of silver ware, of copper and stone ware that it is a very
mme of dazzling treasures In wealth it rivals the Uttara
Kurus and in glory it is as Alakamanda, the city of the gods."

'

With of the-.*v-i±i*in^ci. jjiijuauij pawseu away lue g'oij kh. >^"^

Euthydemean House of Madra and the Sialkot region gradually
passed in the hands of the Sakas who about this time poured
into the Indus valley possibly from Sakastene (mod. Sistan).
Two Satrapal families of these Sakas ruled at Taxila and
Mathura. The seat of the imperial power probably lay some-
where south of these settlements on the Indus. The Periplus
mentions Minnagara on the Indus as the metropolis of Scythia.*
The identification of this city is not yet certain. The Saka

J Ed., Falconer. XI, xi, 1. 2 Num chron, 1869, p. 229.
s Alexandria; S.B.E. XXXV, p. 127
* S.B.E. XXXV, pp. 2-3. 6 Edited by Schoff, p. 37.
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satraps of Mathura * who imitate the coins of tlie Stratos prob-
ably extinguished the Euthj^domean line.

After the Scythians Madra probably passed into the con-
trol of the Parthian kings, who ruled in the 1st century A.D.
Aitev their rule Panjab was gradually annexed by Whna
Kadphises the king of another horde of casteless barbarianSj vva,

the Yueh-chi. How long the Ku.^hanas controlled Madra w©
are not sure: but their rule over Madra must have ended earlv
in the 4th century A.D, From Ptolemy^ who wrote in c. 150
A.D. it appears that the immediate possession of the S^^kala

region was held by the Pandoouoi identified by McCrindle
with the Pandavas.

After the Great Kushanas the Madras must have assorted

their independence. For next we hear of them in the Allahabad
Pillar Inscription of Samudra Gupta (c. 330-375 A.D.) as an
autonomous frontier tribe '' giving all {kinds of) taxes and
obeying {his} orders and coming to perform obeisance."^ The
*' Madrakas" probably formed at this period a tribal republic

and as such are differentiated in the inscription from the list

of frontier kings and countries and associated with the Mala-
vas, ArjunayanaSj Yaudheyas. Abhiras, Prarjunas, Sanakani-
kas, Kakas, Kharparikas and other tribes,

Madra remained under the Gupta power till the Epthalite

invasions when the outlying frontier provinces fell off. The
Sakala region became one of the strongholds of the Huna
power. Hiuen Tsang informs us that ^ some centuries ago ' a
king called Mo-hido-kiu-lo (Mahira or Mihira-kula) established

his authority in the town of She-kie-lo (Sakala) and ruled over

India. He was quick of intellect and naturally brave and
subdued all the neighbouring provinces without exception.*

The founder of the Huna kingdom of Madra was probably
Toramana the father of Mihirakula and a leader of the Huna
invaders. His date is established by his synchronism with Dha-
nyavishnu the brother of Matrivishnu. His rule extended to

Arikina Vishaya in Malwa after Ijudha Gupta (485-86 A.D).^

When Toramina died his dominions which extended from

Sakala to Malwa passed to his son Mihirakula. From the

testimony of Hiuen Tsang it is apparent that Mihirakula was

a very powerful prince. He must have ruled at least fifteen

years and his dominion included the Gwalior region.* East of

this however he could not proceed. The Parivrajaka Maha-

rajas the feudatories of the Guptas seemed to have successfully

withstood the onslaught of the Huna from Central India.

1 The family of Ranjubula.
2 Geography of Ptolemy. Ind. Ant. Vol. XIII . pp. 349-340,

^ Fleet, Corpus Inscripiionum Indicamm, p. 14.

* BeaU Buddhist Records Vol. I, pp. 167-168.

6 Fleet, Corpus Jyiscriptionnm Indicarum, pp. 90 andlGO.

« Ibid., p. 162.
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The glorv of the Huna clvnastv of Madra was however short

lived. Hiuen Tsang informs ns that one Baladit3'arajaking of

Magadha defeated and captured Mihirakula.' The credit of

defeating Mihirakula is also claimed b,v Yasodharman (532-33

A.D.) in his Mandasor Pillar inscription.* There is a good
deal of controversy about the agent who really defeated the

Huna kinpr. V. A. Smith identifies the Baladitva of Hiuen Tsaii

with Narasirbha Gupta Baladitva the grandson of Kumara
Gnpta T and the son of Pura Gupta. ^ But Hiuen Tsang himself

says that this Baladitya was the grandson of Budha Gupta
(Fo-to-kio-to) and son of one Tathagata Gupta (Ta-tha-kie-to-

kio-to) and so the Baladitya whom the pilgrim meant cannot
be Narasimha Gupta.* This Baladitya must apparently be

identified with a Gupta sovereign who flourished after Budha
and may be identical with the nameless Gupta king of the re-

cently discovered Damodarpur plate dated in the Gupta year

214 (A. T). 533-34). Our assumption finds some corroboration
from the fact that this inscription is dated nearly in the same
years as that of the Mandasor inscription of Yasodharman
(533 A.D.) and it is probable that the Huna chief fell to a double
attack from both his flanks.^

If we are to believe Hiuen Tsang, Mihirakula fled to Kash-
mir after his defeat where he repaid the hospitality of the king

by treacherously murdering him and usurping his throne.^

The throne of Madra, during the absence of Mihirakula in the

wars with Baladitya, was seized by his brother. The Huna power
probably continued in the Sialkot region for a long time even
after this serious reverse. In the Harshacliariia. Prabhakara-
vardhana is called by Bana '- a lion to the Huna deer.'^

Where could the Huna power possibly lie during this period?
It could not be in Malwa where lay the remnant'^ of the Gupta
power; it had also no place in Rajputana where the rising

power of the Gurjaras of Bhilmal held its sway. But it was
probably m the Sialkot region just to the north-west of the

Pushyabhutis of Sthanesvara that the Huna stronghold was
situated and it is quite natural that they should come in

hostile conflict with each other. It was probably this Huna
state which Hiuen Tsang calls Tseh-kia or Cheh-ka the capital

of which was an unnamed citv about 20 li in circuit, and

1

3

Walters' Yuan Chuang, pp. 286-29

L

Fleet, Corpus Inscripiionum Indicarum, pp. 146-47
^ V. Smith, Early Historij of India, p. 318.
* Raychowdhury, The Gupta Empire in the sixth and seventh centu-

ries A.D., J.A.S.B. 1920, p. 315.
6 Ihid., p. 317. Prof Ravchowdhury identifies Baladitya with '* the

glorious Bhanu Gupta mentioned in the Eran Stone Pillar Inscription of

Goparaja dated in the year 191 (511-12 A.D.)." Fleet, Corpus Inscrip-
ticnum Indicarum, p. 93.

« Watters' Yuan Chwang, pp. 288-289.
^ Cowell, Harshacharita, p. 101
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situated about 14 or 15 li to the north-east of the old capital
8akala. Sakala was then in a decayed condition, its walls
being thrown down. The pilgrim, however, saw a little town
about 6 or 7 li in circuit within the old walls of the citv, the
people of which were rich and prosperous. The capital was
probably removed from Sakala after the defeat of Mihirakula.
Hiuen Tsang provides us Avith an account of the Huna kingdom.
He informs us that the

'* soil is suitable for rice and produces much late sown
corn. It also produces gold, silver and stone called teou,

copper and iron. The climate is very warm and the land is

subject to hurricanes The people are quick and violent, their

language coarse and uncultivated. For clothing they wear a
very shining white fabric which they call kiau-che-i/e (kameya,
silk), and also morning red cloth (chau hia) and other kinds.

Few^ of them believe in Buddha ; many sacrifice to the heaven-
ly spirits {Devas and Spirits). There are 10 Sangharamas and
some hundreds of temples. There were formerly in this country
many houses of charity goodness or happiness {Pitnymalas) for

keeping the poor and the unfortunate, The}^ provided for them
medicine and food, clothing and necessaries, so that travellers

Mere never badly off."^

During the last quarter of the 6th century the Madras
seem to have come in contact with the rising Chalukya power
of Eadami. The Mahakuta Pillar Inscription of Mangalesa
ascribes to Kirtivarman I wide conquests including Anga,
Vanga, Kalinga, Magadha, Madraka, Kerala ete.,^ In the first

half of the 8tb century Madra probably often felt the weight

of arms of the Kashmirian kings of the Karkota dynasty
specially of Muktapida and Jayapicla. In the inscriptions of

the Palas of Bengal Madra appears in connection with the

installation of Chakraj^udha on the throne of Kanauj with the

assent of the neighboucing powers enumerated as the Bhoja,

Matsya, Madra, Kuru, Yadu, Yavana, Avanti, Gandhara and
Kira kings. ^ It is possible that Dharmapala in his bid for

the overlordship of Northern India came in contact with these

kings and by defeating them succeeded in forcing his nominee

on them.* After Dharmapala the Pratihara power saw its

palmy days and under Bhoja (Mihira ;
S40~90 A.D.) extended

its power even to the gates of Kashmir. We read in Kalhana's

lidjatarangim that king Sankaravarman (c. 85n-83 A.D.) caused

the sovereign power which the adhiraja Bhoja had seized, to

1 Beal, Bii'.Ikiat Records, Vol. I, pp. 165-106. Also Waiters'

Fua7i Chwan, p. Vol. I, 286.
2 Ind. Ant, 1890 p. 17.

3 Gaudalehhamala, edited by A. K. Maitreya, p. 14.

^ R. D. Bannerjee, The Palas of Bemjal, M.A.S.B. Vol. V, p. 51.

It is curious that Mr. Bannerjee is of opinion that Madra ' meant some

part of Afghanistan.'
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be given up to the scion of the Thakkiya family who had become
his servant in the office of Chamberlain, The verse runs as

follows ^ :

—

Hritam Bhojddhirdjena sa Sdmrdjyam addpayat.

Praiiharataya hhrityibhute ThakJciyakanvaye.

There is some controversy about the identification of this

adhiraja BJioja. But as at this period we find no other king

of the name Bhoja who is powerful enough to be called adhiraja

it is better to identify him with the great Pratihara emperor.

It seems therefore that Madra at this period was under the

suzerainty of the Pratiharas though it often became the bone
of contention between Kanauj and Kashmir.^

About the history of Madra after this period little is

known. Just on the eve of the Mahomedan conquest we find

the Sialkot region under a family of kings two of which Jaya-

pal a and his son Anandapala were w^orsted in war by Sabukti-

gin (986-997 A.D.). Jayapala ruled over most of the Punjab
to the north of Sindh. Madra Avith the rest of Punjab seems
to have been annexed to the Ghazni Sultanate by Sultan

Mahmud (997-1030 A.D.) son of Sabuktigin.

The history of Madra attempted in this paper is no more
than a mere account of an ancient tribe conquering and

conquered who having descended into the Panjab from their

mountain fastnesses on and beyond the Himalayas gradually

established their settlements and principalities in different

parts of Northern India ^ and played no unimportant part in

the political and social history of the Hindus. 7'he Madras
like some other tribes and peoples had suffered many vicissi-

tudes of fortune and had changed their character by coming
in contact with other jjeoples and tribes and it is inconceivable

that a people whose history can be traced so late as the Uth
century A.D. should leave no vestiges of their own in modern
India They might have been a bubble in the sea of the vast

population of India and yet this account may serve to showe

that this bubble was but a recognisable sign of one of the

mighty undercurrents of race and culture wdiich have gone to

build up India what it is to day.

1 Rajafarangim^ V, 151.
2 Dr. Smith, however, is of opinion that * the rule of Parihars never

extended across the Sutlej, and the history of the Panjab between the

7th and 1 0th centuries is extremely obscure.' The empire of Bhoja was
hmited on the north-west by the Sutlej. The Oxford History of India,

19.0, pp. 189 and 183.
s KaHka while commenting on Panini IV. 2. 108. mentions Paurva-

madra and Aparamadra, This seems to indicate that there were other

settlement of the Madra tribe besides the two in Kashmir and the Sialkot

region. But Kdsika is very late and it is difficult to locate the two settle-

ments. KaHka Benares ed. p. 325. Otto Bohtlinek, Panmxs' fframm^-
tik, p, 182.

a
. .
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19- The Mahabharata and the Besnagar Inscription of

Heliodoros.

By Hemchandra RAYCHAUDiruiu, M.A,, Ph.D.

The Besnagar inscription records the erection of a Garuda-
dhvaja of Vasudeva, the god of gods, bv the Bhdgavata Helio-
dora (Heliodoros), the son of Diya (Dion), the Taklikhasilaka
(native of Taxila), a Yona (Greek| ambassador, who came from
Maharaja Anitalikita (Atitialkidas) to Rajan Kasiputa Bhaga-
bhadra the Saviour (//a/am), who was prospering in the four-
teenth year of his reign.

As this inscription is one of the earliest records of the
Bhagavatas, i.e. the followers of Vasudeva-Krishna, it is in-

teresting to inquire in what relation it stands to the Great
Epic which calls itself the Karshna Veda (Mbh. I, 1. 268 :

XVJIT, 5,41).

At the outset, I beg to draw the attention of scholars to
the remarkable passage which forms the second part of the
famous epigraph. It runs as follows

Triiii amuta padani{su) anuihitani

Nayamti svaga dama cTiaga apramada

''Three immortal precepts when practised lead to heaven
—Restraint, Renunciation, and Rectitude.'*

So far as T know no serious attempt has yet been made
to find out the source from which these precepts are taken.
In my Early History of the Vaishnava Sect I pointed out that
da7na, fyaga, and ApaUunam are inculcated in the Gila xvi,
1-2. But ApaUunam can hardly be regarded as equivalent
to apramada. There are, however, a few verses in the Stri

parva (7, 23-25) of the Mahabharata which show a closer resem-
blance to the passage of the Besnagar inscription. The verses
are quoted below .

^ft^^ftn ^WT^3\' fer^W w^% ^ir

** Restraint, Renunciation and Rectitude—these are the
three horses of Brahman, fie, who rides on the car of his soul,

to which are j^oked these horses with the help of reins furnished
by good conduct, goes, O King, to the regions of Brahma, shak-
ing off all fear of death.'*

No one can help being struck by the remarkable coinci-
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dence between the Epic verses and the Epigraphic passage

mentioned above. Dama, Tyaga and apramada are mentioned

in identical terms in both. " Amjitapadani " of the Besnagar

inscription has its parallel in the expression TJlStT'if^^T^ of

the Mahabbarata, while Svaga of the. epigraph corresponds to

Brahmaloka of the Epic. It is clear that there was some close

connection between the teaching of the Mahabharata and that

of the Besnagar Inscription.

There is another important fact which should not be

overlooked. HeHodoros, the Greek ambassador to whom we

owe the inscription, was a native of Takshasila in Gandhara.

The city of Takshasila figures prominently in the story of the

recitation of the Mahabharata. It was at this city that Jana-

mejaya heard from VaLsampayana the famous story of the

Kurus and the Pandus. This is clear from the following verses

of the Svargarohanaparva.

Vaisampayana said :

(Mbh. XVIII, 5, 30-34.)

I have now told you,. you of great splendour, every

thing about the acts, Bharata, of both the Kurus and the

Pandavas

Sauti said:

Hearing this, foremost of twice-born ones, at the inter-

vals of sacrificial rites, King Janamejaya became filled with

wonder.
The sacrificial priests then finished the rites which re-

mained to go through. Astika, having rescued the snakes

{from a fiery death) became filled with joy. ,

King Janamejaya then pleased all the Brahmanas witn
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profuse presents. Thus adored by the king, they returned to

their respective abodes.

Having dismissed those learned Jirahmanas, King Janaine-

ja^'a returned from TaksliaHla to Hastinajmra,

(M. N. Dutt Sastri's translation.)

The last statement shows that the king was at Takshasila

when Vaisampayana was reciting the story of the Kurus and .

the Pandus. It is thus apparent from internal evidence that

Takshasila had something to do with the diffusion of the

knowledge of Vais'ampayana's version of the Great Epic, It

is significant that one of the earliest references to the Maha-
hharata is found in the Ashtadhyayi of Paninij a native of

Salatura which lay not far from Takshasila and formed part of

the kingdom of Gandhara.
The testimony of Panini shows that the Mahahharata was

well known to the people of Gandhara from a period long

anterior to the time of Heliodoros (second century B.C.),

w^hile the evidence of the Svargarohanaparva suggests that it

used to be recited by Vachahas or Pathahas in the presence of

the great men of Taxila. In view of this fact, and of the re-

markable coincidence between the verses of the Striparva of

the Mahahharata and the second part of the Besnagar inscrip-

tion, it is not unreasonable to think that Heliodoros of Taxila

actually heard and utilized the teaching of the Great Epic.

Evidently the Mahahharata played an important part in the

Hinduisation of the foreign settlers of the Indian border-land.





20. Dihyah al-Kalbi

By A, H. Harley.

He is usually referred to as such, or as Dihyah b. Khah-
fah al Kalbi. His lineage is given by Ibn Sa'd [Tabaqat, IV,
I, 184) as :—

-p ^
0*7*^ (^ c;'^=^ c:;J V^^ c;^ »;^ J u;^ ^^ ^ j^^ i^^^ »*^i^; i^? ^^^^ ^i} c^J

Tabari {Ta'nich, ill, 2349) omits ^\^ ^ but agrees other-
^vise

; see also de Perceval's Essai sur V hist. d. Ardbes, Tabl.
Ill, and 'Umdaiu'l-Qari; p. 93.

His name is usually pronounced Dih3^ah. accepted as the
better form, bub_the word dahyah is also well-known (Nawawi,
TaJidhzbuH-'Asmd', 239), and his name is occasionally so
written, e.g. Tab., I, 1741, and alternatively in Ibn Hisham,
685, 758, Tab.; I, 2093.

He was of the Kalb tribe which early moved north out of
Yemen, and settled in the north of the peninsula close to the
Syrian frontier (Perceval, I, 214; Nicholson's Lit. Hist, of
the Arabs, 199, n. 2; also Caetani, Carta, II, I, 464, of the
Annali). The place and year of his birth are not stated, but
it is probable that he was born in the settlement of his tribe
near the border of Syria, for though Sam'ani says he settled in

Egypt, and though his tomb is said to be at Al-Qarafah there,
it will probably be concluded from the facts of his life-history

and from the consideration of the fourfold tradition, Syrian,
Egyptian, Palestinian and Persian, as to his last resting-place,
that as the northern half of Arabia and later Syria were the

spheres of his activities his connection with them was life-

long.

He was a prominent Companion of the Prophet, but
probably his junior in years, for it is asserted that he long

survived him, and died in the reign of Mu'awiyah (r. 41-

60 A.H.).

The events of the early period of his life are unknown ;

for chroniclers his history begins with his declaration of adher-

1 Occasionally appears as al-Khazraj, e.g. Ibn Sa'd, VIII, 114; c/.

4«b..III, 2349, n./.
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ence to the new faith, or more exactly from a time slightly

subsequent. There is general agreement that he was an early

convert (Ibn. S., IV, 1, 184, Tab., Ill, 2349 ; cf Ibn Hajar, L
No. 2378), and that he was not present at the Battle of Badr
(2 A.H,) ; it has been said that his first engagement was

Khandaq (5 A.H. ; Ibn Hajar, 'Isdbah, I, No. 2378), but usually

it is stated that he was present in battlefields subsequent

to Badr,— ^'' all of them " adds Nawawi {Tcih., 239)
It is said by Al-Baydawi that vv. 9-11 of Surah LXLI

were revealed on an occasion when Dihj'ah al-Kalbi entered

Madlnah on a Friday, before his conversion, for '' while

Muhammad was preaching, a caravan of merchants happened
to arrive with their drums beating, according to custom

;

which the congregation hearing, they all ran out of the mosque
to see them, except twelve only. '* If Dihyah was thus

reprehended, the passage may well be set down to the year

2 A.H. (Wherrj-'s Comment, on the Quran, IV, 144-6 ;
cf.

Rodweij's Transl, Everyman's Libr. Ed., p 374).

He was evidently engaged in trade between Syria and the

cities of the Hijaz, for he returned with merchandise on the

former occasion when the Prophet sent him to the Emperor
Heraclius (Ibn H., 976), who gave him passage through his

territory {Ta'r. ahKhamis, II, 10), or bestowed on him goods
Tab., I, 1555) and well attired him. On his way back he fell

into the hands of marauding clansmen, an occurrence which
took place shortly after the conversion of Rifa'ah b. Zayd al-

Judhami, i.e. by the Second Jumada, 6 A.H, (Caet., I, 697)-

The acquaintance with the Prophet may have sprung up in the

course of caravan trade with the north ; at any rate it may well

be set down to a date prior to the engagement at 'Uhud
(3A.H.).

'* Mahomet, the Koran tells us, was inspired by the Holy
Ghost, Avhom he held to be an angel, and who n he called, in

later chapters, written at Medina, by the name of the Arch-

angel Gabriel, which he pronounced Jabril. During the fits of

ecstasy in which the inspiration came to him, he believed he

beheld the archangel's face, and when he was asked what he

was like, he always mentioned a young man of the tribe of

Kalb, named Dihyah ibn Khalifa " (Huart, Arabic Lit., 34-5).

Nawawi declares he was one of the handsomest of men
(240). He owed it to this exterior quality rather than to

beauty of character,—though there is nothing in his record

that is not fair, the unique distinction of being likened unto

Gabriel. Tradition has it that the Prophet attributed to two
men an enviable similitude, and to a third a reprehensible ;

of

the former he likened Dihyah to Gabriel, and ^Urwah b. Mas-
'ud ath-Thaqafi to Jesus^, son of Mary, but the unfortunate

^Abdu'l-^Uzza had the semblance of Dajjal (Ibn S., IV, 1. 184).

"the enemy of God'' (Naw., 238). Probably the Prophets
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relations with Dihyah led to a yet more intimate union. Ho
espoused Khaulah bint Al-Hudhail, grand-daughter of Khall-
fah and daughter of a sister of Dihyah's (Tab., I, 1776), or
would have completed the contract but that phe died on the way,
ere she reached him (Ibn S., VIII, 115) ; in the Ta'nkh4Guz%da
the marriage is not only represented as having taken place, but
she is said to have been divorced (p. 157). On her death he
married Sharaf , daughter of Khalifah and sister of Dili} ah (Ibn
S,, VIII, 115) ; in the Ta'nkh-i Guztda her name is given as 'Isaf
(cf Tab., I, 1776, n. a), and it is recorded that she died in Mu-
hammad's lifetime (pp. 160-161). Another sister is noticed by
Ibn S. {ib.) ; the foster mother of the afore-nientioned Khaulah
was her maternal aunt, Khirniq, daughter of Khalifah.

Of descendants in the male line two are mentioned at
:-ome length. Of these one is Abu'l-Khattab 'Umar b. aK
Hasan b. Dihyah al-Kalbi, who was born atValencia, in Spain,
about 544 A.H., and *^ was surnamed Dhii'n-Nasabain (With
two Genealogies), because he was descended on his father's
side, from Dihya al-Kalbi, and. on his mother's, from
Husain, the son of 'All. He travelled all over Spain in pursuit
of his studies, was twice appointed qadi of Denia, and dis-

missed on account of his scandalous behaviour. He took up
his traveller's staff again, wandered to Morocco, and to
Bijaya, where he taught the knowledge of the traditions

(1198 A.D), He sojourned sometime in Egypt before starting
on pilgrimage to Mecca and, on his return from the Holy
City, made a long detour, lasting over several years, by
Syria, Chaldea, and Persia. On his return, Al-Malik al-'Aziz

chose him to be tutor lo his son Al-Malik al-Kamil. and when
that prince succeeded to power he built his old master the
Madrasah Kamiliyya, where he taught the traditions. He
eventually fell into diigrace, was dismissed, and died on 30th
October, I2:j5. '' (Huart, Ar. Lit., 173). The names of five of

his works are given in Brock., I, 311. In 126 A.H. the

Khalifah Ya/id b. al-Walid desued to appoint a descendant of

this family, ^Abdu'l-'AzIz b. Harun b. *Abdi'MSh b. Di (or a)

hyah b. KhaHfah al-Kalbl to the governorship of 'Iraq, but
he was disposed to make a condition as to his appointment and
said :

'* Were there to be an army with me I would accept,"

whereupon Yazld let him go in favour of another (Tab., II,

1836), for such a stipulation was not likely to commend itself

to a ruler styled Al-Xaqis (the Retrencher) because of his

policy of retrenching the allowances of the troops (Suydti,

Ta'rikhul Khiilaja\ section on Yazid b. al-Walidj.

According to a tradition ascribed to Ibn Shihab az Zuhrl

Gabriel came to the Prophet one day at noon in the year 5

A.H., wearing a turban of embroidered silk, and riding on a she-

mule with a saddle over which was velvet brocade. Gabriel ex

postulated with him on having laid aside his arms, and declared
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it the bidding of God that he should proceed against the Jew-
ish Banii Quiayzah, and added that he himself was making
his way thither. 'All was given the standard of the Muslims
and was dispatched against them. The Prophet followed later,

and as he passed by his companions (Najjarites, Cael., I, 627)
in As-Saurayn before reaching the Banu Qurayzah he asked
whether anyone had gone by that way. They answered that
Dihyah b. Khallfah al-Kalbl had gone past on a white she-

mule, with a saddle on which was velvet brocade. The Prophet
said :

" That was Gabriel, who lias been sent to the Banu
Quraizah to shake the fortresses in their midst, and cast terror

into their hearts "_ (Tab., I, 1485-6). In a tradition of 'A'-

ishah it is the Banu Ghanam whom the Prophet passed on his

way ; here it is incidentally stated that the features and
beard of Dihyah used to be likened to those of Gabriel (Tab.. I,

1487)

The following tradition of ' A 'ishah is another instance
in which Gabriel was mistaken by the beholder for Dihyah.
She relates : The Prophet started up violently ; I looked and,
lo, there was a man standing with him, on a riding-beast, and
wearing a white turban, the end of which hehadlet hang down
loose between his shoulders, and the Apostle of God (

z**!^ } had
his hand on the mane of his riding-hack, I said: " 6 Apostle
of God, your starting up made me afraid of him !

" He asked :

" Did you see him ?
" I replied :

'• Yes " He asked :
" Whom

did you see ? " I answered :
" 1 saw Dihyah al-Kalbi" He

said
: "That was Gabriel —Peace be on him," (Iba S., IV, I,

Another form of the tradition makes it a case of dehberate
impersonation of Dihyah by Gabriel : Gabriel used to come to

the Prophet in the form of Dihyah al-Kalbi (Ibn S-, ib., 15-18).

There is another variety of tradition in which the onlooker
likens the apparition, subsequently known to be Gabriel, to
Dihyah. A'ishah sa3^s : I saw Gabriel standing in this room of

mine, on a horse, and the Apostle of God whispering to him.
Then when he entered I asked : "0 Apostle of God, who was this

whom I saw you whispering to ?
" He asked : "Did you see

him ? " I answered : "Yes.' He asked :
" Whom did you take

him to be like ?
" I replied :

•' Dihyah al-Kalbi." He said :

" You saw well indeed. That was Gabriel." And she says :

It was but a little afterwards that he said : '' A'ishah, here is

Gabriel greeting you with "Peace !
"

I responded :
" Peace be

on him too ! God will reward him as a guest !
" (Ibn S., VIH,

The tradition takes yet one more form. The Prophet said :

The Iikest I have seen to Gabriel was Dihvah al-Kalbi (Ibn S.,

IV, 1,184, 1.15).

He appears to have been yet more distinguished as a diplo-
mat than as a soldier, for the Prophet entrusted to him two
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commissions, both to the Emperor HeracUus. In tlie former
instance it is not clear why he was sent, but it is likely that lie
had been charged to obtain a concession of, or the recognition
of, trading -rights in or with the Byzantine provinces (c/. de
Perceval, III, 157) . The Emperor received him favonrably, and
as has been previously stated Dihyah returned with presents
and merchandise. But misfortune''befe]i him in the way of liis

return to Madlnah, for when he had reached as far as'flisma,
a rugged region occupied by tlie Banu Judham in the Desert of
Syria, and distant from Wadi al-Qura a two nights' journey,
and from Madlnah eight nights' {Mu ' jamu'l-Buldan, U, 267),
some persons of the Judham plundered his all. lie betook
himself to the Prophet in Madinah, and lodged his complaint
before he had yet crossed his own threshold, and secured the
dispatch of Zavd b. Harithah to Hisma in the Fecond Jumada
of the 6th Hijri year (Tab., I, 1555).

The above narration is supplemented by one purporting to
proceed from certain well-informed persons of Judham (Tak, I,

1740, 19 //.), according to whom however the scene of the dis-
aster that befeJl Dahyah was the Valley of Shanar or Shinar, in

Yaqut given as Shinan. Here he was looted of all his posses-
sions by Alllunayd and his son 'Us ('Arid, in Caetani's
Annali, 697 ; see Tab , 1, 1741, n. /), of tlie Dulay', a branch of
the tribe Judham. News of the unfortunate assault reached
a small party of the Banii Duba^^b. another brancli of
Judham, whose chieftain Rifa'ah b. Zayd al-JudhamI had re-

cently had a personal interview with the Prophet, and on his
return had won his tribal subdivision of Dubayb among others
to Islam; in this matter Dihyah had played a part, though a
minor one, inasmuch as he is said to have befriended one of
the clansmen of Dubayb, Hassan b. Mallah (Hayvan b. Millah,
inCaet., 697 ; c/. Ibn H.., 97G. I. It ), and taught him the Suratu'!-
Fatihah (Ibn H., 976; Tab!, 1,1741). This party hastened to

meet Al-Hunayd and his son, and fought them and those with
them for the restoration of the looted property. In this the}'

were saccessfal, and made it over to Dihyah, He how ever was
still dissatisfied, and went off in high dudgeon to Madinah, where
he sought out the Prophet and demanded the lives of the two
leading miscreants. His suit prospered, for Zayd b Harithah
was told off with a force against them, and in the ensuing en-

counter Al-Hunayd and his son lost their lives (Ibn II., 976;
Tab., I, 1742).

His second commission was to the same quarter as the first,

but its object was of an entirely different nature. In Dhu'l-

Hijjah of this 6th year of the Hijrah six envoys were sent to

the rulers of neighbouring lands inviting them to acceptance of

the new faith. Three of the six were of the number of them
that " companied with " Muhammad, and Dihyah was one of

these three intimates (Tab., I, 1559). He was entrusted
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accordin£[ to this account with the mission to the Byzantine

ruler, Heraclius; the missive he was charged to deliver was

sealed, it is said, like those to the other potentates with the silver

signet-ring of the Prophet which Gabriel had approved after re-

jecting previous patterns in iron and copper (Tab., I, 2857).

The narrative of the circumstances of its delivery as detailed in

Tab., I, 1561 // , with but slight differences in AlAghant (VI,

94), is all interest, if not veracity : Abu SuEyan b. Harb is relat-

ed to have said :
" We were a community of traders, and the

fend between the Prophet and us had so straitened us that our

possessions were exhausted. When the Truce (of Al-Huday-

biyyah) ^ was concluded between the Apostle of God and us, we

were not without fear that we would not find security, but I

X^roceeded with some traders of the Quraysh towards Syria, our

trade-objective there being Gaza (Ghazzah). We came to it at

the time when Heraclius had proved victorious over the Persians

within his territory, and had driven them out of it, and there

had been wrested from them for him his Holy Cross, which

they had plundered. When he heard this news (of their expul-

sion) and that his Cross had been rescued for him. he set forth

walking on foot in gratitude to God on the occasion of this

restoration he had made, from Hims where he then had his

quarters, in order to pray in the Holy City (Jerusalem), carpets

being spread for him (in his path), and sweet-smelling flowers

cast on them. When he reached' lliya ' ^ he offered there his

prayeis, his generals and the Byzantium nobles accompanying
him. He appeared next morning careworn, and kept turning

his glance heavenwards His generals said to him: ''Your

Majesty is verily careworn this morning." He answered :
'' Yes ;

I was shown yestreen the doifiinion of the circumcised trium-

phant. ^ " They replied :
•" We are not aware of any nation that

practises circumcision save the Jews, and they are under your

1 A treaty between Muhammad and the people of Makkah, conclud

ed inDhu'lQa'dah,6 A.H.*(Caet, I, 706//.). , ,

* 'Ih'ya', actuaUy Aelia, was the name bv which the Romans had

chosen to designate Jerusalem in the following circumstances: ** About
sixty years after the fall (70 A.H.) a man who believed himself to be the

Messiah, and persuaded others of the same, Bar Cochba, heading a new

nationalist movement on the part of the Jews, seized the ruined city, re-

fortified it, and proceeded to rebuild the Temple. The revolt was not

more successful than that described by Josephus; and, after its suppres-

sion, Jerusalem was turned into a Roman colony, called AeHa Capitolina,

with a temple to Jupiter Capitolinus on the Temple area. . . - The name
Aeha supplanted the time honoured name, which for awhile belonged ex-

clusively to tlie heavenly city of devotional fancy, which the fall of Jeru-

salem under Titus had caused to be painted in more gorgeous colours than

before. Even now Aelia is with Moslems the alternative appellation lor

" the Holy City " and figures on the imprints of books printed at Jer -

salem" (Margoliouth's Cairo, Jerusalem and Damascus, p. 190). ,

^ Caetani considers it very probable that this part of the story coai

h^ve been suggested by the fearful slaughter of the Jews which seems
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authorit\^ and in thrall to you; wherefore send unto all over
whomsoever you have authority in your realm instructions to
cut off the heads of all Jews under their control, and so have
peace of mind from this anxiety." They were, I swear, en-
gaged in working him round to this view of theirs when there
arrived a messenger from the Lord of Busra, '—for the rulers

used to mutually apprise each other of any news, leading
in an Ai'ab, and the message he delivered was :

" King, this

man of the sheep- and camel-rearing Arobs tells of a curious
matter^ that hath occurred in his country; interrogate him re-

garding it." When the messenger of the Lord of Eusra
brought him to Heraclius, the latter said to his interpreter:
''Ask him what this affair is that has happened in his

country." So he asked him, and the man replied: ''There
appeared in our midst a man calling himself a prophet, and
some followed and believed in him^ while others opposed him,
and in many places there have been fights between them. Such
wafi the state of affairs when I left them." When he had im-
parted to him this information, Heraclius gave the order:
*' Strip him," and when they stripped him he was found to be
circumcised, whereupon Fleraclius exclaimed : "This, I swear
it, is what 1 was shown; it is not as ye do say. Give him his

clothes. Take yourself off " (addressed to the man ; see 'Aghd-
m, VJ, di). Then he summoned his Chief of the Guard and
commanded him : "Search Syria through and through till you
bring me a man of the same people as this," i.e. the Prophet.
Now I swear I Avas in Gaza w^hen his Chief of the Guard burst
in on us asking: *' Do you belong to the same people as this

person in the Hijaz ?" We replied: ^' Yes." Then he said .

*' Go with us to the king." We- went with him, and when
we reached him he asked :

" Are you of the same tribe as this

man ?
" We said : ''Yes." He next asked :

'' Which of you
is closest related to him?" I answered: *'L" Abu Sufyan
here interposes : "My oath on it, I never saw anyone I con-

sider more astute than that uncircumcised one (intending

Heraclius).'' Heraclius next said : ''Approach," Then seating

me before him and my companions behind me, he said :
'' I will

question him, and if he lies refute him." Now I could swear
to it that had I lied, they would not hav^e refuted me, but I

was a chieftain in rank, too noble to stoop to mendacity ;
and I

was aware that the least consequence involved in lying to him
would be that they would remember it against me, and cite it

of; me,— so why should I speak falsely to him ?— (or, so 1 did not

have been decreed by Heraclius after the restoration of the empire, to

punish them for the aid they had given, or were alleged to liave given,

the Persians (I, 733 n. 1) ; this massacre is said to have taken place m the

end of 8, or the beginning of 9 A.H,
, t i

J A place approximately mid-way between Damascus and Jerusalem
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sj}eak falsely to him). Heraclius said :
'' Tell me of this man

who appeared among you making the said claim." I started be-

littling to him his position, and making light of his prospects
and saying :

** OKing ^vhat is there in this affair of his to give

you anxiety ? His position is less than has been reported to

you/' But he began not to heed my words and said :
'' Give

me information about his position in reply to what I am going
to ask of you.'' I answered :

'' Ask what seems good to you."
He enquired :

" How stands his lineage among you ?" I said :

'' Pure stock; he is of our best line." *' Tell me," said he,
'' used any of his kin to utter such things as he, so that he is

now imitating such a one?" I replied: ''No." He asked
'' Has he any property among you of which you have robbed
him, and he has devised this tale that you might restore him his

property ?" I answered :
'' No." He next said :

'' Tell me of

the followers he has among you. Who are they ?" I replied :

'' The weak, the lowly, youngsters and women. But as to

persons of mature age and of degree among his people, none of

them has followed him," Then he said : " Tell me, do his

followers love him and cleave to him, or do they hate him and
forsake him V I answered :

** None that does follow him after

forsakes him." ** Tell me," he asked/* how stands the feud
between him and you ?" I made reply :

'' It has varying for-

tunes, now he is made to prevail over us, and now we over
him." He next said: ''Tell me^ does he behave treacher-
ously?" Abii Sufyan here interposes: I found nothing in

his interrogatory I could find fault with him for save this. I

answered :
*' No, and we have a truce with him, and are

not secure against treachery on his part." Now I swear
Heraclius did not heed these^^last words of mine, but repeated
to me our conversation as follows : '^I asked you how stood
his lineage among you, and you said he was of ' pure stock, of

your best line' ; and thus it is God takes his prophets; when
he does take one, he takes him only from the best line of his

poeple. And 1 enquired of you whether any of his kinsmen used
to utter such things as he, so that he is now imitating him, and
you answered '' No." And I asked you whether he has any
property among you of which you have robbed him, and he has

devised this tale seeking to get back thereby his property, but
you replied :

'* No." 1 then asked you about his followers, and
you stated that they were ' the weak, the lowly, youngsters,
and women'; now just so is it with the followers of jprophets in

every age. And 1 enquired of you whether those who follow

him love him and cleave to him, or hate him and forsake
him, and you answered: ' None who follows him forsakes
him'; now just so is the joy of faith— it does not enter

the heart of a man and then leave it. I next asked of you
whether he is treacherous, and you said, '' No "

; so if you have
told nie truly of him he must surelywin from me this soil I

i
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stand on, and I would feign be with him and wash his feet.
Go now your way." Then I rose up;from beside him, beating
my hands together (in woe) and saying :

'' Ye servants of Goti,
the affair of the son of Abu Kabshah (i.e. Muhammad) is grown
a matter of dire import, for the kings of the Banu'l-'Asfar (i.e.

the Byzantines) have come to hold him in awe in their own
dominion of Syria " (Tab., T, ISfjl-S, 'Agli , VI, 94-5).

Apparently soon after this incident there was brought to
him the missive of Muhammad by Dihyah; its content was;
'' Tn the name of God most merciful! From Muhammad the
Apostle of God to Heraclius King of Byzantium. Peace be on
them who follow the right guidance !—To proceed to the
matter in hand: Turn Muslim, so shalt thou be safe; turn
Muslim, and God will reward thee doubly

; but if thou turn
away, the sin of the tillers of the soil be on thy head !

"
(i.e. the

bearing the load of such sin); (Tab , I, 1535: cf. 'AgJi., VI,
95j ; it is taken to mean that the responsibility for the non-
conversion to Islam of the subjects of Heraclius would be on
his head.

The narratives are in general accord as to the favourable
reception the missive had of the Emperor; he put it carefully
away on his person (Tab., I, 1565, 'Agh,, VI, 95) ; he is said to
have called a meeting of his generals and advocated accep-
tance of Islam, but when he realised his proposal was displeas-
ing to them he explained that he had but intended by it to test
their steadfastness in their Christian faith (Tab., I, 1566,
'Agh.^Yl^ 96) ; it is also said that he declared to Dihyah his
belief in Muhammad as the prophet of their expectations, men-
tioned in their Scriptures, but from fear of his own Byzantine
people he could not follow him ; he referred him however to
Bishop I)aghatir, * whose influence and power were greater
than his own. When the latter learned orally from Dihyah of
the missive sent to Heraclius and of the faith to which he
called him, he said :

'' My oath upon it, your master is a
prophet sent (of God) ; we recognise him from his description,
and find him mentioned by name in our Scriptures." Then
doffing his black vesture and donning ^vhite, he went forth
staff in hand to the Byzantines assembled in the church and
declared :

'' O assembly of Byzantines, a missive is come from
Ahnaad in which he calls us unto God,—Be he exalted and
glorious !—and I do witness that there is no deity save God.
and that Ahmad is his servant and his apostle. " Whereupon,
it is recorded, they sprang on him as one man, and beat him

^ Daghatir or Dughatir has not yet been identified. In a collection
of letters of Muhammad made by Ibn Sa'd there is one purporting to be
written by him to Daghatir himself, containing a declaration of his
belief in prophets sent in time past, etc. It ia said to have been deli-

vered to him by Dihyah b. Khalifah al-Kalbl (Caet., I, 733, n. 2).
r
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to death. Dihyah returned and related the incident to the

Prophet (Tab., I, 1567). ApjDarently soon after Heraclius set

out from Syria for Constantinople (Tab., ib.).

The narrative lacks little in verisimilitude ; the first, and
perhaps the only serious, question that suggests itself is

whether it is likely that Heraclius flushed with triumph and
controlled by an impulse of gratitude to his God who had led

his armies to victory, is likely to have been so sorely shaken by
a report that as yet threatened no peril to his empire newly
confirmed by the sword.

But unfortunately for the plausible tale it has to contend

with two difficulties, of a narrative order and of a chronologi-

cal.

The account in Ibn Sa'd, e.g. varies almost in toto from
that given at length above. It is very brief merely informs us

that the Prophet wrote to the Emperor calling him unto Islam,

and sent his letter bv Dihvah al-Kalbl, bidding him make it

over to the Lord of Busra, who should then make it over in

turn to the Emperor, and the Lord of Busra duly fulfilled hi3

charge (Tabaqat, IV, I, 185). In another tradition it is further

stated that he made over the letter to the Emperor in Hims in

Muharram of the 7th 3-ear of the Hijrah (ib.).

The narrative as found in Bukharl (I, 7-9, ed. Krehl) is

somewhat similar in its account of the summons before the

Emperor in 'Iliya' of Abu Sufyan and his fellow-traders of

Quraysh, who taking advantage of the Truce had resumed their

interrupted calling, and also in its interrogatory to the story a.«

given above by Tabarl ; Heraclius was, it is added, an astrologer

and the stars in their courses had been the source of his anxiety

and alarm in 'Iliya' (Bukh., I, 9). The remainder of the story

has closer affinity with Ibn Sa'd, inasmuch as the letter com-
mitted by the Prophet to Dihyah had been made over to the

Lord of Busra, who made it over in turn to Heraclius ;
the

tenor of the letter is much the same, but the wording is differ-

ent, though here notice need be taken only of the form

'akkdrin occurring in the phrase " the sin of the tillers of the

soil be on your head," a word which had evidently troubled

the copyist of the 'Agham who read it as 'akabir, and is various-

ly reproduced as karrathm, jallaltin and rakusiyyln in other

writers {' Umdatu 'l-Qari ', I, 103,"Const.). and is here given as

yansiyyin (Bukh., I, 8), and 'arisiyym {ib., II, 235).
A narrative of this embassy to Heraclius, based on the

various sources, with a bibliography of the latter, is to be found

in Caetani's Annali dell' Islam, I, 731-4, in n. 3, p. 734, of

which the date of Heraclius' pilgrimage to Jerusalem is given

as the spring of 629 A.D., whereas Dhu' 1-Hijjah of 6 A.H. given

in the Muhammadan records quoted above as the date of the

despatch of Dihyah and the other envoys falls in April ot

628 A.D., i.e. there is about a year's discrepance in the corres-
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pondence of the reckoninig. Undoubtedl3^ actuality has mis-
carried in the case of this alleged relation between the Prophet
and Heraclius. Imagination has fondly dwelt on this incident,
and on those leading up to the final denouement of the Byzan-
tine empire in Syria in 15 A,H., and the tragic retreat of the
Kmperor of broken fortunes to Constantinople, and has
informed the former in symmetry with the latter. *' Quite
recently/' says Hnart, '' there has been a tendency to cast
doubt on the reality of these embassies (from Muhammad to
neighbouring rulers), which would be only pure legends, arising
out of the desire of Christians lately converted to Islam to lay
before Muhammad projects of a universal religion, and by the
dispatch of these missions to liken him to Jesus, and to his
disciples setting forth to carry the good news into all the
world. The historical sources are as always uncertain and
inadequate

; Ibn Hisham gives a list of these embassies, but
doesjiot base them on the authority of Ibn-Ishaq ; Tabarl, it

is true, quotes Ibn-lshaq, but it is noted,—and this creates
doubt within us, that the redaction of Ibn-Ishaq which he has
used is more recent and richer in apocryphal traditions than
that of Ibn Plisham (Hist. d. Arahes, I, p!^ 154).

Probably in the course of Muharram (Caet., II, I, p. 9) of
the 7th year of the Hijrah commenced the campaign of Khaybar,
and of the fortresses which there fell into the hands of the victo-
rious adherents of Islam Ibn Abi'l-Huqayq's stronghold of
Qamils (Nizar, Caet. II, 29) was noted for the fair captives it

yielded, Safiyyah daughter of Huyaiyy b. 'Akhtab and wife of
Kinanah b. al-Rabi' b. Abl' I-Huqayq an-Nadari, and her two
companions, daughters of her paternal uncle. Dihyah would
feign have had possession of the Jew^ess Safiyyah, and had
approached the Prophet in that connection, but jaelded her up
to the latter on learning that he had reserved her as his own,
and received instead her two cousins (Ibn H,, 758).

After the demise of the Prophet he again figures in the
list of warriors, though ho never rose to a superior command.
When Damascus had been added to the number of Muslim
victories (14 A.H.), Yazld b. Abi Sufyan was installed there
as military commander, and from that centre sent out expedi-

tionary forces to the neighbouring districts not yet under sub-

jugation. Dihyah was placed in charge of a force of cavalry
and dispatched to Tadmur (Palmyra), which readily accepted
the same terms of peace as those with Damascus (Tab., I,

2154; Caet., Ill, 498).
Yet again he appears in the role of a junior commander;

at the Battle of the Yarmuk in 15 A. II., he was given charge

of one of the squadrons of cavalry- which under Khalid b. Sa-
* id had fled at Marju's-Suffar (Muharram, 14 A.H.; Tab., I,

2093; Caet., Ill 567); for the fixation of the latter date, see

Caet., Ill, 320.
'
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He is stated to have survived till the days of the Khalifah
Muawiyah (r, 41-60 A.H. ; Tab., Ill, 2349"; Ibn. S., IV, 1,

185), but of the details of his latter days nothing is preserved.
The possession of his mortal remains is disputed by four lands.

Nawawl says that he settled in AI-Mizzah, a village in the vici-

nity of Damascus (p. 240). Yaqiit {Mii'jamu l-Buldan, IV,
522) mentions it as a large and populous village, situated in

the midst of gardens, at a distance of half-a-parasang from
Damascus, and that it is reputed to contain the grave of

Dihyah al-Kalbi, the friend of the Prophet ; the village is known
as Mizzatu-Kalb, and its name has been preserved in the lines

of 'Ubaydu'1-lah Ibn Qays ar-Ruqayyat:—

*

Jolly my night in Mizzatu-Kalb,
. The bores clean vanished from me !

^

T was plied, in company of Masad,
Leal friend of gentlemen and me

—

With Maqadi,s_a beverage God lawful
Made, wine being forbidden me.
Gracious daughters of men beside,
Love for Ibn Qays their guide to me.*

Ash-Shajarah, Yaqut states, a village in Palestine, likewise

claims to have the grave of Dihyah al-Kalbi, wdiich is said to

be in a cave where rest eighty martyrs for the faith, but waives
responsibility by adding '' God knows best" {ib,, III, 260).

As already stated, Sara'anI is authority for Diln^ah's resi-

dence in Eg3^pt ; tradition goes further and assigns to him a grave
in Al-Qarafah (Yaqiit, IV, 555), a quarter of Fustat (i6., p. ^8).

The latter place is two miles south of Cairo, and *' had been
the capital of the country from the time of the Mohammedan
conquest. Its name is the Latin w^ord Fossatitm'' a>n entrench-
ment/' and it was the camp of the conquering army which,
under Amr son of ah As, had wrested Egypt from the Byzantine
empire,^ and which was made the seat of government because
the Caliph of the time would have no water between his capital,

Medinah, and any Islamic city " (Margoliouth's Cairo, etc., p. 2).

^
The fourth tradition has little to support it. The Haft

ft

ofcally declares that the " grave of Dihyah al-Kalbl, by reason^
whose efforts much of Fars was conquered is in Darabjird,"

*

1 For his Ditvan, ed. and transl. by NT. Rhodokanakis, see Sitzb, d. k.

Akad. d. Wiss. in Wien, B. CXLIV (1902).
2 Cf. Rhode, ih.. No. LVII, p. 245, v. 3 ;

" wo der Teufel das Heizen
geholt hatte."

3 Said to be a preparation of honey.
* Rhodo., ib., p. 246, V. 6, reads >-.l^,J[. which has the advantage

of being idiomatic.
6 Haft Iqlim, under section on Fars.

1
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a town near Persepolis. It is not impossible that DihyuU
should have gone thither with *the armies of the Khallfab
Uthman (r. 23 35 A.H.) and been present when Darabjird was
taken (27 A.H.), but evidence is wanting.

The following hadlth are quoted from him :

—

(a) The Apostle of God (^^) brought pieces of fine

Egyptian linen, and gave me a piece saying :
*' Tear it in two.

and cut out a tunic of one for yourself, and give the other to
your wife to make into a head-covering." As he turned away
he said :

'' Bid your wife put another cloth under it so as not
to display her '' (Abu Da'ud, K. aULihas).

{b) Another is found in Ahmad b. Muliammad b. HanbalV
Musnad (IV, 311. Cairo) :

*

C5'' ^
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21. A Note on the Jangala Dcsa,

By Kumar Gangananda Sinha, M.^

Numerous references are found in the Epics to Jangala
and to the people of Jangala (Jangalah). But it is yet to be
determined what the Jangala country or countries were.
Sometimes the word Jangala occurs alone and sometimes in

compounds like Kuru Jangalah, Madreya-Jangalah.
Pandit Gaurisankar Hirachand Ojha in one of his recent

articles in the Nagari Pracharinl Patrika (Vol. II, Part -3),

entitled ^t^wt^ ^ fir^ ftrg I^mt^ ^ ^r^T sttw (Ancient names
of the different parts of Rajputana), contends that this name
was applied to the modern Bikanir State and the northern
part of Marwar, including Nagour and other Pergannas. But
I am afraid that his contentions do not bear scrutiny.

Let us first examine what the word '^ Madreya-Jangalah "

means. There can be no two opinions as to the fact that it

means the people of Jangala belonging to Madra. The Madra
country had its capital at Sakala, which is admitted by scholars

to be the same as modern Sealkot (in North Punjab). Now if

we agree with the learned Pandit and take tTangala to mean
Bikanir State and Marw^ar we can by no stretch of imagina-

tion connect it with the Madra country or the people of

Madra who occupied a country far towards the north. As
a matter of fact they were so wide apart that they cannot
have been contiguous countries.

Similarly a careful study of the Epics will show it beyond
doubt that ''Jangala'' in

*^

'' Kuru-Jangalah " would never
have been the Bikanir and Marwar States.

Describing the route from Ayodhya to Kekaya (beyond
the Beas) the following verse (13) of the Ramaj^ana occurring
in the Ayodhya Kanda, Chap, 68, seeks to locate the Kuru-
Jangala country.

Te HastinIpure Gangam tIrtva pratyangmukha
YAYUH.

PInchala de^amasadya madhyena Kttrujangalam.

(Trans.^—They went westward after having crossed the

Ganges at Hastinapura and after having passed through
(literally—reached) Panchala Desa, and Kuru-Jangala in the

middle.)

The Kuru-Jangala country must therefore have been be-

tween the Panchala Desa and the Ganges.

Again, the following references to the Mahabharata unmis-

takably show that the Kuru-Jangala country formed a part

of the Kuru kingdom.
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Teshu trIshu kumareshu jateshu Kdrujangalam.
kurtjvotha kurukshetram trayametad avardhata.

Adi—Ch. 109-1,

(Trans —By the birth of the three princes all the three,
Kuru, Kurukshetra, and Kuru-Jangala, increased.)

This clearlj' shows that the Kuru kingdom was divided
into three parts of which Kuru-Jangala was one.

ViRASUNAM Kasisute de^anam KurujIngalam,
Sarva-dharbta-vidIm BhIshma puranam Gajasah-

^^^'^''^- Adi—Ch. 109-24.

(Trans.—Of the progenitors of heroes the daughter of

ALANAM

(the king of) KasL of the countries Kuru-Jangala, of all

the people versed in righteousness BhIshma, of all the cities
Gajasahvaya.)

Kuiu-Jangalam will be irrelevent in the above verse if it

does not mean a country under the Kurus.
To substantiate my statement further I shall quote one of

those verses that are cited by the learned Pandit in support of

his contentions.

Tatah Kurusresbthamupaitya paurah pradakshinam
chakruradINasatvah.

Tam BEAHMANASCHABHYAVADAN PBASANNA MUKHfiSCHA

Vana— Chap. 23-5.

(Trans.—The citizens, rich in might, and all the principal
persons of the Kuru-Jangala people then cheerfully encircled
the head of the Kurus, who was beine greeted bv the Brah-
manas.)

' ^ ^

Why would the people of the Kuru-Jangala country
have paid homage to the Kuru chief if they had not been his

subjects.

Again, in the Vanaparva we find the following verse :

Tirthayatramajjukraman praptosmi Kurujakgalam
Yadrichchhaya Dharmarajam drishtavan Kaji-

^^^^ '^^^-
Vana-Chap. 10-11.

(Trans.-—Going on pilgrimage I of my own accord reached
the Kuru-Jangala country and saw Dharmaraja in the
Kamyaka forest.)

It signifies that the Kamyaka vana was in the Kuru-
tiSngala country.

Now we find the location of the Kamyaka" vana from the
following verse :

—

Tatah SaraswatIkuli? sameshu marudhanyashu
KamYAKAM NAMA DADRISHU vanam MUNIJANAFRIifAIVf.

Vana—Chap. 5-3.
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(Trans.—Then on the bank of the Saraswati near the
barren waste they saw the forest named Kamyaka which was
liked bv hermits.)

It signifies that the Kamyaka forest lay just on the bank
of the Saraswati. The Kuru-Jangala country therefore ex-

tended as far as the eastern banks of the Saraswati and
4

not beyond it. The '' Marudhanyashu " of the verse cannot bo
taken to mean the whole of the deserts of Rajputana includ-

ing Bikanir. As a matter of fact the Kuru country lay far to

the north-east of Bikanir.

The learned Pandit further Avants us to believe that the

capital of Jangala Desa was Ahichchhatrapur and he identifies

it with modern Nagour (in the northern part of the Jodhpur
State.) But unfortunately the evidence which he has adduced
is not at all convincing.

The mere fact that both Nagapur (which the Pandit
derives from Nagour,) and Ahichchhatrapura denote *the city

of serpents' cannot prove their identity. Far from it, we
know from the great Epic that Ahichchhatrapura was the

capital of the North Paiichala. Jnanachandra, ' the guru of Col.

Todd/ whose index of 25 names, among which Ahichchhatra-
pura is spoken of as the capital of Jangala Desa, has been relied

upon by the learned Pandit, can never satisfy a critical mind.
We know that Jnanachandra belongs to a very late date and
taken alone, his account of something belonging to antiquity

cannot be deemed trustworthy. Apart from these facts we
cannot admit that Jangala Desa of the Epics was modern
Bikanir State and Marwar, merely by the fact that in their

family ensign the Maharajas of Bikanir style themselves '* Jan
galadhara Piadashaha/'

Now, what appears to be a fact is that we should not

take Jangala Desa to mean a particular tract of land. We
should rather take it in its literal sense signifying Jangala

settlement in general. In Bate's Hindi Dictionary '' Jangala''

means a forest, wood, waste, desert, weeds. These "Jangala
settlements " were sometimes named differently to distinguish

them from one another according as they were attached to

one country or the other. It is only by taking them in this

sense that we can understand the true import of words like

Kuru-Jangala, Madreya-Jangala.

^ ^





22. On the Theory of Generalised Quanta and the

Relativistlc Newtonian Motion.

By S. C. Kar.

The general theory of the quantaic structure of phase-

space has been given by Planck in the Annalen der Physik.'

This structure depends' on the integrals of the motion and

in 2/-dimensional phase -space the elementary cell has accord-

ing to Planck a volume equal to hf, where h is Planck's

constant. Rules are also given depending on what Planck has

called coherence or incoherence of co-ordinates which determine

the splitting up of the single quanta condition respecting the

volume of the cell into / different conditions respecting the

/ {q, 2>) -planes.

In the next volume of the Annalen* somewhat different

conditions are laid down by Sommerfeld. According to Som-

merfeld the elementary volume \ dq^dp ^ . . . dqj d^pf of phase-

space mav be regarded as determined by the /-projections

j dq^dp^, jdq^dp^,..
.j

then Sommerfeld proceeds to write

aspect

fpidq-jVodq = h,

jpSq- Jpidq = h,

jpJq-jp„-idq = Jh

.-. [{Pn~P )dq = nh.

Assuming now that of the group of curves on the {q, p)-

planes a path may be obtained such that along it

ida = nh. For the limits
k /
of integration he gives the rule that it should be f^^^^P^^/fj
that length of the orbit which brings up fresh phases m phase-

1 Ann. d. Phys. L, p. 385 (1916).

2 Ann. d. Phys. LI, p. 1 (1916).
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space so that in periodic orbits the integration is over one com-
plete cycle. In Newtonian orbits of the relativistic type or other

quasi-periodic orbits, where there is a regular forward or back-
ward motion of the perihelion, this means a path of integration

for
I
Pydr from r,„,„ to r«i„ through r^^axs or what amounts to

the same thing, double the path from )%nhi to Tp^ait^ For the

azimuthal phase-integral / p^d<p the path is taken to be just

maxone cycle of 27r and not from r„„-„ to r,„i„ through r

The reason for this variation, as given bv Sommerfeld, seems
to be that attention should be directed not so much to the
actual orbit as to its counterpart in phase-space and since an
ellipse of a given size may have any position as regards the
azimuth of its perihelion and since the whole set of such ellipses

should be taken into account, all phases are comprehended in

a path of integration from to 27r. The results obtained
from these quanta conditions taken along with Bohr's famous
rule for the frequency of the emitted radiation receive start-
ling confirmation in the experimental results of Paschen on the
Balmer lines of hydrogen. The behaviour of the Rydberg
number and of doublets and triplets is as near as might be
expected to the predictions of the formula.

It is at once possible, however, to raise certain theoretical
objections to Sommerfeld's theory. In the first place the

laJ.v. .. da^dvr which is Ar/ after Planck/
j dg^dp^ . j dq^dp.^ . . ,j

This

objection is met partially if on the authority of Epstein and
Schwarzschild—and to this Sommerfeld agrees—the choice of the
coordinates is determined by the posisibility of separation of the
variables in the Hamilton -Jacobi equation.' If such separation
can be eflFected we should have according to Staeckel—at least

in regard to a Staude-Staeckel dynamical system—2?, a function
solely of g,. The limits for g, 72 . . q/ still remain interdepend-
ent and this disposes of the possibility of the latter mode of re-

presentation even when the choice is made after Epstein's rule.

Secondly the reasoning which Sommerfeld adduces in sup-
port of the path of integration for the azimuthal phase-integral
appears to be far from convincing. It goes too far and would
indicate an identical path of integration for the phase-integral

Prdr. On the other hand having in view the concepts of the

time- total (Zeitgesamtheit) of phases and of the space-total

(Kaumgesamtheit) of phases employed in statistical mechanics
and the proposition ^ that the time -total of phases of a single

J Oanz und Weher : Bepertorium der Physik, p. 455 (1910).
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orbit is equal to the space-total of phases of all similar orbits
we should rather have the path of integration extended over the
complete cycle from r„,i„ to r,„;,, through r^,,^, seeing that al-

though p is constant the phase -point in phase-space does not

come back to itself until starting from r^nu we come back
to r„,;„ through r

A third objection to Sommerfeld's treatment of the relati-

vistic motion is that advanced by Planck and Schwarzschild also

in regard to the azimuthal phase-integraL According to Som-

merfeld himself the integral / dqclj) is reducible to the form

/ Pndq— nh only when a path may be obtained such that along it

Pi^dq^O, This however is not possible owing to a minimum

value of the angular momentum which cannot be passed if the
elliptic motion is preserved. Planck in his own treatment of

the relativistic motion arrives at the result 2n- {pn — po) — nh
as the azimuthal condition where p^ is the limiting value of

the angular momentum. The behaviour of the Rydberg number
in the experimental results of Pasohen, however, tells in favour
of 2np,^ — nh.

In the present paper I shall venture to suggest a fresh

standpoint in regard to quanta conditions and to develop it by
reference to the particular cases of (i) the linear oscillator,

(u) the rotator, (m) the ordinary Newtonian ellipse and {iv)

the relativistic Newtonian ellipse. While they meet all the

objections stated against Sommerfeld's theory they give results

identical with those of Planck and Sommerfeld in the first

three cases. The results obtained, however, in the case of

the relativistic ellipse are at variance alike with those of

Planck and of Sommerfeld as well as with those which Sommer-
feld would have if he took the path of integration for the

azimuthal phase-integral (as he at first did) from r^^i,, to Tnun

through r^^a,. The central idea in this investigation is still

that of Planck namely the structure of phase- space must be
on the basis of the integrals of the motion. As regards the

experimental aspects of these conditions J have to admit the

disappearance of the doublets and triplets but the behaviour

of the Rydberg number may be deemed to be far from dis-

couraging.

One degree of freedom. Llnear oscillator, rotator

We may write the quanta condition in the form

jSdt. m^nh or nU = nh

where H is the energy and T h the periodic time
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(a) Linear oscillator.

The equation of motion is :c + ii^x = ; .' . x + /u.V = const.

= 2H (twice the energy) = fi^a^ when a is the amplitude. T = —;

therefore T is independent of H, m*, which is the constant

of the elastic force, being an absolute constant not liable

to variation from one oscillator to another. We therefore

h ave T{Hn - Ho) - nh or if H^= 0, TH^ = nh. In the usual nota-

ThJl

tion €n (the energy) =— — nh v (where v is the frequency),

(6) Rotator. The integral of energy is |Jo>^ = £? where J
is the moment of inertia and w the angular velocity.

27r_7rA/2J

i? :^

71

rs^ 7r\/2J.2.H''=nh; if ^o = 0,

we have £r« =

r

Two DEGREES OF FREEDOM. ThE ORDINARY NEWTONIAN
Ellipse.

We may write the quanta condition in the forms

l(j)dt.BH = nh and j (p d<p.Bp. — n'h

or in the alternative forms

Tm = nh and I $S« , = n'h,

where j?^ is the angular momentum and ^ is the azimuthal

period which, in the present case, is equal to 27r.

The energy H=-E = l\ mi? + r' J,^ - ?1 } and the angu--' r ; —J
lar momentum = p = mr^

<f>'.

The periodic time T is obviously a function entirely of the

energy because both are functions of the major axis. It may
however be conveniently found directly in terms of the energy.

drv^ 2e' p^ 2E
dt I mr m^r* m

Ji
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» • T = 2

rmam 7
rar

mm ^

m

2e' p^ 2E ,— r-—̂ r^

f

9m I rdim
E V(r^-r)(r-r,)

» *

\

2m'T^e*

0^

Hn=^ —En= TT^r-s which is in perfect accord with

2773 TT P
Somnierfeld's expression -tttt-; if it is noticed that the

single number n really absorbs n' and stands for n + n\

lor the azimuthal phase-integral i ^8p we have

Theoretical considerations underlying the present
mode of writing the quanta conditions.

(i) One degree of freedom; phase-integral:

dt . 8H.

In integrating with respect to t over tlie whole period it is evi-

dent that we are taking account of all phases through which a
particular system passes with constant energy and in so doing
we are also taking the space-total of all phases which all

In

e are

systems with a given energy represent in phase-space.

•subsequent integration with respect to H, therefore, w
accounting for the whole of phase- space corresponding to

every variation of the energy. The elementary cell in this

phase-space having a volume equal to h we have

dtSH or lTm = h,

The phase-space and the cell may be represented on a plane

by Fig. I for the oscillator and by Fig. II for the rotator as

follows ;
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§
^
^

T

Fig I.

Hji.j Hn H axis

FJgR

f^ni fixi ff- axis

(ii) Two degrees of freedom; ordinary t\e\Ytonian ellipse;

phase-integrals

:

iSdt.m^h] jidp.^p^h.

What has been said respecting the case of one degree of

freedom will apply equally in this case to the phase-integral

But fresh phases come up by reason of tVte fact that, keeping
H and T constant, we can vary v cr the azimuth. The phases

brought up by variation of azimuth have no necessary relation

with those depending on time -difference, for although in this

oase(p (^^ is an absolute constant, in the case of the relativistic

ellipse it is a function of p while T is a function of H. Having
regard therefore to the proposition that the space-total of phases

of different systems having the same j>, T, and H would be

equal to the time-total of phases of a single system we inte-

grate® ^0 over the complete period. Subsequent integration

with respect to p, therefore, accounts for all phases which can

arise through these causes.
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r

The observation may be made that the canonical coordi-
nates

jPig-j, p^^q^, etc., of a dynamical system are not unique and
that it is easy to substitute for any group {p, q) the group
{H,t), It is possible therefore to represent phase-space as
determined by the system of coordinates (p.^, q^, p., q^ . . H, t).

The elementary volume of this space would be
w

j(lq.^djx^ilqJlp^..dtdIL

In the present case this volume = [d4>Spd(8II which can be re-

presented as / d<fj8p .

I
dtSH because p and H are independen

constants while <f> and T are functions of p and H respectively
This volume, therefore, is equal to h^ as Planck should have.

t

Possibility of keduction of the present quanta
integrals to sommbrfeld^s forms.

Writing the Hamiltonian equations of motion in the
bilinear form we have

(dqBp-dpdq)^dt.m.

where d refers to a variation witli the time and therefore along
the orbit and 8 refers to a variation independent of the time.

In the jparticular case before us

because, jj^ being constant, dp^ = 0.

This niay be put in the form

Integiating this form ov^er a complete cycle we have

S

[f
P,dql- £ P.k'J + 2-^P^ = T.6H.

£ Pr^%J
Since S p So l = 0-and this may be easily verified—there-

fore we may write

|^^;,,%J
+ 26\ Svrdo \ + 27rhp. = Tm.

Integrating this equation from one orbit to another we h&\e

V
,^^.J-»-[2'^/'0=-(

^^^
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It is now obvious that instead of associating a quanta

number with the phase -integral / T^H we may associate another

[JKd%'\witli the integral I (p » dq I which will be the difference of the

quanta numbers associated with the former and with the ex-
pression 2Trp^ and this is exactly what Sommerfeld has done.

Case of the eelativistic ellipse.

Phase-integrals

:

jj) dt.SH = nh ; ji di>hp^ = n'h.

Sommerfeld writes

d f .\ ef-

dt'
lmx\= cos'^; -j-lmyj^ sin ^

where m = mo/\/l-/3* and /5 = -

.

c

PuttingZ = - m^c^VT^^ we ha ve ~ =—^^^^^—
. i= wx

dx ^/l - (S'

and ~=my.
By

The equations of motion are therefore deducible from

^j[K~ V)dt^O, where V is the potential
e

r

The angular momentum — =—„ ^ -. . r^e = mr^6

The integral of energy may be found thus

;

P

2

^ <-^'-\(f-l^^)
Regarding the upper limit variable and S a variation along the
orbit we have

A- V = x -^ ^y--- const, (energy),
dx oy

dx oy
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For the bilinear form of the Hamiltonian equations we
proceed as follows

:

Let

2

{K-y)dt=8

2

hs {K-V)Bl

I

2

( dx ^y
m

1

8 being any arbitrary variation,

88

2

dx dy
1

--I

{:^pSq - H8t)

,

1

• 'r if A be another arbitrary variation

If the variation A represents one with time and if the
lower limit refers to a definite epoch we have in the case
before us

t.e.

{clq^ Sp^ - dp^ 8g^ ) + dq^pSp^ = dtSH.

Now, the differential equation of the orbit has been deduced by
Sommerfeld in the form

5^«
+ 1

e

P

m
P

1 +
H

m^f,

and the equation to the orbit in the form

cr = ^4(l + e cos yi^), where <j

I

r

H
m^ci y 1

p^c^

is given by the relation which is easily deduced

1 +
H
m^c P̂

—g_ where Po = -
«To
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2lT

The azimuthal period =— ; therefore the i^hase-integral

n 1/

j>dp&P<p^\ ~'^P
^0

H' 7t

v/.n^ ^i
^ - Po

27r \/p^ — Pq^ = n'h.

n

For the phase-mtegral I
(f)

rf/8^ we integrate the bilinear

form over the whole orbit and obtain

TSiS = S^ p, rf,, - r p/j T + !l . Sj>

B.,t£,,a,1-.r?_Vi^^|(-_ ZA

1 + e COS -yp)

Se COS 7<J) £ bin -yil)

2»

.4(1 +€ cos vcf.y^'^
' "^J J,^(l + £ cos y^f .4(1 +c COS y<^)

•. Tm = hVj>j)^dq^+2ns/'p'
V,)

Sommerfeld evaluates

Tm = h\ lit

^o<^ V p —^PoT

from which we obtain

/>'"?>o' ^W
n

T8H =2.f^)* = .^ ... S.=—^
or 1+-^= ""^

niff Vn^h^ + ^n^p^'-
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It will be seen that the energy thus depends on a single
quanta number and the doublets and triplets of the Balmer
series would receive no explanation.

COMPARISOiSI WITH THE QUANTA PROPOSITIONS OF PlANCK
AND SOMMERFELD.

Sommerfeld writes

and 2irp^n'h, while with Planck the latter would be in the
form 2n {p - p^^)

z= nil. According to Sommerfeld's original

view of the path of integration for the azimuthal integral the
latter would stand in the form

. p^=:n h.

All these relations are therefore different from the relation

proposed in this paper while if the present relation is admit-
ted then the radial quanta number of Sommerfeld would
appear to be a simple difference of the quanta numbers asso-

ciated with the time-energy integral and with the azimuthal
integral.

It is obvious that di>8vdt8H= I d(t>Sv.ldtSH since thef d<(>Sp
.j

period in ^ is a function solely of p and the period in / a

function of //. Thus the volume of the elementary cell in

phase -space is equal to h^. It will also be seen that the least

value of p which is po cannot be passed in quanta changes.

Comparison with Paschen's experimental results on
THE BEHAVIOUR OF THE RyDBERO NUMBER IN

We have

THE Balmer series.

H„ nh
1

nh
1

^n'h'' + ^n'^e:

c'

But 6-4-7.10-'°; ^ = 6-5.10-"; = 3.10'"

^'''^-
is of the order of 10-^

d'h
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Therefore
H, 1 _^
wioC / 4w*e*

n/1 +
c^ w*A«

+ — etc.
cVh^ c*n*h*

H„^~Hn.^ m,c' ( 27r2e* 27rV 67r*e^ 6n^e^

!!:!!!!!Lo./i__JLUi-?!!!£(±H-i-Vetc.

+ etc

I / (
f^ '« "«! ""2

1 " at/ 1 1 \ \ ,
SttV/ 1 1 , ^

X c Vwo*' w,V c^/iMn,* «2i
^

I / ( 1/ /t. \ /i-i ffj

where iV is the Rydberg number.

The corrected Rydberg number N' therefore

c^A'^ \ 2'^ m
for the hydrogen lines.

According to Sommerfeld

^,,
^r ttV/ 1 1

It will thus appear that the order of the correction pro-

posed agrees with that of Sommerfeld'a formula.^ There is

however a difference in sign. If we observe however'Paschen's

experimental values^ for H^,H^,H^,H^

a p y

N' 109678-205 109678-164 109678-167 109678-198

it will be noticed that apart from H^ the successive numbers

show an increase and not a decrease and this fact is more m
harmonj^ with the negative sign than with the positive sign of

Sommerfeld's form which by making ^N positive would

necessitate N decreasing down the series.

Conclusion.

/

+

The extension of the theory of the present paper to a case

/

A Ann. d, Phys. vol. 60, 1916, p. 936
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€o-ordinates are known the quanta-integrals ma\^ be written in
the forms

n

(»

Tm = nh, \ ^Spp = n'h, \ ^Sp^ = n"h, etc.

It is evident that a quanta-integral would tend to become
infinite if the periodic time or the period of the positional
coordinate is infinite, i.e. if the motion of the system in respect
of that particular coordinate is not periodic. It would thus
appear allowable to suggest that quantaic changes of energy-
or momenta are a property of periodic or quasi-periodic mo-
tions and that in cases where there is no periodicity the energy-
ohanges or momenta-changes must be gradual—a fact which
ensures finite values for the quanta-integrals.

Summary.

In this paper the suggestion has been made on theoretical
grounds of statistical mechanics that the quanta integral in the
case of one degree of freedom should be written in the form

Tm = nh

and that in the case of Newtonian elliptic motion both of the
ordinary and the relativistic type quanta-integrals should be
written in the forms

TSH^nh, I ^Bp^n'h

(where T is the periodic time, H. the energy, 4>, the complete
azimuthal period, and p the angular momentum). Tlie con-

sequences of this theory are compared with those of Sommer-
feld's and with the observations of Paschen on the Balmer
lines of hydrogen and it is shewn that while the doublets and
triplets receive no explanation, the behaviour of the Rydberg
number may be regarded as equally satisfactory if not more so.

^ >





23. Lakhlmpuri—A Dialect of Modern Awadhi,^

By Baburam Saksena, M.A,

CHAPTER I.

Introduction.

§ L The following paper treats of a' dialect of Avvadhi,
spoken round about Lakhlmpur (Dt. Kheri) of which place the
writer is a resident.

2. The dialect possesses no literature. It is reduced
to writing only in statements recorded by the Police and the
Judiciary and in written messages from one villager to
another. The educated classes generally prefer literary Hindi
in writing and sometimes even in speech.

3. The transliteration used in these pages is that of
the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland with
the following modifications :

e (short) as in piyen, e (long) as in dekha,
o (short close) as in roiba, 6 (long close) as in rSibat\

9 (very short a) as in dekhdtiu, % ** and ^ (above the line)

represent very short i, u and e respectively as in

bipat\ kuch^, kahe s%

above a vowel denotes nasalisation as in bhaio&r,

T for ^ as in ghora^ rh for ^ as in larhi,

w (and not v) represents ^ as in kauwa.

The sounds are generally those of literary Hindi,

Notes on Pronunciation.

4. a, t, u, e if found at the end of a word are generally

pronounced very brief almost like 9, *, ", *. Words which end
in consonants generally add a, * or * at the end, specially when

^„, ..^.^..-.. . ^-.-. ,cadda

Note.—'' is generally added to sing, dir., 9 to sing, obi.-

and to plur. and i to fern, bases

6. Intervocalic 7i is pronounced very lightly so much
so that sometimes it seems to be absent, e.g. mahi : mat ; h at

the end of a word is, however, fully pronounced, e.g. thandh.

If h appears in two' adjacent syllables it is pronounced very

lightly in one of them, e.g. raliihau > rahiau or raihau.

1 The writer is indebted to Prof. R, L. Turner under whom he has
"Worked as a Researcher for his kind guidance and helpful suggestions.
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§ 6. Intervocalic y is inserted optionally between two
vowels if one of them is ? or I (e.g. piyau : j>iau, gaye : gae)

and w if the first vowel is ^^ or o (e.g. chuwail : chuau, rOwat^ :

roaP) .

§ 7. Any vowel which is -long in a base or root is

shortened if it is more than two syllables from the end of a

word when declined or conjugated. This occurs only when
one of the two syllables is long or both being short, the word
ends in a consonant, e.g. dekh + ihaH > dekhihau, dekh -f ibd

> dekhiha, but dekh + ih > dekhib : dekh + dten > dekJidten

but dekh -h eu > dekheu.

Note.—When once the shortening of a vowel has taken
place according to this rule it remains in spite of the condi-

tions being disturbed on account of a later elision of a vowel,
e.g. man + 9tiu > mandtiu \ in spite of the elision of d the

first vowel remains short in jnantiu.

§ 8, Some postpositions have two forms '—short and
long. The long form is used after

(1) monosyllables containing
(a) a final long vowel, e.g. jt se, ti se

;

(b) a short vowel whether followed(or not by one

consonant, e.g. da ka acchar"*, ghar se
;

(2) dissyllables containing two short syllables and .a

final short vowel, e.g. kehi se.

The short form is used after

(1) monosyllables containing
(a) a long vowel followed by a consonant, e.g.

cors^
;

(6) a short vowel followed by two consonants,

e.g. 7nard s^
;

(2) dissyllables containing
{a) two short syllables of which one ends in a

consonant, e.g. phanti kd, ahir s^
;

(6) one or more long syllables, e.g. his s" > hiUs%

agi kd
;

(3) all polysyllables, e.g. bhangini s% kaharan s% nau-

niya s^.

Note 1.—If the last vowel of a word preceding a short

postposition is long it is pronounced short, e.g. ghom -h ^ >
ghora 5' ; nam + 5^ > nani s'

Note 2.—If the word after which a long postposition is

used, is lengthened, by adding a termination or otherwise, the

long postposition can no longer be used after it, e.g. ghar se but

gharahe s^, % ka but I ma kd,

§ 9. The following sandhis have been observed :

(1) if i or u comes between two vowels of the same

'}

* ^^de Chap. VI § 91 and Chap. VII §§ 135-138.

I
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quality it becomes y ot w respectively, e.g. lai + 55 = layaOy

gUu + ai = gawai
;

(2) if a short vowel occurs at the end of a word and
stands between two consonants having the same place of

articulation it disappears, e.g. hhaji + jau = hhaj jau, bhdyi

+ gawa = hhaggawa, sani + deu = sandeu, call + diha =
caldiha, mili -^ jap = mil jaV but mili ga

;

(3) a breathed consonant at the end of a word is assi-

milated with a voiced consonant of the same class, coming
after it, e.g. sat + dot

(4) a nasalisation + a breathed consonant becomes a

full nasal before a consonant having the same place of articu-

lation, e.g. pahuci jau = pahuc jau = pahunjaii, pac + cha =
pancha

;

(5) h coming between two vowels of which the first is

short and is preceded by an unaspirated breathed or voiced

stop, has a tendency to be combined with that consonant so

that an aspirated consonant results, e.g. Jcab 4- ahU — kabhau,

jaP + hai = jathyai, paca + hattari = pachattari, k^ + hiU -
khin, but kehi, mahi

;

(6) r or r + a short vowel at the end of a word is_assi-

milated with a following d or I, eg. cor + dariga = cOddarigd,

cor + lihis^ = collihis\ mari + daribd = mdddariba, nikdri +-

leu = nikdlleu.

§ 10. Stress accent seems to play no part in this langu-

age.

§ 11. Words very frequently used have a tendency to

shorten their last syllable, e.g. jd > jo, tau > ta, ki > k\ kd >
ka.

Limits op the Dialect.^

§ 12. The boundaries of Dt. Kheri are :

North—Nepal Terai, east—Dt. Eahraich, Bouth—Dts.

Sitapur and Hardoi, west—Dt. Shahjahanpur and north-

west—Dt. Pilibhit.

The dialect is surrounded by Nepali on the north, by

Awadhi of Eahraich on the east and by Kauauil on the west

and south-west.

§ 13. The following are the chief points* of difference

between the dialects of Lakhimpur and Bahraich :

Eahraich. .

Lakhimpur.

(1) Gen. masc. sg. postposi- ' (1) kai and kar entirely ab-

tions, kai, kar, kd, kd;
' sent

;

i
•

*.

(2) gen. masc. obi. ke al- (2) this use of ke is not

most a general obi. post- found at all

;

A My information on this point ia raoatly based on L.8.I. VI and IX.

« Vide L.S.I. , VI, pp. 44-45 and 40-54.
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Bahraich.

positiorij e.g. wahi ke— to

him (due to influence of

Bhojpuri);

(3) imperf part, in

(4) ken (some one)

;

(5) final — ^ in verbal forms,

e.g. dwah, diheh.

Lakhimpur.

at
; (3) corresponding participle

in at I

(4) kol (some one);

(5) corresponding u m
verbal forms, e.g. awau,
diheu.

KanaujL

(1) Nom. postposition 7i€.

(2) Past Ind. of Jwh~hato
tho.

(3) Fut. Ind. -Jiau or -go
forms for all persons.

-4-

The dialect of Sitapiir ' is practically the same as that of

Lakhimpur.

§ 14. Forms of Kanauji begin to be found at Gola
Gokaran Nath which is in Kheri District and at a distance of

only twenty-five miles from Lakhimpur. The chief points of

difference between Kanauji ^ and Lakhimpur Awadhi are:

Lakhimpur Awadhi.

(1) Nom. postposition ab-

sent.

(2) hato and tJio forms ab-

sent, the only forms are

rahai, etc.

(3) -hau forms for all ex-

cept 1st pL which has -b

forms, e.g. kariha, karib ;

-go forms absent,

(4) The same noun, adj.,

perf. part, or verb ends

in -a, e.g. ghdm, accha,

aiva, gawd.

§ 15. Kheri is one of those districts where Awadhi and

Therefore the Kanauji of Shahjahanpur

«

shares some peculiarities with Lakhimpur Awadhi (e.g. ka

the Lakhimpur dialect with

—an alternative loca-

(4) Noun, adj., perf. part,
or verb ends in -o, e.g.
ghdro, accho, awo, gawo.

Kanauli meet.

ace. -dat. postposition) and
the Siiahjahanpur dialect (e.g. maJiiyct
tive postposition).

Comparison with the language of the Ramayana.

„ 16. The language of the Ramavana of Tulsldas which
broadly represents forms of the Awadhi of the 16th century

1 The specimen given on L.S.I. VI, p. 91 does not represent the

dialect of Sitapur town but that of the western portion of the district.

in the town rahal, sS, chot, are used for the forms hate, iB and chwat res-

pectively.

2 L.S.I. IX, Part I, p. 85.
3 L.S.I. IX, Part I, pp. 398-400.

I
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resembles generally the dialect of Lakhimpur. The chief

points of resemblance are :

Ramayana.

(1) Noun sg. obi. ends m -e

(2) NonnjDl. obi. in -ana or
-anJia.

(3) Adj. obi. masc. in -e.

(4) Pronouns generally a-
' gree.

(a) Gen. mOr, mOri, more,

tor, tori, tdre found with
others merO, terd, etc.

(5) 1st pi. Imperative ends
generally in -iya, e.g. diya,

Jcahiya, hedhiya,

(6) Past Indie, trans, verb
agrees generally with the
object in num. andpers.,
e.g. janani halaka anha-
wdye.

(7) Past Indie. 2nd sg
sometimes ends in -est,

e.g. sundyesi.

(8) Past Indie, intrans. in

-a, I and -e.

(9) Past Conj. in -ew, ehu,
etc., e.g. hoteu, milatehu,

(10) Fut Indie, generally
in h forms for all per-
sons

; -h forms sometimes
in 1st sg., 2nd pi. and
3rd. pi., e.g. chudihau, by-
dhihau, simihahT.

(11) Inf. dir. in -ah; obi m
-ana {karana, Msana).

(12) Sometimes dative post-

position badl found {bip-

ra badl).

Lakimpur.

(1) Noun sg. obi. generally

lost but remnants found
specially in loc., e.g. sapyie,

mdthe, kadhe, jane.

(2) in -an.

(3) in -e.

(4) Except that obi. of Lst

and 2nd person pronouns

no longer exists,

(a) only mdr, mOri > 7)idr\

7nore, tOr, tori > tdr\ tOre

found; others absent.

(5) in -I, e.g. m, kahl, btdlii.

(6) always agrees with the

subject, e.g. jmiam hdla-

kan kd anhawdis\

(7) ends always in -iV, e.g-

1sunayis

(8) similarly.

(9) in 'iu, iu, eg. hOtiu,

mihtiu

.

(10) -6 form only in 1st pi.

and 'h forms for the rest.

e.g. cMrihnv, bihaihau^

sunihot.

(11) dir. in -rtb ; obi in ai

{karai, hUsai).

(12) badl one of the regular

dative postpositions.
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CHAPTER II.

Nouns.

Gender.

17. Nouns have two genders : masculine and feminine,
e.g. hamhaUy diya, dhobi, gau, nan and hajdr.^ debiyd, drati,

naddi.

18, Some nouns form the fern, regularlj" by adding
terminations to the masc.

Nouns ending in consonants add either -* (e.g. suar : sort

< suarl, hhatlj : bhattji) ; -in (e.g. camdr : camdrin,) or -din

{e.g,^ pandit : panditdin, thdkur : thakurdin). Those ending
in -a either substitute -z for -a (e.g. bakrd : hakri),'in for

-a (e g. banid : banin) or -ini for -a (e.g. larikd : larikinl) or
add -in to -d (e.g. Idld : laldin).^

Those ending in I substitute -in for -^ (e.g. mall : mdlin).
Those ending in -u either add -ain (e.g. guru : gnrudiii) or

substitute -wnf for -w (e.g. ?iaw : nduni).

Case.

19. There are two cases : direct and oblique, e.g. ghar :

gharan, kuttd : kuttan.

20. The dir, is used in the singular to denote the sub-
ject (eg. kuttd mart (/a—the dog died), the vocative (e.g. ghOsi
— milkman) or the inanimate direct object (e.g. lahdsi pJiUki

dm—burn the corpse). In the above cases it is used without
any postposition, but to denote all other cases of the singular
it is employed with the various postpositions (enumerated in

Chap, vii §§ 134-140).

Jn the plural the dir. is used either as a subject (e.g. sab

kuttd mari ge—sll dogs died) or as an inanimate direct object
e.g. {sab birwd kdti ddrau—cut all the trees down).

In a few expressions the dir. is found used as an instru-

mental (e.g. jabardastt nthdi lai ge—took away by force), a

genitive (e.g. tanikai bat kJidtir-^fov the sake of a little)

or a locative (e.g. kaljug md ghar ghar lardl hdi—\n the Iron

Age there will be quarrels in every home)!
21. The oblique is used only for the plural and so, ib

other words, there is only one case "as far as the singular is

concerned.^ It is employed as a subject optionally in cases

where a transitive verb is in the past based on the ancient

perfect participle (e.g. bamhanan or bamhan sab kdm bigar'

dihin'~the Brahmans spoiled everything). Except when used

as above, the obi. has always a postposition with it.

1 Vide Chap. I § 7 for vowel-shortening in the first syllable.
* But see § 4 note.

f

h
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Like the dir. in the singular, the obi. in the pkiral is in a
few expressions used as an instrumental, e.g. turn hamkd lathin

mareu—you struck me with sticks.

22. The obi. is formed from the dir. by adding
(a) -an if the noun ends in a consonant or 2^, e.g cOr

:

COran, gau : gawan ;

(h) -n if the noun ends in other vowels (shortening a

vowel, if it is long, before the termination), e.g. tarwari :

tarwann, diya : diyan^ ghosi : ghosin, Hindu : Hindun.

Other Cases.

§ 23. There is a special case for the vocative plural. It

is formed by adding -au to a noun ending in a consonant (e.g.

kaharau re) or -u to a noun ending in a vowel (shortening it if

it is long), e.g. meharuau ri. This case is, however, rarely

emploj^ed. The enclitics re (masc.) and n (fern.) are often

added after the full forms.

§ 24. Nom. and ace. pi. in ai occurs in some w^ords, e.g.

barsai (years)^ kitabal (books), hajarai (markets).

§ 25. An instrumental ending in -en is found in such

adverbial expressions as piyasen, hhulchen^ daren (out of thirst,

hunger or fear) alone, e.g. ham piyasen mare jail' hai—we are

mare

bhag gaye—he fled away out of fear.

§ 26. A case expressing motion towards and ending in

-ai is found in such usages as bajarai gaye—went to the

market- Similarly gharai, madarsai, g&wai.

§ 27. A locadve ending in -e is found in duare (outside,

on the door), samahe (before, in front). These are used without

the postposition. Ghame, kame, caumase, sapne and others are

generally employed wuth the postposition.

Form.

§ 28. Many nouns have_two forms: one_ short and the

other long, e.g. naddi : nadiya, ghofa : ghofawa, tmu: nautvd,

nduni : nauniya, kahdr : kaharwa. Some nouns have only what

seems to be the long form. e.g. hilaiyd : cf. Hin. hilU, debiya :

cf. Hin. dibbi. They have lost the short form.

The' short form is more generally uf^ed. The long one is

used only familiarly and is never used of sup_eriors. It is also

used in calling the younger, e.g. babud, nauwd re.

Emphatic * Forms.

§ 29. To denote the sense of also (inclusive) -an is add-

ed to a noun dir. or obi. if it ends in a consonant or m -w- and

_ „,^ X ,,,1 ^*H^ ** '
^*^^^>fc*™ll

1 Emphatic terminations are added to pronouns (Chap. V§ 63),

adjectives (Chap. Ill, § 41) participles and adverbs (Chap, VII § U6] as

vrell.
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-w if it ends in any other vowel (shortening it if it is long), e.g,

kitabau hahi gai—the book also was lost, gSwau jari ga—the

village also was burnt; mardan kd tau madddreu ah ka melia-

rvanau kd marihau—you have already murdered the men. now
do you propose to kill the women also ?

To denote the sense of defiuitenes? or of emphasis -ai is

added to a noun in a consonant or in -w and -i to a noun
ending in a vowel (shortening it if it is long), e.g. kuniharai
giri gd—the potter himself fell down, kuliai bhagi gd—the dog
fled away.

Note 1.—These terminations may be added to the nouns
or pronouns or instead of them to the postposition following
them if it is long and not short, e.g. -au added to ghar se be-

comes either ghcirau s^ or ghar sen.

Note 2.— -ahu (instead of -au ov -u—inclusive) and -ahe

(instead of -ai or -/ -definitive) may be optionally added to

nouns consisting of one syllable or of two short syllables. If

a dissyllabic or a long mono-syllabic word ends in a consonant
-ahu and -ahe cannot be added, e.g. gharahu, gharahe; but
corau^ corai.

Periphrastic Plurals.

30. The words log and pane are added to substantives
to form the periphrastic plurals. The first denotes a class

and the second a class or collection of things of the same
type. To form the obi. the termination -an is then added to

these words_and not to the noun which they follow, e.g. kurmt
log hartan nal majap hal—the kurmis—the kurmi class—do not
clean utensils ; kahar lagan ma pahmii ¥ rtti hai—the Pancait
system prevails amongst the kahars ; ham pane cOri nal kai

sakiP hai—people of our sort cannot steal : hnm pancan ma
parda kd calan hai—the purdah system prevails amongst our

people.

Note.—pane, however, is used generally only with 1st

and 2nd pers. pronouns [ham and turn).

CHAPTER III.

Adjectives.

Gender.

31. Adjectives as a rule have two genders :
masculine

and feminine, e.g. mk : nik' (good).

§ 32. The fem. is formed by
{a) adding -' to the masc. if it ends in a consonant, e.g-

pdtar-. patar' (thin), gjl : gtl' (wet), thandh : thandh' (cold) ; _
^

(6) changing -a into -i if the masc. ends in -a, e.g hara

:

ban (big), thora : thorl (little)
;
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(c) adding -? (after shortening u to -u) if the masc.

ends in u, e.g. haru : harui (bitter).

Note.—Adjectives ending in -u change only optionally

for the fern., e.g. ^aru or garrn balti (a heavy bucket).

33, The following adjectives do not change for gender :

layah (able), sa/pet (white), kliarah (bad), ujar (desolate), lal

(red), karid (black), hadi ^ (useless), hhdn (huge), jardu (inlaid).

Case.

34. Adjectives have two cases : dir. and obi., e.g.

thandh : thandhe, gtl' : glli.

J 35. Attributively the dir. is used to qualify a,sg. noun

when there is no postposition with it (e.g. Jiam ek kuar lafika

dekhen—l saw an unmarried boy ; kuUr' ZaiTrja—unmarried

girl) or to qualify a pi. noun optionally if it is_ in the masc.

gender and is used without a postposition prov_ided that the

adjective ends in a consonant, e.g. kuar {or kuUty) larika jati

^ai—unmarried boys are going, but bhale larika jal' hat.

Predieatively the dir. is used with a^sg. noun always, e.g.

loalm larika (or iva laHria), kuUr (or kuUr') /i«i—that boy (or

girl) is unmarried, and only optionally with a pi. noun of

masc. gender provided that either (a) the adjecjiive ends m a

consonant (e.g. wui lar ika kvMr-^ov kuare—hai—those boys

are unmarried, ivui lafikan k-d ktmr—ox kuSre—batawaP hai~

they say those bovs are unmarried) or (6) if it ends in a vowel

the noun with which it agrees is used with a postposition (e.g.

ivui larikan kd bkald~ov hhaP—hatmoat' ^al—they say those

bovs are good1.

5 36. Attributively the obi. is used to qualify a sg. noun

followed by a postposition (e.g. wui kuUre larika kd—ov kuan

lauria kd—sab jane cZeMm'—everybody saw that unmarried

bov—or girl) or to qualify a pi. noun, e.g. wui kuare (or kuSr )

larika huS hai—those unmarried boys are there
;
wiu kuan

lauria hiS, ha^i—those unmarried girls are here.

Predieatively the obi. is used always with a pi. noun, e.g.

wui larika hiSre (or kuUr^) hai. ,

Note.~li a sg. noun is used as a subject of a pi. vero,

the adjective which qualifies that noun must be plural e.g.

hareliwEle cam Eye hai ;
Ramcandra hare accU ra]a rahai, ;

I thanedar hafe hai wui chOi hat.

Form.

, 37. The masc. obi. is formed from the masc dir. (a) by

adding -e if the dir. ends in a consonant or m -« (shortening

-u to -u), e.g. dubar : dubare, karu : karne ; (6) by subst.tuting -e

* badi is used only predicafively.

2 For the optional use of the direct see above § J&.
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for -a if the dir. ends in -a, e.g. hhala : bhale. If the dir. itself
ends in -e no change is made, e.g. kette.

The fern. obi. is formed from the fern. dir. by lengthen-
ing '" to J, e.g. gil' : gilt. If the dir, itself ends in -I no change
is made. e.g. bhnli : bhcdi.

Note.—Fem. dir. is never used with a plural noun.
38. Adjectives which do not change for gender do not

change for number and case either, and those which change
optionallj^ for gender change optionally for number and case
also, e.g. sapet : sapet, karu : kaiu or karue.

§ 39, If an adjective is used as a noun, its obi form (or
the dir. it_self if there is no obi.) serves as the sg, obi., e.g.
acche kd rakhi Zcm—retain the good (boy), but it forms the pL
obi. by adding terminations like ordinary nouns ^ to its obi.
form or to the dir. if there is no obi., e.g. hia kharab au acclie
dunau tana k" admi Aa?—liere are boys of both sorts, good and
bad, accha acchen kd mkh' leu kharabayi kd bahin nikari dm—
all right, retain the good but turn the bad out.

Degrees of Comparison.

40, There are no separate forms for the comparative
or the superlative. The sense of the comparative is expressed
either by using some such word as jada, bahut (more), kam
(less), e,g. yu lafika wui se jada gOr ^at—this boy is fairer
than that, wu larika J se kam gOr hai—that boy is less fair
than this ; or better by using the simple adjective with the
ablative postposition se or 5« following the noun with which
the comparison is made, e.g. yu larika wui se gOr hai—thm boy
is fairer than that ; wu larika t se karia hai—that boy i^

darker than this.

The sense of the superlative is expressed by a simple
adjective preceded by sab ma (amongst all) with or without
some noun like admt, e.g. yu larika sab ma nik hai—this boy
is best of all, yu admi sab admin ma nik hai—this man is best
of all men.

41. The emphatic forms of adjectives are made ac-
cording to the rules given in Chap. II § 29, e.g. yu tabka mithau
hai khattau hai—this mango is both sweet and sour, paHra

nai
« «

the sugar-cane is sweet only, not sour

CHAPTER IV,

Numerals.

Cardinals.

§ 42. The following are the cardinal numerals

' Vide Chap, IIj 22.

f

1

I
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1 ek.

2 dui>

3 tini,

4 cari ,

5 pUc,

6 cha,

7 sat.

8 a/^.

9 nan.
10 <?a5.

11

12

onais.

gera,

ham,
13 iem.

14 Cauda,
15 pandarah
16 <sOm.

17 sattara.

18 athard.

19

20 &?5.

2 1 ekais.

22 5at5,

23 iSei5.

24 cauhis,

25 pacts.

26 chahhis
27 sattais.

28 a«Mi5.
29 ontis,

30 ^15.

31 ekdtis,

32 hattis,

33 /If15.

34 cautis.

35 paltis.

36 cJiattis.

37 saltis.

38 ardtis,

39 ontalis

40 caZt5.

41 ekdtalis.

42 haydlis.

43 ietdlis.

44 cauwalis.

45 paitdVs,

46 chiyalis.

47 saiialis

48 ardtalis.

49 oncas.

60 pacas.

51 ekkyawan
62 hdivan.

63 tirpan.

54 mwt^an.
55 pachpan.
56 chappan,
57 sattawan,
58 atthdwan.

m m

59 onsaihi,

60 5a/A^

61 ekdsathi,

62 bdsathi,

63 tirsathi.

64 causathi,

65 paisalhi,

66 cMchathi.
m

67 sdrsathi,

68 ardsaihi.

onna^i,

assl.

69 onhatiari,

70 sattari.

71 (khattari,

72 bahattari,

73 iihattari.

74 caiihattari.

75 pachattari.

76 cliiyattari,

77 sathattari.

78 athattari.

79
80
81 ekkydd.
82 haydsi.

83 tirdsi.

84 caurdsi.

85 pacdst,

86 chiydst.

87 satldst,

88 atthdsi.

89 nawdst.

90 nabbe.

91 tkkyanhe.

92 bdnbe.

93 lirdnbe.

94 caurdnbe.

95 pancdnbe.

96 chdnbe.

97 saitdnbe.

98 * atihdvhe.

99 niniidnhl.

100 5^/W.

1,000 Aa/ar.

1,00,000 ZaM.

Ordinals.

% 43. These have two genders, masc. aad feii) The
following are irregular :

1st 2?aAf7 2nd rfO^ar 3rd fi^ar

4th caw/A 6th chatthd.

32).

(Ch

Other ordinals are formed by adding aM;a (maflc.) or at

pac

iVofe.—11th to 18th, however, insert a short A in the

termination, e.g. g^era: geraJnva: gerahl.
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Multiplicative Numerals,

44. There are no special numerals of the type of

twice, thrice, etc. The sense is, however, given by some
word expressive of time usually dai or dau. Twice is thus

resolved to * two times ' dui dal, thrice to * three times ' ttni

dai. For instance ham sab jane din bhare md ekai dui dai

khaH' hai, saheb, log fau pSc pUc chaczha dau tipan urawat^ hat

-we eat food only once or twice a day while the sahebs eat

tiffin five or six times.

The following words are used only for the multiplication

tables :

—

Ekkan (once), dunl (twice), tiyU (thrice), cakku (four

times), panel (five times), chaka (six times), sate (seven times),

atthe (eight times), nawU (nine times), dasawan (ten times).

The following are the most common fractional numerals:

I pauwa
h ddha or addha

I paunu
li- sawau

1 2 derh

2i arhai

Definite and Indefinite.

45. To add the sense of definiteness to a number -au

is added to it if it ends in a consonant or in -u and -u if it

ends in some other vowel, e.g. duiu—both, carm— all the four,

7iawau—all the nine.

To express the sense of indefiniteness -an (if a number
ends in a consonant or in -w) or -n (if it ends in any other

vowel) is added to it, e.g. bisan—scores, pctcasan—fifties, haja-

ran—thousands-

CHAPTER V.

Pronouns.

46. A pronoun is always followed by a postposition

except when used as a subject or as an inanimate direct ob-

ject. The oblique, wherever it exists separately, is used with
a postposition.

47. Pronouns which have separate genitive forms are

never followed by genitive postpositions. The genitive form has

oblique and feminine forms like ordinary adjectives, e.g. mar
ghora—my horse, more ghora kd~to my horse, mor' ghoria

mv mare, mori ghoria kd—to my mare.
48. If a pronoun has separate forms for singular and

plural, the plural is generally used for the singular person

also, e.g. I said—^am kahen {mat kaheu less frequently).
Sg. 2nd pers. {tui) is used only for the younger, chiefly

children and the servants. It expresses either deep affection

or contempt. A father for his grown up son or daughter will

always use the pronoun tum~jo\x.

f

I

1
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Personcd Pronouns
49. 1st pers.

sg- pi.

mai, mahi ham.

Gen. mor-masc. dir. (my); hamar—mascdiv. (our),
e.g. 7nai gayeu~l went, ham gayen—we went ; mm ka den—
give me, ham la deti—give us : mor* kitab—my book, hamare.
larika fed—to our son.

§ 50. 2nd pers,

tuiy tuhi. turn.

Gen. for—masc. dir. (thy); tumhar—maso. dir. (your),
e.g. tui gawa or turn gayeu—you went, tui ka or turn kd maribd—
I shall beat you ; tore or tumhare larikawa 5^— from your son.

Note,—inalii^ tuhi are very rarely used ; in the obi, of
hamar and tumhar the second syllable becomes short hamare,
haman^ etc.

§ 51. 3rd pers.

sg. pi.

dir. masc. wu^ wahii\
fern, wd^ wah WW,

obi. wui, wahi un, unh.

e.g, wu or wahu kahis'—he said, wd or wah kahis'she said,
ivui kahin^—they said : wui kd or wahi kd dekhen—we saw him
(her), un or unh kd dekheyi—we saw them.

Demonstrative Pronouns.

§ 52, The forms of the Remote Demonstrative are the
same as those of the 3rd pers. pronoun. Those of the prono-
minal adjective that are also the same except that obi. pL ha&
three forms :—

un, unh and loui. For instance :

wu or wahu larikd, wd or wah laurid, wui larikd or lau-

rid, wui or wahi larika kd or laUria kd ; wui, un or unh lafikait

ka ; wui, un or unh laHrian kd.

53. Proximate Demonstrative Pronoun.

^.^ masc. yu, yahu 1
j

fern, yd, yah J

obi. t, ehi i^. ^'^^•

The forms of the pronominal adjective this are the same

bove excent that obi. nl. has three forms: in, inh andi,

beat these boys, t, in or tnhmarau
kd mdrau—beat these girls.
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§ 54. Relative Pronoun.

dir. jo, jaun jO, jaun, jt.

obi. jh j^T^i P^^ ?''^^-

Correlative Pro7ioun.

dir. so, taun w, faun, tz.

obL it, iehi tin, tinh.

e.g. jo or jaun jais Jcart so or taun tais pat—as one will do so

one will get.

The pronominal adjectives of these have the same forms

except that j% and tl are the more usual forms than jin, jinh

and tin^ tinh ,in obi. pi. ji and tl also replace jd, jaun and sd^

taun of dir pi., e.g. ji lafiha dundu macawal^ rahai ti sab bhag

gaye—all those boys who were making noise have run away.

These pronouns also form their pronominal adjectives on

jaun and taun by taking the terminations of ordinarj' adjec-

tives :

—

masc. fem.

dir. jaun, taun jaun\ taun*.

obi. javne, taunl jaum, taum,

55. Interrogative Pronoun,

dir, Ico, kaun kaun.
obi. H, kehi kin, kinh,

e.g. ko or kaun Jiai—who is there ? hua kaun rahai—who
were there ? , H or kehi ka mareu—whom (sg.) did you beat ?

kin or kink ka mareu—whom (pi.) did you beat ?

The pronominal adj. kaun—masc dir is decl ned like ordi-

nary adjectives. In addition it has the alternative forms^H,
kehi in sg, obi. and kl in pi obL, eg kaun adml mari ga

which man died? kaun'' meharua mari gai—which woman
died ? . kaune, kl admin kd {or adnii k9) mareu— which men (or

man) did you beat ? , kaunt, kl mehnruan kd (or meharua kd)

mareu—which women (or woman) did you beat ?

The pronoun 'what' (inanimate) "^has s parate forms ka

dir. and kahe obl_, e.g. turn ka itaA^w—what did you sav ? turn

wui ka kahe s' marezi—with what did you beat him ? The adj.

based on this pronoun has, however, the forms of kaun.

§ 56. The adjectives of manner : ais (of this sort, such),

wais (of that sort, such), jais tais (such b, ) kais (of what

sort ?) of quantity etta or atia (so much), olia (that much),

jetia-tetta (as much-as) ketid (how muct. ?) and of number:
ette or aite (so many), otte (so many) jelte-tefte (as many-as)
and kefie (how many ^) , are all treated like ordinary adjec-

tives and have their obi /and fem. forms accordingly, e g (^^^^

dm ma ghar baithau—^mt at home on such a dav, wais' ktab

r

t
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phiri nai niiE—never will a book of that sort be found, elle

ata 5« hamar' bhukh nai jai~my hunger will not be satisfied
with so much flour, ham otti rOti khayen—1 took that much
bread, turn kettd kam kiheu—how much work did you do ?

;

tumhare kette larikd au ketti lauria hcii—how many* sons and
daughters have you got ?

,
jette larikd lumhare hai telte hamari

I have as^many sons as you have, jettt lauria haniare hat
tettt kdi k^ nai—no one has so many daughters as I have.

Indefinite Pronouns,

Aur,

§ 57. This pronoun expresses the sense of ' more/ ' other'
(else) and is indeclinable, e.g. aur kd caJii—what more is re-

quired ? , aiir kaiin sahar jdi—who else will go to the city,

thore admi hiu hai aur TiuU baith hai—some men are here,
others are seated there.

Aur as an adjective takes the ordinary terminations for

forming the oblique and the feminine : aur, aure, aur\ aurt,

58. Kol

means ' some one ' or * any one * and is indeclinable, e.g. kot

rahai—there was some one. kol not rahai—there was nobody,
kot rahai—there were some people, kdi kd mdrau nd—do not
beat anybody.

Kol does not change even as an adjective, e.g. kol admt or

meharud—some man or woman, kol adml ndl dye—no man
came, kol larika kd na mdrau—do not beat any boy.

Like kd, kuchu refers to an inanimate thing. It means
something or anything ; kuchu—dir , kdheu—obi., e.g. ham
kuchu 7idl kihen—I did nothing, ham kdheu s^ pet bhari lihen

I filled mv bellv with something.
The adjective based on kuchu has the same form as kot,

59. The pronoun sab (all) has one constant form for

both genders and cases, e.g. sab kihin'—all did ; sah se. sab (all

or whole) as an adjective also does not change, e.g. sab admin
s^ ham se kol matlab ndl— I have nothing to do with all men,

sab duniyd matlabl hai—the whole world is selfish.

Compound Pronomis,

§ 60. jo kol (whoever) and jO kuchu (whatever) are the

only compound pronouns and are used only in tlie direct, e.g.

jo kol 7ndris' hoi sobakuri ^e&—whoever may have beaten, admit,

jd kuchu bhawd so 6Aa«i;a—whatever happened, happened. The

oblique has the ordinary ji, jehi with or without the word

cahai, e.g. cahai jl H rOtlhoi ham khdib /arwr—whomsoever the

bread may belong to, I shall eat it.
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§ 61. apna.

Genitive

—

apan—masc. dir.

This pronoun is used to express (a) emphasis; {h) reflexive

sense ; or (c) the 1st and 2nd persons together.

(a) It may be combined with any noun or pronoun to

express emphasis, e.g. Bam apna han ka cale gaye, Dasarath Jc?

rowai led ghar chUri gaye—Ram himself went away to the

jungle but left Dasarath at home to Aveep ; turn apna cale

gayeu—you yourself went away ; ham apna rupaya corayen au
tnm ka con lagayen—I myself stole the monej' and attributed

the theft to you.
{b) Reflexive sense is expressed in such expressions as

ivui pachitaye au apna kd hahut hhala bum kaliiW—he expressed
his regret and rebuked himself very much : turn apna h
apne apu mari liheu—you hit yourself, ham apna kd dukhu
sahaP rahen turn se kuchu nal kahen—I went on putting up
with troubles but never said anything to you.

(c) This pronoun expresses the speaker and the person

spoken to together, when used absolutely, e.g. apna s' kaun
matlab~v.h3it have we (you and I) to do with it.

The genitivn which is declined like ordinary adjectives

denotes the sense of ' own ' when used with a noun or pronoun
and^^of *our' (yours and mine) when used absolutely, e.g.

Gopal apan/ gaiya bed ddris'—Gonial sold away his (own) cow ;

turn apan birwa katmi hamar kahe kataP hau—cut your own
tree, why do you cut mine ; apan bakdva kahU gawa—where is

our goat gone ?

62.^ There are no honorific pronouns Uke Hin. ap or

Bih. rauwU. When honour or respect is to be shown to any
person, special care is taken to use the plural pronoun and
verb. There is also a tendency not to utter the names of

one's elders.
. Women always refer to them by some general

name or indefinite expression, they never utter their names,
specially that of the husband—it is a sin in their eyes.

Emphatic Forms.

63. Some pronouns form the emphatics irregularly as-

shown below :

—

inclusive. definitive,

mat, 7nahi mahu mahe
^cim hamahu hamahe
ty^i iohu tohe

^ww tuniahu tumahe
wu, wahu, iva, waJi wahau wahai
^'^i wahu wahe
un or unh unahu nnahe
yu, yahu, ya, yah yahau yahai

i

*
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inclusive definitive

» yahu yaM
in or ink inahu inahe
jiy jehi

ti, tehi

jehe

tehe

Other pronouns make their emphatic forms with the or-

dinary terminations (Chap* II § 29), e.g. sabrti, koiu.

CHAPTER VI.

Verbs.

§ 64. The plural form of the verb is used generally even
with a singular noun, specially when respect is intended to be
shown, e.g. Ram ban ka gaye—Ram went to the jungle ; caca
bajarai gayehai—my uncle has gone to the market. There arc

no special honorific moods or tenses.

Root.

65. The root form, for the purposes of this grammar,
can be obtained from the dir. infinitive by cutting off

—

wab,

ab or— 6 as the case may be, e.g. bajawab : baja— , dekhab :

dekh— , hob: ho—. Most of the roots end in consonants, but
a fairly large number of them end in—a. Those which end in

other vowels are verv few.

Imperfect and Perfect Participles.

§ f

at\ e

i6. The imperf. part, has three distinct forms : (a) in

.g. parhat'—reading, dekhai^—seeing; (6) in

—

il\ e.g.

parhil', dekhil^
;

(c) in—a/?, e.g. parhdtl, dekhd^l.

i\ (a) in—a/Ms used for the singular of both genders and for

the masculine plural, e.g. mai dekhai' hau—l see, wui fiekhal*

hai.

{b) in~iP is used for the 1st pi. of both genders, e.g. ham
dekhil' han—we (masc. or fern.) see.

(c) in~~dtt is used for the fern, pi., e.g. i meharm dekhdtt

hai—these women see; ham dekhdti (or dekhil') han-'We (fem.)

see.

(

§ e, e.g. pfffM
m

in\ e.g. parh%n\ dekhin'; (d) in—en, e.g. parhen, dekhert.

(a) in—e is used for both numbers of 1st and 2nd pers.,

e.g. 7nai ajodhyd dekhe hau—\ have seen Ajodhya, turn dekhe

hail—have you seen ?

(h) in— 16' for the 2nd and 3rd sg., e.g. tui dahiu khai^ hoi

thon hnfif, Anfi^n rnrrls ttm or u:a dahiu khUiS^ hai.
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(c) in—iV for the 3rd pi., e.g. wiii dahiu khain* hoi and
{d) in

—

en is used as an alternative form for the 1st pi., e.g

Jiam ajodhya dekhen hai {or dekhe Jian)—we have seen Ajodhya.

Auxiliary Verb.

68. hob—to be, root ho

Present Indicative

1st pers. {mai) hau {ham) han, hai
2nd pers. {tui) hai (turn) hau
3rd pers. {wu) hai {wui) hai

Past Indicative.

rahau rahan, rahai
rahai rahau
rahai rahcii

Fature Indicative.

hoihau hoiba, hoib
hoihai hoihau
^ol hoihai

Present Conjunctive.

'hou hoi, hoi
^oi hoti

hoi hot

Past Conjunctive.

hotiu hoten, hoiV
hot' -fiOtiu

hot* Jioll

The Imperative has the same forms as the Present Conj.
except m 2nd sg. where it has ho for hoi.

Note.~Oi the alternative forms given above for 1st pl.

hai rahai and hoi are used only with— ii^' (imperf.) and—ew
(perf.) forms of the participles and not wuth others. They are
only used in periphrastic, tenses. The alternative forms han
rahan and hot are alone used independentlv.

Conjugation of dekhab—to see, root dekh

(1) Simple Tenses.

§ 69. These are formed by adding various terminations
—eu) to the root and without the help of the auxiliary.

They are six in number.

I

f

r
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§ 70. Present Indicative.

dekhau dekhl
dekhai dekhau
dekhai dekhai.

This tense is no longer used in common speech (except
that of the auxiliary hob) and has been replaced by the
Present Tmperf. Indicative, e.g. T go—mai jdV hau, not mai
jau, but I am—mai hau. It, however, still survives in songs
(e.g. sowau kijdgau mdn ddhi hhawi^nt, hali jdH '—are you
sleeping, revered Bhawanl, or waking, I bow to thee) as the
Pres. Indie, and in stories as the Habitual Past or historic
present in vivid description (e.g. mahldn rdju chappan parkdl
k^^ hhojan hanawai'^—the mother used to prepare food of fifty-
six varieties daily; rdjd kacehari s'^ dye dekhai kd kdi k" jutd
dhare^—the Raja returned from the court and what does he
see— that somebody's shoes were there.

r

71. Past Indicative*
r

dekheu dekhen
dekhe, dekhis^ dekheu
dekhis^ dekhin^

This tense refers toa momentary action which happened
in the past, e.g. jab mat hud. s^ caleu tab turn hua nm rahau—
you were not there when I left the place. If a continuous
action in the past is meant a root indicating continuous action
IS combined with one expressing momentary action, e.g. mai
haith raheu—I remained seated. The difference between thi?

tense and the Pres. Perf. Indie, and the Past Perf. Indie, is chiefly

that the effect of the last two lasts after the action while it

does not last in the case of this tense. The Past Indie, raa}^

however, be used to denote an action just completed (for which
English uses_Pres. Perf.), e.g, wu manat jl ka fUm pUchat*

rahau, at gawd—the man about whom you were inquiring has
arrived. Thus, here, the momentary action of 'arriving' is

emphasised, not its effect. If the effect were to be emphasised,
the Pres. Perf. would be used.

Used conjunctively this tense refers to a future action,

e.g. fnai hojar gayeu tautumhan khdtir tahkd layaihau—li I go
(Ht. if I w^ent) to the market, I shall bring mangoes for you

A^o/e.—2nd pi. {dekheu) of this tense is also used as a

future imperative or conditional, e.g. acchu dikheu turn kE nis

nmn ki tumhdr hSr pUjar tuti jai—aW right you'll see, 1 shall

beat you so much that all your bones will be broken ;
acchd ah

H jo ham halld karl tau Twarew—beat me if 1 again make a

noise, bhaiyd larikan kd dekheu—hvothev ^ look after the boys.

J Vide Appendix (6) 1. « FiVf Appendix (a).
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§ 72, Future Indicative.

dekJiihau dekhiba or dekhib
dekhihai dekhihau
dekht dekhihai

This tense simply refers to a future action, e.g. ham niithdi
khaiba—we shall eat sweetmeats. As compared with this, the
Fut. Imperf. Indie, refers to an action which will be in the
process of being acted {jab turn aihau tab ham pnrhal' hoih
—when you come, I shall be reading, i.e you will ' find me
reading) and the Fut. Perf. Indie, refers to an action which
will have been completed (e.g. jab turn aihau tab ham iMrhehoiha
—when you come, I will have finished reading). Tlie simple
Fut. Indie., however, refers (in the case of ' continuous ' roots)
to an action which will begin (e g. jab turn aihau tab ham
parhiba—when you come, I shall read, i.e. I shall begin reading
after your arrival).

§ 73. Present Conjunctive.

This tense has exactly the same forms as the Pres.

Indie. (§ 70 above). It is used in conditional clauses {jo mai
ium ka dhokhd deU tau kaheu—blame me if I deceive you) or

in clauses denoting purpose (e.g. wui aisi bdtai kihin"' ki ham
huci 5* hhagi jm—he spoke in such a manner in order that I

should go away from there). A clause with this tense (as

also every other conjunctive tense) is also preceded by some
such word as jo (if), jab (when), ki (that), jt md (so thatj.

As compared with the Pres. Imperf. Conj. (eg. jo mai
dekhat' hoR tau mai kd mareM—beat me if I am looking) and
Pres. Perf. Conj, (e.g. jG mai dekhe hou tau mdrau—beat me if

I have looked) this tense denotes only simple and indefinite

conjunctive sense, e.g. jo mai dekhau tau mdreu—itl look, beat
me, i.e. beat me even if I begin looking whether I am in the state

of looking fPres. Imperf. Conj.) or T have finished looking
(Pres. Perf. Conj.)

^'^- Past Conjunctive.

dekltdliii dekhdten or dekhit'

dekhat' dekhdtiu
dekhaP dekhM

This tense is based on the ancient imperf. part, like the
,

periphrastic tenses but has the verbal terminations added to it

and does not, therefore, require the help of the auxiliary. It

denotes (in a conditional or purpose clause) an action which
might have taken place in the past but which never came off, e.g.

jo mai ghar se dth baje cal detiu tau hiu ihik bakhat par pahUci

')atiu~l would have reached this place iii time if I had started
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from home at eight ; turn ais kam kartiu UTiam kahuU s*^ tarkai
kd mauka mil jaP—3^ou should have acted in such a maimer that
I should have got time to escape from there. Compared with
Past Imperf. Conj. (jo wui sail' turn Bam s^ bdlai na kart' koti^i

tau ham ais karten— if you had not been talking— i.e. in tlie

process of talking— to Ram T would have done like that) and
Past Perf. Conj. (eg. jO turn apnai ais kam kike holin tau ka nu
hant^— if you yourself had acted in such a way— i.e. finisliod

acting—would all have not been well ?) this tense rofer-^ not to

completion or incompletion of an action but simply infers thnt
it did not take place in the past.

75. Imperative.

This tense has the same forms as the Pres. Indie, except
in 2nd sg. where it has dekhn for dekhai. The subject in the
case of the 2nd pers. is generally understood while in other

cases it is generally expressed, e.g. kam—do (sg.), karau—do
(pL), mat karau—let me do, wu karat—let him do. The forms
of this tense are distinguished from those of the Pres. Tndic.

and Conj., by an emphatic intonation of the voice. Similarly

questions are distinguished both from the Imperative and other

tenses, e.g. mai karau—shall I do ?

(2) Periphrastic Tenses.

§ 76. These are formed by combining (a) the Imperf.

Part, and {b) the Perf. Part, with the various tenpes of the

auxiliary. The auxiliarj^ is, however, uttered wdth much less

emphasis than the principal veib, e.g. in mai jal' hail—I go,

haa is uttered very indistinctly so much so that it seems some-

times to be absent.

4

(a) Tenses with Imperf. I'urt.

§ 77. Compared with the Simple and Perfect tense?', these

lay special emphasis on the continuity and incompletion of an

action present, past or future. They are five as shown belou .

78. Present Imperfect Indicative.

sg pi. masc. pi. fern.

dekJiit' hai.

1st pers. dekhat' hau
| (jekhal' han dekhdti han

2nd pers. dekhaV hai dekhaV hau (kkMi hau

3rd pers. dekhai' hai dekhaf hai dekhM hai

This tense refers to an action which is taking pla_ce in t

,.,4. „„j t-„„ j:.^i„„^^ fiio Pr»>q Indie, e.ff. mai lal' hau
K."
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means * I go ' and not necessarily ' I am going.' It also refers to

ua kaun idi—who
will go theie ?) mai jat' liau—I am going.

Note,—-The alternative form in the 1st pi. in

—

iP hai is

much more frequently used than the forms in

—

aP han and
9ti han.

§ 79, Past Imperfect Indicative.

sg. pi. masc. pi. fern.

( dekhal' rnhan dekhdti rahan
dekhat' rahai dekhat' rahau dekhdti rahau
dekhaP rahai dekhat' rahai dekhdti rahai

This^ tense refers to an action not completed in the past,
e.g. p saiP turn mai ka sarak par mileu wui saiP mai hajarai jaP
rahau—when you met me on the road, I was going to the mar-
ket, i.e. the action of going was not completed at that time.
It sometimes refers to an action which was going to happen
but which was stopped somehow, e.g. mai wui ka mart' rahaU
turn roki diheu^I was beating him (or was about to beat him)
but you prevented me from doing it.

iVo/e.—The alternative form in the 1st pi. m—it' rahai is

much more frequently u.sed than the forms in—af' rahaii arid—3/t

rahan.

80. Future Imperfect Indicative.

sg- pi. masc. pi. fern.

dekhat' hoihail J ,„ . ,
^?^^**'^'' ^^*'^«

_ , .,.
dekhal' hoiba dekhdtt hoioa

dekhat' hoik ai dekhaP hoihau dekhdti hoihau
dekhat' hoi dekhat' hoihai dekhdti hoihai

This tense refers to an action which will be in the state of

duration at some particular future time, e.g. jab turn aihau tab

ham khaP hoiba—J shall be eating when you come.

81. Present Imperfect Conjunctive.

dekhaP hou
\

.

dekhit' hoi
I dekhat^ hoi dekhdti hoi

dekhat' hoi dekhat' hou dekhdti hou
dekhat^ hoi dekhat' hoi dekhdti hoi

This tense refers to a continuous conditional action present
or future, probable or improbable, e.g. jo turn jhut bDlat' hou tau
ham ka kart-~wha,t shall I do if you are (or were) telling a lie,

]o ham kalhi i sdit' sowaV hoi tau ham ka marew—beat me if you
tind me sleeping to-morrow at this time.
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82. Past Imperfect Conjunctive.

sg. masc, pi. feni. pi.

dekhaP holiu L ,
, . ,

'^^^^''^' ^^'^^

( dekhat' holen dekhdil hQUn
dekhai' hot' dekhaP hOliu dekhalt hoHu
dekhat' hot' dekhat' hotl dekhdtl hot'

This refers to a continuous action in the past which might
have happened but which did not happen, e.g. wui sail' j6 turn
se ham hatlat' hoten tau turn ka wa hat jarur balauten—ii I had
been talking to you at that time, I would have told you that
thing.

(b) Tenses with Perf Part.

§ 83. These laj'' emphasis on the completion of an action,
whether it be in the present, past or future, having special re-
ference to the effect of that action at the time of speaking, or
at the time referred to in the speech. They are five in num-
ber as shown below,

§ 84. Present Perfect Indicative.

sg. pL
dekhe hau dekhe han or dekhen hai

dekhe hai or dekhis' hai dekhe hau
dekhis' hai dekhin' hai

The difference between this tense and the Past Indic. is

that this refers to an action the effect of which lasts up to the
present while the Past Indic. refers to an action which has no
effect at present, e.g. mat kuU md giri gd hau—I have fallen

into the well, i.e. 1 am still there while mai kuu m9 giri gayeu
refers to the momentary action of falling but does not show
that I am still there.

. Compared with the Past Perf. Indic. this tense refers to

the recent past while the Past Perf. Indic. to the remote past,

e.g. mai gSwai gawd hau—I have gone to the village, refers to

nearer past than that referred to in mai gUwai ' ^'" ^

had gone to the village.

gawa I

§ 85. Past Perfect Indicative.

dekhe rahau dekhe rahan or d^khen rahai

dekhe rahai or deklds* rahai dikhe rahau
^

dekhis* rahai dekhinf rahai

The difference between this tense and the Past Indic is

that while the effect of the action denoted by the latter does

not last beyond the time when the action took place that of

the Past Perf. Indic. lasts. Moreover, the Past Indic refers to

nearer past time than the Past Perf. Indic. does, e.g. inai gSivai
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gayeu— I went to the village and mai gawai gawa rahau—I was

gone to the village,

Note,—The English Past Perf. (e.g. I had gone) requires

comparison witli another past veib, but here it is not neces-

sar3^

§ 86. Future Perfect Indicative.

dekhe hoihaU dekhen hoiha or dekhe Jioiba

dekhe hoihai or dekhis* hoihai dekhe hoihau

aekhis^ hoi dekhin^ hoihai

This tense refers to an action which will be necessarily

completed by some particular time in the future, e.g. jab turn

liamka holawai aihait tab ham rott khai Ithe hoiha—I shall have

dined when you come to call me It may, however, sometimes
denote a possible but uncertain action of the past, e.g. (kalhi

ka turn I kursi par baiihe- rahau) ha baiihe hoiba— (was it you
who sat on this chair yesterday ? ) yes, I may have sat on it.

87. Present Perfect Conjunctive.

dekhe hoa dekhe hoi or dekhen hoi
r

dekhe hoi or dekhis^ hoi dekhe hou
dekhis' hot dekhin^ hoi

This tense refers to a conditional action, completed in the

past or the future, e.g. jo ham ya kitab chuye hoi tau marau—heat
me if I have touched this book, or jo ham ya kitab chiiye hoi

tail mareu—beat me if you ever find that I have touched this

book.

88. Past Perfect Conjunctive.

dekhe hot in dekhe hoten or dekhen hoten

dekhe hof\ dekhis' hot' dekhe hotiu
dekJiis' hoi' dekhin' hoil

This tense refers to a conditional completed action in_the

past which did not occur, e.g. jo mai chuitin ma sabai kiiabai

parhi dare hotiu tau dju cain kart^ hotiu— \i I had finished

reading all the books during the vacations, I should have been
enjoying this day-

Infinitival Forms.

§89. The infinitive has two cases— direct and oblique.

The dir., e.g. dekhab~to see {ghar kl dasa dekhab kd roivab hai—
to see the condition of the house is to weep ; khdb kd pet'' i^^^'

rab hai~it is not eating but filling the belly). The obh, e.g. de-

khai {yu larikd dekhai sunai md nik hai—this boy is said to be

good, lit. this boy is good in seeing and hearing, abhai pdnl bar-

jai md kuchu din aur bdki /^aT—there are still some days before
it rains).

I"

*
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§ 90. The noun of agency ends in -aiya, e.g. dekliaiija (one
who sees) ; Msaiya (one who laughs) ; kdt j>ani hharaiya milai
tau layawo—bring a drawer of water if you find one, hbt rnhtr

jawaiya hai— is there any one who is going to the city?

§ 91. The Conjunctive Participle is formed by adding i to— W ^ •/ Vp**

a root and using the form with kd or' kai, e.g. dekhi k^—having
seen, hasi kai—having laughed, wu sah din Mtsi kai bat kahal'

hai—he always smiles before speaking (lit. having smiled, he
speaks).

Note,—The simple Conj. Part, in i (without kd or kai) is

UBed only in periphrastic formations.'^

§ 92. The imperfect participial adjective generally ends
in

—

aP—the first form of the participle and does not change
for number, person or case, e.g. ham Ik ufat^ kauivd dekhen—

I

saw a crow flying, ham ek urat' ciraiya dekhen: ufaP kabularan
par goli na calao—do not shoot at fl3^ing pigeons. When used

with a fem. obi. noun, however, attributivelv it has the

—

dli

(third form of the participle) form, e.g. tir'dl'i ciraiya (or cirai-

yan) par goU na calao—do not shoot bullets at the bird which
is flying (or the birds which are flying).

Note.—This part. adj. is used predicatively when emphasis
is laid on the action denoted by it (as distinguished from the

substantive which it qualifies), e.g. ham ek kaiiwa ural' dekhen.

Here the emphasis is on nj-at^ and not on kauwd.

93. Below is given a complete scheme of the conjuga-

tion of dekhab ; only the 1st pers. sg. of tenses being shown.

Indie. Conj. Imperative

Simple
Present dekhau dekhaU dekhaU

Past dekheu dekhdiiit

Future dekhihau

Periphrastic

(a) with the Tmperf. Part.

Pres. Imperf. dekhaV hau dekhaf hoa

Past Tmperf. dekhaV rahaU dekhat' hOiiu

Fut. Imperf. dekhat^ hoihati

(b) with the Perf. Part.

Pres. Perf. dekhe hau dekhe hdu

Past Perf. dekhe rahaiL dekhe hOliu

Fut. Perf. dekhe hoihau

Dir. Inf. dekhah', Obi. Inf. dekhai )
Noun «f Ag;^"7

.

dekhaiyd ; Qonl Part, dekhi fe; Imperf. Part. adj. ^nhaV

,

dekhdtt.

hf^m

' Fzd. Chap. I § 8.
* FWe below §§116-117.
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Transitive and Intransitive.

94. Verbs are either trans, or in trans. Some trans,

verbs can, however, be also intrans., e.g. khab— to eat, gawah

—to sing Similarly some intrans, verbs can be also trans., e.g.

hUsab—to laugh at.

95. The intrans. verb, e.g. marab (to die) differs from

the trans., eg dekhab in the Past Indie, and Perf. Part, as

shown below

:

Past Indicative.

sg. masc. sg. fern. pi. masc. pi. fem
mareu mariu maren
mara man mareu inariu

also.

mara man mare man

Note,—mara, marl sometimes are employed in the 1st sg.

Perfect Participle.

The perfect participle has four forms : (a) in -a (e.g. mara)

used as masc. sg
;

(b) in -e (e.g. mare) used as masc. pi.
;
(c) in

-I (eg. mari) used as fem. sg. and pi. and [d) in-en (e.g.

maren) a common gender alternative form of 1st pi-

General Rules of Conjugation.

96. Subject to the general rules given below all tran-

sitive roots are conjugated like dekhab and intransitive like

marab,

§ 97. All roots ending in r, ? or ?i optionally elide inj^tial

-a or -9 of terminations e.g man- 4- aP = manai or mdnt\
cal' + dii = cahti or caltl,

§ 98 Intrans. roots which contain a long syllable (e.g.

lag-, baith'^ ^amia-) optionally elide the terminations -a and -e

and substitute * for i (in fom. sg ) of the Perf. Part, and Past

Indie, e g. ldga\ lag, ba the : haith. Ingi : lng\ baithi : baitliK

Note.—roots in -a before accepting the above change
insert n- in between the root and the termination, e.g. sarmand :

sarmnn, sarmd/n : sarmdn\
§ 99. Trans, roots in -a-, a- and -e- add -w- before^a

termination v\ith initial a- or d- ((\g. ktirawai' kurawd] hajd-

wat\ hajdwd; khewai\ khewd) and substitute i^- for initial 9- 1
(e.g ktirault, baj^fiit^ kheutl) \ Pre^ Indic. 2nd pi. ends in -5

beside -au, eg Ido. pdo
^ 100. Intrans ryr^t< in -a- -^nd -a- add -w- before a

termination Mith initial -d (e g hh-fwd, gawd, sarmdfvd) and

combine final a o- tie root with initial -a- or -a- of termina-

tions (eg samd\ mrwdt) l»r however, add -w'- before

-aiya (e g sanrnv^niyn)
Note.— \\l int-ans. roo h in d evrept monosvUabic ones

(e.g. nd—to pnnr a~ to con f^ rv anally insert -n- between the

I

1

'J
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root and a termination of_the Past Indic. and Perf. Part, eg
sarmanaj sarmatva, dekhani : dekM'i, lonaneu : loyideu

'

biifc
nawa, nal, naeu.

101. All roots in -i combine their -i with i- or a- of
dissyllabic terminations into I, e.g. ji + ytt = jltl ji + ihiu =
jihau

; but ji + {& = jHh, ji + j7' = ji'd\

§ 102. All roots in -u combine their final -u with initial
a- or u- of terminations into u, e.g. c7m + a/J = chml, chu + m= chu.

!_
103.

^
All roots in -5 substitute u- for 9- of terminations,

e.g. ro + dti = rouii.

Irregular Verbs.

§ 104. Jcar- {karab— to do) has an alternative root kih- for
Past Indic. Perf. and Passive Participles (e.g. kihe) ; conj. part.

^
a- {awah~to come) takes -w- before a termination with

initial a- or a-, substitutes w- for d- and has Pres. Indic. 2nd
pi. m -0 or -aw like trans, verbs while Iclia- {khab— to eat) takes
the changes of the intrans. roots in -a-, ja- {jab—to go) and
hO' {hob—to become) become ga- and bha- respectively for
formmg the Past. Indic, and Perfect Participles. They also
nave the following optional forms in them : gawd : gd, bhawd :

bha, gaye : ge, bhaye : bhe, gm (sg.) : gai, bhm (sg.) : bhai ; conj.

^y^^' .^? /^^^ ^^ ^^^^
;

^^" (^^^— to take) and de- {deb—to give)
elide initial a- and 9- of terminations (except of -aiyd : Uwaiya,
dewaiyd) make Past Indic, Perf. and Pass. Part, with lih- and
dih' and form the Fut. Indic. irregularly as shown below :

lydhau lehd, leib

lydhai lydhau
lei lydhai

Similarly de—; conj. part, lai and dai respectively. For the
rest all roots are regularly conjugated.

Passive Voice.

§ 105. The active voice is more generally used than the
passive. If the latter is used it mostly lays emphasis either
on^ the object of the active construction (e.g. ab sab daku
mddddre jaifiai—now all the robbers will be killed) or its attri-

bute (e.g. yd dhdl phuti jandV hat—this drum_ appears to be
broken) or on the action itself (e.g. mat sS cillawa ndt jdC hat

I cannot cry out). It almost always ignores the agent
which if expressed is given only a secondary importance in a
sentence.

? 106. The passive is generally expressed by combining
the passive participle with the forms of jdb— to go. There are

three forms of this participle : {a) in-a(ma8C. sg.); {b) in- e
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(masc. pi.)
;

(c) in -7 (fem. sg. and pl.V For example the forms

of Passive Pre.^ont Indicative of dekhah are :

—

sg. masc.

dekha jau

dekha jai

dekha jai

sg, fem,

deklii jau

dskht jai

jai

pi. masc. pL fem.

dekhe jai dekhi jai

dekhe jau dekhi jau

dekhe jai dekhi jcT

107. The impersonal passive of intrans, verbs is formed
b}^ combining form {a) in -a of the pass, part with the forms

of jab, e.g mai se khdiva vol jai^ hai— T cannot eat^ tiim se

tharh iharh dekha jdlJ hai hia s^ jdwa not jdP—you can look on
standing from there but you cannot go from here.

V or inability ofNote. tru

the agent to do an act

§ 108. A kind of intrans. passive is formed sometimes by
adding -a to certain trans, roots and then conjugating them
like intrans. roots, e.g. yu admt andhd dekhdl' hai—this man
seems to be blind, yu tamasa pdclie s^ niki tana dekhat^ hai—this

show can very well be seen from behind.
Note 1.—This construction is found only with a definite

number of verbs—those which denote perception or knowledge,
e.g. dekhah—to be seen or to appear, sunab—to be heard, jandb

—to seem.

Note. 2—The same construction applies in the case of

denominative verbs, e.g. lonab—to taste saltish, mithdb—to

taste sweet, khatdb— to appear to be sour, hariyab—to become
green.

Note 3. Termination a is common both to this constrac-

tion and to the causative ; but the former is conjugated as an

intrans. root, the latter as a trans, one.
109. A common periphrastic passive is formed by using

the forms of dwab—to come, after the loc. oi the inf. and the

gen. of the agent if expressed^ e.g. j6 yd bdt iumhare sunai md
dwai— if this is heard by you.

110. bvAnother passive sometimes used is formed
combining the simpl-^ conj. part, with ;;a/'a&—to fall, e.g. ais

suniparP hai ki pdiichd bars bddi lardi phiri se hoi—it is heard

(i.e. men say) that war will again break out after five or six

years.

111. The passive participial adjective takes the ordinary

terminations of the adjectives, e.g. ^eM—masc. dir.,

fem. obi. For instancemasc. obi., dekh'—iem. dir., ^......

yu tamasa hamdr dekh hai—this show is one that I have al-

ready seen.

Causative.

§ 112. A causative is generally formed by adding-*^ *<>

a simple root and then conjugating it like the regular trans,

root in -a-, e,g. hasab : hasdwab, khdb : khawdwab.

I
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113. There are some verbs, however, which form their
causative by modifxing the vowel of the root

:

(J) by lengthening it, e.g. pasar- : pasar-, ukhar- : ukhar-,
nikar-

: nikar-, khtc- : kh%c-. Similarly badh-, lad-, mar-, kat-

;

(2) by changing i and u into e and 5 respectively, e.g.
riik' : rok-, khul- : khol-, ghur-: ghOr-, jur- : jOr-

;

(3) some verbs modify a consonant as well as the vowel,
e.g. phat- : phar-, chut- : chOr, jut : /or-, phut- : phor-, tut- : tOr-,

ghul- : ghdr-, hik- : hec-, rah- : rakh-.

Note.—All these (except nikar- : nikar-, mar- : mar-, ruk-

:

rok-, rah- : rakh-) are sets of passive-active verbs rather than
simple-causative, e.g. katah—to be cut, katab—to cut, birwd
kati gawa hai—the tree has been cut.

114. A double causative is formed by adding -wa to the
simple causative and then conjugating it like ordinary trans,
roots in -a-, e.g. Tiasawab : Msawawab. Roots in -a-, S- and -5-

(which add -wa to form the simple causative) do not take any
termination to form the double causative. Their simple and
double causatives coincide, e.g. khawd-, sarmdwd-, lewd-, rOwd-.

115. Where a double causative exists the simple one
is used generally when the remote agent actively helps the
immediate agent to do the action, e.g. gopdl rammu kd pant
piydis'—Gopal caused Rammil to drink water (i.e. Gopal ac-
tively helped Bammii—perhaps by giving him water) ; and the
double if the remote agent does not actively help but only
directs the action to be done, e.g. gopdl kallu s^ rammu kd pdm
piyawdis^—Gopal directed Kallu to cause Rammu to drink
water. In other words, while there are only two agents with
a simple causative, there are at least three for a double one.

Note 1.—The difference between the two causatives is not
generally marked, however, and either can be used.

Note 2.—Verbs which form the causative by modifying
the vowel have in effect four forms, e.g., kat-: kdt-: katd-:

kataxvd-.

Compound Verbs.

116. Compound verbs are more commonly used than
simple verbs and they express various shades of meaning.
There are three different forms of the principal verb with
which other verbs are compounded

:

(a) the simple conj. part, in -i, e.g. giri pard.

(b) the obi. inf. in -ai, e.g. girai deu.

(c) the first pass. part, in -a, e.g. gird karau,

§ 117. Form (a) is combined with

(1) jdb, cukab, leb and ddrab to express definite comple-
tion of an action, e.g. hamdr ghar jari gatvd—my house was
burnt down, jab mai khdi cukau—vi\\en I finish dining, jab

mai kd^si di leu tab turn hm s^ jdyeu—you can leave when 1
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have actually reached Kasi, wu cari gilds pmit jn daris^—he
drank up four whole glasses of water.

Of these ctikah expresses an additional sense of thorough-
ness and coinpletionj and darab that of unexpected completion
of a difficult task

;

(2) parab, uthab, haitJiab to express suddenness or sur-

prise, e.g. wu pdgal dgi md kudi para—that mad man jumped
into the fire, turn etie jor s^ bdleu ki larika jdgi uilid—you
spoke so loudly that the child woke up, aju mai pBcai baje uthi

haitheu—I got up at five this morning
;

(3) sakab and paivah to express ability to do an act,

e.g. mai diii bhare nid pacts mail jai sakai^ haU—I can walk
twenty-five miles a day, jo mai turn ka mart pautiU— if I

could beat you
;

^4) khdb and mdrab to express offence or infliction of an
undesirable thing, e.g. wu mai kd dat s^ kdti khdis^—he bit me
with his teeth, ham das pannak^ cittjii likhi mdren—I wrote out
a letter of ten pages

;

(5) calab to express the beginning of an action, e.g.

wui ham ka dekhaiai mdri cale—no sooner did he see me than
he began to beat

;

(6) deb to express intensity of an action, e.g. mori buh
<hUTi deu—leave my arm.

118, Form (b) is combined with
(1) deb to express permission, e.g. mai kd rdtt khdi deu

let me eat my food

;

(2) Jdgab to express inception of an action, e.g. wu ab

hamare his dwai Idg hat—he has begun coming to my house ;

(3) cahab to express near completion, e.g. bdrd bajai

mhai' hat— it is about twelve.

§ 119. Form (c) is combined with karab to denote fre-

quentative action, e.g. wui his dwd kart' hal—he frequently
comes here.

§ 120. A compound verb differs from the simple inas-

much as it expresses a more definite and sometimes a little

modified action. Of the auxiliary verbs noted above only

cukab~to finish, sakab—to be able to, Idgab—to begin and
continue, and cahab— to wish, retain their original meaning,
others hav-e entiiely lost it in helping out the meaning of the

principal verb.

§ 121. The auxiliaries are used with different verbs but

being idiomatically used, they cannot be combined with any
and every verb. Their use is limited.
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CHAPTER VII.

Indeclinables.

Adverbs.

§ 122. Adverbs are generally based on nouns (e.g. jaldt
soon), pronouns (e.g. jaise—a.^), adjectives (e.g, pahile

before) or ancient adverbs (e.g. ajti—to-day) or adverbial
expressions (e.g. faJii kai—then).

§ 123. Adverbs of Time
[a) based on nouns, e.g. on 5ai7* (moment)— ? 5a?7' (just

now),^? sail' (then), ji sail' (when— relative), kl sail' (when?),
wtii saW (then)

; jaldl^ phurtt or catkm (soon) ; der 5* (late),

etft der md (meanwhile), sah din (always)

;

(h) based on adjectives, e.g. pahile (first), age (form-
erly)^ pdche (after, afterwards)

;

(c) other adv^erbs

—

dju (to-day), kdlki, kallhi (yesterday
or to-morrow), parau (day before yesterday or after to-

narau
sadd (always) \ah (novv), tab (then), jah (when—relative), kah
(when?); abJiaU (even now), tabhau (even then), kabhau (ever),

abhayen (just now), tabhayen (just then), jabhayen (just when),
tahi kai (then), abJiai—yet, now ; abtl or abkt, this time; jale

until, tale— till then, tan—then ; bddi or bddi fo—after.

124. Adverbs of Place

(a) based on nouns

—

war (side) combined with the pro-
nominal adjectives jt^ tt^ etc., denotes direction, e.g. i war
(on this side), tl war, wui war, jl war, kt war ; btc md— (in the
middle)

;

(&) based on pronouns

—

hiU (here), AwS (there), ;aAS,

.

taha (where, .there), kaJiU (where ?) ; aisi (on this side), walsl
(on that side), jaisl.Aaisi (on the side on which) , kain (on

which side ?) ;

(c) other adverbs

—

bhitar (within), bdher or bahirl (out-

side), uppar (above), khdle or nice (below), age (before), pdche

(behind), nere (near), duri (at a distance, far), pnllc (beyond).

§ 125. Adverbs of Number.

The sense of once, twice, etc., is expressed with the help

-of some such noun as ddl ', e.g* bahut ddl or baudhd (often)
;

Jcabhaft knhhnfi /s/^rnAfi'mf^H—pvftrv now and then) ; dosardi kdevery

kd— third time.

\ Vide Chap. IV § 44
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126, Adverbs of Manner
4

(a) based on nouns—by combining tana (kind) with
some adjective, e.g. i tana (in this way), accht tana (w^elJ), hurt
tana (badly); hall (rapidly), dh%re (slowly);

(6) based on pronouns

—

aise (in this manner), waise (in

that manner), jaise.. taise (in the manner in which) kaise
(how ?).

§ 127. Adverbs of Quantity,

e.g. aur (more), bahut or jada (very, much), kmn or fanik (a
little), kuch" kuch" (somewhat), adhd (half)

;
jelta, etia, etc.

128. Adverb of Reason

kdhe—why.
§129. Adverbs of Affirmation or Denial
M (yes), nai or ndht (no, not), na (no, not), birbidli (not

at all).

§ 130. Compound Adverbs,

,. , , h^ (wherever), ;a6 jab
..tab tab (whenever, .then) ; cf. gSw gaw—in every village;
kaiseu (somehow)

; kaisiu (on some side), kahu (anywhere,
somewhere)

; with conjunction cahai, e.g. cahai jaJia (where-
ever), cahai jab (whenever), caJiai jaise (howsoever), calai
jaisl (on whichever side).

§ 131. Comparison is expressed in the same manner as
that of adjectives ' e.g. mai yu kdm turn se jaldi kai sakaV hau

I can do this thing earlier than you can,

§ 132. Adverbs of time and place can generall}^ be
employed_ with se {s') to denote the sense of ' from ' or ' with

'

or with ka ikd) to express the meaning of ' of,' e.g. ah se ais kdm
na kiheu—do not do such a thing from now ; hia s^ cale jdu—
o away from this place ; kaha ka dm Idyeu—thc mango of

very, much)

which place have vou brought ?

A^ofe.—Where"
to modify an adjective, this dialect uses the ordinary adjective,
^.g._yu gagard bara garu hai—this Jar is very heavy, yd bdlti

baft garul hai—this bucket is very heavy ;
jais^ 'accht wd

meharud hai tais* i sahar md koi ndi—^no lady is as good in this
town as she is

; ivui ddhe made hai ddhe nik hai—he is half ill

and half well.

Emphatic Forms.

§ 133. Emphatic forms of some adverbs (e.g. ab, tab) are
nregular and generally modify their meaning very much.
They^are, therefore, given with each adverb. Other adverbs
like af add the ordinary terminations, e.g. djai, djui.

1 Vide Chap. Til § 40.
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Postpositions,

•give

1 J ;,.
Postposition is generally used to denote a case-

relation other than the nominative. It is used with the ohl
case If one exists, otherwise with the direct, e.g. mja h
rajan s'

, sah ma, acche s\ khai md.

; 1 ; 35 Accusative-dative— Z;^ or ^ H, eg. mmu nopal
Jc3 marts^—Ramii beat Gopal, hari ha kuch- khai ka den
Hari something to eat.

130. Instrumental-ablative—5^ or ^ sS, e.g. wu turn ka
k% se p^tls^~^^ith what did he beat you ?, badar s^ budl hhm
par girti hal—showers fall from the clouds on the earth,

§_ 137. Locative—m9 or ' ma, mahiyh\ pd, par, e.g. khel
md gai cart' hai—a cow is grazing in the field, khirkiija par
(or khirkiya pa) kaitwa baith hai—a crow is sitting on the
window.

case

138. Genitive—-it9 or ' ka, ker—inasc. dir., )fc« or * ke, kere
masc. obL, ^ or * kt, kert—iem. dir. and obi.

Note,—The genitive postpositions agree in gender and
e with the noun or pronoun which follows them, e.g. hari kd

larikawa mart gawa—HavVs son died, hari k' larika mciri ge,
hari k^ laUfia mart gai,

§ 139. Dative—Maf/r, badi ; either of these may be used
after the genitive of a noun or pronoun, e.g. hari ¥ kJmlir ham
dudh'' liye jait^ hai—J take milk with me for Hari, tumhari
khatir dudh"" liye jaiV hai,

140. Illative

—

mare (on account of, owing to) follows
a noun or pronoun in the genitive, e.g. ram t mare sita ban ka
ga%—Sita went to the jungle on account of Ram, turn hamare
mare maru khayeu—you were beaten on my account.

Note.—^There is a tendency, however, to use the dative
and illative postpositions with a noun or pronoun without the
genitive postposition. This, however, does not apply to those
pronouns^ which have special genitive forms— in their case the
words khatir. hadi anrl marp fnllnw flm orpnihivA fnrm filivnws.

Conjunctions.

141. Cumulativ'e lunau
bajarai caliba—you and I both will go to the market, wui hid
^ye au chin bhari bailhi ka caiU gaye—he came here, sat for a
while and went awav.

142. Alternative—mAa/ . . . cahai (either . . .or), e.g.

cahai hia baithau cahai Awa—sit either here or there ; na . . . na

(neither. . . nor), e.g. na ham hia baiihib na hnR—l shall sit

neither here nor there ; nai tau (otherwise, or) —Aam ka rnpaya

deic nai tau ham marib— give me money or I shall beat you ;

^^ (or), e.g. soivau ki jagau—do you sleep or are you awake ?

' For the use of the short or long form see Chap. I § 8.
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143, x^dversative

—

lekin (but), e.g. wui hat tan amir
lekin deP Tcoi kd ek pain ndt—he is rich but does not give even

a pie to any body or though he is rich he does not, etc.

144. Subordinative

—

ki (that), e.g. ham kd ivu hatdis^

ki iumhare con hoi gai—he told me that a theft had occurred

at yours ; wu kahis^ ki ham jaldi lautih—he said that he would
return soon

;
jl wd (so that, in order that), e.g. ivu dawdt khdi

lihis' ji md catkat mk hoi jdi—he took medicine in order that

he might recover soon
;
jo (if, whether), e.g. jo mai sowau tan

mdreii—beat me if I sleep; mdnau or jdnau (as if), e.g. turn

rati kd ais halld macdyeu janau ddkd para hoi— j^ou raised such

an alarm at night as if a dacoitj^ had taken place.

Note.—All reported speech is direct and is introduced by
ki, e.g. gopdl hari s^ batdis^ ki sankatd tumlidr tabkd cordi lihis^—
Gopal told Hari that Sankata had stolen his mangoes.

The beginning of the oblique construction ma}', however,

be seen in such sentences as gopdl mahi se hahis^ ki turn hamdr
iahkd cordyttt— (Hari meets Sankata and says) Gopal told me
that you stole my mangoes.

banawai au apna khai au apne

atir ek beihari k* roti sekai adhi

APPENDIX {a).

GULGULiWALl KaTHA.

ek raja rahai au mahtarl rahai au dulhin rahai. mahtarl
roju chappan parkal k*^ bhojan
larika ko khawaw^ai. dulhin khatir ek bejh
roti au lonu sabere dei au adhI sanjha ka. wui mare gussa k^ rotI

deharia ms dari del au lonu gagari mo nai aw^ai. aisai kart^

kart' bara barsai sudad gai. tab ek din burha eulgula kihin^

gulgula jhapi ka dhari dihin' au apna disai call gai. jat' beria

bahu s« kahi gai ki :
" dulhin* aisi dekhe raheu." bahii jale

wui lautai tale tlni gulgula nikari lihis*. kliais^ nai dhari ai.

tale burha ai gai kulla ulla kai kai apan arhiya dekhin' jaitau

kahin': "dulhin ka I ma k'^ gulgula turn' lihe hau." dulhin

boll: "ham bua ham nai lihen hai ka malum bilaiya laigai

hoi gai rahai wui war." tau bilaiya kahis' :
" rahu tui tui ka

mai tini pani s^ na dhoi deil tau mai kahe k'. tui lihe au mai

ka cori lagaye."
tahi kai Jab sajh bhai tab rani apan' khatiya bichain' dia

bari ka dharin'. jab raja k*' kacehari s*' lautai ma der dekhin*

tau kahin': " lao tale soi lei." yu kahi kai sowai lagi-

bilaiya ka kihis'.

dhaxi dihislkoi ki tarv\ .

u|hai lal so palka k*= nice dharis' ai. atta saman dhari kai

bilaiya apna caU gai. _, .

raja jab kacehari s" aye dekhai ka koi k*' juta dhare koik

tarwari koi k'pagia. raja man ma anjade ki kol mardu rani

tir awa hai tau aicin' tarwari ki Ika maddariba. tau diya

koi k' pagia uthai lai au unki khatiya _p^

irwari lai kaihiiai dhar dihis' au koi k** juta
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bola: "raja samujhi ka mareu." ^* raja tliii dal tarwari
uthain* an diva tiniu dai tirbacak dihis*. tan raj^i tarwari
dhar* dihin' au lota lai kai pakhane cale gaye.

etti der majani jagi pari tau diva barhai dihin*. dia k^^

darvvajje pa kua rahai raja hufii kufla kart* rahai jab diya
apane ghar pahQca tau mahtarl kahis^ ki: *' bhaiya aju barl
der lagayeu mai khai ka lihe baith* rahiG." dia kahis^ :

" mah-
tariya kuchu pueliau na rani par barl bipati pat! hai " raja
tha^li hoi kai siinai lag. mahtarl kahis* :

'^ kahe bhaiva ?
"

diya jais jais hal^^ bhawa rahai tais sab batai dihisi. raja sab
suui kai ghar ka aye au orhi ko paurhi rahe

jab bhoru bhawa tau mahtarl phiri chappan parkal k*^

bhojan banain^ au kahin^ '^bhaiya kliau ai." raja kahin^
*' bua parsau," wui ek tharia parsin'. raja kahin* :

" dosariti

parsau '' wui dosari parsing rajakahin^ ;
'' tisariu parsau." bur-

ha kahin^ :
'' ao ham turn khal dulhin khawa karihal, tau raja

kahin*: *' nai tisariu parsau." jab tisariu tharia parsi gai tau
raja kahiiV : ''rani kliau ai." rani kahin* : ''sunau raja bara
barsai biti gai tab na kabhau pucheu aju ka hai " yu kahi
kai deharia k' roti age kurai dihin* au gagari ka lonu agan ma
nai dihin'. burha mari ka khisiyai gai au wahe tir marl kai
rahi gaL raja rani bahut din raji kihin\ jaise unke din
bahure taise sab ke bahnrai.

Translation.

A story about galgulds}

There lived a certain king with his mother and vvife. The
mother used to prepare food of fifty-six varieties daily and she
and her son used to partake of it. For the daughter in-law,

however, she baked a loaf of millet and gave half a loaf and
salt to her in the morning and half in the evening. She, on
account of anger, threw the bread into a big earthen pot and
poured the salt into a jar. In this way twelve years passed.

One day the old lady prepared gulgulds. She covered thcin

and having done so she went out to ease "^ herself. ' While go-

ing she said to the daughter-in-law; 'Daughter-in-law, keep
an eye in this direction." Before the old lady returned, the

daughter-in-law took out three guhjulds. She did not e^t them
but put them away. The old lady returned and after rinsing

her mouth 8 went and looked at her wooden vessel.* Then

* gulgida is the name of a special InJiaa preparation made of flour

and sugar, it is also called pua at some places.
^ To go out or to go to the quarters (literary trans.) is a euphemism

for attending to nature's call.

S To rinse the mouth, i.e. to wash the mouth, hands and feet.

* arhiya is a big wooden vessel to put eatables in.
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she said :
** Daughter-in-law, is it you who have taken tlvegul-

gulds from this ? " The daughter-in-law replied :
*' L mother,

I have not taken any. Who knows but that the cat may
have taken them, she has been that wav." The cat, then, said :

'' All right, you wretch, I am not a cat if I do not wash you
out altogether.' You took them and attributed the theft to

me.
Thereafter when it became dark'^, the queen arranged her

bedding and lighted the lamp. When she saw that there was
some delay in the king's return home from the court she said

to herself: *^ Let me sleep for a while," Having said so she

went to sleep. And what did the cat do ? She brought some-
body's turban and placed it on her bedstead and took some-
body's sword and placed it there. She also brought somebody's
shoes and put them under the bedstead. She put these things

there and went away.
When the king returned from thp court he saw that there

were somebody's shoes and somebody's sword and turban.
From it he concluded that some man had come to the queen.
On this he drew his sword in order to kill her. The lamp
spoke out : '^0 king, learn the truth before you kill her.

The king thrice drew the sword out and the lamp forbade ^ him
all the three times. He then put down the sword, took the

loia^ and went away to attend to nature's call.

Meanwhile the queen woke up and put out ^ the lamp.
There was a well before the door (of the house) of the lamp.
The king was rinsing his mouth there. When the lamp reached
home, his mother said: '' My son, you are very late to-day,

I have all along been sitting with the food ready." The lamp
replied :

*' Dear mother, do not ask anything, great calamity
has befallen the queen." The king stood there and listened.

j>

The mother asked : ;• What 5» The
lamp related everything that had happened. The king heard
everything, came home and having covered himself up, lay

down.
When it became morning, the mother again prepared food

of fifty-sis- varieties and asked her son to eat it. The king

asked her to serve She served one dish. He asked her to

serve another. She served another. He asked her to serve
r

a third. The old lady said to him: ''Come, let us take our

meal: the daughter-in law may eat food afterwards." But
the king said. '' No, serve a third dish also/' When the third

^ tmi pani s^ dhoi dyahau—lit. shall wash you away with three

waters > i.e. destroy you completely,
^ Lit. when it became evening.
3 tirbacak dihisi^lit. spoke three times, i.e. in a decisive manner.
* iota is a small brass or bronze vessel to contain water.
* barhai dthini— {]\t. lengthened or developed) is a euphemism for

•extinguished.
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dish was also served, he asked the queen to come and eat.

The queen replied, '' Hear, king, twelve years have passed

and never did you ask me (to eat). What is the matter to-

day ?" Having spoken so, she brought out the bread from

the earthen pot and put it all before him and poured out the

salt from the jar in the courtyard. The old lady got very

much ashamed and died on the very spot. The king and the

queen reigned for many a day. May ' everybody's good days

return as did theirs.

Bahiram cotta k" katha.

ek din raja cariu ka bolai ka

turn kl ki bhagi s*^ jiat' hau."
ek raja k^' cari larika rahai.

ek ek s® puchin* ki: ' bhaiya __. ^
tini larika jo bare raha! so kahin' ki :

" bappa ham tumhari

bhagi V jiit' hai." jab chote larika s^ puchinM '* bhaiya

Bahiram tum ki kl bhagi s^ jiaV hau/' tau wu bola :
*' bappa

sab kol apanl apani bhagi s^ jiat^ hai." raja ya bat suni kai

nakhus bhaye, kuchu bole nal.

dosare din jab cariu bhai sikar s*^ laute tau sipahi kahis*

ki :
'' raja kahin' hai ki jaun hamari bhagi s^ nai jiat* hai taun

mahal ma na ghusai au jo asil hoi tau hamari raji k*^ bahiri

anna jal karai." Bahiram huai apane bhain ka salam kai kai

cal diha.

calt' calf wu apane bap k' raji k« baher paliQca. dekhai

ka ek naddi k** kinare cari pac sipabi baccit kai rahe hai catta

nau ka riip dhari kai gawa au salam kai kai kahis' ki :
" bhaiya

hajamat' banawai leu." Avahu kahin' : ''calau mauke pa nau-

wau ai gawa/' jab sab jane hajamat' banawai ka nahai khatir

pani ma ghuse tau Bahiram sab ke kapara lai kai cal diha.

sipahi jab pani s« bahiri aye tau dekhai ka ki nauwa kapara

lai kai bhaggawa. man ma kahin^ ki :
" bhai din ka nange jai-

hau tau sab jane hasihai rati ka ghar caleu."

i war Bahiram sipahin k« ghar pahOca au kliabari kihis'

ki : " wui sab jane larai ma mare gayejiam unke kapara layen

hai taun leu." vii suni kai meharua rowai dhowai lagi. unka

samujhais' bujhais^ au kahis' :
" bahini rati ka bhilt bam kai

nange nange wui aihal derayeu na.

Bahiram hua s'' ek malin kliiagawa au wui ka mauslbanai

kahua tiki ga. rati ka jab sipahi apane ghar pahQcc tau

meharua' unka bhut jani ka marai Ingi jabsab halu sunin' tab

man ma pachitani au marab band kihin'

.

, . « t. i.- -

sabere sipahi raja khivlgaye au kahin' ki :
"hiyS Bahiram

cotta awa hai. wui ka pakarau nai tau sab ka wu hairan kan.

raja apane daroga ka hukum dihin' ki :
" rati bbare ma pakan

lao tau inam mill." daroga rati bhari dhurhat' raha. ek tir

1 This is the prayer with which every story ends. It shows that a

story mny relate unhappy events but always has a happy end.
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Bahiram mila wui se daroga puchis' : ''kahu Bahiram cotta
dekhe liau." Bahiram bola :

" ha abhai yahe war gawa hai."
daroga aisi waisi phiri kai aye au kahin' : ''kahu mila nai."
Bahiram bola :

" saheb apan ghora lao mai abhayen dhurhe
lawat' haij."^ ghora pa carhi kai maiisi khiya ai gawa' au "sol

raha. daroga j-aja s<^ kahin"' ki :

' wil tau malm ka thagi lai
ga, mai nal dhurhi paihau."

raja ka wajir kahis' : "raja aju rati ka ham pakariba."
rati ka sahar ma gast lagawai lag. Bahiramau hua pahQca ek
bnrhiya cakiya plsat' rahai bola :

'•' bua tum thaki gai hoihau
lao tumhar kapara mai pahiri leu au pisaQ tum jau soi rahau."
burha, k^ man ki hoi gai. Bahiram cakiya i)isai lag. thorl
der badi wajlr aye kahin' :

" burhiya ri burbiva kahu Bahiram
cotta dekhe hai." Bahiram bola :

" ha saheb abhai yahe tir
rahai." wajir aisi waisI dhurh' ka phiri aye au kahin'

:" " kahu
mila nal." Bahiram bola : '''ao turn hamSr kapara pahini ka
cakiya pisau mai pakare lawat' haQ." wajir ka burhiya k«
kapara pahinai ka Bahiram un ke pahini lihis' au mausi khiya
ai raha ' ' ' ' • - •-

• - -

mari ka
ab raj

P
bhai tab apani khirki mahiya baithi gai au aisi waisI dekhai
lag'. Bahiram ka kihis' rahai ki dinai ma kol ghasiyarwa ka
dahm hath kati lawa rahai. rati ka raja k' beti k' khirkiya k*^

tare tahalai lag. beti puchin' :
" kaun hai." wu bola :

" Bahi-
ram.'^ raja k* beti socis' ki :

'^ jo halla macaib tau yu bhagi
jai lao i ka kol tana s« phasi." boll : " ao ham tumhare uppar
bahut khus han jauri latkait' hai uppar carhi ao ham tum
biyahu kai lei." Bahiram accha kahi kai carhai lag jab khirki
tir pahQca tau raja k' beti wui ka ghayel ka'rai khatir tarwari
Calais' Bahiram cotta ghasiyarwa ATala hath pheki ka nice
utari awa au mausI khiya pari kai soi raha.

bhor bhawa tau raja k' beti kahis* : *'bappa ham cotta

hao :
" wa boll :

'' vu dekhaupakari lihen." raja bole :" dekhao .

hath kati Jihen hai bas' jl ka hath kata hoi wahai Bahiram

f.^i-^l" _^^J^ ^^j^^'^ bhare ma sipahl daurain' au kahi dihin'ki

:

' ji ka hath kata pao pakari lao." sipahi wahe ghasiyarwa ka
pakari laye. —- -j-' 1- - - •-

- '
- -• =

raja sahar
wu dukhij^a rowai lag au sab hai" batais'

.

r bhare ma dhirhora pitawai dihin* ki Bahira
ab ai jai ham wui ke sangh bitiya ka "biyahu kai deib au adhi
raji dai deib. Bahiram ghora pa carhi kai gawa au salam
k^hisi

.
raja wui ke sangh apan^ laOria bihai dihin^ au adhi

raji dai dihin'

.

jab Bahiram cala awa tau wui ke bap ka bara pachitawa
lagkk^

: ^' hai ham apane larika ka nikari dihen."" pata laga-
' lagawat* hia awa. kahis' :

" bhaiva tumahe sapiit hau
ham tumahe ka raji deba sicu kahe rahau ki sab koi apani
apani bhagi s^ jiati hai." vu kahikai chati s^" lagai lihis'

.

lais unke dm bahure tais sab ke bahurai.
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Translation.

Story of Bahiram the thief.

A certain king had four sons. One day he called all the
four and asked them one by one :

*' Son, to*^ whose fortune is it

due that you live your life ? " All the three elder sons said :

*• Father, it is due to j^our fortune that we live." When he
asked the youngest : '*Dear Bahiram, to whose fortune is it

due that vou live ?/' he replied, '' Father, every one lives by
moans of his own fortune/' The king was greatly displeased
at this answer (but) he said nothing.

The next day when the four brothers returned from the
hunt the sentinel said : ''The king has ordered that he who
does not live owing to the king's fortune, should not enter the
palace and if he is true to his blood he should neither eat nor
drink throughout his kingdom." Bahiram then and there said

saldni to his brothers and started from there.

After going for some time he arrived beyond the kingdom
of his father. What does he see ? He sees four or five soldiers

talking to one another on the bank of a river. At once he
disguised himself as a barber, went there and gave them greet-

ing. He said :
'' Brofchers, get yourselves shaved." They

also said ;
*' Oh, the barber also has arrived at the right time.

When all of them, after getting themselves shaved, entered

the water to take their bath, Bahiram took all their clothes

and went away. When the soldiers came out of the river they

saw that the barber had run away with their clothes. Then
they said to themselves :

"* If we go naked during day time all

will laugh at us : so let us go home at night.

On this side Bahiram reached the homes of the soldiers and
sent the news in, that they had been killed in war and that ho

bad brought back their clothes. When the women heard this,

tlicy began to lament. Bahiram consoled them and said

:

'• Sisters, thoy will come to you naked at night as ghosts, do

not get afraid,"

From that place Bahiram went to a gardener's wife and

calling her his aunt (lit. mother's sister) stayed there. At

night when the soldiers reached home, their wives began to

>>

>>

beat them taking them to be ghosts, WI
detail they regretted it and stopped beating.

Next morning the soldiers went to the king and told him

that Bahiram the thief had arrived there and that if he was

not arrested he would trouble all very much. The king ordered

his police officer to catch the thief the same night and promised

him a reward. The police officer searched for him all night.

He met Bahiram at one place and asked him if he had any-

where seen Bahiram the thief. Bahiram replied :
" Yea, he

has Just gone this way." The police officer went hither and

thither and coming back said: "I have not found him.
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Bahiram replied :
" Sir, give me your horse : I bring him

immediatel}'." Mounting on the horse he came to his aunt's

and went to sleep. The police officer said to the king :
'* He

has deceived me, also. I shall not be able to find him."
The king*s minister said, "My lord, I shall arrest him

this night/' At night he began to go the rounds in the city.

Bahiram also arrived there. An old woman was grinding corn :

he said :
' Mother, you must have become tired^ go and sleep.

Come, let me put on your clothes and grind," That was the

old lady's wish. Bahiram began to grind the corn. After a

little while the minister came and asked :
'' old woman, have

you seen Bahiram, the thief, anywhere ? " Bahiram said

:

" Yes, sir, he was here just now." The minister came back after

searching here and there and said that he had not found him.

Bahiram said :
'^ Come, put on my clothes and grind the corn.

I will just bring him to you." He made the minister put on
the old woman's clothes and himself put on the minister's and
came away to his aunt's. When the old w^oman got up, the

minister came to know everything. He was very much
ashamed and went to the king and told him everything.

Now the king's daughter said :
** I shall catch the thief."

When night came, she sat at her window and began to look this

way and that. And what did Bahiram do ? During the day,

he eut off a grass-cutter's right hand. At night he began to

walk below the window of the king's daughter. The princess

asked :
^' Who is it ? " He replied :

'' Bahiram." The king's

daughter thought: ''If I raise an alarm, he will run away.
Therefore, let me entice him somehow or other." She said:
" come, I am very much pleased with you. I throw the rope

;

3^ou come up ; we shall marry." Bahiram said. ** Very well"

and began to climb up. When he got near the window, the

princess wielded her sword in order to wound him. Bahiram at

once threw in the grass-cutter's hand, came down and went to

his aunt's. There he went to sleep.

When the morning came, the princess said to her father :

'^Father, I have caught the thief." The king said: ^^Shou

JS

him to me." She said: ''just look here 1 have cut off his

hand. He is surelv Bahiram the thief whose hand this is.'

The king sent his sepoys throughout the city and asked them
to bring every man whose hand was cut* off. The sepoys

brought the grass-cutter. The poor man began to weep and

related everything.
The king proclaimed throughout the city by a beat of

drum that Bahiram should present himself before the king

now who would give his daughter to him in marriage and give

him half his kingdom. Bahiraai, mounted on a horse, went

to the king and greeted him with salams. The king gave him
his daughter in marriage and bestowed on him half his king-

dom also.
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When Bahiram went away, his father regretted his action

verv much. He said :
'* Oh, I have turned out mv own son."

Searching here and there, he arrived here and said: ''Mj' son
you are really a noble son. I shall give you my kingdom.
You spoke the truth when you said that every maii lives by
his own fortune." Having said so he embraced him. May
evervbodv's good days return as did theirs.

APPENDIX (6).

Chajnd. I

1. " sowau ki jagau mori AdhI Bhawani,^ jagat kerl ranij

Akabar tharhe duar, ball jati.^"

2. " ki turn Akabar parchan * ayeu are parchan ayeu kl

tura darsan^ ayeu "
; bali jaQ.

3. "^^ na ham mata mori parchan ayen are parchan ayen na
•-~ i>ham darsan ayen, bali ]au.

4.
'•' ham tau mata mori larne ka ayen are larne ka ayen,

— * S3

nikari na larau maidan, bali jaQ.

5, ''tumhare tau Akabar phaujai bahut hal are phaujai

bahut hai hamare tau negula^ akel," bali jaQ.

6. " tumhare tau Akabar dhal tarawariya are tobai bandu-

khiya hamare phulan kerl mal." bali jaQ.

7. '' jai kaheu wui Durga '^ bahinin age, Angar • mata age

wui satau^ bahinin age tabuan agi uthawai/' bali

jaQ.

8. **jarai lagai tabua katan lagai dorl, katan lagaT dori

tab ham Adhi BhawanI,'' bali jaQ.

9. jarai lage tabua katan lag! dorl, katan lag! dori, ^'ab

ham Adhi BhawanI," bali jaQ, '' ab ham jagat

bhawani," bali jau.

10. Akabar badhi patiya^ larkawai patiya larkawaT bibi **

s*^ dana darawal, bali jaQ-

1 chand is the term used for the songs in praise of gods and goddes-

ses, chiefly goddesses. . .,. . , ^^V^t
2 Adhi Bhawant—ns^me of one of the seven sisters-the healer of aU

3 halt jau— I adore, I bow; this is the burden of the song.

* parchan < Sanskrit pralcsalana ; tlus signifies the special r>te of

pouring water—chiefly Ganges* water—over the image of a god or god-

Qgga

*B darsan < Skt. rfar^^ana, visiting, seeing, used only of gods and saints

and elders to wliora respect is due.
, , *. j / i.i „^a

6 negula-the name given to the single boy-defender of the god-

desses, who remains always with them.
, >, ^ ^.u « »;««-««« K^^rr.

7 The goddesses are seven in number and all of them «^« «'«^" ^«"^

of the san% parents; Durga, Af.garmata, Bhawum ^^^
\^'^^«,,f/

f^™;
Durga is the goddess of small-pox, Angarmita burns everything and

BhawanI is the healing goddess. ^„n„ <> r.r.f tbfir«
8 patiya is the name given to the beams used .*« "^*^« ^^^^'^

'^'^'^

a re four such in every cot! ^ bibi-vfik, here the Queen.
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11. "ham tau jani_mata kakar pathar are kakar pathar,
nikari hai Adhi Bhawani bali jaQ, nikari hai jagat
bakhani, bali jafJ."

12. "abti ber turn paljhau Bhawani are paljhau MaharanI
ab nahl parbat aib, bali jaQ, ab nahl parbat aib. bali
jaQ."

_

^

"sowau ki jagau raori Adhi Bhawani, jagat kerl rani,
Akabar tharhe duar ho, bali jaQ."

Translation.

\ song in praise of Bhawani.

Note 1.

She is sometim
-Bhawani is one of the seven powerful goddesses,
imes also identified with Bhawani, Siva's vdfe.

Her abode is on the hills. The story goes that once Akbar
thought of throwing her image (usuallv of stone) out and so he
went to the temple of the goddess. The present song is the
dialogue between the two.

Note 2.—For the sake of rhythm the words in a song under-
go some changes which are not generally visible in ordinary
speech, -fcorinstanceashorta is added to everv word which
ends in a consonant, final vowels are often l«igthened and
the long vowels in the middle of a word are often shortened.

^o^e 3.—The language of songs is often somewhat bor-
rowed and archaic. For instance in verse 8 above we have the

inf. m -an [kat^n) side by side with -ai form {jarai),
I

.
Are you sleeping or waking, mv Adhi Bhawani. queen

o 'y°I, ;
^^^^"^ ^^^"^« before your door, I bow to you."

^. Akbar, have you come here for the sake of parchan
or for darsan ?," I bow to you.

3. " My mother, I have come here neither to do par-
ctian yes to do parchan nor to have vour darsan, I bow to
you.

4 " My mother, I have come here to have a fight with
you, yes to have a fight, whv not come out and fight, I bow
to you.

" ^

1,-i^V
',' ^°" Akbar, you have many armies, yes manv armies,

while I have the solitary Negula," I bow to vou.
o. You Akbar, you have shields and swords, yes rifles

guns. I have only the garland of flowers," I bow to you.

11 fJ"
' before sister Durga, before Angarma(a, yesbefore

ail the seven sisters and ask them to set fire to the tents," I
DOW to you.

8. " When the tents begin to be burnt, when the strings

l!n!^-n, ^® ^"* ^°^'"' yes to be cut down, then shall T be
Adhi Bhawani," I bow to you.

K^f Jl

^J^^ani now sends her messengers to her sisters and it is not long
before they arrive to help ber.

^;
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9. The tenta began to be burnt, the strings began to be
cut, '• Now T am Adhi Bliawani, now I am Bhawani of the
worlds," I bow to you.

10. They bind Akbar to a beam, yes let him hang there
and make his wife grind corn, I bow to you.

11. '* Mother, I thought you were only gravel and stone,
yes only gravel and stone, but you have come out to be
Adhi Bhawani, yes come out to be the celebrated goddess of

the world, I bow to vou."
-'

m.'

12. '* Be pleased, Bhawani this rime, yes pardon,
Empress of the world, never shall I come again to the hills,

never shall I come again to the hills, I bow to you."
** Are you sleeping or waking, my Adhi Bhawani, queen

of the world, Akbar stands before your door, I bow to you.*'
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE NINTH INDIAN
SCIENCE CONGRESS.

The Ninth Annual Meeting of the Indian Science Congress
was held in Madras from January 30th to February 4th. After
the Patron, His Excellency Lord Willingdon, G.C 8.T., G.C.I.E.,

G.B.E., Governor of Madras, had welcomed the visitors in a
short speech, the President, C. S. Middlemiss, Esq., C.I.E.^

B.A., P.A.S.B., F R.S., delivered his address.

Presidential Address.

I am afraid my appearance in the role of President must
be rather disappointing to many of you : j'ou would have
been much more gratified had Sir Thomas Holland been able

to keep his appointment by presiding over our counsels in this

place, as was originally arranged. Unfortunately Sir Thomas
has left the country, and India and the Science Congress, I

need hardly say, are the poorer thereby. I am sure my audi-

ence will unite with me in deploring the turn of events that

has robbed us of his guiding presence to-day.

When in a moment of weakness I accepted the invitation

of your Committee (only as recently as September last) to act in

Sir Thomas' place, I was in far-off Ladakh and had to telegraph

my decision promptly. Since then there have been occasions

when I repented of my hasty action, not because I failed to

appreciate the great honour that has thus unexpectedly

fallen to my lot, not because there are no attractive features

associated with the post of President and Avith the stimulat-

ing task of preparing an address, nor yet because I was unwill-

ing to help in anv way I could the cause of science in India—my
regret has been chiefly on your account, because I realized

how inadequate my best efiForts must be compared with what

you were naturally looking forward to from a man of such

great personality and wide experience as Sir Thomas Holland

However, in spite of misgivings, I find myself here to-day

and must endeavour to discharge the duties of this office to

the best of my ability. Coming to the subject matter of this

address—I have naturally made no attempt to condense an

account of the far-flung line of advance achieved by science

during the past year : this is a task that everyone now admits

as being far too formidable, even if the requisite ability to do

so were not wanting. Nor have I attempted any 'potting

process in my own special line of mineral and geological

survey work: this is not the time nor the place for such

technical disquisitions, which are apt to be barren and un-
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convincing unless accompanied by a full array of practical

demonstrations.
Eestricted, also, as I have been by the short time and

shorter leisure at my disposal and by my remote surround-

ings, mainly in camp, away from reference facilities, I have

been compelled to limit the scope of this address to quite

modest dimensions. I propose to record a few musings (I

cannot call them more) that 1 have indulged in on some
borderland aspects of science and quasi-science, which are

prominently in the public eye just now, and to describe one

or two mineral and survey problems that have come recently

within my own purview. The former seem to me to claim

your attention and demand some sort of expression at this

time, no matter how imperfectly I may do it—as to which 1

ask your indulgence for reasons already given.

Relativity.

.
My first essaj^ in this line is a few comments on Relati-

Yity. In making these I have been moved by two considera-

tions—the impossibility of ignoring so momentous a subject

altogether and the difficulty in handling it suitably. Previous

references to Relativity, Avhich have been made in the Physics

and Mathematics Section at earlier sessions of this Congress

and which have grown in volume each year, show that this

new concept has already attracted much attention from some
of those members best qualified to judge and appreciate it

—

such as Drs. Walker, Mallik and Moos—and it has been accept-

ed tentatively by them and by other physicists as a means of

escape from the^ bewildering difficulties that are nowadays
presented by the dynamical principles governing physical

phenotnena, though others again are less enthusiastic, or even

opposed to it.

The name of Einstein is inseparably connected with this

revolutionary or Bolshevist (as some stigmatise it) view of the

universe, w^hich has caused a sensation unequalled perhaps

since the days when evolution and Darwinism (in a different

region of scientific thought) came to startle and. shock the

world.

The novel idea of Relativity grow with ever-increasmg

rapidity and was discussed at meetings of scientific societies,

including as already remarked our earlier Congresses. But it is

only quite recently that the theory began to catch the popular

imaghiation— T suppose by reason of its very novelty and

strangeness. It thus broke away from the charmed circle of

the mathematicians and physicists and has become quite an

obsession with most thoughtful people. This was facilitated

by the wide advertisement the theory received by means of

the very large number of explanatory papers, pamphlets,

magazine and newspaper articles and books devoted to the
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subject that have flooded the world during the last two years.
At the present moment it seems as though the curious world
is watching expectantly to see whether this oracular concept
is destined to mark a crisis in the history of physical science,
and radically alter and transform knowledge to a higher level,

or whether it will not itself require transformation first.

Now I make no claim to any inner knowledge of Relativ-
ity, Avhich is normally outside my more mundane sphere of
w^ork, and I regret that I am not familiar with the mathe-
matical apparatus of theoretical physics, from out the intrica-

cies of which the concept emerged. But, in ansAver to this

universal appeal for a decision, 1 am approaching the subject
from the standpoint of the ordinary scientific worker, or of
what has become typified in the expression—the ' plain man '

who is inclined to view Avith some alarm the necessity for

realizing in thought such things as a space-time continum,
having an extra co-ordinate with a time factor, in addition to

the usual three.

The plain man's opinion is thus invited ; and my word
to-day to this Congress is that I am dissatisfied with these

attempted explanations of Relativity* Not all the prize com-
petition essays in the Scientific American, nor the didactic

articles and booklets that have appeared in such profusion,

seem really to bring the matter down to the terms of common
understanding—a goal that is eminently desirable if the

theory is to live and fructify in the general mind of the

world

,

Among these explanations, Einstein's own book, ** Rela-

tivity: The Special and the General Theory," ' notwithstand-

ing the statement in the preface that it is intended as far as

possible to give an exact insight into the theory to

general readers, is not the least unsatisfactory as it seems to

me. This may be accounted for by the author's transcen-

dent mind, which cannot appreciate the plain man's difficul-

ties—but I am not sure of this. The explanations and illus-

trative cases in that w^ork have the effect on the ordltiary

intelligence as of dealing in contradictions and outraging

common-sense—bv which 1 mean that educated common-sense

which has grown" up with experimental science and become

a second intuitive instinct. In common with others I have

been fascinated and confounded in turn by the theory,

fascinated bv the way Einstein and others i)arade m full

daylight and sanction ideas that had previously been regard-

ed as pseudo-scientific speculation, which men of deep learn-

ing now and then toyed with in thought perhaps, but never

seriously entertained; and I have been confounded by w^hat

1 Authorised translation by Robert Lawson (Methuen), 1920.
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seem to be the inadequate if not exactly inappropriate illus-

trations of the theory given by Einstein himself.

The Principle of Relativity, and the Special and General
theories as elaborated by Einstein, must be familiar to most
of my audience. I do not propose to attempt anj'' further

explanation of these explanations, nor any criticisms of them
as wholes. But here and there in those explanations we meet
with definite concrete statements of supposed facts, which
if closely examined or followed out seem unacceptable to an
ordinary intelligence. I feel that these should be stated, as

I cannot believe that I alone am unfortunate in having
encountered these stumbling-blocks in the way of accepting
the theories as credible.

I shall pi'oceed at once to focus on one or two points
only, to exemplify the above. Let me refer first to Einstein's

illustration of what he speaks of as the ^ relativity of simul-

taneity ': Lightning has struck the raih^ay line at two distant

points, and, in answer to Einstein's demand for a method of

proving or disproving the simultaneity of the two flashes,

he supposes a reply that involves placing two mirrors at the
middle point, so arranged that the two flashes could be seen

together. Then, simultaneity he more or less grudgingly
agrees would be established if the two flashes were seen at

one and the same moment in the twin mirrors. But this only
for a person at rest at the middle point. As regards a
person moving in a railway carriage and passing the centre

point at the moment of the flashes, he contends that the
Hashes as seen in the mirrors would appear consecutive and
not simultaneous. Hence, he states, simultaneity of two
events is different for two observers, one stationary and one in

movement— that in fact simultaneity is a relative matter.
This fictitious experiment (as little to the point, as it seems
to me, as if the flash and report of a gun had been taken in

illustration) colours all the arguments for the Special theory
of Relativity; and hence we get figuring in the equations the

ever-api^earing ratio -^ where r is the velocity of the body

and c that of light.

Now, in spite of my wish not to be dogmatic, I think it

may w^ell be a question for any person here, or indeed for any
matriculation student or intelligent schoolboy, to ask whether
Einstein has not w^oefully (if not wilfully) confused an event
with the transmission of the effects of that event to a distant

point by the medium of light. The lack of simultaneity of the
two flashes perceived in the two mirrors by the person in the

moving train seems to have nothing to do with the two events

themselves, w^hich were either simultaneous or they were not
so. I think that without further words one may decide that

to get or prove simultaneity in any such happenings as two

c^

i
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explosive flashes is simply a matter of observation. By suit-

able apparatus one might go on refining the limits of possible

error, reducing them we will say to from 1/10 second to 1/100

or even 1 1000 of a second, and so we could say the simul-

taneity was precise to within that limit of error. But this is a

very different concept to what one must undeirstand by the ex-

pression relativity of simultaneity. It would seem as th(mgh

Einstein, in despair of attaining mathematically exact simul-

taneity, had cut the knot of the trouble by framing an artifi-

cial simultaneity, making it dependent on the speed of light.

The next point 1 will refer to is a statement repeatedly

met with in Einstein's exposition of his theories, to the efl'ect

that, in any system in movement with regard to another, a

clock will lose time or go permanently slower from the pohit

of view of the observer outside that moving s^^stem. The

ratio -r still comes into the argument, for the unit second has

to be represented by the expression

1

1-^

a somewhat longer period. The difference is no doubt a very

small fraction indeed to consider; but the peculiarity in such

an equation is that the speed of light sliould have anything

to say in the matter at all, since moving objects and ticking

clocks mav operate for ever in darkness just as well as in the

glare of daylight. Furthermore, it seems to me that a car at

Erooklands carrying a good chronometer, or the rim of a

flywheel with a "watch packed away inside it, ought in that

case to record any such cumulative difference, if the experi-

ment be continued long enough with resting intervals In

fact on anv set of continuously observed journeys, our clocks

and watches in the same wav would necessarily appear to lose

time and require resetting to accord with stationary tmie, and

time-pieces in equatorial regions of the earth as compared

with polar clocks, must lose frightfully-all of which seems

to be nonsense, since as we know, or can easily know, tnis

does not happen in fact.

But it iVwhat Einstein nevertheless says does happen, as

the following references will show. At page 37 he writes

:

"as a consequence of its motion the clock goes more «lowly

than when at rest,"

(not, be it understood, lags behind, but lo^es time conti-

nuously and therefore cumulatively).

Again with reference to a rotatmg disc, at page 81 .—

"as judged from this body [the «t«ti°"fy. «y^**Pl,S.' tW
Mock at the centre of tlie disc has no

^f'«f
'^^ • ^^f^^^ ^^f.

clock at the edge of the disc is in motion relat.ve to K in con»e-
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quence of the rotation. According to a result obtained in
Section Xir, it follows that tha latter clock goes at a rate per-
manently slower than that of the clock at the centre of the
circular disc, that is as observed from K. Ifc is obvious that
tue same effect would be noted by an observer whom we wi
imagine sitting alongside his clock at the centre of the circuk
disc."

l^ut It. IS not at all obJigatorv to descend to actual base
experiment m order to show a very extraordinary and contra-
dictorj^ result in the above proposition regarding clocks. I
must remind you that Einstein postulates that not only will
the clock in movement lose time continuouslv from the'point
ot view of the stationary observer, but also his clock will lose
tir)De_ continuosly as viewed from the moving car (to revert to
the Erookjand's experiment). That is the most amazing part
.ot the business- each observer sees the other's clock slow (for
It IS a matter of course to Einstein that this must happen bv
the simple Principle of Eelativity). Now. let us assume sonm
unheard of speed for the car and some sufficiently long conti-
nued period (which we are entitled to do since the experiment
s purely imaginary), then a moment will surely come when
the observer m the rushing car and the observer on the ground
each sees the other's clock registering, let us say. five minutes
slow compared to his own. This seems all logical and correct
according to the premises, for it is hardlv necessary to remark
tuat a clock that appears to lose a definite amount each
second with regard to another is constantly getting more
and more 'behind time' with regard to that 'other. At this

W fb
'"^' ', *^'® ^^® minutes difference manifests itself,

^er tne car stop. The two observers, keeping their eyes fixed
on their respective clocks all the time, meet on terra firraa

,r?.f T'^f^.^^'^'"''
"^'^^^'^ together. These, then, accord-

in« to Jiinstem s contention, must present the egregious spec-
tacle ot being five minutes behind each other (a contradictionm terms, you will notice), and we have arrived as I anticipated
at the quaintest possible redudio ad ahsurdum!

ihose of you who do not know your Einstein may think
"

.

i am romancing, but nothing is further from mv thought
/ intention. It is an entirely true picture of what follows

mT 7v
''^^^^^ presented by Einstein, unless, indeed, we

majje the grotesque assumption that at the moment of the
stoppage ot the car each clock leaps forward five minutes to
satisty the pomt of view of the other observer (a proceedingmat no well regulated clock could be suspected of except in
a nightmare)-and all is well again ! I am not alone in my
uis^trust oi tnis travesty of an experiment. Sir Oliver Lodge
aiscusses the same case, but somewhat differentlv in Nature}
xle writes

:

' Relativity Number, 17th Feb . 1921 . footnote, page 797.

I

m

i

s
i'
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*' It !s not easy to explain without symbols why earth-bound
clocks should appear io go slow to an aviator and an aviator's
clock appear to go slow to the man on the ground. The plain
man would think that they would both appear to go fast during
approach and slow during recession ; but the meaning is not so
simple as that. Nor U it because a pendulum has lengthened or
anything physical or real of that sort The argument appears
to be that the other man's clock must be estimated as relatively
slow by each of the two observers moving relatively to each
other, because otherwise they could measure different velocities
of light ; which though not repugnant to common-sense is con-
trary to the basic Principle of Relativity."

You will notice in this quotation that Oliver Lodge is

compeJIed to conclude that Einstein does not ?7ieau what he
says about clocks under these conditions of relative move-
ment, but intends it as an inference, a conclusion or result of

the mystery of the supposed uniform velocity of liglit when
measured under any conditions. But it seems equally clear

that, even as an inference, the statement as made, or the
premises on which it is based, must be defective, else the
statement could not be reduced to an absurdity as shown in

my illustration of the car at Brooklands.
Certain critics or apologists have ventured to say that no

phj'sical difference between the clocks is contemplated by
Einstein in his statement Thus " Aurelius *' (Dr. Francis D.

11)21, writes, page 11)8, footnote :

Scientific American of Feb.

*' Thus when it is said that a body contracts or that a clock

runs slow when it is put in motion, no actual physical change is

implied. The judgment of different observers—ono at rest with

respect to the body and one not—are different.*'

This I cannot grant. Einstein at the beginning of Section

XIII, page 38, of his book expressly remarks as follo^vs;

** Now in practice we can move clocks and measuring rods

only with velocities that are small compared with the velocity

of light; hence we shall hardly be able to compare the results

of the previous section with the raality,"

A statement that clearly contemplates that experiment xooidd

show a physical difference if we were able to move these

objects sufficiently rapidly. If he does not moan this the

sentence has no object.

Oliver Lodge, further on in the Relativity number of

Xalure, near the end of what one cannot but regard as a

brilliant piece of satire on tlie ^vhole Relativity question, re-

lieves himself as follows:

**
. . . too much attention may be paid to the mere re^

ception of information; and what is spoken of as a ** warping

is not limited to space alone. For some philosophers speak m
if the duration of an event could be extended by merely delay-

ing the reception of the news of its end as if one could prolong

a man's life by evading the tidinga of his death, and might

be entitled to say without absurdity, that a man who died at
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w^'f*^ ^fl ^'^%^ seventy one years and a lot of miles, if wehad travelled so far that the messenger took a year to reach us.Ihat raich things can be gravely uttered is surely a tribute tothe beauty and complexity of the mathematical scherao whichcan temporarily warp the judgment even of the most competent."

cin.P ^r^
confined my remarks to the above instances be-

Phnat nn-'^JT 'ir^'
'°^''. ^"*^ ^^^ illustrations given in ex-

n shWf • ^ V-T^ ""^ Relativity. Clocks Tvhether on

tTmeTn^h, "frr-'''""^'"^^^'"'
""'^ ^^''-^y^ ^s«"^«^d as losing

i^g him.^^^ ^ ^'^^ expernnents by Einstein and those follow

to o^^Z ^
"'S-'^

"" \^ ""flerstood for a moment as presuming

mathemnHn ^r'"'"' '
^^^°'^' °^ *^^«"^« "^ tbei? original

LveThtf ? T ^' ''^"^"^Pts to geometrise pbvsios. I must

endea,*^';?* f

'''
^- T^^^ "^^^« ^^^ Prite^t against his

ean«Hnn/ • f ""^
"^""T

physical interpretation to the formal

bads to L"' •

'''''' ''^''^' '"^'°^^'^ ^i-^e a« a variable. It

or vprv ',^'^g"^,f'
>7^Penments that are practically impossible

tradTctorv '^
.''^ .realization or can be shown to be self-con-
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of theS f'.^^^r 8"'^^«s- The general effect of the success
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tation mTaht r' ^?' " '^^"^^^^-^ ''^^^^'' ^"d the above quo-
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that though .-n^-
"'•^' '^"^^^^^^ °n this subject, I must say

hth and ^f
-^'"^ ^"tensely inquisitive in the matter of this

heb TL^''7 ^''"^/'""^ ^ ^^"^t reluctantly conclude that noneip IS to be derived from such of the popular attempts at

introduction to Mathomaties." Home Uni;ersity Library, p. 227.
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explanation as I have so far seen. Ordinary scientists, the

unfortunate plain man and the practical person have no chance
here I am afraid. It would seem that there is no roval road

to understand Relativity. It must be approached by the

same laborious track that has been responsible for its incep-

tion and development, namely, by the way of the higher

mathematics.
The problem of the state of mind of those^ including tlie

main author of Relativity, who have indulged in these popular

explanations, and by means of verbal catachreses have pre-

tended to give (in the words of Einstein) '*an exact insight into

the theory " is a problem of which I see no possible explana-

tion whatever.

Psychical Research.

It is not a little curious that Sir Oliver Lodge, one of the

j)hysicists w^ho has severely criticised the Einstein theories, is

nevertheless a staunch believer in psychic phenomena and his

recent book ''Raymond " must be familiar to many. The war

and its tragic results have been partly responsible for a great

boom in psychic matters, and the ordinary enquirer ha? more

demands than ever made on his time and credulity. Inas-

much also as the subject has occupied a committee of bishops

at the Lambeth Conference in 1920, and was also in evidence

at the British Association meeting at Cardiff in the same year,

it is clear that this much abused and dubious line of investiga-

tion, Psychical Research, at the present moment, is claiming

more and more attention. It is not a subject included within

the Sectional work of this Congress, but, following our model

the British Association, there is perhaps no great harm in

^videning our outlook occasionally. I do not proprose to do

more than allude to it here. Its votaries, like the RelativTsts,

are verv much in earnest nowadays and arc making a wider

appeal to thoughtful people, not only by newspaper and maga-

zine articles, but also by means of a new organ, the Psychic.

Research Quarterly (Kegan, Paul. Trench and Co.)- 1 li^ve had

access to the first few numbers of this beautifully presented

publication, which equals that of any other serious quarterly,

its special appeal to us is that it lays claim to a scientific treat-

ment of psychic phenomena. Some of the phases of tiie subject

therein treated of are as fascinating as Belativity, though in an

entirely different way. I shall not refer heie to the late i^r.

CrawfJrd and the Goligher circle, the Dowsing or Divmmg Koci

or any specific thing of this sort, but one cannot quarrel witn

the following remarks hy Dr. F. C S. Schiller in Vol. I No. I,

of July 1920, which conclude his plea for a fair exammation of

the whole subject:

•* It wi
tion on eith

ill long be necessary to verify mo3fc carefully every ftsser-

ither fide and to presume that e%ery bit of evidence ha*
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been polarised by prejudice until the contrary has been shown.

It follows tliat under such conditions no test can be made really

convincing except the mo^t exacting of all, the pragmatic t^st

:

the world at large will not really and truly believe that mind
can communicate with mind directly, or that the departed are

not really dead, until the routine of ordinary life includes the

sending and receiving of telepathic messages, and of communica-
tions from (and to) the " dead," which shftll be so common and

so well authenticated by their consonance with their earthly per-

sonality as to leave no practical doubt that they are what they

claim to be, and not tho work of self-deception, subliminal

memories, devils or cosmic Absolutes, Or, in other words, until

the ultra-physical world has been rendered continuous with the

world we live in, and this world and the "next'* practically

interpenetrate.
7>

Inasmuch then as this strangely acquired knowledge claims

the riaht to be tested b}- the touchstone of scientific investiga-

tion, it must take a part in our fuller professional life whether

we will or not. From the point of view of a rather sceptical

looker-on, I freely admit the claim and the possibly supreme

interest of, the matter; but I foresee an endless and bitter

struggle in the elimination of fraud in any such investigations.

Frail humanity is always to be suspected in any dealings with

the marvellous, and the skill of those who apply themselves

professionally to deceive is greater than most people think who
have not studied the resources available to the twentieth cen-

tury magician or conjurer.

1 would also refer just for a moment to an article by H.

Stanley Redgrove on "Mathematics and Psychical Research" '

where he proposes to introduce the reader to the mathematical

symbolisation of spirit, or the relation between matter and

spirit. He does not here discuss the theory that spirit trans-

cends the limitations of matter by a fourth" dimension (an old

idea), nor does he hark back to the idea of the Kabalists ^d
Chinese philosophy that numbers are essentially symbols "en-

shrining a hidden meaning and significance," but he suggests

that, just as physical existence may be symbolised by real num-
bers, so may corresponding spiritiaal existences be symbolised

by corresponding "imaginary" numbers. And he does this

fully recognising the other uses to which imaginary numbers

have been pat. It is not quite clear exactly what i^ gained by

this symbolism, but it appears that Einstein's example ot

utilizing the imagmary expression v^' - 1 as a factor of the

time co-ordinate, thereby converting it into a sort of spacial

direction, makes the author of the above paper enquire ''does

this account for the fact that time appears to us to be so very

different from space ? Does it mean that time is related to

space in a manner similar to that in which spirit is related to

matter?"—an answer to which question I think will not be

easily found.

i loc. ciL, Vol. 1, No. 3, p. 220.

1
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This is all I can find time to sav here about Psvchic
Research; except that, in widening our outlook in regard to

this borderland aspect of science, we may well be stimulated
by the following taunt by J. Paterson-Smyth * in his reference

to spiritism and spiritualism :

** VVo are a strange, dull people, we humans. An unthinking
crowd at the f^ate of unutterable mvsterios. There are wondroua
things ahead, but the people do not know it. There is no deatli,

but the people do not believe it. Human life is the noost excit-

ing romantic adventure in tlio Universe, going on stage after stage
till we are older than Methuselali, and then on again through the
infinite eternities—and yet men pass into the Unseen as stupidly
as the caterpillar on the cabbage-loaf, without curiosity or joy or

wonder or excitement at the boundless career ahead."

Psychotherapy

Another aspect of psychical science, and one that has a

more directly practical aim, is the use that the new psychology

(as it is called) has heen put to in medicine under the name of

Psychotherapeutics, Ps^^chotherapy or Psycho-anal^^sis. Hero

we come in touch with a novel method of treatment for tlie

mentallj^ deranged; a method that seems likely to open up an

extensive f:eld to experimental research. As we have a Medical

Research Section in this Congress, I have le^s scruple in draw-

ing attention to it in this address as being another borderland

aspect of science now prominently in the public e.ye, since the

war has left us with so many neuroses and psychoses as a sad

legacy. Also it appears to be a fact (which I have on good

authority) that many of the everyday disorders, wliich were

formerly regarded as orighiating on the physical side, are now
known to be principally of psychogenetic origin—as is proved

by their yielding to psychotherapeutic treatment. The prin-

ciple of the treatment is based on the theory of the New Psycho-

logy ; that there is a constant war going on in the mind be-

tween the primitive instincts (self-preservation and self-perpe-

tuation) and what is known as our Herd instincts, derived from

our ideas and views founded on education, religion, social

environment, etc., which control, regulate and direct our con-

duct in everyday life and render us civiii.ved beings. The

primitive instincts are ever pressing for recognition and the

Herd instincts on the other hand are endeavouring to keep

them in subjection and repress them. Should the primitive

tend to gain the upper hnnd, conflict is apt to occur and

mental anguish and unrest result ; and in order to regain mental

repose the complex created is treated as a foreign body m t\v}

mind and is expelled from consciousness. This reprcssed-

complex has usually considerable emotional force attached to it,

which is constantly trving to discharge itsdf, and such dis-

1 *' On the Rim of the World, " loc, cit., Vol. I, >fo. 3, p. 250.
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charge is often effected in the production of some functional
disorder (h3?stencal or neurasthenic manifestations) or the
development of a psA^chotic state with delusions, hallucinations,
etc. Here, then, is where the psychotherapeutist or psycho-
analyst steps in. It is by digging into the mind, discovering
these foreign bodies, releasing them from their prison-house and
abstracting their emotional attachment, that the cure of the
manifestations produced by them is effected and mental tran-
quility restored.

_
A new mental synthesis is at the same time effected, in

which are included all those portions of the mind ^vhich have
been split of! and kept out of consciousness by repression.
Incidentally I may mention that it is supposed by some that,
if mediumistic trance may be regarded as a neurosis, psycho-
analytical methods of research into the mind of a medium would
tend to ' cure' the medium of his gift for trance manifestations,
if it were not for unconscious resistances set up, which may be
so great as to be insuperable.

1 cannot pursue this further here, nor say much about how
the digging out of the foreign body, the repressed complex, is

effected
: but dreams and their interpretations and word associa-

tions and their time reactions are prominent features. In the
latter method the words called out sometimes yield such long
mtervals before the answering word is given that they con-
stitute what are known as 'complex indicators.' These" again
are of special interest in connection with psychic research ; for
m the case of those who believe in super-normal acquisition of
knowledge by mediums by means of telepathy with the living
or the dead, it is contended that the complex indicators may be
used to define particular personalities so distinctly that they
might be recorded and classified like finger prints for identifica-
tion purposes.

Returning to psychotherapy, I understand that in the
near future it is hoped to establish in England clinics and
give facilities for patients to be treated in the earlier stages of

niental disorders, so that the development of an acute attack
may be avoided. The Ministry of Pen.sions, Medical Service
Division has now several institutions under their control where
this modern treatment is being successfully carried on, and
developments are taking place to provide siiaiilar treatment in

t)\e ordinary civil institutions in the country.
I do not know that much is doing iri this line in India

yet. Perhaps the Indian is individually less troubled in this

way than our western civilisation
; though whether as a race this

is true may be open to question, judging bv the example fur-

nished by non-co-operation in the matter of the psychology of

the crowd. To stray for a moment into wider fields, it migbt
be illuminating to the leaders of the non-co-operntion move-
ment if they considered the bearing.? of the science of the New
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Psychology on the ' Himalayan ' errors into which they have
already been led. Organised stimulation and encouragement
of the primitive instincts of the masses of the people towards
opposing civil authority and towards racial animosity, mitil

the tide of psychic force ha-s acquired a full head, and then the

application of stringent repressions in the form of shibboleths

of non-violence, are the one sure wav to create those emotion-

al complexes among the people, which, the longer they are

repressed the more surely will they in the long run result in

mental conflict with outbursts of hysterical mania. And if

non-co-operation does not go as far as this, but merely produces

a sulky, morose attitude of the masses towards the administra-

tion of law and order, it cannot be said to contribute to the

sum of human happiness.

An example of a probably not unrelated psychological

problem may be found in present-day peace conferences. It

seems by no means certain that they are not in error as being

too artificially repressive. It w^ere better in my humble opin-

ion to call a conference of the Powers to consider an Inter-

national Currency, an International System of Weights and

Measures and an "international Second Language for all, in ad-

dition to the private international conferences that have al-

ready done much good ; by which means the primitive instincts

of the nations to quarrel" with each other might be gradually

sublimated nnd extroverted into other channels—than to call

a Universal Peace Conference and attempt to cover up and

damp down these fierce emotions by artificial repressions which

can only result in psj^chic world anguish and this in turn to a

world gone mad. Universal peace must be founded on univer-

sal good-will and understanding. These are the obvious first

steps to be taken.

The above briefly referred to Trinity of new conceptions

—Relativity, Psychical Research and Psychotherapy—have

some features in common ; they are concerrted with borderland

regions extending out beyond those ordinarily embraced in

established science, and they constitute efTorts to Avrest a little

more couiitrv from the great unknown and add it to the al-

ready conquered kingdom of knowledge. As such they require

to be considered in anv estimate of contemporary science. I

have been attracted to them because of tliese pioneer qualities,

and I hope that in venturing to bring them up m your con-

sciousness I have not wearied you.

Mineral and Gkological Problems in the Himalaya.

I must now leave the region of theory and speculation and

get more mto my own groove track

and mineralogv.' More than twenty years agoj^ir i nomas

Holland (who should have been standing here addressmg you

to-dav) was at work along with me at the geology of tbi'^ Prov-
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ince, and especially in the Salem and Coimbatore Districts.
Although there are many attractive geological and mineralogi-
cal problems connected with Southern India, I must regret-
fully forego all further reference to this part of the country in
favour of the Himalayan area, particularly that part of it em-
braced in the Jammu and Kashmir State, where the last five
years of my energies have been absorbed, and where therefore
my freshest memories and experiences \\q.

One of the first impressions many people receive on view-
ing the mass of this mountain range, is, that such a mighty
rock excrescence must needs be particularly rich in mineral
wealth. This unreasoned impression may generally be taken
to amount to the more precisely stated "fact that more rock
—more of the anatomy of the geological formations—is ex-
posed to view in such a mountainous area than in the plains
and plateaux of Peninsular India; and with that of course its

contained minerals. But, though not exposed, there is plenty
of rock to be found underground anywhere: the Himalaya's
have more of their goods in the shop window, that is all.

As a consequence of the surface relief of these mountains,
exceedmg that of any other range, there is one mineral (the
source of enormous potential energy) ever present in the Hima-
laya, and one which has hitherto "been almost neglected and
strangely so in these modern days, and that is the very com-
mon mmeral, water. Most of the big rivers and many of the
larger streams of this elevated tract are snow -fed and peren-
nial and their steep gradients lend themselves very generally
to the utilization of the fall as a source of power. This is

every moment slipping away throu2;h our hands unregarded,
except in a few places such as at Mohura, on the Jhelum, in

Kashmir, and at Simla, Mussoorie and Darjeeling. Even then
(at the first of these places at least, where onlv one quarter
of the available power is utilized) this power is turned to

such relatively trivial purposes as electric lighting, or the
uneconomical one of electric heating. One of the great ad-
vantages of a mineral of this kind is that its fall only is

consumed in generating power, leaving the material itself

a^ valuable as ever for its primarv duty of irrigation. Fur-
thermore, the crop of this mineraf is renewed every year, so

that, so long as the sun, and its consequence, the" monsoon,
function regularly, we can never exhaust this vein of mineral
wealth.

We have reason to hope that neglect of the exploitation
of water power has been temporarv only. The Hydro-electric
Survey of India, instituted in 1918 has already done much
pioneer work in the survey of and reporting on suitable sites

all over the country, and in ascertaining how much power and
along what lines it can best be developed. Among these sites,

of course, are the fine sources of power which you possess here

(
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in Soutliern India, as represented by the Can very falls^ the

Hogenkai falls (also on the Cauvery river) and the Gerpoppa
falls, of which, part of the first mentioned alone has been
utilized up to the present. The consequence of the work of

the Hydro-electric Survey has been that much more interest

has been evinced by expert representatives of leading firms of

British manufactures of the class of plant required, and they

have been touring the country in order to see for themselves

what the prospects are. Applications, also, have been made
for the right to develop several particular sites.

Mr. J. W. Meares, Electrical Adviser to tlic Government
of India, in an article contributed to the Journal of Industries

and Labour,^ has pointed out that hydro-electric schemes, be-

sides being concerned with electric lighting and electric fans,

have a far greater future in the driving of mills and factories,

in the electric furnace, the arc and the electrolytic cell; tlie

most important processes being the fixation of atmospheric

nitrogen into the nitrates of commerce, the production of

aluminium from bnuxite, use in the steel industry, and in the

manufacture of carbide of calcium and several other substan-

ces that can profitably be produced electrolytically.

If adequate advantage is not taken of our Himalayan

abundance of this * white coal/ future generations may well

look back to the present period with wonderment that we

should have allowed all this energy to be wasted, or wor^e

than wasted, in carving and cutting away the foundations of

its own potentiality (i'e. wearing down its own river-bed), in-

stead of setting dynamos in motion for a hundred useful

purposes.

Coming to a consideration of minerals, as commonly

understood, and, for the present, of those of fundamr^ntal

value, namely, coal and iron— all Himalayan areas are handi-

capped bv their poverty in the former commoditv, which is

represented over a portion of that area by one, and only one,

thin bed of a few feet thickness. Thi^ belongs to the youngei=»t

era of geological chronologv and is the equivalent of the coal

of Dandot and other Salt Range fields. Nearly everywhere else

the older geological series, corresponding to those of the well-

known coal-fields of the Peninsula, yield no coal, with one ex-

ception near Darjeeling, in Bhutan and Northern As-am. If

carbonaceous representatives occur, they are apt to take the

form of graphite. It seems that the pressure and crumplmg, to

which the older rock series of the Himalaya have been

subjected, during and since the periods of upheaval of the

range have driven off the volatile constituents of those once

potential fuels, leaving little but pure carbon as graphite
;
a

1 VoM.pt. 2, May 1021.
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mineral that has its own specific uses, but fuel is not one of
these. Without abundant coal of a particular quality iron is of
little use at present, and its value may be considered as
negligible, except for purely local needs. In regard to all such
heavy and not intrinsically valuable metals, mountainous
regions are always at a disadvantage as compared with regions
more accessible to rail and road facilities.

The Himalaya as a whole, likewise, are poor in mineral
veins, using the term in the strict sense of infillings of ore in

what were once cracks and fissures in the rocks. This poverty,
like the poverty in coal, may also very probably be ascribed

'

to the compression and folding of the rock mass of the moun-
laius, which has gone on fairly uninterruptedly for geological
sges and left no fissures or gapes in an open condition and
ready for the reception of the class of ores usually found in

mineral veins

In all other kinds of mineral occurrences, suoh as those
generated by deposition, concentration and segregation, and
which take on the aspect of bedded and banded rock strata
and masses, as well as those due to pneumatolytic action and
possibly to metasomatic replacements, certain parts of the
Himalaya can be shown to be reasonably favoured.

The north-western parts of this range, and notably the
area composing the territories of H.H. the Maharaja of Jam-
mu and Kashmir State, have, during the last few years, been
under special examination by the Mineral Survey, with fairly

satisfactory results. Apart "from the precious and semi- pre-
cious minerals, such as alluvial gold and the gem stones, sap-
phire, aquamarine, rubellite, tourmaline, and so on, about which
all that has so far been accurately surveyed has been published
at least in a certain amount of detail, there remain several
other noticeable mineral deposits, which have so far not
emerged into publicity, though accounts for the use of the
public, printed by the State Press, are in course of preparation.
It may interest you to touch briefly on .some of these.

Petroleum Oil Belt.

I will refer first of all to the possibilities of an exten-
sion into this area of the oil-field conditions represented by
Khaur. With the contemplated early entry of this oil-field

into the actively producing stage during the present year
^

(1922)^ as soon as the refinery at Rawalpindi is completed,
and with the consequent changes of an economic nature that ?

it will bring about in those parts of India where coal and
other solid fuel is not very abundant, there arises the vital

question, is that field (or that field supplemented by the ^^

neighbouring field of Dhulian, both of which are being developed
by the Attock Oil Companv) the only one belonging to this

oil belt likely to yield commercial quantities of oil ? On

r
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general grounds one would hardly expect the answer to this

to be in the aflfirmative.

A possible extension of the belt into Jammu Province

has already been discussed by me in a paper in the Records

of the Geological Survey of India ' describing the Nar-Budhan
dome ; but since that time other as yet unpublished evidence

has come to light. It is no part of ray idea in this address

to describe technical details that more fittingly would find

a place in the Section devoted to Geology, but I may say

here that another semi-dome, or 'terrace,' of very large size,

occurring in formations of the same geological age, has been

identified by the Mineral Survey at Ramnagar in Jammu
Province, and that, besides the discovery of tA\o gas seepages

in the neighbourhood, the rocks at the actual semi-dom&

have yielded a considerable fauna of vertebrate remains which

correlate them exactly as regards their geological age with

the Chinji stage as developed at the Khaur oil-field. The
work of identification and description of these fossil remains

is now in the hands of Dr. G. E. Pilgrim, of the Geological

Survey of India, and it is hoped that, apart from yielding

evidence as to the age of the beds., the teeth ami bones them-

selves will have an interest to palaeontologists on account

of their containing specimens of anthropoid apes similar to

those already described from other localities by Dr. Pilgrim.

Other evidence, making the possible extension of the oil belt

in this direction even more plausible, is the di-scovery in

Poonch State by Mr. Wadia, of the Geological Survey of

India, of an extensive outcrop of bituminous lime.stone in

the underlying Murree Series.

Further explorations of the Jammu areas and also of the

long known area of seepages near Golra, nortl; of Rawalpindi,

are in progress at this moment It is fervently hoped that the

arrival of the Khaur field at the producing stage will be the

signal for a renewed interest in all the surrounding areas
;
for

it is very unlikely that a single group of wells at that one place

will be allowed to stand as the sole representative of the eftort

of industry to tap the underground resources of this north-

west oil belt.
Bauxite.

Mv next reference is to the bauxite deposits of Jammu

Province. These were discovered and have been under mvesti-

gation during the last few cold-weather field seasons. Ihe

deposits taken as a whole constitute a large and extremely in-

teresting occurrence because the composition of the ore differs

in some remarkable ways from tliat of any other bauxites

found in India • and at the same time their geological history

1 Vol. XLIX, pt. 4, 1919.

2
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is equally peculiar and interesting. In the area in which the

deposits are found, the infranummulitic rocks include, at a

depth of about 60 ft. below the coal of these parts, a pisolitic

and sometimes ferruginous clay, w^hich in turn lies super-

positionally on a ferruginous breccia or brecciated quartzitic

grit, and this again covers unconformably the ' great lime-

stone* of unknown age. Besides lying below the coal, it is

very probable that the pisolite is contemporaneous with it,

inasmuch as at one place it passes laterally into coal for a

short distance.

The folding of the rocks in conjunction with the hill

contours, in certain places such as Chakar, Sangar Marg and
Salal Fort hill, has resulted in large spreads of this pisolitic and

clayey rock being left as a skin lying on dip slopes of varying

steepness and uncovered by any of the overlying formations.

This is of course a mere physiographic coincidence, but one

cannot help seeing a certain superficial resemblance between
these spreads and the lateritic bauxite plateaux of other parts of

India, a resemblance that is carried out as well in the average

thickness (about ten or twelve feet) and in the cliff-like way in

which the outcrops end. The particular feature that gives

them value as a source of alumina is that, wherever this skin

or spread of claj^ey rock is sufficiently isolated from its

overburden, and left clinging to rather steep slopes, its upper

laj^ers have been converted into a residual w^hite pisolitic or

compact bauxite, having a composition akin to that of

diaspore (Al^Og . H^O). Its lower layers, by gradual increase

of silica pass into white or creamy white kaolin as also do

the laj^ers that are not isolated on dip slopes but pass under-

ground beneath the overlying strata.
Detailed surveys and a large number of chemical analyses

of systematically collected samples have been made of the

bauxite layers, which show that considerable amounts have

a composition as follows :

Alumina 70 to 80 per cent.

Silica 1 to 10
Titanic acid 2 to 4
Ferric oxide 2 to 4
Water 13 to 15

9>

99

9»
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From this it will be seen that in its richest form, save for

the 2 or 3 per cent each of titanic acid and ferric oxide, this

hauxite corresponds with the mineral diaspore. which has 85

per cent alumina and 15 per cent water; whilst the less rich

varieties may be regarded as diaspore mixed with varying pro-

portions of silica combined with alumina as clay. Ordinary

bauxite, which usually has considerably more iron impurity,

about 50 to 60 per cent of alumina, and much more water,

reaching 28 to 30 per cent, as in the best American bauxites
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is generally looked upon as an impure mixture of diaspore

(Al^Ojj . ^fi) and gibbsite (A1;^0^ . 3H.^0) ; and it is less hard and
less dense and more soluble than the Jammu material. It

seems probable that, in the ordinary processes in use for the

manufacture of aluminium, ordinary bauxite is more adaptable

than the Jammu bauxite, but regarding this matter enquiry is

still being continued ; for it seems a pity that such a rich ore

should Jie idle for want of a suitable process being available

for converting it into the metal. Failing this, however, there

are many uses to which it can be put th^t I need not trouble

you with here. For some of these processes a hydro-electric

installation close by in the gorge of the Chenab River, where ex-

cellent facilities exist, would be desirable. The locality has al-

ready been under examination from this point of view.

From a number of analyses of foreign bauxites collected

together by Mr. C. S. Fox/ of the Geological Survey of India,

for his Memoir on bauxite now in preparation, and kindly

furnished me by the Director, it is of great interest to note

that, of all the bauxites of the world, those from many parts

of Southern France, especially from Villeveyrac, Les Baux,

Herault, Thoronet, Gardanne (Bouchesdu-Rhone), La Brasque,

as well as some from Dublin, Ireland, and perhaps from

Wochein (now apparently) in the corridor between Italy and

Jugo Slavia) alone have a chemical composition h^imilar to that

of my Jammu bauxities, that is to say, having an alumina per-

centage as high as 70 to SO and a water percentage in the

neighbourhood of 14 or 15,

It is also a striking fact that, as regards geological age,

those of Southern France agree (within certahi limits) with

the Jammu instances. For, as regards the former, it seems,

from the researches of L. Collot,* that although^ there is a

great deal of apparent irregularity in their horizon as be-

tween Urgonian and Nummulitic, the actual horizon must be

definitely placed between Urgonian and Cenomanian. Whilst,

as regards mv Jammu bauxites, it is clear from their associa-

tion with the" coal that they must be equivalent in age tf) the

pisolite and coal of the neighbouring area of Hazara,^ which

definitely comes above the Cenomanian as determined by ft

clear suite of cephalopod fossils there found.

Into the further question as to whether there is or is not

any relation between the Jammu bauxites and those of late-

ritic origin in Peninsular India. I can hardly venture m thi^

address. T have not seen Mr. P^ox's conclusions : so I must

conQne ravself to suggesting that the very late age generally

ascribed to the high level laterites of India (because they are

» Bull. Soc. Geol. France, Vol. XV, 1887.

^ Mem, GeoL Surv. of India, Vol. XXVI, 1896.
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now the uppermost visible formation below the alluvium)
namely, Sub-recent, Pleistocene or perhaps Pliocene, may
after all be an error. For, since the whole of the Tertiary
system apparently was never deposited over Peninsular India,

that series might equally well be ascribed a position above the

lateriteas telow it- The question is a big one and might well

occupy an address in itself, so I must be excused from saying
anything more about it now.

There is just one more matter of theoretical interest con-

nected with these recently discovered Jammu bauxites, in

virtue of the composition of the latter being nearly pure dias-

pore or mono-hydrate of alumina : this is, the question
whether the sapphires of Padar in Zanskar, which are known
to occur in a granite matrix with Nummulitic limestone form-
ing the craggy heights above, may not owe their origin to

contamination of the granitic magma with included masses of

diaspore rock picked up from the infra-nummulitic rocks in

that region. The idea seems a good working hypothesis, but
I have had no opportunity as yet of testing it on the ground.

Gypstim.

The last mineral I have selected to say a few words about
is the g}psum of the Jhelum Valley in the tehsil of Uri. One
reason why I have chosen this mineral out of several others that
have an equal or better claim to your attention, is that it

exists in such enormous— almost fabulous— qijantities. It is

no exaggeration to say that in the hills and vallevs just north
of Mohura Power Station there lie hundreds of millions of tons

of this beautiful snow-white or wax-white mineral, which fre-

quently has the additional qualities of alabaster, and can be
turned on the lathe or carved into all sorts of exquisite objects.

Another reason is that some of the modern uses to which it is

put in various indu.- trial directions seem to promise a future
for it of as yet unknown importance.

The gypsum occurs in two well-defined bands running
E. and W. across a number of steep secondary ridges and
spurs descending from the Kazi-Nag range down to the

valley of the Jhelum between Uri and Rampur. It is asso-

ciated with a set of graphitic schists, which are nearly as

remarkable as the gyp.'sum, in that thev, over a distance of

many miles, yield about four million tons of amorphous graphite
to the half mile of outcrop down to water level Unlike the

gypsum of the Salt Range which has been supposed to have
a sedmientary or evaporative origin, the gypsum of this part

of Kashmir is plainly an alteration product of limestone;
brought about by means of the sulphuric acid liberated from

quantities of minute crystals of pyrites disseminated in the

limestone. Whole hill-sides rising thousands of feet above the

valleys are composed of gypsum, and it is easily available m

I

i

I

1
i

i
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cliffs and scarps of 60 to 100 feet in height to simple quairy-

ing operations

In considering this mineral from an economic point of

view, T do not want to describe the ordinary uses to which it

can be put, such as alabaster, plaster-of-Paris, wall and ceiling

plaster, whitewashing, plaster board and gypsum wall board,

gypsum blocks (which owing to the greatly increased cost of

fuel everywhere compete favourably with terra cotta, since the

fuel required to manufacture a ton of calcined gypsum is small

compared with that required to burn an equal amount of terra

cotta), nor do I want to speculate on the making of sulphuric

acid from it (because during the stress of the great war the Ger-

mans actually did manufacture many thousands of tons of

acid from gypsum or because of sensational reports from

Bombay that appeared in the papers of June 1019 regarding

an easy and cheap process for this purpose in India).

Some new facts have recently come to light in America

regarding the use of it in agriculture, and it is these to which

I wish to draw your attention for a few moments before I end

this address.

Gypsum, simply ground without any other treatment, has

long been known under the name of 'land plaster,' and used

as a fertiliser or soil stimulant. This was formerly explained

by showing that the application of it increased the amount of

potassium taken up through a double decomposition of potas-

sium silicates with liberation of potassium sulphate. Thus the

action of gypsum was supposed to be only indirectly beneficial.

Other explanations of its physical action on particular soils,

3uch as those containing ' reh ' by facilitating soil percolation,

are given in Watt's "Commercial Products of India."

But this apparently does not represent the case by any

means fully, for researches in recent years by E. B. Hart and

W. H. Peterson i of Wisconsin, followed by 0. M. Shedd '^ ot

Kentucky, P. E. Brown and E. H. Kellogg ^ of lowa and

Reimer * of Oregon have shown that sulphur is absolutely neces-

sary to plant proteins, and that the sulphur content of most farm

products is much larger than had been previously suspected

It was also found that the amount of sulphur tnoxidc removed

from soils is also considerable, being for average crops of cereal

grains and straws 2/3 of the phosphorus pcntoxule removea,

whilst grasses of mixed meadow hay removed an equal !"»«"-

tv of each, and members of the crucifers. e.g. cabbage anu

turnip, are heavy sulphur using crops and may remove tv.o oi

three times as much sulphur trioxide as phosphorus pentoxide.

1 "Research Bull." No. 14, Wisconsin Agncul.Escp. Sta. 9 1.

» Do. No. 174. Kentucky Do. «
J-

» Do. No. 18. Iowa Do.
^

*

Do. No. 163, Oregon Do.
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The reason why this was not appreciated before is that
previous calculations were based on the ash of the plants de-
termined b}' ignition, Avhich, however, gives too low an estimate,
this benig particularly true of the seeds, where the sulphur
exists largely in the organic form in the protein molecule : for

instance in rice grains there is 100 times as much sulphur
trioxide as in the ash of that grain and forty times as much
in corn and wheat grains as in their ash.

Cropping and drainage remove such quantities from the
soil that, after fifty or sixtj^ years, virgin soils unmanured or
receiving but slight application daring that period lose 40 per
cent of the sulphur trioxide originally present. Normal soils

again are poor in total sulphur trioxide. Consequently it

should be applied occasionally as sulphate for the express pur-
pose of maintaining in the ^soil an adequate supply of this

element for crops rich in proteins.
It is known that plants require the sulphur in the form of

sulphates, and this is efiected in the case of organic sulphur
compounds by a process which embraces first the production of

hydrogen sulphide by the means of ordinary decay bacteria, then
the change of this to free sulphur and then to'^sulphates by a
special set of what are now known as sulphofying bacteria, the
sulphates thus produced are taken up by the plant proteins and
thus a sulphur cycle is completed, Just as is a nitrogen cycle,
in plant economy.

It now seems certain, after years of further experiment,
especially in Oregon by Reimer, that sulphur must be claimed
as an exceedingly important plant food, and that all or most
of the benefits derived from acid phosphate can be secured by
usmg gypsum, and a 50 per cent saving be made at the same
time. This artificial addition of sulphate, eg. gypsum, to the
soil also encourages the sulphofying bacteria to work more
energetically

; and, that it additionally increases the growth of

the nitrogen^fixing bacteria, seems established.
The following statement brieflv summarises a few concrete

results (Mineral Industry, 1919, p/332)

:

'* Gypsum increases the protein content in legume hays
(alfalfa, clover, etc.). Professor Peterson at Wisconsin found that
land plaster more than doubled the protein in alfalfa. Reimer con-
cludes that the feeding value of alfalfa hay from sulphur-fertilised
plcits, without taking into consideration the increased yield, was
sufficiently greater to pay for the fertiliser used.

Professor Reimer found that the ** root system of alfalfa ferti-

lised with gypsum and other sulphur fertilisers " is from two to

three times as large as that from the unfertilised plants. The
value of this larger root system is obvious.
As in the past most of the agricultural gypsum sold was used

on the pea-nut crop in the south-eastern States; but several
thousand tons were sold to alfalfa growers in the north-west,
where its use is comparatively new.
Small tonages were scattered through a great many sections

tor the first time during I9I9, and the results secured were so

I
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satisfactory that a steady increase in the use of agricultural

gypsum is expected."

In view of the enormous quantities of this useful plant food

in Kashmir, it seems reasonable to advocate its nse or at least

trial on an extensive scale in local agriculture.

Section of Agriculture.

President :— Rao Sahib M. R. Ramaswami Sevan, B.A.,

Dip. Agri.

Presidential Address,

Scope of Agricultural Research.

I take it that every one of you is as much disappointed

as myself, that Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram, the President-elect

of the Agricultural Section, has not been able to come here

to-day. Looking over the list of gentlemen who presided at

this section in previous j^ears, 1 find that they were heads of

Agricultural Departments in India. Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram,
however, is a retired Government oflRcial and a clever Engineer

by profession. After his retirement, he obtained large areas

of land from Government, which he cultivated by compara-

tively more improved methods, and he utilised his knowledge

of Engineering to agricultural purposes, by promoting lift irri-

gation by steam and electric power. In fine, for nearly 20

years after his retirement, he has been a successful Agricultural

Engineer and a business farmer. He is known to be a public

spirited gentleman, having endowed scholarships and prizes at

the Agricultural College in Punjab and having given very large

donations to the Benares Hindu University* He has been

apparently a trusted Government servant, being a Companion

of the Indian Empire and a Member of the Victorian Order

apart from his Rai Bahaduiship. Those of us, therefore, who

came to the Congress with the expectation of profitting by the

advice and suggestions of a business farmer are thoroughly

disappointed and you, gentlemen, have probably a further di?»-

appointment in store, in that the section is to be presided

over by myself. I have neither the departmental experience

of past Presidents, nor the practical experience of a business

farmer. To add to this, I was called upon to undertake

the duties of the President of this section only last even-

ing. That accounts for my inability to deliver an address

worthy of the Presidential chair, for instance, a review of
;

the

progress of Agricultural Education" or '* progress of Agricul-

tural Chemjstrv" or any similar subject on which, ^Yth plenty

of leisure and "necessary books of reference, I could proDaDiy

have prepared one. Under the circumstances, I crave your
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indulgence for a few minutes when T propose to say a few
words on i\ie Scope and Limitations of AgricuUural Research.

Research of all kinds demands in the worker, a sound
knowledge, a quick perception and a wide imagination, but
Agricultural research, in addition to the above, is beset with
peculiar difficulties. First of all, it has to be remembered that

o

Agriculture is but an Art, namely the art of producing crops
and it includes the rearing of domestic animals; but the prac-
tice of this art is governed by the application of a number of
sciences, even a greater number of sciences than there are sec-
tions in this Congress. An intimate knowledge, fairly of a
high standard, is demanded of a research worker, of all these
sciences. Such wide acquirement of knowledge being impossible
in these days of rapid scientific progress, specialisation has come
in, and Agricultural research requires, therefore, the coordina-
tion of the intellectual energies of a number of scientists Now
this explains why some Provinces which have a full comple-
ment of scientific experts have gone ahead of other Province
not yet fully staffed.

The second important point in which Agricultural research
differs from other researches, is that almost everyone knows
something of the art in this land of hoary traditions, wherein
Agriculture has been the backbone of the country and the
most universally followed pursuit. The researcher has more
often to learn from the illiterate cultivators than teach them.
Indian traditions of cultivation cannot be lightly set aside by
these multicoloured scientists in their eagerness to applv their
sciences to the art.

Thirdly, the conditions for the carrying on of Agricultural
experiments are mostly outside the control of the scientific
worker. Soils vary from place to place in their physical dnd
chemical characters, one season is not like another in rainfall,
temperature and other climatic conditions, that experiments
have necessarily to be repeated several times, in several places
and in successive years before trustworthy results can be ob-
tained

;
and let it be remembered that there is always the chance

of negative results being obtained in any experiment. Even
when, what appear on the surface to be, reliable results are
obtained from experiments in the field, there is the question of

probable error to be solved.
When we realise that a world-wide war was necessary to

stimulate scientific research, in general and Agricultural re-

search m particular, in Great Britain, it is no wonder that
tliere is a lack of faith in science and scientific methods in this
country and that there is a clamour for expeditious results
trom the public, including the members of the Legislative Coun-
cils. It IS only when reliable results have been obtained, that
the scientific expert offers these results, through the agency of
it)e District Agricultural staff, for adoption by the actual culti-

t

I

f
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vators, and I need not laj^ .stress on the difficulties experienced

by these District Agricultural officers in their attempts to dis-

seminate these ideas in the villages. In a word, their duties

have all the charm and disappointments of a missionary worker.

While the majority of the member^ of the Legislative Coun-

cils have been conciliatory, even magnanimous, in their budget

discussions when dealing with the development of the Agri-

cultural Department, a few cries are heard here and there, that

the Agricultural Departments are white elephants. We often

hear of criticisms that the researches of a scientific worker an*

moro often of an academic nature than of any economic im-

portance. Most researches are probably in the beginning only

of an academic kind, especially to the on-looker, but they train

the intelligent rnind of the worker for deeper insights into the

hidden problems of nature. I am only voicing the opinion of

the greatest scientists of the day when I say, tliat harassing

the researcher to produce quick results and economic results,

ends either in damping the spirt of the worker or in his pro-

ducing haphazard work. So long as the experimenter is im-

bued with the true spirit of research, namely the spirit of dis-

covering and evolving trutlis of nature and so long as he is

qualified, by his knowledge and training, to undertake research

work, a research worker may be left in peace ; for it is in JiU

nature and to his interest to* carry on his work as quickly as

possible, if not for the benefit of humanity at least for the

winning of bis own laurels in scientific circles.

Granting the above conditions of the scope of Agricultural

research the next question arises " Are we going on right

lines?"' I believe we are. We are following generally the

methods adopted, with success, in countries where science has

made rapid progress, and as thej have succeeded in those

countries, we have to take it that we will succeed m ours so

long as due consideration is gi%-en to local conditions. That

brings us to the agency and we are grateful to the experts

who have worked in this country from abroad. Some of us,

at any rate, have had a training from them and we are the] e-

fore welcoming the Tndianisation of the department m the

higher services which has already come and which will come

in greater measure in the near future. Let me beg of you.

gentlemen, to remember that this Indianisation conn^u-" in-

creased responsibilities. Where formerly we were content to

be certified to as efficient assistants, capable of carrymg out

orders, we have now, as responsible heads, to think,_ to design

and to direct. T, for one, have always held the opinion that

this land, which can boast of a highly cultured civiLsation

datuig from ancient times, and of literature and system^ o

philosophy ia no way inferior to those of o^her countries is

no way deplete of master minds who can think, design a.id

direct.
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gress, to remember that, as
it is your dut}' to render a good account of yourselves and
produce such work commensurate with the money spent, on
you and your researches, from the pockets of the cultivators.
We have been paid for in cash by them and let us remember
that it IS an obligation on our part to return in kind in the
shape of useful scientific work.

I will put the above ideas once again in one or two state-
ments which I commend to every one. We have plentv of
facilities. Utilise them to the best advantage. If any 'one
should think that he is not paid sufficient wages in proportion
to his talents, he has the option of resigning. When, however
he has chosen to remain, he should put the question, to be
answered by his own conscience, " Is this all I can do ?

"

rather than be satisfied with " This will do."
Gentlemen, I have done ; but before I ask you to listen

to the papers announced, I would like to say a fetv words
regarding the paucity of papers submitted to this section. It
IS possible that Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram did not think of
taking the trouble to write to Agricultural officers in different
parts ot India to exert themselves in getting papers ready—

a

procedure which was adopted by Presidents in some of the

^Ji7^^u\r''''^'
^^^"^ ^^ ^'^^ *o b« remembered that practi-

cally all the research work done by departmental officers find
ineir place in departmental publications, for instance, Memoirs
and Bulletins of Pusa, Provincial Year books and Bulletins
ana .Agricultural Journals. Again in each Province there has
Deen an Agricultural Conference of some kind or other at which
^-igricultural oflicers generally take part ; for instance, we had

ll h-'^ c
'"^' """^^^ '^^* month, our Agricultural Conference,

^^^icli 8 or 9 good papers were read. And lastly some
papersseem to have been sent to the Secretaries too late for
Deing included in this year's programme, and I am glad to
announce that I have the permission of the Committee of the
ocience Congress to use my discretion in allowing such papers
to >5e read, and I shall be glad to exercise that privilege.

i.,entlemen, I am thankful to the Committee of the Science

t„"f«\- ^^ecting me officiating President of the Agricul-
tural Section, and to you, gentlemen, for the patient hearing
you have given to my hastily thought out ideas.

Sugarcane Root—systems—studies in development and

^
anatomy.-^y T. S. Veneataraman and 11. Thomas.

inculUvated'rrn^o^*^"'^*''' ""^"^^^ °^ '°°*^ '" ^U plants and particularly

_^

ne root systems of certain avenne trees in relation to adjoiningcrops.

canes.
Effect of environmental ccnditions on root development in sugar-

rapidity of root development in different cane varieties.

4

4-
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Studies ill plan of development or the habit of roots in the diHerent
sugarcane varieties :

(1) Methods of study.
(2) Crossing in sugarcane with a view to innprove the type oi root

system.

Certain anatomical differences—possible adaptations to environ-
mental conditions in the habitat.

h

On some insects noted as pests of fruit trees in S. India.

By T. V. R. AiYAR.
The very interesting and suggestive pamphlet published by Sir

Frederick Nicholson on " A plea for the encouragement of a fruit grow-
ing industry in the Madras Presidency" should certainly make both
landed proprietors and the Government to bestow more serious attention

to this aspect of agriculture in S. India, viz, fruit culture. There are e

few well-known fruit growing tracts famous for different fruits such as

Salem, Chittoor and Northern Circars for their mangoes, Krishnagiri

Penukonda and Michaelpatti for their grapes, Erode and Palneys for

their bananas, etc., but for a tropical tract like the Madras Presidency
where the possibilities and potentialities of such an industry are enor-

mous, these are comparatively very few and insuflScient, and in many
cases the work is carried on with very little system or organisation. It

cannot be denied therefore, that the industry as a whole is capable of

considerable extension and improvement in all ways. Government
have already made a beginning in this direction by starting small fruit

farms on the Nilgiris to begin with. Now that such a beginning has

been made by Government, and as it is not unlikely that landed

proprietors too will start on the same lines, it will be found neces??ary

tliat the subject of fruit culture should be closely and thoroughly studied

in all its aspects so that all such attempts might progress successfully.

In this paper an attempt is made to bring togetbjr and present in a

very brief manner our present knowledge of the Entomological side of

fruit culture in S. India.
.

In spite of the absence of any extensive fruit culture in S. India

approaching anything existing in the well-known fruit growing countries

like California, Australia or S. Africa, it is a matter of common knowledge

that just as our field crops like paddy, sorghum, etc., are subject to the

attacks of insects, fruit trees are also liable to the undesirable attentions

of insects of sorts. It is believed, therefore, that, to one who i=j anxious

to carry on fruit growing on a fairly extensive scale on scientific hnos,

a knowledge of the insect pests that have so far been found to do some

appreciable amount of harm to our native fruit trees will be of some

real use side by side with the knowledge of the other aspects ot fruit

culture, such as, soil, manures, irrigation, varieties, etc., etc. The infor-

mation brought together in this paper is necessarily and admittedly

imperfect for obvious reasons; in spite of this, the writer hopes that it

might form a small beginning to start with in the direction ot Pornolo-

gieal Entomology, and might be of some help to prospective fruit

growers. j *i

Numerous insecbi of various habits have been noted on the ^onimon

fruit trees grown in the different parts of South India. ^^ ^heae sorno

have been noted to cause appreciable harm
«^i'^'\?^'f^.%*'^'^!„f^X

behaved onlv as insects of minor importance In this ^J^P^^l^^^^
those of the former category about which we have some definite know-

ledge are included while those of minor importance and others of «hicn

our knowledge ts imperfect have been omitted. In the paper brief note,

are added on some of the important insect pests of the common native

fruit trees of S. India such as the Mango, Jak 05;^°«?.' ^*^f"*'A^^
granate. Guava, Fig, Grape, etc., and also of what

^'^^^'''J^J^^J^^
the pests of introduced fruit plants like Apples, Pears. Peaches, etc.
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The worst pests of S. Indian fruit trees as far as our present knowledge
goes may be put down as different kinds of stern boring grubs, fruit flies,

leaf hoppers, leaf caterpillars, scales and mealy bugs; each particular

tree has often its own specific insect pest. Then follow some ren:arks

on the general principles upon which are generally based most of the

control measures that might be adopted against such insects and sugges-

tions are made as to the materials that might be stocked by gardeners
for pest control.

At the end a warning note is sounded regarding the neces:?ity for

prompt and thorough action in the matter of preventing the introduc-
tion into the country of undesirable foreign pests with consignments
of nursery siock, fruits, tubers, etc., that are imported in large quantities
nowadays. The author has given a list of the more prominent foreign
pestG in a paper he read at the Bombay Session of the Congress.

Pollen sterility in relation to vegetative propagation.

—

By
P. S. JlVAT^NA l^vAO.

Pollen sterility is a regular feature of plants that are vegetatively
raised and the subject is of importance economically as it explains the
shedding or abortion of fruits in a large number of instances.

Flowers of about thirty different plants were oxarninod to ascertain

the extent of sterility in them and the list includes some grasses and
plants that propagate vegetatively in nature and a few grafted trees

besides other plants that are raised from cuttings.
The author concludes that it is wrong on principle to propagate crops

like Pepper, Cardamom, Vanilla, Moringa and others which are valued
for their fruit or seed solely by vegetative means and suggests that suit-

able modifications may be introduced in the current methods in the case

of these and other monogenically reproduced plants so as to ensure reten-

tion of full vigour in them.

Studies in niehods of preventing nitrogen losses from

Cattle Dung and Urine during storage.— -R?/ N. V. Joshi.

Determination of losses in nitrogen from cattle dung and urine under

different conditions of storage were made and methods to prevent these

losses were studied in the laboratory. The results of the investigation

may be summarised as follows :

—

1. The losses of nitrogen from the cattle dung when stored separately

are small under both aerobic or anaerobic condition of storage.

2. In the case of urine great amounts of nitrogen are lost under aero-

bic conditions, while under anaerobic conditions the losses are

practically nil.
i

3. Covering the surface of the urine with a layer of some kind of oil

like kerosene, mustard or cocoanut brings about the necessary

anaerobic coaditions and this method has proved effective in

preventing losses of nitrogen from the urine.
4. Among several substances tried to prevent losses of nitrogen fro';'^ ^

urine occurring under aerobic conditions of storage, Sulphuric ,

acid, Superphosphate and Formalin have proved effective but I

their cost is expected to be prohibitive in practice. (

5. Very great losses of nitrogen have been observed when straw and

soil were used as absorbents for urine. These absorbents would

therefore not prove of value in conserving the nitrogen of tlie

urine

.

6. Since greater losses of nitrogen occur in the mixture of cattle durig

and urine, it is advisable to store cattle dung and urine in

separate pits instead of storing them mixed together in one

place.

i

Y.

T
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Availability of the Trichinopoly Phosphatic nodule as a

manure for Paddy.

—

By M. R. Ramaswami Sivan.

In the year book of 1918 of the Madras Agricultural Department, a

descriptive account of the phosphatic nodulea oi Tiichinopoly has been

published in which the anthor pointed out that the mineral contained

anu
foctured into superphosphate, and that the best method of utiUsing it

would be to grind it fine and apply the flour phosphate along with de-

composing organic matter to paddy soils most of which, In the Madras
Presidency, were deficient in phosphoric acid as revealed by the soil sur-

veys. A number of investigations were carried out for the last 4 or 5

years to determine the actual availability of this mineral phosphate

under swampy paddy soil conditions. While the complete work is being

written up, in detail, for a later departmental pubhcation, some aspects

of it are presented now to the delegates of the Agricultural section of the

Science Congress.
These investigations included the determination of

(1) the solubihty of the phosphate in carlonic acid.

(2) its solubility in different strengths of citnc acid,

(3) its availability as measured by citrate solubility in composts

made with green manure and cattle manure,

(4) its availability as measured by the growth of paddy plants in

pots with and without green manure,

(5) whether increased application of the phosphate gave increased

cropping with and without green manure in pots, and lastly

(6) its availability as measured by the growth of paddy in field

scale on ryot's lands in conjunction with green manure.

As regards ita solubility in carbonic acid and in citric acid, the greater

the strength of the acid the more was the phosphate dissolved—a result

in consonance with the observations of previous workers.^

The amount of phosphate dissolved in ammonium citrate according

to the usual official method of heating for half an hour at bo C was

greatest in one week's compost and became less and le.ss m longer kept

composts, pointing either to the possibility of the soluble phosphate re-

verting in the longer kept composts, or the method of analysis reqmrmg

modification. Probablv both the factors are present, as there ^^ o^^T

17% of calcium carbonate in the mineral and as a later method, modified

by Dr. Harrison at Pusa, gave increased soluble phosphoric acid on

shakiner at room temperature instead of at C5 ^' ,^ _ . ^-

The growth of paddy in pots gave decided ro.ults In one sorie. of

experiments, the average yield of dry produce was 31 gms. for no

manure. 30 pms. for phosphate only. 39 g.na. for gren manure only, and

48 gms. for freen .nanure^and phosphate, ind.catmg /'^^^^ g"-';^" ^"f^"";j

rendered the phosphate available. Tiie sod used for the experiment

contained -005% of available phosphoric ac.d. Contrary
J°

'^^ je«"'*;

of experiment, in the United States of America,
^'^^'^'^^J^^''^^.

of phosphate from 2.-.. to 1500 pound, per acre gave "'^
'"Yr^^^^^^f^P,

ping and it was then aurmi-sed that nitrogen m.ght^ well be am,ther

limiting factor in the soil. In the next ser.es of
«^f,

7;">"'
'.X,;!!!

found to be actuallv the case, as will be seen from the folIo^.mg table.
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Table T.

Showing numler of tillerivgs and yield of grain and straw (Paddyy.

Pot
I

No.
Nature of Experiment.

1

2

3

4
6

N
NandP
N and 2P
N and 4P
N and 8P

6

7

8

9
10

Nil
P
2P
4P
8P

No. of

Tiller-

inga.

Weight in Grams of

Grain. Straw Total

« •

11

12

13

14

15

G and N
G and N and P
G and N and 2P
G and N and 4P

I
G and N and 8P

16

17

18

19
20

G
GandP
G and 2P
G and 4P
G and 8P

Note.—V
leaves. N.

•250 lb. of Flour phosphate. G
400 Vb. of Sulphate of ammonia.

•5,000 lb. of green daincha

These re.sults are interesting in several ways, ilere application of
phosphate gives lowest yield, but the nitrogen plots yield better, while the
green manure plots are better still. The green manure plus nitrogen plots,
however, are the best. The results also' show that, in addition to phos-
phoric acid, nitrogen is a limiting factor in the soil. Tlio phosphate is

rendered more available by green manure than by nitrogen in the form
ol sulphate of ammonia. It is also to be noted that there is a small
increase in the yield of crop with increased application of phosphate,
though not commensurate with the quantity supplied.

Kesults obtained at the Manganallnr Agricultural Station for several
years had shown that flour phosphate was nearlv as good as bone meal
in giving an increased yield of paddy grain. The experiment was tried
in different paddy tracts of the Presidency, with the co operation of the
deputy Directors. An approximately uniform piece of land, usually one
acre, was selected, evenly manured with green leaves, and divided into
lU long strips. Alternate plots received flour phosphate at the rate of

500 pounds per acre. There was an average increase of 301 lb of grain
per acre in the phosphate-manured plots, which works to 11% over the
plots manured with green manure only, as will be seen from the following
table :

—
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Table II.

Co-operative Field Experiments in Ryot^a Lands.

(Manual Experiments with Flour phosphate).

Average of 5 experiments!
(yield in lbs. per acre.)

!

Locality,

!
Green

. manure.

-- A

Ettapur, Salem Dis-
trict .. (1919)

Ettapur .. (1922)
Danishpet .. (1922)
Elandangudi, Tanjore

District .. (1922)
Central Farm, Coimba-

tore District (1921)
.. ,. (1922)

(lb.)

2,138
3,759
3,603

2,102

2,013
2,562

Green
manure
and phos-
phate.

Increase
in grain.

I

Percent-
age of

incroase.

t Remarks.

2,550
4,060
3,879

2,440

2,208
2,843

(lb.)

412
301

276

338

19

8
8

195
281

16

10

11

Average 2,696 2,997 301 11

From the above investigations, the conclusion is drawn that mineral

phosphate, ground as fine as possible, is a suitable phosphatic manure

for paddy lands when applied along with decomposing organic matter.

The residual effect of the mineral phosphate seems to be very sensible

judged by the experiments at the Government Agricultural Stations, but

this is still under investigation.

iVo/e.—The paper was illustrated with photographs and lantern slides.

Symbiotic nitrogen fixation in plants other than those of

the Leguminoseae order.—/??/ K. Aj)INARAYANA Rao.

1. Symbiotic Nitrogen Fixation is not restricted to Leguminosae

alone but is a widespread phenomenon.
2. Plants of other orders such as Rubiaceae, Myrsjnaceae, taeu-

rineae are instances of the above phenomenon in the tropics, and in

temperate regions several others have been enumerated as examples.

3. Chomelia asiatica has now been given in thjs paper ai

instance of the same phenomenon and Pavetta India hafl been taken "p

for comparative study. , . „f„^^
4. The leaves of both the species possess on their upper surfaceB

nodules invariably filled with Bacteria which have been shown to h^

capable of fixing atmospheric nitrogen.
, „ , - a !,-. ,.i«»fr^

5. The relationship existing between the Bacteria and tj^e Planti

examined, seems to be mutually beneficial^ and it is
Pf'^P^^^^^^^J ,^^^^

generation to generation through theseedssmce the Bacteria get encl^^

in the ovary itself. It has been further noted that the P««nts are unable

to thrive in the absence of Bacteria which have been found at all stageii

in the life history of the plant.

a further

^
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6, The Nitrotren-Fixation noted compares very favourably with the
observations of previous workers.

7. The chief merit of these plants lies, in their bein"; available in

unlimited quantities from self-sown jungle trees in almost all the districts

of the Madras Presidency and in other parts of India as well.

8- It is a common practice among cultivators to take cart-loads of

"Kanuga," *'Tangedu," and other leaves from long distances for pur-
poses of green-leaf manuring and the same may be resorted to in the case
of Pavettas and Chomelias with profit. The writer is convinced of their

value as green-leaf manures since bulk for bulk they contfiin a higher
percentage of nitrogen which becomes available to a much lar^jer extent
when the leaves are applied to the soil than for instance "Tangedu"
which is so largely used at present as a green-leaf manure.

No. Botanical Names, Telugu, Tamil,
L Casia Auriculata. Tangedu. Avarai.
2. Pongamia glabra, Kanuga. Pungara.

A historical account of South Indian fungi with special

reference to those of Coinibatore,

—

By S. R- Venkata-
KRISHNA MUDALIAR.

The earliest mention of the occurrence of fungi in South India is

found in the vvritings of J. J. Koenig, a pupil of Linnaeus who came
out to Tranquebar, a Danish Settlement in Tanjore, in 1708. Tn 1779 he
observed a fungus growing on termite nests, probably Aegerita Duthei
Berk. Later in 1842 Montagne published a pap^r on Cryptogamae nil-

gheriensis in the " Annals" of France. About ISG9. Mylitta lapidescens

Hor (the little man's bread) and Sclerotium stipitatum Berk at Curr

(white ant-iiill mango) were observed in the Nilgrris and Travancore.
The next important fungus recorded for South India is the edible mush-
room (Lepiota albuminosa Berk) growing in termire nest.

2. Later on, diseases of ecoriomic crops of South India attracted the

attention of various workers in South India chief among them being those

of cotton, coffee, paddy, wheat, potato and tobac.io.
3. Soon after the organisation of the Agricultural Department in

1898, the following diseases were investigated: Bud-rot of palmyras in

Godavari and Kistna districts, Tikka disease of ground-nut in South Arcot

and the Red-rot of sugarcane in Godavari and Coimbatore districts.

4. A systematic study of the fungoid diseases was undertaken only

after the arrival of Dr. Barber in "899. Since that time the collections

of diseased specimens have increased and tliere are 73 species of fungi

found on economic crops f^rown in Coimbatore alone.
6. A classification of the common fungi found in Coimbatore district

^

gives the following number of species of funai—42 species of rusts, U
j

species of smuts and 19 species of oridium (milJew).
6. Fungi have been observed attacking scale insects found on cpttee

and pepper. In the field of medical mycology, Madur foot disease,

rmgworm, tuberculosis ar^ known in South India for along timf*.
. ,

7. From the above, it is clear, that fungi have been the subject or \

mvestigation for over a century and a half in South India.

A Note on the Utilisation of the Spent Mohvvra (Bassia

latifolia) Flowers.—% D. L. Sahaskabuddhk and V.

G. Patwardhan.
theThe spent Mohwra flowers produce insanitary conditions ^°_ *"

neighbourhood of the distilleries where the Mohwra flowers »re "^®*^ f?

distillation. The spent can be utilised by proper treatment (1) as catu

food, (2) for further production of alcohol, (3) for manurial purposes o

(4) for burnincr as fuel.

(

I
J-
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The fresh material is hked by the cattle and if possible it may be so

used but the material becomes mouldy and acid very quickly and there-

fore it must be squeezed immediately to remove as much water as pos-

sible and dried in the sun. The cattle do nothko the dry material in the

beginning but soon get accustomed to it. The dry spent Molnvra is ad

good as dry lucerne in its feeding value.

For the production of alcohol the dry material hag to be treated

with sulphuric acid. The cheapest process would be to hear the spent

with twentieth normal sulphuric acid under the atmospheric preasuro.

The excess of acid may then be neutralised with lime before fermentation.

The treatment would increase the yield of alcohol by 25%. It has also

been found that if the original Mohwra flowers are boiled with twentieth

normal sulphuric acid for one hour the quantity of sugars increases by

16%.
These are all laboratory experiments but trials ought to be made

on a commercial scale to find out whether the processes indicated would

pay.
Tf the dry spent cannot be used as cattle food or for production of

alcohol it may very well be used as a manure or lastly for burning

purposes so that the neighbourhood of the distilleries would be free from

the insanitary conditions caused by the fermenting spent Mohwra
f\ owers.

Improved method of wheat sowing for Central Indhi.—By
K. R, JosHf.

In Central India wheat and other rabi crops are sown hy an imple-

ment called '-Nai " which is the same as the plough, but with a bamboo
sowing tube in addition. With the use of this Nai, an area of 150 to

200 acres is sown per day, and hence in districts where rabi areas pre-

dominate, timely sowing of wheat becomes difficult.

In the year 1914-a two coultered Drill was tried for wheat sowing

on Indore Farm, and the result was that not only there was a savmg m
time as expected, but that the Drill appropriated less seed, and sti!l gave

higher yield than that of equal areas sown by the Nai. Tins led to an

inquiry into the causes of these Phenomena—when it was jo^Y^^l i"^?^

either shallow sowing, or wider sowing which characterised the Drill

sowing-were the factors responsible for this ree:ult, future experiments

were therefore directed, both for the verification of previous resultsi as

well as, for isolating the influence which each one of those factors exer-

cised on crop growth. . . . . ,, rk-ni
The following table gives the results of 4 years trials with the Drill

and the Nai :

—

Table No. 1 showing outturns of wheat in lbs. per acre with the

Drill and the Nai.

1914-15.

'

f

191G-17-

Drill .

.

.

.

. . 529

Nai .

.

.

.

. . 454

1917-1^. 1918-19.

C30 I
718 744

583 687 ' 710

From the above figures it will be seen that the I>; >» f ji^'g^f,
yields throughout the experiments. It was however not ^'l^

^f;«^
the drill underwent its crucial test, and ^-^^^S^^^^^^^f."^/^^^^^^^
adopt it for common use. The year 1918 happened to be the dnjjt^^J.^*^

little rain in September and October ; but in spite of this *^« ^.^^
tained its superiority in giving higher yields than those obtained witn

the Nai.

3
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During the course of these trials, attention had also been directed

towards observing the various characteristics of Drill sowing, and the

As a result of tliese observations *' Shallowprinciples they involved.

sowing" and ** Wider mowing
Drill were seen to produce the effects which are summarised as below.

the two main characteristics of the

Shallow sowing.

L Economy in time or saving in cost—The Drill coulters which are

adjusted to sow only three to three and half inches deep as against 5 to

5^ inches deep as in case of Nai—require less draught, making possible

thereby the use of an additional coulter without increased demand for

power. This evidently results in either fiO p,c. saving in time or cost.

2. Saving in seed.—Deep sowing results in taking out clods which

while overlying the furrows choke up the young seedlings coming out

from below. Germination is therefore adversely affected when the

sowing is deep and close. With equal seed rates, the p.c. of germina-

tion was 74 and 55 for the Drill and the Xai respectively. Assuming
that the measure of stand in the 15" Nai plot is the •* Standard" the

seed rate with 15'' drill should be less by 18 lb. to the acre.

3. Increased 2/ieW.— This is due to the fact that the feeding area of

such a crop is increased by a layer of abovit 2* which intervenes the seed-

ing depths of the two types of sowings under question. Naturally the

shallow sown crop gives higher yields under same conditions.

Wider planting.

1. Saving in time or cost.— This is obviously due to increased space

covered per turn. This m.eans a saving of 20 p.c. in time with the Dri*l.^

2. Saving in seed —For securing * standard ' stand of wheat, 18

drill would require a seed rate of 42 lb. ner acre against 52 lb. required

by 15'' drill.

3. Increased yield.—The results in this respect are as set out in tlie

following table :

—

Table No. 2 showing outturns of wheat in lbs. per acre with 15^ and
18* distances between the rows.

1916-17.

18" Distance
15"^ do.

m • 783
C30

1917-18. 1918-19.

768
718

750
744

The above figures have varied much; and the yields of 1918-19

particularly are almost at par with each other ; but the chief reason of

this lack of sufficient difference in favour of 18" planting appears to he m
the fact that a seed rate of 70 ft), was used in both the 15" and 18" plots.

This caused a greater concentration of seed in the latter which the low

moisture content of the year could not possibly support. This view was
further strengthened by the results of a 50 lb. set of the same year.

The relative increased yields obtained with different seedrates is as given

below.

Secdrate.

70 1b.

50

p.c. of increase of 18' over
15" planting-

7%
19%

This tended to show that for obtaining success with 18" planting, what is

required, is only a careful adjustment of seedrate, and this done there is

absolutely no harm in adopting 18" planting for common practice.
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The result of a proper depth and distance for wheat sowing has beenoombmed in 18" drill, which may be said to possess the following advan-
tages over the local method of 15" deep sowing as affected by the Nai.The advantages as calculated in money value are as under ;

Per acre.

Rs. As, p.
( 1 ) saving in time 50% .

.

.

.

..0113
(2) saving in seed 28 lb. per acre .

.

..200
(3) Increased yield at about 40 lb. per acre

. , 2

Total Rs. .. 4 11 3

The principle of shallow sowing as brought out in the paper is also
applicable for the sowing of gram and linseed, which are the other rabi
crops of Central India.

With the adoption of 18" drill for wheat sowing, it is hoped that
the sowings will be Quicker, Cheaper, Timely, and Productive of larger
yields than is possible with the Nai.

Section of Mathematics and Physics.

President:—T. P. Bhaskara Shastri, Esq., M.A.,

F.R.A.S.

Presidential Address,

Some recent advances in our Knowledge of the
Structure of the Universe.

Before opening our proceedings to-day, lefc me thank the

authorities of the Indian Science Congress for the honour they

have conferred upon me by inviting me to preside in this sec-

tion. I felt some hesitation in accepting this responsible oflfice,

for, on the various subjects which generally come within the

domain of this section, J can scarcely hope to speak with any

claim to authority. So far as I think, there can be only one

reason for my beting called upon to take this chair, that is I

should discharge a part of the high duties connected with this

office by addressing you on a few of the problems regarding the

great Universe of stars, which are engaging attention \n our

modern observatories.

2. In 1.920, at the Nagpur meeting, the President in this

Section, gave an address which among other topics cf mterest

dealt with the great geophysical problems, Seismology and

Terrestrial Magnetism. Last year at Calcutta, we listened to

an illuminating exposition from this chair about the object and

methods of upper air research which showed what a profitable

field for investigation lies within a short distance above our

heads. To-day, let me take you to those remote regions of

mvsterv which sketch far beyond the limits of the Solar system

in"^which the Sun, with his retinue of planets and their attend-

ant Satellites, forms but one of several million units. It is

my
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have been made in our knowledge of Stellar Distribution and
the Structure of the Universe. I realise the difficulties of

attempting, in the limits of this short address, anything like a

comprehensive survey of the problem and shall therefore con-

tent myself with referring briefly to certain of its important
features, illustrating the methods of present day astronomical
research.

3. The subject has attracted the attention of astrono-
mers from the earliest times; j'et it is only within the last few
years, perhaps two or three decades, that systematic research
in this branch of astronomy has become possible and several

new facts concerning the heavens have been discovered. Sir

William Herschelwas the first to recognise that the chief aim
of Astronomy is to obtain a knowledge of the Construction of

the Heavens. For this purpose, he set himself the task of

making powerful telescopes and explored the heavens with
assiduous skill and energy ; his observations were, of necessity,
confined to a general surrey of the numbers of stars and their

apparent distribution in the sky. He discussed his observa-
tions with keen critical insight "and obtained results sensibly
accordant with those obtained by modern methods.

4. Herschel's pioneer work considerably influenced the
progress of astronomy during the whole of the last century.
Though by itself, more than ordinarily rich in important dis-

coveries, that century may justly be" regarded as a period of

preparation for the remarkable developments thus far achieved
in the present century.

There are certain characteristic difTerences between the
older field of astronomical research and the modern. In the
older period, the addition to our knowledge was generally of

an isolated fact like the discovery of a planet or an asteroid, of
an additional Satellite to Jupiter or Saturn or of some pecu-
liarity of a star such as its being a double or a variable, The
modern period has, by the resources of the methods employed,
produced an overwhelmingly large number of individual dis-

coveries and has thus led to the deduction of wide generalisa-
tions regarding classes of objects. It is recognised that the fact
of a certain star being a double or a variable adds very little

to our knowledge except in this that by the accumulation of

similar discoveries, the peculiarities of classes of objects can be
studied in relation to the larger problems of astronomy.

5. Progress in the branch of astronomy we are consider-
ing, seems to have proceeded slowly for a time on account
of the want of sufficient data. Recently, however, by the
gradual perfection of instrumental methods and appliances an
enormous increase in the observational material has become
available to investigators so that rapid development has be-
come possible.

6. Two principal features of modern astronomical observa-
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tions have contributed largely towards a successful attack on

the problem of the Structure of the Universe. These are

(1) The general introduction of photographic methods

consequent to the invention of the *' dry plate.'*

and (2) The application of the spectroscope to the stud}' of

the heavenly bodies.

7. The immense power of the photographic method rests

on some of its essential properties. First, the impressions can

be accumulated—a fact of considerable importance when faint

objects are concerned. The photographic plate enables us to

store up the feeble light impressions received through the tele-

scope, so that even a small instrument, in these days of dry

plate, acquires *' a new dimension" and can, in seme respects,

produce results quite as efficiently as a large one.

The second important factor is that by the photographic

method large regions of the heavens can be recorded at the

same exposure. Prof. Barnard, Max Wolf and others, have

thus studied the structural peculiarities of the Milky Way and

other special regions which could never have been revealed by

the visual method.
The accuracy and the facility in manipulation have all

added to the importance of this new method. In fact it has

enabled progress to be achieved by leaps and bounds especially

in directions where only slow headway could be made before.

8. Great as are the advantages derived by astronomy

from photographic methods, the Avonders revealed by the spec-

troscope have far surpassed the most liberal expectations.

Prior to its introduction, the ray of light gave us very little

information beyond the precise direction of the star, and its

brightness. The same ray of light when passed through the

prisms of a spectroscope forms an indispensable source of in-

formation regarding its temperature, physical condition and

chemical constitution. By the observation of the lines m the

Spectra of stars we learn besides, how the stars may be classi-

fied, how fast they are moving and in several cases how mtnn-

sically bright they are. I shall deal with these pomts later on

in this address. The spectroscope in the Slitless form (the

objective Prism) has enabled Prof. Pickering and his col-

leagues at Harvard to classify thousands of stars accordmg

to their spectra. The Harvard system of classiBcation based

on Draper's earlier researches has now transplanted father

Secchi's divisions into Types and is now generally adopted by

all investigators. The main classes in the Harvard system

are designated by the capital letters B A J ^ K. ^^i \- ->

while there are a number of sub-classes occupymg mtermediate

positions in this scale.
i -r fare

The sequence is in order of temperature, the O and 15 stars

being the hottest. The designations are not in the same order
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as that of the alphabet, on account of the readjustment in our

ideas owing to accumulation of new facts and the revision

which consequently becomes necessary.

The Henry Draper Catalogue, now in course of publica-

tion at Harvard gives in detail the classified spectral type of

about 222,000 stars in all parts of the sky and forms a mine of

information on the subject for all investigations.

9. It will be apparent from what has been said how
enormously the work of our astronomical observatories has

outgrown, since the introduction of these various methods.

Slany of the problems require years of continual observation

which is surely bej^ond the means of a single observatory.

l^ut, happily, well -planned co-operative methods of attack have

proved invaluably useful. It is impossible to over- estimate the

influence of co-operation in astronomical research by means of

M'hich results of far-reaching importance are fast accumulating.

An undertaking of this kind inaugurated in Paris in 1887 had

for its object the systematic mapping of the positions of a large

number of faint stars, thus extending the great work of Arge-

lander and Schonfeld to stars of much fainter magnitudes.

Eighteen observatories (one of which is the Xizamiah Observa-

tory at Hj'derabad) have joined in the undertaking and are

producing by photographic methods, catalogues which will

ultimately give the accurate positions and magnitudes of about

5 million stars down to the 12th magnitude. The work is now
fairly advanced and some important information has already

been obtained. But even more valuable results are expected

when the survey is completed and the vast amount of material

properly discussed.

10. An essentially similar undertaking carried on by co-

operation is the "Plan of Selected Areas." On account of

their vast number, Prof. Kapteyn realised that it would be

extremely difficult, if not impossible, to obtain for the whole

sky all the necessary information about the faintest stars

below the Uth or 12th mag. In 1906, he suggested that, for

a preliminary study of the problems of the Universe, at least

certain special representative portions of the sky should be

studied in great detail. He accordingly selected 206 areas

uniformly spread over the whole sky, which were supplement-
ed by 45 special areas in the Milky Way and these areas are

at present assiduously studied from several standpoints in a

number of European and American Observatories, each institu-

tion following a line of research suitable to its instrumental

equipment and geographical position.

Form of the SysUm.

Considerable information regarding the broad features of

the Universe can be gained from a study of the brightness of

stars.
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In recent years much attention has been given to stellar
photometry as a profitable field for investigation which has re-
snlted in the accurate determination of the magnitudes of a
large number of stars. The lato Prof. Pickering has published
from Harvard two great catalognes giving the visual magni-
tudes of all, brighter than 65 on a uniform scale. At Potsdam
Miiller and Kempf have completed a determination of the
photometric magnitudes of a large number of stars in the
Northern hemisphere brighter than 7-5.

Since the introduction of photography the sensitive film
has been employed for measuring the light'intensities of stars
thus providing a system of magnitudes directly unrelated to
the eye. The ordinary photographic plate is restricted in its

sensibility to light in the blue and the violet; and measmes, for
ordinary exposures, the intensity of star's light in these re-

"ions. Extensive researches have been made at the Harvard
Observatory for calibrating the scale of these magnitudes. The
Harvard North Polar Sequence furnishes accurate determina-
tions of the photographic magnitudes of stars round the North
Pole, ranging from the brightest by continuous gradations
down to the stars of the 21st maa. indicated bv a light ratio of
one to one hundred millionth. Tht sequence selves as an ex-
cellent standard for comparing the magnitudes of stars in

other regions. • Similar investigations have also been made at a
number of other observatories notably at Gottingen, Mount
Wilson and Yerkes for securing a uniform scale of photographic
magnitudes. The difference between the photometric and the

photographic magnitude is termed the colour Index ; it is re-

lated to the star's spectral type and forms and excellent mea-
sure of its colour.

Counts of stars up to definite limits of ma.^nitude give

much information about the extent of the stellar system. Sys-

tematic counts have been made in the vast amount of material

available from the photometry Catalogues, the Bonner Bnrch-
musterung, the astrographic catalogues and charts, from the

Franklin Adam's chart plates and the Durchmusterung plates

of Kapteyn's selected areas. An examination of the results

shows that the star-ratio (i.e. the ratio of the number of stars

to any magnitude to the number one magnitude brighter)

falls below the theoretical value derived on the assumption of

ca uniform distribution in all parts of space. It is steadily de-

creasing from about 3-7 for the brighter stars down to 1'6 for

the faintest of about the 20th mag., thus indicating that there

can be, few, if any, stars below the 28th or 30tli magnitude
and that our galactic system to which our counts refer is, after

all limited in extent.

Another important feature connected with the apparent

distribution of stars is known as the Galactic concentration,

i.e. the increase in star-density per unit area of the sky with
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decreasing distance from the Gtalactic plane. Stars of all de-

grees of brightness are more numerous in the vicinity of the

Milky Way which is thus of fundamental importance in all

stellar problems. The crowding towards the galactic plane is

however found to be most pronounced for the faintest stars.

The results of various researches in this connection by Kap-
teyn, van Rhijn, Seares, and Chapmen and Melotte give values

for the galactic concentration in substantial agreement with

one another.

Forming the star ratios for the several galactic belts, it is

found that though their decrease is an essential characteristic

for all parts of the sky, the regions most affected are near the

galactic poles where the ratios are uniformly smaller. The
system seems to be thinning out in all directions but most
rapidly towards tlie poles of the Milky Way. The great bulk of

stars whose counts are available, apparently from a highly

flattened spheroid, somewhat like a lens, whose greatest exten-

sion lies in the direction of the Galactic plane. Newconib,
from independent evidence has found that a sphere of radiu

3300 light years will include essentially all stars in the direction

of the Galactic poles.

A scattering or absorption of light in its passage through

interstellar space will, if it exists, strongly afTect^these conclu-

sions regarding the form of the galactic s5''stem. Scares and
Heryprung have found from the colour indices of extremely
faint stars that they are on the average redder and deficient in

blue and violet light. This may be due to a small selective

absorption in space where effect would be to cut off light of

these wave lengths. But Shapley's researches on the colours

of stars in clusters have proved beyond doubt that such

absorption should be inappreciably small. These clusters w^hich

are known to be about 30000 parsecs distant from the Sun

contain stars of all colours from the bluest to the reddest. The
range in index is the same as that for stars near our system

which cannot happen if there is any sensible absorption of

light in space. But, this does not preclude the existence of

some small local obscuration in special regions of the sky

which Turner has detected from the counts of stars of differ-

ent magnitudes made on the plates of the *' Carte du Ciel

he considers the maximum obscuration to have a spiral form

whose equation may be expressed as a + 3-668-247
Particular areas, as the dark patches in Taurus, the great

rift near 6 Ophiuchii have been carefully studied by Barnard

and others, which tend to show that the vacant spaces are due

to some kind of local absorption caused by the existence of

opaque material, perhaps invisible nebulae, at a compaiative-

ly short distance, screening whatever lies behind them
though in some cases, a real paucity of stars has been offered

as an explanation from other considerations. The recent re-
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searches of Kapteyn on the average mass of stars * seem how-
ever to indicate that there can be no great amount of such
dark matter in the Stellar system.

AStellar Distances.

For an investigation of the arrangement of stars in space
a knowledge of their distances is indispensable. The problem
presents exceptional difficulties as the displacement in direc-

tion when viewed from the opposite ends of a diameter of the
earth's orbit, is so minute even for the nearest stars. Sir

David Gill once comf)ared the problem to that of measuring
'*the angular diameter of a threepenny bit two miles away."
It is no wonder that very little progress could bo made at first

in this direction.

The parallax of 01 cygni was first measured in 1838 by
Bessel at the Konigsberg Observatory^ This was soon followed
by the parallax measures for two other stars made by Hender-
son and Struve. Since then Avith every instrumental advance-
ment, the number has been gradually increasing. By the j^ear

1880 the distances of about 20 stars had been successfully

measured. The heliometer which was originally devised by
Bessel and brought to perfection in the closing years of the

last century has been employed with great success by Sir

David Gill, and Prof. Elkin'^of the Yale Observatory. By
their labours, the distances of about one hundred stars have
been carefully determined. More recently, photography,
especially with long focus instruments has yielded much valu-

able result and nearly 800 well determined parallaxes are noM-

available to the investigator.

An entirely different method for inferring the distances

of stars based on a new physical principle has been devel-

oped by Adams and Kohlscbiitter from the Mount Wilson

Observatory. Adams discovered a remarkable relationship

between the absolute brightness of a star and the relative

intensity of certain pairs of lines in its spectrum. He found

it possible from this relationship to determine directly the

luminosity of a star from an inspection of its spectrum, at

least for all but the bluest types. The apparent magnitude of

a star depends only on two factors its intrinsic luminosity and

distance, so that when the hmunosity is known, the distance

can be inferred by means of a simple formula.^ This method

requires far less labour than the trigonometrical method and

Adams has been able to measure the luminosity of hundreds

of stars this way, a recent list containing as many as 1600

entries.

' British Association, Edinburgh, meeting 1921.

* Af=m + 54-51og ir.
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A detailed study of the stars nearest to our system brings
several interesting points to light regarding the arrangement of
stars in space. We shall first consider that portion of the
Universe which is in the immediate neighbourhood within a
distance of about 5 parsees. Among the stars within this
sphere, there are only four of the first magnitude. Sirius,
Procyon, Centauri and L. Aquilae, while the majority of the
rest seem to be only small fry, the faintest stars being the
Barnard Proper motion star in Ophiuchi mag. 9-7, the star of
large P.M. in centaurus discovered by Prof. Tnnes mag. IPO.
It is very probable that we know all stars within this sphere
whose luminosity is greater than one hundredth ^mrt of that of
the Sun.

Prof. Eddington Las made a comprehensive research
about these stars and deduced some important results. The
luminosities of the stars exhibit a very great range. Sirius the
most luminous in the neighbourhood radiates about 48 times as
much light as the Sun, while the tiny Innes star— the faintest
star yet known, only one ten thousandth part. When stars in
other parts of space are also considered, the range in lumino-
sity is found to be even much greater.

For those binary stars with well observed orbits, the
masses can be determined whenever their parallax«^s are mea-
surable. The few systems thus far studied, show that the
masses of stars have no large range, similar that in their lumi-
nosities, and are generally not far from the mass of the Sun.
The Sun seems to be an average star, one-third of the number
ot stars known to us in this corner of space, are more lumi-
nous while two-thirds are less luminous than the Sun. Further
the lummosity decreases with spectral type—from the blue
stars down to the red—the stars of late type of spectrum being
all dwarfs. '

'^ ^

One other feature may also be noticed ; the stars that are
mtrmsically brighter move on the average more slowly than
stars less luminous and a change of nearly 6 8 Km. per second
m the transverse velocity per unit of absolute magnitude is de-
duced by Prof. Eddington within a radius of 5 parsees. Adams
has also found a great mean radial velocity for the faint stars in
the neighbourhood of the Sun. We shall have occasion to
return to this point later.

The Motions of Stars.

Next to direct measures of Stellar distances, the most
valuable data are furnished by their motions, of which our
knowledge may be considered to be at present more extensive,
ihe movements of stars are readily resolved into two compo-
nents, one in the line of sight and" the other in the transverse
direction—the two being found by different methods.
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The transverse component, known as proper motion is

determined solelv by the comparison of the positions of a star

at different epochs. Accurate observations of the positions of

the brighter stars began with Bradley in 1755 and since his

time a large number of faint stars have been added m the

various star-catalogues of precision. As the time-intervals

between the catalogues increase, the proper motions of a

larger number of stars are found with accuracy. The bright

stars have been fullv treated by Boss whose Preliminary

General Catalogue stands as an unrivalled source of informa-

tion giving the accurate Proper Motions of more than 60U0

stars.

By the labours of Auwers and of Kapteyn the early ob-

servations of Bradley have been carefully re-reduced, with the

result that several rehable proper motions have been deter-

mined. For the motions of faint stars, the chief sources of in-

formation are the discussions by the present Astronomer

Royal, of the Groombridge and the Carrington stars, and the

comparisons of the " Carte du Ciel " photographs taken at dit-
comparisons oi lae v.urLu uu wj^x ^^...^•^^^^^^-- -

ferent epochs in the Greenwich, Oxford and Helsingfors Zone.^

The motion of a star in the line of sight is determmed by

measuring the Doppler Fizeau Shift of the spectral »nes with

a spectroscope. The early attempts made by visual methods

weie generally unsuccessful, though Keeler with the great Lick

telescope had measured the radial velocities of a few «tars ana

ome planetary Nebulae. The first reliable ^«^e^^,^^|^\f. '^\^^^

velocities were obtained in 1890 by Vogel and Schemer of
velocities were uuiciiuc»a ix* 3,^^^ -j ^-0 . , oit^pp

Potsdam by photographic methods. The subject has since

been takenup at a number of observatories the "^^^^ impo

tant contributions coming from the Lick Observatoi y organi

sations, where the radial velocities of more than 1200 of tne

brighter stars have been determined. Prof. Campbell and his

Colleague Wright have made vast
in^Pir^^^'^'^-VLtHracv haS

of spectrographs bv which a considerable gam "^
^^^^^f^^J^

been effected f the "speeds of stars with sharp spectral h.^es are

now being m;asured%vith a probab e error oiorAyJ Km. per

second; f systematic error do
-^^^^^^ Z"^^^^^

ably due to pres/u're effect -. ^^e extensive^
a^^^^^^^^

such stars. The radial velocities of
\,«^^^^7^''^/4„ ^^d the

faint stars have been observed at Nlount Wilson a

ent measures.neasures. ^^fjnnq nf a few stars did
A consideration of the proper motions of a ew

not fail to convince Herschel that a part o^ ^e motions i

^

be attributed to the motion of the Sun through sp^c

simple graphical process ^^
f^^^^^XT^'^,1 that were

motion from the proper motions of oniy
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available in his time. Herschel's position of the Solar a-pex

R.A.=:262'', D = 26'' is in sensible accord with modern deter-

minations.

As more proper motions became known, the problem

began to engage increasing attention. Two different methods

have been developed by Airy and Bessel for determining the

direction of the Solar motion assuming the random nature of

the proper motions of the individual stars. A large number
of investigations based on these methods have been made
which have resulted in somewhat widely different values for

the position of the apex. The R.A- in all these determina-

tions remained very nearly the same while there was a wide

range in the values for the declination which seemed to depend

on the magnitudes of the stars employed. Kecentl}^ Weersma
of Groningen has found the position of the apex by a method
originalh' due to Bravais, which does not proceed on the

random character of all stellar motions, but involves some as-

sumptions regarding the masses. His result was A = 17'*51

D = 31''-4 which may be taken as the best determination we
have at present.

Kapteyn has examined in detail whether the different

parts of the stellar system are relatively at rest. He finds

that the velocity of the Sun is approximately independent of

the system of stars whose proper motions are discussed in the

solution. Weersma has shown how the position of the apex

remains unchanged when stars of different galactic latitudes

are considered. It is true there are discordances in the decli-

nations of the apex according to the magnitudes of the refer-

ence stars, but Kapteyn holds that these discordances are in

the main, spurious, probably due to small systematic errors in

the catalogue declinations depending on the brightness of the

stars— errors which are known beyond doubt to exist. Proper

motions being a much better criterion of stellar distances than

magnitudes, he has shown conclusively that the declination of

the apex does not depend on the distances of the reference

stars.

An entirelj^ different value for the coordinates of the Solar

apex was obtained by Kobold by following Bessel's method.
It was found difficult to reconcile the positions obtained by

these different methods until Kobold himself pointed out that

" the results could be harmonised on the assumption that the

motus peculiares of stars take place in the plane of the Milky

Way. some in the direct sense and others in the retrograde

sense ** This cautious statement was later fully confirmed by
the brilliant discovery of Kapteyn that the stars show decided

preferences for motion in two diametrically opposite directions.

If the stars are assumed to be moving at random and the Sun
fixed in space, the observed proper motions will be equally

numerous in all directions, so that the velocity diagram will
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be a circk. If the Sun also is considered moving, the velocity

diagrams will change into ovals, the elongation of the oval

wiir depend upon the magnitude and direction of the Solar

motion. By a graphical method Kapteyn analysed all the

available proper motions grouping them for small compact

areas in the skv. and found that the velocity curves were not

simple ovals but pear-shaped figures which showed that the

proper motions had a preference for two directions ;
when

these prevailing directions for the different areas were com-

pared, it was clear that thev fall into two groups, the direc-

tions of each group converging to a point called the preteren-

tial vertex. , ..

Kapteyn announced in 1905 that the phenomena are satis-

factorilv explained bv supposing that the great majority of

stars whose proper motions are known, belong to one or the

other of two great interpenetrating swarms vvhose motions

relative to the Solar system make an angle of 100 with each

other. The speeds are as 1-52 to OS and the numbers of stars

in the two systems are as 3 to 2. Further the motion o one

swarm relatively to the other is found to be exactly parallel to

the plane of the Milky Way. Kapteyn has given the name star-

streaming or star drift to this tendency of star to move in

certain favoured directions. From a study ^^ l^^Vcnn
whose proper motions are greater than 20" per century, Byson

has substantially confirmed Kapteyn's conclusions He has

also found a value for the separation-speed of the two dntts - i b

times the velocity of the Sun, i e. about 48 i^'»-J^^/^^f^ ,

Schwarzchild has developed another method of re^e^e t-

ing these peculiar motions which is ca led the ElhpsoKlal

hvTothesis.'^ In this theory, unlike Kapteyn s the stars are

all considered to belong to one system and if he comvone^^^^^^^

of their real motions are on the ^verage^greatin one direction

than in any other, these motions may be
'^P'^^f^ff^.^^^ ^\

callV by al the radii of an ellipsoid whose longest axis com

cides with the direction of preferential
^f.Jf.f

kapteyn s

theory. This representation by Schwarzc-h.ld is found more

suitable for discussing motions i^t^^^'^^.,f
.^^f'presen^^^^^

readily be seen that the principle underlying the tu o repre«enta

tions is practically the ^--^X\%ft::eTtZod ^
two opposite directions-and

^-J^f^^^Xe limited period
proximation giving the same results over

of time we can deal with. ^ -^ ^^^g^ry was
A closer approximation ^hf."

Jf "^f;^^ a certain number
discovered by Halm who P0'»^^,^ .^,^*.

*n^^^^
^rift 0)

of stars form a separate third drift (caUed b}^
^^.^^^

without seeming to Participating mine 6
^^^^^ ^^^^

of Kapteyn. Their apparent motion - dc^^^^^
^^ ^^ ^^^

Solar antapex and thus all stars o\;^'''J^^^^^^ The
in space if the effect of Solar motion were elimina
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early B-type (Orion) stars on accoant of their small peculiar
motions appear to belong exclusively to this drift.

Prof. Turner has made an interesting suggestion which
seems to offer a reasonable explanation of these phenomena.
He showed that the convergence of the preferential motions
need not be interpreted as due to the motions being in parallel

directions in space, but may be due to an actual convergence
of their real directions. If the stars are assumed to move in

very elongated orbits under the general attraction of the
stellar system, the motions will be preferentially radial and
will fall into two groups one moving to the centre and the
other receding from it. From this point of view, it is easy to

find an explanation for the drift -phenomenon as exhibited
by that group of stars situated at the apsidal positions of

these elongated orbits.

Recently, by applying some results of the kinetic theory
of gases, Kapteyn has derived values for the average mass of

stars at different distances and thence has attempted on dyna-
mical principles, to give an explanation for the phenomena of

the star-streams. He finds for the average linear velocity a
value of 19-5 Km. per second for all distances greater than 200
parsees, which gives a relative velocity of about 30 Km. per
second for the two streams—a result agreeing fairly well with
the velocity actually observed.

The theory of star drifts has received substantial confirma-
tion from motions in the line of sight. Several determina-
tions of the Solar motion have been made from the material
furnished by the radial velocities and the results are in fair

agreement with those obtained from Proper Motions. As the
radial velocities are determined directlv in linear
the speed of the Sun can be deduced with a high degree of

accuracy. Campbell has found a value of 19-5 Km. per second
for the velocity of the Solar motion. A recent determination
by Forbes from a large number of observations, gives a speed
of 22-73 Km. per second. The Sun's velocity forms one of the

fundamental constants in stellar investigations, as the motion
of the Solar system provides a much longer base line than
any other available to the terrestrial observer.

measure,

Moving Clusters.

Passing on from these systematic motions we shall consi-

der those local aggregations of stars widely separated from
each other and yet possessing the same common motion like a

flock of birds in migration. They appear to be definite systems,
the members of which are physically connected with each other
and have several characteristics in common. The first example
of such a moving cluster was discovered by Prof. Boss during
the course of his work on the great Preliminary General Cata-
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logue. He found that in the region Taurus, there are a nura-

be'r of stars whose proper motions seem to converge to a

point. The equality and convergence of these proper motiou.^

show that the stars must be moving with equal angular velo-

cities in parallel directions. The spectroscopic determination

of the radial velocities of a few of the bright stars gave con-

clusive evidence that the members of the system possess the

same linear speed. In the case of such moving clusters, the

distances are by an indirect method determined with accuracy

when the point of convergence found, and a complete know-

ledge of the positions and luminosities of the individual star^

can be easily obtained.

Another remarkable cluster is the Ursa Major group whn^ii

was first investigated bv Ludendorflf. This seems to be a

highly flattened cluster and includes a number of other stars

scattered over a great part of the sky. Herzprung has shown

that the star Sirius belongs to the same association. The

lateral extent of the cluster is about 50 parsees while the thick-

ness may be only about 8 parsees. The velocity is 29 Km. per

second towards R. A. 285° Dec. -2°.
j . <. i

Several clusters of a similar character have been detected

during recent vears ; chief among these are the Perseus cluster,

the Scorpio—ireat cluster in the Scorpio-Centaurus region,

the 61 Cygni group and the B-type stars in Orion. The motion.^

and other peculiarities of these groups have been thoroughly

investigated by Kapteyn, Boss and Eddington. A less impor-

tant cluster has been recently added by Axel Corlin Streamino^

towards B. Monocerotis. " , • j. <-

Prof. Eddington has drawn attention to the J^M^ortaut

fact that the chance attractions of stars in the neighbourhood

of these clusters seem to have no effect on the motions of the

individuals and that the clusters preserve their mo ion in spite

of the occasional disturbance from interlopers
(f
o^'C f

ter stars

in the region they happen to traverse. It is difficult to avoid

the conclusion that the stars should be moving under the total

attraction of the whole mass of stars and
]^^^^^^^'l^l^'^^L

of any particular individual or group. As Miss ^l^i^e
^^^

said -these systems may be described as autonomous demo-

''^'T'knowledge of Stellar motions is very useful
"J

Saving
J"^

an estimate of the distances of certain groups of stars which

show at least partly, the scale in which the ^^e
f
r
^^^^^^^^^^

been constructed. The proper motions has
f^'^^^f^^^^^

valuable information in this direction. Jhe componen oj a

star's proper motion in the direction of ^^^e Solar -notion^ due

partly to the real motion of the star and P^r ^ to vvhat is

termed the parallactic drift, i.e. to the ^^^'^fj^ ^,^'\^
er's motion 'through space The

7;- J^^i^m clt act:;
a group of stars, may, on the assumption of ranaom

O
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of the motion of individual stars, be taken as exclusively due

to the motion of translation of the Solar System. As the latter

is known accurately in amount and direction, the mean paral-

lactic drift gives at once the distance of the group. The
Astronomer Royal has investigated the proper motions of the

Groombride and the Carrington Stars and has obtained an ex-

pression for the mean Secular parallax of stars of different

magnitudes in the region. Kapteyn has in this way made an

extensive study of the distance of the B-type stars which are

known to have very small individual motions and of groups of

stars possessing other peculiarities in common.
The radial velocities, w^hen treated in intimate association

with proper motions, enable us to make independent estimates

of distances of groups of stars. From the doctrine of chances,

are deduced the relations between the average speed in space,

the average radial velocity and the average of all the trans-

verse components. Thus when the average radial velocity of

a group, cleared of the effect of the Solar motion, has been

found, it is easy to calculate in linear measure, the average of

all transverse components. The latter being already known in

angular measure from the available proper motions, we have

an indirect but effective method for inferring the distance

of the group.

In a comprehensive study of the various problems con-

nected Avith the Stellar system it is found necessary to con-

sider how the several observed facts are connected with the

star's spectral type. In the words of Prof. Kapteyn '
'' the mix-

ing up of all the spectral classes must singularly diminish the

effectiveness of any statistical treatment. It is as if we inves-

tigated statistically the size of all the members of the animal

kingdom from the biggest to the smallest. It must be evident

how much more effective must be the treatment of smaller

groups such as the genera or the species.

A statistical study of the counts of stars according to their

spectra reveals some interesting facts. The stars of different

spectral types are not uniformly distributed in the sky. The

B-stars, as far as can be made out from the star-ratios, are

found to be thinning out very rapidly ; they appear to belong

exclusively to a local cluster in the neighbourhood of the Sun,

whose equatorial plane is inclined at an angle of about ten

degrees to that of the general galactic system. Among stars

brighter than 6-5 the rapid increase in the number of the A, F

,

stars with decreasing brightness is another important feature

which shows that stars of thes^e types occur in larger numbers

beyond a certain distance from our system. The Milky Way
seems to be composed largely of class A-stars.

Regarding the distribution of fainter stars according to

7?

^ Gromngen Publications 29.
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spectral type, our information is limited ; but Shapley has

pointed out that stars of the B-type are to be found even

below the 9th or the 10th mag. but these should be real Milky

Wav objects.

The B-type stars show a marked preference fur the Milky

Way which is exceeded only by those peculiar objects, the S

cepheii variables the N-stars, the stars of the Wolf-Rayet type

and those with the c-characteristic all of which particularly

congregate in the Galaxy. The stars of the other types do

not exhibit such a preference to any high degree while the.dis-

tribution of the M-stars is remarkably uniform without the

least tendency for crowding near the Milky Way. From a

consideration 'of the mean parallaxes of stars of different spec-

tral types, it will be apparent, how for the distant stars the

galactic condensation is a good Criterion of the mean distance.

A remarkable relation between a star's peculiar motion and its

class of spectrum was discovered by Campbell in 1910, from a

study of the residual radial velocities of about a thousand

stars. He pointed out that the average linear velocities in-

crease with advancing spectral type a result which has also

been confirmed by Boss from a discussion of transverse motions

A reasonable explanation for such a progression has been

offered bv Russell from a study of the stellar masses according

to spectral Tvpe. , ,

The rela^tionship between the class of Spectrum and lu-

minosity (absolute magnitude) has been investigated wdepen-

dentlv by Herzprung and Russell which has resulted in the

important discovery of the existence of two series of stars which

have been designated as Giants and Dwarfs. If the absolute

magnitudes are arranged according to the type ofSpectrum it

is found that in class B, the two series are coincident but

with advancing spectral type the gap between them widens

and in Type Mfthe stars fall into two d istmct groups separated

by a considerable interval. Adam's extensive determ.nat ons

of absolute magnitudes amply confirm tl^ese significant facts

The stars of type B form a fairly
f^^J.^^^.^"^/^^J' aae

mean absolute magnitude being ^^^^'
J^^^^f

^^^ an ^verage

luminositv of aboSt a hundred times that of ^^e Sun Ihe

division of the absolute magnitudes m two groups
^
p^cept

ble for the spectral classes A and F, but it

f.

»<^^ " f .^e^e;
reached that the two series actually «P/^^-.

J^^^,,fj p^^rTs
between the mean absolute magnitudes of ^la"

^""fj^^
for type M is as much as U magnitudes

^^^fP^^"';'"Parent
ratio of 1 to 10,000 in their lumiiiosities. It

^^
^^

«J^^ .^j^

that, if the two series are treated
^^^^^^^l^' ^^'^-jT

of stars of any spectral class fall ^^-fl^^^^Z and .'Dwarf

"

The existence of the two series of G .ants ana

has upset all previous conceptions
-^^J^jlf, .^.^^^^^^

in strict order of temperature. If Kus^eIl »

4
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the life of a star begins as a giant in class M, by gradual con-

traction, it gets hotter, changing the spectral type sometimes

even up to class B when cooling sets up carrying the star

downward to the dwarf stage in class M. Eddington's famous

researches on the life of a star from the theoretical side have

provided substantial confirmation to this theory which has

been deduced by Russell mainly from observational data. A
significant relation is found to exist between the absolute mag-

nitudes and the linear velocities of stars. Adams and Stromberg

have found from an analj-sis of radial velocities that the speeds

increase by 1*5 Km. per second per unit of absolute magni-

tude— a result \ihich is much smaller than Eddington's estimate

of 6'8 Km. from the transverse speeds of the nearest stars;

the discordance is due, as Kapteyn has remarked, to the

omission in the list of some stars with very small luminosity

and proper motion.

Further, for the same absolute magnitude the K and M
stars seem to have higher velocities than those of F and G types,

the reason probably being that the linear speeds depend largely

on stellar masses.

Star-dusters.

Passing on, from the individual stars and the galactic

system, to the outer regions of space, we encounter some of

the most difficult problems in sidereal astronomy. The

methods of finding the distribution of the clusters in space

are chiefly indirect, depending on the study of the apparent

magnitudes and colour indices of the stars forming the cluster.

Herzprung has shown how the distances of clusters can be de-

duced from the observations of the variables in these systems.

He derives that the absolute magnitudes of these variables

should be the same as those of the cepheid variables in the galac-

tic system and as the mean distances of the latter are known
with tolerable accuracy, it is possible to find an estimate of the

distance of the cluster. From the Harvard determinations of

the magnitude of the variables in the Lesser Magellanic cloud,

he concludes its distance to be about 10,000 parsecs. Recent-

1}^ Shapley has discovered some general properties of the globu^

lar lusters, which can, with some confidence, be used for esti-

mations of their distances. The relation between luminosity

and some particular characteristic is first studied lor stars in a

known system and if the same characteristic is found to exist

in a cluster, the luminosity may with some truth be assumed to

be the same as in the comparison system which thus affords a

clue to its distance. The variable stars, the absolute magni-

tudes of the 25 brightest stars, and even the simple angular

diameter of the cluster have been adopted as criteria of the

distance. In this manner, tlie distances of a number of clus-

ters have been estimated which have given us a true concep-

tion of the dimensions of these objects and the gigantic scale
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of the system to which these belong. The nearest cluster w

Centauri is deduced to be 6500 parsecs distant, while there are

clusters at more than ten times this distance. Our present

state of knowledge with regard to these clusters, seems to mdi-

cate that they are in a way associated with the (galaxy and

that the bounds of the Milky Way system are probably more

extensive than were supposed some time ago,

Before concluding, 1 wish to take the opportunity of re-

marking how important are the theoretical investigations in

the solution of these great problems of sidereal astronomy. A

persistent attempt at the interpretation of the facts gathered

forms one of the greatest necessities for the progress of a

Science. Schwarzchild's elegant methods developed m his

classical papers on stellar statistics have been of immense

help in the analysis of the amazingly large ainount of material

supplied by present day observations. Eddmgton s theore i-

cal researches on the iaternal constitution o stars have

thrown much valuable light on the study of stellar evolution.

Jn the many problems of stellar dynamics, Jeans and Ld-

dington, ha/e made important contributions from their in-

vestigations on the basis of the well-known laws of gravita-

tion. Charlier has treated the problem of stellar motions by

the methods of statistical mechanics in a manner anabgous

to the kinetic theory of gases. The theory of st^^-^^r^a'^^l

the equilibrium of the galactic ^J^^em the dynamics o

globular clusters, have all received attention during ^^«7/_

years. Developments in mathematical
^^^^^f^^.^^^

J^'
coveries of new physical principles

_

are po'^^tf:"*^^
, f

^^"?

towards progress in these theoretical
;.^^^«*!f;f

^"^'^
-f^

Schwarzchild has once expressed it " Mathematics PiiMcs

Chemistry, Astronomy march in one front; ^^^^^eve^^^^

behind is drawn after. Whichever hastens ^^^^^^ .

^^^^P^^^^!^ ^^^^

others. The closest solidarity ^'^^^^s between astronomy ^nd

the whole circle of^exact Science, ^^om this aspect 1 maj

count it well that my interest has never been 1 "^^^^^
to the

things beyond the Moon, but has f<?^ ^^^'^^^
,vied'el have

spAem^selves from 1^:1^;^::^^^'^^^^^^^^ toihe

u^i^^-ertrXr:-^^^:^lXq unwittingly by
^;

tea. er

Seeliger and afterwards was
^-^^^^^^^^l^^^^^^ motto

and the whole scientific circle at
^^^"^"g^^.^^^o^.y constitute

runs that Mathematics, Physics
^^^^^f^^J^f^X to be corn-

one knowledge which, like the^Greek culture, is omy

prehended as a perfect whole.'
^nrlpavour to place

In this brief address, it has been
";;J. ^ff,^;^^^^eture of

before you how some of the facts
^^fff̂ "|J^^^^'^r know-

the stellar system have been recently -jWed to o

ledge. By the gradual
-^^-^ffZ^lnf^^^^^^

^^^'ught

over long periods, a new field ot enquiry
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under regular research uhich has enabled us to obtam a glimpse,
of the form and dimensions of the vast stellar universe. It
must indeed be admitted, our information regarding several
fundamental phases is still fragmentary and that our know-
ledge of the outlying portions of the system is yet somewhat
speculative. But by the improved methods of "^attack at our
disposal the outlook appears to be quite hopeful.

A Statistical Study of some Examination Marks.— 2??/ P. V.
Sbshu Iyer and S. R. Ranoanathan.

(1) Nature of the Frequence Curves.
(2) Fluctuations of the Mean and the Standard Deviation. Their

effect on the minimum for a pass Disadvantages of a fixed minimum.
Adjustment of the minimum.

(3) Probable Error in marking. Edgeworth's Analysis and results,
ihe margm of Probable Error in the neighbourhood of the minimum for
each of the Intermediate subjects

(4) The fixing of the minimum. Its relation to the Mean and the
Median.

(5) Correlation of the attainments of the candidates in various
subjects. The best correlated subjects—Physics and Chemistry. The
best correlated subjects—English and Mathematics. Fluctuations in the
^alue of the correlation coefficients.

On a practice in Interpolation.—% K. B. Madhava.
Some considerations which indicate that generally, in an interpola-

tiOTi the best results will not be got by proceeding to the same order of
ditterenees throughout; but by studying the character of the differences,
and^ stopping m each case at the point where they decrease to a
minimum.

The effect of resistance on celestial motions.—% K. B.
Madhava.

Jt is sometimes held that the fall of meteors, the Zodiacal light,
etc., suggest the possibility of some kind of resistance to the planetary
and satellite motions. The secular variations of the elements are studied
under this hypothesis; which suggest.^ that, if the effect be appreciable in
the motion of asteroids, which have small eccentricities in general, it
must be remarkably ^zreat for the motion of the comets. But this is

contrary to the known fact that the effect of resistance on the cometary
motion IS very small if it exists at all, and the question is raised why it

should be so.
^

Behaviour of Metallic-filament Lamps.—5y S. Narayan.
The paper discusses certain results obtained in the College of Engi-

neering Physical Laboratory at Poena with others of a similar character
tound scattered in the minutes of Proceedings of the English Institution
and the American Institute of Electrical Engineers. The variation of
current, resistance and light under different circumstances has been
considered and the practical aspect of the questions discussed pointed

Emission and absorption spectra of the halogens in the
visible and ultra-violet regions.—% A. L. Narayana
and D. Gunnayya.

'^^^?™^ssion and absorption spectra of Chlorine, Bromine and Iodine,
are studied by the photographic method. Emission Spectra were ex-
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amined by Geyslar tubes, and other special discharge tubes about 25 cms.

in length, furnished with two side tubulures, in which freshly prepared

pure and well-driod silver salts were introduced to just cover the platinum

electrodes sealed into these tubes, and the absorption cells used m the

study of absorption were glass tubes of different lengths furnished with

glass or quartz windows.
The experiments show :

—

•

(i) That the emission spectrum is a line spectrum depending on the

nature of discharge. As the intensity of discharge increased

some lines are reinforced while others disappear.

(ii) The absorption spectra consists (1) of a banded spectrum in the

yellowish-green region, and (2j of a principal absorption band

m the ultraviolet, the width of this band dependmg on the

pressure and thickness of the layer.
, ,, , .

{Hi) The principal absorption band shifts towards the less refrang-

ible aide, with the increase of Atomic Weight.

(iv) Beer's Law does not seem to hold good in the case of these

vapours.

A modified form of double slit speai-ophotometer.— B?/

A. L. Narayana.
' Being engaged in some spectrographie work on the

f
^^^^^P*^'''" ^f.^^^^^

of vapours and solutions in the visible and "l^ra-viokt regions the need

for a good spectrophotometer is felt. And a modi6ed form of double she

spectrophotometer is devised, which is free from the ^^^^^^''
°/ J'^'^^^^^.

photometer and which possesses many of the advantages ^^ the secto,

photometer. It consists mainly of an « «''t^°'^,^S"«VT ^^^ "^.^trthe
pendulum (T=0-5'; the bob of which consists of two shts on« ^^^ve the

other, whose widths can be adjusted by two micrometer screws. Ihe

slit widths are varied until equal illumination is obtamea.
L m

Movement in n-dimensions.-^^ R. VaidyanatuasWAMI.

From the seometry of movement and from considerations of order

in re^alTpatl'tTdl/nition is reached of congruent trans ormaions^^^^

non-Euclidean space with the Absolute Quadnc
^f '

"
^^cTions and tbe

represented by orthogonal transformations v.- the reflect.on, and^^^^^

simple rotations are defined and d^^<r";^«d^ ^^^^ S^r of permutable
gruent transformation is «^.o-« ^o sphtup n^to a number ot^p^

^^^^
simple rotations. By considering the relaUonot a

^^ ^^^^^^
ment with its component at '^^fii^'Y' ^''^u.lnS elTected of the
to be true for Euclidean space also. Ihe analysis

general quasi-regular Euclidean movement.

Thunderstorms in Trivandrum.-^i/ K. R. ^^^^^'^^^^
Some results of an analysis, of the

t^-^^^-.t^^or rhr^^as'jnaVdVtr^
Trivandrum Observatory are given ^^^ a roaso

^^ ,^^ iov^e^cd to

bution of thunderstorms is suggested. J^^'^^^^T ^^^^ gradient wind is

show that thunderstorm activity is

g-^f

^^es'.
^y^g formation of strong

least and there is maximum opportunity lor me

ascending currents of humid air.

On upper air correlations.-B^ P. ^ -^1-^H;^

^.^

In recent years Dines has developed
^J^^^^y;"^J distribution of

changes are the dominating factors "L^
'^h determ'n^^^

^^^ argumente

meteorological conditions on the s"^*'*'^®
°;^\,_ged on the high observed

used are partly statistical in 'character ^^e-gb^^^^^^
p^^,,,, ,, ^

values of the coefficent of correlation
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kilometres above sea-level and various other elements. In the present
paper it is shown that there exist other heights at which the pressures
have got higher correlations. There is also true for partial coefficients.
The position of 9 km. is thus not unique, and from the statistical point
of view the peculiar importance of 9 km. is not sustained.

On the correction of a coefficient of correlation for
observational errors.—5?/ P. C. Mahalanobis.

Chapman (in a paper published in the Proc- Roy. Soc. 1920) has
discussed the effect of correcting for observational errors. He has
obtained very high values for the corrected upper air correlations, even
reaching unity or absolute certainty in certain cases.

In the present paper it is shown that several grave statistical assump-
tions are involved in the above discussion and also that these statistical
assumptions are not justi6ed in the cases of the upper air data consi-
dered by Chapman.

On the probable error of the component frequency con-
stants of a dissected frequency curve.— 5// P. C. Maha-
LANOBIS.

Pari L Symmetric dissection of the first type.-Pearson lias given
tlie solution for the dissection of a symmetric curve For platvknrtic
curves, tho component means are different, while the standard deviation
remains the same. In the present paper, probable errors of the compo-
nent means are obtained and the results used for the determination of
tne reliability of dissection of the frequency distribution of heights of
different Bengal Castes and Tribes.

Part II. Symmetric dissection of the second type.—For leptokurtic
curves the standard deviations are different while the means are the
same .Probabie errors are found and applied to a numerical case of
dissection of Anglo-Indian heights.

On the probable error of constants obtained bv linear
interpolation.— J5i/ P. 0. Mahalanobis.

th^ ^'\ ^H^^^^ ^'"®,^'" interpolation is very commonly used for finding

'^m 1^ f ^^^"® °f ^ constant. The straight line used for interpolation
^nould of course, be the line of beat fit. which is statistically the same

^r. ^/'t
P"°°^Pal axis of the correlation ellipse. In the present paper the

?al 1 f

/'''°'' "" f'onstant interpolated from the line of best fit is

POT-^oi f- '? .^''™'' °^ *^« means, the .standard deviations and the
correlation of the two variables. Numerical examples will be given

An automatic " make and break " key for the heating and

P p PJ^^^^^^^l circuits of a Cooledge X-ray tube.—

%

±i. P. Harrison and Naeendranath Sen/

On the experimental demonstration of the Temperature
Radiation of Gases.—% IVI. N. Saha.

T nKJJ^t
author described an experiment which he had carried out at the

Laboratory of Prof. W. Nernst of Berlin in 1921, for experimental de-

nrfivS^ti .. , ^ temperature radiation of gases. The question was

anrtM^ / ^""^^^e,^ ^y J- J- Thomson (Phil. Mag. 1905, Vol. 6, p. 583)

LdlS^^^I" ^^'°''- ^""y ^•'«- Lo""^-. Vol. 93) but their results were

nTr, ;!1 .u
^™^°" worked with sodium-vapour at 300°C and MacLen-

"hnwrn f>, fV^P°"'^ ^^ ^^' ^'^' ^" in a Bunsen flame. The author
^nowed that the non-success of their experiments was due to the fact
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fchat the elements they had chosen possessed high ioriisation potentials,
and could not therefore be ionised to any appreciable extent at the tem-
peratures used by them.

The author had previously given a theoretical treatment of the prob-
lem in several papers published in the Phil. Mag, 1920 and 1921, in which
it was shown that the main factor in determining ionisation was the
ionisation potential of elements, as deduced from the quantum law

eV
'

300
'^

where, e= electronic charge, ft= PIanck's constant, v^ convergence fre-
quency of the principal series of the element. The less was the ionisa-
tion-potential, the greater is the ease with which it can be ionised. The
fraction :r of atoms ionised under the pressure P, and temperature T is

given by the Nernst-formula

a;2 U 5
log F= -I- - log T—^'^,
^ l-OT-^ 2.3RT 2 ^

Where ?7 is the heat of ionisation, and connected with 7 by the

eVN
relation ?7= where 2^— Avogadro number, J'^mechanical equivalent

of heat.
It is known that of all elements caesium has the lowest ionisation

potential, (F=3, 83 volts), the next in order being Rb, and K. The
author therefore tried the experiment with Cs. The heating vessel was a
vertical platinum-tube furnace which could be heated to 1500'C by a
current of 300-1000 Amp. from a low-tension transformer. The bottom
was closed by pieces of burnt magnesia, and a current of hydrogen was
allowed to flow through the furnace. Aplantinum, plantinum-rhodium
thermocouple was placed along the axis of the tub« for measuring tem-
perature. A piece of Cs, Bb, or K was dropped from the top into the
furnace. The metal vaporised, and displaced H.2. The furnace contain-
ing ionised caesivim can be regarded as an electrolytic cell, with the

platinum tube as one electrode, and the thermocouple as the other elec-

trode. A potential of 1 to 6 volts was laid between the platinum tube
and the thermocouple, with a calibrated milliamperemeter in series.

The deflections of the milliamperemeter directly gave the resistance of

the cell.

It was verified that with pure hydrogen or pure air, there is no trace

of conductivity in the cell. But as soon as Cs, Eb or K was dropped
into the furnace, a huge conductivity was obtained. With caesium, at

1250°C a current of 3 milliamperes was obtained under a potential differ-

ence of 1 volt. The specific resistance of the cell was fonnd to be 50

ohms. The conductivity decreased with decreasing temperature, and
was not detectable below SOO^'C. Under the same condition (1250X^) the

resistances of Rb, and K vapour were found to be about twice and four-

times that of Cs vapour.
The results are in accordance with the author's theory and are

believed to be the first experimental demonstration that gases can be

made conducting by heat alone.

Further Notes on newly designed Physical Apparatus.

By S. N. Maitra.

This paper contains an account of a number of demonstration appa-

ratus designed by the author. A previous communication was sent to

the Science Congress held in Bombay.
The following have been added since :

—

Xo. 1. Sliding Therraoscope for exploring temperature gradient

along a bar heated at one end.
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No. 2. Improved water model for heat conduction along a shewing
radiation effect.

No. 3 Comparison of conductivities by " Null Method."
No. 4. Apparatus for shewing convection of hot air.
No, 5. Optical compendium.
No. 6. Mechanical Model for demonstrating Snell's Law.
No. 7. Apparatus for shewing apparent contraction of stretched

India Rubber on heating.
No. 8. Apparatus for shewing adiabatic heating of rubber on

sudden stretching.

No. 9. Apparatus for shewin^r equality of pressure at a point in a
uquid.

No. 10. Commutators (2 Varieties).

The Pedal line family of a triangle

—

By A. Narasinga
Rao.

In this paper the arrangement and the properties of the pedallines

u
^,.*^^^"g^® ^^^ deduced from certain fundamental characteristics of

the hnear aggregate they constitute, such as, the number through a
given point, the multiple and the coalesced members of the system, etc*
Ihe condition for the concurrency, the equation in homogeneous coordi-
nates and other results are thus obtained by a more natural and symrae-
tnc method than j;he one given in text-books. The problem of de-
termmmg all triangles which have a common pedal line system is also
touched upon.

Some recent researches at Kodaikanal.—% J. Evershed.
The Albedo of the Earth.—% C. V. Raman.
The Molecular Scattering of Light in Gases.—% K. R.

Ra^IA NATHAN.

Section of Chemistry.

President :—Dr. N. R. Dhar, E.I.C.

Presidential Address,

Induced Reactions and Mechanism of Chemical
Change.

If A and B chemicallv react with one another while A and
ft/

Definition. ^ ^^ ^'^t under ordinary conditions, but do
so in the presence of the former reaction, the

second reaction is said to be induced by the first, in other
words, a chemical change between one set of substances is

capable of forcing or inducing a chemical change between an-
other set of substances having the potentiality to undergo a
chemical change. For instance when an aqueous solution of
mercuric chloride is boiled with oxalic acid, there is no reduc-
tion of the mercuric chloride to the mercurous state but as is

well known this mixture of mercuric chloride and oxalic acid
decomposes at the ordinary temperature in sunlight according
to the equation :

—

2HgCl, + H,aO,= 2H2C1 + 2HCI + 2C0.,
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The same change, however, takes place iu the dark(Dhar

Jour. Chem. Soc. 1917, III, GOO) if a few drops of a decmormal

potassium permanganate are added to the mixture, as soon as

the colour of the permanganate is discharged mercurous chlo-

ride begins to separate out.

This phenomenon appears to be of general occurrence.

Thus it has been found out that the reduc-
Generality of in- ^-^^ ^^ mercuric chloride and bromide by
duced reactions. ^^^^.^ ^^.^^ ^^^^^^.^ ^^.^ ^.^^.^ ^^-^^ ^^^^jj,

acid, malonic acid, glvcollic acid, cane sugar, grape sugar,

glycerine, lactic acid, hydroxylamine, hydrochloride, hydrozmc-

hydrochloride, etc., the reduction of gold chloride, by several

reducing agents, and the reduction of silver nitrate, cujjric

chloride and selenious acid (to Selenium) by various organic

acids are promoted by the addition of such oxidising agents as

potassium permanga'nate, potassium persulphate, manganese

dioxide, potassium nitrite hvdrogen peroxide, ceric salt^ etc.

(Dhar Proc. Akad. Vetensk. 'Amsterdam, 1921, 28, 1074).

.. is a remarkable fact that this effect is particulaily

noticeable in those reactions, which are very sensitive to hght.

According to the customary nomenclature, the taster

reaction is called the primary reaction and that which appears

to be forced along or induced by contact with the primary

change is called the secondary reaction. The substance winch

takes part in both reactions is called the actor, the substance*

which takes part in the primary reaction is called the inductoi,

and the substance which takes part in the secondary reaction

is called the acceptor. The way in which the mductor acts

is not known and hence these induced reactions form a brancn

of catalysis.

io It

Oxidation reac-

tions.

Primary change.

Mercuric chloride + Sodiuiu sul-

phite.

+ Formic acid

+ Sodium
phosphite.

+ Sodium sul-

Secondary change.

Mercuric chloride + Sodium
arsenite

J*

?j

jj

t9

>>

+
>>

ti

jt

99 99
+ Arsenicum

99 ))

3J >>

phite.

+ Sodium
phosphite

acid.

99
??

+ 99

Sodium sulphite + Air
Air.

3>

>:

91

99

?!

5J : 9
+ Oxvgen

Sodium nitrite

Potassium oxalate + ,,

Ferrous ammon+ .,

sulphate. ^
Ferrous hydrox- -^ Oxygen.

ide.
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Oxidation reac-

tions.

Primary chanoe

Sodium sulphite -»- Oxygen

1 ) 5 } ) J

53 »5

Sulphurous acid + Air
J?

Secondary change

Cobaltous hydrox- + Oxygen
ide

Nickelous hydrox- -i-

ide.

Cuprous oxide -i-

Ferrous sulphate + Air.

Stannous chloride -»-

J5

9>

ide.

3

;

;) 3) + J>

V 35 T 5, otcinnuus cniorjue + .,

Ferrous hydrox- + Oxygen Nickelous hydrox- + Oxygen
ide

Cobaltous hvdrox- +
ide.

Manganous
dioxide,

CeiLous hydroxide ^-

Sodium sulphite + Air

+ »

hy- +
9, >? + 99

? > ?) ? J + 3 .

33 33

J) >) + „

Stannous
ride

chlo- + ,,

Sodium arsenite + Air.

Manganous hy- + ,,

droxide.

Sodium thiosul-

phate.

Ferrous ammon +
sulphate.

In all the above mentioned cases at first the primary
change, that is, the oxidation of the easily oxidisable substance
takes place and this primary change induces or promotes the
secondary or the induced change that is the oxidation of the
difficultly oxidisable substance.

Jn several of these induced reactions we determined the in-

duction factors, but unfortunately hardly any conclusion could
be drawn from these induction factors as to the mechanism of
these changes.

Oxidation has also been induced in the following substan-
ces in presence of sodium sulphitfe which was itself oxidised
by passing oxygen gas through the mixtures.

^
Urea, starch, grape sugar, cane sugar, potassium oxalate,

sodium acetate sodium potassium tartrate, sodium formate,
sodium citrate, acetone, chloral hydrate, chloroform, glycerol,
qumme sulphate, sodium succinate, methyl alcohol, ethyl alco-
hol, phenol, glutaric acid, maltose, potassium steerate, chole-
sterol, anthraquinone acetanilide. brucine, phenolphthalein and
gum arabic.

The oxidation of ferrous hvdroxide freshly precipitated
and carefully washed free from alkali,' by passing oxygen
through it in water induces the oxidation of the following sub-
stances :

—

Urea, starch, grape sugar, cane sugar, potassium oxalate.
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sodium acetate, sodium potassium tartrate, sodium formate,
sodium citrate, acetone, chloral hydrate, ghicerol quinine sul-

phate, sodium benzoate, sodium succinate, meth}^ alcohol,
ethyl alcohol phenol, phenolphthalein and gum arabic.

Tn the following cases of oxidation, either in presence of
sodium sulphite or freshly precipitated ferrous hydroxide
along with carbon dioxide, the presence of aldehyde (which is

an intermediate product of oxidation) was detected by Schiff's

reagent :

—

Methyl alcohol, ethyl alcohol, amyl alcohol, glycerol glu-
taric acid, phenol and brucine.

In the case of oxidation of benzyl alcohol, acid test was
obtained with litmus.

The wide application and the general usefulness of these

induced reactions are evident from the fact that these various

compounds which do not undergo oxidation by oxygen under
ordinary conditions can be readily oxidised when they are

mixed with sodium sulphite or ferrous hydroxide, which is it-

self being oxidised.

It is evident that there will be different stages of oxida-

tion of these organic compounds until the final products of oxi-

dation are obtained.
It is impossible to ignore the importance of these reactions

in their relation to the phenomena of oxidation and reduction

in the animal body. It is well known that a molecule of

stearic acid taken into the bodv in the form of fat undergoes

combustion, so that eventuall}' each of its eighteen carbon

atoms will be converted into carbon dioxide but no one

imagines that such a change is immediate or direct— that every

carbon atom simultaneously parts with its attached hydrogen

atoms and by combining with oxygen yields carbon dioxide

and water. We have brought about the

P?oce"se*=r
''^^ ^^"1® change in the laboratory with potassium

stearate bv inducing its oxidation by the

primary oxidation of sodium' sulphite or ferrous hydroxide by
passing oxygen through the mixture at the ordinary tempera-

ture.

In the animal body, acetic acid is oxidised with great

ease to carbondioxide and water. Its oxidation in the labor-

atory has been effected by us with the help of sodium-sulphite

or ferrous hydroxide when it is beiog oxidised by passmg

oxygen through it.

The substance undergoing active metabolism in the animal

body, comprising the proteins, carbohydrates, fats and their

derivatives, are practically entirely resistant to oxidation by

ox3'gen under ordinary conditions, yet in the animal body the

carbon of all these of "compounds is readily oxidised to carbon

dioxide. It is generally conceded that some process of activa-

tion of the atmospheric oxygen must take p'^^ce in the body in
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order to account for the observed chemical changes. It is

romavkable that a very large number of such biochemical oxi-

dations have been imitated in the laboratory by the simple
process of induced oxidation as already mentioned. We are

now engaged in further generalising this type of induced oxi-

tlation and in finding out the intermediate products of oxidation
in these cases.

It has been shown in a previous paper that the oxidising

power of hydrogen j)eroxide is greatly accelerated in presence
of ferrous and ferric salts, thus if tartaric acid or starch and
hydrogen peroxide be brought together at the ordinary temper-
ature hardly any chemical reaction takes place, but as soon as
a ferrous or a ferric salt is added the oxidation of tartaric acid

or starch rapidly takes place (Dhar Jour. Chem. Soc. 1917, III,

C!)4). There is a great importance of reactions of this type in

the explanation of oxidations in the human body. The food
in the animal body is oxidised by the atmospheric ox3^gen
giving us heat and energy. In the animal body there is

evidence with regard to the formation of a peroxide from the
oxygen taken up by the animal and this peroxide oxidises the
food taken up in the body.

As we haveshow^u in the laboratory, that iron salts (either

ferrous or ferric) markedly accelerate the

thf''use"''oriro''n
O'^idi^^^g Power of the peroxide, similarly in

«alts in medicine. ^'^^ animal body the iron in haemoglobin

present in the blood catalytically accelerates
the oxidation of the food stuff by the peroxide formed in the
body from the inhaled oxygen. Now^ when there is deficiency
of iron in the blood, the animal body suffers from anaemia be-

cause the amount of catalyst necessary for rapid oxidation falls

short. At this stage any iron salt taken in the system will

supply the natural deficiency and the necessary amount of oxi-

dation will take place. This is the probable mechanism of the

internal use of iron salts whether ferrous or ferric in medicine.
It has also been observed that induced oxidation can take

place in the acetic fermentation of alcohol.
It is well known that a solution of sodium arsenite is not

. oxidised bv atmospheric oxygen under ordi-

Jvsir^«irr- H^^*^; «ary conditions. On the ^ other hand, a
iysis and induced , *^^. - j. . , .. - „„,i;k. nvi-
JL'eactions. solution of sodmm sulphite is reaau\ oxi

dised to sodium sulphate.
Now if we mix the two together both the oxidations go on

«imultaneously. At the same time a curious phenomenon
takes place. The velocity of the oxidation of sodium sulphite

becomes very small in presence of sodium arsenite, that

is sodium arsenite which is undergoing a slow oxidation acts as

a powerful negative catalyst in the oxidation of sodium sul-

phite. Similarly a solution of oxalate which also undergoes
i^\ow oxidation in presence of sodium sulphite, which is itself
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being oxidised, slows down to a marked extent the oxidation of

sodium sulphite by atmospheric oxygen. Moreover we have ub-

served that manganous hydroxide, ferrous hydroxide and

sodium thiosulphate which arc slowly oxidised by pn-»iiig

oxygen in presence of a solution of sodium stilphite markedly

retard the oxidation of sodium sulphite. Also ferrous snlttj

retard the oxidation of stannous salts in air. It appears pro-

bable therefore that the phenomenon of negative catalysis is

possible only when the catalyst is liable to be oxidised,

cases are of great importance in connection with the contro-

versial question of negative catalysis.

In a previous paper (T)har Jour. Chem. Soc. 1917, 111, 707) it

has been shown that manganous salts act as powerful ne-.nitive

catalysts in the oxidation of formic and phosphorus acids by

chromic acid and manganous salts easily pass into the manganic

state. Moreover it has been shown by various investigators

that some organic substances notably quinol, bruciue, ''c, act

as negative catalysts in the oxidation of sodium sulphite by

oxygen, all these organic substances are themselves readily

oxidised. It is well known that the oxidation of phosphorus

by oxygen of the air is retarded by the vapours of various

organic substances, e.g. ether, alcohol, turpentine, etc., and the

oxidation of chloroform is retarded by the presence of a small

quantity of alcohol. Now all these negative catalysts are good

reducing agents, and are themselves readily oxidised. Hence

in oxidation reactions the phenomenon of negative catalysis

takes place when the catalyst itself is liable to be readily

oxidised

if we expose a mixture of sodium sulphite and sodium

arsenite to atmospheric oxygen, according to Schonbem (Jour.

Prakt. Chem to

oxidise one molecule of sodium sulphite while the other atom

rsen

The oxidation of sodium arsenite is a very slow chemica

change and in order that Scfionbcin's law be ai.plicable it

follows immediately that the oxidation of d.um sulph. «

which is fairlv rapid, should become a slow chf"g«' »'''; ["^

velocity of this oxidation should brcorae equal to that of tbe

oxidation of sodium arsenite.. because the same ^nio^nt of

oxygen will be taken up by the reducmg agents in the ••me

time. As a matter of fact from our «»P«"'^;fJ^^^^,^^^
observed that in presence of sodium arsonite ^^ P-t .^

^
urn

oxalate or manganous hydroxide or «"«"^^'^^."^^^^^„^,^
't^^^

ity of the oxidation of sodium sulphite by ^^^^"^ Yh^
small. We assume that a molecule of oxygen .pht- m iU^

,..o..f;^.. :.,f^ f,.^ ofoms nnd each atom oxidi«.*s or ot tne
reaction into twoicaction into two aLouj» auu w«~.. ,.,^ cilnhiti is

reducing agents. Now as a solution of '^o;*'"^. ;^'P°^^^*

much more readilv oxidised than a solution of
'f^^^^^^^

it becomes difficult to understand why the other oxvgen a
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instead of attacking the readily oxidisable unacted sodium

sulphite attacks the much more difficultly oxidisable sodium

arsenite. Or. if we assume that at first a peroxide of the type

of Bodlander's benzoyl peroxide (Ahrens Samm 3,470, 1899)

is formed as a combination of the sodium sulphite with a

molecule of oxygen we are still encountered with the same

difficulty. In this case we shall have to assume that this

peroxide instead of attacking the readily oxidisable unattacked

sodium sulphite will attack the less readily oxidisable sodium

arsenite by preference. It seems, therefore that the only

course left to us is to find out the explanation in view of the

formation of a complex of sulphite and arsenite or of sulphite

and oxalate, and that this complex is oxidised as a whole. It

is well known that complex oxalates and sulphites do exist.

It has been observed in a previous paper (Dhar, Proc. Akad.

Vetensk. Amsterdam, 23, 299, 1920) that in

Intermediate the oxidation of Sulphite and sulphurous acid
compound forma- ^j^^ sulphite ion is the active agent. On the

don ^T ni:^e addition of an arsenite to a sulphite, a com-

catalysis. plex which itself is oxidised as a whole is

formed. At the same time the velocity of

the ojiidation of the sulphite becomes less due to the decrease

in the concentration of the sulphite ions, arising out of the

formation of a complex of sulphite and arsenite or oxalate.

Hence it seems that the only plausible explanation of the

negative catalysis stands on the hypothesis of the formation

of an intermediate complex compound.
The phenomenon of induced precipitation is of common

occurrence. When any one of the phos-

predpi^adon. P^^tes of iron, aluminium or chromium is

precipitated by sodium phosphate m pre-

sence of acetic acid and calcium chloride the precipitate after

being thoroughly washed with acetic acid gives test for calcium

with ammonium oxalate.

Similarly strontium or barium phosphate is precipitated

along with ferric phosphate or aluminium phosphate or chro-

mium phosphate even in presence of acetic acid.

When any of the hydroxides of iron, aluminium or chro-

mium is precipitated in an excess of concentrated ammonium
hydroxide in presence of copper sulphate, zinc sulphate, nickel

chloride or cadmium nitrate, the precipitates even after being

thoroughly washed with concentrated ammonia give test for

the ions in presence of which the precipitation has been carried

out.

When
tated by means of ammonium carbonate from any of their

soluble salts containing a little of magnesium cliloride, the

precipitate after being thoroughly washed with ammonium
chloride shows the presence of magnesium.
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If two pieces of copper wire are put into two

aininff the same amount of 20% nitric acid and

Moreover when a little of sulphuric acid is added to a

solution of calcium or strontium or barium chloride containing

ferric or chromium or aluminium salt the precipitated sul-

johates of calcium, strontium or barium contain iron or alumi-

nium or chromium. Similarly lead sulphate is precipitated

along with barium sulphate even in presence of a large excess

of ammonium acetate.

Magnesium oxalate is precipitated with barium or stron-

tium or calcium oxalate in presence of an excess of ammonium
chloride and ammonia.

These facts make it clear that the phenomenon of induced

precipitation is of very general occurrence.

The action of copper on 20% nitric acid though slow at the

ordinary temperature can be accelerated by the inductor

nitrous acid.

test tubes containing
one of the tubes kept at rest, whilst the other is vigorously

shaken, it will be found that contrary to our ordinary expe-

rience the copper in the tube at rest will dissolve much
more quickly because the inductor nitrons acid remains in

r, , . . contact with the copper in the tube at rest,

^^^^Acid "' ^'liilst in ^^^ other case, the inductor is

diluted throughout the whole mass of nitric

acid.

On investigating these various cases of induced reactions

we were naturally led to the more general conclusion that one

chemical change should induce another chemical change of the

—same type and we tried to verify this conclusion. We found

that the reduction of mercuric chloride by such different re-

ducing agents as formic acid, sulphurous acid, phosphorous acid,

etc., induce in all cases the reduction of the same substance,

e.g. mercuric chloride, bv sodium arsenite. We also mvesti-

gated other changes as for instance the decomposition of un-

stable substances. It is well known tjiat

Potassium chlo- ammonium dichromate decomposes readily

rate decomposes into nitrogen, water and chromium oxide,

more readily in ^Iso the decomposition temperature of po-
presence of decom-

^^ : ijersulphate is lower than that of
posing ammoniaih ^assium per&uifuau

found
bichromate or po- potassium chlorate, and it has been lo na

tassium persul- that in presence of decomposing ammonium
Phate. ^Jni,rnmn.tA or Dotassium pcrsulphate tHe

decomposition temperature of potassium

chlorate is appreciably lowered. In this connection it will De

of interest to investigate whether the presence of an easily

decomposable explosive will lower down the decomposition

temperature of a difficultly decomposable explosive, anatni..

investigation will throw light on the velocity of decomposition

of mixed explosives.
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Farmer (Jour. Chem. Soc. 1920, 117, 1603, 1432) has re-

cently shown that the velocity of decomposi-

One chemical tion of high explosives becomea greater in pre-

change will either gence of another explosive which is more
promote or indace

^^^^^i^, decomposed. As far our experi-

r'^amotTu'^e;' ments go we are inclined to the view that

one chemical change will either promote

or induce another chemical change of the same nature.

Being occupied so far with the question of acceleration

and retardation of the velocity of chemical reactions, it would

^, ^ . ^ ^ not be out of place to say a few words

mkSXnle^ about the velocity itself. Within the last

few years a great deal of theoretical work

in this direction has been done notably by Perrin and Lewis.

In a recent article (Ann. Phys, 1919 (9), 11, 5) Perrin shows

that Arrhenius' equation for reaction velocity and temperature

can be derived from the Planck or Wien
Radiation is the radiation law on the assumption that the

clfchan ts
''^'^'^''

chemical action depends on the absorption
c aige .

^j ^ nearly monochromatic radiation. In

other words, these investigators postulate that radiation is

the entire Motif ot all chemical reactions, as well as of radio

activity and changes of state.

From our experimental work (Proc. K. Akad. Vetensk.

Amsterdam, 1920, 23, 308) it has been observed that radiation

is an essential factor in a chemical change, although the hypo-

thesis of Perrin is still of a qualitative nature. Recently Lang-

muir, criticised adversely this hypothesis. Simultaneously

with . Langmuir Lindemann published a paper (Phil. Mag.

Nov. 1920) in which he proved that according to Lewis' radia-

tion hypothesis of the velocity of chemical reactions, the rate

of cane sugar inversion in the presence of hydrochloric acid

should be about 10-13 times greater in sunlight than in the

dark. He adds ' yet the reaction proceeds at appreciably the

same rate whether exposed to sun light or not.' Our experi-

ments do not corroborate the above conclusion. We have

found that a solution of cane sugar can be completely convert-

ed into a mixture of invert sugars at the ordinary tempera-

ture by exposing it to tropical sunlight even in absence o

acids, and the inversion of cane sugar in the presence o

hydrochloric acid is markedly accelerated by sunlight (com-

pare Dhar Zeit. Anorg. Chem., 1920). ,

It should now be emphasised that there is no fundamental

difference between the mechanism of photochemical and ther-

mal reactions. In a photochemical reaction the radiating body

is not in thermal equilibrium with the reacting substance as it

is in a thermal reaction, and the distribution of energy amongst

the different frequencies does not necessarily follow PlancKS

distribution law.
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From the foregoing remarks it is clear that there is a lot

of theoretical and experimental evidence more of a qualitative

nature than quantitative, in support of the radiation hypo-

thesis which seeks to establish a connection between chemical

changes (thermal, photochemical and catalytic) and radiation.

Hence instead oE discarding the radiation hypothesis we should

try to bring fresh evidence both theoretical and experimental,

in support of the hypothesis and try to make it more quanti-

tative.

Absorption of light by some acids and their salt solutions,

a new method of determining extinction-coefficient

in the ultra-violet,—B?/ J. C. Ghosh.

A new mothod of determining absorption coefficient in the ultra-

violet has been described, independent of rotating sector method. The

absorption spectra of nitric, nitrous and salicylic acids and their salts

have been studied, and it is found that in the last two cases, there is

change in absorption spectra on salt formation.

West Coast Sardine Oi\.—By P. K. Kurup, J. J. Sud-

BOROUGH and H. E. Watson.

This oil (cf. Report. Ind. Sc. Congress 1920) has been examined

reducing (hardening) and sulphonafcing.

Tne oil is easily refined provided its acid value is nob too high,

and can be hydrolysed by castor seed hpase, but requires a relative y

larger amount of the lipase than most vegetable oils. It is readily

hardened and gives nearly colourless, odourless products. It can bo

sulphonated but the product is dark coloured compared with iurkey

Red Oil.

Prelinnuary Note on the Chemistry of neem oil—By
P. Ramaswami Ayyar.

Neem oil in addition to Glycerides of fatty acids contains both an

odoriferous principle containing sulphur and a constituent with a bitter

'^'n is shown that the odour of the oil can be removed by partial

hydrogen at ion, and that the bitter principle ^a'^^,^^,
'"^"l^^'^^f ^^^

shaking the pressed oil with 87 per cent (by weight) alcohol, or pre-

ferably by extracting the seeds first with alcohol to remove the bitter

principle and then with ether to remove the oil.
.»„„nrfiahlo

The acids obtained from the oil after removal of "^^'^'Sa^^

matter have been examined. The method adopted was con version uxto

methvl esters and fractional distillation under reduced pressure. Bo

far palmitic, stearic and oleic acids have been identihea.

The work is being continued.

The investigation of the composition of neem oil and the

detection and removal of the impurities.-^t/ JN. A.

Yajnik a7id Sh. Md. Abdullah.

The physical and chemical constants of th-il w^^^^

aa a result of the experimental work, tne luuuw ^

arrived at :

—

, j^_l :- thw

1. The study of the constants of. the oil help us a good deal m

investigation of the composition of the ou.

5
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2. The chief cause of the bad smell is the presence of the allyl radi-

cal (unsaturated and hence hydrogenation may remove the bad
s

odour).

3. The chief cause of the bitterness of the oil is due to the presence

of certain alkaloids—probably quinine and cinchonine or some
new ones. The exact alkaloids could not be definitely settled.

4. The oil caii be purified for commercial purposes, by first filtering

it throuph animal charcoal (previously heated to red hot tem-

perature) and followed by vigorous treatment with K2Cr207 and
H2SO4 in the ratio of 0*75% : 1 -5%,

Hydrogenation of oils.

—

By J. W. Paul.

Catalyser used was reduced nickel. Nickel obtained from its oxalate

was an unsuccessful catalyst, that obtained from calcined nitrate was
better, but the best catalyst was obtained from nickel carbonate, by
heating it for about half an hour, in a current of pure hydrogen, at a

temperature between 215-218°C, and then gradually cooling it.

The glass of which the tube, for the reduction of the nickel salt, is

made seems to be largely responsible for the activity of the catalyst.

Oils should be hydrogenated in vessels in which the catalyst has been

prepared.

Barra oil was solidified to a jelly-like, light pale-green, transparent

substance. Til and Mahua oils were also solidified.

The reaction between sodium sulphite and sulphur.

—

By

H. E, Watson a7id M. Rajagopalan.

The conditions of the reaction between sodium sulphite and sulphur

in presence of water have been studied. Most of the determinations were

made at 60° and 80° at which temperatures the rate can be conveniently
measured.

Tn moderately dilute solutions thiosulphate is formed rapidly : in very

concentrated solutions the rate is somewhat less, but in all cases the rate

of reaction is very greatly increased by the addition of a large excess of

sulphur, and under favourable conditions the conversion to thiosulphate

is complete in less than two hours.
Other factors such as the rate of stirring and the effect of catalysts

have been studied

Temperature-coefficients of some reactions.

—

By R. ^'

Banerji.
T

The kinetics and temperature-coefficients of the following reactions,

which are sensitive to light, have been studied in the dark :

—

(1) Oxalic acid and iodic acid—velocity coefficients were deduced

from conductivity measurements. The reaction was found to

be unimolecular, the temperature-coefficient being 3*27 between

29°C and 59°C ; and 2-96 between 59°C and 69°C ; and Arrhenius

. , .
K| A (T,

A calc. according to the equation log ~—
found to be 5213.

(2) CCl3COOH=CHCl3-|-C0.2. , . ^The change was followed by titration with alkali, and was fo"i^<^ ^^
be unimolecular, having a temperature-coefficient of 4*3 between 80 C and

90°C,and Arrhenius' A=81 17. HCl or H2SO4. gradually increased ttie

total acidity of the solution.
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The equilibrium between a mixture of acetic acid and
trichoracetic acid and their esters.

—

By D. D. Karve
and J. J. SuDBOROUGH.

+

The Equilibrium :

—

CH3.C02H+ CC]3,C02Et -> CH3.CO.2Et-i-CCl3.COiH.

has been studied at 30°,

At given intervals of time three titrations were made, each with 1

gram of the mixture :—
1. Free acid by titrating with standard ammonium hydroxide using

litmus as indicator.

2. Titration in the cold with standard sodium hydroxide with

phenolphthalein as indicator. The difference between this and

the first titration gives the amount of ethyl trichloracetate.

3. Complete saponification with sodium hydroxide and titration of

the excess of caustic soda with standard hydrochloric acid.

The difference between the total alkali required for saponifica-

tion and that used under (2) gives the amount of ethyl

acetate in the mixture.

The results show that equilbrium is attained only after some 170

days.
If equivalent quantities of ethyl acetate and trichloracetic acid are

used in one experiment and equivalent quantities of acetic acid and

ethyl trichloracetate in another, then at equilibrium the ratio of ethyl

acetate to ethyl trichloroacetate is always roughly 1: 1,

The values of the reaction velocities for the changes

CH3.COoH + CCl3.C0.2Et-^CH3.C02Et + CCl3C02H
CCI3 + CO^H + CH3.COiEt^.CCl3.CO^Et + CH3 CO^H

have also been determined at 30^.

Coagulation of manganese dioxide sol by different elec-

trolytes —By P. B. Ganguly.
A sol of manganese dioxide was prepared being stabilised by means

of gelatine and the coagulating effects of about thirty different eiec-

trolytes were investigated.
4 ^ a K

sary to bring about coagulation in a fixed time was found «"* '"
«y®fy

case. The order found did not follow Schulze's law, several ot tne trivai-

ent and bivalent electrolytes having a far less precipitating power tnan

many of the monovalent ones.
„ , , i„„ ^f„^!aH

The effects of variation of concentration of the sol ^^'•e *lf,° f"f.'f^^
and curves were plotted showing the relations between the quantities

of an electrolyte necessary for coagulation and the
«?"'=^'^i':*^'f"! .'IjjT

sol. It has been found that in certain cases, ^'?-
«°^'"™J^' "fon

cadmium nitrate, etc., with the continual mcrease of the concent at on

of the sol the quantities of the electrolyte necessary
^^^J^^^f^^^

first increases and then decreases; in other <^^^''
"^,'^^'1^' iZ^Xin

quantity of the electrolyte first increases then decreases ^^^^^^'^
increases with the contiLal increase of the concentration of th^^^

in the case of strontiuni chloride.

Alcoholysis of the menthyl esters of some a/^-uasa

turated acids and of their saturated analogues.-^y U.

Dasannacharya and 3. J- Sudborouqh.

The polarimetric method has been ^«Pt«d/or determmmg the raUa

of alcoholysis of the menthyl esters of n-butyric acid, crotomc ac
,
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phenylpropionic acid, and cinnamic acid with methyl alcohol and also

of the corresponding methyl esters with menthol. Hydrogen chloride

was used as catalyst in each case. It is found that the value of the

velocity constant is much smaller than when ethyl esters are used in

place of the menthyl esters. The effect of the ojB-olefine linking in

the crotonate and cinnamate ift to reduce the values of K to about
1/lOth of those for the corresponding saturated esters.

An attempt to prepare red sulphide dyes from dyes of

other groups by replacing the auxoehromes by mer-
captan groups.

—

By E. R. Watson and Sikhi Bhu-
SHAN DUTT.

Benzene-azo—Naphthyl—L-mercaptan, C^'H.^N='N—CxQHf^SK(L) was
prepared by Lenckart's reaction on benzene-azo—L-naphthyl amine ; and
tri-p sulphydrozv—triphenyl—carbonol anhydride

/c^. s

b 4

^+ SH

by Leuckart's reaction on p-rosaniline.

The former is coloured and soluble in sodium sulphide but gives
very poor dyeings from a sulphide vat. The latter is colourless. This
result was unexpected in view of the colour of thioindigo red.

An attempt to prepare red sulphide dyes by introducing
mercaptan groups into dyes of the azine, oxazine,

phthalein acridine and nitroso groups.

—

By B. R-
Watson and Sikhi Bhushan Dutt.

Amido anlphydroxy phenazonitim hydroxide

N

has been prepared by diazotising Safranine B (Apo-Safranine) and^ sub-
jecting to Leuckart's reaction. It is a sulphide dve but the shade is not
interesting, bein^ dnll vml««-.interesting, being dull violet.

Dtmetht/l amino amino aulphydroxy phenazine

SH

(CHjiNl 1 1 JNH,
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prepared by the condensation of nitroso dimethyl aniline and m pbenylene

diamine disulphide, is a sulphide dye giving reddish brown shades which

Are however very sensitive to acids and alkalis.

Dimethyl amiyio hydroxy sulphydroxy pkenazint

\ d NCCH^)
2

SH

OH

prepared from the above by diazotising and boiling with water ia a

sulphide dye. The shades are similar but duller than those of the above

dyestuff and are also sensitive to acids and alkalis.

Dimethyl aminoe sulphydrox!) naphtho phenoxazine

i^^S)^

prepared by the condensation of nitrosodinethylaniline

disulphide, is dark blue and insol. in sodium sulphide.

aud B naphthol

Dimethylamino-sulphydroxy phenoxazone

(C^a)^^

prepared by the condensation of nitrosodimethylaniline and thioresorciu

is dark blue and insoluble in sodium sulphide.

Tkio fluorescein

OH

SH

hydride and tiuoreoorcin is

prepared by the condensation of phthalic anhydriae an
^^^^rl^d by

soluble both in caustic soda and sodium sulphide but is not a

cotton from a sulphide vat
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Diamido diaulphydroxy acridine

HS/V/\/\ SH

"2% A k)'^^^

prepared by the condensation of formaldehyde and m phenylene diamina
disulphide and oxidation of the product with ferric chloride is soluble in
sodium sulphide and dyes light brown shades on cotton.

Dinitroso^ thioresorcin, prepared by the action of nitrous acid on
thioresorcin is soluble in sodium sulphide with a brown colour but has
little affinity for cotton.

The preparation and properties of azo-dyes containing
mercaptan groups.—£?/ E. R. Watson and Sikhi
Bhushan Dutt.

The following new hydroxy uiercaptans were prepared as intermedi*
ates by Leuckart'a reaction on the corresponding aminophenols :—

m. Hydroxy phenyl mercaptan, C^H^ 0H(1) SH(3)
1 Hydroxy-o-naphihyl mercaptan, CjoHg 0H(1) SH:(5)
2. Hydroxy'7-naphthyl mercaptan, CiqH^ 0H(2) SH(7)
3. Hydroxy-5-naphthyl mercaptan, CjoHg OH(2) SH(5)

and the following dyestuffs were prepared from them :

Benzidine diaazo-m ihich is brownish^c/^t^tu»«c udfazo-m nyaroxy pnenyl mercaptan wnicn is orownisu
yellow in colour, readily soluble in sodium sulphide and has good affinity

Benzidine-disazo-l-Jiydroxy-o-naphihyl mercaptan is red but only
shghtly soL in sodium sulphide and has little affinity for cotton.

Benzidine-disazo-2~hydroxy-7--naphthyl mercaptan is red but only
shghtly sol. in sodium sulphide and has little affinity for cotton.

Benzidine-di8azo-2-hydroxy-o-naphthyl mercaptan is crimson, soluble
both in caustic soda and sodium sulphide and dyes cotton.

Benzidine-disazO'Lnaphthol polysulphide was prepared by coupling
diazotised benzidine with-L-naphthol polysulphide. It has a dull maroon
colour is soluble in sodium hydroxide and sodium sulphide but only dyes
light shades on cotton.

and

^ siiHues on cotton.
Benzene-azo-thioresorcin prepared by coupling diazobenzene chloride

thioresorcin is yellowish brown , soluble in soda and sodium sulphide
and has good affinity for cotton.uaa ^uuu ainiiivy lor cotton.

TMobenzidinedisazo-l^naphthol, prepared by diazotising thiobenzi-

and coupling with-^-naphthol is scarcely soluble in sodium sulphide
and has little affinity for cotton.

TJiiohenzidine-disazo-Schaffera salt has the properties of a direct cot-

ton dye.

Thiohenzidine-diaazo-L-na^yhthol polysulphide is brown, soluble in

sodium sulphide but has little affinity for cotton.
4. Nitrophenyl-4-mercaptan azo 4-hydroxy phenyl-2-mercaptan CgHa

N02{3) SH(4) -NrrN- CgHs SH(1) 0H(4) prepared by diazotising

1-nitro-J: aminophenyl mercaptan and coupling with-m-hydroxy phenyl
mercaptan is brown^ soluble in sodium sulphide and has good affinity for

cotton.cotton.

These
(1) the effect of mercaptan groups in the o-position to the azo-linking, a&

up to the present no such compounds had been prepared and analogy
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with tbo o-hydroxy azo dyes made it appear probable tltat sm-h compounds

would give specially fast dyeings; (2) the properties of azo dyes formed

from hydroxy naphthyl mercaptaiis so that the hydroxy! gnnips would

be in the o-position to the azo-linking. On account of the infiolubility of

benzene-azo /3-naphthol in alkali, it was hoped that these dyes would be

specially fast ; (3) the properties of azodyes containing nnercaptan groups

on both sides of the azo-]inkin.£r.

Tlie action of nitric acid on metals and some aUoys.—By
B. C. Banerji.

It has been observed that metals like copper, silver, lead, nickel and

alloys like brass, silver-coin, copper, nickel, etc., dissolve more readily in

nitric acid in the presence of ferrovis, and ferric salts.

This is contrary to the accepted view.

Oxidising agents like KMnO^, KCIO3 U.^Oi, K-^Cr^Oi, etc., markedly

retard the rate of solution.
,

The rate of solution of ferro nickel alloy in 20% HNO3 is not uniform,

but the change is periodic.

Oxidation of ferrous sulphate by air.—-B?/ P. K. Baneeji.

The rate of oxidation of ferrous sulphate by air does not follow ex-

actly the imiraolecular formula, but the oxidation approximates to it.

The average hourly oxidation of a decinormal solution at about J- «-

is -063% when the experiments are spread over 1,488 hours.

Sodium sulphate, magnesium sulphate, zinc sulphate, manganese sul-

phate, ammonium sulphate, are slight retarders and sulphuric acid an<i

copper sulphate have great retarding effect. Only potassium sulphate is

a slight accelerator.

studies on the Dependence of Optical Rotatory Povver

on Chemical Constitution. Part IV : The Rotatory Powers

of Aryl Derivatives of Hisimino-and-aminocampHor.

By B. K. Sjngh, M. Singh and J. Lal.

In this paper the rotatory power of tlie products of^condensmgT

camphorquinone with the following diamines are descriDea .

(a) hydrazine ; (6) benzidine ;
(c) tolidine ;

(d) dian.s.dme. (e) p. P .

diamidodiphenylamine. ,.^ _ ^^^t^fa whereas dianisi-

Benzidine and tolidine give two different pc^duc^«.-^'^^^^^^^t.

dine gives only one. The two forms are
^.f^^^oth the prod^c^ ?ive the

rieal isomerides, since in the case of benz.dme both the proa
^

same amino-derivative on reduction.
rotatorv power of p, p'.

The effect of ortho-substitution °",o '^id 547"°' '" chloroform) i«

diphenylene-bisiminocamphor ([M]p oU- '
"

^ j^ the
- - -

It is accompanied by 'owenng of rotatory po
^^^

,'. ditolylenebisiminocamphor M n 39 1

^he sequence

remarkable,
cases of o, ocases of o, o'. ditolylenebisimmocampuu. u.-j..

The sequence
o, o', diraethoxyphenylenebisiminocamphor ([MJu -

rotatorv

of the substituent element or group in the order of d.mini.hmg .

power in this series is H > CH3> OCHs- _ ., p'^ dinmido-

The product of condensing camphorqainone witn^P>^^F^^^
^.^^^^^

diphenylaraine is remarkable in several ^^ays-
f-

t-
^^_^^, .^ pyridine),

molecular rotatory power hitherto recordea a- 'l^
j . ^ Naphthylene-

and even exceeds the molecular rotatory power o -

^^^^ gajjgtance is

bisirainocamphor (Singh and Singh T. IJ^O, u /
,

•« '•

j ^ ^y, thermo-

also one of the very few optically active dyes known,

tropic and phototropic.
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The production of acetone from acetates and acetic
acid.—i?2/ M. G. Kekre, J. J. Sudborough and H. E.
Watson.

Comparative experiments have been carried out on the yields of
acetone from magnesium, calcium and barium acetates when distilled.
Barium acetate was found to give the highest yields. In another series
of experiments the continuous production of acetone from acetic acid by
means of catalysts has been studied, the catalysts used heing the ace-
tates of magnesium, calcium, barium and manganese and pumice. Yields
of 80 to 90 per cent have been obtained.

The experiments were all conducted in a smalliron retort heated by
means of nierome resistance wire.

Certain observation on a surface-tension phenomenon.

—

By P. B. Ganguly and B. C. Banerjee.
It was observed tliat when a stick of an easily soluble substance was

held vertically suspended in water in such a way that only about half of
the stick was under water, a well marked stricture was formed about the
point where the stick came in contact with the surface of the water. The
above was found to be a general case with sticks and regular shaped
crystals of soluble substances.

Dissolution of metal rods by acids under similar conditions showed
the same effect though to a lesser degree.

The reverse effect was observed when a rod of iron was suspended in
a solution of copper-sulphate, a raised ring being formed about the junc-
tion of the rod with the surface of the liquid.

• The above phenomena can all be explained on the basis of surface
tension.

Surface tension of soap solutions for different concentra-

tions.

—

By A. L. Narayana and G. Suerahmanyam.
Accurate measurements of surface tension of solutions of sodium

oleate, and pure cast\'i soap used for water analysis, are made by the

capillarity method, and by the bubble method.
For the accurate measurement of pressure inside a bubble an im-

proved manometer is constructed, which surpasses other types both in

quickness and delicacy of action.
The experiments prove :

(i) Surface tension of soap solution is same at M concentrations

between wide limits.
{ii) The angle of contact between glass and the solution in air is

zero.

(in) The reliability of the bubble method for studying the surface

tension of soap soluticns.

Molecular conductivitj^ of potassium iodide in organic sol-

vents.—JS?/ N. A, Yajnik a7id B. R. Sobti.

1. The molecular conductivity of potassium iodide in (a) methyl
alcohol; (6) acetone; (c) pyridine; (d) epichlorohydrin ;

^e) furfural ; (/)

brenzaldehyde ; and {g) nitrobenzene, as solvents, was investigated.
2. As a result of the experimental work, it was found that :

—

(») In all cases conductivity increases as we increase the dilution.

(ii) It cannot be held that the dissociative power of a solvent is m
direct parallelism to the dielectric constant. . ,

(m) The relation between viscosity and conductivity, as pomtea
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out by certain investigators, was not found to hold good

strictlj' but certain exceptiong to the above rule, were ob-

served.

Study in viiHCosities of cobalt, copper and mercuric chlo-

. rides with a view to find the constitution of the com-

plexions formed in the solutions.—Bt/ N. A. Yajnik and

Ram lal Uberoy.

1. The viscosity of solutions of single salts at different concentra-

tions was studied. The salts examined were the alkali chlorides and the

•chlorides of copper, cobalt and merciuy.
. , . • „< „;„„i„ „nUR

2. After the investigation of the viscosity of solutions of «^ngl«^W

the viscosity of the binary mixtures of chlorides of cobalt, copper and

mercury with alkali chlorides were studied m two ratios.

3. The following conclusions were arrived at:—

(i) In case of solutions of single salts, very little relationship wbb

noticed between viscosity and concentration.

(ii) In case of binary mixtures, when the viscosities '" '« o d Her

'

ent ratios were compared, it was found that the <^o""P^^^'°^

of the complexion in case of cobalt, moppet j^ndmeTcnT^r

chlorides, with alkali chlorides, was nearer ^o Ma (M OM
than to M (MICI3). The slight deviation may be accounted

for by association or hydration taking place.

On the stability of chromates at high teraperatures.-Bj/

M. Raman Nair and H. E. Watson.

Experiments have been carried out on t^e equilibrium betw^^^^^^

chromium trioxido and bases in presence of an- ^t/iSerent temperature^

Calcium chromate is slowly formed from lime and
^^^^'f^'^^jj^^^^^^^^^

650° but begins to decompose at about 750°. Excess of l^^^ '

"^^^^.^'j^Y ^e

r

rate of formation and increases the amount of decomposition at higne

"""^urr^o^dium chromate could only be studied over a Umited ran
,

temperature owing to its fusibility, but a mixture of lime, sodium
^ ^

bonate and chromium trioxide in the equivalent Pf0P°^,*'°"f .^ 5 minutes
gave a quantitative yield of chromate m

f
.^ours

«'f„^V°entage
It 1050°. Curves showing the relationship ^^ ^^^^ P^^'^^detSmined.
position and temperatures for different mixtures i avebeen deter

Radioactivity of some Indian minerals.-^ N. A. Ya.tnik

and S. J. KoHLi.ana o. o. ivuiii^i.
t r nn the irapor-

.. Comparatively little work has been ^""^'
;"/;;;'* at many Indian

tant subject of radioactivity. The radium content "H. grea
^^^^^.^^j^,^

minerals is consequently unknown. ^I'j^*^' '^'^'^^° '

to carry out some investigation m this direction- . investigation.

2. Joly's solution method was used in the pre
^^ ^^^_^ ^^^j ^^^^

The solutions in every case, were ^^P^^^^j p^^ble Electroscope with a

examined For examination a Bums
slight modification was used. ri^^lnau-al Survey Department of

3. Out of the minerals sent by the Geolog cal &ur^^
y^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^

India, Uranium Ochre and Samarskite vvere lounu
^ ^ ^^^^^ ^^ p^,.^

their radiun content being 21434 x 10- 1^ ana 11
^^^ondant in India.

respectivelv. While these two ™i"^''**.'l^'^*',r!; inerustations appears to

another mineral apatite magnetite, with y^"oj '

found to be 13249 x

occur in large quantities and its radiuni ^o^^^^^^d aDPear either to be too

10-12 gm. per gm. The other "^'f/^^^/^e^'S^ra^nm content.
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4. Besides these, some minerals from Travancore and some samples
o£ Bauxite from Kashmir State were examined and were found to show
some activity.

Poppy petals,—% J. N. Rakshit and S. N. Singha.
Poppy petals from several districts of the United Provinces were

examined for ash, extract, invert sugar and tannin.

Note on the Liesegang Phenomenon.—Sy N, G.
Chatterji.

(1) Peptisation of silver chromate takes place much better when sil-

ver nitrate is added to a solution of potassium dichromate in gelatin
than the reverse.

(2) Peptisation of the hydroxides of cobalt, iron and other metals
takes place in exactly the same way in presence of gelatin, agar-agar,
gum-arabic and starch as in that of glycerine.

(3) Periodic precipitation was observed in the case of cobalt
liydroxide in gelatin and of mercuric iodide in silicic acid gel.

(4) Peptisation is an important factor in the phenomenon of
periodic precipitation.

J-

Supersaturation and periodic precipitation.—% K. R.
Krishna Aiyer and K. R Rartanathan.

Periodic precipitation similar to that observed in jellies (the
Liesegang phenomenon) may be brought about even in the absence of
Jellies by allowing one of the reacting substances to diffuse into the other
under the conditions described. The explanation of Ostwald that the
phenomenon is due to spontaneous crystallisation from a supersaturated
solution at the metastable limit is upheld. Photographs are shown in
illustration.

Some derivatives of carbamic esters. Chlorine as a simul-
taneous oxidising and condensing agent.

—

By R- !<•

Datta and B. C. Chatterjeb.
It has been found that when chlorine is passed into carbamic

esters in alcoholic solution, the alcohol is oxidised to the corresponding
aldehyde which immediately condenses with the carbamic esters to form
dicarbamic esters.

With methyl alcohol and ethyl carbamic ester, methylene diurethane
NH COOC H » •?

^^"^^ NH.COOGH^ ^^ formed. In a similar manner, the following

compounds have been prepared; methylene dicarbamic methyl ester

pxr /NH.COOCHh , ,
^ NH.COOCH ' iwethylene dicarbamic propyl ester,

"^ NH.COOC H ™^thylene dicarbamic isobutyi ester,

pxr /NH.COOC4H! ,. , ^- u . -
1 of orOXX.2 ^ -j^g COOC H ^"^fc^yiene dicarbamic isoarayl ester,

NH.COOC H
^^i*^ j^jjQQQQ^g^^ benzylidene dicarbamic ethyl ester,

NH.COOCoH,
5

In the case of chlorination in ethyl alcohol medium, the alcohol geti

chlorinated and at the same time oxidised to aldehyde which finaliy

condenses with urethane to form dichloroethylidene diurethan©
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GHCl2.CH< NH COOaH^" ^" *^^^ ^^^® ^^ substituted urethanes such

as phenyl urethane and a-naphthyl-urethane, the same type

of reaction takes place but on account of the reactivity of these

aromatic groups, they get chlorinated at the same time. With phenyl-

urethane in methyl alcohol, methylene di-p-chlorodiphenylurethane

CH,<^8l*^}-2^^S&2^ is formed. With a-naphthylurethane and

methyl alcohol, methylene di-tetrachloro-o-naphthyl diurethane

CH2<
c'^'h^CI NCOO&H^ '^ produced. The above typo of condensations

falls through in the case of secondary alcohols.

It has also been found in this connection that ethyl nionochloro-

carbamic ester undergoes hydrolysis to a cyclic compound, diethy-4-

cloro-methyl cycloraethylene hydrazine iraide IS-di-carboxylate

N.COOC.2H5
CH2CICH< > NH which form an imide chloride and an acetyl

N.COOC2H5
, ,

derivative. Diehlormethylcarbamic ester, NCl^.COOCHs has also been

prepared for the first time passing chlorine through an aqueous solu-

tion of methyl carbamic ester.

Purification of crude mixQ.—By B. Ganapatht Rao,

J. J. SuDBOROUGH awrf H. E. Watson.

The refining of crude nitre at temperatures between 55 and 100°C

has been tried with the object of obtaining a purified product containmg

as little sodium chloride as possible. The solubility values of sodiurn

chloride in saturated potassium nitrate solutions determmed by _ii-tard

(Ann. Chem. Phys., 1894, (VII) 3, 283) indicate that 55 to CO is the

most suitable, and excellent results can be obtained at this temperature

Higher temperatures up to lOO'C have also been tried, and, witn

the proper adjustment of water to compensate for the nicreasea

solubility of the sodium chloride and for the evaporation of water

during digestion of the crude nitre and cooling of the solution, tue

amount of common salt has been reduced below 03 per cent, for

practical purposes 80-85^C is found to be the most convenient tem^Per«-

ture for the digestion. An efficient method has been ^'O'-'^f ^
whereby, by one crystallisation white crystals of nitre can be obtained

containing not more than 02 per ;cent sodium chloride, wh '^yhe

amount of potassium nitrate in tlie residue or ' sitta '«

^J^ff .^^^

below 3 per cent whicli is equal to a loss of 5 per cent of the total

"^*'^¥heTaiiities (in water) of the following three systems(1, NaCi

x\a,SO,; (2) Na.,SO, KNO3; (3) Na.,S04, ^aCl, ^NO, have been de^^

mined Utween the temperatures 22°-96-5=C. The PO^«'b h > o (a) sodmm

sulphate interfering with the purification of "'t''^
»"f ^^^

^^^^^t^^^^ffo;"";
position between the salts present ha. been

'=°"«;,'*f^.'J^.ttjT
drawn to the importance of the latter m processes of extraction.

The extent and character of the reh ffo^^J^^
United Provinces and the possibihtes of their commer

cial utilisation.-^// E. R- Watson and K. C.

MUKERJEE. , , ^ ^

1 e^r^YY, fhn Uree near plains between
By analysis of samp es taken ^^«'"

^'l" '^[^^n^^^a/plains contain
Cawnpore and Lucknow it was found that not all usar p

alkalme^salts^m a^y^nanUty^
the main lines of rail in the province and

the areas showing efflorescence were noted.
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Samples were taken systematically from the largest efflorescent area

observed from the railways, viz. an area which extends about thirty

miles along the E.I. Railway south of Etawah, These samples were

analysed and showed considerable variations in composition, the average

being about 5 per cent of soluble salts in the first inch of soils and a

ratio of 2 : 1 between carbonate and sulphate.

It was estimated that this one area could supply 37,000 tons of soda

ash per annum and the total province five million tons.

The soluble salts contained in these reh deposits are chiefly sodium

carbonate and sodium sulphate with some organic matter.

Experiments are described to show to what extent it is possible and

might be profitable

:

(1) To obtain sodium carbonate (of the degree of purity demanded
in the trade) by recrystallisation.

(2) To obtain a better separation by passing in carbondioxide to

convert the carbonate into bicarbonate.

(3) To convert the salts completely into carbonate by the black

ash process.

(4) To convert the salts completely into carbonate by a modification

of the black-ash process (omitting calcium carbonate).

The manufacture of trinitrotoluene from Assam and

Burma petroleum.

—

By E. R. Watson.
Both Assam and Burma petroleums contain a considerable quantity

of aromatic hydrocarbons.
Processes for making trinitrotoluene from these petroleums are

described in Indian Patents Nos. 6802 and 7449 of 1921.
The importance of these processes lies in the fact that they put

India in a position at once to manufacture all her own explosives

from materials available in India, without waiting for the development
of a large coal-tar and coking bye product industry.

Laboratory experiments are now described showing that no larger

quantities of acids are required for the manufacture of trinitrotoluene

by this process than in the ordinary process, and the process is now
being tried on a semi-large scale at the Government explosives factorv^

at Aravakandu, South India.

Phototropy of inorganic salts.

—

By Gopal Singh.

Cuprous chloride and bromide in presence of water, have been

found to be phototropic. An attempt has been made to explain this

phototropism.

Plioto-chemical catalysis.

—

By A. K. Sanv^al.

Ferrous, ferric, manganese, chromium, and cobalt are
P^^J-^'^

catalysts whilst chlorine, bromine and sodium sulphite have been

found to be negative catalysts in the following photo-chemical reac-

tions: (1) HgCi.2 and {NH4).2 C.2O+; (2) CuSO^ and (^^4)2^'
(3) Ho(CN)i and (NH^)^ C^O^; (4) (NHJ^ C^O^ and I^; (5) Fehlmg s

solution. . .

Freshly prepared salts of lead and bismuth were exposed to dire

sunlight and it was observed that in general the freshly P^f^^^P^^f!^^

ones were more photo-chemically active than those which had oe

kept for a long time or have been boiled for a long time.

South Indian Wattles.

—

By C. Skinivasan.

The paper summarises the results of an investigation of the ^'^^^.^^

content, optimum temperature of extraction and tanning pfope
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of the bark of the Acacia Decurrens found in South India, indicates

how the tannin content varies with age and discusses the question of

the Wattle Extract Industry in relation to Wood Distillation in South

India.

A note on some tartrates.— f^?/ K. P. Chatterjee.

In my general investigation on the influence of temperature on

precipitation by double decomposition, when strong solutions are

mixed, the following are some of the new tartrates obtained :

—

(1) Two varieties of cobalt tartrate of the formula Co(C4H40(5),

2iH.20, and also the anhydrous salt ColC+H^O^) : (2) mag-

nesium tartrate MglC+H+Of,), 2JH2O and also the anhydrous

salt; (3) manganese tartrate Mn(C4H+0«), 2HiO and the

anhydrous salt; (4) complex copper potassium tartrate

2Cu(C4H40«\,K2(C4H40«),3H20and the anhydrous fait; (6)

strontium tartrate Sr(C4H40,),H20 and the anhydrous salt.

The formulae of these salts have been determined by a number of

methods and the properties have been studied. Their molecular volumes

have also been determined, in which a general confirmation of the

accepted molecular volume of water of crystallisation, has l>een

obtained.

Some investigations on indigo hydrosulphite vat textile

dyeing.—% N. A. Yajnik and D. R. Sarna.

1. It was found by careful investigation, that pure indigotine, the

principal colouring matter of natural and synthetic indigo extracted

after B.A.S.F. method, could be best reduced, with N.F. hydrosulphite.

in an alkaline medium, at the temperature of 60° to 8)°C,and in the pro-

portion of 1 : 1-6 by weight. . ^^„„^
2. The presence of alkalies say NaOH or Ca{0H)2 m addition to act-

ing as solvent to indigo white, effect indigo textile dyeing. The maxirnuro

shade was obtained bv tho addition of NaOH slightly greater than tW
times the weight of their chemical equivalents m l,ydiosulphite vat set

in the above proportions, below or above which there was an appreciable

decrease in the percentage of coefficient of absorption of indigo by th«>

fibres, i.e less deep shade. ., . -j f„a.„',A ot^
3. The presence of very small amounts of bone a-d, acetic acid^tc

was found to increase the maximum shade, keeping all t^^«/*°^/;„f^ ffT"
The nature of the reactions involved is not understood at present but the

additions to the vat are highly recommended owing to

:

(t) Control of over-reduction. u»;„„ mJnImiyfid owine
\ii) The chances of oxidation of ind.go white being minimized owmg

to its keeping in colloidal form.
j^^^ gi^ade obtained

(iii) The increased absorption of dye, i.e. maximum

with the least amount of indigotine.

The whole problem re.sts on finding out the products of over-reduc

tion and the condition and nature of collulose in the vat.

Laboratory experiments on '•'f-^t UnitedV^vte'

Chatterjee.
^ ,

, ^^. „_i..

Che»,ca, a„.,y.i, indicted t^.t^^^^:;^ Z'^Snl^f-

magneeia in many material?^.
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But according to chemical analysis satisfactory cement should be

made from

:

(1) Marl from near Lucknow and the adjacent clay (see Hallidy's

report to the Railway Board).

(2) Kunkar from near Cawnpore and Svitna limestone.

Experiments have been made to prepare on a small scale satisfactory

samples of cement from these materials and our experiences are described

as regards (1) calculating the correct proportion for the mixture ; (2) effect

of varying the proportions on the properties of the cement; (3) effect of

burning at different temperatures.

Brominated Isocyamines —By K. L. Moudgtll,

Three bromoderivatives of sensitisers of pinaverdol and pinacyanol

type have been synthesised and the influence of the presence of an atom

of bromine in the benzene ring of the quinaldine nucleous studied. The

region of sensitiveness shifts towards the red end of the spectrum and the

intensitv of sensitiveness is considerably reduced.

Some induced oxidations.

—

By N. N. Mittka.

It has been observed that sodium sulphite, sodium phosphite, and

formic acid can induce the reduction of mercuric chloride by sodium

arsenite.

The oxidations of ferrous hydroxide, cobaltous hydroxide, and man-

ganous hydroxide can induce in each case the oxidation of potassium

oxalate by oxygen gas.

Attempt has been made to explain these reactions.

Tetramethyldiaminoacridine.

—

By K» L, Moudgill.

Three different methods of preparation of the compound are described

and the yields discussed. The best results were given by the method

outlined below.

0"'- -^.CO--:-^ -.U-XJ-
ReOUCTtON

N.MC^

Me^H

New methods of preparation of 2 : 4 dinitrodimethylaniline and 3 :
3

dinitro 4: 4' tetramethyldiaminodiphenylmethane are described.

Dyes from camphoric anhj^dride.

—

By A. C, SibcaR and

S. B. Dtjtt.

mphoric anhydridecaiiIn this paper the authors have shown that camphoric ^"^^^^^^ -^^j

be made to condense with various hydroxy and amino compounds >i
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I
-

ing condensation products, which possess interesting tinctorial and

flourescent properties, similar to the corresponding flouresceious, Eosius

and Rhodamines obtained from phthalic anhydride, anphthalic anhydride

or quinolinie anhydride. A good number of such condensation products

have been described.
r

The study of iodine absorption of certain Indian vegetable

oils.—5y N. A. Yajnik and M. Raj.

1. A comparative study of the iodine value of certain Indian vege-

table oils was carried on by four different methods, viz. Hubl, Wijs,

Hanus, and Winkler^s Bromate Bromide method.

2, Iodine number of certain Indian oils such as neem oil, soap nut

oil. sukhchain oil, which have not been studied previously, was deter-

mined for the first time.

Experiments on the constitution of longifolene —By J. L.

SiMONSEN.

Experiments which have been made with the object of elucidating

the constitution of the sesquiterpene, longifolene, were described.

The constituents of some Indian essential oils,—By J, L.

SiMONSEN.

The constituents of the following oils have been determined
:
from

the resins of Pinus khassya and Pinua excelsa, from the leaves of Abies

webbiana, from the seeds of two species of Xanthoxyllum.

Note on some new oils and fats.—% M. Gopal Kau.

The oils (or fats) from the following seeds have been examined in

detail: Mimusops elengi. Oarcinia cambogia, Payena oleifera, Chlorolexy

Ion aweetania, Calophyllum wigUiana. The acids obtamed on hydrolysis

of the oils were separated and identified.

Section of Zoology.

President :—T>r. N. Annandale. F.A.S.B.

Presidental Address.

Ethics of Zoology.

In his introduction to the eighty-third section of the

Ain-i-Akbari Shaik Abulfazal wrote of Akbar.

"His majesty has taught men something new and

practical and has made an excellent ^^^^>
^^^^fjj^'^^ll

the animal, guards the stores teaches
^r'%{''Z^'J^',

excellent, and stimulates the lazy man. (Blochmann s

^m-i-^Man, Vol. I, p. 217.)

Let us constitute ourselves humble followers of Mi^a,^„d

strive to find a rule that will at once Fotect the ammal

guard the stores of zoological learnmg. /^^ "^^"\j^Xy
between zoologists and stimulate the excellent, if not the laz.>

• man to sound zoological research.
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Sir William Jones in his inaugural discourse to the Asiatic

Society, delivered in Calcutta in 1784, omitted zoology from

the proposed agenda of the Society. Nine years later, in

his tenth address he explained the reason. " Could the figure,

instincts, and qualities of birds, beasts, insects, reptiles, and

fishes/' he said, "be aeertained, either on the plan of Buffon,

or on that of Linnaeus, without giving pain to the objects

of our examination, few studies would afford us more solid

instruction or more exquisite delight."

He went on to state that he could not conceive of the feel-

ings of a naturalist who could occasion the misery of an inno-

cent bird, " or, deprive even a butterfly of its natural enjoy-

ment, because it has the misfortune to be rare or beautiful.'*

He then gave the following translation of a couplet of

Firdausi:

'' Ah ! spare yon emmet, rich in hoarded grain

;

He lives with pleasure, and he dies with pain/'

Elementary as was Sir William Jones's concept of zoology,

his opinion as a scholar and a poet cannot be dismissed lightly.

There is, as the French say, nothing that kills like ridicule,

but ridicule kills only when its object is really ridiculous. To

laugh at what is true and solid is merely to exhibit lack of

sympathy and sense.

There seems to me, however, to be some confusion of

thought in Sir William Jones's statement, which I have not

quoted in full, and, moreover, he has ignored the fundamental

d?tference in the point of view of a man whose attitude

towards animals is entirely religious as a believer in the trans-

migration of souls and the accumulation of merit, and^ that of

one whose dislike of cruelty is ethical and aesthetic.^ Fir-

dauwi's couplet expresses the views of the latter, the edicts of

Asoka those of the former, for the edicts are directed not

against cruelty to animals but against the destruction of life.

No decent zoologist is cruel to animals. Indeed, among

civilised men, there is something antagonistic to human sanity

in deliberate cruelty ; it is essentially morbid and unnaturaL

But there is another kind of cruelty, due mainly to lack ot

imagination and carelessness. In watching a carter twistmg

the tail of his ox to believe that his motive is entirely free

from vicious pleasure it is difficult, but we may concede

that it is mainly due to a lack of the intellectual ability to

conceive the feelings of the ox. Curiously enough this ^^^^^

type of cruelty is often prevalent among those to whom the

religious motive is all-important. ,

It is a custom in Japan to throw the laboratories ottne

Imperial Universities open to the public once a year, and to

provide a popular exhibition of scientific apparatus an

preparations. In 1915 I happened to be in a Japanse univer-
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sity town in which an exhibition of the kind was in progress.

The main exhibit in the physiological laboratory was a living

rabbit firmly tied down and cut open in such a way as to

illustrate the beating of the heart. Even supposing that the

rabbit was completely anaesthetized, the exhibit was a dis-

gusting one from a Western point of view, and would probably

have caused a riot in England, even before the police inter-

vened; but in Japan, women and children e.vamined it with

perfect equanimitv, and mv friends of the university staff could

not see anvthing' wrong.
' And yet these very professors and

lecturers wore in the habit every year of holding a solemn ser-

vice of expiation in one of the great Buddhist monasteries of

the city for the souls of the animals which had been dissected

in their laboratories.

It is an interesting speculation whether the Japanese

crowd would have viewed the vivisected rabbit with the same

equanimity if it had chanced to be one of the animals of which

the representation in painting is permitted by the narrow

canons of Japanese art. I must confess that my own objec-

tions to the exhibition were just as much aesthetic as moral.

The study of zoologv in India has not. as a matter of

practice, been much affected by the edicts of Asoka, and tlie

remarks of Sir William Jones on the supposed cruelty mvolvecl

in zoology had no more than a temporary effect on the history

of the Asiatic Societv. Indeed, it seemed at times as if the

stone the builder had rejected had become the headstone ot

the corner, for in the days of Blyth and again m those o

Alcock, zoological papers were amongst the most important

published in the Society's Journal. Nevertheless, it !« as well

that in our zoological work we should keep in mmd both

Firdausi and Piyadasi. , . i „o i,«^

I need not waste your time on the crank who loves her

dog and hates mankind. r.^r^ Ar^ if

Scientific work is plain-sailing as long as
\^^^^^^^^J^^

alone. It is when he has to consider o hers that the strain

and difficulty begin. There is one point, .mall m it«ejf but

still importaL, i^
^^^^^u^^^^^^^^^^^^ in'I^^^^^^

experience peculiar difficulty, iiamei>_ m
rrhAmnttpri)

impl

The matter is not

be avoided
so simple as it seems, xwu pi^^^c*..^ «---

other
flattery on the one hand and that of V^^^^''Z^^v.\L^,
For Indians there is the added difficulty of

^fj/^^^^f^^S
for there is nothing more difficult ^^an to pay a gra ful o

ment in a language not one s own.
^f^«^^>^^^'^;„ ^ ^i^^nion

over, is often necessary to distinguish bet^^een a

courtesy and subtle flattery. The best way ^"j^ ^^ ^^^^J^^^
culty is to say franklv what help has been received

express gratitude in as few words^ V^^^^
^•^^^^^, j,, .^ienti

The question of plagiarism is even

6
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fie research than in literature. If Shakespeare, as some of my
younger colleagues would argue, was justified in appropriating

k commonplace plot and transmuting it into a Avork of genius,

we also are justified in using the ideas of other as our own.

Unfortunately iew of us are Shakespeares; or Darwins. Dar-

win was one of the most modest of men, and always most

scrupulous in acknowledging assistance of any kind, even, or

perhaps especially, from those whose lights were much less

than his own. In acknowledging help, whether from the

written or the spoken word, we cannot do better than accept

the introductory part of the Origin of Species as our guide.

But this does not dispose of the more general question of

plagiarism. How much may be legitimately appropriated, or

may anything be appropriated at all ? In the Roman Church

St. Alphonso of Ligouri, the one modern Doctor of the Church,

is accepted as the final referee on ethical questions. He was

bold enough to draw up a tariff of mortal sin in theft- He
ruled that in certain circumstances a respectable man who

stole a shilling from a working man or fourteen shillings from

a crowned head, did not commit a mortal sin; but that to

steal even a few farthings from a beggar was always a mortal

sin. In scientific ethics we have no such authority as St,

Alphonso; but the rule that nothing whatever should be taken

from any living person without due acknowledgment is a good

one. We must steal not at all, either from king or beg

There are, however, in science as in literature many ideas and

phrases so universally understood and accepted that to trace

them to a personal origin is not only unnecessary but also

a little ridiculous. Even such ideas ami phrases, if attributed

to an author, should be attributed correctly. For example,

the saying that a practical man practises the follies of his

ancestors is often attributed to Huxlev, but really emanated

in the first instance from Disraeli, in whose Coningsby it is

placed, with many other self-evident sentiments, in the mouth

of the wise Jew Sidonia.

The mention of Huxley leads me to a point almost uni-

versally ignored at the present day in the ethics of zoology

the importance of literary st^Ie in the presentation of scientific

facts and ideas. If anything is worth saying it is worth saymg

well. You have all heard of BufTon, Vho used to put on

his court dress and his sword whenever he sat down to write.

Such external ceremony is perhaps contrary to the spirit of

this age and may, therefore, appear to some of us to have been

mere affectation on Buffon's part; which it certainly was not.

Scientific facts, however, are worthy of respect, and should be

treated with due decorum. Style has been defined as saymg

things in a clear and appropriate manner. It is not appropriate

to couch a plain statement of facts in highly figurative or ela-

borate language. Plain facts must be stated plainly. Our ann
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in zoological literature must be chaste simplicity, but journalese
is not simple, nor is it chaste. Superfluous words, words
issued to startle or confound without thought of their precise
meaning, in short all idle words, merely recall the saying that
language was given to man to conceal' his thought. If, how-
ever, you adopt the telegraphic style in description—and nowa-
days economy in print is always desirable for financial reasons
—do so only in mere diagnosis, and even in diagnosis be
adequate, and be consistent. It is neither economical nor
grammatical to write in describing an insect: *'body black;
the legs are brown/'

I would advise every zoologist to study Sir Arthur Quiller-

Couch's lectures. On The Art of Wriling. He will find some
hard sajangs. With many others, I have found the state-

ment that a case can only mean a box not a little disconcerting,

from both a philological and a literary point of view but the

fact that such statements make us feel uncomfortable proves
that they contain an element of truth.

Apart from literary style in the writing of zoological

papers, the question of the mechanical preparation of the

manuscript for the press is one of ethical significance. As
editor of the Record and Memoirs of the Indian Museum I often

receive manuscripts that need many hours' careful and trouble-

some work before they can be sent to the printer. If it were

not for the fact that Dr. Kemp is kind enough to relieve me of

much of this drudgery, I would scarcely hesitate to^ refuse

to consider a great part of the matter submitted for publication.

Carelessness or ignorance as to punctuation and the use^ of

capitals is rife, and few authors take any trouble in indicating

the use of italics or other special type. It is surprising how
few zoologists know even such elementary rules as that of the

proper use of brackets with the names of the authors of species.

These names should never be enclosed in brackets, unless the

name of the genus of the species has been changed since the

latter was first described. These may seem trivial points, but

their neglect indicates not only carelessness, but selfishness

and lack of understanding.
Zoology has become so complicated that few of us now

adays are more than " Scarabees." This is an immoral state,

not only because no man has the right to narrow his interests to

a single family of beetles, but also because the whole of biology

is at present encumbered with uncoordinated details that clog

the macUinery of progress instead of acting as motive power.

In zoologv, however, as in all branches of knusvledge, it is

worse than being narrow-minded to assume an interest if we

have it not. One of the most unpleasant persons I ever met

was a young student who emerged from a very duty house in

Iceland and remarked :
" Good-morning ! Do you think Lord

Verulam wrote the plays of Shakespeare ?" He took no more
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interest in the Shakespeare-Bacon controversy than I did in

Icelandic polities, but wished to impress the foreigner. You
may apply this parable to zoology as you like.

In recent years zoological controversy, like most other

branches of criticism, has grown more refined, but we are still

far from the urbane irony which an American critic regards as

one of the highest manifestations of the literary spirit in

modern England. Courtesy is apt to degenerate into irrespon-

sible and often irrelevant insinua^on, such as that of an anti-

Indian spirit in this country, or of slackness in war in Europe.
In some branches of zoology, notably in pure taxonomy,
opinions are so varied that no general consensus seems possible.

I have observed a tendency among young zoologists in India

to treat conclusions, based presumably on ascertained facts,

somew^hat lightly, in order to avoid controversy^— as in ]:he

case of a young man who brought to a friend of mine a paper
in which far-reaching conclusions were derived from somewhat-

meagre research. My friend pointed out that the evidence

hardly justified the conclusions. ''Oh", said the author

but r can change the conclusions!
>5

On the other hand, it is quite umiecessarj^ to call a man a

liar because j^ou disagree with him on some controversial point,

or even on some matter of observation. All men cannot think,

or even see, alike, and because a man is senior to one's self, or

belongs to a different race, he is not necessarily wrong. If

the majority of zoologists were endowed with a sense of

humour (which, after all, as Thackeray has pointed out, is

essentially the same thing as a sense of proportion) much
controversy would be avoided altogether, the real point at

issue not being any point of fact or even of interpretation

but merely some personal fad, jealousy or spite. I was once

buying some sleeping-mats in the Malay State of Kelautan.

The man who had brought them for sale stated that it

had taken him two months to make them. I turned to

another Malay who was standing by—an uneducated man, but

endowed with the ready Avit and delicacy of feeling so charac-

teristic of the Malay race—and enquired if this could be true

''Doubtless, Tuan,'' was the replv, "but perhaps be only

worked one day in each month." "^ The retort was a retort

courteous ; no offence was caused, and the bargain was con-

cluded in a manner satisfactorj^ to all concerned.
The true test in all controversy is the inner feelings of the

disputants. So long as a man respects his opponent and feels

no bitterness towards him, controversy is a good thing; but

in scientific controversy there must be no reservations, no

quibbling. We must play with all our cards on the table. A
plan I have adopted in the Records of the Indian Museufn

seems to me a good one. Some vears ago I published a paper

in the Memoirs of the Asiatic Society of Bengal in which 1
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pointed out that there was considerable diversity iii the frogs

usually grouped under the name Rami ligrina. 1, therefore,

suggested that several distinct species should be recognised.

Dr. Q A. Boulenger, then in charge of the Reptiles and

Batrachia in the Briti?ih Museum and still recognised as the

leading herpetologist in Europe^ did not agree with me. He
paid me the great compliment of sending me a paper for

publication in the Records of the Indian Mnseum, refuting my
claim for the specific recognition of the different forms of

Rana tigrina, which he regarded as merely races or varieties.

In certain points Dr. Boulenger was evidently right and

I wrong. So I wrote a second note expressing my views as

modified by Dr. Boulenger's argument. Of this I sent the

manuscript to hira ; and he replied in a third note. The three

notes were then published together as a kind of dialogue, so

that all the facts and arguments of the case were submitted to

the zoological world together, without the slightest bitter-

ness, loss of mutual respect, or ill-feeling on the part of either

the senior or the junior author. Far otherwise was it with

the famous controversy on the proper generic name of the

bed-bug that raged round the world some years ago, from

Hawaii to Belgium and from England to Canada.

In setting forth this ideal of urbane controver.sy I do not

mean to sav that there are not cases in which the experienced

zoologist dJes well to be angry. Dishonest or grossly careless

work, work done merely for the sake of effect or to satisfy the

investigator's personarambition or further his official promo-

tion, must alwavs meet with unqualified condemnation, in

which there is no' room for mutual respect or personal feelmgs

of anv kind.
, •

i o
In the official document whereby the Zoological feurvej

of India was constituted in 1916, our relations with the techni-

cal departments are laid down as being those of co opera-

tion without subordination." The thanks of all Indian /zoolo-

gists are due to the man who discovered this formula-1 cl

not know his name. The formula implies not only the reoog-

nition of pure zoology on the part of the Government of India

but also its independence of direct economic aims 1 1
ave

nothing to sav against applied science, provided t^^^^
i^

'8

soience^at all, but the term is often "applied to
^^^^^^^^^

akin to the Holy Roman Empire, which has been described a.

neither holy, Roman, nor an empire.
. , - , ,., ^ mathf--

Even in the purely physical branches, m ^h-cb »e mathe,

matical demonstration of facts is PO««'l>l«',P^:?J^^lr affair
often rest on a very small basis of research \^^

^Jl'^^l^ll''
is in fact an inverted pyramid, liable to topple over at ar^r

moment and overwhelm its supporters. A^
«^°^,f^Vwom^s

tion of life enters into applied science the '"^"er /,eco^nes

vastly more complex and fust as the life of the animal is more

u
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interest in the Shakespeare-Bacon controversy than I did in

Icelandic politics, but wished to impress the foreigner. Yon

niav apply this parable to zoology as you like.
'

In recent years zoological controversy, like most other

branches of criticism, has grown more refined, but we are still

far from the urbane irony which an American critic regards as

one of the highest manifestations of the literary spirit in

modern England. Courtesy is apt to degenerate into irrespon-

sible and often irrelevant insinuation, such as that of an anti-

Indian spirit in this country, or of slackness in war in Europe.

In some branches of zoology, notably in pure taxonomy,

opinions are so varied that no general consensus seems possible.

T have observed a tendency among young zoologists in India

to treat conclusions, based presumably on ascertained facts,

somewhat lightly, in order to avoid controversy— as in the

case of a young man who brought to a friend of mine a paper

in which far-reaching conclusions were derived from somewhat

meagre research. My friend pointed out that the evidence

hardly justified the conclusions. *"' Oh ", said the author

but I can change the conclusions!

On the other hand, it is quite unnecessary to call a man a

liar because you disagree Avith him on some controversial point,

or even on some matter of observation. All men cannot think,

see

belongs to a different race, he is not necessarily wrong, ii

the majority of zoologists were endowed with a sense of

humour (which, after all, as Thackeray has pointed out, is

essentially the same thing as a sense of proportion) much

controversy would be avoided altogether, the real point at

issue not being any point of fact or even of interpretation

but merely some personal fad, jealousy or spite. I was once

buying some sleeping -mats in the Malay State of Kelantan^

The man who had brought them for sale stated that it

had taken him two months to make them. I turned to

another Malav who was standing by—an uneducated man, but

endowed with the ready wit and delicacy of feeling so charac-

teristic of the Malav race—and enquired if this could be true

"Doubtless, Tuanr was the reply, "but perhaps be only

worked one day in each month."' The retort was a retoit

courteous ; no offence was caused, and the bargain was con-

cluded in a manner satisfactory to all concerned.

The true test in all controversy is the inner feelings ot tne

disputants. So long as a man respects his opponent and lee

^
no bitterness towards him, controversy is a good thing;

in scientific controversy there must be no reservations, n

quibbling. We must play with all our cards on the table,

plan I have adopted in the Btcords of the Indian Museum

seems to me a good one. Some years ago I published ^ P^P ,

in the Memoirs of the Asiatic Society of Bengal in whicn
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trees.'* This mystic aroma is compared by the early English
poet to the hope of Divine salvation.

However fair the flowers of applied zoology ma}' seem,
the ripened fruits are often Dead Sea apples, disappointing
as the breath of the leopard, not to mention his unfriendly

disposition, must have been to the first lettei^ed Englishman
who stumbled upon him in the jungle and awoke him from his

slumbers.

Virgil in his Georgics wrote what was accepted for centu-

ries by the learned as a manual of practical agriculture poet-

ically expressed. Among other processes he described the

manufacture of a swarm of bees from the carcase of a heifer.

Imagine the poet reclining in his cool verandah with a manu-
script of Thescritus half unrolled on his lap. and pausing in his

dictation to gaze over the countryside and muse for a

moment on his ow^n love for the simple farmer's life. Fortu-

nately^ for his reputation as a practical agriculturist his (or

father Theocritus's) process for the abiogenetic production of

honey-boes, which involved the slaughter of a prime heifer,

was as unsound economically as it was biologically impossible.

No one tried the experiment, and so the process was accepted

from generation to generation as practical. In actual fact the

light-hearted, and doubtless illiterate, Samson, who slew a lion

on his way to visit his lady-love and afterwards found a comb
of wild honey m the skeleton - and made a riddle of it to puzzle

the Philistines, was much the more practical man of the two.

In modern times the man who introduced mongooses into the

West Indies, rabbits into Australia or sparrows into North

America doubtless thought that he had accomplished a great

work of applied biology—at first.

In discussions on '^the value of zoological works there is

nothing that makes me more indignant than the saymg that

this or that piece of Indian research is good work—for India

This usuallv means that it is of inferior quality, but must

not be judged too hardlv, because it has been done ^^^hcr by

an Indian or by an Englishman working amidst Indian difficul-

ties. We Indian zoologists, to judge by the work of our

predecessors—Hodgson, Blvth, Stoliczka, Blanford, Alcock

and many others—have no reason to claim mdulgcnce. liiere

can be nothing more fatal to Indian science than to aim at a

low ideal, and no greater insult can be paid to any branch ot

scientific effort than to judge it from a racial or a geograp il-

eal stand-point. Zoologv is often regarded in India as the Unae-

rella of the sciences, and it is, therefore, necessary on occasion

for zoologists to mingle the meekness of the dove
^'^V^^^^'^

subtlety of the serpent. Some years ago, in my zeal to nring

about a certain unitv of purpose in the ^^dmmislration ot t^^^^

Indian Museum I incurred the accusation of latent ^^^^^^^^^^

from one of mv colleagues. I replied that it seemed to me
^f

4'
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improbable that the youngest aud poorest of the scientific

departments under the Government of India would arise from

the mud like Pharaoh's lean kine and swallow its more prosjper-

ous brethren. However effective such replies may be for the

moment, the necessity for them does not tend to edification.

One branch of science may be poorer in loaves and fishes than

another, but all are equal.

Zoology is so closely connected with other branches of

biology, and so dependent In the last resort on geology, chem-
istry and physics, that in my own work I find it frequently

necessary to apply to members of other scientific depart-

ments for special information. My experience has been that

such information is alwavs given in a most ungrudging and
generous spirit when applied for personally, but that any
official move towards closer co-operation is met with suspicion.

I am heterodox enough to believe that the first duty of every

scientific department, vvhether official or otherwise, should be

to assist all scientific men in their work, and especially in their

research ; but to the gods, alas, it has seemed otherwise. The
gods of Olympus led a free and joyous life, feasting on nectar

and ambrosia : in files and official etiquette the gods of the

Himalaya have found more congenial fare. A witty Chairman
of the Trustees of the Indian Museum, in which four Imperial

survey departments are concerned, once remarked that the

chief difficulty in its administration was that the parts were so

much greater than the whole. Hypertrophy of the depart-

mental consciousness is a disease to whigh we heads of scienti-

fic departments are by no means immune; a disease, moreover,

which the Board of Scientific Advice, despite its zeal in pre-

venting ^' the overlapping of functions, '' has failed to cure. In

placing zoology on a sound basis in India individual effort

alone is of any avail, but the effort though individual must be

unselfish, it must not be inspired by any kind of bitterness or

self-seeking. We must realize with a sigh that the intelligence

of a committee is often much lower than that of its least

intelligent member.
Even a committee, however, is preferable to individual

paironage. I am of the opinion that private donations to

science often do more harm than good, not only because of the

conditions that usually hedge thezn round but also because

they weaken individual effort in research. Unlike Art, Science

abhors patronage and flourishes in hardship and opposition.

We are told that in ancient Greece Alexander the Great was

the patron of Aristotle, and yet that scientific thought was

absolutely free. By the time of Alexander, however, the

intellectual light of Greece was fading out, and democracy, the

most official form of Government known to mankind, had

already found its supreme victim in Socrates, the philosopher

whose test for all things was truth. At all periods and in all
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countries of the modern world—whether it be in the dealings

of Pope Urban with Galileo or in those of the British Govern-

ment with scientific men in the early part of the War—ignor-

ant members of the official hierarchy—and even a high official

of the most excellent administration may be very ignorant of

science—have attempted to treat science much as St. Columba

treated the practical experience of St. Oran. The story is

told in full in a comparatively late Irish life of Columba

and is barely hinted at in more authentic documents. It

seems to me, however, to bear in its primitive simplicity the im-

press of truth. No mere hagiologist would ever have inv^ented

such a story. Here is the story. An important religious

building was to be erected on the island of lonn and it had

been decided that one man must die for the comn^unity and

become the guardian spirit of the shrine. St. Columba called

for volunteers and St. Oran, who is said to have been his

brother, offered himself. St. Oran was accordingly buried

alive. After three days St. Columba, apparently overcome

with human feeling, "caused the grave to be opened. St.

Oran opened his eyes and said, "There is no mystery in death

and hell is not like what it was said to be," St. Columba,

doubtless thinking that the corpse was possessed of devil, CTied

out in alarm, " Earth, earth on the eyes of Oran, lest he blab

more! " And so it was done. ' Earth on the eyes ot Oran

has become a proverb in Gaelic. .

I had recently in London an opportunity of discussing tlie

position of zoology in this country with one of the greatest oi

living zoologists. He maintained that zoology should not be

encouraged in India until India was in a position to do in-

dependent work. By independent work he meant researcn

independent of official control. Apart from all per.sonal consid^

erations, I was unable to agree with him. for I see "» «;^>
^

fostering zoological research at present in India but tnroug.i

the agencv of government. It is quite true that r^^.^^^fj'?;

science can be said to be on a sound basis unless it is indepen-

dent, and that the flame of research must burn ff^0' so '^^g

as it is not fed by the spirit of individuality. >\«;««_^^^'
^^^^

age has not yet come in which the true value of the indepen

dence of science will be appreciated by the P^;;^^
^^^^^^^^^^^^

Science and officialdom are as antagonistic as ^^^^ '"?"».

and the snake, but officialdom in its ^^"S^^ff,^r™ ,4,n
matter of the spirit : abiit in mores. To <^oniou^^ go^cm_

ment with officialdom is unjust. No
^^f'^^^^^^.^^th I

sisted merely of officialdom could exist for a n^";^'
j

prefer to regard red-tape as the excreta o go^^^*^,^";.,
^^

is unfair to judge any organism by its excreta, nor is it fair W

confound the Imperial policy with the ^vngglings "f
''^^^

harassed secretary^ afflicted with a
f
^-ij^^^,;^^^^^^^

minutes and trembling at the name of the Mnance xy i
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Zoology tlirouglioub the world owes a great debt to the
Government of India as the onlj^ Government that has found-
ed a zoological survey on a basis of pure research. At the
present time zoological posts sanctioned in previous j^ears are
kept vacant in Great Britain in the interests of so-called

econom5% while in India the Government is at any rate attempt-
ing to place zoological research on a sound financial basis.

The constitution of the Indian Museum is now, especially in

the matter of zoology, much more liberal than that of the
British Museum from which it was originally copied. We have,
therefore, in India justification for the hope of a brighter age.

With faith in our calling and hope in its future we zoologists

are in a very strong position.

In the whole course of human history there is nothing
that has caused more waste of genius, the rarest and most pre-

cious of human possessions, than the opposition of officialdom
to the progress of knowledge ; but even in our struggle with
the spirit of officialdom we must preserve two essential quali-

ties, reason and good humour, and the latter does not exclude
a sympathetic understanding of shortcomings, both our own
and those of others. The lack of reason in scientific men has
done as much harm as the ignorance and stupidity of officials.

Charity is not only a virtue but also a very powerful weapon
in the cause of science, which is the cause of' truth. The Scot*s

haH-reverential pity for the Devil, the great Adversary, but
for all that the " puir De'il," has done good work for morality
and efficiency. The fever of fanaticism is all-powerful in

initiative, but in the end produces without fail an antitoxin of

officialdom. Science can afford to be magnanimous, and the

petty politics of the passing hour need not concern us. Truth
is great and will prevail. Whatever may be our political

views, whatever our race, or creed, or caste, Pope's words
stand true in science :

" For Forms of Government let foob contest

;

Whate'r is best administered is best

:

For Modes of Faith let graceless zealots figbt;
His can't be wrong whose life is in the righfc

:

In Faith and Hope the World will disagree
But all Mankind's concen> is Charity/'

Pearl production in the Indian pearl oystet —By J-

Horn ELL.

This paper embodies the results of twenty years' acquaintance with
pearl oyster research; it sums up the definite conclusions at which the

author has arrived.
Pearls are more or less rounded masses of shell substance made up of

concentric layers around a nucleus. Any of the four shell layers (includmg
the periostracam) may be present, but true gem-pearls are nacreous. The
latter occur almost entirely in the mantle^beyond the palHal line. The
best are cyst-pearls which arise from a saccate invagination of the mantle
epithelium enclosing some irritating object. Cyst-pearls are of two kinds.
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those that are induced Ly the presence and irritation of some foreign

body, usually a dead cestode larva, a grain of sand or other intrusive

particle, and those that have a nucleus of periostracal-Jike substance

derived from the oyster's own tissues. The former class, according to the

author's investigations, comprises the majority of the larger cyst-pearls,—

the true gem-pearls—the latter of the smaller ones of this description,

which constitute by far the larger proposition, of cyst-pearls. This con-

clusion places the cyst theory of pearl origin, in its proper perspective;

we see that cestode larvae though less frequently the cause of pearl

formation than was at first beh'eved, are nevertheless the most important

factor in the production of the larger and finer Orient pearls and therefore

of supreme importance from the economic and commercial standpoint.

The process of pearl formation in the case of these two kinds of cyst-

pearls and also in that of muscle pearls are detailed as deduced from

experimental work on this subject.

Muscle pearls are those that form invariably close to the insertion of

the pallial and other muscles attached to the shell; from the columnar

nature of their pseudo-nuclei, we infer that their mit;al origm is duo to

the dislodgement of a tinv particle of hypostracum frorn the surface ot

the shell at the place where one of the muscles is mserted. This appears

to be the consequence of some exceptional strain being set up. due to an

excessive and sudden contraction of the muscle mvolved.^ Muscle pearls

^..v;ux frequently in * nests ' containins: dozens of these minute hypostrar

cal pearls; as they increase in size, they are very liable to coalesce and

form irregular compound pearls. Usually only one layer of hypostracum

is laid down, the succeeding layers being composed of nacre. A perios-

tracal layer is not usually laid down around the original nucleus ^^ is the

case in cyst-pearls caused by the irritation of an intrusive foreign body.

Notes on the Genera BuUinus and Phy.^a in the Mediter-

ranean Basin (Mollusca Pulmonata).—5// N. Avnan-

DALB.

Notes are eiven on tha appearance and externa! structure ^[^^^^^^"^

truncatus and oi Physa aemiopaca and P. acuta as observed m the souin

of Franco, Algeria and Egypt. A comparative table of the mam Uitier-

ences which can be observed in the living animals of Physa and ^^^^^'"^^^

!s added, specially stress being placed on the existence of red biooa m
the latter and its absence in the former.

On the Phylogeny of some Turbiiiellidae-% E. Vkkden-

BURG.

Slight though well defined modifications '='\'^r«°J«!''«"'8.;"S fS
geologiSal stages are particularly distinct amongst certamser.e^oo^^^^^

Turbinellidae occurring in the Tertiary beds of ^ndm. A part.cul^^^^

complete serie.s .s afforded by the successive
^^'"^\^Z\r'J^L'^^^^,Zg

the oligoceneflower, middle and "Pper m.ocene of weatern^nd-a l»je

resemblance between successive terms is so clo^« '«,!° ?^^V^ 7„Vietally
whether two consecutive forms should be '""^"'^"y

*^«*f,"irt;niffe?
or specifically different; but if one of the erms

^J^.^ff/^.'^^^li.n,
ences assume a specific value. 'I his Pa'^'-icular series wb
the r.na.t. nf P.ninsnlar India. The living T. pirum belongs to a sepa
the coasts of Peninsular India,

ate branch of foreign origin.arancn oi loreign ongui. , viAldfld

An,o„g,t the T„rbi„,lH<i,e, tw. Indi^, T,r'..YjT„d*'«. ^tt
ena.
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Resume of Recent Progress in our Knowledge of the
Indian Wasps and Bees.

—

By Cedkio Dover,

A brief review of recent vrorh on the Aculeate^, and an appeal to
the Editors of the " Fauna of British India" series for a new edition of
Bingham's first voKime on the Hymenoptera, the Mymarides are also
briefly discussed.

The Development of the Ovary of Citlex.—By V. Nath.

When the female culex emerges out of the pupa its ovary has already
reached an advanced stage of development. The ground tissue is made
up of cells and fibres mixed with a very large number of tracheae. The
ovary is bounded by a hmiting membrane and has also a lumen. A large
number of follicles lie in tubes which rupture when the follicles grow.

The outer boundary of a follicle is syncitial. This syncitium may
be called the folhcle layer. The content cells of the follicles are all simi-
lar in young ovaries. Each has got a prominent nucleus with a single
compact karyosome.

Unless the mosquitoes are fed on blood, development stops at this
e. If fed on blood development proceeds rapidly in the followingstage.

way :

_
One content cell of the follicle does not change, that is, it retains the

smgle compact karyo?ome. This is the future ovum. The nuclei of
-other content cells become much bigger and their karyosomes break up
-into a large number of chromatin grains. These are the nurse cells des
tined to feed the future ovum. Later the outer boundaries of all the
content cells unite and there is now a single sheet of protoplasm contain-
mg the nucleus of the future ovum as well as the nuclei of the nurse
^ells. Gradually the nurse cell nuclei also disappear. In other words the
nurse cells and their nuclei lose their individual identity and add to the
cytoplasm of the ovum. Prominent round grains of yolk now appear in

the cytoplasm along with smaller deeply staining grains,

T.^^^-^^^'^*^'®
^^^^^ passing through important changes gives rise to

the chorion which is made up of a large number of grains of some very
hard matter. The chorion is absent at one pole of the ovum thus form-
ing the micropyle. Within the chorion is the delicate vitelline membrane
secreted by the ovum.

Copulation is not essential for the development of the ovary. What
IS essential is feeding on blood.

It seems likely that maturation and fertilisation take place in the

oviduct since the spermathecae open into it but by the time the ova
reach the oviduct the chorion becomes so hard that it has not yet been
possible to obtain sections of the ova good enough to afford the study ot

iertiHsation and maturation.

The Larva of Anopheles annandalei Prashad.—^ M. 0.

TlRU^JARAYANA IyENGAK.

The original description of the species (in the Records of the Indian
iluseura, Vol. XV, 1918) is not sufficient for purposes of identification.
The larva has therefore been redescribed. It is in many ways very pecu-

liar. Its chief characteristics are the shape of the cl3;peal hairs, presence

of a pinnate *' basal hair " of antenna, the shoulder-hairs the external ot

which as trifid, presence of short curved setae on the thorax and abdomen
and the occurrence of long branched hairs on segments 1-6 of the abdo-

men. It breeds in holes in trees and has been recorded from the Eastern

Himalaj^as.
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A Further Note on the Contractile Anterior Thoracic

Appendages in Anopheline Larvae.

—

By M. 0. Tiruna-
RAYANA Iyengar.

In this paper the author has given an account of the internal nior'

phology of the thoracic appendages as revealed by microtomf^ sections

in different planes. An account of the previous work on the external

morphology, movements and contraction of these paired appendages
appeared in the Report of the Proceedings of the Fourth Entomological
meeting, Pnsa, 1921 (pp 216-217). The structure of the entire append-
age is now fully known. But nothing is as yet known about the homo-
logy or function of these organs.

Preliminary note on the presence of yeasts in some
Homoptera.

—

By M. J. Narasimhan.

The author observed in 1916 the presence of large numbers of yeast-

cells in smears of crushed insects belonging to tlie homopterous families

Fulgoridae, Aphidae and Coccidae. He has since ascertained that the

yeasts occur inside the tissues of these insects either scattered or in

groups as shown in microtome section. So far as he has observed he has

observed them only in insects which secrete the honey-dew. The uni-

versal occurrence of the yeasts in these honey-secreting insects leads one

to infer that they are probably in symbiotic relation with each other.

Two or three distinct forms of yeast appear to occur indifferent insects.

Isopoda of the family Bopyridae parasitic on the Indian

Decapoda Natantia.—i?y B. Chopra.

Nothing has so far been published about the Bopyrid Isopoda of the

Indian Empire, and very little about those of the neighbouring parts^

A considerable amount of work has. however, been done on European and

American forms by several workers. So far as strictly Oriental forms

are concerned, the islands of the Malay Archipelago have received the

most attention, though a number of forms have been described from

the seas around Japan.
, , ,

The family is represented by thirty-one species and twelve genera

in the collection of the Indian Museum. Of the twelve genera two are

found to be new, while the species with three or four exceptions are also

new

On the occurrence and significance of a third contractile

vacuole in Paramoecium caudaium.—By G. S. Thapar

and S. S. Choudhury.

Ordinarily P. caudatum contains only two contractile vacuoles.

II'
>'i'J'"»'"y ^-

. ,^^^ . .,„ lahoratorv w th three contractile vac-
TV o found a few specimens m our iaDorai,ur> wiyu ,^ i .

uoles. Although ^similar cases hav^b^^^^^^^^^^
--

observers no
.^^V^^''^^^,^Zm!vyofth^B.y^^^h\e experimental data

authors after giving a
^/'^^^."'^^^^hh orcan discuss the tentative view

regarding the probable unctions of
^J'^W^^'Je'Jelopment und.rr con-

that the third contract le v^^^'l^^^^^
^'^^^iTe^viro^^^^^^^ conditions of

flicting internal physiological and external envuu

the animal.

Notes on fresh-water Ciliate Protozoa of India.-% B. L.

Bhatia.

I. Previous work on the group briefly referred to Carter had
J

in Bombav and Grant and Simmon m Calcutta, but the total

worked
num-
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ber of species of Ciliates recorded from any part of India till 1893, as
enumerated by Schewiakoff, was only 16.

II. Record of observation of the writer on 10 species not recorded
from India before, viz. Prorodon edentatus, Coleps kenti, sp. nov., Coleps
uncinaufSy Didinium halbiani, Dileptiis gigas, Chilodon steini^ Cyclidium
glaucoma, Bursaria irnncatella, Stentor polymorphus, and Stylonichia
pustulata^

III. General Summary. As the result of the work of the author pre-
viously published or now being communicated, the number of species re-
corded from India has been considerably augmented. Total number up
to date recorded by other observers is 30, those observed by the writer
are 41 , only two of which had been reported by previous workers. Thus
the total record is of 60 species belonging to 46 different genera,* and al-
most all important families are represented.

Forms new to science are an extraordinarily small percentage of the
total number investigated. This is in conformity with the well estab-
lished fact that the fre&h-water protozoa are cosmopolitan in their distri-
bution, as also due to a desire on the part of the writer not to base new
species on minor structural differences. A more extended survey of
these forms from different parts of India would be desirable.

The Modifications of the Swim-bladder in Hill-stream
Fishes.

—

By Sunder Lal Hora.
The swim-bladder of fishes is supposed to be a hydrostatic organ.

Fishes hving in rapid waters lead aground habit of life and, therefore,
do not need such a baloon-like structure. Consequently the bladder
13 reduced and it has been observed by studying this organ in several
•Cyprinoid genera such as Labeo, Psilorkynchus . Adiposia, Nemachilus,
Balitora, Botia and Diplophysa, that the amount of reduction is more or
leas directly correlated with the rapidity of the flow of water. The
bladder in the first fi^e genera shows a continuous retrogressive degenera-
tion, that of Botia is of the normal Cyprinoid type except that the
aiiterior chamber is partially enclosed in bene, while that found in
Dtplophysa 18 totally different. In Diplophysa there are two bladders,
the anterior bemg divided into two lateral portions, which are enclosed in
bone like that of the genus Nemacliilus and the posterior King free in the
abdommal cavity. In this paper an attempt has been made to discuss
the probable causes of the modification of the bladder in hill-stream
fishes.

Saprolegiiia on Murral Fry {OphiocepJialus marulius) in

Madhopur Hatcheries and its treatment.—5?/ Hamid
Khan.

(i) Disease at Madhopur Hatcheries of long standing. Many fish

died durinj? the last five years.
(ii) Fungus attacked Murral Fry in July 1921. The Fry had been

kept in live-cars and fed on sheep's liver.
{in) Live cars were smeared with salt and washed in clear water ; 78%

reduction in casualities resulted.
{iv) Fungus indentified as Saprolegnia, sp.

Some observation? on the Oral Apparatus of the tadpole
of Megalophrys parva Boulenger.

—

By Sunder LaL
HORA.

During a recent visit to the Khasi Hills a large number of specimens
of the tadpoles of Megalophrys parva were obtained in a small stream at
Dumpep. They were kept under observations for four to five hours. It
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was found that the oral apparatus was capable of acting as a float and this
function could be performed both when the funnel was expanded and
when it was folded. No observations were unfortuntately made on tlie

feeding habits of these tadpoles All the views previously hsld regardinp
the function of the funnel have been critically examined and at the end n
note on the histology and musculature of the funnel is added. Ju
the text of the paper, the views of Dr. Annandale on the subject have
also been embodied*.

Evolution and the Individuality of Cells.— By Haridas
Bhattacharyva.

The author discusses the different views held by different authorities
as to the structure^ nature and individuality of cells.

Section of Botany.

President:—Dr. W. Dudgeon.

Presidenlial Address.

The Botanical OrroRTdNiTY in India.'

It is fitting that from time to time we take stock of our
botanical achievements, and attempt to form an estimate of
the field of opportunity lying before us. It is especially appro-
priate at this the first programme of the Indian Botanical
Society. I deeply appreciate the honour of standing before
you in the capacity of President, and ask your indulgence as I

attempt to make such an estimate. .

The value of such a survey depends on the skill and
insight of the one who makes it. If it is well done it should
stand as a record of progress, and should serve to stimulate
research in all lines of botany. Such estimates made from
time to time may well constitute a record of the progress of

botany in India. Whatever value there may be in my remarks
is in no small way due to the cooperation of a number of

botanists who have given me the benefit of their ideas as to

the outstanding problems of Indian botany. It is a pleasure to

acknowledge my indebtedness to these friends. Except for

their aid I should hardly have had the courage to uudertakf^

the task, important though 1 think it to be.

I believe that such a survey as this is very timely. The
country is entering on a new era of political, social and edu-

cational development. Our scientific activity must be stimu-

lated to keep pace with progress along other lines, and uitjj

the science of the rest of the world. India has a heritage of

love for learning that we ail should strive to maintain. Our

* xresinentiai address Deiore me juiut mioc7ii»^

tion of the Indian Science Congress and tho Indian

Madras, February 3, 1922.

Botany
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field for botanical investigation is almost unlimited. In addi-

tion to the perhaps 17.500 species of flowering plants, there is

a great assemblage of cryptogams, providing an almost endless

varietv of material for research in every phase of botany.

The peculiar climatic conditions under which our vegetation

occurs only enlarge and extend the opportunity for study.

My purpose in this address is to call brief attention to

what has been done along certain lines both in India and

elsewhere; to point out the great need for research; to mdi-

cate some of the lines of study that seem most urgent and

most likely to yield results; and to urge an increasmg

number of "young men to engage in more, more intensive, and

more effective investigation. To some of my older hearers

my remarks may seem presumptuous. They know already

the problems of "botany, and are actively engaged in research.

It is however, to the younger generation that I want parti-

cularly to speak. There are many young men who have

recently completed their courses of study, obtained their

degrees, and entered into their various fields of life work.

They are widely scattered, and must in a very real sense

provide their own scientific inspiration. When we remember

that not only the system, but the curriculum, the text-books,

the language, and to a large extent the point of view of our

education is foreign ; that all too much emphasis is laid on the

passing of examinations and obtaining of degrees; and that

there is a minimum of incentive to continue study and research

after the degree is obtained, we must conclude that these men

need all the encouragement we can give them. Too frequently

they gradually become satisfied with their original preparation,

the desire for further progress grows dim, and they settle down

to lives of quiet unproductivity. If some can find in what

I shall say an incentive to further study and research, I shall

feel that my efforts have been successful.

Research in botany means painstaking investigation of

plant material to discover new facts to add to the world s

stock of knowledge of plants and how they behave. The

results of investigation may be put to use at once, or they

may have no known immediate utility. We are accustomed

to think of the latter as " pure botany." Nowadays it is often

only " applied botany " that engages the attention of the

professional botanist, and attracts the interest of the layman.

We are prone in this hurrying age to demand that scientific

work yield immediate and profitable results. There is danger

of forgettmg that lying back of applied botany there must be

an ever enlarging fund of fundamental botanical knowledge

to apply. Even though it is not quite so popular and specta-

cular, we must maintain a large place in our programme for the

prosecution of researches into the more fundamental nature

and work of plants, without regard to the immediate utility of
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the results. Above all, we must iearn '' to regard satisfaction
with what has been done as the cardinal sin."

In working out the details of this address, I have been
guided by the general principles that it is mainly young men
who are in need of guidance, and that it is the 'most obvious
and easily solved problems that will first attract them. There
IS a wealth of problems in our vegetation fulfilUng these
requirements. There are many problems of greatest interest
and importance that can be most successfully undertaken in
India, and some of them will have to be undertaken here if

they are to be solved soon or in any adequate manner.
On the other hand there are types and groups of problems

that demand of the investigator long thorough training, elabor-

ate facilities, and perhaps most important of all, the stimulus of

frequent or constant contact with others working and thinking
along similar lines. Such problems can best be undertaken
only at the great research centers, mainly in the West. For
this reason T shall to a large extent exclude from consideration

cytolog}', considerable portions of physiology and genetics,

and extensive monographic work in taxonomy. Various limit-

ing factors—lack of leisure time for uninterrupted application,

lack of material equipment, museums and herbariums, ade-

quate library facilities, guidance, and perhaps most important
of all, lack of inspiration—combine to make work in these

fields difficult or impossible. In this connection it is legitimate

to urge on those in authority the necessity for making provi-

sion in the various universities and research institutes for the

prosecution of such studies.

I want to consider the opportunities for research under

the following heads :

—

1. Taxonomy of Indian groups.

2. General morphology and anatomy.
3. Physiology in some of its more general applications.

4. Ecology.
5. Genetics in relation to agriculture.

6. Plant pathology.
7. Palaeobotany.
8. Utilization of plant resources.

9. Educational aspects of botany.

TAXONOiMY.

Most of the taxonomic work on the vegetation of India

has been on the vascular plants. The pioneers of Indian Dor-

any—Hooker, Clarke, Griffiths, Wallich, and others -

were niainly taxonoraists, and their extensive ^-^F^^'fJJ^
^^^

indefatigable collection have made knoun the bulk of tne \as-

cular flora. It is unfortunate for Indian botany that ^^^^^
^^l'

lections have been to a large extent deposited in European herba-
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rmms. Thanks to them and to their successors, we have

excellent floras for the whole of the country, as Hooker's ^

monumental work, the Flora of British India, Brandts ^ Indian

Trees, Prain's^ Bengal Plants, Cooke's-* Flora of Bombay,

Barber's ^ Plants of the Panjab, Gamble's*' Flora of Madras,

Duthie' s^ Flora of the Upper Gangetic Plain, and Beddome's «

Ferns of British India.

There is at the present time considerable activity hi taxon-

omic work. Manuals are being prepared for more restricted

areas and of more restricted materiah as Parker's® Forest

Flora of the Panjab, Fyson's '^ Flora of the Nilgiri and Pnlney

Hill Tops, and Kanga Achariar's ** South Indian Grasses.

There are many monographic studies of orders, families, and

genera^ and studies and descriptions of new species.

Taxonomic works require revision as new species are added

to the known flora, and as increasing knowledge changes our

conceptions of relationships Such work must be more and

more based on extensive observations in the field, and in many
cases on analyses of hybrids and species complexes under ex-

perimental conditions. We cannot hope to arrive at stable

taxonomy till w'e have greatl}^ increased knowledge of our

plant material. It is obvious that such studies can be carried

out best in India.

While a vast amount of work has been done with vascular

plants, there remains much more to be done with the lower

cryptogams. Studies on the occurrence, distribution, abun-

dance and time of appearance of freshwater and marine algae,

fungi, lichens, liverworts, and mosses ought to be made, and
the results finally incorporated into handbooks with illustra-

tions and workable keys, so that the rank and file of botanists

throughout the country could use them. This is undoubtedly
a large and monotonous task. It may first necessitate the

sending of collections abroad for identification. A fungus flora

1 Hooker, J. D. Flora of British India. 7 vols. London, 1875-

1897.

^ BR.VNDTS, D. Indian Trees. London, 1907.
3 Pkain, D Bengal Plants. 2 vols. Calcutta, 1903-
* Cooke, T. The Flora of the Presidency of Bombay. 2 vols.

London, 1901-1908.
6 BAMBER, C. J. Plants of the Panjab. Lahore, 1916.
« Gamble, J. S. Flora of the Presidency of Madras. 2 pts. London

and Calcutta, 1915-1918.
T DuTHiE, J. F. Flora of the Upper Gangetic Plain. 3 vols.

Calcutta, 1903.

9 Bedbome, R. H. Handbook to the Ferns of British India.

Calcutta, 1883.

» Parker, R. N, A Forest Flora of the Panjab. Lahore, 1918.

^0 FysoN,P. F. Flora of the Nilgiri and Pulney Hill Tops. 3 vols.

:\ladras, l!sl5-l921.

»* RApfoA Achariar, K. Handbook of Some South Indian Grasses,

Madras. 1921.
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of India is reported to be in preparation,^ but it will of neces-
sity be incomplete, for '' the total number of recorded species

is probably under 2000, which is certainly not one-fourth of

those that exist ''
(p. 65) in the country. In the end we should

have works on Indian cryptogams of such a type as West's^
British Freshwater Algae.

Cultivated plants have not received and are not now re-

ceiving the attention they deserve. The classification of culti-

vated plants is rendered difficult by the large and increasing

number of varieties. There appears to bo a great deal of

confusion and error in the application of varietal names.
Ball^ saj^s that '* some years ago the writer saw at one of the

largest agricultural experiment stations in the United States a

long series of plots of cereal varieties of w^hich less than

50 per cent were under the right varietal names. Of what
value will be the published results, if the varietal names are

wrongly applied ? Ten years ago, in his address as retiring

president of the Botanical Society of Washington, Piper

recorded his belief that fully 50 per cent of the crop varieties

published upon in varietal experiments were either untrue to

name or unidentifiable. But how shall they become identifi-

able without adequate description and classification ? And
how shall they become adequately described and classified

without botanists to study them ?
" Such classification is

just as urgently needed in India, before the improvement of

erop plants can be put on a firm scientific footing. Taxonom-
ists should not regard the classification of cultivated plants

as outside the domains of legitimate botany. Not only is

such work greatly needed, but it can be done best by thorough-

ly trained botanists.

Morphology and Anatomy.

Throughout the range of Indian vegetation there is a vast

amount of material awaiting morphological investigation^

Doubtless many of the little plants growing about the doors of

our laboratories hold facts of greatest interest. The common

practice of bringing our materials for study from a distance

is a confession of expediency—of making use of material

known beforehand to be fruitful, rather than searchuig through

what is close at hand. Prof. Bose in his paper on Brnrral

Polvporaceae read at this meeting suggests the point 1 want

to make, that so much of our vegetation is as yet so little

known that we almost of necessity must ignore it.

I BUTI.ER, E. J. Report of the Imperial Mycologist. Sci. Repts

Agric. Res. Inst., Pusa 1919-20 : 58-67. 1920.

«West,G.S. British Freshwater Algae
^^"^^"^f I *r^„^^

3 Ball, Cauleton R. The relation of crop-plant botany to hu

nian welfare. Amer. Jour. Bot. 3 : 323-338. 1921.
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Considering the vegetation by groups, the algae firat claim

our attention. Here little work has been done, even in a taxon-

omic way. In addition to a few older scattered references^

Ghose ^ has recently given us some information about the
Cj'anophj'ceae of Lahore, and Iyengar"'^ has worked out some
of the Volvocaceae of Madras. The life histories of algae in

a tropical periodic climate— methods of growth, reproduction
and perennation— would certainly repay work.

Practically nothing has been done with the morphology
V ^ ^ «w^ ft/

of Indian fungi, e.xcept in parasitic forms investigated at the
agricultural and forest rpsearch institutes. The name of Bdt-
LER stands out conspicuously here. But only a good beginning
has been made. It is almost essential to know the complete
life-history of a parasitic fungus before remedial measures can
be intelligently applied. As in the case of algae, there is a
very large field for rescaieh in the structure and life histories
of the as yet little known fungus flora of the country.

Bryophytes are almost equally untouched. Kashyap in a
series of papers has given us valuable information on the mor-
phology and life-history of several species of liverworts, but
there remain a large number that ought to be investigated.
There are several species on the Plains, and a treasury of them
in the rain forests and the Himalayas.

'

Kashy.ap ^ has already
been able to make use of the material he has investigated in a
fresh study of relationships. Further study may reveal strik-
ing and unexpected results for the elucidation of relationships
and the phylogeny of primitive land plants.

I know of nothing that has been done with the morpho-
logy of Indian mosses. It is usually considered that mosses as
a whole are quite uniform in structure, but until Avork has
been done on the Indian forms, it cannot be said that they
would not repay investigation.

Pteridophyte morphology may be expected to yield valu-
able results. Kashy-ap* has"^made a distinct contribution to
our knowledge of Equisetum in his investigation of the game-
tophyte of E. debile. Miss Bancroft^ has studied the forma-
tion of perennating tubers in two species of Selaginella from the
Himalayas, and some work has been done on the vascular ana-

o ,«' Ghose, S.L. The Myxophyceae of Lahore. Jour. Indian Bo t. 1 :

8-13. 1919.

2 Iyengab, M. O. Paethas.4Rathv. Observations on the Volvoca-
ceae ofMadras. Jour. Indian Bot. 1 : 330-336. 1920.

fu ]
^'^^f'^^P' Sffiv Ram. The relations of liverworts, especially in

the light of Eome recently discovered Himalayan forms. Proc. Asiatic
hoc Bengal, N.S. 15: 152-190. 1919. (Presidential address before the
Botany Section, Bombay meeting of the Indian Science Congress.)

M n "\^^'^^' ^^^"^ ^^^^- "T^Q structure and development of the pro-
tiiallas of Eqmsetum dehile. Ann. Bot. 28 : 163-181. 1914.

" Bancroft, N. Note on vegetative reproduction in some Indian
^elagtnellas. Ann. Bot. 28 : 685-693 1914
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tomy of Indian ferns. Probably the greatest opportunity, and
the work that most needs doing in pteridophytes, is careful

anatomical studies of sporophyte ontogeny. Campbkll' has
shown that the stelar structures of the axis in Ophioglos-
sales are built up exclusively of leaf traces/ and suggests that

the same situation may be found to obtain in the leptosporan-
giate ferns. Our large fern flora provides extensive material
for this kind of work. If there is any truth in the concept of

recapitulation, such studies should throw a flood of light on
the relationships, and possibly on the phylogeny of the various

groups.

Gymnosperms in general have received much attention.

Little, however, seems to have been done with Indian forms.

Sethi of Lahore is working on Pinus longifolia, where the situa-

tion appears to be the usual one for Pinus^ and Saxton of

Ahmedabad is undertaking Cedrus deodara. It is likely that

the study of life-histories of Indian gymnosperms will add

little that is new to our knowledge, except possibly in the Gne-

tales. Gnehim gntmon and G. scandens have been investigated,

but it appears that there still are species Gnetum in Burma and

the Malay Peninsula, and of Ephedra in the Himalayas that

have received no attention. Because of the unique character

of the Gnetalee, these unknown forms should be looked into.

Collections for morphological purposes should be made when-

ever opportunity offers.

The vascular anatomy of all Indian gymnosperms should

prove interesting. Groom and Rushton * have investigated

the wood of Himalayan species of Pinus, Comparison of the

structure of ordiiiary and spur shoots of Himalayan conifers,

and the anatomy of unworked Gnetales are further problems.

Since the overwhelming majority of Indian vascular plants

are angiosperms, they present a large field for research. Almost

no morphological or anatomical work has been done on them.

Sabms« has done considerable work on the anatomy of the

plants of the Indian desert. Almost any species shou d

provide a starting point for morphological work, and we should

have information regarding Indian species made available, it

is rather unlikely that many angiosperms will show anything

unusual; but a few species may reveal situations that wiJi

make a distinct advance in our knowledge. For example, a

casual examination of Ophiopogon intermediusi Don ot temper-

-T*

F

1 Campbell, D. H. The eusporangiate ferns ar.d the stelar theory.

Araer. Jour. Bot. 8: 303-314. 1921.
r fh„ wnod of Eaat

2 n^^r.^ -Po.^^^ „«^ vv Rttshton. structure of the
«^J°^^"^'

'^*^''
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ate mountain areas of India shows in microsporo^enesis 56
bivalent chromosomes so distinct that they can be counted
under an ordinary high power without any treatment what-
ever. Man}^ important results have come out of the study of

ordinary material. Double fertilization, by Nawaschin ^ ?

oogamous apogamy, by Juel,-^ and an embryo sac of four
megaspore nuclei, by Dahloren ^ maybe cited as examples.
It may be that embryo sacs will be found that will give a defi-

nite clue to the origin of the embryo sac, though Scott's recent
statement^ that '' It is safer to regard the Pteridosperms, and
therefore the Seed Plants generallj^ as a distinct stock, prob-
ably as ancient as any of the recognised phyla of Vascular
Cryptogams'' (p. 391), assigns to the angiosperms such great
antiquity that the expectation is minimized.

It seems quite possible that degeneration during mega and
microsporogenesis as I was able to trace it in Rumex crispiis ^

may be found to be of widespread occurrence. It may be
found to give a clue to the morphological origin of dicliny, to
offer an explanation of sex intergrades, and to contribute to
the solution of the problem of sexuality in plants. There is

abundant material in our flora for the studv of this problem.
Comparative anatomy has been used with conspicuous

success in unraveling the relationships among fossil plants.
Jeffrey'^ has formulated certain *' canons of comparative
anatomy*' and applied them to living plants with equal success.
Comparative morphology and anatomy will be of increasing
service to taxonomy in indicating relationships. Our flora

presents a rich field for such investigation. Bechtel's'' work
on the floral anatomy of the Urticales is a recent example of
the results that may come from such studies

Indian plants have received altogether too little attention
from morphologists, and the concIu:^ion is that a whole host
of these plants should have their morphologv and vascular
anatomy investigated.

Nawaschin, S. Resultate einer Revision der Befruchtungsvor-
gange bei Lilium Martagon and Fritillaria ienella. Bull. Acad. Imp.
Sci. St. Petersbourgh 9 : 377-382. 1898.

'2JVEL, H. O. Pnthenogenesis bei Antehnaria lapina (L.) R* Br.
Bot. Centralbl 74 : 369-372, 1898.

^ DAHLGKE^. K. V. OssTAN. Dar Embnyosack von Phimbagella, ein
neuer Typus untor den Angiospermen. Arkiv f. Botanik 14: 1-10.
1915.

* Scott, D. H. The present position of the theorv of descent, in

3f 4 T^^
^^^^ ^^^^^ history of plants. Chem. News l'Z3 : 289-293, 301-

6 DuDOKON, WiNFiELD. Morpholoev of Rumex crispiis. Bot. Gaz.
66: 393-4.0. 1918.

t^ ^^ ^

J
Jeffrey, E. C. The Anatomy of Woody Plants. Chicago, 1917.

' Bechtel, A. R. The floral anatomy of the Urticales. Amer. Jour.
Bot. 8: 386-410. 1921.
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Physiology.

Peiliaps physiology is after all the must fundamental of

the botanical sciences, and it has been making rapid progress

in the last few vears. Chemistry and Phvsics are becoming
such important parts of physiology that the average botanist

has difficulty in keeping up with the procession. Much of the

present trend of the subject requires such a mastery of

chemistry and phjsics, such elaborate equipment, and to such

a large extent the stimulus of contact with others interested

in and engaged in similar research, that really fundamental

investigations in physiology are difficult in India. Some of

the most valuable and suggestive aspects of physiology, as

osmotic pressures of sap, permeability, antagonism, the chem-

istry and physics of protoplasm, enzyms, photosynthesis,

and metabolism are accordingly excluded from this discussion.

Physiology as such has scarcely been touched in India.

Howard^ and Hole "^ have done valuable work on the effect

of soil aeration on the growth of plants of economic impor-

tance, and J. C. BosR has made valuable contributions on the

response of plants to stimuli, and on refined methods of study-

mg response.

There is liowever a vast amount of work that can be done

without the necessity of higlily specialized training and elab-

orate outlay on equipment.. The work of Jjvanka RaO' on

the conditions of leaf-bladder formation in Eicliorma is an

illustration. Some of the problems that seem most approach-

able, and that would yield exceedingly valuable results are :

L The water relations and demands of plants.

2. The light relations and demands of plarits.

3. Temperature requirements of i>lants.

4. 8oil fertilitv studies.

Water relations.-Conditions over the fe^^^ater part of

India are suitable for the growth of plants throughout thejear,

except as water is a limiting factor. Periodicity in precipita-

tion is a marked feature of the climate. We need exact flata

on the evaporating power of the air throughout the year ana

the response of plants to the actual fluctuations in lium''* ^3.

and to the variations in water available to the ^oots ine

evaporimeter devised bv Bates* gives records of evaporation

Pt.I. With
1 Howard. A. Recent investigations on soil ae.ation Ft ^1-

^^^^
SDecial reference to Agriculture. Agnc, Jour. '"'^'^./^ _ ^i^^ pt. 11.

^ Hole. R. S. R.'cent investigations on soil ^^r^^^^-^^^j
,9,3

With spec.al reference to forests Agnc Jour ^"^/"^^j' ;„ Eichornia
3 JivANNA Rao, p. S. The ^^mation of leaf-bladder^ m_

^^^^
speciosa Kunth (water hyacinth). Jour- ^^"^'^^ ^""^^^

(^ forest studies.
* B.^TES. C. G. A new evaporimeter for nse m

jVfonthly Weather Rev. 47 : 283-204. 1919.
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closely paralleling the transpiration of plants exposed to

similar conditions. Avith plenty of water available. In nature,

however, maximum transpiration occurs during the dry season,

when available soil moisture is at a minimum. Many of our

common crop and characteristic wild plants should be studied

with regard to their water demands. It is probable that the

results would be of great value to agriculture, especially in

connection with the search for varieties suitable for growing
in the various parts of the country.

Light relations.—Garner axd Allard ^ have shown
that the number of hours of daily illumination is one of the most
important factors in regulating the vegetative and reproductive

phases of plants. They find in the species they have studied

that " normally the plant can attain the flowering and fruiting

stages only when the length of day falls within certain limits,

and, consequently, these stages of development ordinarily

are reached onl}^ during certain seasons of the year. In this

particular, some species and varieties respond to relatively

long days, while others respond to short days, and still others

are capable of responding to all lengths of the day which
prevail in the latitude of Washington where the tests were
made" (p. 603). This opens up a wide new field for experi-

mental work. It is entirely likely that the failure of certain

crop plants in India and the tropics generally, and the conspi-

cuous success of others may be due in large part to their diflfer-

ing light demands. We cannot regulate the period of daily

illumination under field conditions ; but we can take advan-
tage of varying lengths of day throughout the year, and we
can make use of varieties whose light demands coincide most
exactly with the actual daylight period. It is possible that
the success of certain elementary species and hybrids over
others depends on their ability to make effective use of the
light of tropical days. This factor may well be taken into

account in the development and selection of new varieties for

difi^erent parts of the country. The problem is one that surely
would repay study.

Temperature requirements-—In the temperature rela-

tions of plants Walster'^ concludes that there is a correlation
between the temperature of germination and nutrition effects.

It is found that for cereals especially, a low^er temperature
during germination, followed by a higher temperature during
subsequent growth gives maximum yield. Plants germinated

i Garner, W. W. and H. A. Allabd. The effect of relative length
of day and night and other factors on growth and reproduction in plants.
Jour. Agric Res, 18 : 553-606. 1920.

2 Walster, H. L. Formative effect of high and low temperatures
upon growth of barley: a critical correlation. Bot. Gaz. 69 : 97-126.
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at higher temperatures^ especially in the presence of a plenti-

ful supply of nitrogen, may be maintained in the vegetative

phase almost indefinitely. This, in connection with the light

effects already mentioned, probably explains the failure of

temperate region plants in the tropics, and the success of

tropical plants. It would be worth while to have extensive

experiments along this line.

The factors involved in the acclimatisation of plants from

other parts of the world is a problem that would repay study.

As never before, there is an interchange of plants throughout

the world, and some of our most valuable plants are introduced.

Just what would need to be done in such work, and what

results to expect, would be difficult to say ; but undoubtedly

there is need for such study, and the results might be of far-

reaching importance for the agriculture and horticulture of the

country.

Soil fertility offers anotlier immense field for research, in-

volving as it does both the micro-organisms of the soil, and

the plants grown in this soil. The problem of soil fertility

has long engaged the attention of agriculturists, and such

studies have gradually settled down along certain traditional

lines—permanent plots, soil tanks, and pot cultures. However,

there is coming to be a growing dissatifaction with the results

obtained by such methods. Lipman and Linhart and

SEBELTENi^ have recently concluded that the results obtained

from ordinary plots are of such little practical value that they

do not justify the time, energy, and money expended on them.

Pot culture methods vield results of great physiological value

but leave manv problems unsolved It looks as if we would

have to have a'great advance in knowledge of plant physiology

before we can solve the problems of soil fertility.

Thompstone s believes that the practice of burning niu

jungles and cultivating the cleared area for only two or tnree

years derives its advantage from the killing by heat ot bac-

teria-destroying proto/oa in the soil. We need extensive

studies of the micro-organisms present in the various soi s of

the country, their occurrence, abundance, seasonal variation,

and physiological action. , , ^ i.u ,„..;«„«

On the other hand the reaction of plants to the various

factors of soil fertilitv needs a vast amount of work .^"cn

has been done alreadf But we should be P'^P^'^^^^^^^^^

ing results in increase of plant production m the tuture.

A critical study of fertilizer
^ Lipman

experiments
2 Sebelien. John. Modern methods for experiments with fertilizer

and manures. Jour. Agric. Sei. 10 :
4'5-4*^-

"T'^t^tPS Aerie. Jour
.3 Thompstone, E. Agriculture ni the Shan States. Agric. -

India. 1921.
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Harrison ' in reporting on nianurial expennients on rice at
Pusa states that '' in a few isolated pots (about 6 per cent of
the total) a very abnormal growth took place, varying from
200-500 per cent increase over the check pots in their particu*
lar series/' and *' other officers in the department have had
similar experience '

(p. 43). The cause of this unusual growth
remains unknown, but the fact indicates the possibility of
enormous increase in plant production, when the factors in-

volved are discovered. In this connection, soil aeration, al-

ready known to be an important factor in promoting plant
rowth. should receive much more experimental study.

Coleman'^ calls attention to the danger of making in-

creased demands on tho soil by means of improved varieties of

crop plants, without a parallel improvement of the fertility of
the soil. The problem therefore is an urgent one. As long as
the supply of food is the dominant problem of India, the
problem of soil fertility remains a standing challenge to our
plant physiologists.

Ecology.
Ecology is not as clearly defined as the other great sub-

divisions of botany. It is still largely an observational science
and as it becomes more exact it tends to pass over mto mor-
phology and physiology. It is as yet largely a matter of
observation and description of vegetation, and the value of
the results depends therefore on the critical judgment of the
observer.

In recent years there has been great activity in ecology in

north temperate regions, and latterly in the south temperate
also. Biit little has been done in" the tropics, and almost
nothing in a climate such as ours, and in areas of crowded
agricultural populations such as are found in India and China.
ScHiMPER 8 has worked in Java, and Bkown * has made in-

tensive studies in the Philippines There is onlv a little such
comprehensive work of India. Hocker ^ « has described the
plant geography, and divided the countrv into characteristic
vegetational areas, giving the distinct floral composition of

I Harrisoi^t, W. H. Report of the Imperial Agricultural Chemist.
Sci. Repts Agric. Res. Inst., Pusa ] 9 18-19: 35-45. 1919.

=^ Coi-EMAN, L. C. Indian agricultural development. Jour, and Proc.
Asiatic Soc. Bengal, N. S. 14 : 102-1U9. 1918. (Presidential address be-
fore the Section Agriculture. Lahore meeting of the Indian Science Con-
gres-s.)

^ SCHI.MPKR, A. P. W. Plant Geograohv upon a Physiological Basis.
English translation. Oxford, 1903.

* BRowif, Wii,LiAM H. Vegetation of rhilippine Mountains.
Manila, 1919

" Hooker, J. D. Introductory essay in Hooker and Thomson.
Flora Indica, pp. 1-260. London, 1855.

,

J> Hooker. J. D. Chapter Botany, in Vol. I Imperial Gazetteer of

India. Oxford, 1907.
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each. Recently Agharkar Hias extended the details of this

work for arid north-west India. Blatter and Hallbkrq'
have described the vegetation of the Indian Desert on the

basis of Warming's * formations, and Saxton and Sedgwick*
have done the same for Gujarat. Kbnoyer^ has made a

btudy of successions in the subtropical forests of the middle

Himalaj^as, and I ® have made a similar type of study of the

Gangetic Plains vegetation. Hole '^ has studied the ecology

of grasses in relation to forest types and later ^ has empha-
sized the importance of ecological studies in solving problems

of grazing land and forest management, and in the control of

plant diseases. Other work is reported at this meeting, and is

in progress, and the outlook for ecology in India h bright.

The broad principles of ecology have l^een derived from

i^tudies on the vegetation of temperate regions. It is not yet

known hovv generally these principles apply to the tropics.

One botanist has put it, " a large part of the plant associations

(in India) should be studied without trying to fit them into a

European or American system. Much study will be required

before we get any clear ideas of Indian ecology as a

whole." Brown " expresses a similar doubt :
"... .botanists

from temperate regions are too apt to regard temperate vege-

tation as a generalized type and tropical vegetation as a

specialized one, w^hereas there certainly are many reasons for

considering the reverse as the more nearly correct view (p.

43). Intensive studies of our tropical and subtropical flora

may lead to the necessity of modifying the ecologic concepts

derived from temperate regions. Because our vegetation lies

in a stronglv periodic monsoon climate, and because of the

action of the dense agricultural population, ecology offers

unique opportunities for investigation. Perhai>s it is the most

1 Agharkar, S. P. tber die Verbreitimgsmittel der Xerophyten

Subxerophyten vind Halophyten des nordwestlichen Indiens und .nre

Herkunft. Inaug. diss. Berlin, pp. 1-41. 1920.
HpoArf

^ Blatter. E. and F. Hallbebg. The flora of tbe Indian desert.

Jour. Bombay Nat. Hist. Soc. 27 : 270-279, 506-519. 19^1.

^3 Wakming, Eug. Ooeology of Plants. English edition. Oxford,

'^^'*
Saxton. W. T. and L. J. Sedgwick. Plants of northern Gujarat.

Rec. Bot. Surv. India 6 : 205-323. 1918
^ ^^ g^^t Xal

^
5 KenoYER , L. A. Forest formations and successions of Ihe^.

^

Valley, K.imabn Himalayas. Jour. Indian Bot. i :

^^^ l \ ^ of the
^ « Dudgeon, Winfield. A contribution to the ecoiog.

Upper Gangetic plain. Jour. Indian Bot. 1 :
^^b^-*-

'qIo^v Indian
^ 1 Hole, R. S. On some Indian grasses and their oecologj

.

-Forester 1 : «ui^rr>a ni eco-
8 Hole, R. S. Plant oecology and its bea-ings on probkmsjt

^^^^
nomic importance in India. Jour and Proc^

, '*,v,* Section Eotany,
14: 156-167. 1918. (Presidential address before the bect.on /

Lahore meeting of the Indian Science Congress ) ... ^. „ Mountains.
,, 9 Brown. William. H. Vegetation of Philippine ^

Manila, 1919.
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fertile field confronting us just now ; and the work does not

require either long intensive training, or excessive outlay on

material equipment. The most accessible problems fall into

three groups :

1. Descriptive studies.

2. Response of the vegetation to the periodic climate.

3. Effect of man on the vegetation.

Descriptive studies will work out the great formations of

the natural vegetation, and relate them to the climatic factors.

This will include a study of the successions leading up to the

climax vegetations. As these studies become more exact, they

will increasingly require the use of instruments for determinin

the details of the climatic factors and their influence in deter-

mining distinct types of vegetation. We have the meteorolo-

gical records available, but they give little clue to local devia-

tions of moisture, humidity, insolation, temperature, and ex-

posure to wind, that are so important in causing local differ-

ences in vegetation.

Considerable effort has been made in the West toward

developing exact statistical methods of describing vegetation.

Perhaps the work of Raunktaer ^ is best known. Un-
doubtedly such efforts are still unsatisfactory, but they make
it possible to compare directly the vegetations of widely sep-

arated areas, and also to distinguish slight differences in local

areas. It would be a most valuable contribution to have our

various types of vegetation studies by such statistical me-

thods.

The geographic botany of the country has received little

attention along modern lines. The work of Hooker and of

Agharkar has been mentioned. While the broad affinities of

the Indian flora seem pretty well established by the work
of Hooker, we need intensive local studies to determine the

rate and method of spread, limiting factors, routes of migra-

tion, and sources and antiquity of the vegetation of different

areas.

climate
an equally fruitful field for detailed studies. There is little bo~

tanical activity in similar climates in other parts of the world.

The problem of the effect of a monsoon climate on the indivi-

dual plant is one that offers many points of approach, and

that can be undertaken almost anywhere by anyone sufficient-

ly interested.

It is commonly considered that leaf fall is caused by ap-

proaching excess of transpiration over water intake. In tem-

perate regions this is brought about by increasing cold slowmg

i Raunkiaee, C. Recherches statisques aur les formations veg6-

tales. Kg. Danske Vidensk. Selsk., Biol. Meddelelser 13 : 1-80. 191»-
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down root activity. In India we see small plants losing their

larger leaves and tender shoots in response to excessive trans-

piration, as the dry season advances. Excessive transpira-

tion ma}' also explain why the trees of the Peninsular forests

lose their leaves along through the winter and spring ; but it

oflters no explanation of why the new flush of leaves comes
out and remains on the trees before the beginning of the mon-
soon, when conditions are at their severest. This new angle

of the problem should be attacked.

Practically nothing that I know of has been done with

the distribution of roots and perennating organs in a monsoon

cHmate. Do they behave as the roots of desert plants, as des-

cribed by Cannon ', or as the perennating organs described

iming', and others? This can be answered only by

patient study of the occurrence and behaviour of these struc-

tures, and the methods of perennation and propagation, es-

pecially of the characteristic rainy season and dry season

floras.^' In addition, we should have information as to the

time and the organs of storage, and the time and methods of

utilization of reserve food materials and water._ These prob-

lem.s should yield to histological and microcheraical studies.

The anatomical response of plants to the periodic climate

is another problem. Work has been done in the West com-

paring the anatomy of the same species in different habitats,

but Hanson * has shown that there is equal or greater differ-

ence in the leaves from different locations on the same tree

than has previously been reported from different habitats.

With this caution in mind, it should be possible to make valu-

able comparative studies on the effect of the three climatic

seasons on the anatomy of the vegetative organs.

Change in the aspect and content of the vegetation in

relation to the climatic seasons needs investigation. We know

in general that a luxuriant mesophytic vegetation of tropical

affinities flourishes during the monsoon; a temperate vegeta-

tion during the winter ; and a relatively small group of persis-

tent xerophytic perennials during the spring; but we should

have exact intensive studies, probably largely statistical.

Such studies would applv equally to the whole range of cryp-

togams. It is here especially that taxonomic studies are

i Caxnox. W. a. The Root Habits of Desert Plants. Carnegie In-

stitution of Washington Pub. No 131 1911 _

selsk, Skrift.
2 Warming, Eug. Om Jordudlbere. Kgl- Dansne.

Vaturv. ogMathem. VIII: 2: ii97-378. 191b.
veeetative

H DaLur, R. H. and W. T. Sextox. Anew
S'«iJ;fj3V2T 228^

.nuitiplication in Crotalaria burhia, Hain. Aew
^^J^^^lf^^^-

333. 1921. This paper has appeard since the abo.e was w^^^^^^^

^^^^
* Hansox, H. C. Leaf structure as related to environra
' nANSox, a. u. L.eai s

Jour. Bot. 4: 533-560. 1917.
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needed as a basis for further work. Tkanseau's work * on

periodicity in freshwater algae is an illustration of this type of

investigation.

Effect of man on vegetation— Heretofore ecology ha^

been concerned mainlj^ with natural vegetation, and the effort

has been to find areas that have come as little as possible

under the influence of man Such areas are still to be found

in the Himalayas and in parts of the Peninsula. Th^re has

not been much work directly attacking the problem of the

nature and extent of the effect of a crowded agricultural

population on vegetation. India and China arc the two great

fields for the study of this problem. Aside from the fact that

man destroys the forests and to a large extent the herbaceous

vegetation cover, we have little information. Burns and
Chakradeo ^ have begun a detailed study of natural recovery,

under protection, of badly overgrazed Deccan pastureland.

The various afforestation projects, especially in the United

Provinces, should yield valuable information, and ought to be

studied at every stage of progress. It seems probable that

the present vegetation, especially forests, could be correlated

with density of population, in much the same way as Bkan-

Dis^ has done for rainfall.

A knowledge of the effect of man on the vegetation will

not only be of much scientific interest, but Avill undoubtedly

prove to be of greatest practical value in future etTorts to

develop and conserve the vegetation resources of the countr3^

This type of study is new, and India affords unusually favour-

able material.

Genetics.

Genetics has made rapid strides since the rediscovery of

Mendel's classical work in 1900. The subject is so attractive

and so filled with possibilities for usefulness that an ever

increasing number of botanists is going into it. Fundamental
work on the underlying principles, including investigations

into the cytological basis of heredity is as yet pretty definitely

confined to the great research institutions of the West.

We have a statement of the present position of genetics

in India by Burns* in his presidential address before the

Botany Section at Nagpur. Interest in the subject is evidenced

1 Transeaxt, E. N- The periodicity of freshwater algae Aroer.

Jour. Bot. 3 : 121-133. 1916.
2 Burns. W. and G. M. Chakkadeo. An ecological study of Deccan

grassland. Jour. Indian Bot. 2 : 84-91. 1921. ,

3 Brandis. D, On the distribution of forests in India. Ocean Hign-

ways 1872: 88-113. 1872. ,.

Burns, W. Some aspects of plant genetics. Proc. Seventh Indian

Set. Cong. 1920: 88-109. 1921. (Presidential address before the Sec-

tion Botany, Nagpur meeting of the Indian Science Congress.)
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by the large proportion of genetics papers on our present

programme. Much valuable work has been done at the vari-

ous agricultural research institutions on crop plants^ t^ispecially

in segregating pure lines, with the view to finding varieties

suitable for particular needs and local conditions. The results

will bo of increasing use in developing neu stable combina-

tions in future breeding experiments. All observers of plants

should be constantly on the watch for mutations of all kinds.

We have only to recall that the novel orange industr.y of Cali-

fornia arose from a mutation discovered in a single tree in

Brazil

It cannot yet be said that the method t»f evolution has

been discovered. But Ave should remember that the concept

of mutation got its great start from DeVries' study of a mere

weed. Who shall say that in our vast flora there is not some

plant or plants which when carefully studied wmII yield equally

striking results ?

I want to go no further than to emphasize the far-reaching

practical importance of genetics to our problems of agri-

culture, and to urge greater activity in the subject.

Plant Patholooy.

Plant pathology is mainly the application of knowledge

of parasitic fungi. The importance with which the subject is

regarded in the West is indicated by the increasingly large

staffs of pathologists connected with agricultural institutions.

Considerable work has been done in India, especially in the

agricultural research institutes and agricultural departments.

Departments of botany in our colleges and universities have

as yet made little contribution to the subject. The work of

Butler ' stands as an inspiration to all interested in pathology.

The first task confronting plant pathology in an old

country where agriculture has long been established is the

investigation of existing diseases. Much has been in India,

and much remains to be done, both in vvorkhig out the life

histories of disease producing organisms, and in devising prac-

tical methods of control. Until recently the ancient crop

plants and their diseases were balanced against each other.

But with changing agricultural conditions—improved strains

of indigenous cultivated plants, better methods of cultivation,

and the introduction of foreign plants and their diseases-

there almost certainly will be serious outbreaks of plant

diseases in India. An examination of Butler's book mdicates

that this process has already begun. A considerable nuniber

of important diseases have been found in India for the hi^t

' BuTLEB.E.J. Fungi and Disease in Plants. Calcutta, 1918. Alao

numerous memoirs.
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timo only recently. The only way to cope with such a situa-

tion is to have a reserve of trained men ready to combat such

outbreaks. The point I want specially to emphasize in this

connection is the desirability of raising up a body of young

pathologists to meet this situation. The pathologist must have

a thorough grounding in general botany as well as special

training in fungi and physiology. All of us who are in teachmg

positions where such training may be given have before us the

opportunity to help by providing such instruction as will fit

students to be efficient pathologists.

Palaeobotany.

Palaeobotany is almost an untouched field in India.

Heretofore, work has been done by geologists, partly from

purely scientific interest, and partly as a means of comparing

geologic horizons, Sahni ^ bar. given us a resume of the present

position of Indian palaeobotany, and Seward and Sahni'^

have recently restudied old collections from the Indian

Gondwana beds.

As yet the facilities for the study of palaeobotany are

very limited. But such studies are needed^ and they should

throw much light on the origin and significance of the present

vegetation. Knowledge of the character of the plants of the

past, and their migrations and distribution, will be of value in

interpreting the vegetation of to-day. The address by Scott®

already referred to gives an outline of the present status of our

knowledcre of ancient land floras, and at the same time empha-

sizes strikingly how incomplete this knowledge is. There is

considerable opportunity in India for investigations in palaeo-

botany.

Utilization of Plant Resources.

1 have hesitated about introducing this topic, not because

there is any lack of need for work, but because it tends to

diverge from the usually accepted field of botany. The popula-

tion of India is dependent to an unusual degree directly on

the vegetation for food. Ancient crowded populations tend to

become balanced against their food resources, and the suppl}

of food becomes a limiting factor to increase in population.

Our natural resources are already very completely ufcuizea,

but this utilization is often not only unscientific, butabsolute-

» Sah5^i, B. Presidential address, as yet unpublished, hefore the

Section Botany, Calcutta meeting of the Indian Science Congress, 1^^/-

2 Seward, A. C. and B. Sahni. Indian Gondwana plants, a revision

Mem. Geol. Surv. India. N.S. 71 : 1-54. 1920. ^ . -^

3 Scott, D. H. The present position of the theory of
^f^i^fi"^;^^^^

relation to the early history of plants Chem. News 123: 289-^^^. *>^*

304. 1921.
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ly wasteful. I want to suggest just a few problems, the signi-

ficance of which will at once be apparent.

"There is a decided deficiency of fats in the dietary of a
large part of the population. Popularization and preparation
of plant fats and oils is needed to supplement the available

animal fats, mainly butter. Development along scientific

lines of indigenous wild food plants—roots, tubers, fruits, and
seeds—might be of great value in preparing against famine,
as a large number of these plants are very hardy and will

produce under the most adverse conditions. Exact knowledge
of the properties of medicinal plants and their products, their

production and preparation, is needed to put the ancient

systems of medicine on a modern footing. Various aspects of

the forestry industry will bear much more study. The produc-

tion of gums, resins, rubber, dyes, essential oils, and paper

pulp are other problems for research in the field of economic

botany.

Educational Aspects of Botany.

Our Indian botan}' is still in its infancy. In the Univer-

sity of Allahabad fewer than one-half of the affiliated colleges

teach science ; of these only six include biology, and none offer

instruction above the B.Sc. degree. The centers in India

providing for advanced training in botany are all too few.

A feature of botanical education that should engage our

best attention is the content and purpose of our courses. We
should not be satisfied that the traditional content of botany

is good enough. Our present education is altogether too the-

oretical. It makes too little contact with the actual problems

of the country. I believe we need to put much more emphasis

on the practical application of botany, even at the risk of over-

emphasis, in the effort to counteract the present tendency-

I take it that botany may be taught for its cultural value, for

its scientific interest, and to prepare specialists. Whatever the

purpose, the value of the teaching depends much less on the

specific requirements of the syllabus than on the traimng and

attitude of the teacher ; and it is just here that we can make

the greatest improvement in botanical education

In connection with instruction we should have text-books

prepared with special reference to Indian needs and conditions,

and in the spirit of modern developments in education, to tree

us from dependence on foreign texts. Professor Ranga Acha-

RTAR 1 has attempted to do this in his elementary text-boo^.

We need really interesting nature study books for our miaaie

schools, texts for high school grade, and at least one rawer

advanced text for B.Sc. student. This last might well be

> Ranga Achariar, K. A Manual of Elementary Botany for India

Madras, 1916.

8
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written in parts, e.g. taxonomy, morpliology, physiolog^^,

ecology, genetics, pal^eobotany, economic botany^ pathology,

history of botany, and microtechnique^ so as to^ permit the

parts to be used in any desired combination.
Another urgent need is for manuals of botany covering

restricted natural vmits of vegetation, so simple as to require

little technical knowledge, for the use of beginning students
and laymen. Existing maniials presuppose considerable knov.'-

ledge of botany, and for the most part are too costly for

students. The new manuals should be compact enough to be
easily carried ; should have easy descriptions, and artificial

keys as far as necessary to families, genera, and species
;

should include brief notes on ecological habitats, uses, and
other interesting information ; and should be cheap enough to

be within the buying power of students. Existing larger works
would serve as a basis for the compilation of these manuals.
They would go far toward arousing wider interest in plants.

Another need is accessible knowledge of our vegetation
with reference to its actual use in instruction. All of us know
certain plants that we make use of for various purposes ; it

would be an immense help if this scattered information could
be gathered together in such a form that all could have the
benefit of it.

Research must become an increasingly important feature
of our educational system. Research demands time to work,
to read, and to ponder. No one overloaded with routine
teaching or with administrative work can do justice to his

research. At the university centers and at the various re-

search institutes larger staffs are needed: to allow time for

research
; to give studies, especially postgraduates, the varied

and authoritative instruction the}^ need to prepare them for

scientific leadership ; and to cope with the vast array of prob-
lems right now demanding investigation. We should exercise
every care to make our teaching inspire an increasing number
of young men to choose botany as a profession—men who
would become botanists for the love of the game, and not
merely because it is an honourable profession. These men
must be led up to the firing line of research, and inspired by
the example of their teachers engaged in investigation, and
then £ent out with the charge to be fruitful and multiply
knowledge.

Libraries throughout the country are in need of upbuild-
ing. We must constantly emphasize to those in authority
that without adequate library facilities a science department
is too seriously handicapped to be able to function properly.

Finally, I want to emphasize the need for popular litera-

ture on scientific subjects. The average educated man in

India knows little about what is going on in the scientific

world. He does not know the aims of science, and does not
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appreciate its utility. If scientists in general were to engage
more freely in writing popular scientific articles, it would go a
long way toward arousing interest in and sympathy for
science and its accomplishments. Think of the value of such
literature as Lankester's '' Science from an Easy Chair."
Most probably it would in the end result in greatly increased
support for science ; and institutions would find it possible
to make the development both in personnel and in equipment
that we know to be so necessary. Popular writing is difficult,
and few have the natural gifts to do it well; but both the
need for it and the value of it are great.

What I have had to say has of necessity been of a general
nature. Any attempt to develop the problems in more detail,
and to suggest line^ of attack would extend the address to
a wearisome length. The field of botanical opportunity is as
extensive as the world of plant life. Solution of the problems
presented in the vegetation of India will contribute much to

the advance of world science. I am conscious of the many
defects in this attempt at estimation of the botanical oppor-
tunitj^ in India. I can only hope that some may find in it

a new inspiration for research, and that the suggestions that
have been made may be of some slight use in the selection of

problems for investigation. It is my earnest hope that tbe

Indian Botanical Society may increasingly serve in encouraging
and furthering research, and that in the years to come it may
in very deed be ''A society for uniting the botanists and
promoting the botanical interests of India/'

Contribution to the life-history of Aneitra indica.—By Shiv

Ram Kashyap and Shiva Kant Pandb.

Aneura indica is the first Indian species in which the life-history has

been worked in any detail. The plants studied were collected from various

localities, Dalhousie, Lahore, Chamba-Chuari Koad, Nilgiris, etc.

The investigation confirms in a general way the conclusions arrived

at by Clapp after her study of Aneura pinguis (Bot. Gaz., Sep. 1912),

The more important points are summarised below:—
1. The thallus is very variable as regards its habit and especially

the shape of the epidermal cells, and its thickness.

2. The plant is dioecious.
, , ^ • n

3. Usually one antheridium is found in each chamber. Occasionally

two are met with. . ^, i * _*
4. The sperm is a long narrow coiled structure of theusualtype.

The blepharoplast could be made out in some slides during

the development of the sperm.
. K^i^fxr

The archegonium arises from a amgle projectmg cell, below

which two oblique walls can usually be distinguished. The

neck contains 3-5 neck canal colls.
^^^^^nJnm fh«

6. In the early stages of the development of the «P<^3»'"^.,7i^
cells immediately below the foot are narrow and a little

elongated, resembling to some extent the cells of the

elaterophore.
7. Elaters are differentiated very late.

8. There is a well-developed elaterophore.

5.
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9. The capsule wall is only two layers of cells in thickness at the

time of the division of the spore mother cells. The calyptra,

at this stage, is 4-6 cells in thickness,

10. The number of chromosomes is 12 in the sporophyte and 6 in

the gametophyte.

Contributions to the life-historj' of Pingus longifolia.—By
M. L. Sethi.

The present paper is continuation of a paper which the writer read at

the Calcutta Session of the Congress on **The Female Prothallus of

Pimis longifolia.'** After the maturation of the egg nucleus there

appears a so called ' Receptive Spot ' in the egg cytoplasm just below the

neck. The pollen-tube opens into the archegonium by a definite pit and
discharges all its contents into the archegonium along with some cytoplasm
and starch grains. Only the larger male nucleus takes part in fecundation.
The tube-nucleus and the stalk cell soon disorganise in the egg cytoplasm.
The first two divisions following fecundation take place very quickly. The
four segmentation nuclei pass down to the base of the egg and arrange
themselves in one plane. Cross walls are formed in connection with the
first division. The vertical walls are also formed at this stage on fibres

which arise independently in the cytoplasm. The next division takes
place in th^ upper tier giving a three tiered embryo. The next and
the last division takes place in the lowermost tier which completes the

development of the proembryo. The suspensor is formed from the second
tier from below. This pushes down the embryo-tier into the female pro-

thallus, the starchy contents of whose cells probably serve as a nutriment
to the growing embryo.

Note on some attached forms of Zygnemaceae.

—

By M. 0.

Parthasarathy Iyengar.
Three attached algae belonging to the Zygnemaceae (a Spirogyra, a

Zygnema and a Mougeotia) were studied as regards their methods of
A, t. f.O.nK TY1 fi ri f

.

Spirogyra forms a well developed disc-shaped rhizoidal attachment
from the end-cell of its filament and also from the aides of other cells of

the filament when they come into contact with the substratum.
^yyn^ma lorras KnoD-iike haptera (or rhizoidal out-growtnsj irom wio

side of a single cell in the middle of the filament or sometimes from each
of two adjacent cells of the filament. Rhizoid-like organs of attachment
have not been noticed before in Zygnema.

Mougeotia is most interesting. The end of its filament coils itself

spirallv round a filamf^nf ^f S^^i^r^n^iyr* r^r T-r.nn/1 nr»r»f>iAi' Mmineotta fila-Mougeotta
raent. ibis coilmg is evidently a method by which it secures an attacn-
ment. Knob-like haptera are also formed from the sides of the cells

sometimes.
In all these oases the formation of the rhizoidal attachments or the

coiling of the filament appears to be the rer^ult of tactile stimulation,

A ease of axial prolification of the flower of Nymphaea
rubra Vxoxh.~By P. M. Debbarman.

In the Calcutta Herbarium there is a curious-looking specimen of

Nymphaea rubra Roxb. exhibiting axial floral prolification and phyll-

omorphy of the stamens. In this specimen a supernumerary flower h^
proceeded from the axil of a petal, the stamens have become transformed
mto leaf-like structures, and in place of the ovary and the disk there is a

hard structure, filled with a brownish-yellow mass and covered with
intricate woolly hairs. In the supernumerary flower no trace of ovary or
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any anther is visible. The leaves have become considerably altered in

size and shape. It seems quite probable two kinds of factors, one
" internal" and the other *' external/* may have been the cause of these
structural deviations.

Two new Indian plants.

—

By P. M. Deb barman.
1. Crotalaria topouensia^ sp. nov., Leguminosae-Genisteae Eriocar-

peae, fromi Topou, South India. Intermediate between C. madurensis
Wight and C. candicans W. and A., in Flora of Britisli India.

2. Homalium ciliatum, sp. nov., Samydaceae-Homalieae-BIackwellia,
from Sikkim and the Garo Hills. Stands between H. zeylanicum Bth

.
and

H. bhamoense Cub. and Sm., in Flora of British India.

Two new Assam plants.

—

By F. M. Debbarman.
1. Eurya japonica Thunb., var. KoinjilaU, var. nov., Ternstroemia-

ceae-Ternstroemieae, from the Khasia, Jaintia and North Cachar Hills.

This new variety is most closely allied to var. rf'tida Korths.
2. Sierculia attenuata, sp. nov., Sfcerculiaceae-Sterculieae-Euster-

culia, from Sylhet and Khasia. Closely allied to S. Roxburghii Wall.

The algal flora of Bombay Island and its immediate vicin-

ity the Salsette.—% V. N. Hate.

The paper is a preliminary report on the algal flora, marine as well

as fresh-water, in the vicinity of Bombay. The families and genera

more commonly met with among the Myxophyceae, Chlorophyceae, and

Characeae are recorded.

Geographical distribution of the Bengal species of Poly-

poraceae, along with a short history of them in Bengal.

By S. R. BosE.

So much of the world remains unexplored that a general view of the

<li8tribution of fungi is as yet impossible. Damp tropical forests yieia

the greatest numbers of polypori. The same species often occurs in

widely distant parts of the world when climatic conditions are simuar.

Changes in physical conditions, due mainly to the activities of man, resuii.

in the gradual disappearance of many species. M\na}\v
Of the Polyporaceae now known from Bengal, some ^^^.P^^"!^^^^^

Eastern Tropics; while recent work of the author
number of species to Bengal.

, , -, j • +u^ r.Anpr« of
All the records of Bengal Polyporaceae are mcluded in ^^^W"

Berkeley (Joun Bot. and Kew Garden Misc.) ^urbey Trans Lmn boc ,

1874), Cooke (Grevillea, 1874-91). Massec (Kew Bull., 1898-lJi-J, a

in recent papers of Lloyd and the author.

A note on the vegetation of Khajiar, near Chamba m the

N.-W. Himalayas —% B Sahm.
Attention is drawn to a remarkably clear example 0^/°"**'°"'° *,'!*'

vegetation, apparently determined solely by a single
^^'^''^fi "f "..f:

Khajiar is a roughly circular meadow with a gradim «loDe

the centre, which ia occunied by a tiny lake. Kouna we
-•w.v^i. xviittiiHr la a rougniy ciicuiai «icc»v^w.. •— ^ lotd
towards the centre, which is occupied by a tiny lake.

^'''''^'^.ZVnneB
which contains a familiar aquatic flora, there are several concentric zones,

each one drier than the zone inside it, and characterised by a flora striK

ingly distinct in its general appearance and colouration.
r
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The author exhibits some photographic views of the meadow, in

which the concentric zones are clearly seen.

The ecology of the Nilgiii Hilltops plateau.— J5?/ P. F-

Fyson.

The Nilgiri Hills form a plateau, isolated by steep sides and long

stretches of plain from any other high lands. The plateau is divided

botanically and climatically into two well defined halves. The western

side has abundant rain during the summer months but is very dry during

the remainder. The eastern side has lighter rain, more evenlj' distributed

throughout the year. The vegetation however is more xerophytic on the

latter half, and the reason lies in the thinner soil. The difference in soil

is due to the cultivation of this tract by an agricultural people, attracted

thereto by the suitable climatic conditions. On the western side however,
the climate not being suitable for agriculture, a pastoral people has

settled down and they have not destroyed the natural covering of the

soil.

The western side is thus the natural climatic climax of the local con-

ditions ; the eastern vegetation is a degredation product.

The oecology of some plant communities in the Savannah
formation.

—

By W, T. Saxton a?id R. H. Dastur.
The authors have studied the vegetation of an area near Ahraedabad

with a view to elucidating the causes which lead to marked differences of
vegetation in an area where the majority of the physical factors are
practically uniform, and where the whole area belongs to the same
formation although the communities are different.

This area has sliown, during the last seven years, a fairly sharp dis-

tmction into four parts, and in some cases the dividing line between the
communities is very abrupt.

In order to arrive at anv definite conclusion five lines of research
seemed to be desirable : (a) a detailed analysis of the vegetation of the
tour parts

; {b) an analysis, chemical and physical, of the soils, including
the water content; (c) an investigation of the root systems of some
of the more dominant plants

; (d) a study of the physiological anatomy
ot the plants concerned ; and (e) experimental determination of the wilt-
mg pomt of the more important plants, and their rate of transpiration
under controlled conditions.

The present account includes the first three only of these.
ihe authors show t}iat the differentiation into plant communities

depends upon edaphic factors and have studied the relationship between
ttiese factors and the communities investigated. They also find that in
very many cases the possession of a very long straight, uubranched, tap-
root is the only recognizable ''adaptation" by which the plr.nts of this
tormation are able to survive eight rainless months.

Notes on forest successions in the Gangetic Plain and the

adjoining Vindhyas.—i??/ L. A. Kenoyer.
With a view to the determination of the character of the forest vege-

tation of this portion of India and the order of its successions, notes
navejor several years been taken on the species distribution of trees and

the edge
mna and

V ,
'""

J- ^0,10 uowii laKen on xne species aistrioution oi i

nf n. A?^ ^u^ P'^'"^ ^^^^^ Allahabad, at several points all along
OI tne Vmdhiyan uplands which begin within ten miles of the Juw

^ff^^^^l^
several points in the vicinity of Manikpur, some twenty miles

witnin the edge of these uplands, and at several points about Jubbal-
pore, m the heart of the C.P. forests. The following generalizations can
be drawn

:
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1. The forests of this entire region are of the monsoon deciduous
type of Sehimper. The thorn forest, which has been ascribed to part of
this region, is apparentl^^ but a pioneer stage in the progression toward
the monsoon type.

2.
^
Because of the heavy population of the plains there is here no

forest in the climax stage. As one proceeds southward the population
gradually decreases and the amount of forest which has reached or is

approaching a climax correspondingly increases. Since there is no great
difference in the rainfall, it is believed that man and his grazing animals
are responsible for the lack of the later stages in the more populous
country.

3. The trees of the later stages lose their leaves at times varying with
the species from October to April, but are practically all leafless by the
end of April. Leafing out occurs rather before the commencement of the
monsoon rains,

4. The few evergreens, such as Eugenia Heyneana, Ixora parviflora
and Buchanania latifolia are for the most part hydrarch pioneers in
stream valleys and in seepage seams on the rocks.

5. Flowering is distributed through practically the entire year but is

most abundant in the spring season, about Februiry and March, and dur-
ing the monsoon, about August and September.

6. The climax forest of the Jubbulpore region is one with Tectona
grandis and species of Ter^ninalia prominent. These species do not occur
in the other regions investigated, but as they grow readily when planted
it is possible that the stress of human occupation has eliminated
them

.

7. In regions where the stress is greatest, as the Gangetic plain,
scarcely any timber is found beyond the pioneer stages. Tlie trees and
shrubs found in these coppice well, as a rule, and are protected from the
attacks of animals by thorns, by tough harsh leaves, or by a bitter cell

*ap. Acacia arahica, Dalbergia Sissoo and Biitea frondosa are found in al-

naost pure groups. The first of these is common on low-lying, the last on
higher areas. Along the edge of the hills an intermediate stage is

reached consisting largely of Diospyros tomentosa, Lagersiroemia parvi-

flora, species of Anogeissus^ and Bassia latifolia. In many places the

last, because of the great value of its flowers and fruits, is practically the
only tree which escapes periodic cutting, hence becomes the largest tree

of the forest.

8. There is a general difference in the composition of the forests of

the plains and of the hills because of differences in the soil. Some trees

undoubtedly have difficulty in getting their roots to sufficient depth in the

rocky soil of the hills, while others thrive better here than on the plains.

For example, Lagerstroemia parviflora and Diospyros tomentosa are rare on
the plains. Acacia arafe/ca is a pioneer on low flat plains, while Acacia

leiicophloea occurs generally at the lower and Acacia catechu at the higher

elevations in the Vindhiyas.

An oecological study of Deccan grass land, ll^—By G. M.

ChAKR^lDEO*
1. This paper is in continuation of one read at the last Science Con-

gress which contained results of 1920. This paper deals with the results

of 1921.
.

2. This year's study shows marked variation from last year in tne

time of flowering of several species. Many additional species have come

under observation. Some of last year's species are reduced in numbei

,

and others are extending their distribution.
Art «

3. The permanent quadrats are much changed from last year, oome

have increased their population of various species, others are ^educea m
them. The dominants in each have remained constant except in quaarat

I, in which an additional dominant has appeared.
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4. Plant societies have become much more prominent. In addition,

there have been discovered a few colonies of pure species.

6. Variety in the flora, and its changing nature from year to year

have become very prominent.

6. The cultivated and reseedel middle strip has not stood to advan-

tage .

7. Firmer establishment of good fodder grasses on poorer spots, the

gradually increasing area of marvel, and the extension of Ischaemum
laxum on tlie land are hopeful features.

8. The different tests of land improvement applied show favourable

results, and the experience so far gained gives good hope of success.

Field notes on the Loranthaceae of Southern India.

—

By
C. E. C. Fischer.

1. Comparatively little has been published on the subject.

2. The order is of some economic importance as some of its species

injure economic plants
3. Theories as to susceptibility or immunitv from attack are reviewed

and criticised.

4. The notes refer to 23 specific parasites and 6 varieties and 218 host

plants.

5. Nc new theory has been suggested but the observations refute all

the existing theories as far as known except that of races within the

species.

Some foreign weeds recently introduced in the neighbour-

hood of Lahore.— 5^/ S. R. Kashyaf.
Several foreign plants have established themselves in the Panjab plains

and are well known. Argemone mexicana, Erigeron linifoUum, Malta-
strum tricuspidatum f Opuntia sp. , etc., are examples.

Some others have ])een noticed during recent years and are described
in the paper. These arc either (1) brought from the Himalayas by the

rivers and then find their way into the fields through the canals, or (2)

thoy have come from foreign countries. Among the Himalayan plants are

Hj/drocotyle rotundifolia and perhaps Sagina apetala, and Lactuca scariola.

Among the foreign plants the following are noteworthy: Senehiera didij-

mat Oxalis pescaprae, O. corymboaa, Amtni snafus, Tridax procumbenSf
Nicotiana phtmbaginifolia ^ Etiellia inherosa. Verbena bonariensis .,

Euphor-
bia geniculaia, Eichornia crasspies, and Noihoscardum fragrans,

A note on pollination and its economic importance in

some of the chief crops of the Central Provinces and

Berar—% K. P. Shrivastava.

L Cotton.—Observations were made on Oossypium neglectum sub-

vars, walvensis, vera, and rosea ; G. indicum var. bani ; (7. hirsutim vars.

rufa and buri. The flowers open between 7 and 10 a.m. Ordinarily self-

pollination takes place, but insects, chiefly bees and butterflies, effect

some cross pollination. The percentage of crossing varies with different

varieties, and is described.
2. Bajra {Pennisetum typhoideum) is cross pollinated through the

agency of wind and insects. Protandry prevents self pollination. Bees,

especially Aphis dorsala, visit the flowers in great numbers.
3, Tur (Cajanus indicus).—In this typically papilionaceous flower,

the anthers dehisce before the bud opens/ and normally self-pollination

results. But there is evidence that cross pollination also occurs. On
clear days the flowers open at about 10 am. and begin to fade away
the next day. Bees, especially Xylocopa dissimili'^ and Aphis dorsata.
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visit the flowers in great numbers. The former visits about 20 flowers

per minute.
Conclusion.—In order to introduce any improved strain of any of

the above crops in a particular locality, it is necessary to grow that

strain completely isolated from other varieties of the same.

A short note on the short-cut to the nectar in the

flowers of Casiano.rpermvm australe 0. and F.

—

By

P. M. Debbarman.
During the flowering season, Maich and April, the flowers of

Castanospermiim australe in the Royal Botanic Garden at Sibpur are

visited by sun-birds [Mirajra aasamica). They clip off with their

beaks the basal portion of the vexillums. less frequently the alae, or

rarely the carinas, just above the calyx cups, and suck out the nectar.

During the process the birds probably become dusted with pollen, and

thus become pollinators. There is no convincing evidence that they eat

^ny of the fleshy petals they clip off.

Some observations on the anchoring pads of Gymnopet-

alum cochinchinense Kurz. and some other cucurbita-

ceous plants.—% P. M. Deuearman.

Ampelopsis quinquefolia Michx. and A. Veitchii Hurt, are frequently

used as examples of plants with "anchoring pads" on the tenariis.

Such pads are also found among the Bignoniaceae and Cucurbitaceae.

The plants mentioned in this paper, being chiefly tropical, seem not

to have been studied previously. i,-„-fc,•«*'«.«/'

Under normal conditions a tendril of Gymnopetalum coc''*"7"!'"f

!

Kurz. coils about a support in the usual way. But if the tendril cornes

into contact with a rough flat surface, the epidermal ce Is m tne reg.o

of contact give rise to papillae, which develop into f^"lf^t^'^Jt^ ronth
oblong or clavate trichomes that fit themselves so c^o^ely to the rougr

surface as to effect a firm attachment. The contact usually is

^^'^"g^Jjj
•ened by branching of some of tlie trichome cells, buch a p

support a weight of nearly 150 grains (Apoth.). I*
««^|"™Mevel-

and moisture favour, while strong light and drought
'".f

^^^ ^^^f.^gj.
opment of these organs. There is no evidence of any ™V'^'f^'^?"g„ pads
nous secretion ; attachment appears to be mechanical, i

„.j:n„rv
provide an alternative means of scrambling, appearing when or

y^

coiling-tendrils are of no use. After attachment,_
the tree poii-

the tendril coils, an illustration of "co-adaptation. ,„,_,„ Roxb.,
Such anchoring pads are found in Trichosanthes palmata Koxd

and are suspected to occur in a few other Cucurbitaceae.

The photosynthotic system of Cyperaceae.-i^i/ 51 S.

Sai'.hesan,
, .v,^1

• book on tne
Haberlandt has made a passing reference m i

,j arrange-
*' Physiological Plant Anatomy." to the occurrence of

^f^^'. Cyperus.
njent of the photosynthetic system in certain «P^'^'7_,_„(.eae ^'^*^

An attempt is made to examine the members ot ^JV^ ^
sr>o^,-„i „i.r_ i. , ., , ^ xu„..;« crnt^m. It 13 seen

with

that two
special attention to the photosynthetic ^y^^^^\,,r.Zr urn- vascular or
types of RrrflTi(Torr.-:.r.f r^ro^-ail in DvoeraCeaC, (1) ^^'^^J:" _- ji^ fx^Tifl

The girdle typetypes of arrangement prevail in Cyperaceae, (i)

gtrdle type and (2) Intervascular type or non-girdle type. - "^/^"^^^ of 29
IS more common and I have noticed its occurrences m ^^^ .^

species belonging to 7 genera. The girdle is highly speci
-^^^ around

consists of a number of sheaths arranged one mside tne
^.^^^ ^^

*be vascular bundle. The outermost sheath consists oi a
j^^^^

Pahsade cells. The intervascular type is rare and this i.yF h
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in hand with a special feature of the vascular bundle which shows to-

wards the outside a prominent sheath of colourless polygonal cells.

The photosynthetie -system of the Gramineae is also of two kiads as in

Cyperaceae^ and the girdle type shows varying degrees of specialisation

in grasses. The girdle type is characteristic of Glumiflorae, and the non-

girdle type has arisen at a later «tage.

A case of plant surger\\

—

By L. B. Kltlkarnt.

A baobab tree {Adansonia digitata) more than 300 years old and

70 feet in girlh was so badly attacked by rot that the whole heart of the

main trunk had disappeared. In 192U the affected parts were carefully

cut away and the raw wood tarred, then the cavity was filled with.

rubble and thoroughly concreted over. The tree responded by unusually

fine foliage in 1921.

In the Deccan, Garuga pinnata and Casuarina eqiiisetifolia trees

also have been successfully treated.

Some abnormal phylloclacles of Opuaiia elalior, Mill.

By G. B. Patwardhan.
The writer has described and photographed several malforma-

tions of joints of Opitniia elatior. Mill, observed in various tracts of the-

Bombay Presidency. The forms vary in their outline, spininess, form.

and the position of their origin parent. He has found the peculiar forms-

appearing more often in special situations in dry tracts. The shapes
include elongated, triangular, sickle-shaped, cylindrical, horn-like, etc.,

forms, all appearing from tlie normal phylloclade. The same phylloclade
has shown a whole half or more of it a complete absence of thorns.

Besides crowding of branches, interchangeability of vegetative and
reproductive structures is also described. The writer is attempting to

propagate the types and is succeeding to a certain extent. Some of the

forms are showing signs of reproducing their variant characters. Still it

is too early to give an authoritative statement. The ultimate search is

for a spineless fruit growing from a normal phylloclade or a spineless-

one.

A study of the genus Triticum in Central India.—5,y
G. K. Lele.

1. A botanical and agricultural survey of a crop is essential prior to

the commencement of any experimental work devised for improving
that particular crop, in the present instance, wheat of the Gwalior
State.

2. The results of wheat investigation done within the Gwalior State
are equally applicable to the rest of Central India.

* 3. The botanical survey of the wheat crop of the Gwalior State
shows that the subspecies. Durum, is naturally suited for dry farming
on the heavy black soils, and the subspecies, Vulgare, for the irrigable

loamy alluvia! soils of Central India.
4. The importance of local variety trials is sufficiently realised, but

for the purpose of a critical selection of the most suitable sorts, acoUeo-
tion of cultivated varieties from foreign countries ia desirable, if possible
at the beginning of such a project. The response of Federation, Early
Barrt, Columbia and some durum wheats recently introduced from the

U.S. of America, has been satisfactory at Gwahor.
5. It would be more advisable to carry on experimental work with

pure lines of wheat in every locality as it would show the eflect of the
sum total of soil, climatic and cultural variables. Such a system would
give more valuable results than the one in vogue in India, of issuing
certam wheats from a research station. Productivity plus quality should

/
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be the first consideration ; in case the combination of the two objectives

is impossible, productivity should be given preference to quality.

6. In connection with item ''5" it may be mentioned that an

area of 5 to 8 acres, would be sufficient for variety and strain tests.

If economy of time, labour and space is sought, two-row tests witli repli-

cates should be followed. This system has proved useful and satisfactory

at the Gwalior Experimental Farms and is already in practice in many
experimental stations of the U.S. of America.

Variations in the Gossypium neglectum types of cotton

By S. H\ Prayag.
In the course of the writer's detailed study on the principal five types

of G. neglectum cottons grown in Khandesh, a good deal of variation

in the characters of leaves fruiting branches, bolls, etc., was noticed in

each of the types and the following are a few of the salient facts ob-

served:

—

(1) NegUctmn roseum (N.R,).
A distinct type of plant noticed had the following charactei'S:

—

Leaves and stems hairy ; height varying from 1^ to 3 feet
; ^^^^^

leafy growths at the axils of the leaves ; accessory lobes

absent ; staple fine and distinctly longer than the ordinary N.R.

Another type of plant having more'deeply lobed leaves and with

the accessory lobes absent, was noticed.

(2) Neglectum roseum, cutchtca (X.R.C.)- ,

In this, four types of plants having difJerent-shapes of bolls were ob-

served. Plants having globose bolls could easily be distin-

guished in the very early stage by the stem being hairy and

more by the leaves being more broad than the ordinary type

of N.R.C.
(3) Neglectum vera (N.V.).
Four distinct types of plants having different shapes of boils were

noticed.
'

Plants having oval bolls had smaller bracteoles than

the others and possessed fruiting nodes at shorter lengths.

(4) Neglectum vera, malve7isis {N.y.M.}.
c v. ^^

As in N. v., four types of plants having different shapes of bolls were

found.
(5) Neglectum vera, Kathiavarensis (M.V.K.).

r i n
In this, two distinct types with variations in the shape of bolls were

noticed.

The determination of seed weight and weight or lint per

seed in Gossypittm hirsiitum.—By G. R. FTilson.

Introduction.—Material used. Points to be considered in devising a

method: (1) size of sample
; (2) effect of changes in humidity.

Sampling.—Probable error of estimating average weight on ^^^^^
determined from produce of one plant, humidity effect elimmated. Keauc-

tion in error by increasing size of sample to 100 seeds.
_ ^

^ Humidit-y.-Method of determining fluctuation in weight «^«
J^

fluctuation in humidity. Similarity of graphs of average :^^?'S^^^^^^^^
average weight of Jint par seed and of humidity. Humidi y ^^^^J^^l
sufficiently great to warrant elaborate precautions being taken, may oe

Ignored or rendered negligible by arranging weighraents.
_

Conclusion.-Results of examination of a large number of single plants,

ror these two characters.

On some petrified plants from the Mesozoic and Tertiary

rocks of India and Burma.—% B. Sahni.

The author describes five specimens of silicified woods, three of

tbem belonging to Conifers and two to Angiosperms.
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1. Coniferous Wood. Age: Upper Gondwana (Rajraahal Group) of

South India.

2. Coniferous Wood. Age : Sripermatur Group, Madras Presidency.

3. Coniferous Wood. Age: Cuddalore Sandstone Series, South

India.

4. Dicotyledonous Wood. Age: Tertiary of Burma. The specimen

is probably specifically identical with Dipterocarpoxylon

burmense, Holden, but it shows a number of structural fea-

tures hitherto undescribed.

5. Palmoxylon Wadiai, sp. nov., a silicified palm stem from Jammu.
Age: Probably Siwalik (the specimen was not found in

situ).

Section of Geology.

President :'-G, H. Tipper, Esq., M.A., F..A.S.B.

Bearing of geology on some engineering j^roblems in the

Bombay Presidency.

—

By N. N. Ayyangar and G. G.

Narke.
The engineer is essentially a geologist as he has often to solve

problems which involve geological principles, but as things are at present

in India they do not get tho full benefit, in their training, that a study

of geology in its different branches contributes to the problems they are

called upon continuously to solve. Tho authors in their paper refer to

the following int3re3ting engineering problems in the Bombay Presidency

which resolve themselves to be geological questions with a view to

exemplify the importance of geology to engineering.
The bearing of geology on irrigation, particularly in the Deccaa

area, is fully discussed, with illustrations of the water-logging and salt-

etfflorescence from Baramati and Malad areas near Poona and remedies

to avoid tho mischief on future schemes and to restore the spoiled areas

to almost the normal conditions, are suggested. Similarly the question

of the extensive cracking of the foundations and buildings on black

cotton soil is taken up, in detail, and it is suggested that as the cracks

are found to develop most, in the dry weather, they are produced by the

tensile stresses, brought about in the concrete and masonry due to

shrinking and splitting of ihe soil and not to sinking of the foundations
in the soft ground. To prevent damage, therefore, it is explained that

the foundations should be taken to such depths whereto the cracks do

not extend on open sections, and that the intimate contact of the black

cotton soil with the masonry should be prevented by about 6 " filling of

loose stuff on the sides. Some river training problems are dealt with in

conclusion with a study of the rivers of Gujarath and the Kanara
Districts and Mr. Ayyangar's Law of the '* Diversion of the Axes of

currents in rivers" is explained, showing how to find out the effect of

jriver training—works such as dams, bridges, etc., at one place, on towns,

wharfs, etc., situated down the river. A new explanation is offered

of the formation of bars at the river mouths and an instructive instance

of a cause-way on the Bheeraa River is given to show that while

the shape of the sand banks on the convex beds is permanent, the actual

material is a continuously shifting one. The bar at the mouth is consid-

ered to be the last of the series of sand spits formed on the bends

of rivers where the current takes a very sharp turn due to the obstruc-

tion caused by the sea.
Other interesting problems such as boring for sub-soil water supply?

etc., are left over for future occasions.

Geological results of the Mount Everest Expedition.—i?'/

A. M. Heron.
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Iron ores of Bihar and Orissa.—% H. G. Jones.

Note on the occurrence of bitumen in the Decean Trap of
Bombay.—% W. A. K. Christie.

On a bitumenous limestone outcrop, associated with marine
fossiliferous strata in the Murree series at Jokau, Ha veil

Tehsil, Poonch, Kashmir.—5i/ D. N. Wadia.

On the discovery at Kanneri near Bombay of one of the
foci which contributed to the formation of the Decean
Trap of Western India.—% K. A. K. Hallowes.

On the fossil Pectinidae from Hathab, Bhavanagar State,

Kathiawar.

—

By H. C, DAS-GurxA.

Palaeontological notes on theNummulitic rocks of Cherra
Pnnji, Khasi Hills, Assam.

—

By H. C. Das-Gupta.
\

On the Cancrinite from Kishengarh, Rajputana,

—

By S.

L. Biswas.

On the occurrence of Siphoneous Algae in the Tertiary

of Sind.

—

By B. B. Gupta.

Osirea praelonga from the Bagh Beds-^.—By E. Vreden-
BURG.

Section of Medical Research.

President '.--Major J. Cunningham, B.A., M.D., I.M.S.

Presidential Address,

India's Debt to Medical Research.

It is my pleasing duty as President to welcome you to

this, the 4th meeting of the Medical Research section of the

Indian Science Congress. To our guest, Dr. Kendrick, I

would like to extend a special welcome in your name. The
the Rockefeller

done so much
presence in our midst of a representative of

Institute, that great institution which has uux^^ ^ '^"-"

for medical research, is an honour which we all of us appreciate.

The subject of my discourse has almost, one might say,

been chosen for me. My distinguished predecessors m oflice

have already dealt so fully with the present and future prob-

lems connected with medical research in this country, tiiat

they have left little or nothing on this subject to whicn l

can profitably add. It is natural therefore that I shou a turn

to the past for inspiration. It so happens, however, that the

present time is particularly suitable for a careful consideration
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of our obligations to the past. Great changes are taking place

around us. India is passing through a very definite and im-

portant metamorphosis, the results of which are bound to

have far reaching effects on every branch of thought in the

country. The responsibility for her progress in medical science

has now devolved upon her people and her future progress

will greatly depend upon the attitude adopted by her political

leaders.

Science should have no politics, but the scientific commu-
nities cannot fail to be influenced by the great changes which are

going on around them. It is fitting, therefore, that we should

review our progress up to the present before we set out on the

new road which stretches away before us into the future.

In considering the remarkable progress made by the world

during the past century, one is forcibly struck by the com-

paratively unimportant position assigned to medical science

in the popular mind Ask the average man what he knows

about the development of any outstanding mechanical inven-

tion and he will almost certainly give a fairly accurate account

of the steps which have led to its actual discovery. When
asked a similar question dealing with medical science he will iti

most cases plead ignorance and frequently show a complete

lack of interest in the subject. It is not too much to say that

the ordinary individual knows little or nothing of the develop-

ment of modern medicine, nor does he realise his indebtedness

to the research worker for the comparative freedom from

disease which he now enjoys. India is no exception to the

rule. The majority of her people are not yet in a position to

appreciate the most elementary principles upon which modern
medicine has been built, while her educated classes, in common
with the rest of the world are more concerned with a host

of other interests. Yet, as Osier says, '' in little more than a

century a united profession, working in many lands, has done

more for the race than has ever before been accomplished by
any other body of men. So great have been these gifts that

we have almost lost our appreciation of them.'' The cause

for this apparent indifference is not difficult to find. In most

cases the advances in medical science have been so gradually

introduced that they have almost escaped the notice of the

people who have chiefly benefited by them. We take the least

heed of those things with which we are in constant contact.

It is only by looking into the past and contrasting the medical

conditions which prevailed at that time with those of the

present day that v^e are able to measure the progress which

has been made.
In the early days of the British connection with India

western medicine was just beginning to shake itself free from

the various theories which has dominated it since the dark

ages. The desire for truth, founded upon observation, was
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beginning to make itself felt. The example of such men as
John Hunter and his pupils had acted as leaven, and had
stimulated in^ the younger generation a desire for personal
investigation into the morbid processes of disease. The views
of Bichat, which placed the seat of disease in the tissues
themselves as opposed to the organs, had not yet gained
universal credence, and the nervous system was still regarded
as the controlling factor in the various manifestations of
disease. The clinical medicine of the time was comparatively
simple. The arts of auscultation and percussion, recently dis-
covered, had not yet come into general use. The fevers, with
the exception of malaria and those which showed the character-
istic eruptions, were as yet undifferentiated and included
many diseases not known to have an entirely different etiology.
Thus cholera was considered primarily a disease of the nervous
system. One early "writer indeed refers to concussion of the
brain as the " lethi fabricator" of the disease, the purging and
vomiting being regarded merely as sanitary processes

From the point of view of treatment ail diseases belonged
to one of two types, the sthenic and asthenic. It was only
necessary for the physician to make up his mind which of the
two he had to deal with to apply the treatment considered
appropriate to the occasion j depletion for the one, stimulation
for the other. When we read of the lengths to which this

treatment was carried we can well understand the feelings which
prompted Stokes to say, " Oh ! that men would stoop to learn

or at least cease to destroy !."

The microscope as yet pla^'ed no active part in medical

investigation. Its existence was how^ever well known and there

was much speculation as to the true relationship of micro-

organisms to disease. In fact Plenciz in Vienna had, as early

as 1762, enunciated what in effect was "the germ theory of

disease." The Hippocratic theory of the causation of epi-

demic diseases that "diseases seldom have any other cause

besides the air" still held the field. The e.^act nature of the

harmful element was undetermined and was vaguely referred

to as a poison which apparently generated where disease was

in evidence. Epidemics were spread either by means of the

air or by contagion. The latter view, although universally

accepted', was bitterly opposed by the famou;^ Sir Charles

McClean whose main object in writing his book on " Pestilential

Diseases " was to refute the doctrine of contagion which he said

was a " gross superstition " introduced by Pope Paul III for a

political purpose
It can well be understood that the medical profession

at this time was in no position to control the terrible ravages

of the various epidemic diseases which continually spread

over the whole surface of the globe. No country was spared,

^\ hether in the east or west, in the tropics or more temperate
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zones. A competent authority of the tune computed the world

mortality from epidemic diseases alone at 15 millions annually,

or 507/ of the total death rate. The records of individual

epidemics illustrate even more vividly the consternation and

terror caused by these visitations. Here is an account taken

from Heine of the outbreak of cholera in Paris in 1832.

"On the 29th of March, the night of mi caieme, a masked

ball was in progress, the chahut in full swing. Suddenly the

gaj^est of the harlequins collapsed, cold in the limbs, and

underneath his mask "violet blue" in the face. Laughter

died out, dancing ceased and in a short while carriage loads

of people were hurried from the redoute to the Hotel Dieu to

die, and, to prevent a panic amongst the patients, were thrust

into their graves in their dominoes. The grim horror of the

situation can well be imagined. The terrible results of the

various visitations of the plague in Europe are historical.

During the outbreak of 1800, 76,000 persons were attacked

and 15,000 died in Seville, a Spanish town with a population

of about 80,000. The old cemeteries just outside the walls of

Gibraltar bear witness to the havoc wrought by the same epi-

demic amongst the inhabitants of the Rock. Nearly 6 000 out

of a population of 10,000 perished in four months. In India con-

ditions were, if anything, worse. The large masses of people

living under the most primitive and insanitary surroundings

afforded an almost unbounded field for the spread of every

kind of epidemic disease. Fevers, small-pox, plague and cholera

each took a terrible toll from the unfortunate inhabitants who

frequently looked upon them as a sign of divine displeasure to

be averted by prayers and sacrifices rather than by precau-

tionary measures. The exact mortality caused by these dis-

eases will nev^er be estimated. Contemporary literature, how-

ever, leaves no doubt as to their severity. Of an epidemic of

relapsing fever one reads that " of numerous native villages

nearly the whole population was ill at one and the same

moment" and " the banks of the rivers were covered with the

dead and the dying." A similar fever in Coimbatore and

the neighbouring districts was responsible for the deaths of

over 100,000 people between the years of 1809 and 1811.

I have in my possession a letter written by a relation who was

a medical officer in the army of the Marquis of Hastings m
1818. He describes an epidemic, probably cholera, which

attacked the force at that time and, lasting just 4 weeks,

carried off no less than 14,000 persons. u + T
Innumerable instances of this sort might be given but i

have said enough to illustrate the appalling state of affairs at

the beginning of the 19th century, a period when atone time or

other" every country in the world had the affliction to behold

some portion of its inhabitants miserably perishing in thou-

sands," ' not onlv without being able to afford them the smal-
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lest relief, but in some countries without even dariuff to
approach them with assistance.

What a contrast is presented by the scientific medicine of
to-day. Ail " art " which had remained almost stationary
smce the days of Hippocrates, and which was governed to a
great extent by theory and dogma, has in little more than a
century developed into a great science based upon the results of
experanental investigation. To the general recognition of the
value of this method, and to this alone, can be traced the mar-
vellous evolution which has taken place. No department of
medicine has remained unaffected. In none, however, has
research been productive of greater results than in that which
deals with the etiology of disease. Indeed, one might go
further and say that the investigations which proved beyond
dispute the microbic origin of disease laid the foundations
upon which the whole edifice of modern medicine has been
built. Antiseptic surgery with all its latter day improvements,
bacteriology, and serum and vaccine therapy can all trace
their origin and much of their success to the researches which
will for ever be associated wuth the names of Pasteur, Koch
and Cohn. Preventive medicine was but " a blundering
science, ' until the establishment of the germ theory altered its

whole outlook and gave a new direction to its energies. From
small beginnings it has rapidly grown as new facts have been
established until at the present day it rivals in importance the
curative sides, and is by many looked upon as the medicine of
the future. The recognition of the all-important part played
by micro-organisms in the causation of disease has perhaps
had a greater influence upon the development of tropical medi-
cme than any other branch of medical science. VVhat at one
time was the province of the doctor alone has now to a great
extent become the province of the medical zoologist. lii addi-
tion to bacteriology, protozoology helminthology and ento-
mology, each a separate science in itself, are now considered
indispensable for the student of tropical medicine. The part
played by the insect world in the transmission of disease,

first demonstrated in the tropics, forms the most important
contribution of tropical medicine to medical science in general,

and one which has had a profound influence upon our methods
of disease control. Through the labours of a host of tropical

Vvorkers we now know the causes of the majority of the com-
mon tropical diseases and the means by which they are trans-

mitted. In intricacy of development and in the wonderful in-

genuity displayed in their passage from host to host the life

stories of certain of these parasites may well be compared
with the romantic descriptions of insect life left us by the great

naturalist, Henri Fabre. The geographical distribution of trop-

ical disease is now known to be largely a question of the

indigenous insect fauna, and its seasonal prevalence is probably

9
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governed by the necessity for certain meteorological condi-

tions which must be present before the life cycle in the insect

host can be completed. Thus the old Hippocratic theory of

the causation of disease has received indirect support from the

results of modern research.

The deficiency diseases which came into such prominence

Europe during the war have long been recognized in the

tropics. Workers in the East have frequently referred to the

shortcomings of the eastern dietary and its probable connec-

tion with liability to disease. A correct appreciation of these

facts is most important in countries where the majority of the

population live in the ' twilight zone.

'

Modern treatment is also the outcome of experimental in-

vestigation. Polypharmacy has fallen into disrepute and has

been replaced by the belief in a few well tried drugs, the eiii-

cacy of which has been proved by e.^periment The search for

specific parasiticides has been a prominent feature of pharma-

cological research ; the older specifics of the vegetable world

have been subjected to chemical analysis and have in many

cases yielded their active principles. Medicine has not hesi-

tated to apply to her own use the advances in other sciences.

Electricity, X-rays and radium are now recognized methods of

treatment. No better illustration of the complete subversion

of the older methods can be given than the modern hypertonic

saline treatment of cholera, which has replaced the recognized

method of a century ago, " exemplified by the following old

prescription. " Mitter. Sangui e brachio magno orificio, add.

oz. XXX. aut usque ad syncopen."
The prominent part which has been played by workers in

India in this marvellous development has been the subject ot

a graceful tribute by Sir William Osier : Speaking of medi-

cine in Greater Britain, he says, " Quickly there arises the

memory of the men who have done so much for BritisH

medicine in that great Empire. Ear from their homes, far

from congenial surroundings and far from the stimulus ot

scientific influences, Annesley, Ballingall, Twining, Morehead,

Waring, Parkes, Cunningham, Lewis, Vandyke, Carter and

many others have upheld the traditions of Harvey an.<^/\^

Sydenham. On the great epidemic diseases how impoverisnea

would our literature be in the absence of their contribu-

tions !

>»

What
to a great extent from the contrast which I have just drawn.

Many of the gifts she has received in common with the rest o

the world. They are none the less valuable for this, nor

are they less freely offered, for science made no distinction

between race, creed or class. Applied to the relief of tne

multitudes stricken by disease or accident, modern medicine

has brought about a reduction in suffering and misery un-
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dreamed of by a people which for ages has sat in darkness and
in the shadow of death.

In the realms of disease prevention, if the results are less
tangible, they have infinitely greater possibilities. We can
point to the tremendous decrease in mortality which has fol-

lowed the introduction of measures based upon the results of
investigation. Especially is this the case in the controlled
population, such as are found in the army and the jails. We
can point to the close relationship w^hich exists between disease
prevention and the economic factor, a subject which up to the
present has received but little attention in this country.

The greatest triumph of medical science, however, is the
complete change in our attitude towards disease. The feeling
of despair has changed to one of confidence and hope. The
medical profession can now claim to control many of the
devastating epidemics which joreviously held the world in fear.

Science now^ teaches that disease is preventable and that all

may be healthy and happy if they will but obey the laws of
health. It is in the observance of these laws that India lags
so far behind. The mass of her people are even yet hardly
aware of their existence and passively oppose the most ele-

mentary measures designed for their own safety. Sanitary re-

form is the most urgent Indian problem of the day, for without
niaterial progress in this direction India cannot hope to take
her place amongst the great nations of the world. Medical
research has pointed the way. It is now within the power of

the people themselves to decide what use they will make of

the gifts science has placed within their grasp. It is the

sincere hope of all of us that the era which has now come will

be as productive of good as the one which has just passed.

The ultimate aim of Medical Research.

—

By Lt.-Col. J. W.
Cornwall I.MS.

AH diseases can be classified thus :

1- Due fco accidents.
2. Due to physical agencies.
3. Due to chemical agencies.
4. Due to specific parasitic agents.
5. Due to disturbed function,

(a) metaboh'c,
(6) mechanistic.

They are all preventable, some by State agency, the rest by the in-

dividual himself. . .

We are now spending far too much time, money and enerpry m mveb-

tigating the pathological processes of declared disease and in trying to

elaborate cures, and far too little in trying to learn the causes for original

deviations from a state of health.
, , , , ,. . , .

.

The main efforts of medical research workers should be d'^ected to-

wards the discovery ol conditions which permit a disturbance of the func^

tiona of the organs of the body to occur. , .

. Pathological and therapeutical studies which have not this end m
View are of secondary importance.
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Note on the Weight Curve of the Normal Indian Infant

during the first year.—5?/ Miss D. F. Curjel.

This naper was the result of 842 observations made at the " Baby

welcome ''centre at Delhi. A previous series of weights at birth gave an

average weight of 6| lb. While it is obvious that maviy more observa-

tion., ire required before an average weight curve of real value can be

obtained at Delhi, the author thinks that the observation, recorded are

sufficrent to indicate tliat there is a slight loss of weight m the second

week, and that this is rapidly made up and followed by a ^ eady me
during the first three months of life which is the period of rnost rapid n-

crease. At the end of the twelfth week the average weight is over lOj- lb.

From the 3rd month onwards the rise is more gradual, at the end ot tne

24th week the average weight being 12^ lb. The average weekly gam

during the first six months is about four ounces. From the sixth to the

twelfth month the curve as indicated on the chart was more theoretical as

fewer observations were recorded at these ages. During this time the

rise was seen to be more gradual and at the end of the first year the child

weighed about two and a half times as much as a(, birth. The object ot

the note is to bring before those concerned with infant welfare in India

the desirabilitv of recording weights of the infants under their observation

in such a way that accurate records from different parts of the country

mav be collected.

^

Bovine Tuberculosis in India. An outbreak of tubercu-

losis among animals in the Bombay Zoological Gardens.

By Lt.-Col. W. Glen Ltston and Dr. M. B. Soparkar.

Tuberculosis among cattle is rare jn India at least in the western

Presidency. In view of this fact it was of interest and importance to

investigate the nature and origin of an outbreak of tuberculosis tMati

occurred among animals in the Bombay Zoological Gardens about theend

of 1915. The investigation showed that the disease which had spread to

some thirty animals consisting of deer, Hams, antelopes, etc, was bovine

in nature and that it originated in all probability from the llamas whicu

were imported from Germany and from one which died of tuberculosis m
the gardens. The fact emphasizes the danger of importing into India

animals from foreign countries where bovine tuberculosis is common

without proper safe guards to endure their freedom from the disease.

On some observations on Tubercle Bacilli in culture

with special reference to the properties of an Endoh-

pase.

—

By Lt.Col. B. Row, I.M.S.

The known biological fact that animal or vegetable cells yield en-

zymes has been extended to bacterial cells also. These bodies bemg specif

fie according to the richness of particular proximate principle it may o

assumed that tubercle bacilli rich in fats and would be rich in lipase muc

in the same way as castor seed, or as bacillus diphtheriae or bacillus pes^^

is known to yield proteases under certain conditions- The object o

present paper is to ascertain what enzymes if any, can be ^^^^^^^^^^^
in a mass of T. B. grown on solid media and their action on the sam

during autolysis. Two kinds of enzymes are demonstrable ,
one ^ P'^^^^^^Y

tic and the other lipolytic- Both produce changes in the ^™'^^|j^
mass physical, chemical and microscopic. The result is the

^^^^^f
of a mixture of fatty acids demonstrable by acid reaction *^^^./^''?^jj

{^
of complex soaps. '^The microscopic changes result in the alterati

the staining characters of the bacilli, in their thining and ei'osion ov

ously resulting from the solvent action on the waxy material. '*^® ' '

when the action is complete become non-acid-fast. The protease proau
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a guaimy material partially soluble in the fluid of a .valine euuilsion. The
liberated fatty acid can be extracted with pefcrol-ether filtered through
pasteur charnberland bougis and freed from solid particles of T.B andwhen evaporated gives an orange coloured waxy-mass soluble in chloro-

akSli
"**^^^ soaps are available with proper neutralisation with

These soaps, from preliminary observations, produce in minute doses
dehmte local and general reaction in tuberculous patients. Observations
on the mflnenceof these salts in the lipase stimulation in man infected
or otlierwi?e and also experiments re immunity production with this pro-
duct and the observations of the action of the de-fatted T.B. in the same
duection are in progress.

,
Note on the Ratios of the Numerical Content of certain

Bacterial Suspensions obtained by the Haemocytometer
method to those obtained with Bro\vn*s opacity tubes.

—

By Major J. Cunningham., LM.S., and B. Timothy.
The opacity method of enumerating bacteria introduced by Brown

was originally based on numerical equivalents estimated by a combina-
tion of Wright's and Braxton Hick's methods. In a later commnnication
the rates of the numerical content of bacterial suspensions obtained by
the haemocytometer method to his original table (taken as unity) was
only given for B. typhosus, B. paratyphosus A and B» parafcyphosus B.

.
^ further series of other common organisms have been submitted to

a similar procedure and their ratios to Brown's original table have been
estimated. The results which have been obtained so far correspond
cJosely with those given by Brown, The numerical value of the opacity
tubes as estimated by the Haemocytometer method is somewhat higher
than the values originally given by this author. The ratio between the
old and new methods varying between 1 to 1-2 and I to 09 for different
origanisins.

The value of forniol-gel test for syphilis.

—

By S. Rama-
kuishnan.

The formol-gel test for syphilis, the Wasserman reaction and the
clinical histories were compared in 120 cases. Tl;e Wasserman reaction
agreed with the clinical histories in 93-33% of cases.

While in only 64'1% of the cases the formol-gel test agreed with the

mimical histories.

Thus the formol-gel test stands condemned when compared with the

history of the cases as well as w^ith the results of the Washerman reaction.

On reversion of the Flagellate form of Leitshmania donovani

and Leishmania tropica to the resistaJit non- flagellate

torpedo and body in culture tubes and its bearing on the

attempts at the search tor the transmitter.—% I.t.-Col.

R. Row, I. M.S.
orO
ct

In experimental infection with leishmania the resistant torpedo oi

body phaee of the parasite is a sine qua non- In the search of mst

transmitters, it has been the fashion with some workers to ft^^h t°«

niuch importance to the presence of flagellate forms, which by t^'.^m .elves

^re (m the author's hands) valueless from an infection point o\ vew M
they are far too delicate to withstand the action of body "'^ ^s *"^
phagocytes. Now there is no evidence of a single positive

-^-^Pf '"f^'J]nfection with flagellates found in the so-called transmit ers ^^hile the.e

's evidence of old cultures containing resistant forms yielding a positive
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result ; therefore a series of observations were undertaken to study the

various phases of reversion fronn the flagellate to tho resistant forms and

the following points were recorded week after week from surface growths

on N.N.N, medium which \vas'' found to be the most suitable for the pur-

pose
1. Enormous division and sub-division of active flagellates of various

sizes and shapes by simple fission. (First two weeks.)

2. Sluggishness and loss of mobility of the flagellates accompanied

by a shortening of the flagellum and a simultaneous migration of the

blepharoplast towards the nucleus and vacuolation of the cytoplasm.

(Third week.)

3. Shortening and fattening phase of the parasite with the complete

disappearance of the rudiments of the flagellum and closer apposition of

the blepharoplast to the nucleus and increased vacuolation leading to the

complete formation of a thin capsule which is cast off or absorbed.

(Fourth week.)
4. Rounding off of the parasite before assuming the form found in

the lesions. (After fourth week.)
From the above it is clear that in the search of a transmitter the

endless variety of morphologically different flagellates, flagellates and

bodieSj would lead i;o enormovis difiiculties in identifying the parasites

even incultures and therefore all the more so in the intestinal contents of

insects inflicted naturally with different kinds of herpatomonas ;
and in

the absence of a single experiment proving the infectivity of these m
susceptible animals it is premature to assert and condemn any particular

insect be it a bug, a flea or a phlebotomus, simply on the evidence of

finding flagellate.^ in their intestines even several w^eeks after an infective

feed.

Note on the Cultivation of Leishniania donovani from the

peripheral blood of persons sufTering from Kala-azar.

By Lt.-Col. J. W. Cornwall, I. M.S., and H. M. Laf-

RENAIS.

The authors related ten successive successful cultures of flagellates

from the peripheral blood in kala-azar for purposes of diagnosis and

gave the method employed. They described a much simpler and equal-

ly successful method of cultivating the flagellates. This consisted m
using much larger quantities of blood suitably diluted and incubated in

flasks. Suggested that it be definitely decided by those who have ac-

cess to numerous patients -with kala-azar whether the method is really

of value in aiding early diagnosis in doubtful cases.

The diagnosis of Kala-azar by peripheral blood culture.

By BiRAj Mohan Das Gupta.
Between March 3rd and August 1921 the peripheral blood of 35 casea

of kala azar was submitted to culture to N.N.N, medium. Nineteen ot

these patients had had no antimony treatment whilst in the reniaming

sixteen varying amounts of antimony had been given.
All those cases except two were culturally positive. The averag

time when flagellates first appeared in tho cultures was just under eign

days. (Shortest period 3 days longest 22 days.) The two negative cases

had each undergone a complete course of antimony (200 c.c. of 1 /o sop '

um antimony tartrate) but had not shown much improvement in the clin-

ical condition. Though the peripheral blood culture in these two case*

was negative in both cases leishmania were found microscopically i

spleen smears. Two cases which were positive both by peripheral ana

splenic blood culture were negative by microscopical exammation
blood and spleen juice.
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These shew that the diagnosis of kala-azar by culture of the peri-

pheral blood is in skilled hands, little, if at all, less reliable than micro-

scopical examination of spleen juice.

The value of culture of the peripheral blood in Kala azar

as a diagnostic procedure.— -B?/ T. SEETHArATHY Iyer

and K. V. Krishnan,

The results appear to show that the culture method, used purely for

purposes of diagnosis and not merely as a corroborative test, gives infor-

mation of value in.about 25% of cases.

The more advanced the case is at the time of culture the greater the

chance of success.

Repeated culture, where possible, is of value.

The tubes should be inoculated for a long time extending to about

40 days before a negative result can be recorded.

The problem of Kala azar.— j5?/ Major F. P. Mackie,

T.M.S.

Major Mackie drew attention to the prominent part which had

been played by workers in Madras in the investigation of kala-azar. In

dealing with the parasite he referred to the possibility of a stage m its

life-history which was at present unrecognized. Such a supposition

would explain to some extent its presence in culture when it could not

be demonstrated under microscope. In dealing with the clinical aspect

of the disease he referred to the difficulties in diagnosis and tbe value ot

the different methods at present available for the purpose. He Pointed

out that Cf.rnwairs method of cultivating tlie parasite promised to be

one of the most valuable of these methods. He then proceeded to ex-

plain the possible means by which the leishman donovan body gaineci

access to and escaped from the human being. He referred to the possiDi-

lity of infection by means of the intestinal canal and also drew attention

to an experiment which demonstrated the possibility ot mfection Dy

means oi the skin. He devoted more attention, however, to the contro-

versy Which at present rages round the transmission of tlie disease Dy

means of an insect. Dealing first with the bed bug he discussed the

work which had been done by Patton, Mrs. Adie, and CornwaU wiin

this insect and pointed out that while the bodies observed *^y ;^^^*- ^"^^^
were most suspicious, further work had yet to be done before it couia u^

finally accepted as a stage of leishman donovan body. Wo nexi. ojs

cussed the position of the sand fly as possible carrier of
^^'^.^^^f^fJ .^;f^

pointed out that it had alreadv been proved that the sand fly earned a

similar organism and recorded certain suggestive ^^Pf*";i^",^t .T nJn^
had carried out in this direction. He finally dealt ^v^t\^ the treatmento^

the disease by means of antimony tartarate. .Son^e drawings illus^^^^^^^^^

leishmania like bodies found by Major Mackie m the bed bug vvere also

demonstrated.

An investigation into Filariasis at Puri.—% P -N, Bas.

1. Certain aspects of the anatomy and physiology of Micro Fikria

evidence in support of the probable physiological function, of the tongue

'"^rESct. of «,e i„iec«o„.ct solutions «tdia.rent^rugsup^.«-

movements i»f M.F. under the cover glass in biooa nmio

Tartar, Emetic, Novarsenobillon, Iodine etc.
.i^oaflilAss Filaria

3, Effects of the injections under cover glass
"P^^^^J^fJ'^osquito

and upon the developed stages of Filaria in preparations of mosqu

bodv.

4. Mosquito dissection in Puri Jail and Sadar Hospital. One fiiari-
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ated female prisoner infected 43% of the mosquitoes examined in jail
and transmitted the infection to her fellow prisoners and when removed
to hospital, infected 32% of the mosquitoes examined, 14 of which
revealed the advanced stages of development of Filaria. The successive
stages of Metamorphosis of filaria were observed in the mosquitoes fed
upon the filariated female prisoner.

5, Metamorphosis of filaria is Culex Fatigi

(1) Discusdonof the phenomena observed in 55 positive specimens
of mosquito stomach.

(2) Description of 13 different stages and discussion of the pheno-
mena observed in the course of the developmental cycle in
92 positive specimens of mosquito thorax,

6. Question of the transmission of the infection from human being
to mosquito and from mosquito to human being and of infection in
groups of families.

_
7. Question of filarial endemicity in the Puri Municipality as deter-

mnied bv:

—

(1) Mosquito dissection—44% infected.
(2) Examination of blood in a group of 118 men 31% positive.

8. Certain aspects of the pathology of the disease.
Findings from examination of a group of 153 cases in the

different stages of filariasis.

Periodical filarial fever and the associated pathological condi-
tions in a group of 52 cases.

Discussion of the prevailing ideas about the pathology of the
disease and its bearing upon treatment.

9. Question of the incubation period and the seasonal variations in
the appearance of M.F. in the peripheral blood.

10. Question of filarial periodicity. Diurnal and nocturnal varia-
tions Presence of M.F, in blood during the day in Haemolysed and
centnfugahsed blood (diluted 15 minutes) peripheral blood being nega-
tive dunng the day.

/ r- i-

Ih Association of filariasis with ankylostomiasis. Mixed helmin-
tnic infection m a case. Micro Filaria in blood, Ascaris lumbricoides,
Ankylostoma, Trichiuris Trichiuria ova and Strogyloides Larvae in faeces
—(Haemoglobin 10%).

12. Treatment of Filariasis.

(i) Filariasis with i\[.F. in blood, in cases followed up from 1919
and 192(1. Counts in 1921 were or varies from to 5.

Discussion of the mode of treatment.
(n) 31 cases of elephantiasis treated in 1921 with marked results

and in many cases restoration to normal condition. Dis-
^"^sion of treatment. Treatment must be intensive.

(Ill) 11 cases of periodical filarial fever treated with marked re^iults.

13. Discussion of reactionary phenomena and after Antimonv injec-
tions in no cases.

14. Observations "on the criticisms against the usefulne?*s of Anti-
mony injections in Filariasis.

Filariasis research (Darbhanga Research Memorial)
Calcutta School of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene.—5^
S. SUNDARA Row.

The author gave an abstract of the vrork which had been carried out
upon this subject at Cuttack during the latter part of the past year,
ne showed that the disease varied in intensity in different places and
gave some interesting facts dealing with the relative frequency of various
types of the disease. He also gave the results of investigation into the

I
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types of mosquito present and pointed out. that nearly 10 per cent of the
mosquitoes caught were infected with filaria.

On the occurrence of fugitive swellings on the extremities
and trunks of persons suffering from Filariasis in India.
By Lt.-Col. J. W. Cornwall, T.M.S.

Fugitive swellings due to the temporary or permanent arrest of adult
filariae in the superficial lymphatics of the trunk and extremities do
occur in India, though apparently uncommon. Tf pyogenic organisms
are present in the circulation an abscess may be formed. External
pressure may be the cause of the arrest or deatli of the wandering
filaria.

A filarial survey with a statistical enquiry into the Rela-
tionship of Filariasis and Elei^hantiasis.

—

By Major J. A,

Cruickshank, I. M.S., Major J. Cunningham, I.M.S.
and T. Seethapathy Tyer.

This paper presented the results of a statistical survey of the disease
in Saidapet a heavily infected area near Madras. Attention was special-

ly diverted to the differences presented by the disease in South India
and in other parts of the tropics especially Fiji,

These differences are especially in the microfilaria rate in cases of

filarial disease particularly in elephantiasis. In India microfilaria are

loss frequent in cases of filarial disease that in those without filarial

disease while in Fiji the reverse apparently holds good. The paper
records the important observation that the proportion of persons affect-

ed with elephantiasis recularlv increases with aae.

Technique of staining and mounting Helminths in bulk.

By Captain Vishnu T» Korke.
Tlie technique described in this paper, h the outcome of personal

trial.

Although the technique is similar for all different orders such as

Trematodes, Cestodes and Nematodes, still it differs slightly m certam

details for each order. . .

The type species from each order has been selected for stainrng and

mounting purposes and it is probable that the method will apply equally

well to other species. More than one method of fixation and staining

has been described. A particular fixative or a stam need not clami

superiority over other, fixative or stains and yet the picture cfTect is

different in each combination.
t *i •

A general routine method is described in the body of this paper

while deviations from the method have been described m the footnotes.

Mass treatment of Hookworm infection.—% K. S. MhaS-

kar.
(Ankylostomiasis inquiry Tricliinopoly).

^

^^ At the time of the commencement of Ankylostomiasis inquiry in

Madras in 1916. the treatment of l^ookworm in ection vvas a drast^^^^

as it required a careful preparation of the patient, rigid die.mg, heavj

dosage of the anthelmintic, and the use of strong purgative^^^^^

worm infection was found to be universal in the Madras Pres
i^^^^^^^^

treatment was unsuited for the masses, and a simple and ^ffecfve treat

ment which would be simple safe and efficient was to be
^ffj,^'

Chemical, physiological, and therapeutic tests were earned out
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54 anthelmintics, the Tricbinopoly central jail prisoners being treated

for the purpose. The results showed that, with the exception of chloro-

form which may prove useful in Ankylostomum infection, only three

drugs-oil of chenopudium thymol, and betanaphthol are more or less

efficient.

Oil of chenopodium was found to be a mixture of several useful

and useless constituents; the treatment with it is efficient, but toilsome,

costly, and uncertain as to its safety. Thymol and betanaphthol treat-

ments in single does of 5 grains without purgatives are simple, safe, and
efficient, thymol being somewhat costlier than betanaphthol.

The above conchisions were based on the hook-worm removal with

one test treatment ; when based on the percentage of cures, 67 and 72%
of cases were cured with thymol and betanaphthol respectively.

Addition of light magnesium carbonate increases the anthelmintic

action of drugs.

The diugs were found to have a remote action which brings about
* delayed ' cures, showing that except in proved cases of reinfection a

treatment which is known to be efficient need not be followed by any
other.

The two drugs thymol and betanaphthol gave equally good results

in field work. The one dose treatment without purgatives is simple,

safe and efficient. As no previous microscopical examination of faeces

is required and as the drug need not be administered more than once,

the treatment is likely to find favour with the masses.

The diagnosis of hookworm infection.

—

By K. S. Mhas-
KAR,

The methods of diagnosis of hookworm infection are based on some
features in .the life history of the parasite. The hookworm larva on
entering the skin of the host, may cause the inflammatory phenomena of

ground itch, and while present in the lung may cause bronchitis. On
reaching the intestine the presence of the adult parasite may be detected
directly by a I'lrge number of ova present in the faeces, or by the haem-
orrhage consequent upon the biting of the intestine, and, indirectly, by
tile changes brought about in the blood of the host. After the death of

the worm, either natural or induced, the infection maybe detected by
the finding of adult hookworms in the faeces.

Hookworm infection, as distinguished from hookworm disease, can-

not be diagnosed clinically, as, ground itch, its only chnical manifesta-
tion is absent in Southern India and in many other parts of India where
the infection is equally highly prevalent. On the other hand the clinical

diagnosis of hookworm disease is possible as it is based on the presence
of anaemia and its effects ; but the process requires careful elimination of

all other causes of anaemia.
The diagnosis of hookworm infection has therefore to be based on

laboratory methods. The object of this paper is to discuss the relative

value of the several methods which have been proposed. These
methods are based on the examination of (A) the faeces and (B) the blood
of the host.

A, The examination of the faeces includes :—
1. testing chemically for the presence of occult blood ;

2. a microscope examination for the finding of ova;
3. a culture method for the finding of the larvae ;

4. the finding of adult hookworms removed by an efficient anthel-

mintic treatment.

B. The examination of blood includes:
1. variation in the haemoglobin content

;

2. the determination of the relative proportion of eosinophiles to

other leucocytes;
3. a serological study with reference to complement deviation.
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A simplified method for the cultivation of plasmodluni

in vitro.

—

Bu Major J. A. Sinton, I.M.S

Cultural methods seem to have been neglected in the diagnosis of

latent malaria chiefly because the methods hitherto described were not

suitable for routine clinical use.

The following method was devised with the idea of getting a more

practical method for testing the value of cultures in diagnosis.

The chief point in tho method is the use of a .special tube which can

be used both for the defibrination of the blood and for growing the

cultures. This tube is made from ordinary glass tubing with a spirit

Bunsen burner. The blood needed is a few drops from the finger of a

malarial patient with parasites in his blood.

The special tube consists of two chambers connected by a narrow

stem about 25 mm wide. Tiie upper chamber is shaped like a Wright s

capsule and contains a few glass beads to defibrinate the blood. Ihe

lower chamber is conical with a capillary tube projecting from the base.

This chamber and the stem act as the culture tubes.

In using the tube the upper chamber is filled half full of dextrose

ascitic or hydrocele fluid. {1-5-20 ce. of 50% dextrose to 100 cc. of fluid)

and 5-10 large drops of blood are run in after the fluid. Ihe lower

chamber is heated and its capillary end is sealed off. ,^8 the blooa is

drawn into the upper chamber its capillary end is sealed ott ine tuoe

is then shaken until the beads have defibrinated the blood which is tUen

shaken into the lower chamber. The tube is then sealed ofi m the name

at the junction of the upper chamber with the connecting stem, ine

lower chamber can now be placed upright in the incubator at J/ c.

To examine the culture the upper end of tho tube is "P^"^°
v"^

a little of the surface layer of the deposit of blood cells '^ ^'t'^dra vn

with a Wrieht's pipette, and a smear is made and stained, f'^^ ^"'^" "

tube is immediately resealed in the flame and replaced in the mcuoaior.

All the above steps are done with strict aseptic P/e«'^'J*\°"^- ,. ^,i

Some very successful cultures have been obtained by this metnou.

Review of the position of the genus Haemocy.stidium

iO(Castellani and Wi^ev 1904) with a description of two

new species.— ^2/ Captain H. E. Shortt, I.M.b.

A paper designed to collect together, the known facts f'""'^/
^^^'f

^

of sources, as well from my own observations, ^egardmg a genus (naem

cystidinm) a blood parasite of reptilia, which has special •"^P07,^"'=^ '>;'

workers generally on blood parasites of this type. 0"^,
"f. , ^ ^Ijjh

points raised is ks to the identity of the genus Haemocvstidium with

haemoproteus.

Is Keratomalacia a deficiency disease ? if^^^o-J^'l^.^
f^^'^

nature of the deficiency ?-% Ma.ior H. K. W bight,

I.M.S. R •

fl ti

The clinical appearances were first described in J^*/'''.
„^"f%n t^

consist in {a) eye changes, and (b) general f'onjt't"*'.^"^'
"!',^"fn^-a Je^y

eye one mav find a smoky discolouration of the conjunct vaw^th a greasy

dryness and a concentric rippling, sometimes «P°*^f» "f^fJ^diffused
mia. The cornea may show Anything from ,%bluiBh haze o a d.«usea

nfiltration up to a dLse opaque interstitia ^'^j:Zi::Sr^L
gressing to necrosis and ulceration. This is tne ^"^"^ ,,-.• there
which the condition derives its most common name, ^"^'i" ^^ ^,

m^y be night blindness. The rate of
«-""f„fVX" was about

patients nt the Government Opthalmic H^^^P^
' innv of prominent

0-4%. The tables give age distribution and frequency ot prom

symptoms in 80 cases observed in 1921.
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TABLE I.

Age, Years

5 and under .

.

o to 15

•

Over 13

27

* * 9

9

Female.

21

10

4

To ta I

48

19

13

60

TABLE 11.

Condition. Frequency

Live p.

Enlarged
Palpable
Not Palpable
Definitely small
Not noted

Jaundice:

—

General appearance

:

Fat and healthy.
Thin, not wasted
Marasmio

7

23

34

2

U

Frequency

8

28

44

Night blindne
Cornea :—Clear

Steamy .

.

Deep infil-

tration .

,

Ulcerated
Not noted

Conjunctiva :

—

Epithelial Xerosis
only
rosis with a

12

1

11

22

27
9

8

smoky conjunc-
tiva

Apparently
mal

61

nor-

V • 11

Associated with the eye changes are (6) marasmus, intestinal disease,
respiratory tract di^^eaae, liver disease (atrophic and hyperatrophic with
or without jaundice), a trophic changes in skin and mucous membranes
and bleaching of the hair.

Cases which showed night blindness alone or Xeropthalmia of a mild
aegreo (referred to as Xerosis) were not considered in the above figures,
inere appears to be some connection between night blindness with or
without Keratomalacia and night bhndness with retinitis,- whether of the
pigmentosa." '* sine pigmento" or *^ Punctata albescens*' variety. It

may be that all those cases have causative features in common. The
eye appearances were demonstrated by means of water-coloured paint-

Is Keratomalacia due to a deficiency in Fat soluahle A ?

P

'-^^^^ ^^Perimental production of corneal necrosis bv the deprivation
ot tat solnable A suggests that this food factor plays an important partm tne human condition. It was not considered that the clinical condi-

4 & A ^ ^ # - In
.• """ ^v^""inuu. IE was not considered that tne cnnicai c.
Mon was analogous to the experimental Keratomalacia of animals. --
support of this view the different eye si-ns and aymptoma in the two
cases was quoted and the failure of human cases to respond rapidly to
the administration of fat sohiable A.on mflamatory conditions of the eye

Experimental observers lay stress

Human Keratomalacia is a non-

t

i
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inflamatory condition. More accurate descriptions of the exact eye signs
and symptoms in experimental Keratomalacia are required. In the ex-
perimental animals, according to Stephenson and Clarke, the determin-
ing factor of corneal implication appears to be bacterial invasion and the
corneal condition an accident of infection in a pre-disposed eye. Just
as in experimental work comparatively few of those who are predisposed
to Keratomalacia actually develop corneal symptoms but bacterial inva-
sion is not the determining factor.

The Keratitis of clinical Keratomalacia starts in the depth of the
cornea while the epithelium and Bowman's membrane are still intact
just as in certain cases of Syphilis or Tuberculosis the condition may
run on as an interestitial Keratitis leading to dense leucoraata withou*t
ulceration. Secondary infection by the flora of the conjunctival sac does
not occur until the epithelinm and Bowman's membrane are damaged.
Experiments were carried out in the Government Opthalmic Hospital,
with tlie idea of testing the value of introducing into the diet liberal

amounts of ghee, fruit juice, meat juice, and whole egg without Cod
liver oil. This did not produce as good or better results as Cod liver

oil alone and neither produced the rapid efJects obtainable in experimen-
tal animals. It may not he the fai soluahle A in God liver oil which is all

important. Fresh liver feeding has been practised with succeaa on the

west coast for years in this condition. No matter what the determin-
ing factox' in Keratomalacia may be it is certain that the influence of

insufficiency of di^j in general predisposes to the disease. To quote from
the text of the paper:—

** Tt would be impossible to give a correct impression of Kertaniala-

cia as seen here without drawing attention to the population from which
our cases are derived and to the manner in which its individual members
strive to exist on a minimum of food."

" In Southern India, the bulk of the poorer classes are always in,

what McCollum terms the ** Twihght Zone," where small shifts in the

quality of the diet with respect to any factor determine a pathogenic

state. " Not only is this so as regards fat soluable A but also as regards

other vitamines and the optimum ratios of food principles in general,"

It would be premature in the present state of our knowledge to place

the blame on any one food factor ; but that unsuitable and insufficient

food plays a very important part in all the degenerative states which are

met with in hospital practice,—and predisposes to this condition seems

undoubted considering the large number of predisposed^ persons only a

very small percentage develops any of the symptoms of Keratomalacia.

But there are other considerations. If a dietetic deSciency is admit-

ted, it may be determined at three leaves, (a) the food supply (mentioned

above), (h) the absorbing area, (c) the mechanism whereby the absorbed

material entering the portal circulation is modified for tissue use. Ihe

second consideration (6) is very important. Failure at this level is pre*

disposed to by (a). Many cases show an alimentary disorder, but some

do not; it is therefore not absolutely essential. As regards (c) tlio paper

may be quoted in original :

—

, j . ^r u«
•'The association between a liver affection and the remmder of tiae

picture of Keratomalacia in a large number of case^ ^ ". ""^^f^lt L
does not appear to matter so much what the type of the l^^er dele'^t is,

provided the functions of the organ are interfered with.
/*^."fj^«°^"

the typical eye symptoms with syphilitic cirrhosis mtestmaltox.c

cirrhosis, malignant disease. It may be that some h'^^f
t« ^ JutTf

function of the liver is disturbed by the mere fact of a local lesion, du^ u

this were sufficient in itself to determine Keratomalacia, one wouia

expect it to be far more common. rv
jufc ic lo oe lar more common. . . . ^. c Aafonts
The liver defect may be merely a sector m the vicious™ ^'^^^^^

at levels (a), (6) and (c), so powerfully productive of chmcal Kerato

malacia,
,

i j, ;« there
With regard to the role of the liver the question was askea,
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an internal secretion of the liver or is one of the great metabolic functions
disordered as for instance the normal metabolism of the fats?

** As far as I am aware there has not up to the present been a case
made out for an internal secretion of the liver in the same sense as for
the testis or pancreas. Still when one considers that of all the glands of
the body the liver has more influence on the metabolism of food stuffs

and fulfills more diverse functions than any other gland, it would not be
surprising if another role were added to its repertoir. One feels a perfect
maze when one considers the extraordinary diverse actions of this gland
on the different classes of food stuffs as they reach it direct from the
absorption surface. How these functions are carried out is still a very
dark chapter in medical science. May it not be that there is an internal
secretion and that this internal secretion is in certain quantity essentiaL
McCarrison has drawn attention to the sequence, defective diet, damaged
alimentary canal and abnormal endocrine function. Hepatic function is

surely affected and is of prime importance."
The author then stated the desirability of further human experi-

mental work and chemical research in this connection and expressed his
intention of utilising liver extract in the ensuing year in the treatment of
his cases. At present patients are being treated by fresh liver feeding.

Finally the opinion was expressed that the condition of Kerato-
malaeia was one in which an organism primarily subjected to the effects
of a diet unsuitable, insufficient and deficient in accessory factors,
secondarily sustaining a damage to the absorbing surfaces, finally devel-
ops a specialised degeneration, frequently associated with a liver failure,
the nature of which is obscure.

Rhinosporidium kinealyi.—% Major Wright, I.M,S. and
Dr. Trimurthi (Madras).

This protozoon was discovered by 0*Kinealy of Calcutta in 1903 in
yascular pedunculated nasal polypi and described by Vaughan, Professor
of Pathology at the Medical College of the City.

In 1905 Minchin and Fanthara published an exhaustive description
of the minute structure of the parasite, and in the same year late Dr.
Nair of Madras drew attention of the profession to its existence in this
Presidency. In 1906 Beatty published a detailed microscopical descrip-
tion of the sporozoon. The discovery of the parasite in other situations
than the nose belongs to Kirkpatrick and Ingram, formerly of the Patho-
logical Department of the Madras College, who in the year 1909 demons-
trated the presence of the parasites in a conjunctival polvpus and in a
papillomatous growth of the penis respectively. Later Elliot recorded
»

t^i!\^i
Rhinosporidial growth of the eye lids. In 1914, the reader

T " ino^^^^
^" a'^count of the parasite with the clinical notes of 15 cases,

In 1920, Mr. Chinnaawaray Pillai observed the parasite in a papilloma-
tous growth of the uvula. The first case of Rhinosporidium of the lach-
^malsac was recorded by Kirkpatrick in 1916. Further observations on
Khinospuridium of the conjunctiva and the lachrymal sac have been
made by Wright and his articles on the subject will shortly appear in
the medical press.

The nature of the local lesion was dealt with. In the nose Rhino-
sporidial growths are soft, vascular and polvpoid or papillomatous. The

^f^^l ^^
'^^^ reddish in colour, very friable and bleed readily. They are

attached to the nasal raucous membrane by narrow pedicles. The globu-
iar appearance of the ordinary nasal polypus is absent ; the Rhinospon-
aial po ypi appear to be flattened out. The growths of the conjunctiva
were likened to small portions of the spleen or lung of a small mammal
witn a slightly granular surface. Water coloured paintings of Wright's
cases were shown.

In the lachrymal sac the parasite gives rise to reddish soft polypoid
growths which fill up its cavity. The sac has a granular feel. The para-
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sitic polypi can be seen only when the sac is removed and cut into
Associated with the growth is a suppurative decrvocystitis. Photographs
of the conditions were shown.

The microscopical appearances were described in detail and some
sections shown on the screen of a minute conjunctival polypi 2 mm. x 1
ram. A reference was made to the probable mode of infection. Up to
the present animal inoculation has proved negative. Batton and Ingram
tried planting small portions of polypi, subcutaneously with negative
results.

^
Wright and Cunningham placed small portions of growth into

sub-conjunctival pockets in monkeys and also tried vaccination on the
penis, and nasal mucosa of monkeys with emulsion of fresh polypus and
injection of similar emulsion into the lung. These experiments were
unsuccessful up to the time of writing. The above experimentors ap-
parently assumed that direct transfer was possible. The reader was of
the opinion that direct transfer from man to man is the mode of trans-
mission. Wright considered that the position of the local lesion suggests
dust or water transmission and that the spores when shed probably have
an extra human life cycle before gaining access to the human mucosa.

In this connection it is interasting to note^
1. So far no case has been described in a female
2. In the Madras Presidency individuals from the West Coast appear

to be more frequently affected.
3. The majority of sufTerers are boys and young adults, the highest

incidence being between 10 to 20 and 20 to 30.

Treatment, Up to recently removal of the growths was the method
productive of the greatest success. When the growth was localised and
easily accessible as in the conjunctiva, this was successful. In the nose,
however, recurrence was the rule. Kirkpa trick advocated the use of

quinine solution in treating conjunctival case. Wright tried the efficacy

of Quinine Bi hydrochloride in 1% and 2% water solution on a conjunc-
tival polypus without success. He found in one case that 2% Tartar
emetic dropped into the eye t.i.d., caused the disappearance of the polypi
in two months. Presumably the tartarated antimony destroyed the

parasite. This observation needs confirmation.

Treatment of Leprosy with hydnocarpus oil and its pre-

parations.

—

By E. MuiR.
Hydnocarpus oil is derived from the seeds of hydnocarpus wightiana.

There are some 28 species containing more or less of the same qualities,

which make them useful in leprosy.
The Ethyl and Methyl esters of the fatty acids have been found the

most useful forms for administering the drug and they may be given m
doses up to 12 or 15 c.c. per week by a combination of intramuscular and

intravenous injections.
The initial doses must be small, but in order to maintain improvement

It 13 necessary to increase the dosage. The increased dosage generally

results in a reaction which is followed by increased tolerance and larger

doses have to be given. ,. 9 . .

In our experience better results are obtained by this hne ot treat-

ment than by any other drugs, but it is necessary to bear m mmd tliat

diet, climate, exercise and many other matters, have to be attonaea to

if the patient is to recover.

Note on the preparation of vaccine lymph effective in a

tropical climate.—5^ Lt.-Col. W. F. Harvey, LM.b.

An exposition of Dr. Nyland's method of preservation of potency of

vaccine lymph under continuously tropical conditions.
««,:„;f«r

^
^The principle underlying Dr. Nyland's method is that no vaccimfer

Qhall be inoculated with lymph derived from the same species of animal.
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Under these conditions degeneration does not take place. Three species

of vaccinifers are used, the rabbit to provide lymph for inoculation of the
cow-calf and the cow-calf to provide stock lymph for inoculation of buffa-

loes. The buffaloes thus provide the lymph which is used by the vacci-

nators in the field. This lymph can be issued by ordinary post, and
can be sent far afield without loss of potency. It is diluted at the time
of use by the vaccinator and this diluted Ij'mph preserves its potency for

two or three days.

The necessity for a standard for vaccine lymph.— J5f/

Major J. Cunmnoham, I.M.S., and Major J. A.

Cruickshank, I.M.S.

Various standards have been introduced from time to time but none

of these liave come into common use. Vaccine lymph has been consi-

dered 'Satisfactory so long as continuous vesiculation has been obtained.

Variations in potency and the possibility of deterioration cannot be

judged to an}- extent by this. means. A more exact determination of

the value of a lymph is thus required.

The authors describe a method which depends upon the dilution of

the lymph to various strengt?is until discrete vesiculation is obtained.

The results are recorded in terms of the number of vesicles and the yield

of pulp per linear inch sown. The compartive value of various samples
of lymph can thus be recorded.

An examination into the degree of efficacy of Antirabic

treatment.

—

By Lt.-Col. Harvey, I.M.S. and Major
H. W. Acton/i.M.S.

The statistical argument adopted by the authors leads to the follow-
ing conclusions :

—

(1) The crude death rates from rabies whether amongst treated or
untreated should be corrected in accordance with the constitution of the
population concerned.

(2)^ We should have substitution or at least inclusion of the total
mortality rates in reports, which at present simply give failure rates.

(3)^ The current ideas of the mortality occurring amongst the untreat-
ed are in need of revision.

Cholera and the value of prophvlactic inoculation.

—

By
Major H. G. Stiles Webb, I.M\S.

Deals with the experience of the author whilst \^ orking in the dis-
tricts of the North-West Frontier Province at cholera during the months
of April-September 1921.

^
He deals briefly with the vibrios that have been found in connection

with cholera and how they can obtain a footing in the human body and
their ultimate fate there.

He next touches on the subject of immunity as regards cholera, and
finally gives his experience of inoculation as recommended to bo practised
at present, and his reasons for modifying the dosage to meet conditions
attendant upon treating an epidemic in a widely distributed population
when cholera was epidemic.

The following doses of cholera vaccine were employed by him.

Series 1, A single dose of 0*5 c c. (4000 M. Vibrios)
" 2. „ 1-0 c.c. (8000 M. ,, )

,, 4. Two doses 1st 0-5 c.c. and 2nd 1*0 c.c.
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He gives a series of casss of cholera occurring in 88 iaoculated per.soaaand wishes to hear if his experience is verified by other workers
The 84 fatal case^ which were inoculated occurred in three of the

series as follows : — ^ muo

oenes I Oases. Deaths.
-

18 5
Series II Cases. Deaths.

51 12
Series IV Cases. Deaths.

w 21 7
No case occurred in Series III.

Mortality

25%

33%

The author sumnmrises his conclusions as follows :

In the first place I have had no case of cholera occurring up to datem any individual who received a single dose of 1 -5 c. c. of more, and I think
this justifies rae in concluding that for district work at any rate, the
larger single does is essential to success. I am prepared to admit that
this probably won't protect every case, but I think it would protect a
larger number of individuals, than any smaller dose, or I'Sccin two
successive doses would.

I had no ill effects whatever from giving the larger dose, and expe-
rienced none myself.

I should hazard the opinion that a first dose of 1 c.c. followed in 10
days by one of 2 c.c. would be the ideal produce, but I had no opportu-
nity of trying it in the district work.

I am now very firmly convinced of the value of inoculation and I will
admit that when I started I was somewhat sceptical."

The dose of prophylactic vaccine necessary in re-inocula-
tion.—% Lt. -Col. W. F. Harvey, I.M.S.

The author records experiments which tend towards the conclusion
that dosage in prophylactic re-inoculation need not be as large as those
used on first inoculation.

Observations on the incidence of cholera in the indivi-

dual districts in the Madras Presidency.

—

By Major
A. J. H. Russell, I. M.S.

This paper gave the results of a preliminary investigation made with-
ni recent months. In an attempt to throw light on some of the problems
connected with the prevention of cholera, maps of the Presidency indicat-

ing the areas affected by the south west and north-east monsoons were
prepared and these showed that, roughly speaking, the Presidency could
be divided into two areas, first, the northern area covered by the south-

west monsoon and second, the southern area covered by the north-east

monsoon. Average monthly cholera death rates for each district for the

twenty years ending 1920 were also prepared and the figures obtained
were plotted out in the form of graphs. Three distinct types of curve

were obtained.
In the northern area affected bv the south-we=!t monsoon, the curve

for each district reached its maximum in July or August and then gra

dually fell to the normal figure. In some districts the maxumim was

puch more evident than in others but wai nevertheless qure distinctive

in all the districts lying to the north of the spur of the Eastern Ghauts.

.
The characteristic of the southern districts was the increasing in-

cidence of cholera 1-2 months after the commencement of the nortn-

east monsoon, the maximum being reached either m December or

January. The spasmodic shower falling as a result of the influence of

tt^e south-west monsoon were not sufficient to produce any very appre

10
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<jial)le eHectand cholera outbreaks in June to September were therefore

brief and not very intense. Those districts lying round Madras City and

those in the south of the Presidency adjoining the Bay of Bengal, and

the Arabian sea all presented the typical curve wich a high maximum in

December and January, falling to a small minimum throughout the rest

of the year.

The south-western interior districts were represented by curves

showing a double rise—the curve being a combination of the typos already

described. These districts have a very meagre rainfall, and are usually

almost entirely unaffected by the south-west monsoon. Choleia begins

to increase shortly after the north-west monsoon bursts and the curve

of the graphs rises abruptly to its maximum in December and January.

The curve of South Canaia District which, on the above distribution,

ought to correspond to the first group, was found to be very similar to

thatof the third group and although suggestions were made as to the cause

for this disparity of type, no definite conclusion was arrived at and the

matter is receiving further attention.
.

i
•

Further investigations were proposed on a possible relationship

between humidity and the incidence of cholera on the lines indicated in

€ol. Gill's paper on the influence of humidity and temperature on the inci-

dence of malaria.

A plea for the extended use of the Voges Proskaver

reaction.—Sy Lt.-Col. Glen Liston, I.M.S. a7id S. N.

Gore.
1

.

Among the biochemical reactions of lactose-fermenting organisms of

the ** Typhoid colon '' group, Indole and Voges Proskauer reactions stand

pre-eminent. It is therefore essential that the techniques of such routine

reactions should be simple, rapid and reliable. Such a technique has

Already been described for Indole, viz. the " Cotton- wool-plug test but

none of the methods so far recommended for performing the Voges

Proskauer reaction fulfills the conditions of a routine test.

2. Accordingly we have developed a technique which conform^ to the

requirements of a routine test. Our procedure is as follows:—The cul-

ture is inoculated in nutrient broth containing one per cent of the gl^^^^^

and at the end of every twenty-four hours period of incubation a loopiuj

oi the culture is removed on white porcelain slab and mixed a looptui

of a forty per cent solution of caustic soda. In the case of a positive

Voges-Proskauer reaction a distinct pink colour develops in about tiva

minutes, and if no pink appears in ten minutes the result is *^^^®^ ^^

negative. In a large majority of positive cultures we have found tliai

twenty- four hours' incubation''sufficies and it is only in a few cases tuat

further incubation is required. .

3. In tiie glucose broth, the pink colour of the V.P. reaction attains

its maximum in about ten to fifteen minutes but fades away almost com-

pletely ia about one hour. We have shown that if milk be usea

instead of broth for the glucose medium, not only a brighter pm^
colouration is obtained but the mixture of the culture and soda solution

solidifies and forms a dry pink spot on the slab which retains the ^"^^ '

sity of the colour for more than six hours. In certain instances we na\^^

observed that when saccharose is used in place of glucose in the p"^^V^

media, a positive V.P, reaction appears after a shorter period of incuo -

tion, and the pink colour is brighter than in glucose media.

The inapplicability of the Mills-Reincke phenomonon to

Indian conditions.—% T. N. S- Raghavachari.
The applicabihty of the Mills-Reincke phenomenon to the vital staU^-

tics of any town with a protected water supply depends upon
essential conditions.
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able m^ortalit^'''''^^"'"''
'^^ ^ definite water-borne disease with an appreci-

(0) An accurate record of the total death rate.
(c) An accurate record of the death rate due to certain individual

aiaeaaes, both water-borne and non-water-borne.
(rf) The existence of a fully protected water supply.
This paper deals with the extent to which each of these factors is

present under Indian conditions.
The first condition is amply satisfied by the presence of cholera inendemic form.

.
The second is in all probability sufficiently accurate in many muni-

cipalities to meet tlie case.

The third is at present unattainable.
The fourth is also open to serious doubt, for the terra " protected "

as applied to water supplies in the Madras Presidency can only be regarded
as relative and in most cases does not come up to the standard required
for a successful application of the phenomenon.

Limitations of B. Coli mebliod in water examinations.-
By Rao Sahib V, Govindaraju.

ontradictory opinions are at present held on the subject of bac-
terial standards of purity of water in India. My recent researches tend
to throw some light on some of the causes of this divergence of opinion.
The presence of frogs in water has been found to be responsible for an
increase in faecal bacilli which though negligible in the case of ordinary
waters is apt to be misleading in the case of waters of great purity like
mountain spring waters. Again stasis in reservoirs and passage through
pjpes may be responsible for an increase in faecal bacilli, so that a mere
increase in the number of faecal bacilli, in a water does not necessarily
indicate faecal contamination but may simply be due to stasis in reser-
voirs or to flow through pipes.

The Sack Steam Disiafector.

—

By Major L. A. P. Ander-
son, I.M.S,

A new type of disinfector devised by Col. P. S. Lelean, Professor of

Hygiene at the R.A.M. College, called the ''Sack Steam Disinfector,"
was brought to the notice of the Indian Science Congress by the author.

The special features claimed for this apparatus are that it combines
at a low initial cost, simplicity of construction, portability, high work-
ing efficiency and general utility for both civil and miUtary use.

This type of disinfector has also been elaborated into different types
for use under varying circumstances.

The disinfector is very simple in construction and consists essential-

ly of a steam tight sack 2' by 4y of 13 cubic feet capacity the base of

which is connected by hose to a small 8 gallon boiler. The method of

working it is also equally simple and depends on the displacement by
steam of the heavier air contained in the sack. The water filling pipe

of the boiler is arranged in such a wav that it permits water to escape.

Should the boiler pressure exce"ed 13" water-head, the emission of

steam through the pipe gives warning that the boiler requires replenish-

mg.
no s

This forma a very simple and yet effective safety valve requ ring

-killed attention for its supervision. Tests carried out m England

prove the efficiency of the disinfector as a germicide. ^ disinfector ol

thia type would be of special value in schoola, municipalitie.s, ftosp caia,

and institutes eppecially in the raofussil, ships, labour camps, pilgrim

centres, etc.

---*
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Some observations on the trenching of night soil.

—

By
Jahar Lal Das.

The paper records the observations of the author on the trenching of

night soil at Maniktala, a first class municipal town with a population of

53, 763 (1911) and only a limited acreage (30 bighas) available for trench-

ing. The instructions laid down in the Circular issued bj' the Sanitary

Commissioner for Bengal in 1909, enjoined, amongst other things that a

trenching ground shouid be divided into three plots and each plot should

be trenched once in 3 years, i.e. trenching in first year and cultivation

for two years with a view to prevent the land from becoming sewage

sick. Calculated on the basis of this Circular, the total extent of land

for the purpose at least 200 bighas of land would have been required.

Consequent on the limitation thus set up, the author decided on re-

trenching every plot, every few months, after examining thefn as to

their fitness for retrenching. He found that in a ripe (repeatedly)

trenched soil it took nearly five but never less than four months for the

transformation of the excreta irjto a sort of odourless loose black earth,

irrespective of weather conditions and whereas in a virgin soil it took

about three months more for the excreta to acquire this character.

Thus every plot was retrenched about half a dozen times instead of

oncCf every three years.

These observations were fully borne out at other places adjoining
Calcutta, viz, Nadi Bagan, Howrah, Cossipore, Chitporo Municipality
and also in other parts of Bengal.

He concludes that:

—

(1) The nitrifying organisms in the soil multiply enormously
after the application of human excreta and the soil gets im-

proved in quality to such an extent that it can be re-

trenched more often than the period originally laid down.
(2) No soil was found to disintegrate in less than four to five

months.
(3) The soil did not appear to become sewage sick.

(4) Except from an economical point of view, the idea that culti-

vation is necessary is not based on any substantial evidence.

(5) By not reapplying night soil to any plot for about two years

the plot may acquire more or less the characteristics of virgin

soil by the death of the nitrifying bacteria as a result of

starvation.

(6) Hard clayey soil when retrenched at short intervals improves
in quality and acquires a porous character suitable for

trenching.

Sewage disposal with use of gases for generating electri-

city and of the effluent for agriculture.—7??/ K. BUR-
JORji Dadybukjoy.

The present method of sewage disposal in Tndian towns is defective
and uneconomical. Septic tank treatment of sewage and disposal of

residue on land for sewage farming have been tried in a few places but
concerted attempts have been made to utilise to the best advantage the

gases which emanate from the septic tanks and which are bound to be a

source of great nuisance. These gases can be collected and burpt in ^^s

engines for generating electricity to be used for lighting a town and other

trade purposes. This paper records a method whereby any town in India
can have a good sewerage system together with an efficient and cheap
installation fur producing electricity. An ideal airtight Fepttc tank is des-

cribed as also the method whereby the gases collected within the roof

over the septic tank are drawn by suction into a gas holder by its combi-
nation with a specially constructed purifier, consisting of a box con-

tammg slaked lime which effectively removes the GOn.
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These gases can be conveniently and directly used for lighting pur-
poses the Matunga and Greaves cotton mills at Bombay and Raja Gokul-
doss mdls at Jubbulpore are successful examples of this. The gases can
also be profitably used for working a gas engine to drive dynamos for
generating electricity.

The sewage effluent and gases after treatment have been found to he
odourless.

The conditions necessary for such a process of sewage disposal are
as follows :—

(1) The sewerage system must be a separate and not a combined
system.

(2) There should be no open house drains where the household
rubbish and other foreign substances enter the sewers.

(3) There should be as little silt or foreign substances as possible
in the sewage. The provision of **Natrani" traps so as to

prevent the entry of these into the sewers, is advocated.
(4) There should be no obstruction by intercepting sewer traps in

the flow of sewage in sewers, as these are responsible for a

loss of over 25% of the gases en route,

(5) Factory waste should not be allowed to enter into the sewers,

without being treated chemically by precipitants.

(6) Proper supervision of the sewerage system is essential and
should be directed towards effectively preventing the ingress

of silt in excess into the sewers.

(7) The gas installation should be properly supervised.

(8) The sewage should reach the septic tank in as pure a condition

and as quickly as possible.

Section of Anthropology.

President:—Rai Bahadur Hiralal, B A ,
M.R.A.S.

Presidential Address.

The Aboregines of Central India.

The most wonderful thing in this year's programme is the

Chairman of the Anthropological Section of the Science Con-

gress. In such a conference one would expect a scientific man
tc preside, but in the Anthropological Section, one from a most

unscientific class, the district officer, has been selected. Ihis

was the first problem which confronted me, when 1 first heard

of it, but I have found a solution to what appeared irrecon-

cilable in the beginning. The Executive Committee were wise

in interposing something dark between two stars in order

to prevent overlapping of tlieir brilliance. You know my pre-

decessor Rai Bahadur Sarat Chandra Roy, who, m the words

of so great an authority as Sir Edward Gait;' knows far more

of the subject than any one else in India, and I h«P^» ^>

successor will be a rival of Mr. Roy. In that case a darK

interposition, as vou will admit, was very necessary. ^i>u uiii

have, therefore, no cause to be disappointed if yon fand no

light and no science in what I am going to read to you about

some of the Central Indian Tribes.
^

.

It has become a fashion to talk of various waves of immi-
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grations from which the teeming millions of India derive their

origin. This is probably due to the fact that the dominating
race of Aryans are immigrants and as they came from outside,

thej' have fallen into the habit of thinking that their prede-

cessors did the same. Thej' have, therefore, been at pains to

discover from various data, Geological, Archfeologicalj Linguis-

tic and Anthropometrical, when their predecessors in the remot-

est antiquit}^ came over to patronise this land. The primitive

races are taken back to some period when they are alleged

to have come to this country from somewhere else. Geologists

tell us that the Indian Peninsula was formerly cut off from
the north of Asia by sea, while a land connection existed on
the one side with Madagascar and on the other with the Malay
Archipelago, and the inference drawn by some scholars is that

the oldest known inhabitants of India cajne here from those

places. There is linguistic affinity between the Mundari lan-

guages and those of the Jndo-Pacific Islands and the Malay
Peninsula. Thus the theory of immigration suits the propoun-
ders thereof very well, and they have no hesitation in putting
forward that the Munda or Kolarian tribes entered India from
south-east Again they find Erahuis a tribe in Baluchistan
speaking a language akin to Oraon from which they conclude
that the Dravidians entered India from North-West. But no
reason has been shown why the reverse should not have been
the case. If India had autochthones why could they not emi-
grate to Baluchistan, Malay Peninsula and the [ndo-Pacific
Islands? I have not yet come across any cognet reason to

suppose that India was barren and wholly colonised from out-

side. As a matter of fact there are several reasons to regard
the Dravidians as children of the soil. Says Sir George Grier-

son, ''The TJravidian languages form an isolated group. Com-
parative philologists agree that the Munda languages, Khassi,
Monkhmer, Nancowry and the speech of the aboriginal races of

the Malay Peninsula contain a common substructure which
cannot be anything else than the language of an old race

which was once settled in all those countries. No traces of

that common stock can be shown to exist in the Dravidian forms
of speech and from a philological point of view it therefore
seems probable that the Dravidian languages are derived from
the speech of an aboriginal Dravidian population of Southern
India, while the Dravidian race at some remote period has

received an admixture of tribes belonging to the same stock as

the Monkhmers of Farther India. The Dravidian race is not
found outside India/' It is true that the Australians share

many of the characteristics of the Dravidians, but there are

not sufficient reasons to assimilate them into one common
stock. The question of the origin and old distribution of the

Dravidian race belongs as remarked by Sir George Grierson
to the domain of anthropologv and of anthropology alone. This

»

t
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science has, however, developed very little in India and it is only

recently that it has been taken up in right earnest in some quar-

ters. And the most important problem to be solved by it is

whether the Dravidians are autochthones. Sir Herbert Risley

has introduced a confusion in the racial terminology of this

country by including all Mundari-sp?aking people into Dravi-

dian which was formerl}- restricted to people speaking Tamilian

and kindred languao-es. In fact Tamilian is a mere variant of

Dravidian and T think it is best to continue to use the worn m
its old sense, since Risley's theory of racial distribution has not

been universally accepted. The well-known Dravidian tribes

number about a crore as against a crore and a quarter belong-

ing to the Kolarian or Munda races. These do not include castes

formed by fusion with later immigrants such as the Aryans or

those wholly absorbed by Hinduism. The aborigines apparent-

ly had no regular tribes as is evident from their names which

are merely equivalents of ' man' in their languages, as distin-

guished from other animals. For instance, those calling them-

selves Korku derive the name from Kor a ' Man/ ku being the

plural suffix. Similarly the biggest tribe in Central India is

named Gond, but in its"own language its name is Koitur which

means ' man.' By the way it may be remarked that the

Aryans being the dominant race, went so far as to impose

contemptuous names on the wild people which, at any rate m
the case of bigger tribes, gained currency over the proper

tribal names. The name Gond is one of that class and is de-

rived from Sanskrit meaning an ox or cattle, Gonds beuig

regarded as no better than cattle. As a matter of fact in

certain localities thev are still regarded as such. How the

subject people submftted to the effrontery of the dommant

class is exhibited by a curious incident in my own experience.

Some vears ago when making ethnographic enquiries in the

Bamra State. I asked the Kharias to come up before me and

a number of people immediately separated from the rest or

the assemblv composed of several aboriginal tribes, io an^^^Ff

a question put bv me they consulted each other talkmg m

their own language which I recogni/ed to be Otaon I mn e-

diatelv queried " you sav you are Kharias but you -P^^k 0,a:u

And the reply was " v^s, we are really Oraon. and speak our

language Omon, but the Uriyas (meaning OnssaHmdu)^^^^^^^^

us Khlrias and we are therefore obliged to
«f /l'^,^;^^ ^^^^

Kharias in order to prevent misunderstanding as tbe^app^y

the name Oraon to Kharias." The Khanas ^^^^^ ^'^ ^[f^^j^^
on the spot and corroborated the story of the

;;^^-f
"^^^^^^^^^^

they theLelves answering to the ^a'^^e of Oraon though^

admitted to me that they were reall>
1^^;^ 'f;. ; ^.

prin.itive people have not only accepted oppiobnou^^^n^

the

con

wuve people nave f^\""'-VT 7;;,; u„ow but have even
etymology of which they did f*

^ ;^^ ^^ 'j.^s in accept-
-lescendpd to vield to the whims of their supctu
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ing wrong names imposed on them hv the ignorance of the

dominant class.

As is well known, the tribes have not escaped the influence

of Hindu caste system which has resulted in the formation of

a number of sub-tribes Avhich in several cases have matured
into fullblown Hindu castes, and have broken off their connec-

tion with the parent stock so far. that they cannot now be

recognized as having had any connection with the tribe from
which they sprang/ As remarked by a Census Superintendent
' in the stupendous growth the base and the main trunk have
in several cases been altogether lost sight of so that it is now
by no means easj- either to distinguish the branch from the

trunk and the twig, or to locate the root of any trunk, branch
or twig.' In spite of this, a number of tribes have persisted in

retaining their original characteristics.

According to the Census statistics the biggest tribe that

has withstood the procession of centuries is that of Gonds.
Its present habitat is Central India, which once bore the name
of Gondwana after the tribe. According to the Census of 191

1

,

Gonds numbered 29 lacs, but the figure is not reliable as

some two lacs of the same tribe in the United Provinces have
been separately classified under a name spelt as GONR as dis-

tinguished from GOND. But this is a distinction without a

difference. Again certain sub-tribes have been separately clas-

sified, for instance, the Koi, the Gowari, the Pardhan and the

Parja, which in previous censuses had been included under
Gonds. These 4 sub-tribes muster six lacs strong, so that

the total number of Gonds goes up to 37 lacs which represents
the highest tribal strength in India exceeding even that of

Kolis who are now absorbed into Hinduism and who according
to Census tables number close upon 32 lacs, otherwise the

highest figure for any tribe in India, even after excluding

3| lacs of Kols from whom Kolis are said to be derived.

The fact, however, remains that on the Dra vidian side the

Gonds and on the Kolarian side the Kols are the strongest
being almost equal in number each exceeding 30 lacs. Both
these tribes are found north of the Godavari, though the for-

mer's origin is traced to the country south of that river. It

is somewhat curious that in the true Dravid country, viz.

south of the Godavari, there should not be found a Dravidian
tribe as strong in numbers as the Gonds of Central India.

The Central Province is full of Gonds. Every 7th man there
is a Gond. There are certain hilly districts where as much as

60 per cent of the population is Gond.
There are altogether some 40 different tribes in Central

India, of which about |ths do not individually own a strength
of even 50 thousand persons. Thus we are left with about
mne great tribes, viz. Gonds and Oraons belonging to the Dra-
vidian group and Bhils, Kawars, Korkus, Kols, Sawars, Binjh-
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wars and Bharias included amongst Kolaiians. In point of

strength the Diavidians as exhibited by these tribes far out-

weigh the Kolarians, the former numbering 30 lacs again.>t

15 of the latter. It is note-worthv that the Kolarians have
much more assimilated with the Hindus than the Dravidians.
In fact it is very difficult to differentiate Kawars, Binjhwars,

Sawars and Bharias from low caste Hindus. These people

have absolutely lost their languages, if they had any, and their

manners and customs have undergone great changes. In Cen-
tral India even Kols have forgotten their languages which is

preserved by their . brethren in Chutiya Nagpur. Thus it is

only Korkus amongst the main tribes of Kolarians who speak

their primitive tongue. Oji the other hand the two main

tribes of Dravidians mentioned above have retained their

languages even in the remotest corners. True, there are thou-

sands of Gonds who speak only Hindi. And yet tlie persist-

ence with which the primitive tongue has held its own in the

midst of very unfavourable surroundings goes to show that

languages die hard, and are the best index of tlie tribal unity,

if not identity.

I will now try to give you a glimpse of these nine Central

Indian tribes, and leave you to judge where they should find

their place in the distribution of Indian races. I will begin

with Gonds as they are important from various points of view

their numerical "strength, their primitive character and the

share they took in the political history of the Central Provinces

for about 3 or 4 centuries. One would expect that their ascen-

dancy as rulers of the country must have been in the remote

antiquitv when thev were monarch of all they surveyed and

their right there was none to dispute, but this is not so. They

ruled the province in comparatively recent times after the 14th

century A.D. one of their queens, the famous Durgavati of

'Mandla, having opposed and fought the Great Akbar.

The original ancestor of the ruling family appears to have mi-

grated from south of the Godavari. This has led some wntefs

to believe that the whole Gond population came from that

quarter. But the advent of the ruling family dates back to

14th century. Surely three million Gonds did not start at once

in order to strike the great Kalachuris of Tripuri in their own

homes and oust them for their audacity in raiding their count r.v

again and again during the period immediately preceding the

^Aodus. In fact the iirst-ancestor of the rulmg family, accoid.

ing to tradition, was a mere adventurer and got ^^e throne

through luck. The king of the Jubbulpore
^""ff^^^,^,^"!^^

««

male issue was advised to leave the selection of his succes^ .

to Divine will and for this purpose a blue jay ^;*« ^f^^^ ^
The bird alighted on the head of one Jadorai a

«f
!»ng^^

J^° ^^

south of the Godavari and the ^ing gave him hi. daugh^^^^^

and kingdom. Even the beginning of the Christian era u hm

Oarha
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the Audhras from the South overran Central India is too late

a date for the immigration of the Gonds from the south of

the Godavari. It is possible that during the Andhra ascen-

dancy some Dravidian families may have settled in Central

India. These may well have been Gonds, but this is not suffi-

cient to account for their presence there in such force as men-
tioned before. That Gonds have been for ages in Central

India is testified to, bv even mountains, rivers and valleys

which bear names taken from their 'aboriginal tongue. For
instance, in the northernmost districts Saugor, Damoh and
Jnbbulpore, where Gondi has practically disappeared, we find

such villages as Rengajhari, Mahka Kohka, Ami, Murukuru,
Tumripar, Surekha. etc., all derived from Gondi words for vari-

ous kinds of trees. In the same tracts may be traced names
of mountains and rivers derived from the Gondi language, for

instance, Kaimur, Bhander, Kenjua, etc., among hills and the

Umrar, the Rhamrar, the Simrar, the PaiDhrar, the Nibar, the

Kulhar and several other rivers all with the suffix ar derived

from er, Gondi for water. Toponymy is of great value in a

matter like this, but I do not find any serious effort made to

study it properly. According to the legendary account of the

original of the "tribe, the Gonds emanated from Kachi-kopa
Lohagarh or the Iron Valley in the red hilL which is located in

the Central Provinces at Pachmarhi, whose striking hill scenery

and red soil cleft by many deep inaccessible ravines render it a
likely place for the incident. Capable observers have described

the physical appearance of Gonds as having well proportioned
bodies but rather ugly features. Thev have a roundish head,

distended nostrils, wide mouth, thick 'lips, straight black hair

and scanty beard and moustache. The Gond women differ

among themselves more than the men. In the open tracts

many of them are great robust creatures, finer animals by far

than the men. In the interior again bevies of Gond women
may be seen who are more like monkeys than human beings.

The features of all are stronglv marked and coarse. Gond
men as tall as Hindus and more stronglv built and with com-
parative well -cut features are now frequently seen, though the

somewhat broad nose is still characteristic^f the tribe as a

whole This would be perhaps put down as a very unscientific

description of the physical tvpe, but there has been no anthro-

pometrical survey in the Central Provinces to enable one to

give precisely the cephalic or nasal index which is the order of

the day. And let me here interpose a remark about the relia-

bility of anthropometry in the case of Indian people. Of the

three main methods applied for distinguishing bstween the races

of mankind, viz. physical, cultural and linguistic, the first

named is considered as the most satisfactorv basis on which a

classifieation of mankind can be erected. Skin, colour, hair,

stature, nose, face and head-form are the chief factors consti-
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tuting physical characters for classification. Anthropometry
chiefl}^ comes in for head-form and nose, which in India are

rendered arti6cial by the prevailing manners and customs.
There is a wide spread custom of moulding the head and nose
according to notions of supposed beauty. Walcher has shown
that in infancy the bones of the skull are so soft that it can be
made longer or broader according as the cliild lies on its side or

its Lack. What then, when midwives actually manipulate with

the head and nose to put them in proper order ? In the

western Punjab it is the almost universal practice to flatten

the back of a baby's head by making it lie on its back with its

head resting an a hard surface. A very detailed and interesting

account of this practice is given in the Baluchistan Census

report, where it is stated to be extremelj' common. It is not

less common in Central India though the Gond midwives do
not seem to be partial to aquiline nose. They make the head
all the same though they may not touch the nose. Nearly all

people including Hindus do the same, the matter behig at the

mercy of the midwives' notions of beauty. Among the Hindus
the pulling of the nose to make it aquiline is very common,
which renders the nose test as of little scientific value. On
the Madras side, however, the custom of making the head and

the nose has not been heard of, and one may expect some sort of

uniformity, but Thurston tells us there is none. This result

cannot but be disappointing.

To return to our Gond, let us now look to his dress. There

was a time within the memory of living men, when in certaui

hilly tracts they went quite naked. It was local officers who

compelled them to use small strips of cloth and the Gonds

were obliged to do it as the officers would not allow them to

visit bazars in a state of nature. They commenced by put-

ting on the strips for the period they were inside the bazar and

then depositing them on a tree while returning home, but later

on they got accustomed to a whole-time wear. A Gond s

dress even now continues to be very simple. A rag on the

loins and another on the head complete his costume. These

are really substitutes for leaves, bark or skin formerly used to

cover nudity in the one case, and for bark or creeper band m
the other to keep the hair in its place, when shavmg or cut-

ting the hair was not practised. Of course the dress vanes ac-

cording to the stages of development the Gonds have undei-

gone in various places. In the towns they may be fnun^ as

fully dressed as any Arvan high caste. The oni« '"«»*» °*.^''^®,

jungle tribes as a rule' consist of bead garlands and tmsel ot

sort, and so are the Gonds. Gonds live i"^°^^!^^^^°"f'. ^^

huts made of bamboos plastered with mud with thatchea

roofs. The household articles consist of earthen pots Jor cooK-

ing and keeping water and for distilling hquor which is now

prohibited, a few gourds for cooling Nvater, grinding mills, con
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trivauces for extracting oil and husking grain, leaf plates and
cups, ladles, baskets, bins, pipes, mats, brooms and a few odd
things. Fire drill is now seldom used and has been replaced

by the chakmak (steel and flint). Their favourite mode of

agriculture was the burning of forest and showing the seed in

the ashes without anj' ploughing operation, but this is now
prohibited by Government. Their peculiar hunting appliance
is Dhatti. To one end of a stick an earthen pot with a wide
hole is attached and to the other a basket of faggots Fire is

kindled in the earthen pot and a noise with rings is made.
This is done in the night. The wild animals come dancing
drawn by the light and the jingling noise made with the rings.

A second man armed with a bamboo strikes the animal as

they approach the Dhatti. Gonds have many kinds of traps

and snares, and use also bows and arrows, and lances and
spears for hunting. They surround a tiger and spear him,
Their food is simple. Jn the wilder tracts they live in roots
and fruits and flesh of wild animals. Wild mice are a delicacy
to them, and sometimes a penalty for tribal offences is levied
in the form of so many mice to be provided by the offender for

a tribal feast. The principal amusement of Gonds is the dances
m which both males and females take part. They have a

peculiar sustaining power and would sometimes dance the
whole night and again be ready to do so if called on. A mar-
riage ceremony is the greatest occasion for it.

The present internal structure of the tribe shows that
Gonds have contributed a number of occupational groups,
such as the Agarias or iron workers, the Gowaris or graziers
the Ojhas or soothsayers, the Pardhans or priests and min-
strels, the Solahas or carpenters and the Koilabhutis or dan-
cers or prostitutes. There are a number of others, which form
endogamous divisions and are on the way to complete separa-
tion hke the occupational groups.

The Gond rules of exogamy vary in different parts and in

one respect resemble the system found in Australia, by which
the whole tribe is split into two or four divisions and every man
in one or two of them must marry a woman in the other one or

two. This is considered by Sir James Frazer to be the begin-
ning of exogamy by which marriage was prohibited first be-

tween brothers and sisters and then between parents and child-

ren by the arrangement of these main divisions. The Gond
septs are totemistic. People with different totems may not

intermarry, if they worship the same number of gods. The
system in certain localities is, however, very conifjlex.

The marriage is adult and pre-nuptial license is allowed,
especially in a Gotal Ghar, which almost every village posses-

ses. It is a house where unmarried boys and girls dance and
sleep The Oraons also have a similar house and we learn

from Professor Haddon that Papuans also possess an analo-

\

I
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gous institution. Almost every where in a village, he informs
us there is one building often two, of a public character where
men eat and spend their time. In these young men sleep and
strangers are entertained. The Gond marriage is a simple
ceremony. Its distinctive feature is that the procession starts
from the bride's house and the marriage is held at that of the
bridegroom, quite the^ reverse of what is prevalent amongst
the Hindus. Survivals of the custom of marriage by capture
are to be found in many localities. A bride price is paid.
The practice of Lamsena or serving for a wife is commonlv
adopted by boys who cannot afford to buy one. Traces of

matriarchate are found in the custom of marrying the
brother's daughter to the sister's son. which was done for

bringing the latter as an heir to his house. Now-a-davs the
marriage of brother's son with sister's daughter is very much
in vogue, in fact it is claimed and admitted as a right on the

ground that the brother's familv g;ave a girl to the other fami-
ly and the latter was therefore bound to return a girl to the

other family. This is called Dudh lautana or bringing in back
the milk. Widow marriage, divorce and polygamy are freely

allowed. The last is reckoned as a sign of wealth and dignity

and is sometimes made an exhibition of. A Gond in Bala-
r

ghat who had seven wives was accustomed always to take

them to the bazar walking in a line behind him.

The Conds bury their dead. They deify tliem and wor-

ship a host of gods of whom Pedda Pen or Bura Deo stands at

the head. He lives on a Saj tree (Boswellia serrata). The
Gonds were accustomed to human sacrifices and hook-swing-

ing, but cannibalism was unknown.
As a rule Gonds are simple-minded, shy, quiet, docile and

honest. ' They are a pleasant people and leave kindly memo-
ries on those who have to do with them. Comparatively

truthful, always ready for a laugh, familiar with the paths and

animals and fruits of the forest, lazy cultivators on their own
account, but good farm-servants under supervision, they are

the fit inhabitants of the hilly and jungly tracts in which they

are found.' In the wilder tracts, the Gonds used to fly at the

approach of strangers and in some parts they had great fear of

a horse. As a class they are very ignorant. I have seen some

Gonds who refused to accept copper coin eight times in value than

the cowries they wanted in exchange for an arrow. A gentle-

man relates that he once sent a basket of mangoes to Bhadra-

chalam, warning the Gond carriers not to eat any of the fruit,

as it would be known from a note placed in the basket.^ On
the way, however, thev were overcome by the attraction of

the fruit and decided that if they buried the note it vyould

be unable to see them eating. They accordingly did so

and ate some of the mangoes, and when taxed with their dis-

honesty at the journey's end, could not understand how the
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note could have known of their eating when it had not seen

them.
,

This brief account of Gonds may give yoa some lutle idea

of the great Central Indian tribe, whose ancestors during the

16th century lorded it over a province somewhat larger than

the British "isles and almost equal to Japan. In the words oi

a Settlement Officer of a district where they had one of their

capitals, " the Gonds left a well-governed and contented king-

dom adorned with admirable works of engineering skill and

prosperous to a point which no after-time has reached (in

those localities). They have left their mark behind them m
roval tombs, lakes and palaces, but most of all in the seven miles

of battlemented stone wall at Chanda and strong forts at va-

rious places " In the Tribes and Castes of the Central Provin-

ces, some 124 pages have been given to the description of

Gonds, but they deserve a separate monograph which still re-

mains to be written.

I now come to the Oraons, on whom a very interesting

monograph has been written by that ujiselfish worker, who is

doing so much for Indian Anthropology, I mean, Rai Bahadur

Saratchandra Roy. As you know, he hails from Ranchi, the

headquarters of Chutiya Nagpur where Oraons abound. In

the Central Provinces they are merely an out-growth number-

ing only 83,000 against their total strength of over 7 lacs m
. India, yet in Central India they form the second Diavidian

tribe very appropriately, as they are so closely associated with

Gonds. Mr. Roy identifies them as the monkeys who formed

the armies of Rama. The Oraons in their own language call

themselves Kurukhs, the derivation of which is unknown. It

maybe derived from some word meaning 'man/ but on that

account we cannot go to any sort of root, which may yield tha^

meaning, as Dr. Hahn seems to suggest. In his opinion Kurukh

may be identified with the Kolarian Koro or Horo, man, but

this camiot be admissible in as much as no tribe would go

to another to get its name from it. The tribal name must

naturally come from the original language of the tribe itself.

A number of scholars have tried to trace the etymology of

both the names, but none of their conjectures appears to be

satisfactory. I quote them here simply to show how fancy

works in such matters, as it has done in the case of tracing

the origin of the Indian people, without bringing conviction

home. Let me, however, first tell you that this tribe owns

some six different names, viz Dhangar, Kuda, Modi and Kisan

besides Oraon and Kurukh. Dhangar means a farm servant,

and this name is given to them where they serve as such.

Elsewhere they are diggers of earth and therefore called Kiida

which means a digger. In some places they make a speciaiit>

of constructing embankments of fields and are called Modi

from Milda an embankment. Where they cultivate for them-

X
J-
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selves they are known as Kisan, which means a cultivator.

As regards the most prevalent name Oraon, some derive it

from Aryan and others from aboriginal languages. Dr. Halin

was the first to derive it from Orgora, a hawk, which is a

totemistic sept of the tribe, and he thought this was the name
giv^en them by the Hindus. Sir George Grierson suggested an
improvement, saying it might be derived from the Burgaudi
urarig 'men.' This maybe plausible, but no tribe as stated

before would go to borrow a worri from another hinguage for

its name. If it wanted to call itself a collection of men, wliy

could it not take a word from the language it was using ?

Mr. Roy is of opinion that Oraon is a corruption of an uncom-
plimentary name given to them by the Hindus as Riiwanput or

born of the demon Rawana. The original word was in due

course abbreviated into Rawan vulgo Rawana, wliich with an

interjection assumed the form of Oravana or Oraon. Here
let me add that Gonds are known as Rawaubansi or descemled

from Rawana, but they seem to have escaped an appellation

derived from that suggestive source. Oraons are known to

spend what they get, and some therefore derive the name from

urana to spend. Some say they owe their name to an agricul-

tural operation, urna, to pour seed through the tube of the

sowing plough or from their partiality to arua a kind of rice.

Again it is suggested that as they bend very low while saluting,

they received the name from Hindi uramana to bend. Yet

another derivation is suggested from urai, the khas plant, which

the Oraons plant on the grave of their dead. Others again

ery plausibly suggest that since they were stupid and ignorant

they were nicknamed Oraon from Arua an Owl. Since it ts no

disgrace to err in the company of savants, I have also ventured

to add a derivation of my own, assuming that Mr.^ Roy s

theory that the Oraons were Vanars or monkeys of Rama's army

is admissible. I see no difficulty why Vanar should not have

assumed the present form of their name. From Vanar the

word Vanrao would simply be a form meaning '' monkey like.

Vanrao may change into Unraon, leading finally to Urao.

Now let us consider the name they use among themselves. As

stated before, Dr. Hahn would derive Kurukb from the Kola-

rian horo man or the Dravidoscythian Kurukb a cryer.

Br. Grierson does not support this view and remarks that a

people may call themselves speakers but not cryers. Mr. Ko.\

finds a Sanskrit origin for it from Krishan changed mto

Krikhan, Krikhad and thence Kurukh. Some say Kurukjjs

came from Konkan and that gave them the name. Otlieis sa\

their colour is blar^k and they were, therefore, mcknameci

Krishnatwach, which corrupted into Kurukb- Another aerua-

tion is from Tamil Karugu, an eagle, which is a t<>t^^y^^^^^

sept and vet another from ^Kurkhi' a fence, referring to tneir

V
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According to tlieir own story, the Kurukhs derive their name

from Karakh the name of ' their first king, who ruled over

Kiirush or Karukh country, the old name of Shahabad District

whence they say they emigrated. It is very probable that their

tribal name'^is a territorial one, derived from the country from

whence they migrated. But this postulates another primitive

name, since they .^^ay they went to Shahabad from the Karnatak,

where they must have had some other name which is now lost.

Oraons resemble the Gonds in many respects. Both are

hard drinkers and great dancers, both are Mandar and Chat-

kora players using double faced drums and castanets, both

have Gotalghars or Dhumkurias for their bachelors and maids

already described, both have the same sort of beliefs and cere-

monies and both are hilarious and light hearted, with no cares

to trouble them. They resemble in features also and the

Oraon language is decidedly Dravidian The most marked

feature of the language is its guttural intonation. One gets

startled at Kker, Khaddar, Khalli. Kkisse, Kher, Kkikha, Khih-

da, Kkes, Kkann, but amongst the wilder Gonds the Gondi is

of the same type. We hear a Maria or hill Gond saying
'* Baghe Oroq Manena irur Maq Mattur," while the same sen-

tence would be spoken by a Gond of the plains as '' Bore

Orur Mannena irur mark mantur." In Mr. Roy's monograph

interesting features of the tribe have been brought forth and

they need not be mentioned, but there is one speciality worth

notice. There are traces of marriages between a grandfather

and a granddaughter, which so far as I know, have not been

detected in other Indian tribes. But it is said to prevail

amongst the aborigines of Australia and the Island of Pente-

L

Besides the two great Dravidian tribes, there are about ten

others whose total strength in Central India does not exceed

1| lacs. Amongst these the most important are Kandhs or

Khonds. whose total strength in India is about 7 lacs, out of

\Ahom only about 10,000 live in the south-east corner of the

Central Provinces. Their habitat is the hills of Orissa and

Ganjam District, the tract which they once ruled. They have

been very notorious for human sacrifices.

A special interest attaches to a local tribe found only m
the south-western portion of the Central Provinces and no

Avhere else. It is called Kolam. Its speech bears some inter-

esting points of analogy with the Toda dialect of the Nilgins-

Sir George Grierson is of opinion that from a philological point

of view, the Kolams must be considered as the remnants of an

old Dravidian tribe, who have not been involved in the devel-

opment of the principal Dravidian languages or of a tribe who

have not originally spoken a Dravidian form of speech. A
curious practice prevailed amongst them of capturing husbands

for women, who would otherwise have gone unwedded, this

cost.
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being apparently a survival of the matriarcliate. Widows and
widowers were exempted from capture and debarred from cap-
turing. The total number of Kolams does not exceed 25,000.
The rear of the Dravidians is brought up by three Chenchus.
apparently casual visitors from the Hyderabad State. A Cen-
sus Superintendent playfully tells us " He who would enumer-
ate the Chenchus of the Nallamalai forest must needs first

catch them. And a Chenchu possesses some remarkable facul-
ties, among them the faculty of seeing things and of disappear-
ing before things seen. Lie hidden behind a bush and watch
a group of Chenchus crossing a forest clearing ; stir a finger
and the Chenchus are not, it is as though the earth had swal-
loAved them up."

To return to our seven Kolarian tribes, the Kols and Bhils
are most important in tliis group. The former are found to
the east and the latter to the west of the province, and both
have imbibed Hindu manners and customs, Bhils having forgot-
ten their language altogether, while the Kols have preserved
theirs only in the locality whence they have migrated, viz.

Chutij^a Nagpur. Some Bhils have even become Musalmans,
but they were forcibl}^ converted by Aurangzeb. Tliese latter

have, however, formed a community of their own, and have
preserved some of their primitive customs. They do not freely

'T^ix with other Musalmans. Bhils seem to have attracted
the attention of the Aryans much earlier than any other tribe,

except perhaps the Savars, whose ancestors are sometimes
spoken of as Bhils. Apparently Bhils and Savars were two
branches of the same tribe descended from a common ances-

tor, Nishada, which is sometimes used as a synonym for Bhils,

as they are called Venaputras, Nishada being the son of Venu.

Next in point of strength come Korkus and Kawars, the

former speaking their primitive tongue, while the latter have
altogether forgotten theirs. Korkus are certainly an off-shoot

of Korwas and Kudakus of Chutiya Nagpur. They seem to

bave \vandered away from their parental home in the north-

eastern corner and settled in theVery heart oE the Dravidian

people in the western portion of the Central Provinces. All

these appear to have sprung from the common Kol stock, to

^vhich Ho, Munda and Santal bear a still closer resemblaiice.

It appears that the Kawars, a polite form of Kawra, Kora
or Kol are as closely related as the other tribes which have

preserved their languages. So are Binjhwars and Bharias, the

former deriving their name from the Vindhya mountams and

the latter from the great Bhar tribe, of the United Provinces,

about whom Mr. Crooke says that they were a race closeh

allied to Kols, Cheros and Seoris, who at an early date suc-

cumbed to the invading Aryans.'
^ * n + i

Thus out of the seven main Kolarian tribes of Central

India, Bhils, Sawars, Kols and Bharias are known for certain

11
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to have been ruling tribes and Kawars and Binjhwars even at

present own large landed estates. Only Korkus alone didjiot

possess their own raj, but they appear to be a later off-shoot

from the parental stock which was dominant in Chutiya Ivag-

I would now try to sum tip the inference I have drawn

from the study of these tribes in Central India, and submit to

you for consideration whether they can stand the anthropolo-

gical test Except Sir Herbert Risley, who denies any racial

difference between Kolarians and Dravidians and the followers

of his school, others have hitherto recognized three primary

stocks in the Indian population, viz. the Kolarian, the Dravi-

dian and the Aryan, and those who maintain that all the three

came from outside, aver their immigration in the order named,

Kolarians entering first from the south-east and sweeping over

the whole oi India, followed by the Dravidians from the

North-West who drove the Kolarians to the hills and forests and

were themselves finally hunted out by the Aryans to take re-

fuge in similar places. In my view the Dravidians were the

autochthones oi the Indian Peninsula, even when it was cut

off from the north of Asia by sea, and if the Kolarians were

not the autochthones of the then South Asia or the present

Upper India, they may have entered North India via Malay

and Assam, and swept over Northern India, dominating it till

they were ousted by the Aryans. This would explain the

somewhat curious fact, why the Kolarian tribes who have for-

gotten their primitive tongue speak an Aryan dialect and

never a Dravidian one. Had Kolarians been ousted by the

Dravidians, some tribes at least would have yielded to the in-

fluence of the Dravidian dialects, but as they never came in

..ontact with Dravidians, they could not but yield to the influ-

ence of their direct conqueror's speech, viz. the Aryan dia-

lects. Professor Keane in his introduction to the Cochm

Tribes and Castes states, that " in the first broad division ^be-

tween Arvans and Non- Aryans, the former were classed as bud

{Sudhan)'^that is the pure, the latter as Kol, the impure liter-

ally swine, and by other uncomplimentary terms." I
^°J^°

know whence this has been taken, but it seems to prove that

the first tribes they encountered were those whom they namea

as Kols, and these must be those who still bear that name ana

its variants. How could the Dravidians who never receiveci

that name from the Aryans be included under that name .

The tribes that came in contact with are Bhils, Sawars, Kois

and Bhars, some of whom, if not all, Bnd a mention in oia

Sanskrit literature, but there is no trace of a single Draviciian

tribe having been defeated by the Aryans in Upper India. ^J^

Dravidians were successors of Kolarians, the Aryans sno

have certainly come in contact first with the Dravidians. anu

it is the Dravidians whom they would have called Kols a

(
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not the descendants of Australians who had been driven put
of the field by the Dravidians. It is now partially admitted
thafe Dravidians are an indigenous people and even Professor
Haddon has opined that the Dravidians may have always been
in India, yet the fact remains to be satisfactoril}^ estiblished
bv further researches.

In the words of Professor Turner of the Benares Universi-
ty, the path to knowledge is laborious, the road is long and
difficult. It calls for high endeavour and the nobility of

sacrifice. Rut this reward awaits the traveller.

The origin of the Chinese junk and sampan.

—

By J.

HORNELL
After comparing and describing the outstanding features of these two

crafts, evidence is adduced in favour of the view that the sampan is derived

ultimately from a modification of the double canoe in use till compara-
tively recently for sea work throughout Polynesia, and in a simple form stil!

employed on inland waters ia India, and that the junk is in turn a devel-

opment of the sampan type, enlarged aad adapted for deep sea trading.

The truncate transom bow and stern of the sampan probably represent

cross planking fitted between the bows and sterns respectively of the two
canoes forming one double canoe, while the two projections that curve up-

ward from the stern of the sampan appear to be the homologues of the

upcurved sterns of the two hulls in the double-canoe form. In the same
way the median rudder of the sampan and the junk and the achor plat-

form that gives a square-bow apoearance to the junk, are what would be

expected if these crafts developed from two canoe hulls joined together

by a planked deck-platform. Besides this structural evidence, we have

the fact that the term 'junk,' derived proximately through the Dutch
or Portuguese from the Javanese word djong. applied to large sea-going

vessels of Chinese and Malay types, appears to be of the same origin a?

the terms used in Dravidian India for a double-canoe—/an^aZa, changa-

dam and sangad—; probably the Bengali donga has the same root. The
sangara of the Periplus, descriL>ed as large coasting vessels of South

India, formed of monoxyla joined together, seem to have been more hkc

the large double-canoes of Polynesia than the small degenerate mland

craft of the present day. The facts point to the range of the sea-going

double-canoe having extended in former days to India and China—the

users and inventors being the ancestors of the present Polynesian race,

who probably occupied the maritime districts of Chma at the time the

Chinese left their original homeland in north-east Central Asia. Ihe

question is raised of the origin of the term /an^acfa for the catamaran-

like sea-rafts used by the coasta native Brazihans. Is it mdigenous or

introduced by the Portuguese ?

Ethnogmphy in Old Official Records.—% Sarat Chandra

Roy.
In this paper the author emphasises the necessity of

'"^^.^^^^f^^^^^f
neglect and impending decay, the many interesting «^^*^P^,^\^^7^f5^:
phical information contained in official despatches. ^Pf^«' ^7^^^^^^^
papers and brin-ing them within the teach of the student. *1«/^/"^^^^^

the indifference of the Government of the country and of most in^^^^^

Universities to anthropological science, and as a curious mstance of sucn

indifference he cites the omission of ' Anthropology from UieJ.^^^

subjects prescribed for the Indian Civil Service Cornpetitive Exam^^^^^^^^^

to be held in India in 1922, while Anthropology m its various branches of
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Physical Anthropology, Prehistoric Archaeology and Technology, and

Social Anthropology are included among the syllabus for the next Civil

Service Examination to be held in England. The author suggests that the

scope of the activities of the Indian Historical Records Commission might

be usefully extended so as to include those of ethnographic interest as vvelK

The author gives a few specimens of interesting ethnographic material

buried in the moth-eaten records of Government record-rooms which he

was able to unearth by the permission of the local authorities of the^

Chota-Nagpur Division.

AJala Anayans of the Travancoe Hills.

—

By Rao Baha-
dur L. D. Ananthakrishna Iyer.

Honey-gathering by the Hill Tribes.—% Rao Bahadur
L. K. Ananthakrishna Iyer.

Prehistoric x\rcbaeolog5\

—

By Panchanan Mitra.

The role of cliniatic conditions in epidemic disease with

special reference to malaria.

—

By Lt.-Col. C. A. Gill,

I.M.S., D.PH., D.T.M. & H., Chief Malaria Medical

Officer, Punjab.

(
I
) Historical Note,

The nature of epidemieity has exercised the imagination of mankind'
since the earliest times and an important role in its mechanism has long.

been assigned to climatic and meteorological conditions.
In fact the association of plagues and pestilences with unusual

climatic phenomena is one of the oldest epidemiological observations on
record. It is not surprising therefore that with the birth of scientific

medicine in ancient Greece the iafluence of climate on epidemic disease
should early have attracted attention.

Hippocrates, over 2000 years ago, observing that a seasonal varia-

tion in the incidence of disease occurred in association with changes ia

climatic conditions and being impressed by the sudden and widespread
nature of epidemic outbreaks, was led to conclude that a specific relation-

ship existed between the outbreak of pestilence and atmospheric states.

Thus arose the miasmatic theory of epidemic causation which, as

finally formulated by the Greek school of medical philosophers, postula-
ted that all epidemic outbreaks were the result either of occult atmosphe-
ric states or of some change in the physical properties of air engendered
by abnormal climatic conditions.

It does no small credit to,the acumen of the classical school of epi-

demiologists that this theory with only minor modifications successfully
held the field for over 2000 years. It is true that in certain respects its

inadequacy became apparent, yet it was accepted in principle, if not in

details by Sydenham and indeed by all epidemiologists down to quite

recent times.
It was not in fact until after the discovery, in the latter half of the^

19th century, of the micro-parasitic nature of infective diseases that

the miasmatic hypothesis was finally and definitely abandoned. In *1^^

case of malaria this occurred about the year 1880, of cholera in 1884, ot

mfluenza in 1892 and of plague in 1894.
In the new impetus given to medical research by the great discov-

eries of the bacteriologists there was no room for the esoteric theories ot

the classical epidemiologists and the influence of climatic conditions on

epidemic diseases was relegated to a position of purely classical interest.

The subsequent discovery of the role played by insect and other

I
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carriers in the spread of human diseases merely served to confirm
this view and to direct epidemiological research along fresli channels.

The new angle of vision from which epidemiological problems thuscame to be envisaged is well reflected in the history of medical research
in India. Up to about the year 1890 the valuable reports on great Indian
epidemics, many of which may be found buried in official tomes, are
replete which references to the r6le of climatic conditions, and many not
altogether unsuccessful attempts were made (with the imperfect mete-
orological data then available) to correlate in true hippocratic fashion the
outbreak of epidemics with specific atmospheric states.

But nowadays when, thanks to the records maintained by tlie
Department presided over by Dr. Gilbert Walker, meteorological data
extending over many years ure available, epidemiological investigators
usually omic all reference to the influence of climatic conditions or refer
to it in a brief and perfunctory manner.

Nor does the role of climate in epidemic diseases fare any better in
modern text-books in which this subject is dismissed in a paragraph whose
brevity is rendered all the more conspicuous by reason of wide excursions
mto the domain of bacteriology, entomology and other ancillary sciences.

It is not suggested for one moment that modern investigatDrs are ill-

advised in concentrating attention on the micro organisms of disease
andon the ''carriers" of infection, nor is it desired to exaggerate the
nients of the miasmatic hypothesis, but it is my object to enipliasise th*^

mfluence of the limatic factor in the mechanism of epidemic disease
and to place before you some of the reasons for concluding that, this
factor plays a role of profound importance in determining the occurrence
of epidemic outbreaks,

{2). The Infltience of Climatic Conditions on the Transmission of Malaria,

The subject-matter of the title of this paper is too extensive to be
dealt with excopl^ in the briefest fashion. I propose therefore to con-
sider the influence of climate on epidemic malaria with special reference
to the role of certain meteorological conditions on the transmission of
the disease. Thereafter the part played by the climatic factor in the case
of other epidemic diseases will be touched upon and I will then conclude
with some general remarks on the epidemiological problems whose solu-
tion is likely to be promoted by the study of the role of climatic and
meteorological conditions.

It has long been known that malaria flourishes mainly in warm
climates and in the hot season in the temperate zone, and it has been
shown that this circumstance is, at any rate in part, dependent upon
the fact that the malaria parasite ceases to undergo development in the

mid-gut of anopheline mosquitoes when the temperature falls perma-
nently below le^'C.

It has also been observed since classical times that high atmospheric
humidity is favourable to the disease.

The epidemiological signi Icance attaching to these facts has however
attracted singularlv little attention; only a few experiments have been

recorded in regard \o the influence of temperatur>, whilst the precise rCle

of humidity has never been accurately determined. This apparent neg-

lect, in the case of temperature, is probably due to the fact that its

influence was regarded as being too obvious to require further ®""C>2^'

tion, whilst m the case of humidity we have in recent years been obsessed

by the view that high humidity favours malaria solely by its association

with conditions giving rise to numerous breeding places of mosquitoes^

But it is surely inexpedient to adopt this view as expreusmg the

"hole truth, for in an insect-borne disease like malaria it seems pnma
facie possible—and even probable-that atmospheric states, by rea^wn or

their influence on the exogenous cycle of the malaria parasite and on tne

insect-carrier, will be capable of influencing the transmission of infection

and thereby the incidence of the disease.
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It was on these grounds thought expedient, in connexion with the

study of epidemic malaria in the Punjab, to investigate the precise effect

of meteorological conditions on the life -history of mosquitoes and on

their power to transmit infection.

I need not detail the experiments undertaken with this object in view

since they are described in the April number of the Indian Journal of

Medical Research, but I must refer briefly to some of the conclusions to

which they gave rise. ,

It was found that mosquitoes were extremely susceptible to the mflu-

enc3 of humidity and that their length of life was largely determined by

the relative humidity of the atmosphere. Thus, in the case^of Culex

fatigans, when adults are incubated at a relative humidity of 45 per cent

or less (at a constant temperature of 27^C) they die within 5 days, whilst

*' controls" incubated under identical conditions but at a relative humi

dity of 48 per cent or over almost invariably survived for at least 10

days. Insects have in fact been kept alive in the laboratory under

favourable conditions of temperature and humidity for nearly two

months.
Other observations showed that relative humidity affected many of

the habits of mosquitoes such as the selection of resting places during the

heat of the day, it was also found, by means of controlled experiments,

that at low degrees of relative humidity egg-development in fecundated

females was retarded. Finally a high degree of relative humidity was

foiind to be an important factor in determining the desire of mos-

quitoes to feed on blood.
, • r +

A farther series of experiments conducted with Gulex fatigans infect-

ed with bird malaria {Proteosoma grassi) showed that batches of insects

infected under identical conditions and incubated at the same ^^^^P®*^^^

ture but at different degrees of relative humidity (between 48 and lOU

per cent) all exhibited an identical degree of infection, as measured by

the number of oocysts developing in the mid-gut. It was also found

that the shortest period required for the completion of the development-

al cycle of this parasite in the mosquito was six days.
These experiments therefore point to the conclusion that, whilst re-

lative humidity may exercise an important influence in determining the

transmission of malaria by reason of its effect on the longevity of nios-

qin'toes. it does not exert any direct effect on the malaria parasite during

its exogenous cycle.

On the other hand observations on the influence of temperatur shOvV

that low temperature (in the presence of high relative humidity) na^

little effect on the length of life of mosquitoes although low temperature.

as in hibernation, temporarily restricts their vital functions. But tem^

perature exerts a marked influence on the malarial oocyst, smc

development ceases when the temperature falls permanently below it) o.

whilst its rate of development (within certain limits) is known to var>

directly with the height of the temperature above this figure.

These observations therefore suggest that the climatic factors o

temperature and humidity are both capable, though in a different ma
ner of influencing the transmission of malaria. Now these

^f^^^^:l\^
cal elements are negatively correlated in Nature so that a marked

^^

temperature is usually associated with a corresponding decline m atm

pherie humidity and vice versa. . pQ^di-A fall in mean temperature may thus give rise to atraospnenc c

tions favourable to the prolonged life of mosquitoes but
^^^^"^^f^

with the transmission of malaria owing to an unfavourable *®^^P^^^ . j^ed
On the other hand when the mean temperature undergoes a ^na

^^
rise the relative humidity is apt to fall below the *' critical ^^SV^J^ ^^le
such circumstances mosquitoes may be prevalent and .*^*^^^% --.ggcts
transmission of malaria will remain in abeyance since mfectea

will not live long enough to transmit infection. . , i^
. These facts, I think, point to the conclusion that consideraDie
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portance attaches to the study of meteorological eoaditions in relation
to the transmission of malaria and indeed of all insect-borne diseases.

They afford also a scientific basis for the hypothesis of Galen (to

whom malaria \vas well known) that " the seeds of pestilence/' which he
regarded as floating in the air, required- for their propagation ** a warm
and moist state of the atmosphere."

(3)- The Role of Climatic Conditions in the. Mechanism of Epidemic
Malaria,

When the meteorological circumstances necessary for the transmis-
sion of malaria are considered in the light of the climatic conditions pre-

vailing in the Punjab some interesting facts emerge.

It is found, at the result of a study of the temperature and humidity
data given in the Meteorological Reports, that the transmission of

malaria is in abeyance during the cold weather on account of low tem-

perature.

During the spring there is normally a short period during which

both temperature and humidity are favourable to infection. With the

rise in mean temperature which ushers in the hot weather the transmis-

sion of infection is again interrupted owing to low mean relative humi-

dity.

With the onset of the monsoon a marked rise in relative humidity

takes place and both the temperature and humidity factors become fa-

vourable to the transmission of infection.

In average years the annual period of potential infection is found to

be approximately 4 months in most parts of the pkins, but in years of

deficient monsoon rainfall it is much less as it is apt to be interrupted

during '< breaks " in the monsoon. On the other hand in years of exces-

sive rainfall the meteorological factors remain highly favourable to the

transmission of infection throughout the monsoon period.

It is in these latter years alone that great epidemics of malaria occur

in the Punjab, but even then they do not involve all parts of the Province

nor do thoy occur in areas where the rainfall is relatively or absolutely

in excess. It is in fact found that malaria epidemics are strictly con-

fined to areas exhibiting climatic conditions which, whilst usually rela-

tively unfavourable to the transmission of infection, become highly fa-

vourable to infection and re-infection on rare occasions.

This epidemiological observation accounts for the fact that great

epidemics of malaria are not encountered in all malarious countries but

are only met with in areas exhibiting climatic conditions snnilar to those

characteristic of the plains of the Punjab. j- 7 •

Climatic circumstances therefore constitute an exceedinghj important

factor in determining the locale of epidemics of malaria.

Climatic conditions also determine the occurrence of these epidemicB

during the period immediately following the rainy season.

The seasonal periodicity of malaria epidemics is thus a function of the

climatic factor.

The role assigned to temperature and humidity
'^^J^;^^^^^J^l

transmission of mllana suggests that tho well-known ^8°°'«* "^°:^f,f*„
sive rainfall with epidemic malaria may best be ^^^P^^'^f'^^^'^^''"f.7' „
an indirect influence of rainfall on atmosphenc humidity rather than to

the effect of rainfall in creating breeding grounds of '^^squit^s.
essentia

xiuuny, JD 13 Clear mat, siui-c: c^i-^^—— ---
„,,,,,/.„ */,^ direct

cursor of an epidemic of malaiia, this climatic factor constitutes the direct

and immediate cause of an epidemic.
. x ^^ ti.nt climatic in-

These conclusions, if well-founded, suffice to «^^7^"'^^J^^^^i^r
"

fluences are intimately concerned in the mechanism «/
«P'^em«: mamna

They are also not without importance from the P^.a'^f^'^'f'"deterge
Thus it is now possible with the aid of meteorological data to determine
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with some degree of precision the period during which prophylactic

measures, such as the use of mosquito nets, are necessary in any given

area.

Finally, with a knowledge of the climatic and other factors concerned

in the mechanism of epidemic malaria, it should beconie po^siHe to fore-

cast the occurrence of an epidemic several weeks before its onset. A
recent attempt on these lines was attended with highly promising results

and it may well be that the time is not far distant when " epidemic fore-

casts " will become a normal function of the modern epidemiologist.

(4). Conclusion,

The views briefly advanced in this paper suffice, I think, to suggest

that climate exercises a marked influence in the causation of malaria

epidemics.

It is of course not the only factor concerned in the mechanism of

epiderr.icity but it seems justifiable to conclude that climatic conditions

constitute a factor whose importance it is both inexpedient to neglect and

diflBcult to over-rate.

Time does not permit of the consideration of the possible role of cli-

mate in the causation of other epidemic diseases, and it must suffice to

state tliat whilst little or no precise knowledge appears to exist on the

subject, it is not unreasonable to assume that the climatic factor will be

found to exorcise an analogous influence in the mechanism of many epi-

demic diseases. In the case of plague, for example, it was shown by the

Plague Research Commission that the severity of plague epidemics in the

Punjab during each spring was closely associated with excessive humidity

during the four months preceding their occurrence, and it was concluded

that this circumstance was due to the favourable effect of humidity on

the life-history of rat fleas.

Bat no experiments appear to have been carried out to determine the

precise influence of humidity on the rat-flea or indeed on any of the

other '* carriers " of human disease.

An exception to this statement are some observations of Kinghorn
and Yorke (1912) on the influence uf temperature and humidity on the

developmental cycle of Trypanosoma rliode&iense in Glossina morstians^

These observers reached conclusions strikingly similar to those de-

tailed in connexion with the transmission of malarfa by mosquitoes al-

though tliey recorded no observations on the influence of meteorological

factors on the life-history of tse-tse flies.

These observations therefore suffice to emphasise the view that our

knowledge of many insect-borne diseases will not be complete until the

mfluence of meteorological conditions on their transmission has been de-

termined.

N r is it expedient to assume that climatic conditions only exercise

an influence in diseases spread by means of an insect carrier, for it is

clear that all pathogenic parasites are exposed to the influence of mete-

orological conditions during their extra-corporeal existence.
There would appear therefore to be few epidemic diseases, not ex-

cluding cholera, in which the influence of the climatic factor can be safe-

ly disregarded. Little or nothing appears to be known in regard to the

mfluence of climate on directly-transmitted epidemic disease, but I hope
to show in a paper now under preparation the manner in which the cli-

matic factor is involved in the mechanism of epidemic influenza.

With these remarks I will conclude in the hope that sufficient hafi

been said to justify the view that the study of climate in relation to epi-

demic diseases provides a wide field of investigation whose prosecution is

calculated to throw fresh light on the mechanism of epidemicity and
thus lead to the discovery of new methods of prevention.

*
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Recent work on the Constitution of the Atom.—% E. P.
Harrison, Ph.D , F.R.S.E., F. Inst. P.

To penetrate the mystery of the constitution of matter has been and
still is the primary goal of the Natural Philosopher. Enormous advances
in knowledge of the atom have occurred since Dalton propounded the
Atomic Theory, but most of this advance has taken place in the past
two decades; it may therefore be useful if I set before you a very brief
account of how matters stood about 15 years ago, at the beginning of
what the historian would call the ** present " period.

At that time, the Cathode rays, which really form the starting point
of the whole story, had been proved to be "particles" carrying a defi-

nite charge of negative electricity and moving with a speed about /^th
of that of light.

It had become abundantly clear that the negative electron, as such
•a "particle" was appropriately called, was a common constituent of all

known forms of matter, that its charge was always the same (4'8x lO-l"

electrostatic units) and that its mass (7x lO--'^ gram) which was regard-
ed as being due wliolly to its charge, and residing in the ** field '' sur-

rouEding it, increased as its speed increased
These characteristics of the negative electron were, on the whole,

truly experimental discoveries standing independent of those underlying
mghypotheses which have subsequently enabled the properties of a movir

electrical charge to be worked out theoretically on the basis of Maxwell's

electromagnetic equations.
At the time these discoveries were in progress, it was realized that

knowledge regarding positive electricity was practically nil. Certain

phenomena had, indeed been observed and investigated concerning the

existence behind the cathode in a highly exhausted tube (under the

infiuenco of the electric discharge) of undoubted positively charged atoms
or molecules, but intereist in these experiments was swamped by the pre-

vailing fascinations of the minute negative carrier. The positive parti-

cles appeared to be exceedingly massive compared with the negative elec-

trons.

Having made certain of the existence of a common negatively

charged constituent of matter which was apparently universal and vvhidi

always possessed the same properties; remembering also that the 9*^*

known elements differ in respect of the properties of^ their atoms, the

logical conclusion Avas that the electron was a sub-atomic entity, it
_

recognized for example that an electron from a carbon atoni migm
quite happilv replace an electron from an iron atom ; so far as observamo

properties go, no change was to be expected either in the carbon or tne

iron. ,.,.

On that foundation the serious problem of theoretical atom-hui!(ling

Avhich now occupies so much of the physicists* time and thought naa

Its lirst beginnings. The problem, 15 years ago, was in this term

.

given these universal negatively charged electrons and some knouiedge oi

their properties, .
ti o n

given the fact that positive charges were at least occasionally a-o

ciated with matter in atomic form.
,,

,. ^^ ralroidv
given also the principles of dynamics and the Maxwell equations (air. aa>

established abundantly), . . ^, . f^.i^i *he
construct an atom which as a first approximation must tuin* ine

following conditions :

—

- r i

(1) In its various complexities it must explain the Periodic ^^^^

and the sequence of atomic weight^?.
.. . • f^r anpctral

(2) Its oscillations must account for radiation that is
^^^^^ ^^^i uscumuons muse au^jun^i' »w^ -^ i r

line.., sharp and diffuse and for spectral series and tor

Zeeman effect.^eeman enecD. , , . ^i ^nmhination
(3) It mast account for the main fnots of chemical combmat

and valency of the elements.
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(4) Tt must explain the phenomena of magnetism in so far as that

jmay be an atomic property.

The most successful attempt at a synthesis of the atom, about this

time, was due partly to Lord Kelvin, but subsequently and chiefly to

Sir Joseph Thomson. This model assumed a sphere of + electrification

of atomic dimensions in which rings of electrons were immersed. The
latter were conceived not to be at rest, but to revolve in orbits under the

influence of the central attractive force provided by the sphere. Elec-

trons in static equilibrium, not revolving would largely fail to account

for magnetic phenomena, which on a theory of this kind involves the

magnetic fields produced by electrons moving in an orbit. The con-

ditions of stability of the Thomson model fixed the arrangement and
number of rings of rotating electronic which were possible for a given

total number of electrons, the total number being regarded as propor-

tional to the atomic weight. When stable arrangements were worked
out, it was evident that atoms so formed which possessed similar in-

ternal ring structure—and would therefore be expected to show similar

chemical properties—recurred periodically as the atomic weight (total

number of electrons) increased. Thus condition (i) was fulfilled. The
main facts of the variation of valency among the elements were also

accounted for. Moreover, by considering the changes in period of rota-

tion ot an electron in its orbit a general outline of the phenomena of

radiation and of the Zeeman effect was provided, while the resultant
magnetic moment required for a ferromagnetic atom was also explained
by matter built up of the Thomson atoms. In looking at the great com-
plexity of the material properties which any atom model ought to

account for it is hardly surprising that these early synthetic atoms
should fail along certain lines. Indeed it is extraordinary that they
accounted for so much and this indicated that research was at least on
the right track.

The main objections to the Thomson model are that the mechanism
of this type of coplanar-ring atom appears incapable of explaining the
simple relationships between spectral series still less the extremely com-
plex spectra and series of lines which are known by observation. Indeed,
as I shall point out presently it was considerations of this nature which
later formed the starting point of a corapletelv new design in atom
architecture.

It is also difficult to account for the ejection of an a particle in

radioactive change. But above all, the objection to the Thomson atom
lies in its failure to account for the mass of the structure. The electro-

magnetic mass of the electrons forms a negligible part of the whole
observed mass of the atom {3x 10-i2<'>) while the electro-magnetic mass
of the positively charged sphere is far smaller even than that of a single

electron. Whence then does the mass of the atom arise ? The Thomson
model gives no ac':ount of this.

About the time that the Thomson atom was being elaborated the

first faint suggestions were being heard that perhaps ofter all the motion
of^ the ultimate constituents of matter did not occur under the old dyna-
mical laws. The ideas were heretical in the extreme, and were largely

rejected as curiosities by the average physicist. I shall nttempt to show
later how fruitfully these suggestions have developed in the last fev^r

years.

Meanwhile the attack on the mystery of the atom has continued to

develop along two main lines.
The first, by observing and classifying the automatic records of the

atomic vibrations as shown in (a) spectra and spectral series and m
thermal radiation; (6) X-ray emission from elements ;(c) Radioactivity;
and then attempting to build up an atom, which fits the facts. "Un-

fortunately it is quite impossible to work backwards and to infer from
the spectra or other phenomena what kind of atom to start with- The

t
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only way to do that is apparently by direct frontal attack on atom struc-

ture by bombarding matter with high velocity projectiles in the form of

a particles from radium C, and observing

—

(a) what happens to the projectiles,

(6) what happens to the bombarded atom.

This may be described as the second line of attack. I will first con-

sider what has been done by Rutherford and Marsden by the bombard-

ment method the experiments beginning about 1910.
. • J- .1 1

The principal of the experimental method is that each mdividual

a particle gives rise to a scintillation when it strikes a screen of zmc

sulphide crystals.
, ,, ^ i. .

i

From radioactive experiments it had been proved that the a particle

was a helium atom which had lost two electrons, probably exterrial ones

and therefore possessed a charge + 2e. As it had only lost two electrons

it clearly possessed practically all the mass of the original helium atom

and was regarded as being the + portion of the atom Its velocity from

radium C fvas known to be about 2 x 10« cms/sec. =12000 miles. second.

If a Pteam of these high velocity, massive par<icles is fired at a thm

plate of matter such as a film of gold, their behaviour on emerging from

the film, can be examined by a Zn sulphide screen held at a suitable

distance. We might have expected the particles even if they penetrated

the film to be enormously scatter, d during the process. One would, at

least expect this result if he regarded the positive or massive parts of the

bombarded atom to be of size comparable with the a particles. It was

however found by Geiger and Marsden that the large '""j^/^ty of the

a particles were very sltghtly deflected from their original direction but

that occasionally an a particle suffered a Ifg^^^^^^.f
!°"-

. ^n'^i^'t V"

stances a particle was deflected more than 90^ Now it
'^

"«*
f^^"\* ^

show that the deflecting eflect of the negative electrons is neghgibk so

also would be the effect of a distribution of + electricity over a
f^^^^^

imagined by Thomson. Consequently it must be
ffJ^^^J^^^^^

massive part of the atom associated with the +
«»^f."'='Vfhr^ oartSes

in an exceedingly small region, for if not the deflections of i^he a p^rtides

must have been both large and numerous. If we call this minute massne

portion the nucleus of the atom, detailed calcuationWd on t^^^^

inverse square law of electrostatic action and taking the l^no"-J/"J;^J
l^^^

charges of the a particle and bombarded nucleus) agreed extremely «e|

with the deflections actually observed and also brought out two add.

tional points:

—

. ^ „ i r...f fn a
1. The large deflections were due to a single encounter and n..t to a

number of small deflection.^ superposed.
deflections ap-

2. The colliding particles in the case _of^ the large detlect.o p

preached one another within a distance of 10 cms.
afforded very

The good agreement of theory and ^^P'^ZfruTTo^^toL dis
strong evidence that the inverse square law was true down

tances of 10 "'"^
cms. from the nucleus, and that the + ch^^geof the latter

was distributed over an exceedingly minute ^^^8'°"
'iVPfrational

The most recent work of Rutherford is
^^^^-^XoTh hydrogen gas

It was found that the passage of <. P«,^5'7^ '"„d The range of the

gave rise to scintillations on a screen P'^'^^" \" natural explanation ap-

particles itself, four times as far in fact, i "e
forward by the

peared to be that the hydrogen atom or part ot it was a.

collision. It was found, as the result of expe"'^^^^^^^
j ^^^e propelled

1. That the atoms, whatever they might comist of, e p F

in Ae direction in which the a particle was moving. -^ ^^

2. That the velocities were distributed over a small g

all had nearly the same velocity.
„ rU^tance of 3x 1<1-^'' cms.

3. That the nuclii approached withm a
^^l ^^^ for the num-

during a collision. Now Darwin has obtained an expre
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ber of long range atoms of charge +e to be expected as a result of colli-
sions with bombarding a particles of charge +2^ aasiirning the nuclii act
as point charges under the inverse square law.

The number observed eTperimentally does not agree with Darwin's
<;alcnlations. It is much greater than theory indicates. There are three
possible explanations ;

—

Either (i) the assumed charges + e and + 2e are wrong.
Or (ii) the nuclii do not act as point charges but as structures of finite

size,

(iii) the law of force is wrong at these small distances.
If a particles of smaller range (4 cms.) and smaller velocity are used

the Darwin law for number is much more nearly obeyed. Thus in these
cases both Darwin's assumptions as to the charges and the force-law must
be correct or very nearly so.

In other words when the approach of the nuclii is nut so close the
charges and the law of force are correct and the nuclii act as points.
Hence it is concluded that for the closer approach of the swifter a parti-
cles (range 7) the most likely solution is not that the law of force itself
suddenly alters but that the nuclii no longer act as point charges at dis-
tances of 10^^ J cm:5.

it IS mteresting to realize how very few a particles come into colli-

V°T^^^ ^ atoms. Only one in 100,000 of a particles in 1 cm. of H at
i"*. T. P. give a swift atom. Each a particle passes through the sphere of
^^

T^ u
^^'^^^ ^ molecules in its flight through I cm. of H gas.

It has also been shown bv Rutherford that the H nuclens behaves as
an independent imit and swift H particles as produced equally well from
combined hydrogen.

, ,
^^^^^^'onal confirmation that these swift atoms are really hydrogen

with a + charge has been obtained by the measurement of their mass and
velocity by the deflection method.

They are found to be atoms of

charge +

1

mass 1 relative to oxygen {mass 16)

and the value for^^^^=io* e.m. units. The electrolytic value of

ch arge

mass ^^ ^' ^^ 0570 o.m.u. Hence the atoms are undoubtedly hydro-

gen of charge +1 which means that they are probably hydrogen nucUi.

eWf ^^^ ^^^^ *^® positive nucleus of hydrogen is 'in reality the 4-

easvT^' T ^f°^^".
''^^*^^ Purely electromagnetic mass. If this is true it is

Th ,f^^^
^^^ diameter since its mass and charge are known,

resno r^i '^ ^^^ "^ ^^^ ^^^ masses of nucleus and negative electron

tivo r r}"^^^^^*^^
^^^^^ purely electromagnetic ; R and r their respec-

^ radii. Then since they have the same charge e (by hypothesis).

2 e3
•' -^^Tt'^'

=—— X lox 10->^=1.0-16

3 m
M 1830

^5?^ o^ this hypothesis the radius of the H atom nucleus is ^^Vo ^^
the raduis of the negative electron.

Its extreme minuteness is borne out as we have seen by all the
aetlection experiments

of f^^"tt
^^® Helium nucleus (a particles) has nearly four times the mass

elft \ ^,T?"^^®"^
^t is inferred that the former contains four positive

jeccrons (H nuclei) and two negative electrons associated very closely,
xnus its net charge is +2e. Since in radioactive transformations, a
particles are produced but never H atoms, it is further inferred that the
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combination of H nuclii with 2 - electrons to make an a particle is ex-
tremely stable.

The experiments on scattering;, for h3avy atoms like gold show that
the nuchi behave as points down to distances of 3 x 10-»-i cm=?. whereas
the H experiments indicate tl^at the law fails to hold down to 3 x lO-i:i
cms.

We thus begin to get some distortion of the nuclii produced by thu
intense forces when they approach to within this latter distance of each
other.. The calculated value of the repulsive force between two nuclii
on a close approach of this kind is o kilograms wt. !

The most recent discoveries resulted from some experiments on the
absorption of the propelled hydrogen atoms by gases.

When columns of Oxygen or CO^ were used the absorption followed
the usual law. When however dried air was used the number of scintil-
lations increased instead of diininishing.

Now a particles in Oxygen and Nitrogen give rise to atoms of range
9 cms. in air and are probably swift Oxygen or Nitrogen atoms carrying
unit charge and produced by collisions. Therefore in the experiments
now being described only those atoms were dealt with which were pro-
pelled with ranges greater than 9 cms.

These long range atoms from air were proved not to be due to
Hydrogen from water vapour nor were they due to Hydrogen impuri-
ties or to H atoms from dust nuclii in the air neither was there any
change in the phenomenon when chemically prepared Nitrogen was sub-
stituted for air. As they were not produced in Oxygen it was necessary
to attribute them to Nitrogen. But Nitrogen atoms have only a range
of 9 eras., so the new particles cannot be Nitrogen itself.

The value of their mass and velocity was determined by the deflec-

tion method and yielded strong evidence that the atoms in question were
Hydrogen. Further comparisons of the deflection of known Hydrogen
atoms with the new atoms amply confirmed this. The only conclusion

remaining is that the Nitrogen nucleus itself is disrupted by the collision,

and that charged Hydrogen nuclii are knocked out. It is calculated that

only one a particle in 300,000 can approach the Nitrogen nucleus near
enough to liberate Hydrogen atoms with enough enerjgy to be detected.

Many may however, be liberated with smaller velocities and absorbed
before reaching the screen.

In addition to the long range atoms from Nitrogen with which I

have just dealt there are produced atoms of shorter range but still

greater than that of the a particle which produces them.

There is strong experimental evidence for believing these short range

atoms from Nitrogen and also from Oxygen to be atoms of mass 3.

They are produced in greater numbers than the H atoms. It ia therefore

suggested that a group of mass 3 is a regular constituent of the nuchi of

both Nitrogen and Oxygen. Thus the Nitrogen nucleus can be disinte-

grated either by the expulsion of an H atom of charge + 1
or by ths ex-

pulsion of an atom of mass 3 carrying 2 charges. It is therefore an

isotope of Helium. ^
A pos^-ible structure of Carbon, Nitrogen and Oxygen atoms is

suggested by Rutherford as a result of these recent experiments.

Remembering that both N and O give rise to atoms of mass 6 ana tnat

only N gives rise to H atoms ^ . . ^ ^t ^^a^
the basic structure of all three nuclii C, N and O is four atoms of maw
3 and charge 2.
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+ f "^.t I mass ! (3) (3) \
mass | (3) (3)

(3) (o)

raa«s

12 I + + I 16

.charge -(1)-{1)- charge -(4)- charge

++ ++ 6 ++ ++ I 7 ++++18
(3) (3) (3) (3) (3) (3)

Carbon. Nitrogen. Oxygea.

In addition the Carbon nucleus has 2 binding negative electrons, the

?5itrogen has 2 H nuclii added and a binding electron. The Oxygen has

a He nucleus instead of the 2 H nuclii.

If now after collision with a swift a particle the Nitrogen nucleus loses

1 Hydrogen atom the mass of the residual would be 13 and its nuclear

charge ^^ It would be an isotope of Carbon.

If the mass 3 is expelled the remainder should have ma.^3 U ana

nuclear charge 5 and would be an isotope of Boron.
, - ^

The general conclusion to be drawn from all this extremely mteres.-

ins discovery is that the Hydrogen nucleus is probably the + electron of

radius about .'^^^ of the — electron and of relatively huge mass and that

a Hydrogen atom is a system in which the— part revolves round the +

part, the latter possessing nearly all the mass of the atom.

A most significant point is this : that the Hydrogen nucleus of charge

-i-e may, when associated in groups with negative electrons or alone, form

the nuclii of all forms of matter. It is remarkable how the old Prout

hypothesis is being revived in new form.
-

i ^ t

In order to suggest a mental picture of the dimensions mvolvea i

have worked out the relative sizes and distances of the components ot

the Hydrogen atom on an enormously magnified scale.

Iniagine the negative electron to be a region in space of diameter

1 foot- Place a speck of dust, diameter ^^^ inch at a distance of 6 miles

from it. This will represent the positive electron. Let the large body

rotate round the small one in ^^th second and you have a magnitiea

picture of our present conception of the Hydrogen atom.

On this scale the a particle, diameter 12 incheswould plunge througn

the atom with a velocity of 12,000 miles per second. If it by chance hits

the apeck of dust, the forces called into play are so tremendous that tne

speck deflects it through a large angle and is shot off itself to a distance

(in this scale) of about IQie miles, the confines of the known universe.

In a mass of hydrogen gas at N.T.R the nearest atom would on

the average be about 200,000 miles away and the pupil of Sir Earnest)

Rutherford's eye as he tried to observe what was going on would mea-

sure 10,000 the area of Neptune's orbit round the sun.

I now turn to some very vital aspects of the problem which concern

the interpretation of spectra and spectral series. Let us confine *^"^.^
'

tention to hydrogen spectra alone as promising the greatest simplicity.

The facts observed are briefly as follows. The gas can emit several spec-

tra the chief of which are

—

(1) the 6 line spectrum which may contain an infinite number o^

lines, which extend into the ultra violet and the frequencies

of which are connected by the very simlpe law of ^^^^^^:
This is probablv a molecule spectrum as far as the b iine=>

seen in the laboVatory are co.icerned. The rest is a*^^^.^*"'

'

(2) the secondary spectrum, containing also thousands ot im =>,

which is undoubtedly an atom spectrum.

To what extent will the kind of H. atom we have already P^^^^^^^/^

and which is built up on a strict basis of experiment, account tor

above facts ? It may be admitted at once that it does not ^^-^^"^^^
j^.

the facts. Setting aside the bare possibility that spectra may have
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origin in the vibrations of the nucleus, take the more probable concep-
tion that the external electrons are concerned. Firstly, it may be proved
that a discrete negative electron revolving in an orbit must radiate ener-

gy into space. As it radiates, the total energy of the atom changes and
therefore, also, the frequency of the oscillations; eventually the electron
would fail into the central + charge. Thus a gas made up of atoms of
this kind would show a continuous spectrum and not sharp lines, since in
an observed mass of gas there would exist atoms giving every possible
frequency.

In other words, sharp lines demand that the radius of the orbit
should be constant or that it should have a definite number of possible
stable values to which it could jump instantaneously. Now no possible-

application of Newtonian dynamics could account for discontinuity of
this kind in such a system and t!te physicist finds himself in an impasse
between the solid results of observation and the application of his an-
cient and cherished dynamical system. Some thing has to go and for the
nnoment,the old dynamics is under criticism, or at least ** under trial."

The bold speculation of Bohr which displaces the ancient S5'stem,

is not quite iiq\^ in kind. Speculations of the same nature were first put
forward by Planck in 1901 in connection with thermal radiation. But I

propose to consider the assumption of Bohr alone.

If w is the frequency in the orbit he assumes that the angular mo-

mentum of the electron in itsorbit=T. — where h is a universal constant

{the same as was used by Planck) and t is an integer, which may be

1= 2, 3, etc. Thus the anovular momentum, which is — x loss of energy

of the electron is equal to 1 x -- or to 2 x — or to 3 x -- and so on. in
J ^

27r 2it 2n
^

other words the angular momentum is conceived to change by jumps.

This gives definite fixed values, for the loss of energy ; for the radiu-^

of the orbit ; and for the frequency, corresponding to each integer.

Since the radius cannot change unless t changes, no oscillations in

the plane of the orbit normally can occur, but the radius changes only by

jumps. It follows from calculation that when a change of radius does

occur energy is radiated and is absolutely monochromatic and i^ always

of fixed amount hv where v is the frequency of the radiauoa emitted. 7 wo
lines of the same series are never given simultaneously from the same atom

From this reasoning Bohr deduces very simply an exact statement of

the empirical law of Balmer.

There are, however, other theoi-etical conceptions of the atom which

also account for Balmer's law. The secondary spectrum remams at

present unaccounted for.
,

I have only endeavoured to indicate the barest
^^^''^^^f

..•* '\^^^

subject in order to emphasize the fact that SOMK thing
^'^^^f'^^^^^

simple atomic structure which Rutherford has bmlt up «^^"^^!^3!^^^^.^^^

order to explain the radiation of the atom. Of that - ^^'^^^^^"^
^JI^;^^"

at present form no physical picture : but it seems clear from conveg^^^^

lines of reasoning that we Ire observing a special case o a ^^ "»^^

general dynamical principle in the universe than has hitherto been flU8

^^'
Another important attempt to explain the o"g'%^,[/P;^f^t^^'eon'

i^ due to Ritz in 190S. The assumption he makes is th^t the atom con

tains .ome mechanism which gives ri.e to an -te-^j ^/^^^'^ he makes
This IS pure assumption, so far as Kiiz '^ luih-o

no attempt to account for the supposed field.
„„:„hbonrhnod of an

If. however, such a magnetic field exists m the "e^g'y^V;"
^^^

electron describing an orbit in the atom, it is possible *<> «ht«'" ^'^ '^P *"

sion for the frequency which is the same as that ot Baimer.
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Now recent researches of an experimental nature on the magnetic

properties of iron and nickel have led to the supposition that a magnetic

field of the order of 10"^ gauss for all atoms is a necessary part of

the structure of magnetic material. These magnetic elements were called

by Weiss' magnetons.
Still more recent work by Oxley on diamagnetism indicates that mag-

netic atom-fields of 10'' or 10^ ganss must exist. Humphrey*s theory

of the shift of spectral lines under high pressure postulates magnetic fields

of the same order of magnitude.
Thus several converging and independent lines of research indicate

that a magnetic unit of fixed value for all material inhabits the atom
So far there has been no direct evidence for its existence. I men-

tioned previously that Rutherford's work leads us to believe in the pos-

sible existence of electrical doublets of zero charge and mass 1, formed of

one electron in close association with one negative electron. If such a) association with one negative electron,

system were spinning it is conceivable that the intense local fields de-

manded by Ritz and others might be accounted for.

The neutral doublet would in all probability be undetected by a-par-

ticle methods as at present pra3tised.

I am not aware that this magnetic possibility has been worked out

quantitatively, but if not, here is a problem for the mathematician.
Lord Kelvin is said to have remarked during hisi Jubilee address to

the University, that he Jcnew no more of the real meaning of electricity

than he had done 50 years before.

The same remark could not truthfully be made nowadays, neverthe-

less it appears that the mystery has'^bnly been put back on to the deeper

mystery of the electrical charge.
Our tongues roll glibly over the words positive and negative charge; we

can express large charges in terms of a universal unit charge of which we
know a good deal, but no one has ever defined what he means by charge,

except perhaps to refer to it as a condition of volume density which, of

course means nothing physically.
It seems Hkely that electrical charge, the basis of the atom will take

its place alongside gravitation as a fundamental mystery and that any fur-

ther peaetration into its meaning will involve those fuller conceptions of

time and space which have been applied with such remarkable results by
Einstein and by modern astronomical research.

^s.

f
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24. Father A. Monscrrate, SJ., on Salsctc, Chorao,
Divar, and the Molucas (1579).

Edited and translated by the Rev, H. Hasten, SJ.

The following account about Salsete, Chorao, Divar, and
the Molucas forms part of a long relation ia Spanish, the first

part of which is entitled : Informacion de los X'pianos de S,

Thome. The document belongs to the Society' of Jesus, and
is marked XVI (Goa, 33 ; foil. Udv-lo'Zv). I have deciphered
and translated the whole of it from a photographic reproduc-
tion. I reserve the first part, on the Christians of St. Thomas,
for my studies on St. Thomas the Apostle^ ; the second por-

tion, on Salsete, Chorao, Divar, and the Molucas (foil. I5lv-
l52^?), being entirely irrelevant to those studies, deserv^es a

permanent home elsewhere.

The relation is neither signed nor dated; luckily, the

writing and the similarities between the account on the St.

Thomas Christians and a letter dealing with the same subject

and written by Father Antonio Monserrate, S.J-j (Cochin,

12th January, 1579), of which I have a photographic facsimile,

shows unmistakably that the author of the anonymous rela-

tion is Father Monserrate, and that the date is the same, to

within a few days. It is an autograph, therefore. The letter

from Cochin was addressed to the Very Rev. Father Everard

Mercurian, the General of the Society of Jesus in Rome.
The relation, Informacion de los X'pianos de S. Thome, is like-

wise addressed to the General. The endorsement, in the

author's writing, at the end of the document is: '' Informa-

tion concerning some Christianities of India. To be seen by

our Father General."
Father Monserrate is the author of MongoUcae Legationis

Oommentarius (1590-91), which we published for the Asiatic

Society of Bengal,^ and of a RelaQao do Equebar (1582), which

* in 1921 (July 17)-i922 (Aoril), I have published m The Caihohc

Herald of India ii& 4, Portuguese Church Street, Calcutta) tentative

articles on a number of arched o logical finds from Mylapore which throw

new light on the question of the traditional apostolate of St. Ihomas m
India. I am engaged now on a second series of articles deahag with

other questions regarding the same problem. A third part will embrace

translations of texts from early travellers and the best accounts of

Mylapore and of the St. Thomas Christians as found m the Fortugue^

historians and early Missionaries, Much new material h^s been secured

.

1914.

2 Cf. Memoirs A.S.B., quarto, Vol. IK, No. 9, pp. ol8-70-t
:
Calcutta,
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we published for the same Society.' We need not therefore

enlarge on his career or on his merits. Those who have read

his writings on Akbar will find him not less painstaking in

the fragment we now offer heie. His relation on the St

Thomas Christians is as valuable as all his other writings.

Father Monserrate's writing in this document is a very
microscopic one. The whole Spanish text which we publish

here fits in 2§ of his pages (23 centim. x 15| centim.)
;
yet^ he

wrote so clearly that, in spite of my very limited knowledge
of Spanish, I have had but little difficulty in deciphering

him tolerably. Even the more diminutive writing added
between the lines or running down the margins yields its

mysteries to the unaided eye.

For want of books T cannot here annotate this fragment
as fully as I might have wished. I trust, however, that Mon-
serrate*s description of customs will be found on the whole
fairty accurate. It is the more valuable as it is one of the earli-

e.^t of its kind for Goa and its neighbourhood ; and we cannot
but regret again that three MS. volumes by Monserrateare lost

or in hiding, viz. his book on the geography, natural history,

customs and antiquities of India, his similar volume on Arabia,

and his account of his captivity in Arabia.
I publish the Spanish text as I find it, with the exception

that I punctuate it more copiously, use more capitals, and
divide it into paragraphs.

Darjeding^ St. Joseph's College,

I8th June, 1922.

We have translated and published the whole of that important
volume en the first Jesuit Miseion at Akbar's Conrt (1580-1583) in The
Catholic Herald of India, a weekly paper, Calcutta, in 1920-21. We
delay publishing it in book-form, because we have not here the leisure
and the means to annotate it as it deserves, and because a large number
of subsidiary n:aterials of the same period ought to be published simul-
taneously.

^ Cf, jr. and Proc. A,S,B,, 1912, pp. 185-221; title: '* Father A.
Monserrate's Account of Akbar (26th Nov., 1582)."
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[Fol 151v.]

Jhs.

(FoL 15 IV:)

Jesus.

hiformacion de la Isla y
XpiancJad de SaUete,

La Tsla de Salsete esta a la

Information on the Islcnid and
Ghrisliamty of Salsete

The Island of Salsete is on
p^* del SuI, saliendo de la vaira the South side as one comes

de Goa. Confina por vna out of the bar of Goa. On
p^ con tierras del Hydalcan, y one side it borders on land^ of

por otraeon la mar/ Tiene de the Hydalcan ; on the other,

cumplido .6. leguas y dos de on the sea. It is 6 leagues in

ancho. Rende esta isla alrev length and two in breadth.

40000 pardaos. Tiene .66. This island yields to the king

aldeas, las quales se reducen a 40,000 pardaos It has 66

12, q
quales se llaman la camara

son sus cabecas, las aldeas [villages], which are

reduced to 12,^ which are their

general Tiene este nombre, capitals, and are

porq' ellas son solam^ las q' General Chamber.

goviernan la isla toda y todo
el Conchan, por esta manera : ones

de cada vna destas .12. aldeas

called the

It has this

name, because they are the

who alone govern the

whole island and the whole

se juntan dos hombres en vn
cierto lugar con su escriuano,

y alii, como en conseso. asien-

tan lo q' se a de hazer y es

necess^ p** el bien publico }
p*^

arecadar el fuero y renda ^ de
S.A. Despues de asentado lo

q' se a de hazer, da el escri-

uano vn grito como pregonero revenue of His

of the Conchan,in this manner

:

two men from each of these

12 aldeas assemble in a cer-

tain place with their scrivener,

and there, as in a meeting,

they settle what has to be

done for the common weal and

to obtain the quit-rent and
Highness,*

en almoneda (y esto llaman
nemo), q' es comu consentim

When they have settled what

has to be done, the scrivener

detodos; v si vno solo faltare gives a shout like a f^^^'J^r
at

V no le paresciere bien. no se an auction, (and they caJJ this

puede effectuar nada : v de lo nemo), which is tlieir common

q' se asienta solam^ da" fee el agreement. And, if /^^^^X ^^^^

escriuano, sinfirmarseninguno should fail and he should not

approve of it, nothmg can be

done ; and the scrivener alone

1 First : renta.
1 Here again we might see a cas*?

of the sacredne33 of the number

twelve and of its multiple twentv-

four, on which we have often al-

ready commented in connection

with the 12 Bhuiyas of Bengal.

For other examples not noticed by

us before, see*^ H Yule .yara,

Polo, London, J. Murray. 18*4, i.

417, IL 137,420.
2 The king of Portugal.
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dellos, aunq' sea en cosas im- testifies to what is settled,

portantissimas. La renta de none of them affixing his
S.A. es limitada de manera q' signature, even though it be
siempre se le da aquello, ora in most important matters.^
las tierras rendan mucho ora His Highness' revenue is limit-
poco; y si vna aldea se p'dio ed in such a way that that
y no tuuo eosecha, las otras amount is always given him,
pagan por ella; y si sobra al- whether the lands yield much
gmia cosa se reparte por los or little. And if an aldea was
mesmos. El dominio y ad- lost and had no harvest, the
ministracion desta isla es others pay for it ; and, if any-
destes hombres q' se llaman thing rem'^ains over, it is divid-

ed among the same. The
dominion and administration
of this island is in the hands
of these men, who are called

arios.pMauar ropa, garbear, Gancares. The king has the

Gancares.^ El rey tiene el

comun senorio y su renta
cierta.* Tiene en cada aldea
todos los officios con sus orden-

ferrero, &c.'^ general overlordship and a

fixed revenue. In each aldea

they have all the occupations,

and their menials, to wash
clothes, to remove refuse,^ a

blacksmith, etc.

Es esta isla muy fresca, This island is very fresh,

saludable y fertil de manteni- healthy, and rich in foodstuffs,
mientos, caoas, fuentes, tan-
ques, &c., inucha diuersidad de
fructas y de buena casta

game,
There

fountains, tanks, etc.

is much variety of

en fruits, and of good species

kinds :

— ^ -_ — ^-^ ^

su genero
; palmares, arequa- according to their

Jes, muy frescos, con pimienta there are very fresh palm and
elJosy vetre, de q

comen todo el dia.

vsan v
Aiiia en

esta isla en t'po q' era de gen- they

arequa gardens, and pepper,

and vetre (betre, betel) which

use and eat the whole

day. There were in this island

at the time when it belonged

1 Here perhaps:
where : Gancares.

2 Later addition.

Qancares; else- i For an interesting account of

the Island of Salsete, its first Chris-

tians and the 'Gancar Chamber,' see

Father Francisco do Souza, S.J..

Oriente Conquistado, 2^ ed.. Parte I,

Bombaim, 1881, Conq. 1, Div- 2,

§§ 55-61.
2 Wo should expect our scaven-

gers to be mentioned together with

our washermen. Hence, though the

Spanish dictionaries translate gar-

bear by * to bind sheaves', I trans-

late as above. See the origin of

the English words garbage, garble in

The Oxford Dictionary.

*

1

I

I
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tiles 100000 mill vezinos, y to gentiles 100000 thousand
tantos todo el t'po q' se les inhabitants,' and there was
p'mitieron tener pagodes y that number all the time when
ceremonias gentilicas. they were allowed to have

their pagodes and gentile cere-

monies.

Ay entre estos gentiles There are many castes

muchas castas, mas todas se among these gentiles; but they
reducen a tres : Baneanes, are all reducible to three : Ba *

Vaissa, Quetri, *Bramenes, neanes,^ Vaissa/ Quetri,* Bra-

Chararos, Chaudaris, Corum- raenes, Chararos/ Chaudaris/
bis, Faraces ; * y estas castas Corumbis,'^ Faraces^^ And
son entre si muy differentes, these castes differ much among
assi en ceremonias como en themselves both in ceremonies,

^ Later addition.

-» _ »

1 Father Mpnserrate cannot really

mean 100,000 thousand, or

100,000,000 ; but only 100,000. The
island of Salsete was only 6 leagues

in length and 2 in breadth. More-

over, it had only 66 aldeas or

villages, and the population of each

of the islands of Choran and Divar,

with their more than 30 pagodes

each, was only 3000 in 1579. Cf.

171fra,

2 A Gujarat! plural, * vaniyan

(merchants). Cf, Mgr, S.R. Dalga-

do's Qlossario Luso-Asiatico y I. 94.

3 Vai^ya. Cf. Dalgado, IL 117.

* Ksatriya. Cf. Dalgado, II,

235.
B ChararomustbeakintoChardo,

Charodo, '* a person of one of the

castes of Christians of Goa." Cf.

Dalgado, I. 268. Mgr. Dalgado says

that many derivations of the word

have been tried without success.

Perhaps this new spelling, more

than 100 years older than Mgr.

Dalgado's earliest example, may

help our philologists to clear up

the point. On the Charados of the

Island of Batim (Goa) and their

conversion, see OrienU Conq.,

op.cit, 2*» ed., Par<^ I' ^onq. 1,

^'<rA Chaudarim is a toddy-drawer

(Mahr. :
chaudhari). Cf. Da!-

erado. I. 268,
^

. .

7 A Curumbim is a 5udra culti-

vator (from the Konkani and Mah-

rathlLnB). Cf. Dalgado 1 .
338.

8 Farraz (Arab.: farrash): now

designates one of the low^t castes

of Goa. Cf. Dalgado, T. 390.
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costumbres y pagodes. Nose and customs, and pagodes.^

comunican entre si ni tiene They do not communicate

parentesco *ni alguno adeser with one another or establish

m as q'

officio '
:

su p^ ni tener otro relationship by marriage ;
and

ni comen vnos con no one has to be greater than

otros. Solara^ en casa de his father or follow any other

Bramenes pueden comer todos profession. They do not eat

with one another. Only in

the house of Bramenes may
por ser mas honrrados entre

los Bramenes (q' es la gente

principal, mas branca, y bien all eat, because they are the

proporcionada, ingeniosos y most honourable. The Bra-

agudos max^ p^ mercadear, q' menes form the chief caste :

es su off^' ordinario, y p'* nego- they are the whitest, are well-

cios de escriuanos y tratos. y formed, talented, clever, es-

de industria p^* buscar hazi- pecially for trafficking, which

enda). Av dos castas: vnos their usual occupation, and

todo el Conchan A\ otros

q' comen carne y i^escado, for the work of scriveners,

tirando vaca y puerco. Estes and for commerce, and indus-

son como administradores de trious in making money.

Among the Bramenes there are

two castes : one who eat flesh

and fish, though not cows' flesh

and pork. These are like the

administrators of the whole of

the Conchan. There are other

Bramenes. q' seUaman Botos,
q' no comen pescado ^ ni

tienencarne; y estos, aunq
las mesmas ceremonias, toda-
uia son mas religiosos y re-

cogidos y grandes astrologos. Bramenes, called Botos,* who
Su officio es predicar y ensenar eat neither fish nor fleshj and,

although these have the same

ceremonies, yet they are more

religious and more secluded,

and great astrologers. Their

occupation consists in preach-

ing and teachino; their law

su ley y hazer todas las cere-
monias gentilicas a los otros

;

y son tenidos de todos los

gentiles en grandissima vene-
racion

;
grandes enemigos de

los X'pianos
; y aunq' en el

discurso de su vida tiene todas
las castas diuersas ceremonias,

and performing all the gentile

ceremonies for the others

:

and they are held in the great-

est veneration by all the gen-

tiles. They are great enemies

And. albeitof the Christians.

all the castes have different

ceremonies in the course of

' Later addition
* First : pexe.

1 Monserrate generally uses the

word pagode for an idol-temple

;

at times he seems to mean the idol

itself.

bhat Saiii-* Boto (KonkanT ;

skjrt; bhaita): a Hindis priest, a

learned Brahmaaa. Cf. Dalgado,

I. 141.

I
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bastara dezir algunas p'prias their life, it will be sufficient
de los Bramenes. to speak of some which are

peculiar to the Bramenes.

Logo como nasce algun nino When a Brameae child is

Braraene, luego mandau Ua- born, they send at once for

mar alguuos Botos^ y pre- some Botos and ask him [sic]

guntanle en q' sino y estrella under what sign and star it

nacio, el suecesso de su vida. Avas born, the vicissitudes of

las manhas y costumbres q' a its life^ the manners and
de tener, y todo lo q' responde customs which it must keep,
guardan escrito 1 .

> y el Boto and whatever he answers they
conforme la estrella le pone keep in writing. And the Bo-
nombre; y si acierta de nas- to gives it a name according
cer en vna estrella q' llaman to its star; and, should it

mala, echan fuera de casa la happen to have been born
creatura o la dan [a crijar"'^ a under a star which they call

otra p'sona, porq' creen q' si unlucky, they cast the baby
quedare en casa q' a de morir outside or giv e it to another
su padre y madre. Despues de
nascida la creatura, velan sobre

person to bring up: for they

believe that, should it remain
ella seis dias continues por in the house, his father and
causa de las bruxas

; y a! .6. mother will die. After the

dia le hazen ciertas cere- birth of the child, they keep

monias a q' llaman sety, dando watch over it during six full

de comer a muchos, y derra- days against the witches, and,

man ^ muchas cosas de comer on the 6th day, they perform

al rededor de la casa p'los
demonios y bruxas. A los

-12. dias hazen otras cere-

for it certian ceremonies which

call sety ^

;
on

occasion, they give food to
thev this

monias, mandandolauarquan- many and scatter many eat-

to ay en casa, assi ropa como able things around the house

ollas, &c.
; y lauan a la crea forthedemonsand the witches,

tura y a su madre, y todos se On the 12th day they pej^J^^ui

vesten limpiam^, y hazen de other
comer con fuego nueuo, y di-

zen q' todos los dias atras
estuuieron todos empoleados
y suzios por parir aquella mu-
ger en casa, y con aquellas cere-

ceremonies, causmg

everything in the house,

clothes and pots, etc., to be

washed ; and they wash the

baby and its mother ; and all

dress neatly, and they cook

food with new fire, and say

that, all the days before, they

were unclean and sullied be-

the woman gave birth

within the house, and with
cause

,- J X

^ I have hesitated between oct4to

{? for ocnlto)^ secreto, and escrito.
^ Writing indistinct at the second

fold of the page. 3 First : ponen.

I Sety. Cf. Dalgado, L 30'».

From the KonkanT
f
«d Mahrath^

saihl or satin ; SainskftV-ff^^ (0th

day).
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monias quedaii otra uez lim- these ceremonies they are

pios, y aquel dia ponen al nino again clean and that day they

en la cuna con ciertas cere- place the child in its cradle

monias, y le ponen otro nom-
bre, como quiere su padre.

with certain ceremonies, and
they give it another name at

its father's choice.

The gentiles of this country

hold that the soul of man
Como los gentiles desta

tierra tengan p** si q' la alma
del hombre despues q' muere passes after death into the

se mete en los cuerpos de los bodies of all the animals, and
lastly into that of the cow,

after which it returns to an-

other human body. Holding

this erroTj they say that, when
a Bramen child is born, it is

not a Bramen until they give

animales todos. v vltimam®
en la vaca, y despues torna a
otro cuerpo humano, como
ellos uiuen en este error, dizen
q' quando vn nino Bramen
nasce, hasta q' le echan la

lina, q' son ciertos hilos, la- it the line (which are certain

qual le ponen al .7. ano o a threads), with which they in-

vso de razon.

los onze afios, dizen q' no es vest it when it is seven or

Bramen, porq no saben cuya eleven years old This they

fue aquel alma qn^° estuuo en say, because they do not know
este mundo

; y con aquela whose was the soul when it Avas

lina q' le echan por el pescu- in this world. And with this

eco y debaxo del braco queda line, which they put round its

Bramen
; laqual no le dan de neck and under its arm^ it be-

nifio porq', como es cosa de comes a Bramen. They do
religion, dizen q' a nienester not give ithim^ when a child,

because, as it is a matter of

religion, they say that the use

of reason is required.

El modo q' tienen de dar The manner observed in

esta lina es este. Primero, giving this line is as follows,

preguntan al Boto del dia First, they inquire from the

bueno o malo p^ darsela (porq' Boto about the lucky or un-

en todas sus cosas no hazen lucky day in order to give it,

nada sin preguntar esto a sus because in all their affairs

Botos, pagodes, o hechizeros)

;

they do nothing without con-

y sabido del dia, mandan 11a- suiting about this their Botos,

mar muchos Botos, los quales pagodes, or sorcerers. When
juntos hazen ciertas cere- they know the day, they call

monias, haziendo muchas for many Botos, who together

hogueras, al rededor de las make certain ceremonies;

quales estan ellos y el niilo they kindle many fires, around

desnudo y rapado, diziendo which they keep with the

sobre el muchas oraciones q' child, which is naked and

los Botos ensefian, y juntam® shaven ; they recite on it

le dan la ley en q' a de uiuer many prayers, which the Bo-

y los mandam^ q' ha de guar- tos teach, and jointly
_

they

give it the law in which it has

#

/

I

I

i
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dar, y como a de huir de to- to live, and the commaud-
das las castas, principalm® de ments which it must observe,

los X'pianos y q'

tratar de
no an

con alios, y q' an
pedir a N.S. q' sola la ley de
los Bramenes sea aleuantada

y todas las otras sean extin-

guidas
; y con estas palabras

de and how it must shun all the

castes, chiefly that of the

Christians, and thatthev must
not have dealings with t lein,

and must ask of Our Lord
that the law of the Bramenes

le ponen la linha, q' es de tres may alone flourish and all the

hilos de hilo branco^ al cuollo, others

W
may be exticguished

words, they puty otra lina por la cintura, a

honrra del dios Bramaa, Vistu, around its neck the line, con-

of three threads ofsis tingy Maessu, q' son su dios, del

qua! dizen q' vino al mundo white thread, and another

en diuersas figuras .7 vezes. Hne around its waist, in

Ensenanle tambien vna ora- honour of the god Bramaa,

cion, laqual el de ay adelante Vistu, ^ and Maessu,'^ who are

a de dezir tres vezes al dia, their god, of whom they say

por la manana, antes de jan- that he came seven times to

tar, V puesto el sol, v cada the world in difl^erent shapes.

vez a'^do dezir aquella oracion They teach the boy also a

ciento y ocho vezes. La lina

del cuello no la tiran, ni pue-
den comer ni beber sin ella.

La lina de la cinta tiran como
acaban de aprender la ora-

cion Esta oracion esta en

lenguajen S.ansucruta, q' es

el lenguajen de los dioses, y
la entiende

;
cuasi

mas
nuiguno

lo substancial della es

pedir a Dios q' la ley de los

X'pianos sea destruida y la de
los Bramenes onrrada y ale-

uantada.

prayer which thenceforward

he must recite three times a

day: in the morning, before

dinner-time, and at sunset,

and each time he must say

that prayer one hundred and

eight times. They do not

take off the line round their

neck ; they may not eat or

drink without it They re-

move the line of the waist

when thev finish learning the

This prayer is in the

language, ^ tlie

language of the god^, and

scarcely anybody understands

it ; but the chief part of it

[the prayer] is to pray to God

that the law of the Christians

may be destroyed and that of

the' Bramenes be honoured

and extolled.

prayer.

Sansucruto

1 Visnu. ' Mahe^a or

givaCf. Dalgado, II. 10.

H Aicurious spelling for; Saiii-

akrt'—The somewhat crude de-

scription of the prayer mu«t be a

reference to the Gayatri.
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Q se casan los Bra- When the Bramenes marry,
menes, se hazen tambien mu- many ceremonies are also ob-

ehas ceremonias q' se no pue- served, which cannot be

den
Santas.

escrener.

La forma
segun son written down, because they

de su are holy. The form ^ of their

casam« consiste en poner el marriage consists in that the

marido vn poco de aroz crudo husband puts on the woman's
misturado con alegria en la forehead^ and the woman on
frente de la mueer v la muger the forehead of the husband,
en la del hombre y con
esto quedan casados. y todas

a little raw rice mixed with
' alegria.' '^ Therewith they

las otras ceremonias sernen are married, and all the other

de ornatOj dnrando las cere- ceremonies serve as ornament,
monias por cinco dias en los the ceremonies lasting five

quales aunq' duermen en vna days, during which, although
cama an de guardar castidad, they sleep in the same bed

y si se ajuntan, pierden la they must keep chastity ; and,
ca«ta q' es cosa entre ellos de if they have intercourse, tliey

les cuesta lose caste, and it costs them
much and other cere-

grande pena, y q'

mucho tornar a resceberlos en
ella [FoL 152r] con otras mu-
chas ceremonias. Todas es-

tas ceremonias hazen los Bo- tos make all these ceremonies
tos por estos cinco dias, dan- during these five days, giving

doles documentos y amonesta- them many instructions and
clones, y tienen banquetes admonitions; and they hold

many
monies to be received back in-

to it. [Fol lo2r] The Bo-

enerales a todos los q' an de
ir, en los quales, por muchas who have to take part.

general banquets for all those

In

iguerias q' aja, todas se an de th banquets, all the viands,

poner delante a cada vno por however many, must be set in

si, antes q' comiencen a co- front of each one before thoy
mer, y puestas, el Boto haze begin to eat, and, when all

us ceremonias, y el p^ del have been served up, the Boto
noiuo, y dan lic^' p^ comer. performs his ceremonies, and

the father of the bridegroom,

and they give leave to eat.

1 The word * form ' seems to

be used in the theological meaning
of * form ' as opposed to ' matter.

The * form' of marriage consists of

the words or signs expressing con-

sent and effecting the contract. ^

2 (Bot.) : the oriental oily-gram

(Sesamum orientale, L.) ;
paste

made of sesamum and honey. Ci.

Edw. R. Bentley, A new dictionary

of the Spanish and English Lan-

guages, new ed., Paris, Garnier.

(1877 ?). The words con alegria

might also mean * joyfully', ^"^

not in our context.
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Tambien qn^*^ el Bramen Also, when a Bramen dies

muere se hazen muchas ce- many ceremonies are observed,

remonias.•.. Primeram^ estando First, when he is about to die,

p^ morir manda llamar algu- he calls for some Botos, and
nos Botos, y delante dellos

ha'/e vna confision general de
los peccados q' el quiere con-
fessar, y el Boto le da peni
tencia q' de algunas vacas de
limosna :

^' y a de morir con
tener la mano en vn rabo de
vaca, p'^ entrar luego su alma
en la vaca y en ella ir p*^ su
paraiso '

; y si tiene algun hijo
o hijos con lina, se rapan to-

dos estando a los pies del
padre o de la madre

; y des-
pues de muerto lauan al muerto mother ; and, when he is

en agua fria y amortajanlo en dead, they wash the bod>

vna sabana nueua, y assi lo
Ileuan a quemar

; y qn^^^ lo van
a quemar, el hijo mayor lleua
el fuego, y primero q' le ponga

makes before them a general

confession of the sins which he

wishes to confess, and the

Boto tells him as a penance to

give some cows in alms; and

he must die while holding in

his hand a cow's tail, in order

that his soul may enter the

cow and in her go to their

paradise. And, if he has a

son or sons with the line, all

shave themselves, standing at

the feet of their father or

with cold^vater and wrap it

in a new sheet ; and so they

carry it to the pyre; and,

when thev are about to burn

fuego, llama tres vezes por el it, the eldest son takes the

muerto p" ver si esta muerto fire, and, before setting fire^to

o uiuo. Acabado de quemar,
todos se lauan y hazen de co-
nier con fuego nueuo, y el hijo
mag viejo de ay a doze dias a
de dormir en el lugar donde
raurio su p©

; y cubrese con
vna sabana mojada, y al 12
dia da de comer a muchos
Bramanes y otras
ceremonias, q' todas van o
alimpiarse de q' quedaron
suzios en tratar con muertos,

it, he calls three times on the

dead person to see whether he

is dead or alive. When the

bodv is burnt, all wash them-

selves and prepare their food

with new fire: and for the

next 12 days the eldest son

.x^uuxxu. must sleep in the place where

muchas his father died, an-^ he cover.

himself with a wet sheet; and

on the 12th dav, he feeds many

Bramenes and [performs]
^KAz^Lxja vu trtitar con mueriius, ^jLaw^i^^- -- —. ,. i

o por miedo q' tienen no les many other oeremonies, an o

which tend to purifymg one-

self of the un cleanness con-

tracted bv touching dead per

venga algun mal por p^ del de
monio.

sons..... and for fear that the

demon should bring any evil

upon them.

If the dving person has a

, uife she at times decides to
vnas vezes se determma |a

|^^^^^' j^^^^^jf ,,.^^1, him; at
„ 1.

^^j^^^. ^jjjj^g not, when she ha:i

children. When she

Si el q' muere tiene muger,

muger de quemarse con el

' Later addition. many
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qn^^ tiene muchosotras no,

hijos QiV^^ se determiiia de

quemarse con el juntam^, tan-

q' muereel marido. hiego

vnta
q' quiere morir, y

dize mill palabras amorosas
hablando con su marido, re-

latando los bienes q' le hizo

to

se

serial

de azeite q OS

resolves to burn herself toge-

ther with him at once, at the

death of her husband, she

anoints herself with oil, which

is the sign that she wishes to

die ; and she says a thousand
to her

husband, recounting the good

things' she did for him when

loving things talking

en su vida, los gustos y pasa- alive, and the pleasures and

tiempos q' tuuo con el, y dize amusements she had with him ;

le q*, pues assi es, q' no lo a and she saj'-s that accordingly

de dexar ir solo a la otra vida, she must not let him go alone

sino q'lo a de acompanhar. Y to the next life, but must

assi hazen vn grande pogo accompany him. And so,

con grande fuego, y con mu- they make a big pit with a

chas fiestas y canciones de great fire ; and, amid many
sus pagodes se a de venir a rejoicings and songs in honour

echar en el fuego, vestida y of their pagodes, she must

arreado {sic] de todo {sic\ la come and throw herself into

riquega yjoias q' pudiere auer. the fire, clothed and decked

Come todo aquel dia velre, q' out in all the wealth and

es cosa q' embobeda, y a todos jewels she may have. The

quantos la acompaiian, antes whole of that day she eats

q' se lance en el fuego, les da vetre [betel], something which

a comer vetre. Como ella se stupefies ; and, before throw-

echa en la foguera, o la echan ing herself into the fire^ she

algunos deuotos y honrrados gives to all those who accom-
While

grande onrra,

infinito azeite,ella

cargan

parientes, q' tienen esto por pany her vetr^ to eat.

sobre she throws herself into the fire,

p^ q' se or some devout and upright

el relatives cast her in, consider-

ing this a great honour, they

pour upon her an^^ amount of

y acudir le con azeite, y aun oil, so that she may burn the

quicker : it is too late for her
^

-
' " is

queme mas presto, porq
arepentirse ya no esta en su
mano, por el pogo ser hondo,

con quantidad de piedras/' y
con palos grandes tienen mano now to repent, for the pit

en ella ^
; y despues le hazen

vna pared de piedra p*^ mdmo-
ria de la q' alii se quemo ;* y

deep, and the people help

with oil and even with heaps

of stones, and thev keep her

Anddespues de .3. dias'quemada, down with big poles.

afterwards they erect a wall
" her

toman su cemca, y la guardan
p* por los joges embiarla a of stones in honour of

who burnt herself there. And,

three days after the burain

they take her ashes and keep

them to send by the joges * to
u

^ Later addition. i Jogis.
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grande deuocionJ

echar en el rio Ganges, como the Ganges and throw them
trazen cada ano a todas las into the river; indeed, everv
cencas de los quemados, por year, they carry to the Ganges
ser la romeria a este rio de the ashes of all burnt corpses,

the i^ilgrimage to that river

being one of great devotion.

When the wife goes to burn
herself, she carries in her hand

peine y dize q'j p*^ q' vea'^ q' a lemon or a comb, and Jshe

va a gozar de la otra vida, q' says that, in order that they

despues de muerta y quemada may see that she goes to en-

joy the next life, they will,

afteF she is dead and burnt,

find the lemon fresh and the

Quando se va a quemar leua

en la mano vn limon o vn

cer-

hallaron el limon fresco y el

peine enteiro. Y es cierto,

seguu dizen, q' el demonio
muchas vezes vsa deste enga- comb entire. And it

no p^ as leuar al infierno raas tain, according to what they

sav. that the devil manv
times uses this trick to take

them [these women] to hell

the sooner.

de presa.

Si la muger es vieja y tiene
hijoft ^ y no se quiere quemar

If the woman is old and has

-,^^ J ... _ ^._.. ^ ,
children and does not wish to

va se a los pies de su marido burn herself ^
she goes to the

muerto, y alii se rapa, y se feet of her dead husband,

despoja de todas sus joias p^
nunca mas gozar de cosa de
pasat'po deste mundo. Si so-

lam^ eran desposados, que-
dando ella donzella, a se lue-

shaves herself there, and di-

vests herself of all her jewels,

never again to enjoy any of

this world's amusements. If

they were only betrothed, the

gode rapar, y no a'de vestir girL who must remain un^

maspaiiolauado niponer joia married, shaves herself, and

en su cuerpo, y siempre a de she must never agam wear

ser viuda v no a de ir a fiestas washed clothes or put on

ningunas ni ver reffoziios. jewels ; she must for evei re-

main a widow, and may not

go to any festivities or w it-

ness rejoicings.

All these gentiles arc much

given to superstitions and

omens. They have much ve-

Son todos estos gentiles da-
dos a supersticiones y ague-
ros, Tiene grande veneracion
a las culebras de capelo, y a
estas pintan en sus pagodes.
Nada an de comencar sin res- godes. Thej

„,,^,,,ar

puesta del ministro del pago- nothing without f ^'^'^^'

from the mmister of the pago-

neration for the hooded snakes

and depict them in their pa-
— must begin

' later addition.
3 First : filhos.

2 Vean {) I Cobra de capello, Naja tripu

dians.
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de. p"* loqual lleuan vnas rosas, de ; for this they bring some

y mojadas peganlas al pagode, roses, and, after wettmg tlienij

y estan postrados y muy de stick them to the pagode,

uotos esperando su ventura, and they lie prostrate and
very devout, waitinoj tor their

hick ; for if those of the right

porq' si caen prim*^ las del

lado derecho, tienen por cierto

q' todo les sucedera bien
; y si side fall first, the}^ consider it

caen primero las del isquierdo, certain that all will go well

no ponen mano en ninguna with them ; and if those of

cosa
; y lo mismo si, qn'^^ sa- the left fall first, they under-

len de casa, les grazna alguna take nothing. The

willing to answer

pagodeg. *Offrecianle cada

same
graja, o si algim perro ladro a when, going out of doors^ they

su puerta^ o si cayo algun gu- hear the croaking of a crow,

sano en su cabeca, &c,
; y p*^ or a dog barked at the doorj

q'el pagode les quiera respon- or a worm fell on their head,

der offrencele gallos muertos, etc. And, in order that the

cocos, arroz, cabrones, carne- pagode be
ros

; y todo esto es p^ los jo- them, they offer to it dead
gis q' son ministros de los fowls, coconuts, rice, he-

goats, and sheep, and all this

dia vnas alparcas .s. sandalia, is for the jogis, who are the

porq' dezian q' toda la noche ministers of the pagodes.

andaua peleando con los otros Thej' offered every day to him
dioses por defender su pueblo [the pagode] certain slippers,

[ten]iendo el vna piedra tan i.e., sandals, because they
grande q' 20 hombres no lo said that the whole night he

leuatarianJ Y esto misnio went about fighting the other

hazen al fc po de sembrar, y la gods to protect his people,

sangre destos animales, como holding a 'stone so big that 20

cosa sancta, lancan la en los men would not be able to lift

valados de sus heredades q' it. The same they do at the

estan junto de la mar, porq' time of sowing, and they

sprinkle the blood of these ani-cuydan q', qn*^^ el mar anda
leuantado, es la ira de dios q' mals, as something holy, in the

gouierna aquella parte. enclosure.^^ of their fields which

are near the sea, because they

think that, when the sea is

stormy, it is the anger of god,

who rules that part.

» Later addition- » Mgr. Dalgado has the following

in this connection (I. 141):

1890.—'* Obhotomolhou as flores.

collocou las em linha, e revelou

que se cahisse primeiro a segunda

flor da tereeira columna a alevantina

era a raulher de Vichnu."—Anto-

nio de Almeida Azevedo, As Com-

munidades de Ooa, p. 33.

I

7L

1

t

T
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revenues, which were spent
on the day of its feast, and un
the ministers serv^ing the pa-
gode, and on the pubJir

women and danceres^ses who

Eran mucho dados a pago- The\^ were much given to
des, y cada casta tiene sus pagodes, and each caste has
distinctos pagodes, tanto q' its separate pagodes, so much
aula en esta isla .360., y cada so that there were 360 in this

vno con su renda distincta, q' island, each with its separate
se gastaua el dia de su fiesta,

y en los ministros q' seruian
al pagode, y en las mugeres
publicas y bailaderas q' conti-

nuauan en el pagode p"* todas
sus immundicias. Tinhan dio- lived in the pagode for all

ses de la guerra, de la semen- their impurities. They had
tera, de la fortuna, de la vida, gods of war, of the sowing
de la muerte, y sobre todos season, of fortune, of life, of

del dios diablo, q' a este ha- death, and above all the devil-

zen mas seraicios y reuerencia, god; whom the}^ serve and
y assi lo llaman y por tal lo reverence most, and they call

inuocan, porq' es temido, y es him so and invoke him as

gente mucho subiect^ al miedo such, for he is feared, and

y al interes, q' piensan q' les they are people who are much
a de quemar losarrozes y des- swayed by fear and interest,

truir los palmares, &c.
; y assi and they think that he

le hazen iglesias en la figura burn their rice and destroy

q' les aparece, q' es vna com- their palm-groves, etc., and so

pasion ver quan grande domi- they build churches for him

and represent him in the

shape in which he appt^ars to

Indeed, it is a great

will

nio y gran duro jugo tiene

puesto el demonio aquellas
almas. Tienen tambie por
diosas a mugeres q' fueron
malas y por tales tenidas,

them
pity to see how great a domi-

nion the demon has over those

porq'alfin%emandaronsacri- souls and how heavy is the

ficar en onrra de los pagodes' ;
yoke he lays on thera. ^^Tlie\'

y en los pagodes destas, al

rededor dellos, se dedican
muchas mugeres p'»q' vsen del-
las quantos quisieren. *Y

also regard as goddesses

women who were bad or con-

sidered as such, because after

all they had themselves sa-

auia pagode de mill esclaiios v crificed in honour of the pa-

ae {)UU. mugeres publicas, y si

vna muger peleaua con su
marido, si se recogia al pa-
gode por publica, no podia
cobrar la mas.^

1 Later addition.
* Later addition.

godes ; and, in the pagodes of

these goddesses, all around

them [the pagodes], many

women dedicate themselves to

be used by as many as like.

And there uas a pagode of one

thousand slaves and 500

public women; and, when

any woman fought with her

husband, he could not recover

her, if she retired to the pago-

de as a prostitute.
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!

Ay en esta i.sla .6. iglesias. There are in this island 6

en las quales tod as residian Churches, in all of which there
p"*^ de la Comp^ occupandose resided Fathers of the Com-
en la conuersion de tanta gen- pany, who laboured for the

tilidad, y auia ya
10000 X'paos y' mill

cerca de conversion of so vast a gentili-

cathe- ty ; and there were alread3^

cnracnos ; mas con la guerra about 10,000 Christians and
q' vbo en Goa con el Hydal- one thousand catechumens;
can el ano de 71 y con la q' but, owing to the war which
agora vbo por causa de Dabul there was with the Hydalcan
y del aleuantam'* de los gen- in the year [15]71; and on
tiles, por no querer conceder- account of the
les pagodes y cerenionias q

one wagnig
now because of Dabul and the

el Visorey Don Ant^ el ano de rebellion of the gentiles—for

06. mando derriuar y applicar they would not grant them
las rentas a his iglesias, y el pagodes and ceremonies, Vice-

Concilio primero p'uincial de roy Don Antonio ' having
Coa asento q' se les qaitase ordered to destroy them in

todaslas ceremoniasdesus ca- the year [15]66 and to apply
samientos y vnturas de sanda- the revenues thereof to the
lo, padescio algun detrim^^ la Churches, and the first Pro-
X'piandad y no se pudo pasar vincial Council of Goa ^ agreed
adelante con la conuersion that thev should be forbidden
mas todos los X'pianos se all the ceremonies of their

retiraron p* Goa y sus aldeas, marriages and their anointing
en q' dieron mucha edifica- themselves w^ith sandal—the
cion de si. dexando su ticrra Christianity suffered some de-

y hazienda y parientes por
guardar y conseruar la fee.

triment, and it was impossible

to proceed with the work of

conversion ; but all the Chris-

tians withdrew to Goa and its

aldeas, wherein they gave

much edification abandoning
their country and property

and relatives in order to keep

and preserve their faith.

1 Don Antonio de Noronha. 0th

March 29,

and 2
Viceroy : left Lisbon,
1564; governed 4 years

months, until October 1568; re-

turned to the kingdom. Cf .
Padre

ManosI Xavier, S.J.,

universal de todos os

Governadores,. . , Goa,
Nacional, 1917, p. 68.

^ The first Provincial
Goa sat in 1567.

Compendia
VisO'Beys ,

Imprensa

Council of

I
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[FoL 152v.]

Jhs

[Fol 152v.]

Jesus
Informacwn de la Isla de Clio- Information about the Island

ran y la Isla de Dinar, of Choran and
Divar,

^Estas son dos isias pequenas There are two small Islands
q' estan junto de Goa a la p^ near Goa, on the north side,
del norte, y no las diuide mas and they are separated only
q^' vn rio. Destas no ay mas by a river. There is nothing
q' dezir q' lo q' se dixo de to be said about them except
Salsete : por la gente, modo what we said about Salsete :

de uiuir, castas, officiales, for the people, the manner of
gouierno, pagodes, ceremonias, life, the castes, the occupa-
dioses^ son todos vnos, aunq' tions, thfe government, pago-
siempre se differencias [sic\ en des, ceremonies, gods, are all

algunas cosas de poca impor- the same, although there are
tancia

; solam® q' assi como always differences in some
Salsete se gouierna por aquel- matters of little importance :

los 24 de 12 aldeas, cada vna only that, whereas Salsete is

destas por diez Bramenes
Gancares. Aura en cada vna

governed by the 24 from the

12 aldeas, each one of these'
tresmil! almas

; y auia en cada [is governed] by ten Gancares,
vna dellas mas de 30 pagodes Bramenes. There must be in

con mucha renda. Agora ya each of them three thousand
no ay pagode ninguno en pie, souls. And there were in

sine iglesias ;* y todos son each more than 30 pagodes,

industriaX'pianos
zello del

por
Visore\" Don

y
Oon-

with much revenue. Now
there is not one pagode stand

-

stantino^
; y la escuela de la ing, but Churches ; and they

doctrina en cada vna tiene are all Christians, thanks to

ser

mas de 400. ninos, q' an de the diligence and zeal of Vico-

muy buenos X'pianos. roy Don Constantino ^ and the

Son administrados y ensena- school of the doctrine » in each

dos solam® por los p^« * de la of them contains more than

Co*^.2 400 children, who will turn

and
out very good Christians

They are ministered to

taught solely by the Fathers

of the Company.*

1 Later addition.
* Later addition ; difficult to de-

cipher.

1 Of these two islands.

2 Don Constantino de Braganya,

7th Viceroy: left Lisbon, April 7,

1558 ;
governed 3 years and S days,

Cf. Padre Manoel Xavier, S.J.» op.

cit., p. 68.
,-. ^ -

:i Of the Christian Doctrine or

Catechism.
4 On the conversion of the peopie
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Y en estas dos islas tiene la And in these two islands

gam &c.

Comp** alguna renda q' el rey the Company has some reve-

les dio p^ su sustentacion, y nues which the king gave

a esta causa son mas quietos them for their maintenance,

porq' no tienen q' andar con and for this reason they [the

officiales de Just^ en sus pa- Fathers] are more quiet, since

they have not to depend on

the officers of Justice for their

payments, etc.

Among the pagodes which

they had, there was a very

famous one, called Saptana

to ^
; it was frequented on the

day of its feast, which fell in

the moon of August, by the

concourse of many pilgrims of

all manner of people ; and the

reason w^as that on that day

they threw into the river,

which is near the pagode,

where [it] makes ,
vetre,

and fruits, which the river

Entre los pagcdes q' tenian

era vno,* llamado Saptanato,'

muy senalado y frequentado

el dia de su fiesta, q' era en

la luna de Agosto, y concurrir

muchos peregrinos de toda

manera de gente, y la causa
era q' aquel dia echauan en el

rio, q' estaua junto al pagode,
en cierta parte del rio donde
haze ,* vetre

y fructaSj lasquales el agua
8or[ba] p*^ dentro con la

fuerca del agua, q'

es maj^or por ser inuernOj y
ellos pensauan q' venia alii

el demonio a rescebir aquella

entonces swallowed the

fructa, y por este recebim^ le ance, they made

up owing to

force of the water, which is

greater then, as it is winter ;

and, to celebrate this accept-

fest-o-reat

his honour, and

offered to him great presents.

of them, ena-

monio, lo querian ir a ver, y moured with the demon,

se echauan en la fuerca del wished to go and see him, and

agua y desaparecia luego
; thcA- cast themselves into the

hazian grande fiesta, y le ivity in
ofFrescian grandes dones : y
muchos, enamorados del de- And many

moured with

y los demas pensaua q' iba force of the water and dis-

appeared immediately, and

the rest thought that they

1 Later addition.
^ Some 2 or 3 words illegible

the first fold of the paper.
at

of ChorSo by the Jesuit Fathers,

see Oriente Conquistado, ?P'^Y&
2a ed., Parte I, Conq. 1, Div. 2, S|

40, 41, 42. On the conversion ot

the people of Divar, see tbtd,, i:'arj;«

I, Conq. l,Div. 2, §50.

1 Father Monserrate refers w
this Saptanato and other Hirm"

places ending in nath in his Mof^^

Legat, Comment See p.
^^J'

Compare also ibid, what he saja

about salt (p. 374), and about

Krisna's nine avaiaras (p. »o'J-

I

mTJ

)

L
J,—
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derecho al paraiso. Y como, went straight to paradiseJ
con la venida de los Portu- And since, at the arrival of

gueses y padres, les quemasen the Portuguese and of the
todos sus pagodeS; por ser este Fathers, all their pagodes
nombrado en la otra vanda were burnt, this [p^gode]
del rio, q' es tierra de Moros, being situated on the other
*le ^ hizieron los gentiles otra side of the river, which be-

casa,* y lleuaron las reliquias longs to Moors, the gentiles

q^ pudieron,^ y le hazen la rebuilt for him another house
misma fiesta, y tienen sus la- [? for themselves other houses]
uatorios, &c.

Van se todos los X'pianos
destas dos islas acomodando

and took what relics they

could, and they celebrate the

same feast in his honour and
have their baths, etc.

AH the Christians of these

two islands conform religiously

mucho en todas las cosas, to all the things of the

como los X'pianos viejos, en faith like the old Christians,

acudir a la iglesia, predicacion, such as coming to Church,

sermons, confession, commu-
and

confession, comunion, enter-

ram'^'s, casam^s, baptismos,con
mucha fiesta y deuocion : y
ayudan muy bien a el estado de

nion, burials, marriages,

baptisms [which they cele-

brate] with much rejoicing and
ofla India en la guerra, porq' los devotion ; and they are

de Salsete sustentaron mucho great assistance to the Estado

t'po en pie su tierra contra los of India in time of war
;
for

aleuantados
; y los de Choran

en t'po de la guerra de 71 se

defendieron y mataron mu-
cnos Moros q' eutraron en la

isla
; y agora ellos solos sin

Portugueses difienden su tierra

those of Salsete defended

their country for a long time

against the rebels, and those

of Choran, during the war of

[15J71, defended themselves

and killed many Moors who

came into their island, and

now they alone, without the

Portuguese, defend their

1 Perhaps ; ce for se.

2 Later addition.

I See Oriente Conq., op. ctt.,

2a ed., Partel.Ccnq. l.Div. 2,§50,

about a great pilgrimage m the

Island of Divar. " Divar was aa

venerated by the gentio Bramanes

as among us the Holy Laiid. ""

account of a pagode of gre«t 'ndul-

gences and pilgrimages, and even

now [1697], on a certain day of the

vear the whole gentility of the

Sbourhood flocks thither to

bathe on the bank of the nver,

opposite the place where ot old wm
Zpagode.'^lest they should lose

this plenary indulgence.
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de los Moros, y hazen asaltos country against the Moors,

con animo en tierra firme, y and they attack bravely on

les van a su tierra a quemar the mainland and go to their

y destruir los pagodes, q' por territory to burn and destroy

esta causa se an metido los the pagodes, so much so that

on that account the MoorsMouros por la tierra adentro

;

G. * Don Di« de have retiredy el* inland : and

Meneses les raando dar cabajas Governor (?) Don Diogo de

vermejas en senal de su Meneses ^ ordered red cahajas

esfuergo ; y si los X'pianos to be given them in token of

fuesen fauorecidos y hour- their bravery; and, if the

rados ^ dignidades Christians were favoured and

y cargos polos Visoreyes, honoured. . . .with dignities

fidalgos y officiales como S. A. and offices by the Viceroys,

manda ; creseeria mucho la fidalgos, and officers, as His

X'piandad, y S. A. seria mas Highness commands, the

seruido y sus tierras seguras, Christianity would greatly in-

y breuem^ toda la gentilidad crease, and His Highness

reducida, con q' esta mucho would be better served, and

mas segura y rica la India. his lands would be more

secure ; and the whole genti-

lity would be converted in a

short time, with the result

that India is safer and richer.

300

Information about the

Malucas.

The Malucas consist of an

trinta^ leguas como infinite number of islands^

Informacion de las Malucas.

Las Malucas son infinitas

islas; entre ellas grandes de
*y

Morotai : y de 150, como Among them some are 300

Morotia, v otras pequenas de (and thirty ?) leagues big, as

.4., como Temate, y 20. como Morotai, and 150, as Morotia

j

Amboino, Tidor, Oliazer, Nu- others are small, 4 leagues m
zelao, Athua, Ouma, Abouro. extent, as Ternate :

and 20,

Nombro estas porq' en to-

1 A doubtful letter
; probably G.

for Gobernador,
2 2 or 3 words illegible at the 2nd

fold of the paper.
^ y trinia appears to be effaced.

as Amboino, Tidor, Oliazer,

Nuzelao, Athua, Ouma, and

Abouro. * I name these, be-

i Don Diogo de Menezes,

Governor : governed 9 months
Nov., 1577-22 Aug., 1578),

Padre Manoel Xavier, S.J.,

6th

(21

Cf.

op-

cit.,p. 69.
2 On Oma and Athua, see Onente

Conquistado. 2^ ed.. Parte II, Conq-

3, Div. 1, § 7. The whole of that

Conquista 3 is devoted to the

Mission of the Molucas. I do not

I

f

I

i
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das estas aula X'piandad, sin cause there was Christianity

estan in all these, not countingotras muchas q no
descubiertas ni tienen noticia
de n'ra s"^ fee. Auria en to-

many others which are not
discovered and have no

das estas islas mas de 70000 knowledge of our holj^ faith.

X'pianos, y con las guerras q' In all these islands there

entre si con los Mouros tuuie- must have been more than
ron todo esta quasi destruido, 70,000 Christians ; and, on
y los X'pianos se tornaron account of the wars they had
Moros, saluo en Amboino, ad- among themselves with the
onde ay alganos Portugueses Moors, almost the whole is

y algunos p«^ de los n'ros, y destroyed, and the Christians

aura 20000 X'paos, became Moors, except in Am-
boino, where there are some
Portuguese and some Fathers

of ours, and there must be

20,000 Christians.

find there the three other islands

Oliazer, Nuzelao, Aboaro ; but I

trust that I have read the namea

correctly. I have a doubt about

Oliazer, which may perhaps be read

as Dhazer.

Endorsement (FoL 152 r) ; ^jI>o^

Jhs. Informaciones de algunas X'piandades de la India

Para ver n'ro P.G.

1 These letters on two different lines seem to indicate that Monserrata
was going to write the address but left ib unwritten. A would mean :

to ;

Oo would mean from the ; perhaps/ do Padre Ant*" Monserrate ' was to

come there.

\;rhe End,']
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25. Father A. Monscrrate, SJ and Capt. F. Wilford.

A note bj- the Rev. H. Hosten, S.J.

In Asialick Researches, Vol. IX (Calcutta, 1807), among
the errata and addenda, I find that the following passage,
which should hare been added to p. 81, line 18, i.e. at the end
of Wilford's essay on AnuGangam, or the Gangetic Provinces,
and viore particularly of Magadha, contains a reference to"

Monserrate which T overlooked in my edition of Monserrate's
Mongolicae Legationis Commeniarius {Memoirs A. S.B., Vol. Ill,

No. 9). It should have been inserted there at p. 69-5, after my
fifth quotation from Wilford's writings.

The new passage runs thus :

—

" The Magas in Bengal are mentioned by Pliny under the

name of Macca-Calingas. It appears from the context that the

upper part of the Bay of Bengal was divided into three parts,

called in general Calinga, or the sea-shore in Sanscrit, from its

abounding with creeks. West Calinga extended from the river

of Cuttaca' to the western mouth of the Ganges.'^ In an island

of the Ganges, amplae magnitudinis, of very great magnitude,

and of course the Delta, was a single nation called Modo-Galica

and Modo-Galenca, from the Sanscrit Madhya-Calinga, or mid-

dle Calinga : then came the Macoo-Calingas, or the Magas of

Chittigong,s from Maga-Calinga. The Magas or Mugs mam-
tained themselves as an independent tribe in the Delta for a

long time ; and they were at last expelled by the Musulmans

and the Rajas of Tipera, about the beginning of the sixteenth

century, as mentioned by P. Monserrat. Through the Burman

Empire, Arracan and in Chittigong the Priests only are called

Magas according to Col. Svmes : but in Chittigong and adjacent

countries, the name of Muga is also attributed to the whole

tribe
55

name
Wilford adds the follouing note to Fr. Monserrate s

'"Gens vero Modo-Galica, ii qui vulgo dicuntur Mogi,

quamvis nostra memoria a Patanicis et Tybreris ultra Balsaris

rivurapulsi Arracani consistunt.' P. Monserrat de legatione

Mongolica, vol. the 1st, p. 19., a manuscript m my pos.e.siuu

I had noticed in my edition of Monserra e s Mongohcae

Legationis Commentarius {op. cit., p. 699) another passage in

which Wilford quoted Monserrate in connection with Aralcan

(see Asiatick Researches, vol XIV, 1822, p. 4o4
:

^^'^'<f^ J^^
the Ancient Geography of India). There Wilford said m note

I Cuttack. 2 The Hugli. ^ *^*^-
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about the book of Monserrate which he quoted :
'' In an

autograph MS, of the author in my possession. The Padre
wrote about the jear 1590, in the prison of Senna in Arabia,"
And I had to remark, what I have to remark also on the new
passage quoted above, that there is no parallel passage in the
MS. of Mongolicae LegationisCommentarius which I have edited.

Wilford said again {Asialicic Researches, IX, 1807, p. 230 7i. 1)

:

''The original MSS. of Monserrate's travels is in my posses-
sion/' where the singular verb seemed to show that by 'MSS.'
he meant 'MS.'

In the new passage now found Wilford gives the title

of the book as De legatinne Mongolica. It is the only time
that he does so He adds that the passage he quotes is in the
first volume of Monserrate's work. This shows that he had at

least two volumes of Monserrate's in his possession, both of

which seem to have been entitled De legafione Mongolica.
Now, in his preface to the MS. edited by me, Monserrate

refers to four volumes written by himself. One volume con-
tained the history of the first Jesuit Mission to Akbar's Court

;

another had developed from a small treatise into a regular
book on the geography and natural history of India. Similarly
he wrote a volume on his captivity, and that of his companion
Father Peter Paes, in Arabia, and' another on the geography
and natural history of Arabia. Cf . Mem. A.S.B., op. cit., p. 536
and p. 536 n. 5. Wilford quotes nowhere Monserrate's two MSS.
on Arabia. These two MSS. remain yet to be discovered.
Neither can I find in Wilford's many quotations from Monserrate
on India and Akbar that ho had in his possession the very MS.
which I published. Rather the contrary. The passages which
he quotes either are not textually those which I published, or
they are not to be found at all in my MS. Only once does Wil-
ford give the pagination of one of his quotations (cf. Asiatick
Researches, JX, 213), and then too the page of liis MS. (p. 164)
does not tally with the pagination of the MS. which I used.

What autograph MS. of Monserrate's. entitled De Legatiom
Mongolica and consisting of two volumes, could Wilford have
had ? Of the MS. used by me Monserrate said at the end
that it was fair-written in prison at Senaa in Arabia in 1590, be-
tween October 21 and December 11. Yet, it too became
eventually a sort of rough copy, owing to the many erasures,

emendations, and additions thrown in at a later date, even
after his return to India, i.e. between 1596, when he was ran-
somed from captivity, and 1600, the year of his death. He
certamly intended to recopy it in another form. Whether
he did so I cannot say. Anyhow, the volume which I used
would not have given him materials for two volumes. The
geographical notes in Wilford's first MS. volume had already
been omitted from my MS. and cast into a separate volume.
-It follows that Wilford's two volumes represent an earlier
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redaction, iu which tlie history of the Mission was mixed up
with notes on the geography and natural history of India.

That being so, Wilford's two volumes are apparently

the work of which Monserrate says in the MS. which I edited .

'' I completed this Commentary at Eynan in Arabia on the

feast of St. Anthony of Padua, in the month of June of the

year 1590," i.e. June 13, 1590. That MS. was taken from him
by the Turks, but was restored to him at Senaa on the feast of

the Eleven Thousand Virgins, 1590, i.e. October 21. Cf.

Memoirs A.S.B , op. cit
, p. 076. His fair copy, finished on

December 11, 1590, must have been made from it. That

earlier copy was naturally the rough diaught which, on his

being sent to Ethiopia in 1588, followed him from India to

Arabia. A summary of the diary which he kept most faithfully

from his departure to the Moghul Court (1579) up to his re-

turn to Goa in 1582, it now seems from Wilford's new quota-

tion that it comprised two volumes in which the history of the

Mission was interspersed with disquisitions on Indian geography

and natural history
Wilford must have had at his disposal a luagnificent

library, containing even a fine collection of theological books.

I find him quoting Cardinal Bellarmine and Cornelius a Lapide

{As. Researches, XI, 61), which is not a little surprising for such

a place as Benares, where he resided from 1788 to 1822 the

year of his death.' Where had he obtained his marvellous

library from, including scarce Jesuit MSS ,
and rare old Latm

and Greek books on travels and geography ?
.

Mongolic
in the St.

Past
Rev. W. K. Firminger, who had discovered the MS. m t

Paul's Cathedral Library, Calcutta, suggested in Bengal:

«fe Present that, as the library mark of the MS. appeared to be

of the same kind as those of a number of theological booK.s in

the St. Paul's Cathedral Librarv, all these books must have

come to Calcutta on the same occasion. Now vve knou that

the Monserrate MS. in
from Lord Wellesley's Collection (?). ^ort Wilham to the

Metcalfe Hall Collection, whence it went to
,^%J"\^j;^

Library. Calcutta, and from there to the St. Paul s Cathedral

'

'to "clear up this point. I paid a visit to St Paul's Cathedral

on February 1. 1922, and inspected, with the ^^^Ip of a Ai^^

catalogue made by the Rev. W. K. ^imimger, a cer am

number of books of Catholic theology which had come trom

Fort W^illiam College. I found library marks of t^e t}Pc oi

XVI. L. 127. in the Monserrate MS., a ^^^^^^alfe Hal mark Wt

none of the sa^ie type as LP. 46. There was no in^dicat on either

that any of these books had belonged to Wilford or had come

from the Jesuit College of Agra or of Goa. I ound no other

MS. of Monserrate's, and the MongoUcae Legahonu> Commui
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tarius MS., which I have edited, was not entered in the new
type-written catalogue.

To return to the new quotation from Monserrate which we
have discovered in Wilford. I believe that Wilford is correct in

identifying Monserrate's Tybreri or Tybrerae with the people
of Tippera. I do not know, however, what river corresponds
to the river of Balsar. If Wilford is right in identifying Modo-
Galica ov Modo-Galenca with Madhya-Kalinga or the Middle
KaJinga, the derivation of Cock Island, or Cock's Island, Coxe
Island, now merged with Dog's Island into Saugor Island at

the mouth of the Hugli, would be thrown a great deal further
back than Ilha de Gale, Ilha de Gallo, Ilha do Galinha. In his

map (iliem. A.S.B,, Vol. Ill, No. 9, at the end) Father
Monserrate calls it Gallorum Insula, which would indeed corre-

spond to Cock's Island, whereas Ilha de Galinha would mean
Hen's Island. Ilha de Galinha would, however, have been a

corruption natural to the Portuguese for an island inhabited by
the ModoGalica or Modo-Galenca. And so, the derivation
sought by Sir R. C. Temple (Cf . Thomas Boivrey's Geographical
Account of Countries round the Bay of Bengal, 1669-1679, p. 210
n.) in Qallinhas del Mar} a sobriquet for the timorous mixed off-

spring of the Portuguese in India; would appear far-fetched.

Besides, the sobriquet must be later in date than the first

Portuguese name for Cock's Island.

Goethal's Indian Library^
St, Xavier\s College, Calcutta.

January 27, 1922.

1 Del is not the usual possessive case of the definite article in

Portuguese.

I

I



26. An Old Gypsy-Darwish Jargon.

By W. IvANOW.

In my previous papers on the language of the Persiian

gypsies ' I mentioned the fact that many idioms, which may
be regarded as nowadays quite indispensable to the vocabular\

of the gypsy patois in Persia, are frequently met with in the

jargonic codes used by wandering darwishes, some classes of

craftsmen, and especially by thieves, professional beggars,

etc., in that country. The composition of these jargons, as.

already shown by me (J.A.S B., 1920, p. 284), is invarial)ly

synthe'tic. The l3ulk of such patois consists usually of the

local dialect of the majority of the population in the

province or district to which the particular gypsy community

confines its wanderings. This original dialect, Persian,Tur-

kish, Kurdish, etc., as the case may be, in its most vulgar

form, is invariably freely ' gypsified.' The chief devices used

for this purpose are the "addition of various suffixes (of which

a number were given in my previous papers), transposition of

syllables, etc. Besides, there are always found various terms

of diiferent origin, Avhich are used by gypsies all oyer the

country, i.e. (I) Persian or Arabic words employed in some

uncommon conventional sense; (2) idioms wiiich often sound

more or less Indian, and (3) accidental expressions picked up

from different languages, as well as a considerable number of

words which do not yield to etymological analysis. ^lost prob-

ably the words in this last category are simply the product

of irregular and accidental modifications, ' wear and^tear in a

linguistic sense, or cases of reiterated ' gypsification

As far as T could collect information in various corners ot

Persia, it would seem that practically all these elements, ni

varving proportions, however, are found in the dar\vish jargon.

It is remarkable that while artificial formations are often chosen

for expressing abstract ideas, the most common and element-

ary conceptions are usually expressed in terms borrowed exacu\

from that enigmatic group of etymologically untraceable

words just mentioned. It is also remarkable that even amongst

the old and well-known Sufic terms, there are many whicli iiK(^

wise are puzzles from the etymological pomt of vie«. »^'

*

instance, is the word darwlsh itself, and many others sucn a.

abdal{8. very old ^^ord), qalanclar (introduced about the time

of the Mongol invasion), kashkul (comparatively ne^^),

• Journ. Asiat'soc. Beng. (n.s.) X. pp. 439-455 (1914) and XVI. pp

281-291 (1920).
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Still many more appear in more modern periods : mantisJidkh,
garza, gidbang, palahang, etc.

Some years ago, quite accidentally, I came across an inter-

esting document, particularly valuable in its bearing on these
questions. It was a fragment of a secret code of a religious

community which flourished at least 400 j^ears ago, probably
much earlier. Although only about one hundred words could
be extracted from the fragment for examination, many idioms
are found there which can be at once recognised as favourite
expressions of the present-day gypsies in Persia.

The Manuscript

Several years ago, a Manuscript was offered to me for

purchase at Qarshi, in Bukhara. It was a volume of some two
hundred folios, in quarto, containing an interesting collection of

philosophic and Sufic treatises, mostly rare, apparently selected
by a man of learning and of discriminating taste in these matters. *

Unfortunately I did not succeed in my endeavours to purchase
this interesting volume. The owner, by some obscure process of

reasoning had come to the conclusion that the MS. was nothing
less than an autograph of Avicenna himself, several of whose
treatises were included in it. For this reason he demanded
a really fantastic price, and it was waste of time to argue
with him regarding the falsity of his pretensions. All I could
obtain was his consent to take the precious book on loan for

one evening for a closer examination. The copy possessed all

the typical features of manuscripts dating from the end of the

^ It contained, in addition to short extracts: (1) A short treatise by al-

Farabf (d. 339 A.H./950 A.D.)
; (2) Several small works of Abu 'All Slna

(Avicenna) (d. 428 A.H./1037 A.D.). The treatises in question are those
mentioned by Brockelmann, Gesch. d. Ar. Lit., T, p. 455, Nos. 24, 37 and
54; (3) An apparently still unknown treatise by Ahmad b. Sahl al-Katib
(al-Balkhl?) whose identity with the great geographer IstakhrT has been
suggested (d. 307 A.H./919 A.D.), called Kitabu'n-nawadir ; (4) An extract
from a biographical work Manaqibu'l-abrar wa mahosinu'l-akhyar, by
Husayn b. Nasr (al-Ka'bi), d. 552 A.H./1157 A.D. (see Brock., ibid., p.

439). Sufic literature was chiefly represented by works of saints of an
extremist shade, i.e. : (5) A letter by 'Aynu'l-Qudat Hamadani (executed
533 A.H./1139 A.D.); (6) A Treatise by Shihabu'd-DIa Yahya, surnamed
Maqtul (executed 587 A.H./1191 A.D.), see Brock., ibid., 438, called al-

Alwahu'l-*Imadi3?ya (rather rare); (7) The well-known Lama* at by
Fakhru'd-DIn araqi (d. circa 688 A.H./1289 A.D). Fuither, several short

articles : (8) One attributed to *Abdu'l-lah Ansari (d. 481 A,H./I088 A.D.)

;

(9) a short risala by Najmu'd-Din Daya Razi (the well-known author
of Mirjadu'l-'ibad, d. circa 650 A.H71252 A.D); (10) A version of

Jawidan-khirad, based, through the works of al-Jahiz, on a supposed

Pahlawl original attributed to ^r^^' (This version is quite different from

that of Afdal Kashi, which is in Persian, and not in Arabic, as is the
one in question). There were also many other interesting extracts and
notes.
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Xc. A.H./XVIc. A.D. The paper, handwriting and general style

suggested Indian influence. There were originally several dated
colophons which probably contained also the scribe's name, but
all of them were effaced in a most primitive manner, obviously
because of conflicting with the Avicenna-autograph theory.
The handwriting from beginning to end seems to be the same.

Thus, the age of the vocabulary can be taken to be at
least 350 \^ears—which is probably the minimal age of the tran-

script. But there are good grounds for suggesting an earlier

date : the calligraphic appearance of the copy, the even distribu-

tion of the text and other peculiarities of the MS. make it

very unlike the usual type of ' Jungs ' or ' majmu'as ' of similar

kind. One may almost certainly regard it as a copy of an ear-

lier album. On the other hand, all the treatises whose date
can be ascertained, belong to a period not later than the end
of the VITc. A.H. Therefore it is by no means impossible that

the vocabularj^ in question also belongs to the same time, and
so may be over seven centuries old. Unfortunately there are

no positive indications to support or to reject this suggestion.

The Character of the Vocabulary.

The fragment is placed on the margins of three pages.

Originally it was probably complete, but there is a lacuna of

several folios. Its heading (in gold letters) is J^)f^^ ^^ j^'

JUiCj which probably means :
' the beginning of the book of

the most parasitical beggars.' The word S^a.?/ according to

Vullers (who gives only two instances, both fiom an early

author, Sanai), means a kind of a parasitic insect, or worm,

which attacks men and animals. It is obsolete now, as well

as sasl, derived from it. It is permissible to think that this un-

kind term w as applied to the individuals who perused the code,

on account of their unattractive manner of stimulating public

charity.'

The text was badly mutilated. The lines which were ori-

ginally not longer than an inch, were partly cut off in the

course of binding. The edges were dirty and frayed. The

handwriting, which is rich in ligatures in other parts of the

book, is particularl v bad here, and the diacritical dots are either

omitted or misplaced. In addition, many letters are so similar

to each other that the words are often illegible.

There is an introduction of a few lines, of which only iso-

lated sentences can be understood, while the general flow of

,
1 The same name, in nasalised form, SSsi, is applied to one of the best

known gypsy criminal tribes in the Punjab. They use two jargons—one

of the usual Indian-gypsy origin, and the other a special criminal coae.

See Sir George Grierson, Linguistic Survey of India, Vol. Al, Uipsy lan-

guages, 1922, pp. 49-70,
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ideas cannot be reconstructed. vSomething is said about ' the

language of those who call ^Ali a God' ( ej^^[^^
aJ' ^ J^^j)

Further there are a few words about TufayUyan (parasites,

uninvited guests) ; also about Sufis, and even Jews {^^^j^¥=^ sic,

the form used in Turkestan).

The vocabulary which follows this is arranged probably

under subjects. But the principle of classification was not

followed strictly. The part of the vocabulary which still exists,

contains some 400 expressions,, but only about one hundred of

them are legible.

The general nature of the vocabulary suggests that : (1) it

was intended to be perused in a country with a non -Arabic

speaking population
; (2) the community which perused it was

an organisation with pronounced religious or Sufic interests ;

and (3) judging from the equivalents for proper names, was

strictlv Shi'itic in its tendencies.

Two names casuallv found mav be of some use in future

research as to the identity of the community. They are ; Abu-

Sa'd (or Abii Sa'ld) with the code-surname * ishq (' love '), and

Abii'l-Qasim {Khalifa, ' the lieutenant/ a term still much
used by Persian darwishes and sectarians, who apply it to one

of the various degrees of priests taking part in their secret rites).

The selection of such seemingly unsuitable matters for a

collection of treatises which could appeal only to the most

educated and intellectual men of the time, may most probably

be explained by its utility for controversial purposes.

The Vocabulary.

The groups into which the vocabularj^ may be dissected

are mentioned in the beginning of this paper and need not be

repeated. As it is impossible to arrive at a precise conclusion

as to the real pronunciation of the words giv^en in the list, I

will leave them as they are in the Arabic character, adding

only their meaning in English and such references as are ne-

cessary.

Very few generalisations can be suggested on examination

of the philological structure of the code. The suffixes used for

modifications of w^ords of familiar origin are the same as those

nowadays in common use amongst Darwishes and Gypsies,^ i.e.

chiefly -a, -?, and the Persian diminutive suffixes -ak and -cha.

There is a prefix of an obscure nature, b-r or p-r {y,),
which

seems to be used equally for privative as well as for possessive

formations.

The ordinary Gypsy and Parwish device of to-day of using

an Arabic word for a simple and common idea w^hich is ordi-

narily expressed by a Persian term, is very frequent here.
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The same can be sai(i of the cases of transposition of syllables,

especially in connection with the liquida.

Note.—The following abbreviations are used in the list : A.

for Arabic; G.—Gvpsy. G.L—my paper in J.A.S.B., 1914,

pp. 439-455; G. if another, ^6^d, 1920, pp. 281-291; met.

metaphorical ; P.—Persian
;

pr.—prefix ; sf.—suffix ; T.

Turkish ; D.— used nowadays in the jargon of the Darwishes of

Persia; lit.—literal] v.

(a) Words still used by the gypsies in Persia.

^*i " ujoj good. This word, now sounding dakh^ is a most com-

mon gypsy and darwish jargonic term (cf . G. I, 449, G.

IIj 287). In the darwish speech it forms compound

verbs with the help of ^^^j^ .

iJ^^ (?) - iji^j beard. Obviously connected with G. dagnd (G.

I, 250), which is a ' general name ' (substantive as well

as adjective) for everything connected with the mouth
the mouth itself, the lips, teeth, beard, etc.

^^ - ^^j woman, wife. Now one of the most common G.

words (cf. G. I, 450), with its equivalent jeivit. It

is pronounced with the addition of occasional suffixes,

and sometimes with a transposition of sjdiables : daw'i

or ddndw (East Persia) ; dinki ( Jlruft, apparently with

a diminutive sf .) ; nidu (or niddw'i), with transpo

tion of syllables (Sirjan) ; nideo (Southern Khorasan) ,

'

nodo (Lorl, Baluchistan Gypsy),' etc.

*JjL- -^ son, boy. Cf. G. I, 454, shid used in Qain.

«^'5U -jU prayer. (A.) . Among present day gypsies it is used

for everything connected with religion.

IaJs' - wCo dog. (A.) . Nowadays commonly used by darwishes ;

the gypsies use it also in the form of kalpik (cf. G. I,

451).

j^ - ^j^ thief, brigand. Evidently the dots are misplaced and

one must read jiiS , now spelt gendw, freely used by

gypsies (cf. G. IT, 287).

>W (?) - /i camel, Porobably originally a 'general name;

for domestic animals, the same as Qami Umar or limur

(G. 1, 452) and Sirjan! limru (or, easily, hmuru), wmcti

mean generally ' cattle.' The liquida / and r are easily

interchangeable in gj^Jsy dialects.

1 See Sir Percy Sykes's notice on the Gypsy language in the Journal

of the Anthropological Society, vol. 25, p. 306 (1906).

2 See Denys Bray, Census Eeport of Baluchistan, 1911, pp. n-* «!•
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^Ic (?) - ;^Ia: mother. It may be a mistake for A.vi'Lo a very

common Persian Gypsy word, pronounced mnhis, maqis

maqitha, etc. (cf. G. I^ 449 and 452).

;^' - ^^ eye. A very common term amongst darwishes and

ypsies.

'j^ - J^ bread. Cf, G. II, 285. Alsoa very common Gypsy

and da rwish word.

"

(b) Words of Arabic origin.

Uj! - ^A. ^.i^o 'the chosen' (initiated?), apparentlj^ for s-^}

sons.

^vjt
( or (Jjji ? ) - ;^j father. Probably to be read .Joj' ,

geni-

tive of ^y} 'thy father.'

Ixk) -^ abdomen. (A. ^1^, and sf . -a). D.

so - Axst^ courtesan ?

y*^ -;|^ ruffian. (Probably originally an allusion to a parti-

cular person of this name).

j(>iU^ - ^jK a riding animal, ship.

(^Ifl^ ( i.e. Jia^ or , Jla^) - c^f; true. (From A. J=-).
The

form haqqanl is extremely common amongst darwishes.

As^^j - (J,^ ear. (From A. o-t; and P. sf. &^ ?)

^j - ^ bad, wicked. A., unchanged.

lU*« - j_jL« a Sunnite, lit. 'light,' perhaps 'loose.'

^ - j^i: all. (Perhaps a bad ligature for Jl^ entire, intact).

yii - ^j;.i lie, wrong. (A.^Ci and jargonic sf. -a).

t,i^ - ^^13 ascetic, hermit.

<Jl^ - ^J_y^ a Sufi. (A . <JU^ ' one who mocks '
?) . It is remark-

able that the followers of the sect 'Ali-ilahi use this

name for one of the incarnations of the Deity, Sultan

Sahak; they insist on this orthography of this word

laL: - ^^y neck. (A. (jJo; and the same sf. -a). T>.

**

Uvi - ^^.o,^ cattle. The same formation. D.
Ui - J^^ mouth. The same formation. B,
)L3 - A^y kiss. (A. iOjj).

j^LLeu* - tJ^i^ war. (?)

Uli" - J^ heart, stomach. The same formation. 0.

ol* - vJ<^Jl little, few.

UU - Jj>j tongue, language. The same formation. D.

iSLo - OjX> man.
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'^ -^-*' prince.

^liLo - xJ^ dog.

oAx: - 2(^^ dead. Arabic word, unchanged. D.

^^^ common people (perhaps a mistake for cr-U ?)

V - c5^^^ a pilgrim, (A.^y and P. sf. -ak. But why ?)

U^j - ;^j; face. A. word and sf. a. D.
I^^j - c.-.^^ hand T)

(c) lFor^<9 o/ Persian origin, used metaphorically,

?<L>jJU^ - !<,y done, made (apparently a vulgar form for Jt^UL.).

•^-5^!3 - ^yy ^ friend, probably fromjjj^jj 'bee/ used as a con-

ventional term for a correligionist (just as nahla

3l^'(?)-^5Ixboy.

»^f^'j (?)- Jf^ desire. (?)

Syr

[d] Words altered by transposition of syllables, etc.

<-Wxi - cUaj lazy, idle.

^^ - ^ri'^ caldron. D. (quite common).

^^U 'ji^^ town, city. Evidently for ^y^^^

W 9

(e) Words of uncertain origin.

lXU. ^
4 t» *

^jj - au*

j'^'> (?) - LT^l-- pilgrim.

^^ - JL learned. (A. ^il^ and P. sf. -ak ?.)

.XJ -O-if -
v^j

(^'mJO

^^ ...„ (Perhaps in some way connected with the

P. dialectical pis, used for 'bad,' 'low,' 'wicked 'in

the district of Tiiy and Sirkan, near Hamadan.)

LLu

Jj^ ?) - ^yo^ a Shi'ite.

J^.)^ -^ cow, bull.

A^>>
( or aT^) - aJLL

master.

^L-i house

W.JJ

*^^J - (<i

Kl
cr*»^
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^^ -
cj*^-^^

tooth.

lii/ - ^ bad, wrong. (Perhaps connected with P. ^^^ ?)
I

I

AjX) - o-iXjl finger.

^^jj^ 'j^ isr" ^^^^'

jKLo - jIj jUi gambler.

r^J (•) - ii)^ hidden.

.JjA - (sic) 2S^y. (for JS^ny^ ? ) reading, calling

(/) Numerals,

.^^^lA - (JL* one. A. ?

^.^ (or ^i^) - j>> two.
..-•'.. A

i^jL^ - *^ three. (A. '^^
.)

bjf - jL#:i. four. (A, Aj^jjt
.)

five. (A. iL.^
.)

ULi - 4_p:A six. (A. ii^

^x«5 ^ Us^ - oi^A seven. (5 + 2.)

*^JL J Ls^A - o-iat eight. (5 + 3.)

Ljf J U^ - aJ nine. (5 + 4.)

oL^ - »jt ten. (A. ^^i^ .)

^ - os--^ twenty. (Two * tens \)

ii^Li^ ^^jLs - j^ thirty. (Three ' tens '), etc.

Lof - c^ hundred, (A. ^^ ^'^
IfiJf - ^f'^ thousand. ^A. v-i)f .">fyi

(g) Proper names.

^^^a. jU^I - Ajrii Fatima. (lit. * good woman ' ?).

kJu\ jLi^! - aAjU because she was

opposed to *Ali).

yy^XfC

Met.?
»j^ -j^.j-i^ Abu-Bakr

»^^ - wJLijjt Abu Talib (a literal translation of the Arabic

name into Persian),

i\ijj;U. (^jjU. ) - by^ Zachariah.
I

*•
j^\sJ\jj\ Abu'l-Qasim, see above

:>^d - -4^ 'Umar.

w^^ - ,^jx.-=w Husayn, son of 'Ali, the Imam.

cUj^i ( or <Jaj^ ) - ^4Auo Muhammad.
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^UU;^ Ah - A^;s^ Khadija (the first wife of Muhammad).
Ifij^ ( or Ikjd ) - vjy Turk.

b'l^Jtj - l;>i. God, obviously a modified ^*-^).

iX^ Gilan (a province of Persia) (very doubtful).

J^ - j^A^^t
( or ^i*^_^' ?) Abu Sa'd (see above),

j^*^ -
t^i=».j St. John.

^^Uuajy'
( or ^11^;^ '^

Ls'^^)j^) Jesus. Lit. *one (who returned)

from the cemetery' (i.e. resurrected) ?

IjXLc - U;!^ Daylam, a Persian province, lit, 'the country'?

—

Perhaps the country par excellence of the sect ?

=jA ( or L_.^^^ii ) - S4-^^ Ahmad.
•-^^A - ^v,..^ Hasan, the Imam, (Obviously from A. Jji^ 'in

carnation/ and P. sf. -ak).

jls' L^ (?) - ^^^ Moses.





27- The Sources of Jami^s Nafahat*

By W. IvANOW.

Not many biographical and hagiological works in Persian
literature have attained the exceptional popularity of Jami's
well-known Nafahatu'l-mis. Since its completion, in 883 A.H.
(1478 A.D.) it has exercised an enormous influence upon con-
temporary and later writers. It contains the fullest avail-

able collection of biographies of the leading Sufic saints who
lived from the beginning of the movement till the first appear-
ance of signs of its decay. The book undoubtedly constitutes
an important authority on the religious, social and even liter-

ary development of Muhammadanism in Western Asia.

As we learn from the preface, Jami's original intention

was not to write a complete and systematic history of Sufism.

His aim was limited to re-editing an earlier hagiological work
of 'Abdu'l-lah Ansarl, the famous Shaykh of Herat, who died

in 481 A.H,/1088 A.D. This work, the Tabaqat, deals with the

legendary 'Golden Age' of the movement, its earliest period,

in which the Sufic virtues are believed to have been in their

full bloom. In his works Jami never appears as an impar-

tial historian, but as a divine, a Sufi, and a poet. Therefore

it is not improbable that this legendary poetico-didactic

element was exactly what attracted him most, and that the

subsequent additions were of less importance to him.

No MSS. of the Tabaqat are found in Europe ; a copy of it

has been since 1799" in possession first of the College of Fort

William and afterwards of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, both

in Calcutta. The existence of this work is of great importance

for a critical study of the text of the Nafahat. As it is very

rare, it would be a mistake to omit making a prelimmary

reconnaissance in order to fix with some degree of precision the

relation between these two works. Such an inquiry, however,

inevitably involves the question of Jami's other authorities

as well, and the importance of the Nafahat makes an attempt

to undertake such an analysis worth while.

Unfortunately this is not an easv task. Jami's manner of

not mentioning the sources of his borrowings only permits the

possibUity of establishing a connection between passages in His

work and in other treatises where there is an opportunity ot

collation. This is sometimes not practicable, because some ot

nis authorities are very rare, others are altogether lost, ana

others again are not locally accessible for reference. Iheretore

tbe sources of a number of biographies can only be hypotneti-

^-.
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cally identified, whilst in some other cases identification must
be left to some lucky future chance.

It is difficult to determine to what extent the pictures of

early Sufism painted by Ansarl and other earlj^ writers reflect a

real state of things. These legends may have greater claim
on the attention of a student of folklore than on that of an
historian. . But unfortunately even stories of this kind become
scarce for the subsequent periods. When the movement had
already grown into a mighty social factor, our information about
it becomes particularly meagre. Jami, being probably con-
scious of the immensity of the task which a sj'stematic narrative
of the evolution of Sufism would involve, wisely preferred to

restrict his work to mentioning only the most prominent
personalities, the ' stars of first magnitude/ whose names were
undoubtedly popular in Sufic tradition and familiar to every
real darwish of his time.

The full list of the various works mentioned in the text of

the Nafahdt is rather long. But an examination of the in-

dividual entries constituting it reveals the fact that the great

majority of them were not perused by Jami, and that their

titles are merely reproduced in their original context from his

authorities. His own reference library must have been rather
small. But even of some of the few works contained in it Jami
did^ not wish to make full use. Besides Ansari's work, he
derives his information chiefly from a few favourite books, such
as those of Yafi'i and Hujwiri, or treatises which were a subject
of his special studies, such as 'Iraqi's Lama'at and the Fususu'l'
hiJcam of lbnu'l-^4rabi on which he composed commentaries.

In his choice of authorities, as well as in his selection of

the subjects of his biographies, Jami often shows peculiar

inconsistencies and prejudices. Thus he mentions with all the
usual show of veneration some saints of somewhat question-
able orthodoxy, such as Hallaj, 'Aynu4-Qudat Hamadani,
Shihabii'd-Dln Maqtul, etc.,' who perished at the hands of the

executioner. Even ^ Adi b. Musafir, the prophet of the Yazidis,
IS noted (No. 529).* But, at the same time, he appears to be
particularly sensitive to the usual allegation of heterodoxy
with regard to a poet of incomparablv greater genius and
influence than Jami himself, the great Jalalu'd-Din Rumi.
He openly scoffs at him, and his biography teems wuth real

hostility.

Q
Anwar, a Shi'ite saint and poet, whose connection with some
secret ShiMtic movement is very probable/^ It is true that he

^
All numbers of biographies or pages in this paper refei

Lees edition of the Nafahatun-una, Calcutta, 1859.

^
2 Cf. E. Browne, A History of Persian Literature unde

mmion, 1920, pp. 473-475.
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tries to dissociate the saint from his followers, whom he
regards as obnoxious heretics, outside the pale of Lslam

(p. 690). But at the same time he systematically ignores all

saints who had any relation with Shi* ism. So he entirely omits
all the famous Sufic ancestors of the rising Safawide dynasty,
although there can be no doubt that they were much discussed
in his time,' and that the MSS. of Sifwatu's-safa, in which
their lives are recorded, were not uncommon. Probably
for the same reason he omits the famous Ni'matu'1-lah Wall,
Sayyid Nurbakhsh, Shaykh Adhari, with their associates, as

well as many others/^ But most amazing is his disregard for

'Attar's beautiful Tadhkira. He mentions it only once (p.

697) in the* biography of that poet, borrowed, as we will see

Jater, from a work of Indian origin, Lataif-i-ashraft. It is

highly improbable that Jami should never have seen it.

Copies of the Tadhkira dating from Jami's time and earlier are

still very numerous ; therefore this 'omission can only be in-

tentional. Besides 'Attar's biography, his name is mentioned
only five times in the course of the whole book (pp. 21, 447,

531j 534, o40), usually in a context of extracts from other

treatises. The mere enterprise of a re-edition of Ansarl's

Taboqdt shows that Jami was not satisfied with 'Attar's

Tadhkira, which deals with the same subjects. This strange

fact may find its easiest explanation in = Attar's well-known

Shi*itic tendencies which in some of his works amount almost

to the beliefs of the Shi*ite extremists, and certainly would be

very repugnant to Jami's piety.

In handling his authorities Jami rarely reproduces them

in their integrity. He obviously avoids long stories, and when

he had at his disposal a circumstantial monograph on a saint,

he used to condense it into a few pages, but summarised m
additional separate biographies the narratives about the second-

ary personages menitoned therein. Whenever he leaves them

together it is of great help in tracing his original sources.

But this does not alwavs happen, and more often Jami changes

the order of the biographies as they are given in the work

from which he borrows them, scatters them about m his book,

and alters the order not only of separate anecdotes but even

of sentences, usually for reasons which are not apparent.

His arrangement, generallv speaking, is chaotic. The impres-

sion which one receives from a study of his work is that n

was originally written on separate slips which were transcriDea

1 In fact Jami rnentions once (p. 672) the greatest of them, gafiyya'd-

t>iii Ardablir.
, j j - fi,A Nnfa-

2 TJie suggestion that the latter two were not included m tne ivo/

hat because they died only less than 20 years before the ^^^P^f?^ l'^
book does not explain the omission, because Jami

^f«_"*'^J^^
f!^, ^gS^s

whose deaths took place between 857 and 865 A.H., and also several others

who were still alive when he wrote his work.
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into a book without proper arrangement. There are many
mstanees of glarmg viohxtion of chronological sequence or, on
the contrary, scattering contemporary biographies about in

sections dealing with different periods.

As to the question of literary style, it is possible to think

that Jami did not p?y any fecial attention to it. He usually

very closely follows the general spirit of his originals. The
text of the Tahaqat he usually reproduces literally, only replac-

ing old forms of words by modern ones. But in many cases

also he chajiges the wording, probably quoting from memory
or for the purpose of condensation. It is strange to see that

in notices which are probably due to his own authorship his

language is rather inflated, filled with frequent (and ap-

parently^ quite unnecessary) Arabic quotations and versified

passages.

The biographies \vhich are entirely due to his pen are

chiefly of two kinds. The majority are based on oral tradi-

tion, on personal acquaintance, or on such information as he
could gather about his contemporaries. To this type belong
all the biographies of the saints of the Naqshbandl affiliation

(Nos. 434-452), as well as of his other contemporaries and of

some of their predecessors (Nos. 468 his, 483-484, 506-512).
He often refers to the oral tradition which he heard, although
he never mentions his rawl (cf. pp. 434, 445, 448, 449, 450,

454^ 465, and many others). It is impossible to discover
whether he knew and perused the old literature on the early
saints of Turkestan, of whom some were regarded later as

members of the Naqshbandi affiliation. Some books of this

literature exist even nowadays, including the well-known works
of Jami's early contemporary Muhammad Parsa, and it is

incredible that such an eminent member of this Sufic associa-

tion as Jami should never have heard of them. There was
one early work, probably composed in the VITc. A.H. by
^Abdu'Mab b. Mas'ud 'All b. a^mar as-Sarraf, dealing with the

saints of Turkestan, bearing the title Himsu'l-atqiya min
qisasi'l-anhiya, and another, Manaqib-i-Amtr' Kidal, composed
by an anonymous author in 808 AS. 1

The other type of Jami's own biographical notices is

based on his own analysis of the works which he perused, and
deals with the authors of these compositions. He used this

method apparently only when a ready biography was not
available. To this type belongs, amongst others, one of the

most important notices, i.e. on 'Abdu'1-lah Ansari, based
almost entirely on his own Tahaqat, with probably' little addi-

.
Both MSS., the first a very old copy, were purchased by me in 1915

m Turkestan and are preserved in the Asiatic Museum of the Russian
Academy of Sciences, Petrograd, Xos. 602 and 539 in the collection bear-
ing my name.
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tion of the narrative from otiier sources. Very typical is the
case of the account of Yafi'i (cf. p. 682),

It is a great pitj^ that so important a work as the Nafakdt
remains without a proper critical edition, although its MSS.
are very common and there are even very old copies of it

(at Petrograd). It was lithographed several times in India
and Persia, and printed by W. Nassau-^Lees, Calcutta, 1859.
The latter publication , although the best of all available, is

still very far from being a really critical edition. It was based
on unsatisfactory MSS. (there are no good MSS. of the Nafakat
in Calcutta)^ contains many misprints or terrible ' emendations

'

of the text, and besides, is ver}^ difficult for perusal, because the

fihrist of the biographies, appended to it, is of limited utility

for a book every page of which contains nameS; quotations,

titles of books, dates, etc., all of which are very important for

reference. In addition it is now extremely scarce, more than
60 years having passed since its publication, scarcer indeed

than good MSS. of the Nafahat, and only few libraries possess

it.

I. Tabaqat of 'Abdu'l-lah Ansari. As was mentioned
above, Jami explicitly states in his 'preface (pp. 1-2) that hia

original intention was to re-edit in a modernized form this

early treatise. As he remarks, there was great need for the

correction of Ansari's text, because the book had suffered

badly at the hands of ignorant and inaccurate copyists, who in

their attempts at * emendation ' of the original uncommon forms

made the narrative incomprehensible in many places. These

uncommon forms and idioms Jami attributes to the peculiari-

ties of the old dialect spoken in Ansari's days at Herat, and

this is partly correct. The treatise undoubtedly presents the

greatest interest from the linguistic point of view. This side

of the question has been analysed by me elsewhere '
and I will

confine discussion here only to its contents.

The work, as may be gathered from internal evidence,

was compiled bv one of Ansari's disciples, who does not

mention his name,'^ apparently shortly after the Shaykh s

death. 3 It contains a summarv of Ansari's lectures,* which

the old Language of Herat,'i See my article « Tabaqat of Ansari in the old Language of Herat,

the first part of which has appeared in the January number of the Journal

of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1923, pp. 1-34. The second part appeared

m the July issue, pp. 337-382 ,^„ ,,^ ,.,.
« He often refers to Ansari as to his raiot, cf. fol. 46v, 11^^'-*/'

130, 147v. There are also many allusions to his conversation with the

Shaykh, cf. fol. 33v, t ^ ^^" JLoiif ^ or on f. 86v. ^t/
(
^i^ ),

•^^-^^
, Jfii i>aji.J etc. ^
L5

#<

' Cf. fol. ii4v. ^1 iJUL^jt y »^=. ^'^ cf'r^j^- c^ t^
* That an assembly, obviously of disciples, was addressed, one may
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r

were devoted to the criticism, correction and amplification of

Tahaqatu's-sufiyya, an earlier hagiological treatise, in Arabic,

by Abi! 'Abdi'r-Rahman Sulami, a divine and a Sufi of Nisha-

pur, who died in 412 A.n./1021 A.D. It is still accessible in

several MSS. in various European libraries.'

The MS. of the Tabaqat belonging to the Asiatic Society

of Bengal (marked D 232, formerly 536) was transcribed just

before 1015 A.H./1606 A.D. (the date of collation), and is

still in a fairly good state of preservation. The work is divided

into 120 principal biographies, or rather groups, because there

are manv secondary personages whose mention is involved in

the narrative of the chief saint. Jami splits up these accu-

mulations and expands them into about 350 separate biogra-

phical notices, i.e. Nos. 1-19, 22-30, 32, 33, 35, 36, 39, 40, 42-

71, 73-76, 78, 80-128, 130, 132-153, 155-170, 172-184. 186-

204, 206-235, 237-317 (318?), 319, 324-352, 355, 356, 358, 359,

373, 381, 382, 386, 394-422, 425/^ which are entirely or chiefly

based on the Tabaqat.

In Ansari's work the saints are arranged by generations

{tahaqa), six in all,^ but occasionally the biographies of the

members of one tahaqa are inserted in the section containing

the stories of the shaykhs of a quite different period, especially

in the second half of the book.

This already imperfect order of arrangement Jami changes

into real chaos. Although, as was mentioned above, he

usually reproduces the wording of Ansaii's text very carefully,

in a modernized form, he tears to pieces the sequence of the

narrative, changes the order of the anecdotes and even

sentences', omits some of them, condenses others, etc., and com-

pletely disregards their original, as well as chronological, order.

To be" fair, he pays at the same time great attention to dates

and is rt^markably accurate therein as compared with many

other hagiologists. He inserts into Ansari's narrative a num-

ber of additional anecdotes, and even entire biographies.

conjecture from the plural forms in various references to these lectures,

cf. (fol. 2.) <^y ^.^j U, ^ (fol. 4.) <y %c\ Ic y, ^ (f- 9^^)

1 See C. Brockelmann, Geach d. Arab. Litteratur, vol. I, pp. 200-201.

His Tabaqat is described in Ahlwardt's Catalogue, No. 9972 (y°/- ^^'

p. 408 sq.) ; another copy is found in the British Museum, Add. 185 'iU.

^
2 As some biographies are composed of information taken tro

various sources, their numbers may be referred to in several places,

under the titles of the treatises from which parts of the narrative wer

borrowed (small or accidental additions being disregarded). .

3 Sulami's book contains only five generations, each ^ompn^g
twenty biographies. In Ansari's book the number of notices in ea

^
tahaqa is different, sometimes more than twenty, sometimes less, an

sixth generation is added.
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apparently from Yafi^i and Hujwirl. The number of such
insertions is not large in the text corresponding to the first

half of the Taha.qat, but in the second they are so numerous,
and are so often made haphazardly, that the integrity of the
original work is entirely broken. It seems however that there
are only a few names in the Tabaqat which do not reappear in
Jami's book, and so one may conclude that in spite of the
great confusion the text of Ansari's work is reproduced almost
entirel3\ The omissions consist chiefly of quotations of Arabic
poetry, of moi^al reflexions connected with the anecdotes, as
well as of some opinions of Ansari which Jami apparent!}^ did
not share.

The information which Jami did not appreciate and
usually omits in his book often contains references to early
Sufic literature. The learned Ansari undoubtedly took a great
interest in it and probably read much of what he mentions.
These books, of which only a few are extant nowadays, may
be regarded as the sources of the Tabaqat and therefore, in-

directly, of the Nafahat. For this reason it seems desirable to

enumerate them here, and this list, based on the information
of such a competent' and trustworthy person as the Pir of

Herat may be of some use to the students of Sufic literature.

Unfortunately Ansari is yqiv often not quite accurate in

his quotation of titles, and sometimes it is impossible to decide

whether he has perused the works mentioned, or not. This is

a list of the treatises, arranged chronologically.
1. 'Abdul-lah Nibaji, a saint of the beginning of the IIIc

A.H., an associate of Dhu'n-Niin Misri (cf. Nafahat, pp. 101-

102, and Lnma' , ed. R Nicholson, preface, p. XXX). His
^ifc^ f

'^cLois:^

^y d^\ ^^}^ *-c^ lL^

2. Ahmad b. Abi'l-Hawari, d. 230 A.H. (cf. Nafahat,

P^ 72), or between 230 and 246 A.H. (see Luma\ ibid.). One
of his books is referred to without title (f . 64v), and the Shaykh

had perused it : ^ajo ^)^j=^^^ ^^ ^>^^' ^LiS';^.

3. HarilJi h. Asad Mukasihl, d. 243 A.H. (cUi^ ^^' j'

J- j^ as Ansari sayf?. Brockelmann, Gesch. d. Ar. Lit
,
vol.

^ p. 198, gives the date of his death as 213 A.H.). Besides

A general notice of his literary works (f. 24), the titles of two

3f his treatises are given (ibid.) : ^^) v^' probably an inac

curate reproduction of iU^/ ^^ (Cairo, II, 87), mentioned

by Brockelmann, loc. cit.^ and ^f^ -^^ apparently the same

*^.^l Ja. , ii^f ^^ (Brock., ibid., Ahlwardt Cat., No-

2315).
" ^ ^-

4. Shah Shuja' Kirniam, d. between 270 and 300 A.H.
J he whole complex of stories about this princely samt seems
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to be largely a reproduction of folk-lore tales, probably of

very old origin 'Attar, I, 312-315, apparently used the same
authorit}^ as Ansari, the difference in their texts being often

only a question of wording. Quite possibly botli borrowed
this biography from the book of 'Abdu'1-Iah Khafif Shlrazi,

(see beloWj No. 18). It seems therefore quite surprising that

not only various treatises are ascribed to him (f . 56, ^i^ ^ cJU; ),

but that they even probably existed, because their contents

are concretely specified in some cases as (f. 56) ^^^^i ^; - - v^''

jii jj Ui cUii ;:s ^cj'; *il^ (cf, Nafahat^ p. 95). Even ^Attar, who

only very rarely gives any dates or references to other books,

mentions in his Tadhkira (ibid*) the book jil.*i^Jf 5sT^ ascribed

to this saint ; some of his epistles are also referred to in

Luma\ p. 238 of the text.

6. Muliammad b. Yusuf Bamia ath-Thaqafl , of Isfahan,

d. 280 ah; (of. also Luma'
,
preL, p. XXIII). Besides the

general mention of his works (-^jJUai, f. 34v), two individual

titles appear, i.e. Jt»^^f ^^ ^-Jf wUo and ^;-.^;l'J' ^^^. (ibid.).

6. Iskaq b. Ayyub, probably of the same period (as

Ansari says ^jl^ *^f ^v^ ^2 JLa^ ^^Li). His small pam-

phlet {yj^ L 35v) is mentioned.
7. Abu 'Amr Nuqani, also apparently of the same time,

an early saint of Khorasan. His book referred to here is

LI2JI iU3V>C
111 * *

8. Ahu Sa'ul Kharraz, d. 283 A.H., a saint of very high

repute (cf. f. 43v. ^iy_ j^^. ^ ^4^^ j|j^ )• 'Attar (I, 40)

ascribes to him no "less than 400 works, but Ansari, in spite of

his great veneration, had probably never seen any one of them,

and mentions only the fact of his literary activity (f- 41,

\9. Ibrahim b. Ahmad Khawivas, d. 291 A.H. ( ^j^ '^>-^)^ )

'if this date is correct,' as Ansari remarks). His 'book

,
.ti/) is mentioned, and the Shaykh had seen it.

10. 'Amr b. 'Uthman al-Makkl, d. 291 or 297 A.H., the

celebrated teacher of Hallaj (cf. also 'Attar, II, 36-40). He
was the author of some treatises, apparently not quite orthodox,

and suffered persecution (f. 53 ^^^.J^ ^Bo f^.^^ ^- ^;^ j^

y cJlr^ A^ jf J JKJ^ ij=^v^ J viJ^j/). His v-ajJLaJ

on f. 85.

11. Abu'l'Q The literary works
of this famous Sufi, usually believed to be the first Sufic writer,

are often referred to in the Tabaqat, but only once a definite

title is given (f. 96). It is <ixU L, most probably the same as
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... - jj

j^l ;_^UJf J j^\ ^\S^ (Cairo, II, 87, see Brockelmann, I,

199).

12. Husayn-i'Mansur Hallaj, d. 309 A.H. Ansari dis-
cusses at length the question as to whether it would 1)6 com-
patible with being an orthodox Muhammadan to recognize
this personage as a saint. It is rather surprising, having regard
to his strict opinions, that he decides to admit tliat Hallaj had
been misunderstood. His * eloquent poetry '

(f. 86v/^.^*^)

and some ^unknown hnnks' i\h\(\ lj. .XX U ,±JSS

tioned besides his (f. 103v) ?m^ ^>^,r v^
Nafahat

13. Abu'l'^Abbas h, 'Ata, executed in connection with the
case of Hallaj, in the same year, 309 A.H. Ansari not only
states that he was the author of some LiJLiS (f. 79v), but

even describes them as follows (ibid.), ^^b; j^J c>-i==^ 'j ^^
.T,;;

' " . » • i ^
\y ^' ;.^ ^^ ;L^^ j Jj ^' )^

^

14. Muhammad b. 'AE Tarmtdht, usually known as Abu
Bakr Warraq, d. 302 A.H, (cf. Brockelmann, I, 199, where
several of his still extant works are enumerated). Besides

^;U1 (f. 70v) and .^^ (f 72v), his^- J^i^ (ibid.) and ai$
T

r

jJUax J ^IL (ibfd.) are mentioned

15. Warraq

»^J[^i). Cf. aW^Attar, IL 118 sq. and Nafahat, p. 143.

16. Abu Bakr Wasiti, d. 320 A.H., also produced a book,

which Ansari had an opportunity of seeing (f. 70)

:

17- Yusuf

Kha ftf
Flis

u-M ^•'-^ ds^
Lot wLiT

not by its proper title, was apparently one of the chief sources

of the Tahaqat. This was not however the only work ascribed

also 'Attar, II, 125). Ansari generously compliments him on

the soundness of his religious and Sufic opinions, but at the

same time he does not miss the opportunity of making rather

unfavourable remarks, ascribed to contemporaries of that

saint, with regard to his pride and self-aggrandisement. It is

remarkable that this early attempt to record the history of the

still young movement was not an isolated case. As we will
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see from the next two numbers^' other Sufis in different corners

of Iran tried to do the same.

19. Abu Baler PayJcandi, apparently of the same period,

a disciple of Abu ^^bdi'1-lah Maghribi and the teacher of the

next author, Abu Bakr Razi. He wrote a book which Ansarl

calls i^jty (f. 102 V).

20. Abu Bakr Razt. He composed a ^.^;U (f. llov). on

which Salami's Ta^rtkh-i'Sufiyya was based.

21. Abu Sa'ld A'rabi, d. 341 A.H., was the author of

several books (^-aAjLoJ f. 108 v), such as ^^_y^ ^U-^ )^ ^j v*^

and i>oo.y )^ c>XJ y^ (cf. Nafakat, p. 247). The titles are

obviously not genuine, and were given probably by xAnsari

himself merely to show the contents of these works.

22. Ja'far Khuldl, d. 348 A.H. (cf. Luma\ pref., p. XVII,

and 'Attar, 11, 283). Ansarl saj's about him (f. 109v) :

cuir^ • ^Llx OjA^ (sic) ^^/ ^^ J oL(<^ J ^J3^ ^^ ^^^l^

23. Abu 'Abdil-lah Rndbarl, d. 369 A.H. (cf, Luma\

pref., p. XVIII, sq.). His book f^ v'^T ^1^^ is mentioned

(f. 122, cf. Nafakdt, n. 300).

24. Abu Nasr Sarrdj, d. 378 A.H. (cf. Luma', pref., IV).

It is very interesting that Ansari not only had a poor opinion

of his Luma\ but even denied Sarraj's authorship of it, as-

cribing it to a different person, Abu Bakr Mufid, w^ho died,

according to Ansari's statement, in 364 A.H. (cf. Nafakat,

p. 220). It would be interesting to find if this is simply a

misunderstanding. No personage of this name appears in the

Luma\ at least in R. Nicholson's edition. Jami, who appar-

ently has not seen the Luma\ shows some scepticism towards

this statement of Ansari's; the original passage, not repro-

duced in the Nafahat, is w^orth quoting (ff. 112-1 12v):

F

A^t o>^,j,jf ^ ^\SS «^LI^^^ .Ut .s^^

And he proceeds assuming it to be a fact that Luma' is due to

Mufid, Jl »o>j)/ iji. W ji ^Ju yo^t ^^yx^ (f. 112v). Jami

I See also Nos. 22 and 26.
t
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apparently did not agree with this and replaces the whole
passage by a sentence referring only to Mufid {Nafahdi, p. 220) :

25. Ahu'l-Hasan SayMil) or Subayhi, as in the Nafahat,
p. 182, and Luma', pref

, p. XXXII. He was the author of

some treatises (v^JUaj f. 89v).

26. Ahu'hHusayn Sallamt, also apparently of the same
period, is called (f. 95) u^Ji u-^^Lo (of. Nafahat, p. 186).

27. y46^ Mansur Mi'mar b. Ahmad Isjaham, was prob-

ably still living in the beginning of the Vc. A.H. {J>^j^

^'^i^ I) cFj )• Jami {Nafahat, p. 319) omits much of what is said

about him in the Tahaqat, as well as the titles of his books
(f. 138) ,.,U*^ (j^^j' and j^liJI ^ (the title ^j>Jj^ ^--li^ inav h^

merely a heading of a chapter in one of these works).
28. Ahu Sa'U Mall

IV and the beginning of the Vc. A.H. Ansari relates from him
only through an intermediate rawi. His book was probably
called t^^x*j;! (f. 70) or ^\^ ^^j;f (f. 114v).

29. Ahu 'Ahdi'r-Rahman Sulami, d. 412 A.H. (see about
him above; also refer to No. 20 in this list)

30. Abul-Qasim Qushayri, d. 465 A.H. It is difficult to

decide whether Ansari has read his well-known Risala. AH
he says is (f. 138v) :'

It is obvious that this list does not represent the full

extent of Sufic literature in Ansari's time. Many works prob-

ably already existed, and new ones were in process of compo-

sition, e.g. the well-known Kashfu'l-makjuh .
On the other

hand it seems probable that not all works enumerated here

were of purely Sufic content. Possibly also some of them

were attributed to various saints by their pious admirers simply

by way of veneration.
It would not be out of place to look into the question of

Ansari's own works. Some of them, namely his M^-^"-"* »"^una

Manazilu .,„,„, „..„.„„„^. ... ..

very common and well-known. The others, Kanzu's-salikin

1 There is a copy of it in the library of the A.S.B. (E 147) and

another in the Buhar collection (No. 165 of the Catalogue). Iho atyie,

language, spirit, etc., of this work have no resemblance to that ot tne

Tabaqat or Munajat, although the numerous poetical quotations invari-

ably contain the takhallus Ansari.
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and Amsul-mun(Enwa shamsul-majaU'^ {cout&mmg the story

of ^usuf and Zulaykha).' are also known. All the more reason

to expect that they were known also to Ansari's devoted

disciple who naturally would not neglect them when com-

piling the Tahaqat, just after the Shaykh's death. But

although he dwells much on Ansari's talents as an Arabic poet,

quotes occasionally his Mundjat, and refers to some of his

notes (^,-r^)'^ he does not say a single word about any of the

other works. Jt is interesting that he mentions a work by

Ansarl which is probably lost, his Maqamat. The details which

he gives are not sufficient to form an opinion about the real

nature of this work and to decide whether it would be possible

to suggest that this work is identical with Manazilu's-samn.^

It is noteworthy that there is also no allusion to the Shaykh s

Persian poetry, so plentifully quoted in the works ascribed to

him. • c Av-'i
II Qushayriyya. The well-known treatise ot Abu i-

Qasim Qushavrl of Nishapur (d. 465 A.H./1072 A.D.) was left

almost unused bv Jami. He refers to is as an authority only

twice (pp. 4 and 89), and although he mentions Qusha'yn him-

self more than half a dozen times, the latter is not referred to

as a mwt. His biography (p. '^55) is very short and based on

Kashju'l-mdhjuh.
,

III. KashfuH-mahjub, by 'AH b. 'Uthman al-.Tullabi a_l-

Hujwir!, d. between 465 and 469 A.H./1072-1076 A.D. It is

one of the favourite sources of Jami, being referred to often.

Jami uses his narrative chiefly for additional anecdotes, inserted

in the text taken from other works, especially the Tabaqat.

The biographies which are entirely or chiefly based »«
jj)]^^

work are not numerous (Nos. 351, 353, 354, 355, 365, 367-369,

374-380). Hujwiri's own biography (No. 377, pp. 3o8-3d9j is

1 The same can be also said of this work (see the preceding footnote).

There was a copy of it known in the India Office library (see No. 14o» oi

Catalogu
Museum, Petrograd). On the whole one is much incbned to tninK mi»

forgeries.

2 Cf. f . 86 : .lUill ^^ k^_ liyy^ ;i ^}^ ^ti, j >>^ ^UfiJ &S ^jj^

u}\ iy Ai^y . Does this mean that the author carefully studied the

literary inheritance left by the Shaykh ?

3 See f. %^ : j^ ji JLk c>^ ^>}^^ ^^} *>^ ^Uloc ;J ^5Uill ^•

^j^&^ ^v^l jl jt J^.3 ^Ulflx. Jami omits this passage, but several

times he mentions -^ oLclax for .^xU ) ^^^U (cf. pp. 376, 382, 397),
^xi cjLcIa* (or ^

MwM
alluding apparently to the author of the Tabaqat. He refers also to

^^"^^^
zilu's-sairln, accepting Ansari's authorship of it as a ^^°*' °"^f

'f i-^e

preface (p. 20), and twice 'in connection with samts of the ena oi

VTT and VIIIc. A.H. (pp. 568 and 666).
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one of the vaguest in the Nafakat and is based on an analysis
of the Kashf itself.

I need not dwell on the value of the information found in
this work, and may refer the reader to the notes in Prof. R.
Nicholson's translation, published in the Gibb Memorial Series,
Vol. XVII, 1911, which is of great help to every student of
Sufism. *I will add only a few words about the editions of the
original text. It was lithographed several times at Lahore,
but a better lithography appeared in 1914 at Samarqand.
About 25 years ago it was critically edited in Petrograd by the
late Prof. V. Zhukovsky, fiom several good MSS. Tliis edition,

however, was not issued to the public, because the editor did
not wish to publish it without an introduction, for which he
was arranging to secure extracts from various rare M?S. The
matter was continually postponed, until Prof. V. Zhukovsky
suddenly died in January 1918.

IV. Works of 'Aynu'l-Qudat Hamadani, with his original

name of Abu'l-Ma'all (or Abii l-Fadail) 'Abdu'1-lah b. Muham-
mad Miyanajl, executed ca. 533 A.'H./1139 A.D. He was the
author of the well-known Tamhldat, sometimes called also

Zubdafu' I kagaig (as in the Najakdt, p. 476. Cf. also Saehau
and Ethe, Cat. of the Persian, etc.,' MSS. in the Bodleian library,

No. 1247), and of another, much rarer, work on Sufism, a

collection of his epistles (a MS. of it is described by Rieu,

Cat. of the Pers. MSS. in the British Museum, vol. I, p. 412).

Jami calls it Maktuhat (cf. pp. 350 and 474), and it is most
probably identical with what he calls Rasall (pp. 350, 374,

475). These works, especially the letters (as it seems), were

freely perused by Jami, but it is very difficult to state pre-

cisely which biographies are based on them because the Maktu-
hat, which are rare, are not accessible in Calcutta. The notices

probably extracted from them may be Nos. 79(?), 369, 370,

383(?), 429, (431-4:^2?) 453-458,etc. Their author's biography

(No. 456, pp. 47,fS-477) is also very vague and based on his own
works, chiefly TamUdat (cf. p. 476).

V. Biography of Akmad-iJam. Strange as it may seem,

whilst the greatest Sufic'saints and mcst talented Persian poets

were only rarelv honoured bv biographical monographs, there

were several, at least four' compositions of this kind de-

voted to the life of an illiterate darwish of local importance,

Ahmad-i-Jam, whodied in 536 A.H./l 141 A.D. J have already

given some information on this point.' and here only a few

words are sufficient. These books were composed: by Imam

Muhammad Ghaznawi. a learned divine, who for some reason

associated himself with Ahmad; another work, aho by a

disciple of that saint, Ahmad i-Tarakhistanl. It is uncertain

' See my paper 'A bioeraphy of Shaykh Ahm&d-i-Jf^ra; JBAS, 1917,

pp. 291-365.
s, f J
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whether a biography by Taju'd-Diu Muhammad Buajanl was

really written, but another existed for certain, composed by
Zaynu'd-Din Abii Bakr Taibadi, d. 791 AH. And the latest

of all, of which a fragment was published b}' me in the paper

referred to in the footnote, was written by an anonymous author

about 840 A.H. (this j^ear is mentioned in it as * current ').

The Asiatic Society of Bengal possesses another copy of

the last mentioned work (marked E 64). The title is given in

the preface as Khidasatitl'maqamat^ but the author's name
remains unknown. The MS. is very defective, because in addi-

tion to manv lacunas it is badlv mutilated by a book-binder.

who pasted broad strips of (non-) transparent (and rapidly

deteriorating) paper quite needlessly all over its pages, thus

rendering them illegible. A collation show^s that the fragment

which is already published contains the most important part

of the book. The remaining portions deal with spurious
^ miracles/ and the preface seems to be a forge^3^

It is not superfluous to mention that an old copy of an

early biography of Ahmad-i-Jam, possibly one of the t^yo

earliest compositions just mentioned above, was acquired in

1916, in the Caucasus, for the Asiatic Museum of the Russian
Academy of Sciences. The MS. is slightly defective in the

beginning so that the author's name is not to be found, but it

contains a continuation to about the time of the Mongol
invasion, dealing with the lives of Ahmad's descendants. It

seems most probable that this work was one of the chief

authorities of the compiler of Khulasatu^l-maqamat}
A collation of the text of the last mentioned work with

corresponding portions in the Nafahat shows that they coincide

only in the wording of the quotations from the early mono-
graphs. But it is impossible to maintain only for this reason

that Jami did not know Ihis work of his contemporary. He
may have changed the wording simply to condense it. As

usual, he. splits up the narrative into several separate bio-

graphies (Nos. 387-392, 426, 427). and uses this material also

for the amplification of other stories.

VI. Biography of Abu Said. Similar difficulties as in

the case of Ahmad-i-Jam are to be met with in the question

of the sources of Jami's materials for his biographies of Abii

Said b. AbM-Khayr of Mayhana and his associates. Two'

^arly works dealing with his life are known at present, and

^re accessible in an excellent edition of Prof. V. Zhukovsky,
899. The older, and smaller, work is usually called Hdlat wa

i There is yet another rare MS. in the library of the A.S.B. (E 20).

containing Vnsu't-taibm , by Ahmad Unm himself, or rather by one of

his disciples, who recorded his somewhat common-place revelations., It

IS, however, much more interesting from the philological point of view.
than for a student of the history of Sufism.

'
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sukhanan-i'Shaykh Abu Sa'td, whilst the other bears the title

AsraruH'tawhid fi maqamatVsh-Shaykh Aht Sa'ld. The latter
was composed between 553 and 599 A.H./l 157- 1203 A.D., by
the saint's great-great-grandson, Muhammad b. al-Miinawwar.
So far as its contents are concerned, Jami's (as well as
^Attar's) narrative agrees entirely with these early works.
Only a few anecdotes are not found in them although they
appear in the Nafahat, but it is obvious that they may have
been added from other sources. But in spite of this agreement
tlie wording is invariably different, and although these changes
may have been introduced intentionally, there are no definite

grounds for either accepting or rejecting the suggestion about
Jami's borrowing from the treatises named above. There
exists a possibility also of the existence of. some earlier works
which have not come down to ns.^ Besides, the section of the

yafahat, dealing with biographies of Abu Said and Ahmad-i-
Jam with their associates is one of the most difficult to

analyse because the anecdotes from various sources are ex-

tremely intermixed here, invariably without any acknowledg-
ment as to their origin. With some degree of probability it

may be suggested (basing identification chiefly on the identity

of the contents), that if the tjreatises mentioned above were
perused by Jami, then Nos. 236(?), 353, 354, 357, 360-:jG9(?)

371, 372, 380, 385(?) were chiefly based on them.
VII. Works of Ibnu'l-'Arabi, The classical works on

Sufic doctrines by Muhyi'd-Din Muhammad b. 'Ali surnamed
Ibnu'l-^Arabi, d. 638 a'.H/1240 A.D.', were freely perused by
Jami who knew them well (and even composed a commentary
on some of them). The majority of extracts are taken from

Fususu'l-hikam^ and Futuhdtti'1-31akkiyya, veferred to scores

of times/but still more often reproduced without an acknow-
ledgment. The biographies which are entirely derived from

these treatises, or based on them in an essential degree, are

probably Nos, 320(?), 371, 385, 432, 433, 52:5, 526-528, 5.^5,

537, 563, 578-611, as well as some notices on the lives of the

early saints inserted in the portion corresponding to the first

half of the Tabaqat. ^ ^.
VIII. Mirsadu'l'Ubdd, by Abu Bakr 'Abdu'l lah b. Mu-

hammad Razi, 'surnamed Najmu'd-Din Daya, d. ctrca 650

A.H./1252 A.D. His work is well known in many MSS. It

^ It is interesting to find the origin of the story of Abu Sa id given

xn Kashfieimahjnb (pp. 164-166 of Nicholson's translation), bome parts

of it are obviouslv based on oral tradition but some other anecdotes
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was lithographed at Tehran, 1314 A.TI. Besides, there is an

old lithography of a collection of extracts from it. J ami

mentions this book only once (p. 499), and apparently made
little use of the interesting information it contains.

IX. Lama'ai, by Fakhru'd-Din 'Iraqi, whose real name
was Ibrahim Hamadani, d. 688 A.H71289 A.D Jami was
particularly fond of this little treatise on which he composed
hia well-known commentary. He quotes it on pp. 427, G49,

and refers to it on pp. 700-701, in the long biography devoted

to the saint. There are indications that he used it in other

places also.

X. Managibul-'driftn, by Shamsu'd-Din AflakI, who
composed it between 718 and 754 A H./1318-1353 AD. Jami
does not nie/ition the title of the book or its author's name, but

his narrative of Jalalu'd-Din RumI and his associates follows

clo&ely that authority in contents and arrangement, although

Jami entirely changes its spirit, adding many hostile remarks,

etc. The extracts comprise Nos. 488-494, and as they are found
in the middle of the narrative apparently derived from a work
of the VIIIc A.H., Iqhaliyya (see below No. XII), it is also

possible that Jami reproduces them from this work and not

directly from the Manaqibu'l-ariftn. Jami was not alone in

his hostile attitude towards the last mentioned treatise, be-

cause many pious persons objected to it. So in India, towards
the end of the VIIIc. A.H., Ahmad b. Muhammad, a disciple

of the famous Jalalu'd-Din Bukhari (d. 785 A.H.), thought it

useful to prepare a new edition of it, eliminating all passages

which might displease the fanatics.

XI. Works of Yafi'%. or, with his full name, *Aflfu'd-Din

'Abdu'1-lah b. As'ad Yafi^i, d. 768 A.H./1367 A.D. The rich

hagiological material given in his works Avas much appre-

ciated by Jami who borrowed from it considerably He
refers to Yafi'i very frequently, and probably omits to

acknowledge his borrowings in at least as many other cases.

But it is extremely difficult to determine for certain where he

borrows directly from that source, and where indirectly

through other works w^hich were also based on the same author-

ity. This could be probably only decided by a minute scrutiny

of all three texts, i,e. Jami's, Yafi'l's, and that of the alleged

intermediary. The biographies which contain a large propor-

tion of the information from this source are Nos. 72(?), 459-

468, (469?), 495(?), 616-523, 524-534, 536-538, 543-547(?),

649-^562, 578-611, and some others.
Jami enumerates the works of Yafi'i which he consulted

oztm (see about all three Brockelmann/ll, p. 177, Nos. I, U, 13).

XII. Rimla-i-lqlaliyya. A considerable portion of the
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Nafahat consists of extracts from a work whicli apparently is

no longer extant. It was a collection of sayings and tea^^hings
of an eminent Sufic saint of the VIIIc. A.H., Ruknu'd-Dui
'Alau'd-Dawla Samnani, edited by his disciple Amir Iqbal
Sistani (see pp. 483 and 504). Jami often refers to it merely
mentioning the name of 'Alau'd-Daula. The title only is

referred to on pp. 545, 644 and 685. As no copy of this work
is accessible, it is impossible to identify Jami*s borrowings
in detail, but, roughly speaking, all'the biographical notices
463-505 have some connection with it, perhaps also Nos. 320-
323, 538, 563, whilst in the former section Nos. 469, 483, 484,
are doubtful, and Nos 488-494, as we have seen, may have
been extracted by Jami directly from the Manaqihit'Wdnjtn.
This work, Iqbaliyya, contains much interesting information,
judging from Jami's extracts, and its recovery would be of the
greatest use to students of the spiritual life of Persia.

XIII. Lataif-i-Ashrajl dar biydn'i-tawaif'i-sufly comjyos^d
about the middle, or in the second half/of the VIIlc. A.H., in

India, by Nizamu'd-Din Gharib Yamani, a disciple of Sayyid
Ashraf Jahanglr Samnani (d. circa 840 A.H./1436 A.D.), and
based chiefly on the sayings and the instruction of this saint.

^

This bulky work contains a great deal of biographical material,

usually based on the works of Yafil, Ibnu'l-'Arabl, even
Ansari's Tabaqat, and perhaps on some other sources M*hich

have not come down to us. It is impossible to be certain that

Jami really used this book, because he does not mention its

title or the author's name. But there is an important section,

Nos.^ 565-577, dealing with the biographies of the famous
Persian 8unc poets, the text of which, on collation, liierally

corresponds to the portion of Latdif, dealing with the same
subject.

As no earlier work, from which these biographies may
have been taken by both, can be suggested at present, the only

conjecture which remains is to think that Jami really borrowed
them from Nizamu'd-Din Gharib.

Besides these principal sources Jami probably perused

occasionally the material found in the \vell-known Arabic
works on Sufism. But sometimes he gives extracts from some
rarer books, such as theKildbul-anwdr ft kashfi'l-asrarolSha^ykh

Ruzbihan al-Baqli (p. 288), as well as from compositions of

other writers, 'Izzu*d-Dln Muhammad Kashi (whose whole
biography, No. 503, consists apparently of quotations from

1 See Rieu, Catalogue of the Persian MSS , vol T, p. 412. H© men-
tiona only extracts from this work, on page 1042, but complete MSS.
of it exist in the library of A.S.B. (E 166) and in the BOhar collection,

Imperial Library, Calcutta (No. 175 of the Catalogue).
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his own works), and Sayyid ^Ali Hamadani (in his biography,

No. 478).

The notices on some early Sufic sainta of the Chishti

affiliation in India (Nos. 513 and 514), if not taken from the

Latdif'i A'^^hrafi^ are perhaps derived from some early work of

Indian origin.

There remain a number of biographies^ about whose
oiigin nothing definite can be suggested. Most probably all

of them are taken from the sources enumerated above, but
were either placed out of their context, or had their wording
much changed by Jami who did not trouble to mention his

authorities. Such arc Nos. 20, 21, 31, 34, 37, 38, 41, 77, 70,

U'9, 154, 171, 185, 205, 38:^, 384, 393, 428 (probably taken
from the works of Ibnu'l-'Arabi, Yafi'i and Huiwiri. or from the
same sources as those of the biographies of Abii Sa*id and
Ahmad-i Jam). Nos. 515 and 539 I cannot trace at all.

Nos. 551-558 may be either direct borrowings from Yafi'i, or

may have been taken from Lalaif-i-Ashrafl and altered in the

wording.

(Note.—No. 433 in the Nassau -Lees' edition is a mistake,
it is merely a continuation of No. 432. The separate biogra-

phies, omitted here, are found in other editions. Nos. 3 9 bis

and 468 bis. The first probably belongs to the same source as
that of the group of Ahmad-i Jam's associates, the second is

apparently due to Jami's own pen.)

Addenda.—(a). To p. a85. Another copy of Ansari's Taha^at is in

the possession of the Nuri 'Uthmani libr. at Constantinople, No. 2500.
It is dated 839 A H,, but seems to be not as correct as the A.S H 's copy.
Cf.^ L. Massignon, La passion d'al-Hallaj, 1922, vol. II, BibiioRraphie, No.
I0r»9. A page of its text is reproduced, ibid. vol. I, plate XIII (on p.

368\— (6). To p 388. There was yet another work on the early Naqsh-
bandTs, comp. towards the end of the Villo. A.H. by galah b. Mubarak
Bukhan', i.e. AnhuU-talibm iva wa'datu's-salikm fEthe' Cat. Pers. MSS.
in India Office libr.. No. 1851 ; also MS. A.S B., E 23 .

— (c). To p. 390,
note 1. Other copies in Constantinople libraries: 'Ashir Efendi, 677;
•Umumi, 157; see L. Massignon, op cit., vol IT, Bibliographie, No.
170.— (d). To p. 400. There was yet another revi.sed edition of the
Manaqib, i.e. Thawaqibu'l manoqib-i awliyail loh, prepared in 947/1540
by AbduU'Wahhab Hamadani (see Ethe, op. cit.. No. 631).



28. An Ismailitic Pedigree.

Bv W. Iv^ANOW.

A nuvnuscript in the collection of the Asiatic Society of
Bengal, marked Na 106 (or old No. 319), contains a rare Per-
sian work, in mathnawt verse, with the title Lama'atuH-tahlrhi^

composed in 1108 A.H./1697 A.DJ The copy itself was prob'
ably also tratiscribed about the same tune, i.e. the begin ninii

of the Xllc. A.H., and is still in fairly good condition.

The work contains an exposition of the system of Shi'ism.

It is extremely lengthy (about 500 folios), and. at the same time,

as remarkably dull as verbose, consisting of a real deluge of

words in flowery combhiations, but with very little tangible

sense or ideas behind them. It is divided into a prose intro-

duction and 110 lama' as (to correspond to the numerical value
of the letters of the name Ali). It would require too much
space to reproduce their headings here. The poetical author has
given them a very rhetorical and bombastic form so that many
of them are monstrousl}' inflated, occupying no less than half

a page.

The author, Ghulam-'Ah b. iluhammad-'Ali b. Ahmad
^ -- — — -- _- -^— - —

_

(the latter apparently being surnamed Tuam), a native of the

Deccan, as can be gathered from his allusions, used the iakhallus

C4hulam or Ghulama. I have not been able to trace him in

any work,' accessible to me at present, dealing with the biograph-
ies of Indian

" .....
. . - .poets. Most probably the author's poetical

activity was of a purely accidental nature, and the production
of his book was primarily an act of piety. At all events his

persistent desperate struggle with verse does not shov\

great poetical talent.

The Shi'ite principl

anv

expounded in the work, have a
strong flavour of sectarian tendency. Here and there they re-

call the dogmas of Ismailism, but such passages are always
very elusively worded^ In addition to this the author has
made much use of the Sufic speculations—a popular device of
all the ' heretical ' writers of the later period.

Not content witli this, the author also makes extensive
u«e of the principle of iaqiyya, which allows one to pretend
outwajdly to comply with the teaching of another sect or
rehgion by way of precaution intended to frustrate the sus-
picions of persecutors.^ This is apparently the reason not

' Expressed by a chronogram J^^y J-lx *J.
^ See in this connection an important article by the late I. Goldziher,

^as Prmzip der Taljijja im Islam, ZDMG, 1906, pp. 213-226.
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only for length}^ and exaggerated eulogies of the first three

caliphs (Abu Bakr, 'Umar and 'Uthman, much hated by all

Shi'ites, even the most moderate), but also, strange as it may
seem^ for the direct dedication of his work (which is clearlv' of

suspicious orthodoxy), to the fanatical Sunnlte ruler Aurangzib
(f. 2v. and the whole of the 78th lama'a), who, one has reason

to think^ could hardly be much pleased with this unsolicited

token of his subject's affection.

The work itself would for these reasons hard!}^ deserve

much attention. But at the end of this copy there is added a

pedigree of a saint, Sayyid Shah Mir Muhammad Musharraf,

apparently the author's spiritual guide. This postscript is in

the same handwriting as that of the whole of the volume, and
many allusions to various ancestors of the saint are to be found

throughout the text. Therefore there is no doubt as to their

internal connection, and it is very probable that this pedigree

dates from the same period as that in which the book was
composed, i.e. the end of the XI or beginning of the XII c.

AH. On examination the pedigree proves to be of Ismailitic

origin, and follows the main line of the Imams as far as the

fall of the Alamut dynasty.

In my previous publication on Ismailism,^ I discussed the

question of the importance which may be attached to the tradi-

tional sectarian version of the 'chain' of their Imams. Our
information about it is as insignificant as about other points

of the history of the movement, and therefore every chance of

shedding some additional light on it cannot be welcomed too

warmly. In the present case the information is especially valu-

able, because our document shows what the tradition was some
250 years ago. At the same time we have every reason to be

sure that the version represented here can be only traditional.

The descent from the heretical rulers of Alamut would not ap-

peal to any non-sectarian. But if the pedigree was intended
to command the respect of the Ismailitic community, it would
be not only unwise, but perhaps even incompatible with the

sanctity of the tradition, to introduce a new version.

In order to save space as much as possible, I will take here

for granted the acquaintance of the reader with the contents

of my * Ismailitica/ ^ and I will only point out the divergencies

between that, modern, version, and this, older one, in the pre-

Bent pedigree.

As usual in documents of this kind, the persons are enu-

merated here in the ascending, genealogical order: so-and so,

son of so-and-so, son of so-and-so, etc. The pedigree, which is

> Tsmailitica, I-IT, Memoirs of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, vol.

VIIT(19-?2), pp. 58-73.
2 See the preceding footnote.
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called here kursi^^ traces the origin of the saiat in question up
to Adam, but I omit, for the sake of brevity, all the legendary
ancestors before 'Ali, and give the names in the reverse, descend-
ing order.

The generations 1-5 are the usual ; 'All, Husayn,^ Zaynu'I-
'Abidln, Muhammad Baqir, and Ja'far Sadiq (the latter with
the epithet Ima7n.4-Natiq). No. 6 is Ismail, called here Imaw-
zdda. No. 7—Muhammad, called as-Sabih (

?—not very legible).

The next three generations, corresponding to the first ' dark
period/ are: No. 8—Ahmad ar-Radi (or Rida ?), instead of

Wafi Ahmad of the modern version : No. 9—Muhammad at-

Taqi, as usual ; No. 10—Ahmad al-Kufi, instead of Radi
*Abdu'l-lah. The latter name is an obvious variant for al-

Wafi
handwriting. Which

L7 easily confused in careless

Besides,
it seems quite possible that Nos. 8 and 10 are transposed either

in the old or in the new version, and there mav be little doubt
as to their identitj' in both pedigrees.

^
The members of the Fatimide dynasty are enumerated in

their usual order, although their names are particularly badl.\

misspelt or entirely wrongly reproduced. No. 11
—'Abdn'Mah

(for 'Ubaydu 1-lah) Mahdi^"'; No. 12—Muhammad (for Ahmad)
al-Qaim; No. 13—Mawlana Isma'il al-Maghribi*; No. 14—
Mawlana Mu'izzu'd-Din (for Mu'izz li-dlni'1-lahi) ; No. 15—
Nizar^; No. 16—Mawlana Ibrahim"; 17—Mawlana 'All az-

Zahir (here by mistake Tahir) ; No. 18—Mawlana Muhammad,
surnamed (as stated in a gloss) Shah Diyau'd-Dln. This name
is obviously misplaced, and if it belongs to the pedigree at all,

probably pertains to the period after the Khudawands of Ala-

niut. No. 19—Mawlana Mustansir (here wrongly Mustanzir)^ :

No. 20—Mawlana Nizar.
Next comes another ' dark period,' which preceded the rise

of the Alamut dynasty. The original text at the .scribe's dis-

posal was probably also not good. No. 21—Mawlana Ahmad
al-Munzir (sic ?—perhaps for al-Muutazar ?).« As in the pre-

ceding ' dark period' the order of the three names may be con-

1 This is an abbreviation of kursi-nama, both very common terms

amongst tho sectarians and darwishes. It can be translated: ('list

of those who occupied) the throne.'
* Hasan, as at present, not included in the pedigree, as not a parent

of other Imams in this line.
3 A gloss : Mawlana Muhammad Mahdl-

i.e. al-Mansilr.
i .a,;,

^ Sic, without the title ' Mawlana.' He is usually known as al- Aziz.

« Judging from his position, he must be al-Hakim, Abu 'All Mansur.

In a gloss he is called al-Mansur bi-amri'1-lahi Ta'Sla.
.

1 A gloss : 'AH al-Hafiz (this was an altogether different prmce, 5^4

544 A.H./l 130-1 149 A.D.).
"

_ _,- rp.

.
* In the modern version this place is occupied by Sliah Qahir. Ihere

»e a gloss : Halalu'd-Din obviously for Jalalu 'd-Din.
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fused; No. 22—Mawlana 'All al-Hadi (he stands nowadays
first of the three) ; No 23—Mawlana Muhammad al-Muhtadi
(probably a variant to the modern Muqtadi). It is remarkable
that while the names do not coincide completely with those
in the modern version, the number of generations remains the
same

The names of the Khudawands of Alamut are given in the
correct order although some of them are not accurately re-
produced: No. 24—Mawlana Hasan al-Oaim ; No. 25—Kiya
(LiJI sic!) Muhammad; No. 26—Jalalu'd-Din Hasan (with
the epithet Kabtr here); No. 27—Mawlana 'Alau'd Din (here
'AliyyuNi-Din) Muhammad ; No. 28—Mawlana Mahmud (sic)

Khurshah.
Then follows an entirely unknown period. From the

difference in the names found in both versions it is fairly cer-
tain that we have two different lines of the family. But where
these two branches become separate one from' the other is
difficult to determine. 1 feel almost sure that at least two
generations are id. ntical, i.e. No. 29—Ahmad al-Qaim, which
may be a variant of Oasim in the modern version, as well as
No. 30—Shah Khurshah, with a gloss 'surnamed Sharas-i-
Tabriz,' probably the same as Shamsu'd-Dln of our contem-
poraries.

The remaining 9 generations are: No. 31—Muhammad-
Shah

;
Ko. 32—Ibrahim Mu'min-Shah ; No. 33—Shah Tahir^

No. :^4—Shah Radiyyu'd-JJin 'A\i'; No. 35—Shah Sadru'd-Dm Muhammad
; No. 36—Shah Khudabakhsh : No. 37—Shah

Aziz
;
No 38— 'Abdu'i-'Aziz, ' who after the death of the blessed

samt. his father, lives (adorned with) glorious qualities'; No.
o9—Sayyid Shah Mir Muhammad Musharraf.

Thus we have in all 38 generations (No. 18 is out of place
and it IS difficult to find whether it belongs to the pedigree at all).
This agrees fairly well with the 'pace' of the modern version,
containing 48 names

; the difference of 10 generations is in
agreement with a period of 250 years.

It is not my intention to undertake special research for
Identification of the person of the saint whose pedigree is here
discussed, or of the locality in India where he lived and was
worshipped Perhaps some one else interested in this field of
Indian antiquity may care to attempt literary 'excavations'm this direction. And I feel sure that such research might
lead to finds of exceptional interest.

This popular, and at tlie same time very mysterious saint, as I
nave pointed out already in my other publications, is always connected
in tne popular legends with the Ismailitic movement. He is especialiv
worshipped by the darwishes of Persia and India.

3 A gloss : Haydar.



29. Contributions to the History and Ethnology of

North-Eastcrn India—IV.

By H. E. Stapleton, T.E S,, Special Officer, Dacca University

BENGAL (JhRONOLOOV UURINtJ THE PERIOD OF INDEPENDENT
MusLi.A[ Rule.

Part /, 685-735 A.H, (1286-1334 A.D.)

Shortly after the issue, in lDlI,of the first Catalogue of
Coins in the Shillong Cahinet the writer had the singular good
fortune for ci numismatist of discovering a Muhammadan cul-
tivator at Singsri, on the Lakiiya River, north of Dacca
district, vvho was in possession of a large number of mediaeval
Bengal coins. Among the coins that he produced when I first

visited his village was one of the hitherto almost unknown
Hmdu King Danujmarddana (c. 1416 A.D.); and in conse-
quence of winning his confidence at our first interview, the
man gradually got into the habit of bringing me coins to select
from whenever he found himself in want of ready cash. In
this way, within two or three ^^ears. a very representative
series of Bengal coins of the 8th and early 9th centuries of
the Hijra was accumulated, and, in 1914. I felt mvself in a
position to carry out for at least this period of Bengal history
the same sort of survey that I had made in 1910 for the
history of Assam from 1543 A.D. to the advent of British rule.

Not only was my own collection available, but there had been
important finds' of coins of the same period at Enayetpur,
Mymensingh in 1909 ; at Purinda, Dacca, in 1910; at Kupai-
oarl, Nowgong, in 1911 ; and at Kastabir Mahalla, Sylhet, in

.1913; all of which were then uncatalogiied. The war, however,
intervened; and I was only able, before leaving India, to

describe a few coins of the same provenance as my own in

the Dacca Review for April, 1915.
On my return to India at the end of 1919 I found that the

enforced delay had not been without a large degree of compen
Ration. In the interval, a supplement to the Shillong Cata-
'ogue had been published • and further interesting finds of me-
diaeval Bengal coins bad been made at Rautkhai (Sylhet) 1914,

•^hulna District in 1915, Kankaribagh (Sylhet) 1916, Bashail

(Sylhet) 1917, and Murapara (Dacca District) in 1919. To
^ome extent I even found myself forestalled by a discussion
ot the Murapara find that obtained for its author (Babu
^ahni Kanta Bhattasali, M.A., Curator, Dacca Museum) one
ot the GrifiRfch prizes of the Calcutta University in J920; and
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I am glad to acknowledge, to begin with, that his careful des-

cription of the Murapara coins has been of much assistance to

me in discussing the period covered by these particular coins.

T regret, however, I cannot agree with many of his conclusions

(especially when he bases them on unwarranted criticism of

Mr. Thomas* pioneering work on Bengal numismatics); and
as, in the cases of most of the Kings concerned, independent
material is now available on which a complete historical analy-

sis of a considerably longer period than the Curator of the

Dacca Museum dealt with can be based, I am in a position to

carry out the survey of the field that I was on the point of

making in 1915 with even greater prospect of arriving at the

truth than T could have hoped for six years ago.

Before passing on to the paper, I should also like to ac-

knowledge the generous assistance that I have received from
all custodians of national and provincial collections of coins

that it was neces^arv for me to consult. Mr. J, Allan of the

Department of Coins and Medals at the British Museum, be-

sides supplying me with casts of an important coin that does

not seem to have been previously noticed, afforded me free

access to the Bengal coins in his charge. Dr D. R. Bhandar-
kar and Monsieur A. Foucher, Superintendents of the Archaeo-

logical section of the Indian Museum, allowed me to check

the readings of all the Bengal coins in the Indian Museum
cabinet; while the courtesy of Mr. A. W. Botham, C.I E ,

Chief Secretary to the Government of Assam, as well as that

of Monsieur Toucher, has enabled me to reproduce several

important coins in Plate X. The opportunities I was given

by these gentlemen of re-studying every Bengal coin included

in the Indian Museum an 1 the Shillong supplementary Cata-

logues will sufiticiently explain the varice lecUones in the case

of certain coins already published. I would also mention in

conclusion that I am indebted to Babu Nalini Kaata Bhatta-

sali for the excellent photographs of the coins given in Plate X.

The BalbakI Kings of Bengal.

Nasiruddln Mahmud, c. 682-690 A.H.

The annals of independent Muslim rule in Bengal are

usually taken to commence with the reigns of FakJbruddin

Mubarak and his rivals *Ali Shah and Ilyas Slmh, but except

for the incidents that led to the extinction of the earlier line of

BalbanI Kings and the temporary re-appointment of Governors
by the Dehll Sultan Muhammad ibn Tughlaq between 725 and

735 A.H,, triere is nothing to distinguish the status of the

BalbanI Kings from that of the Muhammadan (and Hindu)
Kings who ultimately succeeded them. I therefore propose to

begin with a survey of the numismatic and other evidence that
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now enables us to fix the chronology of the BalbanI Kings
with a fair degree of accurac3^

The immediate cause of the establishment of the first

descendant of the Dehll Emperor Balban, as ruler of Bengal,
was the successful suppression by Balban of the insurrection of

Tughril, a favourite slave whom he had made Governor of

Bengal. About H80 A.H. Tughril had become very powerful,
owing to the booty he had obtained from a successful interven-

tion in the affairs of the independent Hindu Kingdom of

Tipperah, and had been induced to declare his independence
under the title of Sultan Mughisuddin,' Two generals who
were sent against him by Balban were defeated, but when
finally, about 682 A.H., Balban in person took the field, Tughril

was slain on the borders of Tipperah. After savage retribution

had been made in Lakhnauti on Tughrirs adherents, Balban
returned to DehlL leaving Bengal in charge of his younger son

Mahmud, commonly known as Bughra Khan, who was invested

at the same time b^^ his father with many of the insignia of

regal power. Four years later Balban died, having? previously

nominated Kai KiiusrS, the son of his deceased elder son, as

his successor at DehlL The nobles then in power about the

throne preferred, however, a son of Bughra Khan called

Kaiqubad, whom they made Sultan with the title of Mu'iz-

zuddln. This led Bughra Klian to declare his independence in

Bengal with the title of Nasiruddin, and he even made a

faint-hearted attempt to claim the throne of Dehli by force of

arms. He \Aas ultimately, however, persuaded to return to

Bengal without fighting, nor did he even take any active steps

to rr-venge the death of his son. two vears later, in 688, when

Kaiqubad was assassinated and Jalaluddin Kbilji became

Sultan of Delhi in his stead.

All this we know from the narration of Ziauddin BaranI;*

—but in spito of Barani's assertion that, on the accession of

Kaiqubad, Mahmud struck coins, bearing his nevvly assumed

title of Nasiruddin, neither coins nor inscriptions in the nnme

of Nasiruddin have yet come to light, and thus, for historical

purposes, this King must remain for the present almost a

cypher. The only fact that corroborates Barani's account
V

T.ppe-ah) against Lis eldest brother RajSfa, who had ^^cceedert lus

father on th« throne R .jafa was Plain in battle, and wl.en KHtn^fa

ascended the throne ho presented Tughril with a Vek-Mant (J'^" ^'^ f^'^^.
^

FrogV head) and 100 clephanis. In rerurn Tndiril conferred on h.m the

title of Manikya. which the ruling Princes of Tipperah have ever since

borne
* Elliott and Dowson, History of India as told by its own Htstonant.

in, pp. 112-122.
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is that Mahmud's son, Kaikaus, hj using on his coins (as well
as in one of the mosque inscriptions of 097 A.H. noted below)
the title Al Sultan ibu Sultan ibn Sultan implicitly claims
independent rule for his father. Ibn Batiitah states ' that
Nasiruddin died in Bengal "some years afi3er " his visit to his
son Mu'izzuddin in 686 or 687. We may therefore reasonably
assume the minting of coins by Kaikaus" in 690 shows that the
death of Nasiruddin occurred either in the same or the preced-
mg year

Rufcnuddin Kailcaus (690-701 A.H.).

The first coins known to have been struck by a member of
the Balbani line of Kings in Bengal appear with the accession
of Ruknuddin Kaikails, possibly in 690 A.H. This date is to
be found on Bengal coin No. 8 of the Indian Museum Cabinet,
the marginal inscription of which has been completely misread.
The inscription [vide PL X, fig. 1) runs as follows :

"This silver (coin was) struck at [Hazrat] Lakhnauti from (?)
the land-tax of Banga in the year 690." * Besides the unique
date, the coin is valuable for the first mention on a Muslim
inscription of Banga as the name of the whole or part of
Bengal. It may also indicate the final incorporation under
Muslim rule of the territory in Eastern Bengal held by Hindu
rulers, one of whom, Danuj Rai of Sunargaon, is mentioned a:?
havmg assisted Balban a few years previously against Tughril
by agreeing to prevent the latter escaping by water.^

Historians omit all mention of Kaikaus, but from the
titles he uses on his coins as well as the mention of Mahmiid
on one inscription as his father {vide infra), it is certain that he

I Defremery and Sanguinetti's translation, III, p. 179.
Uther examples of the phrase min kharaj (and some place name)

'*"^"°.'"i 'a u "^','°"^ ™*y be seen in I.M.C. Vol II, Part I, No. 39 (an

TjS^A .r \''T'^;r^^'-^^^
^-H-

; Qanauj and Mint Biladu-1-Hind) ;
and

i'^ \r-l- ' F**""*
^^' ^°- ^ (Mughisn-d-din Yuzbak of Bengal 653A.H

; Nudia and Gar (?)..; Mint Lakhnauti). It does not follow, as
Mr. K. K. Banerj, as.suraed on p. 288 of J. A. S.B. for 1913, that snob a
legend necessarily implies that the coins were struck to commemorate

R^ ^"''^l^^-"'
o] the place mentioned (c/., e.g., the date on this coin of

Kuknuddin, and that of Jalaluddin (709) mentioned later). It is impos:

Zv u ,
.° ^^"''^

^V*"^ ^'^ reading of Bardan as the name following Gar
\"^^^k s com (t>tde reproduction in PI. I of same Vol. of I.M.C.)-

ar^^r.
•

A 1 u ^^ .I>o«:son, op. cit.. Ill, p. 116. The SbkSr of Sunar:

uTrl 'a- -/,l *'™^ included Bikrampur and much land to the south

i, AH ""'"a^""' ?l««hroann's trans., Bk. Ill, pp. 138 and 139) ; and

^L;=Jo«^M 1^%^^ '"^ ^" probability represent older administrative

w«l v«^^' u^^ ^""f
°^ *^^ ^^' ™ay have been Bikrampur. If so, he

R«nl^ Pi-obably a descendant of the Son Kings. Minhaj records that

o]o^«^ /fi^l* a''^'?
'^''^^ ^^ brought his history-the Tabaqat-i-Nasirl-to a

a «t«v.r»- d \^ ^-^^ ^^'^^ "'^'^«'' *he descendants of Rai Lakhmaniah(Lakshman Sen), vide Raverty's trans, p. 558.
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was a son of Nasiruddin. Coins of Ruknuddin struck at

Lakhnauti in 69[3*?], 697, 698 and 69[9?], which were un-

earthed in 1910 at Purinda, Dacca District, are preserved in the

Shillong Cabinet ^
: and the Indian Museum Cabinet also

includes coins of 691 and 697 from the same mint. The only two
1nosque inscriptions that bear the name of Kaikaus are both

dated 697 A.H. In the one at Gangarampur, Dinajpur (the old

Hindu stronghold of Dev-Kot^) he is described as Kaikaus
Shah J

son of Mahmiid, son of the Sultan (i.e. Balban). In

that from KhagoP the titles run '' Shah, the Sultan, son of a

Sultan, son of a Sultan."

Shamsiiddln Firuz (701-722 AM.).

Rukiiuddin Kaikaus was succeeded—probably in 701

by his brother Shamsuddin Firuz. The latter's relationship to

Nasiruddin is given by Ibn Batiitah,* but in contrast to

the more elaborate title adopted by Ruknuddin, Shamsuddin

contented himself on his coins with the simple Al Sullan.

His son Hatim Khan, Governor of Bihar in 709 and 715,

also uses this title in referring to his father on inscriptions.

The Shillong Cabinet include Lakhnauti coins of 701,^ 702

(Puriuda find) 703 (from Enayetpur, Mymensingh), 704. 706,

[70]7, [70]9, 710, 71[1?], 712, 713, 714, 715, and also 720

(Purinda). Sunarganw coins of 705 and 710, also occurred

in the Purinda find, and a new mint Banga is found on a coin

in the Shillong cabinet from Rupaibari in Nowgong (Assam).^

Only the mint figure [- -]5 is legible on this coin, but as

the position of the unit seems to leave no space for a decimal

the date is almost certainly 705,

The period was one of active expansion of Musalman

dominion in Bengal and the adjacent countries. The clearest

picture of this is seen in the conquest of the previously inde-

Kh
Kh _ ^

the 'Khurseenamah'of Zafar Kh
near Hughli. Zafar Khan, accompanied by his sister^s son

Shah Sufi, or Safi, (who appears to have been also the nephew
r

J The reading 7[- -] on S.C 1/5 is so extremely doubtful that I

have omitted to mention it. The coins of 697 and 698 are the latest cer-

tain dates up to now known. Thomas, {op. cit. p. 46) only records coins
of fiQI_fiOKof 691-695.

« Blochmann J.A.S B., \%12, p. 103.
r ,x- •

» Idem, J.A.S.B. 1873. pp. 247-8. Thi.s place is near Lakhi^jrai
in Bihar. (Idem, J.A.S.B., 1874, p. 288)

Op. cit. Ill, p. 210
* Vide PI. X. fig. 2.

Vtde PI. X, figs. 3 and 4. „, ,

^
^ t>. Money. J A.S.B, 1847, p. 395: (vide also Blochmann s

account of the Triveni inscriptions in the J.A.S.B. for 1870).
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of Firuz Shah) came to Bengal from Manrgaun in Birbhum,

tor the purpose of converting infidels to the • Muhammadan
faith. The ostensible reason is given by the following local

story collected by Mr. Money. A Mahomedan subject "of a

Hindu Raja on a certain festival in honour of his son used

cow's flesh. The Raja slew the son. The father resorted to

the Court of Delhi ( sic ! ) and told his tale to Feruze Shah,

who immediately sent an army to Bengal against the Raja,

commanded by Zafir Khan, and his nephew Soofee Khan.

The Raja's name was Bhoodev Nripati (i.e. King) with whom
a battle was fought at a place called Mahanad, near Satgram,

about 8 miles west of Triveni, where Zafir Khan's army was

victorious.

The story is obviously a muddled one, for the first inva-

sion of Satganw must have been in the time of Kaikaus, as

Zafar Khan erected a moaque at Triveni in 698 A.H. ;
but

apart from the fact that there was no Dehli Sultan of the name

of Itruz at the time ^ Zafar Klian's subsequent subordina-

tion to Shamsuddin Firiiz Shah of Bengal is shown by the

appearance of this Sultan's name on the memorial tablet on

the Madrasah erected by Zafar Khan at Triveni in 713. The

more reliable Khurseenamab goes on to say that having made
a proselyte of Raja Man Nripati, Zafar Klian was killed in a

battle fought with Raja Bhoodev at Hughli. His head was

left on the field and his body buried at Triveni. His death,

according to Mr. Money, occurred in the same year 713 as

Zafar Khan erected the Madrasah already referred to. The
Khursf^enamah further states that *Ugwhan Khan, son of the

aforesaid Shah Zafir Khan Ghazee, having marched against

the Raja of Hugli in Sircar Satgram, conquered him, con-

verted the infidels to Mahomedanism and married his daughter.

After some time Ugwhan Khan also died at Triveni.*

Thus Satganw passed into Musalman hands; and in

Barani's account * of Muhammad ibn Tu^laq's relations

with Bengal for the few years following 725 we find it men-

tioned as one of the three recognized divisions of Bengal. The

other two Sirkars were Lakhnauti, the original principality

acquired by Bakhtiyar Khiiji in 1198 A,D., and Sunare:anw,

which, as we see from the Shillong coin of 705, was definitely

included in Muslim Bengal by that date, and may, from the

occurrence of the name Banga on Ruknuddin's coin of 690,

have been finally conquered soon afier Balban's invasion of

Eastern Bengal in 682.

Now it is curious that precisely the same story for the

invasion of a Hindu kingdom by Musalmans occurs in local

1 Alauddin Muhammad Shah was on the throne of Delhi from
695-7 15.

' ~
s Elliot, in, pp.236 and 239.

i
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INSCRIPTION FROM SYLHET, RECORDING THE DATE OF THE

FIRST MUSLIM CONQUEST OF THAT COUNTRY. (703 A.H.)
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tradition regarding the first conquest of Sylhet. This has
previously been believed to have taken place in 786 A.H.
though the name Shamsuddlii as the reigning King of Bengal
at the time and the fact that one of the chief participators
(Shah Jalal) was a disciple of Nizamuddin Auliya, who died hi
725 A.H., might have suggested to Blochmanu that the date
was erroneous. That the conquest of Sylhet took place in the
time of Shamsuddin Firuz Shah is practically certain from an
inscription from Sylhet (now in the Dacca Museum) which vvas
first mentioned by me in a paper contributed to the Dacca
Review in August 1913. Though not a contemporaneous record
it gives almost certainly (bot^i from the date as well as from
internal evidence) a truer version of the first invasion of Sylhet
than local tradition has hitherto supplied us. The inscription
(PI. IX) runs as follows :—

f—

L

^ai^^ cr^^jt^j CU4J^^ j d.^jC j^^ ^ilv^f Ji
J^|

V:.

Shaikh

Hushaikh (?) Shaikh Jalal, the hermit, son of Muhammad.
"The first conquest by Islam of the town 'Arsah Srihat

was by the hand of Sikandar lOian Gliazi in the time of Sultan

Firuz Shah De[h]lavi in the year 703.

"This building (has been erected by) Rukn Klian, the con-

queror of Hasht Gamlmrlyan, who being Wazl^r and General

for many months at the time of the conquest of Kamrii, Kamata

,

Jaznagar and Urisha, served in the army in several places m
the train of the King. (Written) in the year 918."

The excellent state of preservation of this inscription is

due to the fact that (like the inscription of Sliamsuddm Firiiz

Shah's son, Hatim Klian. of 715), the back was subsequently

used for another inscription (that of a certain Masnad-i- Ali

Ivlian in 996.) The trustworthiness of the statement made m
the first portion of the inscription is shown by the following

considerations :— ,

(1) Sultan Firuz "Shah was actually on the throne ot

I^engal in 703 A.H.
, • •

i,fi

(2) As the grandson of Gliiyasuddin Balban he is rigmi.v

called Dehlawi (cf. also the connexion of Firuz Miah witn

Dehli in the Satganw tradition).

\
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(3) The date is in agreement with a local tradition that
when Sikandar Glmzl at first failed to defeat Raja Gour Govinda,
Saiyid Nasiruddln Sipahsalar, accompanied by Shah Jalal and
other warrior saints, came to assist him and that the former
was a General of Firiiz Shah Dehlawl.

(4) In 703 the Sultan of Dehh was 'Alauddin Khilji, which
agrees with another tradition mentioned in Nasiruddln Hydar's
History of Sjdhet (the Suhail-i-Yeynen) that he was the Dehli
Emperor when Sylhet was conquered.

A village of the name Sckandarnagar in south-eastern
Mymensingh may possibly owe its name to Sekandar Ghclzi, but
he is apparently buried at Bishganw [alias Gliazlpiir) in the

extreme south-east of the Habiganj Sub-Division of Sylhet
(in the Tipperah Hills), where his shrine is venerated by
Muhammadans and Hindus alike. Before coming to Sylhet he
is said to have warred successfully against a Hindu Raja of

the Sunderbans called Matuk, and it is curious that the present
Magistrate of Mymensingh (Mr. H. C. French, I.C.S.) possesses

a coin of Shamsuddin Flruz Shah dated 710 (or 720) which was
found in a village in the extreme south of the Satkhira Sub-
Pi vision of Khulna District.

The Ruknuddin of the inscrijition was a well-known General
of Sultan Husain Shah of Bengal (899-925 A.H.), and his name
occurs on two other inscriptions deciphered by Blochmann,
who wrongly makes him an inhabitant of Sarhat in Birbhum,
instead of a Sylheti.' The historical bearing of the rest of the

inscription will be discussed later in this paper when dealing
with the chronology of the Husainl Kings of Bengal.

It will not be out of place here to make a few remarks
on the probable attitude of the Kliilji Sultans of Dehll, who
were contemporary with Kaikaiis and Shamsuddin Firuz,
towards these Kings of Bengal, who, by their descent from
Balban, must obviously have been regarded with jealous—if not
anxious—eyes. The facts mentioned by Baranl* that 'Ala-

uddin was himself contemplating an invasion of Bengal just

before he succeeded to the Dehll throne by murdering his uncle
in ^95; and that again about 698 he thought of sending Zafar
lOian (a minister whom he had begun to fear) against Lakhnauti,
suggest that the presence of numerous 'saints' and 'ghazis' in

Bengal at this time might even have been due to some definite

policy on the part of the Dehli sovereign. This idea is sup-

ported to some extent by Ferishtah's remark that Sham-
suddin's son Bahadur Shah was " an officer of the reign of

Alauddin Khilji"; by which it seems to be meant that he
was encouraged by 'Alauddin in the successful attempt that
will be soon referred to share the prerogatives of royalty

\ i'^ ^,^' 1870, pp. 284 and 29.5 ; idem, 1872. p. lOG
' ioc. cit., pp. 152 and 165.

/
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with his father The despatch by 'Alauddln's predecessor
Jelaluddin Firuz Shah I£lnljl of boat-loads of imdesLablerh'o
the Lower Country to the neighbourhood of LakhnautI where
they were set free so as not to trouble the neighbourhood ofDehh any longer ' may also be noted in the same connexion.The easiest way for the Sultans of Bengal to nullifv such a
wholesale deportation (nearly 1000 came in one lot) was to
enrol these men ma ''Foreign Legion" and utilise them in
warring agamst the mfidel on the frontiers of Bengal, and (his
IS probably what Shamsuddin and his predecessor actually flid.

Havnig thus dealt with two of the expeditions of conquest
that undoubtedly characterised Bengd at this period, let us
return to a consideration of other events of the reign of this
King, whose dominions extended from the confines of Bihar
in the West to the remotest corner of Svlhet in the East, and
whose reputation in Bengal is shown by the fact that, after
the Governors appointed by Muhammad ibn Tughlaq on the
tall of the Ba^bani dynasty had, in their turn, been swept
away, we find the capital Lakhnauti appearing on the coinage
under the name of Firiizabad. As this survey will chiefly
consist of a narration of the efforts of his sons to share the
sovereignty of Bengal with their father, or, after Firuz Shah's
<ieath (about 722 A.H.), either with a brother, or a Governor
of the Dehli Sultan, a fresh section will be begun with a list
of the sons of Firilz who are known to have struck coins.

Jamiuddin Mdkmud .. {109- or 707- A. H.)
Ghhjasuddtn Bahadur .. (c. 710-728)
Shihabuddin Bughrah .

.

(717 and 718)
Nasiruddm Ihrahtm .

.

[c 724-726)

By 709 A.H., when we find Hatim Khan, a son of Firii7

Shah, installed as Viceroy to his father in Bihar', Siiamsuddln
must have completely consolidated his power, and in the same
year (or, possibly, two years earlier) we find another son
Jalaluddin Mahmud, permitted by his father to strike coins at

Lakhnauti. 3 Except for a mention of his unique coin in the
Shillong Supplementary Catalogue (p. 106), this son has
hitherto been unknown' to history, and the margin of the coin
IS incorrectly given in the Catalogue From the reproduction
of the coin in PI. X, fig, 5, it will be seen that although the

marginal legend is not very distinct, it is probably the same

i Idem, p. 141.

^
Blochmann. op. cit., 187.3. p. 249.

p. 288,

ndson of Balban, as the name ot onarnsuLiixi.. = .=w..-.

,

IS also Mahmnd. For thi.s Muhammadan custom of

fter his grandfather vide Blochmann, op. cit., I8i.\,
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as that already noted for I.IM.C. Xo. 8, except thg.t the date

is either 709 or 707. The translation of the margin runs

:

"This silver (coin was) struck at Hazrat Lakhnauti from

the land-tax of Banga in the year 709 (or 707)." This third

mention of Banga on a coin legend furnishes additional evi-

dence to that supplied by Firiiz's coins of Sunarganw struck

in 705 and 710 of the complete subjugation of Eastern Bengal

either during, or before, the reign of Firuz Shah.

Jalaluddin's success in inducing his father to share the

kingly prerogative of striking coins v/ith a son must have

roused jealousv amongst Mahmild's other brothers, and it is

not surprising "to find in 710 the appearance of the coinage of

another son, Gliiyasuddin Bahadur (nicknamed B^irah, the

Black one! ) also "appearing simultaneously Avith that of Firilz

Shah. The absence of any other coin of Jalaluddin and the

continuance after 710 of Lakhnauti coins of Bahadur suggests

the possibility of Bahadur having succeeded in arrcinging for

the assassination of his presumptuous brother or, at least, of

achieving his permanent exile from Lakhnauti.
The Shillong Cabinet includes coins struck in Bahadur's

name of 710, 720, and 72 [21], from Enayetpur, Mymensingh;

714, 717. 720 and 721 from "the Purinda find : 721 from Rupaibarl,

Assam ; and 721, 722 (or 723 : S. C. yV)>
"2 [2?] (S. C. ^\-ij)

and 723 (S.C. J*^) found at Kastablr Mahallah, Sylhet, in 1913.

All the above, where mints can be read, are from Lakhnauti ;

except in the case of the 717 coin from Purinda (S. C. |) which

was found on re-examination to have been struck at Sunargan\v.

My own cabinet includes the following coins with date and

mhit clearly legible in the margins: 3 of 720, 4 of 721, 1 of

722, and 3 of 723. These all were struck at I.akhnautI and

were bought in the vicinity of Enayetpur. The only other

Gliiyasuddin coin with fairly complete margin in my cabinet

that was obtained from this part of Mymensingh bears the

first portion of the mint name Sunarganw and was struck m
72[-].

There remains to be considered the extremely interesting

Shillong Cabinet coin i'^ from Enayetpur, {vide Pi. X, fig-

7) which was struck at Qasbah Ghiyaspur. This mint has pre-

viously been recorded by Thomas from one of Col. Guthrie s

coins of the Kuch Bihar find'' but, long before the Shillong

1 Ibn Batutah, loc. cit., p. 210; Blochmann, J.A.S.B., 1874. P-

289, notes that this is evidently the Hindustani \jj^i "brownish."

Mr. R. Burn. C.S., informs me. however, that in the United Provinces

bhura is used to refer to a roan who is markedly fairer than the ordi-

nary Indian, with brown moustache, blue eyes, and a wheat-colourea

coinplexion.
J Thomas, Chronicles of the Pathan Kh'i^s. pp. 153 and 201; an"

P'. VI, fig. 5.
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coin supplied certain evidence on the subject, I was extremely
doubtful as to the accuracy of Thomas' reading 7£0 for the
date. The margin after the mint name on Col. Guthrie's speci-
men was mutilated, but, even if one conceded that the following

w^ord was M-., I could not agree with Thomas' reading of e^^'ilj

for the Arabic numeral 30, which^ so far as I know^ is invari-

ably written e;-i^Jj on Bengal coins. From the SliilloJig coin,

which is apparently an exact duplicate of Col. Guthrie's coin,

it is evident that the date of both coins is 722. and, indeed tlie

unit j_^Jl Aiv:^ in the year two, is clearly legible at the bottom

of Thomas' reproduction. The reading of the marginal in-

scription of S.C. yV 1^ the Shillong Supi^Iementary Catalogue,

besides being probably at fault in reading i^c>^] (on^) for ^xr^

is also wrong in regard to the w^ords that follow the mint name,
as there is only one month of Safar in the Arabic calendar. I

cannot however at present offer any certain suggestion for a

correct reading, though it seemr< possible that tlic word imme-

diately preceding »x^ is ;h^ (Safar).

Enayetpur lies on raised land about 15 miles south-\\ est of

the present town of Mj'mensingh, on the upper reaches of the

Banar Biver that drains the centre of the Madhupur Jungle

into the Lakhya, and as a 77iauza on the river bank near Enayet-

pur is still known as Gliiyaspur, it seems probable that this was

the site of the mint that Ghiyasuddln named after himself. It is

not far from the Baratirtha] a tank said to have been excavated

by a Hindu King called Bhagadatta Baja. After the tank had

been dug, samples of water from 12 Hindu places of pilgrimage

were poured into the tank and thus the Raja's mother was

enabled to acquire virtue by bathing therein,, without actually

visiting the tirtjiastlianas herself. A large pilgrimage to the

Baratlrtha still takes place annually in March.

^

Thomas suggests that Ghiyaspur is near Mahlah, but if

the identification of the position of this mint on the Lanar

~ , ,, , ' *

i One local tradition in Myroensingh actually states that Bhagadatta

Raja lived at the time when the Mnhammadans first began to conquer

Eastern Bengal ; and his battle with the Muhammadan King, wliose

name is not known, is said to have taken place near Bogra inesame

story is told of him as is recorded of Raja Ballal of Rainp^l m
Y?\^^{^

pur. He took a pigeon with him when going into battle a°^ \°^\'"^
Rani that if the pigeon camo home alone it would be a sign l^at lie naa

been defeated. b| chance, during the fight, when th.ngs vv«re go^ng

well for the Hindus, the pigeon escaped. Bhagadatta »"st«°*'-
/^\'"f"f

to his camp and mounting a swift horse galloped ^^'^^^^^^'^
S.f'l'^l

but on reaching home he found nothing but burning ashes, y'® "^"^ '^

prevent herself from falling into the hands of the
^-}^-J^Zf^:::^Zl

ing disg
^anyast, and was heard of no more.
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River, Mj^mensinghj is correct, the fact probabl}^ furnishes one

more indication of the active extension of Muhammadan rule

in Bengal during the reign of Shamsuddin. In this case it

resulted in the absorption either of the petty sovereignty of a

Hindu Raja (who may have fled from Bengal to the Madhupur
jungle for fancied security from his Musalman foes), or of an

outlying portion of the dominions of Kamata or Pragjyotishpilr

(Assam).

Ghivasuddin was not allowed to share the sovereigntv

with his father without dispute, and it was the successful attempt
of another son of Shamsuddin, viz. : Shihabuddin Bughrah
Shab, in 717-718 to obtain the same right of coinage as his

brother that ultimately led to the affairs of Bengal again

becoming of active interest to the sovereigns of Dehli The
few coins of Shihabuddin previously recorded are all dated

718, but the unit decimal ou a coin in my possession, which was
purchased at the Calcutta mint in 1906 from among the rejecta

of a find made at Murshidabad the previous year, seems clearly

to be -17, ^^c jw J As there is also a coin of Gliiyasuddin of

717 in the Shilloug Cabinet and no coins Btruck by Ghiyasuddin
in 718 or 719 are known, Shihabuddin seems to have success-

fully ousted his brother from his position as joint ruler with

Shamsuddin during the year 717, and, possibi}', maintained
himself in power at Lakhnauti for two veavs longer. In 720,

o

however, Ghiyasuddin's coins begin again and are found in

comparativelj^ large numbers for each of the succeeding years

until 723 ; in Avhich year Gliiyasuddin's coinaore as an inde-

pendent King comes to an end.^

We only possess t^o fairly satisfactory contemporary
authorities for this period, Ibn BatiJtah, the Tangiers doctor,

who arrived in India at the beginning of the Hijra year 734

(September, 1333), but who dictated an account of his travels

in 756, several years after his first return to Morocco : and ZiS-

ucl-dln Barani, who completed in 757 A.H. the task he had set

himself of continuing the celebrated Tabaqat-i-Nasm from the

date (658) its author Minhajuddln had brought his work to an

end. Both Ibn Batutah and Barani need to be used with
|

caution : but as they happen to throw considerable light on the

very obscure history of Bengal from 720-750 A.H., I wall now
quote the passages in which these writers refer to the Balbani

Kings and the events in Bengal between the time of the dis-

appearance of the last of these Kmgs, and the establishment

of another independent line of Bengali Kings w4th Fakhruddin
and llyas Shah. **^

1 Vide PI. X, fig. 6.

* The British Museum Catalogue gives one coin of 728, button in-

spection the unit word was found to bo nndoubtedlv l5^'- ^^ ^^'^^ ^^^^

real date of tho coin is 722-

*
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After narrating the attempted rebellion in the Deccan of
of Ulugh I£han Muhammad Fakhruddln Juna against his
father Ghiyasuddin Tuglilaq of Dehh in 721-22, and the
execution by impaling at Tu^laqabad of two of the conspiia-
tors, Ibn Batutah goes on to sav

:

I

''The other Amirs fled to Sultan Sliamsu^d-din, sou of

Sultan Nasiru-d-dm, son of Sultan Gliiyasu-d-din Balban. and
established themselves at his Court (at Lakhnauti).

''The fugitive Amirs dwelt with Sultan Shamsu-d-din.
Soon afterwards he died, leaving his throne to his son Siiiliabu-

d-dln. This prince succeeded his father, but his younger
brother, Ghiyasu-d-din Bahadur Burah (this last word signifies

in the Indian language black,) overpowered him, seized upon
the kingdom, and killed his brother Katlu Klian and most of

his other brothers. Two of them, Sultan 8hihabu-d-clln and
Nasiru-d-din, fled to Tughlaq. who marched forth with them
to fight with the fratricide. He left his son Muhammad in his

kiiigdom as Viceroy, and advanced in haste to the country of

Lakhnauti. He subdued it, made the Sultan Gliiyasu-d-dln

prisoner, and set off on the march to hi.? capital carrying his

prisoner with him."
Baranl's account of the same incident runs as follows*:
" At that time also there came certain of the chief men of

Lakhnauti, and stood in the presence of the King, and told

him of the tyranny and exactions of tfie governors of Lakhnauti,

and informed him of their distress and of their sufferings, and

of the complaints of all Musalmans, because of the injustice of

those Governors. So Sultan Ghiyasuddin resolved within him-

self that he would march to Lakhnauti, and he sent messengers

to Sultan Muhammad, and made him come from Araukal,

and appointed 'him Regent in his absence, and entrusted to

him the affairs of the government ; and himself departed with

an army to Lakhnauti and crossing deep rivers, and quicksands,

and swamps he hurried on his way to LaklmautT.
" When the shadow of Tughlaq Shah fell upon Tnliut

Sultan Nasiruddin, Governor of Lakhnauti, came with submis-

sioxi and obeisance to the Court and humbly offered allegi-

ance : so that before the sword of Tughlaq ^Sh was diawji,

all the chiefs and the nobles ^ of that country hastened to do

him service, and to offer him their obedience. Thvn latar

Klian, who was the adopted son of Sultan Tughlaq .^uih. and

was Governor of Zafarabad, was sent with an army and ''''^ugii^

all that countrv to submission; and Sultan I5ahadur Shan,

I Elliot
adopted in

The spelling Tughlaq
and Dowson, op. cit.. Ill, p. G09. The .pel mg .um^

the I.M.C. has been followed in this paper though Tughluq

JB probably more correct. _. ^. , „„j niKi
« Mr. Auckland Colvin's translation {J.A.S.B., 1871, pp. ^^* ""^ '^*»>

IB quoted as it is somewhat fuller than Elliot and Dowson.

<* Rata and Ranas.
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I
'

Governor of Sunarganw, who uas rebellious, he brought with r

halter round his neck into the presence of the King ; and all

the elephants that were in those parts were gathered together

into the King's elephant -stable, and there was collected to the

army of Islam much treasure because of that expedition.

Then Sultan Gliiyaguddin Tughlaq Shah made Sultan Nasir-

uddin, Governor of LakhnautI, and entrusted to hhn the kingly

power^ because he had hastened to do obeisance, and sent him
to his government. But of Satganw and Sunarganw he took

possession. And Bahadur Shah he sent with a halter round

his neck to DehlJ, and Sultan Tuglilaq Shah returned in

triumph and with victory towards Tughlaqabad. In Delhi

also the news of the victorv in Bengal was read in all the pul-

pits, and canopies were erected, and the drums were beaten

and there was much rejoicing.
'^

On comparing these two accounts with the numismatic
evidence at our disposal various facts emerge. In the first

place it is clear that Shamsuddin Firuz Shah could not have

died before 722, so that the doubts cast by Blochmann on

Thomas' reading, 722, on a coin of Shamsuddin, and his bmi-

tation of the latter's reign to 717 or 718,* cannot be upheld.

Secondly, the existence of the series of Gliiyasuddin Bahadur's

coins from 720-723, and the absence of coins of Shihabuddin
after 718 tend to show that the eviction of Shihabuddin from

Lakhnauti by his brother took place in 719 or 720 (i.e. before

their father's death) and that it was probably only the usual

genera] massacre of brothers that was atteiiipted by Ghiyasuddin
on the death of Shamsuddin in 722 or 723 that led to the

appeal of Shihabuddin and a previously unrecorded brother

Nasiruddin to the Sultan of Dehl! in the' latter year. Lastly,

while Tatar Klian, the Sultan's adopted son, was apparently

given a general commission' to bring Bengal completely under

the suzerainty of Dehh, Nasiruddiu was appointed Sultan of

Lakhnauti in succession to Ghiyasuddin, the claims of Shihab-

uddin, if he or any other son of Shamsuddin were still alive,

being passed over, as "by bis humility and submission Nasir-

uddin had established a preferential claim to the office."^

The installation of Nasiruddin as Sultan of Lakhnauti is

confirmed by the issue of the British Museum coin noted by

Rodgers {J.A.S.B., 1894, p. 67. and No. 19, PI. V), modelled

on those of Ghiyasuddin Bahadur and struck in the joint

names of Gliiyasuddin Tu^Iaq and Nasiruddin. The obver=e

runs

:

1 J.A.S.B., 1874. p. 289.
* So Blochmann {idem) paraphrases Barani's words Jci7> dar itacit o

bandagi sabqat tiamudah bvd.
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(^l—k—l it
F

The first two lines are identical with the fir^t two linew of

the coins of Bahadur, and the whole fabric of the coin shows

that it was almost certainly issued from Lakhiiauti and that it

was the work of Bahadur's own mintmaster. The reverse,

which supplies us with the actual name of Nasiruddln, viz.:

Tbraliim, runs :

—

L

The change of Bahadur's title Al-Stilian bin Sultan on

the obverse to the-simpler Al-Sultan of TugLlaq is noteworthy,

and although in the first line of the reverse Ibrahim acknow-

ledges by adopting the humbler Al-Mu'azam (instead of

Tughlaq

Tughlaq
no ordinary upstart, but a King of more aristocratic descent

than himself. As the coin practically consists of two ob-

verses, there is no margin from which the date might have

been obtained, but frotn the fact that Ghiyasuddin Tughlaq s

death took place in 725 A. H. the coin must have been struck

either in this, or the previous year.'
i . rp i

On the very day that he returned from Bengal to lujiij-

laqabad (Dehli) Ghivasuddin Tughlaq died by the fall of a tem-

porary pavilion in which he had partaken of a feast of welcome,

and was succeeded bv his son Muhammad ibn ^_^mm
Almost the first act o'f Muhammad was to liberate Lahadur

and send him back to Bengal to share that kmgdom jomt v

with (apparentlv) his brother Nasiruddin Ibraliim. Our oni^>

contemporary authority for the re-instatement of
}(''^'^''J

(except the evidence of coins that will be subsequently men-

tioned) is Ibn Batutah, who gives the followmg particulars ot

Bahadur and his subsequent fate."^

1 A reproduction of this coin may be seen '"
^^-J' ,^'; f^jj

'
^i^i.

Hailed with Numismatic Supplement No. XVI of
;{-^-^f;J°'

''
""

J. Allan states that it came from the Sonpat hoard, FunjaD.

* Op. cit (Arabic text), pp. 316 and 317.
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nt of the beginning of Muhaminad ibn Tugklaq
reign and his clemency to Bahadur Burah.

Wh
(>f his father, and the people had taken the oath of allegiance
to him, he summoned Ghiyasuddin Bahadur Burah, whom
Sultan Tu^laq had captured. He pardoned him, and removed
his fetters, and gave him many gifts of money, horses, and
elephants, and sent him back to his kingdom (Bengal). He sent
with him his brother's son, Ibrahim Khan,^ and arranged with
Bahadur that they should share that kingdom equally, and
that their name should appear together on the coinage, and
that the Khutba should be in their common name, and also

that Gliiyasuddin should send his son, Muhammad, known as

Barbat. as a hostage with the Sultan (of India).
" Then Ghiyasuddin returned to his kingdom, and ful-

filled what he had agreed to do. save that he did not send his son,

as he pretended that the latter was unwilling (to go). He was
also impolite in his correspondence. On this, the Sultan sent

his armies to (the assistance of) his brother's son Ibrahim
Khan, under the command of Duljl At-Tatarl. They fought
against Ghiyasuddin and slew him, and stripped off his skin.

The skin was then filled with straw, and sent round the

Provinces.

Ibn Batiitah's account is sufficiently clear except that it

makes out Ibrahim to be a brother's son of Muhammad ibn

TughlaQ :

sibly be due to the mistaken insertion by a copyist of e^-f i^

the manuscript before Ajjikf, It also implies that Nasiruddin
Ibrahim was alive at the time of his brother's second capture,

which, as will be seen later, is incorrect. Ferishtah, who com-
pleted his History of the Muhammadan Dynasties of India in

lti09 A.D., adds two additional pieces of useful information,
quoted probably from some other early historian of Bengal whose
work has not reached us. The first is that, simultaneously
with Bahadur's reinstatement by Muhammad ibn Tughlaq,
Tatar Ivhan (whom we have already met as the chief agent in

>j

Tughl was appointed to

Khan and
received 100 elephants, a crore of gold tanJcas and 2000 horses.'

1 Blochmann*6 suggestion (J.A.S.B., 1874, p. 290) that here and
later, *' his adopted brother Bahrain Khan" should be read is unnecessary
in this place at all events, though possibly in the case of the second
reference there has been confusion between Ibrahim and Bahram.

^ Bahram Klian's headquarters was probably Sunarganw where
(according to Ferishtah) he had acted as Governor, i.e. during the period
of Bahadur's confinement at Dehll. Thus, Barani speaks later as ir

I'akhruddin, the noxt independent King of Bengal, revolted against

Muhammad ibn Tu^laq at Sunarganw, after Bahram Klian's death, and
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His position seems to have been that of Imperial High
Commissioner in Bengal to keep a watchful eye on belialf of

the Dehli Si^ltan over the proceedings of the now feudatory

BalbanI Kings. The second is that Nasiruddin died apparently

in the year following his confirmation in the sovereignty of

LakhnautI and that in his place Malik Bedar (or Pindar, Klian

^Kluljl was made Governor of LakhnautT and received the title

of Qadar ;

We also gather from another late historian, Badai»ni

(^.1595 A.D.), that at some unspecified but early date in

Tughl was placed under a

Satgauvv
separate Governor called Malik 'TzzuddTu Yahya 'Azamu-I-

Mulk. This agrees with Baranl's statement that

(with ySunarganw) had been kept directly under the power of

Ghiyasuddln Tughlaq : but as Badaoni mentions 'Tzzuddin

after Pindar lOiiljI, the formation of Satganw into a separate

Governorship might have been effected after the death of

Nasiruddin.
" No coins in the joint names of Ghiyasuddln Bahfulur and

Nasiruddin Ibrahim are known but Firishtah's date of 72G for

the latter's death is confirmed by coins struck in the name

of Muhanmiad himself at ghahr LakhnautI in 727 A.}L^ The

coin cabinet of the British Museum contains, howover,^ a

hitherto unrecorded and posibly unique coin issued in the jo/nt

names of Muhammad and Nasiruddin. From the annexed cut

it will be seen that the inscriptions run as follows

:

Coll. Bleazbv No. 2085. Al^ Wt. ir>r>-9 grs.
:
S. M in.

made that town the headquarters for his successful attack on Muhammad'*

other Governor, Qadar IQiftn, at LakhnautI.
f Tc^lrhniiuti dated

^^
' Vide PI. X , fig. lOr These coins (as well as tliose ^^^^^^^^^^^

733 AM.^Vide Table on next page but one) differ from those of Satganw

and Sunarganw (No.s. 2 [a) and 3) in reading A^ii* for ^^-J. mthc margin.
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Obverse : ^\ ,o^lil-'l

Reverse. As in the coin of Nasiruddin. previously des-

cribed, except that at the end of the first line /t^Jf occurs

instead of the incorrect ^£i*-o «f.

Though the name of the suzerain is only given ?i^

Muhammad, there can be no doubt that the monarch in

question is Aluhammad ibn Tughlaq, The date of the coin is

probably 726.

Only five coins (two gold and three silver) struck by Baha-

dur after his reinstatement in Eastern Bengal have been re-

corded ' and these all bear the date 728 and mint namcHazrat
Sunarganvv. The inscription on these "coins, as given by

Thomas in the case of the silver coin, runs as followo 1

Obverse: j^^^ ^i^ ^f-^'j ^t>^^t ^^>^ ^Wf ^HaU^f

Reverse (Area) : t^^ (J^^j i^j i>*s\^ aIJIj ^^ji^ j^^^ vj-*^

(Margin) : t^jUi ^i-«»y(S'^l.w e»»*^^? ^^ii^h^^

AjUj»>>«, J i^^J^^ J

The occurrence on the reverse of the sentence '' struck by
order of Him who trusts in God, Muhammad bin Tughlaq
8hah " shows, in comparison with the legend on the coin of

Nasiruddin Ibrahim and Gliiyasuddln Tughlaq previously re-

ferred to, the increased subordination that had been exacted
from Bahadur by the Dehll Sultan.

For the approximate date of Bahadur's death we must turn

to a.consideration of the coins struck by Muhammad ibn Tugh-
laq in Bengal as well as a rather complicated argument that

can be gathered from the pages of Ibn Batutah.
The dates and mints of all the Bengal coins of Muhammad

that I have been able to trace are summarised in the fol-

lowing table

:

1 Thomas, Initial Coinage of Bengal^ I, p. 55; and idem., IT p. 38 :

J.^.S.R, 1921,Num.Suppl-,p. 153. There is also a sixth (silver) speci-

men of this coinage in the Indian Museum Cabinet.
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Mint. Type and Metal

1 (a) Shahr
Lakhnauti

/.J/C, No. 321 (Dehir,

725) ; Silver

Date.

727(1); 728(2);

729 and 730(3;;

733(4)

Reference and
Provenance.

Do. : Gold •

I (b) Iqlim
LakhnauM,

IM.C, No. 375 (Dehli,

730) : Forced currency.

2 (a) Satganw As in l{a) : Silver

734(5)

73I(IJ; 732(2)

729, 730, and
733(1); 734(2)

2 (6^ Arjah
Satggnw.

3 Shahr Sunar'
ganw.

J

Kalimah-type (without
names of Companions):
Gold.

As in 1(6): Forced cur-

rency.

As in I (a): Silver

734 and 735(3)

730(1); 731(2)

i 33 and 734(1)

(1) L.M.(7., p. 48,
No. 1 ; B.M. (Coll.

Bleazby: 2 coins);

and H.E.S. (EnS-
yetpur).

(2) B. M. (Coll.

Eleazby ; 2 coins).

(3) Coll. H. R. Ne-

Vol. XVII, 1921.

p. 133), B. M.
(Coll. Bleazby)
has also a coin of

729.

(4) Thomas, /.C.^„
I, p. 56 (Col. Gu-
thrie*s 5 coins).

(5) Coll. H. R. Ne-
vill (idem),

(l)/.M.a,No. 382.

(2) R o d g e r B ,

J.A.S,B,, 1883, p.

59.

(I) /.iVi. a.,Nos. 324

325 and 327.

(2) H.E.S. (EnSyet-

pur).

(3) L.M.C p. 47,

Nos, 2 and 1

.

(l)/.3/.(7.,No.383.

(2) Rodgors, loc.

cii.^ p. 60.

(I) H.E.S. (Enayet-

pur).

r

From this table it avouIcI appear that, apart from the

Lakhnauti coins that began to be struck after the decease of

Nasiruddln, there was no i^sue of Bengal eoius ia the sole

Ibn BatUtah uiifortunatelv supplies no facts from which

any really definite confirmation of this date can be obtamed,

but the following may be noted in support of it. On his

arrival in India in 734V Ibn Batutah saw at Multan s'^-^pend"

ed over the door of the palace of Kishlu T£iian alias Malik

W

I Op. cit.y III, p, 93.
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Bahrain 'Abiah. late Governor of Siud and Multan, the head

of the deceased Governor,* Kishlu Klian's death had occurred

as the result of Muhammad ibn Tughlaq's anger when he heard

that this Governor had buried the skins of Bahadur arid of

Bahauddia Gushtasp on their reaching his hands, when the two
skins stuffed with straw, were being sent round the Provinces

as a warning to other would-be rebels. Bahauddln was a nephew
(sister's son) to Ghiyasuddin Tughlaq^ and after the accession

of Muhammad to the throne of Dehll, he refused to take the

oath of allegiance and filed for refuge to the Rai of Kanbilah in

the Deccan. He was finally caught^ and on his being brought

into Muhammad's presence, the Sultan ordered him to be

skinned alive and his flesh to be made into a currv which was
sent to his wife and children to eat.^ From the fact that his

flight to Southern India occurred in consequence of his not

being willing to take the oath of allegiance, his death must have
taken place fairly soon after Muhammad became Sultan of

Dehll : but in view of tbe existence of coins of Bahadur dated

728. I cannot agree with Defremery and Sanguinetti's accep-

tance (on the authority of Khondemir, the Persian author of a

Universal History called Hahibu'S'Siyar, who died in 1534

A.D,) of the end of 727 as the date of Kishlu Khan's death.^

BadaonI, on the other hand, gives* the date of Gushtasp's
breaking out into rebellion as the end of 727, and Ranking
notes that in this ho is supported by the Bomba}^ text of

Ferishtah (though Briggs \i\ his translation makes Ferishtah

postpone it to the impossible date of 739). If therefore Badaoni
and Ferishtah are correct, this would point to some time in 728

(or even 729, if one considers Ibn Batiltah's account of Gush-
tasp's subsequent adventures in Southern India). ^ In view of

the fact already mentioned that both Gushtasp's skin and that

of Bahadur arrived together at Multan, we may finally conclude

that the death of Ghiyasuddin Bahadur took place either

towards the close of 728 or early in 729.
Thus ended, in abject ignominy, the line of Balbani kings

of Bengal. The apparent cessation of Imperial coinage in

Bengal in, or shortly after, 735 points to a sudden outbreak of

internal trouble ; and though, as we shall see in the next section

of this paper, historians record that Muhammad's Governors

continued in power for some years longer, they were ultimately

replaced, after a period of anarchy, by independent Kings, and

1 Idem, p. 324.
2 Idem, IIT, p. 321.
^ Op ciL, III, Preface, p. XX.
* Ranking's translation, I, p. 304.
S Bad^oni goes on to say "After that, Malik Bahram Iba, the

adopted brother of Sultnn Tugblaq, raised a rebellion in MultSn," which
Muhammad ibn Tugh'laq had to suppress in person. All this agrees

perfectly with Ibn Batutah^s account of the risins^ of Kishlu KhSn.
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Bengal again ceased to acknowledge the suzerainty of the Sul
tans of Dehli.

Received February 25tk, 1921.

APPENDIX A.

Genkalogical Table of the Kings of Bengal,
DEALT WITH IN PaRT T.

Balban, Sultan of Dehll.

I

Nasiruddin Mahmud, of Benf^al,

c. 682-690 A.'H.

I

Ruknuddin Kaikaus
690-701.

Shamsuddln Firuz

701-722.

I

iTalaluddin

Mahmud
709 (or

707).

G^iyasnddm Bahadur
(struck coins at in-

tervals from 710 to

728. those in 728 in

joint name of the
suzerain, Muhara-
nfiad ibn Tu?hlaq,
Sultan ol Dehli).

Shihabuddjn
Bughrah
717 and
718.

[Katlu IChain Nasiruddin

and other Ibrahim
brothers,

slain by
Ghiyasud-
din].

724-726
{under su-

zerainty

of Dehli
Sultans).

APPENDIX B.

Bengal Mints of Kings dealt with is Part f.

Kings,

[Nasiruddin Mahmud .

Riiknuddin Kaikaus .

Shamsuddm Firilz

Date on Coins.

{Silver unless otherwise

stated.)

No coinage

Lakhnauti
(** from the Kharaj

of Banga ")

Lakhnauti

known.]
690.

Lakhnauti t

[Lakhnauti ?]

j 693, 697, 698 and 699 (?).

(Thoma-? 691 btkI 693-5)

701 702. 703, 70 ». 706,

f70]7.[7O]9.7IO,71[l!l.

712, 713, 714,715 and

720
(Thomas: 702. 715, 720

and 722).

S (I.M.C., No. 9: un-

dated).
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Kinss. Mints

Sham?;uddm Firuz
{Contd).

JalaluddTn Mahmud

» •

Ghiyasiiddm Bahadiu'

Sunarganw
Banga .

.

Lakhnauti
(*'from the Kharaj

of Banga").
Lakhnauti

Date on Coins.
(Silver unless otherwise

stated.)

705 and 710.

[70]5.

709 (or 707).

Ditto
(under suzerainty of

Muhammad ibn Tu^-
laq of Dehli).

Shihabuddin Busrhrah ..
M

Xasiruddui Ibrahim

—

1. Under suzerainty of

Ghiyasuddln Tugli-
laq of Dehli.

2. Under suzerainty of

Muhammad ibn
Tuglilaq.

Muhammad ibn Tu^laq,
Sultan of DehiL

Sunarganw
Qasbah Ghiyaspvir.

Sunarganw

710, 714, 720, 721, 722
and 723 (Thomas also

gives coins of 711 and
712).

717-

722.

728 {M and PI),

Lakhnauti * «

' [Probably Lakh
nauti].

i

717 and 718.

Undated [724 or 725].

Undated [725 or 726].

Shahr Lakhnauti ,

Iqlira Lakhnauti .

Satganw

Arsah Satganw
Shahr Sunarganw

727,728,729, 730 and 733.

734 (A^).

731 and 732.

729, 730, 733 and 734.

734 and 735 {Pi Kalimah

type).

730 and 731.

733 and 734.

APPENDIX C.

Plate X.

Muslim Coins of Bengal, 690-727 A.H.

(Reverse in each case, except No. 10.)

1. RUKNU-D-DIN KaIKAUS

In double square inscribed
in a circle :

—

{\) Al Immn.

LM.C.,-No.8; Wt. 168 grs.

S. 1-2 inch. (690 A.H. instead

of 693: Mint, '^ LakhnaiitI

from the revenue of Banga )•

Margin.—Zarh haza alfizza^

{bihazrai) LaTcManti min Icharaj

Banga sanah iisaunwcis^n,



'I
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\

1 2

3
4

5 6

7 6

^?^

9 10

I^otn^avore

.

gurvejroflndi* f *. ,,Cil0oxZA.1023.

EAiHTTMUST.TM COINS OF BENGAL
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(2) Al Miista'sim Amir miat.

(3) Al Muminln,
over first mim of Imam.

2. Shamsu-d-bin-FIruz S.C. No. i; Wt. 108-5;

S. ri : Provenance Purinda,

Dacca District (701 A.H. :

Mint, traces of LakhkautI).

In double square inscribed Margin.—TvsLces of margin,

in a circle. as in No. 1, to Lakhnauti, fol-

Inscription as in No. 1. but lowed by: Sanah ahadi wa-

period mark — over first saha' miat

3

mim of Imam.
Shamsc-d-din Firuz ,

.

Inscription as in No. 2 • «

4. Shamsu-d-dIn FIruz

Inscription as in No. 2

5. Jalalu-d-dtn Mahmud

Inscription as in No 2, but

period mark ^ over first

mim of Imam,

6. Shihabu-d-din Bughrah

Inscription as in No. 2, but

with period mark ^ over

mim of Imam (cf. star in

I.M.C. ,No, 13).

7. Ghiyasu-d-d1n Bahadur

S.C. No. -j-V, Wtr^t^^« ^^v- 12J ifv* 1 UO %J
J

S. r06 ; Provenance, Purinda

([70] 5 A.H.: Mint, Sunar-

Sunar-
gInw).
Margin, ^ ,(ha)zrat

ganw sanah khams
(no space for any decimal, as

margiaal inscriptions in Firuz's

coins begin at the top).

S.a No. '
; Wt. 168-5;

S. 1'05: Provenance, Rupai-

barl, Nowgong, Assam
( [70j5

A.H.: Mint, Banga).

Margin. . . . {ha)zrat Banga

sanah khams • (no space

Wt. 168-5;
for any decimal).

S.C. No. 3*2 ,

S. ri ;
Provenance, Purinda

(707-or9-A.H. : Mint," Lakh-

NAUTl from the revenue of

Banga").
Margin. Zarb haza al'

with I of Amtr missing and fizzafi^

kh'araj Banga sanah saba'
^
(or

tisa") wasaba' miat (there is a

superfluous pellet isolated

J after the unit).

Wt
Provenance, Murshidabad

([7]17 A.H. : Mint, Lakh-

NAUTl). ^

Margin . . . Lakhnautt sanah

saha' 'ashara...

S.C. No. ,\\ Wt. 167-9;

S. 1-06 ;
Provenance, l^nayet-
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pur {722 A,H —not 721 as in

S.C. Supplement—Mint, Ghiy-
ISPUR.

Margin.— (starting at mid-
Ghiyasuddin's usual mark die right) Zarh haza al-slkhah

ga^haJi Ghiyaspur
[fi sJiahr

Sajar (?)] sanah ithm Hshrhi

wasaha' miat.

Inscription as in No. 2, but

over mini of Imam.

8. Ghiyasu d-din-BahIbur

Inscription as in No. 2, but

S.C. No. i; Wt. 169-7;

S- ri; Provenance, Purinda
(717 A.H.: Mint, Sunarganw).
Margin.— (starting at mid-

with period mark ^ over die right) Zarh haza (traces

mtm of Imam (cf. mark of al-fizzah hihazrat) Sttnar-

in previous Sunarganw gamo sanah saha' ^ashara, iva-

coin. This is the onlj^ saha' mint.
known coin of (jliiyasud-

din with this mark instead
of the usual ,\),

^. (^lYAsu-D-DlN Bahadur

Inscription as in No. 7

10. Muhammad tbn Tughlaq

(Obverse.)

Inscription :

In a circle the KaUmali.

H.E.S.; Wt. 1671; S. l.OS;

Provenance. Enayetpur.
Margin.—clear, but evi-

dently the work of an engrav-

er completely ignorant of

Arabic who has endeavoured

unsuccessfully to copy the

usual margin : cf . sanah twice

repeated ; and hihazrat zarh

(sic
!)

H.E.S. ; Wt. 169-7; S. -2^;

Provenance, Enayetpur (727

A.H. : Mint, Shahr Lakh-
NAUTi).

Zarh haza al-Margin.—
aikkah Shahr Lakhnautt sanah

saha^ Hshrin wa-saba^ miat.

..-'^V^



30. Primogeniture in Ancient India.

By NiRMAL Chandra Chatterjeb, M.A.

The history of the Jaw of primogeniture in ancient India
is very interesting and shows the different stages of the steady
decline of the primeval custom of the patria potesias in early
societies.

In the Vedic literature we find that primogeniture was
generally the law of succession (e.g., Aitareya-Brahmana,
iv, 25 & vii, 17-18). With the gradual emancipation of the
sons or the brothers from the authority of the family patriarch

primogeniture steadily gave way to equal distribution.' Gau-
tama, the author^ of the earliest Dharma-Sutra, is in favour of

primogeniture : Urdhvam pituh putra riktham bhajeran i
Niv-

ritte rajasi matur = jivati v = echchhati n Sarvam va purva-

jasy= etaran bibhriyat = pitrivat q Vibhage tu dharma-vriddhih

Vimsati-bhago jyeshthasj^a mithunam = ubhayato - dad = yukt()

ratho go-vrishah ii Thus Gautama is in favour of the whole estate

going to the eldest son, and even in partition he allows him
an additional share of a twentieth part of the .estate (28, 1-5;

S.B.E., II, page 299). Baudhayana, who appears after Gautama,
enjoins three different methods of distribution of the parental

estate : (1) gift of an equal share by the father to each son—on

the authority of a Vedic passage (Taittirlya Samhita, iii, 1, 9, 4)

which clearly points to equal division; (2) allowing the eldest

son ''the m^ost excellent chattel" on the authority of another

Sruti text (Taitt. Sam. ii, 5, 2, 7) ; and (3) a preferential share of

1/lOth of the property to the eldest son. Baudhayana souzids a

distinctly liberal note and does not strenuously advocate primo-

geniture like his predecessor Gautama. (H, 2, 3, 4-9; S.B.E.

XIV, pages 224-5). Apastamba, the next Hindu Jurisconsult,

marks a more advanced stage. According to him the father

should make an equal division of his property *' after having

gladdened the eldest son by some (choice portion of his) wealth,

i.e., after making him a present which should have some value

but which should not be so valuable as to materially affect

the equalitv of shares ^(11, 6, 13, 13 & II, 6, 14, 1 ;
S.B.E. II,

p. 132). Later on he ably controverts the views of the advo-

cates of primogeniture and points out that it is antagonistic

to the clear precepts of the Veda. He quotes and interprets

1 "As for the method of division, it is <^le«V^°^
/^^^^l^^^^

Saihhita (ii., 5,, 2., 7) that the eldest son was usually preferred. (Vedic

Index, Vol. I. p. 352.) , _
s Vide Buhler's Introduction, S.B.E.. Vol. H, pacre xx.
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theVedic passage (Taitt. Sam. iii, I, 9, 4) in support of his
view, and argues that the other text (Taitt. Sam. ii, 5, 2 7) is
merelj^ a statement of fact and has not the force of' an injunc-
tion {vidhik). He emphatically asserts that the preferential
treatment of the eldest son " is forbidden by the Sastras "

(II
6, 14, 10-13

;
S.B.E. II, p. 134-5). Vasishtha gives the eldest

son a double share and a tithe of the kine and horses (XVII
42-3

;
S.B.E, XIV, page 88). Kautilya also provides for

preferential treatment of the eldest son :

Eka_-strl putranam jj^esth-amsah h Brahmananam = ajal^ ; Ksha-
tnyanam = a^vah

; Vaisyanarbgavah,Sadranam = avavah« Cha-
tushpadabhave ratna-varjanam dasanaiii bhagam dravyanam
-ekam Jyestho hareti Pituh parivapadvanam = abharanam
cha Jyeshthah i Sesha-dravyanam = etad = dravyasva va same
vibhagah II (Artha-sastra, Bk. Ill, Ch. VI).

Goats shall be the special shares of the eldest of sons,
aiiaong Brahmans

; horses among Kshatriyas ; cows among
Vaisyas

;
and sheep among Sudras In the absence of

quadrupeds, the eldest shall take an additional share of 1/lOth
ot the whole property The father being dead, his
carriage and jewellery shall be the special share of the eldest

The rest of the property, or the above things too,

<(

may be equally divided among themselves." (AS., p. 206)
Manu allows l/20th to the eldest and the best of all chattels

• Vr /•'^•^-
' ^^^' P^S^ ^^'^)5 but Manu like Kautilya

IS no blind supporter of primogeniture as he strictly enjoins
separation and partition if the eldest brother " behaves in a
manner unworthy of an eldest brother " (IX, 110; S.B.E., XXV,
pages 346-7). Vishnu gives l/20th part of the 'inheritance to

„f ®^^^^* ^^ ^^^^ additional share (XVlII, 37 : S.B.E., VII, page
73). But Yajnavalkya takes a bold stand against the claim of
the eldest son to a special share :

"Vibhajeran sutah pitror = iirdhvam = riktham = rinam samam "

" Let the sons divide the wealth of their deceased father
equally among themselves." (II, 117). (Stenzler's edition,
page 58). Narada virtually abrogates the right of primogeni-
ture as he declares that even the youngest son may be the
head of the family and may undertake the management of the
family property, if specially qualified for the task (XIII, 5;
^.B.E., XXXIII, page 190). Brihaspati is clearly in favour of
equal division :—

•

" ^^'^^^^ion among coparceners is declared to be of two
kmds;one is with attention to priority of birth, the other
consists of the allotment of equal shares.

" All sons of the twice-born, begotten on women equal in

caste (to their husbands), shall take equal shares, after giving
a preferential share to the eldest.
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'' He who is the first by birth, sacred knowledge, or good
qualities, shall take a couple of shares out of the partible

wealth, and the rest shall take equal shares.

''When they divide their father's heritage all the sons
shall share alike." (XXV, 7-10

, S.B.E., XXXIII, page 37L)
Katyayana is also against special treatment of the eldest son.

This triumph of equality over primogeniture marked the com-
plete emancipation of the junior coparcener from the control

of the head of the family exercised by the father or the eldest

brother.

In studying the evolution of primitive polities we notice

two important characteristics, namely, agnation and patria

potestas. With the progress of society, as we follow the

transition from the tribal to the territorial state, both

these characteristics were slowly impaired. In ancient India

as in ancient Rome and in other ancient states the family

patriarch was gradually shorn of most of his prerogatives

and the stringency of the patria potestas was considerably

mitigated. . In the same way non ^agnates gradually received

admittance into the family-fold. All this clearly demonstrates

the gradual disintegration of the patriarchal family, which

is also proved by the history of the law of primogeniture

as has been noticed above. Thus the members of the

family other than the patriarch gained a recogni:ied status

in the ancient family and, to put it in the more intelligible

language of modern civilised society, the triumph of

aggressive individualism over primitive communalism was

definitely proclaimed.

,, , . ^— ._ -^ ' . -^





31. Lala—A Note.^

Bv H. C. Ray.

It is generally believed in Bengal that prince Vijaya the
traditional conqueror of" the beautiful island of Ceylon is a

Bengali. The origin of this belief as far as is known to me is

contained in the Buddhist Chronicles of Ceylon which describe

the story of the early conquest and settlement of the civilized

races in the Lankadvlpa. The belief has become so very general

that it has entered in the popular songs and ballads of this

province. We give below a brief summary of the story from

the Mahavanisa :
—

*

In the country of the Vangas in the Vanga capital

there lived once a king of the Vangas. The daughter of

the king of the Kalingas was the king's consort. The

issue of this marriage was a ' very fair ' and * amorous

'

daughter who while travelling with a caravan between

Variga and Magadha was carried away by a lion in the

forests of the Lala country. The lion begot on her a son,

Sihavahu and a 'daughter Sihasivali. After slaying his

father Sihavahu became king of Vanga But he abdicated

in favour of his mother's husband and taking his sister as

his wife built the city of Sihapura ' in the forest stretching

a hundred yojanas'' and reigned over the kingdom of

Lala. His eldest son Vijaya banished for his lawlessness

sailed with a band of 700 followers from Sihapura and_ at

first • landed at the haven called Supparaka ' but contmuing

his voyage he came to Lanka very shortly before the

death of the Tathagata.

It will be noticed that in the story prince Vijaya is repres_ent-

ed to be a son of Sihavahu the King of Laja. But what is La|a f

Scholars are far from unanimous in their identification ot tms

Gountry.3 Childers, Goldscmidt and Kuhn considered it as a

1 This note on Lala was written in Octobei last. Since then Dr. Ray-

chowdhury in reviewing The Cambridge History of India, vol. i m
Calcutta Review for December, 1922, has come *« my conclusion l am

however publishing this note because it sets forth m full f«J*?*^J!^^^
lead to that conclusion and also because it contains m brief the references

to the previous discussion of this question.

2 P.T.S. Trans, by Geiger and Bode., pp. 51-oi.

3 Ind. Ant., Yo\. XI, p. 198. note 2 ;
Vol. XH. PP 54-5-

"ToalaSic
Ind. Atterth., Vol. II. p. 105 ;

Bournouf. Rj<^¥'<'%\'\'\'^S''^Ur
Ancienne de Ceylon, p. 61 ; J.B.A.S. New

^^p^'lf; ^J^ ^rl'^ulosh
R. P. Chanda also takes LSla in the sense of ^^^f^'^_U^[. 113.
Mookeriee Silver Jubilee Volumes, Vol. Ill, Orientaha, part 1, p.
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division or a border state of Magadha. Dr. E MtiJler took it
to be a ' part of the later kingdom of Kalinga.' Bournouf andManmohan Chakravarty identified Lala with Radha. All these
scholars place Lala on the eastern coast but Rhys Davids
evidently following Lassen looks for Lala on the west coast of
India. They identify it with the province of Lata or Latika
the \apixyj of the classical authors. (Mod. Gujara't.) Writingm the Cambridge History of India on the History of Ceylon
-Ur. L. D Barnett has recently endorsed this view and has
discovered the following nucleus of fact in the storv He
observes^ :

—

' There were apparently two streams of immigration
celebrated m the earliest legends The first which prob-
ably was mainly Dravidian came from Orissa and perhaps
southern Bengal The second mainly Aryan started from
Mhapura m Lata (possibly the modern Sihor, in Kathiawar)
and bopara. The latter band belonged to the Simhalas
(Mlialas) or Lion tribe, and it was probably they who
miposed their Aryan tongue on Ceylon. At any rate thev
gave to their new home the name Simhaladvipa (in Pali
bihala^ipa) whence derived its later titles, the Arabic
fearandip, the Portugese Ceylon, and our Ceylon.'
Here I have nothing to say as regards the theory of the

learned Doctor. It is possible that Cevlon was colonized bv
two distinct streams of immigration, one from the Bengal

^nf -K? .,T*^^' ^'°"^ *^^ Kathiwad peninsula. It is even
possible tliat one was mainly Dravidian while the other was

fmLT' ; if . f^
^^^^ ^'iJ^^^^^ aft^r starting from the Lala

country at first landed at Surparaka seems to indicate that the
early colonization and settlement of Ceylon probably had some
connection with the western coast But even granting thiswe cannot accept the identification of Lala with Lata. The
geographical data contained in the Mahavamsa do not agree
With this^assumption. The story tells us—

_' Alone she went from the house (in the Vanga
capital) desiring the joy of independent life ; unrecognised
She Joined a caravan travelling to the Magadha country,

for t'*
<^ountry a lion attacked the caravan in the

\T. „ "'^^Si,'^^"

be observed that the country though distinct from
iviagadha and Vahga, was situated between the two Janapadas.
Its position was thus between S.E. Bengal and the Patna and

TJaI
^'^!"^*S- Apparently Lala must be identified with

naaha which was the name of that part of Old Bengal of which
tne ranges and its Bhagirathi branch formed ^the eastern

\ ^J\P- XXV, pp. 605-07.
Mahavamsa, trans, by Geiger and Bode, p. 51
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boundaries.! The contiguity of La]a and Vanga is further
supported from the fact that when Sihavahu fled with his

mother and sister from the Hon's den in Lala, he very soon
came to a border village where, ' even at that time, was a son
of the princess's uncle, a commander in the army of the Vanga
king, to whom was given the rule over the border country."^

It is clear that the officer of the Vanga king ruled over the
border country between Lala and Vanga. Moreover the blood
relationship of the Lala kings with the Kalinga and Vanga
royal families and the fact that Laja country was then full of

forests stretching over hundreds of ^^ojanas, curiously remind-
ing us of the travels of Mahavira 'in the pathless countries of

the Ladhas,' keep us in no possible doubt that Lala is Radha.

^ J.A.S.B. New Series, Vol IV, p. 287.
2 Mahavamsa, trans, by Geiger and Bode, p. 52.

*t ^ -
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32. A Note on the Newly Discovered Bogra Stone-

Inscription.

By Haridas Mitra, M. A.,' Sometime Government

Besearch Scholar.

This fragmentary inscription in black clay chlorite was dis-

covered by Babu Purna Chandra Bhattacharya, Dt. Engineer,

Bogra, while excavating an old tank at Mahasthana, Dt. Bogra.

The Varendra Research Society was requested to decipher the

record and to report upon the same. A rubbing of the inscrip-

tion was received through Babu Prabhas Chandra Sen, B.L., of

Bogra and made over to me for decipherment by the Director,

Varendra Research Society. The stone slab bearing the inscrip-

tion has also been brought to the Society with the kind per-

mission of the Government of Bengal. My readings of the in-

scription with full notes and critical interpretation were duly sub-

mitted to the Society. Babu Prabhas Chandra Sen has also pub-

lished a version of the text with an impression and a translation

in the Bengalee monthly Bharaiavarsa for Sravana, 1326 Sal.

My version of the test with critical notes, full translation and

a reduced impression, which has appeared in the Vangiya &ahib-

ya Parisat Patrika differs materially from the version men-

tioned above. Several puns and hidden meanmgs, not detectea

before, were explained for the first time. u f >
The record is composed in elegant Sanskrit verses, but it

is sadly mutilated, consisting of portions only of lb lines, cne

first of which is practically illegible. The ^
^fS'^fJ

°^
';°7^J

1 foot 8 inches at its greatest length and 9 mches at t^i?

g^^f^^^^
breadth and the preserved letters are beautifully inscn^ea^

Some of the lost letters and inaccuracies could be ^UPP^;^^ °;

corrected from metrical considerations and also ^^om the sense^

Only one complete verse [d], in Anustubh is preserved and the

beginning letters of a single line (L. 10) are intact

The number of letters of the record, per line, was found b^y

backward and forward calculation (^^^ *he form o a chart o^

the long and short vowels beginning from the S^^^
"^Hne

10. The inscription had 64 to 68 letters (Ak?ara )
per lu^^^^

The epigraph gives the genealogy of a certain Nancm famU>

but owing to the mutilated state of the record it s ^^P«^«^«

to ascertain their exact home. One
^^^^^f^/^^med S-

attained great prosperity and renown at a Pla- -medj^ p^^

griha. The word has double meanmg. H the reco
mm 1

grifia. The word has douDie
^«^\^"'f

,;'
^j location, then

been ever removed from its «r'g^«\^ P'*',^?^ '
The ienea-

Gopagriha might be somewhere near Mahasthana. Ihe gen
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logy of the Nandin family caaiiofc be detennined with absolute

certainty but very probably it was as follows :-

Vibhusita Nandin (Names of predecessors lost.)

Sri-Naravana Nandin + Sudarsana

Sunaya + Arundha'ti.

Kanvala Nandin + Saras vati.

(Names of descendants lost

)

The epigraphic alphabet of this fragmentary inscription is

undoubtedly a little later in age than the Ghosrawa inscription

of Viradeva, with which the epigraph has in common the ortho-

graphical peculiarity of expressing anusvara by a ' na/ when
followed by a ' s ' in the middle of a word and the practice of

putting the K^-s above the ceriphs. The letters ' pa ' and ' ma

'

especially, are more developed in the Bogra than in the

Ghosrawa, the date of which is put between 800-900 A.D.,

by Mr. R. D. Banerjet) (in his latest book, ' Origin of the

Bengalee Alphabet,' p. 58).

The epigraph has a striking similarity as regards the script

also with the Haragauri (Badal) Pillar inscription and the slight-

ly more advanced Visnupada Temple inscription, both of

the time of Narayanapala (beginning of the 'lOth century).

Therefore the date of the Bogra stone slab, which is inter

mediate between the times of Viradeva and Narayanapala,
is very probably between the end of the 9th century and the

beginning of the 10th century.
It is impossible to decide now whether the record be-

longed to any body of the Nandin family in which the Poet,

Sandhyakara, the author of ' Rama [-pa"ia]-carita ' was born.

Between Sandhyakara's time (who composed his work during
the reign of Madanapala Deva—beginning of the 12th century
A.D.) and the probable date of the epigraph, a distance, in point

of time, of about a century and a half intervenes. Therefore,
all attempts to connect the record with Sandhyakara's father,

Prajapati Nandin, the Sandhivigrahika of Rama-pala are inde-

fensible. [ Vide Kayastha-Patrika Chaitra, 1326. B.S.]

L. 1.

Text.

X navichala (?) x chhala (?) x

II

L. 2.

- X kulamarjjavasya
tasmad-ajayata Vibhu[s]ita-nandi - nama
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II [a]

f

L. 3.

X —rinyam(m) g [b]
varsarambhah kripanasarasamamv(b)udhidhl (rvva)

krldanldam sujanavayasam-v[e]sma vi (?) x

nadinam

L. 4. pu(?)-janma 11 [c]

tasya dharmmanidhir=ddliiinan sunuh sunritavag-abhilt

Sri-Narayananaudi-ti Nandinam nandivarddhanah
11 [d]

SI- X

L. 5. a

mauktik-ahara-lilam (m) n [e]

yaso-daya-nanda-gunair-alankritah

sriyanvito Gopagrihe bliajan-v{b)alam (m) I

Sudarsana-v(b)addharatih sa (?) x -

—

II [fj

L. 6. X -naya Sunayasya patni t

sadhvi gunaih prathitaklrttir = Arundhatiti
ya Arundhatlva nutim apa pativratauam (m) ii [g]

sudaksina x

I

L. 7. X [sthi ?-] taye'nurupa || [h]

tabhyam-abhut sat^'a-pavitrakanthah

Kanvala-nandi-ti suto-tulasnh i

pa [ra] spara-prema-samahita— x

II
[i]

L. 8. [vid]vad-gosthl-rasa-visalat-asvada-Iila-vidag-

dhah I kurvvan bhuyo vividha-sumano-manase paksapa

tam kliyato x • "
'

" " "-JJ

L. 9. [svajdhlnaya janaya na prakupitan-n-aiv-anumta^
khalah

jihva kvapi khalikrita krita x
^ '

• [k]

-X sa
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L. 10. —mare sa[pa]tnan
sarvvasvam-apy-asakrid-arthija[nanu]vritya (tt3^a) |

yah premni ch-ayusi

II []]

L. 11. ta
pradhvansaip gamite chiraya supatlii svargg-apavar^f'-
onmuklie \ lokam pu

'^°

« [m]

X sella valukajala-sayinah
|

L. 12.

mlnayita digantesu sankita va— x w [n]

I

Li. 13. y
snr-nn-agamat-kulavadhu[r]-iva vritta-bhangani (m) H [o]

Saras vatiti j^asy-abhud-anu
\

" [p]

^' ^4-
^

^ —a vinayabliur-yasy-apara preyasi |

yam-alokya satTpa x ai x

B[q]

L. 15. [gi-?] nl
rajita rajah ans-iva manase vasya x

'

n [r]

t

^- ^^- y pateh paramadarena h [s]

(The rest of the inscription is entirely lost.)

Tentative Interpretation.

Verses (a), (b), (c) might have referred to Vibhiisita Nandin
V. (c^ Good mpn fronnoTitarl li,'o A"vr;uu,T„;+.^ 'r,\'i ^

V. (d) 6 raj (Nand
vardhana) of his family.

V. (e) probably described his good qualities.
A. (f) Double entendre. Somebody (very probably, "^rl-

Narayana) is compared to Visnu in his Krisna
incarnation. The place of residence of both was
at Gopagriha— (1) house of cowherds

; (2) name
of a place.

V. (g) extolls the virtues of Arundhati, whom Snnaya
had for his wife.

V. (i) describes the birth and good qualities of Kanvala
Nandin.
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1V. (j) Double entendre,—(probably) Kanvala Nandin oi

account of his fondness for the company of and
his patronage of men of letters, is compared to

the Rajahamsa that feeds upon sweet lotus roots.

V. (k) describes Kanvala's kindness to men under liim

and his avoidance of bad company and vile words.

V. (1) describes his liberality.

V. (m) probably, described his pious and meritorious

deeds.

V. (n) probably, described his valour.

V. (o) In Kanvala's house, 6rl—fickle Fortune—be-

haved like a chaste wife. She did not leav#»

. Kanvala.
V. (p) Sarasvati seems to be the wife of Kanvala.

V. (q) probably Kanvala had another wife who wft« th^

abode of womanly grace and decorum.

V. (r) probably described the husband's geat love for hift

wife.
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I. GENERAL INTRODUCTION.

The study of a country, its past, its history, customs,

languages, religions and so on, is necessarily largely dependent
on the study of its literature. The literature, in its turn, can

only be studied in due perspective and proportion when it is

adequately known. Bibliographical knowledge about a coun-

try precedes therefore the study of its literature, or at least

ought to precede it if such study is to be at all systematic.

In many countries in the West practical and theoretical require-

ments have led to a high degree of organization in all matters

relating to the production, distribution, collection and descrip-

tion of books, both printed and written. In many countries m
the East such organization is either primitive and limited or

altogether absent. European scholarship has often produced

valuable work with regard to bibliographical knowledge con-

cerning the East, but though such work may be valuaDle

and even voluminous in some departments, it is still insigni-

ficant in others, and always incomplete in the highest degree
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with regard to what has ultimately to be accomplished. In
connection with Tibetan studies oar bibliographical knowledge
is still in its infancy. The literary treasures which our present
data induce us to expect as existing must be immense. List

of Tibetan works published hitherto lead us to surmise that
we are only at the very beginning of our discoveries, and
that all the titles known to-day, and all the books collected in

private and public libraries, represent only a small part of a

really immense literature of which we can scarcely estimate
the bulk, still less the full nature and contents. The two large

Tibetan rehgious cyclopedias, the Kanjur and the Tanjur, are

fairly well known, bibliographically at least, and have, especially

of late years, been studied in detail, but these two voluminous
compendia, we have now found, do not in any remote way
constitute the bulk of Tibetan literature. They may indeed
be its two chief monuments, but they are rivalled by others

;

and extra-canonical literature is now found to be much more
extensive than even these two well-known collections added to-

gether. Any contribution to our knowledge of this literature,

at the present stage of Tibetan studies, cannot fail to be of a
certain importance, if it were only to furnish starting points
for further research. At one time, through the information
brought back from Tibet by Sarat Chandra Das, about the
existence in that country of old Sanskrit texts which have long
since disappeared from sight in India, great hopes were enter-

tained that in this Land of Snows startling discoveries might
be made in that direction. The discovery of such texts in

Japan, published by Max Miiller, may have encouraged the

expectation. This led Emil Schlagintweit, some twenty years
agO; to attempt to establish official communications with the
Dalai Lama, to obtain from him a hst of such texts. Schlag-
intweit was assisted in his attempts by Rockhill, Sarat Chandra
Das and others, but the whole undertaking came to nothing.
Its legacy is a rather amusing and prolific description of the

attempt, together with all documentary material connected
with it,^ which Schlagintweit published in Munich* in 1904, and
which is a very serious report concerning a more or less comic
episode in the progress of Tibetan studies. I have, however,
followed Schlagintweit's example in a more unambitious and
unofficial manner. Having made the acquaintance of and
formed friendships with several Tibetans, both permanently re-

siding in British territory, or only temporarily visiting it, I

have been on the look out for a suitable agent to furnish me
with some information similar to that sought by the German
scholar, though not going so far as to expect any concerning

1 Bericht iiber eine Adresae an den Dalai Lama in Lhasa (1902) zur
Erlangung x^on Biicherverzeichnissen aus den dortigen buddhistischen
Kldstern. Von Emil Schlagintweit. Abh. K. Bayer. Akademie der
Wi^s. I.Kl. XXII Bd. Ill Abt. Munich 1904.
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Sanskrit texts probably still extant in Tibet.^ I wished to hax^e
a report about the ciirrent literature of the country to find Out
whether any such report would go beyond the information
already in our possession. I expected that this more limited
line of enquiry would in all probability prove more fruitful.

I was not deceived in ray expectations. Last spring a Geshe of
my acquaintance, residing during the winter months at one of

the places of pilgrimage in India, holy to Tibetan Buddliists,
passed through Calcutta on his way to Lhasa on the occasion
of his annual summer visit to Tibet. I met him and explained
my wants, and he kindly promised to do for me what he could
in this matter. Six months Jater he returned with two lists

of Tibetan book -titles (one of which being, properly speaking,

subdivided into two parts) altogether enumerating 219 titles

He had kept his word splendidly and I think we have reason
to be grateful for his kindness. I had explained to him the

European conception of bibliography, but his lists did not,

materially, come up to any ideal standard. Nevertheless they

proved useful and rich in new names. His two (or otherwise

three) lists are arranged as follows : One gives titles arranged

under the names of printing establishments—and indicates the

number of volumes of the single works. The second starts

giving titles with the number of pages of each volume, but in

the middle ceases to give these numbers, and so practically

changes into a third list of titles only. Evidently verifying

these numbers was a laborious work, and could not be com-
pleted before my friend left Lhasa again. So he brought the

list with the page numbers filled in as far as they had been en-

tered at the date of his return to India. Both lists are written

in Umed character. When I received them I went over them

with my Tibetan teacher, collected notes about them, trans-

lated them into English, and made a number of cross-references

to the few previously printed lists as far as they were at my
disposal. The titles, as is common in all Oriental book-titles,

bristle with flowery and allusive expressions, and contain a fair

sprinkling of proper nouns and geographical names, which

makes it impossible to render them with any degree of trust-

worthiness without the assistance of a Gegan (Munshi). It is

therefore worth while to lav the result before others who may
have to deal at one time or another with the same or similar

titles, without the benefit of native help. I have consulted

the other published lists and made some references to them, but

I have neither amalgamated the common entries completely,

nor made all the cross-references which it was possible to make.

> I possess, nevertheless, credible information leading me to expect

that, with more intimate relations with the Tibetaa authorities, astound-

ing, agreeable, and important surprises may be in store for us m zms

direction.
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The existing lists, like the present ones are all drawn up too

briefly and summarily to justify as yet the compilation of a

kind of Catalogus Catalogorum in connection with the three

lists now presented. One of the previous lists gives no Sanskrit

equivalents at all, even where these alternative titles are given

in the books described. Another gives the original Tibetan titles

only for some volumes and not for others. Another again tran-

scribes only part of the titles, in arbitrary abbreviation, though

the author has the actual books before him. My own lists

are M^orse in a way, for they seem not even to have been copied

from actual titles, however partially. I understand that they

have been taken down from dictation, from memory, and re-

present the current popular names by which the books are

referred to in Tibet. From the standpoint of scientific biblio-

graphy this may be sad, but from that of a study of the popular

life it has its value. I do not think that the actual writers of

the lists can have been very learned men ; they may have been

practical booksellers. Uncertainties like those offered by

No. 116 / (5^^' for Q^f^' etc.) seem to point to this conclusion.

But it is certain that the lists embody an unusual amount
of familiarity with book-names. I have not met with Tibetans
who knew all these books, though several together knew most
of them. It is also evident that the lists contain an appre-

eiable proportion of new material. Further, it seems to me
that the value of these lists lies is the fact that they give us a

picture of the literature affected by the modern Tibetan in-

telligentsia. The Kanjur and Tanjur as such are excluded,
but some parts of their contents are evidently still widely read

and current in separate editions. The nurnber of works on
grammar and poetics included is remarkable. These works
seem to represent the class of literature in current demand by
the educated and cultured Tibetan of to-day. The exceeding-
ly numerous, in fact uncountable, little popular rituals, prayers,

hymns, litanies and similar works which are to be met with in

Tibet are altogether absent from our lists. Most of the works
embody matter which lies at the root of Tibetan tradition and
belief. A fact which seems very significant to me is that we
meet with several titles wholly identical with, or at least

similar to, those published in the old lists of Schmidt, Bohtlingk
and Schiefner, about three-quarters of a century ago. Literary

taste does not seem to have changed much in Tibet during all

that time. Whether the cycle of Cathay will move as slowly

in the future seems doubtful. Already there are rumours of a
telegraph line to Lhasa.^ Uniformed ^soldiers, postage stamps

^ To-day the telegraph Jinehas become a fact, and compliments have
Veen exchanged over it between India and England, and Lhasa.

t
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and even banknotes have already appeared in the land of
Tsongkhapa. There was even a Lhasa Gazette is the most
approved up-to-date style, though printed (lithographed)
in Peking, which existed for about five years up to about
the first year of the second Chinese revolution, and this

3=^*y5q]-^aj-^^-2-q|^^-a^g3;^-^ of which I possess an almost

complete copy, is a very curious production indeed. Yes,
speaking about innovations, though unconnected with books,

;
I may record stories of electric light in Lhasa in private

,
houses of certain rich men and of a Russian diplomatic present

,
to the Dalai Lama consisting of a gramophone praying the Aum
Mani Padme Hum. Whether these stories are true I do not

, know, but it seems certain that a few years ago an enterprising
Nepali took a small cinema to Lhasa in order to make his

;

fortune with it. But this was a failure, for the local wits de-
cided that such things had never been spoken about in the
Kanjur, and so they could not be. They were not to be had
in this way. And our Nepali did not get any public to his

magic exhibitions. The enterprise collapsed. To return : I

have made a few references to the three earlier lists, mentioned
above, in connection with some picturesque titles which re-

appear in our own lists after seventy-five years. It is scarcely
necessary to add that bibliographical publications in Tibet are
rare; booksellers' catalogues also. Only one item contained
in our list seems to be a list of publications issued by a print-
ing establishment (No. 144). As remarked in loco the existence
of similar lists is not known to zny informants, but in S.G.D.'a

list (A 44) we find what seems such a print, the ^^i^'^^'^f^!'

<5^^'5c;'§j'q^'"^' Enquiry might lead to the discovery of

others. On the other hand there are as a rule very good
indexes attached to the separate volumes of the larger Sung-
bums, or collected works, and the list of Schmidt and Bohtlingk

enumerates a great number of indexes to various editions or

manuscripts of the Kanjur and Tanjur (Nos. 262-284).

As to Tibetan bibliographical works, perhaps they exist.

In the list of Schmidt and Bohtlingk we find an entry,

Nos. 446-456, entitled §^•«^^'^^'^=^'g^*^^''SY^^*

^^3^^-q5^-^q-f 5.<5i-g5j'C;^5C;-^(3i^-,
" The book-list, called

' Source of Valuables 'composed by the Teacher named Sha-

dub." This seems a bulky work as it consists of eleven volumefi.

I have not been able to collect any information about it, and

it may be that the title of the work is after all the most strictly
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bibliographical part of it. Yet until tlie work is found and
examined the title holds out hopes.

^^ •*? *^^ book-trade in Tibet I have only meagre data.
It IS said that in Lhasa alone there are a score of book-shops
or stalls, but none in Shigatse and Gyangtse. In the latter
places books are sold by bagmen, pedlars, who usually carry
about only cheap and popular prints. About the Lhasa book-
bazar see Sandberg, Handbook of Colloquial Tibetan, p. 174.
It IS said that the larger books are never kept in stock
printed, but are only struck off fco order in as manv copies as
the customer needs. In Lhasa the book vendors undertake to
procure prints from other, even distant, places. In Narthang
alone copies of the Kanjur and Tanjur are kept readv printed,

A .u ^° ""^^ ^' ^°P^^^ ^""^ ^^ abominably printed and inked,
and their paper is so bad, that they are almost useless for read-
mg. Most of the Narthang copies in libraries outside Tibet
seem to be more or less of this kind.' The reason for this bad
printing seems to be that by far the most of the customers do
not require these collections for reading at all but for purposes
ot w-orship, for pustaka-puja. A cheap copy serves as well
tor this purpose as a better printed one. Book-shops in the
J^mropean sense of the word do not seem to exist. The prmt-
ing and publishing is mostly in the hands of the monasteries,
iseveral ol the larger monasteries have even several establish-
ments connected with their various colleges, houses, or depart-

S. fl f ^f^,,«"-.^, "lore or less secular printing place seems to
be that of the Potala Zhol. which is to a certain extent a
government press, though not in the Western sense of the word;and which can only be described as secular in so far as govern-ment activitjes m an ecclesiastical state can be so termed.
-Kut besides the regular printing establishments in the monas-
teries, often sets of blocks, usually of only one or a few works
ot moderate length, may be found in the possession of richmen or aristocrats (which in Tibet is still often the same thing)wno act either as patrons for some author (mostly a monk or
other cleric) or have an old sacred text cut anew from motives

aUiI' ^^ 1° acquire merit. The blocks of such works, pro-

V^^f 1. 'Ii,''
""^^^ ^^ ^^"^'^ private enterprise, are either

Kept by the patron, or may be made over as a pious gift to
some neighbouring monastery. In the cases in which the richman keeps these blocks at home, the difficulty of storage and

SiLf''*T',^''°' *^^ absence of skilled labour to produce
,prints, often leads to the blocks being forgotten, lost, or be- I

coming maccessible, and it may be believed that in this way a
certam amount of literature is apt to disappear. Blocks are
also sometimes cut at the chief expense of the richest patron

1 See Beckh, Udanavarga, Preface, p. iv, note 2.

f
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with some little help from more modest contributors, in which
case the chief patron, mostly, becomes the custodian of the
blocks. In colophons, sometimes detailed data about such
patronage may be found, carefully cut out in the last block
after the close of the work. All printing in Tibet takes place
during the summer, for the simple reason that in winter the
ink freezes and printing becomes impossible. House heating
for such purposes cannot be effected. In some large printing
establishments the workers come together only during the
summer printing season, to return to their villages or other
dwelling places in the winter. There is a great variety of
usage as to the way in which prints are obtained. Some
monasteries possess blocks but no printers. In such cases the
client has to bring not only his own paper and ink, but also his

printers. He then has to obtain permission to use the blocks.

In other places the establishment has printers and furnishes

paper and ink, unless the purchaser brings these with him to

assure a certain standard of quality. In Narthang single

volumes are not printed on special paper brought by the

customer, but complete sets of Kanjur or Tanjur are executed
on special paper if required. The ordinary inking and paper
there are most dismal. In some monasteries the prints are

paid at the rate of a fixed price per 50 or 100 leaves, but in

others the use of them is free after complimentary gifts to the

monastery heads and tea offerings to the monks. To ensure

good printing and inking, or the use of good paper, everywhere
the personal factor comes into play, and a judicious outlay in

tea and scarves, as well as some bakshish in various forma, is

an almost indispensable element. It is said that printers are

not above skipping batches of fifty pages or so in the middle

of fat volumes. They save themselves labour in that way, as

also the mone37^ to be calculated for paper and ink. Careful

checking of any printed volume is, therefore, always necessary

Besides this a thorough check has to be kept on the quality of

the prints, as pages are often blurred and illegible. If these

are found to be so, the customer may require them to be re-

printed until they are satisfactorily executed. It will bn seen

that to get a book from a Tibetan press is a matter of consi-

derable difficulty, and as to making a collection, it is an ad-

venture calling for patience, persistence, keen watching and

diplomacy.
As to paper, that of Bhutan enjoys a specially good reput-

ation, and as the blocks all over Tibet are equally good, the

typographical result is largely dependent on the quality of the

paper used. Consequently Bhutanese prints are generally very

good, and indeed I possess a domang which is so well printed

that it might be almost Chinese but for the fact that the paper

is thicker and stifFer than that of Chinese books. Rich people

like to furnish Bhutanese paper for their prints in Lhasa and
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other establishments. It is said that there is a specially fine

copy of the Narthang Kanjur in Kalimpong on such paper, in

the possession of one of the local nobles. This edition would
probably be invaluable for text-critical work.

A few words must be said about the relation between
manuscripts and prints. Jn Tibet the position is analogous to

that of Europe in modern times. As there, the printed edition

usually represents the labour of expert and careful work: the

block-cutter (equal to our compositor), the reviser (equal to

our proof-reader), and in cases of very careful production even
the editor, as Math us. In Europe printed books are practi-

cally no longer copied for home use, but in Tibet this is still

done. The reason is almost invariably, either the impossibility
of buying another copy of a coveted and valued book, as the
book-trade is not organised and communications difficult, not
to speak of the enormous distances, or the inability to pay for

a printed copy because of poverty. Money is very scarce in

Tibet. The result is that copying is almost invariably done by
people less expert than the printers or the block-cutters work-
ing under expert supervision. And in the case of those copy-
ing for reasons of poverty, they are often not the most learned
and may even be really ignorant. Grammatical knowledge in

Tibet is very limited and a science of the elect. Even profes-

sional copyists are better craftsmen than linguists or gram-
marians. Desgodins has made a very pointed remark about
this.

But there is still another class of MSS. made for other
than the two reasons given, and of quite a different character.
These are those copied '' in state " as it were, as works of piety.

They are very ornate, mostly in gold or silver writing, or both,
on dark blue polished thick paper, and make magnificent
volumes, splendid examples of the calligrapher's art. Not all

are so ornate. I have recently seen sample leaves of a Bum
(the first sixteen volumes of the Prajna-paramita; on stiff glazed
white paper in black ink, in splendid writing, about a century
old, an ideal copy to work on.^ Most of these MSS. are chosen
from the Prajfia-paramita class, and for smaller pieties the

Vajrachedika is the work most used, whilst for a middle-sized
piety the Ashtasahasrika ranks next in popularity. Also other
books are chosen, and in the Victoria Memorial in Calcutta
there is a fine copy in this manner of one of Padmasambhava's
works, I believe a q^Q^'^C I have also seen a still other

variety of MSS., namely illustrated ones, with coloured figures

?J.^^^.^ and tantrik symbols, which cannot be produced in

libet m that manner by print. All this does not exhaust the

1 Since acquired by the A.S.B.
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subject and can onlv serve as a very slight preliminary sketch

of it.

Now we have still to consider the question of publishing

or printing centres and the locality of the presses. Publishing

in the European sense of the word is unknown in Tibet. No
wholesale editions are ever printed off at once and distributed

through selling agencies. As said before, the normal practice

is to print each copy for the customer who wants it. An ex-

ception is formed by the small popular prints kept for sale by

the little book stalls in Lhasa, or those hawked about the

country by bagmen. But even these are probably ordered by

these booksellers in small batches and not kept in stock at the

presses. Tibet is a country of travel and pilgrimage. A vast

number of travellers are always on the road from the remotest

corners of the country to its centre, Lhasa, and from there

back again. These travellers, whether traders or monks, are

the distributors of the printed literature. A man going to

Lha.sa, or elsewhere, may be commissioned by his friends to

bring back such and such works, or having the opportunity at

some monastery to acquire such works and having still room

for an additional load on his yaks or mules, he may take books

as balast, either for his own use or as a speculation. Often,

also, a pilgrim may invest in a spare volume or two carried home
on his back with his personal effects in the hope of some gain

by their sale when he has returned to his dwelling place. From
time to time I saw a few isolated volumes appear in this way
on the benches of some shop in the Ghum bazar, which usually

disappeared quickly. And then no one knew how they had

come or when other copies would again arrive. This kind of

hook was usually not very valuable. Yet I have often picked

up a stray volume in this way from passers through.^ Though

publishing, then, in the stricter sense is unknown in Tibet, yet

there is something that should be mentioned in this connection.

A number of books have been prepared for the press, that is

their blocks have been cut and prepared in the printing places,

which are only delivered to the specially privileged. There are

such works as are judged in the eves of the authorities to be

unsuited to the masses and a special official permit is necessary

to have them printed. The nature of these works is not well

known to me. I believe they deal as a rule with the higher

arcana of tantrik philosophy. The matter deserves further

investigation. For ordinary books no such permit is necessary.

I think I remember rightly that in the index to one of the

volumes of the collected works of one of the Teshu Lamas,

the matter is divided into two parts. The second part ot the

index enumerates titles followed by a note to the effect that

they are only printed on production of an official order, in

the volumes delivered to the ordinary public the part corres-

ponding to these titles is not included. In our lists here
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published 21 presses are named, but as they are practically all in
Lhasa or in places along the road from India to Lhasa they can
only represent an infinitesimal proportion of all the presses in
Tibet and in the countries round Tibet where Tibetan is printed.
Of Mongolia, Kashmir, Kham, China, practically nothing is
said. Bhutan is reputed to have a great number of presses,
with excellent prints, and with an extensive literature. The
same is true for Kham, and especially Derge is famous for its
many books, which are said to be specially well printed. It is
even said that Derge boasts of sets of the Kanjur and Tanjur,
printed from metal plates, a local stereotyping process. Derge
is, farther, renowned for its learned literature. Practically
nothing is known to us about it. That Tibetan is printed in
Peking we know and many will have seen several bilingual or
trilingual Chinese prints. Then there are Kashmir or such
centres as Kumbum at the other extremity of the country. We
may expect to find a really astounding output in the whole
realm. All of this relates more or less to lamaistic literature,
whether religious or secular ; mostly, of course, religious. But
It IS also said that there is a voluminous printed Bon literature
about which practically nothing is known. Anyhow what has
been mentioned is sufficient to show that literary discovery has
still immense scope in Tibet.

The totals of our lists are as follows. The first list names
^1 presses, and indicates 374 volumes. The number of leaves
given in the second list comes to 4,017. The third list gives
/4 titles. In all there are 219 entries, of which some are
duplicates, and several are already known.

Below I give the names of the 21 presses enumerated in
our lists together with the few notes I have gathered about
tnem. They may serve as a preliminary reconnaissance in this
field of enquiry.

T fi

.^^*^\^^^ese general remarks everything has been said which
I tnmk relevant in introducing our lists. But in order to make
tms article more complete and useful, I will still add a sum-
mary of the chief material at our disposal concerning the
Kibuography of Tibet, quite apart from the data furnished by
uie^e lists and make a brief reference to the Tibetan books in
inciian collections of which I have knowledge, as well as to
some collateral matters of practical utility.

In his detailed and careful compilation on Tibet Opisanie

iQnQrJ
f'^P^'"" ""^ ^'^^^^' ^°1- "' Pa^t I (Vladivostok,

lyws) Prof Nikolai Kuehner deals with the same subject dis-
cussed by me above. Partly because his book, on account of
nie language in which it is written, is inaccessible to most
inaian readers, and partly because it contains a few valuable
aaditional data, I here append what he say.s about Tibetan
i iinwng. ihe remarks form part of note 1 16 in the Appendix

J
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at the end of the volume, and are to be found on pp. 109 and
1 10. He writes :

—

" Large printing houses are to be found in Lhasa, Nar-
thang near Tashilhunpo, Kumbum and other monasteries of
Tibet. Outside the country Tibetan books are printed in
Peking (Sung-chu ssii), Urga, etc. In smaller printing houses,
usually mere printing shops, only the common religious books
and other works of small size are printed. In the larger
establishments, too, usually the same kind of literature is

dealt v\ith, except when special orders are given.

In the time of the fourth Urga Khutuktu the Urga print-
ing house began to cut the wood-blocks for a Tibetan Kanjur,
and 72 volumes of the 108 were finished when at the death of
Khutuktu the work was discontinued. So the Urga Kanjur
remains incomplete till the present day (1892, the time when A.
Pozdneyev visited Urga). Many of the blocks that had been
prepared have since been damaged or lost, and others have
become worn out through printing. The Urga edition of the
Kanjur may therefore be regarded as non-existent, though
some of the poor Khalkha monasteries buy it and complete
the missing parts in writing.

The Urga printing house publishes also a few (not more
than 20) small Mongolian books and a slightly greater number
(about 50) of Tibetan religious books. Most of the books,
however, published here are Lamaistic ritual works. (See
Pozdneyev, Mongolia and the Mongols, Vol. I, p. 86.)

The high cost of Tibetan works is chiefiy caused by their
length. Especially the collections of the Kanjur and the Tan-
jur are very bulky and represent quite a capital. (Cf . Wassiliev,
Notice, etc., pp. 375-376.)

^ost cases the purchaser who wants to buy a book,
addresses himself to the nearest printing house where the
blocks are kept of the book required by him, and orders a
copy to be prepared for him. Kawaguchi acquired in this
manner the greater part of the books he brought with him from
J-ibet. As he told Walsh (Walsh, List of Tibetan books
Drought from Lhasa by Ekai Kawaguchi, 119-120), he had
always very carefully to check the number of pages as other-
wise it is a very common form of fraud to leave out a large
number of leaves."

W v^'
•
^^^* ^^ Kuehner's note consists of extracts from

Walsh's introductory note to the list quoted, which, as bearing
on our subject is mentioned below in its place under II, iii, 14, on
P- *oo. As this introductory note contains some details not
JfP^°^i^ced by me above, the readers should consult it. He
^nouJd likewise see Kawaguchi's remarks on books and print-
ing in his -Three Years in Tibet" (Adyar, Madras, 1909),
pp. 462-464



II. THE BIBLIOGRAPHY OF TIBET.

All bibliographical literature about Tibet falls naturally

under two main headings, the one treating of Tibetan works

produced in Tibet, and the other of the study of Tibet by
Westerners, be it scholars, travellers, missionaries or others.

Under both headings important and numerous data can be

entered. Arranging the available matter m tabular form the

following scheme may be drawn up :

I. Tibet General.

a. General Oriental Bibliography.

6. Special Chinese Bibliography.

c. Special Buddhist Bibliography.

d. Bibliographies in individual works on Tibet.

IT. Kanjur and Tanjur.

a. Western Material.

h. Eastern Material.

III. Extra-canonical Tibetan literature.

IV. Collections and Book-sellers.

In this scheme the first division deals mainly with Western
books, about Tibet, the second and third with the literature of

Tibet, and the fourth gathers some practical information which
here in India is often little know^n. It would not be necessary

to include the first two divisions in the present paper at all, if

experience did not teach that bibliographical knowledge, even

amongst students, is limited in this country, and that for the

simple reason that it is nowhere taught or studied in India, has

no proper literary organs, and is not aided, as in Europe, by ex-

tensive library activity^ and the resources of great book collec-

tions with all the paraphernalia of indexing, cataloguing and

reference, and above all expert guidance. Our best libraries in

India are at most second-rate according to European standards,

and few in number at that. Many small specialist libraries,

excellent within narrow limits, are difficult of access beyond a

restricted geographical area. And nowhere in India is there

any library which can even remotely strive after the ideal of

some degree of practical and well-balanced completeness.

Great numbers of books on any given subject, which may be

found in some library or other in even the smaller European
countries, cannot be found in any accessible library in the whole

of this gigantic continent ; and the totality of India's book-

wealth is so chopped up in small sections that it is often more

practical to procure a work from Europe—with all the delays

attendant on that procedure—than to waste time in often
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fruitless search along the many possible avenues of exploration

leading to Madras, Bombay. Simla, Delhi, Lucknow, or wher-

ever else. It is for the same reason that I mention the names

of a few book-sellers specialising in Oriental Literature, con-

trary to the convention usually observed in learned journals.

w

I. Tibet General.

a. Genera 1 Oriental Bibliography.

1. Orieutalische Bibliographie (also with English title-

page : Oriental Bibliographj').

An annual bibliography, published in Berlin. Now in its

third series. Originally started by C. Friederici as '' Biblio-

theca Orientalis," 8 vols., from 1876 to 1883; continued as
<c

J

and E. Kuhn, 4 vols., from 1883 to 1886 ; now " Orientalische

Bibliographie," lastly edited by Lucian Schermann, from 1887.

The latest bound volume in the Imperial Library is Vol. 22, and

contains the titles for 1908. Published in 1910. Since the

outbreak of the war this indispensable work has ceased to

appear but recently information has reached India stating that

there is a probability of the resumption of its publication.

A separate special bibliography of works on Tibet does

not yet exist. In the above work Tibet has a separate head-

ing.
" The Imperial Library in Calcutta has a complete set of

the third series ; the Adyar Library a nearly complete set of all

the three series.

Nikolai Kuehner, of whose important compilation on Tibet,

Opisanie Tibcta, Description of Tibet, the last part which has

arrived in Europe is Vol. IT, Part 2, Vladivostok, 1908, has

announced for Vol. Ill of his work an " Essay of Tibetan

Bibliography." It is not apparent that this volume has ap-

peared or is about to appear soon or at all.

2. Recent works on Tibet are periodically recorded in the

excellent subject indexes to the modern works added to the

Library of the British Museum, of which the various volumes

are dated 1902, 1906 (for 1901-1905), 1911 (for 1906-1910)

and 1918 (for 1911-1915). In the Imperial Library.

h. Special Chinese Bibliography.

The older " Manual of Chinese Bibliography " by P. G. and

0. F. Von Mollendorff. Shanghai, 1876, has a special section

devoted to Tibet.
'

. „
This work is now superseded by the " Bibliotheca Sinica

of H. Cordier, Paris, 1904-1907 (2nd edition), 4 vols., which

in Vol 4 devotes about 68 columns to Tibet, and this part of

the work constitutes in reality the fullest special Tibetaii

oiJ)liography extant. In this work also the section Bud-

dhism naturally contains much matter of interest to Tibetan
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students. A supplement to this work is now in progress of
publication. Publisher Paul Geuthner, Paris. It is to bring
the literature up-to-date to 1920. The second part of this
supplement has appeared in 1923.

f

c. Special Buddhist Bibliography.

Of the older works the following may be mentioned :

1. Otto Kistner, Buddha and his doctrines: A biblio-
graphical essay. London, 1869.

2. Albert J. Edmunds. A Buddhist bibliography. Journal
of the Pali Text Society. London, 1903.

Three recent works of great practical utility are

:

3. Hans Ludwig Held. Deutsche Bibliographie des Bud-
dhismus. Munich-Leipzic, 1916 (2544 entries).

4. Ida A. Pratt. Buddhism. A list of references in the
New York Public Library. New York, 1916.

5. Dr. Hans Haas. Bibliographie zur Frage nach den
Wechselbeziehungen zwlschen Buddhismus und
Christentum. Leipzig, 1922.

d. Bibliographies in individual works on Tibet.

1. Emil Schlagintweit. Buddhism in Tibet. (Biblio-
graphy, pp. 331-369.) Leipzic, 1863.

2. Id., French translation by Leon Feer. Annales du
Musee Guimet. Grande Bibliotheque, Serie in 4°,

Vol. 3. Paris, 1881.
3. L. A. Waddell. The Buddhism of Tibet. (Biblio-

graphy, pp. 578-583.) London, 1895.
4. Berthold Laufer. Verkurzte V^r.^inn rlf Werkes

den Hunderttausend Naga's. Helsingfors, 1898
(Memoirs of the Finno-lTgrian Society, Vol. XI)
Bibliography, pp. 1-7.

5. Albert Grfinwedel. Mythologie des Buddhismus in
Tibet und der Mongolei (in the notes, behind, pas-
sim). Leipzig, 1900.

6. Sara t Chandra Das. Tibetan-English Dictionary. List
of references on pp. xxvii-xxxii. Calcutta, 1902.

7. Berthold Laufer. Skizze der Mongolischen Literatur.
In Keleti Szerale (Revue Orientale), VIII (1907),
also separately printed.

8. Guenther Schuleman. Die Geschichte der Dalai Lamas.
Heidelberg, 1911 (in footnotes, numerous references).

9. A Getty. The Gods of Northern Buddhism. Oxford,

lA
.p^o'^^o^' 1914. (Bibliography, pp. 183-186.)

JO. Emil Trinkler. Tibet. Sein geographisches Bild und
seine Stellung im Asiatischen Kontinent. Munich,
1922. (Contains an excellent geographical biblio-
graphy enumerating 362 items.)

»
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These are some of the main works, giving rich biblio-

graphical material. Nearly all that B, Laufer has written con-

tains valuable matter of this nature ; most of his works or

essays fvirnish fresh data in this respect. Two classes of

bibliographical material must be looked for in general geo-

graphical and missionary literature. I have no important
references at hand for these, except No. 10, quoted above,
though this literature should not be neglected.

(See Addenda, behind.)

II* Kanjub and Tanjur.

a. Western Material.
w

1. Csoma de Koros. Analysis of the Kanjur and Tanjur
in Vol, 20 of the Asiatic Researches, the precursor of this

Journal, Calcutta, 1836. (In various separate articles.)

Though better and more complete catalogues of the

contents of both collections have been published since, and
scientific detail has been attended to to a far greater degree than
in Csoma's work, his catalogue is still the only one in any
European language which not. only enumerates but describes

the contents of the first of these two large cyclopedias, the

Kanjur, and as such his work with reference to the Kanjur is

still almost as valuable as it was nearly a century ago on its

appearance* In fact, in a way more valuable, because at

present better use can be made of his data. His analysis of the

Tanjur, on the contrary, is too brief and fragmentary to be of

use.

2. This work was translated by Leon Feer, in Vol. 2 of

theAnnales du Musee Guimet, Paris, 188L Feer, arranged
the whole material in a practical way and added valuable

indexes.

3. Index des Kandjur. Preface by I. J. Schmidt, Im-
perial Academy of Sciences of St. Petersburg. St. Petersburg,

1845.

_
A lithographic reproduction, in Tibetan character, of an

indigenous index, without commentaries or translations. Copy
in the Adyar Library.

4. Hermann Beckh. (Catalogue of the Kanjur.) Hand-

schriften-Verzeichnisse der Koniglichen Bibliothek zu Berhn.

Vol. 24, Part 1 (Kanjur).
Detailed discussion and criticism of No. 4 in the next two

numbers.
5. Paul Pelliot. Notes a propos d'un catalogue du Kan-

|ur. Journal Asiatique, Julv-August, 1914, pp. 111-150.

Paris, 1915.

6. Berthold Laufer. Tibetan Manuscripts (Book review).

J-RA.S., 1914, pp. 1124-1139. , ,

7- P. Cordier. Index du Bstan-hgyur. Second and
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third parts of the Catalogue of the Tibetan Collections of the
Bibhotheque Nationale in Paris. Paris, 1909 and 1915.

The undertaking of which this work—a marvel of patience
and care, and a monument to its author—constitutes only one
half remains unfinished. As practically adequate catalogues
of the Kanjur already existed, the results of Csoma and Feer's
combnied labours, the author began his work with the Tanjur,
intending to take up the Kanjur later. He fell an early victim
of the great war, after hadng only finished his work on the
Tan]ur. In India there are still old friends of this noble
frenchman who speak of him in terms of more than affection,
lovmg the man as much as respecting the scholar.

8. Anton Schiefner. Ueber die logischen und gramma-
tischen Werke im Tanjur. St. Petersburg (1847?). In the
^ulletmde la Classe historico-philologique de I'Acad. Imp. des
Sciences de St. Petersbourg, T. IV. Nos. 18, 19. Also reprintedm the Melanges Asiatiques of that body, and as a separate
pamphlet. '' ^

Au.i.^'-,
^^org Huth. Verzeichniss der im Tibetischen Tanjur.

Abtheilung mDo (Sutra), Band Werke
In the Sitzungsberichte of the Royal Ac. of Sciences in Berlin,'

A ^u^' -^ ^r^^^
supplementary note to No. 9, bv the same

K iT'- r 1.^-P-^^-' ^^^T^ (1895), pp 279-284. Title:
Nachtraghche Ergebnisse. etc.

fi t\-
^^^'^^^^a^^i^a Vidyabhusana. Numerous articles in

tne J.A.b.B., New Series, mainly in Vols. 1-6, 1905-1910.
It wiJl be seen from the above that we have at present

only two easily accessible, satisfactory catalogues of the Kanjur
and one only of the Tanjur. The enormous mass of materialm the torra of names of authors, translators, revisers, etc. ; of
countries, places, monasteries ; and of kings and other historical
persons, mentioned in the pages of these volumes cannot
be tully e.vploited until indexes to all of them have been
maae. iiere is a true mine of treasure awaiting student.^.
Ihe numbers 8 to 10 all deal more or less with the same small
group of volumes in more or less the same manner, and are
largely superseded by No. 7.

t„^
^^f^i'k/ble and very special contributions of value to the

knowledge of the Kanjur are furnished by the two following :-
;

.i^ertho d Laufer. Die Kanjur-Ausgabe des Kaisers
n. ang-nsr Bulletin of the Imperial Academy of Sciences of
bt. Petersburg. 1909, pp. 567-574.

13. Berthold Laufer, Kunst
^r.tes Heft. Malerei Das Citralakshana, Leipzic, 1913. (Spe-
cially

: Introduction, pp. 49- 62.)

iir... it' ni?^'"^^'°^'^
Laufer. Descriptive account of the Collec-

TnlhLr-T' Tibetan, Mongol, and Japanese bo6ks in the
JNow berry Library, Chicago, 1913

1
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Mainly about the Kanjur and Tanjur, but with some
general remarks on Tibetan literature, pp. 6-12, and with
further matter on the Chinese Tripitaka.

1 5. An article by " X " on The Tibetan Tripitaka, in the
Imperial and Asiatic quarterly Review, 3rd series, Vol. 28,
1909, (Woking), pp. 335-337, seems hardly important enough
to include it here. (See also Addenda, behind.)

b. Eastern Material.

In the first place we have the Tibetan material, represent-
ed by the Tibetan Index published in St. Petersburg (see
immediately above, a, No. 3), as well as by the various other
Tibetan indexes preserved in various collections and described
in various lists. So for instance the several indexes to
Kanjur and Tanjur in the St. Petersburg list of Schmidt and
Bohtlingk (see below under iii, extra-canonical literature) , which
cover 23 numbers. What these titles really represent is not at
all sure as yet. The Schmidt-Bohtlingk list (Nos. 278-279)
speaks of a Tanjur printed in Potala. My informants main-
tain that such a Tanjur does not exist. They may be right
or may be wrong, but the matter deserves inquiry. They
explain the existence of several different Kanjur and Tanjur
mdexes by the statement that these refer to manuscript copies
and not printed ones, Whether true or not, the suggestion
is interesting enough.

Next, the oriental material is represented by what can
be learnt from the Chinese Tripitaka, because we may regard
this as, in a measure, a Chinese equivalent of the Kanjur and
tanjur. Most of onr information about this collection is now
derived from Western scholars, and they have certainly fur-
nished the material most easily accessible and useable by
Tibetanists, who maj^ not know Chinese. So the matter is

perhaps slightly out of place here under this heading. If so,
that mRj be forgiven. The following publications deserve
mention, mostly available in India.

1. Samuel Beal. The Buddhist Tripitaka as it is known
in China and Japan. A catalogue and compendious report.
JJevonport, 1876. Now superseded.

2. Bunyiu Nanjio. A catalogue of the Chinese translation
of the Buddhist Tripitaka, etc. Oxford, 1883. In the Imperial
-Liibrary. This work contains a very detailed introductory
essay on the bibliography of the Tripitaka in China.

3. E. Denison Ross. Alphabetical List of the titles of
works in the Chinese-Buddhist Tripitaka (Index to Bunyiu
-Nanjio and to the 1905 Kioto reprint).' Calcutta, 1910.

4. Alfred Forke. Katalogdes Pekinger Tripitaka. (Royal
Library Berlin.) Berlin. 1916. Describes a copy which, un-
nappily^ is not altogether complete.

Next come the truly oriental catalogues, those contained
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in the Tokyo Tripitaka and in the Kyoto Tripitaka. The
complete collections of the former edition (with the indexes)
are in the Imperial Library and the Adyar Library. A large
part of the latter edition (with the indexes) is in the Imperial
Library.

It is further reported that the Calcutta University is
arranging to acquire a copy of the recent Shanghai edition.

Of a practical catalogue raisonne of the Chinese Tripitaka, in

ten volumes, entitled
[|3 M ^P 7$!, Yiieh-tsang-chih-ching,

and mentioned by Naujio in his introductory essay, several
copies are in Calcutta, one in my own possession.

For the Pali canon a reference to the publications of the
Pah^ Text Society is almost sufficient. Of the King of Siam's
edition there is a copy in the Library of the Calcutta Univer.<*ity,
one in the Adyar Librarv, and at least one in a private colle"c-
tion in the neighbourhood of Calcutta. Most of the publica-
tions of the Pali Text Societv are to be found in the larger

ov^ •
^ ^^"^^' ^^ ^^^° *^^ recently started edition of the

lah rr^itaka, printed in Singhalese characters, and published
by the Trustees of the Simon Hewavitarne Bequest, Colombo.

Ihe recently published works on the history of Pali
literature contam also much information on this special subject
Wilhel
haps the most useful compendium.

Special reference should be made to a most valuable
bibliographical essay dealing with the relation of the Agama
literature in Chinese and Pali ;_

Prof. M. Anesaki. The four Buddhist Agamas in Chinese,
a concordanceof their parts and of the corresponding counter-
parts m the Pali Nikayas. In the Transactions of the Asiatic
Society of Japan Vol. 35, part 3. Yokohama, 1908.

Ihe bibliography of the Chinese Tripitaka, however, forms
a special subject which cannot be pursued further at the present
occasioTi ^

III. Extra -CANONICAL Tibetan Literature.

1. Curiously enough, for so are the vicissitudes of
human endeavour, the best and most practical contribution
under this heading is one which has never been properly
published, and which even lacks a title. It is a memorandum,
addressed by Dr. F. W. Thomas, the Librarian of the India
Uttice, to the Government of India, in connection with the
political mission to Tibet, which was in process of being prepared

T-K f T
'^^^^"^as urged the importance of searching for

iibetan literary material on the occasion of the mission's visit

10 ii bet. The memorandum, dated January 18th, 1904, was
loiiowed by two important appendices. One gave a list of

t
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hitherto published library catalogues of Tibetan books, and
the other a list of titles of extra-canonical Tibetan books
mentioned in such catalogues and in other works. This useful
publication IS still of practical value. A copy is to be found in
the Imperial Library. Some of the under-following titles have
been extracted from it, whilst I supplement some items which
were not contained in the memorandum, and others which
refer to publications subsequent to its appearance.

2. According to Waddell, as mentioned in the introduction
to his list (see No. 16 below), Professor C. Bendall addressed a
similar memorandum to Government. I have not been able
to obtain or see a copy of this and consequently ignore whether
It contains bibliographical information.

3. I. J. Schmidt and 0. Bohtlingk. List (Verzeichniss) of
the Tibetan MSS. and Xylographs in the Asiatic Museum of
the Imperial Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg.

Published in the Bull, hist.-philol. Vol. IV., Nos. 6, 1, 8.
Ueprinted separately [1846].

A. Tibetan works, 520 entries.
B. Tibeto-Mongolian and Tibeto- Mongolian -Chinese

works, 43 entries.

0. Duplicates, 141 entries.

4. A. Schiefner. Addenda (Nachtrage) to the above,
'^ame Bulletin, Vol. V, No 10, reprinted separately without
date (about 1848). 58 entries.

5- A. Schiefner. Report (Bericht) about the latest con-
signment of books from Peking. Same Bulletin. Vol. VIII,
^Nos. I and 2, 1851. Reprinted separately.

1. Works relating to India [in Tibetan], 11 entries.
2. Tibetan works, 43 entries.
3. Tibetan works with translations, 3 entries.

[4. Manchu works, 12 entries.]

Nos. 3-5 together constitute a collection of the greatest

importance. It is reported that since the issue of the latest
list, of 1851, an enormous amount of additional material has
accumulated in the St. Petersburg Institution, but no further
catalogues of the new acquisitions have appeared. The above
lists all give full Tibetan titles, together with a German
fcran!,lation of them, and if present, the equivalent Sanskrit
titles.

6. Catalogue of the Books and MSS. in the Chinese,
Manchu, Mongolian, Tibetan, and Sanskrit languages, in the
Asiatic Department, St. Petersburg, 1844.

Number of entries for Tibetan not given ; reference taken
from Dr. Thomas' list.

7. Emil Schlagintweit. Catalogue of Tibetan MSS. in the
^^oyal Library, Munich (Die tibetischen Handschriften, etc.).
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Wu

In the Abh. of the Phil. -Hist. Class I of the Bavarian
Academy (Munich, 1875). Reprinted separately. 48 entries.

8. Emil Schlagintweit. List of Tibetan MSS. in the

ternburg State Library in Stuttgart (Verzeichniss).

In the transactions of the philos-pilol. and hist, class of

the Munich Academy, 1904, pp. 245-270. Reprinted separate-
ly. 22 entries.

9. Emil Schlagintweit [?]. List of MSS. collected by his

brothers and incorporated in the Bodleiana in Oxford.
Schlagintweit (Bericht iiber eine Adresse, etc., p. 659)

states that his brothers brought home 101 Tibetan items from
Buddhist monasteries in the frontier regions of Central Tibet.
*' A detailed description is in preparation" (1904). Laufer
(Ein Suhngedicht der Bonpo, p. 1, 1899) mentions a 'short
lithographed list' of these: ''Tibetan Manuscripts, Schla-
gintweit Collection," Mr. A. Cowley, of the Bodleian, had the
kindness to inform me in 1918 :

'* We have a lithographed copy
of a catalogue of the Tibetan MSS. bought from Dr. Schla-
gintweit, but we have no spare copy which we can send,"

10. Lama Phun-tshog Wangdan. A catalogue of Tibetan

Chandra Das in 1879 and 1882.
<?

A footnote says : This list was first made in May 1886 by
Lama Phun-tshog Wangdan.

Date and place of issue are not given. It is not evident
that this important list has been officially published. Probab-
ly Sarat Chandra Das distributed it privately to his literary
friends.

The list is divided into two portions, enumerating 165 and
42 numbers, 207 in all. The 42 works of the second portion
are said to be in the library of the Government High School
at Darjeeling. In a note in Schlagintweit's Bericht, quoted
above, it is said that the other 165 works are in Calcutta. The
majority of these have since found a permanent place in the
Library of the Calcutta University.

It is a strange coincidence that this very valuable list has
remained as hidden to the general public" as Dr. Thomas'
Memorandum.

11. P. Ghosha. A nominal list of Tibetan Manuscripts
and Xylographs in the Library of the Asiatic Society of Bengal.
No date. A very imperfect and incorrect hand-list.

177 entries of which the first 120 seem to refer to the
Kanjur.

12. H. Wenzel. List of Tibetan MSS. and printed books
in the Library of the Royal Asiatic Society (of London).

J.R.A S., 1892. (New S. 24. pp. 570-9.)
29 MSS., 18 prints; many incomplete and fragmentary.
13. Berthold Laufer. List (Verzeichniss) of the Tibetan

1
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MSS. in the Royal Library in Dresden. Z.D M G 1901
pp. 99-128. 138 entries.

' " '

14. E. H. C. Walsh. A List of Tibetan books brought
from Lhasa by the Japanese Monk, Mr. Ekai Kawa Gochi
J.A.S.B., Vol. 73, Pt. I, pp. 118-177, 1904.

81 entries^ of which several sub-divided.
15. Tsibikov. Musei Asiatici Petropolitani Notitia, IV,

1904. (Tsibikov and Stcherbatskoi.) No number of entries.
(From a MS. Note in Dr. Thomas' Menwrandum.)
16. L. A. Wad dell. Tibetan Manuscripts and books, etc.,

collected during the Younghusband Mission to Lhasa. The
Imperial and Asiatic Quarterly Review and Oriental and
Colonial Record. Third Series, July 1912, Vol. 34, No. 67,
pp. 80-113. 464 entries

17. M.M. Haraprasad Shastrl, Catalogue of Manuscripts
m the Bishop's College Library, Calcutta, 1915.

Contains 21 Tibetan numbers (JOl-121), some of which
are prints, and 8 numbers (49-53 ; 56-58) containing the re-
mams of the important lexicographical material compiled by
the old Catholic Missionaries in Lhasa, having passed through
the hands of Major Latter and the Missionary Schroeter. Partly
m Italian, partly in Indian vernaculars.

The following three items are of lesser importance.
18. Csoma de Koros, Enumeration of Historical and

Grammatical works to be met with in Tibet. J.A.S.B.,
vol. VIII, 1838, pp. 147-52. Reprinted by E. D. Ross,
J.P.A.S.B., N.S., Vol. 7, extra No. 1, 1912; also Csoma's
Grammar, pp. 179-180.

19. Bernh. Dorn. Das Asiatische Museum der Kaiser-
lichen Akademie der Wissenschaften zu St. Pet
Petersburg, 1846. " Mentions a very few works.

(From Dr. Thomas' Memorandum.)

;ersburg. St.

20. Catalogue of Oriental MS. and Xylographs of the
Imperial Public Librcirv of St. Petersburg (Bibliotheque Im-
periale. Catalogue, etc') St. Petersburg, 1852. Enumerates
only ten items, mostly of onlj' a few pages, and without im-
portance. The only interesting entry is the one mentioning
the famous leaf found in 1777 in Siberia, on which Bayer mis-
spent so much labour.

Mention must also be made of :

21. Wassiliew. Die auf Buddhismus beziiglichen Werke
aer Universitats-Bibliothek zu Kasan. Bulletin of the St.

Petersburg Academy. Vol. XI and Melanges Asiatiques,
Vol. II, pp. 347-86. St. Petersburg. Also reprinted separately.

More a literary than a bibliographical essay ;
yet valuable.

In addition to the above I have met with two titles which
seem to refer to other publications than any of the above :—

22. Catalogue of the Sanskrit, Mongolian, Tibetan, Man-
<^hurian and Chinese books and MSS. preserved in the library
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y

of the Imperial University of Kasan, (in Russian), Kasan^
1834. Quoted by Laufer in his sketch of Mongolian Literature,

p. 166. (This is not the same as No. 21, and the list does not
seem to be mentioned anywhere else.)

23. Wassiliew. Notice sur les ouvrages en languages de
TAsie orientale que se trouvent dans la Bibliotheque de I'Uni-

versite de Saint- Petersbourg, 1856. (From Geuther's Ephe-
m6rides, 65, March, 1923.) It is not evident, however, whether
this list contains anv Tibetan titles.

Scrutinising the above lists, we find that the bulk of im-
portant information and material is contained in Nos. 3, 4, 5.

10, 14 and 16. Nos. 6, 15, 19 and 20 are little accessible, and
Nos. 6, 9, 15 and 21 maj- contain some important titles. The
old St. Petersburg lists and No. 14 are most satisfactory to

deal with, as they give tlie titles in full, in correct transcrip-
tion. Waddell's list is curiously inequal, giving full details for

some titles and only summarised translations for others.

Wangdan's titles are written with oriental freedom. Walsh
has, unfortunately, given no attention whatever to the relation
of his works to Sanskrit literature. The descriptions in No. 17

are insufficient and the list only serves as an indication of the
existence of the works it mentions. My own titles are insuf-

ficient for strict bibliographical purposes. Whether the time
has arrived to amalgamate all these titles into a small Cata-
logus Catalogorum may be doubted.

Nevertheless the totality of the data furnished by our lists

brings ample material and is sufficient to indicate the richness
of Tibetan extra-canonical literature, opening vistas in many
directioris. It is probable that the various collections described
in the lists quoted do not exhaust by any means the bulk of

Tibetan literature collected in public'or private libraries. It

is highly desirable that an attempt should be made to ascertain
where other collections may be found. European, American
and Japanese scholars might well give this matter some atten-
tion. Here in India information on that point can be gathered
only with great difficulty. In bringing to an end this^ section
of my paper I wish, for completeness' sake, to make special
mention of a bibliographical article describing some of the
old lexicographical MSS. in the library of Bishop's College.
Calcutta, more fully and correctly than In the catalogue quoted
above as No. 17. The fascinating essay telling all about these
old Tibetan MS. dictionaries is :

24. Rev. Father Felix, O.C. Remarks on the Tibetan
Manuscript Vocabularies in Bishop's College, Calcutta.
J.A.S.B., New Series, Vol. VIII, 1912, pp. 379-397.
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IV. Collections and Booksellers,

a. Collections,

It is known that greater or lesser collections of Tibetan
books are in the possession of many of the well-known Tibetan
scholars whose names are familiar to students of Tibetan
matters. References to such collections have been made in

connection with the names of Prof, Griiowedel in Berlin, M.
Jacques Bacot in Paris, Dr. B. Laufer in Chicago,' Dr. H.
Hackmann (see the illustration in his '' Von Omi bis Bhamo "),

The Moravian Missionaries from Ladakh. Dr. H. A. Francke,
J 7

Mr. S Ribbach and others, probably have gathered interesting

material. Sir Claude A. Bell, late Political Resident in Sikhim,
is reputed to have a very rich collection. Most of WaddelPs
and Schlagintweit's books seem to have passed into the posses-
sion of public institutions. I myself possess a collection of

slightly over a thousand numbers, half MSS. and half prints.

In Darjeeling a brisk trade is being done in ornamental MSS.
of Prajnaparamita texts, mostly Astasahasrikas, written in

gold or silver. Rich globe-trotters carry them off to all parts
of the world, and probably not a few have found their way to

America, I may mention here that as sellers and buyers of

such books are usuallv little aware of the nature of their

contents it has happened that a three or four volume MS. of

the Paricavimsatisahasrika has been impartially sold to, and
carried off by, different purchasers, volume by volume. I was
offered Vols. II and III of such a MS., of which the first

volume had just been acquired by a London commercial mag-
nate. Many missionaries must undoubtedly have brought books
with them to Europe, either from the Chinese frontiers, or

from Ladakh or Sikhim. The Vatican should possess some
curious relics of former missions, as well as, perhaps, more re-

cent material. The headquarters of missions operating on the

borders of Tibet, whether Moravian, Scandinavian, American
or Roman Catholic are sure to have some collections.

As far as public collections in India are concerned I know
of the following :

1. The Asiatic Society of Bengal, Calcutta. Complete
Kanjur and Taujur, and some 50 extra-canonical works, ami
the MS. Bum referred to above.

2. The Calcutta University. A Kanjur and Tanjur. An
excellent MS. of the first three Paramita texts, a so-called

Bum, 16 vols, the bulk of Sarat Chandra Das' private

P
Laufer in his sketch of Mongolian Literature, quofced above, state?,

165-166, that his private library of Mongolian and Tibetan prints
contains about a thousand vokimea. '^ Zur Forderung der tibetiach-

fQoogoIischen Studien bin ioh jeder Zeit gem bereit, Fachgenossen Werke
au8 dieser Saramlung zur freien Benutzung zu iibersenden."
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collection, and a hundred various volumes as below, together
with some further material.

Recently increased by a very valuable collection of an-
other hundred volumes brought from Lhasa, and some time

before that by a copy of the ^ai-ijj-CT|^3;-5;g':;jY Precious

Treasury (of the religious literature of the different Nyins-mapa .sects), in 63 vols. It is said that there are in Tibet five
such religious miscellanies or cyclopedias of which this is one •

each restricted to the writings of a particular sect, or rather

group of sects. The saying is
^"|'=^'S<3j-j;3^-q'(g-j there are

^r ?o^?®''*,
^^J'g^°"s treasuries. Together thev comprise

about 200 volumes. One is devoted to Gelukpa matter one to
the Nymgmapa one to the Kagyiipa.. one to the Sakyapa and
one to general knowledge. They were collected together by a
famous Tibetan encyclopedist.

TI-'^I^M-^aj-J^aj-g-S^lS^', who

lived to the ripe age of 86 and died Tbout 30 years ago. He
ived m Kham, Derge, where this cofossal work was pub-
lished. A second edition of the Nyingmapa part only was in

recent times completed in S^-WC;-3q<^^-5J- A short bio-

graphy of this remarkable Tibetan polygraphist exists.
6. Ihe Imperial Library, Calcutta, about a hundred

volumes^ as above, comprising the complete works of the first
hveTeshu Lamas of Tsong-kha-pa and his two pupils (Gyal-
t_shab-rje and Mkhas-grub-rje), further of Atlsha, Brom-ston,
JJge-lidun-grub, some 15 volumes of Nyaya texts, the works

T ^^"g^'^'^n^ 01" Lama-teachers, and some minor works.

.r^A Tu ! ^""^ Library, Madras. A Kaniur and Tanjurand lialf a dozen other works.

f ^?^ Bangiya Sahitya Parishad, Calcutta. A Tanjur.

M^Q 1^^ Victoria Memorial, Calcutta. A few ornamental
ivj,^5 gold or silver on blue, probablv Padmaistic works.

^af A f^^'^^P s College, Calcutta. About 29 works as indi-
cated and commented upon above.

There may be other public collections in India of which I

«ro St f^'^'^'
^^^ ^^® Kanjurs and Tanjurs mentioned above

are iXarthang prmts. Some are exceedingly badly legible, and
the multiplicity of copies in India is in no way exce.Ssive. In
most cases all available prints are necessary to arrive at a
^acistactory reading of any consecutive text, and even that is
not always possible with the means at our disposal here.

TiKof ,
™1^^* ^® "^^^^ of the curious history of two

J^iDetan works brought to Calcutta in the time of Warren
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8. Gaur Das Bysack. Notes on a Buddhist Monastery
at Bhot Bagan (Howrah), on two rare and valuable Tibetan
MSS. discovered there, etc. J.A.S.B., Vol. 49, Part I, for 1890
(1891), pp 50-99, with two plates.

See also Proceedings of the A.S.B. for January 1889,

pp. 8-12, on this subject.

Besides the above collections in European and Indian
hands, there are, of course, the monastery and private collec-

tions m Ladakh and in and around Sikhim. Bhutan, being
practically inaccessible, need not be mentioned. Ladakh is

rather out of the way for most students, but Darjeeling and
its neighbourhood are next-door to Calcutta.

In the Darjeeling, the Ghoom and the Gying / ^]1Z,' \

monasteries (the tw^o latter each a few miles from Darjeeling)

there are Kanjurs (Narthang), but no Tanjurs. In the Kalim-
pong monastery there is only a Bum. In the Sikhim monas-^

teries there is said to be material which it would be worth
while inventarising, but we do not know much concerning it.

A literary survey of the Sikhim monastery-libraries would
seem useful, but on the other hand, might lead to disappoint-

ment.

In the Nepalese Durbar Library at Katmandu (or in an-

other library in that place ?) there is at least a Tanjur, and
this copy seems to be another than the Narthang print as it

does not contain a certain text incorporated in this.

6. Booksellers.

In contradistinction to the situation in India where organ-

ised book-trade for scientific purposes is still in a primitive

stage with the exception of a very few laudable exceptions,

and where a really helpful second-hand trade in Oriental books

simply does not exist, in Europe there are several highly

specialised firms, with ample resources and in possession of

rich stocks of works. These firmS; equipped with competent

staffs in^ possession of considerable practical knowledge of

Oriental bibliography, have become the indispensable helpers

of the student, who without their assistance would be very

helpless indeed. In India, amongst Oriental scholars, there is

as a rule still too little contact with such book-agencies m
Europe. It would be impossible to give, or even attempt to

give, a complete list of such firms, but I may name a few who
are particularly useful in connection with books on Orientalism

in general, or those on Tibet in particular. In fact the

activity of several of these firms may be rightly described

as a practical branch of Orientalism, in the same sense as

science is classed as Pure and Applied, without difference in

principle.
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In England :

Russell Strettfw'.at"''^
"^' "^^"^^^ Booksellers, 46, Great

T, .^''"^fnoo'^,.^"f*'f
^'^^^ '•' I^"^^^'s Oriental List and BookReview ( 1922. Vol. 33), and periodically catalogues of second-

hand-books amongst which a Bibliotheca Orientalis of which
about lb numbers have appeared.

Probsthain & Co. (J Murray"Wood), Oriental Booksellers.
41, (jrreat Russell Street, London, W.C. 1

Issue second-hand catalogues. Latest Oriental Catalogue,
No. 33.

W
,

Used to specialise in Chinese and Central- Asian literature,issumg useful catalogues. Has died, and his stock has been

.S^xw n'^:'^!^^"- „?T:" r-1'.J--^» Trabner & Co.. Ltd.,

W
rd Quaritch, Ld., 11, Grafton Street, New Bond
1, London.

Specially useful for rare works and MSS., old editions and

WpaTt 370^
sumptuous catalogues (present num -

Francis Edwards, 83.. High Street, Marylebone, London,W. 1.

Ui-.^J^'^Tf-
^^*^^^g"««' specially rich in recent literature re-latmg to India, No. 437 in November, 1922

Pr..n f n'^""*:
Bookseller, 31, George IV Bridge. Edinburgh,

-brequent Oriental la.
^

B. H. Blackwell, Ltd., 50 and 51. Broad Street, Oxford.
Irequent catalogues,

Ton/n°^\fn^''^^l"'' ^^' ^^'^^ ^«"^t^' Charing Cross Road,

W„r?;f^ ". ..

Specialises in mystical and philosophical
lecture of East and West, Catalogues.

in - p ^^^f &,Sons, Ltd., Cambridge England, Specialise

of =^^""37 'i'u
^"'^ ^^'° P"^li«^ a " Bibliotheca Asiatica"

liied^1923
'^' ""^ "^^'"''^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^"^""^^^^ ^*' P"^"

TnW^"7i^''^^'^i^" ^ ^°-'- ^^' Piccadilly, London, W. 1.
Latest catalogue No. 75. Occasional Orientllia.

In l^ ranee :

Paul Geuthner, 13 rue Jacob, Paris Vl"
Issues valuable " %hemerides," latest issue No. 65.

ootll new and ^Pnf\r^A\^^^A r\*..^ i-

I

i

In Germany

:

Querstrasse 14. Used to issue.Kpfr.r^ 4-1.

'^-"*--^, ^'^^AH^ig, vjjuerstrasse 14. Used to issue,
oerore the war, most valuable - Berichte/' which lately have

mosflv n'^'S'^^^^^^
^^^ ^^'^^^ ^ profusion of catalogues.

7ofnl.Z ^^r''*^^'^
^?^- ^^^ ^^ 1^23), Latterly these^at-aiognes have been less frequent.

Karl W. HiarsAmnrivi \rp.^x^^i. ^-^ ^ .

>
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Valuable catalogues ; about 500 issued.

Joseph Baer & Co., Frankfort am Main. Hochstrasse 6.

Not specially Orientalising, but occasionally issuing good
catalogues on Oriental subjects. About 700 numbers to date.

In Holland :

E. J. Brill, Oude Rijn, Leiden. Especially strong in

literature relating to the Dutch-East-Tndies and Mohamraad-
anism, but also general Orientalism.

Latest second-hand catalogue No. 75.

Martinus Nijhoff, Lange Voorhout 9, The Hague.
About 500 catalogues issued.

Most of the firms mentioned above are not only dealers in

second-hand books, but also general booksellers and in many
cases publishers.

It should be distinctly understood that mention or absence
of mention of any name in the above list or the order of

sequence in it does not involve any appreciation as to standing,

capacity or value of any firm. The names I have mentioned
are those with which I happen to be familiar and with which
I have had dealings during a quarter of a century of book-

buying. Personally I owe those firms no little help in my
own private studies. Others must have been equally bene-

fited, but may have chanced on other firms. Here in the East,

as probably in all colonies and extra-European countries, we
are only very incompletely and haphazardly informed about
the practical help we, as students, could derive from the book-

trade, which in Europe has reached such a high level. That is

a great pity, and not a little to the detriment of our studies.

About the' second-hand book-trade of America, Russia, the

Scandinavian and Latin countries of Europe, Switzerland,

Belgium and Austria, as also of the Far East,i ^e are very

badly informed. I would suggest that all Oriental booksellers

should consider the advisability of issuing a collective brief

annual publication, containing a bare list of their names and

addresses, together with a description of their periodical

publications such as Catalogues. Notices, Journals, etc., and a

brief few-line indication of their specialities. That would

benefit trade as well as scholarship and introduce much-needed

system in the present exceedingly haphazard relations between
the second-hand book-trade and study.

As there does not exist any publishing-house specialismg

m new publications on Tibet, the trade in new books is alto-

gether left out of consideration in the above.

1 Recently a Chinese Jlonk has founded an " International Buddhist

Book Depot " first in Calcutta, now in Rangoon. His name and address

are Rev. S. Wan Hui, Post Box No. 9?1, Rangoon. His aim is to be an

•"*e'-raediary between Buddhists in the East and Western books on Bua-

dhism on the one hand, and between Western scholars and Eastern Kua-
dhist books on the other.



III. LIST OP TIBETAN PRESSES.

In order not to swell the bulk of this article too much
I refrain from giving here references to works about Lhasa and
Tibet generally, which would furnish additional information
about the presses mentioned. I only note down the oral in-
formation received from my informants.

^ ^<^'^^'§^' Oelukpa. In Lhasa. Press of the

or school of that name. About 100 tapas.

2.
^'^^'^fl^'llC;*

Gelukpa. In Lhasa. Press of the

'^^' of that name. About 170 tapas. It has been re-

fu^^fi
^^^^ ^^^^ monastery had been altogether devastated by

the Chinese during the troubles of about 14 to 12 years ago,
when the Dalai Lama fled to India. The rich collection of
blocks was said to have been utterlv destroyed. But this
report seems incorrect. It refers probably to the destruction of

the blocks of the ^5^-"^* press, a private establishment'

and of another private press the a^'pc Of this last press

most blocks have been cut anew and so have been replaced.

3. T

<

*^'3^'. %ingmapa. About one day south of

Lhasa. Number of inmates unknown.

^5j3^*q^gq|-£;^qpj- Kagyiipa. .^p* Bhutan. No4.

details.

6. ^'7'^*(^^' In Lhasa. In the basti under the

'^nffi
^^

1 ? r
^''^- ^e^c^i^ed as the only large 'secular' or

omciai (I.e. ran by the government) printing place in Tibet

6- 9^'g^'^'R^' Gelukpa. In Lhasa. The monas-

llZ n ,^¥^^^*^ teacher, or Yongdzin {now dead), of the pre
sent Dalai Lama._ About 50 to 60 tapas.

''• 5^^'^'"^'^^' S®c* and number of tapas unknown

South of Lhasa. Distance unknown.
8. S5^'3^^'^'^C' Gelukpa. One of the many presses
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of the separate colleges / ^I'c^C) in Dapung. ' Lhasa. About

200 to 300 tapas.

9. C^^g^'lJC^'J^^C'CJ' Gelukpa. Lhasa. The college

for the people from Tsang
( cij^C'^'p5^*c^<3;'

)
About 100

to 200 tapas.

1 qq^'3^ C^i^vI'^S'^' Gelukpa. Lhasa. A press which

serves the interests of the Dapung monastery as a whole

{§'= general) and not any individual college.

11. fS.q^'^^C^'R'^C Gelukpa. Lhasa. From 500 to

600 tapas-

12. aq^sj'^ C;^'^'^' Gelukpa. Lhasa. 100 tapas.

13. Q^g^'|jC;^'^^^'p' (or (5=n.^'P?l'^^') Cieluk-

pa. Lhasa. 100 tapas.

14. aq^J'^Jc;^"^' Gelukpa. Lhasa, r^^-pfj'^c^

100 tapas.

15. cB^'^^'^C" Gelukpa. Lhasa. 100 tapas.

;

16. ^§^-g-=^% (=^=^'^C:m^'g-)Kagyupa.'

dav North of Lhasa. Number of tapas unknown.

One

^^- f^^'T§'^^'( = '^'^'F^'^^'^^
South of Lhasa.

No further details.

18. Q^a;'ftq'^^' South of Lhasa. No details, ((a^,^'

q-^^ • seems not to be the real name of the monastery, but

that of its presiding incarnation)

19. ST1(S;5.J'5' Gelukpa. Lhasa. 200 tapas.

20. ;?i•J^'5JC^^•q• Gelukpa. Lhasa. The Sera tantri-

kas. 1,000 tapas.
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21. ^^5\'^'t^^^' Sect unknown. About three days

south of Lhasa. No further details. This name seems doubt-

ful, might be 2^a]*aa|' the name of a district.



IV. TEXT OF THE BOOK LISTS.

^'<^^'^S'5}^'J^y5^q'«'q^'5'^I^'J'"^

1 2<J^-g5j'*^g'5q-^q-|:^

2 c^^'5^'<^5q'a^:^aj'

3
«,Y^^-^-f=^'^-

4 gr^--5^'^a^-|j:^-

«^g-3^^'a5j*q^-

^ ^^'3^'S"^^'

8 sj^'gaj-^'^^-

9 5^^-§3j-p^3^-g^-

S s9 _

10

gq-^-q^-pC'^
I

11 g^^'Ssj^'^'^'

Q^g^-gc^-q^'pc'cB^j-iri^
I

12 gq-q-g-qa^-qiQ-'C^^g^-

9

9

5

9

9

6 '^g'^'S"^f^'^g-'<^g'^* ^

i?

i?

?

^

^

^?

»

(
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13 gaj-q-q^a^-qac;-g-?j% (5;-nr|g-'q^g5:]

14 r^^-^-'^^-o.^^^-gq-^.^c-Q^gyi-

15

16

17
^^'^'^3'^^^''^^^'^H'^^

18 q^f^'^5^5^-5?-^^i'g'^^-

19 jq'q'^^-g^'^5:^-^z;

20 |'^^5j'q^^Q-5;i'q5^-^^'^3^'

21 ^^•p^p'^-|-^:^.;^:^-gaj.

22

23

24 fn'

25 •T|-q-qa^-g^-^q|^-

^'S^^r-qa^^-pc;-^
]

26

27

28 I

q^q^-q:^-^q^-a^gq-q.

M 9

30

3]
a^'P'^^-gr-

o

V

5

\*

9

^

V

5
I

9

5
I

;?

9

9

I

^

;?

9

9

G

9
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32 gc:'c;^-(^-q^gQj

33 q^q^-o^^q-

^^ SIT^I^'^g^'^

35 ^•^^•^S^qgS^'

^^•5^-fl^3j-q^-pc;-5^
I

36 q3^-^5^*^-^Z-

37 |g'^5j-=lig-(^q5ll-

c5=T]^-p-S',3^3j-q«;-pqc:-2^
I

38 ^J^-g-5^Q,-=Tigc;-a^g^-

40

41 ^^-g^jv^q^'^^c-q-

42

43 SJ-^'q^Q^'a^gj;^-

44
f ^'^^'

45 ^^q'

46 S^c;^'q-3[;^-i^^

^•^•g^^-q-pc'S^-q^'pc;'^
[

n3

47 3j5J-5;ipQ^-q2^<3j-|c:-

48 '^3=^'^g^'^g3^'

?

7

7

7

^

7

^

39 «^?sT=T]^'qf'S|c\'f:i^^'<$cr|^' %

7

^'a'^'w^''^'^^'^^'^^'^'
^

7

>

\

7

7
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49 q]^<3j'UsTq|'

50 g'^5^*g^'^gca^q5^-

,«'

52 gc;'g'gq'^'

53 T|'<3gc;-Q^E5^-s:^g::^-sT|.g

^ icr|-q2;-pc;'-^
j

^q-q^-pc^
I

56 f-g^-^gc-Q^g^-

57 q'«^^^-^^-

58 q-^Tj;;.

59 ^INOy'^fll*

60 q-^^-

61 a'^3^'^^^'^^'igi§^

62 ^"^^

63 ^3^*^q^-

64 ^^"^^•qs^-«^'T]a;,'(5jai'(^c;

65 g=^"q^5,'a^^cM-q-

66 5qqi*qQ^'(«|Q|-(^c;-

9

51 c:^'^qc:'5^'|{:\'^S^'cT]5j^-q2^- 7

9

A

54 c;m-^qc25i54'qQ^'2^gc;' :5

55 p-^qisv-q-^-^^S^-cq^- 9

9

9

9

9

5

9

9

9

9

(^
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67 ^3C^-^5j-|-5i^

68
S'^'T

70 q^Q^-^C'^'g'

71- q^a^'^c;-^G^-gq]

72 q>T]c:;^-^c;-ci]^^'gc;-

82 q-q^q5^j-fl^ga^-q-

=ri,^v^-^^-pc:-^
I

83 ^•gq-qj^aj-q-^q-qg^

84
S'S^'^^'sr-

55 ^:;-q'q5|--^?j-

^

9

69 cr]^^*cT|=^C'^5j'q^SQ^'fi^n]2^-<5^- 9

9

9

9

73 cr|^C;'^'Q^^cT|^T'q|g5^' 9

75 5^c;3^'q|^-?ip^'q5^'^
j^i'

9

76 ^5j'rcT|-gq-Q5c:-^f--Q^gq-§" 7

78 ^q-^^-R3j-j3j'gc:^-q' 9

79 ^2:r]-^q|-q^5j-qS^-5yqp;-cf 5

80 gQ'"^'?3j-q'-5- ^

81 =5=T^^--^'a^|c:-q^-q]|^-q- ^

9

A

9

9
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^^'<3j-g^'g]c:'q^'pc-

1

88 i-q^aj-^3^-a^2^-

9

^

9

89 CT]3?;-^q|^- 9

cB'^^-gic-q^'pc;'
]

90 ^C:^'G,E;3j-C^'^^gq-5^^5j-q|gr-c;^q3;|- ' ^9

91 q5^-?;5q-^-5ZT|' ^

^^^^^•^g'^'^^^^'pc;-

1

92 <^g^'^3^^'5«^'3qgaj-q-q5-«^7|5;-q'Q^'cr|gc;'q^g5q- V*

^|^'§f^'^^'pc-^
I

93 :5,<3j-58j-cr|^:^-5;igi

94 J^•c5^• 9

95 ^^'^SlSC'Ic-qj^^'Q^gaq- ^

96 7j3j-5j|^-a^|=r]^'^x^-|c;-q§^-q]^r-(5^g3q sS

97 ^5=^-:^qc:-qg-^

98 q^a,-|c'^-g^

9

9

99
'^g^'W-^'§'^^'^g^-g-f^-c=Tg?i'^^^- 9

100 ^•gS^'S'^'Q^pk- 9
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g=r|'u^r-g'c;'q^-pc:'
]

101 |c'^'?r|s^'q^<3j-

^»

102 ^^'^^'

103 c:<3j'^--^^-

c\<3ij.q-:g^rj'q^'p:;'
[

^mamtm^^

^'^''Ta'^^•^^'P^' I

105 ^(^^•^•r^^gc-Q^gs^

106 ^^" '^^'^'^'

^•5,aj'5-qm^-q^-pc;*i

108 ^'Q^'^^'P^p"

^^•gq]-q^-pc:'
I

109 nr]<9j-qac-(=ja^-gc:'

I

q^sq-q-y 2>y^ '^^]

(^^^^^^^
J t'^S'^'^^^t'^

^^ic^'3'^ I

110 i^Tja^-cii^si^-lETi^'q?!-

V

s^

5

104 igq'-q«^(3i'(a^Rq]^'5J:^-q]gc;-^g^- ^

^^

7

107 '^ST^^c'pi'^g^'g^' ^«*'

®

9

111 I'q'|'^^^-|c;-i^-^q^'q(:\-^5^'i^^' ^^
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112 ^' q R,'j;3^-^^-g^-q

115 q^f^'^SSI^'^^'Q^:^c:'fii^-<$aj'*q-q^-

116 q^^-^^^^-^S^'O^gc-q^'aBaj-q^^^-g^]^

118 ^5J'c5=T|'cj]^aj-|lj-

121 gj^'gc^'

9^L

113 q'Tiq^'^^^^^-g-cS^'

114 5^'g5I-^5j-qS;-^-q^gaj- ^^^

^9V

^o^

7^

Y9

119 ^^'OsP^'Is^'^^^'I'ii^-aJYJ^- \9Q

120 q-^^'lc^^'^f-q^gil' • u)

^^

1 22 ^^•a^g^'q'^5j-Sajyri'5j^'3q^:^-q§^-5^3j-c;qi-

123 ^•^^•q'^<3i'j5j-^5^-jq-|^-3;j^r^.q5^.rj-^-q^.

^•^^^•|c;-cr§;'5:i1^-qF,a;- v<=^

124 ''^'<£5j-^^-gc;'qar;.-^^.g5;j.^j:^^.^-^.^. ^^

126 ^'q'q^*?i^ ^v

126 «^qc;-n^'cB3j'qS^-^q]^-cT|gg;^-q]5^a^-q- 9L
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I

128 g'^'^^Q^'^^'-^^'^-a^^q- ^^^

129 '^^•g^-^S^'g-y^Ci^aj- ^9

130 Jf^'^'^'^^<5j'Hf^q^-^^-a^p;-^3;|-q||^-=5|.q^q|- y

131 ^P^'f^-^S^'|q^'|^-^c:'^-g^- ^

132 ^^''^^^'^=^^•^'T*^^'^'^^'^'^*^P^g^•|^' «

135 *^^c;^- ^'•^^' qac;'^*^'y5^a^'^?I' ^^^^^'

^^

S<3j'|^2^^q'j'^^^'^^^'q- c^v

136 u^q•q•J^•^;^q3j'?<gj•HfS•cr](5j^•
5S^^^'3' ^^'

137 q=^-5?p^-^-^-q-^<3j-gq- g^'?J^3j- g'^^' ^^•

3^'^5^'<5^'5'gQj-^^'3j-g^-^t^i^-q' >S^

99S

5I^^-q- t«
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1 40 ^^^^'^^'I'g^-gq-si^aj-g^-^sq-^^-^a^-^^j-

141 f^e5^'^gC^'?lg3i-q|a^-A^qc:-gq]-§j-^5i|'^^'|-

142 ^^^'a^^rq?r^-3j^^-S^-q^qq-§'^5^-^:^-|-

^c:''?.^:-
7 ^•^^•q'=Ti:;-m-|q-5^-^|S^-^q- ^aj-g^-

^i';;q'

143 ^/S'^^*^''i^^-t'S'S;-^5^'^^-ga^'q-!^qj-a^2:^aj-

144 5f^-^qc:-r^,^3^- :^qq- *•
^l^ g^- q|gc:- c\^^-

145

^^^'5^^' («^°>^^)

46 §'J^f5*(^<5j-g-g5i-^q|^-a^|q-q
I

47

48

49 f^'I'^^'^'^'^^'Q^gc-criaj^-g-Q^gq-q
j

50

51

V©

:^7V

©5

W

^LP
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52 ^g^-|^-:^-5-rT]a^'^g^-^

62

68

54 ^•3^^'^^^'pc-*^|-a^_^c:-^-Q^|qj^.|:^-q|3j.^^
I

55 ^^f^''^3j-cr|^^-pr.|qv^^-q^-^5q|.q|a^.j3j-^

56 ^^•^^^\^f^-g--5q'g-^q'5^
I

57 =^^'^•^"^^1

58 f^^'ig^^'g^'Qj^q
I

59 §'q3c;'q]gc:'a^g3;j-q]^aj*ustcr]
|

60 gc-(^ic'q]gc;-a^g5^|

61 3c:'5-5|p<3i'^3j'g-TT|g::-a^gg;^
I

^^•^=^c:•^j'5'=^•SHT]•5^pa^•a^^(^•:^qp^•J^
I

63 ^'^Cp-qQ^-^pQ^VN:^-.^^
I

64 '^E^•^3^^•^=^^•|a^'=T].5^•f^
I

65 ^^^^'§c:^'pT]•^:^•3lI^Q^•q^•^Ri^•q
I

67 ^•iqc:'^^''Scr|2=^
I

'^•c^q'^p^'"^c\'a^«Nq'^

69 3^-a'^^^-(:\g^ I

70 ^*q^'<3j-^<5j'gq gq*^cB5j-g^'|'^3j'q-c5a^*^^'i^^
I
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172 Vq'^'q5^'<^5J-^^
1

^ rx

173 g^^''^^^•|^'?;^s'^^=^^T'g^•^g=>'^^^
I

175 q'^-qf2,-^-[g=^
I

176 ^ r;3=^^'f^'3'^^^'3^5^ I

177 ^^^-q- 'y^'^^^^' ^-^^Z' |^-^^'5^' gC^'^T

178 S''^''^''=^'T|^-5^

2^^^-c5=Jl
1

180 ^'5""^^'^
I

181 ^^^^•^si'^3j-q-ci's^ca^R5I-:^gc:^-a^|3j-q^'qi^^

T

184 ^' g^-^^'^j-Q^g a^'g^-q^-^^-5q|
I

185 5qq]3j'qQ^*CTj^:?,-^5j':^C;-^:5:^-gq|

186 '^^^^*3=^'5=Tl-q"5;-|aj-q§qi-^5I^v^2^-g:^-gq|^ ]

I

L

T

187 5;?]'c5^'^'c:-^'^5j-,':^gai-q^2;^'a^gfl^|

188 0':?|<^'<^:^'5j'q^^'g
I

189 '^c;^-n^5<5^';!^-^^-gq-5^^ai'g'q]^^'W^
[

I
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190 ^C;-qw^q|^'^T^

191 gq'^'5=T|'g'q3C'^^'J'a4-|!-cr]T^'^

192 ^-^^'^^'(^^^^'3=^'^g^'^^^i|

193 g5^^'q'^H5^'=53^'g'q=^'q5^'a<3j'g^
I

194 ^^'g^'^^^'51

195 g^'y^-q'l'qa^-q^^-qa^-q^'igq'cii^q-sq^j^
I

196 ^5i'g=T]^-^:T|-q^^*2-^-Q^^-^'^5^-q,^q]
]

197 g-^^o^-q^^-jaj-^^-q^il

198 ^^'^(^^'5^''^^
I

199 ^§c;^-gq-g^'qS^-^^^*HfI'^*p^3c:'p-^--

200 =^g::^-a^*^'t^=T^^'(^^-a^*q3*^^^'^^'3^'g^

201 ^qc;^'q'|5j-q S;'q^Q^v^^-|-'Hf^.c;-a^g^'q5^
I

202 ^•%q5^'?i5?i^'|^''^'qf^'«^^^

203 (a^s^^-Sf ^-qS^-^qc^^'S-^j-g-pT]

204 g'q'pqT^^^i
n

205 g-g:;-q:s-^i

206 OsP^'l^'T^'^^W^^ I

207 |^^'^f^*^g'5q-q|^^-^"

208 5j?^'^pQ^'q^5j-|"::-^-|V^^'J'^^f^ I

209 ^wqg'ij^-^^?,"^'^^^'^^!
S3 ^*
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210 ^'S^'f5,^^-gq-q^'^.Nc:'a,g3q
i

2 1 1 s^*<^^<3j-g-5^^ f^'^g^'^^g^j

2 1 2 ^^;;|'^'qa::'g'5^5 (^-qj^^-Q^qg^
|

213 S=^''^gc^r|}<3)-p^5^r5'^gc:'n^g5i
I

214 f^n:^'^a^-^g:;-Q,g^ I

215 ^'SJc;-

216 pc;'q]^^'|iq'?J§^-q]^r'a^q5q

217 ^'^'cS^'q o^'^gkO^gaq

I

219 a^r*^^^'|q-^-|^'3^"5r5^-Q^g=ilv^'-'
I

\ff Nff



V. INDEX TO TITLES.
bL

With Translation and Notes

1. ^^'S^'^'0' (^'^)' (Concerning the) peaceful and

fearful (aspects of the gods) by (the revealer) Karmalingpa

{^^'5q'|rq') ^-^^J- ritual. qW:^^' Kagyu.

2. ^^•q"^gk^q'^gc;-q(:3^'g5^'^q|^-a^^q-^ (US).

Commentary on the grammar in the garland of the collected

works of the Karmapa lama.

^^^S^'S'^^'^S^'S^'^^^^' *1^^ grammar of a

Kagyii lama as orally taught by him.

3. ^^'qS^'^^-f^'^9=^"^g^'' C^^)' The oral teach-

ing of the Karmapa (Lama) concerning the hundred thousand

(
— collected doctrines) of the old tradition. Kaofvii.

4_ m'O^'qS^'S^^ (126). Kalapa sutra, probably the

same ^^jx^n^ as in Taiijur, mdo, Vol. CJ 116, No. 9.

Schiefner fol. 86, Cordier fol. 91. Immediately followed ,in

the Tanjiir by two commentaries, with another three ^^m
treatises in mdo, Vol. <3;' (132).

Explained as ^J'cX^'Cq'c^' a book about words, i.e. on

the translation from Sanskrit in Tibetan, particularly : dic-

tionary. See No. 61 below.
W

5. ^5j-3^Tg5j-Q^|cr]^-ii2^'|c:'qS^*^gc:-^g3^' (96). Col-

^ -

lected works of the all-knowing Jikmelingpa. One of the eight

or^5^^'qc^' or revealers of hidden scriptures. 55J'^^'

iMography. The author is said to belong Khams. g^?^r(5<^'j

dzokchen sect.
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6. ^<^-q3C-^aj-(^C;' (109). Precepts of Lama Kun-

zang (from Khams), dzokchen.

7. ^<5i'^(^'^'5^'f^^* (If'S)- Answers to questions

concerning the soul ?

8. 'T]'<$c;"a^=5^-::^gC^.'q|^C;- (53). The oral teachings

of (Lama) Jamyang (Manjughosa) from (the monastery or
hermitage of) Ketshang.

9. 'TJr'CTDJW^S^- {9>&). The gradual way of (the

country of) Kongpo. (S.E. Tibet.) Probably a manual of
ineditation, and one of the many Lamrims distinguished by
the name of the country in which they have originated. See
No. 198.

*

^0. a'^35q-^a|^'<3jq]'|g-q|^5;i- (61). The three Naga

hundred thousands, white, grey and black. Bon-po. There
are three series of works under this name, which have for the
greater The smallest collection,
exceedmgly frequent, has been published by Laufer in the
Memoirs of the Finnish Society in Helsingfors. (In the first
he has skipped a leaf of the text. ) Two of the three
parts of this little work are based on a larger work called

a^'S^'^^-^' ("'^*^^ variations in spelling), which is included

in most domangs. The middle series occurs in many domangs,
but only the ' white ' part in most of them. The two other
parts- are usually contained in Bhutanese domangs. The
larger edition is printed separately, in three volumes, and I
recently acquired an excellent print fiom new blocks, from
Lhasa. It is said that good Derge prints of this class of works
are much valued. Schiefner has translated the middle-size
white Lubum. (Since writing the above I have also acquired

a Derge print of the larger edition.)

gC:-^q-3:,(3j-q'^{^*gYq^" (80). The prayer of the

ama Longdol, Overflowing Wave. Thomas (No. 10,

from Peking, No. 311") quotes a mhW o-gq- qcT]- ^^qC

|-qa^'q]'q|g--Q^g5q-^

12. q^Q^'Q^gai* (33). Commentary on the word, or

the commands. No details.
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13. ^^n^'^C:-|I'(g' (70). The well-known " Five Chap-

ters of plain words." One of them published and translated
by Laufer. " Plain words," literary as well as metaphorically,
according to an oral explanation of thang as plain. See
No. 14, 15, 127.

14. ^^(^^'^C'^f^'g^' (71). Crystal rock of plain words.

Ascribed to Padmasambhava. Nyingmapa. See above.

15. ^^^'gc;'=T|^^'gc:' (72). The golden rosary of

plain words. Asciibed as above. Nyingmapa.

16.. ^^a^'^^5^^*q*g]=T|^'^^' (110). "KadampaVol-

ume,*' no details. Evidently an essential or typical manual.

Note : (3l'^'^^>|^' oral teaching.

17. ^^^'3^'=T]^5^^'^S^'^^^' (171). The beloved or

precious Kadampa abstract or summary. '' Oral teaching/'

^^^'q- (116). The history of the origin (and growth) of the

Kadampa sect, written by the great Pandit Sotak, Virtue-fame.

(^<^'Cn^5l|^ oral teaching. Gelukpa sect.

1

(115), History of the origin (and growth) of the Kadampa
sect, written by Lachengyalwa Illustrious Great-Work. ' Oral

teaching.'

20. ^^q'^^^S^^'^I'^^'g'S^' (18). The doctrines of

the Kadampa father and son, i.e. of Atisha and Domton,

1^'y.n- and qq5^-?iia;' See below,

21. q^Q^'^^S^^'q'S^' (113). The doctrines of the

Kadampa son, Domton. See above. ' Oral teaching.'

22. q^(^'=T]^3q^'q|^c:'^^-q' (40). Smaller Kadampa

works. So the oral explanation : '^'q-^ small.
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23. ^"TjQ^'^^'gf^'^^f^'^* (26). Commeatary on the

five volumes of the word? HK=rf C' volume,

24. l^'^q'^^p^'q'Sv'^^^'q* (168). Vinaya of the

(

i

abbot (or professor) of Kyitshal (Happy-grov^e, monastery).

25. ^-^^'^3C;-2J-?^5a^*^gc;-a^g?^' (^l-^). Collected

works of the seventh Dalai Lama, Kalzang Gyatsho. Also

called gq^^'J^qfrq^q-qS:;' Kyabgon is the popular Tibe-

tan title for the Dalai and Teshu Lamas, as well as for other
great Lamas. See below No. 49.

26, pq'^a^'q*g'5^^Q^'q]gC:' (55), The works of

Lama Zoi3agyatsho of Khatho. Khatho is a monastery a day

North of Lhasa. ^\^Z,' as in Nos. 67 and 112.

27. P^'^^^'lj^^'^^S^'^ll^-'a^g^" (216)- The collect-

ed workvS of the Kaugi^ar tiilkn (the Incarnation of the New
House, a place in Sikhim).

28. 0'2^^'fl^^'^'^^^'^' (188). Explained as the

>o 1 <
" eas3' introduction " of the college( or house) of the old pulpit

(or seat). No further details. ?^^3;'^^*«Nq'(5' philosophy.

GelukjDa.

29. 0'^<3i'^^^'^g5q'
(37). Collected works from

the great pnlpit (of Galdan, Lhasa). Namthar. Gelukpa.

&'W-y^\

30. !3'^^'3<3\'^^C:'(:^g3^* (50). Collected works, set

forth in order, from the pulpit (of Galdnn, Lhasa). Namthar.
Gelukpa.

(59.) g^^S5^'^' etc., see g''j;3i|'q* etc., below.

31. 5^p^' gq- aj^' RBc: ^' ^^^'^^^ qS^- g^'i

^^0^' ^' (117). The illuminating lamp Mahamudra, written
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by Khedubnorzanggyatsho. (Not a Dalai Lama.) Classed as

^^'^•gs^', soul-guid e.

32. ^P^'^^5;'5C:'CI^q^'Q^^iai' (2O6). Commentary on
m

the teachings of the Rshi
( ^iz,* ^^Q'^Ui' ) Teacher of the

Khon (family).

33. C^p^-f^-qS,-gq^-^^^-^C:^-g:^- (131). Guide
L

to the finding of the refuge and the (Tutelary) God, hy the

Teacher of the Khon (family).

34. ^C'5'5^pa^'j3j'g'^gC;'f2,g^* (l^l). Collected

works of the great abbot (or professor) of (the) Gungru
(monastery ?). Namthar.

35. ^C;^'£^'§'f3.^^' (32). Commentary on the peace

of the true number (s)- SJi^^^k'^^' philosophy.

36. '^C;^'C^^'S'^'^>' (4) The method to arrive at the

true number(s). 3^fi^5;"^^' philosophy. Gelukj)a.

37. gq'5^5^'g'^3C'^5^ 3ai'g'^5=^-^g:;* (191). The

quintessential text / cn®:;' ) on the Cho philosophy, by Lama

Dubchoklozang namgyal. ^"s^' a tantrik doctrine, also a

class of books dealing with it. See No. 75. Also Walsh's list.

No. 34 series a to I. In cn^' rituals the fife, bell and

damaru but not cymbals or drum are used. That is : rftCgjC

^OJ-g- and 7*5^ 'i^' but not X^^'^' ^^^

38. gq'5I^(^-^<3i-^^-3^'a^fa^

text of the Dubtha Kunshe, the Siddhanta leading to omni-

science.

39. gq-5|^a^'S^'if (29). The great book on Sid-

dhanta. j^^V^r-^ philosophy. Gelukpa. See 73, 102.
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cv -s^- ev

ff^25^' {153)* Complete exposition concerning the great pro-

pitiation of the God Jikche, Fear-maker (Yamantaka). by the

Yongdzin of Ling. Yongdzin, the title of the teachers of higli

Lamas such as the Dalai Lama, meaning the same as ^^'^cC'

Ling, the house of the author, this special Yongdzin, teacher

of one of the Dalai Lamas, in Lhasa. Gelukpa. See No. 183.

(155), Concerning the propitiation of Demchok (Samvara) by
the Incarnation from the Golden House. The Golden House is

a small house in the Galdan monaster}'' in Lhasa, presided over

by an Incarnation.

42. ^^'(^^^'g'^^n^'^^^'f^^gyj' (15). Complete works

s9

of Gendiin Gyatsho, the second Dalai Lama. Gelnkpa. Nam
thar.

43^ id. 2:T]5^Z'Q.^5^' (211), is the same work as above.

44. ^5jz^"^r 3:;^'^a^' (46). Unhindered straight

arrival at meditation. No details.

45. 5^^3j-qS^'^'^'^5j^^ (18-). Thegreat

strewing offering to Mahakala and the offering rituals. ^*^?I',

ritual. (Sadhana, niyama.)

46. ^^'HrQ^'(S.q'(^C;' (66). The oral teachings of Gopo.

No[_details. Not likely a mistake for
3:j5J5:'q'

Mahakala, in

connection with whom the expression (a^H'PJC^' would hardly

fit*

47. ^§^'g^'^'^S^'"?^^*^^S' (42)- The avadana of

Blue-throat-moon, Nila-kantha-candra-avadana.
ThipisevidentIythesameasSchiefner's(Bericht,No.431 );

gc^q J'^'^'^'^-'^'^S^'g's^^g^^

«,p>-^-5^q^-^^'|:;-"q'^^-q^^ ^^z: q- ^3^^- ^^ ^^ ^^^
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'm]' avadana of the blue-throat Bird, Moon, with perfect

enlightenment^ called the ear-ornament of those realising the

world to be without end or essence, 144 leaves. This and other

coincidences between our lists and those of Schmidt and
Schiefner, show that the taste in reading in Tibet has not

changed so much in the 75 years which separate the first from
the last. From a description of the contents told to me by a

Tibetan friend who had read the book ' very long ago ' it would

appear as if this is a story based on or identical with the Sibi

Jataka.

In the Kanjur (Beckh), mdo, Vol. ^^f (32), there is a

Candraprabhavadana, >^''^S*3*^^*^'^^^"^' ^ ^^ ^^*

know whether this story is related to the one mentioned above.

The question may be settled early, as, by a happy accident, I

found, after this paper was written, an (uncatalogurd) copy

of this work in the collection of the Asiatic Society of Bengal.

48. g'^^'S^'Q^^C* (24). Rise of the ^Buddhist) re-

ligion in India.

Sarat Chandra Das, in his dictionary, gives c&^'^3^*

as a class of works. Dr. Thomas mentions four works of this

class. One by Taranatha, edited by Schiefner, one by Ba-

st3n (Wassilie'V, p, 3t)l), and t vo without author's name.

(Peking, No. 2S6'^ and Csoma de Koros, p. 14S) It is interest-

ing to know that in Tibet ^'^^C works are still current

enough to be included in the present lists.

49. *q-q'q^^^'q3--g'^5^-=^g"'^g^' (i^). The

same as No. 25 here. Namthar. Gelukpa.

50. |q'T^^'f3,=^<5j'gq'^igZ-a,g5;i* (14). The works of

Gendiindub. The first Dalai Lama, not the second, above

No. 42. Of a one volume Tashilhunpo edition, clearly print-

ed, there are now three copies in Calcutta. One in the Im-

perial Library, one in the University Library, and one in my
private collection. See No. 80.

51. ^i-^-^-q-g'q^'^TjgCZ'q.g?^' (12). The works of the

fifth Dalai Lama, i.e. Ngakwanglozanggyatsho, C;^''^^C"

I^^SC'qi'S^^ Though this head of the Church presided
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over the Gelukpas, his; works are, curiously, classed as ^C^'^*

nyingma, by my informants, as it is held that he turned

Nyingmapa later in life. Namthar. See No. 70.

52. gf^'^'^^'g^'^S^'^^' (19). History of the suc-

cessive Dalai Lamas. Gelukpa. Namthar.
^a'c

53. ^^' ^^c;- c\E^^' 2^qq- g- 3^^ o^- ^\^z: c\^^"^z^'

g^^' (144). Perfect, complete works of Gyalwang jampal

gyatsho;, the seventh Dalai Lama. Geluk, See next number.

(132). Rituals for the meeting of the Clergy, by the seventh
Dalai Lama. See previous number. Geluk. A note gives

the title qfl'^'C!'^'^rq>a;'q' in which ^'^^' has the

meaning of '' incarnation/* a '' life " or '' appearance on earth"

(130). Methodical arrangement of the two ways of the Kala-
cakra, by the Precious Vice-Roy (Gyaltshab).

56. 5)S'(5''^^'^^^' {169), Commentary on the ob-

structions of the Tantrik Lamas ? (Very doubtful, but so

according to oral information.)

57. 5S'^(5i' ( 6-)- The four tantras. ^3^% RR^&

medical book. See H. Laufer and Csoma de Koros on medical
literature. Schiefner has a long title (486-488) as follows :

q|^-q-^ q]-qS^-q^3^-q ^^-|j5^-gQ^-:^R|c;^' ^^-q]^ ^^^•^\^rA

g^'5*Y'^"S''^'?"S^'o^3^* See below. Waddell (No. 441)

has another work called " Four Tantras," but in the title he
gives, the numeral four does not occur. See No. 152.

58. 5S'^?jS,'(3^^'^''!^' (65). Commentary on the four

tantras. Medical. See above. Cf. Waddell
and here No. 151.

59. ^^^' (=g^^|S5q')q-i5^-q"-n^5j-«;^q]a^*aiqj^-qS^'
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S3 '

(139). The story of the great (Lama) Furious, All-pleasing, Good,
Clever-mind, written by (Lama) Wise and Loving Lord Maiiju-
ghosa. Kagyiipa Namthar. (Mystically the ritualist be-
comes one with his God during his rites, and what he writes,

says or does is done by that God. An ' in the name of ' or
' inspired by ' is not required from this point of view.) See
No. 87.

60. ^^^'^^'^5'^"=^^^'|c:' (207). Old and new mid-

dle divisions of meditation? (A Madhvamika treatise?).

61. ^'^'f^'^'2^''^5^*^^^' (2'^). The grammatical trea-

tise Kalapa. See No. 4 above.

62. m*^''^' (*^^)- ^'^^^ ^^ ^^ ^ treatise on translation

(from Sanskrit into Tibetan). Is Panini hidden behind this

title ? The Tibetan Panini material is contained in the Tanjur,

mdo, vols. ^ (134), ^ (135) and ^ (13G). See next

number.

63, ^'^'^ '^'^'f^^f^' (204). The same, text and com-

mentary. See previous number-

64. f
• c^=^- q-^Sj' Saj- ^3q- m' 5^' ^^"S

^^'^'^' ^\

^^^^•|TC;-q(5^'3q^;^'gaj- (123). (The book called) the

beautiful ornament of (the work named) the essence of the

Sugata, of the Bare monastery, written by Datshapa-rincen-

naragyal. (Ba-re is said to be the name of a monastery in

Lhasa.)

It seems to me that ^Vq
logician, but my informants think it is the name of a mon-
astery.

2J^'?|^^-q' (134). The story of (Lama) Ngakwangchotak,

written by Sonamgyaltshan. Namthar.

66. C;q|-^qrS'^'i5;-5fR^-'^^^'Hi^' (51)- The book

(called) the Treasury of the master of the Dharma, Ngakwang.
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67. C:ci]*^qC'g^^':y5^'=T]gC:- (54). The works of

4

Nfiakwang Jampa. Namthar. Said to have been the teacher

of the present Dalai I-ama, and to have died some 20 years
r

ago at an advanced age. ^^iw^* as in 26 and 112, ' words

spoken by/

68. Caj-Jfr^^' (103). About going to perdition.

69. ^:::5;'q|^"^Tp^':;:Q^*rgY C^^)- Ear-ornament of

/

the experts in the use of synonyms. 5^C^'i^£^' synonoray

abhidhana
The abhidhana literature in Tibet is very rich, but still

little explored. S.C. D., in his Dictionary, list of authorities,

quotes a work with the above title, which he has excerpted in

his dictionary, though, unhappily, not distributing the articles

alphabetically, but lumping them together in the Tibetan
(and Indian) way under the synonymic key word, Desgodins
has also used similar works, without distributing the material

alphabetically, in his Dictionar3^ I possess a MS. copy of

what is probably this same work though the title given

in the MS. reads ?i^aj'qp;'m-q2y3^--q5^

A smaller treatise of a similar nature is the J^CfSi''^^^'

q^'3;'qo^'g'5^^5^'^'^=T|^'^ of which I have a printed as

well as a MS. copy* It is certain that the next Tibetan dic-

tionary will have to digest this class of works more systematic-

ally, and it is probable that even Sanskrit lexicography wall

derive some benefit from their complete analysis.

70. '^^'^'S<3j-q"a^-CT|g--Q^q>I' (217). The collected

works of the fifth Dalai Lama, This according to the gloss :

We
gq-q-g'^l^'^^'^S *^^^i^ c:cT|-^qc:-g'q3Cg'?I^

have already had this work under No. 5L Probably different

from the Ngakwangs under Nos. 65-67.

5Y-5I'q-qi::-q,-gq;5;]V-|(^^ (142), The

biography of Lama Ngakchang chophel, written by His Holi-

ness' pupil named Dorje (Vajra).
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72. 'gC;*^'Z7]::'5^'3^'^5^~*Q^q3q" (214). Collected works

of the (Mongolian :«^cri'q"\ Cangkya Gongma Latna. See

S.O.D., Dictionary, under both ^^'^' and qp*^'^ and also

Grlinwedel, Mythologie. According to the data in Das, the

above translation is open to doubt, though my informants

think that qTi:*5^' is here so much as ' Imperial,' an adjective

of rank, derived from the designation of the Emperor of

China.

73. S-S'^^"^' (= ^^'^') ^^^^- Siddhanta by the

Cangkya Lama. Philosophy ? See Nos. 38, 39, 102.

74. grg'c:=ri'^::i"T^'^5;
?

of) the Cangkya Lama Ngakwang Chodan.

75. ^"s^'S^^^gT ^^"^- ^^^ hundred (chapters,

topics ?) on the jmwers of cho tantrism. See No. 37. ^'-^J^',

ritual. Kagyii. See also next number.

76 ^3"V^^^' (^9)- Various points on cho tantrism.

-«r -*'

^j-^aq- ritual. Kagyu ^1t]^ = |I-^^^- Perhaps iden-

tical with Walsh, No. 34, series a, or with the whole collection

under that number.

77 ^'^Sr^^^^I^'Oy^?^* (48)- Collected works from the

Cuzang monasterv (not far North of Lhasa). Namthar Geluk

In Tibet there are manv cdlections only named after the

monasterv in which thev are produced. They contam the works

of the successive authors resident in such a place, and form a

record of the literary activitv of the institution throughout its

existence, growing as Inng 'as the intellectual life there con-

tinues to be productive. These series are printed from uniform

blocks, and as long as they are added to, kept open or run-

ning. When there is enough matter to make up a vo.ume it is

usuallv marked with a serial letter in the margin, the vanous

constituent chapters or treatises are definitely arranged and

an index to the volume is added. The uncompleted volume

in course of preparation usually has a black square m the

margin on which only after completion of the volume the serial

letter is cut out and, as long as incomplete, has no index, ^o
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I possess a collection of about ten completed volumes of such a
series whilst the eleventh bundle represents the matter of only
half a volume and is still in course of publication. This is all

what was printed off last year when I acquired it from the
monasterj^ presis. This year another chapter may have been
added to it, and so it will go on till that particular monasterj^
ceases to be productive. See below.

78. ^^a^'^gC;'a^3Sq'z^^5^"C^q]- (159). List of oral

teachings from the Cuzang monastery. (So the oral explana-
tion,) Namthar. Geluk. Whether the same as the above, or

part of it, seems uncertain. =T|^(3;' CAjqi' list, conspectus,

plan, programme, summar}-, table, catalogue raisonne, etc., in
the sense of record of teachings orall}^ received from any lama :

diary or notes of teachings received. See No 211.

79. ^^r^^^oS^Q^K' (35). The eighteen chapters of

the Dharma,

80. 5'q'|-cT]^^'g|C-^-:<Tq^'qa^-^5|-^;^- (ill). The

story of Atisha's arrival in Serling. Geluk. Serling according
to S. C. D. Suvarnadvipa, Pegu.

Schiefner, Bericht 286': T'?^|*^' =T]3^'S^qaj- ^^' IM*

t"^^' 3' ^^*'^' ^f^'^'S''^^'g'^''^'«^c:-sT|^:s-|c;-cq'5q^-q

^^^'3'^^'^^' ^*°^T of how the noble Illustrious I.ord

Atisha (the incarnation of) the Unique God, has spread the
teaching m India, and has come to the Gold-land, and so on.
23 leaves. Tibetan print.

81. R'^Q^';^?^'^^'g^-q- (112). The fuller biography

of Atisha.

^^5i'3^*^^^''^' (^^1)- The biography or works of the

Wise, Loving Lord Manjughosa, by himself. See No. 59.

(182). The two recensions, full and medium, of (the work) eon-
ductmg towards God Manjughosa, by (Lama)Galo (Joymind?),

(

t

f
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uncertain, see S. 0. D., s.v. ^'^' but see next number.

There is also a ^'Q|^^' fq'\ See Laufer's Klu hbum,

p. 18-19).

84. ^^^'^3C^^r^^ta^'|"(5j'CT]^C;'^^- (164). x\boutthe

writings of Galo concerning Manjughosa. Uncertain. See
previous number. Namthar.

85. S^^'^3^^'g^''^^'3'^.S-^g3q- (213). Collect-

ed works of Lama Mafljughosa-prayer. (The first four syllables
taken as a name.) Namthar.

86. n^R^^' §=^- 5=T3'S^-|3jV§q]- ^5^^- ^^' j:^" ^q]^

(186), (Mantra) method of the tantrik Upper Monastery in

the matter of burnt-offerings to the fierce Jikche. ( ^S' here

upper, against ^^" lower.) Kurim, ritual.

87. i'^^'f^S^^j'g^'^S^'^gC'^ (210). The works

of Gendilndub. The same as No. 50.

88 ^•^5^'n-^' (28). The story or works of some

Arya, whose name is not given. In our list the title does not

appear near that of any special E' The book is printed in a

Dapung press, so it might be that the Je in question is Tsong-
khapa, but no reliable conclusion can be drawn. The prox-

imity to No. 87 here is only accidental, arising out of the

alphabetical arrangement, so that this Je may as well as not

be Gendilndub.
ft

89. i'-^^*?!' Q^^C;'5q'qS^' ^5^' q^' (20). The story or

works of Jetsiin Dingmapa. In the next entry ^^C;^' is

written instead of Q.?-;* In this orthography the word seems

to be a geographical name.

90. i'q^3j-^c:^-3^-q-55i-q'{^?J-^g^'^g?J''^^<3j'qS^-

^^' 5ic^3j-§ • ^3^' ^^' gqri^' c^^c «^qc' 1^- ^q- -q^^ 'I
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^K^'^' (123). Biography of the Great Jetsiin Dingmapa, or

the Royal Banner explaining the three teachings, written by
Ngakchang Wangchukrabtan (The true Lord Mantradharaj.
See No. 89.

91. i*'^^^'J5^''^^''N* (^^)- The namthar and songs of

MiJarapa.
I'^^'^j'

alone is often Milarapa, like "g"'q^ alone

isAtisha. ^'q'!' is exclusively Atisha. The two collections

of this poet are sufficiently well-known, and hav-e been often
dealt with by European scholars. Note the abbreviation for
namthax plus gurbum. See No. 180.

92. 5'^C;-^^-'^'q|^' (167). Discourse ( "^ST]^- j on

the occasion
( ::^- j

of the exhibition of the scroll (or ban-
t

ner, ^Z.'m' ) on the Sundays. Refers to a custom in both

Lhasa and Tashilhunpo to exhibit newly painted thankas on
Sundays, to the Dalai and Tashi Lamas.

93. |k ^'3^:;yqs^(^- (101). The seven treasures (or

treasuries) of the Nying^aapas. Nyingma.

94. f^'g=^^'^=Tq^^-3'^-q5q'5^?>^-q(5j=r|- (198).

Arrangement of places and ways by Geshe Nyantak. (A dice
game, Mhich, by means of a board and dice, shows the destiny
of the players, whether and how they will arrive in hell or

heaven, etc.) ^55^'q(^=T]-= ^5^rqSjci|- Described as gj^'g'

-I'cB, meditation book. Geluk.

95. ^^'C=T]-5^- a|-*^5^-(^^ga^-^' (76). Text and com-

mentary of the Kavyadarsa (by Dandin). 5J<3j*C:cn' poetry.

There is an appreciable Tibetan literature on the Kavyadarsa,
and there are not only various commentaries on the work, and
works giving poetical examples ( ^vqa^-Jql^:'

^
to illustrate it,

but there are other translations of the text than the one in

Vol. mdo ^-^ 117, of the Tanjur. I possess some of these.

f

,<

f

A
>
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AgaiUj Derge is reputed to have produced some important
works of the kind.

96. ^^'9^' (102). Heart-drop. A class of different-

works referring to the Dzokchen sect. The term means ixa

much as * pearl' in its metaphorical sense, the precious ' heart
*

or ' kernel ' of teachings, ' pearls of wisdom.'

97. Id. (44).

98. ^^'^=^'^q'f3^^'C:'q^-CT|5^ (81). The string of

twelve incarnations of the Taktshak presence. (A Lhasa in-

carnation in Dapung.) See next, Gelukpa.

99

master of the teaching. 8ee previous number.

100. ^^'^^^^'p^' (190). Commentary on (the book

c=r)' ^^' q^aj' q^' ^^^' Hf (79). The Taktshak

on) the confession of sin (or lapses), fJ^'f^J^' prayer

101. ^'^' ^^' ^'^' ^'^' ^=^' ^^^' '^^ ^^' ^' ^^^

(127). Text and commentary of the " Omniscience" of Tak-

tshang Lotsava. Taktshang a place in Tibet, the birth-place of

the Lotsava.

102 3'^'^' (45). Unexplained. See Nos. 38, 39, 73.

103. ^::'^^'^5,'f2^l^^'g=^"^|'>I

opment of the meditation on Yamantaka (Jikche) according

to the method of the (monastery of) Thangsak. (S. C. D. Diet.,

W ^5^

manual of meditation. Geluk.

104. ^^^^^^•f2,l^^^^•=^g^•^3^• (1^^)- ^^'^'

of Thubtanjikme. Namthar.

105. ^^^- §[^'^ ^'^' ^- ^S^' ^3^^* ^^'^ •^'^^

r

cn^^'m*cn^-'S^' (181). Concerning the utterances of both,

the Precious Lama of Thoyon and Mafijnghosa-karma. (The

second group of syllables treated as a name.) Namthar.

106. ^aq-r^'c^^^'^^aj-q^qq-q^^^'Q^^J.^- mh Hymn,

with commentary, on the Nidanas, from the holy house of

religion.
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107. ^?I'5^'2^^Q^'g5j- (118). Illuminating lamp of

the holy word (or vow),

108. ^'^^•'Hfq'T]Q^-C5^q^- (87). The hundred thousand

( = collected) words (writings) of (the Lama of) Takpo (a
country North of Bhutan). Namthar, Kagyii. See Nos. 109,

109. ^^-N'q-^^'q^^'|^q3r-|^.qS^.|-^.g-^.;:^,Tj^

^Ci|' (177). List of the effusions (inspirations, outpourings =

9^'9^^') ^^ ^^^- ^«^s^^^ Lozangjinpa of Takpo. Geluk.

See above.

110. =^^*a^p;'^'^S^- Q^2^-g3j- (21). The spotless

bright ornar^ent of the Kalacakra. See next.

111. ^^' Q,p"v <^^' q^^* S'^^^:^' rfi^j*
(119). The

spotless bright ornament of the various explanations of (com-
mentaries on) the Kalacakra. Probably the same as the pre-
vious number, or its commentary.

112. W^^i'^gC' (86). Words, or utterances of, or

'things spoken by' Dharmasirnha (a Lama from Kham).
Dzokchen. Here q|Qc;- seems not to stand for qi^^C'O^qS^*

but rather for ^^R'^' See also Nos. 54, 55.

113.
^^^•^^'I'g^'gq- ^^^ ^^' ^^' ^^' ^^' S^j-

g^'SIR^^-q- (140). Biography of the great Lord Lotogyaltshan

(aSakyaLama),byTsharchen. Sakyapa. (The first g^-=g-^
'See No. 119.

114. Qy=^^'Sf^-qS^-«^gC;^-55j'g''^m' (203). The

T
"^

Lotsava from Dar's commentary on the Sarasvati shabda.

Wn:^rT5IT^^^^ in the Tanjur, mdo, vol.

5f ends the volume.

Both have the same title, as well in Sanskrit as in Tibetan.
iney seem to be identical, but Cordier states that the second

f
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has tho Sanskrit text and an auto-commentary added, as well
as an introduction and appendix. In Cordier's copy the first

text covers 9 leaves and the second 135 leaves. The Dar-
Lotsava (Dar, name of a place or coinitry) is one of the
translators, whose full name is to be found in Cordier. The
inclusion of this work in our lists again proves that gram-
matical studies, and contact with Sanskrit grammar, are still

alive in Tibet- See No. 167.

115. a^«^'^t^'^?^'aS^'5^'^^^' ^^^^- As in next title

Q.^'= G^(34' J Full and short compendium (summary, extract)

of the Vinaya (?). See Nos. 116, 147.

116.
^'^'^^'^''f^'^'g^'

(3)- Probably q^:^=q^:^q-

and (a=cn(o:"' The upper and lower points (bases, mula) of

the Vinaya (?) (or : the two-fold tenor — agama. vastu. of, etc.).

See Nosril5, U7-

117, (^Y'^''^'n^''^'^^'ti'^^^'
^^'^- The concentrat-

ed essence (all the chief points) of counsel to the novices. In

the title a::';^' = a^-;^-qa- The meaning of Q^^'-^*^'

the minor clergy, clerical candidates, tapas. See No. 120.

118. ^I'-^^^'^^^^g'^JT^'SNT^ (176). Formulas of

worship to Dorjeshukdan (Vajravega?, a dharmapala ?). Geluk

119, ^•^c;^rq'
Y\ ^^^^^^'^J^^^^^^^^

^^^'^^'^^'^i^^' (135). Biography of .Lama Knn-

zang Chokyinyima of Doring, written by Lama Losalgyatsho

Said to be the same as the author of No. 113. Do'nng, the

house of a noble family at Lhasa.

120. S'l|^'^g25vJ-g' (194). The book by the Desi,

>J <3

(i-e. ^C^'j^^'qi'S^"^' \ for the use of the body (assembly) of

novices. S^c^a'^^' philosophy. See Nos. 117, 121, 122, 152.

121.
|-§^'q5,-3^^^^'|^'g'^5^''^gf^'^' (202).

Commentary on the five ways of composition, by the Desi (as
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above No. 120 and below 122). ?|^?h'^' ^s;* — qcn^- s^j:^-

composition.

122. ^'^^'^^-'f^g^^* (56)- Collected works of the

Desi (as above). Namthar. The two previous numbers are in
all probability contained in this collection. In our lists often
a sungbum is mentioned in one place^ whilst special treatises

or chapters, fS^'c^c^;* from that sungbum, which are in separate

demand, are entered elsewhere. For Tibetan bibliography
the knowledge and study of these sungbums is of primary im-
portance. Wassiliew has an interesting passage on these sung-
bums, called Yui-lou in Chinese. This is quoted in full by
Dr. Thomas in his Note mentioned in the introduction to these
lists. Many Tibetan works known to Western scholars separate-
ly are only extracts from such collections ; so for instance the
" Road to Shambala " recently published by Grunwedel. In the
printing institutions such separate chapters for which there is

a special demand are printed and sold separately. Our list
reflects to a certain extent what part of the sungbums is

actually read at the present day. Each le-tshan from a sung-
bum has its own abbreviated marginal title, but also a serial
letter-number indicating the volume or poti of which it forms
part. But the marginal title does not disclose the author and
consequently does not lead to an identification of the sungbum'
itself.

123. Sq'|V-^<5j- J<3j-q^qc:-CT|^^'2'Q^gq-iq- (149).

Commentary on the Jewel-source of composition, or metre,

i'robably commentary on the ^^t^f^I^X'TT^ in Tanjur,

mdo 2' 117.

<^?^'3^pR^*'Q^a^-gR- (47). The infinite protector of

the teaching. (Said to be a god, not a Lama.) See next

number.
<^5q-5jpQ^= ^;q-^ip:^^-qS^-q-^ heavenly, has in Tibet-

an another idiomatic value than in English, and means in-
tinite, as the expanse of the heavens.

125. aj^' ^f^C^' q^5^^
I'--

^-p;- g-^- ^- q^:^q- (208).

Text and commentary of the Yoga-doctrine (?) of the Infinite
protector of the teaching. See previous number.

6. ^^'^^^'(5jq (^:;'5^*q-^C;*3;i' (ISG). Complete oral

}

I

!

I
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and Son (commentary, elaboration, additions, appendix). Not
the well-known Saddharmapundarika Sutra, but the work of an
incarnation in ^1^'^ upper Tibet, i.e. in the Ladak region.

is here not necessarily a commentary of the text, but in the

volume the ^' is the chief part, and the ZT the rest of the
NO

volume. The terms are used with reference to the volume
a material unit, not with reference to the nature of the

contents. Dzokchen ? See No. 1 77. 1 leave open the question
in how far the above explanation is contradictory to what
Csoma says in his Gramm., p. 191.

127. ^^'^TO'^C' (151). Complete, full, open, dis-

played words of Padma = Padmasambhava. The primary

meaning of ^r* is, as explained under No. 13, put. displayed

on the plain, clearlv visible to all, and no longer hidden as be-
tore, I.e. laid bare, exposed. But from this primary meaning
a development makes the term to be also understood as

^C:'= CJc;-rT|-=;*-^<g:-q^ fulh wide, expanded. This is the

popular title of all writings relating to or emanating from
Padmasambhava, and not only of the well known collection

of ' Five Chapters," ^'Oj* See Nos. 13-15. Nyingma.

128. Cj:v-qs'S^'cr|(5S^-^q'^=T]' (174). Ritual for the

annihilation (lit. rotting, putrefaction) of evil spells, by Lama

Padmavajra. Kurim.. Nyingmapa. 3q3;(3;'qi!;::' or qjqr^-q^cq*

^r to cast spells on, imprecate, to curse, conjure up evil male-

dictions. ^^^ is here gJ^'

?I5^'3^5Vq' (152). Biography of Mahapandita Yeshe-

tshemo (not a Tashilama), written by Gyalba Gendungyatsho

(th^ second Dalai Lama). Namthar. Gelukpa.

130. g-S5|'q^-§3^-5^'f^^<3j- (197). Unexplained. Cf.

the entry in S. C. D. Diet, under gy-=4'^C:'fil]' ? Questions

and answers about the Paramitas, by Prati ?
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131. ^q'c6^''^^'<S<3:'|jC;^'q' (78). jewel heap of

moral examples.
This is probably the same work as the one which is popu-

larly known as Cq*^^' only. I possess an incomplete umed

copy of this work with a slightly different title, J^q'^I*

y<5^^'g C^*^'^ It is a record of sayings and moral stories

by a disciple named ^gC'S'::^'^' of Potova, and constitute

a companion volume to No. 148 of this list.

Since writing the above 1 have received a complete print
)f this work, with the title as in the Lama's list. 182 leaves,

s

f

from very old and worn-out blooks. Marginal title 'Nq'(£^'

132. g^'!3C;'^]g"(a^g5q' (160). Collected works of

(probably Lama) Panglung. Namthar. There is a lotsava

133. g^'^^^'|^'qS,-a,l=ri^-35;-q§2s^qi^- (173)

Meditation on Yamantaka, according to (Lama) the Incarna-

tion Pokar (proper name, White Incense). Geluk. ^^^^'

3'YI'(5', manual of the form of meditation styled* 3q<S'5|^'

8ee diets. Geluk. See next.

134. g^'^'i^^'iai'^^-SI-^q^-Q^ig^'^^- (219). The
NJ \0 -NO

appeasement (satisfaction) of the anger of the exalted Mother
(Kali) according to the Incarnation (Lama) Pokar. Kurim.
Geluk

1 T S'
1'^^' g*^' ^^^' (22). (Works

i-

graphy?, of Lama) Chiinngalotogyaltshan (Royal Banner of
learnmg before the eye, se before the Buddha.)

136. S'^'Sl^T^^f^'q' (34). Commentary on enter-

ing on the (right) practice (or conduct). See next.

137. f^'^|^'g"as^'^' ('^)- Text and commentary,

as above.

t



f
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138. 5J-qc;'p:!'qiq^-5iipq^-|^-^5;^- (163). Coticemiug

the conduct (leading to) heaven, according to (the book of)
Phawongkha (a hermitage about a day North of Lhasa).
Kurim.

139. 2^^'|<3j'^q^'^Q'"Hr (41). First chapter on the

paramitas. ^^(T'ac* philosophy.

^

140. ^^'jyjf'S^" f^)- C^omplete exposition of the

paramitas. g^j^Var- philosophy.

141. ^^'3^'^^'^"^^'|IY ^^^' (^^^^^^^i^g altogether

problematic)
: Method of revering the paramitas of the

madhyamikas. The expression ^OJ'Sc' has not been ex-

I

plained and the grammatical relation between SJ^'i^cT' and

^g'^' is uncertain. ^!^>3:-a-» philosophy.

142.
^^'3*^'5^'f^'

(^)- Text and commentary on the

paramitas. May be anything of this latge class of literature.
Most probably from the Tanjur, first volumes of mdo.

143. ^^' g^' f^5^' R^' (9). Guide to the paramitas.

^o^5;'9j=v'^ philosophy. See Nos. 146, 197.

144. ^5^'^^'? (180). Catalogue of the books print-

ed in ' The Palace/ This is the most tantalizing title in our
list This seems precisely the kind of print we have been
looking for, but in this case the information is disappointing-

ly vague. There are two ' Palaces/ S^^C namely of Potala

and of Dapung, both in Lhasa. Either of these may be meant.
We have now to try to obtain a copy of this catalogue. I am
told that in Tibet such catalogues are very rare, so much so
that I have been unable to obtain definite information as to
the existence of any other than the above catalogue Of no
other printing establishment in Tibet a catalogue of editions is

known to my informants. On the other hand, most of the

sungbums when they consist of man\^ volumes have very
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reliable indexes added to each volume, describing the full con-

tents of each. These are indispensible for checking the com-
pleteness of these volumes which are never numbered conse-

cutively, but start with a fresh numeration for each component
part, whilst the component parts themselves are not serially

numbered. In the introduction I have mentioned a similar

list refering to works printed in Galdan Phiintsholing. (Supra
p. 449.) (See also Addenda, behind.)

(166). Extract of the works and commentary on the tantra

of Arya Hoyontan Gyatsho ? Doubtful rendering, a qiO^'CJ*

commentary.

146. ^'^^^Sy'^'E^' (1'^^)- The guide to contempla-

tion by (the Lama from) Baso. fa'^r^q-'^r'cn^iyj- are three

stages of meditation. Baso, a village in Tsang, also name of

^'^'c&^';3'Jf^'5^(35<3j' according to S. C, D. See Nos. 143, 196.

147. g'^<3J-q^s^-qq^-a^CT|25^-g:^- (74). Like in Nos. 115,

116, O^^s =q^s:aj- ^ If so: Excellent guide to the discipline

SB >s

by Lama Buton = ^di'J<3;'q|q

148. q'Q^g^-a^gq-q' (82). Read g?^'^ also q^'

qSJ' Commentary on the cow's nipple. According to

8. C. D. a general term for ' scripture.' Perhaps identical with
next number.

Since writing this I have received from Tibet a copy of the

a Dapung print (Lhasa), 274 leaves. This is evidently the

same work. It is a collection of edifying stories by a pupil of

^I' ^'i:j' and is a companion volume to a well-known similar

work the ^q'l^^" by ^qc:'§^^'q' a co-disciple of the

same teacher, both works recording the oral teachings of

Potowa. See No. 131.

149. 5^*g35I'S5j'cfaJ'§"(a^gq* (114). Text and

r

i

p

I

I
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commentary of the blue cow's nipple. S. C. D. : the ancient
book on religion and religious history of the Kadampa school,

compiled by ^^j'^^^'^^'^^j-HfJ- See previous and next

numbers.

150. 5(^'f^g5]'g^'q^§^-a^fq-q' (23), o^gs^'-gsj-

See previous two numbers. Probably identical with No. 148.

151. '^'^^^'§^' (57). (Astronomical) calculations

(called) White Vaidurya = q'^' /or 7')^*^T[^'cf' The

No

term vaidiirya, in Tibetan booktitles means no more than
*gem/ precious. There are many different works with this

word in the title, often followed by a colour name. Abbre-

viated as i^' See next two numbers. For the present number

cf. Schmidt and Bohtlingk, Nos. 472-473. See also Csoma,
Grammar, p. 191,

152. §'^^' (60) • "The blue vaidurya. Probably

medicine. See above and below, also No. 57. Cf . Schm. and B.
Nos. 486-488. See Csoma, Grammar, p. 191, WaddellNo. 446.

153. ^'^^/ i^^)' The yellow vaidurya. Subject

unknown. See above. Thomas (No. 7, quoted from Wassiliew),

has a q-;s-^'5^-qq;-^'arc:- by ^C^-g^'q^'g^g'JJ^^

account of the sects founded by Tsongkhapa. See above

Nos 120-122. ^-^ not q^'

Since writing the above I have received from Tibet a

Dapung print of this work, 419 leaves. Its full title is ^qO|'

q a^'5^'aiC;'(5^'q'q'qsq]:54'^
|

Described as a history of the

Yellow-hat sect.

\9
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^Sq-^^-^-ja^-J^^aj-g^'^eS'-q* (137). if 3^p^' is a mistake

for 5^p^J* J
The biography of the Tibetan scholar Maitripa

Tondubgyaltshan, written by Miphamchokyigyaltshan, ^'^SJ'

is Maitreya, and so the latter name means : The royal banner
of Maitreya's religion, evidently a religious play of words in

this case. S. 0. D. records a Tibetan word ^"C- with the

meaning : love, friendship. So ^'yq' may be a Sanskritised

Tibetan designation for a follower of Maitreya, or one whose

is Matreva.

155. g^^^'Sl'^'g' (11). The five chapters of Love-

religion, i.e. Lama g?|2^'<5(3j'^^-|\af^-:^T-^^- the founder

r*-f +Vi^ Ci««^ , j_ f^
of the Sera monastery.

156. g^^'q'^5j-«5^g'qs;i-ai5q-a3j-g^- (lOS). Origin-

al (first draft, autograph) of the Way to Happiness by Lama
Jampayontan.

( |(3j'g^- has also the meaning of memoran-

dum, notes, i.e. in order not to forget, to fix in the memory.)

(197). Prayer and offering book ( cn^ff^' S^J-S^n' )
to (the

Dharmapala) Rhinoceros-mail, by (Lama) Lozangtanpa from
Takyab. Kurim. According to the Diet, ncn'ysjq' is a place

in Kham.
^^'ig^'=^^'^s'ig^'.

158. g'5^'^^-q^I5J-g'^T^*ecT]^-a^^ai'CI- (147). The

grammatical commentary of Lama Lhaksam (Excellent Soul),
a Lama from Lhasa, of recent date.

159. §'§C:'qg]'^' (205). Hundred (points concerning)

the purification of the soul.

160. id. (84).

161, ^^^'^^^^^^ (30). Hundred (points concern-

ing) the greater ablutions, initiations (abhiseka).

(

I

I

\
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162. ^^^^•^-^•^5j-q'Q^-q^f3^-|":^-|c-Hr:^C:-Q^^a^-qS^-

(201). The vyakarana essence, together with his own com-
mentary thereon, by the great Lotsava of Wang. a;,c;-a^a|-

may also mean
: th e work itself and its commentary. This seems

"to be the Lotsava from ^qc (not ^^qc^^'j who was res-

ponsible for the revision of the translation of Dandin's Kavya-
darsa as now in the Tanjur, and whose name is given as Jjqaj'

^<^'§^g^'q^<^*q*j Shrimat Sthiramati, "expert in Sanskrit

grammar." See below.

163. ^^C'q^,5<3j'qSj'^^'2T|^T3q-cq^f:^*q'(126). Here

also probably Cqc;- as above. The ^^'^^^l^* is unex-

plained. An index to the names in Cordier's Tanjur would
probably lead to an explanation, but alas, how much informa-
tion is now not locked up, almost untraceable, in his two
splendid volumes ! The title might, as it stands, be translated
as

:
the clear three assemblies ? of the areat Lotsava of Wang.

164. ^5'^'§"^ai-qjar-Q^gq' (6). Text and Com-

mentary of the crystal mula of the Madhyamika philosophy.

This reminds us of the z:g*3;|'|r'q§^-'gqj-q(^3;^-g^'q-.^^-

^q'^ the Prajiia nama miila madhyamaka karika, in the

Tanjur, mdo ^ 17, or its numerous derivates in that and

the following volumes.

165. 'S3'''^Q\'3<3j'q^' (5). Notes on the Madhyamaka

system. Philosophy, Geluk.

166. ^3^*g^'^'5'^S^',f?I'S]^' (152). The biography

of the frantic Heruka from (the province of) t). Heruka is a
god, but the name is also given to an ascetic or yogi who dress-
es as a Heruka and is Heruka-inspired. It is said that here a
member of the latter class is meant. There are two of them
^nown as the Xj Heruka (in Lhasa) and the Tsang Heruka (in

^higatse). They are regular ' incarnations,' and their method
or manifestation is that of frenzy or madness. Bhutanese
^agyupa. See No. 171.
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167. '^^^''S'^^'g'^^^', (^'^)- Probably the ^T^^f|-

^T'ltT^^'^ (®° Cordier) in Tanjur, mdo, vol. ^ 134.

(Schiefner ^^^^o), See No. 114.

168. 'Sgc;^' 0^^^' 0\^0^5^1\^ i^- qg-CJf3^3q'5j^' g^*

gc-q-jc^-q-^- |'«^c;-^-§2^-qQ^'^<^a^-:^c:-q^^-q- (200). The

hundred rays of light (illuminating) the practice of the (work
called) the arising of sound, or string of jewels, together with
the names of the Dungva-vajras and Desis (Regents). (Unsatis-

factory and uncertain) §'25^x5' fortune telling, omens,

sooth-saying. ^sqC^'C^cB^' is explained as follows : KQZm'

stands for fi^gc^-^-^-"Jf^ the Goddess Sarasvatl. In some

way auguries are derived in connection with sounds arising

from her throat. The expression ^C'^'"^!* is obscure, prob-

ably a title or designation. ^fi'R' better ^C'Cl' oiay

stand for the following four expressions : Jn Q'^g^'S^* a clerical

degree
; ^C;';X|q|'^ writer, clerk, secretary

; ^q3!^'5C' servant

(hon.) or the son of a gqi^-q- . ^'^Cq* assistant, aide-de-

camp.

169. ^g^*1C^-g-^-^-g5J-g'g5j'Cq]'^I^'^cil^' (99).

Poetry and grammar by the Sikhim Lama Ugyan.

(92). The works of the omniscient Bhutanese Lama White
Lotus. Kagyii

.

171. '^9^'=l^C;'gaj-Zsg^"g^- (107). story of the

freiizied ones living in the provinces of Tsang and U, both born
in Bhutan. The one is a kind of Tibetan Till Eulenspiegel,

known as y^'p'^'q-^ the other is known as Sf'^^'

(

i

i

i
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(in which ^c;- is a Tsang idiom for Mr., Esq., Saheb, Babu, in

t) a|qj2^*j There is an extensive literature devoted to each

one of the two. See No. 166.

172. ^'C^'cB^'C;^!!!^' (108). Probably a^p;^-= «Mi;-

Concerning the untrue religion. Might be interesting if it were
polemics against the Chilingpas or Lalos, but may, of course,
deal with internal polemics.

173. y^'p'-qTO'Q^^JI* (43). The well-known Mani-

kambum. Rockhill's data about it are still the fullest up till

now.

174. s^C'^^-g-gq-j-g^^ a;-j=^'^^-|-^c;-5?;-y5^s'^'q*

(138). The biography (or works) of the well-informed Ludub-

gyatsho, written by His Eminence himself, m' s=Ti:5sJ'

f^5l'g5i'C3^g5^'g«;'q§^-lB'^-5cr]' (183). The

six themes (subjects, topics) on the manner of the quick pre-

paration of the preliminaries (or necessary preliminaries) (for

salvation ?).

176. ^^^^'J^li'SlS^'q^-^^" (39). Various (cere-

monies =0^^' works) connected with the Unfathomable-love

verse (of Tsongkhapa). (So called after the initial words. See

my Minor Tibetan Texts I, B.I., p. 75.) Geluk.

177. ^^'^^'^^'S^^'(5Jf^'gC' (^5)- ^^^^ teachings

(authentic utterances) on astronomy (?) by Lama Pekar (White

Lotus). §^'^q' astronomy (?) See No. 126.

178. c^«\'3^'^5^'a^gf^' (2). Pramana-vartika. Tanjur,

mdo, 5* 95. See Vidvabhusana, A history of Indian Logic.

^c^^''^^' philosophy.

179. aq^^-qg-^q^-q^^S^-fl^l'-^C:- (17). Thecreeper

of the hundred inconceivable deeds. This seems to be the
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same as the

3''^0'"^^', Bodhisattvavadanakalpalata, by Ksemendra,

Tanjur, mdo, 5|' 93 (and not C^^ as in S. C. D. Diet.) edited in

Sanskrit and Tibetan by Rarat Chandra Das in the Bibliotheca
Indica; unless it is the shorter Tibetan prose work, giving a
simpler form of the same work, also edited by Das in the same
series. My informants do not know of other works with a

similar name. S. C. D. gives another title in his Diet. : 't^\^'

^|^'^^'q'*-^q^-q^5^-jg-^c:-^

180, ^(^^-q- *• |q^-cr]^--q^^3^- (lOo). The works of

Milarapa. q(^*^-q-^-|-=li'q'J^^'q- Namthar. Kagyu. See

No. 91.

181. i^'P'-^A'g*" (31). Unexplained. Corner (or

side)—mouth—hundred.

1

great top-knot (^yi]*) of (the) Indriya Vajraand Prajna

fifnot '^f^^^^S the teaching (instruction) given by (Lama)Rmchentok from (the country of) Yardok (halfway between
India and Lhasa, near Yamdok Lake). Obscure. ^•^'^•
seems to be the abbreviated name of a book which is probably

Val. Tp'^.~''^.^''*''^'*^ «^ *^^« other works, the Indriya

names f ^
^^^°^ ^ ^J''^' "^ t^^* ^t^ese are here not taken as

^^^'^%^' ^^-jai'S^^aj-g-^s;!-^;^

biography (works) of Yongdzin Yeshegyaltshan. The fuller
name of this teacher, which I found elsewhere, is ^-^'ola;*

^^'T'^^'^'^'^^gOJ-S^^'cSj-^^qq-qa:;-'^. in the seventh

volume, ^-^ of the collected writings of the fourth Teshu
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Lama, a q^^^^-qq^'^c-q- on him is to be found. He was a

teacher of the seventh Dalai Lama, a^^J'^Nqq-^'J^T^ See

Nos. 40, 184, 185.

184. ^C^'(:^'|'c^-C^'^^-gq-^T<5^-g'q]^5;'y5=T|' (1S9).

Notes on oral teachings heard by Yongdzin Yeshegyaltshan

(from different Lamas). q|^5;'5^^|* as elsewhere in this l]st =

53j'y^27|' See Nos. 183, 185.

185. ^::^' ^5j- ;aj'.^^- jq- 5^^5j' cr|gc:* qq?!' (90).

The collected works of Lama- teacher Yeshegyaltshan. See
Nos. 18y, 184.

g^'gq'5^(3^<3j-^^-?,T^^'q- (136). Biography or works of

the Precious Mountain Master of Yol, named Zhonnuloto,
written by Lotogyaltshan. Some of the umed letters in this

title are not clear in the MS. If ^°^qi?;' is written, this

stands probably for ^•'ra5:-qQ^'i:qk'q^ but if ^cn'^vqa;' is

written, the expression means Master of Wisdom or Learning.

187. ^^f^'^f^' (59)- The rust-remover. (Perhaps a

medical work according to my informants, but Csoma, Gramm.
p. J 91, quotes a work with this title by Desi Sangya gyatsho.

and says that this work contains the author's answers to the

objections of several learned men who criticised his works.)

188. ^^'^'S^'W^' (IS'^)- About Yuthok's book.

The Yuthok doctor lives near the Turquoise Koof Bridge in

Lhasa. A medical book. See Waddell's No. 347.

189. •^•^q-qj^aj-q-^qg^' (83). (The works of Lama.)

Tanparabgya of the Radeng monastery. See next number.

190. ^•§C-q^<3j-q-'^q';^^'5'^gc;'a,q5^' (215). Col-

lected works of (Lama) Tanparabgya of the Radeng monastery

(two days North of Lhasa)
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191. ^•'^•^•qS^m^j^' (172). Biography of the

Indian translator Ra, or from Ra. Titles and names like
these will be immediately verifiably as soon as we have proper
indexes to the existing Tanjur and Kanjur catalogues. Now
an identification is largely a matter of chance unless time is

spent out of proportion to the importance of the result. In
Tibetan literary history there are several different Ra scholars.

I possess a na miliar of Ra lotsava, in one volume, of
151 leaves, bought in Pharijong from an itinerant bookseller
from Lhasa. I have been told that there are different nam-

thars of this name. My copy is entitled: S^S'S^^'^^C
>o

'Tg*^i'?i'^-f^-^-qq^-J5^-q-HI^-q-^5j'[qq-^aj-qS^-£'|-^^-

3'^'^(5\^^'^ t| The marginal title is' ^'q q|'^5^'^^' The

syllable ^»^" is explained as the name of a country. From

the above book it appears that the Lotsava's full name was

^•OfF|'^^^' His pupil was ;^-^';^q- The pupil of

this one again, J^'aqg^-^k' The latter's pupil was

^'^'•/^^'^u * • who is the author of the namthar. In the

body of the work there is a legend which explains the name

^' ^'n connection with the horns of fli?=T]5^*§^' orYamantaka,

whose form the Lotsava assumed at the occasion of a pic-

turesque incident in his career. This seems at variance with

the first explanation as a geographical term.

192. ''n^'jIC:-,?^-^^* (106). Biography of Lama

Rachung, MUarapa's disciple. Kagyii.

193. ^"(^^r (94). The mountain book. cB^ often

book, x; here probably ^'jg^' ^§^'3', teaching, insfcruc-

fcion,

the i

194. ^SH^qg-gai-fJjS^-§-5q<3j<3j'S'=T (209). Kitual of

incarnation of the Rik^'a monastery for the subjection of

the Tamsi-gnomes ^|j'=c5;|'^- a kind of q
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195. '^5;'c5<3;*CT|c;:?,"5^^:v- (93). Precious treasure.

Kagyii, A voluminous collection of about a hundred volumes,

a kind of modern Tanjur, described as a religious miscellany

or cyclopedia containing works pertaining to various sects,

produced in the Kagyupa monastery ^^X^Z^* a day North

of Lhasa. Said to have been only once printed before, in Khani
(Derge), and now some 6 or 7 years ago completed for a second

time in Tshurphu. See S. C. D Diet. ^^^' is said to b(^

a dialectical variant of J^ijS^' so that the name would mean

the Lake Cave. See Introduction, p. 468.

196. 1^3^'R^'g^'f^^' (158). The quick guide (to

Heaven). No details, a frequent title. There are
^'ig*^',

f^'P?:' ajg^J-raC' and perhaps other guides of this kind. See

next number and Nos. 31, 33.

197. fl^5^'g«^'2=I]?}^'g'y^Cgaj- (129). Twice refined

gold about the guide to Heaven. ysTC'ffldj'^ twice molten,

doubly refined, hs^^^ S^'^^' ^^^ ^^°'- ^^^' ^^^'

198. W5q-^3^'(5'(5C' (36). The greater and lesser steps

on the path. Lamrim is a very frequent title and the work

mentioned here may, in consequence, be by one of a great num-

ber by diflferent authors. Tsongkhapa's Lamrim is the most

famous of all works know^n by this name. See next number

and No. 9.

199. q5q'^5^'^'5«T|- (91). Tiie peaceful and fearful

steps on the path, or otherwise, the steps on the path with

reference to the peaceful and fearful Deities. See previous

number.

200. Sfgai•S'^•gc;•qa:;•H^^•g?J•^=^^^•^g^^'
^i^^)-

Commentary on the grammatical treatise by the great trans-

lator Chokyong-Zangpo, Dharmaimlabhadra.
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Short account of the Lama succession (doctrinal tradition) of

Translator Lodansherab.

202. ^^^•fjC2^-fT]*a;i^'3q:^q^-q^-5i|^:^-q' (165). Com-

mentary on the Shefcing (Friendly Epistle) written by Lama Reda

^'5^^'^^*^ arrow of hope?). This may be a commentary

on Nagarjmia's famous epistle, q-B^'q^'Sq-y^T^]' mdo, qn"

Vol. 33. Note that as Sjqi" is written for ^'qi' so also

^7]' is written for ^r^' The latter is no mistake. See next

number. In the Tanjur the title is q2^-qa^'§3;';^2T|' in

Vol. c;* and q^^'q^'gC'C^qi' in Vol. m' (according to

Cordier.)

203. qN^^'§[;^'^'a^gq- (120). Text and comment-

ary as above.

204. ^^'go^'S^-Q^p;- (100). Circle (garland) of teach-

ings of the Sakya (monastery). Sakyapa.

205. ^*Yq/B•^(^•J•^:^I•FrIj;^•q^^q•q• (ue). Com-

mentary on the grammatical treatise of the great Situ Pandit

A.W.^!^''^
'° Kham). If it is the same work as the "one

edited by Sarat Chandra Das in his Grammar, then the trans-
lation IS rather

: the commentary on (Thonmi Sambhota's)
grammatical treatises, by the Situ Pandit.

206. ^C'^=^^•=f]'7^•c6^•5^]pq^•Q^^a^:^q|C;^•^,dj• (162).

Torma ritual to (the Dakinl) Lion-face, (called) th^ Dakinl's
soul-ornament. Kurim.

NO ^ 4
^^'T]^'^^' (179). Catalogue ( = description, history) of the

three monasteries Sera, Dapung (both in Lhasa) and Gedan
(b.h.. of Lhasa), of Tashilhumpo. and of the two mantra
schools (m Lhasa). All big monasteries have such a "cata-
logue, which describes both their contents as well as their
history. Qeluk. See Nos. 212 and 215.
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208. g^* ^^^ ^^ R'^(\' §^^' ^^' ^'^' 3j-^25^- ^^^ q-

(150). The biography of the Precious Teacher, written by
Taranatha. Which Taranatha, is not evident; all the succes-

sors of the incarnation bear the same name. ^r-.-T^^S^ -^J;r.';^.

seems to be Padmasambhava, as no other Tibetan teacher
appears to be known under that appellation. Nyingma.

209. gjq'^C;^' (121). Letter, epistle of instruction,

or to a pupil. Probabl}^ the ^'Sq'aj'lSc^'qa'ljc'yj^'

flR%^, ^" Tanjur, Vol. ^V^ 33. Author Candragomi.

210. ^^C;'£*Q^|=T]25^-q]^5^' (73). Ritual book con-

nected with the three Gelukpa Yidams, cn^CaN^iq^

o^-S^
1 ^^^^ S^ I

^^ Gruhj^a samaja, Samvara, Yamautaka.

Knrim. Geluk. yj' must be q^'

211. ^^^'y^qn* (49). Notes on oral teachings. No

details. See No. 78.

212. ^^^'^^C:*^aj-q'SS;-5^^^'^q|- (69). Guidebook

to the Golden (chapel in which are the) Remains of the (fifth)
lashi Lama. The other four mausolea have oaly small guide
books but this one is bulky, of perhaps a hundred pages or

leaves. This mausoleum is popularly called ^>|'5jc;'qT3i*J^5^'

the first (chief, unique) ornament of the world. See No. 207.

213. ^^z.^' jq- ^^-qS^' ^=T]^'Hr5^' Q^qc ]p-%z'

(199). Supplement
( p'?J"' \ to the history of the rise of the

faith in (the country of) Takpo, (written by) the Prince of the
Shading (country). See Nos. 108-109.

214. ^•^^<3j^5j-a^gq' jq- 3^^^' g^'|- ^^i'Ef^:^^- ^5^'

^^' (170). Biography of His Precious Highness (Tsongkhapa)

by (Lama) Lhatsiindondubgyaltshan. I think that ^'q^<3j'
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is a title, or may, at all events, sometimes mean augur, sooth-

sayer, as in the table accompanying Bacot's publication on
the cries of the crow, J.A.. 1913.

215. ^'^S'^'^^"^^' (^^^)' Guidebook to Lhasa,

Evidently the work on which Wad dell based his article in the
J.A.S.B., Vol. 64 (1893): * Description of Lhasa cathedral/
See also S. G. D/s list A, No. 20.

This work has recently been edited and translated by
A. Griinwedel, Heidelberg (Sitzungsberichte of the Heidelberg

Academy), 1919. The full title is §''QI<3I''^^'^*^^'2q^q|'a^cn'

'^^•s^^^'c&^'-^t^'^^^'^'qc:- ( ^:r(3j^^'^' ) This does

not mean :
" Ein kristallheller Spiegel : Katalog des Tempel-

klosters, das durch iiberirdische Kraft Gotterwohnung ge-
worden ist." This is mere dictionary-translation. The render-
ing should rather be *' Systematic description, clear (or pure) as
crystal, of the convent (vihara) of ( = founded by) the Incar-
nation (Srongtsangampo) in (or of) the Town of the Gods
(namely, the many—and especially five, on account of which

there is the synonym W'Wa:'—sacred images for which the

town was famous and which gave rise to the name Lhasa).

The short marginal title of the booklet is ffm^'j^cn'M'fSJ,?-

and the volume or part number in the collection of which it

forms part is ^* or 19. In titles 3q'::m:^* lit. crystal,

means spotless (and especially perfect, without blemish, fault-

less)
; and ^'CIJ-^' lit. mirror, means clear, perfectly intel-

ligible. The English idiom clear as crystal (kristallhelJ)

already accounts for the element S^'O^C* The word ^T|^',$^*
w

represented by varna in the Sanskrit equivalent title, which
almost certainly stands for varnana, means not much more
than "classification," "arrangement" or "grouping." The
idea seems that of sorting out clearly in separate and appro-

priate heaps or bundles. Tibetans relate the syllable ^^\'

to <5^'^', bundle, tuft, bunch, cluster, but in connection

with flowers, bouquet, nosegay, posy. If we similarly re-

constitute the devaman in the Sanskrit title as devamana,
then this Sanskrit title of the block-print evidently stands
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for a Tibeto-Buddhist-Sanskrit construction ^'Devainana-
nirmanasya vihara-varnana spliatika-suklah adarsa viharati

sma/' corresponding to a classical Sanskrit '' Devamana-
nirmana-vihara-varnana sphatika-suklah adarsa iti."

Ihe corruptions in the title as they are now in the printed

text have probably crept in in latter times and need not be
ascribed to its first drafter.

216. S^'^^^' (6^)- *' Extra/' "Supplement/' *' Ad-

denda." Not specified. The word is in J.'s. Diet, and he
says that it is the title of a medical work. But the expression
may be used for any supplement to any work, and is generally

applied to any smaller work following a larger one in the same
volume.

217. ^'^^'§^'^^f^'|^'^'^ (1^*)' T^^
y^ ^^ n5

Lamaistic succession in the South ( = Bhutan) of the six schools

formerly practised. g^'qn-^^'rqj' seems also to be the

title of a separate work, with the meaning as in the above title.

(154). Concerning the recitation (japa) to Yamantaka, by
(Lama) Vajradhara of the Golden House (Temple ?) in Amdo.

^i*^^'^CJ' book of ' retreat.' Geluk. Elsewhere in these

nsts, 1 nave rendered l^^di' by propitiation (so m Nos. 40, 41),

but I am told that the term specially means propitiation by
Japa, and should here be so understood. See S. C. D.'s last

example s.v. qScS'q* in his diet. Orally, ^R'^' was given

as a synonym.
'^

219. ^*i3'5^S\'^^C;'r;^g5I' (3^). Collected works of

the Lama from E (a place in Southern Tibet, North of Bhutan).



VT. ADDENDA.

Add as No. 11

To IT. I. d, p. 459.

W. Botting Hemsley, The flora of Tibet or High Asia/ in
the Journal of the Linnean Society, Vol. XXXV, (1902),
No. 244, pp. 124-265. On pp. 259-265 there is a very com-
plete botanical bibliography.

To II. II a, p. 460,

Add as No. 10a the very important analysis of Tibetan
Medical works in the Tanjur, by Dr. P Cordier, Introdnction
a Tetude des traites medicaux sanscrits inclus dans le Tanjur
tibetain.^ In the B.:6 F.O. for 1903, Vol. 3, pp. 604-629 and
also reprinted separately.

On the same page a reference should be added to the
following articles :

lOh F. W. Thomas, Deux Collections sanscrites et tibet-

aines de Sadhanas, Le Museon, Nouvelle Serie, Vol- IV (1903),

pp. 1-42, also reprinted separately.

10c Th. de Stcherbatskoi, La litterature Yogacara
d'apres Bouston, Le Museon, Nouvelle Serie, Vol. VI (1905),

pp. 144-155, Also reprinted separately.
Though not bibliographical in the sense of describing

editions, the article should be mentioned because describing
titles as given by a Tibetan authority.

As No. 11a add : Sarat Chandra Vidvabhusana. A Historv
of Indian Logic. This work, which has appeared this year or

is about to appear, published by the University of Calcutta,
contains copious references to the material on logic in the
Tanjur. 1 have compiled an index to the Tibetan matter in

the volume and for the convenience of those interested I have
had a small number of copies of this index reprinted sepa-
rately.

.
Under lib a reference may be made to the earlier and

shorter work of the same Author on the same subject '' History
of the Mediaeval School of Indian Logic/' Calcutta University
Studies, No. 1, Calcutta, 1909.

To V, No. 144 on p. 509.

The long delay in the printing of this article has had its

tntage and profit. Not the least of these has been that
I ^ ^ ^ _E1_ ^ft

«.v^ , .*ix ucig^ ciiiva pujui.. iMoc me lease or tnese nas oeen uuau
I have been able to acquire in the meantime a printed copy of
the booklet mentioned under No. 144 of the alphabetical list,
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so that I am now able to add a fuller account of it here. Its

full title i.s ^^•5!-S^-q'^:^iq-'^'5i-(:\5^'gr^-^.rj^.pr.g3-.

^ ^'^'^S^'^^'^'l^'^^' (^<?^^'^'), Systematic descrip-

tion of the book-blocks in the noble printing-house of the
noble and glorious religious institution, called the '' White
Mass " The name f3^5^'|jC:^", nearly always literally trans-

lated as "Heap of Rice," does not mean this at all to the
Tibetan. '' Rice " means here '' white like rice," as we would
use *' snow-white '' or •' snowy '' alone. The expression

F

lit. great, in connection with names or titles often

means noble, illustrious, '' his honour," an epithet of respect.

The marginal title is simply CT|5^]C;'I]^*^WcB^- The booklet

consists of seven leaves. This very important document
contains a brief preamble of one page and then enumerates the

titles of works or jmrts of works of which the blocks are

preserved in the printing establishment of the Dapung
monastery (Lhasa) with the exact number of blocks of each
work, and an indication of the room where they are kept.

The following gives in brief the substance of the contents :

The preamble says that during the time of the fifth Dalai

Lama an inventory was made of the blocks in the Dapung
printing house. As afterwards many new blocks had been

cut, therefore '' now '' the thirteenth Dalai Lama in the 15th

^^'3^' (prabhava) C3^cle,, in the Iron-Monkey (57th) year

(that is in 1920, three years ago), has commanded a new list to

be prepared. Then follows the long list of bare titles, giving

in each case the number of the blocks for each title, stored

away in the rooms numbered from HI' (1) to ::' (11). In all

285 titles are given, of which the blocks number 40,807,

which represents half that number of leaves. Of the titles

given some do not indicate single works but collections.

v ^\ ' \ -^ -< ^^ ^ X •'^ '^v ^ ^ -^ ^.^
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NUMISMATIC SUPPLEMENT No. XXXVI.

Articles 225-231.

Continued from ''Journal and Proceedings ''\ Vol, XVII,
New Series, No 1,

225. The MachhlIdar Subah Awadh Coins.

In his article the Coins of the Kings of Awadh, published
in N.S XVIII, Art. 112, p 255, Mr. Brown discusses the coin-

age during the Mutiny in the name of Bri jls Qadr. He records

the tradition in the Lucknow bazar that it resembled the coins

of Banaras which have a broad fish and the mint name
Mjl ajj^. The general correctness of the tradition has now
been proved by the Oudli records in the office of the Board of

Revenue. Attached to this note is a copy of a letter Xo. 189,

dated 18th December, 1858, from the Deputy Commissioner,

Lucknow% to the Commissioner and Superintendent, Lucknow.
1 have preserved the exact spelling of the original. Most of the

mistakes present no difficulty. The word *' P Sendal '* is prob-

ably a mistake for '' provisional, and the Persian words nishan

main probably refer to the representation of a fish.*'

The coins which had been received a^ Lucknow resembled

closely the machhli shahl rupees of Shah 'Alam which were still

being received at treasuries along with other uncurrent coins.

As, however, the new coinage had been struck without author-

ity, and was debased in varying degrees, a circular was issued

directing district officers to refuse to accept it in the treasuries.

Any coins which had already been received were to be sent to

the Accountant General for melting. The only district report

received besides that from Lucknow Avas from Hardoi where

22,000 coins had been received. This rejection and order for

melting account for the comparative rarity of these coins now.

R. Burn.

Sir,

I have the honour to request you wdll furnish me with

early instructions relative to the treatment of a new species of

Oude Currency.
ui- i, ^

2. During the Rebellion it seems a mint was established

under the orders of Birjislkudr, the P Sendal king and a new

coin struck and extensivel}' circulated in this Province.

3. It has some resemblance to the Mutchlee Shahee rupee,

now current, and bears the device noted in the margui. It is

oE an inferior description and the intrinsic value much below

the standard currency. The coins even vary in value, the
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maximum is 15 annas, ^^ hile some are not worth more than 14
annas.

Observe {sic). Reverse

t\^ )^tJ o^fiA j2 (^-^^ e;^' ''^r^
««

4. The Tehseeldars of Lucknow and Goorsaingunge have
sent in 79 such rupees in their remittance, but I have not yet
issued any orders to them on the subject, pending a reply to
this reference.

5. I need hardly observe that all light weight rupees ore
received in the Treasury as bullion but the new coin, altogether
inferior in value, is full weight and cannot be treated as such.

6. If the coin is to be received by tale it will be necessary
to fix a suitable rate of discount to be determined with refer-
ence to the value of the specie. In our older Provinces Mal-
goozars are allowed the privilege of tendering other than Co/s
rupees and the batta varies from 1 to 6 per cent according to
the description of coins tendered.

7. But the rupee in question is inferior to all kinds receiv-
able in the Treasury and liable to the exaction of a heavy
Batta, which I apprehend will materially retard its withdrawal
from circulation and this is a matter of considerable importance.

8. I have prohibited the re-issue of the coin and await
your orders on the subject.

I have, etc.,

Sd S. Martin,

Lucknow, Dy. Comm.'s Office,

The ISth December, 1858.

Deputy Commissioner.

226. UjhanI as a mint town,

The rupee described below was brought to me recently

Mu^al
mints.

Ujhani is a town of between seven and eight thousand
uihabitants, the capital of a pargana and about eight miles
south-west of Budaon.

After the death of ' Ali Muhammad Khan the Rohilla chief
in A.D. 1748 ( = A.H. 1161), and the release four years later
of his sons Abdullah and Faizullah who had been sent to Qan-
dahar by the Emperor Muhammad Shah, a partition of Kohil-
khand was effected and the UjhanI pargana fell to the share of
Abdullah. Here he ruled in peace till his death in 1761 A.D.
( = 1174 A.H.)

^

It was in the latter year that this rupee must have been
Btruck either by Abdullah or his son Nasrullah. It is to be

• - * -
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noted that it follows the Bareli (Rohilla) type. It came to me
with other coins of Rohilkhand mints of the ?ame period.

Obv.
' ^I

(J
'. ^ 9

AA3

Rev. u^y^^

\vC

AJOyo r /fctfaJj^

oJl/-^ 5 1 AiC^

On the obverse the word aJuI (mirror) replaces the usual AjU.

The two dots under the '' ve " and the dot over the '* nun "

make the reading clear.

Oil the reverse the use of the ^^ before the mint name is

a pecnliarit)'.

H. Nelson Wright.

227. The Coins of Muhammad Akbar as claimant to the

Mughal Throne.

I have ou purely numismatic grounds suspected for sopie

time past that coins were issued durmg the troubled period

1202-03 A.H. in the name of a Mughal claimant Muhammad
Akbar hitherto unrecognized as such. Towards the end of

November, 1919, I put the question to Professor S. H. Hodi-

vala as follows :
' Is it possible that a claimant called Muham-

mad Akbar, an individual either distinct from or the same as

the personage who afterwards became Muhammad Akbar II,

was pushed forward in addition to Bedar Bakht as a claimant

to the Mughal throne iathe troubled period 1202-03 A.H. .

Is there anything in history to warrant such a theory '
1 His

replv was sufficient to show that there were historical grounds

for holding that the second son of Shah 'Alara, Pnnce Muham-

mad Akbar, who regularly ascended the throne twenty years

later, was set up as emperor by Ghulam Qadir after that

swashbuckler had been obliged to discard Bedar Baklit on ac-

count of the latter's unsuitability. The name of Muhammad
Akbar must therefore be added to the list of Mughal claimants

who issued coin. I now proceed to describe the numismatic

evidence and leave Professor Hodivala to give the historical

material in the companion paper.

^ '
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It was in the latter part of the year 1202 A.H, that the
mfamous Rohilla chief G]iulain Qadir Khan occupied Dohh
and seized the Fort together with the persons of the hapless
Shah 'Alam and of the royal household. He put out the eyes
of the unfortunate emperor and in his place elevated one of the
young prhices to the throne under the name of Bedar Bakht,
This Bedar Bakht was son of Ahmad Shah Bahadur and grand-
son of Muhammad Shah. Coins were struck in his name and
a few specimens are known. The metals and mints are :—

AT. Ahmadabad, Shahjahanabad.
M. Do. do.
iEi Ahmadabad.

As far as I know, the copper coin still remains a singleton
silver is scarcer than gold. The dates are 1202 and 1203 A.H.
but only the first regnal ye^x appears; the reign lasted two
months.

We can only conjecture why coins of Bedar Bakht were
struck at Ahmadabad as history is silent on the point. His
power, or rather that of his Rohilla master cannot have ex-
tended far from Dehli itself. In his excellent paper on 'The Post
Mu^al Coins of Ahmadabad,' published in Numismatic Supple-
ment No XXir (J.A.S.B., 1914), Mr. A. Master, I.C.S., shows
that the end of the reign of Ahmad Shah Bahadur sees the last
of the issues of coins by the Mughal emperors in Ahmadabad

;

that is to say, subsequent issues were struck in the names of the
regnant emperors by Marathas and later by the British and were
of a fashion distinct from the true imperial type. A striking
exception was the Bedar Bakbt issue. This interrupted the
series issued in the name of Shah 'Alam, all of which bore a
local sj-mbol. The Bedar Bhkht coins on the contrary were of
the imperial Shahjahanabad type. Mr. Master held that these
were true Mughal coins and that although bearing the name of
Ahmadabad they really hailed from the capital. He cited the
parallel of the Ahmadabad coins of Nadir Shah. " The desire to
assert a claim over a wealthy and important city like Ahmada-
bad which was nominally under Mughal rule, would appear to
have been sufficient inducement for the striking of these coins
by Nadir Shah and Bedar Bakht," J.A.S.B., May, 19U, page
166.^ This is only a partial explanation because a few rare Ah-
madabad coins of the imperial type have recentlv come to light
which were struck Just at this critical period in the name of
bhah 'Alam himself. Coin 2858 illustrated in Plate XVIII of
the second volume of the Panjab Museum Coin Catalogue, 1914.
IS a^gold piece of 1 202 A.H. I have referred to this in N.S. XXV,
p. -33. One or two silver and copper coins of this exceptional
issue have been discovered in the last six years. A compari- .

son of the reverse of this coin with that of the Bedar Bakht
Ahmadabad muhar—Plate XX, No. 3248— will show how
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closel}' related the issues are. Their why and wherefore await

solution.

The copper Ahmadabad coin of Bedar Bakht is in the cabi-

net of Mr. H. Nelson Wright. I.C S., and I was familiar with its

appearance. _ Two years ago in the Ambala City bazar I bought

a small copper piece which at first sight seemed to be another

copper Ahmada])ad piece of Bedar Bakht but much smaller than

Mr. Nelson Wright's specimen. The mint, regnal year :^^t and

style tallied but the name of the king was Akbar Shah and the

Mjri year could only be made into 1203 by the insertion of a

dot.
'

It must not be forgotten that the first year of the Emperor

Muhammad Akbar's reign was 1221-1222 A.H. so there was just

a possibility that ' rr—y:^\ might be a blunder for I rr I—^^1 or

I r r r— ^y^t." However, the style was quite different from that of

the Emperor Muhammad Akbar Shah's copper coins. On look-

ing through my collection I found I already possessed an Akbar

Shah copper coin like my newly-acquired Ahmadabad coin but

of Shahjahanabad mint. The regnal year was ^^1 and the unit

figure of the hijri date was clearly >. The type was again

quite different from that of the Emperor Muhammad Akbar

Shah's copper issues struck at Shahjahanabad in his first year-

see Panjab Museum Catalogue, Plate XX, No. 3273—and tal-

lied with that of Shah 'Alam's copper coins struck in or about

1203 A.H. The possibility of a claimant Akbar striking in 1203

A.H. dawned on me and then I remembered the unattributed

rupee bearing the name of Akbar Shah which is now Panjab

Museum Catalogue, Plate XX, No. 3277. The dates on that

piece are undoubtedly 1203 A.H., ^^K ^"t unluckily the mmt
name is illegible. I therefore put the question to Professor

Hodivala with the following happy results and invitee a re-

ference to his share of this joint paper. Just as I had finished

this manuscript I was fortunate enough to pick up a duplicate

of the Panjab Museum Akbar rupee. The mint is Paru-s-Surur

Saharanpiir, which was the temporary capital of Ghulam Qadir

Khan at the time when the Dehli correspondent of the Calcutta

Gazette announced ' the continuance of Golaum Kadir Cawn

accompanied bv his new elected king Mirza Akbar Shaw, nis

late king Bedar Shaw and several other princes.' This discov^

ery was made after Mr. Hodivala had completed hispapcr ana

settles the matter beyond all doubt. It is interesting to note

that this new puppet Akbar followed the example ot lieaar

Bakht in striking coin at Ahmadabad. Rupees of Ahmadabad

and Shahjahanabad mav come to light. At the time of writ-

ing I only know of the above four coins of the new claimant.
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Coins of Muhammad Akhar as claimanl

i^-^-

n-.^i^Jt-,

I. Rupee of date 1203 A.H., first regnal year, mint
Daru-s-Surur Saliaranpilr.

Obverse

.

A.

ri : A.'

I

Ax

Reverse.

7

(_^^jLc 0-X#J;/0 (_>«p-^

Jk f

AX«..vO

The couplet is something like this :

If A.l~o ..I-^ CD' v"^ ^'^
'^J

**

?L
J rf e .o

«* LS'
cl.

' Struck coin in the world, the shadow of the divine favour.
The defender of the faith of Muhammad. Akbar Shah.'

^i

-A-

^«
r^ •

o2. M. Obverse.

I

I rr ^^yj

Reverse

L>Lf

Fish y

I

( Sword

I
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I

\^

T^^ -r

3. Obverse Reverse

rr o-j-^*I'

dl)1 j^ ?u

J *^

Fisli

f

."WO

« •

Museum.
All three in my CabinetJ A duplicate of (1) in the Panjab

10//^ August, 1920.

R. B. Whitehead.

It has not yet been possible to find an absolutely complete
and satisfactory solution of the problem connected with the
Muhammad Akbar coins of 1203 A.H., but there would seem to

be fairly good grounds for answering Mr. Whitehead's question
in the affirmativ^e. The i^eriod was a troubled one and its his-

torjMS obscure. The fullest account of the transactions which
led to the deposition and blinding of Shah 'Alarn II is in the

'Ihratnama of Faqlr Khairu d-din Muhammad, but this work
has not yet been published. Portions are translated in the

eighth volume of Elliot and Dowson's History of India (pp.

238-245), but the extracts unfortunately stop short at the

most critical point. Indeed, Dowson informs us in the prefa-

tory bibliographical notice that ''
it closes soon after recount-

ing the horrible cruelties practised on the Emperor Shah ' Alam
and his family, by the infamous (T]iulam Kadir whose atrocities

he describes at length and * * * whose career induced the

author to give his w^ork the title of 'Ibrcdnama, Book of Warn-

"ig/' (op. cit. VIII. 237). There is a fairly detailed narrative

of the events of this memorable year in Keene's 'Fall of the

Mughal Empire ' which is avowedlv an abstract paraphrase of

the Ta?tkhi'Miizaffan of Muhammad 'Ah Khan Ansari (Keene,

op. cit., 282), but it throws no real light on the matter in issue.

I have a manuscript of the Persian origina and waded through

^ Mr. Whitehead's coins ha%e since been purchased by the British

Museum. In the illustrations to coins Nos. 2 and 3 the obverse and

reverse have been transposed.
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the folio in the hope of lighting upon some details which Keene
had missed or left out, but the labour proved unfruitful. A
search through the 'Imadu-s-S'adat — another of Keene's
authorities (Kahnpur Lithograph, 1897 A.C.)— turned out to

be equally infructuous. However, some time afterwards, I was
delighted to find a clue to the solution of the puzzle in Seton-
Karr*s * Selections from the Calcutta Gazettes.'

In the first volume of this compilation, there is a long ac-

count of the ' Hevolution at Dehlee ' extracted from the 'Cal-

cutta Gazette', of Thursday'-, August 21st, 1788, which begins
thus: *' On the 2nd instant, Ghoolam Cadir Khan and Ismail
Beg Khan deposed the king Shah Alum and placed on the
throne of Hindostan, Beidar Bukht, son of Ahmud Shah and
grandson of Mohummud Shah. The circumstances of the re-

volution extracted from the authentic Dehlee papers are as

follows/' (Op. cit. I. 262.) This lengthy account does not con-
tain anything new and may be passed over. In the immediate-
ly consecutive number (August 28th), the blinding of the em-
peror is recorded. '* Maleeka Zemanea widow of Mohummud
Shah and Sahibah Jahul [recte, Mahal, see ED. VIII, 2-'iU), an
jld lady resident in the metropolis', supplied Glioolani Cadir
Khan and Ismail Beg with several lacks of rupees After de-
throning the King, they plundered him and put out his eyes
and confined him." (Ibid. 265.) The cruel blinding of the poor
emperor is reported on September 4th with the remark that
the mode in which it was carried out with "a Peshcubz or
short sharp-pointed dagger" must have made '' the horrid act

of barbarity peculiarly agonizing to the last degree." (lb. 266.)

After this there is no reference to Delill or its misfortunes for

just three months. But the following item of news was pub-
lished in the issue of December 4th, 1788. -'Nothing i:)artic-

ular has of late transpired at Delhi; the last accounts from
that quarter announce the continuance of Golaum Kadir Cawn,
accompanied by his new elected king Mirza Akbar Shaw, his

late king Bedar Shaw^ and several other Princes, at a place
called Meerut about four da vs march from his capital Saharan-
pur. His Army experiences every distress from the scarcity
kept up by the Mahratta Army under Ranna Khan, Himut
Hehadre &c, who cut off all his supplies and have hitherto
prevented him from proceeding into Ghousghnr. Scindea still

remains at Mattura, and the old king Shah Alum is treated
with every respect by the Mahratta influence." (Ibid. p. 273.)

Now this is just the sort of evidence we want, the histori-
cal warranty we are in search of. Here is a contemporary
journalist asserting, on the authority of the last accounts from
that quarter, i.e. the Dehli Ahhbars or Persian and Urdu news-
letters, that the unspeakable Rohilla had gone to Meerut " ac-
companied by his new elected king Mirza Akbar Shaw, his late
kmg Bedar Shaw and several other princes." Nothing could
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be more explicit or more germane to the matter than this
simultaneous mention of both puppets with their individual
names and the qualifying epithets 'new elected, and 'late.'
It IS true that the necessary corroborative evidence from tlie
mdigenous chronicles is not yet forthcoming, but there is eveiv
reason to hope, if not to believe, that it will be discovered when
these sources of information are published and examined bv
Coinpetent scholars.

It is common knowledge tliat the king-maker very soon
became dissatisfied with Bedar Bakht on account of his stupidi-
ty and cluldishness. It is said that the favourite atnusenient
of the new titular, who had passed all his life as a prisoner in the
Deorhl-i-Salathi {q.v. Elliot and Dowson, VIII, i41, l'47 n), was
the tlying of kites in the streets of the metropolis. Keene writes
that • on the drd of August, Gholani Kadir gave proof of the de-
graded barbarity of which Hindustani Pathans can be guilty
Dy lounging on the throne on the Diwan Khas, side by side
with the nominal emperor whom he covered with abuse and
ridicule as he smoked the hookah in his face. On the 7th he

/

^[J

ultimately succeed. The onlv answer to these overtures was a
request by Shah Alain that "he might be left alone/' (Op.
cit. 179-80.) (The italics are mine.)

This last statement is interesting and demands notice. It

shows that the idea of raising Muliammad Akbar to the throne

Lulam Qadir three days, at least, before the

perpeiration of those barbarities which hav'c made him in-

iamous for aJl tiaie.^

It is true that Keene, or rather his authority, does not

assert that Muhammad Akbar was at this time, or at any other,

actually elevated to the Masnad, but the statement may, even

as it stands, be fairly said to support the allegation of tl>e con-

temporary newswriter. And this taken in conjunction with

the numismatic testimony, which is now fairly clear, may entitle

us to hold that at some lime during the Revolution, iluhammad
Akbar, the second son of Shah 'Alam, was set up as Emperor
by the Kohilla.

• When this exactly took place, it is in the present state of

knowledge impossible to say, but it may be worth while invit-

ing attention to certain considerations which enable us to fix

the time within verv narrow limits. The Hijri date on the rupee

in the Panjab Museum (P.M.C. 3277) as well as the copper

coins in Mr. Whitehead's own cabinet is 1203. Now if they

^ » II tlie ' Calcutta Gazette ' or the sources of its iafofma^j^,"' the

,'* Dehlee papers " are to bo credited, Isma'il Beg from the first did not

approve th« choice formed by Ghoolam Cadir to till the throne so ungiaie

fully made vacant by him." (Loc. cit.. 264.)
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were struck, as is not unlikely, merely to commemorate the
accession of the new faineant, that event could not have oc-
curred fee/ore 2nd October. 1788, which answers to 1 Muharram,
1203 A.H.

*

Again, one of the copper coins bears the mint-name Shah-
j ahanabad. If any importance can be attached to this super-
scription, that is, if the coin is taken to have been really struck
at Dehli, the nominal inauguration of the second puppet could
not have taken place fl//er 11th October, 1788 A.C., for we know
that on that day Gluilam (vadir •' finally departed, leaving the
Salimgarh by a sally-port and sending before him the titular

Emperor, * * * and all the chief members of the royal family.
(Keene, op. cit., 185).'

It is true that the compauioii fiilus exhibits the name
Ahmadabad, but it is not improbable that this coin was, like the
Ahmadabad issues of Bedar Bakl}t, minted, as Mr. Master has
conjectured, " not very far from 8hahjahanabad." (Num. Sup.
XXII, p. 165.) The rupee in the Labor Museum was ascribed
by Rodgers to Akbarabad, but the reading "cannot be justi-

fied" and the name must for the present be pronounced il-

legible.

In a word, if it is granted that these coins were first struck
at Shahjahanabad in 1203 A.H., it follows that the nominal
accession of Muhammad Akbar which they were perhaps in-

tended to mark, must have taken place at some time between
2nd and 11th October, 1788 A.C. The Marathas were increas-
ing in strength and numbers ; Isma'll Beg was negotiating with
them

;
the last attempt of the Kohilla 'to shake the ob-

stinacy of Shah *Alam about the hid treasure " had failed. He
was " hemmed in by difficulties " on all sides and he may have
hoped to arrest =' the shadow of an advancing vengeance
Keene, loc. cit., 183-4), or make his peace with the populace
of the capital by raising to the throne ' the favourite son ' of
the deeply-injured Emperor.

S. H. HODIVALA.
I5th June, 1920.
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228. The Coi.-«age of the SharqI Kings of Jaunpur.

1. Hosiery and Chronology.

Only meagre information regarding the history of the rule
of the independent Muhammadan Kings of Jaunpur is obtainable
from the works of contemporary historians, few of whom have
attempted to compile a history of the dynasty.

Information on the subject has to be searched for from

' It is perhaps vvorih noting . that the" Calcutta newswriter alao
speaks of .Giiulam Qadir liaving been accompanied in his flight to Meerut
not only by " Bedar Shaw " but by " several other princes."
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among the many histories of the central kingdom of Dehli and
the items referring to the Jaunpilr dynasty when extracted and
comimred are not always consistent ; sometimes the discre-
pancies are practically irreconcilable The many histories,
translated either in full or in part, in " The History of India
as told by its own Historians " of Sir H. M. Elliot, area source
of help in the search for information of the history of the
Sharqi dyna?t3', '^^^t unfortunately the best contemporary his-

tory _of the period, that of Yahya bin Ahmad— the Tari^-i-
Muharah Shahi— closes abruptly at a very interesting period.

Among the worki^ of other more or less contemporary his-

torians which afford help towards the elucidation of the history
of the Sharqi dynasty are, the Tabaqat-i-Akbari of Nizamu-d-
dln Ahmad, the Tdnkh-i-Ftroz Shdhl of Shams Siraj Aflf, the

MuntaJchabu-t-Tawankh of ' Abdu-l-Qadir ibn-i-Muluk Shah,

Qasir

Jatm

Afgh
The above are all to be found in " Elliot and Dowson " and

zan A f^drii
;

Maulavi ' Abdu-s-Salam's translation of the Riydzus-iSalatin,

Colonel Banking's and Professor Lowe's translation of the

Muntakhdbu-t-Taivdnkh, Brigs's "Eerishta" and the portion

of the Tahaqdti-Akhari translated by Mr. De ; all of which help

to contribute to our knowledge of the history of the period of

Muhammadan rule at Jaunpilr. The information is however

scattered and I have no doubt but that a close search in other

contemporary Avorks would further increase our knowledge of

the historj' of this Muhammadan dynasty.

Some historical chapters are included in the Archaeological

Survey of India's publication on the Sharqi Architecture of

Jaunpilr, 1889, and for material on the subject Fuhrer was

able to refer to a " Jaunpurnamah " ' of Faqir Kliairu-d-dUi

Muhammad Ilahabadi—a history of the town of Jaunpur

from the middle of the 14th century written about the year

1796 A.D. Fuhrer also makes references to an "Ahwalafc

Jaunpur wa Sultan Hindustan" {sic). Colonel H R.Nevill

was able to consult a manuscript ' Manaqib Darweshia ot one

Sayyad Darwesh when compiling his volume on Jaunpur in the

series of District Gazetteers of the United Provmces of Agra

and Oudh, published in 1908
, „ . ,

,

In the reign of Sultan Ghiyasu-d-din Tughlaq Manaichh

was the chief town in the district which later was to infjuae

the capital of the Sharqi Kings and the district was held by

Gaharwar Rajputs. In A.H. 721 (A.D. 1321) a force under

^afar, the third son of Ghiyasu-d-din seized Manaichh and

, ' Cf. Rien's Catalogue of the Persian manuscripts in the British

Museum, Vol. I, p. 311.
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Ghiyasu-d-diri Coriferred the district as a jacjir on Zafar.' The
name of the town was' altered to Zafarf,bad. There is an inscrip-
tion at Zafarabad dated A.H. 721 bearing the name of Sultan
Ghiyasu-d-dln which appears to have been recorded by this
Zafar and which commemorates the change of name of the
town 2

Nizamu-d din Ahmad ^ states that the fief of Zafarabad
was granted in A.H. '721 to ''one whom he had called his
son" and who was also granted the title of Tatar Iviian.
These two (viz. Zafar and the holder of the title of Tatar
Khan) c\^e possibly one and the same person and, we knf>w
that Tat^r Khan was in possession of the jdgir in A.H. 724
(A.D. 1324) when Sul(;an (zjiiyasu-d-din made his expedition to
Bengal. "

/Ainu-l-mulk held the ]agirs of Awadh and Zafarabad in
the reign of Muhammad bin Tughlaq and went into rebellion
in A.H. 747 (A.D. J346); he was defeated and captured but
everituallv reinstated.-^

Firoz Shah Tughlaq made two expeditions to Bengal and
on his second expedition either during his outward Journey
or on his return he halted at Zafarabad (either in A.H. 760
or A.H. 7GI) during the rains and arranged for the building of
a newcity on the banks of the Oumti which he decided to call
' Junanpilr " in memory of Sultan Muhammad bin Tughlaq"
Ihe Tabaqat-i-Akhan tells ns that shortly after leaving
Zafarabad en route to Bengal Firoz had conferred the para-
phernalia of state (canopy, durbash, elephants, red pavilion,
and ught of coinage) on his son Fath Klian," who was then
eight years of age and who died on the 12th of the month
of Safar A.H. 776 (A.D. 1374) at Kanthilr, a village in the
Bara Banki district of Awadh.''

' Cf. District Gazetteer, p. 150.

\ ?f
","/*""?"* *"'^ Zafarabad Inscriptions"—Vost, J.R.A.S., 1905.

! £® s translation of Tabaqat-i-Akbari. p. 209.

p. 312.

Lt. lirigg sFerishta, p. 430, and al-Badaoni(Ranking'8 translation;
'^,, * Tarl!^ i-Firoz Shahi of Shams Siraj AHf,

5 De's translation, p. 246.
just as 1 was about to send this paper to the editor and while

T It
>n England J.A.S.B.. Vol. XVJI. X.S. XXXV has reached «ne.

<! see that Colonel Nevill, in his very interesting articles "Firoz Shah
|afar, ibn Firoz Shah " and " Coins of the Pathan Kings of Dehli : Firoz
&hah and the later Tughlaqs," has dealt with the sequence of events
in the eastern portion of the Dehll kingdom and mentions that Zafar
appears to have succeeded for a time to the viceregal appointment of

1« f^!'^ . T? "^H^® *^^* Colonel Nevill does not accept Thomas' state-ment that lath Khan died in A.H 776. It is unfortunate that I haveTir>f « i J XI • ^""' v..cti 111 n.ix. I ii3. XX, IS uniortunate tnac i navenot quo.ed the authority from which I obtained the information above

Tawth -M V?- ? °^ ''**^> ^^"'« ^ieat*^' but I believe it was from the
lankb-i-Mubarak Shahi of Yahya bin Ahmad. I am glad to be able to
record that the unique coin of Path idian bearing the title " .^^
t. iff M ** ft '^ *

"
"J^ i CLr-^' IS now in the British Museum.
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x^ecording to the Tankh-i-Mubarak SMhi^ the fief of

Jaunpur and Zafarabad was given in' A.H. 778 (A.D. 1376)
to Malik Bahruz SultanI, otherwise known as Sahibzada Nasii
Klian, who was another natural son of SulJ;an Firoz Shah,
There is. little on record regarding this man and no explana-
tion as to why he should have borne the title " Sulfcani."
There is a masjid in the fort at Jaunpiir which is ascribed
to one Ibrahim Naib Barbak, a brother of Firoz Shah, and
an inscription on the 77iinar states that the mosque was built
in A.H. 778 by '^Ulugh A'zam Naib Sulfcan." ^ NevilH states
that Malik Bahruz was succeeded by his nephew 'Alau-d-din.

Malik Sara, the reputed founder of the independent king-
dom of Jaunpur,. appears to have set out from Dehli to take up
the appointment of Maliku-shsharq in the month of Rajab
A.H. 796 (A.D. 1393). A eunuch, he was governor of Dehli
and vazir (with the title of Khwajah-i-Jahan) to Suljian

Nasiru-d-din Muhammad, the grandson of Sultan Firoz Shah
who succeeded to the Dehli throne on December 20th, A.D.
1389. He lost his appointment temporarily in August 1390,

but regained it in the following year. He retained his appoint-

ment during the forty-five days reign of the son Humayun
who succeeded his father on the throne of Dehlt under the title

of Sikandar Shah.*
Tughlaq

Sara wa?! sent to govern the eastern provinces—according to

al-Badaoni,& with the title of " Sult,anu-sh-sharq " but accord-

ing to Firishta,*^ with the title only of *' Maliku-sh-sharq.''

Firishta states that he assumed the title of "Sultanu-sh-sharq
"

"after consolidating his position." The Tarikh-i-Mubdrak

ShahV states also that his title at the outset was "Maliku-

sh-sharq."

There can be no question but that he became more or

less independent of the central power at Dehli but to what

extent it is difficult to say. A sign that a Muhammadan
governor had thrown off all allegiance to the throne was an

issue of coinage in his own name. We have no evidence that

this "Sultanu-sh-sharq" ever issued independent coinage.

On the other hand we have instances in Indian history where

a governor was actually appointed to a kingdom by the su-

preme ruler and yet refrained from coining. An example exists,

in the case of Qufcbu-d-din Aibakwho,on the death of Muham-
mad bin Sam, was sent the canopy and insignia of royalty

^ " Elliot and Dowson," Vol. IV, p. 13.

* Cf. " Sharqi Architecture," pp. 26, 27.

3 Gazetteer, p. 2iQ. .,„ „_
* Tabaqat-i-Akbarl, Elliot and Dowson, Vol. IV, p- ^7.

6 Bibliothecalndica translation, p. 348.

6 Briargg Vol. T, p. 479 and Vol. IV, 360.

^ Elliot and Dowson, Vol. TV, p. 29.
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by Sulfcan Ghiyasu-d-din Muhamuiad, yet refrained from coin-

ing independently. A Bihar inscription of the governor Ziau-1-

Haq bin '^Ala', as pointed out by Mr. Blochmann in the Jour-

nal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal of 1873, lends confirmation

to the theory that Malik Sara did not assume all the ensigns of

royalty. The inscription bears the name of a Mahmud Shah

who must be Mahmud Shah Tughlaq of Dehll. Firishta » and

Yahya bin Ahmad ^ both give the date of his death as A.H.

802 (A.D. 1399).

Among his retinue on the occasion of his departure from

Dehll to take over the government of the*eastern provinces

Avere two brothers each of whom was destined to succeed to

independence. There is doubt as to their origin and as to

the degree of relationship between them. The one who im-

mediately succeeded Malik Sara i& called variously "Malik
VVasir' and ''Qaranful" and Firishta states that he was

granted the title of '• Ma!iku-sh-sharq *' when Malik Sara assum-

ed the more magnificent one of " Sult,anu-sh-sharq."

On the death of Malik Sara '"Qaranful" set himself up
independently as Sult;anu-sh-sharq and assumed the title of

Mubarak Shah; atcordinst to Firishta at the same time

assuming all the ensigns of royalty and even going to the

extent of coining in his own name. No coins of his are how-

ever forthcoming and it is extremely doubtful if any such

issue was made. At any rate, whatever degree of indepen-

dence he set up, it was sufficient to cause Iqbal I£han, who
was then master of Dehll, to move an aimy against him in

A.H. 803 (A.D. 1400}. The movement achieved little, Mubarak
Shah died suddenly, and his brother set himself up in his stead

under the title of Shamsu d-din Muzaffar Ibrahim Shah.

Firishta gives the date of Mubarak's death as k.H. 803 and the

length of his reign as eighteen months, but the historical records

o! these years are very meagre.
The records of the Sharql Kings are usually a mere

recital of military operations, events indifferently described and

not free from doubtful and confused statements.
During his reign Ibrahim Shah was constantly engaged in

war with his neighbours, Dehli, Bengal and Malwa but he

found time also to embellish his capital with magnificent

architecture. Ibrahim reigned probably from about the year

A.H. 804 (A.D. 1401) to about the year A.H. 814 (A.D. 1440),

but there is doubt both as regards the exact date of his acces-

sion and the date of his death. It has hitherto been generally

accepted that he succeeded to the Sharql kingdom in A.H.
803 and the determination of tbis date has to a certain extent

rested on the fact that a coin of Ibrahim Shah is catalogued in

» Brigga, Vol. IV, p. 360.
* Elliot and Dowson, Vol. IV, p. 37.
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the British Museum Catalogue as dated A.Ii. 803. I have
lately had the opportunity of examining the coin in questioa
and have no hesitation in reading the date it bears as ^ H
833

u

I

Another coin of Ibrahim Shah was catalogued in the Ellis
Sale Catalogue as dated A.H. 803. but 1 have not seen the coin
and in the absence of more reliable proof to the contrary it
would be wisest to reject the date and accept alBadaonl's
statement that Mubarak Shah died in A.H. 804. The earliest
relmble date for a coin of Ibrahim Shah is A.H. 813— one of
this date having been recorded by Thomas and one of similar
date being in the collection of Colonel H. R. Nevill.

There is also doubt as to the accuracy of Firishta's state-
ment that Ibrahim died in A.H. 844 (A.D. 1440) " after a
long reign of upwards of forty yeats." Coins of Ibrahim Shah
are in existence dated A.H. 845, 846, 847, but coins of his
successor are also in existence dated in sequence from the
year A.H. 844. I am in possession of a billon coin of Mahmiid
dated very clearly A.H. [8]36 and Colonel Nevill has a coin of
similar type dated A.H. 837. The double issue during these
years is unaccounted for in historical records. Ibrahim rau.st

have been of considerable age at the time of his death and it

is possible that his eldest son Mahmiid set up independence
before his demise.

The Laqdb or honorary title assumed by Mahraud
Shah was " Saifu-d-dunya wa-d-dln," but, if his coins have
been correctly read, he would appear to have indulged in two
surnames or kunyats, a not uncommon habit of Muhammadan
kings of that time and one regarding which Dr. Hoernle
wrote an interesting article in the Journal of the Asiatic Society
of Bengal in 1883.'

On his gold issue Mahmiid used the surname Abiil Muja-
hid, whereas on a small billon issue he called himself Abiil

Muzaifar. It may hero be noted that Blochmann in his

" Geography and History of Bengal " in the Journal of the

Asiatic Society of Bengal" 1873 (pp. 304-7) gires the laqah of

Mahmiid in an inscription on a mosque in Bihar as Nasiru-d din.

This is not in accordance with numismatic evidence.

The historical records of Mahmud's reign are again a mere
description of a series of military events—of wars carried out

against tin neighbouring kingdom of Malwa and of attempts to

secure the throne of Dehll. Mahmud had married a daughter
of Sultan Alau-d-din 'Alam Shah of DehU and as he also claim-

ed descent from the Sayyads there was reason why he should

aspire to oust the Lodis 'from their suddenly acquired throne.

On at least one occasion he was within measurable distance
. ^ '

^ ."* "A New Find of Muhammadan Coins of Bengal (Independent

i^enod)," J.A.S.B., 1883.PP. 2l2-2l('.
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of attaining his object but fortune favoured Bahlol Lodl who
managed to save his kingdom.

As remarked by Mr. Lane-Poole in his introduction of <he

British Museum Catalogue of Coins of Muhammadan States

and as discussed hy Mr. Nelson Wright^ in Part II of Voh^me
II o£ the Catalogue of Coins in the Indian Museum, Calcutta^

there is some doubt as to the exact date of Mahmud's death.

Thomas states at page J^23 of his ** Chronicles of the Pathan
Kings of Dehll" that General Cunningham had informed
him that coins of Mahnmd were known of A.H. 862 and 863,

but Mr. Nelson Wright rejected this as he was unable to find

such dated coins in any collection/ having apparentl}' over-

looked the billon issue catalogued under No. 617 in the Bod-
leian Library Collection Catalogue as dated A.H. 862, and also

the copper coin dated 862 A.H. catalogued under No. 618.

Colonel H. R. Nevill is now in possession of another billon

coin of Mahmud dated A.H. 862. Coins both of Muhammad
and of Husain exist dated A.H. S6L 862 and 863. Did Mah-

i ^ •

mud die in A.H. 861 and was his kingdom then divided be-

tween his two sons ? Both sons aspired to supreme power and
undoubtedly both issued coins in the same three years. The
statement of Firishta that Muhammad reigned only five

months is not in accordance with numismatic evidence, but
further information is required before the date of the death of

Mahmud can be definitely fixed. A coin of his in the Indian
Museum (No. IOC) of tlie^ Catalogue) dated A.H. 865, should
probably be considered a posthumous issue; but should those

dated A.H. 862 be also so classed ?

The accession to the Sharqi throne of Bikhan Klian, son
of Mahmud, under the title of Muhammad Shah caused strife

within the kingdom, as Husain, another son of Mahmud, also

aspired to paramount power. J'rom contemporary histories it

would appear that Muhammad Shah was the eldest son, but
Fiihrer states that allusions by Faqlr Khairu-d-din seem to

indicate that this is not certain. The usual murders occurred,
Muhammad Shah was eventually killed, and Husain gained
the throne.

Husain, like his father, and to his eventual destruction,
laid claim to the Dehli throne and the information regarding
happenings during his reign which has descended to us is again
a mere recital of military operations. Bahlol Lodl eventually

^ In his discussion regarding the date of Mahniild's death Mr.
^Nelson Wright referred to an inscription which had been found at Dhaka
bearing Mahmud's name with the date A.H. 863. This inscription wa&
originally published by Blochmannin J.A.S B., Vol. XIII, pp. 107-8 and
was again mentioned by that gentleman in his ** Geography and History
of Bengal," J.A S.B., 1873, p. 270 ; in the latter article the inscription was
referred to its rightful sovereign, viz Nagiru d-din Abill MuzaSar
Mahrciud Shah of Bengal.
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w

drove him from his kingdom and (about the vear A.H. 881
[A.D 1476], according to Firishta) Husain sank to the statue
of a jagirdar of Chunar.

The eaTliest coin known of Bahlol Lodi which bears the
mint name Jaunpur is dated A.H. 888 and probably Husain
was in full power up to the year A.H. 883. Fiihrer states that
Kliairu-d-din Muhammad in his Jaunpurndma gives the date
of the final deprivation of his kingdom of Husain as A.H. 884
(A.D. 1479). Numismatics do not at present help to elucidate
the point as coins of Husain run in complete sequence to
A.H. 911 and then irregularly to A.H. 919. Although the
later dated coins are posthumous we have no information as
to who issued them and from what date Husain's personal
monetary issues ceased. Bahlol Lodi administered the Sharql
kingdom himself for several years and his coins bearing the
mint town name Jaunpiir are known in complete sequence
from A.H. 888 to A.H. 893.

In either A.H. 892 or A.H. 893 (according to numismatic
evidence the first date would appear to be the correct one),

Bahlol placed his son Barbak on the Sharqi throne and, before

his death, when dividing his kingdom among his sons, he con-

firmed the appointment. Sikandar Shah who received the

Dehli kingdom was almost certainly not the true heir to that

inheritance and Barbak engaged in an attempt to oust him.

Barbak was defeated, surrendered to Sikandar, and was rein-

stated on the Sharql throne, but was eventually removed by
Sikandar who entrusted the government of Jaunpur to that

Jamal Khan who was destined to be the first patron of the great

Sher Shah Surl.

Coins of Barbak Shah are known of A.H. 892, 894, 895 and

898 and these dates agree with the records of Indian historians.

Sharqi events subsequent to the removal of Barbak Shah

are uninteresting from the numismatic point of view but there

is a field for enquiry as to who issued the posthumous coins of

Husain. Firishta states that Husain's family became extinct

in his person but Fuhrer, quoting the Jaunpurnama as his

authority, records that he left a son Jalahi-d-dln who married

into the family of the HusainI dynasty of Bengal. There_ara

graves in Jaunpiir (where Husain, who died in A.H. 905, is

himself buried) which are said to be those of the descendants

of Husain and it is possible that one or other of these descend-

ants was responsible for the issue of posthumous coinage m
the name of Husain Shah.

2. Coin Types.

Of all the coins issued by Muhammadan dynasties in

India perhaps those of Ibrahim, Mahmiid, Muhammad and

Husain most easily adapt themselves to description by type.
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The patterns introduced by Ibrahim Shah were reproduced by
his three immediate successors who, although they occasionallV
introduced a new type, usually contented themselves with sub-
stituting (or adding) their names to the legends of the issues of
their predecessor.

Ibrahim, Mahmud and Husain coined in gold but no issue
in this metal is known of Muhammad Shah. Ibrahim certainly
indulged in an issue in silver and a silver coin of Mahmud
Shah, struck probably from the gold die, is in Mr. Nelson
Wright's collection. No silver issue is known of Muhammad
or of Husain.

I
i')/ All four kings coined in billon and in copper.

: Gold.

. ; Ibrahim issued two types of coin in this metal, the earlier

of which bore a close likeness to the gold issue of Path Khan
Tughlaq, Mahmud and Husain apparently minted the second
type only.

Type I complies with the normal weight of 175 grs.

for a Dehli tanka~a specimen in the British Maseum collec-

tion however exceeds this weight.

The legend on the obverse consists of a central inscription

enclosed in a circle with a marginal legend giving the date

in Arabic words following the formula '' minted as a dmarin
the year '' *

The central inscription reads :

*' In the time of the Imam, Commander of the Faithful

Father of Victory, may his hhilafat be j)erpetuated
''

The reverse legend which occupies the full face of the

coin, reads

:

'* The supreme sovereign^ the sun of the world and

religion, Abiil-Muzaffar Ibrahim Shah, the Sulfcan, may his

kingdom be perpetuated."

The issue of this type of goJd coin was apparently made

only by Ibrahim^ and h§ appears to have stopped the issue

sometime between the years A.H. 836 and A.H. 840.

I am able to record dated coins of Type I of the years

1 Mr. Lane-Poole in the Catalogue of Indian Coins in the British

Museum, Muhammadan States, draws attention to the grammatically

incorrect use of the feminine verb and pronoun ^n^^ with the masculine

noun foa,

« Coin No. 4374 of the White King Collection Sale Catalogue was

gold coin of Mahmud of A.H. 845. Reference is made in the cat-

alogue to Type I of the gold issue of Ibrahim, but a« reference is «'s*^

maae to Type II of the same king the catalogue affords no evidence

that Mahmud ever issued coins of Type I. Thomas however at pag

321 of hi's " Chronicles*' mentions (6) a coin of Mahmud of date A «

•

8f>5 and weight 175*2 grs. as having been in the Guthrie
<^^'^^^^f^": j^

can find this coin in no collection and am therefore unwilling to mclu

in this list*
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AH. 830, 831 and 836 while the record of issue of Type II is

complete from AH. 840 to A.H. 843, both years inclusive.

Type II.—This is the " organ-pipe " type ; a name derived

from the Tticfkra form of the reverse legend, an innovation

apparently copied from the issue of Jalahi-d-din Muhammad
Shah of Bengal, the earliest of whose coins in the J'ucjkra

form is, as far as I know, A.H. 821. (cf. l.M.C. No. 107.)

The obverse legend follows that of Type I except that the

title "Commander of the Faithful" is altered to "Deputy-
Commander of the Faithful." The marginal inscription how-
ever remains the same. On the reverse Ibrahim expresses his

religious belief by prefixing the legend

—

"The one who trusts in the support of the Merciful"

to his title
a -„ >>

Abul Muzaffar Ibrahim Shah, the Sultan,

The coins of Mahmiid and Husain in this type bear the

same obverse legend as those of Ibrahim but the reverse

legend, in the case of the issue of Mahmiid reads :

"Minted by the Sultan Saifu-d-dunya wa-d-din Abul-

Mujahid Mahxiiiid son of Ibrahim."
The legend on the reverse of the coin of Hus.xin re ids :

—

" Strengthened in the support of God Husain Shah (son

of) Mahmud Shah (son of) Ibrahim Shah, the Sulfcan, may
his kingdom be perpetuated."

The use of two kunyats by Mahmud Shah has already

been mentioned.
Weiijhts.—Theve are too few gold coins of the Sharql kings

available on which to conjecture even approximately the weight

of issue. I can do no better than give below the present weights

of the various coins which have come to my notice. -

Type I.—Ibrahim Shah . . 175-4 grs.

174-9 grs.

167-5 grs.

166 grs.

148 grs.

Type II.—Ibrahim Shah . . 178 5 grs.

177 3 grs.

172 grs.

Mahmud Shah . . 185-2 grs.

1 84 grs

.

175-2 grs.

175 grs.

Husain Shah .. 184 grs.

183-5 grs.

180-3 grs.

180 grs. (approximate)

180-7 grs.

183-4 grs.
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Silver.

The silver coins of the Sharqi Kings at present in exist-
ence or of which descriptions have been published appear to
be limited to two in number, viz.:

—

1. A coin of Ibrahim Shah described by Mr. C. J.
Rodgers in his article "Coins Supplementary to Mr. Thomas^
Chronicles of the Pathan Kings of Delhi " No. IV, published at
page 183 et seq of the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal,
Vol. LV, Part I, 1886. A Avoodcut of the coin, which was
described as dated A.H. 842, was published with the article.
No weight was given. The coin when described by Rodgers
was in the Da Cunha collection

; it is mentioned in the printed
catalogue of that collection, and apparentlj^ later passed into
the possession of Dr. White King as it was entered under
No. 4366 in the dispersal Sale Catalogue of his collection.
I do not know where the coin is now. In the latter publica-
tion the date is given as A.H. 848. A comparison of the
woodcut published by Rodgers with the figure published on Plate
VITI of the Sale Catalogue of the White King collection offers
conclusive proof that the two illustrations are of one and
the same coin

; and while cbronologv would substantiate the
reading of the date as A.H. 842 rather than A.H. 848, the
actual illustrations appear to suggest the reading " ^ij'

"

instead of ' jJ " for the unit figure.

The coin was square-shaped with the legends on both
faces exactly similar to those on the series described under
Gold Type II except that the legend on the obverse is arranged
in a square instead of in a circle.

2. A coin of Mahmiid 8hah in Mr. Nelson Wright's
collection. The date is not distinct but Mr. Nelson Wright
thinks the first two figures are 86-. The weight is 176 grs.
and the coin may possibly have been struck from a gold die
ot lype II as it is exactly similar in all respects to the coins
CI that type.

Billon

.

Ibrahim Shah coined two types in this metal both of
which were continued by Mahmiad, Muhammad and Husain.
Mahmud introduced a third Urru- onrl tTm"co,-« « f^i,^fi. '

i ype I. The obverse reads :

KlialTf-ii.c*i,i, v/uuuiiaiiuer or tne raitniuJ, u
be perpetuated " followed by the date in figures

hhilafat

reads

:

The reverse, in the case of the issue of Ibrahim Shah
CI •

"Ibrahim Shah, the Sulfcan, may his kingdom be
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perpetuated," while tlie succeeding three kings merely pre-nxed the words

—

" ^

'Malimud Shah son of"
}9" Muhammad Shah son of Mahmud Shah son of

" Husain Shah son of Mahmud Shah son of

"

to the legend borne on the reverse of the issue of Ibrahim Shah.
Weights.—The coin appears to have been minted bv

Ibrahim, Muhammad and Husain iu one weight only but
Mahmud would appear to have issued the type in two weights.

Size 1. is the normal size of issue of coins of this tvpe
In order to arrive at the average weights of the billon and
copper issues of the Sharql Kings I have weighed the coinsm _my own collection and have averaged them with the
^veights of

^
the coins published in the various museum cat-

alogues. The result may be considered as forming a verv
fair basis for calculating the average weights of the coins.'

The resultant averages of the coins of this size of the
various kings were as follows :

Ibrahim Shah .. 140'1 grs.

Mahmiid Shah .

.

145-3 grs.

Muhammad Shah .

.

160 grs.

Husain Shah .

.

150- 7 grs.

The heaviest weight for a coin of Ibrahim is reached in a
specimen in my own collection which weighs 147 grs. The
com is however corroded. Four specimens of the total number
from which the average was struck weigh 145 grs. each.

Mahmiid issued coins of this size and type weighing as
high as 148 grs. of which there are two clean specimens in
Diy collection. A very perfect clean coin in my collection
dated [8j36 A.H. weighs however on\y 129 grs. Husain issued
this coinage in as high a weight as 154 grains. I possess two
specimens which reach this weight.

Mr. Lane-Poole, at page °'^ -'

7 the Muharnmadan States of

'/

siders that the average diameter of this type of coin is -75 in.

and the average thickness -15 in. I have not had the time
to verify these measurements with the larger number of coins
now available for comparison, nor do I consider that any useful

purpose would result from any such investigation.

Size 2. Mr. C. J. Rodgers catalogued * three specimens

Owing, however, to certain numismatic books not being available to
me when concluding this paper I have not been able to employ such
wide range of references in working out the average weights of certam

^°^^l' These instances I have denoted with an asterisk.

h, yj.
^'^^"^"e of the Coins colUcted by Chas. J. Rodgers and purchased

"y tne Government of the Punjab. Part II. Miscellaneous Muhammadan
'-o»rw, compiled by Chas. J. Rodgers, Calcutta, 1894.
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of a coin which he classed as a separate issue of Malimud Shah.

I have seen the coins and I have been favoured by the Curator

of the Lahore Museum with a set of rubbings ; I prefer to

consider them as intended for coins of this type of half

weight. The coins are roughly struck and are crude in tlie

formation of their legends. The three specimens catalogued

by Rodgers averaged 78 3 grs, each and -6 inch in diameter.

Type II bears for all four kings the legends already des-

cribed under Type I, there is however no date on the coin

and the obverse legend is somewhat difEerenth^ arranged.

Average weights Ibrahim .

.

55.45 grs.

Mahmud ,

.

52*5 grs.

Muhammad.- 56 grs.*

Husain .

.

57 grs.*

A specimen of the issue of Ibrahim weighing as high as

60 grs is in the Indian Mxiseum collection but it is corroded;
the next highest weight reached is in a good specinen in my
collection which weighs 53 grs. The highest weight for a

coin of Mahmud Shah is half a grain higher than the highest

of Ibrahim Shah—a specimen in the Indian Museum Collection

weighing 56 5 grs.

The only specimen of this issue of Muhammad in my
collection weighs 56 grs. ; a specimen in my collection minted
by Husain weighs as high as 60 grs.

Type III is confined to a single issue of Mahmud Shah
and its circulation may possibly have been limited to the

mintages of one year, Tiie coin was originally figured by
Marsden under his No. DOCLV but the margin on his specimen
was illegible and he read the date A.H, 844 on the coin w^rongly
as A.H. 849. It was again figured in the Catalogue of Coins in

the British Museum—Muhammadan States—(No. 295) ; the

margiri was again not read and the error of Marsden in reading
the date as A.H, 849 was repeated. I suspect that Marsden's
coin and the specimen in the British Museum are one and the
same coin. The figure in the plate in my own copy of the British

Museum Catalogue does not allow of the date being read with
any certainty; and in the absence of a better specimen bearing
this date I am not prepared to accept the year A.H. 849 as

one of the vears of issue of this type of the coinaw of Mahmiid
Shah.

^ ^^ ^ '

The coin was described by Marsden and in the British

Museum Catalogue as being of copper and Colonel H. R. Nevill

when describing some specimens dated A.H. 844 in the Journal
of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Numismatic Supplement
No. XXVI C' A new copper coin of Jaunpur"), under the
impression that it had not previously been published, also

described it as of copper, I believe that Colonel Nevill now
agrees that the coin is billon.
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The obverse legend consists of the king's name in a double
circle with a marginal legend '' Saifu-d-dimya wa-d din Abul-
MuzafTar/' The reverse legend reads ''Son of Ibrahim Shah
the Sult;an " followed by the date in figures. The weight is GO

grs. and the size 0'6 inch.

Copper.

=„ >>

Type /.—This was the only copper coin struck b}' Ibrahim
and tlie issue was continued by his succe.^sors.

The obverse bore the inscription :

'' The Khahf, Father of Victory
"

followed by the date in figures ; the reverse reading :

" Ibrahim Shah, the Sulfcan.

The succeeding kings retained the same obverse and pre-

fixed their own names to that of Ibrahim to form the reverse.

All four kings issued this type of coinage in two sizes.

The larger sized coins of Ibrahim and Mahmiid are nowadays

much more commonly met with than are those of Muhammad
and Husain, while the lighter weight coin of all four kings

is scarce. Although Ibrahim and his three successors minted

the smaller coin, dated specimens are i^eldom met with, only

one dated specimen (A.H. 8«I) of Muhammad can be recorded,

while of Eusain I can record two dates only, viz. A.H, 865

and 867.

Average weights.

Ibrahim

1st Size.

67'5 grs. 79 Coll.

Mahmud 70 grs

(Highest wt. rj grs.

H. M. W. fi coins weigh 72

grs each.)

(Highest wt 76 grs. LM.C.

The 18 coins catalogued

therein average 72 grs.)

Muhammad
Husain

69 grs.*

67-2 grs.*

2nd Size.

Ibrahim
Mali mild

. . 31-7 grs. (5 coins weigh 33 grs. each.)

.. 33-7 grs. (2 coins in Rodgers' Cata-

logue weigh 37 grs. each

one in my Coll. weighs

m grs.)

Muhammad • \j^,,t estimaterl.
Husam

Type II is a small coin issued only by Malj^mud Shah

and, although Mr. Nelson Wright classes one describsd by mm
in the Indian Museum Catalogue as of copper, I am not sure

that the issue is not of billon: one in ray own collection

is of doubtful constitution.
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The legends on both faces are similar to those on Type I

except that there is no date on the reverse, the figures being
"«'^a/a^ be perpetuated."

The average weight of the coin is 568 grs. Two coins,
one in the Indian Museum collection (Cat. No. 101) and one
entered in the Lahore Museum Catalogue weigh as high as
60 grs. each.

Type III was introduced b)^ Mahmiid and was continued
by his two successors.

The obverse legend consists of the name of the king in a
circle with a marginal legend, in the case of Mahmiid, of

—

" Son of Ibrahim Shah the Sultan."

The reverse reads :

—

" Deputy-Commander of the Faithfur'
with the date in figures below.

^
The coins of both Muhammad and Husain arc exactly

similar to the type minted by Mahmiid except that the two
brothers prefixed the name of their father to the genealogical
marginal legend.

Average weights,~M.^.\\mM, 142-9 grs.; one in I.M.C.
weighs 150 grs. ; several weigh over 145 grs.

Muhammad, not estimated.
Husain, 145-12 grs.

The following table is perhaps the best means of showing
the sequence of ''type" of issue of coinage of Ibrahim,
Mahmud, Muhammad and Husain :

GOLD. SILVER BILLON

Type I.
Typb
II.

Type L

COPPER

1st size
2nd
size.

Ibrahim Ibrahim Ibrahim Ibra
him.

J

Ibra-

him.

Typk
IL

Type
III.

Type L

1st size. 2nd size.

Type,
II.

Mahmud
\ Mahmud Mali-

(?) 1 mud
Mahmud

Ibrahim Ibrahim

Type
III.

Muham
mad.

Husain Husain

Mahmud
,
Mahmud Mahmud ! Mah* Mahmud

Muham-
mad.

mud.

Muha
mad.

Hnsain Husain Husain
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Bahlol Lodi.
4

Bahlol issued two types of coinage, both of copper, that
can with certainty he ascribed to the Jannpur mint.

Type I is of approximately 70 grs. weight and bears on
the obverse the inscription " Bahlol Shah Sultan/' the reverse
reading *' The city of Jaunpur'' with the date in figures

below.

Type II is represented by a single coin in the collection

of Mr. Burn and I do not know its weight. It is similar

to Type I except that the title ''Suljian" is omitted on the
obverse.

Barbak Shah.

As Sultan, Barbak issued at least three types of coinage,

all iu billon.

Type I consists of the issue of coinage in the remarkable

weight of 120 grs.

The obverse bears a central inscription ** Barbak Shah

Sultan" with a marginal legend, the purport of which is

doubtful. In the catalogue of coins which follows I have

retained the hitherto accepted reading of the reverse of this

type of issue, viz. '* Deputy-Commander of the Faithful at the

city of Jaunpur" followed by the date in figures. I am how-

ever by no means satisfied that this is the correct rendering of

the inscription.

Type II appears to be similar to Type I except that

there is no trace of a marginal inscription on the obverse. It

is limited to a single specimen in Mr Burn's collection.

Type III which is again represented by a single coin in

Mr. Burn's collection consists of the inscription ''Barbak

Shah, the Sulfcan" on the obverse, with '^The city of Jaun-

pur" on the reverse, followed by the date in figures.

I am unable to state the weights of the coins described

above under Types II and III.

5. Catalogue of Coins.

Ibrahim Shah.

Gold.

Type I. Ohv,

In Circle

Rev.

(^ ill JkU\
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Margin :

•t

&uo |_* ju^'iJ' l«xa ^:l^yi

Dates:—830 A.H. (wt. 175-4 grs.), Coll. Brit. Mus.
831 A.H. (wt. 166 grs.), B.M.C. No. 223.
836 A.H., White King Sale Cat. No. 4363

Type II. In Circle. In Tughra.

C^
^f ^< J ,,^J] ^^LL jiV

oJiw JiJt .jl€ ^- J^^\
<u;v^

Margin

* Ai-«
C5^ J^:'*^' '^^^ ^^Jj'*

Dates :—840 A H. (wt. 177-3 grs.). Thomas No. 1 (a).
841 A.H. (wt. 172 grs.), I.M.C. No. 1.
842 A.H (wt. 1785 grs.), Coll. Brit. Mus.
843 AH., Coll. R. Burn.

Silver.

Obverse and reverse exactly as above, but of square shape
and legend on obverse enclosed in square.

Date:-842 A.H., Rodgers, J.A.S.B., 1886, p. 187. No. 8
(of. also White Kii - - - -

Type I. j^^ AixliJt

Billon

«U
•• •^ cr^^' C^Lr-'

[date] &siU. ^^^ j^y_^

Av. wt. 140-1 grs.

For dates see table which follows

Type II. AUiJf

aCI

c^i'^--"

-'*'' As above.

Av. wt. 55-45 2rs

Type I. AfijA

[date]

Copper

;ikJL=
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Size 1. Av. wt. 67'5 gvs.

Size 2. Av. wt. 31-7 grs.

For dates see table which follows

Type II.

' Dates

Mahmud Shah.

Gold.

As

on

type.

In Tuglira.'

t

846 A.H. (wt. 175 grs.), B.M.C. No 263.

847 A.H. (wt. 185-2 grs.), Ellis Sale Cat. No. 491.

855 A.H. (wt. 175-2 grs.), Thomas No. b(&) (but

see p. 18n).

856 A.H. (wt. 184 grs.), Coll. H. R. NevUl.

Silver.

As
above.

As
above

Date :—86 x A.H. (wt. 176 grs.), Coll. H. Nelson Wright

Type I.

Billon.
Li

As

on

.uf J
i^DOi^ JUaJLu

type. sSlt^

Size 1. Av. wt. 145-3 grs.

Size 2. Av. wt. 78-3 grs.^

For dates see table which follows.

Type 1 T

.

As
on

type.

As
above.

.«

Av. wt. 52-5 grs.

1 The British Museum Catalogue gives
f^^"^fP*i° ^i^J^JJ',?!

with the one given above (for which I have to thank Colonel Nevill)

except that " ^\hU^ ^^ " is entered at the beginning. This is not on

Colonel NeviU'g coin. , , -r» j ^„ ^^a nnrnViaoAfl liv

2 The Catalogue of the coins collected ^y.^^^^Z^^^^^^'ZtJSi
the Panjab Government contains an entry of a com of 33 ?^-

Y'"
*_

•55 in diameter, of which Rodgers read the >nsc'.'Pt>«°
^ell edHed^by

Rodgers added k note to the effect that the corn had """^ b^^^^f
'^^J^^^^

Thomas and was not in the British Museum. This tjpe may

have been issued in three different weights.
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Type III. In a double circle

d

Margin :

—

Date: - 844 A.H. (wt. 66 grs.), NeviU, J. A.S.B., N.S. XXVI

_ Copper.
Type I. As jsLi

on ^

type. »IA ^1^1 ^
Size 1. Av. wt. 70 grs.
Size 2. Av. wt. 33-7 grs.
For dates see table which follows.

Type II. 4i,jLij( As

^' ->i^ above

Av. wt. 60 grs.

Type III In a circle ^^^,
t )^-».ajU

^
[date]

Margin :

Av. wt. 142-9 grs.
For dates see table which follows

Muhammad Shah.

m -r
Billon.

Type I, As
!<Ui

type
«Li ^f^t ^
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Av. wt. 150 grs.

Dates :—861 A.H., Coll. H.R. Nevill.
862 A.H., B.M.G. No. 296.
863 A.H., Bodleian Cat. 619{A;).

Type II. As As
^^ above,

type.

Wt. 56 srs.

Coll. H. M. VVhittell, apparently not previously edited.

Type I. . As
Copper.

?U

on 3<Lw i>b.A.soo .,wj

type. i^ ^>,it\y\ ^^
JLkJL.

Size I. Av. wt. 69 grs.

Dates:—861 A.H., B.M.C, No. 300.

862 A.H., B.M.C. No. 301.

863 A.H., Coll. H. R. Nevill.

Size 2. Av. wt. not estimated.
Date. 861 A.H.

Type IT I. In a circle As

JsLi on

type.

Margin :

JLkLo jjU *i-*Uj' ^. 'i^ tJ^+itvo ^i

Av. wt. not estimated.

Dates:—861 A.H.. B.M.C. No. 297.

862 A.H., B.M.C. No. 298.

863 A.H., B.M.C. No. 299.

Husain Shah.

Gold.

Type II. As In Tughra.^

type. «^ 6^^^t\i>^.^

• Tha Indian Museum Catalogue gives the inscription as

ii
&c. yJLjfv' ^^ ^i-'Lv ^>^

reading which I give above.
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Dates :—865 A.H. (wt. 180 grs.), Coll. H. R N'evill.

87 X A.H. (wt. 183-4 grs.), Coll. Brit. Mus.
x X 2 A.H. (wt. 180-7 grs.), Coll. Brit. Mus

Type I. As
Billon.

J<Li ,.t,vA

on 2<Li Li,.t^\jo j^
type. j(U ^^\y\ ^^

o^i^ JUdLc

Size 1. Av. wt. 150-7 grs.

Size 2. Av. wt. 78' 3 grs.

For dates see table which follows.

Type II. As
on

type.

Av. wt. 57 grs

Type III . aLI^ f

&<U^

As
above

As

above

Date:—901 A.H. (wt. 70 grs.). Coll. H. R. Nevill.

Type I. Obv.
Copper.

As on type jitA

Rev.

eri

Suv 0..4.SU0 ^^

Size 1.

Average wt. 67 '2 grs.
Size 2.

Average wt. not estimated.
For dates see table which follows.

Type III. Obv. Rev.
In a circle. As on type

»Ui

Margin :

5lldU
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L

N. 31

Average wt. 145"]2 grs.

For dates see table which follows.

Bahlol Lodi.

Copper.

Obv. Rev

AAA

Average wt. 70 grs.

Dates:— 888 A.H., I.M.C. No. 579.

889 A.H., I.M.G. No. 580.

890 A.H., Kodgers Cat. p. 112, No. 3.

891 A. H., Coll. H. R. Nevill.

892 AH., Coll H. R. Nevill.

893 A.H., I M.C. No. 581 (fig.)

iV^.5.—Rodgers in his Catalogue (p. 112, No. 3) mentions

a coin of this type dated 878 A.H. This must have been

wrongly read.

Ohv. ^ev.

As above.

Date —889 A.H. (or 891 A.H.) Coll. R. Burn.

Barbak Shah.

Billon

.

Obv.

In a circle

Bev}

,1

Air

Margin :—Not yet determined.

Average wt. 120 grs.

Date:—892 A.H., Thos. No. 322.

894 A.H., Thos. No. 322.

895 A.H., Coll. H.R. Nevill.

898 A.H., B.M.C. No. 342.

1 See remarks on p. 25 ante.



Table of Dates.

COPPER
DATE. RTLT O^ TVPR T^ ' ^^^^ -^^^w^ V J-* _!. XJ -l_jVy -i-^ X i JL Xli it

Size 1.

AH. Ibrahrm. Mahmild. Muhammad
* Husain. Ibrahim. Mahmud,

a

MuhamiDad,

813 Thos. 3
« * • Nevill B A A ^ ^ — ^ ^

814 • « #
fl A

^ • V • • a

815
• ^ • >f a a a * a V t a

816 • • • •

-

• # • tf

« V >

a a a a

Burn
m m • m • a • *

[

817 * • • « a a a

9 ^ m a a a |

J

818
819
^^K -fl^ .^^

Whittell
t a a lif.a 8

a a a

a a a •

9 9 9 9

4 9 9 9

«v«v «•*•
« a A » B.M.C. 237

820 B.M.C. 224
f

• a > 238
a 9 9 9 9

821 „ 225 ••• •••
V V r

a a « • 239
a « a a a a I

1

822
823

Nevill

• *

• • «

• • <

• « d

• • • •

a > a a

# • a d

M 240
241

• • a a

a V

• • a a

• • a «

824 Nevill » • » • • « •

-^- -"T ^ V

d A ^ 242
a a a a a a a a

826 B.M.C. 226
« • « #

• • •

A A ^ 243
a a a a a a » a

826
827
828
829
830
831
832
833
834
835
836

„ 227

229
I.M.C. 3
B.M.C. 230
Whittell
I.M.C. 4
B.M.C. 231

232
Whittell

B.M.C. 233

• • •

• * « •

• « •

« ft • a

« * B

« b •

V • * «

• • *

• a *

Wiiitte 1 ,

• • • *

• • * «

• • »

« * • «

• * « «

« • • •

[
—

.

« • • •

• • «

V fl V V

• • • •

• « V a

• • • %

• • * a

• t a a

» a a «

a a • A

• • • a

a a a a
1

• • % ^

„ 244
„ 245

„ 246

„ 247

„ 248

„ 249
„ 250

„ 251

,. 252
„ 253

» 254
,, 255

256
257
258

„ 259
^\ t\ /X

• • « a

a a a

V a •

• a • *

• a

a a a a

m » m m

• " • a

a a a a

a a a

a • * •

9 9 9 9

a a a a

a a a a

• •

• » • »

a • a •

1

a a • • f

a a • 8

a • « •

. a # •

a a • «

837
838

839
840
841 -:

842

» 234
I.M.C. 6

» 7
B.M.C. 236
L.M.C. p. 104
Whittell

Nevill 1

< • • r

* * «

• * V •

« • *

AAA

« « « •

• • • •

• • •

• * * k

• • a •

^ m * 9

* * t

a a a a

a a a

• • • •

a a a a

B.M.C." 285 ?

a » a •

9 • 9 9

9 m 9 9

a a a

a • • >

1

a • • •

a • • •

a a *

m 9 9
i

a » •

843
844
845
846

B.M.C. 236
• > •

Whittell

V V

B.M.*C.'265

266
I.M.C. 62

• a • *

• • a •

• • a a

a < a a

a a a •
r

< *

* • •

a « a a

a a • B

^ • • ^

,9 260 f

261
LM.C. 53

a a

Horwood

a a a «

B.mVc.'273
„ 274

275

• • •

• a a a

a • • •

a « • •

a a « «

847
848
849

Nevill

• ft •

« « »

63
B.M.C. 267
Thos. No. 4

p. 322.

• • a a

9 m ^ m

• a

* a a

a a • a

a a a a

• • a a

• ^ • *

a a a a

„ 276
277

'

I.M.C. 82

[

a • •

, a • a
I

a • • •

850 • * V « I.M.C. 65 a * « a a « a • a a » . B.M.C. 278 • • V •

861
852
863
854
855

« > • 4

« • A •

A » • V

A « * «

• • • •

B.M.C, 268
269

„ 270
I.M.C. 66
Whittell

• • a a

• • a

• a t a

a a • *

• m 9 m

• • a a

- a a

V a a a

• a a a 1

• a *

a a

a • a a

• •mm

a a a a

„ 279
„ 280

„ 281

„ 282
I.M.C. 92

f

a a • •

a a » •
f

f

....
I

a « • ^
i

a • • •

856
: .... B.M.C. 272 #\o

857
858

Whittell * * a a

a a a a 1

« » t a

a a a

# V a a

„ 93
NeviU

a • * *

• • • •

* * • »

869 .

»» a a a a
• • • • a a a a I.M.C. 94 • • •

J

• » • •

860
j

861 .... ]

t

r\ /\ £^

Nevill
Rodgers Cat.

p. 126.

• a a V

Nevill

t
• a V »

a « a a

Nevill

a a a #

^ • m 9

....

B.M.C. 283
I.M.C. 97

B.M.C. 284

a » • •

B.M.cVsOO
i862

j
* « V « f Nevill B.M.C. 296 I.M.C. HI a a * Bod. Cat. 617 301

864
1 ,.., 1

Thos. No. 6
(d) p. 322.

Nevill
m • 9 9 • « a a

1

Nevill 1

f

S66
• • p

# a a a
99 a a a a • 9

1

• . • •
,• • » «

• • ' .... B.M.C. 303 a a a a LM.C. 100
f

1

• • • •

r ___



Table of Dates

TYPE I.

COPPER TYPE ITT.
J Size 2.

Muhd.

1

Hueain. Ibrahim. Mahm ud

.

* Husain, '
\^'^-

,
him.

1

Mahmud.
t

Muhammad ^uaaln.

« • » *
• < • * ft • ft ft ft ft

1

1

f

• • a a

< • * * • 4 ft B
t

• • a ft * V ft *^#* •«#•
^

t • •
t ft a ft • a ft • ••ft aftta

* • 9 9
• • ft V

\

• • • • • a ft ft • ft a • 1 a a • a

« « • •
• • ft » • * • • • ft ft

1

a*ft flftftft

• « «
ft A a ft a a * a « • V « .... ....

a

. ft ft .

• *
a • a * « * • • • • ft a a • 1 aftftft aaaa

• • « *
• * 9 9

j
«•«

1

a ft

r

« • a ft ft « • a • a

4 fl « •
* a a a A a ft « a a

1

• a • ft • a • • a

* • « •
4 a • • « a a • # • • •aft

1

a a • • •

a • •
• • • a a a ft a a • ft a a «

1

• • • •

• • • • Nevill a a • * « a ft ft a a ft • • • •

1 • * « •••• ••»
• a a « » * • •ft* t

•••• a « • •

• • • • Nevill
^ 4 • • • • •

i

i ft««« i
•«•• i 9 w n 9

• • • • I.M.C. 55
1

r

1

' ^ 1

• * *

,. 56 • • •-* aa a«*ft ! aaaa
1

4 H 1

ft * ft a

" • •
ft • • « 1 . • a ft.•.. -• aa*. P.*. • • • 9

* • * »

* •

Nevill
1

* a* .... i •••ft .ifta
1 i

« * Nevill
4 A

• «** • ftft»*. ••
J . a a a

ft..» ••, f.»» •*«
• • « B.M. j .... :

1

««ftft •• ! •••• aaft.
t ft Nevill

• ^

A K

1
t

1
1

«•« **E -.ft*
• • • * Bod. Cat. 605 1

f L . , . . . . ' -aft • * • . • ' • •

• • « •

• » •

Nevill
1

1

V ^F ^^

i ....
i 1
T
J -

• • •

1

• 4 « ft

Bod. Cat. 606
• a - 1

]
• • ft • 4 «

.. T ft*.* •••a
r

m M ^ M

• • • -
1

1 « t « ft »
fr 4 .»#- •• fta

• • • Burn 1
1

1

1

• • * I.M.C. 57 ; M A « * a a « a •
•
'•

• • « * Bod, Cat, 6071
• •

1

1

* a * * ^ .... • ••• '
• •

•

• • * I.M.C. 59 1

ft * a a j

ft a

• •

^ ^ ^ »

< A • 4 4

• • • -

« ft • Nevih a a

1

1

1

ft fl « ft • • B.M.C. 288
' * « ft a

• • - .

ft a *
>)

• W
1 1

1

« « a ft 1 • *
289 » .... -•••

• * • .

Rodger^ Cat. a a

1

9 9 9 9 • •
• » . . • •

ft a a a

p. 126.
1

1

a
j

» • •
• • • • * # V V ^ *

T

a • • « «
Nevill • • • •

ft a • *

• • * •

* • » •

• • ft • I.M.C. 103
1

a a

1

^•99 a a
. < . • • ' ' •

r

at**

ft I ft a

• « • • a a • • • •

I

J

9 9 9 9 a a
.... . . • .

i

^^ ^ ^r Tw

L

• - • ft

1

1

1

• ft « * Rodgers Cat a ft
« » • V « I

B.M.C. 290 a * •

1

\

p. 126. j

Lif.cVl04

'

* • • •

....
;

# ft *

« ft «

# • «

# • V

a «

a a

„ 291 .... •"'

„ 292 .... 1

• . .

.

1

1 • • a ( B.M.C. 286
4

1

a a a « • •
I.M.C. 69

>V.^ I

• • • •

1
Whittell ^h ^ J

i

# * * • * '
„ 70

• • • .

r • • • ft * * • *

V V ^

iRodgeraCat. |

•••*
h

L

^ ^ ^ ^

i

• a V V *

p. 127.
" • • •

* H A LM.C. 71
• • •

!

» w ^ « a ' a ft
a a a a «

ft • » •

# # # #
1

' • • •
1

a a ft

• • * a B.M.C.'287 !

• •

*
!

« a a a • •

a a a a a •

r

B.M.C. 293
L

F

^ tf- * »

1

1

' • . •

* • * •

L

a • a a ft a • *

1

1 B.M.CV294 ••••.,
• •

.

• • * •
I

a • a ft

r

1

# a ft a • •

B.M.C. 297 ]

• a a * • * B.M. « a a a « "
1

a # • • *^ * »>-
,

r

Rodgers

**-M.C. 326

• * • •

r

• • • a

r

(

1

1

• •

1

J

a a a a j
a a Bod, Cat. 61 8 „ 298 « * - a

1

!

299 f a 4 * •

• • * a a • • a • • 9 9 9 9
' '

'• 327
•» 328

i

f
1 .^ . A BMC. 336

• • a # 1

• • « • • # • • • •

f a a a a

• • • *
i

• • •
Whittell

• • • •
« fl * • 1

i

1

r

a • • # • . a ft •

J

t

^^^^^^^^^



DATE.

A.H

866
867

868
869
870
871
872

873
874
875

876
877
878
879

880
881
882

883
884

BILLON
TYPE T.

Husain

I.M.C. 113

Whittell

9'

» »

B.M.C. 304
305
306

I.M.C. 1 16

B.M.C. 307

Whittell
B.M.C. 308
I.M.C. 120

) J
122

B.M.C. 309
I.M.C. 126

B.M.C. 310

I.M.C.
B.M.C.
LM.C.
B.M.C.
I.M.C.

128

311
132
312
135

Table of Dates.

COPPER TYPE I.

Size 1.

Hu^aiam

B.M.C. 329
330

* > 331

* •

» •

B m

Nevill

« m

W.K.
L.M.C. p. 105

Nevill
W.K.

Whittell
B.M.C. 332

885 „ 136
886 B.M.C. 313
887 ., 314
888 Whittell
889 B.M.C. 315
890 Nevill
891 Whittell
892 LM C. 139
893 Nevill
894 Whittell
895

9f

896 B.M.C. 316
897 „ 317
898 I M.C. 143
899 B.M.C. 318
900 319
901 „ 320
902 I.M.C. 149
903 B.M.C. Zl\
904 322
905 323
906 324
907 I.M.C. 154
908 Whittell
909 B.M.C. 325
910 I.M.C. 155
911

\

L.M.C. p. 105
912

B ^ ^^

913
J 5

1

]

1

914
9 9

1

915
»5

916 1

917
9 f

• • • «

018
1

• * «

919 Whittell
920

w

• 9 • «

1

1

„ 333
W.K.

B.M.C. 334

*

Nevill

W.K.
J)

•

W.K.

Nevill*

W.K.

W.K.
* •

W.K
• • • •

•

> • •

• • •

Size 2.

Hiisain

Billon Type III.

Nevill

Bod. Cab.

626 (t).

•

« •

<

• •

»

« •

V «

« •

4 «

• •

• •

» •

A •

•

• • • •

COPPER
TYPE III

Husain.

LM.C. 161

163»»

„ 1G4
B.M.C. 337

• •

Ellis Sale
Cat.

* # •

» •

Rodgers
p, 128.

«

Xevill
EllU Sale

Cat.

• •

Rodgers
p. 128

B.M.C
«

I.M.C

» *

« »

• •

V »

P V

« •

«

« «

* «

• «

» •

• •

330

106
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(
Sic)

Date

Obv.

* t

.LkU
4^

895 A.H., Coll. R. Burn

Obv.

»L^ ^L

<^

Date :—895 A.H., Coll. R. Burn.

Rev.

As above.

Rev.

*

Ala

H. M. Whittell

229. A Ndsratabad Rupee of Aurangzeb.

Mint—Nusratabad.
Metal—^*.

Size—O.
Weight—177 grs.

Date—32 R.Y.

Obv.

j^)'^ . '')

Jt'i')'^

Rev

Lry;u

i3Lf aUo

In the course of classifying certain coins in the Provine, a!

Museum, Lucknow, I discovered the above rupee of A«/^"f^^^
Nusratabad mint, which I presume is the earliest struck the e

by Aurangzeb. From an extract reproduced m the Numismatic

Supplement No. XII, Art. 73, we find that o^i the 2nd Safar

1009 A.H. (Dec. 7, 1687), this place viz. Sakkhar or Sagar
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(Nusratabad) was taken by the Mughalsfrom Peda Naik. caste
Dhedh, who was introduced at court on the 2nd Rab'i II (Feb-
ruary 5, 1688).

This coin is dated imthe 32nd regnal 3^ear (or A.H. 1099-
1100) corresponding to A.D. 1688-89 which is the first year in
which the town came under the complete sway of the Mughal
Imperial Government. p^^^^^ j^^^^^_

230.'

Mubarak I.

QUXBU

Mint—Daru-1-Islam.
Date— 717 A.H.
Metal

—

M.
Weight— 168-5.

Size— 1-2.

Rev. In circle ^IkUl !<Li vj-^lj^

Margin. «,;1**a^ j j^ ^^ sL^ J ^1^3)1 jljo a^J( yjot ^yi
But for the king's name which appears on the reverse, the

obverse legend corresponds with the square piece noticed
under I. M.O. 248.

The legend inside the circle is the same as that on I.M.C.

245, but !ilir;Lx) is written as sU. ^;U^. The marginal legend
s complete and the coin is in a perfect state.

It was lound in Kaurala, Pargana Hassanpur, district
Moradabad, in 1905, and is now in the Provincial Museum,
Lucknow.

Prayag Dayal.

]

231. The Epithet used on Coffer Coins ey IbrIhIm
'AuiL Shah II of EIjapur.

On page 683 of Vol. VI (1910) of the J.A.S.B., Numis-
niatic Supplement No. XV, Dr. Taylor_ reads the legend on
thecopper coins of Ibrahim II of the 'Adil Shahl Dynasty of
Bijapiir as

Obv.
J,\ 5b ^^f^t
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W
*' After many attempts to decipher them, the last two words on

the obverse of Types III, TV, aud V (all having the same leg-

end as noted here) still remain doubtful. They may possibly

read ^J^^ h bila athai, ' without a second/ 'the unique/ but

ccitahilj' the penultimate letter seems on every specimen to be

not nun, but lam," Now if we turn to Plate XXXIX of the

same number, we find Nos. 2, 3 and 4 of the plate^ correspond-

ing to Types III, IV and V in the above note. Since handling

the coins of Ibrahim 'Adil Shah II and carefully looking at

these figures, I have come to the conclusion that the word is

not ^^'1 h bub h aiosfc probably (_jL LI which means the " Friend

of the Weak." In Miihammadaa numismatics and epigra-

phy, especially where artistic arrangement is to be observed,

clerical accuracy is often sacrificed for the sake of symmetry and

ornamentation,' e.g. sometimes a letter is altogether omitted,

one serving for the two, or is placed at a distance from its proper

position. This is what has happened here. In fig. 2 of the

plate, obverse side, there are three isolated alif^. Now two

out of these are so placed that one is on the right and one is on

the left of the central alif which is so lengthened that it exactly

bisects not only the surface of the coin but also the lettermg

on it. Reading from the bottom, as the coin is to be read, we

find I (alif), ( v) (be), it (he) v (be) and J

the central alif, and ) J (lam), and ^j (ye)

on the left; while ^ (re), ^ (ye) and t (alif) are divided into

two parts. This big alif also shows that it is the first letter of

the second half of the legend on the obverse, there being .-,even

letters of c^

The same remarks apply to fig. 3 of the plate and this type

we find exhibits more artistic taste than that displayed in tigiire

2. Here not only the letters and the scalloped border are divid-

ed into two halves by the alif of ^if h^ (which is not so pro-

minent as in fig. 2), but the outer circle of dots is also divided

into two parts so that there are twenty dots on the right

and twenty on the left of the alif. Figure 4 also has the alif

J^.

What
conjecture ; but while peru>ing a MS. of the Kilab i-Nauras,

1 It Should be noted that the coins illustrated in the plate are recon-

structions. Ed,ctions. Ed, , ^, -i -«, »aA'A SViaVi TI of
2 The "Kitab-i-nauras" was ^vritten by Jbrabi^m •Add Shah U^^^

IpUr. The MS. was bought in June 1921, for the Pnnce of Wales
Bijapur.
Museum,
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I came upon the following verse on page 21, which confirms my
reading :

0,^9 O O^^O ^O^^-^O ^^ O y Cm

TransUteralion : Tirlok japat tuwa nanw pawin paran kl

puran
Acharju maliablr abala ball tunhin sanchu autar.

Translation: ''Three worlds repeat thy name (at thy feet,

oh breath of old !).

art the true incarnation."^
friend of

I leave comment on the true significance of certain words
in the above antra to a later paper on this MS., but there can
be no other meaning of the word abald bait, which is the real

point of this discussion. At the risk of rendering this note
rather lengthy, I may be permitted to quote the following lines

from Basatinu-s-SalaiTn, the standard history of the 'Adil Sha-
hls of Bijapilr. The author while discussing the word u^jy
Nauras, which was much favoured by Ibrahim II savs on pp.
249-250 (Hyderabad Edition):—

w

''And a book, written in the language of Dharpat on the
art of mu-sic, is assigned to the King and is known as nauras.
And fiilus (pice) which are current from that date up to this

time, are also known by the (name) of fals-i-nauras (the nauras
pice)." Now we find the falsi-nauras (these very coins) have a
legend on them which is, or the like of which, is given in the
Kitab'i-nauras^ the^ title of the book quoted above, and both
these belong to the same period if not the same year

Thus the epithet used on the copper coins of Ibrahim II
is abala bati f^L Lt] which means the " Friend of the weak."

9/^ March, 1922.
MiTHD. Ismail

* Professor N". B. Divatia of Elphinstone College, Bombay and Mr.
G. V. Acharya of the Prince of Wales Museum, helped me to translate the
above couplet, save the words provisionally translated in brackets, which
are doubtful. These may be cleared up by an expert in Hindi.

(.c
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34« Advances in our Knowledge of the Fauna of the Fresh
and Brackish Waters of India, with a Bibliography

for the years 19 12- 1922,
1

By N. Annan DALE, D.Sc, F.A.S.B., Director, Zoological Survey
of hidin. Bibliography compiled by Cedric Dover, F.E.S.

Ten years ago T published in this Journal ' a brief account
of our knowledge of the freshwater fauna of the Indian Empire.
Since then much has been done in both fresh and brackish

water and it will, T think, be a useful task to take stock of

our acquisitions in the last decade. This task I have under-

taken with the aid of the bibliography prepared, mainly under
my supervision, by Mr. Cedric Dover. While admitting refer-

ences to groups such as the reptiles and Batrachia omitted

from my former paper, he has not included references to in-

sects. This has been unnecessar}^ owing to the publication of

several comprehensive works. Many papers have been written

on aquatic entomology in the period under review, particularly

on the Diptera NeDiocera, on the Odonata and on the Hemip-

tera or Rhynchota ; but references to the first of these groups

are given in Mr Brunetti's "Catalogue" {Rec. Ind. Mus., XVII,

1920) and in the first volume on the Diptera pubhshed by

him in the ''Fauna of British India" (1912) A more recent

paper of exceptional interest is Mr. F. W. Edward's account

of an aquatic Dipteron from Kashmir so peculiar as to con-

stitute a new family of Nemocera. This insect,^ to which the

name DeuteropTilebia mimhilis has been given, is described in

Vol. IX (p. 379) of the AnnaU and Magazine of Natural

History, 1922.

Apart from the information contained in the later volumes

on the Rhvnchota bv Mr. W. L. Distant in the "Fauna'

series, the late Mr. C.'A. Paiva's papers on the aquatic species

of the Southern Shan States and the Garo hills in volumes

the most important additions

>/ the Indian Museuvi

Dr. F. F. Laidlaw and Major F. C. Frazer have pubhshed a

number of valuable papers on the Indian dragonflies and their

larvae in the same Journal from 1912 onwards and in that oE

the Bombay Natural History Society from 1915, while Dr

R. J. TiUyard's account of an extremely archaic larva ot

the same group from the Darjiling hills is one of the most

I " Some Recent Advaaces m our Knowledge of *ji®
,fff"'^J**'*''

Fauna of India." Journ. A9. Soc. Beng. (n a.), VIII, pp. Ji^^ ^l»•*^
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i mportant contributions to entomology that have appeared

recently. It is published in Bee. Jnd, Mus., XXIJ, 1921.

A glance through Mr. Dover's bibliography will show that

most of the recent work on the fresh- and brackish-watCT

fauna of India has been undertaken and published in India,

and a very large proportion ui Calcutta, Ever since Buchan-
an's investigation of the fishes of the Ganges over a century

Ago Calcutta has been, with brief intervals, a centre of studies

of the kind. The possibility of their existence in India has

been denied in England, but litlera scripta manet. The names
and the papers of McClelland, Benson, Nevill, Stoliczka, Ander-

son, Wood-Mason, and Alcock are there to attest the succes-

sion and we of the present generation can only hope to be

numbered with these men.
I do not propose to discuss in detail the additions made

to our knowledge oi purely taxonomic zoology. In this res-

pect Mr. Dover's bibliography speaks for itself. I have,

however, given a summary of the more important results

ef a general nature arising from investigations of a more
comprehensive kind. Applied zoology is best left to those

whose duty it is to apply the results obtained from pure
zoological research and I have not attempted to discuss it

Mr. Dover has, however^ included in his bibliography references

to all appropriate works available on fisheries and medical
zoology published in the period under review. In parasitology,

however, he has included only those papers which deal with
parasites that pass some part or the whole of their life-cycle

in aquatic animals other than insects.

The decade has been prolific in reports on the fauna of

particular localities and types of environment in India and
neighbouring countries. Two quarto volumes, neither of which
is yet complete, may be mentioned first. They are (i) the

report on the fauna of the Chilka Lake that forms volume
V of the Memoirs of the Indian Museum, and, (ii), volume
VI of the Memoirs of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, in which
are embodied the zoological results of a tour in the Far East
(i.e. in Japan, China. Siam and Malaya) undertaken in the
years 1915 to 1916.

The report on the Fauna of the Chilka Lake is based
mainly on investigations carried out in 1914 by Dr. S, W. Kemp
and myself. It consists of papers by many specialists both on
strictly zoological subjects and also on hydrography^ an appre-
ciation of which is so necessary for the proper study of aquatic
faunas. Most of the animals of the Chilka Lake are of recent
marine origin, but they are adapted physiologically to endure
great and often sudden changes in the composition of the
water in which they live. Many groups are represented in the
fauna that were hitherto thouo;ht to be exclusivelv marine,
and some species extremely common in the lake belong to
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groups unknown, though doubtless existing as rarities, in
adjacent seas, I may mention in particular the primitive sea-
anemone Edwardsia tinctrix, the congetiers of which are mainly
found in northern regions but also occur in the extreme south.
The direct effects of a lowering of the salinity, and, therefore,
of the specific gravity, of the water on a medusa {Acromitus
rahaiicTiatii) common in the lake and also in the "Bay of Bengal,
have been observed, while much other bioaomical informa-
tion of a like nature has been obtained. The report when
complete will be the first detailed account of the fauna of any
tropical area of brackish water. We hope to finish it next
year.

The chief object of my visit to the Far East in 1915 and
1916 was to obtain material for a comparison between the

fauna of the Chilka Lake and of other bodies of water of low
salinity in India on the on^ liand, and that of three lakes

situated further East in Asia. These lakes were Lake Biwa on
the Main Island of Japan, the Tai-Hu in the Kiangsu province

of China and the Tale Sap in Peninsular Siam. The last of

these resembles the Chilka Lake very closely in many respects,

while the Tai-Hu is situated not far from the coast and has

a large marine element in its fauna; bat Lake Biwa is a

typical alpine lake.

The volume in the Memoirs of the Asiatic Society of

Bengal, although it does not deal directly with the Indian

fauna, has, therefore, an important indirect connection with

our present subject. Like that on the Chilka Lake it contains

zoological papers by many specialists.

In a separate paper on the fauna of Lake Biwa, to be

published shortly in the Annotationes Zoologicae Japonenses\

I have compared the fauna of that lake with the fauna of

several other inland lakes in India and other parts of Asia.

Another volume devoted primarily to an aquatic fauna

living on and near the Indian frontiers is volume XVIII of the

Records of the Indian Museum, which is concerned with the

isolated basin of Seistan in the eastern part of the Per^an

desert and with certain districts of British Baluchistan. The

investigations carried out in these countries by Dr. S. W. Kemp
and myself in the winter of 1918-1919 have pronded much

interesting material for comparative study. Although Seistan

is an inland country and has had no communication with the

sea since very ancient times, its lake (the Hamun-i-Helmund)

and watercourses have this much in common with the Chilka

Lake, that very little of their water is quite fresh. Its salinity,

however, is due to purely local causes and the salts it contains

^ Now published in AnnoL ZooL Jap., X (1922).
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are not sea-salts. Its fauna includes no marine or maritime
species and is interesting chiefly because, having been derived
necessarily from the highlands of Afghanistan and Baluchistan,
it is to a large extent a high-mountain fauna adapted to live

in a comparatively low swampy depression This is note-
worthy particularly among the fish, several species of which are
identical with, or very closely related to, forms known otherwise
from great altitudes in Central Asia. A distinct reduction in

the size of the fins may be noted in certain species. The fauna
of sponges and polyzoa, on the other hand, is interesting on
account of its Indian affinities, while the molluscs belong to
what I have called elsewhere the " Afghan " type.

Of normal inland lakes within the limits of the Indian
Empire by far the moat interesting as yet investigated is the
Inle Lake on the limestone plateau of the Southern Sh^n States.
The fauna of this lake was collected by Dr. F. H. Gravely and
myself in the early part of 1917. It proved so interesting in

many respects that I paid the lake a second visit in the spring
of 1922, accompanied by Dr. Sunder Lai Hora and Mr.
H. Srinivasa Rao. The fauna is remarkably distinct, especially
in fish and molluscs Many of the former are very small and
brightly coloured, with large eyes and poorly developed tactile
organs. Tliese characters appear to be correlated with the
exceptional clearness and limpidity of the water of the lake and
this again is due to its peculiar chemical composition, in which
salts of lime and magnesium are abundant. The molluscs,
possibly ^ in correlation with the presence of these salts, have
in some species remarkably sculptured shells and exhibit ex-
traordinary plasticity and individual variability. It was
chiefly to study these phenomena that I visited the lake for
a second time. The results of the second tour are not yet
worked out

; those of the first are contained in Eec. Ind.
XIV (1918).

Other Indian lakes of which the fauna has been studied
in the period under review are those of Kashmir and Kumaon
in the Himalayas and of Manipur on the Burmese frontier of
Assam. The lakes of Kumaon were visited some years ago
by Dr. S. W. Kemp and have been investigated more recently
by Dr. Baini Prashad and Dr. Sunder Lai Hora. Except as
regards the sponges and polyzoa, which are extremely abundant
but not otherwise remarkable, the fauna has no very great
interest. The lakes are of comparativelj' recent origin, pro-
duced by landslips damming up valleys, and their molluscs and
fish are not distinctive. Although some of the lakes are deep,
there does not seem to be any specialized deep-water fauna.

• A recent, detailed, chemical examination of the water and of the
shells themselves, undertaken in the Indian Institute of Science at Banga-
lore, render this less probable than it formerly appeared.

Mus
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See the papers on different groups fa volumes VII and XXIV
of the Bee. Ind, Mus,

The fauna of the lakes of Kashmir, although of no great
importance in itself, is of considerable geographical interest
for It represents an outlying branch of the true Eurasian fauna
of Europe and Central Asia. The lakes, belonging as thev do
to the Indus system, appear to have. formed t!\e only reservoir
for this fauna in Indian territory. They were investigated re-
cently by Dr. Baini Prashad and Mr. B. Chopra, whose results
.have not yet been completely worked out. They will be pub-
lished later in the Rec. hid. Mus.'

The isolated valley of Manipur contains a lake of consider-
able but variable size which is in direct communication with
the Chindwin, the main tributary of the Trrawadi. This lake
in many respects resembles the Inle Lake but has muddy water
of much more normal chemical composition on account of the
rocks through which its feeders flow being insoluble. Its fauna

•is by no means rich and its chief faunistic interest lies in the
contrast it provides with the Inle Lake. The fish have been
described by Dr Hora, who accompanied me to Manipur in the
early part of 1920, in Bee. hid. Mus., XXI 1 (1021), while the
molluscs have been discussed by Dr. Baini Prashad, Mr. Amin-
ud-Din and myself in the same volume. In my introduction
to our paper I have compared the fauna as a whole with that
of the Inle Lake. It differs mainly in not being at all highly

,
specialized. The fish are few and are mostly bottom-haunting
species, provided with well-developed tactile organs, as might
be expected in a muddy, weed-choked swamp like the Loktak,
as the lake is called. . The molluscs are rather more remarkable
but have no resemblance to those of the Inle Lake.

It is easier to study the fauna of a lake in a comprehen-
sive spirit than to investigate that of a river or stream. The
former is as it were concentrated and can bp collected in a

comparatively short time, while the latter is always moving
from place to place and in a short visit one can gain but an

imperfect and often distorted view of its characteristic features.

The fauna of running water, however, has not bpen entirely

neglected in India in the last ten years. In a paper {Rec. Ind.

Mus., XVI.) on that of a small stream in the Bombay Presidency

.
which has been visited at difiFerent times by Dr. F. H. Gravely,

Prof. S. P. Agharkar and myself, I have attempted to describe

the animal life in a tvpe of stream very common at the base of

hill-ranges in the plains of Peninsular India. The particular

stream is a small tributary of the Kistna system. It happens
to be the abode of the freshwater medusa Limnocnida indica, but

otherwise has no very marked peculiarities. Apart from the

medusa, its most interesting feature is perhaps to be found in its

sponges. These, which are attached to rocks liable to desicca-

tion, belong partly to the genus Corvospongilla and those that
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do so are remarkable for their almost stony hardness and
for the fact that they produce two kinds of gemmules or

resting-buds, one kind capable of floating and being carried

away by the stream, the other firmly fixed to the rocks.

To turn from a small stream to a great river, something
has also been done on the fauna of the Ganges. The only
comprehensive paper yet published is Dr. Kemp's account of

that of the Matlah River, which is now little more than a tidal

creek running up the delta to the vicinity of Calcutta, but for-

merly drained large salt lakes which have now disappeared.
Dr. Kemp has shown that the animals, particularly the fish and
Crustacea, of the lower reaches of this c.oeekhave a remarkable
resemblance to those of the deep sea. In most species this

resemblance is superficial and clearly produced by convergent
evolution, but one fish, the Bombay Duck {Harpodon nehereus)^

is closely related to deep-sea forms. The main resemblances
between the fauna and that of the deep sea lie in colour, dege-
nerate eyes and the production of whip-like tactile organs of

various kinds. These Dr. Kemp correlates with low visibility,

due to absence of light in the abysses and presence of suspended
silt in the deltaic creek, and with an extremely soft oozy bottom
in both types of environment.

The fauna of the Matlah River is, strictly speaking, marine
or rather estuarine, but the presence of a marine element in the
fauna of the Ganges itself far above tidal influence has long been
known. I have discussed this element at length in a paper to

be published shortly in the special volume of the Dutch Bij-

dragen tot de Dierkunde ^ to be issued in honour of the seventieth
birthday of Prof, Max Weber of Amsterdam. The two most
interesting regions in tropical river-systems are, from the faun-
istic point of view, the mountain torrents and the deltaic efflu-

ents. In both much still remains to be done in India. So far

as the mountaki streams are concerned, several papers have
been published recently on the fish and on the tadpoles. These
we owe chiefly to Dr. Hora, who has investigated the anatomy
of the adhesive organs, etc. in a very thorough manner. In
one paper, Just issued in the Rec. Ind. Mus , Dr. Hora and
I have discussed the *' communal convergence " that exists

between the larvae of so-called Ranae Formosae and the fish of

the genus Garra or Discognathus and certain other genera found
in mountain torrents.

In many of the papers cited in the bibliography the geo-
graphical distribution of the species, genera or families concerned
is discussed at length. The resemblance between the freshwater
fauna of the Malabar zone and that of tropical Africa may now
be legarded as well established, but it has been shown within

^ Now published in Eijdr. t. d. Dierk., Afl. 22 (1922)

»
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the last few years that traces of the common element can be
found much further East than western India. Recent investi-
gations on the other hand, particularly of the molluscs, have
demonstrated the general uniformity of the paludine fauna of
the main area of Peninsular India and the Indo-Gangetic plain.
This fauna, some part of which already existed in late creta-
ceous times, has become impoverished in more recent geological
epochs and cannot now be compared in richness and diversity
with that of the eastern parts of Burma. In that country the
supposed Chinese element has been found, so far as aquatic ani-

mals are concerned, to be due largely to convergence.
The chief groups of animals in which taxonomic advances

of a comprehensive kind have been made in the last ten years
so far as the freshwater and brackish- water faunas of India are

concerned, are the Chelonia, the Batrachia, the fish, the mol-
luscs, the Decapod Crustacea, the Oligochaete worms and the

cercariae of the parasitic trematodes.
As I have already stated, I do not propose to discuss these

advances at length, but I cannot conclude this brief paper

without a reference to the admirable taxonomic work on the

Decapod and Stomatopod Crustacea accomplished by my col-

league Dr. S. VV. Kemp in Calcutta, on the Oligochaete worms
carried out in Lahore by Lt.-CoL J. Stephenson and on the

cercariae by Major R. B. Seymour Sewell, partly in Calcutta

and partly in the field in diverse parts of India. I must also

mention the work on the freshwater molluscs, in which Dr.

Baini Prashad's anatomical investigation of the Unionidac

plays so important a part. This work is of particular interest

from an historical point of view in that it is largely a revival

and revision of that undertaken more than a generation ago by

the older malacologists of Calcutta and published to a largf3

extent in the early volumes of this Journal. In it I have taken

some share myself and must express my gratitude for the

encouragement given me bv the veteran naturalist! and geogra-

pher Lt.-Col. H. H. Godwin-Austen, F.R.S , who was himself

associated in India with Blanford and other naturalists, once

active members of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, and is, indeed,

now the only survivor of that brilliant band.

and Ceylon : A Bibliography f

1

A word of explanation as to the scope and arrangement of

this bibliography seems necessary. Its main object is to give

a list of all papers on the fresh and brackish water zoology jex-

cepting insects) of the Indian Empire and Ceylon pvibli^nea in

the last ten years, but to increase its utility I have tnea to
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include the titles of papers dealing chieHj'' with material from
outside India, but which have a more or less direct bearing on
our subject. These have been marked with an asterisk. Some
papers dealing with widely distributed animals occurring in
India and Ceylon, but based on material from outside this
region, have had for various reasons to be omitted. For ex-
ample, the biochemical and physiological papers on the
protozoan Paramoecium caudatum and its allies which have re-
cently been published in Europe, chiefly in the Archiv fur
ProtiHenkunde , have not been included here. From the sys-
tematic point of view, however, it is hoped that this bibliography
is fairh^ complete.

To economise in space papers by more than one author
have only been listed under the name of the senior author, and
for the same reason the names of the Records and Memoirs of
the Indian Museum and the Journal and Proceedings (new
series) and Memoirs of the Asiatic Society of Bengal have been

M,, M,Li\L, J A.S.B, and M
C. Dover.

General,

Annandale, N., 1912. " Some Recent Advances in our Knou-'-
ledge of the Freshwater Fauna of British India." J.A.S.B.',
VIII, pp. 39-52.

'

Annandale, N., 1912. "Stray notes on Cevlon Animals."
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35- Bivalve Molluscs injuring Brickwork in th
Calcutta Docks.

By N. Annandale, D.Sc, F.A.S.B., CLE. {Zoological
Survey of India).

My attention was recently drawn by Mr. J. McGlashan,
Chief Engineer to the Port of Calcutta, to the fact that injury
had been done to the brickwork at the entrance to one of the
dry docks by a small bivalve mollusc. With his kind
assistance and with that of Dr. S, W. Kemp and Mr. G. H.
Tipper, I was able to examine the damaged wall on January
7th. a considerable amount of water having been run out
of the dock. The damage was not verv serious and it was
evident that the mollusc had been able to attack only those
parts of the wall at which the blue glaze on the bricks had
been worn away or abraded. Moreover, all the individuals
discovered had died after penetrating to a depth of about half
a brick, killed possibly either by some change in the salinity
of the water, or more probably by the flowing into the docks
of some chemical waste product. Conditions may, however,
have been unfavourable for reproduction. Had the activities
of the mollusc continued uninterrupted for a long period
there can be no doubt that they would ultimately have
destroyed the whole submerged surface of the wall wherever
it was not glazed or the glaze had disappeared. They had
been most active inside a large culvert but patches of the
outer wall of the entrance had also been attacked, always
below the habitual water-leveL The brickwork is about thirty

years old and showed no sign of more than one attack, which
was probably carried out by a single generation of molluscs,
or at most by one flourishinsr and a second more feeble

generation.

Only one species was concerned in the actual damage,
namely the Pholad Martesia flwninalis but other molluscs
were beginning to accumulate in the holes made by it and some
of these were still alive. One of the species {Modiola striatula)

has already been reported as doing injury to brickwork in the

Calcutta docks by insinuating itself into cracks and joints and
there increasing in numbers and bulk. Were large masses of

this mussel or any other living organism to establish themselves
in the Pholad's holes they would undoubtedly aid in the further

disintegration of the bricks by breaking down the thin parti-

tions left between the diflFerent burrows.

Young of the Martesia had evidently been assisted in

o
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(

settling on the bricks and commencing their boring operations

by ^an inequality of the surface produced by the falling out

from the bricks of small pieces of cinder incorporated in their

substance. The burrows were bottle-shaped and penetrated

the brick to a depth of about 4 cm. In one, of which a

vertical section was obtained, the entrance on the surface was
only a little more than 1 mm. in diameter, but the diameter at

the base was 17 mm. The diameter increased gradually from
above downwards. The shell fitted rather tightly into the base

of the burrow and the animal of course could not possibly have
emerged. The burrows were closely aggregated and sometimes
one penetrated another. The direction of some was straight

into the brick, in others slanting.

M. fluminalis, which is common in the deltas of the
Ganges and Irrawadi, usually bores in wood but was originally

found in soft argillaceous sandstone.
A few systematic notes as to the species collected may

be given.

Scaphula deltae Blanford.

1868. Scaphula deltae, Blanford, Journ, As. Soc. Bengal
XXXVI (2), p. 71, pL xiv, figs. 7-10.

Several specimens, living and dead; were found attached
by their bj^ssus in empty burrows of M. flumiiialis in the
bricks, so deeply covered by a slimy dark green alga that their
presence was not detected until it had dried up. The species,
which is doubtfully distinct from S, celox Benson, is common
in the lower reaches of both the Ganges and the Irrawadi
and also occurs high up the Mahanadi at Sambalpur in the
interior of Orissa.

Corbula gracilis Preston.

1907. Corhula gracilis, Preston, Ann. Mag. Nat, Hist. (7)

XIX, p. 215, Hg, 4.
1911, Corhula chilkaensis, id., Rec. Ind. Mus. VI, p. 39,

fig. 2.

Martesia
fluminalis in a brick. It is rather larger than the type-
specimen and both in size and other characters seems exactly
intermediate between that specimen and the type-specimen of
the same author's C. chilkaensis, which must be regarded
as synonomous with C. gracilis.

The species is very near my C. mesopotamica, but apart
from slight differences in outline, has the hinge-teeth much
less produced.

In the Gangetic delta molluscs of this genus frequently
make their way into the burrows of Teredinidae in wood and
also mto the exhalent canals of the sponge Spongilla alba. i

1

I

I

I
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Martesia fluminalis Blanford.

1868. Martesia fluminalis, Blanford, Journ. As Sac
Bengal XXXVI (2), p. 67, pi. XIV, figs. 1-3.

Specimens from the docks are much larger than Blanford's
type-series and exhibit great individual variability in shape.
Their surface is also very irregular and often much eroded,
but I have no doubt as to the identity, the sculpture being
closely similar wherever it can be compared. There are,
moreover, two large shells in the old collection of the Indian
Museum labelled as being from a dock-gate in the Kidderpore
docks and these shells, which were probably burrowing in
wood have the surface intact and are very regular in shape.

The largest specimen from brickwork is 28 mm. broad x
15 mm. high x 14.5 mm. thick, but the proportion of breadth to
height varies in difiFerent shells in the same series from about
1-5 mm. to a little over 2-5. That of height to thickness
is much more constant. The difference lies mainly in the
elongation of the siphonal region in some specimens and
its brevity in others. The periostracum, where it has not
perished, is very thick and of a dark brown colour.

Modiola striatula Hanley.

1916. Modiola striatula, Annandale & Kemp. Mem. Ind.
Mus. V, p. 360, pi. XV, figs. 7-18

;
pi. XVI,

fig. 2.

A single small living shell of straight elongate type and
with the longitudinal striae well developed was found anchored
oy its byssns in an empty Martesia burxow.





36» Some Remarks on Mr. C. Stuart Bakcr^s new volume
on the Birds in the ** Fauna of British Tnd a.'*

By Herbert 0. Robinson and G. Boden Kloss-

In July, 1922, under the authorship of Mr. E. C. Stuart
Baker, was published the first vohime of the second edition
of the '' Fauna of British India. Birds " originally by Mr E. W,
Oatea and Dr. W. T. Blanford.

The format is very similar to that of the earlier work and
the same text figures have been used : in addition Mr. Baker
has contjibuted eight coloured plates, which are hardly up to

modern standards. The new volume covers the first 343 pages
of its predecessor but omits both the Brachypteryginae (with
the exception of Tesia and Oligiira) and the Dkruridae, which
have other places in Baker's S3^stematic arrangement. Apart
from these changes there are a good many instances of minor
shuffling, while the names of families, subfamilies, genera and
species have undergone many changes. Several new races are

described for the first time. We think the practice a bad one
;

and most ornithologists will probably agree that it is desirable

that descriptions of new forms should receive first publication

in a zoological journal. In 406 pages 476 subspecies are dealt

with. Tho plan for the new edition is to issue it in volumes
which will follow each other at intervals of two vears : it will

thus be a considerable time before the work is completed.

In that Mr. Baker recognise=^ subspecies and deals with

them under trinomial titles, and also cites type localities

thus following the latest developmepts in systematic zoology
the present volume is an advance on the first edition. Un-
fortunately this cannot be said of it in its entirety.

The author's method leads him frequently into an ex-

cathedra attitude and he would probably agree that, since

his knowledge cannot be complete nor his judgment infallible,

this method of deahng with the subject is unsatisfactory to

other ornithologists who are unprepared to accept blindly

the conclusions of a fellow-worker.

In this respect, and because (in spite of the claim made
for it by the Editor) it lowers the standard set by the editor

and authors of the first edition, we especially deplore the

absence of a synonomy as we are unable to see whether the

author has omitted certain races that have been described

because he cannot accept them or because he is ignorant of

them (as instances of this :—Dryonastes propinquus Salvad.,

Ann. Mus. Civ. Gen., 6. 1915, p. 6: Tenasserim; Garrulax
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putkaicus Reichenow, Journ Ornith. Leipzig, 61, 1913, p. 557 :

N. E. Assam). The compilation of a synonomy is both tedious

and dull : it is unlikely that exhaustive research of the kind
will be undertaken unless there is strong reason to do so and
the fact that no synonomy must be shewn inevitably, we fear,

makes for superficiality.

The reason given for the absence of lists of references is

that it has been possible to devote the space they would have
occupied to additional field -notes—in effect, notes on nidi-

fication. In a work with the claims and purposes of the

present we could well have spared the latter for the former :

and the paragraphs on nidification might have been issued in

a small and inexpensive companion volume. The result is

that the ornithologist who is not ready to accept without
question Mr. Baker's treatment of Indian birds has to turn to

the early edition for references previous to its publication and
must rely upon his own researches in literature for a know-
ledge of later information. Except for a reference to the first

publication of names used and to '' Blanford and Gates " {sic)

the student of this volume is left in the dark over ninety per
cent of it : almost might he think that Indian Ornithology
here makes its start :

** Pereant illi qui ante nos nostra
dixerunt,''

^
We feel that, failing a record of all literature dealing with

a bird from the '' Indian" point of view, one or two alterna-
tives should have been adopted ; either the synonomy of Gates
and Blanford should have been continued from the stage where
they left off and brought up to date, or we should have been
given, at least, a list of all true synonyms—that is, reference;
to all names under which the forms dealt with have been
described in the belief that they were new and distinct.

It seems advisable to point out some of the errors that
have been perpetrated before they become accepted. We have
confined ourselves to a scrutiny—and that somewhat hurried
of such species, Malaysian and eastern Indo-Chinese, as we are
specially interested in : others, more concerned with them than
ourselves, may have remarks to make about the remaining
forms.

^
It is to be hoped that Mr. Baker will include a list of

corrections in the next volume, and that his succeeding work
will not be disfigured by the inaccuracies, as we consider them,
betrayed by the present one.

Naturally, Mr. Baker has not yet attained finality in the
matter of nomenclature : and we fear that the younger genera-
tion cannot congratulate themselves that they are, from this
book, '' learning names which with few exceptions, will be per-
manent " (p. 3) : a little help in this good cause will, however,
be found below, where also will be found substantiation for
our statements.

While these remarks partake of that form of criticism
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which is the easiest, i.e., destructive criticism—because in
this instance it is also the most useful—we fully realise with
how much energy and industry Mr, Baker has applied himself
to this w^ork. To have produced such a volume in his leisure
hours IS most praiseworthy : it is really a task for an author
who could devote his whole time to it without distractions.
In spite of its faults—to some extent unavoidable— the new
edition is most welcome and should^do much to encourage the
practical study of ornithology in the East : especially if

Mr. Baker will be guided by the axiom '^ Post malam segdem
serendum est " and include a list of addenda and corrigenda in
the second volume.

p. 45. CissacJiinemis. The type locality is given as China :

the species doe3 not occur there and we select Southern
Siam, whence specimens may well have reached Canton as
cage birds.

pp. 52, 53. Dendrocitla smensis. Oberholser pointed out in
1920 (ProG, Biol. Soc. Washington, 33, p. 83) that Corvus
sinensis Latham, is preoccupied by Corvus sinensis
Gmelin, and proposed, in the absence of any other name,
Dendrocifta celadina. The two sub-species himalayensis
and assimilis must therefore stand as forms of Dendrocitta
celadina.

p. 141 . Add to the distribution of Dryonastes chinensis

leucogenys Tenasserim ; Nwalabo (Hopwood) and S.W.
Siam (Gairdner). Dryonastes chinensis germaini is not a
new species of ours, but was described by Oustalet in

1890!

pp. 146-8. Garrulax leucolophus. The distributions given for

the sub-species 6e?awgren and diardi are obviouslj' incorrect

and cross each other. Both forms do not occur in Annam
where the latter only is found,

pp. 150, 1. Tenasserim is omitted from the distribution of

Garrulax pecforalis : the race occurring there is probably
G. p, meridionalis Robinson and Kloss, (Bull. B. O. C. XL,
1919, p. 11 : Hat Sanuk near Koh Lak, S. W.Siam).

p. 163. The key to the sub-species of TrochaJoplerum

erythrocephalum is incorrect. T. e. woodi, described on

P- 166 as having the back unmarked with black, is placed

in the section ''Back and breast with large black round

spots
31

P- 167. T. melanostigma ranges as far south in Tenasserim as

Nwalabo (vide Hopwood).
pp. 193-4 Turdoides griseus griseus and T. g. striatus.

Oberholser has pointed out that Turdus griseus Gm., is pre

occupied by Turdus griseus Bodd., and since there is no

synonym of the former he has proposed Turdoides

polioplocamus nom. nov. These two birds must therefore

stand as

:
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Turdoides polioplocamus polioplocamus.

Turdoides polioplocamus Oberliolser. ( Proc. Biol Soc.

Washington 33, 1920, p. 84: (Coromandel Coast.), and

Turdoides polioplocamus striatus.

p. 209. In the southern part of Tenasserim Pomatorhinus

olivaceus olivaceus is replaced by P. o. fastidiosns Hartert,

(Bull. B.O.C. XXXVI, 1916, p. 81) : Trang, Peninsular

Siam (syn. siamensis Baker). Nuchalis and olivacsus and

the forms placed with them should probably all stand as

sub-species cf tcliisticeps.

p. 246. Pellorneum (or Drymooataphus) nigricapitatum is a

subspecies of capistratus.

p. 254, 5. The Malayan form of Turdinulus epilepidotus is not

davisoni : but granti Richmond (Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus
1900, p. 320: Trang, Peninsular Siam). The latter

possibly occurs in Southern Tenasserim. Eggs from
'* near Perak," therefore, are not those of T. e. davisoni.

p. 257. Horizillas magna magna. There is only one race and

trinomial momenclature is uncalled for.

p. 258, 9. EryfJirocichla bicolor certainly occurs in Borneo but

as the sub-species E. 6. whiteheadi Hartert. The name
should therefore stand as Erythrocichla bicolor bicolor.

p 259. The continental form of Aethostom.a rostrata must stand

as Aethostoma rostratum rostratum since in Borneo there

is a sub-species A. r. ivitfneri, Sharpe.
For the type locality " Malaya " is a very vague term and

Singapore should be substituted.

p. 260. The generic name Turdinus is stated to be pre-

occupied and Malacocinda must take its place. The
existence of Turdinus (type Turdinus macrodaclylus Blyth)

has no effect on Malacocinda the species of which are

quite distinct from those contained in Turdinus. The
genus Malacocinda was proposed by Blyth in 1845. not by
Buttikofer in 1895.

Malacocinda sepiaria abbotti should stand as Mala-
cocinda abbotti abbotti forthose who regard M. a. olivacea

(Strickland : Malacca) of the Malay States as distinct,,

while a Bornean bird has also been ranked as a sub-species,

i.e., M. buttikoferi Finsch, M, abbotti Blyth, and M. sepiaria

(Horsf .) are two perfectly distinct species though they bear

a superficial resemblance to each other, and their ranges

overlap.

p. 262. Thringorhina guttata should stand as Thringorhina
striolata guttata.

p. 267. Slachyris chrysaea chrysop-^ has type locality in

Peninsular Siam, Lat, V-S'' N. It is difficult therefore

to believe that it also occurs in Assam when an inter-

mediate locality, Karennee, Shan States and E. Central

Burma ^ is occupied by S. c. assimilis
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pp. 271, 2. Cyanoderma erylhroptera erylhroptera. Type local-
''itynot '* Malay" but Singapore. This race is not found
in Borneo.

pp. 272-5. Mixornis ruhricapilla rnbricajnlla extends south
through Tcnasserim to about Tavoy (cf. Hume, Stray
Feathers, VJ, J877, p. 266) M. r pileala (type locality
Malay Peninsula, not Malay {sic) ; restricted 'to Malacca)
ranges north to about Lat. 6^ The area between these
two is occupied by M. r. connectens (type locality, Penin-
sular Siam, in the latitude of Victoria Point) which ranges
eastward through South Siam to Cochin China and South
Annam and meets still another form in Central Siam.
Whether this last should be known as M. r. sulphurea
(Rippon) or M, r. jninor Gyldenstolpe, is a vexed question.
Though Mr. Baker has examined such a large series of

Mixornis it is. obvious from his conclusions that he has
not seen suf3ficient relevant material.

p. 274, For Mixornis rubricapiUa pileata read Mixornis
rubricapilla connectens {Mixornis rubricapiUa connectens

Kloss, Ibis, 1918, p. 206: Peninsular Siam, Lat. 10^),

p. 280,* Alcippe phaeocephala magnirostris. Alcippe magni-
rostris Walden, is preoccupied by Alcippe magyiirostris

Moore, 1854 {Turdinus ov Horizillas magnirosiris) and the

Karennee Quaker-Thrush may therefore be known as

Alcippe phaeocephala karenni nom. nov.

p. 325. Delete from the distribution of Erpornis xanthohuca

xantholeuca, the words '' Siam and theN. Malay Peninsula
"

and add ''except Tenasserim.
j>

p. 326. Add
(350a) Erpornis xantholeuca interposita

Hevpornis xantholeuca interposita. Hartert, Bull .
Brit

Orn. Club, XXXVIIT, 1917, p. 20 (Perak, South

Malaj' Peninsula).

Like E. x. xatitholeuca but with larger bill and wing,

etc. Distribution :—ThQungyeen valley south-

wards through the Malay Peninsula.

p. 333. Pteruthius aeralatus is not a distinct species but a

race of Pteruthius flaviscaj)is (Temm., PI. Col. No. 589,

fig. I) of Java : it should therefore stand as Pteruthius

flaviscapis aeralatus.
p. 342. Fringilla multicolor. Gm., based on the " Green-

rumped Finch " of Latham from Ceylon (Syn. II, pt. I,

1783, p. 20) has page priority over Motacilla zeylanica.

Gm., based on the "Ceylon Blackcap" of Brown

(III. p. 36, t. 15} and the Ceylon lora must be known as

Aegithina tiphia multicolor.

Fringilla multicolor. Gmelin, Syst. Nat. I, 1788, p. 924

(Ceylon)

.

See also Hume, Stray Feathers, V, 1877, p. 432
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p. 351. The size given for the wing of Chloropsts vir^dis

zosterops is much too small: it should read <'7-I05 mm.
These are the extremes of a topo-typical series, while birds

from the Pakcban and other parts of PeninsuLrr Siam
measure 92-101 mm. The type locality is not Tenas-

serim, but Sumatra. Delete Borneo from the distribution :

the bird occurring there is C. v. viriditeclus Hartert.

p. 353. Chloropsis cyanopogon should stand as

Chloropsis cyanopog'on septentrionalis-

Chloropsis cyanopogon septentrionalis , Robinson and Kloss,

Journ. Nat. Hist. Soc. Siam, III, 1918, p. 107 (Ghirbi,

Peninsular Siam, Lat. 8° N),

Chloropsis cyanopogon. Gates (Fauna Brit. Ind., Birds, I,

p. 239). Description:—As given by Gates and Baker.
Differs from the typical Sumatran bird in having a
clearly deflned, though narrow, line dividing the black
of the throat from the green of the breast. The fore-

head also is distinctly yellower. Measurements :—Wing cf d"

73^81 mm; 5 9 70-75 mm. Distribution :—The Malay
Peninsula northwards from Kedah to S. Tenasserim.

p. 354. Mesia argentauris argentaiiris. Add the Malay Penin-
sula to the distribution ; and for'' M. a, CAtiihaceiKloss''
read '' M, a cunhaci Robinson and Kloss '\

p 359-427. In a work purporting to speak with some claims
to finality the treatment of the Bulbuls seems to be very
superficial and faulty.

p. 362.
^
It was needless to designate a type locality for

Griniger tephrogejiys as in 1902 Hartert selected " Malacca
"

(Nov. Zool. IX, 1902, p. 558). Overlooking, or more
probably not knowing Hartert's work, Mr. Baker has
fallen into the same error as Gates (p. 256) under a
different nomenclature. Two Malayan White-throated
Bulbuls occur in Tenasserim ; Criniger tephrogenys and
Griniger ochraceus Moore. Under the name Criniger
gutturalis (S. Mull.) a Bornean bird, Gates included both
or omitted one : Baker has done the same under C, t.

tephrogenys though his description seems to apply to
G- ochraceus. The former species is of brighter coloura-
tion and smaller size; but we need not elaborate here as
Hartert (t.c. pp. 558-560) has fully described both
forms, and Hume and Davison in their composite Criniger
ochraceus, of birds from Southern Tenasserim, also indicate
the differences though they fail to recognise them (Stray
Feathers, VI, 1877, pp. 301,515). New kevs to Criniger
are required

: C. t. tephrogenys should be re-written and
the nomenclature of it and the races reconsidered. There
should be added also :
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Criniger ochraceus ochraceus.

Criniger ochraceus Moore, in Horsfield and Moore. (Cat
Birds Mas. E. Ind. I, 1854, p. 252, Tenasserim).

p. 365, The wing measurements of 100-115 mm. were given
by Oustalet for Criniger henrici not for C pallida.

p. 368. Alophoixus phaeocephalus should stand as Alophoixus
phaeocephalus phaeocephalus as there is a Bornean race
AlopJioixus phceocephahis diardi (Finsch). Delete Java
from the distribution.

p. 3 4-379. The genus Hemixus must be replaced by Ixos
Temminek, 1825. (Type Ixos virescens Temm., Pi CoL,
No. 382, fig. I, livr. 64 : Java.) Oberholser has shown
(Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, 1899, p. 212) that the

genus is properly characterised and cannot be disregarded

as was done by Sharpe (Cat. Birds Brit. Mus. VI,

pp. 120,121).

p. 379. The statement regarding the genus Alcurus is in-

correct. It contains not only A, striatus, but also

A, leucogrammiciis (S. Mull.) of Sumatra.

p. 381. Robinson and Kloss have never expressed any Joint

oi)inion on forms of Molplastes. Mr. Baker is probably

referring to Robinson's Ms. notes in the Natural History

Museum.
p. 382. Molplastes chrysorrhoides klossi is not of Robinson,

but of G3idenstolpe ; and the latter has already corrected

(in Bull. B. 0. C, XLII, 1921) Mr. Baker's own and original

error.

p. 386. Molplastes haemorrhous nigripileus. No description is

given,

p. 392. Genns Xanthixus, For Kloss read Robinson and

Kloss.

XantJiixus flavescens. On this species see the note at

the end of this review.

p 396, 7. To the distribution of Otocompsa emeria peguensts

should be added the Malav Peninsula. No type or typical

locality are given for this new subspecies.

p. 402. Trachycomns ochrocephalus must stand as :

Trachycomus zeylanicus.

Sturnus zeylanicus. Gmelin, Sj-st. Nat. I, 178S, p. 804

(Java).

Sturnus zeylanicus, Gm. {I.e.) is based on the Ceylonese

^'Starling" of Latham (Syn. II, pt. 1, 1783, p. U) and

has page priority over Turdus ochrocephalus. Gm- (^•<'-

p. 821) based on the " Yellow-crowned Thrush " of Brown

(III, p. 50, t. 22).

P 404. In our opinion Hypsipetes malaccensis Blyth is better

included in Ixos {Hemixus) than in lole.
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p. 407. lole olivacea cinnamome oveniris ranges southwards
through the Malay Peninsula to Lat. 7°-8° N.

p. 409. The type of the genus Ruhigula Elyth is Tiirdus
dispar Horsf., which is certainly congeneric, and even
conspecific, with Brachypus gularis Gould. Since Baker
has placed gularis in the genus Pycnonoius (p. 415) it is

illogical of him to retain Ruhigula, and out of the question
to do so merely for " bulbuls with squamated plumage "

when the t3^pe does not possess this character. The type of
one genus cannot be transferred to another and the first

still retained. In our opinion Ruhigula is a valid genus
containing dispar (Type), gularis and probably squamata.

p. 415. Pycnonotus gularis should stand as Ruhigula dispar
gularis.

p. 418-421. Pycnonotus plumosus. The treatment of the
races under this heading is entirely wrong. In the first

place P. hlanfordi and P. rohinsoni are not allied to
P. plumosus in the specific sense : but to each other.
P. plumosus is a Malayasian species extending up the
Malay Peninsula into Tenasserim ; P. hlanfordi and its

subspecies P. rohinsoni is an Indo-Chinese species extend-
uig souj;hwards down the Malay Peninsula to Patani
(Lat. 6'' 30' N) : there is thus a considerable overlap
between the two.

P. p. plumosus is rightly given trinomial ly since sub-
species exist in the Malay Archipelago. P, p. hlanfordi
should stand as Pycnonotus blanfordi blanfordi and be
followed by Pycnonotus blanfordi robinsoni. The dis-
tribution of the last requires correction : it certainlv
occurs at Bangkok and no doubt at Krabin which is a town
fifty miles to the east of that place, and at Ayuthia also near
Bangkok

;
but since P. b. hlanfordi occurs in South Annani

the presence of the other race there is scarcely possible.
Few may realise that Nhatrang (sandwiched between
two Siamese localities) is a place in that region.
P. plumosus is a much darker bird than P. hlanfordi,
especially on the abdomen and under tail coverts ; its

upper side, particularly the wings and tail, is strongly
suffused with olive green ; and the ear coverts are less
silvery. The difference between P. b. hlanfordi and P. b.
rohinsoni is very slight : the ear coverts of the latter seems
a little less silvery and the abdomen and under tail coverts
a little yellower. In the case of P. plumosus smd P.
robinsoni Mr. Baker has violated his own standard for sub-
species (p. 1) for in a zone of 300 miles in the Malay
Penmsula where both occur they are quite constant and
there is absolutely no inter-gradation. Their alliance is

only that of " representative species
3 J

p. 421. Pycnonotus simplex simplex must stand as
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Pycnonotus brunneus brunneus.

Pycnonohis hrunneus Blyth, Journ. Asiat. Soc. Bengal,
XIV, 1845, p. 568 (Malacca).

Pycnonotus simplex Gates, Fauna Brit. Ind. Birds, I,

p. 292. The distribution of the sub species is Mala}'

Peninsula, south of Mergui, and Sumatra.
Though rightly called '' Moore's Olive Bulbul " by Oatcs

and Baker the systematic name they used belongs to a

Malaysian species which does not enter British India.

p. 422, Pycnonotus erythropthalmos eryihroplhalmos. The
distribution of this form is omitted : it ranges south

through the Malay Peninsula from the extreme south of

Tenasserim. In a foot-note it is stated that P. salvadorii

is the name of the Sumatran race: this is incorrect.

Sharpe based it on a series of five Bornean birds as may
be seen by a reference to the Cat. Birds. Brit, Mus. VI,

p. 155. It is true that after these an immature skin from

Sumatra is mentioned but this cannot possibly be

regarded as the type : further, Borneo has already been

designated. Sumatran birds have been named P. e.

cyanoclirus by Oberholser.

p. 422. The generic name Microlarsus must be changed to

Brachypodhis Blyth (Type Lanius melanoceplialus Gm.,)

now to be known as Brachypodius atriceps Temm. The

type of Microlarsus Eyton, is M. melanohucus Eyton, and

it is incorrect to characterise Microinrsus as having

barred rump feathers and a glossy head as 3f . melanohucus

possesses neither feature. The genus is a Malayasian one

not entering British India and seems sufficiently distinct

on account of its shorter tail coverts and the proportions

of the culmen and tarsus : in Brachypodius the tail covorte

are abnormally lengthened while the difference in length

between culmen and tarsus is much less.

p. 423. The birds placed under Microtarsus melanoce],hdu$

melanocephalus represent two forms and should stand in

future as

439. Brachypodius atriceps major.

Jouru.Brachypodius atriceps major Robinson and Kloss, Jc

Fed. Malay States Mus. XI, p. 55, 1923 (Cachar).

Micropus melanocephalus Gates and Blanf., 1, p. 294 (part.)

M. m. melanocephalus

bv Baker : but distribution confined to British India and

Siam north of the Isthmus of Kra.

439a. Brachypodius atriceps atriceps.

Turdus atriceps, Teinminck, PI. Col. No. 147, 1822 (Java).

Microjjut melanocepMlus, Gates and Blanf., L p. 294 (part.)
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Like B. a. major but smaller : wings 75-81 mm,
Distribution :—Tenasserim ; in the Malay Peninsula south-
wards

; Sumatra, Java, Borneo and the Philippines.
Both forms occur at the Pakchan where a series has been

obtained with wings measuring 78-86 mm. Three ex-
amples from Koh Lak, S. W. Siam have wings of 79 mm.
and it is therefore probable that the true range of B. a.

major does not extend southwards much beyond Tavoy.
With regard to the specific name Oberholser has pointed

out (Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 52, 1917, p. 193 that Lanius
melanocephalus Gm. (Syst. Nat. I, 1788, p. 309) is pre-
occupied by Lanius melanocephalus Gm. t.c. p. 301, and
that the next available name is Turdus atriceps Temm. PI.
Col. No. 147, 1822 Java and Sumatra.

The following alterations are necessitated :

p. 425. Microtarsus melanocephalus fusciflavescens to Brachy-
podius atriceps fusciflavescens.
Microtarsus poiocephalus to Brachypodius poiocephalus.

p. 426. Microtarsus cinereoventris to Brachypodius cine-
reoventris.

p- 457. In Pnoepyga the sexes are said to differ : this may bo
the ca?e in the Indian forms but not for the genus as a
whole. In Malayasian birds, at any rate, it is impossible to
constantly separate males from females (c/. Journ. Fed.
Malay States Mus. VIII, pt. 2, 1918, p. 204).

Note on Blyth's Bulbul {Xanthixus flavescens).

By C. Boden Kloss.

Some time ago Mr. Stuart Baker split Xanthixus flavescens
until, into two forms (Bull. Brit. Orn, Club, XXXVIII, 1917,
p. lb)

;
but when working out my Annam collection a couple

ot years later Mr. H. C. Robinson and I had to deal with the
species and findmg that we could not accept Mr. Baker's ideas
gave our reasons for not following him (Ibis, 1919, p. 567).

1S99 "^on^f '.*]"" °^ *^^ "^^"^^ of ^"tish India, Birds" (Vol. I,

Ju* V ^^^^^ retains his own views and condemns
ours though we had the advantage of him in that we had
exannned the two co-types and he had not seen them.

ihese^types, of course, are the key to the whole matter and
are agam before me : they were collee'ted by Phavre in Arakana^a because Baker had specimens from Arakan which he found
similar to birds from Assam he concluded -that the latter were

^ pieal and named sub-specifically the birds inhabiting Northern

A\fi A I x?^
^^^^^^ Karenne and North Tenasserim which

Wi A
^^"^ North-Western ones. No doubt specimens from

^>ortn Arakan, in the neighbourhood of the Chin Hills, are the
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same as Assamese examples ; but Arakan extends over some
five degrees of latitude and a considerable amount of variation

may occur in such an area. The birds collected by Phayre are

very distinct from Assam birds and it is practically certain

they came from South Arakan, in all probability from the hills

between Sandoway and Prome which I select as the type

locality of X. /. flavescens. Allowing for age they seem to

differ in no respect from brightl}'-coloured specimens from the

South Shan States and North Burma (eight examples). AH
these, therefore, belong to the typical form and 1 believe it

is that form which Mr. Baker has named vivida.

When we described Xanthixus flavescens sordidus from

South Annam no material from Assam was available, but

I have now four skins from Hungrum, N. Cachar and one from

Manipur. All these differ from X. /. flavescens in being slightly

less greenish above perhaps, and much less yellow below, the

yellow except of the median lower abdomen, vent and tail-

coverts being a slight streaky wash rather than a solid colour

:

they are paler, less deep olive (Ridgway) above and more

yellow-washed, less deep greyish olive (Ridgway) below than

X, f. sordidus. I propose for them the name

Xanthixus flavescens pallens subsp. nov.

Type. Male collected bv E. C. Stuart Baker at Hungrum,

North Cachar on 6th February 1895. Indian Museum
No. 22956.

The three forms ot the species therefore are :

i. X. f. pallens KIoss (svn. X. /. flavescens Baker, nee

Blyth) North-Western form. Assam, Manipur,

Chin Hills, N. Arakan.
ii. X. /. flavescens (Blvth) (syn. X. /. vivida Baker) Central

form. North Burma, Shan States, Karenne, N.

Tenasserim,^ South Arakan (type locality).
_

iii. X. f. sordidus Robinson and Kloss (syn. X. /. vividiis

Baker, flde Baker). South-Eastern form.

South Annam.

The material I have examined belongs to the Zoological

Survey of India and I am indebted to Dr. N. Annandale for

the opportunity of again seeing it.

1 The single Manipur specimen examined \b yellower below than the

Cachar series and is tending towards the typical race, ,, , „ orates
Not known from the Malay Peninsula, much less the Malay btates,

as stated by Baker.

^ _^-^ ^ \





37. Observations on the Bat-FIowcrs of the Mohwa
iBassia Intifolm).

m

By Maude L. CLEaHOR^f, F.L.S., F.Z.S., F.E.S.

As recent books on Indian Botany have not touched on
the rather unique floral mechanism of the Mohwa these notes
and sketches made in March and April 1914, have been put
together for publication, as they may be of interest.

The swarms of bats at dusk visiting the tree when in flower
attracted notice. Interest was also aroused to make closer
observations because the bats appeared to be doing a great
deal of damage ; for instead of eating the fruit only, which is

usually the case, they were devouring flowers instead.
The Mohwa tree is leafless when it starts coming into

flower and the flowers have a strong unpleasant odour resembl-
ing that of bats. (It was not determined at the time whether
the unpleasant scent was natural to the flower or comes from
the numerous bats visiting them.) The drooping flowers which
are about two to three inches long are borne in dense clusters,

near the ends of the rather horizontally placed twigs, just
below the tuft of young leaves. The flower and pedicel are
tawny and tomentose. The corollas of the older flowers are

cream-coloured and fleshv.

The caly?f consists of four coriaceous tawny-coloured
sepals about half an inch long. The corolla in the first stage
of flowering is not fleshy and remains almost completely
covered by the sepals with just the six or eight pointed lobes

of the corolla only protruding and closely twisted round the

style (Pig. 8). / other fli

In the second stage the corolla is fleshy and enlarged to more
than twice its previous size and it still remains closed. There
are about twenty-four stamens arranged in three series within

the corolla tube. The anthers are subsessile, lanceolate and
hairy at the back. They dehisce longitudinally to shed the

pollen when the corolla is in the first stage and not fleshy

and completely closed except for a few pore-like openings.

The gynaecium consists of eight carpels forming a superior

ovary and a linear style about one and a half inches long which

protrudes from the corolla. The stigma is minute and terminal.

The ovary is eight-celled with one ovule in each cell.

Each cluster consists of flowers of varying age. The very

young buds are erect; as they grow older they assume the

horizontal jiosition and then the drooping when they reach

khe flowering stage. The sketches in Plate 1, figs. 1 and 2, were

made from bunches actually growing on the tree and observed
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tlirougli field glasses. In all the bunches high up on the tree,

examined through the glasses, it was found that only those

buds which hang down have the styles protruding. Fig. 9

shows the longitudinal section oE a flower in the first stage

when the anthers are ripe. In this stage when lightl}^ tapped
at night a shower of pollen is given off. In Fig. 8a, a flower is

seen with the tip of a sepal turned back to show the opening
through which the pollen is shed. There are two other
openings Just under the tips of the opposite sepals. When the

flower is touched or shaken the pollen is shed through the tip

of the corolla tube too. The style was found to be sticky in all

the flowers except the oldest and youngest.

A day or two after the pollen is shed the fleshy part of the

i3orolla thickens. Fig. 11 gives a sketch of the flower in the

second stage. Fig. 10 gives a section of the same showing the

much enlarged and fleshy corolla. In this the second stage the
corolla becomes much enlarged and quite fruit-like in its

edibility, but (he stamens which are situated on the corolla tube

have shed all their pollen before the second stage is reached ^ otherwise

the anthers containing the pollen would be devoured along with the

fleshy corollas. As the corolla enlarges the style also grows and
is found to be about half an inch longer than it was in the first

stage. In this stage the stigma is mature and still stick3^

The early stage of the flower is quite bud-like and it could
easily be mistaken for a bud as it does not even open. The
anthers, however, shed their pollen through the minute openings
at the base of the corolla lobes and through the pore like open-
ing at the tip of the corolla tube where it is wrapped round the

long style (figs 8 and 9). The whole corolla when quite ripe

comes off easily without damaging the style. Figs, 18 to 31,

give sketches of flowers of varying age all taken from a single

cluster. There were fourteen flowers in all and none were found
to be damaged by bats.

Pollination is effected by bats while eating the flesh}'' corolla

of the older flowers which have shed their pollen. The bats

may be seen hanging upside down scrambling about hooking
their half-open wmgs on to the flower-bearing twigs. Tn search-

ing for the fleshy corollas of the older flowers they wrap their

wings round the whole bunch and while doing so their wings
may be compared to inverted umbrellas held close under the

bunch, forming a ready receptacle for the pollen which is shed
by the movements of the bats among the flowers. Cross-

pollination appears to take place at this stage. The bats

get the under surface of their wings powdered with the pollen

from the younger flowers which are not fleshy whilst eating the

fleshy corollas of the older flowers and the sticky stigmas of the

older flowers rub against the pollen dusfced inner surface of the

bats' wings and get smeared with the pollen.
Most pendulous flowers have the loose pollen mechanism
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and the anthers open by pores to shed the powdery pollen, but in the
pendulous flowers of the Mohwa the anthers open laterally in
longitudinal slits to shed the pollen into the cavity formed by the
unopened corollaand the pollen is shed throiujh the minute pore-like
openings of the corolla instead. The mechanism in the Mohwa
somewhat resembles that of the common English Heath and
also that of the Bruyere of the south of France in having pen
dulous flowers with loose pollen mechanism, but in these the
anthers open by pores. The Mohwa also resembles that of the
heather {Calluna vulgaris) in the rapid growth of the flower in
bhe second stage. Regarding this growth Miiller in his "Fertil-
isation of Flowers " states—"The style, which even in the bud
overtops the stamens, grows very markedly after the flower
opens as the flower itself does. As a rule, it attains its full

length only after the anthers have completely shed their pollen,
at which time the four-lobed stigma reaches its full develop-
ment, but the stigma, even when the flower first opens, is cap-
able of causing pollen-grains to adhere to it, and is not rarely
found dusted with pollen at that period."

The floral mechanism of the Mohwa appears to be of a
rather extraordinary type and is also quite perfected in its own
line Perhaps it should be mentioned that two recent books on
Indian Botany, " A Manual of Elementary Botany for India

"

by Achain, and Basu's "Indian Medicinal Plants" have both
given illustrations of the Mohwa flower "open", and have not
mentioned in the text that the flower never opens.

A very accurate description, however, was given of the
Mohwa tree as far back as 1785 by Hamilton in the first volume
of " Asiatic Researches." In this he observes that " the flowers

are of a nature very extraordinary, differing essentially from
those of any other plant with which I am acquainted, as they
have not, in any respect the usual appearance of such but rather

resemble berries, and I, like many others, had long conceived

them to be the fruit of the Mahwah ; the tree drops its leaves

in the month of February, and early in March these flo^^ers

begin to come out in clusters of thirty, forty or fifty, from the

extremity of every small branch i; and from this period till the

later end of April, as the flowers come to maturity (for they

never open or expand ) they continue falling off, with their an-

therae in the mornings, a "^little after sun-rise when they are

gathered."

The type of floral mechanism found in the Mohwa in

which a large portion of the actual flower is edible is a rather

costly and uncertain one (although it has been wonderfully per-

fected in the Mohwa) and on this account appears to be very rare

among plants. The only other plant with this type of mecha-

nism, recorded so far, is' Fraycinclea, a pandanus-like plant of

Java, which is pollinated by bats while visiting the flowers for

the edible bracts.
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The flower of the Mohwa is of a high type and it also shows
a further advance in its floral mechanism for it ensures cross-

pollination by an ingenious and fairly simple method with the

flower actually remaining closed. This type of mechanism has
probably been derived comparatively recently from open flow-
ers, as open flowers are found in all the other genera studied,
belonging to the same Natural Order.

EXPLANATION OF PLATES.

Plate L

The figures illustrating this note are selected from a
number of sketches and drawings taken from living specimens
either on the tree or immediately after being collected.

Few-flowered clusters had to be chosen and not the more
typical many-flowered and densely crowded bunches as it was
easier to follow the growth of the flower from day to day jvhile

still growing on the tree ui the less crowded bunches.
The time at which the drawing of the flower in the various

stages was made and other points of interest are noted in the
following descriptions :

Fig. I.—Plough sketch made from bunch actually grow-
ing on the tree, and observer! through field-glasses, showing
young buds as seen on the morning of the 14th March.

Fig. 2.—Rough sketch of the same bunch on the morning
of the 16th March, which shows the buds taking up the
drooping position but with no styles projecting.

Fig. 3.—Sketch of the same bunch in Figs. 1 and 2, drawn
on the morning of the 19th March. It shows the buds more
pendant, and in two or three of the buds the stjies appeared
to be protruding sliglitly as far as could be made out with the
glasses.

Fig 4.—Rough sketch of two bunches on the tree with
buds older than those shown in Figs. 1, 2, and 3. Sketched on
the morning of the 12th March. Three buds on the right
bunch had styles protruding. On the left bunch one of the
flowers was beginning to " ripen." On the 13th March two
more flowers on the left bunch were becoming fleshy.

Fig. 5.—The same two bunches as shown in Fig. 4, but
sketched on the Uth March. The left bunch had four flowers
wjth ripe corollas while the right bunch had two. On the
loth March only one ripe flower was left on the right bunch.
On the 19th March two of the younger buds of the bunch on
the right had become fleshy and had styles protruding.

Fio. 6.—Sketch of two buds on a flowering branch as they
appeared on the 2nd April.

Fig. 7.—The same buds sketched on the 5th April. But
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B which was of the same age as A when cut on the 2n(l April
was shedding pollen on the evening of the 5th April. Tlie
corolla at this stage is almost completely covered by the sepals.

Fig. 8.—Bud-like flower in first stage sketched on the
evening of the 5th April. When lightly tapped, pollen was
shed through the pore -like openings and when the style was
touched through the tip of the corolla tube.

Fig. 8a.—Slightly enlarged drawing of flower in the first

stage^ with the tip of one of the sepals turned back to show the
opening through which the pollen is shed. There were two

,
other openings just under the tip of the opposite sepals but
they were not so large.

Plate II.

Fig. 9 —Section of flower in the first stage. At this stage
the anthers are ripe and the stigma sticky and when tapped or
shaken at night it produces a shower of pollen. Sketched
at 2 a.m. on the 29th March.

Fig. 10.—Section of flower in second stage with much
enlarged fleshy corolla, and pollen shed. Natural size.

Fig. 11.—Sketch of fully "ripe" flower with the much
enlarged and flesh}'' corolla. In this stage the style is about
half an inch longer than it was in the first stage. Natural
size.

Figs. 12-17 give sketches of a bud and flowers of different

ages. The flowering branch was cut at 6-30 p.m. on the 9th

April and the flowers were examined almost immediately after.

[In taking the exact measurement of the lengths of the

sepals, corollas and styles the sections became slightly distorted

and wider. The exact lengths are shown in the drawings,]

Fig. 12.—Sepals much longer than petals, style only a

little longer than the sepals. Anthers immature and no pollen

shed when tapped.
Fig. 13.— Pollen being shed and fleshy part of corolla still

completely hidden under sepals.

Fig. 14.—Pollen being shed. Style and petal slightly

longer than that of flower shown in Fig. 13.

Fig. 15.—Fleshy part slightly thicker than that m Fig.

13. Appears to be a bit older than that in Fig. 13.

Fig. 16.—Section of old flower in which corolla has fallen

off. The style was much longer than the old style of that hi

Fig. 15, but the sepals were of the same length.

Fig. 17.—Section of old flower showing corolla shed and

ovary slightly larger. Sepals the same length as that in Fig.

15, but stvle^found to be exactly 1 cm. longer.

Figs. 18-31 give the sections of all the flowers found on

a bunch which was examitied about 8 a.m. Altogether there

were fourteen flowers and none wore destroyed by bats.

Fig. 18.—Quite a young bud.
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Fig. 19.—Flower in first stage shedding pollen.

Fig. 21.—Most of the pollen shed.

FiG. 26.—Pollen shed thickly.

Figs. 29.-31.—Old flowers which have lost their fleshj

corollas.

Fig. 32 shows two stamens enlarged about twice the

natural size.
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38. On a new species of Cylindrospermum from Bengal
Cylindrospermum doryphorum,

Briihl et Biswas.

By Pai;l Bruhl and Kalipada Biswas.

[ Paper read at the meeting of the Asiatic Society of Bengal on the
7th of March 1923.]

The genus Cylindrospermum belongs to the Tribe Ana-
baeneae of the family of Nostocaceae. Dr. Forti, in De Toni's
Sylloge Myxophycearum, page 471. defines the genus as
follows :

—

'* Trichomata aequalia, breviaj evaginata, muco amorpho
involuta, in stratum indefinite expansum aggregata ; articuli

cylindrici diametro longiores. Heterocystae terminales.
Sporae sub-heterocysta natae singulae, rarius plurimae
seriatae." The chief characters of the genus may therefore be
taken to be the comparative shortness of the filaments^ the

shapeless mucous envelop, the aggregation of the filaments into

a stratum of indefinite outline, the cvlindrical form of the cells

and particular!}^ of the spores, which, where they occur, are

placed singly, rarely several in a row, immediately behind the

terminal heteroevst.

In our species the heterocysts are found one at either end
of the filament. The filaments are, however, brittle, and it can

often be observed under the raicroscope that one or both of the

heterocysts, together often with one or two of the adjn cent

vegetative cells break off, after which the residual filament is

left with only one or no heterocyst at either one or both the

rounded or pointed ends. As a matter of fact, if a small

portion of the stratum is spread out on a glass slide and covered

with a cover glass, a considerable number of filaments are

found with onlv one terminal heterocyst or with no heterocyst

at all, so that ft appears doubtful whether the heterocysts are

always formed or not. Future culture experiments will decide

that question definitely. The contents of the hetero-ysts

appear to be quite homogeneous and are coloured pale bliush-

green. A peculiarity which distinguishes the heterocysts of

our species from those of most of the Nostocaceae, is the shape

of the heterocysts, which in microscopic view resemble lance-

heads instead of appearing to be circular or oblong-eMiptjcal

;

it is chiefly in certain forms of Mastigo7iema aerugmeum m
which the heterocvsts are pear-shaped with rather pomted

outer end, and in Cylindrospermum Goetzei the heterocysts are
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said to be '' prorsum arete attenuatae, apice acute rotundatae."

The spear-head shape of the heterocysts has induced us to call

the new species Cylindrospermum dorypTioruniy as this character

seems to be quite constant. The heterocysts are 4-8 /x long

and 2-4 fi in diameter at their widest part.

The vegetative cells are cylindrical, slightly or not at all

constricted at the joints, 4-8 /x long and 2-4 /a wide^ the

length always exceeding the diameter but never, evidenth^.

being more than twice as long as wide. A peripheral zone

and the dissepiments are hj^aline ; within the peripheral zone

there lies a zone containing granules which are more or less

irregularly aggregated into longitudinal rows, w^hilst the

axial portion is either hyaline or very finely granular.

Resting spores are rather scarce. Where they occur they
are nearly always single and adjacent to the terminal hetero-

cysts but very rarely they occur in pairs, and sometimes they
are separated from the heterocysts by one or a few vegetative

cells. In some cases those larger cells contain only a few
largish bluish-green granules, or their contents are quite

homogeneous and of a pale bluish green colour^ like that of the

heterocj^sts ; usually, however, their contents are rather dense-

ly and somewhat coarsely granular. They are clothed with a

firm, smooth, hyaline membrane, are 8-12 // long and 4-6 jtt

wide, and always wider than the vegetative cells.
•

The filaments are aggregated into cloud-like floating

colonies of indefinite outline and a verdigris-green colour.

Of the species described by Professor Forti Cyiindro-
spermnm tropicum, a species found in Ceylon, differs in the fila-

ments being constricted at the joints, in the heterocysts being
twice as wide as the vegetative cells and in the spores being
up to 43 ^ in length ; C, Goetzei has minutely punctate
brownish -yellow spores 12-20 /jl long and 8 /^ in diameter and
the basal heterocyst differs in shape (see above) ; C. minutis-
simum, an American species, has oblong-cylindrical hetero-

cysts and its spores are 18-20 m long; in C. stagnate, a cos-

mopolitan species having quite a number of synonyms, the
vegetative cells are 3 to 4 times as long as wide, the
heterocysts are subspherioal or oblong and up to 16 )u longT
and the spores reach a length of 30 to 40 /x ; C. Ucheniforme,
the Kuetzingian figure of which reminds one of our species,
has oblong-ellipsoidal, not spear-headed, heterocysts and its

spores are 20-30 (—38) ^ long; O. mains forms a blackish-
green stratum, the dimensions of its vegetative cells decided
ly exceed those of our species, and its spores are covered
by a papillate epispore ; C. comaium has flexuous filaments,
subglobose yellowish heterocysts and yellowish brown spores
with a granulate membrane, the spores being about 24 i^

long
;
in the narrow-celled C. minuium (diameter 2-8 ^^) the

cells are more or less constricted at the joints, the heterocysts
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are globose and the spores minutely granulate and 16-19 nlong
;
the vegetative cells of C. lobulalum, a German species,

are stated to be indistinctly granular, the heterocysts, which
occur at either end of the filammt, as is the case frequently in

species, are oblong or subglobose ; the heterocysts of
C, muscicola, a widely spread species, are oblong, the spores

our

.^
m H:
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tj
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Drawn by K. P. Biswas.

Cylindrospermum doryphoruyn, sp. n

catenal

differs in the spores occuring in a row of two to eight and in

the elongate heterocysts, and the heterocysts of G. humicola

are globose.

The single filaments can often be seen to move slowly

straight onwards, different filaments moving in different

directions.
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We have to thank Mr. V. G. Raju of the Pubhc Health
Department for supplj'ing us with the sample in which we
discovered the new species.

The figures in the illustration represent different forms of
filaments.



39. Observations on the Luminosity of some Animals
in the Gangetic Delta.

'/

(Published by permission of the Director, Zoological Survey
of India.)

This short paper is a record of some observations made
by me dunng the years 1917-1920 on the luminosity of some
of the animals found in the estuaries of the Gangetic Delta.My attention was directed to this problem by Dr. S. W.
Kemp's paper 1 entitled "Notes on the Fauna of the Matlah
River m the Gangetic Delta," in which he had recorded some
observations of his own and pointed out the lines along which
further work could be carried on. While engaged in Fishery
investigations in this area I had exceptional opportunities for
this work and devoted as much of my spare time as I could
to it, and the results of my observations are here presented.
Incomplete as the results are, they have the following points
in their favour, that the observations were made on large
numbers of individuals and that the investigations were carried
out at practically all hours of the day and night and at differ-

ent times of the 3'ear.

Before going on to the subject proper it may be noted
that the Fauna of the various streamlets and creeks in the delta

resembles that of the Matlah river, in that it is very rich in

individuals though very poor in the number of species repre-

sented. This was fortunate for the investigation, as the circle

of work was greatly narrowed and I was able to pay greater

attention to the few species with which I had to deal. In

the ease of most of these also my results were negative, but

in the case of four:— 1. Harpodon nehereus (Ham. Buch.)—

a

fish, 2. Leander tenuipes, Henderson—a prawn, 3. a race of

Pleurohrachia glohosa and 4. Beroe cucumis, F6r.—two Cteno-

phores, I was able to observe the production of light. As the

methods of the production of light were different in different

eases I will deal with each separately.

The interesting fish known to the scientists as Harpodon

nehereus and popularly known as the " Bombay Duck " or the

*'Bumraaloh" is fairly common in the lower reaches of the

delta. This species along with the only other species of the

genus {H. microchir from Japan) was considered from its pecu-

liar structure by Gunther*^ " to be evidently an inhabitant of
r

1 Eec. Ind. Mu8., XIII, pp. 233-241 (1917).

2 An Introduction to the Study of Fishes, Edinburgh, p. 584 (18SU).
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considerable depths which periodically comes near the surface/'

About its luminosity the same author remarked ^* when newly
taken its body is brilliantly phosphorescent." Kemp, how-
ever, was not able to corroborate this statement by his obser-

vations. During the course of nearly three years I had the

chance of examining hundreds of freshly caught specimens
taken in different places and at practically all times of

the day and night, but except in the case of a single dead
specimen none of them showed any signs of luminosity, nor
was I able to di.sfcinguish anj^ traces of luminous organs on the

body of this fish. The particular specimen was taken in a

beam-trawl in about 5 fathoms of water at Port Canning on
the 14th of April J 918. The season at this time of the year
was pretty warm. The specimen was unconsciously left in

a bowl of estuarine water for nearly six hours on the open
deck, when my attention was directed to it by a faint light

that was to be seen in the bowl. On a careful examination it

was found that the light was being emitted by the fish that
liad been left in the bowl. The light was of a faint bluish

green colour and was not localized in any particular area,

rather the whole body of the fish was luminous. I suspected
that the luminosity in this case was probably due to bacte-
ria, particularly as the fish was already partially decomposed
and was emitting a faint smell. Its body was covered
with a shiny substance which on examination under the
high power of a microscope was found to be teeming with
bacteria. Working in an out of the way place like Fort Can-
ning and with my very limited knowledge of Bacteriology, it

was not possible to proceed very far with the identification of

the bacterium but on consulting the literature on the subject
on my return to Calcutta I was able to decide from my rough
sketches and notes that the bacterium belon^red to the family
Bacteriaceae and was, probably owing to the flagella at one
end of the organism, one of the B. pflugeri group.

Luminous bacteria have been known for a long time and
it wall probably be not out of place to review the conditions
under which these organisms show phosphorescence :—(1) They
require a fair abundance of a nutrient medium Hke the dead
bodies of fish, molluscs, etc., in which deca}^ has just started,
(ii) fair amount of moisture and a salty medium, (iii) tempera-
ture oi about 40"" C. and (iv) abundant supply of oxygen.
Under the^^^e circumstances the bacteria have been shown by
direct experiments to produce a secretion w^hich ignites in the
presence of the abundant supply of oxygen and produces a
faint light.

It is, therefore, clear that the Bombay Duck is not
naturally phosphorescent for it does not possess any light-pro-
ducing organs of the type found in other fishes, which are
known to be luminous, but that the phosphorescence, whenever
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observed, is due to bacteria whicli find a suitable medium in

this fish and with all other suitable conditions in surroundings,

like the Gangetic Delta, form large colonies on the body of the

fish and becoming active produce light thus makmg the hsh

phosphorescent. • .. „t

The second case \vas that of a number of specimean ot

Leayider tenuis (also dead) taken a day later at the same

place as the above mentioned specimen ot Harvodon nehereis

These specimens had been left in a dish after exammation for

clearing away. The assistant fortunately did not """^edia el>

clean the dish. Some four hours later, when he went hw
away the prawns, he found them all glowing, and brought round

Z'aL I me for examination. In the case of these prawn

the gills only were emitting a famt bluish-green ^;g\^^ ^^^^^^^^^

the same intensity as I had noticed in the case ^ he
^t'"^,^

Duck The rest of tiie body did not show any l'g»it
•

^'^^

bx^nchiae of both sides only being 1"-;--%^.^^%^,X'hJ^
the specimens in the dish. Undoubtedly in this '^^^^ ^^^ J^^g^f.

production was due to phosphorescent bacteria and t^^^^ o^^er

Tation confirmed my views about
«f ^^^^^f/J^C.

^
^^''

of light by the solitary specimens of
^^''^^/^^^^^/^X.'ary as

As to the two Ctenophores. a few '^^

^fl^'\^XTJith,
to the nomenclature of the two forms ^

^ad to deal v

u^
The first is a race of the ^^mmon form Pj u.^^^^^

Two races of it have been described from
I"^l^»;;f;^l,,,,,,i,

by Browne 1 from the Gulf of ^anaar a. the ^ace ce^ o

and the other which is found in the [^i^^l^a/j-f" | ^ .

Madras etc. in the Bay ^^^^^T^^^ tL
as the race bengalensis. ^^^^ f'P®^'"^^';, '

,
. between the two

Sunderbans are intermediate to ^^^e extent betueei
^^^.^^

races and it is likely that only one
l^l^J^^Zdlveoi^ens of

waters. The other Ctenophore '« ^ Beroid and P
,^^

it brought back to Calcutta were idenfied as «e^
.^ .^

Ffirskat a form widely distributed in to Ea.t P
^^^^^. ^^^^^^^^

the second Ctenophore which
;^^^J3,,^^ ^^^^ preserved by

but no specimens of which
«^f^^f, ^^^^f^^^^^^

India.

the (^hilka Survey party of the
^^^^^^^^^^^^ of these forms

Our knowledge «« ^jie phosphore^^^^^^^^^^

has been greatly extended ^^
J^f^^^^^^^^^

of the last

man, Panceri, Peters a"^,
f/J^^^^'^rv'of the previous work,

author contains an admirable summar^
^r^.^ophores do

As a result of their work we k' o^^ that Ui
^^^^^,^^^^^^^ ^f the

not show any light when at
^«f

' "% ,
^ The two modes of

swimming plates
^^^^^J^P^^^fjf connected, as are those of

Buerc^y-release are, theietore, nw ^^^^ __^

\ Herdman-'s Ceylon F^(^^J^^ 118 1915). .„,.,
. Mem. Ind. ,^-' V.

J/^^ ^j/^i. A. II, p. 9 (1916)-

6 The Production of Lignt oy ^^ ^
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motion and heat or of motion and electricity in other animals.
In warmer regions the light appears as a strong glow or a flash

for a second or so after mechanical stimulation, w^hile in

colder waters the light is strong and appears as a steady glow
lasting for a minute or more. The light is localised in the
region of the swimming plates, and the production of light is

at its maximum at the optimium temperature at which the
animals usually live; direct sunlight, however, inhibits lumino-
sity, while mechanical stimulation accelerates the power to
light. The light, as has been noted already, is produced in the
region of the swimming plates only, and it has been estab-
lished by histological investigations, that it is probably pro-
duced in special cells. Underneath the swimming plates are
the water vascular canals, and linning these canals are ihe
genital cells; lying distally to the genital cells are rows of
large vacuolated cells. It is most probably in these cells that
luciferine is secreted, and stored in the vacuoles. The lucifer-
ine produces light by its combustion. Curiously, however,
the secretion of luciferine is not begun till the animals have
been kept in darkness for some time or are brought into dark-
ness, while combustion does not start till some stimulus of a
mechanical nature is applied. It may also be noted that the
combustion is of an intra-cellular nature.

Coming now to my observations on these two forms, it

may be noted that the two Ctenophores are fairly common in

the Gangetic Delta. They were secured in fair numbers in a
beam-trawl net, unfortunately the mesh of the net was rather
coarse, and owing to the strong current njost of the specimens
on the net being hauled were found to be badly torn ; a few
good specimens were, however, secured from time to time.
For my observations the torn and broken specimens answered
as well as the complete ones. In the case of these animals
production of light was observed under the same conditions
as those summarised above. No light was observed in pieces
without the ciliated swimming plates, but in others, where
even a small part of the plate was intact, a faint glow, lasting
for half a second to a second, Avas observable at irregular inter-
vals. In freshly captured specimens stimulation resulted in
the production of light at more regular and shorter intervals.
For stimulation gentle shaking of the water was quite enough.

In summing up the observations it may be noted that in
the case of the animals observed in the Delta, true light-pro-
ducing organs were found only in the two Ctenophores and
that in the fish and prawn, which showed phosphorescence,
the phenomenon was due to light producing Bacteria.
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40. Revision of KobeIt*s Nomenclature of the Indian

AmpuIIariidae.

B}^ B. Pbashad. D.Sc, 0§g. SupermtendenI,

Zoological Survey of India.

During 1909-1916, Sowerby published in the Proceedings

of the Malacological Society of London^ notes on the family

iNmpullariidae in the form of a critical Catalogue. This work,

according to the author, was the result of a "careful study

and comparison of the very nume/ous shells of this family to

which I have had access," and was styled by Kobelt " Sorg-

faltig gearbeiteten Catalog." Tn working out the large collec-

tions of this family in the Indian Museum, Calcutta, 1 found it

impossible to agree with Sowerby's conclusions, and in many

cases to understand his interpretations. Tn view of my pro-

posed tour to the various European Museums, I, therefore, post-

poned the completion of this work till I had myself examined

the collections in the British Museum, London, and had also

seen the specimens figured by Kobelt in his recent Monograph

in Mart.-Ghemn. Coyich . -Cah . Having now had the opportunity

of examining both these collections and comparing the large

Indian collections, which I had taken over with a.e to

Europe, I take this opportunity to publish a short revision of

Kobelt's nomenclature of the Indo- Burmese species. The

detailed results of my investigations on the Indo -Burmese

species will be published later in the ''Memoirs of the Indian

Museum," Calcutta.

It will not be out of place to remark here on the un-

satisfactory nature of the three Monographs on the Indian

AmpuIIariidae published during recent years.

First of these is the xMonograph by Kobelt. It was

begun in 1911, and completed in 1915 ; the part dealing with

the South Asiatic species, however, was published in 1912.

In the preparation of this part Kobelt had the advantage of

consulting Sowerby's Catalogue referred to already, and had

also received by purchase shells of a fair number of Indian

species identified by Sowerby from Sowerby and Fulton, Lon-

don. Kobelt, however, \vas not in a position to analyze Sower-

by's Catalogue critically, and his work on the Asiatic species,

as he hims -If says, suffers greatly because of the paucity of speci-

mens available. A great number of the mistakes are also due to

the too threat reliance he placed on Sowerby's work, as also the

J Sowerby Proc. Malacol. Soc. London, VUl, pp. 354-364 (1009)

TX, pp. 50-64 (1910) and XIT, pp. 65-73 (1916).
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carelessly named shells that Kobelt received from the same
source. Sowerby's Catalogue, or at least the part dealing with
the Indian species, was published prior to Kobelt's work. It
IS a very useful compilation, but is, at least for the Indian
species, in no sense critical. The last and the most recent
revision of the Indian species is that by Preston published in
his volume ' on the Freshwater Gastropod and Pelecypod
Molluscs of India. It is, unfortunately, nothing more than a
reprint of the original descriptions of the various species.
The author did not avail himself of the recent work of Sower-
by, beyond including the latter 's description of his new
specie.? Ampullaria {Pila) alucinans, from Ceylon. He entire-
ly Ignored, Kobelt's Monograph, and does not even refer to all
the literature on the subject.

Before going on with the systematic part, I would like
here to express my great indebtedness to Mr. G. C. Robson of
the British Museum, London, and to Dr. F. Haas of the
benckenberg Museum, Frankfurt-a-Main, for the facilities
attorded me for examining the collections under their charge.

Pachylabra largillierti (Philippi) var.

1912. Pachylabra largilUerti, Kobelt, op. cit., p. 59, Taf.
xxxin, fig. 9.

Kobdt in his work gave the figure of this species from
Keeve s

^

tonchologia Iconica^ and compared it shortly with
i hilippi s figure of the type in his Monograph in the old
edition of Martini and Chemnitz. He does not say anything
about the habitat of the species nor did he note here the
specnnen from Mousson received as 'Ampullaria paludinoides,
Jan Ostmdien, but which Kobelt had labelled as largillerti,
1 nil. ihis specimen is nothing more than a large specimen of
tne common South Indian ^]^eoies~Pachylabra virens (Lam.).

It may also be noted here that P. largiUierti is an African
species, occuring in Madagascar and probably in South Africa.

Pachylabra globosa (Swainson).
1912. Pachylabra globosa, Kobelt, op. cit., p. 72, Taf.

xxxiv, figs. 1, 2, var. encaustica, p. 95, Taf.
xh, fig. 1.

lp«^i° ??i ^f.^"^^^
of this species, Kobelt was obliged to

Vrf iL ffi
•

"^'^^"ssion of the synonymy and variation owing

frnr K -nf
"^^^erial. He, however, included an extract

irom^vevill regarding the various forms considered by the^ H^ I

"^11

—^»^^M_

pc«J(?:X^^^^ ^^ollusca. Gastropoda and Pelecy^

/loo^.-^'®^'"- ^^^^-^ist Moll Calcutta

V

I

I

4

ft

i
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latter author as forms or varieties of this species. Having
examined Nevill's original specimens and the very large series

of shells in the Indian Museum, and the type specimens of

the various forms in the British Museum, as also large num-
bers of living specimens from different localities, I have come
to the conclusion, that the forms encaustica, Reeve ; corrugata,

Swainson ; sphaerica, Hanley and Theobald
; fasciata, Hanley

and Theobald; incrassatula, Nevill ; minor, Nevill and longi-

spira, Nevill, are only phases of this variable species, and that it

is impossible to distinguish them as distinct owing to the great

variation exhibited by specimens from various localities. The
question will be discussed at length in my detailed paper.

Pachylabra layardi (Reeve).

1912. Pachylabra layardi, Kobelt, oj). ciL, p. 73, Taf.

xxxiv, figs. 3j 4.

This interesting species of Pachylabra, from Ceylon, has a

very chequered history. Nevill, the first author to remark on

this species after Reeve, originally considered it as being

identical with carinata, Swainson {virens, Lamarck), but later

regarded it as a distinct variety of globosa, Swainson. Sowerby

included it as a variety of virens, Lam. ; while both Kobelt and

Preston treated it as a distinct species. As a result of a care-

ful examination of a large series of shells, I am of opinion, that

the species, though closely allied to both virms and globosa, is

quite distinct, and is confined to the island of Ceylon.

Pachylabra layardi (Reeve) var. cinerea (Reeve).

1912 Pachylabra cinerea, P. Tischbemi and P. alucinam,

Kobelt, op. ciL, pp. 89, 100 and 104, Taf. xxxv,

fig. 9; xlii, figs. 1, 2 ; xliii, fig. 8.

Kobelt treated the three forms referred above as distinct.

He, in adopting this course, followed Reeve and Sowerby, for at

the time he had onlv a single shell of the form considered as

P. tischbeini by Sowerby. I have exammed the types of the

three species in the British Museum, London, and have besides

seen large numbers of specimens, and arn of opmion that they

are all specimens of the same species ;
further that this form

is nothing more than only a variety of the common Ceylonese

'^^"^robeltTnct' publishing his account of these forms had

received specimens of the other species from Sowerby and

Fulton, and a few notes about these specimens will also be

"'' lio ^spmens received with the label '' Pila globosa yar^

cinerea, Riere- in Sowerby's handwntmg. belong to two
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species. One is a specimen of cinerea, a variet}^ of P, layardi

and not P. glohosa ; while the other is a half-grown shell of the

other Ceylonese species—P. doUodes. Another .shell received

from the same source as '' Pila tischbeini, Dohrn '' belongs to

the variety cinerai. A specimen, which Sowerbj^ sent as the

cotypeof his new Ceylonese species—P, alucinans— is the most

interesting of the lot. It is a young shell of a uniform dark-

brownish colour, without any colour bands, as are present in

Sowerby's type-shell. The umbilicus is more perforate, and is

not fuliy covered over by the somewhat narrow collumellar

border.
' The mouth of the shell has quite a different shape,

and the shell is thick with distinct vertical striae. This speci-

men, except for being of about the same size as Sowerby's type

of P. alucinans^ has nothing in common with it. It is only a

young specimen of the Burmese and East Indian species—P.

conica (Gray).

Pachylabra doliodes (Reeve).

1912. Pachylabra doliodes and P. moesla, Kobelt, op. cit.,

pp. 74, 75; Taf. xxxiv, figs. 5, 6 and 8.

Reeve described this species from a shell in the Cuming
Collection with the locality ' Bombay.' Nevill, however,

thought the species to be Ceylonese, but Sowerby, from one of

the three shells mounted on the type-tablet being an American
species, was misled, and considered the species to be an

American one, belonging to the genus Ampnllaria, s. s. The
type-shell, which was figured by Reeve as A. doliodes^ corres-

ponds exactly with the specimens from Ceylon, which Nevill

had assigned to this species. Reeve's AmpuUaria moesta from

Ceylon is only based on young shells of this species, and must
be included in the synonymy of this species.

In Kobelt's collection there is a young specimen of this

species purchased from Sowerby and Fulton, London. This

shell, as has already been noted, was received as a specimen of

globosa var. cinerea.

Pachylabra doliodes (Reeve) var. woodwardi (Dohrn).
T

1912. Pachylabra woodwardi, Kobelt, op, cit.^ p. 105, Taf.

xliii, fig. 9.

This form is only known from Dohrn's unique type-
specimen in the British Museum, London. The type is a young
shell and greatly resembles the young shells of P. doliodes.

I was at one time inclined to consider it as only an abnormal
specimen of the same species ; but owing to the very perforate
nature of the shell, the very loose winding of the whorls and
the much darker colouration, as also the differences in the pro-
portionate raasurements, I, for the present, propose leaving it

as a distinct variety.
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Pachylabra virens (Lamarck)-

1912. Pachylabra maura, Kobelt. op, cit., p. 85, Taf.

XXXV, fig. 2 ; and P. paludinGtdes Kobclt fnsc

Chr. and Jan.) iii part^ p. 102, Taf. xl, fig. 6,

and xliii, fig. 3.

Kobelt's accoun>l; of this species based on Reeve is far

from complete. He, as I have pointed out already, mistook

one of the shells of this species for P. largillierli : and h;i8

altogether missed out the forms virens^ Lam., ca) inula, Swain.,

and malabarica, Phil., all of which, however^ are onlj^

sjnonyms of this species.

It is of interest to note here, that the shell from the

Miinchen Museum, figured by Kobelt (Taf. xl fig. 6) as pro-

bably the type-form of P. paludinoides (Phil.) is also a speci-

men of this species, and so is also the fig. 3 (Taf. xliii) copied

from Reeve ; only this specimen is a little more globose than

is normally the case. The species, however, has a very wide

range and varies greatly in the form of the shell.

In addition to the specimens of this species noted in

accounts of the other species, other are in the Senckenberg

Museum two typical specimens from Madras, India, labelled

AmjyuUaria carinata var. malabarica, Phil.

Pachylabra theobaldi (Hanley).

1912. Pachylabra theobaldi, Kobelt, op. cil
, p. 86, Taf.

Xxw, fig. I.

Kobelt had a young specimen of this beautiful specfes

from Boettger's collection from Moulmein, Burma, labelled

AmpuUaria paludinoides, Christ., but he apparently did not

recognize the species. He has included the description from

Hanley's original account of the species, and copied the figure

from " Conchologia Indica." He docs not make any reference

to Pilsbry's Burmese species A. winUeyi,^ which, however,

seems to have been based on only young shells of this .'species.

Pachylabra conica (Gray).

1912. Pachylabra conica Kobelt, op. cit., p. O.*?, Taf. xl,

figs 1-5, 8, 9.

The identification of this species and its varieties has

been greatly confused by Kobelt, who in his notes has manily

followed Reeve and Sowerby. The figure of the typical form
iuuoweu ^""^

r. ^ (rp
f

u jg a corrcct representation
copied from Reeve a& Dg. i ^J-ai- ^^) " "

/ To^o«aco
of the typical form His figures 2 and ?. are of a Javanese

, pjl^bry, pi^^r^^oT^^r^^TpAii^d^^ LIII, p. 189, pi. v.

figs. 2, 3(1901).
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shell in the Moellendorf Collection : this shell and the one
delineated on the same plate as figs, 4 and 5, also from the
same collection, are not the connecting links to Reeve's javanica^

as Kobelt thought, but specimens of true A. javanica. Kobelt
was doubtful about them owing to the specimens being a
little more rounded than Reeve's figure of javanica ; I have
examined the type of this latter form and found that it is

much more roiuided than is represented in Reeve's figure.

I had in a recent paper ^ included Reeve's javanica in the
synonymy of conica^ but was not sure as to whether it was a
distinct variety. Having now examined a fair series of shells,

I am of opinion that the Javanese species deserves to be con-
sidered as a distinct variety.

Kobelt's figures 8 and 9, of a shell from Boettger's collec-

tion labelled AmpuUaria conica var. orientaJis, Phil., which he
included here, but was doubtful as to whether it was not a
distinct form, is only a young specimen of compacfa, Reeve,
which, in my opinion, is only a variety of P, conica.

Pachylabra conica (Gray) var. compacta (Reeve).

1912. Pachylabra compacta, Kobelt, op. cit., p. 100, Taf.
xlii, figs, 3-9.

As I have noted already in my notes on the species
P. conica. I consider this form to be only a variety of that
species. Kobelt's figures on plate xlii are all correctly referred
to this species, but as I have already noted, his figures 8 and 9
on Taf. xl, is also of a young shell of this species, and so is also
the figure of paludinoides, copied from " Conchologia Iconica

"

as fig. 3 (Taf. xliii).

Pachylabra conica (Gray) var. expansa (Xevill).

1912. Pachylabra 'paludinoides, Kobelt, op. cit., p. 102
Taf. xliii, fig. 2.

The figure cited above, which Kobelt copied from " Con-
chologia Indica " is, as I have satisfied myself by examination
of the original specimen in the British Museum, London, of a
specimen of this variety.

Pachylabra paludinoides (Philippi).

1912. Pachylabra paludinoides, Kobelt, op. cit., p. 102.

As Kobelt rightly remarks, it is quite impossible to
mdentify the species originally designated as such by Christ.,
and Jan., he, therefore, recognized the species as restricted by

Mus


